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BIJAPUR
CHAPTER I.

DESCRIPTION.'
Bija'pur, between 17° 28' and 15° 48' north latitude, and 75° 24'

and 76° 31' east longitude, partly in the Bombay Deccan and partly

in the Bombay Karnd,tak, has an area of 5757 square miles, a

population of 638,500 or 110 to the square mile, and a realizable

land revenue of about £120,000 (Rs. 12,00,900).5*

This district is the most easterly part of the Bombay Presidency,

being separated from the west coast by an average distance of about

130 miles. It forms a belt of land about 110 miles from north to

south and varying in breadth from fifty miles in the south and
seventy-five miles in the centre to about five miles in the extreme

north. On the north and north-east the Bhima river separates it

from Sholapur, the Akalkot state, and the Nizam's territory ; on the

east and south-east it is bounded by the Sdgar district of Shdrdpur

and the Edichur Doab, both belonging to H. H. the Nizdm ; on the

south by the Nizam's districts of Kushtagi and Bhindgal and the

Ron sub-division of Dharwar ; on the south-west the Malprabha
separates it from Navalgund in Dhdrwdr and the Rd,mdurg state

;

and on the west it is bounded by the states of Torgal, Mudhol, and
Jamkhandi, the Athni sub-division of Belgaum, the Jath and Ka-
rajgi states, and Mangalvedha in Sangli. Sqme outlying villages,

single or in groups, are scattered in the Nizam's dominions to the

east, and in the Jath, Jamkhandi, and Ramdurg states to the west.

For administrative purposes the district is distributed over eight

sub-divisions, of which five, Indi, Bijdpur, Sindgi, Bdgevadi, and
Muddebihal, are to the north, and three, Bagalkot, Hungund, and
Badami, to the south of the Krishna. As shown in the following

statement these sub-divisions have an average area of 720 square

miles, 167 villages, and about 80,000 people :

BijApub ADMimsTBATirs Details, 1881.

Namb.
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De scription.

Aspect.

Northern Belt.

Bijapur is an excellent example of the influence of geologioa

conditions on scenery. The landscape of Indi is as unlike the land-

scape of Bdddmi as the Indi trap is unlike the Bdddmi sandstone

The Krishna divides the two types for some distance, but thej

meet and run into one another in Muddebihal. Here also ii

found a third type, the Don valley, a well defined tract, nol

intermediate between the other two, but closely related to the sterih

trap country through which it passes and from which it has beer

formed.

The forty miles north of Bijapur, and the greater part of Sindg
to the east of Bijd,pur, are much like the worst parts of ShoMpur anc

Inddpur in Poena. This tract has all the features of the oper

Deccan trap country, and has a strong resemblance fco the dowtiE

on the coast of Banffshire and Aberdeenshire in east Scotland. Hills

there are none ; on the other hand it can hardly be called a plair

for it is not flat. It is a succession of low billowy uplands bare oi

trees, gently rounded, and falling into intermediate narrow valleys,

On the uplands the soil, where there is soil, is very shallow, tillage is

mostly confined to the valleys, which, enriched by the earth washed
fromtheslopes,yieldfaircrops. The top of every third or fourthupland

looks down a stream-bed fringed with wild date trees and occasionally

with a cluster of nims or perhaps some fine old mangoes and
tamarinds. Among the trees are one or two gardens and to one side

of the gardens stands the village. A little further another grove
of fine trees shades the village temple. The whole forms a pleasing

oasis in ^he surrounding desert. The barrenness of the country and
the dreariness of upland after upland and valley after valley, each like

the last, are most depressing. Even thevillages seem to lack character

and to be turned out on some standard plan. Though they generally

lie on the banks of a stream, except on the best streams, the

villages are seldom close enough to be within sight of one another.

All are much in the same style ; surrounded by a ruined wall with
one or more gates, the houses one-storeyed built of trap plastered
with mud and with a blind wall running all round ; so that, being
flat-roofed, they give the impression of being deserted.

In spite of its general barrenness the trap country has excellent

water. Many built wells yield a good supply, and streams are
common in whose beds water can generally be found even in the hot
weather. The only irrigation is from wells by leather-bags watering
two or three acres along the stream-beds beside the villages. The
only considerable ponds or reservoirs whose waters are used for

irrigation are those at Mamddpur and Kamatgi in Bijapur.
In all this monotonous stretch of country there is nothing that can

be called a hill. Near the northern borders of Bijapur some uplands
or mdls running east and west stand above the level of the surround-
ing country, but they are really not so high as the ridge south of
Bijapur which makes far less show. During the rains, when
the uplands are green and the valleys waving with millet, the effect

though tame is not unpleasing. But about March, when the crops
are gone, when what spear-grass has not been burnt is bleached to
a pale hay colour, when here and there the naked black trap shows
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in large patches, when the whole surface quivers in the noon-tide

heat and burning blasts sweep across the treeless slopes, the country
appears little better than a desert, and recalls the old Musalmdn
saying that the Adil ShAhi kings chose Bijapur as their capital

because the deserts to the north of it prevented any blockading
army from besieging Bijapur from that side.^

The Don valley begins close to the south of the old city of Bijdpur.

This rich tract of deep black soil crosses the district from west to

east. The rocky trap uplands disappear, the sweeps are much longer

and more gradual, and in many parts there is a true plain . The
saltuess of the soil is favourable to crops and trees. But except hdbhul
few trees are planted for fear of drawing birds which cause great

damage to the crops. The villages are chiefly close to the Don river.

They stand on little hillocks of gray earth to which in the course of

ages the village buildings have materially added. The Don valley

is badly off for water. Wells are scarce and what water there is

is brackish. In the valley, as in the Krishna valley further south,

tillage is much more careful than in the barren north, and the

husbandmen are much better off than their northern neighbours.

In the 1876 famine in the Don valley granaries that had been closed

for years were opened, and many of the people made large sums.
In February when the whole valley is a sheet of magnificent millet,

wheat, and golden husumbi, the prospect is extremely rich. By
April all is changed. Every crop except cotton is gone, and the

valley is a dusty dreary waste.

The Don valley and the rich allavial plain of the Krishna are

separated by a stretch of barren trap. After crossing the Krishna
by the Sholdpur-KaMdgi road the country completely changes.
Instead of bare waving uplands is a rich plain crossed from
west to east by two lines of sandstone hills 250 to 300 feet

Chapter I.

Description.

Aspect,

Central Belt.

Southern Belt,

' A recent \mter, the late Sir "David Wedderburn, explained (Fortnightly Review,
New Series, XXVIII. 225-227), by the process of exhaustion under British rule the
change which had dried to a desert the realm of Bijdpur. Sir David Wedderburn's idea

that the country between SholApur and BijApur ever supported the city of Bijapur is a
mistaken idea. That in Musalmdn times as at present the granary of Bijipur was
not to the north of the city but to the south in the rich lands of the Don valley is

proved by the Hindusttoi saying Donpihke Icon hhdega ; Don ne pikhe hon Mdega, that

ft If the Don bears crops who can eat (them) ; if the Don bears no crops who can
eat? Both under the BijApur tings and under the MarAthds the country to the north
of BijApor was barren. In 1631, during the first Moghal siege of BijApur, partly because
the country round had been laid waste by the BijApur troops, the besieging force

suffered great hardships as 'fetching grass and fuel from long distances was a work
of great toil to man and beast.' The siege lasted only twenty days, still men and
beasts were so crippled from want of food, that the Moghal army was forced to move
from BijApur to some better supplied part of the country (Elliot and Dowson,VII. 30).

Forty years later (1671) the French traveller Bernier described the country of BijApur

on the side of the Moghals' dominions, that is to the north, as very difficult of access

on account of the great scarcity of water, forage, and victuals. The city of BijApur, he
says, is very strong in a dry barren land ; there is almost no good water but in the

town (History of the late Revolution of the Great Moghal [1671] Translation 171). In
1792 Moore (Narrative, 33'7) described the twenty miles to the north and west of

BijApur as stony, unarable, and not capable of improvement. In November 1808,

five years after the establishment of the English as the paramount power had intro-

duced a beginning of order into the Decoan, Sir James Mackintosh (Life, I. 461,

462), between twenty-five and eleven miles north of BijApur, saw no living creature

but some pretty paroquets, a partridge, a hare, and a herd of deer. In the eleven
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Chapter I.

Description.

Aspect.

Southern Belt,

high whose sides seem woody though the produce is seldom more

than brushwood and prickly-pear. The plain though rich is bare,

and yields little drinking water, so that the villages are almost all

ranged along the banks of the rivers or close to the bases of

the hills. Both the ranges of hills curve north-east towards the

Krishna, so that the great black soil plains in the east of Bd,galkof

and along the north of Hungund are unbroken by hills. In them
drinking water is very scarce, and the villages are almost all along the

banks of the Krishna or of the Ghatprabha after it passes through the

hills below Bagalkot. South of the secondrange of hills, in the valley

in which Bagalkot and KaMdgi lie, the country is better wooded and
the scenery improves. It is at its best during and just after the

rains. Then the hills, though low and not covered with anything

better than scrub, are all green ; the valley, dotted with low trees,

waves with early millet; and patches of red freshly- turned soil

brighten the green. Further south all over Badami and south-west

Hungund there are more hills and they are rougher and steeper.

The black soil has given place to red sand, and the timber if not
fine is frequent. The villages on the light sandy soil of Bd.dami are

small and poor, but in east Hungund, in the black plain of Bdgalkot,

and along the rich Krishna valley are many large and rich villages.

Within the space between the two ranges of hills lie several beautiful

lakes, notably those near Kendur and Mushtagiri. Below the

dams of some of these lakes, as at Kendar, are pretty cocoanut
and plantain gardens watered by channels fed by the leakage of

the lake. Here and there detached masses of sandstone stand out
from the hills in jagged and fantastic shapes, or are scattered in

huge blocks, bearing temples on their summits. Except the steep

aiid quaintly-shaped sandstone cliffs of B^ddmi, most of the hills are

rounded and gently sloping. Between them are wide barren tracts

of rock and loose stones aind many stretches of light land woody and
slightly tilled, brightened by patches of deep red, dull red, and
white soil. BMAmi, with its bold red cliffs capped with brilliant

green, its sheet of water in the gorge between the cliffs, its caves,

and its fine old towers is a scene of much interest and beauty.
It is the sudden passing from trap to sandstone ,that causes so

great a difference between the scenery of the north and the south
of the district. Some inlying sandstone crops up at Mamdapur to

the north, and there is trap west of Bilgi to the south. Otherwise
the Krishna divides the trap from the sandstone as far east as
Chimalgi about fifteen miles north-east of Bdgalkot. . Here the
metamorphic granite base crosses to the left bank and runs
north-east to the NizAm's border. At Muddebihdl, Bidekundi, and
Basarkod terraces of sandstone run out upon the granite and are in
turn cappedby the last flows ofthe Deccan trap. At Talikoti limestone
supplants the sandstone, and in the north-west of Muddebihal the
trap flows grow thicker and thicker, gradually covering everything.
South and west of the village of MuddebihAl, where the metamorphic
granite forms a gently waving plain covered with scrub and boulders,
the surface is too flat for beauty. But the country south of Ilkal,

where the disintegration ofthe granite has been much more irregular,
is very wild and weird. Though Muddebihdl has little beauty it
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contains the handsomest village in the district, Tdlikoti, which is built

of the famous Talikoti limestone. The effect of the sandstone at
Guledgud in Badami, about twelve miles south-east of Bagalkot, is

hardly inferior ; and the villages south of the Krishna, though built

much in the same style as those in the trap country, have generally
an air of more comfort and strength. Though the village sites lie

generally along the bases of hills, or on the banks of streams, where
it was steep enough to make a fort, they sometimes stood on the
hill-top. The new town of Guledgud lies along the banks of a stream
at the bottom of a hill and is unwalled. On the hill-top may be
traced the battered walls, the fallen houses, and the deserted temples
of the old town.

Only in the south and south-west below the Krishna is the plain
surface of the district broken by hills of any size, and even in the
south there are few hills more than three hundred feet high. The
southern hills belong to the limestones, shales, and sandstones of the
KaMdgi basin. Though they differ from the Sahyd,dri spurs in the
character of the rock, and are the results of earlier influences, the
sandstone hills of south Bijapur form two main ranges which
run irregularly east and west and may geographically be taken as

continuations of two great ranges, the north Ghatprabha and the
north Malprabha hills, which from the Sahyadris stretch east across
Belgaum, the north Ghatprabha range forming the water-parting
between the Ghatprabha and the Krishna and the north Malprabha
range forming the water-parting between the Ghatprabha and the
Malprabha. The north Ghatprabha range, the water-parting
between the Krishna and the Ghatprabha, begins at the Sahyddris
close to the north of Manohar fort about forty miles north-east of

Belgaum and passes east across Belgaum. Except in one or two
detached fragments the trap ceases to the west of Bijapur limits.

Still, though the rock changes, the line of high land is maintained by
two flat-topped scrub-covered ridges of sandstone hills, one which
passes south of Bilgi about fifteen, and the other which passes
through Kundargi and Anakvddi about five miles north of Kaladgi.
The Bilgi ridge falls into the plain about two miles to the east of

Bilgi. The Kundargi hills stretch east along the north bank of the

Ghatprabha about fifteen miles to near Yerkal or Herkal, about five

miles north of B^galkot, where the range is cut by the Ghatprabha.
It reappears on the east bank of the Ghatprabha and stretches

about ten miles east and eight miles north-east to Sitamani on the

Krishna. The last eighteen miles between the Ghatprabha and the

Krishna have been named the Sita range. From the Kundargi
hills, about five miles to the west of Terkal, where they are crossed

by the Ghatprabha, a range of hills stretches south-east. After

about four miles, that is about a mile north-east of Bagalkot, the

range is crossed by the Ghatprabha. From the Ghatprabha it

stretches about twenty miles south-east to Amingad, the eastern end
of the north Malprabha range. This cross hne of hills, which thus

unites the eastern ends of the north Ghatprabha and the north

Malprabha ranges, with its branches and intervening valleys, occu-

pies a great part of the Bagalkot sub-division. In some places the

Chapter I.

Description.

Aspect.

Haia.

South Krishna
mils.
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hills are rugged and in others present wall-like scarps either with

flat tabular summits or narrow-crested ridges.

The north Malprabha range or upland, the water-parting between

the Ghatprabha and the Malprabha, starts from the iSahyadris near

the Tolkhat pass about thirty miles west of Belgaum. Across

Belgaum and close to Bijapur limits it continues trap, and, after

the trap ceases, the highland is prolonged by irregular lines of

sandstone hills which cross the centre of Bddami and end at Amingad.
At Mutkavi in the south-west corner of Baddmi, immediately

after the north Malprabha range enters the district, a spur stretches

to the south-east and east, till it is crossed by the Malprabha a

little to the south-east of Baddmi. Bast of the Malprabha the spur

reappears and stretches south-east in a broken line which ends
abruptly a few miles east of Gajendragad on the western boundary
of the Nizam's territory. Of the north Malprabha range -the most
notable hills are those at Guledgud, about ten miles south of

Bdgalkot, and those round Bad^mi. The Guledgud hills are flat-

topped and capped with brushwood. The sandstone is close to the.

surface, and generally forms a scarp about twenty feet high near the

top, whence the steep sides fall to the plain covered with prickly-

pear. There is no tillage on the top or sides and there is no special

hill population. Pig and panther are common and do much harm.
The Bdddmi cliffs are perhaps the best example of the steep

sandstone hills of the south of the district. They are broken
into various shapes, huge masses of many thousand tons being
detached or partly detached and roUedoveron the plain. Little temples
have been built both on the tops and in the chasms of several of

the separate rocks and on two of the greater and partly detached •

masses stand the two forts of Bddd.mi. The top of the hills is flat,

very broad, and covered with beautiful bright green scrub and the
sides are red sa.ndstone cliffs. There is no cultivation either on the
sides or the top and no special hill population. There are a number
of pig and a good many panthers.

About fifteen miles east ofthe Bd,ddmi hills, in the south-west corner
of Hungund, on the right bank of the Malprabha, a striking group
of detached flat-topped hills rise 300 to 500 feet above the surround-
ing country. They are capped with sandstone resting on granitoid
gneiss and stretch twenty miles east-south-east parallel with the
Gajendragad ridge, and like it end in a bold bluff which overhangs
the small town of Hanamsagar in the Nizam's territory. These
hills are the eastmost extension of the rocks of the Kalddgi series.

The great plain to the north of the Krishna is unbroken except by
a few bare uplands. In the south-west of Indi is a series of uplands
covered with spear-grass and a few hdbhul shrubs, which, beginning
in the villages of Satalgaon, Jagjivani, Inchgeri, and Kanur, stretch
through the north of the old revenue division of Horti. In the
south-east of the sub-division there are a few bare uplands. South-
west of the town of BagevMi bare trap uplands or downs culminate
in two small flat-topped laterite hillocks which are conspicuous*
within a circuit of ten or twelve miles. In the north-east rise two 4

ridges of low hills. One runs west from Kamankeri to Dindvad ;
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the other of flat-topped laterite begins at a point a little to the
east of Masvinhalj and, stretching as far as Ingleahvar where a
spur is thrown out in a northerly direction, ends near the village

of Rabbinal. The Ingleshvar upland which overhangs the valley

of the Don, running west and east, is flat-topped, and covered with
loose stones and good soil. Just at Ingleshvar part of it is capped
with laterite. Bast of Ingleshvar is a small flat-topped hill covered
with black earth and small stones. There is also in the south of

the sub-division a short curved ridge , covered with prickly-pear
and scrub, which, rising at a point to the north-east of Devalpur
and skirting the town of Nidgundi, ends to the south of Maremati.
In the north-west corner of Muddebihdl, a few hundred yards south
of the village of Alkopa, is a low range of flat-topped sandstone
hills. In the south of Muddebihal on the north bank of the Krishna
a series of low sandstone terraces run out from under the trap.

From the south and west, that is from the granite plain below, the

terraces form flat-topped hills, about 100 feet high, their sides and
tops scantily covered with scrub and small blocks of stone. They
run south-east until, beyond the town of Muddebihdl, they take an
easterly turn towards the Nizam's district of Sagar. The most
remarkable hill in this part of the country is in the Nizam's
territory, an outlying cone of trap at Nagarbetta about ten miles east

of Muddebihal.

The district is well supplied with rivers and streams. Of these

the most important are the Krishna and its feeders the Bhima
and the Don from the left or north, and the Ghatprabha and the

Malprabha from the right or south. Of these four feeders the

Bhima and the Don meet the Krishna outside the district, and the

Ghatprabha and the Malprabha meet the Krishna within the district,

the Ghatprabha at Maremati about fifteen miles east of Bilgi, and the

Malprabha at Kapila Sangam about twenty miles further east. All

of these are large rivers flowing throughout the year and during

the rainy season crossed only by boats. Except the Don, whose
water in the driest weather is too salt to be generally drunk, these

rivers supply fair drinking water.

The Keishna rises among the Mahdbalesh-ii'ar hills on the

eastern flank of the Sahyddris. It flows south-east through Sdtd,ra,

Kolhdpur, Belgaum, and the Jamkhandi state, and for seventeen
miles forms the boundary between Jamkhandi and Bijdpur. It

enters the district near Gehnur, and, after a course of about
fifty-four miles through the district, separating Bijapur, Bdgevddi,

and Muddebihal on the left or north from Bdgalkot and Hungund
on the right or south, it passes into the Nizdm's territory. Just

before quitting Muddebihd,l, among the Jaldrug hills about

twenty miles south-east of Muddebihal, the river splits into a

number of streams which force their way through a low range

of granite hills and fall about 300 feet in a quarter of a mile.

The banks of the chasm are huge castle-like masses of granite

whose red and pink glow among green brushwood and great

thorny creepers. In dry weather the river breaks into white threads

which wind among huge masses of granite and sharp veins and

Chapter I.

Descriptkn.

Hills.

North Krishna
mm.

Rivers.

The Krishna.
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dykes' of basalt. When in flood the river is fuHy » quarter of a

mile wide and fills the gorge from bank to bank. The water rushes

from rock to rock half hidden by spray with mighty crash and

clamour. From large deep holes columns of water and spray shoot

high in air and fall roaring back. As it leaps into the wide pool at

the foot of the gorge the mass of water, dashing a,mong mighty

currents and eddies, rises in crested waves which as they clash and

climb hurl their spray into mid air whirling and foaming with

inconceivable force and grandeur.^

At its meeting with the Ghatprabha in the rainy season (July)

the Krishna is about 500 yards broad and the current runs two

and a half feet the second.^* About two and a half miles east of

its meeting with the Malprabha at Dhanur, m the rainy season

(June -October) the stream from bank to bank is about 600 yards

broad, and where the river leaves the district it is nearly, 700 yards

broad and its current runs two and a half feet the second. The

ordinary low-water level is 1617-37 feet and at this poiiit the highest

flood level is 1648-54 feet or a rise in extreme floods of thirty-one

feet. Mud, silt, and sand gather daily along its banks, entombing

the remains of alligators, fishes, and river-shells. During the hot

season the stream of water is small and in its black sandy bed may

be found pebbles swept from the various rocks through which the

river has passed. Among the pebbles brought down by the mountain

freshes are occasionally found nodules of a reddish brown and white

carnelian jasper, chalcedony, and mocha stones. Ten feet below low

water the rock of the river bed is reached.

The fall in the passage of the Krishna through the district is_

slight. Near Chimalgi, opposite to which it receives the Ghatprabha,

the north bank of the river is well marked and the south bank is

low and at times is flooded for about 1000 yards from the river bank.

The floods here rise to a height of about fifty-two feet and spread

over an area of about 1700 yards or nearly a mile broad. Except

near Chimalgi the north bank of the river as a rule is much lower

than its south bank. During the rains the high-wa,ter runs up

grooves in the land to the north and round into the river forming

temporary islands many of which are covered with bdbhul bushes.

Though its water is not used for irrigation, during the fair weather

large quantities of the vdngi or egg-plant are grown along the north

bank. The south bank is generally steep and on or near it are

many rich villages. There are many bdbhul plantations along the

hanks, which are bordered by quartzite hills with a few large trees.

In the fair season carts cross the river at the ford of Balati about

sixteen miles north of Bdgalkot. During the rains there are ferries

at Tungargi on the Ilkal road and at Kolhar on the Dharwar road.

Besides the main tributaries numerous streams cut the bank on their

way to join the Krishna, leaving intervening belts of high ground

1 Meadow Taylor's Noble Queen, I. IC; compare';Memoir Geological Survey of

India, XII. 11, 43.
2 Captain Newbold in Geological Papers of Western India, 347. The temperature

of the river one foot below the surface was found by Captain Newbold (1842-1845) it

July to be 76° 5'. Ditto. ' Journal Asiatic Society Bengal, XT. (2), 936.
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and making the road which crosses them at right angles uneven
and difficult especially during the rains when this tract is partially

flooded. Before the great flood in the Krishna in 1853 which
washed away all trace of itj near the village of Mankini about

twenty miles north-east of Bd.galkot, was a deep reach called the

Poison Pool. At first this pool during the rains formed part of the

river, but afterwards it became separated from it. As the water

remained stagnant for many months in the year and as the earth

and rocks round it were charged with salt, the pool water became
discoloured, bitter, and so undrinkable both to man and cattle that it

was said to be fatal when drunk for any length of time. At the same
time the pool water was said to be healing in cases of skin diseases.^

The Bhima rises in the Sahyddris near Bhimashankar and runs

east for about 105 miles across the district of Poena. It then turns

south-east, and, after separating Poena from Ahmadnagar for about
thirty-five miles, and from ShoMpur for about sixty miles, flows

through ShoMpur for about fifty miles. It then turns east, and,

after forming the southern boundary of Sholdpur for about sixteen

miles, touches the Bijdpur district at Dasur. Below Dasur it

flows east, and separating Bijapur from ShoMpur for about thirty

miles, receives the Sina from the left, and leaving ShoMpur
and skirting Bijapur for fifty miles more, enters the Nizid,m's

territory, and falls into the Krishna, to the east of the S^gar
district, after a further course of about 150 miles. The banks of

the Bhima are overlain by layers of gravel and are 900 feet apart.

They rise above high flood level which is about forty-nine feet

above the river bed. The highest recorded flood level is 1381 '25 feet

and the ordinary low-water level is 1332'4!8 feet, that is a highest

flood of forty-nine feet. The ordinary bed of the river is alluvial

soil and the rock-bed is about ten feet below low-water level.

. Numerous streams flowing towards the Bhima from the right afford

an ample supply of water for general purposes and in some cases

for irrigation. In seasons of favourable rainfall most of these

streams continue shallow threads of running water throughout
the hot weather. Even after a scanty rainfall they hold water
either flowing or standing in deep pools. During the rainy months
(June - October) the tributaries of the Bhima overflow their banks
for some distance leaving much silt on the flooded land which thus

becomes extraordinarily fertile. In Indi the land along the bank
of the Bhima is a rolling plain whose rdonotony is relieved only by
the villages with which it is dotted. The portion of the Sindgi
sub-division on its banks is a black soil plain with gentle undulations

and is. dotted with many rich villages. In spite of its size the

Bhima can be forded at several places during the fair weather.

The Don, with a drainage area of about 400 square miles, rises

in the Jath state, about four miles south of Jath, and flows east

and then south-east till it turns towards the town of Talikoti in

Muddebih^l. South of Talikoti it enters the Nizam's district of

Sagar, and winding through a rocky defile, after a total course of
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' Transactiona Bombay Medical Society, V. (1859), 262.
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about 125 miles, falls into the Krishna about thirteen miles east

of the MuddebiMl frontier. Along its whole course the Don has

steep banks of black soil more than ten feet high. Its channel is

Tery winding and seems to have more than once changed its course.

The river runs along a narrow valley on the top of the watershed

between the Krishna and the Bhima. Taking the planes where the

Sholapur-Hubli road crosses the river, the Don bed is 530 feet

above the Bhima bed and 230 feet above the Krishna bed. The

fall in the Don bed is as a rule very slight and the breadth of the bed

is not more than 200 feet. In heavy rains the water cannot get

ofE and sometimes comes down like a regular bore. The highest

recorded flood level is 1915'70 feet which with a low-water level of

1895'S3 feet gives a highest flood height of about twenty feet. For
about thirty feet under the surface the bed is treacherous black mud
and can be crossed only in places where there is gravel. Further

east in the Talikoti limestone the character of the river changes.

The bed is of thin slippery slabs of limestone, and at one point near

Talikoti the descent is like going down a stair from one bed of

limestone to another. During the rains there is a plentiful supply

of fresh drinking water. After November the villages near the

Don always suffer from want of good drinking water as the water

of the main stream and of several of its tributaries, specially of the

Little Don near Ukali in Bdgevddi, becomes brackish shortly after

the rains have ceased.^ In the fair weather the stream of the Don
runs very low. The deep black soil lands on the banks of the Don
are famous for their cold weather grain crdps. The Don valley was
the granary of old Bijd,pur. Its importance to the old city is

preserved in the local saying, ' If the Don bears crops who can eat

(them); if the Don bears no crops who can eat?'^ Especially in
' the old Talikoti division the land is extremely rich, and some

villages are adorned with gardens of mangoes and other fruit trees.

The Ghatpeabha rises near the edge of the Sahyddris almost

twenty-five miles west of the town of Belgaum. After an easterly

coarse of about 140 miles through Belgaum and the Southern
MarAtha states, it enters B^galkot three miles north of KalMgi.

' The following analyses of the water of the Little Don have been made by Surgeon-j

Major I. B. Lyon, the Chemical Analyser to Government

:

JJittle Don Water.

Chlorine
(Equivalent Chloride of Sodium.
Combined Sulphuric Acid
Lime
Magnesia
SiUca

Total dissolved Solids by
Evaporation
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Through Bagalkot it runs nearly east for about twenty miles, and
then immediately below the town of Bagalkot turns suddenly north.

Between Bdgalkot and Yerkal, about five miles north of Bd.galkot,

it forces its way through two chains of hills, a pretty country with
picturesque views of hill and water. Beyond the second range it

enters the Krishna valley and falls into the Krishna about fifteen

miles to the north-east opposite Ohimalgi. At the meeting of the

rivers the Grhatprabha is nearly a hundred yards broad and in the
rainy season (July) fiows about two and three quarters feet in a
second.^ Where it passes through black soil the banks are steep

and in Bagalkot are closely studded with villages.

The Malpeabha or Malpari^ rises near the edge of the Sahyd,dris

about twenty-two miles south-west of Belgaum. After an easterly

course of about 100 miles through Belgaum and the B.d,mdurg state,

it enters the Baddmi sub-division of the Bijapur district about three

miles south of Mutkavi. Prom this it flows east about twenty-five
miles, forming the southern boundary of the Bddami sub-division.

Beyond Tolachkod, the southern range of the north Malprabha hills

forces it about fifteen miles to the north-east where it turns north
and for about eight miles flows between Baddmi and Hungund. It

then resumes its north-east course and after flowing about twenty
miles through Hungund falls into the Krishna at Kapila Sangam.
Before passing through the Bddami hills on its way to the Krishna,
the Malprabha receives from the south the Bennihalla or Butter
Stream which has its source about twenty miles south of Hubli in

Uhdrwdr. To the east of the Gajendragad hills an open level tract,

about eighteen miles long by about twelve broad, is marked by a
slight cross ridge which has the appearance of having formerly been
the south bank either of the Malprabha or of some other lost stream.*

"Where the Malprabha passes through the sandstone country, as at

Aiholi in Hungund, the bed of the river is whitish sand and the
water a lovely blue. The country bordering it is hilly, the flat-

topped sandstone spurs occasionally stretching three or four miles
from the bank. Near Aiholi, as it turns and winds among the hills,

the river forms reaches of great beauty. At Nandikeshvar and
Pattadkal, about eight and ten miles south-west of Aiholi, the
country is again hilly, but the hills are too far from the river to

relieve the flatness of the valley. Further south where it forms the
boundary of B^ddmi, the scenery is marred by the level stretch of

the Dhdrwar plain. The banks are always steep where the river

passes through black soil, and in the north of Hungund are studded
with villages. The highest recorded flood level is 1763'66 feet,,

which with a low-water level of 1742"88 feet gives a greatest flood
height of twenty-one feet.

In Indi, Muddebihd,l, and Bagevadi, except in the villages on the
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' In July Captain Newbold (1842-1845) found the temperature of the river one foot
below the surface' to be 76° 5'. Geological Papers of Western India, 347.

2 The name Malprabha is the Prakrit form either of the Sanskrit malaprahha mud-
shining or move probably of malaparva full of mud. Malpari is the Prakrit form of.

mala-apahdri mud-robbing. Rev. G. Kies.' Southern Maritha. Country, 14,

" Marshall's Belgaum, IIL
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banks of the Krishna and Bhima, the water-supply is generally from

wells ; in Badami, Bagalkot, Bijapur, and Hungund it is generally

from the rivers ; in Sindgi it is chiefly from streamlets and wells.

According to the Collector's stock return for 1882-83 there were

6119 wells in the district, of which 3587 were with steps and 2532

were without steps. The wells in the villages on the banks of the

Don show that the water-bearing strata are generally within twenty

feet of the surface. The water in some of these wells is brackish,^

but the water is occasionally used for irrigation.^ Brackish wells

sometimes occur outside of the Don valley, especially near Hippargi
in Sindgi where the water of one well showed 61 '71 grains of salt

in a gallon.

Except in BAdami where there is much low bushy vegetation, and
in Muddebihd,! where the ground is marshy, the climate is dry and
healthy. Over almost the whole district March and April are the

hottest months in the year, the trap uplands of Indi and Sindgi in

the north suffering especially from burning winds. In the south the

heat is sometimes specially trying near the sandstone cliffs of
,

BAdami which in the afternoon and evening radiate oppressively

hot air. In May the intensity of the heat is slightly relieved by
occasional thunderstorms and days of cltudy weather. In April 1820,
at B^galkot and Badami, Mr. Marshall found that in the afternoon

the thermometer occasionally rose to 110° or 112°. At that time
after the rains the tract of land close to the foot of the hills was so

unhealthy that there were scarcely any villages. The few inhabitants •

were afflicted with intermittent fever during more than half of their

lives. Near the Badami lakes the air was always damp and vapour-
laden. And as during the whole year the people had to work
knee-deep in mud a yearly epidemic of quartan fever was the result.

The fever lasted three to six months and so broke their constitutions

that men looked old at forty and few lived to be sixty. Except in

the south-east where quartan fever prevailed, Hungund was healthy
and hale men of sixty-five were common.^ The thermometer readings
in the shade recorded at Kalddgi civil hospital during the six years
ending 1882 give a maximum temperature of 106° in April and a
minimum temperature of 48° in January. During the four months

' The following is Dr. Lyon's analysis of the water of a well at Jumnal in the Don
valley

:

Wdl Water/roni, the Don Valley.

Chlorine
(Chloride ot Sodium
Combined Sulphuric Acid
Lime
Magnesia
Silica

Total dissolved Solids by
Evaporation ...
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from February to May the maximum temperature has varied from
77° to 106°, the minimum temperature from 57°, to 85°, the mean
maximum from 74° to 102°, the mean minimum from 63° to 87°, and
the mean: range from 7° to 41° ; from June to October the maximum
has varied from 82° to 100° and the minimum from 65° to 90°, the

mean maximum from 77° to 96°, and the mean minimum from 65° to

80°, and- the mean range from 3° to 25°; and from November to

January the maximum has varied from 80° to 91,° and the minimum
from 48° to 75°, the mean maximum from 74° to 84°, the mean
minimum from 58° to 75°, and the mean range from 8° to 40°. The
details are

:
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The rainfall is extremely irregular varying greatly both in amount

and in distribution. In the three northern sub-divisions of Indi,

Sindgi, and Bijapur, the average rainfall is about the same as at

Sholapur (nineteen to twenty-six inches). The only exception is a

tract near Almel about twenty miles east of Indi, where rain falls in

greater quantity and more seasonably. In the Kdaarese districts

as in the Deccan the comparatively rainy belt which stretches fifty

or sixty miles east of the Sahyadris is succeeded by a tract of

uncertain rainfall, and this again in the extreme east of the Bombay
Presidency gradually passes into a country where the rain, though

not much heavier, is more seasonable and more certain. The deep
rich plains on the banks of the Krishna sufEer from want of rain.^

South of the Krishna and beyond the low sandstone ridges which
form the eastern end of the north Ghatprabha range the valley of

the Ghatprabha enjoys a better rainfall than the tract to the north

of the Bilgi hills. In Hungund the rainfall is even and certain and ,

a failure of crops from want of moisture is rare.^

The year's supply of water is drawn partly from the south-west

and partly from the north-east monsoon. The south-west rain

generally begins during the first half of June, but occasionally

showers fall in March April and May preceded by dust-storms and
accompanied with thunder. In July the rainfall is uncertain. In
some years it is almost as heavy as ia June, in other years there is

barely an inch. In August the fall is heavier and there is a further

increase in September and October when the Madras or north-east

monsoon sets in. The rains are not generally over till about the

middle of November, The supply from the north-east monsoon is

variable. In some years it fails ; in other years it furnishes an
important addition to the south-west rainfall. In exceptional

seasons, as in 1874, the north-east rains extend as far west as the

Sahyddris and the Krishna and the Tungbhadra come down in heavy
floods. Passing showers and sometimes heavy falls of rain occur
in December January and February. Rain returns^ recorded at

Kalddgi during the eighteen years ending 1882 show October to be

the wettest mouth with a fall varying from 9'76 inches in 1880 tO'

1'7 inches in 1876 and averaging 4'74 inches ; September comes next
with a fall varying from 12"3 inches in 1877 to forty-two cents in

1879 and averaging 4-68 inches; August comes third with a fall

varying from 9'11 inches in 1878 to ten cents in 1876 and averaging
3'93 inches ; June comes fourth with a fall varying from 6'83 inches
in 1876 to eight cents in 1873 and averaging 3-33 inches; July fifth

with a fall varying from 6'81 inches in 1879 to fifty-three cents in

1867 and averaging 1"97 inches; and May sixth wibh a fall varying
]

from 3'94 inches in 1880 to two cents in 1866 and averaging 1-61
:

inches. Of the six months from November to April, March is the

^ Bombay Government Selections, V. 29.
" According to Marshall (Belgaum, 168) the rains of the south-west monsoon are

unsteady in the periods as well as the quantity of their fall. This is not correct.
Hungund is beyond the uncertain belt of rainfall though exposed to exceptional
famines such as that of 1877. Mr. T. H. Stewart, C. S.

' The rain figures must be received with caution. In several cases the totals of
the monthly and the yearly returns do not agree.
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\

driest with an average fall of tliirty-tliree cents; January comes second

-with an average of forty-four cents ; April third with an average of

forty-eight cents; November fourth with an average of 1"16 inches

;

December fifth with an average of 1'19 inches; and February sixth

with an average of 1"35 inches. The following table gives the details -.

KalJdgi Town Rainfall, 186S-188S.

MOSTH.
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At almost all times of the year most parts of the district are

exposed to strong blighting winds. In the Don valley there is almost

always a high wind. From November to February it is from the

east very dry^ and often blighting. In March and April the day

wind is generally from the north-east and in May from the sonth.

In the evening there is often a lull and about nine a strong breeze

sets in from the west. This, which especially east of Bijdpur is at

first hot, soon cools and lasts till morning. In the north-east of the

district the wind keeps hot till eleven or twelve at night. Sometimes

there is a lull of one or two hours and then a rush of wind from

the west and south-west, cooler but still somewhat warm till near

sunrise. All night except daring the lull the wind in the black soil

parts is exceptionally strong and continuous and to a great extent

prevents sleep. Constant dust and thunderstorms with heavy rain

and strong wind prevail in April and May damaging the cotton crop.

They sometimes, perhaps generally cpol the air and relieve the heat,

but occasionally a storm is followed by dull cloudy and peculiarly

oppressive days. In B^galkot and Badami early in October after the

south-west monsoon is over, for two or three weeks, the winds are

variable and the heat most oppressive. Before the beginning of

November an almost constant breeze sets in from the north-east and
daily becomes colder, especially when it is most from the east. In

December and January this east wind is bleak, dry, and disagreeable,

injurious to vegetation, and deadly to crops if, as sometimes happens,

it lasts till February. In February there is a sudden change from

cold to intense heat. The heat increases during February March
and the beginning of April. During this season casual squalls often

in the form of whirlwinds add to the discomfort of the climate. If

at any time a steadier wind sets in, it brings heat rather than coolness

and leaves the skin dry and rigid. About the middle of May the

south-west wind sets in with a strong breeze, almost a gale. This

frequently blows a full month before it brings rain. But even

without rain it is always cool and refreshing, and this is perhaps the

most agreeable month of the year. In Hungund from November
to January the blast of the east wind is often keen.^

The geology of Bijdpur south of the Krishna has been fully

described by Mr. Foote of the Geological Survey.^ Besides south

Bijd.pur Mr. Foote's survey included north Bij4pur as far as

Bijd,pur. Of the country north of Bijd.pur few details are available.

All of it belongs to the great Deccan trap area and differs little

from the country between Bijapur and the Krishna. An outcrop of

sandstone was formerly supposed to occur in some hiUs north-west
of Bijd,pur, but Mr. Foote has found that this is a mistake.^

The geology of the south of the district closely resembles the

geology of Belgaum. There is the same belt of gneissic rock in

the south, the same quartzites and limestones of the Kaladgi series

' Marshall's Belgaum, 168.
2 The geological sketch of the district has been compiled from Mr. R. B. Foote's

Memoir on the Geological Features of the Southern MarAtha Country and Adjacent
Districts. Geological Survey of India, XII. Part I, of 1877.
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in the centre, and tlie same stretches of Deccan trap in the north.

Besides that the land passes much further north the chief points of

difference between the geology of Bijdpur and of Belgaum are. that

in BiJApur the gneissic rocks stretch further north than in Belgaum
and that to the north of Muddebihdl there are limestone, quartzite,

and shale beds and inliera younger than the KaMdgi rocks and known
as the KarnAl or Bhima series. Bijapur may be roughly brought
under four geological divisions, the gneissic in the south-east, the

Kaladgi sandstone in the south-westj the Bhima or Karndl sandstones

in the east, and the trap region including the whole northern half

of the district.

The order of these and other subordinate formations from the

surface downwards is,:

Post Tertiary or Eecent

:

8. Sub-aerial.

7. Alluvia.
Later Tertiary :

6. Lake and Biver Deposits.

Upper Secondary :

6. Deccan Trap ; (b) Iron-clay
;
(a) Inter-trappean Beds.

4 Infra-trappean Formation Beds.
Azoic

:

Sub-metamorphic
3. Bbima Series.

2. Kalddgi Series,

Metamorphic
1. Gneissic Series.

Taking these formations in the ascending or geological order,

gneissic or metamorphic rocks occupy the south of the district east

of a line drawn from near Muddebihal to Aiholi. A narrow irregular

belt also passes west along the course of the Krishna to Jainapur,

about eight miles north-west of Bilgi. Beyond the main beds three

sets of gneiss inliers are exposed by the wearing of younger
formations. One set of these gneiss inliers is to the west of the main
beds near Amingad about six miles and Kamatgi on the Malprabha
about twelve miles west of Hungund ; the second group is in the

extreme north-west at Bisnal on the south bank of the Krishna
about eight miles west of Bilgi, and at Mamddpur to the north
of the Krishna about eight miles north-west of Kolh^r ; the third

group is in the east in the Bhima series of limestones about ten

miles north-east of Muddebihal and about ten miles east of Talikoti.

In the main area of gneissic rocks in the south-east of the district

the two chief divisions of gneiss, the schistose and the granitoid,

pass in great parallel bands with a north-west and south-east

strike. East of the Bijapur border, in the Mzam's country, from
Mudgal fort about twenty-five miles east of Hungund, to the

Jaldrug gorge on the Krishna about twenty miles south-east of

Muddebihdl, stretches a line of granitoid rocks. West of this a

twelve-mile broad belt of schist known as the Hungund band
passes north-west till it is covered by the sandstones of the Kaladgi
series, and west of tbis is another parallel belt of granitoid rock.

The best example of the weathering of the granite into rugged
boulders and cliffs is at Jaldrug, where, . near the Krishnaj( i^ muck

B 877-3
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beautiful rock scenery, the green of brushwood and great thorny

creepers setting off the rich red or pink of the castle-like masses of

rock. . The commonest type of granitoid gneiss is a porphyritifi

.

rock of quartZj felspar, and hornblende. Micaceous granite-gneiss

also occasionally occurs. Except at Mudgal, where the true dip and
strike of the rock can be measured, the granitoid varieties are not

clearly bedded ^ At the point of transition from the massive crys-

talline form to bedded and schistose rocks the granitoid gneiss

shows a broadly banded structure, the bands being parallel to the

true foliation of the less altered rocks and being in fact the true

layers of original deposition.

The schistose areas of the gneissic series are of a much smoother
surface than the granitoid areas. Even the hills are rounded and
rarely rocky. The country is generally bare and the scenery common-
place and monotonous. • Within the district, the chief varieties of

schist are hornblende, chlorite, and heematite. The largest show of

hornblende-schist rocks is the Maski band about twenty miles south-

east of the Bijapur border. Hornblende also occurs in the south-east

of the Hungund schists. Two beautiful varieties of syenite gneiss

occur within the Nizam^'s territory at no great distance from the
district border. One of these, on the south bank of the Krishna
opposite Jaldrug, is very porphyritic, of a bright, red, and highly

polished. The other at Gajendragad, about twenty-five miles south-

west of Hungund, is a very rich stone, a mixture of dark-green
hornblende and dark salmon-coloured or brownish-pink felspar. In
the Hungund band at Timapur, three miles north-west of Hungund,
and at various other places along its north-west extension, are many ,

chlorite schists generally of a very delicate pale sea-gTeen. They
occur interbedded with and passing into a similar pale green
massive chlorite rock of semi-crystalline texture which in

places takes a singularly trappoid appearance.^ A hill two
west of Amingad in Hungund has a fine show of rich

bearing deposits. The rocks are generally full of haematite and
the beds stand out in curves and Vandykes of rich red. Owing to

the great spread of cotton soil between them the relations of the
Amingad and Hungund haematite beds are hard to determine. The
beds differ somewhat in character, the Hungund bods except at the
Yerkal cliffs being more schistose, less jaspideous, and much less

stained with red. Two inliers of the Hungund beds rise within the
limits of the Kalddgi basin, one a few hundred yards from the
Amingad hill, the other several miles to the west near Kamatgi on
the left bank of the Malprabha. At Todihal on the south bank of

the Krishna, fifteen miles north-east of KaMdgi, several small beds
of pale pinkish white talc rocks are inlaid between hornblendio
gneiss.

Granite and syenite veins and intrusions are most numerous in

the valley of the Krishna at and around Nalatvdd and westward

many
miles-

iron-

1 Early observers took this rock for a true trap. Its position and association with
schistose beds convinced Mr. Poote that its traplike appearance was the result of a
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nearly to the Tangadgi ford over that river. None are large,
and many are ill-marked, of variable width, and irregular course,
and often appear to graduate into the surrounding granite gneiss.

The granite seems to be a compound of quartz and pink or red
felspar and is very coarsely crystalline. Some of the veins have two
varieties of felspar, apparently orthoclase, one peach-blossom coloured
with enclosed crystals or crystalline aggregations of a dark salmon
colour. The veins seem not to differ in mineral character.

On the slope of the plain which rises gradually to the north
of the Krishna lie some scattered blocks of a fine-grained granite

composed oi crystals of reddish felspar, quartz, and a black
ghttering mica in minute plates. The overlayer of soil beyond
the alluvium of the river is red and quartzose. In the lower or
more southerly part of the valley of the Hiri river, which rises near
BagevAdi and runs into the Krishna, a felspathic belt several miles
broad stretches east. This rock varies in lithological character, in

some places assuming the form of a pegmatite, at others that of a
protogine, being combined with quartz and chlorite. A few loose

and imbedded blocks of a granite similar to that found on the
north bank of the Krishna occur, rarely without rising to

any considerable height above the surface. The felspathic rock
observed in sections presented by deep streams running down the
slope of the plain has a pseudostratiform appearance arising from
nearly horizontal joints. It continues as the surface rock as far as the
village of Gurdini about ten miles south of Bdgevadi, near which
it is overlaid by beds of a friable trap, approaching wacke, with an
obscurely schistose structure and penetrated by veins of an earthy
carbonate of lime, calcspar, and quartz in crystals. It rises near
the village into a small knoll, down whose slope runs a rivulet

in the bed of which the first section of the great overlying Deccan
trap is found. Depositions of lime-knobs or hankar both in beds
on the surface and veins penetrating the fissure in both rocks occur
in abundance ; it is found ia a pulverulent and concrete slate, and
the nodules are not so crystalline as those that are seen in the

neighbourhood of the older trap dykes.^

Of granite veins the most curious occurs at Madinhal, about four

miles north-west of MuddebiMl. "With a close affinity to many
metal-bearing veins or lodes, it shows nine or ten separate white
and red bands, the white bands being mainly of quartz and the red
bands of dark-red felspar with many quartz crystals. A few small

needle-like crystals of hornblende or tourmaline occur in the mass,
but are too much weathered to be identified. The vein crosses a,

mass of gray hornblendic granite-gneiss on which stand parts of the>

village wall. Two and a half miles south-east of the vein occurs a,

small intrusive mass of syenite of coarse texture and dirty green,

colour.

Oocnpying a second rank and resting directly and unconformably
on the gneiss is a series of rocks in many respects closely resembling

the Kadapa series. Though found underlying the town of Kaladgi
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^ Captain Newbold in Geological Papers of Western India, 314.
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and most largely developed immediately round it, the series forms

a well-marked basin lying mainly between the Krishna and the

Malprabha. Beyond the proper basin are numerous outliers resting

on the older rocks and inliers exposed by weathering within the

area of younger, rock series. On the north of the basin is the

Galgali inlier, about twelve miles north-west of Bilgi, and at and
near Mamddpur in Bijdpur are two small exposures of the KalMgi
rocks which are partly inliers partly outliers, as they both overlia

small patches of gneiss and are themselves on three sides overlaid

by the Deccan trap. To the south-east of the basin are the Gudur
and Hanamsagar outliers and a group of outliers between Belar
about eight miles south-east of B^ddmi and Gajendragad. By far

the most important sections are found within the boundaries of the
basin itself.

The KaMdgi series may be subdivided as follows in descending
order

:

-B.

—

Upper Kalddffi Series.

6. Shales, Limestones, and Hasmatite Schists.

5. Quartzites with local Conglomerates and Breccias.

A.—Lower Series.

4. Limestones, Clay, and Shales.

3. Sandstones and Shales.

2. SiliciouB Limestones, Hornstone, or Cherty Breccias.

1. Quartzites, Conglomerates, and Sandstones.

The greater part of the Kalddgi basin is occupied by the lower
Kaladgi series. Of the area they occupy by far the larger part is

in its turn occupied by the lower subdivisions, which for practical

purposes may be treated as one. They form the whole western and
southern part of the basin, the upper subdivision of limestone and
shale being restricted to the north-east.

The following sections show the character of the different

members of the Lower Kaladgi series beginning on the east a^nd

following the boundary of the basin first north and then west.

The narrow spur of KaMdgi rocks which crosses the Malprabha.

at Kamatgi forms a dip-meeting or synclinal valley which ends in an
elliptical curve to the west of the ruins of the old Amingad fort

about thirty miles east of KaMdgi. The succession of beds in

descending order is ; {d) upper or chocolate breccia
; (c) quartzites,

brown and red-brown, gritty
; (6) chocolate or dirty breccia, the

setting or matrix locally very rich in haematite
;
(a) quartzites, brown

gneiss, drab and salmon-coloured, gritty. The base rests partly on
schistose haematite and talcose gneiss, partly on hematite schists.

The surface of the brown gritty quartzite bed (c) has weathered'in
parts into great pinnacles unlike anything found elsewhere among
the KaMdgi rocks.

The section in the Khirsnr hill three miles east of Bdgalkot shows
the following beds ; (c) breccia bed of dirty bi'eccia j (Jb) quartzites,

a thick series, gray, pink, and drab ; (a) conglomerates, forming
the north scarp of the hill

;
gneiss.

In the Adumuranhdl section, in the gorge of the Ghatprabha
river, north of Bagalkot the beds exposed are : (c) breccia, with
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iron-clialk cement
; (6) quartzites, whitish pale-red and brown

;

{a)conglomerates, coarse and fine, with some beds of quartzite
;
gneiss,

chlorite schists. The conglomerates in this section are remarkable
for their great beauty of colour. The setting or matrix is generally

a purple or purplish gray gritty quartzite of great density, including

numerous pebbles of jasper and heematite schist, derived from the

beds of those rocks in the gnessic series. The pebbles are all rounded
and so firmly bedded that where the rock has been fissured the

pebbles have generally split. Along the crest of the ridge, a little

west of Adnmurunhd-l, the show of red jasper pebbles is like a bed
of red tulips. In many parts where the rock has been freshly

broken by weathering and keeps its half-glassy lustre the effect is

striking, especially under the midday sun.

At the apex of the sharp horse-shoe curve which the basement
series m.akes between the two gorges of the Ghatprabha at

Adumurunhdl andTerkal, another capital section shows the succession

of beds as in the foregoing, namely : (c) breccia, greatly broken and
weatheredj (&) quartzites, drab, buff, and reddish

;
(a) conglomerates,

purple with jaspery hasmatite schist pebbles ; gneissic series, of

heematite schist and chlorite schists. In this case some of the

conglomerates approach to breccias from the imperfect roundness of

the fragments of the older rocks. The setting of the conglomerate,

which is richly iron-bearing, consist largely of broken haematite

joined by an iron cement. The pebbles are generally smaller than
those on the Adurmuranhal ridge.

The Ghatprabha river breaks through the boundary ridge for a
second time and re-enters the KaMdgi basin at Terkal or Herkal,,

three miles north-west of the first or Adurmuranh41 gorge, and
forms a gorge of much picturesque beauty. The section of the
basement ' series is one of the clearest and most instructive in this

region. Little ruin of other rocks hides the several rock-beds which
occur in the following order : (c) breccia, chalky-iron or dirty

breccia
; (b) quartzites, buff, pink, and brown, with inlaid shaley

sandstones
; {a) conglomerates and quartzites, the conglomerates

purple, the quartzites purple and gray; gneiss series, highly
contorted beds of jaspery hasmatite schists. Some of the beds of

quartzite include thin layers of pebbles. Many of the pebbles and
fragments in the conglomerates consist of jasper and jaspery

hsematite which in places form very fine cliffs. The conglomerate

beds lie against the north wall of the hematite cliff. The rocks

in the middle of the river are part of the lowest conglomerate bed
and dip north or away from the spectator. The low and rather

shelving cliff on the right and east bank of the river is part of

another haematite schist-bed that runs parallel to the north of the

main beds. The low rising ground behind the great grove consists

of limestones and shales and the breccia bed (c) which underlies

them; all are faulted against the gneiss along the northern

boundary of this part of the basin immediately behind the rise.

The Sitamani section, like the Yerkal section, is clear and instruc-

tive, the various rocks of the basement series being well exposed on

the Sitd,mani hill on the south side of the gorge through which the
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Krishna forces its way across the north-east extension of th(

Kaladgi basin. The boundary ridge of the basin has been bui

imperfectly broken through, and forms a great barrier reef across

the river bed. The succession of beds is : (c) breccia, a jasperj

variety of the dirty breccia
; (6) quartzites, gray and salmon-red :

(a) conglomerates and grits
;
granitoid gneiss. The grit beds art

generally coarse. Like the conglomerates they consist of white

and grayish-white quartz pebbles and the ruins of red felspar,

The setting in both is purplish or gray. At Ramdpur, a mile and
a half south of the Sitdmani gorge, the section difiers considerabljl

from the Sitdmani section, the conglomerates being absent. The
basement beds are grits of no great thickness overlaid by salmon-
red and purple-brown quartzifces which are greatly rippled in parts.

The gritty beds rest on granitoid gneiss crossed by numerous
dykes of dioritic trap, both large and small, but all older than the

Kalddgi rocks.

For seventeen or eighteen miles west of Nidgundi, the extreme
north-east of the KaMdgi basin, the northern boundary of the

basin is formed by a fault by which the rocks of the basement
series are thrown down and abut against the gneiss. All the

Kaladgi rocks which once lay upon the gneiss northward of the line

of fault have been worn away. Though it is nowhere visible there

is little doubt that the amount of dislocation is considerable. The
succession of rocks in the corner of the basin north of the Krishna
differs somewhat from the succession in the sections already given, by
the appearance of a thick bed of limestone between the quartzites

and the breccia beds. The succession is : (c) breccia of chert or

hornstone, brown, red, and bluish gray
; (&) limestone with cherty

bands, gray and reddish gray
; (6) quartzite sandstones, shades of

brown; (a) conglomerates and pebble beds, pink, brown, and gray j

gneiss. Small patches of dark iron-clay, probably of open-air origin,,

are dotted over all the different formations. The limestone bed is

hidden by ruins along the line of section, but shows at some distance

on either side. Here, as at Sitdmani and Rdmapur, the included
pebbles are mainly quartz and felspar in a sandstone setting.

The next section worthy of separate notice occurs a little south-

west of Bilgi, twenty miles further west. The succession of rocks-

is normal and the beds seen are : (c) brfeccia bed, jaspery
; (&)

quartzites, drab and red, blue and gray, drab and pinkish
; (a) grits

and conglomerates; granite gneiss. The conglomerates are unusu-
ally thin, and the quartzites proportionately thick. The quartzites

are quarried, and a remarkable one-stone lamp-pillar on the top of

Bilgi hill is said to have been quarried here.

The village of Bisnal lies eight miles north-west of Bilgi. A
section which was taken about half a mile south of the village in a

south-east to north-west direction, shows the following succession

of beds : (c) breccia, bands of earthy impure limestone at base ; (&)

quartzites and shaley quartzites of whitish colour ; quartzites, red
and gritty

;
(a) grits and conglomerates, gray or reddish, of quartz

and felspar ruins ; granitoid gneiss, red. In the corner made by the
bend of the hills about a mile and a half south-east of the village are
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iour beds of richly hfematite Schist among the quartzites about the
^horizon occupied by the upper part (&) in the Bisnal section.

They give rise to four distinct scarps, due to their greater power
of standing weather.^ A line, of fault, accompanied by a con-
isiderable downthrow on the north side, occurs at the village of

Bisnalj the dirty breccia being faulted against underlying conglome-
Tate beds. This fault and downthrow may be traced .several

miles to the north-east crossing the Krishna to Jaindpur and finally

•difsappearing under the Deccan trap about two miles north-east of

Jainapur.

At Jain^pur the quartzites are faulted against the gneiss, but the
contact is hidden partly by an overlap of the Deccan trap, partly

by thick cotton soil. There is a good show of red quartzites and
dirty breccia in the bank and bed of the river. The breccia
which is very jaspideous forms a small island and several reefs in

•the river. The quartzites have a westerly dip of 45°.

About four miles to the north of the Jaindpur ridge at Mamdapur
in Bijapur, are several exposures of Kaladgi rocks which are partly

inliers in the Deccan trap area, partly outliers resting on the

gneissic series. Seven of these exposures form a row of low
bills that run for six miles east and west with only one considerable

break. Six miles south-west of Mamddpur is another small exposure
•of similar character at Kangalgutti; all these consist of purplish

grit and reddish quartzites, with pink, chocolate, and drab-white

micaceous shales belonging to the basement beds. The usual

-congloiperate beds are absent.

Another interesting inlier of the lower beds, one of a group of

three occurring at Galgali, is seen in the bed of the Krishnawhen the

river is low. These beds of quartzite forma low, flat, dip-parting or

anticlinal ellipse with dips varying from 3° to 7°, by which the river

is dammed back and a rapid formed near the northern bank; The
rocks are gray quartzites and shaley beds overlaid by light-red

rippled quartzites, much cut by a most complex system of jointing.

These are overlaid in the right bank by impure gray limestone with
bands of chert and of impure red, yellow, or drab ochrey quartz,

and some white chalk-like scales or laminae. The whole is capped by
dark-gray quartzite, on which the Deccan trap forms low clifi's on
either side of the river. The beds shown in this section are of very
small aggregate thipkness.

The base of the long quartzite ridge that stretches from Biddugal,
about twenty miles .west of Bd,dami, where the Malprabha leaves

the Kalddgi basin, to Telachkod, where it again enters the basin,-

is nowhere shown. The thick cotton soil deposit of the black plain

stretches close to the hills and is itself covered by the sandy slope

caused by the decomposition of the quartzites. The central part

of this ridge near Khanapur about ten miles and Banknari

about "eight miles west of Baddmi, is much more uptilted than
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XII. 84,
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either end. Afc Biddugal the beds dip 35° north-west, at Khanapur
50° to 60° north-east, and at Banknauri 60° to 75°. The dip,

falls to 35° at Lakmdpur, and to 30° at Ohinrasavi, where
the quartzite beds cross the Malprabha. Further east the dip'

falls rapidly to 8° north on the plateau above Belur, and then

the strata become horizontal, or roll very slightly, where theyi

form the plateau which caps the line of hills that stretches to

Gajendragad. The beds are generally grits or yery compact

sandstone which assume the character of quartzites where they are

even slightly upturned. Conglomerates, though not altogether

absent, are not common in this quarter. The same characters hold

good in the outliers north of Gajendragad around Grudur. Thej
ruling colours are pale, drab, gray, purplish, reddish, pink, and brown. 1

Here and there, as at Vakand, about six miles west of G-udur, are

exceptionally dark beds of sandstone. One of the best sections in

the Grudur hills is immediately east of the village on ^the pathway :

up to the old fort which is perched on the north-east angle of the
chief plateau. The beds exposed in a very steep scarp are pale

drab, brown, and reddish-brown, thickbedded sandstones with
occasional layers of pebbles, and pebbles are scattered sparsely

throughout the mass of the rock. Some of the more gritty beds
show much false bedding. The sandstones occasionally have fine

scarps, which, like the quartzite scarps in other quarters, show much
;

bright-red iron staining. Such scarps are seen at Parsapur and
HanarasAgar east of Gudur, at Gajendragad to the south, and in

the valley to the north-west of Gudur. Where the sandstones are

horizontal or nearly horizontal they are little changed. A very

marked example of their changing to quartzites, where upturned
to a considerable degree, occurs a few miles west from G-udur at

Rangasamudra, a village at the north end of the gorge by which
the Nilarvagal river flows' across the eastern end of the quartzite

sandstone area that stretches from Bddami across the Malprabha,
and may conveniently be called the Vakand plateau.

The eastern edge of the Vakand plateau is formed of sandstone

beds, slightly inclined to the south-west. Very soon the beds. dip

west some 20° to 25° towards a dip-meeting synclinal axis, while at the:

north of the gorge they dip south-west 65°, and in both cases take

the character of typical quartzites. At the north end of the gorge
the change may be traced with perfect ease as the beds form a bare

scarp running south-east. The eastward continuation of the same
beds forms a horizontal capping to the rather high plateau south of

Gudur. The gorge of the Nilarvagal coincides with the axis of the
\

abovenamed dip-meeting curve. The central part is very picturesque

from a great mass of chocolate-coloured breccia, which has been -

worn into high and rugged rocks rising mainly on the left bank of

the stream. West of this stream the beds again become horizontal,

or roll at low angles, and again present the character of simple

hard sandstone.

North of the Gudur stream is another large plateau of sandstones,
partly horizontal partly rolling at low angles. This plateau, whose
mineral character is much the same as that of the outlying plateaua*.
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of Gudur and Hanamsdigar, is united witli the KaMdgi basin by a

narrow strip that branches from its north-west end, and crosses the

bed of the Malprabha close to the village of Aiholi or Aivali. The
surface of the granitoid gneiss on which the beds forming these

different plateaus are deposited is highly irregular. This is well

shown in the picturesque valley that runs from Gudur south-east to

Murudi. Here the sandstone plateau, while maintaining a very

even upper level, shows in the scai-ped edges very variable thickness,

and many of the upper beds are seen to overlap the lower beds and
to rest in part directly on the gneiss. Thus the basement beds at

Murudi and Ganuduhal form the middle of the series that is exposed

on the north side of the plateau.

Turning west and recrossing the Malprabha a remarkable
plateau of quartzite sandstones and gritty beds is reached to the

east of Badami. These beds may be best studied at Badami itself.

In the two fortified hills to the north and south of the town, is one

of the few beautiful spots in the eastern Bombay Karndtak plain. It

occupies the mouth of a horse-shoe bay in the hills, the space behind

the town and the surrounding clifis being taken up by a deep lake

and a not very wide bank sloping to the water's edge. The cliffs

are chiefly formed of pale buffy thick-bedded quartzite sandstone

with in many places purple scales outwardly stained red. The
beds dip west at a low angle, and parts of them seem to have slid

west a few feet towards the plain, being separated from the main
mass by great joints which now form deep chasms that sever parts

of the hill from the rest. If these chasms were formed by the

sliding of the front of the cliffs, the slip was probably due to the

presence of some softer thin shaley bed which was acted on by
springs, and the overlying masses moved down the slope forced on
by their own weight. These great chasms serve as the inner

approaches to the upper parts of both forts. The gritty beds which
form the top of the plateau are admirably shown along the path

that leads from Bddami to Nandikeshvar in the Malprabha valley,

past the very picturesque old Jain temple of Magandi, within the

precincts of which is a vei-y fine spring. The gritty beds show
such extensive false bedding that the actual lie of the beds is very
diflBcult to make out. Beds of similar character, the unquestionable

extension of the^ Badami set, occur to the north-west and north, at

AUudkatti, Karadigudda, Belgiri, Hudgal, Kutenikeri, and Rugk^pur.
Further west the character of the beds becomes more sandy or

even shaley. North-east of the Badami plateau, the beds being more
often disturbed and upturned, quartzites are common. About a
fnile east of the great reservoir at Kendur, the boundary between
the quartzites and gneiss is formed by a line of fault which runs

for about three miles. Some fine cliff scenery in which the quartzites

are exceedingly well shown occurs near the east end of the fault.

The boundary of the Kaladgi basin in this quarter is extremely
winding, the wearing of the basement beds showing the gneissic

rocks in various deeply cut valleys which form bays running far

into the area of the basin. The lie of the basement beds along this

part of the boundary is generally waving, but considerable areas of
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rather disturbed strata alternate with equal undisturbed areas in

which the strata are horizontal or very slightly inclined.

North of the town of Guledgudd the variation of position of

the strata is well marked. The very waving surface of the high

plateau between Sirur and Guledgudd agrees over a large area

with the true surface of the exposed beds. Within a mile of Sirur

the beds suddenly roll north and dip under the limestone and shale,

which here come near to the edge of the KaMdgi basin. The hills

west of the plateau form a low dip-parting arch which stretches several

miles west and dies away under the limestone and shale at Kattigiri.

East of Sirur the basement series forms a ridge of considerable

height with a dip of 30° to 35° north which stretches to and crosses,

the Malprabha at the village of Eamdhal. Here beautiful rippled

reddish quartzites rest on beds of very handsome purple breccia,..

This breccia in turn rests with marked unconformity on gneissic

rocks of gray and reddish-brown schists and jaspery haematite schists,

;

which doubtless are the source of the materials seen in the breccia.

A remarkable set of breccia beds forms tbe very base of the

Kaladgi basin where the new high road between Sirur and
Guledgudd passes on to the gneiss area. The Ramdhal breccia

beds join those which lap round the great haematite hill on the

south boundary of the basin about half-way between Ramdhal and
Amingad. A great number of bright red or banded fragments

of jasper make the beds'equal in beauty of colour to the beds of the

Adumurunhal section. This section concludes the series in the circuit

round the boundary of the basin. Several sections are to be noticsi^i'

lying within the area of the basin. In some of these the horizon

relative to the series as a whole is very doubtful, partly from the

imperfection of the section, partly because the space between that

and other sections is hid by overlying formations. The westward
extension of the Bdddmi quartzite sandstone beds has already been
mentioned. By their weathering they give rise to a vast amount
of extremely sandy soil forming a considei'able slope at the base ofl

the different groups of cliffs and isolated rocks. The quartzite|

sandstone beds lying in the triangle between the villages of Nidgundi,
Bilgiri, and Kerur form a rolling plateau so deeply cut by streams

as to make the country very rugged. As they stretch west the

beds become more sandy, often indeed passing into friable shaley

sandstones, which in some places are overlaid by a thin bed of

reddish quartzite. This arrangement is well shown in a flat-topped

hill crowned by a little hamlet called YenkMpur, two or three milesj

south-east of Kerur, and again in a low hill north-east of Malgi.

In the Malgi hill the upper quartzite is capped by gray limestone,

and this again by an outlier of Decoan trap. The limestone is

unquestionably an outlier of the great limestone series, which is

largely developed a few miles to the north. Both at YenkMpur and
to the north of Malgi the shaley sandstones are mostly grayish,

drab, or pale-gray. They are well seen further north-west in the

Kallubenkehri stream and to the west at Fakir Budihal and
Hoskatti. They also cover a large area to the south of the low
and irregular dip-parting or anticlinal which forms the watershed
between the valley of the Malprabha on the south and that of the

Ghatprabha and of the Kerur-Guledgudd stream on the north.
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Shaley beds form numerous low hills and rolling stretches in the

triangle between the villages of Reddi-Timdpur, Halgiri, and
Somankop. Their rapid weathering near Reddi-Timdpur and in

the sides of the HehTulkode valley to the north, has given rise to

much falling in of the overlying quartzites. The same has been the

case with the drab shaley beds and overlying quartzite sandstones

north and north-west of Voglapur. The drab shaley beds are seen

underlying the local upper quartzite at Mudidnur south-east of

Vogldpur, and at Khdnd.pur in the Torgal state.

The reddish quartzite sandstones that form the Naganur hill,

about twelve miles .south-west of Kalddgi, are fully 100 feet thick,

and but slightly disturbed, the northern dip being only 15° and the

southern dip 5° to 10°. North of the hill is an apparently overlying

drab and purple quartzite, some beds of which are strongly ripple-

marked. Their high dip of 55° north seems connected with some
noteworthy features in the overlying limestones. From Kaganur
eastward, about seventeen miles to Jalgiri, the boundary is much
obscured, the Kalddgi limestones presenting every appearance of

dipping under sandstones and quartzites, which, from their position

and rock character, belong to the lower or basement series. Actual
contact of the two sets of rocks could nowhere be found, even with
very laborious search, owing to the thick covering of cotton soil or

sandy slope. The relative positions of the rocks show a series of

complicated faults. The quartzites and sandstone beds seen along
the obscure boundary are almost entirely conglomeratic and have a

more or less southerly dip at low angles. The most marked signs

of disturbance are at Anival. From Jalgiri eastward the boundary
is nornial, the quartzites and conglomerates dipping north under the

limestone series. West of Kattigiri, about eight miles south of

Bd.galkot, the quartzites form a dip-parting ellipse, corresponding to

that on which the village itself stands, while southward from the

ellipse the boundary trends south-west to the Kerur stream, and
makes a wide sweep to the south and east, eventually returning north-

west, and enclosing a large shallow bay occupied by limestones and
shales belonging to the third section of the lower Kaladgi series.

The only case of a fault-rock noticed within the Kald,dgi basin was
a large vein or reef of distinctly brecciated quartz running along the

line of the dislocation caused by the fault north of Bisnal, eight miles

north-west of Bilgi. It can be traced for about a couple of miles.

From no point can the limestones be better studied than from the

town of Kaladgi, which stands upon limestones, nearly in the centre

of the basin. The limestone beds are much twisted, and the dips

and strikes are very variable. The average dip is about north-east

from 36° to 40°. The commonest colour is gray of various shades,

banded with very wavy belts of gray chert which generally weather

drab or yellow. A very handsome variety occurring north of the

cantonment is grayish-black banded with green. It is a very

impure, highly clayey variety, overlaid by gray and underlaid by
dirty pink, and this by banded gray limestone. A very beautiful

pink and pale-green banded or clouded variety was found by
Dr. Thorp, the civil surgeon, at the north end of the market-place,'
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and several large masses were raised. The greatest exposures of

the rock are to the east^ south-east, souths and north-west of.

Kalddgi. The streamlets in the neighbourhood afEord good sections

of limestone and its associated shales which are beautifully marked

by white, blue, green, yellow, and red bands, and seamed with sandy

layers. The open seams of the rock are often encrusted with a

limestone soaking.

Capital limestone exposures occur about two miles south-east of

Kaladgi in the Sillikeri stream, where purple, pink, and white

banded, dark, gray, and almost black beds crop out with a dip of

30° to 40° north-east by east, the dark upper beds being the most,

clayey. Another exposure, one of the largest in the basin, occurs

between the two villages of Sillikeri. Here the gray chert-banded

variety of limestone is very largely exposed on either side of an
important dip-parting, which stretches for some distance, east and-

west, crossing the Khaleskop stream to the west, where it is

traceable some hundred yards till hidden by cotton soil.

Similarly, the eastward extension of the dip-parting is lost about two,^

miles south-east of Hire- Sillikeri. South of the village of Chik-

Sillikeri, and on the southern side of the dip-parting axis, some very

clayey beds appear among the limestones. Two of these are specially

noteworthy, because highly prized for economic purposes. The first

is a bed of coarse black rock of rather gritty texture and exceedingly

tough, quarried for flags, which are formed by rude, imperfect

cleavage-joints running nearly at right angles to the bedding. The
second is a bed of very tough and strong gray slatey shale, formerly

largely quarried for roofing slates for public buildings at Belgaum.,

The rock shows no signs of true cleavage, but, in a similar bed, if

not the extension of the same bed, which shows about a mile

south-east of Hire- Sillikeri, the true cleavage, as contrasted with
bedding, may be well studied. The cleavage is strong and dips 65°

to 70° east, while the bedding forms a low flat dip-parting whose
axis lies south-east and north-west.

To the south of Sillikeri near Tendikeri, the gray beds above
described reappear from under the Khaleskop quartzite hill with
a northerly dip of 45° to 65°. A mile south of Tendikeri the beds
again roll south, and the lower beds are well repeated. They are

dark and extremely silicious besides being full of cherty bands«

,

Some of these cherty bands have an oolitic structure, which in some
cases shows distinctly on weathered surfaces. Some others show a

texture indistinguishable from a true quartzite. The southern part
of the section is obscure, but the limestones and overlying chalky
shale dip south against the faulted boundary of the limestone basin

to the west of Anival. It has already been pointed out that the ruling

colour among the limestones is gray of various shades. Even where
other colours occur they are much less developed than the grays,

especially the paler shades of gray. The other colours are red,

pale-green, purple, whitish pale, drab, cream, and blue. Besides the

shows of limestone round and to the south of KaMdgi, in several,

other places large surfaces of the rock are exposed under circum-
Btances favourable for study. The following are the most important
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of these exposures to the east of KaMdgi and to the south' of the

Ghatprabha river

:

At Bdgalkot to the south-west of the town is a great exposure of

beds dipping southward 35° to 40°j among which are gray, brownish-

grajj greenish-gray, pale-gray, green, brownish-pink, pinkish, white

streaked with shaley bands in part, also one bed showing a markedly
brecciated structure. Some of the beds show considerable

concretionary masses and veins of calcspar of whifce or grayish-^,

white.^ In some cases, particularly in the beds close to Gaddankeri
five miles west of B^galkot, these are quarried for the sake of the

spar, which is used for various ornamental purposes.

At Nirligi, five miles south of Bagalkot, a great show of gray beds;

forms a low anticlinal with east-west axis to the south of the village-

South of Kattigiri the limestone basin forms a deep bay that crosses

the valley of the Kerur-Guledgudd stream. The greater part of

the bay is occupied by chalky or clayey purple or chocolate shales

interleaved with pale-blue or greenish white bands of limestone

from a quarter to one inch thick. These are largely shown in the two
streams that drain the slope east of Mannagad. In the lowest part

of the bay near the banks of the big stream at Hungurgi these

shaley beds are overlaid by much crumpled gray and drab
limestone.

At Kakkalgaon, three miles north-west of Kattigiri, are banded
gray, grayish-white, and whitish limestones, the latter associated

with purple-gray clay rock. At Hulgiri, twelve miles south-east of

Kalddgi, a great number of beds crop up north-east of the village,'

showing nearly as great a variety of colours as the Bdgalkot beds.

To the north of the Arrakeri or dip-meeting synclinal valley east

of KaMdgi and north of the Ghatprabha is a great show of highly
faulty limestone full of cherty bands which often completely hide

the chalky parts of the beds. Much of the chalky matter has been
removed by weather and the surface of the country is greatly
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' At the east gate of the fort of Bdgalkot an impure limestone is seen in a streamlet
dipping south at an angle of about 15° or 20°. To the south of this limestone schistose

clay is exposed, but the succession of the strata is not clear owing to the covering of

broken rock and black soil The limestones near the parallel of B4galkot are either

impure granular limestone or a slatey marble of a compact texture with thin plates

and a coloured veining of chlorite and occasionally talc. In a streamlet south of the
fort the limestone has a gnarled and twisted appearance and has no trace of bedding.
Between BAgalkot and Sirur, a pink or salmon-coloured limestone occurs. The
same variety of limestone rarely appears on the same line of strike, owing to the many
changes which the beds have undergone, the metamorphising agent acting trans-

versely to the strike. About seven miles west of Bdgalkot at the village o^
Gaddankeri is a calcspar breccia, composed of schists and limestones. The limestone

on the east side of the town is fissured north-east by north, and the fissures, which
do not exceed a quarter of an inch in breadth, are filled with strings of calcspar.

Further west these strings of calcspar increase in size and become thick veins,

with the limestone rook still predominating. These veins send branches in all

directions and pieces 6f limestone are isolated as it were in calcspar. More to the
west the fragments of limestone and schist are confusedly thrown about in a setting

or matrix of calcspar, and these fragments decrease in number until the rock
becomes pure calcspar. The calcspar rock is covered with several feet of fine alluvial

soil and does not appear on the surface. Lieutenant Aytoun in Bombay Geogra-

phical Society's Transactions, XL (1852), 44, 45,
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masted by chert ruins. The more chalky beds are best seen along'

the ShoMpur road near the Sanagi lake.

Many of the cherty scales show deKcate concentrically waving
dark lines, which give the chert the appearance of containing an

organic structure. The same kind of structure was observed in

chert occupying a relatively identical position on the south side of

the KaMdgi basin, a little north-west of the Tolachkod ford across

the Malprabha and in several other places.

Three or four miles east of Sanagi lake is another rather important
show of limestones chiefly in the bed and on the banks of. the

Tolanmatti. The'se rocks are gray, green, and pinkish-white, banded
and purple in colour, the latter earthy in texture. Six miles east

of Tolanmatti, at Tuglihal on the right bank of the Ghatprabha,' are

purplish-gray beds together with some purple beds banded with
bluish-white. At Hudelur, three miles north-east of Tuglihal, is a

widespread show of gray cherty limestone. Immediately north-

west of the village a large sheet of rock presents a somewhat strange
appearance as weathering has formed a band of chert an inch to an
inch and a half thick, which passes as a capping beyond the unbroken
sheet to various detached patches of the underlying chalky band. At'

the bend of the Ghatprabha, a little south-west of the village, an out-'

crop of massive, gray, chertless limestone with conoretional structure

has given rise to a very singular appearance in the weathering of

the rock. The whole surface is thickly studded with low conical

bosses that rise out of small hollows and are much like large rough-
shelled limpets or the top valves of Hippurites. Each boss is a
conoretional cone, one and half to two or more inches in diameter
and about one inch high. They look like weathered cones of

percussion, but it is hard to see what could have caused percussion

in such a position at the end of a very long still reach of the river

where, even in the highest floods, no large shingle would be borne
with force enough, and such cones of percussion are not seen where
other limestones are exposed to very strong currents.

The two outlying patches of limestone north of the Krishna at

Chimalgi and DevMpur consist mainly of the gray cherty variety,

but their stratigraphical relation to the beds in the limestone basin'

proper is very obscure owing to the immense masses of ruined
matter and surface soil which mask the face of the intervening
country. What evidence there is points to their not belonging to

the limestone basin, but to their being a set of beds that occupy a
similar position to those occurring in the valley of the Malprabha
north of Manoli, which lie between the upper and lower subdivision
of the basement quartzite series.

North of the Ghatprabha and west of Kaladgi, on the bank of the
Krishna, a little east of Galgali, and in the river north of Yedhalli,
are two beds of limestone, the upper dark-gray the lower light-

gray. The upper is very flinty with the cherty concretions arranged
vertically like so many rude organ pipes. A great show of very cherty
dark-gray limestone is seen in the bank of the Krishna south of the
village and stretching across the river to Budihal. At Gulabal, a
mile to the south-west, the chert limestone has lost nearly all its
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chalky matter, wluch has apparently been replaced by a pale-yellow

ochrey mineral, and the bed assumes in parts the appearance of a

dirty-looking semi-cherty quartzite. North of Galgali in the riverj

and resting on the quartzite which forms the great barrier across the

Krishna, are some thin beds of impure limestone with thin bands
of chert quartzite and the ochrey mineral above mentioned. Some
scales of white satin spar with very brilliant fracture also occur.

The ochrey bands, which are dirty red, yellow, and drab, and certain

white chalky scales which accompany them are most likely merely

decomposed shale beds. A layer of gray quartzite caps this

peculiar succession of beds.

In returning within the limits of the limestone basin, little or

nothing is seen of the limestones north of the Arrakeri synclinal

or dip-meeting valleys ; the country is masked by 6herty ruins and
cotton soil. South of the valley and north of Khdtarki gray lime-

stones occur with a northern dip. Close to the village there is a
dip-parting or anticlinal axis, on the south side of which the beds
are gray, gray and white, and * white with pale green and pinkish

banding. These beds stretch to the east and west. To the east they

cross the Ghatprabha south of Sirugumpi ; to the west they show
very widely between Kop and Ohik and Hire-Algundi. The variety

of tints is even greater than at Khatarki and Lingapur, with bands
of pale-green, pink, white, and bluish-gray. The rocks are well

seen over large bare areas, and ofEer sections of crumpled bedding
of Very great beauty and interest.

There can be little doubt that the great show of beds at Antdpur
and to the east of the Vajarmatti double curve of the upper
quartzite series is the continuation westward of the beds described

at Algundikop and Khatarki. Besides the other shades a purplish-

gray occurs at Antapur.

South of the Ghatprabha river and west of KaMdgi is the greatest

unbroken area occupied by the limestone series. Great stretches

are entirely hidden by thick beds of cotton soil. Along the south

bank of the river, the first beds of limestone occur west of Shedudhal

two and a half miles north-west of Kaladgi. They are pale pink
and green with whitish bands, very like many beds at Kop and
Chik-Algundi to which set they probably belong. At Chottarband

Kota flinty bed's occur very largely, and form the western end of

a dip-parting or anticlinal axis or stretches south-east nearly to the

village of Kajadoni, and is very likely continuous with the Khaleskop
dip-parting mentioned before. Some of the flinty bands are cherty,

others cannot be distinguished from thin bedded quartzites. North-

west of Naganur, twelve miles south-west of Kaladgi, are some
handsome, purplish, dove-coloured, and greenish banded beds. Some
have rippled surfaces, the crests of the ripples showing a flinty frame-

work with fish-scalelike markings. To the north of the dip-meeting,

these gray and bluish banded limestones are largely exposed both

east and west of Lokapur, where they make the largest show in the

whole limestone basin. These two sets of beds are unquestionably the

western extensions of those seen at Yendikeri and Khaleskop and
SiUikeri, and of which a large display occurs intermediately in the
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valley of the Kaj&doni to the south of the village of that name. At
this village on the top of rising ground limestone is exposed for

about a hundred yards on one side of the road. The limestone has

a strike nearly east and west and dips south at an angle of 45°. It

is granular in texture and slatey in colour, and overlies a broken

schist The planes are covered with talc and are often green

with copper.^ Faint traces of copper in the shape of thin films of

malachite occur in some gray limestone quarried in the bed of the

stream about three miles south of Kajd,doni. Great quantities of

limestone, much of it highly cherty, occur in the valleys of the differ-

ent streams which unite to form the KajMoni, especially to the west
and north of Chipurmatti. About a mile to the north-west of Chipur-

matti are signs of brecciated limestone, pale red or pink fragments
included in a dull red setting, also of a variety with a purplish-

brown setting, including fragments of gray slate and limestoncv

Neither variety was seen in place, but numerous blocks had been
used as fencing-walls on both sides of the path leading north to

Kaladgi. Along the west side of the Yendikeri stream are numerous
beds of limestone which dip south at high angles. Among these are

somegraybeds with occasional thin veins of bright cherry-red calcspar.

In the bed of the stream is a layer of pinkish limestone with delicate

green stripes, which have been twisted into most elaborate Vandykes
and give the stone a very handsome pattern. These beds join those,

in the Yendikeri valley.

The shales which accompany the limestone series are much less

exposed and apparently much less developed than the limestones.

They are most largely developed above the limestones, and show an
approaching return to littoral conditions in the sea or lake in

which.they were formed. The littorai conditions, when fairly at

work, have given rise to the overlying conglomerates and quartzites,-

whose ruins in most places hide the shales. The most striking and one
of the commonest forms of shale is a soft earthy, chalky variety, light

purple, violet, chocolate, or lavender in colour, which is generally seen
between the upper beds of the limestones and the overlying quartzites.

These occur in numerous sections, as on the west face of the Cromlech
hill close to Kaladgi, at Govindkop south-east of the same place, at

Truchigeri east of Kaladgi, and at Anathilli five miles north-west of

Bagalkot. At Arrakeri, underlying the northern quartzite wall of the
dip-meetingor synclinal valley, violet and chocolate shales are also seen.

South-east of Kaladgi the purple shales are seen north of Kerkalmatti
where they are richly charged with red hsematite. At Kakkalgaon,,
half-way between Keralmatti and Kattigiri, they are again of the
ordinary pale purple and form two small outliers capped by thin
plateaus of the upper quartzites. They occur largely to the north
and north-west of Kattigiri and also show at Anival and Batkurki
abutting against the faulted boundary of the lower quartzites.

Purple chalky shales occur in two or three places at the base of
the limestones as at Bagalkot and in the north-east corner of the basin
between Jerramkunta and a little to the north of Anagvddi. They

1 Lieut. Aytoun in Bombay Geographical Society's Transactions, XL (1852), 55.
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are probably verylargely developedin tbeeastern cornerof tbeKalMgi
basiiij north-east of Sirur, for they are rich in iron^ and in weathering
give rise to a quasi-laterite, whichj both gravelly and conglomeratic,

occurs in immense abundance near Sirur, and completely masks the

boundary between the limestones and the underlying quartzites.

Shaley beds of uncertain position occur in the Kaladgi stream.

They are bufE, yellow, and orange and roll at low angles. It is

doubtful whether this shale underlies the whole limestone series, or

whether it holds some position intermediate between the diSerent

sets of hmestone. Other shaley beds of uncertain position occur
half-way between Hulgiri and Kerkalmatti. They are in colour

bright red, reddish, purple, chocolate, gray or ochrey yellow, and are

partly chalky and partly sandy. They roll greatly within a small

area dipping from 16° to 60°.

Few reefs or veins large enough to demand notice occur in the

KaMdgi limestone basin ; even small reefs are by no means common,
and none offer any points of special interest. The largest reef occurs

at Kakkalgaon, ten miles south-east of Kaladgi, and forms two low
ridges that, divided by a break, run east-by-south in the axis of an
anticlinal roll in the limestone. A considerable number of small

quartz veins occur close together in a patch of doubtful schistose

rock which stands among the limestones a little north-east of

Naganur hill. The schists which have a strongly gneissic aspect

appear to be argillo-talcose, and are full of small rhombohedral
crystals of limonite, pseudomorphous doubtless of some other

mineral, perhaps calcite. The quartz veins also enclose some of the

crystals in question. No section could be found showing the relation

of the schists to the surrounding limestones, as thick cotton soil

covers all the margin of the schist area. It is therefore doubtful

to what age to assign them. It is not impossible that the schists

are a protruding mass of gneiss surrounded by the overlying
limestone. It may also be that the schists are merely highly
altered shales belonging to the Lower Kaladgi series. The quartz

veins which offer no peculiarities worthy of note stretch a little

further north-west among the limestones south-east of Hoskatti,

and are finally lost under the great covering of cotton soil. Another
set of rather irregular veins with a north-east and south-west course
occurs among the limestone spreads in the Lokapur dip-meeting
valley south-west of Hoskatti.

Resting conformably on the lower series come the quartzites and
overlying limestones, clay rocks, and shaley beds which belong to

the Upper Kaladgi series, and, as at Shimakeri and Anathili, occupy a
number of small dip-meeting valleys. The most important of these

is the Ardkeri valley north of Kalidgi. Nearly all the outliers of

these quartzites are the remains of former dip-meeting foldings. The
long westerly extension of the south side of the Ariikeri dip-meeting

is remarkable for its many sharp curves. The upper series contains

two sections, shales limestones and haematite schists above and
quartzites with local conglomerates and breccias below. The
quartzites show great uniformity. As a rule they are pale-coloured

and often conglomeratic. A strong degree of parallelism between
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the axes of tte several dip-meeting basins shows that they owe their

Origin to a set of great foldings formed by forces acting mainly

north-east to south-west. All the basins and ridges formed by the

upper series of limestone are broken by small streams that flow

north into the Ghatprabha. The height of the upper quartzite

ridges shows that the valleys must have been formed when the

wearing forces had not cut so deeply into the lower limestones nor

formed the longitudinal valleys that now run parallel with the

quartzite ridges. ' So hard is the quartzite that the drainage would
not have passed across them unless through lines of weakness caused

by excessive jointing.

In the stream that drains the Anathilli basin, this weakness of

the southern wall of the quartzites is clearly shown. A close examina-
tion of the lines of jointing discloses the following systems, which
are either wanting on the ridges east and west of the hollow through
which the stream flows or are much le^s developed than in the

Valley between. Three systems of jointing are especially marked

:

first a joint running north 5° east to south 5° west, with an average
dip of 45° west by north ; second a joint striking north 15° to 17°

east to south 15° to 17° West and dipping 55° east by south ; and
third a joint striking north-north-west to south-south-east, with a

dip of 30° west-south-west. The joint fissures are mostly close

together, so that the rock is cut into fragments too small to offer

any great resistance to a rush of water. The brecciation of the
quartzites at the points of sharp bends is in part due to ordinary

jointing and in part to systems of cleavage planes. Irregular con-

choidal fracture may also be seen in numerous fragments. The largest

of the dip-meeting basins may be called the Shimd,keri basin after

the village of that name, about five miles west of Bd.galkot, The
basin measures sixteen miles by two and a half, and except at its south-

western end is a simple dip-meeting ellipse. At that corner the quart-

zites, instead of forming a simple ridge as they do almost everywhere
else, ToUoverand form a small elliptical basin of no great depth, alarge
dimple, as it were, on the edge of the larger basin. The other spot

where the quartzites do not form a simple ridge is a yet smaller
dip-meeting dimple, formed as it were by the curling of the edges of a
small lappet-like extension of the quartzites on the south side of the
basin immediately east of the new Sholapur road. In both cases the
rolling of the strata gives rise to a small knolj of hills. In this basin
the best sections of the upper quartzites are those of Muchkandi on
the south and of Shiageri and Truchigeri on the north side of the
basin in the gorges cut by different streams that drain the basin and
the country to the south of it. They offer no points of special interest.

The south side of the Ardkeri dip-meeting valley shows a clear

:and well-marked case of inversion of' the beds. The beds shown
at the Baluti curve have a dip of only 25° to 30°, but as soon as

they trend west they become vertical, and at little more than a mile
tfrom the curve they lean forward to the north, so much as to
present the appearance of having a true dip of 85° south. This
continues west for some distance past Kundurgi when the beds
again become vertical and gradually return to a normal northerly
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dipj but at very Mgli angles, wHcli they maintain for several miles.

These highly raised and inverted beds show a great deal of breccia-

tion. They are also in many parts conglomeratic containing pebbles
of quartz, jasper, and occasionally of older quartzite. In one
conglomerate bed east of the Sholapur-Kaladgi road on the north
wall of the dip-meeting, small subangular fragments of transparent

green quartz, like pale bottle-glass, occur pretty numerously, but
only over a small area. No such quartz was noticed in any of the

gneissic rocks of that region. The setting or matrix is a brownish-
purple gritty conglomerate overlying the bed which locally forms
the crest of the ridge.

At most of the curves of the several synclinals or dip-meetings the
bedding is greatly broken by jointing. This is the case at Govinda-
kop, at the north-west end of the Shim%eri basin, at the west end
of the Anathili basin, at the Baluti curve, and at the east end of the

Ar^keri valley. This great breaking of the bed surfaces is mainly
due to the presence of rude cleavage joints caused by great pressure.

The chalky series that rests on the upper quartzites consists

almost entirely of purplish or gray chalky shales overlaid by
purplish and gray clayey shales. Limestones show only occa-

sionally and generally in their bands. In some parts the purple

shales are richly charged with earthy red haematite. As a, rule, the

surface of this series is thickly covered with cotton soil or with thick,

red, iron-bearing gravelly soil formed by the decay of the haamatitic

shales. Large patches of this red soil occupy various parts of the

Shimageri basin. In the Ardkeri valley no distinct limestone beds
were seen, but there is a great thickness of purple or gray chalky
shales with occasional thin plates of limestone. On these rest shaley

beds of the same colours, which show very imperfect slatey cleavage

parallel to the line of dip-meeting. In the Anathilli basin chalky

shales only were noted. Among them various very thin beds of

rippled shaley quartzite hold the centre of the basin. The beds that

rest immediately on the upper quartzites are hid by superficial

deposits or cottoii soil. No limestones were seen in the Shimd-
geri basin, probably because they were masked by great spreads

of cotton and red soil. In the Gaddankeri stream to the south of

Shimageri, gray and drab chalky shales stretch south to the quart-

zites on which they rest. These shales are much but very irregu-

larly cleaved parallel to the strike of the line of dip-meeting. The
planes of cleavage are nearly vertical, but the dip is invariably north

or soutL In a rock section at Shimdgeri a gray clay rock with silvery

talcose surface occurs and probably overlies the chalky shales.

East of Shimageri a large area is covered by purple iron-bearing

shales, with which occurs a bed of very rich hEematite sandstone

quartzite of dark purple colour. The section is obscure, but this

iron-bearing bed most likely belongs to the upper quartzites which

have been brought to the surface by a small local dip-parting or

anticlinal curve. Similar beds, but much poorer in iron, occur in two

or three places in the small dip-meeting valley at the south-west

corner of the basin. Haematite occurs also in the shales in the

western comer of the basin, and has been smelted to a small
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extent. Traces of ricli haematite beds were also noticed on the south

side of the Ardkeri dip-meeting east of the high road to ShoUpur.

The only intrusiye rocks which occur within the Kaladgi basin are

trap dykes. Though sparingly distributed and occurring only in the

upper part of the series there is one in the Ar^keri dip-meeting valley.

These trap dykes consist of compact green diorite weathering in

concentric ellipsoidal masses unlike any of the older diorites seen in

the gneiss area. Their course is north-west by west to south-east

by east, and they show only in the centre of the valleys among the

shales.

In the extreme east between the gneiss and the trap, stretching

from Maddebihal across the eastern border of the district and

appearing in two small outliers a few miles to the north-west, is

a small area of azoic rocks which differ in character from the

Kaladgi series. These rocks, which have been correlated with the

Karnal series, and named the Bhima series, have two divisions, an

upper and a lower. The rocks that form the upper division are,

in descending order, red shales, flaggy limestones, buff shales,

quartzites, and limestones, the last locally known as the Talikoti

beds. The rocks forming the lower divisions are red, purple, and
green shales and shaley sandstones, and quartzites, grits, and

sandstones.

Beginning with the lowest beds, in the west the sandstones and
shaley sandstones of the lower series show endless shades of colour.

As a rule reddish brown and purple prevail near the upper part of the

formation, followed by drab and greenish beds, while near the base

yellowish green or brown and dirty-gray predominate. One bed of

a purple gritty sandstone at Jambaldini, seven miles north-east of

Muddebihal, is very unusually massive, the partings of the sandstone

being two to three feet apart.^ Besides a decided purple matter

the sandstone contains a number of small bright green grains.

Occupying the same horizon in the Karnal series as the Jambaldini

bed is a similar purple gritty bed at Bulehvar, five miles north-west

of Jambaldini, and another that forms the base of the Karnal series

at Kavrimatti, five miles south-west of Jambaldini, About two
and a half miles south-east of Havrimatti a sandstone bed of the

same variety, though almost quartzite in texture, caps a table-topped

hill. The south side of this tableland is Well scarped and shows a
total thickness of about 100 feet of lower Bhima rocks in the

following order : Purple gritty sandstone, drab, olive and purple
and dark-green shaley sandstones, white or drab pebbly grit, and
below this gneiss. The shaley sandstones form more than half the

thickness of the whole section. Much pisolitic laterite gravel occurs

strewn over the surface of the purple sandstone.

The basement beds of the Bhima series consist of pebbly or gritty

sandstones, thirty to fifty feet thick, resting directly on the highly
uneven surface of the gneiss, great hummocky masses of which as at

Sdlvargi about eight miles east of Tdlikoti may be seen surrounded by

1 The bed is largely quarried by Vaddars for high-class hand-mill stones.
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tlie younger rocks. The material of which the conglomerates are

composed was evidently taken from the neighbouring granite-gneiss

hills. The ruling colours of the conglomerate beds are pale brown,
pinkish, or reddish brown, white, and purple. About a mile south-

east of the Nagarbetta hill the sandstones in a white bed resting on
very thin white pebbly conglomerate, are rippled and occasionally

approximate in closeness of texture to true quartzites. West of the

Don, along the south side of the long spit of sandstones which
stretches east of the road from Ndlatvad to Talikoti, the pebbly base-

ment is overlaid by beds of gritty and fine sandstones of a brown or

reddish colour. Near the village of Kavrikanahal, eight miles east

of Tdlikoti, the conglomerate is purple in colour with very numerous
broken crystals' of red felspar. At Hokarani two miles south of

Jambaldini a similar purple pudding stone occurs. Gritty sandstones

with fine sandstones resting on them are seen at and north-west of

Muddebihal, the pebbly conglomerates being seen almost every-

where in the several patches of the Bhima rocks. In the Balvantar-

katti valley north of Muddebihal the beds, which are frequently a
little broken and upturned, roll in all directions generally at low
angles. The sandstones between Karvimatti and Muddebihal are of

drab and pale brown. The sandstones that form the outlier which
caps the Sirur hill are white, drab, and purplish, the white beds being
rather unusuallymassive and compact, but showingmany small shallow

conchoidal cavities. The beds are horizontal. To the north-west of

Muddebihal the prevalent colour of the sandstone is a pale reddish

brown weathering into a cinnamon brown. At the extreme south-

west corner of the plateau a white very saccharoid sandstone occurs.

Between Muddebihal and Bilibhavi south-east of Talikoti shales and
shaley sandstones are in places well displayed.

The only representative of the Upper Bhima series is the Talikoti

limestone, named after the small town of Talikoti which stands upon
and is entirely built of this beautiful rock. The limestones, for

they are divisible into several beds of varying colour and texture,

are mostly very fine-grained, dense, and waxy-lustred, and often

approach to true lithographic limestone.^ The prevalent colours

are blue-gray, gray, drab or cream, pinkish, and purple. They
generally occur in this order in downward succession : the purple

beds resting on the parple shales or sandstones of the Lower Bhima
series. The beds are generally undisturbed from their original

position of formation. Like the KaMdgi series, the Bhima series

had undergone much wearing before the beginning of the great

JDeccan trap period. In a deep well at Munjghi, two miles west of

Talikoti, limestone occurs in stratified masses, with a very slight dip

varying according to the rise of the plain. In the well the dip is only

2J° east 5° south. Dividing the limestone from the surface to the

bottom of the well is a fissure, a foot wide, the direction south 5° west
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1 They occur in flaggy beds, the individual flags having a thickness of three to

eight inches. In a few places the beds are two to three feet thick and do not

separate into flags. The total thickness of the limestone near TAlikoti, as

estimated at Salvdrgi where the almost universal covering of cotton soil is absent,

is eighty feet.
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filled witli buff-coloured earthy lime-knobs and angular fragments of

limestone rock. The limestone in mineral character resembles the;

limestone of the Kadapa series, but is generally lighter in colour

varying from dark-blue to pale-buff or cream, and has few traces o^

pyrites. The minerals associated with it are heematite in small,

nodulesj often occurring scattered like strings of beads through its

structure which, falling out, leave regular lines of small holes that

resemble the perforations of boring insects and the tubular sinuosities

in the laterite. Angular fragments of a buff-coloured jasper are,

strewed among those of the limestone and from their variolated

that is spotted exterior appear to have been in contact with basalt,

possibly limestone, passing into jasper.^

Underlying the trap and resting sometimes on gneiss and some-
times on the Kaladgi or Bhima limestones and quartzite are certaim

sedimentary deposits of small thickness and extent. These deposits

are usually of soft marly or clayey grits with or without included
pebbles of the older rocks, especially of quartzite. Soft sandstones
in thin beds and pure clays are much seldomer seen. In many
places weather has worn away the setting which enclosed the hard
quartzite pebbles, and the pebbles remain as beds of loose shingle
on the surface of the older rocks, their presence still showing the-

former existence of the pre-trappean deposits.

The most easterly occurrence of these deposits is at the village

of Nd,garbetta to the south of the hill of the same nanle which stands

at the meeting of the lowest trap-flow with the gneissic beds. Here
the hollows in the surface of the gneissic beds are filled with red and'

•white unconsolidated grit. Higher up the sloping ground, south of

the village, where an outlier of the Bhima beds appears, this mottled
and sometimes clayey grit was not seen. These Bhima beds have
doubtless yielded the few quartzite and hard grit pebbles that are

enclosed in the washed-up beds. The beds are rarely more than a
couple of feet thick, and rest on decomposing pink granitoid gneiss

with many veins of coarse salmon-coloured granite, whose broken
pink felspar crystals form the greater mass of the washed-up beds.

The pebbly unconsolidated grit that occurs below the trap on the
south side of this Ndgarbetta outlier, and is seen in the rain gully

sections immediately south of the village of Murdla, occupies .the

same position. At Murdla the grit has a thickness of over seven
feet aud rolls at low angles, as do the overlying trap-flows. No
sign of organic remains was found in these beds.

Drab-coloured chalky tufa, with one or two thin beds of drab
friable sandstone, are exposed in a small network of rain gullies on
the west side of the little outlier of trap that lies two and a half miles
south-east of Muddebih^l. These beds are totally different in

appearance from any noticed in describing the rocks of unequivocal
BMma age. They occupy only a few score square yards, and
apparently .fill a small hollow in the gneiss.

Holding a similar position with reference to the trap-flows is a bed
of gritty marly clay that is exposed to the depth of five to six feet.

1 Captain Newbold in Geological Papers of Western India, 323.
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in the banks «f the stream that runs east from Dehvar-Hulagb^l, a
village about half-way between Muddebihd,! and Talikoti. In its red
and white mottled colour this gritty marly clay greatly resembles
"the loose washed-up grit aeen at Ndgarbetta.

West of Itgi, about nine miles north-west of Muddebihdl, at the
ineeting of the trap and gneiss^ the surface of the slope is largely

covered with patches of massive whitish limestone breccias. The
included fragments are many small broken crystals of pink felspar,

lumps of gneiss, and a few quartzite and banded jasper pebbles.

No trap was found among the included fragments, which could

hardly be the case were the lime breccia younger than the trap.

This breccia Jseems to pass under the trap. The tufa is remarkably
massive and very close-grained. Its thickness, as it lies exposed
•on the rising slope, maybe estimated at four or five feet. This
remarkable deposit had no trace of organic matter. Other sections

showing gritty marly clays or clayey grits were noted at Galgali

on the right bank of the Krishna to the north of KaMdgi. At
Gruddgomanhal, Eokatkatti, Rajunhal, and Jangvari, lying on the
long east and west spur of trap which stretches south of Kalddgi
and to the south-east of Aksurkop, red-mottled gritty or clayey beds
occur associated with coarse quartzite shingle.

Over about two-thirds of the district the surface rock is trap.

North of the Krishna a strip of gneissic rock runs along the bank
of the river varying in breadth from two miles in the west to about
ten in the east. And, north of the gneiss, for about ten miles north-

east of Muddebihal are the sandstones of the upper and lower Bhima
series. With these exceptions the whole of Bijapur north of the

Krishna is trap. There is also a small trap outlier among the gneiss

-at Ndgarbetta, about five miles south-east of Muddebihdl. South of

the Krishna trap appears in two places. There is a small patch in

the north-west between Jaindpur and Bilgi. And in the south-west,

stretching from the west border to near Kerur, is the eastern end
of the great belt of trap that forms the water-shed between the

Ghatprabha and the Malprabha. The general characteristics of

the Bijapur trap area are very monotonous and uninteresting low
rolling downs and shallow valleys. This sameness of scene is greatly

increased by the large development of black soil and the almost

ratter want of trees in the high grounds.

A little to the north-west of Sindgi, twenty-five miles east of

.Bijd,pur, the summit of a ridge is covered with globular masses of

a compact basaltic trap underlaid by a bed of fine red clay

imbedding a profusion of zeolites, also heliotrope, plasma, geodes

of chalcedony lined with quartz, crystals, semi-opal cacholong^

agate and calcspar, resting on a greenish-gray wacke. Both

rocks are veined and interstratified with lime-nodules. The
liorizontal layers of lime-nodules are often ten to twelve inches

thick. The softer wacke and amygdaloid in weathering often

leave the harder layers of lime-nodules standing out from the

surface. At Hippargi, about fifteen miles to the south-west, the

trap assumes the rich brownish-purple or chocolate hue of the trap

of Bijapur and is seen in the bed of the rivulet resting on a red
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zeolitic amygdaloid. The line of contact is marked and distinct.

Heliotrope and plasma are less common. From Ingleshvar to about

eleven miles south-west of BagevMi trap wacke and amygdaloid

form the basis of the plain where its southern limit is again crossed

by the hypogene area. From Bd.gevadi to Mangoli the route to

Bijdpur lies over plains the lowest stratum of which as seen in wells

to the depth of twenty to fifty feet and in the beds of streams is

the overlying trap.^ Aboat two miles north-west of Bagev^di the

trap is overlaid by a sheet of a conglomerate composed of a nodular

and pea-like iron ore and fragments of iron-bearing clay imbedded
in a paste of carbonate of lime coloured a light ochre-brown by
oxide of iron. The bed of the stream presents the only section of

this stratum. It is here four feet thick covered by a layer of black

cotton soil and resting immediately on the concentric exfoliating

trap which is penetrated by seams of a whiter and more earthy

carbonate of lime. Large masses of a laterite rock cemented by
chalky and iron-laden matter and having a glazed surface occur in

the chalky conglomerate. This conglomerate occurs at various

places between Bd.gev£di and Mangoli, and it continues almost

uninterruptedly overlying the trap, for about twelve miles. Near
Mangoli the trap again appears as the surface rock, seamed and
almost broken by the immense quantity of chalky matter which
passes between the layers. The lime is seen to take up some of the

colouring matter of the augite or hornblende of the trap and is

stained a mottled green and brown. The trap shows surface branch
marking generally dark-brown with a yellow or brownish ground on,

the smooth surface into which it readily divides on being struck with

the hammer. This facility of division arises from natural microscopic

fissures existing in the substance of the rock, sometimes visible to

the naked eye. The fragments are of difEerent shapes, but almost
invariably angular and frequently prismatic. The trap varies from a
compact black and phonolitic basalt to a loose light gray wacke,
specked with minute iron-caused spots, and is formed both in layers

and in balls. Reddish veins cross it without any definite direction.

Except in holding more iron their composition does not seem to vary
much from the dull brown gray rook that forms the prevailing

colour of the trap in the neighbourhood. Deep and nearly vertical

fissures dipping generally to the west 70° south cleave its tables in a
direction north 25° west. A number of small bag-like hollows

pervade its structure, the line of whose longest diameter is generally
north andlsouth. This may be accepted as a sign of the course here
taken by this great fiow of trap.

The city of Bijapur stands on a large sheet of overlying trap
with a wavy surface, though here and there may be seen small

step-like descents characteristic of trap formations, but none
high enough to disturb the general level. The surface of the
plain is strewed with fragments of trap, amygdaloid, quartz,

chalcedony, opal, cacholong, calcspar, and zeolites, lime-knobs, nodular
iron ore and a conglomerate iron clay and iron ore imbedded in

1 Captain Newbold in Geological Papers of Western India, 81-83.
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compact lime-knobs. These weathering in unequal proportions form
an overlayer of light brown soil, in which small crystals of a pearly
calcspar and zeolite glitter like particles of silvery mica or talc, in
soils formed by the decomposition of gneiss and granite. Beneath
the soil the trap in public roads and other places liable to abrasion
is often seen in a state of concentric decomposition. In deep
sections such as wells and quarries the rock assumes a tabular
appearance splitting almost horizontally into thick stratiform masses,
which are again intersected at right angles by almost vertical fissures,

imparting a columnar structure. The fissures though nearly vertical

dip irregularly and do not seem to show any line of disturbance. At
BijApur the fissures have a direction north 20° east the joints dipping
5° east to 20° south. Calcspar occurs in thin discoloured seams
lining the fissures. A number of empty bag-shaped hollows pervade
the rock occasioned probably by gas when the rock was liquid. Their
direction, though not uniform, is generally south-west agreeing with
the line of the trap's direction. At Torve, about four miles west of

Bijapur, basalt rests conformably upon a bed of amygdaloid into which
it passes. Large beds of amygdaloid occur in the trap, rising above
its surface as seen near the Alhdpur gate of Bijdpur. Volcanic ash
beds are seen here, which seem at first sight to be amygdaloid flows,

but are made of fragments volcanic ashes and dusty particles of bag-
shaped trap cemented by the deposition of calcite and zeolitic matter
in strings and films between the fragments as well as in the shoe-

shaped hollows. The volcanic ashes are mostly reddish or purple and
much red bole is diffused through the mass. The rock at Bijdpur
varies often in the space of a few feet from a compact grayish

black basalt having a granular structure and conchoidal fracture

with streaks of ash gray, to a soft wacke speckled with brownish
decaying crystals of augite and amphihole. The trap in this

neighbourhood has a blush of red traceable in the darker portions

and becoming stronger in the wacke and amygdaloid, the latter

having for its basis a fine red clay. The dark compact variety

melts into a black glass and is faintly translucent at its edges,

showing a dull green ; the rest are opaque and melt with diflSculty

into a greenish black glass. Some varieties which seem to contain

much silicious matter are infusible. The less compact trap has.an

uneven fracture.^

Trap, generally covered by a bed of reddish lime-nodules on which
rests the cotton soil, passing into a reddish amygdaloid, reticular

and porphyritie, containing calcspar and zeolites, continues to Ukli,

about twelve miles south-east, of Bijapur. About two and a half

miles east of Bdgevddi a large amount of basalt, partly on and partly

imbedded in the soil, covers a long swell, probably a basaltic dyke

through the surrounding trap. The basalt is amygdaloidal and bag-

shaped and contains small globules of calcareous spar, zeolites, and
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^ When reduced to a coarse powder a few of the fragments are taken up by the

magnet ; the fine powder is of a dull greenish gray. It does not gelatinize when
treated with acids. Its specific gravity is 3'35. Captain Newbold in Geological

Papers of Western India, 318.
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Chalcedony. The bags or vesicles are usually empty ; some of them
contain a brownish-yellow earth into which zeolite and calcareous spar,

are found to decay. The fracture is conchoidal, the fragments are

faintly translucent at the edges, and the streaks are grayish white. It

melts before the blow-pipe into an intense green glass. It contains

little amphibole and seems to be composed almost entirely of augite

and felspar. Passing south-east from BdgevAdi by Javaneghi and
Narsinghi to Alkopa^ a village ten miles south-east of Bagevadi, the

road lies diagonally across the low trap swells which have generally

a south-westerly directioUj though their lines sometimes cross each

other at obtuse and acute angles. The tops of the swells are mostly

slightly convex, though often terrace-like, and are composed of the

more compact and globular trap. In the banks of rivers the trap

and amygdaloid may be seen alternating and passing into each other

;

when they occur horizontally the trap is generally the surface rock.

The amygdaloid contains irregular bits of decaying felspar and
numberless hollows often filled with green earth and crystals of

carbonate of lime.-^

The village of Alkopa is near the south-eastern foot of a
slope on the top ol: which the trap has the usual compact and globular

form, while at the base it is tabular, schistose, and amygdaloidal.

A few hundred yards to the south of the village the trap formation
ceases at the foot of a low range of flat-topped sandstone hills. In
the bed of a stream about SOO yards from the village the trap is

found overlying the sandstone and penetrating some of the numerous
fissures by which the sandstone is cleft. The existence of trap in

the bed of the river can be inferred from a little disturbance in the
sandstone rock which occurs in tabular horizontal masses having a
rhomboidal shape by being crossed by fissures with a varied direction,

but generally north 6.5° west crossed by others trending south20°west,-
Where the trap penetrates the fissures the two rocks are not found
adherent or passing into each other. They are perfectly distinct

and separate, a thin calcareous seam occasionally intervening. Both
the trap and sandstone seem to be slightly altered by the contact, the
trap becoming less crystalline and more earthy, but often extremely-
tough and splitting into small fragments, with numerous microscopic

'

fissures seaming its structure. The colour of the sandstone from
a few lines to several inches distant from the contact is generally
reddish, passing into a deep reddish-brown. There is no appearance
of semi-fusion or intermixture, nor are any masses of sandstone
entangled in the trap. In structure from a loose and variegated
grit it approaches a compact quartz rock containing disseminated-
portions of decomposed felspar, which falling out leave a number of
minute oval cavities.^ No veins penetrate the sandstone. Pegmatite
occurs in the scattered blocks, and judging from the sharpness of
the angles of these fragments, the rock cannot be far distant. In the

1 The green earth in moist situations assumes a black or deep brown colour in de-'
composition, giving a speckled appearance to the rook. Under the blow-nipe those
dark spots turn to black slag. Geological Papers of Western India 322

" For building villagers greatly prefer this sandstone to trap, '
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bed of a stream a few hundred yards north-wesfc of Kunkal, a mile
north-east of Alkopa^ are slender prismatic crystals of carbonate of
lime in sheaf-like bunches^ with dark pieces of chert in a friable mass
of the amygdaloid, the radii of the calcareous crystals being three
inches long and of a faint amethystine hue. East from Alkopa the
trap stretches to the village of Mudkeysur nine miles from Alkopa,
when it is succeeded by the Talikoti limestone beds.

In the bed of theHiri stream near Umbldnur, about two miles north-
west of Alkopa,trap is found undergoing many changes in texture and
colour, even in the space of a few yards from a compact heavy basalt to

a friable wacke,from globular to schistose, from black to redandalight
brownish-speckled gray. The layers of the schistose variety are often
seamed by cross fissures which divide the rock into rectangular and
rhomboidal prisms similar to those observed in clay slate near the
line of contact with a basaltic dyke. These again splitting into scales

often become five or six-cornered and by further scaling become
round. The road from Umblanur to Beylhal, three miles to the south,

is literally paved with the boules of trap, which pealing off in

concentric layers, leave circular and oval centres. Even the centres,

however hard and compact, show signs of pealing. Where the rock
is uncovered by dust the road looks as if it were paved with pebbles
pf compact basalt set in concentric rings of wacke. The centres

remain prominent from their superior hardness. Calcspar of various

shades of white, green, and pink, chalcedony in pierced and hollow
nodules showing concentric ring markings and lined with minute
crystals of quartz, semi-opal, and jasper, occur in veins imbedded
in wacke. At UmbMnur the centres consist of hypersthenic felspar,

imbedding crystals of augite; the fracture is small-grained and uneven
and the streak is of grayish -white. A trap dyke running to

the east is crossed a little beyond Muddur on the left bank of

the Krishna. On the ascent of a low hill a little beyond the small

hill-fort of Haverighi,five miles east of Dhanur ford, a dyke of basaltic

greenstone cuts the gneiss running nearly due east and west and
slightly distorting the layers of the latter rock. Several branches

are thrown off, one of which has a south-westerly direction. The
trap here splits into prismatic fragments with smooth planes.

At Ndgarbetta, about four miles north-west of Ndlatv^d, the trap

seems to be made of several flows, the two uppermost of which form
distinct bands or narrow traces round the hill which is capped with a

porcelanoid iron-clay. The whole vertical thickness of these flows

is probably between 300 and 400 feet. The basement beds consist

of an earthy dirty pale-green mass of nodular trap broken by
spherical weathering. The concentric layers are very friable, but

the centres which are generally small consist of hard and tough

bluish or greenish basalt enclosing a few grains of a bluish white

quartz -like mineral. This flow forms a plateau resting partly on

the gneiss partly on the basement beds of the Bhima series

which here consist of grits and conglomerate sandstones. The two

upper flows are of hard basaltic trap, the division between them

being formed by a band of extra hard and compact basalt. Small

.chalcedony or quartz amygdaloids are rather common in these hard'
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beds and leave many small pittings on the surfaces of the

weathered blocks. This Nagarbetta is the highest large outlier

of trap. Another section occurs on the north side of this outlier

immediately south of Hiremurdl about three miles west by north

of Ndgarbetta. The succession of beds in the sides of a deep ravine

are earthy trap much weathered into spheroids, green-gray to

yellow-brown in colour ; bluish gray clayey trap ten inches to a

foot thick ; and clayey trap with waxy lustre apple-green and brown

mottled one and one-third feet thick. The last bed rests on an

unconsolidated pebbly grit which is in parts marly. Seven feet

of this pebbly grit are here shown, whose surface had been

irregularly worn before the deposition of the brap-flows which have

filled the irregularities of the surface. All the beds exposed in

this section roll at low angles. The general surface over which the

trap was poured was highly irregular. The Bhima rocks were

much worn away at an early period and were themselves deposited

over a large sea bottom of gneissic rock. In the east of the area,

on the border between Bijapur and the Nizam's dominions, at

Luknndi, Shellugi, Pirdpur, and Talihalli to the north-east of

Tdlikoti the prismatic tendency is seen only where the trap has been

stripped to an approximately flat surface when it resembles an

extremely rude tesselated pavement, the tessera forming rather

irregular polygonal figures. When broken from the mass the

prisms are found not to be longer than their average diameter.

The trap is black with many rusty spots and of gritty texture with

a fairly metallic ring when struck. To the east of Pirapur two

flows of hard black basalt seem recognizable on the sides of the

scarp in which the trap plateau ends. One of these forms the base-

ment bed and none of the earthy pale-green weathered trap is seen

along the scarp.

Agates are found in large numbers on the weathered surface at

Hanmapur five miles south-west of Batkurki; red bole at Torve near

Bij£pur; and large crystals of green glassy-looking olivine united with

the porphyritic variety of the Deecan trap. Between Dadiheri and
Batkurki minute vesicles or hollows give a few amygdaloid beds the

appearance of speckled grit. la the trap area to the north of the

Krishna, augite is not much seen in the red amygdaloid rock. Pits

or vesicles are seen in all varieties both empty and containing
green earth which becomes brown or black on long exposure,
chalcedony, cacholong, calcspar, quartz, zeolites chiefly radiated

stilbite, heulandite, and mesotype when it assumes an amygdaloidal
stamp. These minerals also occur in veins and are most abundant
in the red amygdaloid to which they give a reticulated or porphyritic
appearance as they chance to occur in veins or crystals. Geodes or

hollow nodules of chalcedony are seen containing crystals of quartz
and of zeolite enclosing crystals of carbonate of lime. Yems of

crystallinequartzarefoundsplittingintlie centre,in a direction parallel

to the sides, containing all these minerals on their inner surfaces.

Grayish crystals of glassy felspar occur in the semi-compact
varieties ; also small nodules of a compact cream-coloured
opaque zeolite with a faint tinge of buff, and marked with concentria
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annular delineations resembling in shape those in orbicular granite.^

Between some of the lava flows of the Deccan trap are
limited sedimentary beds whose fossil contents in various cases show
that they gathered in fresh-water lakes or swamps. The organisms
in these beds are Physa prinsepii, a small Lymnaea, and Unio
deccanensis. They are the same as those in corresponding forma-
tions in Central India and elsewhere. Unlike the Central Indian
inter-trappeans, which are chalky and cherty, the southern beds are
chiefly sandstones, conglomerates, grits, clays, and occasionally sandy
marl. The three typical fossils named above were found in sandy
marl at Todihal, on the right bank of the Krishna fifteen miles
north-east of Kalddgi. The bed of marl varying in thickness from six
to eight feet underlies a flow of ordinary trap, but rests upon gneiss.
The form of the ground seems to show that the overlying trap is

not the lowest of the series, but has overlapped an older flow,

and that the inlaid lake bed is truly inter-trappean, A large
percentage of the shells are much twisted from the heavy
pressure of the overlying rocks. In the west of the district at
Supadla six and a half miles north of Rdmdurg are a well-exposed
set of inter-trappean beds without any fossil remains. The beds
lie horizontally and are about twenty feet thick. The succession

is in descending order, trap, red bole, red sandy marl, sandstone,

conglomerate, and again trap. Cherty deposits belong to the
class of inter-trappean beds. One bed of this kind occurs about
seven miles north-east of Talikoti and one mile west of the village

of Shellugi and occupies the highest ground in the neighbour-
hood stretching about three miles north and south with a maximum
width of about a mile. The bed forms a small irregular plateau,

in great part thickly covered with cotton soil. The chert is of

variable colour from mottled whitish gray to yellowish brown.
Some blocks show a more chalcedonic character with patches of

delicate whitish blue or peach.

On the road from Hipargi, about twenty-five miles east of Bijd,pur,

to Ingleshvar in the south, indications of laterite or iron-clay are seen
in beds of its wearings cemented by a brown ivory and chalky paste.

Fragments of chert and a variety of limestone porphyry also occur.

Laterite is found capping a ridge of trap and wacke a little to the

south-west of Ingleshvar. This hill is chiefly composed of wacke
penetrated by flattish apparently compressed veins of fibrous

arragonite. On the top of the hill are scattered globular and
angular fragments of basaltic trap, while partially imbedded in the

soil covering its sides are rough blocks of a light-coloured rock,

resembling altered limestone passing into chert. These blocks are

mostly angular, generally six inches to two feet thick, and have a

whitish exterior so rough as to resemble trachyte. When fractured
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1 Some of these nodules are earthy and have a powerful clayey odour. Under the

blow-pipe they swell and phosphoresce slightly. They gelatinize when treated with

nitric and muriatic acids. Some of them contain acicular, microscopic, and minute

crystals, of a mineral resembling chabaaite. Captain Newbold in Geological' Papers

of Western India, 319,
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tie small glistening red and wMte ctalky crystals they imbed migKi

at first sight be taken for those of glassy felspar. The softer anc

more crystalline portions of this rock effervesce with acids. It alsc

occurs in detached blocks on the wacke at the base of the laterite

cliffs south-west of Ingleshvar. The rock here is more compact,

homogeneous, less crystalline in structure, and shows dark dentritic

delineations. Some fragments are partly coated with a thin bluish

white enamel, which is apt to assume a grape-cluster form ; on its

surface are numerous small white globules of white enamel.

Among the decayed laterite which is mixed with these blocks

are strewn numerous nodules of a black ashy-looking mineral

containing cavities. About seven miles from Ukli between
Musibinahal and BagevMi, a flat-topped hill about a mile to

the left of the road, is composed from base to summit of a

tabular lateritic rock. Further east, about a mile, runs a low ridge

of laterite hills with a north-east and south-west direction and flat

contour. About twelve miles to the Bouth of these rise two other

flat-topped hills at NagarvAr, which, along with the small hill of

Hori Math near Ingleshvar, are entirely composed of lateritic

rock. The lateritic rock near Hori- Math appears generally

to contain more iron than the Malabar and Kanara laterite

and is consequently of greater specific gravity. The specimens
found do not contain lithomargic earth, nor so much quartz as the

Malabar rock; the tubular sinuosities like those of the MalabAr
variety, are frequently lined with an ochreous earth arising from the
decomposition of quartz and felspar and tinged of various shades of

brown and yellow by the oxide of iron; the earth forms a compact
paste cementing the component parts of the rock and in this

respect exactly resembles portions of the Malabdr laterite.

It is not so soft interiorly. The more compact parts of the rock
forming the coating of the tubular cavities become magnetic
under the blow-pipe and turn to a dark-gray slag. All these
lateritic hills rise above the low trap elevations amid which they are
situated, and are the only hills of any height for miles around.
This is the result of the wearing of the subjacent trap, the beds of

laterite being once probably continuous over its surface. The
trap is seen in the valleys and streams at their base on which the
lateritic rock rests in tabular horizontal masses. A silicious.

porphyritic rock, having cavities lined with minute brown crystals,
is associated with this rock and is found in loose blocks on the
surface. The imbedding paste is a light coloured highly indurated,'
jaspideous clay. Under the blow-pipe the crystals lose their,

colouring matter, and fuse with carbonate of soda into a white
enamel.

There is an outlier of the Deccan iron-clay in the shape of a
small capping to the trap on the top of the Ndgarbetta hill.

The iron-clay rests conformably on the horizontal flows of the Deccan
trap. This capping of iron- clay is about 200 yards long and is

rudely elliptical in plane. It is of deep yellowish brown and is

more compact than the ordinary Sahyadri iron clay. The texture
also is more porcelain-like; in some parts it is almost jaspery, and in
others earthy and dull. There is no trace of any organism in this
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rock, but in several places it stows polished parallel markings on
different exposed surfaces. Another patch of compact iron-clay lies

about a mile south of Bantanur, seven miles north-east of Talikoti.

Here numerous blocks of a more typical iron-clay conglomerate of the
usual deep brownish red occur on the same level as and mixed with
numerous blocks of whitish chert. The iron-clay blocks of from two
to three tons weight are of worm-like structure. The knoll occupied
by this mixture of blocks is of small size, hardly more than an acre

in area. Beyond the limits of the trap area are two outliers of iron-clay

which were probably at one time connected with the trap series.

Of these outliers one is near Bellegunti, three miles south-west of

Kerur in BAddmi, and the other forms a very marked truncated cone
that caps a quartzite plateau five miles south-east of Kerur. Two
outliers resting on trap occur a mile south-east of Batkurki. In
the case of Hulikeri hill, south-east of Kerur, the iron-clay is a very
distinctly vertically tubulated variety, but both the Bellengunti

and Batkurki patches consist jof vesical and vermicularly tubulated

iron-clay.

Among the latertertiary and recent alluvial depositsare sedimentary
rocks whose constitution and position seem to show that they are

the remains of ancient fresh-water lakes. Few observers cross the

long valley from Amingad past Bdgalkot to Kalddgi without being
Struck by the idea that it must have been a lake before the rivers

had cut their beds to their present depth. An examination of the

lie of the sedimentary iron-clay which occupies a great part

of the surface of this old valley supports this lake theory, and
the theory also accounts for the peculiar position of the old iron-

bearing mud banks at which the iron-clay was deposited. The
sources whence the whole or most of the iron-bearing mud was
obtained lie close at hand in the vast beds of hsematite and
haematitic silicious schist of the gneiss area. A minor supply would
in parts be derived from some of the conglomerate beds of the

Kalddgi series which are mainly composed of the remains of the great

haematite beds. Yet another source of iron not much inferior in

richness to those in the gneiss is found in the hsematitic jaspery

schists that belong to the Kaladgi series, and occur in the hill ridge

west of Bilgi. Another source of the iron in the laterite is in the

Deccan trap, which in many parts contains numerous grains of

magnetite. The greatest development of the laterite occurs at the

east end of the valley, where the iron beds of the gneiss overhung
the margin of the supposed lake, or rose as islands from its surface.

Much laterite shows also in the central part, on both sides

of the river, near the Anagvddi ford over the Ghatprabha. This

hypothetical lake serves to explain the rounded water-worn fringe

of quartzite fragments along the southern base of the Lower Kaladgi

quartzites east of Bagalkot and a similar fragment of fringe noticed

at Sirur, eight miles to the south-east, on the south side of the

supposed lake basin. The banks of iron-bearing mud which afterwards

assumed the laterite character were deposited upon this marginal

fringe of coarse quartzite shingle. The extent of the old lake

appears to have been considerable, but its limits cannot be precisely

fixed owing to the presence of open-air lateritic rocks, as well as of
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immense spreads of cotton soil over great part of the Kaladgi

limestone basin. Its eastern shore was probably the edge of the

basin formed by the upraised lower quartzites of the dip-meeting or

synclinal valley east of the Malprabha. The continuation of the

northern side of that dip-meeting line formed the northern boundary

of the central part as far as Anagvadi, where the quartzites trend to

the east, and here the lake probably had a great arm stretching as

far as the eastern base of the Sita Dongar hills. For five miles west

of Sirur itself the southern boundary was formed by the Sirur hills

and then trended north along the line of the hills that form the

north side of the Shimageri dip-meeting valley. It is doubtful

whether the lake spread within the area of the dip-meeting valley
;

probably it did not. West of KaMdgi the limit of the lake

basin is very doubtful, though it most likely included the lateritic

knolls for a couple of miles south of. the cantonment. Still further

west the lake may have reached as far as Chattarband Kota, eight

miles west of Kaladgi. At Badnur and Bantur a thick bed of

laterite gravel with numerous fragments and chips of quartzite

covers a wide area at a level much above the Ghatprabha valley.

This bed is also in part conglomeratic.

The Kaladgi laterite or sedimentaiy iron-clay rests on a very

uneven limestone surface and is of various thickness. South of the

cantonment near the cemetery it is a very compact rock, enclosing

considerable fragments of quartz. In the section shown in the jail

well, thirty to forty feet of impure earthy laterite or gravel are

exposed. But it is doubtful whether this is not of much later

origin than the conglomerate to the south and east of the town. A
few miles east of Kaladgi a laterite conglomerate forms a

distinct terrace which abuts against the upper quartzite ridge west

of Truchigeri. A similar conglomerate at about the same level

forms an outlier on a sharp-cut little hill north of the village, and
here rests on violet shales. Another patch of conglomerate of the

same character and in a similar position caps a small hill about one
and a quarter miles north-west of Anagvddi, on the north bank of

the Ghatprabha. Here the laterite cannot be less than sixty to

eighty feet thick, and is -exceedingly compact in texture, showing
a very few worm or sack-like hollows. Fragments of quartzite that
have apparently been weathered out of it lie on the surface. This
conglomerate rests against the apex of the anticlinal or dip-parting
elhpse to the north of Anagvadi and stretches to Tumurmatti at a
corresponding level. It seems to have once been continuous with
the outliers that cap the AnagvAdi and Truchigeri hills and also

with the Truchigeri terrace before mentioned. Where the laterite

lies upon shelly beds, the latter have been affected to a considerable
depth by the soaking of iron-laden water.
In many parts of the valley the surface is generally of a rich deep

purple-brown, the rock where broken and crushed, as in the wheel
tracks of some cross country roads, showing the deep red streak of
the nearly pure hasmatite. The massive laterite is often of extreme
toughness ; when broken it shows a hasmatitic setting ,with many
angular grains of quartz enclosed, and presents an appearance as if

the old haematite of gneiss had been ground by surf to a perfect
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mud, wMch, on drying, gathered round the grains of sand and
hardened its present consistency. The surface of the laterite

often shows worm-like hollows, but to a less extent than the

conglomeratic coast laterite. Much of the laterite occurs as gravel

of various degrees of coarseness. This is sometimes pure, but
oftener contains rolled fragments of quartzite. In some cases the
proportion of quartzite pebbles becomes so large as nearly to hide
the laterite. In the centre and west of the old lake valley either

less iron mud was formed or it has since been more thoroughly
worn away. Still well-marked patches of laterite remain in these

parts of th« valley. The outlying laterite patches to the north-east

of Tarkal in the corner enclosed between the Ghatprabha, the

Krishna, and the Sita Dongar hills seems also to have been formed
in shallow water, probably in an arm of the large lake. One section

in this corner at Jerankunti shows twenty to thirty feet of worm-
like conglomeratic laterite exposed in the village well. The rather

widespread lateritic conglomerate that occurs to the south-west of

Badd,mi seems to mark the site of another shallow lake. This lake

or another of similar character occupied the valley of the Banknari
immediately to the west. No organic remains have been found in any
of these supposed lake beds. But in spite of this strong objection

the shape of the country and the position of the shingle and iron

mud deposits favour the hypothesis, as they explain the presence

of these deposits in many places where they could not be referred

to open-air changes of iron-bearing rocks, as, for example, where the

laterite rests directly on unaltered quartzite.

A dark reddish-brown clay occurs frequently in the banks of the

Don. This red clay passes upward into the black regur-like

alluvium. High lying gravels are often found along the banks of the

Krishna. A large gravel and shingle bed consisting almost entirely

ol: quartzite occurs at Girgaon, sixteen miles north-east of Kaladgi.

A similar coarse quartzite shingle bed shows a little to the east of

Svuna. A deposit of quartzite shingle resting partly on the trap,

partly on the gneissic rocks, occurs a little to the north-east of Baloti

ferry on the KalAdgi-ShoMpur road. A very large quantity of

quartzite and quartz shingle covers the slope of the high ground

from a little east of the Tangadgi ford at intervals as far east as

IsMmpur. Cementation of the gravels into true conglomerates by
deposition of carbonate of lime takes place on a large scale in the

bed of the Krishna at Ballur, six miles north-west of Bilgi. This

local alluvial conglomerate is overlaid by a thirty feet thick clayey

alluvium chiefly consisting of re-deposited black soil. A similar

conglomerate in the Don river below Talikoti and still lower down

the stream contains pebbles of the Td,likoti limestone. Another

instance of conglomerate formed in a river-bed by cementation of

gravel and shingle with iron-clay is seen a little below the ford over

the G-hatprabha at Anagvddi. Great beds of gravelly limestone

with quartzite shingle and a few well-shaped clipped and large-sized

quartzite tools occur at Kaira on the left bank of the Malprabha

five miles south-east of Badami, at the place three miles south of the

meeting of the Bennihalla and the Malphrabha and between Hira

and Chik-Mulingi, about twenty miles above Kaira.

B 877-7
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Nortli of tlie basement quartzite ridge north-west of Kaira and

between Somankop and Ohamankatti red lateritic subsoil, most

likely in part of open-air and in part of lake origin, is exposed.

Gravel beds of lake or river origin occur at Tolanmatti, thirteen

miles north-east of KaMdgi. These gravel beds consist of quartzite

pebbles and yield clipped stone tools occurring in place and imbedded

about three feet below the surface.

Of the sub-aerial formations due to the reproductive action of

atmospheric agencies there are deposits cemented together by the

chemical precipitation of calcareous matters and tufas. Of calcareous

tufa formations two classes occur, the first in which the tufa forms

solid masses of rock, and the second in which the calcareous

matter occurs in detached gravel-like nodules. An example of

the first class occurs a little south of Banshankari two and a half

miles south-east of Badami. An area of several acres is here covered

with large irregular masses of a perfectly concretionary tufaceous

limestone unlike anything belonging to tbe older limestones of

the district. No section is seen showing the relation of this tufa to

the underlying rock, but it very likely covers a thin bed of chalky

shale such as occurs further west or from which the calcareous

matter was brought down by the streams. Of the second class of

tufaceous deposits an accumulation of limestone gravel lying on
the Deccan trap occurs on the high ground six miles north-east of

Muddebihal and covers a large stretch of ground. The lime-nodules

are pale red and form banks of unconsolidajted gravel.

There are very few of the rain aggregations which are cot

uncommon in the hill country to the west. In some places, especially

to the north and west of Badami, large tracts are covered with

almost pure sand.

As in Belgaum the two leading varieties of soil are the red, a

directly decomposed trap, and the black, decomposed trap sandstone

and gneiss mixed with organic matter. There are also the sands

mentioned above and a half sandy soil pale drab or olive green

formed of^ decomposed basalt. This form of weathering seems

almost as characteristic of basaltic rocks in the eastern plains as

iron-clay weathering in the western hills. Of exceptional soils> soda

and potash soils are rare. ' Large quantities of alkaline salts occur

in other soils, especially in black soil. The most marked instance

of these salt soils is the valley of the Don whose water is so salt

as to be almost undrinkable during the hot weather. The large

stream which flows into the Don from the north-east^at Tdlikoti is

even more brackish and parts of its bed when dry are crusted
with a thick layer of impure salt. The source of the salt must be
deep-seated for the soil which fills the main part of the valley is

famous for its richness.
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^The variety of its strata, which gives so much interest to the Chapter II.

geology of Bijdpur, makes the district rank high in mineral wealth. Production.
Gold is said to have been formerly found in the Malprabha, but

the sand of the river-bed is now nowhere washed.

Near Kajddoni, four miles south-west of KaMdgi, are traces of
copper. It is not known whether the ore is plentiful enough to
repay search.

Iron ore is found in various parts of the district south of the Iron.

Krishna. Sixty years ago (1820) there was a small manufacture
of iron at the village of A'dgalj about four miles north of B^d^mi.
The ore was found about four miles from the furnace at the base of a
range of sandstone hills. It was a greasy hsBmatite, somewhat the
colour of iron rust, with a purplish tinge, soiling the fingers, and
leaving a red chalk-like mark on paper. In a little hut close to the
forge, in the form of Shiv's bull, was a rude stone image of Basav,
the founder of the Ling^yat religion and the guardian of iron-

smelters. Before each melting the image was worshipped by the
head blacksmith. The furnace consisted of a clay chimney with a
funnel-shaped mouth, the height being about four feet and the
external diameter about eighteen inches. The lower part of the
furnace from the base to the bottom of the chimney was the place
where the burning went on, the solid part at the back, which looked
like a flat oven, being nothing more than a buttress or at times a
shelf. Supposing the sides of the chimney to have been three inches
thick, the diameter of the furnace must have been about one foot.

In front, a few inches above the base, was an opening for a bed of

powdered charcoal, kneaded with a little clay, which was put on the

floor to receive the melted metal, and a small portion of lighted fuel

was placed at the opening.^ Just above the opening was the nozzle

' The mineral section is contributed by Mr. R. B. Joyner, Executive Engineer for

Irrigation, Belgauni and Dh4rw4r.
^The process of sifting the charcoal was curiously primitive. In the middle of a

hollow, five or six feet in diameter, was placed a cylindrical stone about a foot high

and nearly a foot thick with a rounded top. The charcoal was beaten in the outer

part of the place with batons and was taken up in double handfuls and allowed to

drop on the top of the stone. The finer parts either remained on the stone, or fell

close to its base, while the coarser rolled to a greater distance and were taken up
and rebeaten. This was continued until there was as much powder as was wanted.

Marshall's Bel gaum, 148.
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of the bellows.^ This was a clay cone into which entered two iron

pipes each leading from an air-bag or bellows formed of a buffalo's

hide and lying on a platform about the same height as the opening.

When the aperture was properly fixed the opening was carefully

and rather neatly closed by clay tempered with powdered charcoal.

A little above the base of the furnace, also closed by clay and

charcoal, was a small side opening for the escape of ashes, but all

the metal fell to the bottom. From the top of the chimney the

whole cavity was filled to the brim with charcoal, the bellowsmen

at the same time beginning to blow. Powdered ore was thrown in

small shovelfuls on the top of the charcoal, and sank through its

seams. Twelve shovelfuls weighing nearly ten pounds formed the

first load. Over the ore charcoal was again heaped, and in a little

time, as the heat increased, a smoke, apparently inflammable air

expelled from the ore, appeared at the top of the pile. The smoke
was lighted and remained burning during the whole of the process.

As the charcoal sank in the chimney more charcoal was thrown in,

and more ore was sprinkled on it. The whole load of the furnace in

one working, which lasted from eight in the morning until about

three^in the afternoon, was about fifty or sixty shovels weighing
forty-two to fifty pounds. The charcoal was about twenty-five

baskets, each basket containing about one-third of a bushel. When
the process was about one-third over, the hole for the melted cinder

was opened and a few pounds flowed out. It was again closed, and
this was repeated three times in the course of the working. The
front of the fire was also frequently stirred by thrusting a small

poker through the clay immediately above the nozzle of the bellows,

and, towards the end of the melting, this poker was used to test the

state of the metal. When the blacksmith thought it sufficiently

reduced, the front of the furnace was opened, and the mass of iron

was drawn out by an immense pair of iron tongs, in which it was
dragged into the air and for some time beaten hard with two clubs

to free it from cinder. Before cooling it was cut into two pieces

with axes as it was more easily forged in half than whole. There
were two smeltings in the twenty-four hours, one in the day and
the other at night. The workmen who were not immediately engaged
slept near the furnace. All the workmen were husbandmen and
made iron during only four months of the year. Fifteen pounds
{\ man) of iron worth about 4s. (Rs. 2) was reckoned a good
outturn for one smelting. The furnace-clearing was taken in turn
by each of twenty partners, the blacksmith having a double share

J The 'bellows were by far the best part of the apparatus. Each bag was a buffalo's
hide, whole, and very well prepared ; the four leg holes were closed and into the
neck hole was thrust from the inside a conical iron pipe, the broader part of which
entirely filled the hole. The hinder part of the bag was open iind its edges cut
straight, one of them overlapping the other two or three inches. A leather thong
fastened to the upper part of the bag was tied round the blower's right arm, which
he alternately raised and depressed to admit the air by the opening, or expel it
through the tube, while with the left he kept the bag steady. As one of the blowers
raised his arm when the other lowered his, a tolerably constant stream of air -«as
blown into the furnace. The two pipes were kept in their proper place by being
fitted tightly into two iron rings at the opposite ends of a short iron bar. Marshall's
Belgaum, 148.
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as director of the work and owner of the tools. Eight men were
employed in the woods making charcoal, four were stationed at the
bellows where they relieved each other by pairs, others made ready
the clay for stopping the holes, others pounded and sifted the
charcoal or fed the furnace with charcoal and ore. The ore was
provided by the man whose turn it was to have the profits of the
working. The only labourer who was paid in cash was a woman
who pounded the ore on a flat stone with an iron pestle. The
iron was forged on the spot into common field tools, chiefly hoes,
hatchets, and small ploughshares.^

Tn 1873 iron ore was, and to a limited extent is still (1883)smelted at
Sidddpur, twelve miles, and at Jainmatti, six miles north of KaMdgi,
where it occurs as silicious red haematite schist ; at Sidanhal, about
fifteen miles south-west of Hungund, on the right bank of the
Malprabha, the ore being brought from the great haematite beds west
of Amingad ; at Haligeri and Rd,gh^pur in B^ddmi, the ore being
obtained from red and brown hsematite beds ; and at BenkanvMi
near the Malprabha about thirteen miles south-west of Hungund,
the ore being chosen by a blacksmith at the mine and brought about
four miles from a haematite bed on the top of a hill between Amin-
gad and Ramthal. The ore smelted at Sidddpur, Jainmatti, and
Sidanhal is dusty, flakey, coarse in grain, and of poor quality. The
smelting furnace is made of red clay ; and at Sidanhal, where the
clay is bad, the chimney is in several places hooped with iron. The
furnace is worked with a double skin-bellows with yoked iron
nozzles passing into a clay nozzle or tuyere which enters a triangular
hole in one of the sides. The daily outturn of two furnace clearings
is thirty-six pounds (12 viss) which is reduced to thirty after
the cinder is hammered out. At Haligeri and Rdghd,pur the
smelting process is different. The raw ore is broken into small
pieces and put into an earthen crucible with charcoal, limestone,
and fuel. Fire is applied, and, when the mass has been well heated,
bellows are worked to help to separate the metal from the alloy.
At the end of the process the iron is found in a lump at the bottom
of the crucible. Iron made in this way is very malleable and can
be beaten into shape even when cold. If a husbandman wants a
field tool he employs the blacksmith, paying him in grain and
helping him by gathering fuel and ore. The cost of making thirty
pounds of iron is about 13s. 3d. (Rs. 6|).^ It is softer and tougher
than foreign iron, lasts longer, and is better suited for field tools.

At the same time as it is about 2d the pound dearer than foreign
iron, it is never able to command much sale. Since the 1877
famine the smelting industry has almost ceased. With cheap fuel
the beds near Benkanvadi are rich enough to pay, but since 1870
a Government duty has raised the price of fuel and all but put a
stop to the smelting. In spite of their high price some of the
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"" Marshall's Belgaum, 147-149.
''The details are : Two bellowsiuen, 9d, (6 as.) ; one fireman, i^d. (3 cm.) ; one man

and two women breaking ore, lO^d. (7 as.) ; blacksmith, 2s. (Ee. 1) ; 32'16 cubic feet

of charcoal, 6s. (Es. 3) ; 1 '68 cubic foot of iron ore, Is. (8 as.) ; a^id six men for hammer-
ing, 28, 3d, (Re. 1) ; total 138. 3d (Rs.ef). Mr. H, F. Siloock, C.S.
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Benkanvadi tools are still in demand at the yearly Bdnshankari

fair. Iron ore is also found ia the hills near Sirur.

There are some laterite or iron-clay hills at Ingleshvar, Mutgi,

and Masvinhal in B^gevadi, and at Belkandi and Batkurki in

BAdd,mi ; hut these are not worked at present. The same formation

is found to a small extent at Ndgarhetta, Bant^nur, and Nagabndl

in Muddebihal, while near Bij^pur heavy iron-stone gravels and
conglomerates occur.

The various granitoid rocks in the south-east of the district,

locally known as chinchkal, on account of the cost of working them,

are little used except for lintels and slabs. At Bilgi, twelve miles

north of Bagalkot, a beautiful rose-coloured granite is quarried,

equal in appearance to the best Aberdeen or Mount Sorrel granite.

The rough slabs are quarried by Vadars who crack the blocks by
burning fuel over them or by chiselling a line of holes and driving in

wedges. They then separate the blocks with the help of levers. The
rough slabs are dressed by a class of men called SangtarAs. Roughly
squared slabs about eight feet long and two feet wide can be had
on the spot at 4s. to 6s. (Rs. 2 - 3). Near Nalatvdd in Muddebihdl
and elsewhere a syenite is found, from which slabs twelve feet long

and two and half feet wide can be cut. These fetch about 6s.

(Rs. 3), but, though of good quality, they are not much used as a
softer stone is found in the neighbourhood. The softer gneissic rocks

are often used by villagers in their rough stone and mud walling.

Haematite schist, though the best stone for roads, is a bad building

stone as it does not take mortar well and cannot be given much shape.

Still it is very durable and is the only building ston6 at Hungiind.
The price of fair-sized rubble is 7s. to 8s. (Rs. 3^-4) the hundred
cubic feet. Dark green chlorite schist has been used in a new
school-house at Nd,latvdd in Muddebihal and makes a good workable
stone. The extremely beautiful granites and kindred rocks of great

variety of colour and capable of taking a high polish will find a
market when the district is opened by roads and railways..

In old times these granitoid rocks were much used for forts and
temples. Many Jain temples, where the stone must have been
carried for miles, have single stone columns, often beautifully cut, and
large lintels and slabs of gray and rose granite. These old granite
pillars are often seen built into modern fort-walls and used as gate-
lintels. A notable instance occurs in Bijdpur, thirty miles from the
nearest part of the granite region, where there are hundreds of
ornamental granite pillars either in bid Hindu temples or worked into
mosques or Musalman mansions. One more or less dull gray gneiss
does not stand transverse strains on exposure; and the surface
of some micaceous schistose stones ra;pidly peals. With these
exceptions the granites in the old buildings are as sharp-edged as
when they were tooled 800 to 600 years aoo.

The dioritic greenstone, hasarha hallu, apparently cut from the
dykes which occur in the granite, has been made into Ungs whose
high polish has for centuries remained undimmed. In Bij^pUr
the same stone has been used for gravie stones, and, though expose4v;
to the weather for the last 200 years, is often as sharp-edged and
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lustrous as i£ it had just left the stonemason's yard. In the ruins
of Bijdpur are many large cubical blocks of almost pure quartz
with two or three highly polished faces.

Quartzite rocks occur in Bd.galkot where they seem to be chiefly

a highly silicious limestone ; a small patch crosses the Krishna north
into Bijd,pur ; in Badami they hold a large area and stretch into

south-west Hungund ; and in Muddebihal they form an irregular

band passing through the towns of Muddebihd,l and Tdlikoti. In
Bdddmi, Hungund, and Muddebihal they are crystalline sandstone
rather than limestone. The quartzites are generally pinky or salmon-

coloured, though often gray, whitish, white and green, buff, pearly,

or waxy. They are very beautiful, but excessively hard and tough.

They are difficult to quarry and tool, and are used generally in the

rough, chiefly in the form of slabs which are taken out by wedges
and levers. One of the best quarries, near Bilgi in Bdgalkot, yields

slabs up to ten feet long. The following is the table of prices

:

BiLoi Quartzite, 1883.

Length.
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Bdgalkot, at Baddmi and Pdtadkal in Bdddmi, at Aiholi and Hungund
in Hungund, and in Bijdpur, the Musalmdns have used many well

carved lintels and jambs. The temples at Aiholi and Patadkal, in

particular, are very richly carved, some of the friezes, figures, and
mouldings being most admirable specimens of work, and, though
some of them are over 1200 years old, often as clean cut as when
fresh.

^

The curious old fort at Bdddmi andmany other village fortifications

are built of this stone, and in the well-known Brdhmanic (a.d.

579) and Jain (a.d. 650) caves at BAd^,mi the carvings are clear and
well preserved, though more than 1200 years old. Samples at Gudur
about fifteen miles south-west of Hungund, and at Parvati about
thirteen miles north ofBMami are considered byMr. Foote thoroughly
suitable for the large millstones used in first-class mills. This

sandstone and the sandstone shales are also used for grindstones,

for tool-sharpening whittles, and for oil-mills and oil-mortars.

Sandstone rubble is used by the natives for their ordinary buildings

and at Guledgudd by the German Mission who have lately built a

large chapel and mission house. It can be supplied at 4s. to 6s.

(Rs. 2-3) the hundred cubic feet. Near Muddebihal is a bed of

sandstone which might be cut and sold for loaf-sugar without the

fraud being detected except by taste.

At Bilkop, about six miles south-west of Bddami, a red clayey

sandstone, locally known as sahdn, is dug from caves of some depth

and sold in small round pieces varying in diameter from two inches

to a foot or a foot and a half and selling at dd. to Is. a piece (2-8 as.)

It is used for grinding sandal and other sweet-scented woods into

powder.

Limestones are very interesting and, like the other rocks,

irregular and apparently confused in position. Roughly they form

an irregular band that runs north-east about sixty miles from Kalddgi

to the Nizam's frontier at Tdlikoti and Salvargi in Muddebihal with

a break between Muddebihal and the Krishna river, this being

the division between the limestones of what geologists call the

Bhima series and the KaMdgi series. These rocks are somewhat
difficult to classify as they vary from almost pure quartzites to

nearly pure carbonates of lime, and thence, through a somewhat
flinty series, back to impure and clayey limestones. The greatest

limestone area is in Bdgalkot. Limestones also occur in north and

north-west Bddd,mi, and a small patch is seen in BdgevAdi just

north of the Krishna. In Muddebihal they again occur under the

local name of Tdlikoti limestone, which is perhaps better known as

Sh^habad limestone. Further north a small patch enters east

Sindgi from the Nizdm's dominions. They vary much in texture

and colour. Near Kalddgi and Bfigalkot the rocks are massive

and of diflferent shades of gray deepening into blue and almost

black, occasionally with black and green or even pink and green

bands, and again passing from white to green and from pink to
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' Fergusson's Indian and Eastern Architecture, 218.
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Tbrown. They take a high polish and chemical analysis has shown

them to be true marbles.^ Though they are useful for building and

would certainly rank high as decorative stones, neither in ancient

nor in modern times have they been used either in plain or in

ornamental work. The Collector's office at KalMgi is almost the

only building in which they have been used. The price of rubble is

from 6s. to 9s. (Rs. 3-4^) the hundred cubic feet. The stone is burnt

when a pure lime is wanted for whitewashing.

The Talikoti limestones locally called shedikal are in finer layers

from one to fourteen inches thick. They are vetj flakey near the

surface and vary in colour from deep blue to pale buff and cream,

creamy pink, or purple. They have been spoken of as lithographic

limestones.^ But search has lately been and is now being made

both at Talikoti and near Bdgalkot without finding any specimens

soft and bibulous enough for lithographing. Some specimens, locally

called kalhavinkallu or lichen stone, found in the bed of the Don,

on being split, show most beautiful black markings of sea-weed

exactly like the so-called moss of moss agates.^ Besides at Tdlikoti

limestone is found chiefly at Tumbgi and Menujgi in Muddebihdl, and

at Kalkeri in Sindgi and other villages in the neighbourhood. It

is easily quarried and is often worked by ordinary la;bourers^ as it

only requires cutting out and breaking into size by heavy hammers

called sutlds. It is dressed with broad-headed chisels and light

hammers. It is brittle, breaking with a conchoidal fracture, and is

ill-suited to carry weight. The price of the stone on the spot is 4».

to 6s . (Rs.2-3) the hundred cubic feet. It is much used for building,

the cream-coloured varieties being most prized close to the quarries.

The whole town of Tdlikoti, with its fresh-looking and perfect walls,

are of this stone. Slab after slab can be built into a wall with hardly

any mortar. Houses of this stone are very uniform, the different

rows of stones being perfectly even. In some Talikoti buildings

different coloured stones have been used with a very pleasing effect.

The thin slabs are used for roofing shop verandas or as paving stones.

They also make very good house cisterns by joining six slabs and

cutting a hole in the uppermost. The only modern public building

in which the stone has been used is the school-house at Talikoti;

At Honhalli in Sindgi, on the borders of the Nizam's territory,

a massive blue-black limestone is found approaching a marble in

nature and appearance. The gray and purple stones of Td,likoti were

brought fifty miles to Bijapur for decorative purposes, and may be

found in different ruins either as praying stones in the mosques, or

as ornamental panels as in the face of the Mehtri PaTace. In the

Mehtri Palace, for the sake of the tints, the most clayey and shaley

1 The details are : Silica 2-69, ferric oxide 0'45, alumina 0'37, carbonate of

magnesia 5"84, and carbonate of lime 90'65.
2 Some specimens of the TAlikoti limestone sent by Captain Newbold (1842-1846)

to the lithographic establishment at St. Thomas' Mount in Madras were found to

answer. Geological Papers of Western India, 323-324.
^ This does not seem to have attracted the attention of any of the geologists who

have visited the place. Except in one doubtful case in the sandstone conglomerate

Mr. Bruce Foote obtained no organic remains or traces in the ' Bhima series.

Mr. R. B. Joyner.
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beds were chosen and have not stood well. The same beds at Chapter II.

Shdhabad have been used for railway stations and buildings and Production
carried far along the line for platform paving and flooring.

The most ancient use of the Kaladgi quartzites was the manufacture g^^^ ^^^-^
of chipped stone tools, many specimens of which were found by
Mr. Foote and have been gathered by Mr. R. B. Joyner from all

parts of the Bombay KarnAtak.

Occasionally associated with the limestone are excellent beds of GUy Slate.

hard clay slatey rock which is prized as a building stone. It is found
almost solely in Bdgalkot, at Selikeri four miles south-east of Kalddgi, '

at Muchkhandi three or four miles south of Bagalkot, and at a few
other places. It is very hard and tough of a deep indigo black.

The top layers, lighter coloured slates or hard shales, are used for

roofing and paving and for writing slates and pencils. The stones

are got by blasting by the village people, not by Vadars, and, if for

flags or slates, they are split by mining bars and wedges. The
stone and slates have been taken long distances the stone for the
Kolhdpur palace and for some buildings, it is believed, in Belgaum,
and for corner-stones in the modern buildings at KalMgi. The slates

were formerly taken in large quantities to Belgaum, Goa, and other
places, but of late the demand has almost ceased. They are small,

seldom more than six inches square, and in rooflng are generally

laid under a covering of tiles. Their nominal price at the quarry is

£1 (Rs. ] 0) the thousand. They are also used as paving flags. The
more massive stone makes good slates and rollers and takes a fine

polish. Large blocks have been used for temple pillars, images, and
inscription slabs. To the excellent quality of the slate is due the
preservation of some of the ancient inscriptions so frequently found
in south Bijapur. Inscriptions are also found on sandstone.

In 1883 at the Selikeri quarry a slab three to five feet long and;

eighteen inches broad sold for 4s. to 5s. (Rs. 2-25) if two inches deep,

for 5s. to 6s. (Rs. 2^ - 3) if four inches deep, and for 7s. to 10s.

(Rs. 3|-5) if six inches deep. A slab eight to twelve feet long, ten

inches broad, and ten inches deep sold for 18s. to £1 8s. (Rs. 9-14).

Rubble stones cost 6s. to 6s. (Rs. 2| -3) the hundred cubic feet. At
Khaterki, three miles north of KalAdgi, is found a dark-blue hard

clay schist or argiUite called sani-halu, which makes excellent hones
for sharpening razors and knives. It is found about eight feet below

the surface covered by about two feet of hard shales. From its fine

jointing, the pieces, though not too small for hones, are never large.

They were formerly widely known and greatly prized. Of late the

demand has fallen, much of the quarry is filled with black soil, and
they are kept for sale only at one house in KalMgi town. Their

price varies from 6d. to Is. (4-8 as.)}

The trap rocks which cover more than four-fifths of the district Trap,

north of the Krishna, as a rule, are argillaceous near Bijdpur,

and amygdaloid further south. Towards the south and south-east

^ Mr. Bruce Foote mentions a black clay slate with delicate green bands occurring
at KalMgi which he recQinmends as a yery beautiful stone for decorative purposes^
Memoirs of Geologiqal Survey of Iftdia, XII, 263.
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the trap is nodular with concentric lamina surrounding small

nuclei of hard basalt which have not weathered to the surface nearly

so generally as in the rest of the Deccan. As elsewhere the traps

and less crystalline basalt are risky stones to build with and should

be very carefully chosen after long experience. It is not enough

even to choose a quarry, as the quality of the stone varies much in

the same beds. Bijapur is a good example of the uneven quality

of trap. In some buildings earthy traps have decayed into utter

ruin, while in others the more crystalline basalts, as in the intricate

carvings of the Ibrdhim Roza, remain as fresh, and in the city walls

as strong as when they were cut. The Musalmdns did much to

preserve their buildings by whitewash and plaster, but now that all

but a few are left unprotected weathering and decay go on rapidly.

The price of the rubble at the quarry varies from 10|s. to ll|s.

(Rs. 5J-5|) the hundred cubic feet. At Bijapur, where it is taken

from the ruins, it costs only 4.s. to 6^s. (Rs. 2-3|). The Bhandi

Vadars with their heavy hammers break the basalt into slabs and

large rubble. Slabs two to four feet long, nine inches to one foot

wide, and six to nine inches thick can be had for about 8d. (5^ as.)

a foot. The best places for slabs and quarry-stones are at Nindoni,

Bobleshvar, and Hangergi in Bijapur ; at Horti, Mainhali, Arjangi,

Golsar, and Shirshddh in Indi ; at Mangoli, Masvinhal, Nidgundi, and

Mulvdd in BAgevadi ; at Kuntoji in Muddebihal ; and at Padganur,
Bobleshvar, and Yergal in Sindgi. Blocks four feet long, three feet

broad, and one foot thick, can be found at prices varying from 2s. to

4s. (Rs.1-2). At Shirshddh dressed stones, two feet nine inches in

diameter and five feet three inches high, prepared as oil-mills, can be

bought for £2 (Rs. 20) at the quarry. At Bobleshvar and Yergal,

troughs made by the Bhandi and Kalgotki Vadars can be bought at

12s. to 30s. (Rs. 6-15) according to size. The greenstone and green

basalt, used in the Bijapur buildings for slabs, pillars, and doorways,
were chiefly brought from the Krishna river where it occurs in large

boulders. Laterite caps hills north and north-east of Bagevdidi
and near Mangoli ; it is not used as a building stone.

'

The lime chiefly used for mortar and plaster is the surface

nodular and tufaceous concretion, commonly known as hanlcar

and in K^narese called barli kallu or sinna hallu. It is found
throughout the district in all soils. It generally has some and in

some cases has marked hydraulic properties. The cost at the pits

varies according to the difficulty of getting it from 3«. to 9s.

(Rs. 1| - 4i) the hundred cubic feet. Near the Bdnshankari temple
in Bddami a large unused tufaceous deposit is now being worked.
Calcareous conglomerates are often seen in river and stream beds,
and in parts of Muddebihal there are small hills of tufaceous
conglomerate.

Sand for building purposes can be had in many streams [and
'

river-beds. As a rule it is not of very good quality. In the trap
districts it is generally mixed with grains of lime and pieces of soft
trap, and in the sandstone districts it is of too fine a grain. In the
larger rivers it is full of silt and dust. The price varies from Is.

3c?. to 6s. (Rs, 1-3) the hundred cubic feet. Coloured sands for
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ornamental purposes and scouring sand are found in

tracts,

the sandstone

There are no good clay deposits in Bij^pur suitable for bricks^

jars, tiles, and pots. Tiles and burnt bricks are hardly ever made,
except on special occasions by imported labour, and then the silt of

rivers and ponds is used. The potters occasionally turn their hands
to tile work, half-round tiles costing 8s.to 12s.(Es.4-6) the thousand.

Burnt bricks cost 12s. to £1 8s. (Rs. 6-14) the thousand according to

size and quality. Water pots and jars, holding six to eight gallons

are made from silt at many places and cost about 3d. (2 as.) apiece.

Specially excellent clay is brought from a place called MulhAUi in

the Nizam's country.

One of the most curious features of the district is the river Don
and some of its tributaries^ chiefly the Little Don near TJkli in

Bd,gevadi, the waters of which are more or less saline according

to the season. Those who live on its banks in some cases become
used to drinking the water. Salt and saltpetre used to be made by
evaporation from the water of the Don and its salt tributary the

Little Don near Ukli in BAgevadi, and remains of ancient salt-pans

may be seen on the dams of many of the old reservoirs iri the south

of the district, where, according to the local story, salt was made by
washing the earth. This was probably saltpetre which is still made
at Gogihal, Kannoli, Kantoji, and many other places by a class

called Uppars. Saltpetre is sold at four to five pounds and salt at

eight to ten pounds the shilling (Rs.2|-3 the man of 12 shers).

White, common yellow, and purple earths and shales, and the

rarer red bole are used for colouring.

At Gaddankeri about seven miles east of Bagalkot beautiful

specimens of calcspar or rangoli-kallu are found, which, when
powdered, is used by Brdhmans for strewing in their temples and
on the thresholds of their houses.

Agates, but not of a brilliant colour, are found chiefly in the
Krishna bed and at Hanmd,pur, eight miles north-east of BMdmi.
Stick sulphur of poor quality is found in quantities in the ruins of

Bijdpur citadel. This was probably procured from the iron pyrites

found in the limestone beds in the Nizam's dominions. Iron pyrites

is also found at Tdlikoti, but is not much used. Gravel for road

metal as a rule is not sold ; a heap 200' X 200' X 1' would cost about

£1 (Rs. 10). At Degnal, ten miles south-west of Indi, glass bangles

are made in small quantities from old and imported glass, and sold

at twenty for a penny.

Of 5757 square miles, the whole area of the district, 245 or 4-2

per cent have been set apart as forest land. On the 31st of March
1883of the total forestarea 155 square miles were reserved andninety
square miles were protected forests. Except small areas of grass-

land bearing babhul andjdmhhul in the bed of or near the bank of the

Krishna, the Ghatprabha, and the Malprabha, the forest lands of the

Bij^pur district are on the hills to the south of the Krishna and
between the Krishna and Dh^rwdr. They stretch east to the Nizdm's

territories and west to the petty states of Mudhol, Rdmdujrg, and
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Production. °^ moderately sized trees and firewood is shown by coppice stools

and decayed roots. The present barrenness is due to the recklessness

of the people in dealing with forests, and to the drain which the

old iron-smelting industry must have caused. The hills about

Kalddgi and Bd.galkot are bare. North towards Bilgi, south-east

about Baddmi and Gudur, and south-west towards Ramdurg and

Torgal, there is a large stretch of rough country more or less covered

with scrub and such small trees as the dhdvda (M.) dindal (K.)

Anogeissus latifolia, bdhava (M.) kakhai (K.) Cassia fistula, nim (M.)

bevina or bevu (K.) Melia azadirachta, timburni (M.) balai (K.)

Diospyros melanoxylon, Jchair (M.) hhairda (K.) Acacia ca,tec]m,haldar

(M.) mashvdla (K.) Chloroxylon swietinia, some armed and unarmed'

acacias, and numerous varieties of thorn bushes. The hills best

clothed with wood and scrub are those of Bd,dd,mi and Hungund.
Here many parts have much improved since 1874, when conservancy

was enforced, and the bamboo, which in 1870 was all but extinct,

now makes a fair show on some of the hill-sides. The Bijdpur

forest may be divided into two sections, scrub forests and bdbhul or

bdbli Acacia arabica reserves. The scrub forests, scattered over 238
square miles, are composed chiefly of stunted mashvdla Chloroxylon
swietenia, kalckai Cassia fistula, nim Melia azadirachta, aval

Cassia auriculata, hulgal Dalbergia arborea, khair Acacia catechu,

ip]3i Bassia latifolia, and jaune Grewia rothii. These forests at

present are valuable only as firewood reserves ; wood required for

minor building purposes and for field tools can also be obtained from
the forests of BMdmi and from part of Hungund. The bdbhul
reserves include the lands which yield bdbhul, nim, bamboo, jdmbhul,
and bor. These lie in isolated patches and together do not spread
over more than six square miles. Almost all are covered with
both old and young trees grown artificially. Among the woods
in this district the nim and bdbhul, which do not suffer from the

attacks of white ants, are considered very strong and are used by
all classes as house beams, posts, ploughs, plough-staves, cart-wheels
and cart-staves, and other field purposes. The wood of the

mashvdla, kakkai, hulgal, and khair is used for poles. Large beams,
logs, scantlings, and planks of teak and blackwood, for good
buildings, are yearly brought from the Kd,nara forests. As this

district is remarkably treeless, and as much has to be done to

improve the bare tracts no revenue return can be expected for

some years. The average yearly revenue during the five years
ending 1882-83 amounted to £1237 (Rs. 12,370) ; and the charges,,

includiug the forest staff, seeds, nurseries, and plantations, to

£908 (Rs. 9080) . The permanent forest staff" includes a sub-assistant
conservator on a monthly salary of £15 (Rs. 150), his office clerk
and messenger a monthly charge of £2 4s. (Rs. 22), two foresters
on monthly salaries of £1 4s. (Rs. 12), and ten forest guards on
monthly pay of 18s. (Rs. 9), and nine on monthly pay of 12s. (Rs. 6),

the whole representing a yearly cost of £330 (Rs. 3300). The per-
manent staff is supplemented by seventeen temporary guards at a-

yearly cost of £130 (Rs. 1300).
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Except a few strips of land along river-banks and the heads of

reservoirs where there are bdbhul, Acacia arabica, reserves, and on
the slopes of the uplands south of Indi, where there are remnants
of catechu, hliair, Acacia catechu, north Bijdpur is bare of timber.^

Besides a sprinkling of cocoa palm, tengu (K.) ndriel (M.), Cocos
nucifera, and palmyra^ tali (K.) mad (M.), Borassus flabelliformis,

scattered in gardens, the chief liquor-yielding tree is the wild date

shendi (M.) ichalu (K.), Phoenix sylvestris. Occasionally a few
seeds are planted in prepared holes, but, as a rule, the date grows
wild on the banks of small rivers and in moist hollows. The tree

begins to yield juice, the staple intoxicating drink of the district

locally known as henda, when it is six years old, and continues to

yield till it is sixteen. When the time for tapping comes, in the early

morning, a triangular hole is cut well into the tree at the base of the

leaves and an earthen pot is fastened below the cut to receive the

juice. In the evening the pot is taken away and the tree is allowed
to rest for a day. On the third day a fresh cut is made and the
juice is again drawn. This alternate tapping and resting is carried

on for three or four months till all the juice has been drawn. The
tree is then given two years' rest, when the same process is

repeated. An average well-grown healthy tree yields, in one season,

seventy to a hundred pounds of juice, which, when sold at ^d.

(^ anna) the pound, brings 4s. 4^d to 6s. 3d (E-s. 2^-3^). As the

tree costs nothing to grow the surplus of Is. to Is. 6d. (8-12 as.)

after meeting the cost of drawing the juice, is clear profit. The
right to sell this liquor, which is yearly farmed, yielded to Govern-
ment in 1881-82 a revenue of £3084 (Rs. 30,840). Besides juice the

wild date yields leaves which are plaited into mats and baskets.

Of the trees found in the district north of the Krishna some are

round villages, some in gardens, and some along roads. Besides

being planted along roads, the mango, dmbaCM..) mciwii (K.), Mangifera
indica, and the tamarind, chinch (M.) hv.nchi (K.), Tamarindus indica,

are found in groups round villages. The mango is planted when
young in sandy soils where it flourishes best. The value of the

fruit of an average tree, yielding 500 to 1000 mangoes, is about

£1 10s. (Rs. 1 5), though the price varies much according to quality.

Close to the old town of Shahdpur, four miles north of Bij^pur, is a

mango grove, probably grafts from Goa mangoes, brought during

the time of the Adil Shdhi kings (1489-1686) as their fruit both

in taste and look closely resembles the Goa mango. The produce

of a full grown healthy tamarind tree, varying according to age,

is, on an average, 144 pounds (6 mans) of the value of 8s. (Rs. 4).

Among the trees which are fairly plentiful or are planted in private

gardens and sites particularly designed for groves, there are the

jdmbul j&mbe Eugenia jambolana, the jujube logri Zizyphus

jujuba, the plantain hale Musa sapientum, the wood-apple hdlva

Feronia elephantum, the sour lime, huli nimbe Citrus bergamia,

the guava perle Psidium guava, the nelli or the myrobalan tree

Emblica officinalis, thepapayjjoppai Carica papaya, the sandalwood
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* The tree portion is contributed by Mr. H. F. Siloook, C.S.
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shrigandh Santalum album, and the monkey-bread tree hdobdh or

gorakimli Adansonia digitata. Of these the monkey-bread tree,

with its huge stem and short branches, is a relic of Musalman
supremacy. "^ It is a native of Africa and was brought by Sidis

or Habshis in the service of Bijdpur kings. It yields large

hanging fruit and light porous wood used as floats by fishermen.

Besides the tamarind and mango the chief roadside trees are the

bevu or nim Melia azadirachta, the bark and leaves of which are

used medicinally ; the bdbhul or bdbli Acacia arabica, from which
the ordinary gum sold at 6d. (4 as.) the pound is extracted ; the Indian

mulberry maddi Morinda tinctoria, from which a red dye is extracted

;

the aval Cassia auriculata, the bark of which is used in tanning
and the twigs as a tooth-brush ; the dindal Oonocarpus latifolia,

which yields gum ; the ardle (K.) Ficus religiosa, and the basari (K.)

Ficus infectoria. Of these the nim and the bdbhul are the most
common. They occur either healthy or stunted almost everywhere
throughout the district. The bdbhul likes black soil and the nim
red soil. Both grow successfully and reach a considerable size if

they are planted on the soil they like, regularly watered during the

first two years, kept clean from weeds and other growth-choking
creepers, and watched against depredators of all kinds.

^Though there is no want of fodder, and though the climate is

favourable for rearing animals, foreign cattle are generally preferred

to the local breeds. The finest district-bred cattle are found in

villages bordering the river Krishna where there is always an
abundant supply of good fresh water and excellent grazing. The
only good market for cattle is held weekly at Amingud, about eight

miles west of Hungund, where cattle are brought for sale from
parts of the Nizdm^'s territory and Dharwdr.

Of Oxen the 1882-83 returns show a total of 201,752 head. They
are of four kinds : Mudalshimi or eastern, Surati or Gujarat,

Mdlvi or Malwa-bred, and Deshi or local. The finest of these,

the Mudalshimi, come from Bangalor, Belldri Chitaldrug, and
other places in Madras. They stand about five feet high, are very

large and muscular, and are useful both for draught and as plough
cattle. An ordinary pair costs about £16 (Rs. 150) and a fine pair

as much as £40 (Rs. 400). Surat and Malwa oxen sell for about
£10 (Rs. 100) a pair or nearly double the price of an ordinary
pair of country-bred animals.

Of Cows the total is returned at 104,948. Except that there are

no Mudalshimi cows and that Malwa cows are rare, the cows are of

the same breeds as the oxen. Both the Malwa and Surat cows are

considered superior to the Desh cows ; they are much larger and
stronger and give double the quantity of milk. , A pair of Surat cows
costs £5 to £15 (Rs. 50-150), while the price of an ordinary pair of

the common district breed is not more than £3 (Rs. 30) and a pair

of Malwa cows can be had for between £3 and £5 (Rs. 30-50).

1 One of these trees in the centre of the town of BijApur near the tomb of KhavAs
Kh4n has a' girth of nearly forty feet about four feet from the ground.

" Contributed by Mr. H. Kennedy, formerly Superintendent of Police, KaUdgi.
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Of Buffaloes the returns show a total of 93,213 head, of which
25,790 were males and 67,423 females. They are of two kinds, a
better called Gavldru or Gavlis' buffaloes, and the ordinary inferior

buffalo known simply as mhais. The Gavlaru buffalo comes from
Ndgpur. It has very long horns and is much stouter and gives better

milk than the common district buffalo. A pair of common buffaloes

costs £5 (Rs. 50), while the GavMru cost £7 10s. to £15 (Rs. 75-150)
a pair. The well-to-do classes prefer buffalo milk to cow's milk as

it is richer and more nourishing.^

Sheep and Goats are returned at 36 1 ,5 1 8 head. Of sheep there are

three varieties, Muralgini, Patalgini, and Batgini. All parts of the

district afford excellent grazing ground for sheep, but perhaps the

best sheep are found in BijApur where they can be had for 8s. (Rs. 4)

the pair. Goats costing about £1 (Rs. 10) a pair, are of two kinds,

the Kengori which comes from Venkatgiri in Madras, and the

Kunyi or Gujard,t goat. Kengori goats stand about two and a half

feet high. The Kunyi are famous for the quantity and quality of

their milk which is particularly good for children.

The district is a poor place for horse-breeding, but in many parts,

particularly in the Lidi and Sindgi sub-divisions, there are excellent

and cheap ponies. The village of Sonkanhalli, about ten miles

west of Indi, has a local name for its breed of horses. The best

horses are brought from the Jath state in Satara and from Sangola
in Sholapur ; very fair animals can also sometimes be found in

parts of the Nizam's territories. In Kaladgi itself and a few other

large towns horses and ponies are kept for sale and hire by
Pendhd,ris, and, though as a rule they are poor, some good animals
can occasionally be picked up from these people. In 1882-83 the
number of horses was returned at 8505.

Camels are not bred in the district, but are brought from the
northern districts and from a place named Ganvad in Sholapur.
Besides by some European officers, they are kept by well-to-do

Marwar Vani merchants in such large towns as Bdgalkot, and are

used to carry silk, grain, and other articles. They cost £12 to

£20 (Rs. 120-200) a pair and the charges for their feed and keep
amount to £1 (Rs. 10) a month. Asses, returned at 4923, are kept
for carrying packloads by Vadars, Ghisadis, Dombdris, and other

wandering tribes and are left to pick up what grazing they can
find.

Pig are very common. They are kept in great numbers by
Korvis, Vadars, Mhdrs, and Mdngs, who consider them good eating.

They feed upon nightsoil and are very useful as village scavengers.

^ Twenty years ago both Tigers huU or hebbhuli Felis tigris, and
•Bears karddi Ursus labiatus, were found in the Baddmi and
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' In 1820 at Mangalgud, a village near Bidimi, Marshall noted a three-yearly fair

where about 500 male bufifaloes and several thousand sheep were sacrificed. During
the eight days the fair lasted the Dhangars, MarAthAs, Berads, and Mhirs sated

themselves on the carcases. At the end of the fair they carried oflf the remnants of

the dead bodies and buried them in their fields. Marshall's Belgaum, 126.

2 The Wild Animal and Bird sections are contributed by Mr. A. H. Spry, C.S.

B 877-9
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Huntrund hills. In 1847 three tigers were killed in Hungund and

in 1856 one was killed in Bdddmi, Between 1844 and 1861 twenty-

five bears were killed in Bd,galkot, Bdd^mi, and Hungund. Now
(1883) there is not a vestige of either the tiger or the bear. The only-

large game are a few Panthers kera kalla Felis pardus, and these

are growing scarcer year by year. The panther is found almost

everywhere south of the Krishna, especially in the sandstone

ranges of Bdddmi, Guledgudd, and Hungund. At BMd,mi panthers

are quite a pest. Scarcely a night passes without something being

killed and carried off to their dens. They retire to large caverns

and clefts in the rocks close to the town from which it is almost

impossible to dislodge them. Smoke or fireworks are useless. The

best way to get at them is either to take a position commanding

the caves which the panthers are known to frequent and to watch.

for them coming out, which they generally do about dusk,
_
or to

strew earth and sand over-night in places on the paths leading tq

the caves and find out next morning by the foot-marks into which

cave the panther has gone. Then towards evening by the promise

of a reward, to get the shepherds to feed their flocks near the

mouth of the cave and taking a position commanding the mouth

wait for the chance of a shot as. the panther dashes out to seize one

of the goats. Eighty-three panthers were killed between 1844 and

1877 and eleven between 1878 and 1882. During the eight years

ending 1882, eleven men and forty animals were killed by panthers.

The Wolf tola Canis pallipes, and the Hysena katte gurab Hysena

striata, although not abundant, are pretty generally distributed,

Wolves cause great loss to shepherds and a year seldom passes

in which children are not carried off by wolves. Since 1840

seventeen hysenas have been killed. The reward varies from 6s.

to 10s. (Rs. 3-5). The Jackal kunni or kappalinari Canis aureus

is common everywhere. Porcupines yedu Hystrix leucura abound-

among the ruins and near Bijapur and are caught by Phd,nse Pardhis,

and despite the prejudice against them, are by no means bad eating.

The Fox chandike or sannakempunari Vulpes bengalensis is found

in the open undulating plains of BdgevMi and MuddebihAl, especially

nearMulvdd about fifteen miles westof Bagevddi where good coursing

may be had. Among the Baddmi and Hungund hills. Wild Pig kddu

handi or hoi Sus indicus are pretty plentiful, but the country is not

suited for hunting. Since 1874, when forests began to be conserved,

pig have greatly increased. Of Monkeys two sorts are found in

BAdami and Hungund, the large Langur, Presbytis johnii, and the

Small Brown Monkey, Innus rhesus ; a colony ofsmall brown monkeys
infest the town of Kalddgi and have become half tame being held

in great veneration by the Hindus. Of the Deer tribe there are

only -two, the Antelope, Antelope bezoartica, and the Gazelle, huda/ri

or mudari, Gazella bennettii, commonly called the chinkdra; neither

are plentiful. A few years ago the plains about Bijapur were noted
for their immense herds of black buck, now scarcely one is seen.

These beautiful deer have almost disappeared from the district ; only

a few small herds remain scattered over Indi, Sindgi, Muddebihal,
and the black-soil plains of Hungund. A few gazelles inhabit the
ravines in the southern sub-divisions and the hills near Horti and
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Bijdpur. The Common Indian. Hare mol Lepus nigricollis is found Chapter II.

pretty generally throughout the district. Production.

Pea Fowl Pavo cristatus are found in large numbers in the scrub- Bjkds.

covered islets along the banks of the river Krishna and in the

wooded hills of BMdmi, specially above Kendur. They are perfectly

wild and are apparently held in no special veneration. The Painted
Partridge Francolinus pictus is much commoner than the Gray
Ortygornis ponticerianus, and fair bags may be made in the hilly

tracts. The Gray Quail Coturnix communis, and the Rain Quail
Coturnix eoromandelica in ordinary years are exceedingly plentiful,

large numbers of rain quail breeding in the district. The Bush
Quail Perdicula argoondah, the Bustard Quail Turnix taigoor, and
the Button Quail Turnix dussumierii, are found, but not abundantly.
The Bustard Eupodotis edwardsii, though not so common as in

the Deccan, is met in the open parts of the district, particularly in

Bijdpur and Muddebihdl. As many as thirteen have been seen
together, but they are generally only in threes and fours. No
instance of their breeding is known, but as they are seen at all

seasons of the year and are known to breed in ShoMpur, they
probably breed in BijApur. The Lesser Florican Sypheotides aurita

is rare and is not known to breed. The Common Sandgrouse
Pterocles exustus is fairly common to the north, and the Painted
Sandgrouse Pterocles fasciatus to the south of the Krishna. The
Green Pigeon Crocopus chlorigaster, though by no means common,,
is found in Bd,galkot wherever the Indian fig tree grows. Both
the Common Crane Grus cinerea and the Demoiselle Crane Anthro-
poides virgo are cold-weather visitants. Immense flocks of them,

may be seen among the wheat fields of the Don valley. The common
Snipe Gallinago coelestis and the Jack Snipe Gallinago gallinula.

are cold-weather visitants, and in some places large bags may be^

made. A few possibly may remain and breed on the banks of the

Mamdapur reservoir. The Painted Snipe Rynchoea bengalensis.

turns up at times -and breeds in the district. The Ruddy Shieldrake

or Brdhmani Duck Casarca rutila comes in the cold weather and may
be seen in pairs on the banks of the Krishna and Bhima. Many-
kinds of duck visit the district and some may stay during the whole-

year. The following are among the commonest. The Common Gray
Duck or Gadwall Chaulelasmus streperus, the Widgeon Mareca.,

penelope, the Common and Bluewinged Teal Querquedula crecca

and Querquedula circia, and the Shoveller Spatula clypeata, the

Pochard Fuligula ferina, and the Pintail Dafila acuta. Plovers,

Curlews, Herons, and many other birds either stay in or visit the

district. The Bittern Botaurus stellaris, and Avoset Recurvirostra.

avocetta, though rare, have also been found.

1 There are no snakes peculiar to the district. Those found are the Snakes..

same as those ordinarily met in the Deccan and are neither very

numerous nor particularly destructive of human or animal life. The

* Contributed by Mr. H. F. Sileock, C.S., from materials supplied by Edo Siheb

I^anmant R^mchandra, M&mlM&c of BijApur.
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Production. dians, is found everywhere and generally attains a length of three

to six feet with a girth of four or five inches. The Dhaman, hydri

hdvu, Ptyas mucosus, a colubrine snake wrongly said to be poisonous

but not deadly, is somewhat black in colour and has no hood. The

country people consider it the male and the cobra the female.^ It

generally grows to a larger size than the cobra and is very erratic

in its movements, never moving in a straight line but making
frequent tracks. The chingi hdvu, that is a jumping snake so called

because it jumps with wonderful quickness from branch to branch

of trees, is a Tree snake probably Dipsas trigonata or Dipsas

gokool.^ It is not very common, but is occasionally met in open

ground. It is believed to be venomous and is dreaded by the natives

on account of its ferocious disposition. It is only a foot or a foot

and a half long and is of a light brown colour. The Indian

Rock Snake, ajgar hdvu. Python molurus, is sometimes but

rarely met in the neighbourhood of old trees and is of a harmless

disposition. Its colour is said to be a dark brown, almost black.

It is mistaken for the Deccan parad Gongylophis conicus which is

superficially very like a young Python both in shape and character

of markings. The Common Green-grass Snake, hasar hdvu, Tropido-

notus plumbicolor is occasionally found in houses. It is said to be

venomous, but in one specimen examined the fangs appeared fixed.

When young it has a black and yellow colour and faint blackish

rings. The Water Snake, niragin hdvu, Tropidonotus quincunciatus,

is a harmless snake of the colubrine tribe found in ponds and wells

where it feeds on frogs and other water animals. It is generally
three feet long aud black with a yellowish-white belly. The
Common Sand Snake, manna mukJca hdvu, Eryx johnii, is common.
Its Kd.narese name manna muklca literally earth or dust-eating has
been given from its burrowing character. Its Marathi name is dotonde
because it has a thick tail which snake-charmers mutilate to make it

look like a second head.^ In colour it is dark-brown, almost black,
and its length is about three feet. Another snake, the Daboia
elegans, has been found once or twice. A specimen obtained in
Bijdpur in 1876 was between five and six feet long and eight or
ten inches in girth. Though extremely rare the natives dread it

even more than the cobra, as it is so powerful and vindictive as to
attack when disturbed and make no attempt to escape. The poison
fangs of one specimen examined were about three-quarters of an
inch long, and the head had the flattened and truncated appearance
characteristic of the most venomous snakes. This is probably the
species which is called in Kdnarese bdlivadak hdvu and in Mardthi

The same belief prevails iu parts of the Madras Presidency. In the Southern
K.onkan all cobras are conversely held to be males, while all individuals of a species of
harmless colubrine (Zamenis fasciolatus) are called ndgin or female cobras. Mr. G.W.
Viclail, O .o.

2 Both Dipsas trigonata and Dipsas gokool have rather viperine looking heads and

^^t T^T,®''®
"^^ mistaken for the venomous phursa. Mr. G. W. Vidal, C.S.

Ihe common belief is that it has two heads, one at each end of the body, and that
every six mouths the tail takes the place of the head and the head of the tail.
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kavadya sap or ghonas} During the eight years ending 1882 rewards Chapter II.

were given for the destruction of thirty-two snakes. During the p 2—x-

same period sixty-five men and four animals were reported to have
been killed by snake-bite.

There are no tame bees. Honey is produced only in Badami by Bebs.
two kinds of bees locally called doda jenhula or the big bee and
sanna jenhula or the little bee. Neither of these bees is like any
kind of European tame bee. The honey of both kinds is produced
from January till April. Both kinds are fond of the turvech flower
and the honey produced from it is good. The combs of the larger
bee are found among rocks, and those of the smaller bee' generally
attached to bushes. Though smaller in quantity the honey of the
smaller bee is more valued than that of the larger bee. The
yearly yield in the district from both kinds of bees is estimated at
500 pounds of honey and 144 pounds of wax. Honey sells for 3d
a pound (2 as.) and wax for 5d. (3J as.) a pound. All the honey is

locally used; none is either imported or exported.

^Except the Don, the larger rivers of the district are fairly Fish.
stocked with fish. The chief varieties are, avul, hdli, belchi, gogri,
hadd, hangi, hasru;hdvu, heral, jhingi, hatrdni, hemp, hund, kurub,
malag, surma, and unchi. Of these the kund is the largest, some-
times five or six feet long. It is of a blackish gray on the back and
a white belly, and it is furnished with a large ventral fin four or five

feet long. The hadd has its head furnished with several tentacles

from three to six inches long. Though of a rather dull muddy
fiavour its flesh is fairly good and is often eaten by Europeans. The
avul, which is the chief fish eaten by Europeans, is of a dark colour
reaching eight or ten pounds in weightj and from two to three feet

in length. Its chief characteristic is the care with which it guards
its yormg, the male and female watching them by turns until the
young are able to care for themselves. The bdli, weighing as much
as fifteen pounds, and the mdlag as much as eight, belong to the
Muracnidse or eel family, the former representing the common Eng-
lish fresh-water eel. The gogri, a small fish of a reddish golden
colour and somewhat like a perch, rarely weighs more than a pound
and is so full of bones that it is almost useless as an article of food.

Breeding fish and fry are not destroyed to any great extent.

In Indi the fish are trapped during the rains in irrigated fields,

and all over the district they are caught both by rod and line

and by net. With the rod and line the bait in general use is

wheat fiour made into paste, the rod being generally a piece of

bamboo with a line tied to the end of it. Neither the frog bait nor
the fiy is ever used. With a minimum mesh of the size of a wheat
grain the nets used are of five sorts, sarkhya, bagar, sokari, jhyar,

' The name halivadak hdvu meaning literally broken bangle snake would seem to

refer to the three conspicuous and sometimes broken chain markings, which cover

the upper parts of the chain viper. The name Cobra manilla, a Portuguese corrup-

tion of Coluber monileger literally necklaced snake, is applied to the same species

and conveys a similar idea. Mr. G. W. Vidal, C. S.

2 Contributed by Mr. H. F. Silcock, C.S.
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Chapter 11, and lava. 0£ these the sarlchya and hagar, fastened to stakes

Production, driven into the river-bed and left stationary, are large nets with
meshes about two inches in size. The sokari and jhyar are hand-
nets with very small meshes ; while the bdva, a long deep net with
large meshes, is used chiefly for dragging river-bed pools. None of

these nets are dyed ; they last two to three years. They are made
during the rains by the fishermen themselves from hemp brought
from the Nizdm's country. Besides a few Musalmdns who fish for

amusement, the fishermen belong to the Mhar, Bhoi, and Ambigar
castes. Almost all are poor, and as there is very little trade in fish,

they work as day labourers. Fish are eaten by those who catch them
and are sold both for money and grain. They are neither sold in

regular markets nor hawked from place to place. Their price varies

according to their size ; 6d. (4 as.) is a fair price for a fish of four

or five pounds. Mar^thas, Dhangars, Chdmbhdrs, Vadars, Kumbh^rs,
Musalmdns, and other low-caste Hindus, forming perhaps twenty-five
per cent of the whole population, eat fish. The local supply of fish

is believed to have neither increased nor decreased for several years.
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According to the 1S81 census the population o£ the district was
638^493 or 110'90 to the square mile. Of these Hindus numbered
570,776 or 89-39 per cent, Musalmans 67,066 or 10-50 per cent.

Christians 625 or 0-09 per cent, and Parsis 26. The percentage of

males on the total population was 49" 74 and of females 50'25. The
corresponding returns for 1872 were a total of 816,273 or 143-30

to the squa.re mile, of whom Hindus numbered 728,671 or 89-26

per cent, Musalmans 87,549 or 1072 per cent. Christians 52, and
Jews 1. Compared with the 1872 returns tbe 1881 returns show a
decrease of 177,780 or 21*77 per cent which is dae to the mortality
and emigration during the famine of 1876-77.

Of 638,493 the whole population, 573,102 or 89-75 per cent were
born in the district. Of the 65,891, who were not born in the
district, 30,070 were born in the Nizam's country ; 14,074 in the
Southern Mardtha States; 5260 in Sholapur ; 5016 in Dhdrwar;
4469 in Belgaum ; 3612 in Sdtara ;' 1204 in Madras ; 398 in Poena

;

236 in the Konkan districts ; 128 in Gujarat; 90 in Bombay; 69 in

Ahmadnagar ; 67 in K^nara ; 43 in Goa, Diu, and Daman ; 28 in

Khandesh ; 11 in Nd.sik ; 587 in other parts of India ; and 29 outside

of India.

Of 638,493, the total population, 527,382 (261,718 males,

265,664 females) or 82-o9 per cent spoke Kanarese. Of the

remaining 111,111 persons, 63,744 or 9-98 per cent spoke Hindu-
stani, 24,569 or 3-81 per cent spoke Marathi, 14,025 or 2-19 per cent

spoke Telugu, 6105 or 0*95 per cent spoke Hindi, 1531 or 0-24 per

cent spoke Gujardti, 799 or 0-12 per cent spoke Tamil, 137 or 0*02

per cent spoke Marwari, 113 or 0-01 per cent spoke Tulu, 46 spoke

English, 19 spoke Portuguese-Konkani or Goanese, 14 spoke

Persian, 7 spoke German, one spoke Chinese, and one spoke

Bengali.

The following tabular statement gives the number of each reli-

gious class according to sex at different ages, with at each stage the

percentage on the total population of the same sex and religion.

The columns referring to the total population omit religious distinc-

tions, but show the diiference of sex :
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According to Occupation tlie 1881 census returns divide the
population into six classes : .

I.—In Government Service, Learned Professions, Literature and Arts,
10,519 or 1'64 per cent of the population.

IL—In House Service 2735 or 0"42 per cent.

III.—In Trade and Commerce 1393 or 0'21 per cent.
IV.—In Agriculture 236,530 or 37-04 per cent,
v.—In Crafts and Industries 130,215 or 20-39 percent.
VI.— In Indefinite and Unproductive Occupation, including Children,

257,101 or 40-26 per cent.

According to the 1881 census, of 154,619 houses, 114,533 were
occupied and 40,086 were empty. The total gave an average of
26-85 houses to the square mile, and the 114,533 occupied houses an
average of 5-57 inmates to each house.

According to the 1881 census twelve towns had more than 5000 and
three of the twelve more than 10,000 people. Excluding these twelve
towns which together numbered 89,379 or 13-99 per cent of the
population, the 549,114 inhabitants of Bijd-pur were distributed

over 1129 villages, giving an average of one village for 5-09 square
miles and of 486-37 people to each village. Of the 1129 villages

134 had less than 100 people, 217 between 100 and 200, 423 between
200 and 500, 230 between 500 and 1000, 93 between 1000 and 2000,
18 between 2000 and 3000, and 14 between 3000 and 5000.

The founders of the Bijdpur villages, which are seldom less

than a mile or two apart, have generally chosen for the site of

their settlement a patch of light or red soil slightly raised above
the plain. The favourite sites are along the main rivers especially

at a bend of the river where the floods have piled high wall-like

banks. To the south of the Krishna many villages lie in 'the light

clean quickly drying soil near the foot of the low lines of sandstone
hills. From a distance the first parts of a village that catch the

eye are the trees and the village tower. Closer at hand the trees

are generally found either to form a mango grove or to shade the

well and line the hedgerows of a plot of watered garden land.

One or two trees are also generally planted in front of the village

gate, beside the temple, and self-sown in empty plots in different

parts of the village. The villages may be divided into two classes,

viralled and unwalled. As stones are abundant, by far the greater

number of villages have walls. The village walls are ten to twelve feet

bigh and two feet thick, plain and without loopholes or battlements,

made of stones and earth mixed with gravel. In the village walls there

is generally at least one entrance, a plain deep flat-topped gateway
mtered by a path which is roughly paved with large stones, as

nost of the village flood-water drains through the gateway. As a

^ule the outer face of the gateway is plain covered with a coating of

3arth mixed with cowdung, and for a few feet on either side the

vails are built with special care. On entering the village the

gateway is found to be about twelve feet deep and to have on either

lide, raised three or four feet above the ground, a room about twelve

:eet long, eight deep, and six high, with a heavy flat_ earth roof

lupported on rough wooden pillars. In the gateway in the face

)f the platform wall on one side is a fire-niche, and sometimes on

B 877-10
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tke other wall is a niclie for the shoes of any one who is resting

in the gateway chamber. In small villages the gateway chambers

are the headman's oflBcCj but the gateway is generally only a tra-

yellers' rest-room, or a spot where villagers gather to smoke and

talk shaded from the sun. Inside of the gate on the right hand is

a temple of Hanuman, a small plain shed raised five or six feet

from the ground, the walls of rough stone and earth and sand, and
the flat roof supported by rows of undressed wooden posts. Round,

the temple is a little plot of ground enclosed by a rough low stone

wall, and generally shaded by one or two trees. Beyond the temple

the village dwellings line both sides of a narrow rough path, the

houses varying in style from well built walls coated with a well

kept mud plaster, through many degrees of roughness and careless-

ness, ,to the house of the labourer which is little more than a mud-
roofed shed with a thatched hut for cattle and litter. The street-

front of a rich villager's house is a long stone and earth wall with a
gateway, sometiines plain and flat and sometimes arched, the wal.

pointed with mortar for a foot or two on either side of the gatewayl
In the gateway, on either side, as at the entrance to the village, is

a chamber called dehlej where during the day the household sit

and talk and the women spin, and at night one or two of the
family or a servant sleeps to guard the house. The gate opens
on a yard. On one side of the yard is a cattle-shed j on the other
an open space with a shed for grass and straw and a pyramid of
cowdung cakes. In a small altar in one corner is a basil plant.

The dwelling stands in front. In -the first room, which is called
pardvi or sopa, the people sit and talk during the day and sleep at
night. Behind the entrance room is the mid-house or maj-gad, with
on the right a strong room or kole in which money is kept, and on
the left a cooking and eating room where the cooking and eating
vessels are stored. Near the cook-room is the god-room. Grain is

stored in a pev or pit sometimes in the house sometimes outside.
There is also a place for washing, almost every one who can afford
it using warm instead of cold water. The poorer houses have seldom
more than three rooms.

In the skirts of the village are the quarters of the Mh^rs or
Holids and of the Mdngs or Madigers whom the body of villagers
hold impure. In niany villages in the Mhar and Mang quarter are
well-built houses with stone and earth walls and flat earthen roofs.
There are also almost always some poorer dwellings with rude
stone walls and roofs thatched with cotton stalks and rushes. There
are many remains of cattle and always some unsightly rubbish
and strong smells. Still the houses and the ground close to the
houses as a rule are well swept and clean.

Outside of the village, at a different quarter from the dwellings
of the impure, are the huts of some wandering gang or half-settled
tribe. Among these in small roughly made huts with one room,
and the place round dirty and untidy, are the dwellings of Vadars
of two classes, the grindstone-cutters and the builders. The calling
of the hut-owner may be known by the animals that stand about
the door

;
if buffaloes are about the owner is a building Yadar, and
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if donkeys he is a grindstone-cutter. In eitker case there are

numbers of small black pigs. Besides the Vadars, Phansipdrdis

or snarers and a Bhats or begging genealogists, and colonies of

Musalmdn Jaths and Chhapparbands or thatchers are occasionally

found out side of the village. The Lamdnis or Upper Indian pack
bullock drivers always build their huts in the fields by themselves.

Near the huts of the unsettled tribes are often small enclosures,

some surrounded with thorns, others enclosed with live milk-bush

hedges. The thorn-girt plots are the folds in which the Dhangars
or Kurubars pen their sheep and goats at night. The risk of wolves

and panthers is the reason why the thorn-hedge is so thick and is

piled so high. The floor of the pen is beaten and kept firm and
clean by a plaster of mud and cowdung. At night the sheep are

crowded in with just standing room. Close by the pen is the

shepherd's night hut, a small extinguisher-shaped sentry-box whose
steep roof is thatched with cotton stems and millet stalks. The
enclosures, which are surrounded by live milk-bush hedges are

generally for storing fodder and fuel. The fodder is chiefly Indian

millet straw, each stem seven or eight feet long and an inch or two
round, piled in the shape of large haystack. The stack is covered

with a coating of earth, and, except the surface layer, the straw

is said to improve by a year or two's keeping. Beside the millet

stacks heaps of cowdung cakes are piled six or eight feet high.

Though in the main the large villages are large editions of the

hamlets, they have one or two special features. The chief peculiarity

is the village tower. The tower, generally but not in every case,

stands within the village enclosure. Almost all are of rough stone

with or without earth. They are hollow and have generally one

opening in the wall about eight feet from the ground. They seldom

seem suited for defence. They are rather watch-towers from

which the people in the fields got warning of the approach of

bands of Pendharis and other mounted robbers in time to hurry

themselves and their cattle within the shelter of the village walls.

Now the need of them is forgotten. They are taken to be a trace

of the good old days when life was easy and each village had
enough to spare to deck itself with walls and a tower only for look's

sake.

As in other districts of the Bombay Karnatak the Bijapur villages,

besides husbandmen and labourers, seem formerly to have had
the regular village staff of twelve baluteddrs or hereditary village

officers and servants. The twelve baluteddrs were, the pdtil or

headman, the kulkami or accountant, the joshi or astrologer, the

gurav or temple ministrant, the sondr or goldsmith, the sutdr

or carpenter, the parit or washerman, the nhdvi or barber, the

talvdr or watchman, the Mhdr or Holia the village watchman and

beadle, the Mdng or scavenger, and the Ohambhd.r or shoemaker.

Besides these some villages had a mathapati or Lingdyat priest, a

kdzi or Muhammadan judge or marriage registrar, and a mulla

or priest. Some villages had also Barkers or village purveyors,

Kolkars or headman's henchmen, Korbus and Natekars or village

messengers who held rent-free land and were occasionally employed
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by G-ovemment. In 1817, on the introduction of British rule, of

these officers the pdtil or headman, the kulkarni or village clerk,

and the talwdr or watchman were alone continued as Government
village servants. The other members of the staff were continued in

their hereditary lands on paying a judi or quit-rent, and the villagers

were left to make what arrangements they chose for securing their

services in return for grain and other payments at harvest time.

The Pdtil (M.) or Gauda (K.) has generally the revenue and police

charge of a village, the duties being in some cases divided between

a revenue and a police headman. The chief duty of the police

pdtil is to look after the petty crime of the village, and of the

revenue pdtil to collect the Government land revenue. The
headman is generally aLingayat of the Panchamsalior Banjig division,

and sometimes a Maratha, a Dhangar, or a Musalmdn. Besides

holding land on a quit-rent he draws a fixed salary from
Government. The office of headman is generally hereditary. As
the social head of the village the headman leads all village festivals

and is the first to receive the betel-packet or pdn-supdri at village /

marriages and other public occasions. At yearly fairs the headman
also receives the slaughtered heads of he-buffaloes which are offered

to the village shrine. He takes away the heads and buries them in

his own enclosure. The village clerk or accountant called

Kulkarni (M.) or Shdnbhog (K.) keeps the village accounts, writes

the landholders' receipt-books, prepares the village returns,

and records the findings of village juries. With a few exceptions
the kulkarnis are Brdhmans. As a rule, each has charge of

one village and sometimes of. a group of two or three small
villages. Besides quit-rent land they have fixed money stipends.

The office of village accountant is generally hereditary. Besides
the headman and accountant, the village has, of watchmen and
•messengers, Talwars, Mhars, Md,ngs, and Shetsandis. In some
villages Kolkars, Barkers, Ndtekers, and Korbus are also found. For
Government these servants act as village police, messengers, and
revenue-carriers ; for the villagers they act as watchmen, boundary
settlers, and scavengers. The Shetsandis or land-deedholders are
not vatanddr or hereditary but removable. They are supported partly
by the grant of rent-free land and partly by grain payments from
the villagers. Of the non-Government members of the village staff

the sutdr or carpenter mends the field tools, the kumbhdr or potter
acts as torch-bearer and performs certain religious rites when the
village is attacked by an epidemic, the nhdvi or barber is the village
messenger and musician, and the chambhdr or shoemaker repairs
field leather work. Their services are generally paid by the village
people in grain allowances. The gurav acts as pujdri or temple
ministrant at the village shrines and hold's the temple land on
quit-rent. In most Bijdpur villages "the bulk of the people are
Brdhmanical Hindus; in some the bulk are Lingayats. Brdhmanioal-
Hindus and Lingdyats have separate religious office-bearers,
the Brd,hmanical Hindus joshis, purohits, and mathddhipatis,
and the Liagd,yats mathddayyas, gandchdris, ehalvddis, and hasvis.
Except Pdnchals, who have their own priests, the village josM is the
priest of Br^hmans, Salis, Marath^s, Raddis, and other Brdhmanical
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He generally holds land on quit-rent. Besides
officiating as a priest at ceremonies, the joshi reads the Hindu
calendar, draws up horoscopesj and tells lucky moments. In a
Brahman's house, besides cash, the joshi receives cooked food, and
in a non-Brahman house he is given undressed food. In a
Brdhman family the joshi is. not the sole priest. His fees are
generally divided between himself and the purohit or family priest
who helps the joshi in the ceremonies and worships the house gods.
The mathddhipati or monastery-head is the deputy of the religious
guide or svdmi of the village people and holds his appointment
on the yearly payment of fixed sums to the svdmi. He inquires
into breaches of caste and religious rules, and submits his inquiries
for the orders of the svdmi. The mathddhipati receives fees on every
village ceremony. VaishnaTS as a rule feed their mathddhipatis
better and show them greater respect than Smarts. The LingAyat
religious officers are the mathadayya or monastery head, the gandchdri
or monastery-manager, the chalvddi or Mhdr sacristan, and the
basvi or female temple servant. The mathadayya or monastery
head presides at all Lingayat ceremonies, levies fines on breaches
of caste discipline, and admits fresh adherents to the Lingdyat sect.

His services are paid by fixed fees. The gandchari or monastery-
magager presides at inquiries into divorce cases and gets fees in

cash. The chalvddi or Mhar sacristan attends religious meetings
carrying an image of a bull and a bell which he repeatedly rings,

and sings religious songs. He lives upon the charity of the
people. The basvi or female ministrant calls the people to social and
religious ceremonies, sweeps the temple, and prepares the reception-

hall for public meetings. Of the kdzi and mulla-, the Musalman
religious heads, the kdzi registers marriages and the mulla leads the
public prayers and slays animals for food. Besides in some cases

enjoying rent-free land, these officers receive fees in cash.

Large villages have generally their own village moneylender and
a Government or private vernacular school. In sending petitions

and in other points requiring a knowledge of English official forms
villagers generally consult the schoolmaster, and private school-

masters sometimes work as notaries. Bach villager is free to graze

any number of cattle in the village pasture which in most cases lies

near the village. The villagers generally use as fuel cowdung
cakes, chipdis or millet-stalk refuse, and cotton stalks. They
seldom bring wood from the forest lands. Common forest lands

where they exist are used for grazing. Except by the degraded
Mhars and Mdngs, who have generally a well of their own, the village

drinking reservoir or well is used by all classes. In villages which
have no separate reservoir or well for the Mhdrs and Mdngs they

have their pitchers filled from the buckets of other villagers.

Contributions to works of local usefulness, making and repairing

wells temples and reservoirs, are paid by the well-to-do in cash

contributions and by the poor in labour. In several cases since the

1876 famine old settlers have given their holdings to well-to-do

people belonging to neighbouring villages. The new settlers are

sometimes distinguished from the old settlers by taking the name of

their old village as a surname.
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The chief classes who move about and beyond the district are

traders and field labourers. They go to Kdnara, Belgaum, Dharwd,r,

Bellari, Sholapur, Sdtara, the Nizam's country, and Bombay, Their

usual time for leayiug the district is between December and April,

and they generally return before the south-west rains. Br^hmans

also sometimes go to the Nizd,m's country in search of employment

as state clerks. Besides these, Bhdts, Dombdrs, Gosavis, Kilikets,

Kolatis, Lamdnis, and Vadars move about and sometimes go

beyond the district. Except Gujarat and Marwar Vanis few

outsiders come to settle in the district. The supply of labour for

ordinary purposes is greater than the demand. Under special

circumstances as in making railways or other great public works,

there is a scarcity of local labour, and workers, both skilled and

unskilled come from other parts of the Deccan and the Karndtak,

A band of Cutch masons are at present (February 1884) at work on

the Krishna railway bridge.

Bijapur Hindus belong to two main classes Brdhmanical and
Lingayat. Brdhmanioal Hindus include upper and middle class

residents, wandering tribes, and impure classes. Lingdyat Hindus
include True Lingayats, Affiliated Lingayats, and Half- Lingd,yats.

True Lingayats are the descendants of those who were recruited by
Basav (a.d. 1154) the founder of the Lingayat faith or were converted
to the Lingayat faith by Basav's leading disciples shortly after his

death. According to Lingdyat books and traditions the first

converts formed one caste. At present, they are divided into many
distinct bodies separated by difference in profession and religious

observance. Still all enjoy full religious privileges and any of them
can rise to the highest religious honours. According to their own
accounts when the early zeal of the sect cooled the Lingayats
gradually became more and more exclusive ; and though many
Brdhmanical castes have since grouped themselves round Lingdyat-
ism they have not been allowed to join the original Lingdyat
community. The members of these affiliated classes wear the Zmgr
and follow Lingdyat customs and practices, but do not enjoy fuU
Lingdyat privileges. The extent to which the different affiliated
classes share in Lingayat privileges is believed to depend -chiefly on
the time at which they adopted Lingdyat practices. The desertion
of Brahmanic priests in favour of Jangam priests has spread widely
among the local Brahmanical population. The practice has given rise
tomanyhalf-Lingdyat castes whose religious observances are irregular.
Some of them wear both the ling and the sacred thread, and employ
both Brdhmans and Jangams to perform their ceremonies.

Bra'hmans include eight divisioDs with a strength of 20,163 or
3-5 3 per cent of the Hindu population^ :

'The 1881 census shows that 19,162 people born in BijApur were in that year

^ZiZ i9t9%v.Pu '' °itof ^"f^^^
Presidency. The details are, Dhdrwdr 9227,
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tad power to overcome the blight of the Brahman's evil eye. At last'

a tanner and his daughter passed and the girl asked her father to

look at the gold. At all risks he determined to marry a wife who
would turn his dross to gold. He married and was put out of caste.

He was rich in gold, but he was lonely. To get some of his caste-

fellows to forfeit their position as he had donCj he built a great

mansion with 125 rooms. He asked 125 men of his caste each

separately and secretly to come and dine with him. Each was
received in a separate room and thought himself alone till rising

after dinner to wash his hands at the house well he found the other

124 each washing his hands. The crime could neither be hidden

nor forgiven so the 125 form a separate and inferior community.
With a few exceptions Bijapur Deshasths are dark middle-sized

and unmuscular, the face is round, the features well-cut, and the
expression intelligent. Their home tongue is Kanarese. They live

either in one or two-storeyed houses with mud or stonewalls and flat

roofs ; the floor as well as the wall both inside and outside being
plastered with cowdung. The houses arebadly airedand are not clean.

Those who are in Government service have tables, chairs, and other
European furniture] all have metal vessels, plates, lamps. Wooden
boxes, and the other articles in use among Brdhmans. Many keep
'cows, buffaloes, and ponies. The well-to-do have family priests and
servants both of their own and of other castes. Except some
Shaktas or worshippers of female powers who do it as part of their

religion and some whose English education has led them to disregard
the caste rules of conduct, they are careful to avoid the use of
animal food and of liquor. G-overnment servants and priests take
two meals a day, and those who work as husbandmen take three.
Like the Kunbis the first meal of those who take three meals
consists of cold food left from the last evening's supper. Their
staple diet is millet bread and chatni or a pulse curry, cooked
rice and vegetable curries being their special dishes. Both men
and women bathe before meals. The men wear a silk waistcloth
or a cotton waistcloth which has been freshly washed and touched
by no impure hand. After putting on the dining robe, they say the
sacred sun-hymn or gdyatri and seat themselves on low wooden stools.
Before beginning to eat a Brahman dips his hands in a water-pot,
a.nd passes his wet hand round his plate so that it is encircled by a
line of water-drops. On the right side of the plate, if he is a Sm^rt,
he lays five, or if he is a Vaishnav he lays three pinches of cooked rice
or whatever other food forms the chief part of the meal. These tiny
doles of food are called chitrdnna or Ohitragupta's food. They are
supposed to represent the five dishes which should be kept ready
for chance guests. He takes a little water on his right palm, sips it
and swallows five morsels of food for the five vital airs or panch-prdn.
After this he does not leave his seat till he finishes his meal. They
are good cooks and moderate eaters. They are proverbially fond of
sweetmeats, and make many sweetmeats on holidays and during the
chaturmas or four godless months from July to October. As a rule
married women eat from their husband's dish .after he has finished his
meal. The men shave the head except a topknot which among priests

.'

IS small and among laymen is large. The chin is shaved, and the
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moustache is worn cut close by priests and by laymen full and long in

the gahnishi or twirl-moustache style. Men's ordinary dress includes

the waistcloth, the sacred thread,the jacket or longcoatjthe shoulder-
cloth, the headscarf, and country shoes. The women wear a bodice
with a back and short sleeves and a robe whose skirt is puckered in

front and the end drawn back between the feet and tucked in behind.

The upper end is drawn over the back and the head which it covers

like a veil. In-doors boys below twelve wear a loincloth and out

of doors a long coat reaching to the ankles and a skull cap.

Men and married women wear all the ornaments in ordinary use

among Dhdrwdr Deshasths.'- Widows shave the head, take ofE their

ear and nose-rings, the lucky necklace, and glass bangles, and wear
a red robe and no bodice. They are allowed to wear a gold finger

ring with the word Bam engraved on it. Married women mark the

brow with vermillion paste and wear flowers in the hair. The Smdrts
make a round red brow-mark and the Vaishnavs draw three upright
trident-shaped lines of sandalwood paste from the top of the brow to

the root of the nose. They also stamp their temples, arms and belly

with sandal paste marks of Vishnu's conch shell and discus. They
are clean,hardworking except the priests, sober and orderly,but rather

hot-tempered, hospitable, intelligent, cunning, showy, and thriftless.

Most of them own lands and houses. Some follow the hereditary

calling of priestship ; some are Government servants as mdmlatddrs,
kulkamis, and pdtils, some are house servants to well-to-doDeshasths,

some are traders and bankers, some are cooks to merchants, and
some are husbandmen, either tilling their own land or land leased

from others. Except by minding the house the women do not help

the men.^ From eight or nine a girl begins to help her mother in

the house. Boys stop at school till they are old enough to earn their

living. Some hold rent-free or quit-rent lands granted them by the

Peshwa. The spread of English has lessened their receipts as priests,

and in Government service Ghitpdvans and Ling^yats press them
hard. They borrow on personal security at twelve to eighteen per

cent. Though, as a class well-to-do, they complain that they are not

so well off as they used to be.

Those who work in the fields rise early, bathe, recite the sandhya

or twilight prayer and worship house gods, and breakfast on what

is left over from supper. In the busy season they take millet

bread with them and dine at noon in the fields working till

sunset. They come home and sup, talk over their crops and

their cattle till nine, and go to bed. In the slack season, that is

from January to May, they come back at nine and pass three or

four hours sleeping and talking with their neighbours. Village

accountants or kulkarnis, village headmen or pdtils, merchants a,nd

others go out at daybreak, work, and return home between nine

and ten, recite prayers, worship the house gods, and dine between

^ Details are given in the Dhdrw^r Statistical Account. .,07
" The little help that Brdhman women give to their husbands is proverbial, Sdlin

sagli, MdUn ardhi, Telin dlianin, Shatin rin-harin. That is the weaver's wife does

the whole work, the gardener's does half, the oilman's wife is his ruler, the Brahman s

his dun.
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eleTen and twelve. They rest for some hours, go back to

work and sup after coming home before it is dark, and talk and

joke with their family before going to
.
bed. Priests rise at dawn,

bathe in cold water, recite the sacred gdyatri, worship the house

gods, and read some sacred book. If their services are required

they go to their employers. If not they take their meals and

remain in the house till the afternoon when they go to the village

temple; they return at nightfall, say their prayers, sup,

talk over any news that is stirring, and go to bed. Well-to-do

women mind the house, visit temples- both in the morning aud

evening, worship the tulsi or sweet basil and the pimpal or sacred

fig,i serve their husband at his meals, and visit friends in the

afternoon. The poorer women rise early, clean the cooking vessels,

sweep the house, bring water, cowdung the house-shrine, bathe,

and putting on a silk robe worship the sweet basil plant, cook

their husband's dinner, and heat water for his bath. If she

has time before her husband comes, she combs her hair and

makes the brow-mark. She dines when her husband has finished,

and busies herself in scrubbing cooking vessels and plates and

cleaning rice and grinding corn. She goes out for an hour or two

either to friends or to the village temple. On her return she makes
supper ready and goes to bed as soon as her work is over. Boys

too young for school spend the day in play. They hold themselves

higher than any other Brdhmans, but rank equal with Chitp£vans

Karhddds and Shenvis. A family of five spends £1 to £3 (Rs. 10-30)

a month on food and £1 (Rs. 10) a year on clothes. A house costs

£10 to£100(Rs.l00-1000) to build, and Is. to 4s. (Rs.^- 2) amonth
to rent. Their house goods are worth £5 to £50 (Rs. 60-500). A
birth costs £3 to £6 (Rs. 30-60) ; a boy's thread-girding £4 to £10
(Rs. 40-100) ; a boy's marriage £60 to £100 (Rs. 600-1000) ; a girl's

marriage £30 to £100 (Rs. 300-1000) ; a girl's coming of age £3 to £10
(Rs. -30-100), and a death £2 10s. to £50 (Rs.25-500). The Smarts
are followers of Shankardcharya of Malabdr, who lived about the

eighth century and is the apostle of one theory or ekmat, that the soul

and the Supreme Being are the same. Though they lean to Shaivism,
they hold the worship of Vishnu and of Shiv to be of equal importance.
The Vaishnavs or Bhdgvats follow Madhavdchdrya who was born in

South Kdnara in a.d. 1199. He was the apostle of the dual theory
or dvaitmat that the soul and the Supreme Being were different, and
held that Vishnu was the true object of worship.

Though the keen rivalry which formerly marked the relations
between the Smarts and the Bhagvats has to a great extfent passed
away the Vaishnavs are still careful to show their dislike of Shiv.
Some of them when passing a Shaiv temple cover their face with
a cloth that they may not see it, and most of them take pleasure in

' A little water is poured on the trunk of the tree and it is daubed with sandal
paste, and grains of rice are stuck on it. Eed and scented powder and Vermillion are
sprinkled over it, a frankincense light and a lamp are waved about it, and raw
sugar is offered to it. The worshipper bows to the tree and goes several times
round it from left to right. Sometimes as many as 108 rounds are made. When the
number is large, the rounds are counted by dropping one bead of a rosary at the end
of each round.
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observing Shaiv fast days with special feasting. In small matters
they show their difference by marking their brows and by brushing
their teeth up and down instead of across as the Shaivs do. The
family gods of Smdrts are Khandoba of Jejuri in Poena,
Mahfibaleshvar of Gokarn in Kanara, and Bhavani of Tuljdpur in
the Nizdm's country, and the Vaishnav family gods are Mahalakshmi
of Kolhdpur, Vithoba of Pandharpur in Sholdpur, and Vyankatesh
of Vyankatgiri in North Arkot. Images of the family deities are
kept in the house and are worshipped every day by bathing thera
in water, rubbing them with sandal paste, and offering them fruit

flowers and cooked food, and waving lighted lamps and burning
frankincense before them. In poor families the head of the house
performs the worship himself; the well-to-do employ a priest of

their own sect called Achdrya who is fed and clothed and is much
respected. Some Smarts secretly worship Shaktis or female
activities under the name of Amba Bhavani, Durga, or Kali.

Shakti worshippers offer cooked meat and spirits to the goddesses
and afterwards eat the offerings. Some Smarts worship an earthen
ling the emblem of Shiv. It is made every day with the right hand
and worshipped on the palm of the left hand. The guide of the

Vaishnavs lives at Sivanur in Dhdrwar, and of the Smarts at Sonda
in North Kd,nara. During his visitation tour the Vaishnav guide
brands his followers with heated metal seals called Shrimudra or

the lucky mudra marked with Vishnu^'s conch shell or shankh and
his discus or chakra. Of late this practice has begun to fall into

disuse.

Smarts keep almost all Hindu fasts, and specially observe the

Mondays of Shrdvan or July-August, Sankashtis or troublesome dark
fourths in all months, Shanipradoshs or Saturn's evepings the

thirteenths, and 8hivrdtris or Shiv's nights the fourteenths of the dark
halves. Vaishnavs observe their special fast days only, the fast days
being lunar elevenths, new and full moons, and Gokuldshtami or

Gokul's eighth in dark Shrdvan or July-August. '^ Both Smarts and
Vaishnavs go on pilgrimage to Benares G-aya and PrayAg in North
India, Rameshvar in Madura, and many other holy places of less

note. The favourite places of Smdrt pilgrimage areBdddmi in Bijdpur,

Gokarn in Kdnara, Jejuri in Poona, and Shrishail in North Arkot

;

and of Vaishnav pilgrimage Dwd,rka in West Kdthiawar, Mathura in

the North-West Provinces, Pandharpur in Sholdpur, and Vyankatgiri

in North Arkot. Deshasth Brdhmans have strong faith in

soothsaying, astrology, sorcery, and ghosts.

Of the sixteen sacraments or sanskdrs most Brahmans observe

only birth, thread-girding, marriage, a girl's coming of age, and
death. Women are confined with the help of a Kunbi midwife in a
lying-in room which is specially set apart. The moment of birth is

carefully noted and told to an astrologer who prepares a birth-paper

or horoscope. The child's navel cord is cut and the mother and

babe are bathed in warm water. The babe is given some castor

oil and the mother a mixture called sunthavda or ginger - mixture
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' Deshasth fasts and feasts is given in the DhArw^ir Statistical Account.
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of catechu, myrrh, and powdered dry dates ginger cocoa kernel,

and molasses. For the first two days the ctild is fed with honey

and after that the mother suckles it. The mother's diet is cooked

dry rice and clarified butter. She is held impure for ten days, during

which she is nursed by the midwife. When the ten days are over,

the midwife is given 2b. to 8s. (Rs. 1 -4) in cash and the robe worn by

the woman, and sometimes also a new robe. When children are born

at such unlucky moments as when the moon is m VyaUpat or the

sun or moon in Vaidhriti, the family priest kindles a star-quieting

or qrahasMnti fire to turn aside the unfavourable lufluence ot the

planets ;i and the father before looking at the child s face must

look at the reflection of his own face in a cup of melted clanfaed butter.

During the first ten days after the birth, for about an hour m the

evening, the family priest reads shdntipdth or quieting texts to guard

the-mother andchild from evil influences. On the fifth day the midwite

sticks a lemon on the point of a dagger and lays it on a, low wooden

stool with a nuraberofglassbangles. To thisdagger which is supposed

to represent Satvai or Mother Sixth, the midwife offers sandal, yermil-

lion, and turmeric paste, and semicircular cakes stuffed with pulse and

molasses. On the tenth, female neighbours are called to the Bahrdm

or mighty Ram ceremony. When they come a bamboo basket full

of rice is laid on the spot where the child was born and the figure

of the mighty R^m is traced in the rice. The mother rubs vermillion

paste on her palms, and marks the rice red in five places at the

corners and in the centre. The child is laid on the rice and a

wooden churning stick is placed near it. The women guests

wave lighted lamps round the face of the mother and the child,

betelnnts and leaves lime and gram are served, and the guests

withdraw. On the eleventh the floor of the house is cowdunged,

and the household bathe and change their clothes, the men also

putting on a fresh sacred thread. The family priest gives them the

five cow-gifts or panchgavya to swallow, and some Brdhmans are fed

on huggi that is a mixture of hot pulse and molasses. The family

priest who is one of the guests is presented with money in return

for reading the sacred books. On the twelfth night a number of

Brahmans varying according to the father's means are asked to dine.

The mother stands on a low wooden stool with a cap covering her

head, forehead, and temples, and with country shoes on. Female

neighbours and kinswomen bring trays with caps, frocks, and bodices

for the child and its mother. They set the cradle in the lying-in

room and forming two parties stand opposite each other on either

side of the cradle. One party takes the oblong granite spice-

pestle and puts on it the babe's hasli or wire necklace, and they

pass the stone-roller three times from one party to the other

beneath the cross bar of the cradle, the women each time saying
' Take Govind and give Gopal.' Then the child is thrice passed

under the cradle bar in the same way as the spice-pestle was

passed, four kinswomen lay the child in the cradle, and each gives

' Vyatipdt is when a new moon in the Shrdvan or Dhanishta mansion falls on

Sunday ; Vaidhriti is when the sun or moon is on the same side of either solstice and
of equal declination but opposite direction.
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it a name. The name chosen is given by the eldest member of the
family and is the name of a deceased grandfather or of some other
near relation who is dead. One of the house women bends over the
babe and whispers kur-r-r in its ear, and after saying kur-r-r-r she
says the name. While she is doing this four or five little girls pat
her on the back. The child is then taken out of the cradle and
given to the mother who is seated on a low wooden stool. Before
taking the child she rubs her hands and face with turmeric powder
and marks her brow with vermillion paste. The guests wave
lighted lamps round her face, turmeric and vermillion are handed
round, and the guests are feasted. After supper they withdraw,
taking the present trays filled with soaked gram. For her first

confinement a girl generally goes to her parent's.

Boys are girt with the sacred thread between seven and eleven.
The boy's father asks an astrologer to examine his son's horoscope
and to fix a day for the ceremony. In the morning of the day
before the thread-girding a god-pleasing or devkdrya is performed
when the family gods are solemnly worshipped, castemen and women
are fed, and married women singing merry songs rub the boy with
turmeric paste. The boy's father and mother, with friends and
musicians, go to ask caste people to attend. Some of the caste
people join them and go with them to the village temple, where the
guests leave them and go back to their homes. Next morning the
guests come half an hour before the fixed time and the boy takes the
mother-feast or mdtrikdbhojan eating in the cook-room for the last
time out of the same dish with his mother. He is brought out of
the cook-room, bathed in warm water, and in presence of the guests
has his headshaved by a barber. After beingshavedhe is again bathed
and led to an altar or hahule where the priest girds him with the sacred
thread with a small piece of deer skin tied to it, makes him put on a
girdle of sacred grass to which a turmeric coloured loincloth is

fastened, and puts in his hand a stick of palas or Butea frondosa.
The father kindles the sacred fire or horn and whispers the sun
hymn or gdyatri into the boy's ear.^ The boy takes in his hand a
beggar's wallet or jholi and beginning with his mother goes round
the guests and gathers alms. At the end of the begging money is

handed to the priest and to begging Brdhmans and the guests are
treated to a rich dinner. The festivities last till the fourth day
when the boy's ochre-coloured robes are taken off and he is dressed
in every-day clothes.

Boys are married between twelve and twenty and girls between
seven and eleven. Widow marriage is not allowed and polygamy
is practised. The offer of marriage comes from the girl's parents,
who ask either some relation or their family priest to find a
suitable match. When a match is proposed the father of the boy
and girl, or a friend or relation on their behalf, visits the house
of the boy and girl to see whether the match is suitable. If the
pnoposal is accepted, the family priests both of the boy and the
girl are asked to compare the horoscopes. They choose a lucky
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' The sacred gdyatri or sun hymn runs, Om ! Let us thiak the worshipful light oi
the sun, may it lighten our hearts.
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hour during the marriage season which lasts from Mdrgashirsh or

November -December to Jeshth or May- June, excepting the months

of Paush or December - January and Ghaitra or March - April.

The fathers settle the amount the girFs father is to pay the boy's

who repays in money and ornaments twice as much as he receives.

Next comes the betrothal. After sending word that they are coming

a kinsman of the bridegroom's with some married women goes to

the bride's. At the bride's a party of caste people are met and the

bridegroom's kinsman is received with great attention. When the

guests are seated, the btide is brought before them by her father, and

the boy's kinsman marks her brow with red paste and lays in her

lap five halves of cocoa kernel, five dry dates, five pieces of turmeric,

five betelnuts, five plantains, and a handful of rice. He seats her in

his lap and puts a little sugar in her mouth. Presents of money are

made to the priests, betel and lime are handed to the guests, and
the bridegroom's party though pressed to remain for supper go
home. When the marriage day draws near, the bride's father sends

a party to the bridegroom's to ask them to the wedding. When the

bridegroom belongs to a distant village his party come a day or two
before the lucky day and put up in a temple in the girl's village.

Along with his people he is there received by the bride's father, who
washes his feet, rubs them with sandal paste, and presents the boy
with a headscarf. This is called simantpujan or boundary worship.

The bridegroom then goes with his party to the lodging which has

been prepared for him and invitations are sent to caste people.

When the bridegroom reaches his lodging, a party of married
women come bringing cooked food from the bride. Early in the
morning married women set an earthen pot full of water at each
corner of a square marked by cotton thread which is passed several

times round the necks of the pots. They bathe the boy in wa,ter

taken from the pots and dress him in a new suit. His parents
bathe, put on silk robes, and, with the help of the family priest,

worship the guardians of the marriage porch or mandapdevtas.
The bride's people do the same in their house dressing the bride
in a girl's narrow robe without drawing the upper end over the
breast or head. When her dressing is finished the bride worships
new earthen pots which were brought the day before with great
pomp from a potter's house. When the lucky moment fixed for the
marriage draws near the bridegroom wearing the bdsingh or marria'J"e

brow-horn is seated on a horse and brought to the bride's. At the
bride's he is met by her father who leads him to a raised seat in the
booth and brings in his daughter, carrying her on his hip, and the
boy and girl are seated side by side on two low wooden stools. The
boy's father fills her lap with dry dates and other articles, and she
goes to the house shrine and worships her father's house gods.
While the bride is away her parents wash the bridegroom's feet, rub
him with scented powder and paste, and pour water on his right
hand which he sips. On the bride's return she stands opposite the
bridegroom and her parents join her and the bridegroom's hands
and pour water on their hands. A cloth whose centre is marked
with a red Jain cross is drawn between them. The family priest
hands red rice among the male guests and recites lucky yerses or
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tnangaldshtaks, while the guests keep throwing the red rice over the

pair. At the lucky moment) which is hxed by the filling of the cup
in the priest's water-clock, the cloth is suddenly drawn aside, the

guests clap their hands, the musicians raise a deafening din, and
outside of the house guns are fired. The officiating priest winds a

cotton thread five times round the hands of four priests, twists it

into a cord, cuts the cord in two, ties a piece of turmeric to each
cord, and binds one to the boy's right wrist and the other to the

girl's left wrist. The lucky thread or mangalsutra, which is prepared
by a dancing girl, is given to the bridegroom, who fastens it round
the bride's neck and the priest kindles the sacred fire or horn. The
couple walk five times round this fire and take seven steps in front

of it with their skirts tied together. Betel leaves, betelnuts, and
lime are handed to the guests, the ends of the bride and bride-

groom's clothes are untied, and they eat together with a company
of married women. For three days after the marriage the bride and
bridegroom stay at the bride's father's and during that time the
guests are feasted. On the fourth day the pair are bathed. The
bridegroom is dressed in the rich clothes and ornaments which
were given by the bride's father, and the bride in those given by the

bridegroom, and for the first time the upper end of the bride's robe

is in woman's fashion passed over her chest and head. The parents

of the bride and bridegroom exchange presents and the bride-

groom's mother lays in the bride's mother's lap five pieces of bodice

cloth and other articles. The girl's mother walks into the house
shrine, and, holding over her head a metal tray with a lighted lamp
in it, walks five times round the marriage guardians while her brother

holds a naked sword slanting through tlie light of the lamp. At
the end of the fifth turn the soot which has gathered on the blade

is scraped off and with the soot the boy's and girl's faces are

spotted. The parents of the bride then make over the bride

to the bridegroom's parents and the girl is seated on her mother-
in-law's lap. On this the bride and bridegroom, riding the same
horse the girl in front, start for the village-temple where they

worship the god and go on to the boy's lodging. At the boy's

lodging a little cooked rice is waved round the faces of the

pair and thrown away as an offering to evil spirits. Their thread

wristlets are taken off, and the couple go to the house shrine and
bow to the gods. At the door of the shrine is a metal cup full of rice

with a gold ornament in it, which the bride upsets with her left foot

as she enters. The bride's father gives a feast at his house and the

bridegroom's father asks his own party to dine at his lodging.

When a Brdhmah girl comes of age she is dressed in gay clothes

and ornamented with flowers and jewelry. She is seated under

an ornamented canopy or maniap .and her husband's clothes are

sprinkled with turmeric water. In the evening of the third day

her mother's relations come with sweetmeats which she eats. On
the fourth day she is bathed, her husband is seated beside her,

and her lap is filled.

When sickness takes a fatal turn the dying man is bathed.

A piece of the floor in the outer hall or public room is washed

and strewn with sacred darhh grass and sesamum seed. Over
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the sacred grass a white blanket is spread and the dying man is

laid on the blanket ; the five cow-gifts are put in his mouth j and
he makes gifts of money, cows, clothes, and furniture to Brahman
priests. When no sign of life remains, friends and kinspeople

come and bring all that is wanted for the funeral. If the dead is

a married woman who leaves a husband alive she is dressed in a

regular robe and ornamented with glass bangles and other jewelry,

her eyes are marked with black salve, and her brow with vermillion

paste. Except the face men and widows are covered all over with a,

white shroud. The body is placed on a bamboo bier to which it is

tightly tied by a hemp rope. Meanwhile the chief mourner bathes in

cold water and shaves his head and face and again bathing dresses in,

a new wet waistcloth, straps a second waistcloth across his shoulders
and, with the help of the family priest, makes ready some sacred
fire in an earthen jar. When the fire is ready he carries the firepot

by a string, and starts close in front of the bier, which is carried on
the shoulders of four near kinsmen and is followed by a band of
friends and relations. Half-way to the burning ground the party
stops, the bier is set on the ground, and a copper coin is left there.

The bearers change places and the funeral party moves on to the
burning ground. On reaching the burning ground the mourner
cuts the rope which tied the body to the bier by rubbing it between
two stones. He pours the live coals from the firepot on the
ground. He goes to the nearest water, fills the jar, and pours
a little water into the mouth of the corpse. The body is set on a
pile of wood with the head to the south and the feet to the north,
blocks of fuel are laid over it, and the pile is lighted. When the
body is consumed the chief mourner takes on his shoulder the
earthen jar full of water, goes three three times round the pile, one
of his relations at each turn piercing the bottom of the jar with the
lifestone or ashma, and at the spot where the head lay* dashes the
jar on the ground. All who take part in the funeral procession
bathe in a pond or river and go to the house of mourning, where the
spot where the spirit left the body is cowdunged and a lamp is
lighted. Close to the lamp is placed a small earthen vessel con-
taining water and a coil of thread the end of which is tied
to a peg driven into the nearest wall. The funeral party go to a
temple or rest-house and sit there till the stars come out. The
after-death ceremonies begin on the first, third, fifth, or other
odd day before the tenth. The ashes and bones are -gathered and
thrown mto water and Brahmans are feasted. On the tenth
day the chief and other male mourners go to the burning ground
and offer balls of cooked rice to crows, and, before they return, :

the house is washed with a mixture of cowdung. If the crows
at once feed on the rice balls the mourners think that the dead
left with no unfulfilled wish. If the birds do not come the chief
mourner prays them to eat and promises to carry out all the dead
man s wishes. If even after these prayers and promises the crows
will not eat, the chief mourner takes a blade of sacred grass
and with It touches the food. On the eleventh day they go outside ^

of the village to complete the funeral rites and do not return till
the next day when ceremonial impurity ends. On reaching home
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the chief mourner bathes, and feeds five priests and others who
formed the funeral party on victuals separately cooked. On the
thirteenth the house is again cowdunged and the caste-people are

feasted. Breaches of social discipline are enquired into and
punished by their spiritual guide during his tour of visitation.

Most people teach their boys as well as their girls to read and
write Kanarese and Mardthi.

Eanoja'S, returned as numbering 178, are found thinly scattered

over the whole district. Some are beggars, some watchmen, and
some petty traders and sweetmeat-sellers. They are a branch of

the Kannyakubjas, who do not eat with them. Their home is North
India and their home tongue is Hindustani. They are not perma-
nent settlers and occasionally visit their native land.^

Ka'nva's are returned as numbering 438 and as found all over the
district except the sub-divisions of Bijdpur and Indi. Almost all

the Brahmans at Ilkal are Kdnvds and they are hereditary village

accountants of a good many small villages in the neighbourhood.
They are found in the Bdddmi sub-division, and there also hold
several hereditary village-clerkships. They differ in no impor-
tant particular from Deshasths who look down on them and
neither eat nor marry with them. Telugu and Konkanasth Brdhmans
eat but do not marry with them. They are husbandmen, priests,

and moneylenders, and are well off.

Ea'rliada's, returned as numbering 236 and as found in small

numbers in all the larger villages, came originally from Kard,d in

Sdtdra. Some are employed as cooks by M^rwdri Vdnis, some are

well-to-do merchants, and some are petty dealers. Though long

settled in the district, they visit their original home from time to

time preferring to marry their children to their caste-people at

Karhdd. Their customs differ little from the customs of Deshasths.^

KonkauastllS or ChitpIvans are returned as numbering 564
and as found thinly scattered over the district. They are immigrants
from the Konkan. As far as memory remains the oldest families came
during the time of Bijdpur rule, some as beggars and some in search of

employment. Their number increased and they prospered under the

Peshwds, and since the country passed to the Englishmany ChitpAvans

have come as i&overnment servants, some of whom are settled in the

district. They are landholders. Government servants, cooks,' money-
lenders, and beggars. They are fairer, taller, and better-featured

than other Brdhmans. Their home tongue is Mardthi but out of doora

they speak Kd,narese. They are intelligent, frugal, sober, indus-

trious, and enterprising. Many of them are well-to-do.

Sheuvis are returned as numbering sixty-nine and as found in

small numbers in Bddd,mi, Bdgalkot, Bdgevddi, BijApur, and Hun-
gund. They are emigrants from Belgaum and Dh^rwd.r. They are

Government servants. Their customs do not differ from the customs

of Belgaum Shenvis which are described in the Belgaum Statistical

Account.

' Kanoja customs are given in the Poona Statistical Account.
" Konkanasth customs are given in the Poona Statistical Account.
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TirgulS are returned as numbering eighteen and as found only

in BAgevadi and Bijapur. They are supposed to have come from

the Telugu country about 200 years ago. Tbey have no subdivisions.

Their family stocks are Bhdradvdj, Kaushik, K^syhap, Lohit, and

Nap ; and persons belonging to the same family stock do not inter-

marry. Their home tongue is Kanarese. They are dark, middle-

sized, muscular, hardworking, and sober. They are gardeners and

as a class are well off and free from debt. They are Smarts,

worship all Brdhmanical gods, keep the usual Hindu holidays and

fasts, and make pilgrimages to Allahabad, Benares, Nasik, and

Tuljdpur. Their customs do not differ from those of the Deshasths

who look down on them, and though they use water brought by

them do not take food cooked by them. Breaches of caste rules

are enquired into and settled by caste councils.

Vidurs, returned as numbering eighty-seven and as found in

small numbers in Bd.gevadi, Bijapur, and Sindgi, are said to be the

illegitimate descendants of Brdhmans. Their name is traced to

Vidur the illegitimate son of Vyas one of the leading characters in

the Mahabhdjat. They have no subdivisions, but persons known to

belong to the same families do not intermarry. Their customs do not

differ from those of the Deshasths, who neither eat nor marry with

them.
Brdhmanical Hindus permanently settled included thirty-one

divisions with a total strength of 220,932 or 38'88 per cent of the

Hindu population. The details are:

BiJJpuR BrAbmanioal Hindus.

Division.
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thrifty, neat, and orderly people. The only peculiar feature in their

marriage ceremony is that, on the morning of the day before the
wedding, they set a post in the ground and spread wheat before
the post and on the wheat set a small water-pot. On the water-pot
is set a lamp which they keep burning for five days. On the
wedding day when the lucky moment comes, the bride and bride-

groom sit facing the lamp and the post. Their death ceremonies
do not differ from those of Rajputs. Offences against caste rules

are rare. They are punished by fine or loss of caste according to

the opinion of the majority of the castemen at meetings held subject

to confirmation by their spiritual teacher. They teach their boys to

read and write but do not take to new pursuits.

Bedars, or Berads,^ are returned as numbering 21,262 and
as found over the whole district. They are especially common in

Bdddmi in the south. According to their own story the founder
of their tribe was one Kannayya, a fowler and hunter, a devout
worshipper of Shiv. Pleased with his devotion Shiv and his wife
appeared to Kannayya and offered him a choice of boons. Kannayya
prayed Shiv to make him and his descendants sure shots and to

make his and their lands grow corn without much labour or water.
The god granted his prayer, and all Bedars are good marksmen and
live by hunting and fowling, growing only the rabi crops which
want neither much water nor much care. The names in common
use among men are Bhiraappa, Dasdppa, Durgdppa, Hanmappa,
Kankanna, and Ramappa ; and among women Bhimawa, Durgavva,
Hanmavva, Ramavva, Rangavva, and Yallavva. The Kdnarese
word appa or father is added to the names of men, and avva or
mother to the names of women. Most of their surnames are place

names, Adgalnavru, Chimalgikar, Khdndpurkar, and Sulikirikar.

These names are not peculiar to paHicular families, and persons
having the same surnames are allowed to intermarry.

They are divided into Berads proper who go about with the
image of the goddess Durg-Murgavva in a box on their head, Jas
Berads, Ndikmaklus or chiefs' sons, and Ramoshi Berads, who
neither eat together nor intermarry. The only one of these classes

who are found in Kaladgi are the Ndikmaklus. With a few
exceptions, all are dark and muscular, and of middle height, with round
faces, flat cheeks, thin lips, and lank or frizzled hair. Their home
tongue is corrupt Kdnarese, and some out of doors speak incorrect.

Marathi. The well-to-do live in one-storeyed houses, with either

stone or mud walls and terraced roofs, costing £6 to £20 (Rs. 60-

200) j the poorer families live in huts which are built at a nominal
cost. Their dwellings are dirty and untidy and are generally
used as cow-houses as well as dwellings. Their house goods include

a few cleanly-kept metal drinking vessels and plates and earthen
cooking vessels together worth £1 to £lO (Rs. 10-100). The
well-to-do keep servants of their own caste who, exclusive of' food
and raiment, cost them £1 to £2 10s. (Rs. 10-25) a year. They^
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' The KAnarese Bedaru seems to mean hunters from bete hunting. The MarAthAa
call them Berads and the MnsalmilnB Bedars which they suppose to mean the fearless.
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keep cattle and hunting dogs. They are great eaters, but poor cookSj

and have a special fondness for sour and pungent dishes. Their staple

food is bread, split-pulse, millet, and vegetables, of which they take

three meals. His food costs a man about l|cZ. (1 a.) a day. Their

holiday dishes are polis or sugar roUy-polies, pulse broth or sdr, and
hadhus or sugar-dumplicgs, molasses cased in dough and stewed,

prepared only on Ndg-panchmiiv. Shrdvan or July -August. They are

said to use all flesh except pork. They eat flesh as often as they can

afford it, except on Saturday which is sacred to Maruti or on Tuesday
which is sacred to Yallamma. On Mdrnavmi that is th« day before

Dasara in October they cook and offer flesh to the goddess

Bhavdni. Some drink liquor daily, and most drink at the Moharram
time, but on the whole they are moderate drinkers. Some drink

hemp-water or hhdng, some smoke hemp-flowers or gdnja, and
some eat opium. Of late the use of narcotics has been spreading. The
men shave the head except the top-knot, and the face except the

moustache. The men wear a headscarf, a waistcloth or breeches,

a coat or shouldercloth, and shoes or sandals, together costing 8.9.

to 30s. (Rs.4-15). Their ornaments are earrings, silver bangles,

and a silver girdle, together worth £2 to £5 (Rs. 20-50).

"Women tie the hair in a loose knot at the back of the head, and
dress in a backed bodice with short sleeves and in a robe whose
skirt is not passed back between the feet and whose upper end is

drawn over the head. A woman's dress costs 12s. to 30s. (Rs.6-15)
a year. They wear ear ornaments, nose-rings, wristlets, armlets, -

and necklaces, worth £1 to £5 (Rs. 10-50); the poor have only
one ornament, the luck-giving necklace worth 2s. (Re. 1).

Except a few of the well-to-do and those who are messengers
and constables, the men and women are so untidy in their dress

that among high-class Hindus Bedar is a common term for a
sloven. Most have a store of clothes for holiday use, the

women keeping their marriage dresses with care for grand
occasions. The Bedars were formerly a warlike dangerous class,

notorious thieves and highway robbers. At present as a class they
are orderly, hardworking, thrifty, hospitable, and free from crime.

Some are husbandmen, some village watchmen or talwdrs holding free

grants of land, and some are labourers. Some of the husbandmen
till their own lands and enjoy the produce ; some till land belonging
to others paying either a third or a half of the produce. Their
women and children help in the field. Field-labourers, men
as well as women, are paid in grain, men getting corn worth about
6d. (4 as.) and women corn worth about Sd. (2 as.) a day.

Some of them add to their income by selling milk and clarified

butter. They suffered heavily in the 1876 famine and many have
not yet redeemed their lands from mortgage. They have credit
with moneylenders and borrow at twelve to twenty-four per cent
a year. They call themselves N^ikmaklus or chiefs' sons ; others
call them Berads or Bedars. High-class Hindus rank them below
Musalmans. They rank themselves with Maratha Kunbis and other
field-working, classes, and look, down on Holiaa, Madiga, and-
other impure classes and even on Vadars and Lamans. They start

for their fields soon after daybreak, but, except when the rabi or
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hghfc crops have to be looked after, they seldom work after midday.
Except when hardpressed they do not work their bullocks on
Monday, as Monday is sacred to Basavanna, whose animal form is
a bull. A family of five spends 12s. to £1 (Rs. 6-10) a month on
food,i and 8s. to £1 10s. (Rs.4-15) a year on clothes. The birth
of a child costs a rich Berad 14s. to £1 (Rs. 7-10), a middle-class
family 8s. to 12s. (Rs. 4-6), and a poor family 2s. to 4s. (Rs. 1-2).
His son's wedding costs a rich man £30 to £40 (Rs. 300-400) and
his daughter's £4 to £5 (Rs.40-50)j a middle-class man spends
£10 to £20 (Rs.100-200) on his son's wedding and £2 to £3 (Rs.20-
30) on his daughter's ; and a poor man spends £6 to £10 (Ra.60-100)
on his son's wedding and£l to £2 (Rs. 10-20) on his daughter's. A
death in a rich man's family costs £2 to £3 (Rs. 20-30), in a middle-
class family £1 to £1 10s. (Rs. 10-15), and in a poor family 10s. to
£1_ (Rs.5-10). As a class Bedars are religious. Their family
deities are Durgavva, Mallikarjun, Mdruti, Venkatesh, and Yallamma,
whose images, made either of copper brass or silver, they keep in
their houses. They worship their house gods generally after bathing
on Tuesdays, and Saturdays, on full or new moon days, and on other

• holidays. They offer their house gods food on days when they
bathe before cooking. Besides their family gods Bedars worship
all Hindu gods especially local or village gods and goddesses, of
whom their favourites are Maruti and Vyankatesh. They keep most
Hmdu holidays, chiefly Basara in September- October, Divdliin
October-November, and the J!sAi)m or October- November new moon
on which and on the Mdrgashrish or December- January new moon
like the Raddis they perform the dangora field-rite. Like Raddis they
also hold charags or field feasts in honor of Lakshmi.^ They fast on
all Mondays inShrdvan or July-August andon all ordinary Saturdays
and Tuesdays when they take only one meal in the evening. Besides
food cooked after bathing, on all big days they offer the gods
cocoanuts, dry dales, sugar, molasses, camphor, and incense. They
claim

^
Valmiki, the author of the Ramayana, as a castefellow.

As Valmiki was devoted to R^ma, the seventh incarnation of
Vishnu, the Bedars identify every god with Rdm, and begin their
worship by uttering the word Ram. They pay deference to
Brahmans and call them to ofl5ciate at their marriages. They have
faith in soothsaying, consult astrologers, and have faith in
sorcery. They have an hereditary married guru or religious teacher
who belongs to their own caste and is the religious and social
head of their community. All social disputes are settled by him as
social head or hattimani. He has power to put out of caste any one
who breaks caste rules and to allow them back when atonement is

made. On his death he is succeeded by his son. If a woman is

put out of caste, either for adultery or for eating with a member of a
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' This and the other estimates of monthly coat of living is framed on the basis that
the family has to buy retail the grain and other articles it uses. The actual cash
payments of the bulk of the middle and lower orders who either grow grain or are
wholly or partly paid in grain must therefore be considerably less than the estimates.
The figures mentioned in the text are not more than rough estimates of the value of

the articles which under ordinary circumstances the different classes of the pet^le
consume. ^ Details of ddngora and charags axe given below under Eaddis.
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lower caste, before she is allowed back her head should be shavedm
the presence of the kattimani. The present practice is to cut off fave

hairs of her head with a razor, and for the caste-officer or mallama

to touch her tongue with a live coal of rm wood. A bttle liquor is

also given her to drink as liquor is thought to purify her body. When

a man is guilty of incest with a kinswoman of his own stock or

qotra he has to purify himself by shaving his moustache, beard

and top-knot, by bathing in cold water, and by drmkiug a small

quantity of liquor in the presence of the gmde and caste-people.

After the birth of a child the midwife cuts the navel cord, bathes

the child and mother in warm water, and lays them on a cot in a

retired part of the house. The mother is given a mixture of molasses,

dry cocoa-kernel, dry dates, dry ginger, and pepper and is fed on

boiled rice, wheat puddings, and boiled millet mixed with molasses

and clarified butter. A woman remains unclean for five days

after child-birth. During each of these five days her head is

anointed with clarified butter, her body is rubbed with turmeric

powder mixed with oil, she is bathed with warm water, and an

earthen pot with burning cowdang cakes is laid beneath her cot.

The child is rubbed with oil and bathed with warm water.

Unlike most local Brahmanic Hindus, Bedars do not perform any

fifth-day ceremony. From the sixth to the thirteenth the mother

and child are bathed every second day. The child is named and

cradled on the thirteenth, and millet, wheat, green gram, beans, and

pulse mixed together are served to all present. The hair of a child,

whether a boy or a girl, is cut for the first time either during the

first or the third month after birth. A girl should be married when she

is between six months and twelve years old.'^ The offer of marriage

comes from the boy's parents. When a match is proposed, the boy's

father with friends, goes to the girl's house and gives the girl's mother

4s. (Rs. 2) and three-quarters of a pound of sugar, putting a little sugar

into the girl's mouth. He declares in the presence of caste-people

that the girl is betrothed to his son, and is treated to two meals,

one on the first and another on the next day. After the second

dinner, he returns home with his party after fixing a lucky day

for the wedding. At a lucky hour hj the help of a Brd,hman

astrologer the boy's father goes to the girl's to perforin the bhastagi

or betrothal taking with him a robe worth 10s. (Rs. 5), five bodice-

cloths worth 2s. (Re. 1) each, a cocoanut, five dry dates, five

betelnuts, five turmeric roots, and five plantains, or some silver or

gold ornaments. These things are laid before the girl's house

gods. The bridegroom's father tells the girl to put on the robe and

the ornaments he has brought, and seating her on a black blanket

lays in her lap the cocoanut and other articles along with a handful

of rice. The guests are given betel leaves and betelnuts and

sugar. To this betrothal village officers as well as Lingayat priests

are called. The boy's father and his friends are treated to a feast

of sugar-dumplings or Icadbus and clarified butter, and next day

^ The daughters of widows by their second husbands marry sons of widows by their

second husbands ; and daughters by first husbands marry sons by first husbands..
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to sugar rolly-polies. Ou the lucky day fixed by an astrologer

tlie bride and her friends come to the bridegroom's where she and
her mother alone remain the rest of her party being lodged in a
separate bouse. Soon after she comes, the bride and bridegroom
are rubbed with turmeric paste, and bathed in water. The bathing
water is taken from two pots round which a square or surgi has
been drawn and a pot set at each corner of the square and encircled

by a cotton thread which runs round the neck of each pot. After
his bath the bridegroom puts on gay clothes and the bride is dressed
in a white robe and white bodice, and both go and bow before the
house gods. On returning they are served with a meal of cooked
millet, pea-soup or sdr, and clarified butter. Next day five married
men go beyond the village border and return to the village boundary
or to the village Mdruti's temple, bringing two saplings one of

Jidl gamhh or milk post the other of handargambh ov marriage booth
post. At the temple a married woman washes their faces and
waves a lighted lamp round their heads. They then come in pro-

cession to the bridegroom's and drive the saplings into the ground
in front of the house to form the main posts of the marriage booth
which is afterwards built with a marriage altar. In the evening
they are given a dinner of cooked millet. After supper the goddess
Airani or Lakshmi is worshipped. Pour clay buckets each able to

hold about a quart, a pitcher, and a small pot are brought in

procession from the potter's house who is given undressed food enough
for a ^good meal. In the small pot two little sticks are laid with
two betel leaves tied to them by cotton thread. These two sticks

are called rdmbdns or EAm's arrows. The bridegroom and bride

with five married women bathe in water from a surgi or pitcher and
dress in haste. They bow to the house gods and are fed on
vermicelli or shevaya and the guests on sweet cakes or polis. On the
third day, the bride and bridegroom are again bathed, dressed, and
taken to bow before the family gods. Some men belonging to the

bride's party put vermicelli in a bamboo sieve, cover it with a new
cloth, and take it to the bridegroom's. This present is called the

surgi bhum or square earth-ofEering. It is touched by the bridegroom
and eaten by five men, three belonging to the bridegroom's party

and two to the bride's. The bride and bridegroom are mounted on
a bullock, the bridegroom wearing the marriage coronet and the bride

a flower-net on her head. They bow before the village Mdruti,

break acocoanut, and each pays the priest l^d. (1 a.), who names
their gotras or family-stocks. Meanwhile, four men, sons of

women by their first husbands, stand at the corners of a square, pass

round a cotton thread moistened with clarified butter and milk,

take it off, and twist it with a fivefold plait. It is coloured red

by a mixture of lime and turmeric powder and with a piece of tur-

meric tied to its end is wound round the bridegroom's wrist. A
similar thread is prepared and tied round the bride's wrist. Mean-
while a Brahman draws a lucky Jain cross or svastik in red paste

in the centre of a newly washed white sheet. On their return from
the temple of Maruti, the bride and bridegroom are set facing each

other, the bridegroom standing on a stone slab and the bride in a
new basket with millet in it. The Brahman priest holds a cloth
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Population *^^ ^^^ °^ each verse the priest throws rice on the heads of the boy
and girl, and the guests join in the rice throwing. The priest tells

the bridegroom to touch the inangalsutra or luck-giving necklace,

and fastens it round the bride's neck ; and hanhans or wristlets

are also tied to the bridegroom's right wrist and to the bride's left

wrist. Brdhmans and Lingdyat priests, both of whom attend, are

given money gifts, and the officiating priest, who is a Brahman, is

paid 2s. to 4s. (Rs.1-2) in cash. The bride's father treats the
caste-people to a dinner, and the bridegroom's father gives them a
supper. After this the bride and bridegroom five times rub each
other with turmeric paste. Between nine and twelve at night, the
bride and bridegroom are mounted on a bullock and led to the local

Maruti's temple to bow to the idol, where they break a cocoanut, and
each pays the priest \\d. (1 ».) fornaming their gioiros orfamily-stocks.
When the -procession reaches the bridegroom's house, a cocoanut
is waved round the married couple and broken as an offering to evil

spirits. The bride and bridegroom are then led, or if"young are
carried to the god-room to bow to the house gods, where, they eat the
hhum or earth-offering supper with three married women and two
men. After supper, the bride and bridegroom are seated on a blanket,
on a sasahld or rice-seat. At the end each of them says the other's
name and the tinsel chaplet is taken from the bridegroom's head and
the flower-net from the bride's; and the bride's party are treated to
vermicelli or shevaya. Next evening comes the ndgvali or snake-
worship, and a. ndgvali hhum or snake-worship, earth-offering feast is

given to the five married women who brought Lakshmi's jars from
the potter's house. The bride's mother hands hsr daughter to
the mother-in-law asking her to treat the girl as her own daughter.
The rice with which the bride's lap was filled at the vardt or return
procession is cooked, offered to the house gods, and eaten by the
house-people with friends and relations. This ends the marriage, and
next day the wedding guests leave for their homes. Some take the
bride to the bridegroom's on the day after this feast and some after'
a few days. The girl remains there foi; a day or two and does not
go to live with her husband before she comes of age. They perform
no ceremony when a girl comes of age. They allow and practise
widow marriage and polygamy and allow divorce. Polyandry is
unknown.

With a few exceptions they burn their dead. The body is washed
and dressed, the brow of a dead man is rubbed with ashes, and the
head ot a dead woman is decked with a flower-net. They carry
their dead on a bier except the poor who carry them in an old
blanket. After burning or burying the body, the funeral party
bathe and return to the house of mourning. On the third day, the
mourners take rice, Mnolds or semicircular cakes, and water to
the burnmg ground in a small new earthen pot, and lay them
near the spot where the deceased was burnt or buried. They
wait till a crow touches the offering. If no crow comes to eat, the
chiet mourner promises to take care of the deceased's children,
it even after this the crows refuge to eat they give the food to a
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cow and go home. Oa the seventh, ninth, or eleventh day, the ashes
and bones of the dead are gathered and thrown into water and
friends and relations are feasted. At the end of a month friends and
relations are asked to a feast at which goat's flesh is served. Some
hold a mind-rite at the end of the first year only ; others at the end
of every year. They have a large community and their social
disputes are enquired into and settled by the headman or hattimani,
whose decisions are enforced by putting out of caste any one who
neglects them. When the headman sits to settle a case, he calls

some respectable castemen, and with their consent delivers judg-
ment. Some of them send their boys and one or two send their
girls to school. The boys learn to read, write, and work easy sums.
TJnder British rule the character and condition of the Bedars have
greatly improved. In spite of-their sufEering from the 1876 famine
they may be considered a rising class.

BlLOiS, or Palanquin-bearers, are returned as numbering 582 and
as found all over the district, especially in Indi. The home speech
of some is Mardthi and of others Kanarese. The well-to-do live in
one-storeyed substantial houses with flat roofs and the poor in mud-
walled huts. They are dark and strong, with regular features, and
of middle height. The men wear a small cheap headscarf, waistcloth,

and short drawers. Some shave the head clean ; others leave the
top-knot. The women wear the full Mard,tha robe without pass-

ing the skirt back between the feet, a bodice with a back and short
sleeves, and glass bangles. They bind their hair with a cotton string

but do not deck it with flowers or use false hair. They are not clean

in their dress and have a liking for gay colours. Their staple diet

is Indian millet bread, fish, and vegetables ; and on holidays they eat

flesh and drink liquor. They are dirty, but active, hardworking,
thrifty, and even-tempered. Their hereditary profession is carrying
palanquins, but most catch fish and some till land. They are Br£h-
manical Hindus, keeping all ordinary holidays and paying particular
devotion to Amba-Bhavdni, Jotiba, Khandoba, and Vishnu. Their
only ceremonies are on the occasions of birth, marriage, and death.

Girls should be married before they come of age. The boy's father

has to pay the girl's father £2 to £3 (Rs. 20-30). A Brahman priest

officiates at marriages and a Gosavi at deaths. In the marriage

ceremony the bridegroom stands on a low stool and the bride on a

basket containing bits of thread of various colours. They bury their

dead and mourn ten days. The funeral rites are performed between
the eleventh and the thirteenth. Widow-marriage and polygamy
are practised and polyandry is unknown. Breaches of caste rules

are punished according to the opinion of the castemen subject to

Gonfirniation by their hereditary headman who is called Jcenganvaru

dydvanna, and who belongs to their own caste. Bhois do not send

their boys to school or take to new pursuits.

Gavandis, or Masons, are returned as numbering_ 7466 and as

found all over the district and in greatest numbers in BagevAdi.

They have no story of their origin or of any former settlement.

The names in common use among men are Hanamanta, Malld,ppa,

Marydppa, Pirappa, and Sangdppa ; and among women, Bhdgavva,

B 877—13
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G-angavva, Janakawa, Makvva, Pulasavvaj Satyawa, and Yalavya.

The Kanarese appa or father is added to men's names, and avva or

mother to women's names. Their surnames are Bhandigaravaru,

Bhamdiy^ravaru, Chyamadiavru, Gudatiavru, Gausliavru, Khin-

diavru, Laniavru, Modenavru, EAmyanavru, and Shingriavru.

They have neither divisions nor family-stocks, and persons bearing

the same surnames cannot intermarry. To look at they differ little

from the local Kunbis except that they are somewhat darker and taller.

They speak a corrupt Kdnarese at home and Mar^thi and Hindustani

abroad. They live in one-storeyed houses with mud and stone walls

and thatched roofs, their house goods including earthen vessels

with one or two metal pots for drinking water. They own cattle

a,nd dogs but do not keep servants. Their staple food is bread, split

pulse, and vegetables, and their holiday dishes . are sugar rolly-

polies and rice. They like sour and sharp dishes. They give

caste-feasts in honour of marriages and of the goddess Yallamma.

Some batbe daily and worship the house gods before they eat.

.

Others have no bouse gods and worship at Mdruti's temple. Except

goats, deer, hare, poultry, and fish, they deem animals unclean and

do not use their flesh. On Dasara in September-October they kill a

goat in honour of Tulja-Bhavani, and after offering it to the goddess,

feast on its flesh. They may use animal food daily. They take

liquor and other intoxicants, generally in the evening, and during

the Eoli and Muharram holidays they drink to excess. Drinking is

said to be on the increase, and some have drunk themselves into

debt. Almost all of them have their heads clean-shaved, only a few
grow the top-knot. A man's every-day dress includes a headscarf,

a waistcloth or a loincloth, a jacket, a shouldercloth, and a pair of

shoes. Their men's ornaments are a IMkbdli for the ear, a bangle,

and a twisted waistchain. On holidays and high days rich men
wear silk-bordered waistcloths and chintz jackets, and poor men
wash their every-day clothes. Women wear the robe and bodice.

They cover the head with one end of the robe, wrap the other

round the waist gathering the skirt in puckers and tuck it up at

the navel. Their favourite colours are red and black. As among
men, rich women have a separate stock of clothes for holiday

use and poor women wash their every-day clothes and wear them^
The ornaments worn by women are the vdli, ghanti, andjhamhi for

the ear; the chinchpati and mangalsutra for the neck; and silver

bangles for the wrists. The rich have a large store of ornaments.
As a class they are orderly, hospitable, hardworking, thrifty, and
mild ; but most of them are dirty in their habits. Formerly they
were both masons and salt-makers ; now as salt-making has been
stopped they are masons, husbandmen, or labourers. Prom the age
of twelve boys begin to earn about Sd. (2 as.) a day. They are
generally employed in making cow-houses and other rough buildings.
Sometimes boys are apprenticed to a skilful mason who pays
them a penny or two a day when they are at work. He teaches
them the different ways of making walls and the use of the mason's
plummet, square, hammer, and other tools. When he has mastered
his work the youth sets up for himself and earns 14s. to 16s. (Rs.7-8)
a month. A good mason earns Is. (8 as.) a day; and some specially
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sTsilful workmen earn even as mucli as 2s. (Re. 1). They generally
receive 2s. (Re. 1) for building a wall twelve feet long, two feet and
a quarter thick, and one foot a,nd a half high. If the work is not
very neat, the length is increased even to nineteen feet. They have
plenty of work from November to June, but from June to November
the demand is slack. Some of them are not taught their craft and
work as husbandmen. Their women help them by working in the
fields, and by ginning cotton. Field labourers are paid either
in money or grain, their daily earnings representing 3c?. to 4<^d.

(2-3 as.). Except those who are given to drink or have been wasteful
in their marriages, as a class Gavandis are free from debt. Some
can borrow at twelve to twenty-four per cent on personal security.
Others have to mortgage land or to pawn ornaments before they
ca,n raise a loan. They rank with Kunbis below Brahmans and
Lingayats.

Men women and children work from morning to eleven and then
dine. At two they are again at work and work till sunset. They
rest on the leading Hindu holidays. A family of five spends £1 6s.

to £1 10s.- (Rs. 13 - 15) a month on food and dress ; a house costs £2
10s. to £7 10s. (Rs. 25-75) to build, and 3d. (2 as.) a month to rent.

Their bouse gods are worth £2 IDs. to £7 10s. (Rs.25- 75). Only
those who work as husbandmen keep domestic animals. A birth costs
6^s. to 16s. (Rs. 3^-8), a marriage £5 to £10 (Rs. 50 - 100), and a
death 8s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 4- 15). As a class'Gavandis are fairly reli-

gious. Though their priests belong to the Oshtham caste, they
respect BrAhmans and consult them as astrologers to fix the proper
day for marriages and a girl's coming of age, and for reaping and
stacking their crops. They ask them to be present at marriage and
other ceremonies. Their family deities are Hanmantdev, Tulja-
Bhavani, Vyankatraman, and Yallamma, and their special guardian
is Vyankatraman. They go on pilgrimage to the sbrine of

Vyankatraman at Vyankatgiri in North Arkot and to Tulja-
Bhavdni at Tuljdpur in the Nizdm's country. They keep almost
all Hindu fasts and feasts. They have an hereditary guru or
religious teacher who is called Trikamtdtdcharya and belongs to
the Oshtham caste. He advises them to lead a good life and to keep
true to their caste which he says is the best caste in the world.
They maintain him from a fund raised by their castemen. They
profess not to worship local deities or evil spirits. The images of

their gods are in the form of human beings, of bulls, and of

monkeys. Some are cast in brass or copper and some are of

polished black stone. They believe in witchcraft and soothsaying.

.When ordinary medicines fail, an exorcist or sorcerer is called

and treats the sick with charms and amulets. If a person is

possessed by a fa,mily ghost, the ghost will not leave him unless

through the exorcist. The head of the family promises the ghost a

yearly offering of food and cloth. Outside spirits are easily driven

from a possessed person by an exorcist or by some one setting the

possessed person before &jdgrit or wide-awake god that is a god in the

full enjoyment and exercise of his divinity. Sorcerers are sometimes

employed to gratify revenge by destroying an enemy's life. If

an exorcist succeeds in bringing about the death of his client's

Chapter III.
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enemy his services are soon in great request. People say

that many Bijapur proprietors and estate-holders have been killed

by sorcerers and that most men of this class keep sorcerers to

guard them against secret attacks. Professors of black or death-

dealing magic are to be found in almost all castes. The books

which Bijapur soothsayers generally make use of are Prashnachinta-

mani the fortune-teller literally meaning the jewel of answers

to questions, and a Sanskrit book containing tables filled with

letters or numbers. When a man comes to consult a soothsayer

the soothsayer tells him to lay a betelnut on one of the tables and

to open the book by means of a little stick. The soothsayer then

refers the number on which the betelnut has been laid or the first

letter he catches sight of in the page at which the book has been

opened to some other book, and tells the man whether he will

succeed or fail. On the pages of the book called Prashnachinta-

mani are figures of gods and demons. When the man opens the

book at a page with a picture of a god the soothsayer tells him
that he will succeed and describes the virtue and powe'r of the

deity and the means he should take to please him. If the man
opens the book at the picture of a demon he bas no hope of success.

When a Gavandi child is born, the child and the mother are

bathed and laid on a bedstead under which a pot with burning

cowdang is kept to guard them from cold. The mother is given

dry cocoanut-kernel and molasses to chew. Half an hour after her

delivery she is fed with boiled rice and clarified butter, and this

diet is continued for five days. In the evening of the fifth day the

midwife worships the goddess Jivati, and takes with her to her house

the dish of sugar roUy-polies and sugar dumplings, and the rice,

split pulse, and spices which were offered to the goddess, and the

waving lamp she used in the worship. The lamp is carried

under cover because if any except the midwife sees it the child

and the mother will sicken. On this day a caste feast is given.

On the twelfth or thirteenth the child is laid in a cradle and
is named after a family-god if it is a boy, and after a family-

goddess if it is a girl. If a Gavandi woman loses several infants

she calls her next child Tipya that is rubbish or Dhondya
that is stone, hoping that the child will be spared as it is not
worth the evil spirit's time to rob her of rubbish or of a stone.

At the end of thirteen days the mother is free to go about her
usual indoor and outdoor work. In an engagement ceremony
the boy's father takes to the girl's house a robe, a bodicecloth, a
cocoanut, three pounds of sugar, and some betelnuts and leaves, and
lays the cocoanut before the girl's house gods. The girl is

seated on a blanket and the boy's father marks her brow with
redpowder and puts sugar in her mouth. The girl is told to dress in

the robe and bodice, betel is served to all present, and the boy's father
and kinspeople are feasted on sugar-dumplings. In the betrothal
or hdshtagi the boy's father offers a cocoanut to the girl's house
gods, the girl is seated on a blanket, and the boy's father
marks her brow with redpowder and gives her a robe worth
£1 is. (Rs. 12), three bodicecloths worth 4s. Is. and 3d. (Rs. 2,

8 as. and 2 as.) the last being white, two cocoanuts, a jhamki or
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earring wortli 10s. to £1 (Rs. 5-10), and a ghanti or earring worth Chapter III.

£1 to £2 (Rs.10-20). He also gives the girl's mother a robe worth Population
14s. (Rs. 7) and two bodicecloths one worth 4s. (Rs. 2) the other
worth Is. (8 as.). Respectable castemen, who have been asked to

Gavandis.

witness this ceremony, are served with betel and withdraw. The
betrothal ends by a dinner of sugar rolly-polies and sugar dump-
lings, rice, and vegetables, given by the girFs father to the boy's
father and his kinspeople. When, with the help of the joshi or
astrologer, the marriage day is fixed, the girl's father sends some
one with a bullock to bring the bridegroom and the bridegroom
comes with one or two of his kinspeople. In two difierent squares
in the girl's house, the bride and the bridegroom are rubbed with
turmeric powder and are bathed separately. They are again rubbed
with turmeric powder and bathed together in the same square. At
each corner of this square is set a drinking vessel with a cotton
thread passed five times round the necks of the four vessels.
When the bathing is over a married man stands at each corner of
the square, and the four together lift the thread, and sprinkle water
from the vessels on the boy and girl. The pair then leave the
square and women wave lamps about their heads. The girl is

dressed in a wbite robe and a bodice dyed with turmeric powder
and the boy is dressed in a rich suit of clothes. At the time of
marriage the bride stands in a basket containing rice, facing the
bridegroom, who stands on a low stool. Between them the Brah-
man priest holds a white cloth with a cross drawn in yellow in
the centre of ifc, throws red rice on their heads, and ties the
mangalsutra or luck-giving thread round the bride's neck. The
guests throw red rice on the bride and bridegroom and the ceremony
is over. In the feast given after the marriage the bride and
brid-egroom feed each other. The officiating priest receives 2s. 3d.

(Rs. 1^) in cash. When a girl comes of age a marriage consumma-
tion ceremony or phalshohhan is performed.

Gravandis burn their dead. After death the body is washed,
dressed in a waistcloth, and carried on a bier to the burning
ground, the son of the dead walking in front holding a fire-pot

by a string. At the burning ground the body is laid on a pyre
of fuel-cakes or firewood, six feet long and one foot and a half

broad. After burning the body the mourners bathe and go to

their homes. On the third day cooked rice is laid on the spot where
the body was burnt. On the tenth the chief mourner attended by a
Brdhman priest goes to the burning ground and throws a ball of rice

into water and presents the Brdhman with money and undressed food.

Early and widow marriages are allowed ; polygamy is allowed and
practised; and polyandry is unknown. Theyhaveastrongoastefeeling.

The settlement of social disputes is in name left to their religious

teacher or guru, Trikamtdt^charya. But as the guru does not

visit his disciples oftener than once in twelve or fifteen years he
refers disputes to some respectable members of the caste. Offenders

are punished either by fine or by loss of caste either for a time or

for ever. They rarely send their boys to school. When they send
them they keep them at school only until they learn to read, write,

and work easy sums.
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Gols, GoUas, or GoUers, meaning Cowherds, are returned

as numbering 1376. They are divided into Advi Gols, Hanam
Gols, Krishna Gols, Pakndk Gols, and Shastra Gols, who neither

eat together nor intermarry. No Shdstra Gols are found in Bij£pur.

Krishna Gols, who are a very small body and are also called Yadavs,

are found at Satgundi in Bijapur and at Hoskuti south of the

Krishna. At Satgundi six or seven families, among them the

headman's family, areKrishna Gols. They speak Kanarese and appear

to have come from the Nizdm's country. They are small landholders.

They wear neither the ling nor the sacred thread, and have nothing

to do with Jangams. They have a guru or religious teacher of

their own caste who is called Ushtumor. Both he and a Brahman
come to their marriages. They burn their dead, and their great

god is Krishna. In the Muddebihal sub-division, at Talikot,

Nulutyad, and Kour, a few families of Gols call themselves Bhingis

and appear to be Hanam Gols. They are small landholders and
ministrants in Hanumant's temples. They speak Kanarese bat are

said to have come from the Nizam's country. They never wear the

ling and are married by a guru or religious teacher of their own
caste called Sdmer or lord. They bury their dead. Their chief

house-god is Somndth. In the village of Baddmi a Valekar or

messenger family call themselves P^kndk-GoUers as distinguished

from the Kenguri GoUers who have flocks of white sheep in the

Nizam's country. These Pd,knak GoUers never wear the ling, they

worship Hanumant, Gudrang, aud Krishnadev, and bury their dead.

They have a tradition that they were brought from the Advani or

Adoni country as shepherds when the Badami sub-division was

thinly peopled. It is not clear whether they are of the same division

as the Bhingis or a separate class.

Advi or Telugu Gols are wandering medicine-sellers. Among
Advi or Telugu Gols the names in common use among men are

Bdbdji, Bdla, Bdlardm, Bdpu, Ddmdji, Hanmanta, Lakshman, Eaghu,
Raghundth, Rama, and Yashvant; and among women Bahina, Bhagu,
Gunabai, Lakshmi, Manjula, Rakhma, Sita, Venubai, and Yallavva.

Ji or sir and rdv or lord are added to men's names, and avva or mother
and bdi or lady to women's names. Their surnames are Jadhav,

More, Pavdr, Shinde, and Tadav, and other surnames usually borne

by Marathas. Persons bearing the same surname are not allowed to

intermari'y. Their surnames and their traditions seem to show that

they belong to the same stock as the MarAthas. Apart from dress

they differ little from Mardthds in appearance. They are darker and
have a wild and a somewhat cruel expression. Their features are

strong and their forms plump and about middle height. The nose is

straight, the lips thin, and the cheeks gaunt with high or low cheek
bones. The hair is generally lank. Their home tongue is Telugu,

but from wandering in different parts of the country selling herbs and
medicines, they have learnt abroken MarAthi and Hindustani. They
are a wild people, and rarely live in good houses. Their huts are

generally built outside of a village or town. They are dirty in

their habits, and do not keep their houses or their furniture clean.

Except a few drinking pots and dining plates almost all their

vessels are of earth. Only those who are husbandmen own cattle

;
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but almost all keep asses to carry their drugs, and pet dogs. Their Chapter III.

rules about food are the same as those of Mardthds; the only Population,
difference is that their poverty forces them to live on the
cheapest food. They bathe only on Sundays and Tuesdays when
they worship the house gods and offer them cooked food. Those
that have no house gods go to a Mdruti's temple and worship
Mdruti. At the end of a marriage they kill a goat in honour of

Tulja-Bhavani. If they could afford it they would eat flesh daily.

Besides country spirits and palm-beer they drink hemp-water or

hhdng, and smoke hemp-flowers or ganja and tobacco, and eat opium.
When they eat flesh they use liquor or narcotics to excess. The
men either shave the head clean or leave a topknot and shave the chin.

Those who sell medicines wear a red-ochre tunic falling to the knees,
a round turban, a waistcloth, and shoes. On holidays, they cast

off the tunic and the oddly folded turban, and dress in a headscarf,

a shouldercloth, a jacket, and a coat. His dress costs a rich man
about 10s. (Rs. 5), a middle class man about 8s. (Rs.4), and apoorman
about 4s. (Rs. 2) a year. Husbandmen wear the usual dress of the

district. They have no separate stock of clothes for holiday use. The
ornaments wornby men are earrings, bangles, and twisted waistchains,

together worth about £6 (Rs. 60) in the case of a rich man, £2 10s.

to £-5 (Rs. 25 - .50) in the case of a middle-class man, and 10s.

(Rs. 5) in the case of a poor man. Women tie the hair in a knot by
a woollen thread, or wear the hair in a braid. They dress in the

ordinary Mardtha full-backed bodice and robe except that they do
not pass the skirt" of the robe between the feet and tuck it behind.

The ornaments worn by women are earrings, necklaces, bracelets,

armlets, and toe rings. The names of the different ornaments are

the same as the names given in the account of Lingayats. A rich

woman's ornaments are worth £8 (Rs.80), a middle class woman's
£4 (Rs.40), and a poor woman's about £1 (Rs. 10). The poorest

have at least a mangalsutra or luck-giving neck-string, worth 3s.

(Rs. 1 \), which every married woman must wear during her husband's
lifetime. They are hot-tempered, impudent, haughty, cunning, and
dirty ; but when not given to drink hardworking and thrifty. They
are hereditary medicine-sellers. Besides drug-selling, they draw
out guineaworms with a pin, and bleed with the help of a copper

cup. After the end of October, when the rainy season is over,

they spend about three months in the woodlands and wastes looking

for roots, herbs, fruits, and bulbs. They carry these herbs and other

cures and oxydes of metals and minerals in two bags formed by tying

together the four ends of a square ochre-coloured cloth, and
fastened one at each end of a stick which they carry on their

shoulder. They hawk their drugs calling as they go, ' A doctor to

cure wind ; A doctor to draw out guineaworm.' They cure liver

and spleen diseases by branding with a red-hot iron. Before

prescribing a -medicine they go through the form of feeling the

pulse. Their specific for asthma is the bruised roots of the black-

thorn apple or datura smoked like tobacco in a hubble-bubble for

twenty-one days, during which the patient should live on bread

without salt. The roots should be dried in the shade. The fine

powdered leaves of the poda -patri creeper cure cold in the head.
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Chapter III. and a decoction of these leaves is a sure cure for cough and low

Population. fever. A scorpion-bite is cured if a man without speaking bites

some leaves of a gum arable tree, Acacia
^

arabica, chews them,
spits a libtle of the juice into the sufferer's ear, and applies the

chewed leaves to the bite. A mixture of human and swine dung is

an antidote for arsenic. Besides these they have several drugs
and medicines which they administer sometimes with success

and sometimes without success. In addition to housework their

women plait mats of wild date ichalu (K.) sMndi (M.) leaves Phoenix
sylvestris, and help the men when they are at work in the fields.

Their state has varied little for many years. A few are in debt
chiefly because of marriage expenses. Their creditors are generally
men of their own caste as regular moneylenders refuse to make
advances. They caU themselves Gollers and are known as GrollerS.

They rank below Brdhmans, Ling^yats, Eajputs, Marath^s, and
Sonars, from whom they eat. They look down on Dhangars,
Vadars, Dombdris, Korvis, and Jingars^ and do not eat with them.
Men hawk their drugs all day long, returning to eat their meals.
The women and children mind the house and plait mats of
wild date-palm. Almost their only holiday is on Dasara in
September - October. A family of four or five spend 14s. to
16s. (Rs.7-8) a month on food. A first-class hut costs £2 (Rs. 20)
to build, and has house goods worth £4 to £6 (Rs. 40 - 60) ; a
second class hut costs about £1 10s. (Rs. 15) to build and has
house goods worth about £3 (Rs. 30) ; and a third class hut
costs 10s. to £1 (Rs.5-10) to build, and has house goods worth
£1 to £2 (Rs. 10-20). To a rich man a son's wedding costs about
£15 (Rs. 150) and a daughter's about £8 (Rs.SO)j to a middle-class
man a son's wedding costs about £8 (Rs. 80) and a daughter's
wedding about £4 (Rs. 40) ; to a poor man a son's wedding costs
about £6 (Rs. 60) and a daughter's wedding about £4 (Rs.40).
As a class Gollers are religious ; their family gods are Vyankoba,
Tulja-Bhavdnij Margai, Yallamma of Saundatti in Parasgad, and
Mira Saheb of Miraj. They kill a goat in honour of Tulja-Bhavdni
and after offering it to her feast on the flesh. In the month of

Shrdvan or July- August, they bathe on Tuesdays and Saturdays,
worship M^ruti and their house gods, and eat one meal in the
evening after making an offering of cooked food to the house gods.
Of late years some have taken to bathing daily and worshipping
house gods. They have neither priests nor a religious guide

j

but they call a Brahman to conduct their marriages. They keep
the leading Hindu holidays. They worship village and local

deities, but profess not to believe in witchcraft or soothsaying.
Almost all of their customs are the same as Maratha customs. The
only difference is that the bride's father gets £2 12s. (Rs. 26) as the
price of his daughter and in return gives four feasts. Though
they live together as a separate body they have little caste feeling.
Social disputes are settled by some respectable castemen, who
have the power of putting an offender out of caste or of fining him.
When a fine is recovered it is spent on a caste feast, and when a
person who has been put out of caste is let back he is made to
worship a god in presence of the caste-people and to give a caste
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feast in the temple of the god whom he worshipped. They do not
send their children to school and take to no new pursuits. Boys
go with the men to the forests and learn the names and uses of the
different herbs. Girls live at home with the women and learn to plait

mats. There has been no change in their state for many years.

Gujara't Va'niS, returned as numbering 354, are found in most
towns and large. villages. They have been long enough settled in
Bijdpur to lose connection with Grujardt, though they keep their
language and in some cases their small rounded turbans. The names
in common use among men are Ananddas, Graneshd^Sj Grop^ldas,
Govardhandis, and Govinddds ; and among women Ambabdi,
Gangabai, Jamn&bai, Mdnakbai, Rukhmdbaij and Tulsib^i. The
men add the word shet and the women the word bdi to their names.
They have no family names, their surnames being the names of
places and of callings. The commonest of them are Darbdr, Goni,
Parakh, Sholapurkar, and Talegavkar. The class includes many
divisionSjOf which the chief are Deshdval, Kapol, Khadayat, Ldd^Mod,
Ndgar, Porval, and V^ida. These divisions eat together, but do not
intermarry. They can be known from other people of the district by
their necklace of thin beads of tulsi or basil wood. In appearance
they do not differ from other local upper-class Hindus, being
rather dark for Gujardt Vdnis. When fully dressed they closely

resemble the Deshasth Brahmans of Poona. They speak Gujardti
at home and Kdnarese abroad. They live in ordinary better class

houses with stone and mud walls and flat roofs. They are good
cooks, their staple food being rice, wheat, pulse, vegetables, milk,
and clarified butter. In poor families spiked millet and Indian
millet are much used instead of rice and wheat. A family of four or
five spends £1 5s. to £3 (Rs. 15-30) a month on food. All bathe daily

before their first meal and worship the house gods. They are strict

vegetarians, using neither flesh nor liquor. The men wear the
ordinary dress of the country, except that some wear turbans and
others headscarves. The women have given up the Gujarat petticoat

and the small upper robe and have adopted the full Maratha robe,

which they wear without passing the skirt back between the feet.

Their bodices are not backless like those worn by Gujarat women,
but are full-backed like those of Mardtha women. On dress men
spend 16s. to £3 {Rs.8-30) and women £1 to £2 10s. (Rs. 10-26) a
year. Both men and women are fond of ornaments, some families

keeping a stock worth as much as £100 (Rs. 1000). As a class

they are even-tempered, orderly, sober, thrifty, hospitable, and fond
of show. Their hereditary calling is trade. They keep shops, lend
money, and follow many branches of trade. They are a saving class

and are well off. They rank with local traders and their daily life

differs little from theirs. Except by minding the house the women
do not help the men. In religion they are Vaishnavs, respecting all

Vaishnav and local deities and keeping the ordinary feast days.

Their family deities are Kdlikddevi, Kotdridev, and Shiddhmdta.
Kotaridev, who is a manifestation of Vishnu, is the chief object of

their devotion. Their leading fast days are the ekddashis or lunar

elevenths of every Hindu month, and OoTtulashtami in July- August.
They fast on Shivrdira or Shiv's Night in February -Mareh.

B 877—14
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Their priest is a Gujardt BralmiaT], wlio officiates at their marriage

and other ceremonies; but tHey also respeict other Br^hmans,

Their religious guides or maharajde, to whom they pay the highest

honours, and who at times visit them and collect contributionSj are

southern or Telugu Brdhmans, descendants of the great Vaishnav

teacher Vallabh^chdrya who is said have been born in a.d. 1479. Girls

are married between five and eleven, and boys between sixteen and

twenty. The boy and girl are rubbed with turmeric paste four or five

days before the marriage day. On each of these days they are tabbed

with fresh turmeric paste, but are not bathed till after the marriage is

over. In the Brahmanabh and Kashyap family stocks on the day on
which they are rubbed with turmeric paste two turmeric-coloured

strings or hankans are bound to the wrists of the boy and girl. On
the marriage day the bridegroom comes on horseback in procession

to the bride's house. During the marriage both the bride and
bridegroom are made to sit on low stools, the bride dressed in a

jpdtal or white robe facing the west and the bridegroom the east,

and a curtain with a central tumeric cross is held between them

by the officiating priests. When they are seated the maternal

uncle of the bride binds the mangalsutra or luck-giving necklace

round the bride's neck, the priests recite the marriage service

ending it with a blessing on the couple, the guests join the priests

in showering coloured rice on the pair, the hands of the bride

are joined to those of the bridegroom, and a red thread is passed

round their necks. The Idjdhom or burnt offering of parched grain

and other after-ceremonies are the same as those of Bi-Ahmans,

The only difference is that a potter is paid 1 Os. (Rs. 5) and thirty-

six earthen pots are brought from his yard at the time of the burnt
offering. Betel and dry dates are served and the guests withdraw.
On this day the bride's father feasts the bridegroom's party. When
the girl comes of age, she is held unclean for three days, during
which she remains seated apart. On the fourth day she is bathed
and presented with a robe and a bodicecloth, and on a lucky day
within the first sixteen she is allowed to enjoy her husband's
company. In the fifth month of her pregnancy her mother presents
her with a green bodice, in the seventh month the simantonnayan
or hair-parting is observed, and in the tenth month she is carried

in a palanquin to a temple to bow to an idol. Though they do not
wear the sacred thread widow-marriage is forbidden, and the
widow's head is shaved and her bangles are broken on the tenth day
after her husband's death. A widow always dresses in a red robe
and a red bodice. Polygamy is allowed, but is seldom practised,
for boys are always at a discount

j
polyandry is unbnown. They

burn their dead and perform the regular Brdhmanio funeral rites.

The after-death or memorial rites begin on any odd day within the
first twelve days after the death. On the thirteenth Ganpati is

worshipped under the name of iShrdvnipvja or Shrdmn that is the
spirit-month worship, and they ask caste-people to dine. Social
disputes are settled at meetings of the elders of the caste. As a
class they are well-to-do. They teach their children to read and
write and keep their accounts in Gujardti.

^auba'rs are returned as numbering 657, and as found
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in Bdddmi, Bagalkot, Bijdpur, and Hungund, and chiefly in BMdmi Chapter III.

and Bijd,pur. They have no tradition of wheD or vihy they came Population,
into the district^ or of any former settlement. The names in

common use among men are Bdll^ppa^ Bharmdppa, Dharmappa,
Hanmdppaj Halappa, Kdreppa, Parsdppa, ShisAppa, Yalldppa, and
Terappa; and among women Badavva^ Bhimavva, G-angavva,
Hanmavva, Lalavva, Mangalavva, Eamavva, Satyavva, and Yallavva.

Their surnames are Boluydvaru, Hosurydvaru, Kiriy^varu, and
Kuriyavaru ; and the names of their family stocks are Annelvara,
Chavadydnavru, OhunchalvarUj Guddelvaru, Halvaru, and
Thagarinavaru. Sameness of stock but not sameness of surname
bars marriage. Their home tongue is Kdnarese, and their patron-
deities are Mangalavva of Mangalgad near Chimalagi in Bdgevadi,
Maruti, and Yallamma in Parasgad in Belgaum. They are of

two divisions. Bile Shiriyavrus and BAnnad Shiriyavrus, who neither

eat together nor intermarry. All Bijdpur Hanbars are Bile

Shiriyavrus ; the B^nnad Shiriyavrus are found only in the
Mallad. They rank with Dhangars, and are dark, strong, and
well-made. They live in one-storeyed houses with earth and stone

walls and tiled roofs, and their house goods include two or three

copper pots and some earthen vessels. Those who hold land

have farm servants aud all own cattle and pet animals. They are

great eaters and bad cooks and are fond of sour and hot dishes. Their
staple food includes millet bread, rice, pulse, and vegetables. They
bathe once a week and visit the temple of Maruti and bow before

the image. On other days they perform no worship before their

morning meal, and none of them have images of their gods in their

houses. Once a year they sacrifice a goat to the god or goddess who
guards their fields, and to Mangalavva or Mother Luck at the end
of the festival held in her honour. Their holiday dishes are stuffed

cakes and rice boiled in cocoa-milk mixed with molasses, and flesh of

all kinds except beef and pork. They drink no liquor and neither

smoke hemp-flower or gdnja nor eat opium. The men shave the

head except the top-knot and the face except the moustache and
eyebrows. Women tie their hair into a back knot, but do not put

on false hair or wear flowers. The men wear a pair of drawers, a

shouldercloth, a shirt or bandi, a headscarf or rumdl, and a pair of

sandals ; the women wear the robe hanging like a petticoat from the

waist to theankles and a bodice with a back and short sleeves. Both
men and women keep a store of rich clothes for holiday wear or for

grand occasions. The ornaments worn by men are the earrings

called bhikbdiUs, the waistbands called kaddords, and the wristlets

called hadds ; those of the women are the earrings called hugdis,

the necklace called tilca, and silver wristlets and bangles. As a

class Hanbars are dirty, hardworking, honest, orderly, and thrifty.

Some are fond of show and hospitable. They are a land-holding

classj but some deal in wood and many work as field labourers. As
husbandmen they have little skill. Their services are chiefly in

demand at seed-time and harvest. At other times the demand is

dull. They rest on all Mondays and on the Jyeshtha or May- June
full-moon. The women mind the house and help the men in the

field. As a failure of rain throws them out of employment, they
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often run in debt in bad seasons, and they sometimes borrow to

meet marriage and otber charges and to buy cattle. As a class they

are poor. A family of five spends about 1 Ss. (Rs. 9) a month on food

and £1 4s. to £2 (Rs. 12 - 20) a year on clothes. A house costs £1 to

£10 (Rs. 10-100) to build and their house goods are worth 16s. to

£1 10s. (Rs- 8-15). A birth costs 4s. to 8s. (Rs. 2-4), a boy's

marriage £10 to £20 (Rs. 100- 200), a girrs marriage £1 to £2 10s,

(Rs. 10-25), and a death 4s. to 8s. (Rs.2-4). Their patron-deities

are Mdmti, Mangalavva, and Yallamma. They pay no respect to

Brahmans and do not ask them to their ceremonies. Their priests

belong to their own class. They visit the shrines of Mangalavva at

Mangalgad in Bdgevddi and of Yallamma at Parasgad in Belgaum.

They keep no Hindu holidays except the Cobra's Fifth or Ndgpanchmi
in Shravan or July-August, and the Mdgh full-moon or Mdghi
paurnima in February. They never fast. They visit the temple of

Maruti, offer him a cocoanut, burn camphor before him, and pray him
to keep them and theirs from harm . They have a teacher of their own
caste, whose office is hereditary. They believe in soothsaying, but
profess to know nothing of witchcraft or evil spirits. They perform
both marriage and death ceremonies. On the fifth day after the birth

of a child Satvai is worshipped with offerings of vermillion and riceand

pulse boiled together mixed with molasses and cocoa-kernel scrapings.

On the eleventh the child is named. Its hair is cut for the first

time between the end of the first and the end of the third month. In
settling marriages, the boy's father visits the girl's house and presents
her with fifty betelnuts and fifty leaves and four pounds of sugar.

Caste-people are asked to attend, and sugar is put into the girl's

mouth in the presence of all. The boy's father pays the girl's mother
2s. to 10s. (Rs.l -5), betel and sugar are served, and the caste-people
withdraw. The boy's father is treated to a dinner of rice, pulse,

and stuffed cakes. For the betrothal or hdshtagi, the boy's father
again calls at the girl's house with a present of four pounds of dry
dates, four pounds of betelnut, fifty leaves, twelve pounds of sugar,
two pounds of cocoa-kernel, a piece of bodicecloth, and five turmeric
roots. The girl is seated on a blanket, her lap is filled with rice

and five kinds of fruit, and her mother is paid £1 (Rs. 10) in the
presence of the caste-people met at the house. The guests are
feasted on sugar rolly-polies, rice, and clarified butter^ and a day
is fixed for the marriage by the village joshi or astrologer. On
the happy day the bride's party lead the bride to the bridegroom'^
and they live there till the marriage is over. In the evening
the couple are rubbed with turmeric paste and on the next day
the gods are propitiated. On the third the couple are bathed,
dressed in white, and taken to bow in M^ruti's temple. On their
return to the bridegroom's they stand face to face in the yard
before the house separated by a turmeric cross or nandi marked
cloth held between them by the maternal uncle of the bride. A
thread wristlet to which a piece of turmeric is tied is bound round
the right wrist of each of the couple, and they are blessed, and rice
is thrown over them. Then comes the Ihum or earth-offering, in
which rice and cakes are set in a dish, which the couple are made
to worship, and they are feasted on the rice and cakes in company
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with five married women. The other guests and the caste-people
are feasted and in the evening the couple are made to visit the temple
of Maruti, where tbey place a lighted lamp before the godj bow to
him, and return home. ^Then they bow before their family gods,
and in the presence of caste-people the parents of the girl

formally make her over to the bridegroom's mother. The party
of the bride are feasted on ndgoli a dish of rice and millet boiled
together and mixed with clarified butter and molasses, cakes, rice,

and pulse. A string is fastened to a peg in the ceiling, a dry
date is tied to the end of the string, and as it twists round one
of the bridegroom's men tries to cut it off. When the dried date
is cut off the bride's party leave taking the bride with them. On
a lucky day the girl comes back to her husband's. "When a
girl comes of age she sits by herself for four days, but no ceremony
is performed. On the fifth she is bathed and is sent to live with
her husband. They do not raise marriage porches nor are the
couple bathed in a square or surgi made by setting an earthen
pot at each corner. When a person dies, a peg is driven into

the wall and the body is bound to the peg in a sitting posture.

If the dead is a man he is dressed in a waistcloth and head-
scarf, and in a robe and bodice if she is a woman. The body is laid

in a blanket or coarse cotton cloth and carried to the burying ground
and buried. A stone is laid on the grave. Some burn their dead.
On the third day they visit the place, worship the stone that was
laid on the grave, and leave an earth pot or moga Indian millet flour

boiled iu water, and a second earth pot full of water. They wait for

a time to see whether a crow touches them and return home. On
the fourth, fifth, or sixth day the house is cowdunged ; the chief

mourner with the four corpse-bearers have their heads shaved and
this purifies them. They then dine at the house of the dead.

Within a month after the death a waistcloth or robe is left in the

place where the death occurred and the caste-people are feasted.

They perform no memorial or shrdddh ceremonies. They are

bound together by a strong caste feeling and their social disputes

are settled by their hereditary caste head Bdmanna of Nasibi, whose
decisions are obeyed on pain of loss of caste. They do not send
their children to school or take to new pursuits. On the whole their

state is stationary and they show no sign of improvement.

Ilgers, or Palm-Tappers, are returned as numbering 645 and as

found in small numbers all over the district. Their number is

greatest in Bagalkot and least in Bijapur. They are divided into

Ilgers and Namad Ilgers, who eat together and intermarry. The
names in common use among men are Amnd,ppa, Baldppa, Hojappa,
Husanappa,, and Narsappa ; 9,ud among women Amritavva, Bhagavva,
Husanavva, Nilavva, Ramdkka, Rayavva, and Yallavva. The
K^narese dppa or father is added to the names of men and aJcha or

avva, that ismother, to the names of women. Their surnames are place

and calling names, as Yallappa Sharigar that is YalUppa the liquor-

seller, or Narsdppa Ayeri that is Narsappa of Ayeri. Among their

family-stocks are Ghantenavru, Golenavru, Korenavru, Mudenavra,
Saunavru, and Udejenavru. Members of the same family-stock are

not allowed to intermarry, as they are supposed to be descended
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Population. rings whicli they wear in their ear-lobes from infancy to death,-

They are like Kabligers or fishermen and differ from them only because

they follow a separate calling. As they are fond of gymnastic

exercises and are always climbing the wild-date palms they are a

strong muscular body of men. They are generally plump, of middle

height, and brown. The nose is fiat and long and the cheeks

are gaunt with high or low cheek-bones. The men^s hair is mostly

lank and is worn in a top-knot. Women tie the hair into a knot

at the back of the head by a woollen thread. They speak Kdnarese

both indoors and outdoors, using bhella for bella a dish and
other incorrect words. They live in ordinary houses one storey high,

with stone and mud walls, and fiat roofs. The houses are not clean,

and their few house goods are neither clean nor neatly arranged.

Except a few copper drinking vessels and dining plates, all the vessels

in the house are of earth. They own bullocks, cows, and goats, tod
rear poultry. Some of them keep three or four buffaloes or ponies

to carry skins filled with palm-juice. They never load bullocks with

palm-juice skins as they honour the bullock as the god Basavanna.

Their daily food is bread, split pulse, and vegetables seasoned with

heated oil, assafoetida, cumin-seed, mustard-seed, salt, and chillies.

It costs l^d. (1 a.) a daJy for each person. They are very fond of eating

bread with chilly powder moistened with oil. The holiday dishes are

sugar rolly-polies and sugar dumplings or Icadhus, vermicelli or shevaya

is made at Holi in March and at Divdli in October-November, dump-
lings on Ndgpanchmi in July-August, and roUy-pollies on other holi-

days. They eat thefiesh of hares, deer, goats, and poultry, and on
Dasara in September -October they sacrifice a goat to the goddess
Yallamma. Some of the dressed fiesh is oft'ered to the goddess, and the

rest is eaten in company with friends and relations. They vow goats

to this goddess, and kill them in her honour at the time of paying
the vow. On such occasions and at marriage and other ceremonies
they give caste feasts. If they can afford to pay for it they eat

animal food on all days except fast days. All of them bathe daily

and worship the house gods before eating the morning meal.
Those that have no house, gods go to a Mdruti's temple to worship.
They drink liquor, smoke tobacco, and use other narcotics; but they
do not drink the juice of the wild-date palm, as they consider the
wild-date palm to be their sister. If they eat flesh they always drink
liquor, and this they generally do twice or thrice a week. Men wear
a waistcloth, a shouldercloth, a jacket, a coat, a headscarf, and
shoes. His dress costs a rich man about £2 (Rs. 20) a year, a middle
class man £1 to £1 4s. (Rs. 10-12), and a poor man 6s. to 10s.

(Rs. 3-5). The ornaments worn by men are earrings, bangles, and
twisted waistchains. They cost a rich man £6 (Rs. 60), a middle-class
man £5 (Rs.50), and a poor man 12s. (Rs.6). Women wear Maratha
backed bodices, and the full Maratha robe covering the head with
the upper end. A rich woman spends about £1 10s. (Rs.l5) a year .

on her dress, a middle-class woman 18s. to £1 (Rs.9-10), and a poor
woman 8s. to 12s. (Rs. 4 - 6), Theywear the usual earrings, necklaceSj
bracelets, armlets, and toe rings, a rich woman's stock costing about
£10 (Rs. 100), a middle class woman's about £5 (Rs. 50), and a poor
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?j-oman'a about £1 10s. (Rs. 15). The poorest woman has one ornament
he mangalsutra or lucky necklace worth 3s. (Rs. 1-|). A few rich

[amilies buy fine clothes for holiday use, but most wash their every-

day clothes. Their daily dress is siuiple and dirty, and is of local

band-woven cloth. They are hardworkingj hot-tempered, dirty, and
when not given to drinking thrifty. Their hereditary calling is

wild-date palm tapping and palm-juice selling. They climb the trees,

cut a triangular hole under a leaf, and tie on a jar to gather the

juice. The juice is carried in skins on buffaloes or ponies into a

town or a village to the liquor contractor's shop, where it is sold by
their women from six in the morning to eight in the evening. Men
are paid 12s. to 14s. (Rs. 6-7) a month for -palm-tapping and women
are paid 6s. (Rs. 3) for selling the juice. The men make some money
by selling palm-juice on the way to the shop, and the women manage
to hide a part of their receipts. Palm-juice is sold at l^d. (1 a.)

the quart and is much drunk by the lower classes. The men take their

boys with them and train them in their craft, and their girls accompany
their mothers and learn everything about selling the palm juice.

Palm-tapping is one of the most flourishing industries in the

district, and many of the higher contractors have made their fortunes.

Besides as palm-tappers, some earn their living as husbandmen, their

women helping in the field-work. Most of them are labourers

entirely dependent on the liquor contractor. To raise a loan they

have to mortgage or pawn property, and even then have to pay as

much as eighteen per cent a year. Their calling is considered low.

Brahmans, Lingdyats, Mardthds, Rajputs, and Kabligers will serve

them food only from a distance. On the other hand Ilgers hold

themselves superior to Mhars, Mangs, Vadars, Korvis, and
ChAmbhars, and will not eat with them. Men and children work
from morning to evening and the women sit selling toddy till

eight at night. In the cold months the wild-date palm yields much
juice, and in the hot months the juice has a great sale; and during

both of these seasons the Ilgers are busy. They do not stop work
any day throughout the year. During the Moharram holidays palm-

juice is largely used by Musalmans. A family of five spends 16s. to

18s. (Rs. 8-9) a month on food. A rich man's house costs more
than £10 (Bs. 100} to build, a middle-class man's about £5 (Rs. 50),

and a poor man's about £2 10s. (Rs. 25). A rich man's house goods

are worth more than £10 (Rs. 100), a middle-class man's more than

£8 (Rs. 80), and a poor man's £2 10s. to £5 (Rs.25-50). A rich

man spends £10 to £15 (Rs. 100-150) on his son's wedding and £10
(Rs. 100) on his daughter's wedding ; a middle class man spends £8

(Rs. 80) on his son's wedding and £7 10s. (Rs. 75) on his daughter's

wedding; and a poor man spends about £5 (Rs. 60) on each. The
death of a grown-up member of his family costs a rich man £3

(Rs. 30), a middle-class man £2 10s. (Rs. 25), and a, poor mau about

10s. (Rs. 5). Ilgers are religious. Their family deities are Yallamma

of Paraagad in Belgaum, Tuljd-Bhavani of Tuljapur in the Nizam's

country, RatnarAy of Hippargi in Bijapur, and Hanmappa of

Yalgur in Bijapur.^ They have a Brahman priest, whom they call to

oflSciate at marriage and phalashobhan or girls' coming of age, and

who fixes the days on which ceremonies should be performed. Their
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funerals are attended by a Jangam or Lingayat priest. Besides

Hindu gods they occasionally worship and make vows to Muham-
madan saints, chiefly Hastgirs^heb of Hashimpir Darga in BijApur,

Nabi Saheb of Asar in Bijapur, and Khoja Bande Nav^j Sd,heb of

Kalburga in the Nizam's country. During the Moharram holidays,

they kill a goat in honour of these saints and feast on its flesh.

They keep some of the principal Hindu holidays, and fast only

on two days, the eleventh of the bright half of Ashddh in July

and on Shivrdtra in February. The men fast on Shrdvan or July-

August Mondays; and the eldest woman of every family lives

on fruit and roots during the Navrdtra or first nine days of

Ashvin or October. They worship village and local deities. The
smaller images of house gods are made of brass and copper by
casters ; and the larger images are made of stone by stone-cutters.

To bring the god into these images, a Brdhman priest sprinkles

them with the panchdmrit, that is curds, milk, clarified butter, honey,

and sugar. Undressed food is given to Brahmans and Jangams and
the caste is feasted. Their customs differ little from those of Kabli-

gers or fishermen. They form a separate community, but there is

little unity among them. They have a headman who settles their

social disputes and imposes fines and other punishments. He is sup-

posed to be the lineal descendant of thefirst Ilger,and his son succeeds

to his authority after his death. They do not send their children to

school or take to new pursuits. As persons of different castes have

lately taken to palmtapping some of the Ilgers have been forced to

work as day labourers. On the whole they are a declining caste.

Jingars, numbering 310, are returned as found in Badami,
Bd.galkot, Ilkal, and Bijdpur and in large villages throughout the

district. They live in one-storeyed houses with walls of mud and flat

roofs. Their home tongue is Marathi and their family god is Malaya.

They look like Maratha Kunbis. The men wear the waistcloth,

either the shouldercloth or a short coat and the headscarf, and the

women wear the sddi or robe with a short-sleeved and backed bodice.

The robe hangs like a petticoat from the hip to the ankle and the

upper end is drawn over the head. The men wear the top-knot

and the sacred thread, and both men and women wear gold and
silver ornaments, which do not differ from those worn by the Jingars

of Belgaum. Their hereditary calling of saddle-making paid

them well when the country swarmed with horsemen. At present

they are painters, carpenters, toy-makers, and book-binders.
They are a decent, hardworking, intelligent, and well-behaved
people. They eat meat and fish and drink liquor. Their slack

"

season is the rainy months and their busy time the fair weather. As
their trade has greatly suffered from the want of demand forgaddles
they find it difficult to make a living. They have to borrow to meet
marriage expenses. A family of five spend 10*. to £1 (Rs. 5-10)
a month on food. They are religious, respect Brahmans, and employ
them to perform their ceremonies. They keep all Brahmanical fasts

and holidays, their chief day being Dasara in October. Their boys
are invested with the sacred thread and widow-marriage is strictly

forbidden. Their marriage ceremonies last four days. On the first

day, both in the house of the bridegroom and of the bride, feasti
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are held in honour of the house gods. On the second day the bride-
groom comes in procession from his house to the bride's. At the
entrance to the marriage booth he is received by the bride's father,

his feet are washed and wiped with a cloth, and lighted lamps are
waved round his face. He is led to a low wooden stool set opposite
another stool. The bride is carried into the marriage-hall by her
maternal uncle or other kinsman seated on his hip. The bride and
bridegroom sit facing each other, and the family priest draws
near the couple and a cloth is held between them. The priest

hands coloured rice to the guests and repeats sacred verses.

While the verses are being repeated both the priest and the guests
throw coloured rice on the heads of the pair. When the verses
are ended the curtain is withdrawn and a horn or sacred iire is

lighted. On the third day the girl's father gives a caste dinner
and on the foarth day the boy's father entertains the community.
They perform a ceremony at the girl's coming of age with the help
of a Brahman priest. Their death rites resemble those of Kunbis.
The cord which is used in tying the body to the bier and the stone
with which the water-pot is pierced are buried and dug out on the
tenth day, when the chief mourner comes to the spot and worships
them and throws them into water. Social disputes are settled at

meetings of the caste council of adult men. They send their boys
to school but take to no new pursuits. On the whole they are a
falling people.

Eabligers, or Fishermen^ are returned as numbering 15,033 and
as found chiefly along the banks of the two leading local rivers, the
Bhimaand the Krishna, and in the country between them. They seem
to be thesamepeopleasthefishing Kolis of the Maratha country. The
names in common use among men are Bhim^ppa, Kallappa, Mallappa,
Ning^ppa, Eama, Eanappa, and Shidd,ppa ,• and among women,
Bhimavva, Grangavva, Gauravva, Nagavva, Shidavva, and Tulsavva.

They have no surnames except place and calling names. They are

divided into Lingayat and Brahmanical Kabligers, the Brdhmanical
eating from the Lingayat division. The Lingayat branch are describ-

ed under Handeyavrus. Almost the whole of the Brahmanical Kabli-

gers belong to the class called Gangimakkals or river children, who
are also called Ambekars or watermen from the Sanskrit ambu
water. There are two other classes. Bail Kabligers or bullock

Kabligers, and Kabligers who beg from door to door with an image
of thegoddess Durgmurgavva. Bothofthese last are very small classes.

Though the three divisions neither eat together nor intermarry,

they differ little in appearance, religion, or customs. Among all

Kabligers, except Gangimakkals, proved relationship is a bar to

marriage.^ The Gangimakkals have many family-stocks, of which the

chief are Anigundyavru, Bilechhatragiyavru, Ghantenavru, Kengen-
avru, Halejoldavru, and Haggelavru. Members of the same stock

are not allowed to intermarry. The Gangimakkals speak K^narese.

Most of them live in small walled houses one storey high, with flat

roofs ; a few who are too poor to have a house live in huts. Except

one or two dining plates and drinking vessels almost all of their

cooking and storing vessels are made of clay. Those who own land

keep domestic animals and sometimes a pet dog or sheep. They
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are a hardworking class, and great eaters, their staple diet being

millet bread, split pulse, sauce, and vegetables. Sometimes milk

and curds are added to the daily food as a change. Like other low-

class Hindus their holiday dishes are polis or cakes rolled round

molasses, godhi huggi or husked wheat boiled in milk and mixed

with rough sugar, and shevaya or vermicelli. They are not bound
to bathe daily. The house gods are worshipped on new and

full moons and on other holidays. All use animal food and liquor,

the animals eaten being the goat, sheep, deer, hare, and fish. All

other animals are either held sacred or impure and are not eaten.

Besides liquor, hemp-flower or gdnja, and tobacco are freely smoked.

The Gangimakkals, who are the local ferrymen, are often very

powerful fine-looking men like their brethren on the Konkan
coast. They and the Kurubars are the sturdiest men in the

district. The village pehalvdn or athlete is generally either a

fisherman or a shepherd, his face and neck beautified with yellow

earth, and perhaps with a yellow flovrer in his ear. The men's dress

is a headscarf and a pair of knee-breeches ; seldom a coat, and a

shouldercloth thrown over the shoulders. The women dress in the

ordinary robe and bodice without passing the lower end of the robe
between the feet. Both men and women have a few ornaments mostly
of silver and of small value. Like most of the local Brahmanical
castes, even the Brahmanical Kabligers have not escaped

the influence of Lingayatism. Just as a Kurubar or shepherd, if

he rises to the position of a village headman, generally puts on the
ling and calls himself a Hande Vazir, so the Kabliger pdtil as at

Akalvddi in Bijdypur, and the Kabliger kolkdr or patil's servant as at

Bagevddi and Mungoli in Bijdpur, are occasionally Lingdyats. Such
cases are rare because few Kabligers have risen to high position.

The chief gods of the Brahmanical Kabligers are Tallamma and
Basavanna. Like many other Hindus they make offerings of

sugar and frankincense to the Moharram biers. Formerly the

Gangimakkals proper had a guru or religious teacher who was
called Ambiger Chavadaiyya. Since his death they have no guru
and have forgotten what relation their old guru bore to his

disciples. They keep some of the regular Hindu fasts and feasts.

Their chief holidays are the Tugddi or Hindu New Year's Day in

March -April, Shimga the full-moon day of Phdlgun in March-
April, Dasara the tenth of the bright half of Ashvin in September -

October, and JDivdli the new-moon day of Ashvin in October-
November. Their fast days are Shivrdtra or Shiv's Night on the

thirteenth of the dark half of Mdgh in February-March, the elevenths
oi Ashddh in June -July and oi Kdrtik in November -December,
On Shrdyan or July -August Mondays they eat only one meal in

the evening. They worship all village and local gods. They have
a strong faith in soothsaying, and like others of the lower orders
are great believers in witchcraft and sorcery, and are much afraid
of sorcerers. If an Ambiger is possessed by a ghost the first

remedy is to make him sit before the house gods and rub his fore-
head with ashes taken from the god's censer. If the ashes fail to
scare the ghost an exorcist is called. He writes texts on a piece of

paper and fastens the paper to the arm or neck of the possessed
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person. Sometimes, instead of paper, a small copper cylinder, filled

with ashes on which charms have been breathed, is fastened to the
patient's arm or neck. The spirits which trouble Kabligers are of two
classes family ghosts and casual spirits. The family ghosts are the
ghosts of young mothers who have died in child-birth, or have died
leaving young children behind them, or of young women and men
who have died in love or unmarried, or of misers who have left a
large hoard. Family ghosts of this kind can never be driven away
and their demands are not easily satisfied. The ghost of the young
mother generally troubles her children's stepmother, and will not
leave her unless the stepmother promises to treat her children well
and makes her yearly offerings. The miser generally haunts the man
who squanders his hoard, and has often to be satisfied with a yearly
offering. Wandering or casual ghosts are driven away by thrashing
the possessed person, or by laying an offering of food near the place
where the ghost lives. When a male ghost enters into a woman's
body or a female ghost enters a man's body the matter is serious.

Neither coaxing nor thrashing is of any use and they stay in the
person till they weary of them. Serious cases of this kind happen
when a man or woman dies with an intense and unsatisfied love. The
customs of the different divisions of Brd,hmanic Ambigars are much
alike. As soon as a child is born its navel cord is cut and both the

child and mother are bathed and laid on a bedstead. The mother is

given dry cocoa-kernel and molasses to eat and is fed on husked millet

boiled soft and eaten with clarified butter. In the evening of the

fifth day the midwife worships the goddesss Jivti and carries to her
own house the lamp used in the worship. The lamp is covered because,

if any one but the midwife sees the lamp, some evil will fall on the

child and mother. BrAhmanic Ambigers are married by a Brdhman.
Girls are married up to their twelfth year; widow marriage is

allowed and is common, polygamy and divorce are allowed and are

practised, and polyandry is unknown. When a girl's father accepts

an offer of marriage, the boy's father goes to the girl's and lays a

pound of sugar and a cocoanut before the girl's house gods. The
guests are served with betel and withdraw, and the boy's father is

feasted. This ends the engagement. On a lucky day some weeks
later comes the betrothal or hashtagi. The girl is given a robe

lugde worth 10s. (Rs. 5) and two bodicecloths each worth 2s,or

(Re. 1). Her mother is given a robe and a bodicecloth worth Is. (8 as.)

;

and two pieces of bodicecloth are laid before the girl's house gods.

In addition to these clothes the girl's parents are given fourteen to

twenty-eight pounds of sugar, fourteen pounds of dry dates, fourteen

pounds of betelnuts, and some betel leaves. On the day before

the marriage day the bridegroom is taken to the bride's and on the

marriage day both the bride and the bridegroom are bathed in a

surgi or square. A copper drinking vessel is set at each comer
of the square, and a large water vessel in the centre with some

ears of grain in it, and thread is wound five times round the vessels.

As among Lingdyats the circle of five threads is cut in two and each

half wound round a turmeric root and fastened to the wrists of the

boy and girl. The bride is dressed in a white robe and a white

bodice and is decked with more (Drnaments than those worn on the
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Chapter III. hdshtagi or betrothal, and a condition is made that on no account shall

PoD^tion certain ornaments be removed from the person of the bride. The bride-
' groom is given a pair of waistcloths seVen and a half feet long and

a pair of shouldercloths fifteen feet long, a turban, a pair of shoes,

and some rings. Rice grains are tied in the skirts of the bride's

and bridegroom's garments and the skirts are knotted together.

The bride's Brdhman priest leads her to a blanket covered with

rice, and the bridegroom's priest leads him to the blanket and

makes him stand facing the bride. The bride and bridegroom are

told to throw rice five times on each other's head, and the priests recite

eight auspicious verses or mangaldshtak serving rice to the guests that

they may join in throwing the rice over the pair. In the evening the

bride and bridegroom are seated on a bullock, and, with their brows

adorned with tinsel chaplets go to worship the village Maruti. On
their return the guests form into circles of six or seven round a platter

and together eat from it. In one of these circles the bride and
bridegroom are seated. After the feast the bride and bridegroom

bow to all the guests and the guests withdraw. When an Ambiger
girl comes of age she sits by herself for five days. On the fifth day

she is bathed and the women of the caste are asked to a feast. The
lap-filling or ^halshohhan takes place on the fifth day or on the first

lucky day after the fifth. From the third month of her pregnancy

a woman conceives longings, and her longings are satisfied lest the

child may have an evil eye regarding the article which was not given

to its mother when she longed for it. In the fifth month the pregnant

woman is given a bodicecloth and in the seventh month the hair-

parting or siniant takes place. In the hair-parting the pregnant
woman is given her favourite dish to eat, and the family and kinspeople

present her with a green bodicecloth and a betelnut while she

sits on a low stool or a blanket. On a lucky day in the seventh

month the pregnant woman is given a robe, a white robe or fatal and
a green bodicecloth, and her lap is filled with a cocoanut, five

plantains, five dates, betelnuts, and some rice by her mother-in-law or

some other married woman. Her brow is also marked with redpowder.
Her husband is given a waistcloth and friends and kinspeople are

feasted. Like Lingdyat Kabligers Brd,hmanical Kabligers bury their

dead but do not call a Jangam. On the third day all of them go to the

burial ground, cook a quarter of a pound of rice in a new earthen

pot, and lay the rice with raw sugar and clarified butter on the grave.

They afterwards light a fire to bring the crows and watch the crows
from a distance of a hundred paces. Sometimes many crows come
and do not touch the rice. Then the mourners pray and say that

they will carry out the dead man's wishes, and the crows begin
to eat the rice and the mourners bathe and go home. On the

tenth the house is coated with cowdung, the clothes and the

household goods are washed, and a goat is killed. A blanket is

spread where the corpse was laid and millet chaff is scattered over
the blanket. The dead man's clothes are washed and the folded cloth

is laid on the chaff. Redpowder is sprinkled on the folds and
flowers are laid before the clothes and incense is burnt before them

;

some cooked mutton is laid before the clothes and four castemen
are seated to dine on the spot. After the four men have dined
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the members of the party and the other guests begin to eat.

During the fifth or some other odd month after the death a
mask or muMavata if the dead was a man^ or a top-like vessel if

the dead was a woman^ is bought from some local goldsmith and is

laid among the house gods. To the mask a waistoloth and a head-
scarf are offered, and to the top a robe is offered and a goat
is killed before the mask or the top and its dressed flesh is offered
to the mask or the top on the day when it is first laid among the
house gods. If the dead person was a great drinker spirituous
liquor is also offered. Child-marriage and widow-marriage are
allowed, polygamy is practised, and polyandry is unknown. The
Brdhmanical Kabligers have ndiJcs or headmen, but their authority
is nominal and a committee ov jpanch settles all disputes. Though
an engaging, sturdy, and independent people, the Kabligers are not
likely to rise in wealth or position. They are at present one of the
poorest classes in the district, and their children are hardly ever
sent to school. At the same time they are a very respectable,
contented, and happy class, hardly ever appearing in the police

courts except for some assault, generally the result of a quarrel
about a woman.

Kalals, or Distillers, are returned as numbering forty-seven and
as found in BijApur and other important places in different parts of

the district. They are fair with well cut features and the men wear
the topknot, the moustache, and whiskers. The women braid their

hair at the back of the head without using flowers or false hair.

Their home tongue is Kdnarese, and they live in one-storeyed houses
with walls and terraced roofs either of stone or of mud. The men
wear a waistcloth, a short coat with a shouldercloth, a headscarf,

and country shoes, and the Brd,hmanical sacred thread. The women
dress in the full Mardtha robe and a bodice with a back and
short sleeves. Their staple food is either millet or wheat bread
with pulse. They use fish and the flesh of sheep, goats, the hare,

and domestic fowls, when they are slaughtered by a Musalmdn.
They are hardworking and clean, their hereditary calling being
the making and selling of liquor. The new excise rules, by
suppresisng smuggling and raising the price of liquor, have driven
many of them lately to husbandry and labour. Their women and
children help the men in the field and in their shops and add to

the income of the family by working as day labourers. They are

religious. The principal objects of their worship are Shiv, Vishnu,
and Mdruti, and they show much respect to Deshasth Brd,hmans
who are their priests. Their marriage and death ceremonies are

almost the same as those of Kunbis. The marriage ceremony lasts

three days. A Brdhman priest attends on the wedding day and on
the twelfth day after a death, and repeats verses and in return is

given money and undressed provisions. Child-marriage and
polygamy are practised, widow-marriage is'forbidden, and polyandry

is unknown. They earn enough for their ordinary expenses and have

to borrow to meet special charges. Their caste disputes are settled

at meetings of castemen. They send their boys to school till they

read and write a little.
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Chapter III. Komtis, or Traders, are returned as nurabering 469. They
^— .

' are found in big towns like Ilkal and B%alkot. The word
Population. Xomti is whimsically derived from the Kdnarese word Idtikam

Komtis. dirty. The name is said to have been given them on

account of their dirty clothes. They are rare north of the

Krishna. They are essentially a mercantile class, though they

sometimes combine the farm with the shop. They appear to be

the same people as the Vaishya Vanis of the Mardtha country.

The names in ordinary use among men are Anndppa, Baldppa,

Bhimdppa, GopaMppa, Eangappa, and Sheshdppa j and among

women Bhagubai, Krishnabai, Lakshmibdi, Radh^bai, Rukhmdbai,

and SitabAi. Men take the words rdv, dppa, anna, and sheti after

their names, and women the word bdi. Calling and place names are

their only surnames. They are divided into Tupat Komtis and Tenni

Komtis, who neither eat together nor intermarry. The Yennis are

found in the Nizdm's country; and all Bijd,pur Komtis are Tupats.

The legend of the origin of the two classes is that Kankyamma, the

daughter of Kusumsheti, when carried off by a low caste chief vowed

a TOW and leaped a great leap and was carried to heaven. The

Komtis who following the example of Kankyamma leapt as far as

she leapt went to heaven and their descendants are the Tupats.

The Komtis who leaped short, or who looked so long that they

never leapt at all, are the ancestors of the inferior Yennis. The

Tupats have one hundred and one gotras or family-stocks. In

some cases more than one stock has the same rishi or founder. Thus
the Mulkal, Munikal, and Nabhikal stocks are all branches of the

Mudgal stock. At a marriage they have to ascertain not only

that the bride and bridegroom belong to different stocks, but that

the stocks have a different rishi or founder. Their house language

is properly Telugu, but many of them can speak Mard.thi, and all

can speak Kdnarese. They appear to have come northwards from

the Madras Presidency, but have no memory of when or why they

came into the district or of any former settlement. The Komtis
of Bd,galkot differ little from Sondrs in figure, person, or bearing.

The other Komtis are less clean than those of Bdgalkot ; but do

not differ from them in appearance. As a class they are of middle

height with well-cut features. They live in ordinary houses one or

two storeys high with stone and mud walls and flat roofs, costing

£10 to £100 (Rs. 100 - 1000) to build, and with house goods worth
£10 to £100 (Rs. 100-1000). The houses are clean, airy, and
comfortable. Many of them have cows, she-buffaloes, and a pony
or two, and those who own land have bullocks. They employ servants

and pay them £1 4s. to £4 (Rs. 12-40) a year with and £4 to £6
(Rs.40-60) a year without food and clothing. They are moderate
eaters and good cooks, being fond of sweet dishes. Their staple

food includes rice, millet bread or grit, split pulse, vegetables, and
chatnis with an occasional dish of curds and whey. Their food costs

3c?. to &d. (2-4 as.) a head a day. Their holiday dishes are bundis
that is balls of gram flour passed through a sieve, granulated,
fried in clarified butter, and seasoned with boiled sugar

j
ghivars or

puffed cakes ; khir a liquid dish of rice, milk, and sugar; mdndds or

pancakes; hesans or balls of gram -flour made with sugar and
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clarified butter ; daliyda or balls of wheat flour, sugar, and clarified

butter puvis ; or raised wheateu cakes fried in clarified butter
; jilhis

or tubes of wheat flour fried in clarified butter and dropped in boiled
sugar ; keshribhdt or rice fried in clarified butter boiled strained

and mixed with sugar saSron and other condiments ; motichur a
finer quality of hundi ; and hdsundi a kind of custard made by
boiling milk to a slight consistence and mixing it with sugar and
spices. Besides these the poor have their poUs or cakes rolled

round molasses and their kadbus or lumps of molasses coated
with a thick layer of dough and steamed. Of these dishes one or

two are made on every holiday, and four or five at marriage feasts.

As a rule every Komti bathes and worships his house gods before
eating his morning meal. The religious perform the vaishvadev or

burnt-sacrifice, in which a little food is thrown into the fire as an
ofiering to the god Agni. Kvery male Komti who has been girt with
the sacred thread is careful to sprinkle a line of water round the

plate out of which he is to eat, to set five pinches of food in a line

on the right side of his plate as an offering to the Chitraguptas

or messengers of Yam th€ god of death, and to pour a little water
on the palm of his right hand and sip it before beginning his meal.

When he begins to eat he takes five little morsels into his mouth
as an offering to the five vital airs, apdn, prdn, samdn, uddn, and
vydn. At the end of his meal he sips a little water in the

same way as at the beginning. They neither use animal food nor

drink liquor. Asa class they are free from vice. Their dress is

cleaner and more seemly than that of many of the castes of the

district. A man's daily dress includes a headscarf, a waistcloth,

a jacket, a coat, a pair of shoes, and rarely a turban, together

worth 10s. to £2 10s. (Rs. 5 - 25). His ornaments are a bhikbdli or

earring, a kanthi, goph, or chandrahdr round the neck, and finger

rings, together worth £20 to £50 (Rs. 200 - 500) and upwards. The
women are more careful about their appearance than the men, and
dress with taste. They comb and plait their hair in a braid and

deck it with flowers. Some of them use false hair. They dress in

the ordinary robe and the full-backed bodice, spending £1 to £3
(Rs. 10-30) a year on their clothes. Rich women are adorned from

head to feet with ornaments, including chandrakor and kevda for

the head ; bugdi, vdli, jhamki, and bheru for the ear ; nath for the

nose ; tikke, sejjitikke, sddhitikke, putalydchimdl, sari, avlydchimdl,

chandrahdr, padm, and kathdne for the neck ; bdjubands and vdkis

for the arms ; pdtlis, hdnkans, and todds for the wrists ; rings for the

finger ; a kambavpatta round the waist ; pdyans and sdkhis on the

ankles; andjodvis on the toes, all together worth £100 (Rs. 1000)

and upwards. A middle-class woman's ornaments vary in value

from £2 10s. to £4 (Rs. 25-40) ; and the poorest have at least the

lucky necklace worth 4s. (Rs. 2). They keep special clothes for

holiday use, some of local and others of foreign make. As a class

they are orderly, good-natured, hospitable, clean, and thrifty. Some
of the rich are fond of show. Only a few Komtis hold land

which they rent to husbandmen or till through servants. Most are

cloth-sellers, grain-dealers, grocers, cotton and gold merchants,

bankers, and moneychangers. They rarely remain as
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Chapter III. servants with otter merchaiits, but trade independently on their

p Y^- own account. Their mercantile year begins on Kdrtik shuddh
population,

pratipada in ISTovember. They buy grain and cotton from the
KoMTis. growers, and cloth in the different weaving centres. Their

women mind the house and do not help in their work. They

complain that competition has lowered their profits. Komtis have

a good social position. They wear the sacred thread, and appear

to eat from no one but Brdhmans. In no single case does a Komti

wear the ling. The great goddess of the Tupats is Kankyamma.

They worship almost all Hindu gods and goddesses and are specially

devoted to Shiv and Pdrvati. They visit the places held sacred by
Hindus and keep the regular fasts and feasts. They have a

religious guide who is a Telugu Yajurvedi Brdhman. He is' a
married mah and his office is hereditary. Like other local high

caste Hindus they believe in astrology and have faith in

witchcraft and sorcery. Their customs are almost the same as

Brdhman customs, and like them they gird their boys with the

sacred thread, marry their daughters before they come of age,

and forbid widow-marriage. Polygamy is allowed and practised,

and polyandry is unknown. I'heir marriages and thread-girdinga

are performed by Brd,hmans. The details do not differ from the

details of a Brahman marriage except that the texts are not

Vedic but Puranic. On the fourth day after the" marriage,

the gotra puja or family worship is performed. In this ceremony
the hundred and one caste-stocks are represented by living

persons or if there is no one of the stock present by betel nuts,

and the persons and the nuts are worshipped. If any one of the

guests remembers a stock that has been forgotten he is warmly
thanked by all present. The Komtis burn their dead. When the

body leaves the house, like Brd.hmans, they make a hole in the

floor where the body lay and put a light in the hole. On the

way to the burning ground there is the usual stop, the heir drops

water and sesamum in the corpse's mouth, and the bearers change
places, take up the bier, and again go on. The stone which is used
to break the earthen water vessel which the heir carries round the
pyre is thrown away ; and the uppei-most of the two stones which
were used to cut the string that binds the body to the bier is kept

,

as the jiv-Tchada or stone of life. The mourners before returning
to their houses must look at the light which is kept burning where
the dead man lay. This light is kept burning for fifteen days-
During these days at meal time, before any member of the family
eats, food and drink must be laid before the lamp and thrown
on the roof of the house. On the sixteenth day the light is put out.

On the third day the ashes and bones are gathered and thrown into

water. Some bones are kept ; and they and the life-stone are taken
daily to the river and washed, and a rice ball is laid before them, and
thrown into water, and the bones and stone are again brought home.
On the fifteenth day the bones and life-stone are thrown into the river.

It is not usual to lay food on the grave. The deceased's death day
is celebrated in the same way as by Brahmans, on the corresponding
lunar day to the death day in the spirit fortnight in Ehddrapad or
August-September. They have a headman whose authority seems to
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be nominal. He is given the first seat at all meetings and betel leaves

and nuts are served to him before any one else. Social disputes are

discussed at meetings of adult castemen, and the proceedings

are submitted for the orders of the guide, who has the power of

fining, putting out of caste, and allowing back into caste. In
spite of their grumbles about the effect of competition on trade

profits, Komtis are an exceedingly prosperous class, and will

probably rise in importance when the district is laid open by
railways and its trade is developed. At Bdgalkot they freely send
their children to school. They do not enter Government service

only because trade pays better than Government service.

Eshatriya's or Chhatris are returned as numbering 6444 and
as found all over the district. They hold more village headships

than Mar^this, and turn up unexpectedly now and then in quite

small villages. The families of village headmen speak only

Kdnarese and are often remarkably dark and must have been long

in the country if they are northerners in more than name. They
are dark and tall and most of them live in ordinary houses with
stone and clay walls and flat roofs. They dress like cultivating

MarathdiS and their staple food is Indian millefc bread, pulse, and
vegetables ; but they eat fish and the flesh of goats, sheep, and
g;ame. They are clean but hot-tempered, and work as husbandmen,
village servants, and labourers. Their customs differ little from
Eajput customs. Their family gods are Vyankoba and Mdruti

and their priests are Deshasth Brdhmans. They keep the usual

Hindu fasts and feasts, and believe in soothsaying, witchcraft,

and astrology. Their social disputes are settled at meetings of the

castemen. They do not take to new pursuits but are a steady class.

Eunbis, returned at 1115, are found in considerable numbers
in all parts of the district except Hungund and Indi. Like the

Belgaum Kunbis they come from the Maratha country. They speak
Marathi at home, and in appearance, food, dress, customs, and
religion do not differ from the Mardtha Kunbis of whom details are

given in the Statistical Account of Poena.

Kurubars, or Shepherds, are returned as numbering 94,786

and as found in all parts of the district. Next to the Lingayats the

Kurubars are the most numerous and important caste in the

district. In Muddebihal they have a great majority of the village

headships and throughout the district they certainly hold more
headships than any other caste, perhaps more than all other castes

put together. All speak Kdnarese and are essentially sons of the soil.

They are a rural not a town tribe, though they are also found in towns.

They are divided into Hattikankans or cotton wristlet-wearers

and Unikankans or wool wristlet-wearers. These eat together

but do not intermarry. The Hattikankans or cotton-wristlets are

far the most numerous; but though they hold many village

headships they are not so well off as the Hande-Vazirs or Lingdyat

shepherds. The Unikankans or wool-wristlets are a smaller body and

are found in small numbers everywhere and in considerable numbers

in the poorer parts of Bd.dami. Hattikankans or cotton-wristlets are

divided into KhiUris, Sangars, and Hatkdrs, who eat together and
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intermarry. Both classes of shepherds are small, dark, and strongly

built, remarkably sturdy and independent. They are more like the

Kabligers or Fishermen than any other class, and with the fishermen

and the Musalmans, as far as bodily vigour goes, form the back-

bone of the people. The village wrestler is generally a shepherd,

and they are fond of taking village service as vdlekars or watchmen.

They live in one-storeyed houses with mud and stone" walls and

thatched roofs, or in wattled huts whose walls are sometimes made
of a sedge called ajp in Kanarese. Their houses have little furniturej

Except one or two platters and a few metal drinking vessels called

tdmbyds, all their vessels are of earth. They are great eaters,

taking two to five meals a day ; but are poor cooks. Their staple

food is millet bread, a sauce of pulse boiled and spiced, and
pot-herbs. Their special dishes are polis that is sugar rolly-

polies, shevaya or vermicelli, godhi huggi wheat husked and
boiled with molasses, and rice. They eat flesh except beef and

pork, drink liquor, and use tobacco and other narcotics. Among-
the men the rich wear the waistcloth and coat; but the poor of

both divisions, village watchmen, small farmers, and others are

specially fond of knee-breeches and of a short loose shirt. These

form a capital working dress. As his clothes are commonly dyed
pink, and as his face and neck are daubed with yellow powder, his

head swathed in a large white kerchief, and his ear decked with

a flower, the Hattikankan wrestler or watchman is generally a

rather picturesque figure. The hair is worn short, the top-knot

being seldom more than an inch long, and the face is shaved all but

the moustache and eyebrows. There is nothing peculiar in the

woman^s dress. It is the ordinary short-sleeved and backed bodice

and the full robe worn without catching the skirt back between
the feet and the upper end drawn over the head. Both men and
women have a few ornaments the same as those described in the

account of Lingdyats. They are worth £1 10s. to £2 (Rs. 15-20).

In house and person they are decidedly clean. They are very
honest, and have a great name for sturdiness and obstinacy which
sometimes results in their appearing as defendants in assault cases.

They are a cheerful, frank, and decent people. Large numbers
both of the Hattikankans and Unikankans live as husbandmen. In

the barer parts of the district the Hatikankans have flocks of 500
to 600 sheep, make blankets of the wool, and sell the lambs. The
Unikankans do not own so many sheep as the Hattikankans, but

'

there is a rich settlement at the Darga or tomb close to Bijdpur,

who own flocks of sheep, weave blankets, till the land, and lend

money. The women of both divisions are hardworking. They
naind the house and help the men in the field and in carding and
spinning wool. Men women and children work from morning till

evening taking a short rest at midday. They have only three

holidays in the year, the Hindu New Year's Day in March-April,
Vasara in September-October, and Divdli in October-November.
In wealth and social position the Kurubars come below the true

Lingayats. Though holding so many headships there are no
wealthy merchants among them and the bulk are in humble
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circumstances. In the local caste list they rank above Kabligers
or fishermen and below Hande-Vazirs or Lingd.yat shepherds, who do
not eat from them though a Kurubar eats from a Hande-Vazir.
They are Brahmanical Hindus. Their great god is Birappa, a hill

they do not know where, whose ministrants are a class of Kurubars
who are called Yd,ders and are the Kurubars' hereditary teachers

or gurus. They pay homage to Netteppa, whose shrines are at

Ndgthdn in Bijd.pur and at Ruji in Indi, and whose priest is a
Kurubar. Their house gods are Birdppa, Netteppa, and Tallamma.
On great days they are worshipped in house shrines under the form
of little human metal figures. They keep the leading fasts and
feasts both of Brahmanical and of Lingayat Hindus and rarely go on
pilgrimage. They respect Brdhmans, but their gtcrus or religious

teachers are the Vdders. Unlike the laity of either division the
Vaders eat no flesh and wear the ling. Jangams do not eat at their

houses. A Vader boy occasionally marries a lay Kurubar's daughter,
but a Vdder girl will marry no one but a Vd,der boy. The VMer
teachers oftheUnikankans orwool-wristlets live atKandgal, Anagvadi,
and Budydl. They have a head priest who has power to fine, put out
of caste, and let back to caste. The high priest's office is elective

and he is chosen from the Vader families by the respectable lay

Unikankans or wool-wristlets. All of them believe in soothsaying
and witchcraft, and the god Birappa is the great saver of Kurubars
who are possessed by evil spirits. The possessed person is set

before the image of Birdppa in the house-shrine, a noise of drums,
gongs, flutes, cymbals, and bells is raised, incense is burnt, and
lemons and cocoanuts are waved round the possessed person and
thrown in a retired spot somewhere outside the house as an offering

to the possessing ghost. Their child-birth ceremonies are like

those of Lingayats. Girls are generally married in childhood,

sometimes when only three months old. Widow marriage and
divorce are allowed by most families

;
polygamy is allowed and

practised, and polyandry is unknown. Some Kurubars marry their

sister's daughters. The Vdders attend all marriages. Among the
Hattikankans or cotton-wristlets the Vdders help the Brahman priest;

among the Unikankans or wool-wristlets they perform the whole
ceremony on a day chosen by a Brd,hman astrologer. In both
cases the first day is the turmeric-rubbing day. On this day also,

according to the division of the tribe to which the families belong,

the women tie wristlets of hatti or cotton or of uni or wool round
the wrists of the bride and bridegroom. On the second day there

is a caste dinner ; and on the third day the marriage ceremony
itself is generally performed. Among the Hattikankans or cotton-

wristlets, the boy and girl sit on a blanket spread on a raised seat,

before which is set a single halash or water-vessel with five betel

leaves, some ears of corn, and a light in a platter. Round the
water-vessel a string of cotton is five times wound, broken, and tied

. to the wrists of the couple. The Brahman fastens the lucky thread

or mangalsutra on the girl's neck, mutters mantras or texts, and
throws rice. Among the Unikankans or wool-wristlets the,Vader
performs the marriage and no Brahman attends. On the, first twQ
days five earthen pots are set on the ground one at each corner of a.
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square and the fifth in front of one of the sides of the square. On
the great day four metal drinking vessels or tdmbyds and a kalash or

water-pot are set on the ground with a string wound five times round

them. This string is broken and tied to the wrists of the couple.

The VAder fastens the lucky-thread or mangalsutra round the girl's

neck, knots the hem of her dress to her husband's, and throws

sacred rice over them. Both the Hattikankans or cotton-wristleta

and the Unikankans or wool-wristlets Bury. The burial rites are

like those practised by LingAyats. They perform special services

on the tenth day and give a caste feast on the twelfth. Only a

few keep the memorial or mind-feast at the end of the first year.

They do not send their children to school, and as they have taken

neither to schooling nor to shopkeeping they are perhaps not likely

to rise. Still they are the backbone of the middle-class population :

and next to the Lingdyats are the most characteristic caste in the

district.

Loua'ris, or Salt-makers, are returned as numbering 716 and as

found in Bdgevddi, Bijd,pur, and Muddebihal. Their home tongue
is Kand,rese, and their family deities are Khandoba and Tallamma.
They eat fish and flesh and drink liquor, worship all local gods, keep
the usual Hindu holidays, and respect Brdhmans and employ them
to perform their ceremonies. They do not differ from the Belgaum
Londris. They allow widow-marriage, bury the dead, and arS

bound together by a strong caste feeling, punishing breaches of

caste rules at meetings of castemen. They do not send their boys
to school or take to new pursuits.

Mara'tha's are returned as numbering 15,877 and as found in all

large villages, and occasionally in small villages. The Kanarese call

them Arers. They hardly differ in appearance from the people of

the country. A good many have come lately, but most are old
settlers, and many are unable to speak Marathi. They claim descent
from the Kshatriya king Mahish, who, according to the Mahdbhdrat,
ruled from the GodAvari to the Tungbhadra. The names in common
use among men are Balu, Govinda, Janba, Rama, and Vithoba ; and
among women G-ajd,i, Ganga, Kdshi, Kushi, and Rakhma. They
are divided into ninety-six clans who eat together and intermarry.
Among the clans are Bhonsle, Gaykavad, Jddhav, Mdne, Pavdr,
Shinde, and Yadav. Men add rdv and women bdd to their names.
Their surnames are clan-names. Their main division is into
Barmashas or twelve parts and Akarmdshas or eleven parts ; the
Akarmashas are illegitimate, and are not aillowed to marry with the
Bd,rmashas. Formerly these divisions did not eat together, but of
late this restriction has been removed. Most Marathd.s live in one-
storeyed houses, with stone and mud walls and flat roofs. Their
houses are fairly clean and contain copper and brass cooking aad
storing vessels. Some employ servants to work in their fields and
almost all have domestic animals. They are great eaters, taking
two to three meals a day. Their staple diet is millet bread, a sauce,
of split pulse, and a vegetable. They are fond of sour and pungent
dishes. They eat flesh except beef and pork, drink liquor, and use
narcotics. They have a few special dishes for holidays and marriages.
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Unlike the people of the district they prepare rice balls stuffed with
cocoanut scrapings and molasses on Oanesh-chaturthi or Ganpati's
Fourth in Bhddrapad or July-August. Most of them bathe daily,

but only a few bathe before eating the first meal of the day ; and
most of their women bathe only twice a week, on Sundays and
Tuesdays. The men keep the top-knot, wear the moustache, and
some the whiskers, but none the beard. Except a few who have
taken to the Kdnarese headscarf, they wear the three-cornered
turban, waistcloth, shouldercloth, and coat. The women arrange
the hair in a braid or in a knot behind the head. They dress in the
ordinary robe and the backed bodice. Some of them pass the skirt

of the robe back between the feet, while others leave it loose. Both
men and women have the ordinary ornaments of the district.

Fighting they say is their hereditary profession. But except a few
who are in the army, they are almost all husbandmen. They have
one or two headships in the Bijapur sub-division and one or two in

Muddebihal, and a few of them are grain and cloth shopkeepers, but
they do not hold by any means a high position in respect of wealth,
honesty, or social position. They rank above Dhangars and below
Lingdyats from whom they eat. Their daily life does not differ

from that of other Kanarese husbandmen, and their women mind
the house and help the men in the field. A family of five spends
£1 to £1 4s. (Rs. 10-12) a month. A birth costs them 4s. to

£1 (Rs. 2-10), a son's wedding £10 to £20 (Rs. 100-200), and a
daughter's £1 to £5 (Rs. 10-50). They are Smdrts in religion,

their guide being Shankar^charya, the pontiff of all Sm^rt Hindus.
They are not very zealous members of the sect, and worship all

Hindu deities. Their house deities are Ganpati, Ked^rling,
Khandoba, MahMev, Md.ruti, Tulja-Bhavdni, Vishnu, Vithoba,
Vyankoba, and Yallamma. The house gods are worshipped daily and
dressed food is laid before them. They keep almost all Hindu fasts

and feasts. On Dasarain. Ashvin or October-November all weapons
are worshipped under the name of shastradevta or the goddess of

weapons and a goat is sacrificed to them. They occasionally visit

on pilgrimage the shrines of Ganpati at Vdi in Satdra, of Keddrling
at Kolhdpur, of Khandoba at Jejuri in Poona, of Mahddev at

Singn^pur in Sdt^ra, of Tulja-Bhavdni at Tuljdpur in the Mzam's
country, of Vithoba at Pandharpnr in Sholapur, of Vyanktesh at Shri
Shail in North Arkot, and of Yallamma at Parasgad in Belgaum.
They worship village gods and goddesses, and believe in witchcraft
and soothsaying.

At the birth of a child its navel cord is cut and with its mother
it is bathed in warm water and laid on a bedstead. The mother is

given dry cocoanut and molasses to chew and is fed with rice and
clarified butter. On the evening of the fifth the midwife worships an
image of Shatikawa made by a goldsmith, offers her parsley seeds or
omva Apium involucratum, orris root or vekhand Iris pseudacorus, a
ma,rking-nut, and cooked food, and waves a burning lamp before the
image. She carries this lamp with the offering to her house undei?

cover lest some one should see it and the mother and child should
suffer from illness. On the tenth day the house is plastered with
cowdungand the mother's clothes are washed. On the evening ofthe
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twelfth day the child is laid in a cradle and named; and kinspeople

and friends are asked to a feast. When a boy is six or twelve months

old his hair is cut for the first time. In the engagement ceremony

the boy's father marks the girl's brow with redpowder and lays

a cocoanut before her father's house gods. In the vida or betel-

packet giving, that is the betrothal, the boy's father gives the

girl a robe varying in value from 6s. to 10s. (Rs.3-5), a bodice-

cloth worth Is.' (8 as.), and ornaments according to his means.

When the girl has put on the clothes her lap is filled with one

pound of rice, five half-cocoanuts, five dry dates, five betelnuts,

and five pieces of turmeric. Sugar and betel are served and the

guests go. After the guests leave the boy's father is treated to

polis or sugar rolly-polies. After fixing the marriage day they

take the boy to the girl's house, or if they are very poor they take

the girl to the boy's house. On a lacky day two or three days before

the wedding day, they rub the boy and the girl with turmeric powder.

On the marriage day the bride and bridegroom are bathed at their

homes in a square with a drinking vessel at each corner and a

thread passed rouAd their necks, and the bridegroom, dressed in new
clothes with a sword in his hand, is led in procession to the girl's

house. The bride's father gives his intended son-in-law a suit of

clothes. The brows of the bride and bridegroom are decked with

tinsel chaplets, and they are made to stand on two low stools

facing each other. A white cloth marked with a turmeric cross is

held between them. The Brahman priest who ofiBciates at the

ceremony repeats lucky verses or mangaldsthales and throws grain

of coloured rice on the pair at the end of each verse. The guests

join in the rice-throwing. The priest tells the bride and bridegroom
to throw rice on each other's head five times while he repeats

verses. The bride and bridegroom are next seated on an altar

and their brows are marked with oiled redpowder with grains

of rice sticking to it. This rubbing of redpowder is called

shej iharne or bed-filling. The bride and bridegroom eat out

of one bellmetal dish along with some young boys and girls. On
this day or on the next day a caste feast is given. In the

evening the bride and bridegroom, seated on a horse, go in

procession attended by music to worship the village M^ruti.

They lay betel leaves before the god, and break a cocoanut, and
go on to the bridegroom's. At the bridegroom's a savdshm or

married woman waves a lamp before them and breaks a cocoanut

as an offering to evil spirits. Next day the bride returns to

her father's, and the guests eat a meal and return to their homes.
When a Mar^tha girl comes of age, she is seated in a gaily

dressed frame called makhar for fourteen days or if her family
is poor for five days. During the first three days she is held
impure, and no one touches her. On the fourth day she is bathed
and allowed to move about the house. During these four days
her relations bring different sweetmeats for her, and those
of her kinswomen who bring dressed food for her are asked
to a feast on the day on which the phalshdbhan or marriage
consummation ceremony takes place. In every, monthly sickness
after this she is held to be impure for three days and during • these
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three days slie lives in a shed or veranda outside of the house. In
the seventh month of her pregnancy the lap-filling ceremony takes
place. When a Mardtha man or woman dies the body is laid on
its back on a bier. The whole body except the face is covered with
a piece of new white cloth and a basil leaf is laid in the mouth.
Four men carry the bier to the burning ground, the son or in his

absence the next of kin walking in front with a fire-pot hanging
from his hand. After the body has been burnt to ashes, the funeral

party bathe and return home. Members of the deceased's family

stock are impure for ten days. On the third day the bones and ashes

are gathered and thrown into a river or pond, and the ground where
the dead body was burnt is swept clean and sprinkled with cow's
urine. On this spot a stone is washed, bowed down to, and offered

three wheaten balls, a little milk, and a little water. The mourners
go and sit at a distance till a crow touches the balls when they
return hpme. On the tenth, they -prepare rice balls, lay them in

a garden, and wait till a crow touches them. On the twelfth they
feast the funeral party. Others are asked but they do not come.
They worship the spirits of the dead every year in the Spirits'

Fortnight in Bhddrapad or August - September. Girls are married

before twelve. "Widow marriage is forbidden but is occasionally

practised. Polygamy is allowed and practised, and polyandry is

unknown. As a community they are bound together by a strong

caste feeling. Their social disputes are settled at meetings of caste-

men whose decisions are obeyed under pain of loss of caste. A few
send their boys and still fewer send their girls to school. As a
class they are steady and fairly prosperous.

Ma'rwa'riS are returned as numbering 235 and as found all

over the district except in Bdgevadi and Indi. They are immigrants

from Marwar. The names in common use among men are Jethd,ji,

Kasturchand, Ramlal, Edmratan, and Surajmall ; and among
women, Chimni, Ganga, Jamna, Kushi, Pdrvati, and Rukhmini.
Their surnames are A'garvala, Bagati, Bajd,rji, Battad, Kankani,

Mitri, Memdad, Pirddji, and Rati. Persons bearing the same
surnames cannot intermarry. Their home tongue is Md,rwdri, and

their family god is BdMji otherwise called Vyankatesh of Tirupati.

They are dark and strong with well-cut features, the women
being shorter and fairer than the men. They live in one or two

storeyed houses with mud or stone walls and tiled or thatched roofs.

They keep servants and own cattle. They are good cooks and
temperate eaters, and their staple food is wheat bread, split pulse,

and vegetables, with sugar, milk, and clarified butter. They
do not use animal food nor drink liquor and their special holiday

dishes are sweetmeats which they buy of local shopkeepers. As a

class they are sober, hardworking, stingy, exacting, and unscrupulous.

They are retail oil-sellers, grocers, cloth-merchants, corn-dealers,

moneylenders, and farmers and servants. Their business year

begins either from the first of Chaitra or March -April, the fifth of

Shravan or July-August, or the first of Kdrtik or October-

November. On the first of Kdrtik they close their old accounts and

open new books. The poor among them serve their rich relations
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Pop^tion. '^^y ^^® ^^ course of time admitted to partnership. In spite of

spending large sums in marriages, the traders as a class are fairly
Mi-EWABis.

Qff^ They work from morning to evening with a short interval at

noon for food and rest, and close their shops on sun and moon
eclipse days. The landholders are said not to be well off. A
family of five spends £1 10s. to £3 (Rs.15-30) a month on food;

a house costs £5 to £20 (Rs. 50 - 200) to build, and £2 lOs. to £4
(Rs. 25 - 40) a year to rent ; a birth costs £2 to £3 (Rs. 20-30), a

marriage £50 to £100 (Rs. 500 - 1000), and a death £10 to £100
(Es. 100 - 1000). They rank below Brdhmans and above Kunbis

though the local trading classes look down on them. They are

religious, worshipping their family god Bdldji or Vyankatesh of

Tirupati, and offering prayers to the local gods and goddesses. Their

principal holidays are Ram-navami in March -April, Gokulashtami

in July- August, and DimK in September-October; and they fast

on lunar elevenths or ekddashis, and Shiv's Night or Shivardtra

in February. They make pilgrimages to Benares, Pandharpur in

ShoMpur, and Rameshvar. They are Vaishnavs by sect. They have

great reverence for Brahmans and ask Marwar or in their absence

local Brahmans to officiate at their marriages and deaths. They
say they do not believe in witchcraft or evil spirits, but have great

faith in soothsaying. They do not bathe a new-born child until a

lucky day comes, when they call and feast their friends and relations

and have the child's name chosen by their Brahman priest. The
mother's term of impurity lasts nine days, and she keeps her room
for a fortnight to two months. The child and mother are purified

on the tenth and the child is named on the twelfth day. Girls are

married between ten and fifteen, and boys between fifteen and
twenty-five. When the parents agree to the marriage, the boy
gives 2s. (Re. 1) to the girl's priest in token of betrothal. On
a lucky day tbe bridegroom visits the bride's with music and
friends, and halts at a well furnished house in the neighbourhood.
The couple are together rubbed with turmeric paste by the women
of the bride's house, but the bride alone is bathed, while the

bridegroom is made to touch the porch before her house and enter

it. In the porch they are seated face to face on cushions. The
priest puts a betelnut and a silver coin in the bride's left hand and
covers her hand with the bridegroom's right hand. A piece of cloth

is thrown over both, and they walk round a hom or sacred fire lit by
the Brdhman priest who repeats lucky verses and throws rice over
them amidst the greetings of the marriage guests on both sides.

The lucky necklace or mangalsui/ra is fastened to the bride's neck,
and, escorted by the married women of the bride's family, the

couple go to the bridegroom's. All are seated, packets of sugar
are handed among the women guests, and 2s. (Re. 1) are put in the

bride's hands. The bride with her company returns home, and the
bridegroom follows in the evening. He spends three days with his

wife during each of which he is feasted. On the fourth the ceremony
of receiving presents from and of making presents to the bride is

performed and the bridegroom takes the bride to his home. When
a girl comes of age, she sits apart for three days and then joins
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her husband withoat any special ceremony. They burn their dead
and mourn them ten days. The ashes of the dead are gathered on
the third day after death and from the first to the tenth day a
light is kept burning on the spot where the dead breathed his last.

From the third to the eleventh crows are fed every day before the
morning meal £ind on the eighth and ninth balls of boiled I'ice

are buried in the burning ground in the name of the dead. The
kinsmen of the dead purify themselves on the twelfth and feed

Brahmans. At the end of the first, sixth, and twelfth months, the
son or other chief mourner presents Brahmans with uncooked
provisions and a metal pot filled with water in the name of the

dead. On the death-day he holds a yearly anniversary or shrdddh,
and another mind-rite on the lunar day corresponding to the death day
in the Mahalaya Paksh or All Souls' Fortnight in dark Bhddrapad
or August-September. There have been no recent changes in their,

practices or beliefs. Early marriages and polygamy are allowed

and practised, widow-marriage is forbidden on pain of loss of

caste, and polyandry is unknown. They have a caste council and
settle social disputes ab meetings of adult castemen. They are

accountable to the Bhdi-bhdt or brother-bard of their own caste

who is the deputy of their headman in M^rwar. The bhdt keeps
a register of all Md,rwd.r Vdni families, a record of the chief

details of their family history, and occasionally visits them to gather

yearly tribute from his castemen. They send their boys to school

and are fairly off.

Meda'rs, or Basket-makers, are returned as numbering 283.

They are found only in towns and large villages such as Sarved and
Bilgi- They appear to be the same people as the Buruds or basket-

makers of the Mardtha country. But unlike the Buruds, though
low, they are considered pure. The names in common use among
men are Ishvarappa, Malldppa, Ndgdppa, Nuranddppa, Ramappa,
and YalMppa ; and among women Basavva, Dyamavva, Gangavva,
Gauramma, Hanmamma, Ndgamma, and Yallamma. They have no
family stocks, but are divided into several families, each with a
separate name. Their commonest surnames are Chendanigern,
Padseru, Pangeru, Salunkyavru, and Pevreru ;

persons bearing the

same surname may not intermarry. They speak Kdnarese and there

is nothing remarkable in their appearance or dress. They live in

ordinary one-storeyed houses with stone and mud walls and flat

roofs. They have little furniture, their house goods being earthen

vessels and a few quilts. Their ordinary food is millet, split pulsQ,

and vegetables. They eat fish and flesh except beef and pork,

and drink liquor whenever they can afford it and always on
holidays; also some use opium and Indian hemp. They are

moderate eaters and bad cooks, their chief dishes being rice boiled

and strained, polis or sugar roUy-polies, kadbus or sugar dumplings,
and shevayas or vermicelli are occasionally made. -They kill goata

in honour of their house gods, on Mdrnavmi, that is the day before

Dasara in Ashvin, or September -October, and at the end of

marriages. As a class they are orderly, goodnatured, thrifty, and
hardworking, but rather dirty. They make bamboo baskets,

winnowing baskets, sieves, fans, flower-baskets, §ilk-Qleaning
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machines, and caskets. A few of them are husbandmen. The

bamboos used in their work are brought from Haliy^l in Kdnara.

For a cartload of bamboos 2s. (Re.l) are paid as cutting charges,

and 4s. (Es. 2) to the forest department. Bamboos are also sold at

£1 10s. (Rs.l5) the hundred. Winnowing baskets are sold at l^d,

(1 a.) each, and sieves at ^d. to 3d. (|-2 as.). Mats sell at9d. to Is.

(6-8 as.), and blow-pipes or hollow bamboo pieces afoot long at

fd. (J a.). Fans, caskets, and other fancy articles fetch different prices

according to the taste and ornament. A man and a woman together

make five to six sieves and seven to eight winnowing baskets in a

day. Their women help in their calling as well as by working in the

fields. They make these articles to order as well as for sale. Some
of them are day labourers. Their trade does not make, them rich,

but keeps them from want. A few add to their income by selling

dairy produce. They always find work but the return is small.

As they have to invest little or no capital, they rarely suffer

from a failure in trade. As their incomes are almost all spent

in ordinary charges they are forced to borrow to meet marriage

expenses. They borrow money at a half to one and a half per cent

a month. When a Burud borrows, the lender finds how many
working hands are in the borrower's family ; the larger the number
of working hands the more he will advance. The MedArs are

Brd,hmanical Hindus, never wearing the ling and having nothing to

do with Jangams. Like other low Brd,hmanical castes they are not

careful to keep the rules of their religion. Their chief divinity is

Hulsingrdy of Gobar near Kulburga. They are not married by
Brdhmans, but by a married or savdshin woman of their own caste,

who is chosen by a Brdhman before each marriage. One drinking

pot and two lamps are used. The priestess ties the luck-giving

necklace or mangalsutra round the girl's neck and the marriage is

over. Medars bury their dead and hold the divas or memorial day
on the thirteenth. Their great teacher or guru is a VAder or priestly

Kurubar of Gobar near Kulburga. He seems seldom to visit

Bijd,pur. They have no headman and appoint a council or panoh to

settle disputes.

Mudlia'rs, literally south-east men, also called Kongis; are

returned as numbering 130. They are found chiefly in Bdgev^di.

They are said to have come from Madras. The names in common use

amongmen areArunjalam, Namashivdy, Narayansvdmi, Parmdlayya,
Rangayya, Somling, Subrdy, Sundaram, and Varadraj ; and
among women Almelamma, Chinamma, Dhankotiamma, Kuppamma,
Lachamma, Sundaramma,and Tayamma. Theirsurnamesare Halvekar,

Potti, and ValMlkar. These are calling names and are nol; taken into

account in settling matches. Persons belonging to the same clans

intermarry. Their home tongue is Tamil or Arvi and their family gods
are Shri-Vyankatraman, Vithoba, Shri-Ranganath, and Ghidambar,
whose shrines are at Vyankatgiri, Pandharpur, .Seringapatam in

Maisur, and Chennapattan.' They are divided into Kongis and Naidus
or Kavres and Vallalars, who eat tog^ether but do not intermarry.

Except that they are darker, they differ little from other natives of

the district. Indoors they speak Arvi or Tamil, and. out of doors

Marathi, Kanarese, or Hindustdni. They live in one-storeyed terrace-
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roofed houses with mud or stone walls. Their furniture inoludea
earthen and metal vessels, lamps and wooden boxes, and they keep
cattle, horses, goats, sheep, and dogs. The rich have servants.

They are good cooks and are fond of pungent and sour dishes. Their
ordinary diet includes wheat or millet bread, pulse, rice, and
vegetables, the cost of each man's keep varying from 3d. to 4^d.
(2-3 as.) a day. On ordinary days they are not particular about
bathing, but both men and women bathe on Saturdays, the men
before cooking and the women before taking their meals. On
holidays, and at births, girls' coming of age, marriages, and deaths,

they prepare special dishes such as cakes and sweetmeats,
but they have no rule about preparing particular dishes on
particular occasions. They eat fish, mutton, and fowls and drink
liquor, especially on the ninth of the Dasara holidays. Some also

use hemp-flowers, opium, and other intoxicating drugs. Men wear
the waistcloth, the shouldercloth, the jacket or coat, the headscarf,

handkerchief, and shoes. The holiday and Saturday dress is a
little more costly. A woman's every-day dress is a short-sleeved

and backed bodice, and a black, red, green, or yellow robe worn
without passing the skirt between the feet. The men shave the head
leaving the topknot and the face except the moustache and eyebrows

;

and the women comb and tie their hair into a back knot. They are tidy

in their dress. The favourite colour among men is white and among
women red or black. They use either European or native fabrics.

The well-to-do keep a store of good clothes for special occasions

and the poor use their ordinary dress carefully washed. Men
women and children work from morning to evening, Saturday being
their busiest day. Their houses cost £20 to £100 (Rs. 200-1000)
to build, their house goods are worth £2 10s. to £10 (Rs. 26-100),
and the ordinary monthly expenses of a family of five are between £1
to £1 4s. (Rs. 10- 12) . Theyare very religious. They honourBrdhmans
who are their family priests, and the objects of their special devotion

are Chidambar, Ganesh, Pandurang, and Shri-Vyankatesh. They go
on pilgrimage to Tirupati and Pandharpur. Their holidays are the

Hindu New Year's Day in March -April, Ndg-panchmi in July

-

August, Ganesh-chaturthi in August -Septr., Dasara and Divdli

in September -October, Mahar Sankraman in January, and Halt

in February - March. Their chief festivals are Divdli in October -

November and Makar Sankraman in January ; and their fast days are

Shimrdtra in February, Ashddhi ekddashiin June -July and Kdrtiki

ekddashi in October-November. Both men and women wear gold

and silver ornaments. They are orderly, clean, hardworking, and
thrifty. Their chief calling is petty trade, and the women help the

men in their work. Some trade with their own capital and some on
borrowed funds. Their calling is well paid, steady, and improving :

though most borrow to meet their expenses. They rank
with the Mudlidrs of Madras, below Komtis, Gujarat Vanis,

Lingdyats, and other traders. They take food from no caste

except Brahmans. They say they have a religious guide, but

are not able to tell where he lives or what are his powers. They
offer camphor, dry dates, incense, molasses, and sugar to the village

gods on holidays, and cooked food in addition on Saturdays.
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They havo lioiise images of their family gods which are either

of stone/ of gold, or of silver, and they believe in soothsayers

particularly in Brahman mediums. They assert that they have no
faith in witchcraft or in ghosts. They do not regularly observe any
of the sixteen Brdhman sacraments. During the first two days after

a birth neither the child nor the mother is given any food except a

decoction of long-pepper Piper longum. On the third day they

'cook together pulse vegetables and rice and give it to the

mother. This diet is continued until the eleventh day. Prom the

seventh to the eleventh the mother is daily bathed in warm water
in which nim leaves and the leaves of other trees are boiled. The
child is bathed in simple warm water from the third day. On the

seventh or ninth day they Worship Shatikavva, break a cocoanut, and
offer it to her. After this at a lucky time they lay the child in the
cradle. Poor women remain in the lying-in room for a fortnight,

middle-class women for two months, and rich women for three

months. Before the end of the third month they shave the heads both
of boys and girls, either athome or at Shri-Vyankatgiri, or any other

place where they have vowed to shave the child. They marry their

girls either before or after they come of age and their boys after

sixteen. When a match is proposed the bridegroom's people go
to the bride's with a new robe, a piece of bodicecloth, a cocoannt,
two and four-fifths pounds of sugar, ten plantains, betel, flowers,

sandalwood paste, and such gold or silver ornaments as they can
afford. They are accompanied by friends, the family priest, and
neighbours. The priests repeat sacred verses, clothe the girl in

a new robe, and put the cocoannt, rice, plantains, betel, and bodice-
cloth in her lap. Betel is served, the boy's father is feasted,

and they return home the next day. After a time the day for

holding the marriage is fixed and the house is cowdunged and
ornamented with paintings ; and either the bridegroom's party goes
to the bride or the bride goes to the bridegroom's. When the party
draws near the village boundary, it is led in procession to the
house. The bridegroom is first rubbed with turmeric paste by
women of the bride's house and then, the bride is rubbed. They
are again rubbed with turmeric paste and bathed in the evening.
This is done either three or five times after which both the bride
and the bridegroom are again bathed and dressed in new clothes.
On the floor of the marriage booth in front of the house they spread
rice and on the rice a mat, and seat the bridegroom on the right and
the bride on the left. Close to the seat are set two new earthen
pots, two smaller pots, and nine still smaller which together cost
2s. 6d. (Es. li). These are filled with sasi or sprouted rice. A
varvanta or spice-pestle is rubbed with turmeric paste and a box
containing an image of Ganesh is brought out and worshipped.
The bride and bridegroom bow before the god. Milk and sugar are
boiled together before the pair and offered to the gods, the priest
places the lucky necklace on a cocoanut, and it is touched by certain
persons of the company. Then the parents of the brideand bridegroom
and the bride and bridegroom take in their hands the nine smaller
pots, the spice-pestle or varvanta, and a lighted lamp, and walk
five times round the booth; at the end of the fifth round the
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spice-pestle is dropped on the ground, the bride rests her foot on it,

and the bridegroom draws her foot off it. Then the couple return
to the marriage altar and sit. The family priest kindles a sacred
fire and distributes red rice, and ties a cotton thread with pieces of

turmeric to the right hands of the bride and bridegroom. The
priests who attend recite Sanskrit verses and lay five handfuls of rice

in front of the pair ; each of the guests lays three handfuls of rice in

front of the pair ; and all throw coloured rice over the pair's heads.

The pair then walk three times round the marriage altar and go into

the house where they are seated on a country blanket and are given
milk, sugar, and plantains. When this is over the guests and the

bride and bridegroom are feasted on rice, carry, cakes, and sweet-
meats. A sacred fire is afterwards kindled. The kankans or wristlets

are taken from the hands of the pair, and sugar is dropped into their

mouths. The bride and bridegroom throw red water on each other

and on all present, and are then taken into the house and bathed.

Afterwards all the people, with the sprouted corn in the pots and
with the remains of the sacred fire or hom, go to a river, and break
a cocoanut, offer it to the river, throw all the things into the river,

bathe, and go home. On their return dinner is served. After dinner

clothes are presented to the couple, and the bridegroom and his

party return to their place. If the girl is a minor she is left with
her parents ; if she is grown up the puberty ceremony is performed
as part of the marriage ceremony and she goes back with her

husband to his house. After the third month of pregnancy they

provide the woman with anything she may have a craving for,

believing that if she is not satisfied the child will suffer from sore

ears. Between the fifth and seventh month her parents ask the

girl to their house and treat her to a variety of dishes ; after this

she is also treated by relations and friends.

With the first sign of death they pour into the patient's mouth
water in which a tulsi leaf has been dipped, break a cocoanut, burn
camphor, and rub sandalwood paste and cowdung ashes on the brow.

Soon after death they put betel in the mouth and tie together the

thumbs and great toes. If the family is rich a canopied chair called

viman is made ready, and if they are poor a bier or sadgi. When the

bier or chair is ready the body is brought out of the house, rubbed

over with oil, and then dusted with shikekai powder to take off the

oil and bathed. The head is left bare and the rest of the body is

draped with a small robe and covered with a shroad. The brow is

rubbed with sandal paste and cowdung ashes and the body is tied on
the bier and covered with flowers. All present throw rice on it and
pray that the soul may remain in heaven. The son or other next of

kin bathes and walks before the body carrying a fire-pot. On reaching

the burning ground the funeral party make ready the pile, lay the

body on it, and burn it to ashes. Those who accompanied the body
bathe and go to the house of mourning with the chief mourner. In

the house the spot where the spirit left the body is'cowdunged and

a lighted lamp is placed on it. They bow to the lamp and go home.

On the third day they gather the ashes and bones and throw them
into water. Afterwards cocoanut milk roasted rice and gram are

offered to the spirit of the dead on the spot where the corpse was
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burnt, and then distributed to any lower class people who may be

at the burning ground. When this is done they bathe and go home.

Betel is served and the guests withdraw. Friends, kinspeople, and

the inmates of the house of mourning dine together. On the fifth

day they prepare the dishes of which the deceased was fondest and

leave them at the burning ground. Friends and kinspeople also

offer favourite dishes from the fifth to the fifteenth. On the

sixteenth, accompanied by the family priest, they go with cocoanuts,

rice, milk, sugar, vegetables, clarified butter, and camphor, incense,

and molasses either to the bank of a river or the edge of a grove, and
perform the obsequies and offer rice-balls to crows. If the crows do

not touch the rice-balls they leave them and go away. The relations

bathe and go to the chief mourner, present him with clothes, lead him
to the village temple, and bring him home in procession accompanied
with music. The community is feasted and provisions and money
are given to priests. On the seventeenth the house is cowdunged
and the family priest purifies it by reading sacred verses, and the house
people rub themselves with oil, bathe in warm water, and dine with
relations on bread rice and sweetmeats. At the end of the month the

son performs the month ceremony. They also perform a ceremony^
on the death-day and some keep the corresponding lunar day in the

All Soul's Fortnight. Polygamy is common, widow-marriage is not

allowed, and polyandry is unknown. They settle social disputes at

meetings of adult castemen under an hereditary headman. Those
who refuse to obey the decision of the council are put out of caste.

The headman has authority over the whole community. They send
their boys and some of them send their girls to school. The girls are
kept at school till they are twelve, and the boys till they can read
and write Marathi and work easy sums. They are a prosperous class

and seldom take to new pursuits.

Mushtigers or Chhetris are returned as numbering 725, and
as found all over the district, especially in Bagalkot. The names
in common use among men are Bhimappa, Hanmayya, Lakshamdppa,
Edmayya, Eangappa, and Timappa; and among women, Bdlavva,
Dydmawa, Girevva, Hanmavva, Malavva, and Rdyavva. The men
generally add mushitger or chhetri to their names. They have no
surnames or family-stock names, but persons known to belong to the
same family do not intermarry. Their home tongue is Kdnarese
and their family gods and goddesses are K£lamma, Maruti,
Vyankatraman of Tirupati, and Yallamma. As a rule they are
middle-sized, muscular, and strong, with round faces and well-out
features. They live in one-storeyed flat-roofed houses with walls of
stone or- mud. They are great eaters and poor cooks and are
proverbially fond of sour and hot dishes. Their staple food includes
Indian millet bread, pulse, and vegetables, and their special holiday
dishes include wheat cakes rolled round boiled pulse and molasses,
sweet gruel or khir, and vermicelli. They use all kinds of animal
food except beef and pork and drink country liquor and hemp-water
or bhang. Their chief days for eating meat and drinking liquor are
the death-days of the family dead, Dasara in October, and the
tenth day of the Musalmdn Muharram. The men wear a waistcloth
or knee-breeches, a shouldercloth, and a headscarf ; and the women
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a bodice and a robe witbout passing the skirt back between the feet.

Tbey tie tbeir hair into a knot at the back of the head and cover
their head with one end of the robe. As a class they are sober, hard-
working, thrifty, and orderly, but dirty. Their chief and hereditary
calling is husbandry and some also work as labourers and cart-drivers.

They are successful husbandmen but poor gardeners. They eke out
their field profits by the sale of dairy produce, but as a class are
poor and debt-burdened. They rank below MarAthas and Adibanji-
gers, and above the impure classes. They work from morning to
evening in the field with a short rest at noon, return at sunset, and
go to sleep soon after supper. The women mind the house and
help the men in the field. Their slack time is during the hot months,
March to June. All the year round they rest on Mondays, and on
the Jyeshih or June full-moon. A family of five spends £1 4»,

(Rs. 12) a month on food. A house costs £5 to £20 {Rs.50-200) to
build, and &s. to 12s. (Rs.3-6) a year to rent. A birth costs 10«.

to £1 (Rs.o-10), a marriage £5 to £7 10s. (Rs. 50-75), and a death
12s. to £1 (Rs. 6-10). They worship their family gods Kdlamma,
Mdruti, Shri-Vyankatesh, and Tallamma among other Brahmdnic
and local gods, and keep the usual Brahmanic and local Hindu fasts

and feasts. They ask Brahmans to officiate at their ceremonies, and
after a birth or death ask Osthams to purify them with tulsi water.
They call three men to attend their marriages, a Brahman, the
kattimani or caste headman, and an Ostham. They make pilgrimages
to the shrines of their family gods and visit local fairs held in honour
of Hindu or Muhammadan saints. Husbandmen keep two special

holidays, the full-moon of Ashvin or September -October and
Bahuldshtami or the dark eighth of Md/rgashirsh or November-
December. They fast on all ekddashis or lunar elevenths, on
Ookulashtami in July -August, and on Shiv's Night or Shivrdtra
in February which is kept as a fast by people of both sexes and
of all ages. Their religious teacher is an Oshtam. They believe

in soothsaying and evil spirits. Early marriage, widow-marriage,
and polygamy are practised, and polyandry is unknown. On
the fifth day after the birth of a child the goddess Shatikavva or

Satvdi is worshipped, a goat is sacrificed to her, and friends and
kinspeople are treated to a dinner. The mother's term of impurity

lasts twelve days. On the thirteenth the mother and child are

bathed and purified, the house is cowdunged, and the child is

cradled. The mother keeps her room a fortnight to twenty days.

When this is over, she visits the temple of the village Maruti and

follows her usual house duties. The child's hair is clipped before it

is a year old, the maternal uncle cutting part of it and presenting

the child with a blanket, a pair of shoes, a whistle, and a coat.

Boys are married between fifteen and twenty-five and girls between

eight and twenty. At the engagement or marriage-fixing ceremony

a, party comes from the boy's to the girl's. The girl is dressed in

a robe presented to her by the boy and her lap is filled with rice,

and a cocoanut, plantains, and betelnuts and leaves. Betel leaves

and nuts are handed ainong the guests and the men from the

bridegroom's house withdraw. On the bdshiagi or betrothal the

girl wears another robe given by the bridegroom with ornaments
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and a bodice, and, before tbe bouse gods, bar lap is filled witb rice

and five kinds of fruit. A day or two before the marriage tbe god-

pleasing or dev-karya is performed in front of both bouses and
attended by friends and relations and ber parents take tbe girl to

tbe bridegroom's village. Tbe girl's party is lodged at a bouse close

to tbe boy's and on tbe same day is treated to a dinner at tbe

bride's. At the bride's bouse five married women rub tbe couple

witb turmeric paste. In tbe morning witb tbe belp of tbe men five

married women build a bootb. At noon caste-people are feasted and
before sunset tbe bride's kinswomen bring pots from tbe potter.-

A square called surgi witb an eartben pot at eacb corner is made
ready, a tbread is passed round tbe necks of tbe pots, tbe couple

and tbeir motbers are seated in tbe square, and tbey are batbed in

warm water. Tbe tbread wbicb was passed round tbe pot necks is

twisted into four separate cords and tied round tbe wrists of tbe

couple and tbeir motbers. Ligbts are waved round tbem to guard
tbem from tbe evil eye and other evil influences and they bow before

tbe bride's family gods, come out, and fall prostrate in tbe bootb. On
tbe third or marriage day, tbe bridegroom's kinswomen ask tbe bride

to accompany tbe bridegroom to his house. The bride agrees and
starts followed by a married man carrying an earthen pot called surgi

ihum or the square eartb-ofEering holding vermicelli, rice, and raw
sugar, and a married woman with an earthen vessel filledwitbwater on
her bead. At the bridegroom's tbe man is presented with a turban and
the woman with a Bodice and tbe couple are received by the boy's
household. Sweetmeats and water are laid before tbe family gods,
tbe bands and feet of tbe couple are washed witb the water, and
tbey are fed with the sweetmeats along with ten married women,
five from eacb bouse. The marriage party visits the shrine of the
local Maruti and the bridegroom and bride are dressed in rich
clothes and decked with ornaments. At a lucky hour tbey are made
to stand in the booth face to face on low stools covered with millet and
five copper coins and separated by a curtain whose centre is marked
with a red Jain cross or svastik which tbey call nandi and say it is the
goddess of good fortune. Threads are tied round the wrist of tbe
bride and bridegroom, and, at the lucky moment, tbe priest throws
red rice over them and fastens tbe lucky necklace round the bride's
neck. Betel leaves and nuts are handed to tbe guests and money
to tbe Brahmans. The hems of the couple's garments are knotted
together, and they bow to the family gods and elders. Next comes
tbe Bhuma Jevan or earth-offering feast when the couple with five

married women on each side feast on cakes, rice, and clarified
butter brought in equal quantities from the two bouses. Friends and
relations are feasted at tbe bridegroom's and the couple are rubbed
witb turmeric andmade to splash each other withturmeric water. Tbe
ceremony ends with presents of clothes made by tbe relations of the
couple. They are then seated on a bullock, taken to Md,ruti, before
whom tbey break a cocoanut and return home. Lastly they both
play at hide and seek. Tbe girl is formally handed by her parents
to the care of the bridegroom's mother, Tbe bride's relations
return home and tbe wedding ceremonies are over. When a girl
coflies of age she sits apart for three days, is batbed on tbe fourth,
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and on some lucky day witbin the next fortniglit a lap-filling or
garbhddhan ceremony is performed. After death the body is bathed,
set close to a wall^and tied in a sitting position to a peg fixed in the
wall. It is wrapped in a blanket, laid on a bier, and taken by four
men to the burning ground, where the pile is prepared, and the body
set on it and burnt. When the pile is nearly consumed, the
chief mourner walks three times round it with an earthen pot on his

shoulder, pierces three holes in the pot, throws the pot over his

shoulder, and beats his mouth with the back of his right hand. Gifts

are given to Brdhmans, and the Mhdr, who is called the sou of the
soil, is given soraethiug as the price of the land which was used for

the pyre. On the third day the ashes of the dead are gathered and
thrown into water. On the fifth the chief mourner worships three

stones jn the name of the dead, and offers them boiled rice without
looking to see whether or not it is touched by a crow. On the
eleventh day the friends and relations are treated to a rich feast of

boiled mutton and wheat cakes. A month after the death
goats are killed and caste-people are feasted. The anniversary or
death-day mind-feast at the end of the year is optional. They are

bound together by a strong caste feeling and settle social disputes

at meetings of adult castemen under the hereditary headman or

kattimani, whose opinion carries great weight in all caste matters.

Any one who fails to accept the headman's decision is put out of

caste. Breaches of rules are punished by a fine which generally

takes the form of a caste feast. Some send their boys to school,

but most are illiterate. As a class they are badly off.

Oshtams are returned as numbering sixty-two. They are found
in small numbers in Badami, Hungund, and Bij^pur. They seem
to have come into the district from Telangan for trade purposes.

The names in common use among men are Lakshayya, Edraayya,
Shenayya, Timayya, Tirangalayya, Tirpalayya, and Yetrdjayya;
and among women, Almelamma, Krishnamma, Mangalamma,
Narsinharama, Nanchiramma, Rangamma, Sitamma, Tulasamma, and
Tallamma. Ayya is added to men's names and amma to women's.
They have no surnames and all are. of the Pdrashar family stock.

They are degraded Telugu Brahmans and wear neither the sacred

thread nor the top-knot. Their family god is Vyankatra.man or

Hammir Mandr of Tirupati. They have two divisions, Namberu
Oshtams and Sdtd.n Oshtams. All Bijapur Oshtams are Namberu
and they neither eat nor marry with SAt^ns. They are dark,

strong, middle-sized, and well-made with long thick face hair and
a dull expression. Their home tongue is Telugu and they speak
Kanarese abroad. They live in one-storeyed houses with earth and
stone walls and thatched roofs, and their house goods include

low stools and metal or earthen vessels. They employ no house

servants but keep cattle and pets. They are moderate eaters and
bad cooks. They are fond of sour and hot dishes, and their staple

food includes rice, millet bread, pulse, and vegetables. Before they

take their morning meals, they bathe and mark their brow with^

iAnQ tripundra or three lines, three upright lines, two side lines of

white, and a central red line. They keep a ShdKgram or round black
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stone representing Vishnu and an image of Maruti in the house and
offer them sandal paste, flowers, and frankincense, with food cooked
in the house> When they sit to their food they sprinkle a circle of

water round their plate, throw five pinches of food to Yam the god
of death and his officers, sip some water in the name of Jathardgni

the fire that burns in the stomach, again swallow six pinches of

food in honour of the five airs that live in the body and of Brahma
the spiritual essence, and then eat. They esApolis or cakes rolled

round molasses on Nag-panchami in August and vermicelli or

shevaya oti Bivdli in September -October and on New Tear's Day
in March- April. The use of animal food and of liquor is forbidden

on pain of loss of caste. They shave the head and the face, but

spare the moustache contrary to the strict Telugn practice. The
women plait the hair into braids and tie them into a knot just above
the right ear. They neither use flowers nor false hair. Men dress in

a waistcloth, a shoulderclothj a coat, a shirt or handi, a headscarf, and
si, pair of sandals. The women wear the full Mardtha Brahman robe

with the skirt passed back between the feet and a bodice with aback
and short sleeves. Both men and women have a store of clothes

for special ceremonies. The ornaments worn by men are the

earrings called hhikhdlis, the wristlets called fcacZas, and the necklace

called :kanthi. Women wear the lucky necklace, armlets called

vdkis, and a number of rings on the fingers and toes. » As a class

they are dirty, hardworking, honest, orderly, thrifty, and hospitable.

Begging was their original calling but some have taken to husbandry
and others are priests of Mushtigers and Dandingdasars. Some
work as labourers and some are skilful husbandmen. The women
mind the house, beg through tbe village when they have leisure,

and sell whetstones and needles. The women in a husbandman's
family help the men in the field and sell dairy produce. They find

much work in the fair season and little work during the rainy

months. They rest on their ancestors' death days. They are

fairly off but have to borrow money for marriage and other charges
at six to eighteen per cent interest. They rank with none of

the local castes as they take food from no one, from Brdhmans to

Mhdrs. There have been no recent changes in their practice or

beliefs. A family of five usually spends £1 to £1 10s. (Rs. 10-15)
a month on food and £1 10s. to £2 10s. (Rs. 15-25) a year on
clothes. A house costs £6 to £40 (Rs. 60-400) to build, a

birth costs 10s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 5-15), a marriage £15 to £40
(Rs. 150 - 400), and a death £1 10s. to £5 (Rs. 15 - 50). As a class

they are religious. Their family gods are Vyankatraman of Tira-

pati and the village Maruti, and they also worship all boundary gods,

local gods, and village gods. Their priest is a man of their own
caste called Gosht Pedda whom they ask to conduct their family

ceremonies. They show no respect to local Brahman s. They keep
all Hindu holidays except Shrdvani paurnima and Ganesh-chaturtU
in August, and Anant-chaturdashi in September, and keep fasts such
as the eleventh of Ashddh in July and of Shrdvan in August. On the

Fridays and Saturdays of Shrdvan or July-August they eat only once
a day. They make pilgrimages to Benares, Rameshvar, and Tirupati.
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Their religious teacher is Bhangdr Lobacharya of the Vaishnav sect,

whom they highly respect and consult in all caste disputes. Some
of them are priests at the temples of the village Mdruti, whom they
daily worship with offerings of flowers, sandal paste, and frankincense,
and mark the brow of the image with the tripundra or three upright
lineSj two side lines of white sandal paste and a central line of redlead.

For these services they enjoy the revenue from the god's land and
the offerings made to him. They act as astrologers to Mushtigers and
others and have a firm belief in soothsaying. They believe in witch-

craft and evil spirits and have recourse to devrishis or god-seers when
one of them is possessed. Early marriages and polygamy are allowed
and practised, widow-marriage is forbidden on pain of loss of caste,

and polyandry is unknown. On the fifth day after the birth of a chil d,

the goddess Satvdi is worshipped and the ceremonial impurity lasts

for ten days. On the tenth the lying-in room is washed with cow-
dung and the mother is given new clothes to wear. On the thirteenth

friends and relations are fed on sugar rolly-polies or polis and
kinswomen are asked to meet at the house in the evening. They
name and cradle the child and leave with a present of us(d that is

five kinds of grain mixed and boiled together and seasoned with salt

and condiments. Between the second and the ninth month the
child's hair is cropped for the first time. The priest touches the
hair with a pair of scissors and the village barber cuts it. No thread
girding is performed. Boys are married between- twelve and twenty-,

five and girls between one and twelve. At the time of the engage-
ment the father of the boy visits the girl and presents her with a
robe and bodice and makes the women of her house fill her lap
with rice, dry dates, betel, lemons, and cocoanut. Friends and
kinspeople are asked, packets of sugar are handed round, and they
are told of the engagement. After a time comes the bdshtagi or
betrothal, when the girl receives a suit of clothes from her future
father-in-law. A lucky day for holding the marriage is fixed, the
girl's house is cowdunged and whitewashed, and a booth is raised
in front of it. The bridegroom visits the bride's with his friends
and kinspeople, the couple are rubbed with turmeric paste, and all

are treated to a dinner by the father of the bride. Next day the
god-pleasing or devakdrya is performed. The lucky post op
hdlgambhak is brought, five married women are presented with
pieces of bodicecloth or khans and a copper coin, and their laps are
filled with rice and cocoanuts. Food is offered to the gods and to
the lucky post or hdlgambhak and the bridegroom's party is feasted.
Nine airinis or earthen pots are brought from a potter's and
set before the gods. A square spot marked with lines of wheat fiour

is prepared in front of the lucky post or hdlgambhak and the pots
are placed in the square and surrounded by a cotton thread dipped
in water mixed with turmeric powder. Both the post and the
pots are worshipped with fiowers and sandal-paste and food is laid

before them. On the third day the couple are bathed and seated with
their mothers on a square spot marked with wheat flour and dressed
in fresh clothes. A cocoanut and betelnut marked with vermillion
are worshipped in the name of Vishvakshayan or the all-pervading.
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Vislinn and his wife Lakshmi, and the couple are seated face to face

on two low stools with a curtain marked with a cross called nandi

drawn in lines of vermillion held between them. A square is made
with a pot placed at each corner and a cotton thread dipped in milk

is passed round the pots, and then cut and twisted into two wristlets

to be fastened to the wrists of the couple. The priest and the guests

touch the brows of the couple with rice marked with vermillion and
both of them throw rice at each other. Then the priest makes the

bridegroom touch the lucky necklace or mangalsutra and then
binds it about the bride's neck and puts kdlungur or toe-rings on her
toes. The hems of their garments are knotted together, presents of

clothes are made to them both, and the services of the priest are

rewarded with a gift of money. The bridegroom and bride bow to the
images of their house-gods, and, while five married women sing songs,
the bhum or earth-offeringisperformed, and the couple eat from two
dishes full of .stuffed cakes and other sweetmeats. On a lucky day
between the fourth andthe sixteenthcomes thesadaorcloth-presenting
when the couple visit the temple of the village Maruti, After this tlM
ihum or earth-offering is again performed and then comes the ghar-
hharani or house-filling when the bride is taken to the bridegroom's.
The caste-people are feasted by the bridegroom's father and an earthen
potful of grain is sent by the bride's men to the bridegroom. On this

the bridegroom's party return the grain pot to the bride's and leave

the place for their village, and the marriage is over.

When a girl comes of age she sits apart for four days. On the fifth

she is bathed, the garbhddJidn or marriage consummation is performed
within or on the sixteenth day, and she goes to her husband. When
a girl is pregnant for the first time, her mother presents her with a

green bodice in the fifth or seventh month and she goes to her

mother's to be confined. When an Oshtam dies, the body is bathed
anddressedin newclothes,fivekindsof leaves are laid on the dfeadhead,

the brow is marked with two upright lines of ashes, water with a leaf

of sweet basil plant in it is dropped into the mouth, and a light is

set before the body. If a woman dies before husband, she is rubbed
with turmeric and vermillion, an honour which is not paid to a

widow's body. The body is laid on the bier and carried by four men
who have to bathe and mark their brows with two upright lines of

ashes, and then lift up the bier and carry it to the burning ground
where a pile is prepared and the dead is placed on it and burnt. On
the fifth the ashes of the dead are gathered and thrown into water.

Rites are performed either for the first ten days or only from the

seventh to the tenth. The bones of the dead are laid in the place

where the body was burnt, covered with earth, and a sweet basil

bush is planted over them. A waistoloth, shouldercloth, or headscarf

is laid before the bush and worshipped, and the priest is presented

with a gift of money or dakshina. They mourn the dead ten days

and on the twelfth friends and relations are feasted on stuffed cakes.

They do not offer food to the crows in honour of the dead but

remember him on the last day of every month and hold a shrdddh

on his yearly death-day. In honour of a woman who dies before

her husband they give food to a married woman on the bright
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ninth of Ashvin or September -October. The community is bonnd
together by a strong caste feeling. Social disputes are settled at

meetings of castemen under their priest or Oosht Pedda. The
office of the priest is hereditary and he is much respected.

Smaller breaches of caste discipline are punished with fines. Oaste
decisions are subject to the approval of their religious teacher

Bhangar LoMch^rya, whose decrees are final. His office like that

of the priest is hereditary. They send their children to school, but
do not take to new pursuits or show any tendency to rise in wealth
or position. ,

Pa'nclials, supposed to mean Five Craftsmen, are returned as

nnmbering 61 22. They are found in considerable numbers all over the

district. They claim descent from Vishvakarma, the framer of the

universe. The Panchals all belong to one caste ; and some of them
have taken to wearing the ling. Some of them are KambhArs or iron-

workers, others Badgirs or wood-workers, others Kancbgd.rs or brass-

workers, others Kalkutgd,rs or stone-workers, and others AgsAls or

gold and silver workers. So, though they have not the monopoly of

these crafts, for there are Jain Kasars, and Bailgambhdr, Bhui, Jingar,

Kabliger, and PanchamsAli iron smiths, the Pd.nchdls are an important

class. They are scattered over the district, chiefly in towns and
large villages. These five subdivisions belong to five different

gotras or family-stocks^ Anubhavasya, Pratnas, Sanagasya, San^ta-

nasya, and Suparnasya, the members of which eat together and
intermarry. Kambhdrs or iron-workers belong to the Anubha-
vasya stock, Badgirs or wood-workers to the Pratnas stock,Kanchgdr8
or brass-workers to the Sanagasya stock, Kalkutgars or stone

workers to the Sanatanasya stock, and Ags^ls or gold and silver

workers to the Suparnasya stock.

Pdnchdls speak K^narese at home and show no trace of foreign

extraction. The men's dress is the ordinary dress. of the country;
except that, as they are of good caste and wear the sacred thread
and are generally well off, they seem never to wear knee-breeches
but always the waistcloth. In appearance and dress, especially the

Agsdls, they resemble Brahmans in many respects. The women's
dress is the same as the Brdhman women's dress; they arrange their

hair in the same style; and like Brahman women they add false hair

and deck it with fiowers. They are neat in their dress and clean in

their persons. They live in ordinary one-storeyed houses with stone

and mud walls and flat roofs. Their houses are fairly clean. They
are good cooks, the staple diet including rice, millet, pulse, vege^

tables, and if available dairy produce ; they eat no animal food and
•rarely touch liquor or other stimulants. They are even-tempered,

thrifty, sober, orderly, and fairly hospitable. Besides their five

hereditary professions some are husbandmen, and some, most of whom
are Ags^ls or goldsmiths, hold private or indm lands chiefly granted

by former governments in return for service as jpotddrs or coin-

testers. The other classes are fairly off though they are neither

so well off nor so neat and clean as the goldsmiths. As a class they

are free from debt, though a few of them borrow to meet marria,ge

Chapter III,
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Chapter III: and other special charges. A family of five spends £ I 10s. to £2 10s.

PoDt[ration (^^- 15-25) a month. The Pdnchdls, especially those of Bagalkot,
ropu aiion.

^^^^ themselves Pdnchal Brahmans and consider themselves higher
PAnchIls.

^^g^jj ordinary Brahmans, bat ordinary Brdhmans look dawn on them.

They eat no food but what is prepared by their own castemen. They

are careful to keep the leading rules of their faith^ and are prone to

excitement about their social position often quarrelling withBrahmans

for superiority. Their household gods are Vishvakarma and

Kdlamma, but the chief object of their devotion is Vishvakarma,

whose image is in the form of a man. These gods are worshipped

daily and are offered cooked food on holidays. They bathe daily,

the devout bathing in the early morning. If they have nothing to

do with Jangaras, they at any rate do not seem to have much more
to do with Brahmans. .They will not eat from a Brahman nor from

any one else. Their marriages and other ceremonies are conducted

by gurus or religious guides of their own caste, some of whom live

at Bijapur, Gangapur in Muddebihal, and elsewhere. The gurus

belong to two monasteries called math-sinhasans or religious lion-

thrones. One of these is at Antarvalli in the Nizdm^s country

and the other at Yatgeri in BijApur. The Antarvalli pontiff

has for his disciples the goldsmiths, blacksmiths, and carpenters;

and the Ydtgeri pontiff claims the devotion of the coppersmiths!,

and stone-cutters. All the Pdnchdls revere the heads of both

houses. Though not so learned in the sacred books as Brdhmans,
their teachers show some acquaintance with them and have a

smattering of Sanskrit. Most of the laity know little of their

religion. The teachers are married men and their office is hereditary.

Of late, since the establishment of the two religious houses

a few Panchals have dedicated their sons to these houses

where they live studying religious books and lead a celibate life.

The books which they quote as their authority for stating they are

Brdhmans are said by Brdhmans to be spurious and modern.

They worship no gods but their house-gods, they say all other gods

sprang from them. In Bijapur the village guardian is always

the goddess Lakshmi and Lakshmi's ministrant is always a

Badgir or carpenter of the Pdnchdl caste. They have faith in

soothsaying and admit the existence of ghosts, but profess

not to believe in witchcraft. Their birth and boyhood ceremonies

including the thread-girding are the same as those of Brahmans.
Girls are married at an early age, polygamy is allowed and some-

times practised
; polyandry is unknown. Their marriage ceremonies

last five days. Pour are spent in feasting, and one on the actual

wedding ceremony. No halashds or water-pots are used to mark
the corners of the surgi or square in which the bride and bride-

groom are bathed. Pour or five boys stand round the bride and

bridegfroom with one finger up, and the string, which is eventually

to be broken and tied to the wrists of the couple, is passed

five times round, being hitched each time on to th© fingers of the

boys. The teacher ties a luck-giving necklace or mangalsutra
round the girl's neck, repeats the marriage texts, and, throwing rice

on the wedded pair, completes the marriage. Pdnchdls burn the dead.
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All their funeral ceremoniesj even to keeping a lamp burning fifteen
days on tlie spot where the dead breathed his last, closely resemble
Brahman ceremonies. Panchdls do not allow widow marriage,
and never eat fiesh. This taken in connection with their wearing
the sacred thread, and refusing to eat from Brahmans, shows
that they are a superior caste. This high religious position they
maintain socially ; for, though so large a community must include
some poor the caste as a whole is well off and -forms a highly
respectable body.

Patvega'rs, or Silk-band. Weavers, returned as numbering 1029,
are an important section of the people of Guledgudd in BAdami and of
Ilkal in Hungund and are specially common at Bagalkot. They seem
not to be found north of the Krishna. According to the Bagalkot
Patvegdrs they hav& come from Crujardt. Once every two or three
years a Bhat or genealogist from near Baroda in Gujarat comes and
records the births and deaths which have taken place in each family
since his last visit. They are almost the only weavers who have no
Lingayat leanings. The men keep the top-knot, wear the sacred
thread, respect, the sweet basil plant, hold yearly memorial or mind
feasts in honour of the dead, and are married by Brdhmans. None of
them wear the ling. Tn their homes they speak a mixture of Gujardti
Mardthi and Hindustdni.^ The names in ordinary use among men are
Jurdsa, Kanthisa, Lakshmansa, Mdniksa, M^varsa, Ed.mkrishnasa,
and Sakusaj and among women, Ambabdi, Anandib^i, Krishna-
bdi, Nagubi^i, Sarasvatibdi, and Tuljd,bd,i. In Western India the
ending sa to men's names is peculiar to Gujarkt. Their surnames
are the names of places and of ancestors. Families bearing a
particular surname belong to a particular shdlcha or branch of a
gotra or family-stock. The Bhartdrghars belong to the Kathva
branch of the Kdshyap gotra ; the Dajis belong to the Ddji branch
of the Parisva gotra ; the Jalndpurkars belong to the Rupekatd,r
branch of the Gokul gotra; the Kalburgikars belong to the
Gambva branch of the Gokul gotra; and the Maljis belong to
the Sonekatar branch of the Gautam gotra. They marry with
the same family-stock but not with the same branch of a family-
stock. They have no subdivisions. They live in ordinary one
storeyed houses with mud and stone walls and flat roofs ; and have
nothing in their appearance, food, dress, or character to distin-

guish them from Rangd,ris. Dyeing silk in five different colours is

said to be their hereditary calling ; but many of them have taken to
weaving, and in this they have prospered. They claim to be Ksha-
triyas, but are known by the name of Patvegars or silk-band makers
and rank with local weavers. They do not like to rank themselves
with any other caste and eat no food but what is prepared by
their own people. Their daily life differs' little from that of

Chapter III.
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' Thus, Tell me what is the matter would be Majkur hdy dike te boh ; the first two
words MarAthi, the second two GujaiAti, and the fifth Hindustani. Some of their

phrases as I will come soon, Avdch advni, can hardly be traced to any of these three
languages.
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Chapter III. other craftsmen. They work from morning till eleven and after

PoT)5ation ^ midday rest begin work at three and work till dark. As
among Rangaris the women and children help the men. They take

PATVKji.Ks.
thirteen holidays out of which two are in the Munalmdu month
of Moharram. A family of four or five spends about £1 10s.

(Rs. 15) a month. Their chief divinity is the Tuljapur Ambd,bai

as they believe her to be an incarnation of their patroness

the goddess IngMj who is said to have saved them from the

destructive axe of the Kshatriya-slaying Parashurdm, the sixth

incarnation of Vishnu. They often have Yallamma also in their

houses. They visit the shrine of Ambabai at Tuljapur in the Nizam's
country and that of Vifchoba at Pandharpur in Sholdpur. Milk and
molasses not dressed food are daily offered to the house-deities.

They keep almost all Hindu fasts and feasts, Shiurdtra in Mdgh
or January- February, the eleventh of bright A'shddh or June-July
being their chief fast days. Besides Shankarach^rya, the pontiff of

all SmArt Hindus, they have a separate guru or religious teacher. He
is a Bhat by caste, and occasionally visits his disciples and collects

money from them. His disciples treat him with great reverence and
ask him to dine with them. They do not worship evil spirits, but have
faith in witchcraft. They believe in soothsaying, and consult astrolo-

gers. Their ceremonies do not greatly differ from those of the

Rangaris or dyers. The chief peculiarity is that their boys are girt with

the sacred thread between five and ten at a cost varying from £2 to

£.S (Rs.20-30). Child marriage is the rule j widow marriage to a

second but not to third husband is allowed; polygamy is occasionally

practised, and polyandry is unknown. Their marriage customs

differ slightly from those described under Rangaris. The early rites

are the same as those of Rangaris. At the time of marriage the bride

and bridegroom are made to sit facing each other on a carpet, and

a white sheet is held between them. The priest and the guests

shower grains of rice on the heads of the pair; and the white

curtain with the cross on it is removed. The bride's father

performs the girl-giving or kanydddn in which the nine Hindu
planets are worshipped^ and a burnt offering is made in their

honour.^ The bride's father presents drinking vessels and platters

as his daughter's dowry ; and the friends and kinspeople present

the bride and bridegroom with f cZ. to 2s. (Re. ^-l)-in cash. The
bride and bridegroom are led to the bridegroom's house either on

foot or on horseback. The vardt or married couple's homeward
procession is like that of the Rangaris. At the bridegroom's house

five married women with their husbands are feasted.

They burn the dead, but have no jivkhada or life-stone as a

lodging for the soul of the dead. On the way to the burning ground

there is the usual rest and the usual change of place among the

' The nine planets or navgrahas are the Sun, Moon, Mara, Mercury, Jupiter, Venua,
Saturn, Hdhu, and Ketu,
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bearers. At tlie burning ground the heir as usual carries an earthen
water vessel round the pyre and lays a quarter-aiiwa piece near the
pyre. Balls of food are laid on the spot where the body was burned,
and on the third day the bones are gathered and thrown into water.
On the eleventh a dinner is given to friends. They hold that
a death in the family causes ceremonial impurity and they stop

work for thirteen days. They give both monthly and yearly mind-
feasts. They have no ndik or headman. Social disputes are

settled by the panch or caste-council. Though not so wealthy as the
Hatkars and Salis they are comfortably ofp. Their condition rises

or falls with the state of the weaving trade. Some of them send
their sons to school ; but they attach less value to schooling than
the Hatkars.

Kaddis, said to mean Strong Arms, are returned as numbering
29,055. Except in Indi, where they are rather rare, they are found
all over the district in considerable numbers especially in the rural

parts. Bagalkot, Bdgevadi, and Muddebihal have villages almost
solely of Raddis. They claim descent and take their name from one
Hem Raddi, the son of Kudvakkalge, the only brother of Kurupi, the

first parent of the Kurubars or Shepberds. Raddi, a corruption of the

Kdnarese ratti the human arm, is said to have been added to Hem^s
name on account of his personal strength. They say that a woman
Mallava Raddi, who was a devotee of Vyankatesh of Vyankatgiri in

North Arkot, secured for her caste the boon of plenty from her
favourite god Shri Vyankatesh. They have a tradition that they

originally came to South Bij^pur from Vyankatgiri in North Arkot.

They are divided into Chitmats, Matmats, Namads, Nirmals,

Paknaks, and Pentpents, who neither eat together nor intermarry.'-

Of the six divisions the Namads and the Paknaks are alone found
in considerable numbers in Bijd.pur, and of these two sub-divisions

the Pdkndks are by far the largest and hold many hereditary village

headships. Nd.mads are very common about Bagalkot and
Guledgudd. TheNamads are Brdhmanical and the other five divisions

Lingdyat. They are married by Jangams and in their religious and
social observances closely resemble Panchamsd,lis. Among N4mad
Raddis the personal names in common use among men are Bdldppa,

Grovindappa, Krishn^ppa, and Ramappa ; and among women B^lava,

Krishnavva, Lakshmavva, and Vyankavva. They have no fixed family

names, their surnames being place and calling names. These six

divisions include thirty-six bedags or family-stocks, of which

Bhimalvale, Chhallvd,le, Dadigallvale, Durmandalvale, Gradgivdle,

Galvale, Guggulvdle, Jdkvdle, Jhyangtiv^le, Kadallv^le, KatharvAle,

Kondraddivd,le, Mulivd,le, Padgalv^le, RaddikondvAle, Ragtivdle,

and Sangtivale are the most important. Members of the same

family-stock may not intermarry. In appearance they differ little

from Panchamsalis. They are of middle height with well-knit

frames, somewhat oval faces, long nose, and a lively expression.

Chapter III.
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1 In Belgaum Kudvakkals and Kunohivakkals take the place of Chitmats and Pent-

pents.
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Thongli not fair they are less dark than Kurubars or Kabligera.

They are a healthy, good-looking, and long-lived class. The women
are like the men only slimmer. Kanarese is their home tongue.

They live in large badly aired one-storeyed houses with stone and

clay walls and flat roofs, the air often tainted by the practice of

keeping men and cattle under the same roof. Their house goods

include quilts and blankets, cots and boxes, and earthen and metal

vessels. Some of them keep servants and almost all own domestic

animals, four to thirty-four bullocks, one to four cows, and some-

times one or two she-buffaloes. They are great eaters, taking

three to four meals a day, and are fond of sharp and sour dishes.-

Their staple food is millet and wheat bread, husked millet grit

boiled and eaten with whey, split pulso, and vegetables. Milk,

butter, whey, and curds are sometimes added to the daily food.

Their holiday and wedding dishes are polis or sugar rolly-polies,

kadbus or sugar dumplings, rice boiled and strained, shevaya or

vermicelli, and sdr or tamarind sauce. Of these dishes the shevayas

or vermicelli is prepared on the Hindu New Tear's Day in March-April
and on Divdli in A'shvin or September- October, and jioZts and
kadbus are made on any holidays. On Ndg-panchmi or the Cobra's

Fifth in Shrdvan or July-August a special dish of Italian millet flour

and sugar is made and is called tamhit Iddus or millet balls. They
neither eat flesh nor drink liquor. As a rule men bathe before

eating the morning meal, and worship the house or village gods;

women bathe only on Mondays, Tuesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays;

because Monday is sacred to Basavanna, Tuesday to Tallamma,
Friday to Shri Vyanktesh, and Saturday to Maruti. The men shave

the head except the top-knot, and the face except the eyebrows and
moustache. They mark the brow with the wcfm or two parallel lines

of sandal-paste. Instead of knee-breeches which were formerly

generally used, men wear a waistcloth seven and a half feet long, a

shouldercloth or a blanket, a jacket, and a headscarf. The women
wea.r the hair tied in a knot at the back of the head without

using flowers or false hair. They dress in a full Maratha robe,

without passing the skirt back between the feet and a bodice with a

back and short sleeves. All married women should wear glass

bangles and mark their brows with kunhu or vermillion. Both men
and women have rich clothes in store for holiday use, and have gold

or silver ornaments according to their means, the same in shape as

those worn by true Lingayats. As a class they are fairly clean,

hardworking, honest, orderly, sober, even-tempered, and hospitable,

but rather thriftless. Agriculture is their hereditary calling, and

almost all follow it, though a few have taken to trade in grain and to .

moneylending. , The Raddis are among the best dry-crop cultivators

in the district ; they seldom attempt garden tillage. Most of them
till their own land, and others hire fields paying the owner one-tbird

to one-half of the produce. Those who own no land live by field

labour which lasts almost throughout the year. Their women mind
the house and help the men in the field. They cut oif millet ears

in harvest time, pick and gin cotton, weed, and scare birds. Boys
begin to help from their twelfth year. Many Raddis are substantial

farmers, and, though most of them suffered in the 1876 famine, as a
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class they are fairly off and free from debt. Like other Bijapur
husbandmen Raddis have many field rites. The beginning of each
of the leading field processes is marked by one of these rites. The
leading rites are the kurgi-puja or drill-plough worship, charags or
Lakshmi's feasts, and the dang or a feast in which the dang or field

song is sung. The kurgi-puja or drill plough worship is held on the
day or the day before sowing is begun in late May or June in the
beginning of the south-west monsoon. The day for worshipping the
plough and beginning other field works is fixed either by the joshi or
villageBrdhman astrologer, or, where there is no Brdhman astrologer,

the villageMaruti by. In consultingMaruti Yes is written on one piece
of paper and No on another. The two papers are rolled into small
balls and thrown before the god, and a boy of three or four is told to
pick one of the two. If the boy picks the Yes paper, the rite is begun
on the proposed day. If he chooses the No paper, the rite is put ofE

and the oracle is again consulted. The drill-plough worship is held
in the house, in the front yard, or in the field which is to be sown.
When the plough is worshipped in the house or in the front yard
the spot on which the plough is to be worshipped is cowdunged, a
cocoanut is broken, and the pieces are thrown to the right and left as

an offering to the place spirits, that they may leave it and make room
for Lakshmi who is to be worshipped in the form of the plough. The
plough is made ready and complete in every part. It is washed in

fresh water, wrapped in a robe or lugde, part of it is clad in a bodice,

and it is set on the cowdunged spot. Ifthe worshipper is a Brahmani
Hindu, he marks the plough with sandal-paste ; if he is a Lingdyat,
he rubs it with ashes and throws turmeric powder, Vermillion, and
flowers on it. Glass bangles and women's gold and silver ornaments
are hung from different parts of the plough, frankincense is burnt
before it, and sweet food is offered to it. Sometimes the old silver

or brass mask or muTchvata of the village Lakshmi is fastened to

the plough as its face-plate. Afterwards, when the plough is taken to

the field, a cocoanut is broken and the pieces are thrown to the right
and left of the path along which the plough is taken to please the

place spirits, and prevent them doing mischief to the plough, for, if

they are not pleased, the spirits will break the plough. When the

worship takes place in the field it is performed on the day on which
sowing is begun. It is done in the same way as in the house or front

yard without much show, as the plough is to be used soon after the

worship. Before beginning to plough the field-guardian is worshipped.

The field guardian lives in a small stone generally under a shami tree

Mimosa suma, which was set there for it when the field was first

ploughed and has since been regularly smeared with redlead. A,

pot of water is poured over the stone, it is daubed with sandal-paste

or ashes, and dressed food is laid before it. Before the bullocks are

yoked to the plough, their heads are rubbed with cowdung-ashes
and the owner bows before them. They are given a sweet dish to

eat and some dressed food is waved about them and thrown to the

spirits. The first of the charags or Lakshmi's feasts falls on the

Bhddrapad or August-September no-moon which is called yelldmdsi

or the sesame no-moon, from yell sesame and dmdsi no-moon..
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Population
thrown to the four quarters of heaven and the rest is eaten by the

house-people. The next feast comes on the Ashvin or September-
Eaddis. October full-moon which is called Sigihunnavi that is the earth-

cone full-moon. JPive days before the full-moon, on Basara or the

bright tenth, married women take a copper dish filled with millet,

go to a potter's, give him the millet, and bring from him in the

dish two cones of earth of unequal height, si's to eight inches high,

and five to eight smaller earthen cones about a couple of inches high.

The large cone is supposed to represent the father, the slightly smaller

cone the mother, and the tiny cones the children of the family.

Besides the millet the potter is given a betelnut and a copper coin

and all the cones are daubed with ktinku or Vermillion. They are set

in a niche in the house, rubbed with sandal-paste or ashes, and rice

and flowers are put on them and dressed food is laid before them. On
the full-moon day the cones are marked with alternate stripes of

lime and redlead and worshipped in the same way as on Basara.
At noon all cultivators except Brdhmans take dressed food to the

fields. At the time of going to the fields they take with them four of

the tiny cones, set them in the middle of the field, and offer them food.

Afterwards some food is thrown in the middle and into the four

corners of the field. The food offered to spirits includes a sweet

dish and generally boiled rice mixed with curds, a favourite dish

with almost all spirits. The people then sit down to eat. Before
eating they throw pinches of food round their dishes as an offering

to the spirits of the place on which they sit, that the spirits may
not disturb them. In the evening they return, and next day the

married women dressed in new clothes, and singing songs as

they go, take the remaining cones and throw them into a river

or pond. In cotton fields boiled rice and curds are thrown into

different parts of the field before the cotton-picking begins. The
khanad charag or thrashing-floor-Lakshmi's feast is held when the

thrashing floor is prepared ; it does not differ from the yelldmdsi

charag. When the thrashing floor is ready a post is driven into the

ground in the centre of the floor, and the floor is cowdunged. The
post is.rubbed with ashes or sandal-paste and frankincense is burnt

before it. Some ears of grain are thrashed by a wooden pestle,

and the grains are boiled whole in an earthen vessel and are

offered to the post. When the place is consecrated no- one with
shoes on is allowed to step on the floor, though persons with

sandals may walk freely across it. In the evening the ears of

grain that are to be trampled are heaped round the post and four

to eight bullocks are made to go round the post. As they drive the

bullocks they sing songs which are called ddngors, and hence the rite

is called ddngor. In driving the bullocks they are not allowed to use

the whip. On the day after the grain has been winnowed, a cocoanut
is broken, and pieces of it are thrown to the right and to the left of

the grain heap as an offering to spirits, frankincense is burnt before
the heap, and turmei'ic powder and vermillion are thrown on the
heap. Most local husbandmen, sometimes even Lingdyats and
Brahmans, sacrifice a goat. The Lingayat or Brahman does not kill

the goat himself but pays the price of the goat, and a Maratha
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Rajput or some flesh-eating Hindu kills the goat before the heap of Chapter III.
grain and sprinkles its blood about the thrashing floor. If the

PoBiQation
owner of the field is a flesh-eater he dresses the flesh, offers it to the
heap, throws it to the spii-its, and eats it with his family and friends.

Kaddis.

Before measuring the grain, the grain heap, the measure-basket,
and the broom are worshipped in the following manner. On the
top of the heap is set a small cone of bullock-dung which was
dropped by bullocks as they left the thrashing floor ; and on the
cone some hair of the buUock^s tails are stuck as a top-knot.
Before the heap, the basket, and the broom, frankincense is burnt,
and four lemons and ten plantains are laid. A cocoanut is broken
and its pieces are thrown to the left and to the right. As a rule

the new grain is measured either in the first part of the day or in

the first part of the night, never after midday or midnight. When
waste land is brought under tillage, the day on which the clearing

is to begin is fixed either by the Brahman astrologer or josM or by
asking the village Maruti. Before beginning to clear the field the
owner breaks a cocoanut and throws the pieces about the field as an
offering to the place spirits. When the field is cleared and made fit

for ploughing the kurgi or plough is worshipped as has been described
with this one difference that it is worshipped either in the house or

house-yard and never in the field. When the plough has been
worshipped a stone is picked in the field, washed with fresh water,

smeared with vermillion paste, and set under a tree, generally a shami
Mimosa suma, as the field guardian or hshetrapdl.

Raddis though classed by Brdhmans among Shudrds, rank with
Lingdyats, hold a high position, and will not eat from the hands of

Brdhmans. In the wet months (June-November), which is their busy
season, the men go to their fields in the eai'ly morning and return at

ten or eleven, eat their dinner, and after a short rest go to work, and
return at lamplight. In the hot months, they do not go regularly to

their fields, and when they go they do not start till after the morning
meal. Women after serving food to men eat their food and go to work
returning before the men and making ready their supper. A family

of five spends £1 10s. to £2 10s. (Rs. 15-25) a month on food and
dress. A house costs £4 to £20 (Rs. 40 - 200) to build, and Is. to 4s.

(Rs. J -2) a month to rent. Their house goods and furniture are

worth £2 10s. to £10 (Rs. 25-100). A servant's yearly pay with

board and lodging is £2 to £3 (Rs. 20-30). A birth costy £1 to

£3 (Rs. 10-30), a boy's marriage £12 10s. to £40 (Rs. 125-400) and
upwards, a girl's marriage £5 to £20 (Rs. 50-200), and a death 10s.

to£l 10s. (Rs. 5-15).

Raddis are a religious people, their family deity is Shri Vyankatesh,

to whom they are specially devoted and to whom on Friday every

family ofiers kadbus or sugar dumplings and a mixture of rice and
pulse boiled and strained and called khichdi, and the ddsds or

servants of the god are asked to a feast on Fridays and holidays.

Besides Shri Vyankatesh, Yallamma, and Md,ruti are also worshipped

in their house-shrine. They belong to the Shri Vaishnav sect, which

was founded in the twelfth century by Rd,mAnujacharya, a native

of Shri Permatur near Madras. He studied at Conjevaram, and
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Chapter III. travelled over the greater part of Southern India. He perfected his

Population. system and composed his religions works in the island of Seringa-

patam, at the meeting of the Kaveri and the Kolerun, Prom
iDDis.

Seringapatam he was driven by king Kerikal Choi, who was an
uncompromising Shaiv, and who required Ramdnujacharya and all

other Brahmans to subscribe a declaration of faith in Shiv. Prom
Seringaptam he fled to Maisur, and in 1117 converted
Vishnuvardhan Balld,l the king from the Jain faith Ramd,nujachd,rya

is said to have treated the Jains with great severity. He established

his throne at Mulekot, which is still occupied by the guru known as
the Parkalsvami. Twelve years after the death of the Choi
king Rajmdnuj returned to Seringapatam and there ended hia 1

days. Ramdnuj asserted that Vishnu was Brahm, that he had been
before all worlds, and was the cause and creator of all things.

Though like him he maintained that Vishnu and the universe
were one, in opposition to Shankardch^rya he denied that the
deity was void of form or quality, and regarded him as endowed

i

with all good qualities and with a twofold form, the supreme
spirit parmdtma or cause, and the gross spirit or effect that
is the universe or matter. The doctrine is therefore called the
vishishthddvait that is unity with attributes. Raddis respect
Brahmans and call local Brahmans to officiate at their ceremonies.
Their special holidays are Holi in Phalgun or February -Mai'ch, the
Hindu New Tear's Day in Chaitra or March- April, Ndgpanchmi or

the Cobra's Fifth In Shrdvan or July -August, Ganeshchaturthiin.
Bhddrapad or August-September, Dasara and Divdli in Ashvin or
September -October, and the fall-moons of Ashddh or June -July,

Ashvin or September- October, Kdrtik or October -November, and
Mdrgshirsh or November-December. On the full moon of Ashddh
or June- July small earthen bullocks are washed with sandal-paste,

grains of rice and flowers are thrown over them, frankincense is

burnt before them, and they are offered cooked food. Their
special fast days are SJdvrdtra which is known as Maha Shivrdtra
in dark Mdgh or January- Pebruary ; the lunar elevenths of both
Ashddh or June- July and jSTariifc or October- November ; and the
dark eighth of Shrdvan or July -August known as Gokulashtami.
On Gokulashtami they fast the whole day. In the evening they

make an earthen image of Krishna, mark it with sandal paste,

throw grains of rice and flowers over it, lay fruit before it, set

it in a cradle, and sing songs. Afterwards they eat a light repast.

They believe in soothsaying, astrology, lucky and unlucky days,

and witchcraft. Their great spirit-scaring god is Maruti; when
a person is possessed by a spirit he or she is seated before the

god and ashes from the censer are rubbed on the sufferer's '

forehead,

Mamad Raddis claim to keep and some of the well-to-do keep, nine

of the sixteen Brdhmanic sanskdrs or sacraments. As soon as a child

is born, the midwife cuts its navel cord with a knife and bathes both
the mother and child in warm water. If the family is rich the
father of the child performs the jdtkarm or birth ceremony. Before
the child's navel cord is cut the child's father bathes and sits by
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the mother. The Brahman priest comes into the lying-in room, Chapter III.

makes a small heap of rice on a low stool, and worships a betelnut Population,
in the name of Ganpati. He washes the betelnut with water, rubs

it with sandal paste and red rice, lays flowers on it, and adbis.

waves a light before it. Ho tells the father to let a drop or two of

honey fall from a gold ring into the child's mouth. The mother
is given turmeric powder and vermillion, her lap is filled, and a lamp
is waved before the father, mother, and child. The Brahman
priest is given money and undressed food. During the whole
ceremony musicians play on drums and clarions. When the father

and other people have gone out of the room, the midwife cuts the

navel cord, puts it in a small earthen vessel with a bit of turmeric

root and a betelnut, and buries it. The mother is given dry cocoa-

kernel and molasses and is fed on boiled and strained rice and
clarified butter. On the fifth day a caste feast is given and in the

evening the midwife worships the goddess Shatikavva or Satvai,

offers her dressed food, waves a light before her, and carries the

food and the lamp to her own house. She covers the lamp and
does not let the father see it, for if the father sees it the mother and
child will sicken. A child is named and cradled either on the

twelfth, thirteenth, or fourteenth. In the morning of the naming
day friends and kinspeople are asked to a feast of polis or sugar
rolly-polies. In the evening some near married kinswoman of the

child's father bends over the cradle and thrice repeats in the

child's ear the name which it is to bear. The name is either chosen

by a Brahman astrologer, who is told the time of the child's birth,

or by the eldest woman of the house. The married friends and
kinswomen who come to the naming bring with them a bodice-

cloth for the mother and a cap or a jacket for the child. At the

end of the ceremony they are given turmeric powder and vermillion,

and handfuls of gram, wheat, and millet boiled together. Vermillion

is rubbed on their brows and turmeric paste is given into their

hands, which they afterwards rub on their cheeks. On a day
between the thirteenth and the thirtieth, the goddess Satvdi is

again worshipped by the child's mother and a bodicecloth is pre-

sented to her. All a child's ailments during the first month of its

life are said to be due to the influence of the goddess Shatikavva, and
any sickness after the end of a month is said to be due to the disfavour

of some other god. On a lucky day after the first month, and before

the end of the third month comes the nishkraman or going out of doors.

The mother asks some married kinswomen to come with her to the

chief temple of the village. When they have come she takes her
child with her and gnes to the temple, breaks a cocoanut before the

god, bows with her child before the god, and returns home. Tur-
meric paste, vermillion, and betel are served to the women who went
with her and they withdraw. On this day some sweet dish is cooked.

On a lucky day at the end of the first year, the mother feeds the child

on a mixture of milk, clarified butter, and honey. Boys only are

shaved. A boy's first shaving takes place on any lucky day between
the first and the third year. On a lucky day the father, mother, and
child are rubbed with scented oil and bathed in hot water. The
father and mother sit on two low stools placed side by side and the
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boy on a third low stool in front of them. The Brdhman priest wor-

ships a betelnut in the name of Ganpati in the same way as in the

jdtkarm or birth-ceremony. The father takes the child on his lap

and the barber cuts the boy's hair with a pair of scissors, leaving

the top-knot. After the boy has been shaved, the boy and his father

are again rubbed with scented oil and bathed in hot water ; and
dressed in new clothes. They then with the mother sit on three

low stools, and some married woman of the family waves a lamp
before them. The Brdhman priest is given undressed food enough
for a meal and money^ and the barber undressed food enough for a
meal and l^d. (1 a.). On this day some sweet dish is prepared for

dinner. Eaddis allow and practise child and widow marriage,

polygamy is allowed but is not common, and polyandry is unknowa.
When the parents of the boy and girl have agreed to marry
them, the boy's father goes to the girl's house with a robe, a
bodicecloth, and a silver neck ornament or some gold and silver

ornaments if he. is rich. After the boy's father has come, the
girl's father calls his friends and kinsmen and a Brahman to his

house to be present at his girl's bdshtagi or betrothal. The boy's

father places a cocoanut and seven pounds and a half of sugar before

the girl's house gods. The girl is brought before the boy's father,

who gives her the robe, bodicecloth, and ornaments he has brought,

marks her brow with vermillion fills her lap with two-thirds of a
pound of dry dates, two-thirds of a pound of betelnuts, 100 betel

leaves, one-sixth of a pound of turmeric roots, and five plantains,

and puts a little sugar into her mouth. The girl's father rises and
taking betel in his hand says to the boy's father ' My daughter is

betrothed to your son,' and ties the betel to the skirt of the father's

shouldercloth. The boy's father then rises, says to the girl's father
' My son is betrothed to your daughter,' and ties the betel to the skirt

of the -girl's father's shouldercloth. Sugar and betel are served to

the guests and Brahman priests and undressed food and money to

the Brahman pi-iests alone. The girl's father treats the boy's father

and his relations to sugar roily -polies. After some days the girl's

father with one or two kinspeople goes to see the boy, and is feasted

by the boy's father. When they have gone, the boy's father goes

to his Brdhman priest and asks him to fix a lucky day for the wedding.

When the priest has fixed the day, the boy's father sends a message

to the girl's parents and asks kinspeople, friends, and castemen to

the marriage. Marriage booths are built in front of both houses

and a bahule or marriage altar is built in the girl's booth. On a

lucky day two or three days before the wedding the fathers of the

boy and girl worship Ganpati with the help of a Brahman priest at

their own houses in the same way as is done in the jdtkarm or birth

cieremony, give money and undressed food to the Brahman priest, and

feast their kinspeople. Next day at a lucky hour, the boy is rubbed

with turmeric powder and oil, and is seated with his father mother

and two married kinswomen in a square or surgi with a water-

pot at each corner and a thread passed several times round the necks

of the jars. These jars are filled with water, tarmerio powder, and
vermillion, and the persons seated in the square are bathed in hot

water by married women. When the pouring of hot water is over,
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the persons in the square are told to bend down, and a tdmhan or
brass or copper dish is held over them with its bottom up. On the
bottom is placed a gold nosering and water is poured on the ring.
The thread passed round the jars is unwound and tied to a post of
the marriage booth. Afterwards married women go to the girl's

house in procession accompanied with music. They carry turmeric
powder, vermillion, turmeric paste, a white robe orpdtal, and a bodice
for the girl ; and a cocoanut, rice, and betelnuts to fill the girl's lap.

When the women come to the girl's house, the girl's mother or some
other married woman rubs her with the turmeric paste and the girl

is bathed in the same way as the boy was bathed. On the night
before the wedding day the boy and his party go to a temple and
after they are seated they are joined by the girl's father and a band
of his friends and kinspeople. When the men and women of the
two parties meet they throw abir or scented powder on one another.
The girl's father washes the boy's feet, marks his brow with sandal
paste, and presents him with a dress. Afterwards the boy is led on
a. horse in procession with music. On the wedding day a hour or
two before the time fixed for the wedding the girl's sister takes
vermicelli or shevaya cooked in milk with molasses, and gives the
dish to the boy to eat. After he has eaten the dish the boy is given
a packet of betel leaves and nut to chew, is dressed in a new suit of

clothes, and is led on horseback in state to the girl's. After he
arrives the girl is brought in her marriage dress, and the boy and
the girl are made to stand facing each other separated by a cartain

with a central turmeric cross. Brdhman priests hand the guests red
rice, read the marriage service, and at the end of each verse throw
rice on the pair, the guests joining the priests in throwing the

rice. At the end of the service the curtain is drawn on one side,

the boy with his two hands throws rice on the girl's head
and fastens the lucky necklace round her neck, and the wedded pair

are taken to bow before the house gods. The priests are given
undressed food and money, and the guests are dismissed with betel.

In the evening the girl's father gives a dinner to his caste-people ;

and in the feast the pair eat out of the same dish. After the feast

the bride and bridegroom are led on a horse in state to bow before

the village Maruti. Men walk in front of the horse and women
behind the horse singing marriage songs. Among the women walk
the sisters of the bride and bridegroom with a lamp in a platter,

wave the lamps before the god, and the ministrant breaks a cocoanut

in front of him. From the temple the procession goes to the bride-

groom's. At the bridegroom's the pair sit on two low stools side by
side and with the help of the Brahman priest worship Ganpati who
is represented by a betelnut placed on a small heap of rice on a low

stool. The Brahman priest blesses the pair, takes money and betel,

and goes home. The girl is made to sit on the laps of the chief of

the boy's kinsmen and kinswomen, and is duly handed to the boy's

mother with the request that the girl-may be treated as one of her

own children. The boy's father asks the leading members of the

girl's party to a feast, and after the feast they take the girl to her

father's house. Next day the girl's father asks the boy, his father,
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and leading kinspeople to his house, feeds them on sweet dishes^ and
presents them with clothes. This feast ends the marriage cere-

monies and the guests withdraw. When a widow wishes to marry
she tells her parents or some elderly relation who settles with

the intended husband. When ererything is settled a Brdhman
astrologer fixes a lucky day for the marriage. On the day
the bridegroom with some of his kinspeople go to the woman's
house. The bride and bridegroom are rubbed with oil and bathed
in hot water. The bridegroom gives the bride robes, bodiceoloths,

and ornaments, and lays a cocoanut and rice in her lap. Both of

them drop wreaths of flowers round each others necks ; and an
elderly kinsman of either party knots together the hems of their

garments. The bride, in the presence of all, addressing the bride-

groom declares that she has become his wife, and puts her hand in

his. The bridegroom fastens the Incky necklace or mangalsutra
round her neck and mai'ks her brow with kunku or yermillion ; and
both of them bow to all present. A caste feast is givea and
sometimes money and uncooked food are presented to the Brahman
family priest. Divorce is allowed and practised. When a Raddi
girl comes of age, she is held unclean for four days and is seated

apart. On the fifth day or on a lucky day within the first sixteen days,

the girl and her husband are bathed together in hot water. They
sit side by side on two low stools and worship Ganpati in the same
way as is done in the jdtkarm or birth-ceremony. The BrAhman
priest who helps at the worship blesses the couple, takes money and
uncooked provisions, and goes home. The husband rubs turmeric

powder on his wife's hands, marks her brow with vermillion, lays

a cocoanut, betelnuts, dry dates, and rice in her lap, and places

a packet of betel leaves in her hand. The wife rubs sandal paste

on the husband's body, throws a wreath of flowers round his neok,

puts a packet of betel leaves in his hand, and bows before him
with joined hands. Near kinspeople are asked to dinner and when
they come they present the pair with clothes. Married women
wave lamps before them and the ceremony ends with a feast. In

the eighth month of her pregnancy the simant or hair-parting takes

place. The husband and wife are bathed in hot water and Ganpati
is worshipped as in the jatkarpi or birth-ceremony. The husband
fills the wife's lap and she applies sandal-paste to his body, puts a

flower wreath round his neck, and gives him a packet of betel

leaves. Married women lay rice, a cocoanut, betelnuts, and dry
dates in the pregnant woman's lap, and wave a lamp before her.

The Brahman priest is given money and undressed provisions and
the caste-people a feast of sugar and pulse rolly-polies. Baddis
burn the dead. If the dead is a man he is bathed, dressed in his

daily clothes, and placed in a sitting position. If a woman she is

bathed, dressed in a robe and bodice, and placed in a sitting posi-

tion ; and if she has died leaving a husband her brow is marked
with kunku or vermillion and her head is covered with a net of

flowers. When the chief mourner has bathed and prepared the

fire which is to be carried to the burning place to set fire to the

pyre, the corpse is laid on the bier and redpowder or gitldl and
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betel leaves are thrown on the corpse. At the burning place the
chief mourner buries IJd. (IJ as.) on the spot where the body is

to be burnt, and other mourners build the pyre, strip the clothes off

the body, and lay it on the pyre. The chief-and other mourners lay

durva grass on the body, the chief mourner sets fire to the pyre, and
all of the party clap their hands, and say the dead has gone to the

highest heaven. When the body is consumed all bathe and return

to the deceased's house where the chief mourner dismisses them
expressing the hope that they may not again have to come to his

house to carry a corpse. In the evening millet is boiled with split

pulse and spices and the four body-bearers are feasted. On the

third day the ashes and unburnt bones are gathered and thrown into

water. On the sixth, ninth, or eleventh the clothes and ornaments
of the dead are washed, and laid before the house-gods along with

an offering of boiled rice and sugar roUy-polies. Within the first

month a brass or silver plate is made with a rudely embossed figure,

is placed with the house gods in the name of the dead, and is

worshipped. Every month for twelve months on the lunar day
corresponding to the death-day cooked food is offered to the ghost.

They are bound together by a strong caste feeling and social dis-

putes are inquired into and settled at meetings of the old and
respected members of the caste. Though they are not fond of

sending their boys to school and take to no new pursuits, Namad
Baddis are an intelligent, well-to-do class, who are likely to take

advantage of openings to which the introduction of railways may
give rise.

Among Paknak Raddis the men's names in common use are Bas-
appa, Mallappa, Malkappa, and Shankarappa; and the women's
Gangawa, Pdrvalevva, and Shankaravva, They differ little from
Nfimad Raddis in form, speech, food, or dress. Like Ndmad Raddis
husbandry is their hereditary calling, and they have the same beliefs

and observe the same field rites. Shiv is their great god and
Shivrdtra in February is their great fast day. As they are Lingdyats
they prefer cowdung-ashes to sandal-paste, and in their field rites

mark the object of worship first with ashes and then by sprinkling

it -with scented powder. Though they are old converts to Lingayatism
and are staunch supporters of Jangams, they have not left off all

their former customs. To a stranger their marriage ceremonies

differ little from those of N^mad Raddia. Though they are married'

and buried by Jangams they show as much honour to Brahmans
as they show to Jangams. Like true Lingdyats rich Raddis' carry

their dead in a canopied chair or vimdn, bury them, close the grave
with a stone slab, and wash the feet of the beadle or mathpat-h on the

top of the grave. Like N^mad Raddis they carry food to the grave,

deify the ancestral spirits, and worship them as house gods. Like

Ndmad Raddis, Paknak Raddis seldom send their boys to school and
take to no new pursuits. They are an intelligent well-to-do class

with fair prospects.

Rajputs, returned as numbering 4414, are found in small numbers
in most towns and large villages. They are locally called Surat-

v£ls, and are said to be the offspring of Kshati-iya fathers and
Mardtha, Lingdyat, or Dhangar mothers. Their ancestors formerly
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lived in Upper India, and came to Bijdpur m searcli of

employment. Most of them were soldiers and were engaged m the

service of local chiefs. Some of them won estates and rent-free

lands and settled in the district. The names in common use among

men are Bhimsing, Lakshmansing, Madansing, Mohansmg,

PratApsing, Rd,msing, Rd,yasing, and Vijayasing, the last syllable

sing being a corruption of the Sanskrit sink a lion. The names in

common use among women are Durgdbai, Gangd,bd,i, 6unjd,b^i,

and LakshmibAi. They say they have twenty surnames, but_ they

know only ten, Bishne, Chandele, Chavdn, Dikhit, GhairvAr,

Nenvd,r, Pavar, Rajbanse, Sengar, and Tavar. Persons bearing the

same surname do not intermarry. They have no divisions and

no gotras or family-stocks distinct from their surnames. A
Rajput is known by his military air and proud look. They are

larger, better-featured, stronger, and fairer than MarAthds. They
are above the middle height, with well developed muscles and
strong frames. The expression of the face is lively, the nose is long

and straight, the cheek-bones either high or low, the hair generally

lank. Their home tongue is Hindustani j but they also speak an

incorrect Mardithi and Kdnarese. In K^narese, they generally use

aspirate consonants for unaspirate, as khatigi for katigi a piece of

wood, and t.hoU for toli a beam. They live in ordinary one-storeyed

houses with brick and mud walls and terraced roofs. Their
houses are clean and the furniture is clean and neatly arranged.

Those who are landholders, traders, and proprietors employ servants,

and they are fond of pets, keeping dogs, deer, and parrots. They
have also cows, bullocks, she-buffaloes, and horses. • Their state is

middling and they are fairly off. They are moderate eaters and good
cooks. Their staple food includes unleavened cakes of wheat flour,

clarified butter, sngar, rice, split pulse, and brinjals hhendes and
other vegetables seasoned with heated oil or clarified butter, mustard-
seed, cumin-seed, and assafcetida. They eat rice with a curry of

whey seasoned with heated clarified butter, assafcetida, cumin-seed,
and the leaves of the kadhinimb Bergera koenigi. Sometimes the
whey curry is made by cooling a red-hot stone in it. Some use millet

bread and a preparation- of millet grit. They are also fond of

dmbat-varan, a liquid mixture of split pulse, tamarind juice, molasses,
and spices. Their holiday dishes are khir or rice boiled with sugar
and milk, puris or wheat-flour cakes fried in clarified butter, and
besan or gram-flour balls. On Ndg-panchmi in Shrdvan or July-
August and on Ganesh-chaiurthihi Bhddrapad or August-September,
they prepare kadhus or sngar-dumplings, and offer them to Ndg and
Ganesh. They are extremely particular about the purity of their
food. No one but a Rajput may touch it and no Rajput may touch
it without bathing or may even enter the kitchen in every-day
dress. Every morning their women bathe, put on newly washed and
untouched clothes, cowdung the kitchen, and begin to cook their daily
food. If when cooking a woman is touched by any one who is not
similarly dressed, she bathes and puts on fresh clothes before going
on with her cooking. A woman, while cooking, should not step out
of a cowdunged square near the hearth. If she steps out of the
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squai'e she must bathe again. Men bathe daily, and worship the Chapter III.

house-gods, and offer them cooked food, before they sit to the Pou^tioa
morning meal. They give caste feasts at marriage, puberty,
and other ceremonies. On Dasnra in September they worship a

Eajputs,

sword with the image of Tulja-Bhavani, and with the sword sacrifice

a goat in front of the goddess and feast on it. They eat the
flesh of the goat hare and deer j but will not touch domestic fowls

or fish. They never openly eat onions. It is cost, and not religious

scruples, that prevents them using animal food daily. Except
the goat sheep hare and deer, they hold all animals either andean
or sacred, and do not eat their flesh. They formerly drank no
intoxicating liquor, but of late some of them have begun to drink.

Most of them smoke hemp-flowers or gdnja, drink hemp-water or

hhdng, and eat opium, and almost all chew or smoke tobacco. Some
of these narcotics are especially used when animal food is eaten.

The use of narcotics is said to be increasing. Both men and women
are fond of good clothes, and show taste and care in their dress.

Men wear the topknot and a full moustache and whiskers, and some
of them never let a razor touch the head. Men wear a flat round
turban set jauntily on the head, a jacket, a tight-fitting longcloth

coat with very long sleeves gathered in puckers from the wrist to

the elbow, a waistcloth seven and a half feet long or tight breeches
reaching below the knees, and elegant shoes. They have special

silk-bordered waist and shouldercloths, chintz jackets, and silk coats

for holidays. On festive occasions a fancy walking stick and a
handkerchief complete a B,ajput gentleman's dress. Their women
tie the hair in a knot by a woollen thread without decorating it

either with false hair or flowers, and dress in a robe and a bodice of

different colours ; some of them pass the skirt of the robe between
the feet and tuck it into the waist behind in the ordinary Mardtha
fashion, and all completely cover the head with the upper end of

the robe. Out of doors they wrap a white sheet or a shawl rouTid

the body. Most of them have separate holiday robes including silk-

bordered robes and brocade-bordered bodices. Most of the articles

of male and female dress are made in the district, chiefly at Ilkal,

Bdgalkot, BddAmi, Guledgudd, and Mamdapur; others come from
HdrUgal and Shdhapur in Belgaum, and from Hunur and Jamkhandi
in Jamkhandi. Their ornaments differ little from those worn by
Lingdyats. As a class they are orderly, hot-tempered, clean, and
bold, but lavish and fond of show. They are not quick to take

offence, but in revenge they are staunch and unwearying. War
is their hereditary calling and even in these days of peace most
of them are trained in feats of arms. Formerly they followed

no profession but arms and always carried weapons. Since the

establishment of British rule, their employment as fighters has

ceased, and they have been disarmed. When the district passed to

the British many left their homes and wandered in search of military

employment taking service with the different princes and chiefs.

The rest remained at home, and took to more peaceful ways of life,

husbandry and trade. A few are land-proprietors, and a few
are excise and ferry contractors. Those who trade deal chiefly

in corn and cloth and those who' live by agriculture are over-
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holders, tilling their lands through servants or through tenants

who pay them half the crop. A few are Government clerks. A
Rajput who chooses trade as his calling begins as a clerk or

salesman in a trader's office on a monthly pay of 10s. to 12s. (Rs. 5-6)

and sometimes without any salary. The women do the whole of the

housework, but do not help the men in the field or in the shop.

Though prosperous as a class, some are in debt on account of their

extravagance especially in marriages. A few have credit with

moneylenders and are able to borrow on personal security; others

have to mortgage land or to pawn ornaments before they can raise

money. They call themselves and are called Rajputs. They rank

themselves below Br^hmans and Kshatriyds only, and eat only from

Brdhmans and Kshatriyds. Except Br^hmans, Kshatriyds, Sonars,

and Lingayats, almost all castes eat food prepared by Rajputs. Men
women and children rise early. The men go to work,- the children

to school, and the women busy themselves in the house. At eleven

men and children return home, and, after bathing and worshipping

the house-gods, the men eat their first meal along with their

children. After dinner men rest for a time or take a nap, then go
back to business, and stay at work till evening. Except some
of the Government ferry contractors who find work only during-

the monsoon, all are fairly busy throughout the year. On holidays

and other festive occasions they close their shops and rest. The
average monthly charges of a middle-class Rajput family vary
from £1 10s. to £2 (Rs. 15-20). A rich man's house costs nearly
£100 (Rs. 1000) to build, a middle-classman's over £50 (Rs. 500), and
a poor man's over £10 (Rs. 100). The value of a rich man's house
.goods is over £50 (Rs. 500), of a middle-class man's over £20
(Rs. 200), and of a poor man's over £7 10s. (Rs. 75). A servant's

monthly pay varies from 6s. to 8s. (Rs. 3-4) without board, and from
8s. to 4s. (Rs. 1^-2) with board. Their special marriage and other
expenses are like those of Lingdyats, except that the -marriage of a
Rajput's daughter costs half as much again as a son's marriage.
The Rajput has a strong tendency to spend more than his income.
They are religious and their family-deity is Balaji or Vyankatesh of
Giri in Madras. Their house priests are Kanoj Vaishnav Brahmans
whose brows are marked with the tripujidra or three upright lines,

side lines of white gopichandan, or sacred white earth and a red
central line. They honour their priests and call them to conduct
their marriages. They used to treat local Brdhmans with scant
courtesy, but since they have settled in the district, they have begun
to make small presents to any local Brdhmans who may be present
at_ their ceremonies. They keep all Hindu holidays and some
Hindu fasts, especially the ekddaahis or lunar elevenths of Ashddh
or July -August and of Kdrtilc or November- December, and
Shivrdtra in February. On the first day of the Navrdtra or first

nine eves of Ashvin or October which lead to Basara, they set the
image of BalAji on a holy spot, and round the image place lamps
fed either with oil or clarified butter, and keep them burning
during nine days. On the tenth or Dasara, which the Rajputs hold
the holiest day in the year, their servants .wash their horses and
lead them to the village or town gate. In the middle of the gateway
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a KAtak or butcher, who is generally a village watchman of the
Kabliger or fisher caste, cuts off a goat's head with one stroke
of a sword and marks the portal with its brow. The body of the
goat is waved about the horses and taken home to be distributed
among the village watchmen. The grooms then lead the horses to
their masters' houses, where the mistress of the house breaks a
cocoanut in front of the horse, washes its forehoofs with cocoanut
water, marks its brow with kunku or vermillion, and waves a
lamp about its head. At dinner time the horse is also fed with
holiday dishes. In the evening comes the boundary crossing

or eimollanghan. They choose a leading Rajput to conduct
the worship and with music and a band of men and a Brahman
to help they go to some shami or Mimosa suma tree outside. of

the village boundary. A weapon is placed at the root of the

tree, and the tree and the weapon are worshipped. The leading

Rajput cuts a branch of the tree, and its leaves are distributed

among friends and relations as pieces of gold. They believe in

witchcraft and soothsaying ; but are not much given to the practise

of these arts.

Their birth ceremonies differ little from Mavatha birth ceremonies.

In the marriage engagement the girl's father and his relations

go to the boy's house and present the boy with a bellmetal dish

filled with rice, a shela or rich shouldercloth, a cocoanut, and a
rupee or more according to their means. The boy's father gives

the girl's father a turban, and feeds him and hia relations on
sweet dishes. In the beginning of the marriage ceremony a near
relation of the bride goes to the bank of a river or to the edge
of a lake, and worships the earth by pouring a little water on
it, daubing it with sandal-paste, and throwing flowers and rice

on it. After worshipping the earth he spreads his waistcloth on the

earth, loosens the earth with a stroke of a pickaxe, lays on the cloth

as much earth as is loosened, and carries it to the marriage booth.

A betelnut under the name of mandap-devata or the marriage-booth

guardian is set on the earth and is worshipped. A near kinsman of

the bridegroom does the same in his marriage booth. Before

rice is thrown on the heads of the bride and bridegroom, the

bridegroom walks seven times round a stake on which a wooden or

grass bird is perched. While the bridegroom is walking round the

pole, the bride's father asks the guests whether they know of any

act of the bridegroom's which has stained his character and

degraded him. If the guests say they do not know of any unworthy

conduct on the part of the bridegroom, grains of rice are thrown

on the bridegroom's head. The rice-throwing is suppo.sed to confirm

the marriage and make it binding till death.

They marry their girls at an early age. Formerly widow

marriage was forbidden, but they have lately begun to allow their

widows to marry. There are no admitted traces of polyandry,

but polygamy is allowed and practised. A person who has been

at a distance from his kinspeople and friends for four or five

years, on his return is not allowed to sit in the same row with

them' to take his food with them unless he produces certificates

Chapter Ill-
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from respectable people of the place where he lived stating

that he has not eaten with the people of any caste hut his own.

The other Rajput ceremonies do not differ from Maratha

ceremonies. They generally burn the dead, and conduct the

funeral ceremonies in the same way as Mardthas. Perhaps from

the small numbers in which they are found there is little caste

union among Bijapur Rajputs. Social disputes are settled by

meetings of the castemen and the decisions are circulated or reported

by a poor man of the caste, who is paid by the community. Some-

times these decisions are made known to the caste by means of hataki

or proclamation. They send their children to school ; and keep

their boys at school till they gain a good knowledge of reading,

writing, and arithmetic, and their girls till the age of ten. Besides

their school lessons boys from the age of five are taught gymnastic

exercises and from the age of ten or twelve are trained in the use

of the sword and spear. When, according to Rajput notions, a

boy's mental and physical training is finished he takes to trade,

husbandry, or Government service according to his own or his

parents' tastes. They are a steady pushing class and are held in

respect.

Ra'vals, returned as numbering 130, are found in small

numbers all over the district except in Sindgi and Muddebihdl. They
are like MarAthd,s. They live in small terrace-roofed houses with
mud walls. They keep cows, goats, and fowls, and are temperate
in their habits. Their common food is millet-bread pulse and
vegetables, and they eat flesh and drink liquor. The men dress in

a waistcloth, shirt, coat, and headscarf ; , and the women in a short-

sleeved and backed bodice and a full robe whose upper end they draw
over the head and whose skirt they wear like a petticoat without
passing the end back between the feet. They are hardworking, sober,

and thrifty, but dirty. Some of them own lands which they cultivate;

some are messengers, some weavers, and some beggars. The women
help the men in their work and their children mind the cattle. They
sell milk, butter, and curds, and add to their earnings. They worship
the ordinary BrAhman gods and have the greatest respect for

Mahddev. They employ Brahmans to perform their birth, deaths
marriage, and puberty ceremonies, and believe in soothsaying. Their
customs do not differ from Kunbi customs. They bury their dead
and allow widow marriage. Breaches of social rules are punished
by the caste. Some send their boys to school, and as a class they
are fairly prosperous.

Shetiya'rS are returned as numbering thirty-six, and as found in

Bagalkot alone. They are said to have come as traders with a Madras
army, probably some of the troops under Sir Thomas Munro in

1817. The names in common use among men are Armugshetti,
Govindrdj, Murgeydshetti, Nardyansvami, Punsvdmi, and SundrAj-
shetti; and among women, Anamma, Chinamma, KarpAyamma,
Kdshamma, and Lakshamma. Their surnames are place and
calling names which are of no account in marriage. The Bijdpur
Shetiydrs are not known to have any divisions; but they
include several gotras or family-stocks, some of which are Gund-
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mudya, Kallumudya, Maludya, Mudipalludya, Palarudhiyama- Chapter III.

harishi, and Vairmudiyamahd,ris]ii. Persons belonging to the same PoBulation
family-stock are not allowed to intermarry. They do not differ in

face, features, or bearing from the Mudliydrs and speak Arvi or
ShetiyArs.

Tamil at home. Most of them understand and speak Telugu and
Kdnarese and a few understand Hindustani. They live in ordinary
one-storeyed houses, with flat roofs and mud and laterite walls,

costing £10 to £100 (Rs.100-1000) to build. The houses are fairly

clean and contain furniture and house goods worth £2 to £10
(Rs. 20-100). They are moderate eaters, the staple diet being rice

bread, pulse, and vegetables. They are not good cooks and bave few
holiday dishes. They have no rule that they should bathe daily

before eating the first meal, and both men and women bathe only twice
a week. A few bathe daily and they alone daily worship the bouse
gods, otherwise tbe gods are worshipped on holidays only. Unlike
other Bijapur Hindus, Sbetiyars rarely offer cooked food to their

gods. They eat goats, cocks, fish, and hares, the flesh of other
animals being held either unclean or sacred. They have no objec-

tion to use animal food daily, but on account of its costliness it is

used only on holidays. They drink liquor and are fond of smoking
gdnja or hemp-flower. The men shave the head except the top-

knot and the face except tbe moustache. The women arrange the

hair either in a knot at the back of the head or twist it iu a single

plait which is wound into a ball. They sometimes though rarely

wear false hair and deck their heads with flowers. Both men and
women dress like Lingdyats, the yearly clothes charges being 10s.

to £2 10s. (Rs.5-25) for a man and 16s. to £2 10s. (Rs.8-25) for a
woman. Their ornaments are like those of Lingayats and are worth
10s. to £10 (Rs. 5-100) and upwards for men, and 8s. to £10
(Rs. 4-100) and upwards for women. They are an orderly class

with no marked characteristic. Their chief calling is trade, most of

them being shopkeepers and moneylenders. A few who are too

poor to trade on their own account, serve in their castemen's shops.

Women help the men. Some of them trade on borrowed capital

and others have funds of their own. They are fairly off, though
some who have borrowed to meet trade losses or special expenses

are in debt. Men women and children work from morning to

evening, taking the usual midday rest. Their busy time is during

the dry months and the marriage season. They rank themselves

below Brdhmans and eat no food that is not prepared by their caste-

men or by Brdhmans. They are Brd,hmanical Hindus, their family

deities being Vyankatesh, Mdruti, Basavanna, Panchamma of Arelur

in Trichinapalli, and Angalamma. They are specially devoted to

Vyankatesh of Giri in North Arkot, whose shrine they occasionally

visit. Some of them fast on the lunar elevenths of every Hindu
month and on jSMwdira in February -March. Their chief holidays

are Scmkrdnt in January and Divdli in September -October. They
respect Brihmans and call them to ofiiciate at their marriage and

other ceremonies. They have a married hereditary Brdhman reli-

gious guide or guru who lives in the Madras Presidency and never

visits Bijdpur. His title is Jnyanshivdchdri. They believe in

astrology, and profess to have no faith in witchcraft. Unlike other

B 877—21
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inhabitants of the district^ they do not bathe the mother or the child

as soon as it is born, but wipe them with cloths. The mother and

child are bathed in warm water after the fourth day, and the mother

is fed on rice boiled and strained and wheat bread with or without

clarified butter. The goddess Satvai is worshipped on the fifth or

the eleventh day and the midwife is paid 6d. to 4s. (Rs.i-2). On
the eleventh,, twelfth, thirteenth, or fifteenth day the family priest

offers a burnt offering and the child is cradled and named.. The priest

is given a pair of waistcloths. A poor woman keeps her room for nine

days, a middle-class woman for thirteen days, and a rich woman
for fifteen days. The birth rites cost £1 (Es. 10) for a poor woman, £2

(Rs. 20) for a middle-class woman, and £2 10s. to £5 (Rs.25-50) for

a rich woman. The child's hair is first cut in the fourth, sixth, or

twelfth mouth. A lock of hair is first cut by a goldsmith with a pair of

scissors and then the whole head is shaved by a barber ; the child is

bathed anddressedin new clothes; and the lobes of his ears are pierced.

Boys are girt with the sacred thread in their third, fifth, eighth, or

tenth year. Among Shetiyars thread-girding is not attended with

any pomp and it is sometimes performed as part of the marriage

ceremony. It is also incomplete as the thread of munj grass is not

tied round the boy's waist. From his fourth or fifth year a boy
begins to wear a loincloth hung from the waist-thread. Girls and
boys are married at an early age, and widow-marriage is forbidden.

The cost of marrying a boy is £20 to £100 (Rs. 200-1000) and
upwards, and of marrying a girl £2 to £10 (Rs. 20-100). The offer

of marriage comes from the boy's parents. When the girl's father

agrees to give his daughter in marriage, the boy's father goes to

the girl's house to perform the betrothal or bdshtagi. He brings a

robe worth 8s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 8-15), a bodicecloth worth 2s. to 4s.

(Rs. 1-2), a quarter to a hundredweight of sugar, seven to fourteen

pounds of betelnuts, two thousand betel leaves, five to eleven cocoa-

nuts, fifty to a hundred plantains, five halves of cocoa-kernel, three-

quarters of a pound of turmeric root, three-quarters of a pound of

dry dates, and ornaments according to his means. When the guests
are come the family priest blesses the girl and tells the boy's
father to give her the robe. When the girl has put on the robe, the

boy's father fills her lap with five of the things brought by him, and
the priest, naming the family-stocks and the fathers of the boy and
girl, declares that the girl is betrothed to the boy. Sugar and betel

are served and the guests withdraw. The boy's father is feasted on
rice, polis or sugar roUy-polies, and tamarind curry or sdr. On a lucky
day after some time the marriage takes place. The boy is generally
taken to the girl's village. When the boy's party come to the
girl's village they are lodged in a separate house. On the third day
before the marriage both the boy and the girl are rubbed with
turmeric paste. On the day before the marriage, the clothes which
are to be worn on the marriage day are laid before the house-gods.
On the marriage day the girl's father with his friends and relations
brings her and a tray containing cocoanuts, plantains, betel leaves,
flowers, turmeric powder, and Vermillion, in procession to the boy's
lodging The officiating priest tells the bride and bridegroom to
put on the marriage dress and sit on two low stools facing the east.
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The priest makes a burnt offering before them, and when all have
touched a dish in which the luck-giving necklace is kept the boy is

told to fasten it round the girl's neck. The kankans or thread
wristlets, each with a turmeric root tied to it, are bound round the
wrists of the bride and bridegroom, and the hems of their garments
are knotted together, and, without holding any cloth between them,
grains of rice are dropped on their heads. They are then made to

go round the burnt offering. After this the hems of their garments
are untied, and two small patctes of gold leaf are fastened to their

foreheads. In the evening a burnt offering is made and the thread
wristlets or hankans are unfastened. At night the bridegroom takes
the bride to bow to the house-gods and ber mother hands the bride
to her mother-in-law. The bride goes to the bridegroom's, stays

four days, and returns to her father's. Polygamy is allowed and
is occasionally practised ; polyandry is unknown. When a girl comes
of age she is held to be unclean and is made to sit apart for five,

seven, or nine days. She is then bathed and sent to live with her
husband. In the seventh month of her pregnancy her mother presents

her with a green bodice. Shetiyars burn their dead, unless they
are very poor when they bury them. Like Br^hmans they carry the
dead on a bier and like them they burn them with consecrated fire.

When the body is consumed the persons attending the funeral bathe,

and each taking a handful of grass returns to the house of the
deceased. Atthe house they bow to the lamp which has been set on
the cowdunged spot where the deceased breathed his last, throw the

grass before it, and return home. On the third day the son or chief

mourner goes to the burning ground with his relations, removes the

ashes and unburnt bones, and sprinkles the spot with a quart of milk.

The men who go with him join him in sprinkling the milk. On the

sixteenth the son or chief mourner goes with his priest outside of the

village, worships the nine Hindu planets, makes a burnt offering, and
offers rice-balls to the departed soul. One of the balls is offered to

the crows. When a crow has pecked the ball the chief mourner
bathes, returns home, and with friends and relations sits to a feast.

On the seventeenth day the women of the house sweep the house,

wash it with cowdung,- bathe, and anoint their hair with oil. The
priest purifies the family by givng them the pa7ichpavya or five cow-
gifts and making the men change their sacred threads, and a feast is

given to friends and relations. Like Brahmans they keep all memorial
feasts. A strong caste feeling binds them together as a community.
Their social disputes are inquired into and settled by a caste council

headed by an hereditary chaudharL Most of them send their boys
and a few send their girls to school. They keep their boys at school

till about fourteen. They suffered severely during the 1876 famine.

They are not a pushing or rising class and do not take to new
pursuits.

Shimpis, or Tailors, are returned as numbering5045 and as found

in small numbers in all large villages and towns. They are of two
distinct castes, Marathi Shimpis and Kanarese Shimpis. The Mardthi

Shimpis are of the Ndmdev division. The KAnarese Shimpis are

Nagliks, who have given up sewing and taken to dyeing thread red

and other colours. Five or six houses of Mareitha Shimpis are

Chapter III.
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found in Bijdpur, a few in Ilkal Indi Bdgev^di and Muddebihdl,

and a great many in B^alkot and Tdlikot. The names in common
use among men are Anna, Babdji, B£pu, Bhima, Narsing, Naruba,

Omkdri, Rama, Santrd,m, and Umdji ; and among women Ambdb^i,
KdsMbdi, Nfigubdi, Narsubd,i, Salubdi, TuljdMi, and Yamundb^i.

Their surnames are place-names, Bilankar, Mirajkar, Nilekar, Omkari,

Pukalkar, and Radekar, and are of no importance in matchmaking.
Among their gotrds or family-stocks are Atma Rishi, Pimpal Rishi,

and Shring Rishi j members of the same family-stock on the

father's side cannot intermarry. They are divided into Rangaris

or Dyers and Shimpis or Tailors who eat together and intermarry.

They mark their brows with sandal-powder like Sonars or gold-

smiths and Sutd,rs or carpenters. As a -class they are middle-sized,

strongly built, and robust. The skin is brown, the nose aquiline

and long, the lips thin, and the cheeks gaunt. The expression
is quick, occasionally somewhat fierce. They speak Mardthi indoors

and a badly pronounced and incorrect Kdnarese or Hindustani
out of doors. In their Mard.thi they use some curious words as lai

for phdr much, and dod for dvdd naughty. Most of them lire in

clean one-storeyed houses with walls of stone and flat roofs. Except
a few copper and brass drinking pots and dining plates, their vessels

are of earth, and are clean and neatly kept. They have little house
furniture. Many of them keep domestic animals, but only the rich

have servants. Their staple food is bread, split pulse, vegetables,
and relishes representing to each man a daily cost of 1^5. (1 a.).

They largely use onions and garlic with their daily food and
are fond of sour and pungent articles. Their holiday dishes are
poUs or sugar rolly-polies, rice, and rich vegetables. They eat
the flesh of the goat, deer, hare, and fowls. They are excessively
fond of flesh and would eat it every day if they could afford
it. They kill a goat in honour of Tulja-Bhavani on Basara in

September- October, offer its dressed flesh to the goddess, and
feast on it. They bathe in cold or warm water before eating. They
put on freshly washed clothes, and wash the house-gods with fresh
water and worship them with sandal powder, flowers, and iel leaves.

They bum frankincensebefore the gods and take a little of the incense
ash, mark their brows with it, and put a little in their mouth, and
offer the gods cooked food. Some of them bathe in a river or pond,
and on their way home worship Mdruti by pouring a potful of water
on the god, bowing low before the god, and marking his brow
with redlead paste from the body of the god, and on reaching
home worship a basil plant and sip as holy water a little of the water
from the root of the plant. They generally mark their brows with
a large round spot of sandal-powder. They drink spirits and
fermented palm-juice almost daily and always when they eat flesh.
On Dasam they drink to excess. Some of them also use hemp-
water or bhdng, smoke hemp or gdnja, and eat opium. A considerable
number of them are excessively fond of stimulants and narcotics.
Men shave the head except the top-knot and the face except the
eyebrows and moustache. They wear a waistcloth, a jacket, a head-
scarf, a pair of shoes, and a shouldercloth about ten feet long which
they throw loosely about the body. The men spend 8s. to £1 10s.
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(Rs. 4-15) a year on dress. Their usual ornaments are earrings, Chapter III.
bangles, twisted waistcliains, and rings. A rich Shimpi's ornaments p T'rnn
are worth more than £10 (Rs. 100) and a middle-class Shimpi's more

^opi^^a'^'i""-

than £5 (Rs. 50). The rich have special holiday clothes and the Shimpis.

rest wash their every-day clothes. Women tie the hair in a knot
passing a woollen cord round it ; and gii'ls deck the hair with flowers
and sometimes plait it in braids before they come of age. They wear
the ordinary Mardthi bodice with a back and short sleeves. They
wear the full Maratha robe but without passing the skirt between the
feet. Some of them cover the head with one of the ends of the robe,
others go bareheaded. The price of silk-bordered bodicecloths
varies from 9c?. to 6s. (Rs.f-3) and plain bodicecloths vary from
|c?. to 6c?. (1-4 as.). A few buy new clothes for holiday use, but
most wear the robes and bodicecloths which were given them
at marriage and other ceremonies. They seldom use any but
local handwoven cloth. The women spend 10s. to £1 10s.

(Rs. 5-15) a year on dress. Their ornaments are like those worn by
Ling^yats. A rich woman's stock is worth over £50 (Rs. 500), a
middle-class woman's over £10 (Rs. 100), and a poor woman's over
£1 (Rs. 10). They wear silver girdles or kambarpattds before but
never after they have had a child ; and girls wear silver ankle-chains
till they come of age. Shimpis are clean, hardworking, patient,

and rough-mannered. They are extravagant and showy and have a
bad name for unscrupulous dealing. The Mardthi proverb says,

'Friend, have no dealings with the goldsmith, the tailor, the village

clerk, or the Lingdyat trader.' ^ They are tailors and dyers. To sew
a first-class broadcloth coat a tailor takes three days and charges

10s. (Rs. 5) ; a second-class broadcloth coat takes two days to sew
and costs 6s. (Rs. 3) ; and a third-class broadcloth coat takes one
day and costs 3s. (Rs. 14). A cotton cloth coat takes a day to sew
and according to the style of cloth costs Is. 6c?. (12 as.). Is. (8 as.),

or 9d. (6 as.) . According to the kind of coat the sewing of a coarse

cloth coat costs 6d. to Is. (4-8 as.) . The women sew bodices

charging l^d. to 6d (1-4 as.) for the sewing of each. A good tailor

makes £1 10s. to £2 (Rs. 15-20) a month, a middling tailor £1 to

£1 4s. (Rs. 10-12), and a poor tailor 14s. to 16s. (Rs. 7-8). Of

late years tailors are said to have suffered from the competition

of sewing-machines. Dyeing or Rangari Shimpis colour turbans,

sheets, and shawls, and print chintz. In making dyes they chiefly

use a solution of safflower powder, soda or plantain-tree ashes, and

lemon-juice. Soda or plantain ashes are used in the proportion of

half a pound of soda to eight pounds of safflower, a quantity which

requires the juice of 100 lemons. The safflower powder is first

strained in an open-mouthed vessel with two gallons of water. The

solution is kept aside and used in giaking different colours. To the

dregs of the powder half a pound of soda ashes is added and the

whole is again strained with water. This solution mixed with a

little of the first straining gives a red colour. To dye red, a white

' The Mardthi runs :
' Sonar, Shimpi, Kulharni, Apa, ydnchi sangat naho re bdpa.'
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turban is coloured with a solution of turmeric powder, and then

steeped in the red colour and wrung dry. If the tint is dull, it is

brightened by dipping the turban in lemon-juice mixed with water.

To dye dark-purple, the cloth is first dyed with indigo and is then

steeped in red. To dye hght pink the cloth is steeped in red with

lemon-juice and a quart of water ; and to dye pink the quantity of

the red solution is increased. To dye orange the turban or cloth is

dyed with a solution of turmeric powder and is then steeped in a

weak solution of red. To dye dark red the cloth is steeped in a

solution of indigo and then in red. In dyeing yellow the turban is

kept half an hour in turmeric and soda. It is wrung, soaked in

lemon-juice, and again steeped in turmeric and soda. If less turmeric

powder is used the colour becomes paler. Green is produced by a

mixture of indigo and turmeric with lemon-juice. For dyeing a

turban red or green they charge 2s. to 4s. (Rs. 1 - 2), which leaves

them a profit of 6d. to Is. 6d. (4-12 as.). The charge for dyeing
orange yellow varies from 6d. to 2s. (Re. ^-1). Like a tailor a good
dyer makes £1 10s. to £2 (Rs.15-20) a month, a middling dyer £1
to £1 4s. (Rs.10-12), and a poor dyer 14s. to 16s. (Rs. 7-8). Their

women clean and reel silk and sometimes make 6d. to 2s. (Re. j-1) a
day. Some lend money at twenty-four per cent a year on personal

security and twelve per cent if an article is pawned ; some deal in

silk and some rent lands to tenants receiving one-half to one-third of

the produce ; some take service with traders and merchants. Dyeing
is not a prosperous calling. Most Marwdris, Musalmdns, and
Mard.thas. dye their own turbans with safflower, and the competition
from foreign dyes tends constantly to become more severe. Besides,

since the famine, the bulk of the people have taken to wearing white
headscarves instead of coloured turbans. Shimpis and Rangdris rank
with Marathds with whom they eat. They also eat with Patvegd,rs

or silk-band makers. They eat from the hands of Brahmans, Gujarat
Vdnis, Lingayats, and Rajputs ; but these castes do not eat from them.
Men women and children work all day long. Theirwork is brisk during
the dry season, but dull during the south-west rains. They rest on the
leading Hindu holidays. The monthly charges of a family of four or
five members vary from 16s. to £1 (Rs. 8-10). A rich Shimpi's house
costs £20 (Rs. 200) to build, a middle-class Shimpi's about £10
(Rs. 100), and a poor Shimpi's about £5 (Rs. 50). The house goods
in a rich Shimpi's house are worth £8 to £10 (Rs. 80-100), in a middle-
class family £4 to £5 (Rs. 40-60), and in a poor family £2 to £2 10s.

(Rs. 20-25). Birth charges are about £3 (Rs. 30) in a rich family,
about £2 (Rs. 20) in a middle-class family, and about £1 (Rs. 10) in a
poor family. On the marriage of a son or daughter a rich man
spends £15 to £20 (Rs. 150-200), a middle-class man £8 to £10
(Rs. 80-100), and a poor man £3 to £4 (Rs.30-40). The death of
grown member of a rich family costs about £3 (Rs. 30), of a middle-
class family about £2 10s. (Rs. 25), and of a poor family £1 10s. to
£2 (Rs.15-20). They are religious. They honour Brdhmans and
call them to their marriages, a girl's coming of age, funerals, and mind-
rites. Their family-deities are Jotiba of Kolhapur, Khandoba of
Jejuri in Poena, Tulja-Bhavani of Tuljiipur in the Nizam's country.
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Vithoba of Pandharpur in ShoMpur, and Yallamma of Parasgad in
Belgaum.^ Their chief objects of worship are Vithoba and his wife
Rabhm^b^i. They make pilgrimages to the shrines of their family
gods. Some go yearly to Vithoba at Pandharpur and in the north
of the district some go on every bright eleventh and many on the two
great festivals, on the bright eleventh of A'shddh in July and on the
bright eleventh of Kdrtik in November. Shimpis consider Pandhar-
pur specially holy because it was a favourite resort of the Shimpi
poet and saint Namdev who lived about a.d. 1290. All are careful
to fast on the bright elevenths of Anhadh in June- July and Kdrtik
in October -November. Some fast till evening on Shrdvan or July-
August Mondays. They have two gurus or religious teachers ; one
who lives at Dhamangaon in ShoMpur and is called Bodhalebava,
and the other who lives at TuljApur in the Nizam's country and is

called K^nphateb^va. Both visit their disciples every year and
initiate any children who have grown old enough to understand the
rite. The disciples raise a subscription, each working member of

the caste subscribing not less than 10s. (Ks. 5) and handing £10 to

£20 (Es. 100-200) to the teacher. The teacher initiates both boys
^nd girls and even gets disciples from new families. They worship
village and local deities. Their house images are of brass and
copper and some of stone. They believe in witchcraft and soothsay-
ing, and they consult those who are acquainted with these arts. At
the birth of a child the child and mother are bathed in warm water
and laid on a cot. The mother is fed on dry cocoa-kernel, molasses,

and garlic with clarified butter, and some are given three-quarters

of a pound of clarified butter to drink. During the first five days
the mother is fed with rice and clarified butter ; and garlic rind is

burnt under her bed in a chafing dish. On the fifth day she is fed

with rice and wheat fiour cooked with clarified butter and sugar. In
the evening the midwife worships the goddess Jivati and as among
Lingayats carries away the lamp under cover. On the tenth the

whole house is plastered and the child's and the mother's clothes are

washed. On the twelfth or thirteenth they hold a feast in which rice

cakes or foUs and vegetables are served. In the evening the child

is laid in a cradle and named by several female relations ; the first

name given is always taken, the other names are used as pet names.

At a marriage engagement the boy's father gives the girl a robe

worth 8s. (Rs. 4) and a bodice worth Is. (8 as.) After the boy's father

has made these presents betel is handed round. In the betrothal

or bdshtagi ceremony the boy and girl are made to sit on a blanket

or a carpet in front of the house gods. The boy's father marks the

girl's brow with redpowder and gives her a robe, a bodice, eight

pounds of sugar, eight pounds of betelnuts, and twenty-eight

pounds of molasses. Guests are given 2^'. 6d. (Rs, 1|) and small pieces

of cocoa-kernel mixed with molasses. The girl's father treats the

boy and his relations to a feast of vermicelli, sugar, and clarified

butter without anything pungent or sour. An astrologer chooses a

lucky day for the marriage. A few days before the day fixed the

girl's father sends for the boy and his relations. After the boy and

his relations come to the girl's village, the boy's party takes

turmeric powder and oil to the girl's house, and the girl's party
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takes tlie turmeric and oil to tbe boy's house. At their own houses

the boy and the girl are rubbed with turmeric powder, bathed, and

seated ia squares or surgis with a water-pot at each corner and a

thread passed seven times round the neck of each jar. When the

boy or the girl comes out of the square a person stands at each corner

of the square, and they lift the thread and make the boy or girl pass

under it. Women throw rice and wave lamps before them to guard

the pair against unfriendly influence or the efEects of the evil eye.

The second or third day after the turmeric-rubbing, the bride's

father sends for the bridegroom and his relations. When they come,

the bride and bridegroom are dressed in their marriage clothes

and stand in front of two lamps behind which a cylindrical cup or

panchpdtra is placed. The Brahman priest holds between them a

white cloth, with a central turmeric cross, repeats verses, and along

with the guests throws grains of rice on the heads of the pair. The
priest recites sacred verses and the bridegroom ties the lucky-thread

or mangalsutra round the bride's neck. The bride's father treats

the bridegroom's father and his relations to a feast. Next day the

bridegroom's father and his relations lead the bride and bridegroom

to worship Mdruti. Some one of the party breaks a cocoanut

before the god, marks the brows of the married pair with sacred

ashes, and gives the bridegroom a piece of cocoa-kernel, who catches

it in his robe as a gift from the deity. From the temple the procession

goes to the bridegroom's, where the bride and the bridegroom feed

each other, the bride putting five morsels into the bridegroom's

mouth and he putting five morsels into her mouth. After this at

the time of betel-chewing the bridegroom holds a roll of betel leaves

in his teeth, and the bride tries to bite ofE the end of the roll. Then
the bridegroom sits on a blanket and the bride rubs sandal-powder

on his hands and neck and gives him a roll of betel leaves. The
bridegroom in turn marks the bride's brow ,with red. The bride-

groom's father gives a feast and next day the bride's father gives a

caste feast and lets the bridegroom's party go. When a girl comes of

age, she is made to sit for four -days in a gaily dressed frame or makhar
and on the sixteenth her lap is filled with rice, betelnuts, betel leaves,

and a cocoanut, and a caste-feast is held. In the seventh month of her

pregnancy a Brdhman priest attends and the hair-parting or shimant
and lap-filling are performed. Shimpi girls are sometimes married
in infancy, as young as nine months. A widow may marry once but
if the second husband dies she must remain a widow for the rest of

her life. Polygamy is allowed and practised
;
polyandry is unknown.

Shimpis burn their dead, and hold the mourning family impure
for ten days. A Brdhman priest attends, and on the tenth day
they lay ten balls of rice on the spot where the body was burnt.

The mourners stand at a distance and watch the crows. If the crows
do not come the mourners touch the balls with holy grass shaped
into the form of a crow, and go home, and in company with other
castemen eat unleavened wheat cakes, rice, and varan a dish of split

pulse. On each of the next two days they give a caste feast adding
sugar and clarified butter to the dinner served on the tenth day.
They hold no mind-feasts during the All Souls Fortnight or maka-
layapaJcsh in dark Bhddrapad or August -September. Instead at
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Divdli in October-November a waistcloth is laid out for tlie father

and a bodice for the mother and food is offered.

The feeling of caste is fairly strong among Shimpis. Social

disputes are settled by a caste council whose decisions are enforced
by fine or loss of caste. Most Shimpis send their boys to school to

learn Kdnarese reading, writing, and arithmetic ; a few send their

girls for a short time. They take to no new pursuits and in spite

of their complaints are comfortably off.

Suryavanshi La'ds, that is South Gujardtis of the Sun race,

also called Kh^tiks or Batchers, are returned as numbering 1013 and
as found all over the district. The names in ordinary use among
men are Bamanna, Bhimdppa, Hirdji, Malkappa, Rajeba, Subhfoa,
Yyankanna, and Yallappa; and among women Akkavva, Ammavva,
Godavva, Godamma, Holevva, Mankayva., and Nagavva. Their
commonest surnames are Bilgikar, Bujurukar, Ohendukdl, Dharm-
kambla, Govindkar, Parbhukar, and Rdjapuri. Persons bearing
the same surname do not intermarry as they are supposed to bo
the descendants of a common ancestor. Khdtiks are divided into

Suryavanshi Ldds and Snltani Kh^tiks, who neither eat together

nor intermarry. In appearance they resemble the other middle-class

castes of the district. They are of middle height with strong
firmly-knit frames. Most are dark and a few are brown with a

somewhat heavy expression of face. At home they speak Mardthi,

but they know Kdnarese and Hindustani. They live in ordinary

houses with stone and mud walls and flat roofs. They keep their

houses neat and are clean in their dress and persons. Their few
house goods are kept clean and fresh and are laid out with care.

Only those who are husbandmen own cattle, and a few have half-

fed ponies. A house costs £5 to £10 (Rs. 50-100) to build, and
6.'?. to £1 4s. (Rs. 3-12) a year to hire. They are neither great

eaters nor good cooks. They are fond of sour, pungent, and sweet

dishes. Their every-day food is bread, and either split pulse or

vegetable sauce, the two sauces being alternately used. To their

regular meal a dish of rice is occasionally added as a change

and a dainty. Their every-day food costs them 3d. (2 as.) a head.

Their holiday dishes are rice, polis or sugar roily-polies, sdr a

sauce either of mango or tamarind, and vermicelli which is always

served on the Hindu New Year's Day in March-April, They
sacrifice a goat to Bhavani on Mdmavmi in Ashvin or September

-

October, and feast on its flesh. Besides goat, the animals they eat

are deer, hare, doves, domestic fowls, and fish. They would use

animal food daily if they could afford it. They drink liquor on any

day, especially on holidays but always in moderation. Some of

them drink hemp-water or hhdng, smoke hemp-flowers or gdnja,

and eat opium. The men shave the head except the top-knot, and

shave the chin. Their dress is plain and generally white. It

is a waistcloth seven and a half feet long or a pair of short

breeches, a shouldercloth, a jacket, a coat, a headscarf or a turban,

and a pair of shoes. A man's dress costs him 8s. to 16s. (Rs.4-8) a

year ; and thoir ornaments, which include earrings, wristlets, twisted

waistchains, and finger rings, vary in value from £2 to £4 (Rs. 20 - 40).

Some of their women comb their hair and tie it in a knot ; others tie
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it in a loose roll without combing it. They dress in a robe and a

bodice, passing the upper end of the robe over the head ; bub unlike

other Mardtha women letting the skirt fall to the feet like a petti-

coat. Their favourite colours are red and black. A woman's

dress costs her 1 Os. to 16s. (Rs. 5-8) a year. Besides the lucky

thread or mangalsutra, which is worth 2s. (Re. 1), the welUto-do

wear earrings, noserings^ necklaces, armlets, and wristlets, together

worth £2 103. to £5 (Rs. 25-50). Only rich and well-to-do Khdtiks

have spare clothes for holiday wear ; the rest wear their freshly

washed every-day clothes. Their clothes are of local hand-woven

cloth ; and their ornaments are made by local goldsmiths of the

Panchdl caste. As a class they are clean, orderly, fairly hospitable,

and thrifty. Most of them are mutton butchers, and a few are

excise contractors and landowners, who employ servants to till their

fields. They buy goats of Dhangars or shepherds, kill them, and sell

the mutton at 2|d. to -S(£. (l|-2 as.) a pound. Their daily profit

varies from 6d. to Is. (4-8 as.) They borrow money to meet marriage

expenses and sometimes to cover trade losses. They have fair

credit and can bori'ow at six to eighteen per cent interest. They call

themselves Smyavanshi Lads, but others call them Khdtiks. They
rank below Kurubars and take food from their hands. Vadars and
Lamans eat food cooked by Khdtiks ; but Kh^tiks do not eat food
cooked by them. They work from morning till evening. Some
close their shops on Shivrdtra in January-February and on all

ekddashis or lunar elevenths. Their women mind the house, but
do not work as butchers or sell in their shops. Their children
sometimes help them in their work. Khatiks are not a religious class.

Their family deities are DurgaVva, Dyamavva, Md,ruti, Shidraya,
and Yallavva; and they go on pilgrimage to Mdruti's shrine at

Tulshigeri, to Yallavva at Parasgad, and to Shidraya in Bijdpur.
Before worshipping these deities, a Khatik bathes, and putting on
a newly washed waistcloth, worships them with water, sandal-paste,
flowers, cocoanuts, betelnnts, sugar, molasses, dry dates, camphor,
and frankincense, and on holidays with an offering of dressed food.
Their images are in the shape of human beings, the ling, or a
monkey. Though they worship these deities, the object of their
special devotion is the Sun, whom as Suryavanshis or of the sun-
stock, they claim as their first ancestor. The day sacred to their
house- gods is the Hindu New Year's Day in Ghaitra or March

-

April.^ They keep many Hindu holidays ; but only a few fast on
Shivrdtra in March -April and on ekddashis or lunar elevenths.
On Ganesh-chaturthi or Ganpati's Fourth in August -September
an earthen Ganpati is brought from the market, set in the house,
worshipped, and presented with fried Icadbus or sugar dumphngs.
In Ashvin or September -October, during the Navrdtra, that is

the nine nights before Basa/ra, a festival is held in honour of
Bhavani. They respect Brdhmans and call them to officiate at
marriages. They have great faith in soothsaying and never begin
an undertaking without consulting an astrologer. They say they
have not much faith in witchcraft, though they believe in ghosts
and in spirit-possession. Among Xhdtiks, a woman's confinement
lasts from a fortnight to six weeks. During the first fifteen days
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a chafing dish is kept under the bedstead, and the mother is given
molasseSj dry cocoa-kernel, dry ginger, pepper, gum, and dry dates

pounded together and mixed with clarified butter. She is fed on
sdnja or wheat-flour boiled with sugar and clarified butter. After
the first fortnight till the end of her lying-in her daily food
includes wheat-bread and vermicelli. Unlike most castes in the
district, an elderly woman of the family worships the goddess Satvdi
or Mother Sixth on the fifth day after a birth and gives the

midwife enough dressed food for a meal. If the family is rich,

friends and kinspeople are asked to a meal in which mutton is

served. On the thirteenth day the child is named and cradled by
married women, who are given a mixture of five different grains to

eat. The hair of the child, whether it is a boy or a girl, is cut for

the first time in the third or sixth month without much ceremony.
If they can afEord it they marry their girls in childhood, but they
do not hold themselves bound to marry their girls before they come
of age. They marry their girls from a month to nineteen years old,

spending £2 10s.to£10 (Rs. 25-100). A boy's marriage costs more, as

£5 to £12 10s. (Rs. 50-125) have to be given in ornaments to the girl.

When a girl's father agrees to give his daughter in marriage, the

boy's father lays two cocoanuts, one and a quarter pounds of dry
cocoa-kernel, and seven or ten pounds of sugar before the girFs

house-gods, and in the presence of caste-people declares that the

daughter of so and so is engaged to his son. Sugar and betel are

served to the caste-people and they withdraw. The boy's father is

feasted on rice, sugar, and clarified butter. On a lucky day the

bdshtaffi or betrothal is performed in which the girl is sometimes

taken to the boy's house and the boy is sometimes taken to the girl's

house. The boy's father gives twenty-eight pounds of sugar, seven

poundsof dry cocoa-kernel, one and a quarter pounds of poppy-seed,

one and a quarter poundsof betelnuts, 200 betel leaves, and four

bodicecloths to the girl's father, and a silver necklace, silver bangles,

and a robe to the girl. He makes the girl sit before the house gods
and fills her lap with five betelnuts, five dry dates, five halves of dry

cocoa-kernels, five plantains, and ten pounds (5 sheis) of rice. If the

boy is present the girl's father gives him a shela or rich shouldercloth

and a turban. Sugar and betel are served and the guests withdraw.

As it is a rule that new relations should not be fed on sour or sharpi

dishes, the boy's father and his party are feasted on rice, sugar,^

and clarified butter. After a short time the boy's father asks the

girl's father whether he is ready to give his daughter in marriage

and tells a Brahman astrologer to find out a lucky day to, hold

the wedding. The Brahman fixes on a day and writes the day

and the names of the bride and bridegroom- on two pieces of

paper, and gives the boy's father the slip on which the boy's

name is written and the girl's father the slip on which the girl's

name is written. At the time of marriage these slips of paper are

fastened in cloth and are tied round the necks of the bridegroom

and bride. On this occasion the boy's father gives the girl

two white bodicecloths and three and a half pounds of rice.

Some days before the marriage day the bridegroom is rubbed

with turmeric paste and bathed in a s^trgi or square with a
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drinking pot at each corner and a cotton thread wonnd round the

necks of the pots. On the same day the devMrya or god-pleasing is

held, and the bridegroom and his party start for the girl's village. At

the village he is met by the bride's father and relations, who lead

him to a house which has been made ready for him and his party. On
the marriage day the bride and bridegroom are bathed in different

squares at their own houses and dressed in new clothes, the bride's

clothes being a white robe and a white bodice. The bridegroom

is seated on a horse and led to the bri ie's in procession with

At the bride's, he is led into the marriage booth, where hemusic.

stands in a basket, containing millet and a rope, facing the bride

who stands on a grindstone. A cotton wristlet made of the thread

that was tied round the four water-vessels is wound round the bride's

left; wrist and another round the bridegroom's right wrist ; a

curtain marked with a cross in the centre is held between them

;

and the priest recites the eight luck-giving verses and when the verses

are ended throws grains of rice over the couple ; the guests join in

throwing the rice. Then betel is served and the guests go. Next
day the bride and bridegroom are bathed in the same square and
dressed in new clothes. In the evening the vardt or mai-ried couple's

homeward procession starts from the bride's for the bridegroom's.

On the way it halts at the temple of the village-god, where the
bride and bridegroom bow, and break a cocoanut before the god.
In this procession the pair are seated on a bullock, the bride sitting

in front of the bridegroom. At the bridegroom^s her mother
hands the bride to her mother-in-law, and the bridegroom'^s father
gives 2s. (Re. I) to the bride's party. On the third day the bride's
father gives a caste feast, presents suits of clothes to the bride-
groom's father and mother, and gives 2s. (Re. 1) as a money present
to his caste-people. On the fourth day the bridegroom's father
gives a caste feast and makes similar presents to the father and
mother of the bride, and a money gift to the caste-people double
that given by the bride's father. The present of money is spent
on liquor; and on the fifth day the bridegroom with his party
returns to his house. They allow and practise polygamy, but forbid
widow marriage. They are not particular about the ceremonial
impurity caused by a girl's coming of age ; some observe it and some
disregard it. The girl is made to sit by herself for the first five days
and is bathed every day and rubbed with turmeric paste. On the sixth
she is bathed from head to foot, and on the first lucky day she goes
to her husband. In the fifth or seventh month of her pregnancy, her
mother makes her a present of a green bodice. Khatiks who live
among the Marathas generally burn their dead ; in Bij^pur under
Lingdyat influence most of them bury. The funeral party bathe
after burying the dead body, and return to the house of mourning
with some blades of durva grass which they throw into a drinking
pot full of water which is placed on the spot where the spirit parted
from the body. On the third day the mourners place parched rice
and gram, dry dates^ dry cocoa-kernel, molasses, cooked rice, and
small wheaten cakes on the stone slab which is laid over the
grave. To these things the persons who accompanied the funeral
add a few drops of milk, each dropping a little in turn. All go
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and stand at a distance till crows come and eat what has been
offered. If crows ~ do not comej thej pray to the departed and
promise to carry out all his wishes. If, even after this promise,
crows will not come the food is given to a cow. The shoulders of

the four body-carriers are rubbed with curds and washed to remove
the uncleanness caused by bearing the bier, and food enough for a
meal is served to them all in a single platter. If they cannot eat
the whole what is left is given to a cow. Their dinner includes
cooked rice, cakes of wheat flour, clarified butter, and split pulse
sauce. In the evening a feast is given of which mutton forms a
part, and to which caste-people are asked one from each family.
On the eleventh day a silver image-of the dead is made and is

worshipped along with other ancestral images kept in the house-
shrine on a blanket stretched under a tree on the bank of a river.

To the new image according to the sex of the dead a man's or woman^s
dress is offered. All who join in this ceremony are asked to a feast.

Some of them perform the mind-rite on the bright third of Vdishdkh
or April-May which is known as the Undying Third. They spend
16s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 8-15) on a death. They form a united
community and are bound together by a strong caste feeling. Social

disputes are inquired into and settled at a meeting of respectable

members of the caste ; and their decisions are enforced by putting
the offender out of caste. Only a few of them send their boys to

school and fewer still take to new pursuits. They are a fairly

prosperous but not a pushing or a rising community.

Ya'klairs are returned as numbering 132 and as found in

Badami, Bd,galkot, and Hungund. The names in common use among
men are Bhimd,ppa, Bharamayya, Gurdppa, Hanamd,ppa, Lakshdppa,
Satyappa, Tim^ppa, and Vyankappa ; and among women, Bdlavva,
Devavva, Hanmawa, Lakshmavva, Satyavva, Vyankavva, and
Yallavva. Their surnames are Kanchinavvanpujari or ministrant

of Kanchinavva and Hanumantpujdri or Hanumant's ministrant

and the names of their family-stocks are Beramalar, JalMrvaru,
Mallavaru, Nugganuriyavru, and Potguliyavru. Marriage is barred
by sameness of stock, not by sameness of surname. Their family

deities are Haiiamantdev or Mdruti and Kanchinavva of Kategiri

in B£dd,mi. They have no subdivisions and rank with local

Dhangars or shepherds. They are dark, strong, middle-sized, and
well-made, and speak a corrupt Kanarese both at home and abroad.

They live in one-storeyed houses with earth or stone walls and
thatched roofs. Their house goods include low stools and earth

and "metal vessels. Among them landholders engage servants to

work in their fields and all own cattle and pets. They are bad cooks
and moderate eaters, and are fond of sour and hot dishes. Their

staple food includes Indian millet bread, pulse, and vegetables.

They bathe twice a week before they take their morning meals and
worship their family deities. In worshipping their family deities

they set two earthen jars or mogds on a raised altar or kata and
deck each of the jars with a puckered robe, which is tied by
a cord round the neck of the jar. In the neck is set a female bust

of silver or brass. They offer these goddesses flowers, vermillion, and
food, burn frankincense before them, and wave lights about them.
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The worshippers of Mdruti have to bathe and worship the image of

the god daily with sandal-paste and flowers. On New Year's Day
or Ugddi in April and on Bivdli in October they eat vermicelli

boiled in cocoa-milk mixed with molasses, and on Ndg-panchami in

August cakes stuffed with molasses called kdnolds. Except
shrine ministrants or pujdris, who as a rule abstain from flesh and
liquor, they eat flesh and drink liquor and hemp-water or bhang and
smoke hemp-flowers or gdnja. The men shave the head except the
topknot and the face except the moustache and eyebrows. The women
comb their hair with neatness and care and tie it into a knot at the
back of the head, but wear neither false hair nor flowers. The men
dress in a waistcloth, shouldercloth, headscarf or rumdl, shirt or
handi, coat, and a pair of shoes or sandals ; the women dress in
a coloured robe hanging like a petticoat from the waist to the
ankles, and a bodice with a back and short sleeves. Only the rich
have a store of fine clothes for holiday wear; others wear their usual
clothes washing them first with great care. The ornaments worn
by men are the earrings called hhikhdlis, the wristlets called hadds,
and the girdle called hatdora ; those worn by women are the
necklaces called tikis, the wristlets called gats, and the armlets
called voids. As a class they are honest, hardworking, orderly,
thrifty, and hospitable. They live as temple-ministrants or pujdris
and as husbandmen. They either till their own land or hire the
land of others. They are not skilful husbandmen and some work
as labourers. The women mind the house and help in the field.

As a class they are poor and often run in debt if their crops fail from
want of rain. They rest every Monday and on the Jyeshth or June
full-moon. A family of five spends 14s. to £1 4s. (Rs. 7- 12) a month.
A house costs £10 to £30 (Rs.100-300)' to build and the house
goods are worth £2 to £3 (Rs. 20-30). The yearly clothing charges
vary from £1 to £2 (Rs.10-20) a birth costs 4s. to 8s. (Rs,2-4), a
boy's marriage £5 to £10 (Rs. 50-100), a girl's marriage 10s. to £1 10s.
(Rs. 5-15), and a death 4s. to £1 4s. (Rs.2-12). Their family gods are
Kanchinavva, a pot dressed in a robe and with a female image stuck
in its neck, and Maruti the monkey-god. Their priest is a Brahman
who officiates at their marriage ceremony only. To all other
ceremonies they call a representative of their religious teacher or
Kattimanicha of their own caste whom they highly respect. They
nevergo on pilgrimage to holy places. They keeptheusual Hindu holi-
days and fasts except Ganesh-chaturthi or Ganpati's Fourth in Sept-
ember and Shimga or Holi in March. They are careful to bathe on
Tuesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays the days of their god Mdruti, and
worship his image with sandal-paste, flowers, and food. They believe
in soothsayin g, but profess tohavenofaith in witchcraft or in evil spirits.
Early marriage, polygamy, and widow-marriage are allowed, but
girls often remam unmarried even after they come of age

; polyandry
is unknown. On the fifth day after the birth of a child an image
of Satvdi is worshipped with an offering of hhichadi, that is rice and
pulse boiled m water and mixed with clarified butter molasses and
cocoa-scrapmgs

.
The mother is given a mixture of cocoanut gin ger,

black pepper, and pimpali or long pepper, all pounded together and
rr^.^^A ..„,T. ^.i„.„„„ Yive is kept under her cot and she is fed on
mixed with molasses.
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wheat-flour boiled in clarified butter and mixed with molasses. The
child is named and cradled on the thirteenth day and in the seventh
monthj when it is seated in its uncle's lap and its head is shaved.
As soon as both parents agree to the marriage terms the boy's father

takes to the girl's house a present of five dry dates, five betel leaves
with five nuts, and four pounds of sugar with a pair of armlets or
vdnkis ; lays them before the image of her family god in the house

;

seats her before the god, and puts sugar in her mouth. Her lap

is filled with rice and cocoanuts, the guests are feasted on vermicelli,

and the engagement is completed. Next comes the betrothal or
hasMagi. On a lucky day the boy's father with a party of friends

visits the girl's, taking a robe, two pieces of bodicecloth, 4s. (Rs. 2)
in cash, ten to twenty pounds of sugar, two pounds of betelnuts,

two pounds of dry date, and 100 betel leaves, and hands them to her
parents. The girl is dressed in the robe, seated before the family
images, and sugar is again put in her mouth. The guests are told

that the boy and girl are betrothed, betel is served, and they with-

draw. After the guests leave the bridegroom's party are feasted on
vermicelli and on the next day another dinner of stuffed cakes is given.

A lucky day is fixed for the marriage and the house is washed with
cowdung and lime. The bride's party take the bride with them and
go to the bridegroom's. The couple are rubbed with turmeric and
bathed. Next day the god-pleasing is performed, the lucky

post called hdndar gambh or marriage porch post is brought, and a

booth is raised in front of the bridegroom's house. On the same day
the women of the bridegroom's house bring six small earthen pots or

airanis from the potter's who is paid in uncooked provisions, betel

leaves and nuts, and ten coppers. The pots are laid before the family

gods. The couple are bathed, and with their mothers are seated on
a square or surgi made by setting four of the six earthen pots one at

each corner. A thread is wound round a betel leaf, and, under the

name of pdnkanJcan or leaf-wristlet, is tied round the wrist of each

of the pair and friends and relations are feasted. On the third

day the couple are again bathed in the square and dressed in new
clothes, the bride wearing a white robe and bodice. The bride-

groom's brow is decked with a marriage coronet or bashing literally

a browhorn, and the bride's head with a network of flowers. They
are made to stand in the booth face to face with a curtain bearing a

cross or nandi marked with lines of Vermillion between them.

The boy stands on a stone slab and the girl on a heap of millet in a

bamboo basket. Thread wristlets wound round pieces of turmeric root

are tied to the wrists of each of the couple and lucky verses are repeat-

ed by a Brdhman priest. Then all present in turn press lucky rice

on their brows and betel leaves and nuts are handed round. Five

married women sit with the couple in a line before the family gods to

perform the bhuma or earth's foodceremony, and eat fromtwo dishes

of cakes, vermicelli, and sweetmeats, and sing songs. Presents of

clothes are given and received by the bride's and bridegroom's

parties. The couple are seated on a bull and taken to the temple of

Mdrati, where they present a cocoanut to the god and bow to him.

On their return, the bride's parents formally make over the girl to the

care of the bridegroom's mother and leave the bridegroom's house
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with the bride for their own village. On a lucky day after seven or

eight months the girl returns to her husband's and finally goes to

live with him when she comes of age. When she comes of age

she may or she may not sit apart for three days. In any

case she is bathed on the fifth and sent to the temple of

Mdruti. Except that her mother gives her a green robe no

ceremony is performed on a girl's first pregnancy. When a

Ydklar dies the body is placed in a sitting position and is

made fast with strings passed round a peg fixed in the wall.

If the dead is a man he is dressed in a waistcloth, a shoulder-

cloth, and turban ; aud if a woman ia a robe and bodice. A woman

who dies before her husband has her head wreathed with fiowers or

is crowned with a cup full of water. These honours are not paid

to a widow. The body is laid on a blanket or some rough cloth

and taken to the burial ground. They either burn or bury their

dead. When a person is buried they fill the grave with earth and

set a stone over it. Their priest or ayyanavru comes and scatters

bel leaves and pours water over the stone. He also gives each of the

mourners some bel leaves^ and they strew them on the grave shouting

Hur, Ear, that is Shiv, Shiv. All bathe and return to the house

of the dead. The spot where the dead breathed his last is

cowdunged and a copper vessel full of water is set on it. They lay

dwva grass and leaves on the pot and go home. On the third day
they leave two stuffed cakes and rice with an earthen vessel full of

water on the grave and wait to see if a crow will touch them. If

no crow comes to eat they set the food before a cow. All married

dead are honoured by a caste-feast called dinkdrya on the fifth or

eleventh day after death. Either at the end of a month or of a year

after the death a waistcloth and turban or a robe and bodice are

laid on the spot where the dead breathed his last, and the members
of the family are treated to a dinner of stuffed cakes or kdnolas. No
anniversary feast is kept. They form a united body bound together

by a strong caste feeling. Social disputes are settled, at caste

meetings subject to the approval of the Vyankanna of Meligiri

in Mndhol who is their religious head and whose orders are

obeyed on pain of loss of caste. His office is hereditary and his

power over the men of the caste is unlimited. They do not send
their children to school nor do they take to new pursuits. On the

whole they are a stationary class.

Wandering Brd,hmanical Hindus include seventeen divisions with

a strength of 26,552 or 4-67 per cent of the Hindu population. The
details are

:

Bijdpur Wandering Brdhmanical Hindus, 1881.

DIVISIOH.
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Advichinchers, also called Chigri Betkars or PhAnse-
pdrdhis, are returned as numbering 112, and as found in small
numbers all over the district. It is odd that Gujarat should have
contributed the three tribes which next to the Ghante Ohors are

the most dishonest in the district. The Lamdns are settling down
as honest farmers and the professional bullock stealers the Bhats
fortunately only occasionally visit the collectorate, but the Phdnse-
pdrdhis live in the district and so far show no sign of improvement.
The names in common use among men are LingAppa, Edmappa,
Rudrappa, Sidram, and ShivAppa ; and among women Basavva,
Bhdgavva, Chenavva, Lingavv, Nilavva, and Rudrawa. They are

a mixed class composed of Dhangars, Kabligers, and Rajputs, who
neither eat together nor inbermarry. The Dhangars are divided

into Hattikankans or cotton wristlet wearers and Unikankans or

woollen wristlet wearers who eat together and intermarry. The
Rajputs keep up their dan distinctions, and forbid marriage among
members of the same clan. As Mhars are sometimes found as part

of a Lamani tdnda or band, so Bedars occasionally accompany
the Phansepdrdhis. They are made to live at a little distance

from the band, and the others do not marry with them. Their

language is a dialect of Gujardti, though all speak Kdnarese
perfectly and generally Hindustani as well. They have a peculiar

intonation which in a court of justice turns to a whine. They are

not a dark race though the true colour of the skin seldom pierces

the coatings of dirt. They are perhaps the wildest-looking people

in the district, their bodies filthy, their tangled locks covered with a

few wisps of dirty rag, a tattered brown cloth thrown over the

shoulders and a loincloth hung from a waist-string. The women
wear a dirty and dingy petticoat and a loose bodice. Their only orna-

ments are bead necklaces, glass bead bangles, and a few brass orna-

ments. The number of Phdnsepdrdhis, which happily is generally

small, are recruited when the crops ripen, by bands from the Nizam's
country. They live in the fields, generally without huts, and with

merely a screen to keep off the wind. They have no house goods

or other property. Millet bread and bruised chillies are their daily

dishes, and flesh is a most important article of food. They deny that

they eat pork or beef, but are at times charged with stealing and
eating.cows-. They are excessively fond of liquor and narcotics.

They make no pretence of working but live by robbing the standing

crops. The landholders stand in such awe of them that they.secure

their goodwill by submitting to a regular system of blackmail. If

they refused to let the ears be taken, they would run a good chance

of losing the whole crop when it was gathered into the thrashing

floor. Advichinchers think nothing of walking off in broad day-

light with cattle or anything else they may see about. When the"

police make a raid on them they are alleged occasionally to kill

some orphan child and accuse the constables of murdering it.

Their nominal occupation of killing deer is a blind and pastime.

Their women sell healing herbs and beg. They are Brdhmanical

Hindus, and their great gods are Yallama, Tuljd,-Bhavani, and
Vyankatesh, whose images are kept tied in cloth and are

taken out once a year on Mdrnavmi in Ashvin or September-

B 877—23
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Octolber and worshipped with an offering of milk. They keep no fasts

or feasts aad never make pilgrimages. They believe in witchcraft and

soothsaying. They say they formerly tested their women's chastity

by a yearly ordeal. Every year after Divdli in Ashvin or September-

October they visited a holy place and held a caste feast. When the

feast was over all the women dressed in new clothes and each dipped

her finger in boiling oil. If the oil did her finger no harm she was
declared chaste. They have no child-birth ceremonies ; but the head

of the child whether male or female is shaved on the fifth day.

From that day till the child has cut all its teeth the head is shaved at

regular intervals and never after. Girls are married at any age as

there is no rule that girls should be married before they come of age.

Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and practised, and polyan-

dry is unknown. On the marriage day the bride and bridegroom are

decked with chaplets of pipal leaves, a tassel of thread hanging over

each temple. The skirts of the bride's and bridegoom's robes are

knotted together seven times, the guests throw red rice over the

pair's heads and the marriage is complete. If they can get fuel they

burn their dead ; if not they bury them. The -body is carried to

the grave by three men one holding the head, a second the feet, and
a third the waist. On the third day a little molasses and a little

clarified butter are laid on the grave. This is their only funeral

rite and they have no mind-feasts. Social disputes are inquired into

and settled at a meeting of the old men of the caste.

Bha'ts are returned as numbering thirty-two, and as found in Indi,

Bijdpur, Bddd.mi, and Hungund. They are wandering beggars who
foretell the future. They look and speak like Kunbis ; they have
no houses, and live in temples and rest-houses. Some own ponies,

cows, fowls, and dogs. Their ordinary food is Indian millet pulse
and vegetables, but they eat fish and flesh except beef and pork and
drink liquor. They keep all local holidays, worship the ordinary
village gods especially Mdruti, and carry with them the images
of Sidhoba and Mdy^rdni. Bhdts believe in soothsaying, witchcraft,

and lucky and unlucky days. Their customs do not differ from
Kunbi customs. Their priests who officiate at their ceremonies
are Brahmans, and their breaches of casbe discipline are enquired
into and disposed of by their guru or teacher. They do not send
their boys to school or take to new pursuits. As a class their

condition is steady.

Budbudkers, or Drummers, also called Davris, are returned
as numbering 193, and as found in small numbers all over the
district. The name is taken from their little hour-glass shaped
drum or budbudki. It is the name of a profession rather than of a
caste and includes several distinct classes of Hindus and Musalmdns.
The chief class of Budbudkers are closely allied to the Gondhalis.
They claim to be Mardthds, and speak Marathi at home. They are
hardly wanderers as they have fixed head-quarters from which
they make begging tours to neighbouring villages. They are
found at Tdlikot where they have been long settled. They hold the
post of village astrologers or Joshis at Mungoli and at several other
large villages. They freely marry with the Maratha Gondhlis
from whom they differ only in profession. Their language seems
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to show fhat tbey are immigrants from the Mardtha country ; but
they came so long ago that they have lost all tradition of the time
and the cause of coming. Their chief Jculs or clans are G%kavad
Povdr and Shinde. The names in common use among men are
Babdji, Bdloba, Kfchird,m, Parshurdm, Subhdna, and Santu; and
among women Bdyja, Gangavva, Kdshibd,ij Tuljavva, and Tulsabai.

Many men take ji after their names and a few add rdv ; and
bdi or avva is added to women's names. Like Marathas they are

divided into BArmashas and Akarmdshas, who eat together but do
not intermarry. In appearance they do not differ from local Mardtha
Kunbis. As some Jangams under a vow allow their hair to grow,
and as some Kilikets never cut the hair of their heads, so some
Budbudkers grow beards in honour of a Musalman saint called Yemana
Sdheb. None of them are wild-looking. Though in no way held

impure they generally live outside of the village in small thatched
houses with stone walls. Like most people of the district their

staple food is millet, split pulse, and vegetables. They season

their food like Marathd,s, and like Marathds they use animal
food and liquor when they can afiord them. They are not bound
to bathe daily and they worship their house gods only on holidays.

On Saturdays all of them bathe and worship the village Md.ruti.

The women dress like Kunbi women ; and at home or in the field

men wear the usual coat and waistcloth. A Budbudker got up for

a begging tour is a quaint figure. He is dressed in a large dirty

white turban with red cloth twined over it, a long white coat, a pair

of white pantaloons, a red and white striped shouldercloth, and a

necklace of rudrdJcsh beads. In one hand is a staff and in the other

the name-giving hour-glass drum. A knotted cord is fastened to

the drum and when the drum is shaken the knot strikes against the

membrane of the drum and makes a tinkling sound. In a bag by
his side is his Chintdmani, a collection of pictures on small pieces of

cardboard. These pictures are used as guides or omens. A traveller

starting on a journey, or a trader anxious to know how his last

venture will turn out, takes a pin which is tied to the Chintamani,

pushes it among the pictures, and the Budbudker opening at that

picture tells the inquirer whether the result will be good or bad.

As a rule they are goodnatured patient and thrifty, but dirty, cun-

ning, and given to drink. Their chief occupation is fortune-telling,

and as fortune-tellers they sometimes hold Grdm Joshi or village

astrologers' rent-free lands. As they are generally unable to read>

in telling fortunes they do not go much by almanacks and books,

but judge by the face, the lines on the hand, and especially by
the cries of night birds. Their favourite instructor is the

pingla or spotted owlet, Carine brahma, from whom they are

called Pingla Joshis. They go to the owlet's haunts in the

early morning to hear what the birds have to say. They know to

what class of their customers the owlet's remarks refer by the place

she chooses for her perch.. The remarks of an owlet from a hdbhul

tree refer to tanners, from a nim tree to traders, from a tamarind to

hunters, from a mangoe to gardeners, from a pipal to Brahmans,

from a guava to fruiterers, from a village wall to watchmen. As the

owlet soothsayers find that people pay best when in best humour,,
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the owlet, whatever its perch, is generally found to foretell little but

good. The owlet soothsayers teach their boys this art as soon as

the boys are able to understand human nature. They are a poor

class whose marriage expenses and drunkenness often plunge them

in debt. They rank themselves with Marathds, but Mar^thds will

not eat with them because they take alms from Mhd,rs and MAngs
and receive cooked food from persons with whom Mar^thds do not

eat. The men and the children beg all day long ; the women, besides

minding the house, work as day-labourers. During the dry season

the result of their begging is satisfactory, and, in the harvest time,

they store a good deal of corn on which they live during the rainy

season. A family of five spends &s. to 8s. (Ks. 3-4) a month on food

and dress. Their house goods are worth £1 to £5 (E,s. 10-50). A
boy's wedding costs £1 10*'. to £5 (Es. 15-50), a girl's £1 to £2
(Rs. 10-20), and a death 8s. to 10s. (Rs. 4-5). Mardtha Budbudkers
chiefly worship Yallama, Mdruti, and Ambabai. If a family is

troubled by sickness they believe the sickness is sent by some
angry ancestral ghost, and to please the ghost they set its image among
the house gods and worship it. They keep twelve Hindu holidays,

and fast only on Shrdvaii or July-August Mondays. During Shrdvan
they take dressed food from no one and eat only one meal a day.

Their teacher lives at Ohitgupa in the Nizam's country and is called

Shidoba. He visits his disciples every year, who treat him to a

feast, raise a sum of money for his benefit, and present him with

it. He presides at caste meetings assembled to settle social disputes

and disposes of cases. They worship village gods, but have no faith

in witchcraft. Their customs differ little from Mardtha customs.

Most of their marriages are conducted by Brdhmans, but some are

performed without the help of any priest. At their marriages two
waterpots are set down, one for the bride the other for the bride-

groom, with five copper coins and five betelnuts in each, and a string

is wound round their necks, When a Brahman is present at a
wedding he ties a piece of turmeric root into each string, and binds
one on the husband's wrist and one on the wife's. He also ties

the mangalsutra or lucky thread round the girl's neck. They bury
their dead. On the third day a goat is killed and flesh and bread
are taken to the grave. There is also a yearly mind-feast on the

death day. Almost none have any book learning and do nothing
towards teaching their children. They are a blameless people,

honest and free from crime ; they show no signs of quitting their

begging life.

Daudigda'sars are returned as numbering 338 and as found
only in Bdgalkot. The names in common use among men are

Bhimdds, Hanamdd,s, Lakshmandds, Sanjivd^s, and Udandad^s ; and
among women Girevva, Kankavva, Nyd.mavva, Rindavva, and
Tulsavva. The men take the word dds or slave and the women the
word avva or mother after their names. They have no surnames.
They have several family stocks or gotrds, the chief of which are

Avalvaru, Badnipattiyavru, Chadyanavru, Chhepardavru, Chinchal-
varu, Grodkalvaru, Gopaliyavru, Kudlavaru, MaiMnavru, and
Yermalvaru. Persons belonging to the same family stock do not
intermarry. Kdnarese is their home tongue, but most of them
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understand Marathi and Hindustani. They are dark of middle
height and with muscular frame. Most of them live in poor one-
storeyed houses with mud walls and thatched roofs. They have
little furniture except cooking and storing vessels which are mostly
of earth. The houses are comfortable looking clean and well swept,
most of them with a front yard in which is a basil plant. The floors

are cowdunged once a week and the front of the house is painted with
red ochre. Their staple food is millet, split pulse, and vegetables.
They eat fish and flesh except beef and pork, drink country
liquor, and Smoke gdnja or hemp flowers. They eat flesh at funeral
and memorial ' feasts and on M^rnavmi the day before Dasara in

September- October, when they offer a goat to their house gods.
Except Basvis or Kasbis, as the courtezans of this caste are called,

and devout persons who bathe daily, they bathe and worship their

house-gods only on Fridays. The men mark the brow with three
upright lines a red between two white. They keep the top-knot
and moustache, and dress in a short waistcloth, a shouldercloth,

a headscarf, and a jacket. The women wear the hair in a back
knot, and dress in a full Maratha robe without passing the
skirt back between the feet, and a bodice with a back and short

sleeves. The Kasbis, who are neat and showy in their dress, deck
their heads with false hair and flowers. Both men and women have
a few ornaments and the well-to-do have special clothes for holiday

use. As a class they are orderly, goodnatured, clean, and thrifty.

They are hereditary beggars, but some are husbandmen, others

field-labourers, and a few weavers of coarse cotton cloth. Some
own a cow or two, selling their milk only to their caste people as no
high class Hindu will buy milk from them. Some are hereditary

village temple servants and own indm or rent-free lands. They
sweep the temple yard, but are not allowed to pass within the door.

Those who beg are called Gopdlpattiddsars. They beg from door
to door, gathering their alms in a narrow-mouthed bamboo basket
which hangs by their side. As they stand before a house begging
they recite a song in praise of the god Vishnu and at the end call out

Vyankatraman Govinda or simply Govinda. The temple servants

and beggars go with a basket into the fields at harvest time and
beg ears of corn from the husbandmen. Besides the produce of

their rent-free land, they get the dressed food which is offered to

the village Mdruti. As a class they are free from debt. They
rank above Lamdna and Vadars. The daily life of the husbandmen
and weavers does not differ from that of other husbandmen and
weavers. Temple servants sweep the temple yard and return home
after taking the dressed food offered to the god. Beggars beg
from morning to noon except on lunar elevenths and on Gohulashtami

in July- August. Those who weave stop their work like other

weavers on Holi in March and on Dasara and Divdli in September-

October. They are Brdhmanical Hindus and are careful to keep the

main rules of their religion. They respect Brdhmans, but do not call

them to oflBciate at any of their ceremonies. Their priests are the

representatives of their Kattimani or headman who is a married man
of the Oshtam caste, Vyankatesh and Yallamma are their house

deities, and they are specially devoted to Vyankatesh. They make
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pilgrimages to neighbouring shrines and sometimes to Vyankatgiri

in North Arkot where they remain at the foot of the hill as they

are not allowed to go to the temple. Except Ganeshchaiurthi in

August- September^ they keep most BrAhmanic Hindu holidays.

Their special fast days are the lunar elevenths of Ashadh or June-

July and of Kdrtih or October-November, and GoJculashtami^ in

Shrdvan or July-August. They have strong faith in soothsaying

and witchcraft. Dandigdasar women are brought to bed with the

help of a midwife of their own caste. After delivery the midwife

cuts the child's navel cord, washes the mother and child, and lay

them on a cot. The mother is given dry cocoa-kernel, dry ginger,

dry dates, and molasses, and for four days is fed on boiled wheat-

flour and clarified butter. The mother is held unclean for four

days. On the morning of the fifth the midwife worships the goddess

Satv^i, and the father of the child or some one of the family kills a

goat before the goddess. The head of the gQat is laid before the

goddess and is eaten next day, and the flesh is dressed and served

at a feast to friends and kinspeople. On the morning of the

thirteenth the mother goes to worship the village Md.ruti, and, in

the evening, the child is cradled and named. The child's hair is

first clipped in the third, fifth, or seventh month by its maternal
uncle who gives it a cap or a jacket. Girls are married at any age

;

there is no rule that girls should be married before they come of

age. Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and practised, and
polyandry is unknown. When a marriage engagement is concluded
the boy's father laysbefore the girFs house-gods three and half pounds
of sugar, five pieces of cocoa-kernel, and 4s. to 8s. (Rs.2-4) in cash,

and bows before them. He comes into the room where castemen
are met to witness the ceremony, says that Girevva the daughter
of Bhimdas of the Avalvaru family is engaged to his son Udandadas
of the Kudlavaru family, and gives a copper coin to one of the caste

beggars who calls aloud Gov^ind. The girl's father asks the boy's father

to a feast. At a betrothal the girl sits before her father's house gods
and the boy's father presents her with a robe, two bodicecloths,

and an ear ornament. The girl is dressed in the new robe and
brought to the room where the guests are seated, and a married
woman lays in her lap a cocoanut, five dry dates, five betelnnts,

two lemons, five plantains, and a handful of rice. Betel is served
and the guests withdraw. The girl's father treats the boy's
father to a feast of polis or sugar roUy-polies and boiled gram
pulse. The boy's father fixes the marriage day with the help of a
Brahman priest and sends word to the girl's father. Two or
three days before the day fixed the girl's father with a party of

friends goes to the boy's village and is lodged in a separate house..

On the day they arrive they are feasted at the boy's. In the evening
the boy and girl are rubbed with turmeric paste at their own houses.
Next day five married men from each party bring a sapling and set

it before the house as handar gamlh or the marriage booth-polo and
set up the booth. When they have raised the booth a married
woman waves a lamp about their faces. In the evening married
women of both parties go to a potter's, give him fourteen pounds
of millet and Sp. (2|as.), and bring thirty-two large and small
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eartten vessels. On returning from the potter's house, they
bathe the boy andhis mother and the girl and her mother. Two
pieces of thread are tied to the wrists of the boy and girl and
two other pieces of thread each with a betelnut to the wrists of their

mothers. Married women wave the lamp and grains of rice about
the boy, the girl, and their mothers, and throw the rice as an
offering to spirits. The boy and girl are taken to bow to their

house gods and to the seniors of their families. Next day the boy's
father sends for the girl, her parents, and her kinspeople, and they
bring with them shevaya or vermicelli in a bamboo basket. The boy
touches the basket, and the basket is taken into the house where five

married women from the boy's party and five from the girl's party
eat the vermicelli. The boy goes on a bullock in state to worship
the village M^ruti. Before he returns the girl is dressed in a white
robe and a bodice. At the time of marriage the bridegroom stands
facing the bride who is standing on a low stool, in a basket
containing millet and ^d. (^^a.). Round the couple stand four

married women with their second fingers raised, and a cotton thread
moistened with milk and clarified butter is passed five times round,

and each time is hitched on to the fingers of the married women.
This thread with five strands is cut into two pieces. One piece with
a bit of turmeric root is tied to the bridegroom's right wrist, and
the other with a bit of turmeric root to the bride's left. A curtain

with a central turmeric cross is held between them, and the Oshtam
priest recites marriage verses and drops grains of rice on the couple.

After the marriage is over two bhums or earth offerings are made.
One is called the bride's bhum and the other the bridegroom's bhum.
Each offering consists of twenty-five polis or sugar rolly-polies,

three pounds of rice boiled and strained, and three quarters of

a pound of clarified butter. The dish is shared by the bride and
five married women of her party if it is made in her name, and
by the bridegroom and five women of his party if it is made in

his name. Bach of the women who eat the bhum is given

fd. (^ a.). Afterwards the bride and bridegroom play at odds
and evens with turmeric roots, and throw redpowder on each other.

In the evening the bride and bridegroom, seated on a bullock, go to

worship the village Mdruti. When they return a married woman
waves a lamp and rice about them and throws the rice away. As
they enter the house a married kinswoman of the bridegroom
holds fast his feet and does not allow him to go until he promises

to give his daughter to her son in marriage. The bride and bride-

groom go and sit to the left and to the right of the bridegroom's

mother. They change places- five times and each time the sur-

rounding women cry ou.t Hiobhdr Kaibhdr, that is Is the flower heavy
or is the fruit heavy. After this the bride's mother hands her over

to the bridegroom's mother. As among Holias, when a Dandigd^sar
has a family of daughters and no son, he keeps one of his daughters

unmarried. She lives as a prostitute and is called Basvi or Kasbi.

Her children inheirit her father's property. If a Kasbi has all

daughters and no sons she also keeps one of her daughters unmarried.

Dandigdd,sars have no ceremony when a girl comes of age, but hold

women unclean for five days during their monthly sickness. They
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burn their dead, and hold the family impure for ten days. After

death the body is washed and laid on its back, and frankincense is

burnt in front of it. When the Oshtam priest comes he drops a

little basil leaf water into the mouth of the corpse and gives a sip of

the water to each of the four men who are to bear the corpse. The

heir walks in front of the bier carrying an earthen fire-pot. After

the body is burnt the mourners and others who go with them to the

burning ground bathe and return to the house of mourning. The

heir dismisses them with the hope that they may not again have to

come to his house to carry a corpse. On the fifth day the heir

gathers the ashes and unburnt bones and throws them into water.

He cowdungs the spot where the body was burnt, and the priest

worships it with sandal paste, grains of rice, and flowers. A goat

is killed, some of its flesh is cooked, laid on the spot where the

body was burnt, and given to all men who are present. The
priest is presented with undressed food and money, and castemen

are fed in the evening. On the eleventh day a goat is killed,

its dressed flesh is laid on the spot where the dead breathed his

last, and in the evening caste people are fed. On a lucky day
within the first month an image in the name of the deceased is

worshipped and caste people are fed on polis or sugar rolly-polies.

They are bound together by a strong caste feeling, and their

social disputes are inquired into and settled at meetings of the

caste elders under the Kattimanni or headman or his representative.

A few send their boys to school and take to new pursuits. They
show no signs of bettering their condition.

Da'sars, or Slaves, are returned as numbering 733 and as found
scattered all over the district in small numbers. They are said to

have been recruited from Kabligers or fishermen, but Kabligers
do not eat from their hands. They are said to have come from
Telangana begging and to have settled in Bijd,pur. The names in

common use among men are Adveppa,Bd,lappa,Bhim^ppa, Hanmd,ppa,
and Honsunuri; and among women Bali, Bhimi, Girji, Gurvi,

Hanmanti, Edmi, Shivlingi, Yamni, and Yeli. They have twenty-two
surnames Bingiyavru, Chinmavru, Chintakdlvaru, D^sru, Gantalvaru,
Goralvaru, Guralvaru, Hanmasaniyavru, Intiyavru, Jatbeniyavru,
Kamalvaru, Kaknurvaru, Kanchakamvaru, Maddebinvaru,
Malkanbinvaru, MarJithiyavru, Nerliyavru, Puliyavru, Shirmavru,
Tinmavru, Uddaru, and Ulliyavru. Persons bearing the same
surname may not intermarry. They are divided into Tirmal Dasars
and Gand Dasars who eat together but do not intermarry. The
cause of the split is that Tirmalddsars allow their women to carry
on prostitution and take part in plays and dances ; while the
Gand Ddsars in acting give the women's parts to boys and have no
unmarried women. They differ little from Kabligers except in being
wilder and more active. Telugu is said to be their home tongue,
but they speak Kdnarese with more or less ease out-of-doors.
They seem to prefer living under temporary shades outside the
village like Ghisd,dis or wandering tinkers. They have very
little furniture, though they sometimes own domestic animals.
Their ordinary food is millet, spHt pulse, and vegetables. They
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are moderate eaters, and poor cooks, their holiday dishes being polis
or sugar roUy-polies, kadbus or sugar dumphngs, and shevaya or
vermicelli. They eat meat except beef and tame and wild pork,
and drink liquor when they get it cheap. They eat opium, drink
hemp-water, and smoke hemp flowers. They kill goats in honour
of the Musalmdn saint of Yamnur in Dharwar and of Hassan artd

Hussain during the Moharram. The men generally dress in white,
and the married women in dull colours. The men keep the top-knot,
shave the chin, and dress in a waistcloth, shouldercloth, coat,

and headscarf. The women dress in the robe without passing
the skirt back between the feet, and in a bodice with short sleeves
and a back. Both men and women wear ornaments mostly of silver

and rarely of gold. The women who dance and carry on
prostitution are careful of their appearance, wearing clean clothes,

and decking their heads with false hair and gold ornaments. The
men spend 8s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 4-15) a year on their dress, and £1 to

£2 10s. (Rs. 10-25) on their ornaments; the women spend 10s. to £2
(Rs. 5-20) on their yearly clothes, and 3c^. to £10 (Rs. ^--100) on
their ornaments. Their hereditary calling is dancing and begging.
They are paid 6s. to £3 (Rs. 3 - 30) for each play they perform,
according to the merit of the play. They never work either

as labourers or as husbandmen, those who own land let out
their fields to husbandmen. Their married women do not
wander with their husbands but remain at home, and mind the
house. They prepare a specific for sore eyes. The kernels
of five or six marking-nuts are mixed with salt, ground to fine

powder, heated, and put into the eye for three days during which the
patient must eat nothing but winter millet, clarified butter, and varan
that is boiled tur pulse seasoned with turmeric and salt. The
proceeds of a performance are divided among the company ; and the
earnings of prostitution are private property. They are poor but
not in want, and as, except small dealings among themselves, they
have no credit, they are free from debt. Their busy season is from
March to June. They are Brd.hmanical Hindus and are married by
Brahmans. Maruti is their chief divinity, though they worship
other gods and occasionally visit their shrines. Most attend the
yearly fair held in honour of the pir or Musalman saint of Yamnur.
As Saturday is sacred to Mdruti it is the Dd.sars' chief holy
day ; all bathe and worship the house-image of Maruti. Though
they always bow to the village Maruti, they never worship
his image with their own hands. The Hindu New Year's Day in

March-April, ^dgpanchmi in July-August, and Basra and Divdli
in September-October are their leading holidays. Unlike other local

Hindus they never keep Ganeshchaturthi in July-August or SMmga
in March ; and never fast on any day. They have a religious guide
of the Oshtam caste, who lives on the freewill offerings of his

disciples, is a married man, and his office is hereditary. They admit
the existence of ghosts, but pretend ignorance of sorcerers and
exorcists. They say that people who die with unfulfilled wishes

become ghosts, and trouble the members of their families as well as

strangers. They know only one way of driving out ghosts, and that

is to make the patient sit in a temple of Maruti. As soon as a child
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is born it is washed and the mother is bathed, and both are laid

on a blanket and warmed by heated pads of rags. The mother

is fed on thick-boiled millet flour and water for the first five days,

after which she begins to move about the house and look after

her house work. In the evening of the fifth day the goddess

Satvd,i and with her five small stones are worshipped. On the

ninth the child is named and cradled in an oblong piece of

cloth hung from four strings fastened from its four corners. The
boy's or girl's hair is cut for the first time before he or she is

two years old. When a father wishes to cut his child's hair for

the first time, he takes the child to a Maruti's temple and places it

on the lap of the ministrant of the god, who cuts the first lock of

. hair and then the whole head is shaved by the child's father or by
its maternal uncle. The ministrant is given undressed provisions

enough for a meal. At the age of ten, at a cost of 10s. (Rs. 5),

boys pass through a ceremony which is called the munj. The boy is

bathed in a square formed by four di'inking pots or tdmbyds placed at

its four corners with a thread passed five times round the necks of the

pots ; a lamp is waved about his face, and his head is shaved by a barber,

who is given one of the clothes which the boy was wearing. The pujdri
or ministrant of a Maruti's temple is given Ij a. (l^d.). From this

day the boy is shaved by a barber, as there is a caste rule that

unless a boy has undergone the munj ceremony, he should not be
shaved by a barber but by one of his relations. The munj generally

ends with a feast. Child marriage is the rule, and widow marriage
is allowed and practised

;
polygamy is allowed but seldom practised,

for boys are always at a discount, and find great difiiculty in getting
a wife. The scarcity of girls is partly due to their carrying on
prostitution. Proposals for marriage come from the boy's parents.

They have an engagement ceremony, but unlike most local Hindus
they have no betrothal or bdshtagi. In the engagement ceremony the
castemen are called and in their presence the boy's father promises
to give £1 12s. (Rs. 16) to the girl. The marriage takes place at
the boy's and when the day fixed draws near the girl and her parents
and relations come to the boy's village and put up in a house provided
by the boy's father. On the day they come to the boy's village they
give a caste dinner, and on the same day the boy's father also gives
a caste dinner. In these feasts, if one casteman goes to the bride's,

two go to the bridegroom's. Only two dishes are served mutton
and boiled rice. In the evening the boy and girl are rubbed with
turmeric paste, and bits of string with pieces of turmeric roots are
tied to their wrists. Next day they ai-e bathed in two surgis or
squares and dressed in rich clothes. The boy's father gives the
girl a robe and bodice, and her father gives the boy a waist-
cloth, shouldercloth, and turban. Similar presents are made by
relations to the boy and girl. The Brdhman priest makes the boy
and girl sit astride on a horizontal musal or wooden pestle with an
iron knob at one end, and ties the hems of their garments together
into a knot. He tells the bridegroom to touch the mangalsutra, or
luck-giving necklace, which he ties to the neck of the bride and forms
a surgi or square round them. The priest drops rice on the pair,
the guests follow the priest's example, and the pair are wedded.
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Betel is served and the gaesta withdraw. Like other Telugu people
they do not hold a curtain between the bride and bridegroom. After
dinner the married pair go on a bullock or on foot to worship the
village Maruti. On the third day the girl and her relations are
feasted and retui-n to their home. When a girl comes of age she
is held unclean for four days and bathed on the fifth day. To purify
her a little gold powder is heated and laid on her tongue as if to

brand it. After this the girl and her husband are taken to worship
the village Maruti ; and on the first lucky day begin to live together
as man and wife. No ceremonies are performed during a woman's
pregnancy. They burn the dead and consider the family impure
for three days. After dea,th butter is rubbed on the head, and the
body is washed and placed sitting against a wall and dressed in a full

suit of clothes. If the -dead is a man, the Kattimani or caste head,
or one of his kinsmen, marks its brow with the nam or three upright
lines and puts a packet of betel leaves into its mouth ; if the dead is

a woman whose husband is alive, she is dressed in the usual robe
and bodice and her brow is- marked with vermillion ; a widow^s brow
is not marked with vermillion. When the body is dressed and placed
against the wall the persons who have come to join the funeral, burn
incense before it, and sing a song in praise of Vishnu. They then
carry the body to the burning place in a blanket or worn cloth. The
heir carries fire in front of the body, and when the body is nearly
consumed, the party bathe and every one of them throws into water
a little molasses brought from the deceased's house and given to them
by the heir. Meanwhile the house is cowdunged, and a lamp is placed
on the spot where the person died. When all return, the heir

sprinkles water on them out of a drinking pot, they sing a song in

praise of Vishnu, and the heir dismisses them with the hope that they
may never have to come again to his house to carry a body. In the
evening the four corpse-bearers are asked by the heir to dine with
him and are fed on two pounds of rice. On returning to their houses
the bearers bathe and are pure. On the third day the unburnt bones
and ashes are gathered and a square mound is built over them on
the spot where the body was burnt. A goat is killed, its flesh is

dressed at the deceased's house, and the relations of the deceased
and the head of the caste take some of the flesh and cooked rice-

to the burning place, lay them on the newly made tomb, and
eat all that is left. They return home, leaving the rest of the-

food behind them, and on their return are treated to a feast of-

mutton and cooked rice. During the first year on any convenient,

day the heir kills a goat in honour of his house-gods, and a brass-

image representing the dead is added to the number of the gods^

The caste-people are asked to a dinner, and the heir is freed from all

impurities and is allowed to mark his brow with the nam or three

upright lines which he has not applied since the death. They have
a headman called Kattimani who with the help of a guru or teacher

inquires into and settles social disputes. They do not send their

children to school, or show signs of being anxious to improve their

state.

Domba'ris, or Tumblers, are returned as numbering 190, and
as found in small numbers except in Muddebihal. They are said
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to have come from Gujarat and the Mardtha countr;^, and are divided

into Gujarat Kolhatis, Dakshni Kolhdtis, and Are Kolh^tis who

neither eat together nor intermarry. All of them, except Gujarat

KolhAtis who claim Rajput descent and bear Rajput names, claim

Mardtha descent and bear Maratha surnames, as Bhorje, G^ngle,

Jadhav, Jamble, Kdle, Musle, and Yddav. Persons bearing the

same surname may not intermarry. The names in common use

among men are Aba, Appa, Bapu, Dd,da, and Hanmanta ; and among
women Bayja, Bah, Gangi, KAshi, and Koyna. They are tall strong

and dark, and look like Mardthds. The women are like the men,

except that they are rather slimmer. The Are and Dakshni Kolhatis

speak Mar^thi, and the Gujarat Kolhdtis speak Ldd at home,

which is probably a South Gujarat dialect^ and all of them speak

Kanarese abroad. Like other wandering tribes they live in huts of

twig matting in the outskirts of villages and towns. The sides and

back of the hut are closed by three mats, the front is open,

and the top is covered by a fourth mat. Every family has two
huts, one for cooking the other for sleeping and sitting. Their

house goods include a few patched quilts and blankets, a few earthen

vessels, and one or two metal drinking pots and dining plates.

They rear goats and hens, and keep asses to carry their huts and
house goods from place to place. They are great eaters and poor
cooks, being fond of sharp and sour dishes. Their every-day food is

millet bread and a chatni or relish of bruised chillies, onions, garlic,

and wild herbs. They eat fish and flesh, except beef and pork, drink

country liquor, and smoke gdnja or hemp-flowers. Every year on
Dasara in September-October they offera goat to the goddess
Yallamma, and after offering the animal eat its flesh. They bathe only

once a week either ona Tuesday or a Friday, and when theybathe they
worship their house gods. The men either keep or shave the topknot
and wear the moustache. They dress in a short waist'cloth, a jacket, a
shonldercloth, and a headscarf. The women wear the hair in a back
knot, and dress in a full MarS.tha robe passing the skirt back between
the feet, and a bodice with a back and short sleeves. Most of their

clothes are given them in presents. Both men and women have a
few brass and silver ornaments. Except prostitutes, men and
women are dirty in their dress. As a class they are orderly and
goodnatured, but dirty and given to drink. ii.re Kolhatis perform
their feats on a single upright pole ; their women take no part in

the performance, remain at home, and mind the house. Dakshni
Kolhatis make and sell combs by day, and perform as tumblers at

night, earning 4s. to 10s. (Rs.2-5) in a single performance. Their
women take part in the performance, but do not practise postitu-
tion. Gujarat Kolhatis are mostly rope-dancers. The appliances
of a rope dance are a drum, a flute, a leather strap, and five poles

fifteen to twenty feet long. They make two stands each of two
poles crossed on each other and place them at a distance of twenty
feet. One end of the strap is tied to the top of one of the stands, and
the strap is carried to the other stand where it is hitched on the top
and the remaining part is left hanging to the ground. A man or
woman puts on shoes and climbs on to the stand by the hanging
part of the strap. He throws down his shoes and walks on the strap
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from one end to the other, balancing the body with a pole held
horizontally in the hands. He lays a platter on the strap, bends down
till his chest is in the platter, draws his feet over his head, and in this
position moves the platter from one end of the strap to the other.
They perform many other feats both on the strap and on the ground
and earn 4s. to £1 (Es. 2-10) a day. Some of the women are dedicated
to Yallamma and practise prostitution. Boys and girls are trained
to tumble from the age of five and are good tumblers by eleven.
They make less by their tumbling than they used to make and as a
class are badly off. They perform on any day especially on holi-

days when they have a chance of gathering a large crowd. They
like to rank with Mardthds, but Mar^thds do not own them and
have no connection with them. Other people place them next
above the impure classes. A family of five spends 8s. to 12s.

(Es. 4-6) a month on food. A boy's marriage costs £5 to £10
(Es. 50- 100), a girl's marriage £1 to £5 (Es. 10-50), and a death 2s.

to 10s. (Es. 1-5). The Dombaris' family-deities are Khandoba of

Pd,l in Sditdra, Tulja-Bhavdni of Tuljdpur in the Nizdm's country,

and Yallamma of Parasgad in Belgaum. They sometimes visit the
shrines of these deities. They respect BrShmans and call them to
conduct their marriages. They keep most Hindu feasts, but no
fasts. They believe in soothsaying, witchcraft, and lucky and unlucky
days. Their girls are married between ten and twelve; widow
marriage is forbidden, polygamy is allowed and practised, and
polyandry is unknown. Their marriage and death rites differ little

from those of Marath^s. Their social disputes are inquired into

and settled at caste meetings. They do not send their children

to school, and take to no new pursuits. They show no sign of

bettering their condition.

Ghisa'dis, or Tinkers, are returned as numbering forty and as
found in small numbers in Bagalkot, BagevAdi, Bijdpur, and
Muddebihal. They seem to take their name from ghisne to rub,
probably because they used to sharpen and polish arms. Their story
is that the founder of the class got his name because he threw a
professional wrestler and rubbed him on the ground till he died.

The names in common use among men are Bdb^ji, Chandu, Khandu,
Lakshman, Malhdri and Tuljdram ; and among women Dhondubdi,
Jankubdi, Jayabd,i, Kashibdi, Kusabdi, Eakhmabai, and Satubd,i. Their
commonest surnames are Chavhdn, Jhende, Khetri, Padvalkar, Pavar,
Salunki, Shallar, and Surveshi ; persons bearing the same surname
are not allowed to intermarry. Their family deities are Tulja-Bhavani,
Khandolja, and Yallamma of Parasgad. They look like Musalmdns,
but they follow most Maratha customs, and wear the sacred thread.

They are of middle height, dark, wild-looking, strong, and muscular.

Their home speech is a broken Gujarati with a Marwari accent and
a large sprinkling of local words. They also understand Mardthi,

Kanarese, and Sindustani. As they are always on the move,
rarely build even huts, and live in temporary sheds on the skirts of

villages. They stay under a shed so long as they find work. When
work grows scarce they break up the shed, pack their things,

and move to some other village in search of work. Each family has

at least one ass to carry its house goods. They have little furniture.
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except earthen cooking vessels and a few brass drinking pots and

dining plates, together worth 10s. to £1 10s. (Es. 5-15). Some of

them own goats, bullocks, and sometimes cows, and many rear fowls.

They are moderate eaters and poor cooks ; their staple food is millet

bread, split pulse, and vegetables, costing 2id. (1 ^ as.) a head a day.

Their holiday dishes are rice, polis or sugar roily -polies, wheat cakes,

and mutton. They sacrifice goats on Mdrnavmi in September-

October during the Moharram, and sometimes on Soli in March -

April. They are not bound to perform any rites before eating. Both

men and women bathe on Sundays and Tuesdays once or twice in a

fortnight, and worship the house-gods on those days. They drink

liquor, some of them to excess, and hemp-water, smoke hemp-flowers,

and occasionally eat opium. The men shave the head except

the top-knot, and wear the moustache and whiskers and some
wear the beard. They are shabby in their dress, the men
wearing the waistcloth or short breeches, the jacket, the coat, the

shouldercloth, the headscarf or the turban, and shoes or sandals,

costing 8s. to 16s. (Rs. 4-8) a year. Only the well-to-do have a stock

of clothes for holiday use. Their ornaments are earrings, wristlets,

and twisted waistchains, worth £1 12s. to £3 (Rs. 16-30). Their

women tie the hair in a back knot or plait it in a braid which is

wound into an open circle like the circle at the back of a Brahman
woman's head. They dress in a bodice and robe, passing one end
of the robe over the head, and having the other end elaborately

puckered and tucked into the band in front. Their dress costs 10s.

to £1 (Rs. 5-10) a year, and their ornaments, which include rings,

necklaces, armlets, and wristlets, are worth £2 to £3 (Rs. 20-30).
The only ornament of the poor is the luck-giving necklace worth
2s. (Re. 1). The nose-ring is worn by maidens and not by married
women. Only well-to-do women buy new clothes for holidays : the
poorer women wear the robes and bodices they received when they
were married. They are dirty, thriftless, and quarrelsome. They are

travelling tinkers and blacksmiths, making and mending field-tools

and earning about Is. (8 as.) a day. They also make ladles, pokers,

tongs, chains, nails, hinges, blades for cutting and scraping vege-
tables, stirrups, and currycombs. They buy iron bars at 4s. to Qs,

(Rs. 2-3) the quarter, and sell the made articles at 10s. (Rs.5) the
quarter. For making a hoe they charge Is. (8 as.), for an axe Ai\d.

(3 as.), and for a blade used for cutting and scraping vegetables
td. (2 as.y. They either make these articles to order or keep them
ready made. Their women and children help by blowing the bellows
and hawking the ladles and tongs in the streets. Their trade is on
the decline, as the markets are always overstocked with English
cutlery and hardware. They borrow large sums to meet marriage
expenses, and are always more or less in debt. They have credit with
moneylenders and borrow money at a half to one and a half per cent
monthly interest. They rank below Dhangars from whose hands
they eat, and above Vadars, and Lamans, who do not object to eat
from them. They stop their work five days for Eoli in February-
March, one day for Ndgpanchami in July-August, and two days for
Dasara and one day for Divdli in September-October. During the
first five days after a birth, they say because the mother requires the
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whole hut, the father does no work. At the end of the five days the
wife begins to move about the house and help him. During a
marriage, work is stopped for fifteen days ; and after a death till

the funeral rites are over. They are not particular in religious

matters, worshipping Musalmdn saints and keeping some Musalman
holidays. They respect Brdhmans and call them to conduct their

marriage and death ceremonies. They go on pilgrimage to Tuljdpur
in the Nizam's country, Jejuri in Poena, and Parasgad in Belgaum.
Some of them visit Yamnur in Dharwar to pay their respects to

Edjebakshi, the Musalmdn saint of the place. They keep many of the
Hindu holidays especially Divdli in September-October and noU in

February-March ; they are indifferent to fasts. They have faith in

soothsaying and witchcraft, and place implicit confidence in the words
of a Brdhman astrologer. A Ghisadi spends £1 to £2 (Rs. 10-20) on
the birth of a child and daring his wife's confinement. After birth

the navel cord is cut and the child and mother bathed, and the
midwife lays them on a mat covered with a blanket ; a few have of

late begun to use a cot. The mother is given dry cocoa-kernel, nim
leaves, ^jarched gram, hardened molasses, dry dates, dry ginger, and
pepper pounded and mixed with clarified butter ; and is fed on boiled
wheaten flour and clarified butter for the first four daySi On the
morning of the fifth the goddess Satvdi is worshipped and a goat is

sacrificed. The head of the sacrificed goat is laid before the goddess,
and its fiesh is served to friends and relations in the evening. Next
day the head of the goat is roasted and eaten. On the seventh day
the mother goes to the bank of a river to worship water with five

or six married women. On the bank she places five stones, marks
them with vermillion, burns frankincense before them, and offers

them five kinds of grains boiled whole and strained, and a little

clarified butter. Before returning, the midwife fills a drinking vessel

with the river water and brings it home. When the women and
the mother enter the house, they rub their feet against a dog. The
womea cradle the child in a wide-mouthed bag, name it, and lull it

to sleep by singing a lullaby. The child's father gives them 6d. to

10s. (Rs. I -5). During the first five weeks the mother puts on no
glass bangles, and touches neither bread nor water with her hands
as they are unclean. As among Khdtiks and Gavlis the hair of a male
or female child is first cut by the maternal uncle, gifts are inter-

changed, and friends and relations are feasted. Baby-girls are

sometimes married by tying the marriage coronet to the cradle.

At the same time they have no rule that girls should be married
before they come of age. Their women sometimes remain unmarried
till they are thirty. Widows may marry as often as they like

;

polygamy is allowed and practised, and polyandry is unknown. A
boy's marriage costs £10 to £20 (Rs. 100-200), as the boy's father

has to bear all the marriage expenses. At the betrothal, the boy's

father places 4s. to £2 (Rs. 2 - 20) before the assembled castemen,

and distributes sugar and betel leaves and nuts. The castemen spend
the money on liquor and wheat, which they divide equally among
themselves, giving twopoundsof wheat extrato thebridegroom's party

and to the bride's party. On the marriage day the boy's father with
his son on horseback goes to the girl's village, where he is lodged
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in a house on the right side of the girl's house. He makes over ta

the girl's mother all the clothes that are to be given to the girl. The

bridegroom is rubbed with turmeric paste, and the bride with such

of the paste as is over. On the same day the wrists of the bride

and bridegroom are encircled with yellow thread wristlets. The
bride's father asks the bridegroom and his relations to a meal. Next

day the bridegroom's father gives a return feast to the bride's party

and to other caste-people. In the evening the bride and bride-

groom are bathed in a surgi or square, and fresh JcanJmns or wristlets,

each having a betelnut, are tied round their right wrists. They are

made to stand facing each other on a blanket with a curtain between

them, and are married by a Brahman priest with the same details

as at a Maratha marriage. In the evening marriage guests are fed

at the expense of the bridegroom's father. On the third day the

bride's father kills two goats in the marriage booth, dresses their

flesh, and serves it at a caste-feast. On the fourth day the newly
married couple are asked to dinner by their friends and relations.

In the evening of the fifth day the vardt or return procession

starts from the bride's to the bridegroom's halting by the way at

the temple of the village god. In this procession the bride and
bridegroom, with a network of flowers and a tinsel chaplet on their

heads, are seated on a horse, and a sheet is held as a canopy over the

heads of the married couple, and over the heads of women who walk
behind the horse carrying lamps in their hands. The bride remains

at the bridegroom's and returns to her father's next day. On the

seventh day the bridegroom's father kills two to four goats and
gives a caste feast. In this feast liquor is always served, any sum
which either of the families may have presented to the caste being
spent on liquor. With this feast the marriage festivities end. As
a rule, all marriages are preceded by a gondhal dance. When a
girl comes of age she is held unclean for five days. On the
sixth day she is bathed and joins her husband. Her pregnancy
is marked by no ceremony ; but she must be brought to bed in

her husband's house. A Ghisadi must not die in his waistcloth.

A dying man is stripped of his waistcloth and is made to put on
short breeches, which are taken off after death. After death both
men and women are bathed and dressed only in a loincloth. The
body is laid on its back on the bier and the bier is borne by four men
who wear nothing but short breeches. After the body is burnt the

funeral party bathe, return to the house of mourning, sit a while,

smoke tobacco, and go home. For two days the mourners do not
cook their food in the house, but are called to dine and sup by
their friends and relations. On the third day the ashes and bones
are gathered and thrown into water ; and an offering of khichdi,

that is rice and split pulse boiled together and butter, is placed on
the spot where the bddy was burnt. If a crow touches the offering

the deceased person is supposed to have left no wishes unful-
filled. If crows refuse to eat the offering it is given to a cow.
The shoulders of the bier-bearers are rubbed with milk and clarified

butter. The ceremonial impurity lasts ten days. On the eleventh
the chief mourner shaves his face except the eyebrows, and, in
company with a priest, offers balls of rice to the soul of the dead.
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On the twelfth a goat is killed and eaten in a caste feast. Prom
this day the mourners are free to eat anything seasoned with sugar
or molasses. But before a marriage or other lucky ceremony is

performed in the house, the dead person must be gathered to his

forefathers by having his image added to the number of the house
gods. A woman ought to die in her husband's house. Their
social disputes are settled by some of the elders of the caste, whose
decisions are enforced on pain of excommunication. They do not
send their children to school, or show any signs of rising from their

present position. Bhondvas, who were put out of caste by Ghisadis
for breaking some caste rule, wander about selling earthen dolls

and other play-things. They eat from Ghisidis, but Ghisadis do not
eat with them. They do not differ from Ghisadis in appearance,
customs, or religion.

GondllliSjOrGondhal-dancers, are returned as numbering 537 and
as found in small numbers all over the district. They seem to have
come from the Deccan. They are dark, strong, and of middle height,

with high noses and thin lips. Their home tongue is Marathi, and
their family goddess is Tulja-Bhavdni in whose honour they fast on
all Tuesdays, and Fridays. They are orderly but lazy, most of

them making a living by dancing the gondhal and a few by tilling

land. Their only great ceremonies are putting the shell necklace
round the neck of a novice who is the son of a Gondhli, and
marriage. The shell necklace is put on at a meeting of the castemen,
and girls are generally married before they come of age. The
marriage ceremony lasts three days. Polygamy is allowed, widow
marriage is forbidden, and polyandry is unknown. They are

religious worshipping all Hindu gods particularly Keddrling and
Tulja-Bhavdni whose images they keep in their houses. They
keep local holidays. They perform the Satvai ceremony on the
fifth day after a birth, name and cradle their children on the

thirteenth, and pierce the lobes of their ears when they are twelve
years old. The marriage ceremony consists of rubbing the bride

and bridegroom with turmeric paste, worshipping Keddrling
and Tulja-Bhavdni, repeating verses, and throwing rice on the

heads of the boy and girl. They bury their dead, offer them, cooked
rice on the third day, and feed caste people on the thirteenth. They
are bound together by a strong caste feeling, and settle social

disputes at caste meetings. They do not send their boys to school,

nor take to new pursuits, and are poor.

Gosa'vis, literally Gosvdmis or Passion-lords, are returned as

numbering 394 and as found chiefly in BijApur. In other parts of

the district their number is small. Though recruited from
almost all castes, all profess to be Kshatriyds. They rub ashes on
their bodies, do not pare their nails, and wear the hair dishevelled

and sometimes coiled round the head. They wander about begging
and visiting places of pilgrimage. They sometimes carry Ganges
water to Eameshvar in Madura and bathe the Rameshvar ling

with the sacred water. Some are married and settled as husband-
men. The women dress in ochre-coloured robes and a bodice

with a back and short sleeves, and the men in the dress of the
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ordinary district cultivator. They worship both Shiv and Vishnu,

and carry their images with them. They do not send their children

to school and they take to no new pursuits. They are badly off

and show no signs of improving.

Holeda'sars, or Holia devotees, are returned as numbering 405

and as found chiefly in B^dd,mi. They are the sons of Holia women
who live by begging. These Holia women carry the goddess

Murgavva in a basket, which has several brass knobs fixed at equal

distances on its rim and is wrapped all round with a lugde or robe.

They are unmarried and live by prostitution, and their sons the Hole-

dasars live by begging and marry women of the Holeddsar caste. In

other respects they do not differ from Holids with whom they eat, but

Holias do not marry with them.

Jogers are returned as numbering 120. They are a small

community who are chiefly found in BAgalkot, in Mutalgiri near

BMami, in Indi, and in Bulbutti and Vudvurgi in MuddebSi^l. In
Bulbatti they hold vatan or rent-free land. Their home speech is

Mardithi, but all tradition of how when or why they came from the

north seems to have died. The names in common use among
men are BhandarinAth, DhArvd,dinath, Devjindth, Phangnd,th, and
Shetindth ; and among women Bhimdi, Phirgai, Shatv^i, and Tukdi.

Men add ndth or lord to their names and women di or mother.
There have ten kuls or clans, Bdbni, Bhandilri, Chunadi, Hingmari,
Karakdari, Kasdr, Madarkar, Parbalkar, Sd.li, and Vatkar. The
Madarkar is the Pdtil, the Babni the Kulkami, the Sali the Des^i,

and the Bhanddri the man who collects the members and is the
general servant of the caste council. As among Kilikets, repre-

sentatives from every clan must attend all marriages. Bach of '

these clans belongs to a separate panth or order out of the
twelve panths said to have been founded by the twelve disciples of

Grorakhnath. The twelve orders are.Ai, Bardkh, Dhau, Gangnath,
Gopichand, K^mulga, Kanthar, Kapil, ISTdteshi, Pagal, Pav, and
Shrisatnathbrahm. All the orders eat together and intermarry, and
marriage in the same order is not allowed.

They are like Maratha Gondhlis, but dirtier and not so well

fed. They wear the sacred thread and never wear the ling. The
men keep the top-knot and generally let the whiskers grow. The
hair of the head is short. Though poor and dirty, they have
nothing of the repulsiveness of the Fakir or of the wildness of the
Phdnsepardhi. Though pure they generally live outside villages in

small thatched stone houses, like the houses of Gondhlis and
Budbudkers. They are moderate eaters and poor cooks, the staple

food being millet, pulse, and vegetables. They do not know many
dishes. They keep only one holiday, Mdrnavmi the day before

'

Basara in September-October when they offer goat's flesh and wheat
cakes to Jotiba. They eat fish,fowls,hare, deer, and goats. They drink
liquor and take hemp and opium especially on holidays. Men dress
in the headscarf, waistcloth, jacket, and shouldercloth ; and women
in the robe and short-sleeved bodice with a back. They wander
through the district selling combs and needles and begging
especially cloth from the devotees of Jotiba. The Ratnagiri Jotiba
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is their great god, and they are his chief disciples. A Joger when
he sets out on a round of visits puts on a waistcloth, an ordinary
coatj a necklace or mani, and a saffron-coloured turban. In his
ears are a pair of plain silver earrings called mudrds ; and he
carries with him the iron trident of Jotiba called trishul and the
two halves of a gourd or bhopla called 'pdtrds. He beats a small
drum and blows on a deer-horn whistle. When asked into a house
in which there is a Jotiba, he says Bdl santosh Bless the children.

He reverently lays down the pdtrds or half gourds, and sets up the
trident, and the people of the house worship them and the silver

earrings in the Joger's ears. They are a poor illiterate people
but harmless. They give the police no trouble, and seem to
enjoy their life poor though it is. Though they say that Marathd,s
eat with them, they rank below MarAthas and Dhangars and above
Vadars and Korvis. Their great god is Jotiba, They are married
by Brdihmans and their other ceremonies are conducted by a
Kanphdta Bairagi. They do not go on pilgrimage and keep only a
few fasts and feasts. In the first five days of the Nwvrdtra in Ashvin
or September-October one man of each family fasts. They have a
religious teacher of their own caste, who lives a single life. He lives

on the offerings made by his disciples and names his favourite pupil

to succeed to his authority after his death. They believe in sooth-

saying and astrology ; but profess no faith in witchcraft. They live

in burning grounds and other places haunted by ghosts. When
a woman is brought to bed she is fed for twelve days on boiled rice

and clarified butter. By the end of the twelve days she begins to

move about and attend to her house duties. They have no Satvai
worship, and the child is cradled and named on the twelfth day
when caste people are asked to dinner and are served with five sorts

of grain cooked and spiced and called usal. Girls are betrothed at

an early age, but are married at any time as there is no rule that a
girl should be married before she comes of age. Widow marriage
and polygamy are allowed and practised, and polyandry is unknown.
In a betrothal no presents are made either to the girl or to the boy.
Some caste people are called and in their presence the girl's father

says that he has agreed to give his daughter in marriage, betel is

served, and the caste-people retire. A marriage lasts four days. On
the first day the bridegroom comes to the bride's house, where both
of them are rubbed with turmeric paste. On the second a caste feast

is given by the boy's father. The third day is occupied by a caste

feast given by the girl's father and by the marriage ceremony.
The boy and girl are clothed in their marriage dresses and are made
to stand in the marriage booth facing each other in two baskets
containing millet. Between them, a Brdhman priest holds a curtain

with a central turmeric cross, recites marriage verses, and drops
grains of rice on the pair. While the rice-throwing and the

verse-repeating go on four married women take their positions at

the corners of a square of which the bride and bridegroom are the

centre. Bach holds up the second finger of her right hand and a thread

is passed five times round the fingers. When the verse-repeating

and the rice-throwing is over the five-stranded string is cut in two.

One part, tied with a bit of turmeric root, is fastened to the right
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wrist of the bridegroom and the other part to the left wrist of the

bride. After this a burnt-offering is made. On the fourth day the

Brdhman fiUs the bride's lap and she and the bridegroom ride in

state to the temple of the village Maruti, break a cocoanut, and go

to the bridegroom's. When a girl comes of age no ceremony is

observed, for girls are generally not married until they have come

of age. The dead are buried sitting in a shelf hollowed out on one

side of the grave ; and food is taken to the grave and given to

crows on the third day. On the twelfth day friends and relations

are feasted on mutton and cakes. Within the first month the spirit

of the dead is worshipped in the form of an image and placed in the

house-shrine, and every year a mind-feast is held. Caste disputes

are settled by the Madarkar or headman and the Sali or Desdi.

They do not send their children to school, and show no signs of chang-

ing their mode of life.

Kaika'dis are returned as numbering 601 and as found in small

numbers all over the district. Their home tongue is K^narese, and
their family goddess is Yallamma. The men wear the topknot and the
moustache, and the women tie their hair in a back knot without using
false hair or flowers. They live in one-storeyed houses with walls and
terraced roofs ofmud. Most make baskets of dry wild date leaves and
some cultivate. They are dirty and have a bad name as robbers and
house breakers. Their ordinary diet is millet bread and vegetables,
but they eat fish, and flesh except beef and pork, and drink liquor.
They are badly ofE and have a low social position ranking next to
Mhars. " The men roll a piece of cloth round the waist and another
round the head, and wear a third drawn over the shoulders. They
worship all Hindu gods and goddesses as well as Muhammadan saints
or firs. They consult Br^hmans in naming their children and to fix

the time for marriage, but do not employ them to conduct the cere-
mony. Marriage proposals come from the boy's side. After marriage
the boy is bound to live and work in his father-in-law's housa till

he has three children. Should he leave his wife of his own accord
and with her consent he has to make an allowance to his wife's
parents. The bride and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric
paste in their own houses and caste-feasts are given. After this
the bridegroom comes to the bride's house with friends and relations.

On his arrival the parents of the girl tie the hem of the girl's robe
to the skirt of the bridegroom's waistcloth and they are husband and
wife. Kaikadis have no hereditary headman. Their social disputes
are settled by caste councils. They do not send their boys to
school or take to new pursuits.

KiliketS, or Katbus, are returned as numbering 374, and as found
here and there all over the district, and in considerable numbers in
Bddami. They are of the four wandering tribes of the Bombay
Kdrndtak who freely intermarry, Bagdis, Budbudkers, Gondhlis,
and Kilikets, The last three are found in Bijdpur but the Bagdis
hardly ever go so far east. The Kilikets are locally called Katbus.
They appear to have long belonged to the district as they have
no tradition of having moved from any other country. The
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oldest paper that has been found in their possession is a deed or

sanad dated the month Kd/rtik or October -November of 930 Fasli,

that is A.D. 1520 in the reign of the second king of Bijdpur. They
claim descent from a Kshatriya, who is said to have followed

the Pdndavs in their wanderings in the forest after the loss

of their kingdom. The names in common use among men are

Bapu, Bhima^ Haibatij Hanmanta, Rama, Tdmanna, and Tallappa;
and among women Bhimavva^ Jekavva, Lakkavva, Lakshmavva, and
Yallavva. The tribe is divided into thirteen clans, out of which
the first ten hold tribal offices. The clans are the Gandcharis, the

Shivacharis, the Neknd,rs or Kattimanis, the Pdchd,ngis or Bhanddris,
the Shindyas or Halmanis, the SAlvas or HogaluvikeSj the SAsniks,

the Mohrias, the Shingdns or Harkaris, the Dhruvs or Mattimanis,
the VdkuddSj the Dorkars, and the Dhumalkars. These clan names
or office names are their surnames. This tribe organization is said

to have been the work of one HanmantravNarsing of Haveli in Poona.
He became the headman of the tribe and called himself Sar-Gand,chari;

the office of Gandchdri is hereditary in his family. He was joined by
one Shivichari who brought with him one Nekndr Pdtil, who was
given the office of Kattimani. The Patil was joined by a Gondhli
of Mdhergad who was given the title of Pachangi or Bhanddiri.

The Gondhli brought over to their side one Shindya, who was made
Halmani. He was joined by one Salva, who afterwards became
Hogaluvike. Lastlys the Sasniks andMohrias joined them. Shingan
and Dhruvs havejoined them within the last ten or twenty years, and
have been made Harkaris and Mattimanis. The Vakudas, Dorkars,

and Dhumalkars have joined within the last ten years. The tribe is

being largely recruited from Budbudkers. A representative from
each of these clans must attend at every Kiliket marriage, and each
has certain functions assigned him in the ceremony. The Dhruv
or Mattimani brings all the wheat rice and other stores that may be
required ; the Shingan or Harkdri bids the guests to the wedding

;

the Ganaohari must give the order for the marriage and throw the

rice on the happy pair; the Shivdchari draws the cross called

ncmdi on the curtain and holds it between the bride and bridegroom

;

the Salva proclaims aloud the names of the god and the ancestry of

the bride and bridegroom; the Shindya or Halmani spreads a

blanket for the couple ; the Sdsnik strews rice on it ; the Neknar or

Kattimani ties the hems of the married couple's clothes into a knot

;

and the Pachangi does five things, he makes a serpent of earth on
Ndg-panchmi in July-August, distributes provisions equally among
his castemen, takes 18s. (Rs. 9) from the bridegroom, spends 2s.

(Re. 1) in betel leaves and nuts, and distributes the remaining sum
equally among his caste-people, and lastly prepares fire for smoking
tobacco at caste meetings.

If any one of these office-bearers refuse to attend the Kilikets

are put to grave inconvenience. Many years ago the Mohrias,

whose business it was to wave peacock feathers at the marriage,

refused to perform their office. They were put out of caste and
marriages have since been performed without the help of peacock

featherSi At present their elaborate caste system is threatened by
a very serious danger. Each representative of the nine clans, not
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including the schismatic Mohria, has not only his duties but his

privileges. He is entitled to a certain number of betel leaves and

nuts. The Dhruv and Shingdn get only one, the Sdsnik and

Shindya get two, the Sdlva gets two and & I a. (|d), and the

Pdchdngi, Neknar and Shivd,ohdri get four each. How many the

G-an^chari should get forms at present the subject of a grave

dispute. The Sar Gandchari says five, but some Pdohd,ngis at

Bddd,mi, Shindyd,s at Manglar, and Neknars at Kutdpur say No,

not five forthe Ganachd,ri,one for the god and four for the Ganachari.

Unless they agree to give him five betelnuts the Sar Ganachari

refuses to attend marriages, and if it were not for a division in

the Ganachdri camp, matters would be at a deadlock. Certain

Gandch^ris hold that their head is wrong in demanding five betel

nuts, and attend marriages where they receive only four. The
dispute has been going on for years, and is about to be taken into

the Bdgalkot civil court. As a rule they are tall and well-built

;

and though not so fair as Gujarat Bhdts are much fairer than

Dhangars or Bedars. The moustache is worn, but the beard or

whiskers apparently never. The hair is short ; but in fulfilment of

a vow persons may occasionally be seen whose hair has never been
cut. Even when worn long the hair is not coiled like a Bairdgi'a

but gathered under a turban. The Kilikets never have the wild look

of a Kathkari or a Garodi. Though all speak Kdnarese, the home
tongue is a dialect of Marathi mixed -with many Kdnarese words as

hislo for iaslo I eat ; vartun dila for lihun dila gave in writing

;

and apni for hukum order ; engydni and gandgydni are their peculiar

terms for bride's and bridegroom's parties. They are a wandering
tribe and never own stone houses. They live outside villages

in little reed cabins like Vadars or Kolhdtis. These flimsy little

huts are water-tight, and the Kilikets live happily in them all

through the rains. The huts are so small that there is scarcely

room to stand upright, and, in obedience to custom, they are moved
from place to place at the end of every third month. Sometimes this

rule is not kept and instead of moving the hut the fireplace is moved'
from one comer of the hut to another. A few cooking vessels, a

grindstone, some clothes, and the show-box of pictures constitute

the furniture ; the livestock generally includes a goat or two, a few
hens, perhaps a buffalo or cow, and a number of dogs which are

used to puU down wild pig before the Kiliket finishes them with
his axe and bludgeon. On pig's flesh, fish, and the grain the

villagers give him, the Kiliket lives very comfortably. His dress

is always very decent, a headscarf, a waistcloth, and a shouldercloth.

The married of both sexes generally wear a necklace of glass

beads, and the men often rub their cheeks with red earth. The
women wear the ordinary robe without passing the skirt back
between the feet and a bodice with short sleeves and a back. Their
persons and huts are clean and their name for honesty is good.
Their calling is peculiar. The men fish with nets, and in the evening
show, before a light, transparent pictures painted in brilliant colours
on skin, representing Lakshman, Eamchandra, SitAb^i, Hanumant,
Rd,van, and many other heroes and gods, the character of the show
closely resembling that of the Chitrakathis or picture-showers of
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the north Konkan and Deccan. South of the Krishna where
hills and undergrowth abound, the men are paid in grain by the
villagers to destroy wild pigs which do great damage to the crops.

The women's chief occupation is tattooing. It often pays a Kiliket

to have two wives ; for while one is managing the house, the

other is earning grain in the village by tattooing the arms of

the farmers' wives. The Kilikets have probably changed little,

either in social position or otherwise, during the last two or three

centuries. The G-anacharia still hold rent-free or indm lands in

Bdgalkot, BAdami, and Hungund, though they do not till them
with their own hands. The Arms Act and the Forest Act, by
breeding pig and seizing guns, have increased the importance
of the Kilikets' services. They are a contented class, their

earnings meeting all their wants. Kilikets have nothing to do
with Brdihmans. They conduct their marriages themselves. Their
two leading divinities are Mahddev and Durgavva. Mahadev is

said to be found only in the house of the head of the Ganacharis,

but many have Durgavva in their sheds and worship her themselves.

Those who have no image of Durgavva, on her great day, a Tuesday
about Mdgh full-moon in January-February, make an image of meal
and worship it. They do not keep the sweet basil plant or worship it.

They worship theirleather pictures and offer them polls or sugar roUy-

poHes onGanesh-chaturthi the bright fourth of Bhddrapad or August-
September. During the first month after death, on any convenient

day, the chief mourner kills a goat in honour of his house-gods, and
a brass image representing the dead is added to gods. They
keep all leading Hindu fasts and feasts, and a few sometimes
make pilgrimages to Parasgad in Belgaum and to Pandharpur
in Sholapur. Their priests are Gandchdris and the head Ganachari
is their spiritual teacher. They profess to have no faith in

soothsaying, and to have no relations with exorcists. When a
Killiket is possessed by a ghost, he or she is made to sleep near

the show-box for three or four days, and this scares the ghost away.
They rank below Kabligers and above Vadars and Korvis from whom
they do not eat. A birth costs them 4s. to £1 (Rs. 2-10). After

birth a child is washed in warm water, and its mother is bathed,

and laid on a bedstead under which a chafing dish is set. The mother
is given dry cocoa-kernel, molasses, dry dates, dry ginger, and
garlic pounded together, and, for the first five days, is fed on boiled

rice and wheat-flour boiled dry. In the evening of the fifth day a

goat is sacrificed to the goddess Satv^i, and the caste-people are

feasted on its flesh. During the first five days, at the time of

bathing, the mother's hair is moistened with clarified butter, and on
the evening of the fifth day the midwife is given a bodicecloth.

On the sixth day the mother's clothes are washed, her uncleanness

is over, and she is allowed to move about the house. On the

seventh some married women put the child in a wide-mouthed bag
called jholi, and name it. The women are given a mixture of five

kinds of grain boiled whole. The child's hair is cut within the

first three months.by its maternal uncle. The uncle showers some
dry dates on the head of the child, first goes through the form of

cutting the hair with a pair of leaf scissors, and then cuts it with a pair
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of iron scissors. The dry dates as they drop from the child's head

are picked up by other children. Girls are married at any time

;

there is no rule that they should be married before they come of age.

The whole cost of marriage is borne by the boy's father. The offer

comes from the boy's parents who spend £2 10s. to £5 (Rs.25-50)

on the marriage. At the engagement the boy's father puts glass

bangles worth about 2d. (1 J a.) on the girl's wrists, and places 4s.

(Rs. 2) in her hands to meet the expense of a feast given to persons

present at the ceremony. Shortly after the boy's father goes to

the girl's house for the betrothal or bdshtagi in which he pays 10s.

(Rs. 5) to the girl's father who feasts him. On the day before the

day fixed for the beginning of the marriage ceremonies the boy's

father goes to the girl's village and feasts his caste-people on wheat-
cake and mutton. Next day a marriage booth is raised and wheat,

a goat, rice, robes, a bodicecloth, dry cocoa-kernel, and betelnuts are

carried to the girl's house by the boy's father. The bride and bride-

groom are rubbed with tarmeric paste and bathed in warm water, and
the day ends with a caste-feast given jointly by the two fathers. On
the third day the Pachdngi or Bhanddri receives 18s. (Rs. 9) from the

boy's father and spends 2s. (Re. 1) in distributing betel leaves to the

guests. The bride and bridegroom are dressed and the bridegroom
is made to stand outside of the marriage booth while the bride stands

in the booth. The Shivdchari holds the curtain with a central

turmeric cross between the bride and bridegroom, and rice is

handed to the guests. The Sdlva proclaims aloud the names of the

god and the ancestry of the bride and bridegroom, the curtain is

removed, the bride gives a packet of betel to the bridegroom, and
the Neknar ties the hems of the couple's clothes into a knot. The
Shindya spreads a blanket for the couple, and the Sasnik strews rice

on it. When the couple have sat on the blanket, the Ganachdri
ties a tinsel chaplet to the bridegroom's brow, adorns the bride's

head with a network of flowers, encircles their right wrists with
kankans or wristlets in which pieces of turmeric are tied, and
throws grains of rice on their heads. After the Gandchdri, the other

caste oflBce-bearers, each in the order of his rank, throws grains of

rice, and lastly the guests shower rice. The bride's father feasts

his caste-people on polis or sugar rolly-polies and boiled rice. On
the fifth day the bride and bridegroom go on foot in procession
to worship a god and the girl's father gives a caste-feast. On the
sixth day the bride and bridegroom are made to sit on a blanket
and to mention each other's names ; and the bride is handed by her
mother to her mother-in-law. The seventh day is marked by no
ceremony. On the eighth the booth is taken down, the friends and
relations of each party are treated to a dinner of polis or sugar
rolly-polies, and the house-entering ceremony is performed.
On the ninth day the guests return to their homes. Widows are
allowed to marry, polygamy is practised, and polyandry is unknown.
When a girl comes of age she is made to sit by herself for five days
and is bathed on the sixth by a woman who is given a bodicecloth.
The phalshobhan or marriage consummation is .held on any day
between the sixth and the sixteenth. Her husband gives her a
robe and a bodice, and 4s. (Rs, 2) to the persons who are present.
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In the fifth or seventh month of her pregnancy her mother presents
her with a green bodice. The dead are buried in a grave like a
Lingdyat grave and they spend 8s. to £1 (Rs. 4-10) on the
funeral rites. When a Kiliket dies, the body is washed with warm
water and dressed, and if it is a married woman the hair is decked
with a network of flowers. If the dead was married the body is

kept in a sitting position by a string fastened to a peg driven in the
wall ; if unmarried the body is laid on its back. So long as the
body remains in the house, it is covered with garlands and bouquets
of flowers, and with red and scented powders. It is carried to

the burial ground in a worn-out blanket and is buried sitting if

married and lying if single. When the burial is over the funeral
party bathe and return to the house of mourning, throw blades of

durva grass in a pot filled with water which is placed on the spot
where the dead person breathed his last, smoke tobacco, and go
home. The mourners do not dine at home. Their friends and
relations ask them to eat a meal of bread and chatni or relish.

On the third day the mourners go to the burial ground and lay two
offerings, one on the stone which was placed on the top of the grave
and the other twenty-four feet from the grave. These offerings

are of millet grit mixed with molasses and oil, each worth a
\ a. and laid on two leaves. They stand far off in case they may
frighten the crows. If the crows eat the offering it is well, the dead
has left no wish unfulfilled ; if the crows refuse to eat the mourners
pray to the dead. If even then the crows do not eat they give the
offerings to a cow. The mourners bathe, return home, and ask the
four persons who carried the body to a meal. On the eleventh

day the house is washed with cowdung, the clothes are washed,
and a caste feast is given. Before a month is over an image of the
deceased is made, it is placed among the house gods, and the caste

is feasted. As is the case with several other castes, the bodies of

pregnant women are burnt, it is said, to prevent the Grdrudis digging
them up and using their bones as charms. The KUikets are

bound together by a strong caste feeling. At the same time they

want some central authority or referee to settle disputes. The
Nekndrs are called Pd,tils or Kattimanis, but the Gandchd,ris seem
to be the leading clan. Their name comes first in the list, it is they

who perform the diJesh or purifying ceremony on persons read-

mitted into caste, they play the leading part at marriages, and are

then presented with a turban and coat. Every member of the

community is obliged to share his earnings equally among all his

caste-people. A hunter must divide his game with all of his caste-

people ; when a fisherman catches the dndhali or big blind fish he
must share it with the caste. At the same time he is allowed to

keep any money he may make by the sale of the fish. A few
send their boys and girls to school, keeping boys at school till they

are fourteen and girls till they are ten. They take to no new
pursuits. They are a contented class and averse from change.

Korchers are returned as numbering twenty-nine of

whom all but two in Indi are found in Baddmi. They closely

resemble the Korvis. Their home tongue is Tamil,theirfamilygoddess
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is Durgamma, and they live in small dirty flat-roofed mud houses.

Their staple food is Indian millet bread pulse and vegetables, and

they eat the flesh of sheep goat fowls game and fish, and drink

both country and foreign spirits. The men wear a headscarf, a

short coat, a waistcoat, a waistcloth, and a shouldercloth.
_
The

women wear a short-sleeved and backed bodice and a robe without

passing the skirt back between the feet. They rank with Mardthda

with whom they eat but do not marry. They are hardworking, but

dishonest given to drink and thriftless. Some are day labourers

and some hunters, and the women add to the family income by
tattooing. As a class they are very poor. They worship all

Brdhmanic gods and keep the leading Hindu holidays. They
respect and employ Erahmans. Widow marriage and polygamy are

practised and polyandry is unknown. They bury their dead. Their
social disputes are decided by meetings of adult castemen, but they

neither send their children to school nor take to new pursuits,

Korvis are returned as numbering 4916 and as found all

over the district in pretty large numbers. They speak Arvi or Tamil.

Some of their peculiar words are tenni for water, va for coming,
and ho for going. The names in common use among men are

Bdlya, Bhimya, Hanma, Malla, Satya, Shivya, and Tallya; and
among women, Bdlavva, Bhimavva, Hanmavva, Mallavva, Satyavva,
and Yallava. They hare no surnames but place names. They are

divided into six classes, Ghante Chors, Kaikadi Korvis, Kunchi
Korvis, Patrad Korvis, Sand,di Korvis, and Suli Korvis. Sulis and
Pdtrads do not occur in Bijapur. Of the Sulis nothing is known
except that their women are prostitutes. The Patrads are dancers
and singers and live at Vyankatgiri in North Arkot. The Kail
Korvis or Ghante Chors are happily rare, for they are a set of

incorrigible thieves. The Kunchi or Brush-making Korvis are also

wanderers, and very scarce. They live in little reed huts close

outside of the village, and live by catching game, begging, and
making kunchis or weavers' brushes whose price varies from. 3s.

to 10s..(Rs. 1^ - 5). They are a poor people but are not given to

stealing. The Kaikadi Korvis are also rare. Though generally

settled in villages they are somewhat wild-looking, and live by
begging, labouring, and plaiting cotton-stem baskets. The ordinary
Korvi of the district is the Sanddi Korvi who takes his name from the

clarion or sanai which he blows. He is found in all large villages

following his special calling of blowing the sanai or clarion, at

marriage and religious processions. The Sanadi Korvis are all

settled peaceably in villages. They eat with Kaikadi Korvis and
marry with Kunchi Korvis. They are small, black, and poor,, but
fairly clean, with short cut hair, and are not wild-looking. They
live in small thatched huts just outside of the village. Their staple

food is millet bread, husked millet grains boiled soft and eaten
with or without whey, vegetables, and split-pulse sauce. Their
holiday dishes are the same as those of the ordinary people of the
district. They eat the flesh of the pig, but not of the cow. Those
who wear the sandal brow lines or nam do not eat flesh on
Saturdays in honour of M^ruti ; many of them do not eat flesh on
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holidays, and on Thursdays out of regard to the Pir Haji Saheb of

Tikot in BijApur, none of them eat any flesh which has not been
purified by the Musalman blessing. They drink liquor generally

,

in the evening. The men wear a shoulderdoth with a thin coloured
border cast loosely round the body, a pair of knee-breeches, a jacket,

and a turban or headscarf. The women wear the hair in a knot at

the back of the head and dress in the full Mardtha robe without
passing the skirt back between the feet and a bodice with a back
and short sleeves. All married women mark their brows with
Vermillion, wear glass bangles, and the mangalsutra or lucky
necklace. Both men and women have a few brass and silver

ornaments worth 6s. to £4 (Rs. 3-40). They are respectable

people, living by selling firewood and grass, plaiting baskets and
corn-bins of cotton stems, shinkis or grass slings for hanging pots
containing food and drink, and date matting. Their characteristic

calling is playing the sanai or clarion. Some of them have little

plots of land which they cultivate. The women mind the house and
help the men. The men cut the cotton stems into fine splints fit for

plaiting and the women plait them into baskets and corn-bins and
sell them. When there is only one woman in a house her husband
sometimes helps her in plaiting but never in selling. The women
alone make the grass slings and the brooms. A man and a woman
together in six days make a corn-bin which holds one khcmdi of

five hundredweight and sell it for 2s. (Re. 1), and twelve baskets

each worth l|d. (1 a.). A musician's day^s income varies from
Is. to 2s. (Re. J - 1). Besides their regular wages they sometimes
receive gifts from Jagird^rs and other rich persons, to the amount
of £2 10s. to £3 (Rs. 25 - 30). Some of them are in debt but as a

class the San^di Korvis are fairly off. They have a better social

position than Nhavis, Berads, Jingars, Buruds, Mhars, Mdngs,
Chambhars, or Dhors, and eat with none of these classes. They freely

eat food prepared by people of the higher castes. Men women and
children work from morning to evening. They are busy during the

eight dry months, but somewhat idle during the rainy season.

Their only holiday is Ndgpanchami or the Cobra's Fifth in July-

August when they rest for three days.

A hut costs £1 to £2 10s. (Rs. 10 - 25) to build, and their house

goods are worth 8s. to £3 (Rs. 4 - 30) . A birth costs Is. to 4s.

(Rs. i-2), a marriage £3 to £5 (Rs. 30-50), and a death 2s. 6d. to

3s. (Rs. li-1^). They are religious. Their family deities are Maruti,

Kallolydppa, Maleva, and Yallamma. They are specially devoted

to Mdruti. On Saturday, which is sacred to Mdruti, they plaster

their houses with cowdung, and the women bathe before they prepare

the food. All men of the caste bathe and some of them worship

Mdruti on their way home from the river or pond where they have

gone to bathe. They bow before Maruti at a distance, but do not

touch him. At the same time they mark their brows with

the ashes from the incense-burner and put a little into their

mouths as a prasdd or god gift. On reaching home some of

them worship their house gods in their wet waistcloth ; while

others change their waistcloth before worshipping. They make-
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pilgrimages to the shrine of Maruti at Kalloli, and to several other

Mdruti shrines,and to the shrine of Yallamma at Parasgad in Belgaum.

They keep almost all important Hindu holidays ; bnt observe no

fasts. They worship village and local deities when they make vows to

them ; and are said to avoid demon worship. They respect Brd,hmans,

but do not call them to conduct any ceremony. They have no priests.

Every year each man pays 2s. (Re. 1) to a fund, which is given to.the

Oshtam priest of Kallolyappa who comes to visit them. They say

that they have a Brdhman teacher ; but they do not know where he

lives and have not seen him for years. They have faithin witchcraft

and soothsaying and occasionally call in exorcists and soothsayers.

Soon after its birth a child is washed and the mother is bathed and
both are laid on a bedstead. During the first five days the mother
is given dry cocoa-kernel and molasses to chew and is fed with rice

and clarified butter. On the fifth day the whole house together

with the lying-in room is plastered with cowdung, and friends

and relations are asked to a feast of sugar rolly-polies. The
midwife bathes the mother and child. In the evening she

worships the goddess Jivati, and takes to her house the wave-lamp
used in the worship, under cover, lest any one should see it

and the mother and child sicken. On the twelfth day the child

is laid in a cradle and named, and a feast, of which flesh must form
part, is given to friends and relatives. When the hair of a child

is to be cut for the first time, it is cut before the goddess Rdn
Shatikavva. At the time of worshipping this goddess they set a stone

near the root of an evergreen tree, and worship it with turmeric
and redpowder, offering rice, and the dressed flesh of a goat. They
say that if a pregnant woman worships this goddess, she and her child

will not suffer from any illness. In a marriage engagement ceremony
the boy's father marks the brow of the girl who is seated on a
blanket, and gives her a robe and a bodice, fllls her lap with five

halves of dry cocoa-kernel, five dry dates, five betelnuts, and five

plantains together with red rice. The boy's father lays two pounds
of sugar before the girl's house-gods and distributes betel.

The boy's father gives 10s. (Rs. 5) to the girl's father and
mother ; and they in return feast him and his relations on boiled

rice and sapag kadbus that is steamed balls of dough eaten with
molasses. The girl's father sometimes makes the boy's father

promise to give him two of his son's daughters or to pay a sum of

money as their price. Half of this sum is given to the girl's

maternal uncle. Their marriages take place on Mondays. On a
Friday before the marriage Monday, the relations of the bride take
turmeric powder and oil to the bridegroom's and the boy's relations

take turmeric powder and oil to the girl's. Till Monday the fathers
of the bride and bridegroom feast their friends and relations at

their own houses and on Monday the bridegroom's father leads the
bridegroom to the bride's, where he is seated to the bride's right on
a blanket covered with rice. Kankans or thread-wristlets are tied
round the right wrists of the bride and bridegroom; and the skirts of
their garments are tied together. The guests throw grains of rice on
their heads, the mangalsutra or lucky thread is tied round the bride's
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neck, and feast onpolis or sugar roUy-polies and rice. In the evening
the vardt or return procession starts from the bride's house to a
Mdruti's temple. In front of the procession the bride and bridegroom
walk, dressed in rich clothes, the bride's head covered with a
network of flowers, friends and relations follow, and the procession

is closed by women waving lamps. When they enter the front

door of the temple they stand near it, and the priest waves a piece

of burning camphor before the deity, breaks a cocoanut before

him, and gives a piece of cocoa-kernel with a little holy ashes to

the bride and bridegroom who put a little in their mouths as a god-
gift. When they reach the bridegroom's the lamp-carrying women
wave the lamps about the heads of the bride and bridegroom.
Afterwards the bride and bridegroom are made to eat from one dish,

and each puts five morsels into the other's mouth. In a marriage,

both the bride's father and the bridegroom's father give two different

caste feasts. Except those who have images of Mdruti in their houses
Korvis generally bury their dead. On the second day they prepare
rice, cakes of wheat flour, molasses, and clarified butter, and place

seme of them on four different leaves by the side of the grave. The
rest of the food is eaten by the son and the two bearers who carried

the body to the burial ground. On the third day the son has his head
and moustaches shaved and the two bearers bathe and are free from
ceremonial impurity. The son or other chief mourner remains
impure for ten days. On the eleventh friends and relations are

asked to a feast of rice and mutton. Early and widow marriages
are allowed, polygamy is allowed and practised, and polyandry is

unknown. They are bound together by a strong caste feeling

and settle social disputes by a council of caste-people. They
have nmks or headmen whose duty it is to settle disputes, but as

among the Kabligers the ndiks have lost much of their authority.

Considering their position the Sanddi Korvis show an unusual
willingness to send their children to school.

Lama'ns, or Caravan Men, are returned as numbering 5708 and
as found mostly wandering as carriers and to a small extent settled

as husbandmen in different parts of the district. They do not keep
to fixed traffic routes but move from place to place according to

the demand for their services in gangs of ten to thirty families,

including twenty-five to 150 men women and children. Their
caravans as well as their settlements are called tdndds the Marathi
for bands. The main body belongs to the Bukya stock and
claim a Rajput origin. They seem to have been once settled in

Rajputana and after that in G-ujarat. Their home tongue, which
is locally called Lamani, has a strong Gujarati element. The
names in common use among men are Dama, Jair£m, Jiva, and
Nara; and among women Dogdi, Ghambli, Hunki, Jamni, and
Thabli. Men add the word bha or brother and women bdi or lady

to their names. They belong to the Amgot, Bdbisival, Bhdnot,
Ohavd,n, Devjival, Jdtot, Jharbala, Kelut, Khola, Mut, Rathod,
Ransot, Vadtiya, and Vishalavat family-stocks, each of which has
distinct family-deities. Their marriage rules do not differ from
Rajput marriage rules. All of these stocks eat together and
intermarry, but intermarriage is forbidden between members of the
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same clan or of allied clans. Thus Devjivals are forbidden to

many not only witli other Devjivals but also with Ransots,

Babisivals, and many other clans or Iculs, because they are branches

of one stock. Their family god is BAMji whose shrine is in

Rdjasthdn. The Lamans may be divided into Lamans proper most

of whom belong to the Bukya clan of which Babisival, Devjival, and

Eansot are sub-clans, Mhdr Lamans, and Musalmdn Lamans.

Lamans proper do not take food either from Mhar or Musalmdn
Lamdns, though the Mhars and Musalmdns take food prepared by
them. Mhdr Lamdns generally live at some distance both from the

Hindu and the Musalmdn Lamans. The Musalmans and the Mhdrs
are said to be the remains of many castes, barbers, washermen,
butchers, and others, who when the cacrying trade was prosperous,

were drawn to the caravans as the best market for their products

or their service. In look Mhar and Musalman Lamdns do not

differ from other Mhdrs and Lamanis. As a class the Bukyas
or mixed middle-class Hindu Lamdns are above the average
local Kdnarese Hindu both in height and strength. The men
wear the head hair long and shave the face except the moustache
and eyebrows. They have intelligent faces, well cut features,

and prominent nose and eyes. The marked difference in appear-
ance occasionally noticeable among the Lamdns, some being tall

and rather fair and others short thick-set with bushy whiskers
and beard, is due to the fact that men of several castes, and
even of different religions, live together in one body. It is curious

that as the Kilikets have kept their Mardthi, so Lamdns have kept
their Grujardti or a dialect of it, though all know Kdnarese, and
generally Mardthi and Hindustani. A Lamdn calls his own wife

goni, a Lamdn woman not his wife tandri, and a woman not a
Lamdn pori. Where have you come from in the Lamdn language
is kimeti ayio. They live in bamboo and mat huts or sackcloth

tents, which they pitch either on river banks or pond borders,

where their caravans halt for water. Their caravans or tdndds
are accompanied by cows, bullocks, and goats. Those who are

cultivators live in small one-storeyed houses with mud or stone
walls and thatched roofs without front yards. Their furniture

includes a few brass drinking pots and plates and some earthen
vessels. They are great eaters and poor cooks, their pet dishes

being mutton bought from a Muhammadan butcher, for they will

not eat flesh unless it has received the Musalmdn blessing, and
wheat bread, cooked rice with curry, wheat cakes stuffed with
boiled pulse and molasses called puranpolis, and wheat cooked in

milk and sweetened with molasses or khir. They are fond of hot
and sour articles, tamarinds, onions, and garlic. Their ordinary diet

is millet bread, vegetable curry, cJiatni or relish, and curds, whey, or

clarified butter. They use the flesh of goats at marriages and oil the

great days of Shital and Ldkdya in bright Ashddh about the end of

June, on the day of the goddess Bhavdni during the Dasara holidays
and on all other leading holidays when they kill goats and offer them
to the god before eating them. They also use the flesh of hare, deer,
fowls, and fish, and drink all kinds of spirits when they can afford
them. They never use beef or tame pork. The men have a headscarf
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or rumdl on their Heads, and a sliouldercloth on their shoulders,
but seldom a coat. Like the Kdnareae farmers they often wear a
pair of knee-breeches instead of a waistcloth, and they almost always
have a string of copper beads round their waist. They wear gold
or brass ear and finger rings and silver or copper waist girdles.

The BijApur Lamdn women seem to dress very much like those of
the Mardtha country. They wear a coarse petticoat, generally
green or blue, a coarse open-backed bodice often red and highly
worked, and a scarf or odni. Their ornaments are peculiar. On
either side of the face hang long pendants of wool and pewter,
ending in woollen tassels. These pendants look as if they were
earrings, but they are really fastened to locks of hair. The earrings
and noserings are generally small. On the fingers and thumbs
are often several brass rings, and on the arms a number of armlets
of metal, bone, and wool embroidered with shells. On the legs
are metal anklets some plain and some peaked, rather like a coronet
with cloth bands underneath to protect the legs. On the band of

the petticoat, where it fastens round the waist, they are fond of
sewing old regimental buttons. The end of the cloth that comes
over the head and hangs over the breast is often loaded with a
number of small bone rings, and ends in a woollen tassel. In
bringing water from a well they put on their heads a cushion from
which hangs a handsome flap highly embroidered and worked with
shells. Women may often be noticed with pieces of copper strung
round their neck. Each of these pieces is worn during confinement
to propitiate the tribe goddess. They show the number of children
that the woman has had. Some of them keep good clothes in store

for holiday wear, and they always wear local hand-woven cloth

chiefly from Bdgalkot, G-uledgudd, and Bddami. As a class they
are hardworking, and thrifty, but prone to robbery and fond of drink.

They are generally kept under the eye of the police. Before there
were made roads Lamans used to carry the local grain, cotton, and
piece-goods to the coast, and bring back cocoanuts, cocoanut-oil,

and salt. The centres of their trade were Pandharpur, Dhdrwdr,
Sholapur, Kolhipur, Chiplun in Eatndgiri, and Maisur. Since the

opening of roads some have taken to husbandry, some to unskilled

labour, and some to domestic service. The women, besides minding
the house, help the men in their work. Labourers either work on
public roads, in the fields, or go to waste lands to gather firewood.

Some also work as carriers and husbandmen using their cattle for

carrying as well as for ploughing, the poorer husbandmen accom-
panying caravans as hired drivers. Some of them own lands which
they till either in person or by labourers. As a class they are poor

and declining. They rank below Brd,hmans, Rajputs, and Ling^yats,

who look down on them, and above Mhars, M^ngs, barbers, washer-

men, and other low-caste Hindus. They take food cooked only by

people of their own caste. The carriers keep constantly moving
starting with their pack-bullocks at dawn and halting near a river or

pond at about ten. On reaching the halting place some of the men
busy themselves in unloading the bullocks and others in pitching the

tents. As soon as this is done, some of the men take the animals
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to some neiglibouring pasture or woodland to graze and some stack

the packs, while the women busy themselves in cooking. When
dinner is ready, the children feed themselves and go to the grazing

ground to relieve the men. The men dine and rest, and towards

evening go out to bring back the bullocks. They sup between

seven and eight and go to bed soon after supper. They rise about

three, and after about an hour passed in loading the bullocks and

packing their tents, they start on the next day's march. During

the four rainy months they have little to do. The lives of Lamd,n

husbandmen and labourers do not differ from those of other

husbandmen and labourers. A family of five spends £1 to £1 10s.

(Rs. 10-15) a month on food. A birth costs 2s. to £1 IQs. (Rs. 1 - 15),

a son's marriage 10s. to £5 (Rs. 5-50), a daughter's marriage £1 to

£2 10s. (Rs.10-25), and a death 2s. to £1 (Rs. 1-10). They believe

in soothsaying and ghosts, and respect Brdhmans regarding them
as spiritual teachers, though they do not employ them at their

ceremonies. Their chief god is BdMji. Next to B^ldji they revere

Tulja-Bhavani, Ambdbdi, Mariamma, Mortal, and HingMj, their

inferior deities being Shital and Lakdya. The image of Bdlaji is a

four-handed figure of a man, and that of Bhavdni and other goddesses

of a woman. Ldkdya and Shital are rough stones smeared with
vermilhon powder. They worship Bhavani on Boli in February-
March, on Dasara and Dwdli in September-October, and in bright

Ashddh or June-July. Their women are often troubled by ghosts. In
cases of spirit-possession they burn frankincense before the patient

and ask the name of the ghost and why it has come. If the spirit

refuses to speak, a Brahman exorcist is employed who tries to drive

the spirit away by charms. They believe that the spirits

of the wealthy who die in the prime of life, of misers, of women
who leave young children behind them, and of creditors come and
plague the living. They have a high respect for the Musalmdn
saint Pir Bande Navaz, whose tomb is at Kulburga in the Nizam's
country. They worship three and a half goddesses or sdde-tin devis

but never give out the name of the half goddess or reveal anything
relating to her. Child marriage is not common. Widow marriage
and polygamy are allowed and practised, and polyandry is unknown.
Girls are generally married about the time when they come of age,

and boys between eighteen and thirty according to the

circumstances of the family. The bridegroom's father has to pay
the bride's father £1 10s. to £15 (Rs. 15-150). The offer of

marriage comes from the boy's side. Marriage ceremonies differ

among the different classes of Lamans. In some cases the father

of the boy with friends and relations goes to the girl's and settles

with her father the amount to be paid for his daughter in the
presence of four or more respectable castemen. When the price is

fixed the bridegroom's party distribute molasses and liquor. A
part of the amount is paid in cash and a part in bullocks. On a
convenient day fixed by a Brdhman astrologer the boy goes in
procession at night with his house-people and guests to the bride's
house where he is received by four or a larger number of men and
the bride's father feasts the bridegroom's party on boiled rice and
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curry. After the feast the bride and bridegroom are led to a
square marked with quartss powder where they stand opposite each
other. A Brdhman who stands close to the square hands coloured

rice to the guests, the bride and bridegroom stand inside of the

square, the guests throw rice over them, and the priest repeats verses.

If a Brdhman is not available, the ceremony is performed by an
elderly LamAn. When the rice-throwing is over, the bridegroom's
father serves the bride's people with a meal of mutton and bread.

Then the bridegroom returns with the bride to his house. At
night he retires to some lonely part of the dwelling and lies on the

ground with a cocoanut under his head feigning sleep, while the

bride sits in another part of the house near an elderly woman
shampooing her feet. One of her husband's kinswomen walks to

the bride and tells her that her husband wants her and guides her

to the place where he is waiting for her. The husband hands the

woman the cocoanut and in return receives his wife. In some
tribes of Lamdns the nuptials are performed by married women of

the caste, of whom the bride's mother or other nearest kinswoman
is one. In the bride's house a square is traced with quartz powder
and at each corner is set a large water pot or ghdgar and the bride's

mother winds a thread seven times round the necks of the water

pots. The bride sits on a bag-full of rice in the centre of the

square. The thread is taken from the necks of the pots and cut

in two, and one part is tied round the bride's neck and the other

round her arm. One of the women splashes water on her and
bathes her, another rubs her body with turmeric paste, a third takes

off her wet clothes and dresses her in fresh clothes, and a fourth

sprinkles her brow with rice. They join in lifting her from the bag
of rice and seat her at a short distance. The bridegroom takes

her place and undergoes the same ceremonies. At the end the

bride's mother marks both their backs with a Jain cross in turmeric

paste. The boy and girl sit together, a tub is set before them, it

is filled with water and a couple of shells are dropped into it. The
bridegroom takes the shells out seven times and again drops them
into the water. The bride picks out the shells seven times and at

the end of the seventh time keeps them. In some families, at

each corner of a parallelogram, several swallowwort or rui

shrubs are leant up against each other like piled arms, and bound
together. Underneath each clump are placed five water pots and a

copper coin. In the heart of the parallelogram an equal-limbed cross

with a circle round it is drawn with meal ; and in the middle

of each of the east and west sides of the parallelogram is stuck

in the ground a rice pounder or musal. The bride holds on her

open palm a cowry shell and a rupee, and the bridegroom, placing

his open palm over the bride's and over the cowry shell and rupee,

leads her seven times round the two musals, from west to east.

When the seventh turn is ended, the bride and bridegroom sit

together in the square and eat molasses out of one dish. A new
cotton thread is brought and divided in two. One part is tied

round the boy's wrist and the other round the girl's, and their

clothes are marked on the back with turmeric paste. The next day

passes in games and amusements, one of the chief of which is the
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picking of cowry sbells out of a basin of water. The bride and

bridegroom vie with each other, and the guests look on with

interest as the winner in these trials of luck and skill will prove the

winner in the battle of life, and will rule the house. On the third day

a kinswoman leads the bride to the bridegroom's chamber. They

burn the married and bury the unmarried dead. The unmarried

dead are buried without ceremony. The married dead is covered

with a new shroud, tied to a bier, and carried to the burning ground

on the shoulders of four kinsmen. Before laying the body on the

bier they drop a little clarified butter and molasses in the mouth and
tie a copper coin in the folds of the shroud. Half-way to the

burning ground the bearers halt, lower the body, and tearing off

the knotted end of the shroud with the coin, drop the coin on the

ground, change places, and go on. At the burning ground the body
is laid on the funeral pile and the pyre is lighted by the chief

mourner. When the body is burnt, the bones and ashes are

gathered and thrown into water, and the funeral party return to the

house of mourning. When they reach the house water is poured
on the ground before them. On the third day all -the mourners go
to the burning ground and eat clarified butter, wheat, and molasses

near water. Some feed friends with cooked rice and molasses at

their own houses on the twelfth day. Others hold that the Shimga
or February-March holidays is the time for the yearly mind-rites

for the dead, and, on those days, either feed crows or go in a body to

the neighbouring waste land and cook flour into bread and eat it.

They also feed a certain number of men to propitiate the dead and
make money gifts to Brdhman priests. Each caravan has a

hereditary Lamdn headman who settles social disputes and
punishes breaches of caste rules by rebuke, fine, or loss of caste.

They are a falling class. Their two callings pack-carrying and fuel-

gathering -are dying and they take to no new pursuits. Perhaps no
class suffered so terribly in the 1876 and 1877 famine as the

Lamdns. The distress in their outlying hamlets at times escaped

notice till help was too late, and their pride of caste prevented the

men from taking to the regular labour of the relief works and
prevented the women from attending with their children at the

relief kitchens. In parts of South Bijdpnr the mortality among the

Lamdns was extremely heavy. In the treatment of their children

they showed more than any other caste the heartlessness which goes

with hopeless misery.

Vadars, or Earth Diggers, are returned as numbering 11,830 and
as found in considerable numbers all over the district. Their home
speech supports the general belief that they came from Telangan in

search of work. The names in common use among men are Bdlya,

Rdma, Tima, and Shetya ; and among women Bayja, Hanmdkka,
Ndgamma, and Ramdkka. Their commonest surnames are

Bayamatkor, Dydranglor, Kunchdpor, Naidpetor, Palldpor, Pitlor,

Ghallavar, and Valydpor. Persons with the same surname are

not allowed to intermarry. Difference in calling divides them
into Mannu Vadars from the Kdnarese mannu earth, Bhandi Vadars
from the Kdnarese bhandi a stone cart, and Pdthrat Vadars or grind-
stone-makers, who eat together and intermarry. Their home tongue
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is Telugu and many of them ont of doors speak Kanarese and
Hindustani. Both men and women are dark and tall and the
men are muscular. They are a wandering unsettled tribe,

living in small huts of bamboo matting and thatched roofs

on the borders of towns and large villages. Their house goods
include a few patched quilts and blankets, eai"then vessels and a few
metal drinking pots and dining plates. The Bhandi or Stone-

cutting Vadars keep bullocks and buffaloes to draw their bhandis
or stone carts, and sometimes also own cows and she-buffaloes.

The Mannu or Earth Vadars and the Pathrat or Grindstone Vadars
own asses which they load with earth or grindstones. All Vadars
keep dogs to watch their huts and she-goats for milk. They are

poor cooks and are proverbially fond of sharp and sour dishes.

Their every-day food is millet bread, split pulse, and wild herbs
seasoned with chillies and sesamum oil. They eat fish and flesh

including rats and swine but not cattle, drink country liquor, and
smoke ga/rya or hemp flower, and tobacco. Every year on
Dasara in September-October, they offer a goat to their house gods,
and after offering its life eat its flesh in company with friends and
kinspeople. They never eat flesh on Friday which is sacred to

Shri Vyanktesh or on Saturday which is sacred to Md,ruti. Only on
holidays they bathe, worship house-gods, and mark their brows
with ashes from the censer of the village M^ruti. The men wear
the topknot and moustache, and dress in knee-breeches, a woollen
blanket, and a headscarf. The women wear the hair in a back knot,
and dress in a robe hanging from the waist like a petticoat and
having the upper end passed over the head and across the bosom ;

they do not wear the bodice. Both men and women have a few
brass and silver ornaments. They are honest and hardworking,
but dirty, thoughtless, thriftless, and given to drink. Most are
stone-breakers and earth-workers, digging wells and ponds and
breaking road-metal. The women do as much work as the men
and earn nearly as high wages. They move from place to place

passing the rains where they find work. Their employment is fairly

constant. A man and woman together earn about Is. (8 as.) a day
which is generally paid in cash. To dig ten square feet of ground
one foot deep the Mannu Vadars charge 9d. to Is. (6-8 as.). A hand-
mill for grinding corn sells from Is. to 4s. (Rs. |-2). Squared
blocks of stone for building walls are sold at 6s. to 10s. (Rs. 3-5)
the thousand. Roughly hewn stones are sold at 10s. to 16s. (Rs. 5-8)
the hundred, the rate depending, chiefly on the distance from which
the stones are brought. They work as field-labourers and often

make contracts with the owner of a field to finish certain work for

a certain sum of money in a given time. When the bargain is made
men women and children fall on the work and do not rest till it

is finished. In. spite of their regular and well paid work their want
of thrift and forethought keeps them poor. They rank above the

impure classes, and are touched by Brahman s and other high class

Hindus who place them between husbandmen and the impure
classes. They do not eat from Nhdvis or barbers and Dhobis or

washermen. Except the grindstone-makers who hawk grindstones

all day long, they work, -from morning to noon, They rise early.
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breakfast on the remains of the last evening's supper, and go to work

from which they return at twelve. A family of five spends £1 to

£1 4s. (Rs.10-12) a month on food and dress. A pair of bullocks

costs £1 10s. to £2 (Rs. 15-20) a month to keep. A birth costs 4s.

to £1 (Rs. 2-10), a boy's marriage £1 to £30 (Rs. 10-300), a girl's

marriage 8s. to £2 10s. (Rs.4-25), and a death 10s. to £5

(Rs. 6-50). They are Brdhmanical Hindus, and their family deities

are Murgavva, Nagamma, Shri Vyanktesh, and Tallamma. They are

specially devoted to Shri Vyanktesh, in whose honour they hold

a feast every third or fourth year, on which they spend £30 to £40
(Rs. 300-400) which is raised by subscription. On lucky days

a stone image of Shri Vyanktesh is carried in procession from the

village and set on the edge of a pond or on the bank of a stream. A
BrAhman priest washes the image, marks it with sandal-paste, presses

grains of rice on the paste, and puts flowers on the image. The
Vadars then make an offering of cooked rice, polls or sugar rolly-

polies, and husked wheat boiled in milk and sugar. The Brdhman
priest who helps at the worship is given 2s. to £1 (Rs. 1-10) and
undressed food. After the priest has gone, they feast and in the

evening throw the idol in water and return home. They keep Holi
in February -March, the Hindu New Year's Day in March- April,

Ndgpanchmi in .July-August, and Dasara and Divdli in September-
October. On Ndgpanchmi they worship an earthen serpent coloured
red or white, with sandal-paste, grains of rice, flowers, and an
offering of dressed food. Except the Saturdays and Mondays of

Shrdvan or July-August on which they eat only one meal in the
evening, they keep no fast. They believe in astrology, soothsaying,

and witchcraft, and stand in great fear of exorcists. To prevent
the family dead bringing sickness into the house they worship the

dead every year. A little spot in the house is cowdunged and a

robe, a bodice, or a waistcloth is worshipped on it, and a sweet fried

dish is offered to the robe, bodice, or waistcloth. When an outside

ghost troubles any member of a family he is easily driven away by
making the patient sit before the house-gods and marking the brow
with ashes from the censer before the house-gods. Among the articles

esteemed as spirit-scarers are canes, frankincense, yellow benzoin,

ashes over which charms have been repeated, and pieces of paper
with texts or magical designs. Amulets and talismans are generally

made on Sundays, new moons, and eclipses. As soon as a Vadar
woman is brought to bed, the midwife, who is of her own caste,

washes the mother and child in hot water and cuts the child's

navel-cord. The mother is given molasses and dry cocoa-kernel to

eat, and is fed on millet husked and boiled. The midwife rubs the

mother with turmeric powder, oil, and water, and bathes her in hot

water during the first five days. At the end of five days the child

is cradled and named. Girls are married between six and sixteen.

Widow marriage and divorce are allowed and practised, polygamy
is common, and polyandry is unknown. Marriage engagements
take place at caste meetings. The boy's father rises and states that

he has accepted so and so's daughter as his son's wife; the girl's father
says it is true; betel is served, and the castemen withdraw. The boy's
father fixes the marriage day with the help of a Br^man priest, and
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goes to the girl's village, a day before the day fixed, with the boy and
his friends and kinspeople. On the day of his coming the boy's father

gives a caste feast. Next day the boy and the girl are seated on
a blanket and rubbed with turmeric paste. The guests throw grains

of rice on their heads ; and the wedded pair are bathed in a surgi

or square with a drinking pot at each corner, and thread passed

round the necks of the jars. In the evening the married pair are

taken to bow before the village MAruti and from the temple they go
to the bridegroom's lodging. On their way to the bridegroom's they

call at five Vadars' houses, and bow to the heads of the families, each

of whom drops five to ten copper coins into the bride's and bride-

groom's laps. As a rule Brd,hman priests are not called to marriages

;

when they are called they are paid 2s. to 10s. (Rs. 1-5). Her
monthly sickness makes a Vadar woman unclean for five days.

After death a Vadar is carried on a bier and buried in a grave three

to three and half feet deep. In the grave the body is laid on its

back with the clothes on. The men who go to the burial ground,

bathe and return with the heir, bow before the lamp which has been
set on the spot where the dead breathed his last, and go to their

homes. On the third day the heir, taking a miUet cake, goes to the

burial ground, lays the cake on the grave, and waits till crows

peck it. He returns home and pours molasses water and green
grass on the shoulders of the four men who bore the body. Vadars
are bound together by a strong caste feeling, and their social

disputes are inquired into and settled at meetings of adult

castemen. Only a few send their boys to school and fewer still have
taken to husbandry or other new pursuits. The great water and
railway works which have been in progress for some years in and
near the district have given the Vadars highly paid and constant

employment.

Depressed Bra'hmanical Hindus include two divisions

with a strength of 44,433 or 7'78 per cent of the Hindu population

;

Bijdpur Depressed Brdhmanical Bindus, 1881.

Division.
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They own cows, bullocks, and buffaloes, and rear poultry. Their

every-day food is millet bread and split pulse or vegetables ; and

their holiday dishes are 'polis or sugar roUy-polies, kadbus or

sugar dumplings, and shevaya or vermicelli. 1'hey use animal food

of all kinds except pork and drink country liquor. Most of them

bathe daily before the morning meal, some go to bow to the

village M^ruti, and some worship house gods. The men shave

the head and chin and keep the top-knot. They dress in a loincloth

in-doorSj and in knee breeches or a short waistcloth a blanket and a

headscarf out of doors. The women tie the hair in a back-knot,

and dress in a full Mardtha robe without passing the skirt back
between the feet and a bodice with a back and short sleeves. Both
men and women have a few brass and silver ornaments, but only

the well-to-do have spare clothes for holiday use. Mhdrs are

submissive, hardworking, fairly honest, and thrifty when not given

to drinking, but they are dirty. Most of them are day labourers

and some are husbandmen. They sweep the village office yard and
remove dead cattle, for which the husbandmen pay them in grain

at harvest time. ^ Some are village watchmen and some are in

charge of village pounds. Under former Grovernments Mhdrs
had to carry the baggage of Government officials from village to

village without pay. As labourers the men earn about 4Jd (3 as.) a
day. Besides minding the house the women help the men and
work as labourers earning 3d. (2 as.) a day. They are a poor
class living from hand to mouth. None of them are rich, and
most are in debt, as they borrow largely to meet marriage and
other special expenses. Formerly they were better off as they
received a share called dya of the produce of each field.

In return for their services in the- village, the payment of

the Aya was considered compulsory and Government ^jised to

enforce it. Now the payment is left to the choice of the
husbandmen. High and middle-class Hindus and even Musalmd,ns
look down on Holids as one of the lowest classes in the
country, and they are conscious of and admit their position.

Their touch, even the touch of their shadow, is thought
to defile. Some Mhdrs do not eat from Dhors, Mangs, and
Samgars, or even from Nhdvis and Parits. A family of five

spend 10s. to 18s. (Rs. 5-9) a month on food and dress. A hut
costs 10s. to £2 10s. (Rs. 5-25) to build. A birth costs £1 to £1
10s. (Rs. 10-15), a boy's marriage £5 to £10 (Rs. 50-100), a girl's

marriage £2 to £4 (Rs. 20-40), and a death 10s. to £1 (Rs. 5-10).
They are Brahmanical Hindus and respect Brahmans but belong
to no particular sect. They worship all Hindu gods and their

family deities are Durgavva, Hirodya, Murgavva, Shatikavva or Sathi,

and Yallamma. The ministrants of Durgavva, Murgavva, and
Shatikavva are Mhars. These three goddesses are represented by
stone slabs placed under trees and smeared with redpowder. Mhd,rs
make pilgrimages to Parasgad in Belgaum and to Tuljdpur in the
Nizam's country. Sometimes both men and women vow to rub
themselves with huttigi or sandal paste in the name of Yallamma.
The devotee strips her clothes ofif, rubs her body with oil, bathes,
smears the whole body with sandal paste and covers it with nimb
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leaves from head to foot. The devotee then goes to a temple of
Yallamma, bows before the goddess, offers her dressed food, and
returns home. On the way to and from the temple the devotee
shouts aloud Udho, Udho, that is Victory, Victory. Their special

holidays are Holi in February-March, and Dasara and Bivdli in
September-October, on which they fast all day long and eat in the
evening. Besides these they have no fasts. They have strong faith

in soothsajdng and witchcraft. After a birth a Mhdr midwife
washes the mother and child, lays them on a bedstead, and
feeds the mother on boiled rice. On the fifth day she offers

food to the goddess Sathi, waves a lamp before the goddess,

and takes away the lamp under cover with the food to her
house. On the twelfth day the child is cradled and named.
Mhdrs allow child and widow marriage, practise polygamy, and
forbid polyandry. In the bdshtagi or betrothal the boy's father

places a cocoanut and l^d. (1^ as.) before the girl's house gods, seats

the girl on a blanket, marks her brow with vermilion, presents her

with a robe worth 8s. (Rs. 4) and a bodicecloth worth Is. (8 as.),

and gives her mother a bodicecloth worth Is. (8 as.). Sugar is

handed to the guests. The girl's father treats the boy's father to a

feast of boiled rice, wheat flour balls, and molasses water. When
the marriage day has been fixed by a Brdhman astrologer, the girl

is taken to the boy's house. On coming to the boy's village, the

boy's father treats the girl's party and his other kinspeople to a
feast. Next day the boy and girl are rubbed with turmeric paste

and bathed in a surgi or square with a drinking pot at each corner,

and a thread is passed several times round the necks of all the vessels.

A married woman waves a lamp before the boy and girl ; the

boy is dressed in new clothes, and the girl in a white robe and
yellow bodice. The girl stands on a low stool or on a stone slab,

and opposite her the boy stands in a basket containing rice, bits of

a leather strap, and a whip. The boy fastens the mangalsutra or

lucky string on the girl's neck, and an elderly Mh^r recites a verse

or two out of the marriage service and drops rice on the pair.

Other guests join him in throwing rice and the ceremony ends with a

caste feast. Next day the boy's father gives the girl a robe worth

10s. (Rs. 5), and a bodicecloth worth 6d. (4 as.), and presents

her mother with two robes each worth 8s. (Rs. 4). The heads

of the boy and girl are decked with marriage coronets, and they

are seated on a bullock, the girl sitting in front of the boy. The
procession is headed by some men beating halMs or- bell-less

tambourines. The procession halts at the temple of the village

Mdruti, where the pair give a cocoanut to the ministrant, who
breaks it before the god and returns half of it to the pair with

ashes from the god's censer. After bowing before the god the

party return in procession to the boy's. Next day the girl is

taken to her village. After some days the gharbharni or house-

filling takes place in which the girl is taken to the boy's house and

is given a robe and bodice. On any day after this the girl is free

to go to her husband's house. When a Mhdr has all daughters and

no son, he keeps one of his daughters unmarried. When she grows

up the unmarried girl lives by prostitution and her children
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become heirs to her and to her father's property. Though

these women are allowed to live by prostitution, when a married

woman commits adultery, both the guilty parties are put out of

caste, and are not let back until their heads have been shaved

and their tongues branded. Mhdrs bury the dead. When a

man dies his body is washed and dressed in his daily clothes. The

corpse is borne to the grave in an old blanket and is buried sitting.

The grave is nine feet deep, five feet long and five feet broad

measured by the corpse's foot. In one of the sides of the grave

a niche is made, where the body is laid and the niche is closed by

green leaves of any kind. The grave is covered by a stone slab. The
chief mourner and the funeral party bathe and go to their homes.

On the fifth day the deceased's house is cowdunged, and the

deceased's clothes are washed, incensed with frankincense, and
presented with a sweet dish. Their social disputes are inquired

into and settled at caste meetings. They neither send their

children to school nor take to new pursuits. They are a poor class

and show no signs of bettering their condition.

Ma'digS (K,) or Manqs (M.) are returned as numbering 24,866 and
as found all over the district. They have no tale of their origin and
no memory of any earlier home. The names in common use among
men are Basdppa, Malldppa, Ningdppa, Ramdppa, and Sanndppa ; and
among women Basavva, Sangawa, Tuljavva, and Yallavva. Their

leading surnames are A.ivAlydvaru, Bhanddrydvaru, Honichirydvaru,

Kdmblydnavru, and Kengar, names which are peculiar to this caste.

Persons bearing the same surname do not intermarrry. They are

divided into Dalya Mdngs, Mochi MAngs, Ped Mdngs, and San^di

Mangs who eat together but do not intermarry. Both men and
women are short dark and strongly made. The expression of face is

cruel. The women tattoo their hands from the wrist to the elbow,

their brows, and the comers of their eyes. Their home tongue is

Kdnarese. They formerly lived in huts and sheds built in forest

lands and valleys. Now most of them live in villages in poor houses

with stone or mud walls and flat roofs. Their house goods include

a patched quilt and a blanket, one or two cots, and a few earthen

and metal vessels, A few have bullocks and cows and some have

hunting dogs. They are great eaters and poor cooks, their every-

day food being millet bread and split pulse and vegetables. Their

holiday dishes are polis or sugar roUy-polies and molasses and khichdd

or millet cooked with split pulse and spices. They eat fish and flesh.

They formerly ate carrion ; but of late they have quarrelled

with the husbandmen and lost many of their rights, and among
others the privilege of skinning village cattle. Since that time

they have given up eating carrion. They are very fond of mahuda
spirit and palm-juice and use these drinks to excess. Of an evening
Mangs may be often seen in their quarters drunk and quarrelling.

They smoke gdnja or hemp flower and tobacco, drink hemp water,

and give opium to their children to stop their crying. Among them
only the devout bathe daily before the morning meal, wash their

house gods, mark them with sandal paste, put flowers on them,
burn frankincense or bdellium before them, and offer them daily

food. They often vow a goat or a cock to their house gods or some
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other deity, and, after offering the life of the animal, eat its flesh
with friends and kinspeople. The men share the whole head and the
chin, and wear a headscarf, short breeches, and a blanket thrown
loosely over the shoulders. The women tie the hair in a back-knot
with a woollen thread, and dress in the ordinary Maratha full robe
without passing the skirt back between the feet, and in a bodice with
a back and short sleeves, the favourite colour being generally red
and black. Both men and women have a few silver and brass
ornaments, but only the well-to-do have spare clothes for holiday
use. They are hardworking, but dirty, intemperate, hot-tempered,
revengeful, and cruel .^ They are true to their salt and many stories
are told of their fidelity. They were formerly notorious highway
robbers; resistance was useless and often ended in loss of life.

Since the establishment of British rule they have settled to
peaceful pursuits. Dalya Mangs when they travel with Laman
caravans, make and mend their shoes and sandals, and beat drums.
Mochi Mangs make sandals, leather whips, nose-bags, girths, and
many other articles useful to husbandmen. Their boys from twelve
years of age begin to earn about %d. (2 as.) a day by making small
rough sandals. Sandals for men and women sell at 9d. to 3s.

(Rs. f-l|) the pair. As all men and women except Brdhmans wear
sandals they always find work, though their income is not large.

Ped Mangs are village watchmen and attend upon travellers. They
sweep the village chdvdi and the dharmshdla or rest-house.

Sanadi Mdngs act as musicians to all other M^ngs and attend their

marriage and other ceremonies. Besides their distinctive callings,

most of these classes are husbandmen and some are field labourers
who are paid in grain. They are also considered specially skilful

in spining cotton thread. Their women besides minding the house
sell sandals, help the men in reaping and stacking, gather fuel, and
sell it to the villagers. Though they earn enough to live on
without want, most of them have drunk themselves into debt and
owe money at one and a half to two per cent interest a month.
They work from morning to evening taking a midday rest. They
rank lower than HoMs or Mhars from whom they eat, and their

touch and shadow are believed to defile all Hindus from Brahmans
to Shudrds. A family of five spend 8s, to 10s. (Es. 4-6) a month
on food. A house costs £1 10s. to £7 10s. (Rs. 16-75) to build, and
their house goods are worth £1 10s. to £7 10s. (Rs. 16 - 75). A birth

costs Is. to 10s. (Rs. ^ - 5), a marriage £3 to £10 (Rs. 3 - 100), and
a death 68. to £1 (Rs. 3 - 10). Mangs are Brahmanical Hindus and
respect Brahmans who fix their marriage days and marry them
from a distance; but take no part in their birth and death ceremonies.

They worship all Hindu gods, but their favourite deities are

Durgavva and Yallavva. Brass images of the family dead are seated

along with the Jiouse gods. They keep most Hindu holidays,

and some fast on the Mondays of 8hrdvan or July -August and on
Shivrdtra in January - February. They make pilgrimages to the

shrine of Yallavva in Parasgad in Belgaum, and to the tomb of the
Musalmdn saint of Yamnur in Navalgund in Dhdrwar. During the
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Navrdtra or Nine Nights of hright Ashvin or September- October,

a lamp is kept burning before the house gods and on the tenth

day or Basara, a goat ia killed in honour of Yallavva, its dressed

flesh is offered to the goddess, and it is eaten. They have strong

faith in soothsaying and witchcraft. When ordinary remedies fail,

an exorcist is asked to find out whether the sick person suffers from

having offended any of the house gods, or if his sickness is due to a

charm-cast over him by an enemy, or if a family ghost is troubling

him, or if he is possessed by an outside ghost. If any of the house
gods is the cause of the patient's sicknes.s, he is taken to bow before

them, is told to make a vow to the oflfended deity, and his brow is

marked with ashes in the name of the god. If the sickness is due to

a charm the exorcist overcomes the charm by binding a talisman on
the patient's neck or arm. To humour a family ghost a sweet dish,

a goat, or a cock is offered to the ghost. An outside ghost is driven

away by thrashing the patient or by burning chillies before him.
When these remedies fail, some food, especially boiled rice and curds

mixed together, are waved round the patient and left at the place

where the ghost lives. After a birth the midwife who is a Mdng
woman bathes the mother and child in hot water, lays them on a
bedstead, gives the mother dry cocoa-kernel and molasses to eat,

and feeds her on boiled rice. On the fifth day she worships the

goddess Satvdi, waves a lamp before the goddess, and takes away
the lamp under cover as the child and mother may suffer if the lamp
is seen by any one except the midwife. Among MAngs child and
widow marriage are allowed, polygamy is allowed and. practised,

and polyandry is unknown. When the boy's father goes to a

betrothal, he takes four or five of his kinspeople to the girl's. He
lays a cocoanut before the girl's house gods, seats her on a blanket,

marks her brow with vermilion, and presents her with a robe

worth 10s. (Rs. 5) and a bodicecloth worth 'dd. (6 as.) With the

help of a Brd.hman astrologer the boy's father fixes the marriage

day, and sends the girl's father word what day has been chosen.

The girl's father raises a booth in front of his house and sends for

the boy and his party. At the girl's house the boy and the girl

are rubbed with turmeric paste in two separate surgis or squares,

with a drinking pot at each corner of the square and a thread

wound round their necks. Both are bathed and the girl

is dressed in a white robe and yellow bodice and the boy
in a new dress. The girl stands in a basket containing rice,

opposite the boy who stands on a low stool. A curtain with

a central turmeric cross is held between them ; the Brahman priest

recites the marriage service and throws rice on the pair ; the guests

join the priest in throwing rice ; a married woman of the boy's

family fastens the mangalsutra or lucky string round the girl's neck

;

and the ceremony is over. In the evening guests are treated to a

feast of 'polis or sugar roUy-polies, and the married couple go in

state to bow to the village god. Next day the guests go to their

homes. They bury their dead. The dead body is washed, clothed
in its every-day dress, and set leaning against a wall in a sitting

position. The body is carried in an old blanket. The mouth of the
grave is closed with three stones to which, on the second day,
are offered rice, molasses, and clarified butter on a castor-oil leaf.
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When a crow has pecked this offering the chief mourner bathes
and returns home. On the fifth day their women cowdung the
house, wash their clothes, and bathe ; and friends and kinspeople
are asked to a feast of polis or sugar rolly-polies. Their social

disputes are settled by a caste council. They do not send their

children to school nor take to new pursuits. They show no signs of
bettering their condition.

The second great division of BijApur Hindus includes those who
have partly or entirely adopted the Lingayat in preference to the
Brahmanic form of faith. The Lingdyats, properly Lingvants or
ling-weaxera, come under three classes True Lingdyats, Affiliated

Lingdyats, and Half Lingdyats, with a strength of about 220,000
or 38-72 per cent of the Hindu population, of whom 110,000
are True Lingdyats, 83,500 Affiliated Lingayats, and 26',500

Half Lingdyats. Lingdyats are found over the whole district of

Bijapur and form a large proportion of the Hindu population of

Dhdrwdr, Belgaum, Kolhdpur, and Sholapur, and in Maisur they
are a numerous class. Special interest attaches to Bijapur
Lingayats, because Basav,^ the founder of the sect, according to

the local tradition, was born at Bagevadi in Bijdpnr, and, according
to the Basav Purdn, at the neighbouring . village of Ingleshvar.

Basav was the son of a Brdhman of the Shaiv sect of Arddhya. The
received year of his birth is a.d. 1106.
The name Lingdyat is applied to all who profess Lingdyatism and

wear the jangam or movable ling. Not every one who wears a

ling is a True Lingdyat. Those only are True Lingayats whose sons

can become Jangams or Lingdyat priests ; those whose sons cannot
become priests may be classed as Affiliated Lingayats. At the
present day, and probably for centuries, the wearing of the ling

and the desertion of Brahmans for Jangams as priests, have
been spreading among the Brahmanical castes of Bijdpur. More
than a third of Bijdpur castes wear the ling and are married by
Jangams. Many men who wear tho sacred thread and the top-

knot have brothers or cousins who have taken to wear the ling. Few
castes have remained beyond the influence of the new sect. In Mr.
Cumine's opinion between Lingdyatism and Islam, Brahmanism
will in a few centuries be almost extinct in Bijapur. Though new
adherents group themselves round Lingdyatism they cannot rise to the

level of the original members. According to the Basav Puran, Basav
held that the proper worship of the ling overthrew all distinctions of

caste, and received converts from the lowest classes as readily as

from the highest. This enthusiasm did not last long. Shortly after

Basav's death, when the new sect found its position established, the
original members claimed a higher rank than any outsiders. If

a Brdhman wished to become a Lingayat he had to pass through
a three years' proving. The term was six years in the case of

a Kshatriya, nine in the case of a Yaishya, and twelve in the casO'
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• Most of the Lingiyat and Lamin accounts are compilsd from materials supplied

by Mr. Cumine, C.S. Mr. Cumine has also supplied valuable information for many
other castes.

2 Details of Basv's life are given in the Dh&iw&v Statistical Account..
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Population, Except that at a religions house almost all divisions of Lingdyats

eat together, exclnsiveness, which is the social basis of caste, is as

strong among Lingayats as among any sect of Hindus. The extent

to which the modern or Affiliated LingAyats have adopted Lingdyat

practices varies greatly. In some castes nearly all wear the ling

and shave the top-knot ; in others ling-wearing is rare, and thread

and top-knot wearing are common.
Tkue Lingayats. True Linga'yatS are a TCry large class, numbering about

110,000, and found all over the Bijipur district. Their personal

names are generally their gods' names, among men Basdppa,

ChennabasAppa, and Shivappa, and among women Basavva,

Nagavva, and Sangavva. If a woman has lost several children

she gives her next child a mean name, TipAppa from tipi (K.) a

stone or Kalavva from kalu (K.) a stone, hoping to save the child

from untimely death.^ The men add appa or father and the

women avva or mother to their names. Their surnames are place

and calling names ; and in a few cases a family is called after

some distinguished member. They have five gotras or family

stocks, Bhringi, Nandi, Renuk, Shanmukh, and .Virabhadra.

Members of the same family stock do not marry. True Lingdyats
may be roughly grouped into four great classes, Jangams or priests,

Shilvants or pious, Banjigs or traders, and Panchamsalis.

Jangams literally Movable Lings, the Jangam being considered a

human ZTOgr-shrine, are divided into Virahts or celihaies, Sdmdnyds
or common Jangams, Gandehdris or managers, and Mathpatis
or beadles. Virakts, the highest class of Jangams, dedicate

themselves to celibacy, and are not allowed to celebrate marriages.

They are a comparatively small body and moTO about the country

accompanied by their disciples. They stop at maths or religious

houses, live on the offerings of the sect, let the hair and beard

grow, and wear no cloth but the loincloth, a cap on their heads

with a string of rudrdksh beads in it, and a long salmon-coloured

coat falling to the ankles. They never intentionally look on the

face of a woman. The Samanya Jangam is the ordinary Jangam,

who has had the aitdn or initiation performed on him. He is

a married man, who conducts marriages, begs, serves in

a temple, or lives by agriculture. When a Jangam goes

begging he wears a garter of bells called jang below his right knee,

and carries a cobra cane or ndgbet stafE.^ Besides the regular

Samd,nya3 five classes of Jangams live by begging. The first of

these is the Kuginmdritandegalu, who sits on a tree and rings a bell

all day long ; the second is the Pd,haredkd,yakdavru, who begs from

door to door, ringing a bell ; the third is the Mullahavigekd,yakdavrn,

* Mr. H. T. Stokes' Account of Belgaum, 8.

'The mother's idea seems to be that evil spirits take spetsal pleasure in carrying

off any object of special affection. If a child is called a stone or a rubbish heap the

spirits may think it not worth their while to carry off one whose parents value him
so cheaply.

' The .fangams say they wear bells and a cobra cane, because a demon whom Shiv
slew, when at the point of death, asked Shiv to use his skin as a wallet, his back-
bone as a staff, and his eyes as bells. The Virakt's robe is salmon-tinted because it

represents the skin of a demon which Shiv used to wear with the bloody side out.
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:
who, in the presence of Lingdyats, stands on a pair of wooden shoes,
in whose soles are nails with their points up, and does not come
out of the shoes till he is paid whatever sum he is pleased to ask

;

the fourth is the Tekkikd,yakdavru, who throws his arms round
men and does not leave hold -until he is paid something; the fifth

is the Mukakayak that is the silent, who feigns dumbness. Mathpatis
or beadles and Gandch^ris or managers are Jangams who hold rent-
free lands, and are considered rather inferior to the regular or
SamAnya Jangams. They have not undergone the aitdn or initiation.

They sometimes marry with one another, but regular Jangams do not
marry with them. Their duties are humble. The Mathpati brings
for the Lingayats bel, ^gle marmelos, leaves on Mondays Thursdays
and holidays, and the Ganachari celebrates widow marriages, an
office which the SAmanya Jangam refuses. To these functions tho
Mathpati adds the office of corpse dresser, and the Gandchari the
duties of a messenger who makes known the wishes of the Virakt,
the head of the religious house. If a Ganachari or Mathpati boy
has the initiation or aitdn performed on him he becomes a SAmAnya
Jangam and abandons his former duties. Jangams eat not only in

the house of any member of the Ling^yat sect, but in the house of

any Zingr-wearing member of any other caste, except Lingayat
Chalvadis or Mhd,rs. A few of the Shilvant or Pious Lingd,yats,

who are also called Chilimiagni or Water-hiders live in Ilkal, Dharwar,
and one or two large towns as goldsmiths or merchants. They are

so extremely rare in Bijdpur that they cannot be said to form a part

of the local Lingayat community. They are called Chilimiagnis or

Water-hiders because they take no water from any well or reservoir,

but every day scoop for themselves a hole in some wet sandy stream-
bed, and in carrying the water home shroud the water-pot
in a cloth. Banjigs are the third main class of pure Lingdyats.
The name means vdnis or shopkeepers. A man who gives

Banjig as his caste generally belongs to one of the three following

classes : Holiydchibalkis or beyond river-men, Dhulpavads
or foot-dust sprinklers, and Chalgeribalkis or villagers.^ The
Holiyachibalki like the Shilvant puts a cloth over his water-pot

when he carries it home ; unlike the Shilvant he takes water freely

from reservoirs and wells. Both Holiydchibalkis and Dhulpavdads
are commonly found as merchants in the towns south of the

Krishna. Chalgeribalkis or villagers are chiefly farmers, though
many are shopkeepers and wealthy moneylenders. The mass
of the Banjigs belong to this subdivision. The . Panchamsalis
form the bulk of the cultivating Lingayats, and are probably more
numerous than any other division.^ Their position is honourable.

They are admitted to be the parent stock from which the other
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1 Holiyichibalkia, the KAnarese holi river and add beyond, apparently the
Krishna. i)hulp4vdads, the Sanskrit dhuli dust and pad foot, because they sprinkle

their clothes with dust off a Jangam's feet. Chalgeribalkis, the KAnarese chalgeri

village and balki people, who eat together.
2 PanchamsAli seems to mean Jain Weavers. The Panchams are the fifth or lowest

class of Jains whom all who marry widows have to join. Compare the account of

Lingayats in the Statistical Account of DhArwAr.
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PoDulation ^^^ spring. A Panchamsdli boy may become a Jangam, even a
' Virakt Jangam, which none of the lower classes ever becomes. A

Tkue LiNOAYATs. Qhalgeribalki, a Dhulpdvdad, a Holiyachibalki^ or a Shilvant

is a man whose ancestor was a Panchamsdli, and went through

the diksha or cleansing rite. Any Panchamsd,li may enter any of

the higher grades he chooses by undergoing diksha and being

invited to dine with the particular division he wishes to enter.

In the same way a Chalgeribalki, a Dhulpavdad, or a

Holiydchibalki can always ascend if he chooses. As a matter

of fact this rising to a higher grade is very rare among men.

With girls it is common because the Banjigs often marry
Panchamsdli girls, and then the girl is always previously taken

by diksha into her husband's grade, and is not allowed again

to eat at her parents' house. In rare cases even Jangams marry
Panchamsdli girls who have been brought into their division by
diksha. This is seldom done except when parents have lost all their

family but one girl and devote her to be iAxe wife of a Jangam.
As I'egards eating, a member of any one of the main divisions will

eat in the house of any member of his own or of any higher
division. The Holiydchibalkis will eat in the house of a Shilvant,

and all eat in a Jangam's house. None of the divisions below the

Jangam eat in the house of any member of an inferior division.

But in a field, in a rest-house, or in any place except the host's house,

so long as the host has used a new set of earthen cooking vessels,

they will eat food cooked by the host even though he is of an inferior

division. In a math or religious house any Lingayat without question

will eat bread which a Jangam has gathered in his begging. If the

Jangam has brought it, it is all right, whoever cooked it, whether
a Raddi, a Bilejadar, or any other Ziw^-wearing and sacred thread-

hating Hindu. Though the rule is that a member of a lower division

is allowed to eat -with members of higher divisions in a religious

house when a Jangam is present, this privilege is not granted to

all classes who profess Lingdyatism. The classes who are debarred
from this privilege are Nhdvis or barbers, Gavlis or cowkeepers,
Dhobis or washermen, Bedars, and the depressed classes such as

Mhdrs and Mangs. In the same way there is no objection to any
ling-yvesmng man coming into a Lingayat's house and seeing the food

;

but if a Musalmdn, or a Mardtha, or any one without a ling sees the

food it must be thrown away. This rule applies only to food in

one's own house j it does not apply to food in the field or in the

rest-house. As regards marriage a Jangam occasionally marries a
Chalgeribalki, HoliyAchibalki, or Panchamsdli girl, first making her

a Jangam by diksha or cleansing rite. Shilvants seem not to give their

daughters in marriage to Jangams. A Jangam girl cannot marry
any one but a Jangam; Holiyd,chibalki girls and Chalgeribalki

girls may marry Panchamsali husbands. No True Lingdyat boy or

girl ever marries into any of the Afiiliated Lingdyat castes.

All True Lingayats speak Kanarese. So large a body contains

every diHerence of character, appearance, height, and colour. Still it

may be said that the average True Lingayat is probably fairer than
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|;lie average Kdnva Braliman or the average Mardtha Kunbi ; and
is certainly fairer than a Kurubar or a Bedar. Some True Lingdyat
women are remarkably fair-skinned. The striking points in the

appearance of a True Lingdyafc man are his , ling which is worn
either at his waist in a silver box hung round his neckj or tied in

a red ribbon round the neck, or round the upper left arm ; the

absence of the sacred thread ; and the shaven top-knotless head.

They live in ordinary better class houses with mud walls and flat

roofs ; almost all are one-storeyed, only a few in towns have two
storeys. The houses of True Lingaydts, especially of those who belong
to the higher religious grades, are closed on all sides, except a few
openings for air and light. Though very dark they are well swept,

and both the floors and the furniture are scrupulously clean. The
reason they give for having their houses so close shut is to prevent

any but Ziwgr-wearers seeing their food. But the want of

openings is probably as much to keep out the eye of the sun, whom
as Brahma the strict Lingdyat hates, as to keep out the eye of the

stranger. A True Lingdyat's house can be always known from a
Brahman's or a Maratha's by the absence of the doorside tulsi or

sweet basiL The houses of the rich have beds, carpets, bedsteads,

and a large supply of brass and copper cooking and storing vessels
;

in the houses of the poor most of the vessels are of earthenware,

and quilts and country blankets are almost the only other furniture.

Flesh and liquor are forbidden. All are strict vegetarians, the

staple food being Indian or spiked millet, pulse, vegetables, onions,

garlic, relishes, milk, curds, and clarified butter. Rice is considered

a dainty and is eaten only on holidays. The chief article of food
in a dinner is millet bread. Next to bread comes hanya, that is

husked and boiled millet. Sometimes this husked millet is boiled

in whey when it is known as hulldnuchchu or sour Tcanya. Their
holiday dishes are godhi huggi that is husked and boiled wheat
mixed with molasses, and sometimes with milk, shevaya or vermicelli

that is wheat flour beaten into dough and drawn into long threads
which are curled round sticks, dried in the sun, and eaten with
molasses and milk; kadbus or orange-sized balls of wheat-flour
stufEed with split gram and molasses or sugar, and boiled or fried

in oil ; and polis or wheat-flour cakes rolled round a lump of

split gram boiled with molasses, and baked. The commonest of all,

because the cheapest, is the godhi huggi. Besides these holiday
dishes, the rich make many costly sweetmeats. Lingdyats of the
higher religious grades iake two meals, the first between eleven
and two, the second between seven and nine. Others take a third

meal, an early breakfast on bread left from the night before and
some chatni or relish. As a rule all True Lingdyats bathe every
morning before eating, and strict Lingdyats bathe before each meal.

After bathing he dips the right thumb middle finger and ring finger

into cowdung ashes, and rubs the ashes on his body repeating the text

which his religious guide breathed in his ear when he was purified.

After washing his mouth a True Lingdyat rubs his brow with ashes.

When he sits to eat he takes the ling out of the box, lays it on his left

palm, washes it with water, and drops bel leaves and cowdung ashes

on it. Rich Lingdyats daily ask one or two Jangams to dine at their
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houses and the poor call them on holidays. When a Jangam
comes to a layman's house to dine, he is seated on a stool, his feet

are washed, some of the water is sprinkled on the ling, and the rest

is poured on Shiv in a Shiv's temple, for the god lives in the Jangam
with more divinity than he lives in the image. The Jangam's food is

not served as a layman's food is served in a plate on the ground.

The plate is laid on a three-legged stool and is set in front of

the low stool on which the Jangam is to sit. No one of the family

sits to eat till the Jangam has finished his dinner. A Jangam
should leave nothing on his plate. So carefully do some Jangams
keep this rule that they wash the dish when they are done and drink

the water with which the dish was washed. A Jangam eats betel

leaves and nuts before he washes his mouth, as, after washing his

mouth, he is not allowed to eat anything. The men wear the waist-

cloth, the shouldercloth, the jacket, and the headscarf, and
the women wear the robe and bodice. The robe is wound round
the waist and allowed to fall to the ankles. The end of the skirt

is not passed between the legs and tucked into the waist behind,
but is gathered into a large bunch of folds in front or to the left

side. The upper end is passed across the bosom and over the head,

and hangs loosely down the right side. The two ends of the bodice
are tied in a knot in front, leaving the arms neck and throat bare.

Many of them have silk and brocade clothes for holiday use. They
are fond of black either by itself or mixed with red. Some are as

neat and clean as Brdhmans, but the dress of most is less neat and
clean than the dress of Brdhmans. True Lingdyat women wear glass

bangles and the lucky necklace or mangalsutra, and the putting on of

the lucky necklace plays a much more prominent part in a Lingayat
than in a Brahmanical wedding. Some True Lingayat women whose
first husbands are alive mai-k their brows with kunku or vermilion,

and others with ashes. Even after her second marriage, no widow is

allowed to put either vermilion or ashes on her brow. True Lingayat
women do not wear false hair or deck their hair with flowers.

Both men and women are fond of ornaments.^

Asa class Lingayats are orderly,sober,andhonestexcept inbusiness
where they are cunning and unscrupulous. The Jangams live by
begging and on the offerings of the people ; the Banjigs and Shilvants

are shopkeepers and moneylenders ; and most of the Panchamsdlis are

husbandmen. Lingayats seem never to enter the army or the police.

Few of them are in Government service as clerks, but that is probably
because they find agriculture, shopkeeping, and moneylending

' The men wear on the neck, the kanthi, goph and chandrahdr, round both wrists
Jchadds and todds, round the right wrist usalbdlis, round the waistthe leaddora, andTings
on the fingers. A rich man's ornaments are of gold, a poor man'sof silver. The women
wear the earrings called vdli, bugdi,jhamki, ghanti, and idlighanti all of gold with or
without pearls ; the nose rings called mug, nath, and mugti all of gold with or
without pearls ; round the neck gejUikka, gundintikka, kanigitilcka, karimanitikka,
kdripate, sarigi, kathdne, and puUisara; on the arm vdki, ndgmurgi, a,ndbdjnband ; on
the wrists got, pdtlya, todds, jave, havalpdtlya, doris, and kankans ; round the waist
the kambarpatta, either with clasps representing mouths of animals or simple clasps;
on the ankles sdkhli, paijan, kdlkadaga, and kalungart all of silver ; and on the toes
pilh, gejipille, minpille, and gendm all of silver. .Poor women generally wear silver
bracelets and necklaces.
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pay better than clerkship. Of late more True Lingdyat youths have
been entering Government service. As a class True Ling&yats are

decidedly prosperous. Poor women help their husbands in the
lighter parts of field-work, and in village shopkeeping famiUes
old women sometimes sit in the shop and sell. On ordinary days
husbandmen go to their work at six or seven, return between
ten and eleven, and begin work again after the midday rest,

and end it by sunset. In harvest time they go to field in the

morning, eat their dinner in the field, and do not return till

lamplight. The chief difference between a shopkeeper's hours
and a husbandman's is that the shopkeeper sometimes stays in

his shop till eight or nine. They rarely close their shops on
holidays. Though they think themselves superior to Brdhmans,
neither drinking water at their hands nor allowing them to

enter the inner parts of their houses, Lingayats generally rank with
traders. The three watchwords of the Lingayat faith are the Ung,
the Jangam, and the guru. The Ung is the stone home of the deity,

the Jangam is thehuman abode ofthe deity,and the guru is the teacher

who breathes the sacred spell into the disciple's ear. The ling

worn by LingAyats is generally made of light-gray slate stone. The
ling consists of two discs, the lower one circular about one-eighth of

an inch thick the upper slightly elongated. Each disc is about three-

quarters of an inch in diameter, and is separated by a deepgroove about
an eighth of an inch broad. From the centre of the upper disc, which
is slightly rounded, rises a pea-like knob about a quarter of an inch

long and three-quarters of an inch round, giving the stone ling

a total height of nearly three-quarters of an inch. This knob is

called the ban or arrow. The upper disc is called jalhdri that is

the water carrier, because this part of a full-sized ling is grooved to

carry off the water which is poured over the central knob. It is

also called pith that is the seat and pithak the little seat. Over
the Ung, to keep it from harm, is plastered a black mixture of clay,

cowdung ashes, and marking-nut juice. This coating, which is

called kanthi or the cover, entirely hides the shape of the enclosed

litig. It forms a smooth black slightly-truncated cone, not unlike

a dark betelnut, about three-quarters of an inch high and narrowing
from three-quarters of an inch at the base to half an inch across the
top. The stone of which the ling is made comes from Parvatg^ri in

North Arkot. It is brought by a class of people called Kambi
Jangams, because, besides the Ung stone, they bring slung from
a shoulder-bamboo the holy water of the Pdtdl-Ganga, a pool on
Parvatgiri, whose water Lingdyats hold as sacred as Brahmariical

Hindus hold the water of the Ganges. The simplest ling costs

l^d. (1 a.), and their usual price is 3s. (Rs. 1^). To the clay, ashes,

and marking-nut juice, the rich add powdered gold silver coral

pearls even diamonds raising the value of the ling sometimes to

£5 (Rs. 50) . A ling should be tied to the arm of a pregnant woman
in the eighth month of pregnancy and to the arm of child as soon
as it is bom. This rule is not strictly kept. The ling is sometimes
tied on the fifth day, but generally not till a day between a fortnight

or three weeks after birth, A child's Ung has generally no case or

kanthi, the kanthi is sometimes not added for months, sometimes not
for years. The ling is sometimes tied to the cradle in which the
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child sleeps, instead of to the child. It is rarely allowed to remain on
the child till the child is five or «ix years old. Till then it is generally

kept in the house shrine along with the house gods. The ling is

worn either on the Wrist, the arm, the neck, or the head. Some wear
the ling slung from the left shoulder like a sacred thread and
some carry it in the waistband of the lower garments. The last

two ways are contrary to the rule that the ling should never

be worn below the navel. It is worn either tied round by a

ribbon or in a silver box fastened by a silver chain. Each family

has generally a few spare lings in stock. The ling is never shown
to any one who does not wear a ling himself. It should be taken

out three times a day, washed, rubbed with ashes, and a string of

rudrdksh beads bound round it. A man or a woman keeps the

same ling all through life, and, in the grave, it is taken out of its case

and tied round the corpse's neck or arm. If the ling is accidentally

lost the loser has to give a caste dinner, go through the ceremony of

shuddhi or cleansing, and receive a new ling from the teacher or

guru. The person whose ling is lost fasts till another is tied on. He
bathes and washes a Virakt Jangam's feet, rubs cowdung ashes on
the Jangam's head, and bows before him. He sprinkles the water in

which the Jangam's feet were washed on his body and sips a little of

it along with the five cow-gifts. The Jangam places a new ling on
his left palm, washes it with water, rubs cowdung ashes on it, lays

a hel leaf on it, mutters some texts or mantras on it, and ties it

round the neck of the person^ When a Jangam loses his ling, the
case becomes serious, and many a Jangam is said to have lost his

caste on account of losing his ling. The guru or religious teacher,

the third watchward of the Ling^yat faith is either a Virakt or celibate

or a Sdmanya or ordinary Jangam. Their head teacher is the head
of the monastery at Ohitaldui^ in North-West Maisur. Like
other Hindu teachers, the head teacher during his lifetime

generally chooses a successor who acts under his orders so long as

he lives. The head teacher may belong to any of the higher classes

of Lingayats. He lives in celibacy in his monastery at Ohitaldurg

with great pomp, and receives divine honours from his followers.

He goes on tour once«very threeor four years, receiving contributions,

and in return giving his followers the water in which his feet are

washed, which they rub on their eyes and drink. The ordinary

maths or religious houses are under married or unmarried Jangams.
When the head of a religious house is a celibate or Virakt Jangam
he is succeeded by his pupil. These pupils remain unmarried and
are the sons either of married clergy or of laymen, who, under a

vow or for some other cause, have, as children, been devoted to a
religious house. Boys devoted to a religious house under a vow are

called maris or youths. The gurus or teachers are of five kinds.

The guru who ties on the ling is called the Dikshdguru that is the

diksha or purifying teacher. The guru who teaches religion is

called the Shikshdguru or the instructor, and the religious guide is

called the Mokshguru or absorption teacher. The guru of the

Mokshguru is called the Gurvinguru or the teacher of teachers, and
the highest priest is called the Paramguru or the chief teacher. Their
religious books are written in K^narese. Like Brdhmanical religious

works they seem to be divided into bhahtvpar or the faith-path and
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jnydnpar or the knowledge-path. Of the books which teach faith

as the path to heaven the most popular is the Basav Puran, and of

those which teach knowledge the best known is the Prabhu Ling
Lila. The Basav Purdn, which gives the life of Basav the founder

of the religion, is described by Mr. Brown as an amusing
book full of wild stories.^ The Lila is an allegorical poem, the

object of which is to teach the favourite Jangam doctrine, that

the object of religion is that the deity should live in the believer's

soul as he lives in the ling. Besides these two leading works,

there are the Chennabasav Purdn and the Mari Basav Purdn and
several other Jangam legends. The Basav Puran is the favourite

work and is much read. The other books are seldom seen and
are not held in high esteem. The book generally consulted by
the Bijd,pur Lingayats is the Vivek Ohintdmani a work written

in Hal Kannad or old Kanarese. It treats of rites and observances,

and seems to be a modern compilation, made to correspond with the
Brahman Karmkd,nd. If a Lingayat is asked why he has kept so many
Brdhmanical rites and customs, he will generally name the Vivek
Chintdmaniashis authority, thoughthe chances are that he has neither
readnor seenthe book. One of thefew points in which Lingayats agree-

with Brahmanic Hindus is the study of the Yogshdstra, the scienc&

which teaches the mastery over the senses and organs, and enables the

expert to contemplate the Universal Soul in undisturbed meditation.

The Lingdyats sum their religion under eight leading beliefs : First,

there is noGod but Shiv ; second,Shiv's followers arealone high-born;
third, the human body is made pure, that is evil spirits are scared

out of it, by doing a service to the. teacher, to the ling, or to the
priest, by taking a gift from a priest, by wearing rudrdJcsh berries,

by repeating texts, by drinking water in which a priest's foot has
been bathed, and by rubbing the body with holy ashes ; fourth, the

five conducts or panchdchdr are the five sources of life f fifth, not to

take life is virtue ; sixth, to have no worldly desires is true conduct;
seventh, the righteous life is heaven ; and eighth, the wicked life

is hell. If, (which is unlikely, the high ideas of the Basav Puran
ever seized hold of the lives of Lingayats they have to a great extent
lost their hold. The leading doctrines in which the Basav Puran
differs from the practice of Brahmanism is that there is one God
who guards from evil ; that between this god and his worshipper
there is no need of a go-between and no need of sacrifices, penances,
pilgrimages, or fasts; second, that all Kngf-wearers are equal, therefore

that the Lingayat woman is as high as the Lingayat man, that she
should not marry till she comes of age, and should have a voice in

choosing her husband, so also that as all Zmgr-wearers are equal, caste
distinctions should cease ; third, that a true believer and ling-wenrer
cannot be impure, therefore that births, women's monthly sickness,

and death cause the Lingayat no impurity ; fifth, that on death the
true believer goes straight to Shiv's heaven, therefore his soul cannot
wander into a lowcaste man or into an animal, therefore he needs n.o
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^ Madras Jaumal of Literature and Science, XI.
" The Panchdchar or five conducts are Bhntydchdr conduct worthy of a human

servant of Shiv, Oandchdr conduct worthy of a spirit servant of Shiv, Lingdchdr
conduct worthy of a Ung-weaxer, Saddchdr conduct worthy of a saint, and Shivdchdr
or conduct worthy of Shiv,
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funeral rites to help him to heaven or to keep him from wandering
on earth an uneasy ghost ; sixthj that as Shiv is an all-powerful

guardian, the wearer of his emblem need fear no evil, the influence

of the stars is therefore powerless and astrology useless : the evil eye,

wandering spirits, spells, and incantations can work the Lingdyat no
harm. According to the books Basav taught that there was only one
God. In practice, like their Brdhmanic neighbours, Lingdyats
worship many gods. First among their gods comes Basav the

founder of their faith whom they identify with Nandi or Mahddev's
bull. They also worship Virbhadra and Ganpati whom they consider

the sons, and Ganga and Pd,rvati whom they consider the wives of

Shiv, and keep their images in their houses. Besides these members
of Shiv's family they worship Yallamma of Hampi in BelMri, Malayya,
Mallikdrjua, and Tulja-Bhavd.ni of Tuljdpur in the Nizam's country.

As a guardian against evil, that is against evil spirits, the great rival

of the ling is the sun. According to one account Basav was turned
out of his father's house because he refused to say the sun-hymn or

gdyatri?- Shilvants and other strict Lingdyats veil their drinking water
80 that the sun may not see it : they say the sun is Brahma. Contrary
to the rules of their faith common Ling^yats worship the sun on new
moon day, and the moon on full moon day. Again according to the

books Basav removed fasts and feasts,penance and pilgrimage, rosaries

and holy water, and reverence for cows. This change probably never
passed beyond the sphere of books. At present BijSpur Lingd,yats all

fast on Shivrdtra or Shiv's Night on the dark thirteenth of Mdgh in

January-February, and on Ndgpanchmi or the bright fifth of Shrdvan
in July-August, and follow their fasts by a feast. They keep
partial fasts, that is they take only one evening meal, on Shrdvan
or July-August Mondays. They make pilgrimages to Gokarn
and to Ulvi where Basv died in North Kanara, to Sangameshvar,
to Parvatgiri in North Arkot, to Hampi in Belldri, and to Tuljapur

in the Nizdm's country. A few devout Lingayats even visit the

twelve shrines of Shiv in different parts of India.^ Many Jangams
wear rosaries and tell their beads ; the water in which a Jangam's
feet have been washed is drunk as holy water or tirth, and
Lingdyats show the cow as much reverence as Brahmanic Hindus
show her. As regards mediators, Basv's efforts to drive Brdhmans
out of their place as mediators between men and god have

been successful. No True Lingayat and not many Affiliated

Lingayats, except that they consult them as astrologers, ever

employ or show respect to Brahmans. In practice the Jangam is

as much a mediator to the Lingayat as the Brdhman is a mediator

to the Brdhmanic Hindu. In theory as a Kwgr-wearer the Lingayat
woman is equal to the Lingdyat man, she ought not to be married

before she comes of age, and she ought to have a voice in choosing

' Madras Journal of Literature and Science, II. 144.
''The twelve great Shiv shrines are Bhimdshankar on the bank of the

Bhima in Poena, Dhriahmeehvar in Elora in the Nizd.m's country, KedAr in

Qarwh^l in the North-Westem Provinces, MahttAl in Ujain, MallikArjun on Shri
Shall in North Arkot, NdgnAth in Avandhe in Bhor, Omkdreshvar in MAlwa,
RAmeshvar in Madura, Somnith in KithiiwAr, Tryarabak in Nisik, VaidyanAth in
Parli in the Nizam's country, and Vishveshvar in Benares,
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her husband. In practice there is little difference between the
position of a Lingdyat and of a Brdhinanic woman. The Lingayat
girl like the Lingdyat boy is invested with the ling, and in this she
differs from BrAhmanic women who are never girt with the thread;
the putting on of the bride's lucky neck thread is also the chief

feature in a Lingd,yat wedding. Still Lingdyat girls are married as

children and if they come of age before they are married the fact is

kept carefully hid. They do not eat with their husbands and they do
not mention their husband's name. A girl has no share in choosing a
husband, and a husband may marry a second wife without asking the

first wife's leave. The widow's head is not shaved, and, except among
Jangams, she is allowed to marry again. Still a widow is considered

unlucky and is never asked to joyful ceremonies. According to the

books a woman is as fit as a man to be a religious teacher. In practice

no Lingayat woman ever teaches the creed, or, except Basvis or

religious serving-girls and courtezans, ever adopts a religious life.

The theory that among men all ling-wearers are equal has been shown
to have early broken down. Except in religious houses and when a

priest is present the different Lingd,yat subdivisions are socially as

exclusive as the different Brd,hmanical castes. Their feeling to the

Mhars, Mangs, and other castes deemed impure is in no way kinder

or more generous than the Brahman feeling. The theory that nothing

can defile the wearer of the ling has toned down in practice. A
coming of age and monthly sickness, a birth and a death are all

believed to cause impurity, though, as among Jains, the impurity is

much less thought of and is much more easily and quickly cleansed

than among Brdhmanic Hindus. That the dead Lingayat goes to

Shiv's heaven seems to be a practical belief which has greatly reduced
the rites to the dead, and probably the fear of spirits. Still in

practice the ling has not been found to protect its wearers against

all evil. Lingayats consult astrologers, fear and get possessed by
evil spirits, and employ knowing men to cast out spirits, lay ghosts,

and counteract charms and spells, little if at all less freely than
their neighbours among Brahmanic Hindus. On the whole, says

Mr. Gumine, Lingd,yats are less fettered than Brahmanic Hindus
by ceremonial details and observances. They have fewer gods and
have less fear of the dead, the perform no mind-rites and they allow

the widows of laymen to marry. When you have said this, and said

that they do not read Brahmanic holy books, that they hateBrdhmans,
that, when men meet, instead of calling on Ed,m they say Sharnarthi

that is Help Pray, and when you have added that they wear a ling

and not a sacred thread, that the men shave the topknot and do not

shave thewidow'shead or the mourner's lip, you have about exhausted
the difference between the two parties.

Lingayats have two peculiar religious processions, the

Nandikodu or Nandi's horn and the Vy^santol or Vyds' hand. The
story about Nandi's horn is that in a fight with a demon Nandi
once lost a horn. His followers found his horn and carried it in

procession. The horn is now a long bamboo pole wound round with

strips of coloured cloth and the top is surmounted by a conical globe.

About four and a half feet from each side of the pole a plank is

fastened, and on each plank is set a brass bull. This is paraded
chiefly in the month of Shrdvan or July-August. Vy^santol or the
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hand of Vyas, the reputed author of the Purdns, is a hand made of

rags which is tied to Nandi's horn, and, to exasperate Brdhmans,

is paraded in streets where Brahmans are numerous. As the name
of Vy^s is as sacred to them as the name of a god,

Brahmans
J
when his hand is paraded, are by no means backwards

in avenging the insult by force. Formerly riots were of constant

occurrence, and about forty years ago in one fight in Dh^rwd.r

many lives were lost. The parading of Vyas' hand was forbidden,

but in outlying villages the practice is still kept up, and, in 1882,

it caused a riot in Belubi in Bijdpur. The story is that when Vyds
had finished ten of the eighteen Pardns, five in praise of Vishnu and
five in praise of Shiv, the rishis or seers asked which god was the

greater. Vyas pointed to the five Vaishnav Purans, and Virbhadra
in anger cut off his right hand. As Vyds wrote the remaining eight

Purdns in praise of Shiv, Shiv allowed his hand to
,

grow again.

Though in theory the ling-'wea.ver is safe from evil spirits, Lingdyats
are as much afraid of ghosts as other Hindus, and, one of their five

holy ashes^ is specially valued as a ghost scarer. When a person is

possessed his brow is marked with ashes from a censer placed before

the house image of Virbhadra, or he is sometimes given charmed
water to drink. They have also faith in soothsaying and astrology,

and occasionally consult Brdhman astrologers to find the lucky time
to hold marriage and other ceremonies.

After a birth a Kabliger, Lingdyat, or Maratha midwife washes
the mother and child in warm water, and lays them on a bedstead.

The family priest ties a ling round the neck of the child and
withdraws.^ The mother is given dry dates, dry ginger, anise-seed

or shep Pimpinella anisum, raw sugar, and clarified butter, and is

fed on boiled rice which is eaten with garlic. She is kept warm by
having a chafing dish set under her bedstead on which garlic rind is

burnt. On the fifth evening the midwife places in the lying-in room
an image of the goddess Jivati, sprinkles turmeric and redpowder
on the goddess, lays cooked food before her, waves a lamp about her,

and carries the lamp under cover, for if the lamp is seen by any one
but the midwife the mother and child will sicken. On the twelfth

day the child is cradled and named. Each of the women, who comes
for the naming, brings with her a robe or a bodicecloth for the

mother, a jacket or a cap for the child, and two halves of cocoa-

kernel and a pound of millet, wheat, or spiked millet.

The rite of aitdn or initiation is performed on the unmarried sons

of all Jangams. When aitdn is performed on a youth he becomes
fit to hold the highest religious posts ; he may become a mathadayya,
or the head of a religious house. A Jangam who has no sons has

the rite performed at his expense on one of the sons of a lay disciple

of the Panchamsdli caste or of some caste above the Panchamsd,lis.

The boy who is chosen from a lay Lingayat family should be of

respectable parents, and his ancestors, both male and female, even
to the eleventh generation, should not be children of married

' The five holy ashes are dkshaya or undying, divyaprakdshmdn, or glowing with
heavenly light, mahadaishvarijaddyak or bestower of great prosperity, rdkshilov
saver from spirits, demons, wUd beasts, and reptiles, aad sarvapdpndshak ox cleanser
of all sms.

' Details are given in the Dhiiwir Statistical Account.
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widows. For this reason the sons of mathpatis or beadles and of

gandchdris or managers seldom undergo initiation or aitdn. A
boy is initiated when he is between eight and sixteen years old.

The ceremony takes place at night, that no non-ling-wearing Hindu
may see it. It should take place in one of the seven months of

VaishdkhovApril-Mskj, Shrdvanov July-August,JisAwwor September-
October, Kdrtik or October-November, Mdrgashirsh or November

-

December, Mdgh or January - February, and Phdlgun or February

-

March ; and on one of eight days in either fortnight, the second,

the third, the fifth, the seventh, the tenth, the eleventh, the twelfth,

or the thirteenth. Of the days of the week Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday are suited for the ceremony ; and of the lunar

mansions or nakshatrds, the lucky ones are Anuradha, Hast, Magha,
Mrig, Mul, Revti, Rohini, Uttara, Uttard-shddha, and Uttar-

bh^drapada. If the boy is to become a Virakt or celibate, hia

initiation is performed in the dark half of the month, and when he
is intended to be a Grihast or householder, the ceremony takes place

in the bright half of the month. In an initiation the bhushuddhi or

earth purifying is the first observance. Either in a religious house or

in a dwelling house a piece of ground eleven and a quarter, twelve,

or twelve and three-quarters feet, by six and three-quarters, seven
and half, or eight and a quarter feet, is dug seven and half to eight

and a quarter feet deep. Bits of stone and, tile and other impure
matter are taken out of the pit and it is filled with fine earth, which ia

afterwards beaten hard. At the same time the house is whitewashed
and painted and its floor is cowdunged. On the day fixed a small

bower with a canopy of silk cloth is raised on the sacred epot. At
the entrance of the- bower an arch is made of two plantain trees or

sugarcane stalks. The floor of the bower is plastered with gorochan or

bezoar, cowdung, cow's clarified butter, cow's milk, and cow's urine,

and on it is drawn a parallelogramwith lines of quartz powder. In the

large parallelogram three small parallelograms are drawn with lines of

quartz powder. The first parallelogram which lies farthest from the
entrance, measures three feet and a quarter by two feet and a quarter.

It is covered with a folded silk or woollen cloth and is set apart for

the gitru or initiator. The second or middle parallelogram is six

feet by two and a half feet. At each corner and at the centre of the

second parallelogram is set a kalash or brass or copper vessel with

a narrow mouth and a dome-shaped bottom. The five vessels represent

the five mouths of Shiv and the five gotrds or family stocks which
are believed to have sprung from the five mouths. The names of

the five mouths are Aghor, Ishdnya, Sadyojdt, Tatpurush, and
Vdmdev, and the names of the corresponding family stocks are

Uddd,n, Panchvanigi, Padudi, Mathinkanti, and Mali. Of the five

vessels the Sadyojd,t jar is set at the corner which is close to the

guru's right hand, and the Vd,mdev jar at the corner which is close

to the guru's left hand. Opposite the Sadyojat jar is set the

Tatpurush jar and opposite the Vdmdev jar is set the Aghor jar

;

and in the centre is placed the Ishi,nya jar. Each of these jars ia

covered with five pieces of white, black, red, green, and yellow

cloth, and before each of them are laid five halves of dry
cocoa-kernels, five dry dates, five betelnuts, five turmeric roots,

five betel leaves, and five copper coins. The third or last
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design, a square two feet eacli way, is close to the entrance of

the bower. This square is covered with a woollen cloth seat, and is

occupied by the boy, whose head has been completely shaved
in the morning, and who since then has been naked and fasting.

Near the guru are placed a small brass vessel called gilalu in

Kanarese, a conch shell, and a cane. Behind the boy sits a man
belonging to the boy's gotra or family stock with a cocoanut in his

hands. This man says to the guru, Excellent teacher, purify this

body of flesh and blood, and bows low before the guru. After him
the boy bows low before the guru, and worships an earthen vessel

filled with water, in whose mouth is a cocoanut which is covered
with a piece of cloth. The boy first marks the vessel with sandal

paste, burns frankincense before it, and offers it molasses, fruit,

betelnut and leaves, and money. At the end of the jar worship a
string with five threads is wound five times round the Ishanya or

central jar and is taken to the Sadyojdt jar and is wound five times

round it. From the Sadyojd,t jar the string is taken to the central

jar and again wound five times round it ; and from the central jar

the string is carried towards the guru and wound five times round
his wrist. From the guru it is taken again to the central jar, wound
round it five times, and taken to the Vdmdev jar and wound five

times round it. From the Vamdev jar the string is taken to the

central jar, wound round it five times, and then to the Aghor jar

and wound round it five times. From the Aghor jar the string is

taken to the central jar, wound round it five times, then taken to

the boy, and wound round his wrist five times. From the boy's

wrist the string is taken to the central jar and wound round it five

times,and is taken to the Tatpurush jar and wound round it five times.

When the guru or initiator and the boy are thus seated, the mathpati

or Ling^yat beadle worships the ling which the boy wears and his

hand and head. He first washes the boy's ling with seven holy

waters in this order, gandhodah or sandal paste water, dhulodak or

dust water, Ihasmodak or ash water, shuddodak or mantrodak
purified or charmed water, suvarnodak or gold water, ratnodak or

jewel water, and pushpodak or flower water. After these seren

washings, he washes the ling seven times with the mixture called

panchdmrit or five nectars, namely milk, curds, clarified butter,

honey, and sugar. In the same way he washes the boy's hands

and his head. When the boy and his ling have been thus washed,

the guru or initiator gives the boy a jhoU or beggar's four-mouthed
wallet and a staff, and tells him to beg alms of those who have

come to witness the ceremony. The boy is given dhdtubhiksha or

metal alms, that is gold silver or copper coins. After gathering

the alms the boy gives the alms with the bag to his guru or

initiator, bows low before him, and asks him to return the bag,

promising to obey all his commands to the letter. The guru or

initiator commands him to live on alms, to share his alms with

the helpless, and to lead a virtuous life, and returns his bag. The
boy gives his initiator gold, vessels, and clothes, and gives other

Jangams money and clothes. Besides these gfifts the initiator takes

a handful of copper coins from a heap of copper coins worth 7s.

(Rs. 3^), and the rest of the coins are distributed to ordinary or

Sdmd.nya Jangams. The friends and kinspeople of the boy's parents
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present tlie boy with' clothes and vessels j and the boy is given a ligbt

repast. Next morning the boy's father gives a caste feast to Jangams
of all orders and to friends and kinspeople. Aitdn can be performed
on one or more boys at the same time and by the same initiator.

Diksha, or cleansing rite, is performed on any True LingAyat who
wishes to enter into a grade bigber than his own. It is also performed
on one who bas been put out of caste^ to let him back to caste.

In the main points diksha does not differ from aitdn or initiation

;

the only difference is that in the purifying it is not necessary that a

celibate Jangam should be tbe performer. His place is often taken
by a family priest. As tbe person on whom the rite is to be
performed is old enougb to pray for bimself, no man of his family

stock is required to sit behind him. The diksha rite can be
performed on twenty or thirty persons at the same time. When a

person has undergone this rite and bas entered into a higher grade,

he does not eat with his former kinspeople. But this rarely happens
except when a girl marries into a higher grade. The ceremony
performed at the time of tying a ling on a child's neck or arm is

also called diksha.

Child-marriage is the rule among Bijapur Lingdyats, and, if a
girl has come of age before marriage, the fact is kept carefully

hidden. A Lingdyat girl is generally married between seven and
twelve, and a Lingdyat boy between sixteen and twenty. The
choosing of the bride and bridegroom is managed entirely by the

parents. Among Lingdyats marriage is much cheaper than among
Brdhmanical Hindus, as no price is paid for the girl. The offer of

marriage comes from the boy's parents. When a boy's father can

afford to pay for his son's marriage, he goes to. a, family who have
a daughter likely to make a suitable match. If the girl's parents

agree, he returns home and tells his wife that he has secured a

bride for their son. After some days the boy's father, with friends

and relations, goes to the girl's village, and, through a Mathpati or a

Lingdyat Gurav, asks those of his castemen and Jangams who live

in the village. When all have come and taken their seats at the

girl's, ablanket is spread, some grains of rice are strewn on the blanket,

and the boy and girl are made to sit on the rice. A kinswoman of

the boy's dresses the girl in a new robe brought by the boy's father,

and gives her five pieces of bodicecloth, out of which one must
be white, and the remaining four of any colour except black. The
woman dresses the girl, puts on her a gold ring and other ornaments,

and fills her lap with two cocoanuts, five lemons, five dry dates,

five plantains, and a few betel leaves. The girl's father presents the

boy with a complete suit of clothes, including a turban, a shouldercloth,

a coat, and a gold ring. The boy and girl then rise, bow to the

Jangams and house gods, and resume their seats. The Jangams on
both sides, naming the father of the boy and girl, declare to the

people that the boy and girl are engaged; and the guests are

dismissed with betel leaves and nuts. This

the sdkshivike or engagement. Next day it

hdshtagi qt betrothal. In the betrothal the

a caste feast, presents clothes to the relations
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and leads them out of the village in procession with music.

When the boy's father reaches home he asks an astrologer

to fix the days on which the wedding rite and other ceremonies
relating to the wedding should take place, makes a list of the days,

and sends a copy of it to the girl's father. Preparations then begin.

On the first day the laps of five married women are filled with bits

of dry cocoa-kernel, dry dates, soaked gram, and betel. A grind-

stone and a wooden mortar are brought out, whitewashed with lime,

and marked with red stripes of hurmanj or red colour. Before them
are laid bits of dry cocoa-kernel, dry dates, soaked gram and betel

leaves and nuts, and incense is burnt. The women whose laps have
been filled at a lucky moment, begin to pound the turmeric roots in

the mortar and grind them on the grindstone. On another lucky
day the marriage booth is raised, the number of posts in each row
being always uneven. The ornamenting of the booth depends
on the parents' means. When all preparations are finished, the
kinspeople of both parties are asked to live with them during the

ceremony. A marriage takes five days. It is held at the boy's
house, not at the girl's. On the first day the bride and bridegroom
sit together on a blanket at the boy's house; and, about eight at

night, a Jangam begins to rub their bodies with turmeric paste.

The rubbing is carried on by a party of married kinswomen, whose
first husbands are alive. When the women have finished the bride
and bridegroom rub turmeric on each other. The women wave
a light before the pair and chant. This day is called the arshan or
turmeric day ; and, when the arshan has been put on, the boy and
girl are considered madmdklu that is husband and wife. The second
day is called the devTcdrya or god-humouring day. The boy's father

gives a great dinner to Jangams and friends ; the marriage garments
are laid beside the house god and worshiped ; the guru's or teacher's

feet are washed, and the water is taken and drunk by the bride and
bridegroom and all the family. In a house in which Virbhadra is one
of the house gods, the third day is called the guggul or bdellium gum
day. A new earthen vessel is brought to the boy's house, the neck is

broken off, and a piece of sandalwood set in it, tipped with oil, and
lighted, and camphor and guggul that is bdellium, the gum of the

Amyris agallocha, are burnt. The earthen vessel is held by a Jangam,
and the boy and girl stand in front of it with the image of Virbhadra
in their hands. The Jangam takes up the vessel* and the boy and girl

carry the god, and, with music playing in front of them and followed

by a band of friends, they go to Basavanna's temple. In front of

the musicians walks a vadab or bard, dressed in silk, with a dagger
in his hand, and an image of Virbhadra tied at his waist, chanting
the praises of Virbhadra. At the^ temple, the pair worship
Basavanna, break a cocoanut, lay down the earthen vessel, and return

to the boy's house. Next day the actual marriage ceremony, the

chief part in which is the tying on of the bride's lucky neck-thread
or maiigalsulra, is performed by a Jangam.

Other persons of special position who ought to attend a Lingd,yat
wedding are the teacher orguru, the mathadayya,a.nd fhepanchacharus
er five pots,namely the gandchdri or manager, the mathpati or beadle.
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the metigauda or village head, the desdi or hereditary district revenue
superintendent, and the deshpdnde or hereditary district revenue
accountant. A dais or raised seat called sheshikate or rice-dais

is made ready, a blanket is spread on the dais, and on the blanket
women strew rice. On this rice-strewn blanket the bride and
bridegroom are seated. In front of them lines of rice are arranged
in the form of a square, and, at each corner of the square and
in the centre, a halash or drinking-pot is set with betel leaves

and a betelnut on it some molasses and twenty-five copper coins

five close to each pot. Round the necks of the four corner

drinking pots two strings are five times wound. One end of the

strings is held by the bride and bridegroom and the other end by the
teacher or guru who sits opposite them beyond the rice square.

Between the teacher and the rice square sits the mathadayya or

monastery head, with the metigauda or village headman on his right

and the mathpati or beadle on his left. In the row behind, on each
side of the teacher who holds the threads, sit the deshpdnde and the

gandchdri, the deshpdnde on the teacher's right and the gandchdri
on the teatjher's left. The bride and bridegroom do not sit opposite

each other but side by side and no curtain is held between them.
Near the drinking-pot in the middle of the square is set an image
of Ishvar or Basavanna, and the mangalsutra or lucky-thread is

kept in a cap of milk and clarified butter. The ceremony beginsby
the mathpati or Lingdyat beadle bowing to the mangalsutra or lucky
thread, and proclaiming that it is about to b6 tied to the bride's neck.
The bridegroom lays his right hand on the bride's right hand, the
mathpati lays the lucky thread on the boy's hand, the gandchdri
drops water, vibhuti or cowdung ashes, and hunhu or vermilion on
the lucky thread, and marks the bride's forehead with red and the
boy's with sandal paste. The teacher gives the order to tie on the
lucky thread and the gandchdri ties it on the girl's neck, and calls

Sumuhurte Sdvdhdn, that is The moment has come, beware. When
the priest says Beware, the lucky time has come, the guests throw
rice over the boy and girl. The gandchdri ties the hems of the
bride's and bridegroom's robes together, and, in the knot, ties a
little rice, salt, and split pulse. The teacher lets go the end of the

two strings which are passed round the pot necks, ties a piece of

turmeric root into each of the two strings, and binds one to the
boy's right wrist and the other to the girl's left wrist. The married
couple fall down before the teacher, who ends the rite by dropping
sugar into their mouths. The rice is given to the beadle, and he
and the other four panchacharus are presented with the five quarter-

anna pieceswhich had been lying besidethe kalashds ordrinking-pots.

On the last evening the bride and bridegroom ride on one horse in

state to a temple of Basavva, break a cocoanut before the god, and
return and take off the marriage wristlets. On their return friends

wave boiled rice and curds round the heads of the bride and bride--

groom, and throw the rice to the evil spirits. During the passage to

and from the temple, when they reach a street crossing or when they
pass a ruined house, they break a cocoanut to the evil spirits.

According to their religion the wearer of the ling cannot be made
impure. As a matter of fact Bijapur Lingayats, besides after a birth
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, basis in the fear of spirit possession, seems to be stronger in the
RUE iNGATATs.

jjQp^]^ ^j^g^^ jjj ^j^g south. Among Lingayats in the south near

Maisur a woman's monthly sickness is not considered to cause

impurity, while in the north of Bijapur, in some families worrien sit

by themselves on the first day of their monthly sickness and in other

families a woman has to bathe on the first day and to mark her

forehead with ashes, as the MarAthi proverb says : The Ling^at
woman puts on ashes and is pure.^ Families in which this rule

is kept do not let their women touch the house gods during their

sickness. If a Ling^yat girl comes of age before she is married
the fact that she has come of age is kept secret. When a married
girls comes of age she is seated gaily dressed under a canopied chair

for four to sixteen days. During this time her kinswomen feed her
with sweetmeats and at the end she is sent to live with her husband.
On the last day the boy's father feasts Jangams and kinspepple.

The boy's father gives the girl a rich robe and the girl's father

gives the boy a dress. In the fifth month of her first pregnancy her
mother gives the girl a green robe and a green bodice, and her
kinswomen make similar presents. Widow marriage is forbidden
among priestly families; it is allowed among the laity. A widow's head
is not shaved and she is allowed to wear a bodice. But her glass

bangles are broken and her lucky necklace is taken away. Among the

laity a widow is not married in her father's house, the ceremony is

performed by a monastery manager or gandchdri, not by a Sdm^nya
or common Jangam, and women whose first husbands are alive do
not look at the married widow until she has bathed. The widow
bride is not allowed to wear silver toe-rings or halungars at her

wedding, and may never again mark her brow with vermilion or put

on the lucky neck-thread or mangalsutra. She is never asked to

marriages or other joyful ceremonies.

Lingayats always bury their dead. They make no exception even

in the case of a leper, or of a woman dying in child-birth. According

to the Lingayat theory death is a cause of gladness, the dead has

changed the cares of life for the joys of hailds the heaven of Shiv.

When a Lingayat dies and the few rites are performed he is believed

by the people to go straight to heaven. It is well with the dead,

and the Lingdyats are less nervous about the dead walking and
coming to worry the living than most Brdhmanic Hindus. Still the

loss to the living remains. A Lingayat death scene is a curious

mixture. The Jangams feast with merry music, the widow and
children mourn and bewail the dead. When fatal symptoms set in,

a mathadayya or head of a monastery is called. When he comes

the dying person gives him ashes and a packet of betel leaves and

nuts and says, I go to become one with your lotus-like feet.^ When
the dying has breathed his last wish, the Jangams whispers a text

' The Marithi runs : Lingdyatdchi hdylco'ldvli rdkh d/nijhdM pdhh,
2 The Mar^thi runs : Aplya pdddrvinddshi ek hoto.
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or mantra into his right ear, and those who stand round say, His
soul is cleansed.^ When all is over the body is bathed and set on
the veranda or sopa, and the brow is rubbed with cowdung ashes.

In front of the body a Jangam sits reading passages out of the
Lingdyat scriptures to help the soul in its flight to heaven. A feast
is made ready in the inner room and the Jangams go in and eat.

Before sitting each Jangam sets his right foot on the dead head.
When the feast is over the Jangams are given money and clothes.

The body is dressed in fine clothes and ornaments and flowers are
tucked in the head dress. The body is set in a vimdn or gaily canopied
chair and sprinkled with powder and betel leaves. The beadle
takes a cloth, tears it in two, keeps one half and lays the other
half on the dead face, and seats'himself in front of the chair and
rings a bell. Properly on the day of the death, but sometimes not
until two or three days have passed, the chair is carried to

the grave. The chair is carried by any four castemen, and the
procession is headed by a band of music. The poor, though
contrary to rule, sometimes carry the dead on a bier. While
the Jangam's feast goes on in the house of death, the length of

the dead, man's foot is taken and the grave is dug. The grave is of

two kinds, a married person's grave and a celibate's grave. The grave
is nine of the dead man's feet long and five of the dead man's feet

broad. It is entered by three steps, the first step one foot wide and
one foot deep, the second step two feet wide and two feet deep,
the third step three feet wide and three feet deep. At the bottom of

the grave is raised an altar one foot high and three feet broad. In
the side of the grave, facing either east or north, a five-cornered

niche is cut, each of the three sides measuring three feet and each
of the two sides measuring one and a half feet. On either side of the
large niche is a small niche one foot across, for keeping lamps. Such
a grave is called gomukh samddhi or the cow-mouth grave, and is used
for married men. A celibate's grave is called shikhar samddhi or

the peak grave. The celibate's grave has three steps equal in breadth
and depth to those of a married man's grave, but of unequal length.

The first is one foot long, the second two feet, and the third three

feet. When the funeral party come to the grave the body is stripped

of its rich clothes and ornaments, which are either given to a
Jangam or kept by the mourners. It is carried into the grave by
two kinsmen and seated crosslegged on the central altar. The
body is generally bare except a loincloth and a facecloth. Sometimes
it is shrouded in a sack. In either case the ling is taken out of its

silver cover. The cover is given to a Jangam and the ling is tied

either round the neck or round the upper right arm of the body.
The large niche is partly filled with ashes and faded bel leaves

and flowers that have been offered to Shiv and the body is set in

the niche and the niche filled with cowdung ashes and fresh

bel leaves. The grave is then filled with earth. On the grave the

beadle lays a stone and on the stone the Jangam stands, and the

chief mourner washes his feet, lays bel leaves on them, and gives
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him. and the beadle each five copper coins. Sometimes the beadle

washes the Sd,md,nya Jangam's feetj lays hel leaves on them, and
gives him five copper coins. Alms are distributed to all Jangams and
poor people who are present. Those who have been at the funeral

bathe and go homej or go home and bathe. After they have bathed

the mourners wash their teacher's feet and purify themselves by
drinking the water in which his feet are washed. Strictly speaking

True Lingayat funeral rites end with the purifying of the mourners.

In practice the rich, for five days after the funeral, daily send for

a Jangam, wash his feet, and drink the water j and do not eat

wheaten bread or sugar. On the eleventh day friends are feasted.

Nothing is taken to the grave and there is no yearly mind-feast.

True Lingayats are bound together by a strong religious feeling.

Social disputes are settled by the castemen in the presence of eight

oflB.ce bearers, the mathadayya or monastery head, the gand&hdri or

monastery manager, the mathpati or Lingayat beadle, and five

representatives of Shiv's five sons, who are said to have sprung
from the five mouths of Shiv, are supposed to be present. In
social disputes final appeals are made to the four lion-thrones or

sinhdsans, the north throne at Ujain in Md,lwa, the east throne at

Shri Shall in North Arkot, the south throne at Balhali in Bellari,

and the west throne at Kolhapur. The fifth throne which is filled

by the childless Virakt, is known as the shunya or empty throne.

Appeals to the four thrones are rare.

True Lingayats have lately begun to lay much stress on education.

The Lingayats of Belgaum and DhArwar have raised a fund which
now amounts to nearly £1000 (Rs. 10,000) to help Lingayat boys to go
to England to finish their education. Many of them keep their boys
at school till they are eighteen or twenty, and several of them send
their girls to school till they are ten. As a class Lingdyats are

pushing and prosperous.

Affiliated Linga'y^'ts include nineteen divisions with a strength

of 83,408 or 14"69 per cent of the Hindu population. The details

are :

Bydpur Affiliated Lingdyats, 1881.

DlTISION.
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devoted to Jangams, and their customs and ceremonies are almost
the same as those of True Lingdyats. They send their children to

school and are a pushing steady class.

Chalva'dis, or Mhd,r Sacristans, are returned as numbering 92.

At least one family is found in every Lingdyat settlement. They
are HoMs or Mhars, who have gone over to Lingdyatism and have
adopted True Lingdyat practices in every particular. Their
personal names are the same as those of True Lingdyats, and they
dress so neatly and so exactly like True Lingdyats, that it is often

difficult to distinguish them. Their daily food is millet bread,
split pulse, and vegetables. They neither eat flesh nor drink
liquor. They are orderly, sober, and goodnatured. They live on
alms which they collect from every Lingdyat house. Their second
source of income are the money payments on festivals and funerals.

In a Lingayat community the chief duty of the Ohalvadi is to head
all Lingayat processions carrying a large brass ladle across his

shoulder. At the upper end of the ladle is an image of a bull

shaded by a serpent's hood. In his hand he carries a brass bell

which he repeatedly rings, and on his ankles are small brass bells.

A Chalvddi also attends all religious and social gatherings and
every now and then sings religious songs during the time the
business of the meeting goes on. The married women do not help the
men except by minding the house. Brahmanical Hindus rank them
with Holias or Mhdrs, with whom they neither eat nor live. They
are Lingdyats and their chief gods are Basveshvar and Shiv, and they
also worship Hanumdn and Yallamma. They wear the ling round
the neck. Both men and women bathe daily before the morning
meal, and worship the ling like True Lingayats. They marry their

girls before they come of age. But they do not provide husbands
for all their daughters. When they fix that a girl is not to marry
and is to become a Basvi or female devoteej a caste meeting is

called and in the presence of the castemen a Lingayat priest tells

the girl that she has been made a Basvi and is free to live as a
courtezan. Divorce and widow marriage are allowed. They send
their children to school, take to no new pursuits, and on the whole
are a steady class.

Chatters, or Bodicecloth Sellers, are returned as numbering
420, and as found in Bdgalkot, B£gevadi, and Indi. They seem to

be a branch of Ndgliks, though they have now no connection with

the Ndgliks. They speak Kdnarese and do not differ in appearance
from ordinary Panchamsdlis. They make and sell bodicecloths.

They often combine weaving with husbandry and are fairly off.

They are devoted to Jangams, and in customs and ceremonies do
not differ from True Lingayats. They send their children to

school, but take to no new pursuits, and fall or rise as the weaving
of bodicecloths thrives or fails.

Ga'nigS or Telis, that is Oilmen, are returned as numbering
36,952, and as found all over the district. They are divided into

Sajjan Gdnigs who forbid, and Karekul G^nigs who allow widow
marriage. Kdrekul Gdnigs are by far the commonest especially near
Kolhdr and in the north of B^galkot. They are found in all large
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villages. Of late many have given up oil-making and taken solely

to husbandry. The name K^rekul probably means Black-clan

though the rich make out that the word is Kharekul or True-clan.

The names in common use among men are Basappa, KalMppa,

Lingdppa, Ndgappa, and Shivdppa ; and among women Gaurawa,
N%avvaj Shidavvaj and Yallawa. They have no family names
except place names and calling names. Karekuls have many bedags

or family stocks, members of the same stock not being allowed to

intermarry. The oil on his clothes betrays the oilman, but dress

a Gdnig in clean clothes, and smear his brow with cowdung ashes

and he cannot be told from a True Lingayat. They are strong,

dark, and square-built, many of them with pleasing faces. Their

home tongue is Kdnarese, but they also know Marathi and Hindu-
stani. They live in one-storeyed houses with mud and stone walls

and flat roofs. They keep servants to help in their calling and own
bullocks and buffaloes to drive their oil-mills. Their staple food is

millet, split pulse, and vegetables, and they are fond of sour and
pungent dishes.. Their special holiday dishes are the same as those

of True Lingdyats ; and like True Lingdyats they neither use

animal food nor drink liquor. Except the religious who eat only

twice a day, most take three meals a day beginning with an early

morning breakfast. Before they sit to eat they worship the ling like

True Lingdyats. The men wear the headscarf, waistcloth, coat, and
shouldercloth ; and the women the ordinary robe and bodice after

the fashion of True Lingayats. Twenty or thirty years ago the men
used to wear knee-breeches of khddi or coarse country cloth, a thin-

bordered shouldercloth, and a small headscarf. Both men and
women use ornaments shaped in True Lingdyat fashion. A woman
in [her husband's lifetime marks her brow with kunku or vermilion,

wears glass bangles, and ties the mangalsutra or lucky thread

round her neck. As a class they are orderly, hospitable, honest,

goodnatured, hardworking and thrifty, but rather dirty. Their

chief calling is oil-pressing, but many of them also cultivate.

Hereditary headmen do not press oil, but live as husbandmen.
The women mind the house and retail oil in their shops, and

the children drive the bullocks which are yoked to the mill. In

harvest time the women and children carry food to the men in the

fields and scare birds from the ripe crops. As a class they are

well to do. They rank themselves with True Lingdyats, though
True Lingd,yats do not eat with them, except in a religious house.

In religion they are staunch Lingdyats and are married and buried

by Jangams. They imitate True Lingdyats in their religious

beliefs, practices, and customs. Their gods are Malayya of Shri

Shail in North Arkot, Basavanna of Bagavadi in Bijapur, Yallamma
of Parasgad in Belgaum, and Tulja-Bhavani of TnljApur, whose

shrines they occasionally visit. They keep all leading Lingdyat

fasts and feasts. Child marriage is the rule ; widow marriage is

allowed and practised ; and polyandry is unknown. Their marriage

and death details do not differ from those of True Lingayats. Their

social disputes are inquired into and settled by the desdd of Kolhdr
in Bdgevddi, whose office is hereditary. They send their children

to school, and are a steady pushing class. Sajjan Gdnigs, like Kdre-
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:ul Ganigs,- are ling-wearmg oil-pressers. They are neitlier so

lumerous nor so well off as the Kdrekuls. Mosb of them are oil-

iresserSj and the rest are husbandmen. They are not strict Lingd-
ats being married by Brdhmans and keeping many Brd,hmanical
ustoms. Unlike the Kdrekuls, they hold a curtain between the
iride and bridegroom and the Brdhman priest ties the mangalsutra
r lucky necklace. They do not worship the fire jars, and use the

?ater-clook to mark the time for the ceremony. They do not allow

pidow marriage. A widow's glass bangles are broken on her
Lusband's death and are replaced by silver bracelets. Their social

iisputes are settled at meetings of the castemen headed by Brdh-
nans. In other respects they do not differ from Karekul Grdnigs.

Gavlis, or Milkmen, are returned as numbering 351. The
irdinary Kdnarese milk-seller is generally a Hande Vazir by caste.

Jut at Bijdpurj MamdApur, Bagalkot, Ilkal, KaHdgi, Talikot,

3indgi, and perhaps a few other large villages a few families of

iiavlis are found who have come from the Mar^tha country, chiefly

rom the neighbourhood of Pandharpur in Sholapur. These people
peak Mardthi, and in some instances, as at Mamdd.pur, have been
ettled in the district only since the famine of 1876. Almost all are
Jingdyat or Nand Gavlis. The other division, which is very small
.nd holds a lower social position, are called MarAtha or KhilMri
jdvlis. The names in common use among men are Bdlya, Genu,
^handu, Namdji, Narsinga, Sdvlya, and Shidhu ; and among women
)evkubdi, Gangdbdi, Girjdi, Hirnai, Malkdi, and Rukhmdbai.
?heir commonest surnames are Bhairvddi, Dahinde, Gady£ppa,
jrhati, Gydndp, Jagangavli, Kileskar, Kisdl, Ndmde, and Pangud-
dle. Each surname represents a separate clan, and persons
learing the same surname are not allowed to intermarry. They look
ike ordinary Maratha Kunbis and dress like them, except that the
len have begun to use the Kanarese rwmaZ or headscarf instead of

be Maratha turban. They seem to prefer living not in villages

ut in huts in the fields, under the same roof as their cattle,

'hey are a poor people. Except a few brass pots for milking
nd selling milk, their house goods are almost all earthen vessels

nd quilts together worth 8s. to £1 (Es. 4-10). Their staple diet

! millet, bread, split pulse, and vegetables. They are fond of

3ur and pungent seasoning. Their holiday dishes are boiled rice,

nleavened wheaten cakes eaten with molasses and water, and
ttion-salad minced and mixed with curds. Sometimes butter is

iten with bread, but clarified butter is never used. " They bathe
aly once a week or once a fortnight. Some bathe on Sundays and
orship the house image of Khandoba and offer it milk. On
slidays the offering is of dressed food. As they are Lingdyats
L religion, they neither eat fiesh nor drink liquor. As a class they
e orderly, hardworking, honest and thrifty, but dirty. Their
lief and hereditary calling is to tend cattle and sell milk, curds,

id butter. Their women help by making curds and butter and by
iwking milk, curds, and butter in the streets. They carry milk in

ass pots and curds in earthen pots on their heads. Their children

•aze the cattle. They spend almost the whole of their earnings

I food and clothing. They often run into debt to meet marriage
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and other special expenses. Ling^yat Gavlis eat no food that is not

cooked by their own castefellows or by LingAyat priests in a religious

house. Mardtha Gavlis eat from the hands of Mardtha Gavlis,

Lingdyat Gavlis, and Lingdyat priests. The men work for two
hours in the morning and two hours in the evening, and the children

graze the cattle all day long. They never stop their work. Their

chief divinities are Khandoba, and Ambdbdi of Tuljdpur. They make
pilgrimages to Pandharpur in Sholdpur, Jejuri in Poona, Tuljdpur

in the Nizam's country, and Shingndpur in Satara, where are the

shrines of their family deities. They offer their gods cocoanuts,

dry dates, plantains, and camphor. The days sacred to their gods
are Vasara in September-October and Chhatti or the sixth day of

MdrgsMrsh or November -December. Their house deities are made
of metal. Their priest is an ayya or Lingdyat priest, whom they

call to officiate at their marriages. They respect Brdhmans, and
ask them to find out lucky days for holding marriage and
other ceremonies. Their holidays are Holi in February-March,
Wdgpanchmi in July-August, Dasara and Divdli in September-

October, and Chhatti in November -December. They fast on the

Ekddashis or lunar elevenths of each Hindu month, on Shivrdtra

in February, and on Gokulashtami in July-Augast, and break

the fast on the next day with a feast. On the Mondays of

Shrdvan or July-August and theSundays oiMdrgsMrsh orNovember-
December they take only one meal in the evening. Their guru

or religious teacher is a Lingayat Jangam who lives at Mddalgdv near

Pandharpur and is known by the name of Chandrashekhdppa.

He is not married and chooses his favourite pupil to succeed to

his authority after his death. They believe in soothsaying, and

occasionally consult astrologers and palmists to tell their fortune.

They profess not to believe in witchcraft or ghosts, because they

say that a Gavli never becomes a ghost. Like other local Ling^yats

the navel cord is cut, and the child and the mother are bathed

in warm water. Unlike other local Lingayats the mother and

child are made to lie down on a mattress covered with a blanket

or a quilt. The mother is given dry cocoa-kernel, dry ginger

and pepper pounded together and mixed with clarified butter to

eat. She is held unclean for five days, during which she is fed

on butter and boiled rice. On the fifth the house gets a fresh

coating of cowdung, and the mother's clothes are washed. In the

evening the goddess Satvai is worshipped, and a wheaten cake is laid

before her. A Lingd,yat priest ties the ling round the child's neck

and receives eleven coppers as his fee (4Jci.) Next day a Brahman
astrologer is paid a copper or two, and is told to choose a lucky name
for the child. On the twelfth they call five married women to dinner.

The five women hang a cradle on two ropes, cradle the child and

name it. After they have named the child their laps are filled with

a mixture of wheat, gram, millet, cocoa-kernel scrapings, and

molasses. The rest of the mixture is given to all present by hand-

fuls. In the ninth month, or in some month between the ninth and

the twelfth, the child's maternal uncle sets it in his lap and cuts its

hair with a pair of scissors. The child's father gives the uncle a half

cocoa-kernel, betel leaves and nuts, and he in return gives the child
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a cap and a jacket. When a match is proposed, the fathers of the
boy and girl with some of their castemen go to a Brahman astrologer,

and telling him the names of the boy and girl, ask him whether
the marriage will prosper. If the stars favour the match a little

sugar is put in the girl's mouth, sugar and betel are served, and
the guests withdraw. Shortly after, on a lucky day, the boy's father,

with some of his relations, goes to the girl's, and lays before her
house-gods a ghanti or ear ornament, a sari or wire neck ornament,
hdtdords or wristlets, a robe, a bodicecloth, a piece of chintz, five

other bodicecloths, two packets of sugar each weighing four ounces,

a cocoanut, five plantains, five dry dates, five betelnuts, vermilion,

five turmeric roots, and five pinches of rice. Of the things laid

before the gods, only one packet of sugar is left before them,, the
rest are afterwards laid in the girl's lap. The girl is dressed in the

robe and bodice, and decked with ornaments. A Lingayat priest

touches her hand, and her lap is filled by five married women.
Brdhmans, Lingayat priests, and other guests are dismissed with
sugar and betel. The girl's father treats the boy's father and his

party to a feast of polis or sugar roUy-polies, rice, and an onion salad.

The boy's father fixes the marriage day, and goes to the girl's village.

On the day after their arrival the boy is rubbed with turmeric paste
and the girl with what of the paste remains over. The boy and girl

are bathed in diSerentsurgis or squares with tdmhyds or drinking-pots
at each corner andastringwound round them. At the time of marriage
five kalashds or narrow-mouthed copper pots are worshipped as by
other Lingdyats. The threads passed round the surgis are folded
and made into hanhans or bracelets which the ofiBciating Lingayat
priest ties to the right wrist of the bridegroom and the left wrist

of the bride. The bride and bridegroom are made to stand facing
each other, in two baskets containing millet and rice, and a curtain

is held between them. The priest drops some grains of rice on the

heads of the pair ; and the guests follow his example. After the
ceremony is over the bride's father feasts his castefellows. In the
evening the bride and bridegroom are seated on a bullock,

the bride's head is decorated with a network of flowers, and the
bridegroom's with a marriage coronet ; and they are led in proces-

sion to the village temple to worship the god. In the temple they
break a cocoanut and lay a pice before the god, and mark their

brows with sacred ashes from the god's censer. Shortly after

the vardt or married pair's return-procession comes the sdda
or cloth-presenting when the bride is handed to her mother-in-law.

Then follows a caste feast given by the boy's father, and after

the feast the bride and bridegroom go to the bridegroom's house.

With this last ceremony the marriage festivities end and the guests
return to their homes. Girls are married when between one
month and twelve years old, at a cost of 12s. (Rs. 6) in rich families,

lOs. (Rs. 5) in middle-class families, and 6s. (Rs. 3) in poor families.

A son's wedding costs a rich family £5 (Rs. 50), a middle-class

family £4 (Rs. 40), and a poor family £3 (Rs. 30). Widow marriage
and polygamy are allowed and practised j and polyandry is unknown.
Lingdyat Gavlis, like other Lingdyats, bury the dead ; and perform
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the regular Ling^yat funeral rites. Some of the funeral party bathe,

others purify themselves simply by rubbing their bodies lyith cowdung
ashes. All return to the house of mourning, sprinkle oil mixed with

water and harli grass on their feet, and go home. On the third day
the mourners go to the burial ground and raise a small mound of

earth over the grave. On their return the four bearers are made to

look at their own reflection in a cup of oil, and are given small

pieces of hardened molasses to eat. On the third or twelfth day
dressed food is laid near the grave, as an offering to the departed
soul. Grows ought to eat the food : if they will not the offering is given
to a cow. On the twelfth day a caste-feast is given. They keep a
memorial ceremony in honour of the dead every year on the third of

Vaishdkh or April-May. Their death expenses vary from 8s. to

14s. (Rs.4-7). The customs of Maratha Gravlis differ little from those

of Marathds. They are bound together by a strong caste feeling,

and inquire into and settle social disputes at caste meetings whose
decisions are enforced under pain of loss of caste. They do not

send their children to school, take to no new pursuits, and. show no
signs of improving.

Haude Vazirs, also called Handekurubars or Shepherds, are

returned as numbering 2003, and as found in Bagevadi, Bijdipur,

Hungund, and Indi. They are Kurubars or shepherds who have
become Lingdyats and respect no priests but Jangams. They have
left off meat and liquor, and changed sheep-rearing for blanket-

weaving. They are generally better off than their Brahmanical
brethren. They are strict and zealous Lingdyats.

Handeyavarus, or Handenavarus, are returned as numbering
585 and as found only in Bdddmi and BijApur. Handeyavarus are

Ling^at Kabligers or fishers, who have given up fishing and have
separated from their parent- stock. They have no gotrds or family

stocks, and proved relationship is the only bar to marriage. Unlike
Brahmanical Kabligers they neither eat flesh nor drink liquor.

As a class they are dark and square with a lively expression.

They dress like Lingayats, and have nothing to distinguish them
from other low class Lingayats. They are generally husbandmen,
often with an hereditary village office as talwdr or watchman, and

jpujdri or ministrant, as at Parmanna's temple at Hovinjtieppargi.

Their women mind the house and help the men in the field. They
hold a low position among Lingayats, and Jangams will not eat in

their houses, though many families have been Lingayats for several

generations. Even in the oldest families the ling is not put on until

marriage. Their chief gods are Basavanna, Parmanna, and Yallam-

ma ; and Jangams are their only priests. Like Briihmanical Kabligers

they have much faith in soothsaying and witchcraft. They' are

married by Jangams, and the rest of their observances are the same

as those of Brdhmanical Kabligers. Like Lingdyats they buiy their

dead and their funeral ceremonies are attended by Jangams.

Kala'vauts, or Dancing Girls, are returned as numbering 151 and
as found in Bijapur and other leading centres. They eat only from
the hands of true Lingayats, accept Jangams or Lingdyat priests, eat
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no meat and drink no liquor, and in no important particalars dii¥er

from the Lingdyat courtezans of Belgaum.

Koshtis or Weaversj also called Nilkanth. Linga'yatS, are

returned as numbering 8010, and as found in all the weaving towns
and large villages of the district. The names in common use among
men are Basappa, Chendppa, Chenbasdppa, Chenmallappa, Grur-

malMppa, Gurappa, Gurningdppa, Gurubasdppa, Irappa, Irsangdppa,

Kds^ppa, Madappa, Nilkanthappa, and Shivningdppa; and among
women Basavva, Bhoravva, Gangavva, Guruningavva, Ithavva,

Mallawa, Ndgavva, and Shidawa. Appa is added to men's names
and a'uva to women's names. Like True Lingdyats their surnames
are place and calling names, as Honvattagi, Kupkaddi, NimbAlkar,
and Torvi. They are divided into Bilejddars and Padsalgij^dars,

who neither eat together nor intermarry. The Padsalgijd,dars have
fallen from the Bilejd,dars who refuse to eat with them. They
have sixty-three family-stocks, some of which are Jirdgi, Banni,
Basari, Menas, Hitta, Hong, Sar, Kadigya, Vanki, Dharm, and Gund.
The family stocks of the bride and bridegroom should be different as

members of the same family stock are believed to be descended from
the same person. They are like True Lingd.yats though somewhat
shorter and weaker. The in-door sedentary life at the loom makes
them weak and pale. They are of middle-height, and plump, with
a tendency to flabbiness. The skin is brown and the expressiondreamy,
the eyes are deep-set, and the nose is flat and long. The women
look stronger than the men as they do the out-of-door starching and
arranging of the warp yarn. Like other Ling^yats they speak an
incorrect Kdnarese in-doors. Most of them live in dirty one-storeyed

houses, with walls of stone and mud and flat roofs. Only the rich

engage servants to help in their calling. Their staple food is

bread, split pulse, vegetables, and cliatni or relish. They freely use
onions, garlic, and oil in seasoning food and are fond of sour and
pungent dishes. Their holiday dishes avepolis or sugar rolly-polies,

kadbus or sugar dumplings, shevaya or vermicelli, and godhihuggi
or husked wheat boiled with molasses. PoUs are made on Dasara in

Ashvin or September-October and on Holi in Phdlgun or February-
March; kadbus on Ndgpanchmi in Shrdvan or July-August, and
on Ganeshchaturthi in Bhddrapad or August- September, and
shevaya on Hindu New Year's Day in Chaitra or March-April and
DivdU in Ashvin or September -October. They give caste feasts

in honour of betrothal, marriage, and a girl's coming of age,

and on days when vows are paid to the gods. Men bathe daily

and some worship the house gods before dining. Women bathe
on Mondays and Thursdays. Like other Lingdyats they do not use

animal food. They smoke and chew tobacco but never touch intoxi-

cating drinks or drugs. Men shave the head including the topknot

and chin and allow the moustache to grow. They wear a headscarf,

a shouldercloth, a jacket, awaistcloth, and a pair of shoes. A rich

Koshti spends £1 10s. (Rs. 15) a year on dress, a middle-class Koshti
16s. to £1 (Rs. 8-10), and a poor Koshti 8s. to 10s. {Rs.4-5). The
ornaments worn by men are a chank, a silver ling case, khubds or

armlet caskets, bangles, earrings, a twisted waistchain, and a gpld
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necklace among tte rich. A ricli man's ornaments are wortli over £10
(Rs. 100)j a middle-class man's over £4 (Rs. 40), and a poor man's
£1 10s. to £2 (Rs. 15-20). The poorest have not even the silver ling

case and wrap the ling in silk. The women wear their hair in braids

or tie it in a knot by a woollen thread. Girls deck their hair with
flowers until they come of age. Women dress in the usual robes
and full-backed bodices of different colours. They dress in the

ordinary full Mard,tha robe without passing the skirt back between
the feet. They generally wear sandals. Rich women spend £ I

4s. to £1 6s. (Rs. 12 - 13) a year on di-ess, middle-class women
14s. to 16s. (Rs.7-8), and poor women 10s. to 12s. (Rs.5-6). The
ornaments worn by women are, in the ear jhamJcis and ghantis,

a nose-ring, for the neck the mangalsutra, hanigitikka and vajratikka,

and for the waist a hambarpatta which is worn by girls till they
come of age. Besides these rich women have many other orna-

ments on which they spend £15 (Rs. 150) and upwards. A poor
woman's store of ornaments is worth about £2 10s. (Rs. 25)

.

However poor they may be, after marriage all Koshti men must
wear the ling, and all Koshti women must wear the lucky neck-

thread or mangalsutra. They are orderly, even-tempered, hard-

working, and fairly clean, but unthrifty. They weave sheets, robes,

and other articles of khddi or coarse cloth. An ordinary weaver takes

five days to weave a pdsodi or sheet twenty-one feet long by six

feet broad. He sells it for 6s. (Rs. 3) a price which leaves him
2s. (Re. 1) of profit. A good weaver earns 16s. to 18s. (Rs. 8-9) a
month. They teach their boys to weave and take no apprentices.

They have many tricks, one of the commonest being to weave the

uppermost fold very tightly in the hope that buyers will think the

whole is equally closely woven. Their goods have a great sale

among busbandmen, shepherds, Lamdns or carriers, fishermen,

Vadars or earthmen, and other castes who work out-of-doors and
require strong cloth. They make these articles to order or for

sale. Some till land with their own hands, others employ servants

to work for them, and pay them 3s (Rs. li|) a month with board

or 8s. (Rs. 4) without board. Besides their pay, servants are every

year given a blanket, a waistcloth, and a jacket. Field labourers

are paid in corn or money. The wives of husbandmen help their

husbands in carrying their food to the fields, in reaping, in

ginning cotton, and in milking cows and she-buffaloes. The
weavers are busy and fairly prosperous, as most of them are

hardworking. They borrow to meet marriage and other special

expenses generally at about two per cent a month. They eat food

in. the same row with other Lingayats in a Lingd,yat religious

house when a subscription feast is held in honour of the god.

They serve food to Mard,thds, Dhangars, Parits, Nhavis, and other

inferior castes and hold them beneath them. They eat no food

except what is prepared by their castemen. They rank themselves

with True Lingdyats. Men women and children work all day

long. They are busy during the marriage season and idle during

the rains. A family of five spends £1 to £1 4s. (Rs. 10-12) a

month. Their houses cost £5 to £40 (Rs. 50-400) to build and 14s.
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to 19s. (Rs. 7-9) a year to hire. Their house goods are worth £5 to

£50 (Rs. 50-500). A birth costs 10s. to £3 (Rs. 5-80), a boy's
marriage £3 to £10 (Rs.30-100), a girl's marriage £2 to £8 (Rs.20-80)

and a death lis. Sd. to £3 (Rs. 5|-30). Of the death expenses 4s.

(Rs. 2) are given to the grave-digger and 2s. (Re. 1) to the Jangam
or priest. They are careful to keep the leading rules of the Lingdyat
faith. Nilkanth or Shiv and MalUkarjun of Shri Shail in North
Arkot, Basavanna of Kalyda in Maisur, PArvati Rdchanna, Mallayya
of Parvatgiri in North Arkot, Lakshmi, and Dhanyd,devi are
their family deities. They are specially devoted to Mallikarjun of

Shri Shail and Nilkanth. They make pilgrimages to the shrines

of their family gods. They respect Brd,hmans and call Jangams
to officiate at their marriage and other ceremonies. Their
religious teacher or guru is a Lingdyat who lives at Talikot. He
is called Nilkanth Svami. He leads an unmarried life and is

succeeded by his favourite pupil. His claims on and his duties to

his disciples are like those of other Lingd.yat teachers. They
worship village and local deities and believe in witchcraft and
soothsaying. The greatest magician and exorcist in Bijdpur belongs
to the Hatkdr caste, though he calls himself a Khosti ; his name is

Chenbasavanna Mallappa, and he lives at Ilkal in Bijdpur. Their
customs do not differ from True Lingayat customs except that they
keep ceremonial impurity for five days on account of child-birth.

They are bound together by a strong caste feeling. Social disputes

are inquired into and settled at a meeting of the men of the caste

under their guru or teacher, and in his absence by a mathadayya or
head of a religious house. They send their children to school and
teach them reading writing and working sums. They take to no
new pursuits and show no signs of improving.

Kudvakkalgers, or Hoemen, are returned as numbering 8108
and as found in considerable numbers all over the district. They
are commonest in the valley of the Don. They are divided into

Danddvatis or Pine-payers, Minigadiks or Patched-shoe wearers,

Taddodis or Fools, and Yattiraks or Bull-wounded. Minigadiks
and Tattiraks are seldom seen. They wear the ling but the men
keep the top-knot and they are married by Brdhmans. In other

particulars they do not differ from True Lingayats. They are a
cultivating caste. They hold one or two village headships in

Bijdpur and though by no means wealthy, are fairly off. They
rank below True Lingdyats who do not eat from their hands. They
send their children to school, take to no new pursuits, and show no
signs of rising.

Kumblia'rs, or Potters, are returned as numbering 5429 and as

found in pretty large numbers all over the district. They are divided

into Lad, Lingayat, Mardtha, Pardeshi, and Telang Kumbhdrs who
neither eat together nor intermarry. Pardeshi Kumbhdrs eat from
LingdyatKumbhars.butLingdyatKumbhars do not eat from Pardeshi
Kumbhdrs. The following particulars belong to Lingayat Kumbhars.
The names in common use among men are Ohenmallayya,

Garapd.ddppa, Garushiddppa, Irappa, and MaMppa; and among
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women Basavva, Baslingavra, Gurawa, Ishvarawa, Mallavva,

Nilavva, and RdcheTva. Men add the word appa or father and
women the word avva or mother to their names. They have no
family names^ but their caste name is added to their personal names
as a surname. To look at they are like Panchamsali Ling^yats, strong

and over the middle height. They are dark and dreamy. The face

is round with deep-set eyes, thin lips, and' lank or curly hair. Their

home tongue is a corrupt Kanarese. They live in mud and
stone built houses one storey high. They keep their clothes and
their houses as clean as their dirty work allows them. Except a few
metal platters and drinking cups their vessels are all of earth. They
have domestic animals, and, though it is against their religion, they

keep asses. The staple food, which is bread and split pulse, costs

2ici. (1J a.) a head. They season their food with onions, oil, chillies,

and tamarind. Eice is cooked at marriage and coming of age feasts,

on the cradling of a child, and on the coming of a daughter-in-law

to her father-in-law's house for the first time. Besides rice, polis or

sugar rolly-polies are prepared on these occasions and on holidays.

On Bivdli in Ashvin or September-October and on New Tear's Day
in Ghaitra or March-April only shevaya or vermicelli is made, and on
Ndgpanchmiin Shrdvan or July-August kadbus or sugar dumplings.

They eat out of a platter set on a three-legged stool called addanagi
in Kanarese. The devout bathe daily and the rest wash every second

day. Before eating the strict take the wearing ling out of its cloth,

wash it, rub it with ashes, and mark their brows with ashes. They
eat no flesh and take neither liquor nor narcotics. A few use gdnja

or hemp flower in private, bat any one who is caught is put out

of caste. Most of them shave the head clean and the face except

the moustache and eyebrows, and a few wear the top-knot. Men
generally dress in white, and women in black or in red. Women
part their hair down the middle and tie it behind in a knot. They

do not deck their hair with flowers or with false hair. Men dress

in a waistcloth, an overcoat, a headscarf, and a pair of shoes. The
ornaments worn by men are the hhilcbdlinor gold earrings, a silver ling-

case, and a twisted waistchain. The women's dress includes a robe

and a bodice. The upper end of the robe is passed over the head

and the right shoulder, the skirt is gathered in puckers, and the

puckers are thrust in front into the waist without passing the end

back between the feet. The women's ornaments are the mavgalsutra

and tikJca for the neck, mkis for the arms, silver bangles for the

wrist, ghantis, jhamkis, vdlis, and hadigadis for the ears, and naihs

for the nose. Girls wear silver waistchains till they come of age.

Few keep a store of clothes for holiday wear and most wear their

ordinary clothes newly washed. As a class they are orderly honest

and thrifty. Most of them ai'e potters. A few are husbandmen

tilling their own fields or growing crops in other fields on payment

of half the produce. They earn £110s. to £2 (Rs. 15-20) a

month. They are good farmers but have no skill in growing the

richer crops. The women help the men in selling pots and in

reaping and working in the fields. The potter takes a lump of

clay puts it on his wheel and turns it into a rude pot. The pot is

taken ofE and hardened in the sun and its surface is smoothed and
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its shape improved by tapping it all over with a flat piece of wood.
Pots sell at \d. to 7^5. (^-5 as.). A potter can shape in one day
two large pots or derds or five small pots or ghdgars. The poor
work as day-labourers and are paid in grain or in money. Their
trade is brisk and prosperous. They borrow to meet marriage and
other special expenses^ generally at three per cent a month. They
rank with other potters. They eat from the hands of Shilvant

Lingayats but do not eat with Telis and Nilgars. Though they
are of better caste than Telis and Nilgars, these castes look down
on them because they keep asses. They hold themselves equal to

Panchamsdli Lingdyats. Men women and children work from
morning to evening. Their trade is brisk in Paush or December-
January, MagfA or January-February, sLad Pkdlgun or February-March.
They stop work on the day after Sanh'dnt in January, on the first of

the dark half of Jeshth or May-June, on the Hindu New Year Day in

Ghaitra or March-April, on Ndgpanchmi in Shrdvan or July-August,
on Divdli in Ashvin or September-October, and on the full-moon day
in Margshirsh or November-December. A family of five spends £1
to £1 10s. (Rs. 10-15) a month on food and dress. A house costs

£5 to £20 (Rs. 50-200) to build, abirth costs 16s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 8-15),

a boy's marriage £10 to £30 (Rs. 100 -300), a girl's marriage £1 to

£2 (Rs. 10-20), and a death 10s. to £1 10s. (Rs.5-15). They
are a religious class. Their priests are Jangams, yet Brdhman
astrologers are consulted and are given money if they come to a

marriage. Their family gods are Mallikdrjun of Shri Shall in

North Arkot, Virbhadra of R^choti, Virbhadra of Yadur in Chikodi
in Belgaum, Basavanna of Bagevadi inBijdpur,Tallamma of Parasgad
in Belgaum, and Tulja-Bhavani of Tuljapur in the Nizam's country.

They make pilgrimages to the shrines of these deities. They keep
a complete fast on Shivrdtra in February and feast on the next day.

On Shrdvan or July- August Mondays they fast till evening and
then feast in, company with Jangams. Their spiritual teacher is

a celibate Jangam, whose favourite pupil succeeds him after his

death. He advises his disciples to follow the rules of their religion

and to lead a virtuous life. They worship village gods and offer

them food. Their temple ministrants are men of the Gurav
caste. The women and children of this caste suffer much from
spirit attacks and seek the help of exorcists to relieve them
when possessed. Some exorcists set the possessed person before

an idol of Virbhadra, rub his forehead with sacred ashes, and cane
him till the devil leaves him. The images of household gods are

made of silver or brass. Some of them are full figures and others

are busts. Every morning these gods are bathed, rubbed with
cowdung ashes, incensed with frankincense or bdellium, and
presented with cooked food. On hoHdays when a Jangam
teacher is feasted, the gods are sprinkled with the water in which
the Jangam's feet have been washed, and are presented with food

after the Jangam has left the house, for they hold the Jangam or

human god higher than the metal god. They never pluck bel

leaves, but get them from mathpatis or their women and lay them
on their gods. After a birth the mother and child are bathed
and laid on a bedstead. The mother is made to drink half a pound
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of clarified butter and is given dry cocoa-kernel and molasses
to chew. For thirteen days she is fed with rice and clarified

butter, and kadbus or sugar dumplings. On the fifth day the
child and the mother are again bathed, and the house is washed
with cowdung. On the same day they smear a stone with molasses

and ground cocoa-kernel, turmeric powder, and redpowder, and
present it with sweetmeats. The young mother and her relations

are feasted. In the evening the midwife worships the goddess Jivati,

offers her sweetmeats, waves a lamp about the goddess and takes it

away under cover, for if any one sees the lamp the mother and child

will sicken. The midwife is paid 1| anna. On the same day the

Jangam ties the ling round the arm of the child. On the thirteenth

the mother is feasted with polis or sugar roUy-polies and the child

is laid in a cradle and named. A rich man^s wife keeps her room
for a month, a middle-class man's for three weeks, and a poor man's
for a fortnight. They seek a bride from their relations. When they

go to ask a girl, they take two cocoanuts and three-quarters of a

pound of sugar and lay them before the girl's gods. The girl's

father asks them to a feast of kadbus or sugar dumplings and
rice, and, on the next day, treats them to a feast of polis, rice, and
vegetables. When they go to the betrothal, they present the girl

with a robe worth 8s. (Rs. 4) and two pieces of bodicecloth one

white and the other red, and ornaments according to their

agreement. The girl is seated on a blanket covered with rice, her

forehead is rubbed with ashes, and her brow is marked with red-

powder. Her lap is filled with a cocoanut, five plantains, five pieces

of dry cocoa-kernel, five dates, and five turmeric roots and betel

leaves are served to the guests. Along with some Jangams relations

are feasted on sapag kadbus that is kadbus without raw sugar,

and on molasses and rice with clarified butter. Next day polis or

sugar rolly-polies, vegetables, and rice are made ready for dinner

and Jangams are asked to grace the feast. Some days before the

marriage the bride is brought to the bridegroom's, and, on a lucky

day, both the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric

and oil. Next day Basavaana is worshipped and a feast is given

in his honour. On the third day after the turmeric rubbing

the bride and bridegroom are bathed in a square or surgi, and

married women mark the brows of the pair with soot to keep off the

evil eye. Married girls wave a lamp round their faces, take them

inside of the house, and dress the bride in a white robe and a white

bodice dyed yellow with turmeric. The bride and bridegrooiu

are decked with ornaments and the bridegroom is dressed in new

clothes. The bride and bridegroom are seated on a bullock and go

to worship the village MAruti or Basavanna. Meanwhile the five jars

are worshipped, and, on their return, the bride and bridegroom are

seated on low stools in front of the jars, the bride sitting on the

bridegroom's left. The Jangam ties the luck-giving necklace or

mangalsutra round the bride's neck and throws grains of rice on

their heads. The guests also throw rice and musicians play. In

the evening the vardt or married-pair return-procession starts for

the temple of the village god. After a band of musicians come the

bride and bridegroom seated on a horse, the bride in front. A tinsel
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chaplet is tied to the bridegroom's turban and the bride's head is

covered with a net-work of flowers. Behind the horse walk women
with lighted lamps, followed by men. On reaching the temple the

bride and bridegroom alight and enter the temple. The ministrant

breaks a cocoanut, offers it to the god, and waves a burning piece

of camphor before him. He takes half of the cocoanut, puts a

little ashes in it, ties it in the skirt of the bridegroom's shoulder-

cloth, touches the brows of the bride and bridegroom with ashes

from the frankincense burner, and puts a little ashes into their

mouths. On reaching the bridegroom's some women come out of the

house with burniug lamps and with pots filled with water. They wave
the lamps before the bride and bridegroom and wash the horse's

hoofs with water from the pots. To guard the pair from the evil

eye, a cocoanut is broken and its pieces are thrown to the right and
to the left. The bride and bridegroom are seated on one low stool

and are told to eat from the same dish. The bride puts five morsels

of shevdydchi khir or vermicelli boiled with milk and molasses into

the bridegroom's mouth and the bridegroom does the same to the

bride. After feeding each other they each feed themselves. After
dinner they rub each other with fragrant powder. The bride applies

sandal powder to her husband's body, presents him with a packet of

betel leaves, bows to him with folded hands, utters his name, stands
before him, and is told by her relations to sit on his left hand.
The bridegroom rises, rubs the bride's throat with sandal powder,
marks her brow with redpowder, and speaks her name. When
this ceremony which is called utani or sandal paste rubbing is

over, the bride's mother hands her to her mother-in-law saying,
Henceforth she is your daughter. On receiving the girl the
mother-in-law gives her robes and bodices. All the boarding
expenses during a marriage are borne by the boy's father. Two
years after marriage, or when the girl is old enough to remain with
her mother-in-law, her father-in-law sends for her and she comes
accompanied by eight or ten relations, who are treated to two feasts.

This ceremony is called gharbharni or house-filling When a
girl comes of age she is seated in an ornamental frame till the
seventh, eleventh, fifteenth, or twentieth day after coming of age
whichever is the first lucky day. Before the phalsobhan or marriage
consummation ceremony no one touches the girl except the woman
who bathes her every day. On the day of the ceremony the girl

is rubbed with scented oil and bathed in warm water. She is

dressed in new clothes and decked with ornaments. Friends and
relations with Jangams are asked to a feast of polis, rice, and
vegetables. Before sitting to eat her food, the girl bows at the feet

of the Jangams and they say, Be the mother of eight sons. In
the evening the husband and wife sit on a carpet with a lamp on
each side of them, rub each other with fragrant powders and scented
oil, and retire together to bed. For five Saturdays and Wednesdays
after beginning to live together as husband and wife the pair are
not allowed to eat millet. During the third month of a woman's
pregnancy her longings are satisfied, and, in the fifth month, her
mother gives a feast and presents her daughter with a bodice. After
death, the body is washed, dressed, decked with ornaments, and
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placed sitting supported by a string hung from a peg in the wall.

A mathpati or Ling^yat beadle comes, applies some ashes to the

forehead, and the body is carried to the grave either in a frame or in

a blanket according to the family's means. The grave is nine of the

dead man's feet long, seven of them broad and seven deep with in

one of the sides a niche for the dead body. Green leaves of any kind

are thrown into the grave, the grave is filled with earth, and its mouth
covered by a stone slab, the mathpati stands on the slab, is given

money, and his feet are worshipped. The funeral party bathes,

and, on returning home, take green leaves or blades of durva grass

with them and throw them where the dead body was seated. A
little raw sugar is distributed among them, they put the headscarf

of the dead man on the head of his son, and hand him over to the

eldest male member of the family. On the fifth, relations and friends

with Jangams are asked to a feast of godhi hiiggi or husked wheat
boiled with molasses. Girls are married from their infancy till their

twelfth year. Widow marriage and polygamy are allowed and
polyandry is unknown. They are bound together by a strong caste

feeling. Their social disputes are settled by Jangams and by one

of their own caste who is called hatti/mani or head. This council

lays down caste rules and any one who breaks the rules is put out of

caste. Before the incarnation of Basavanna a kattimani was their

teacher ; since then his place has been taken by Jangams. They
send their boys to school and keep them at school till they know how
to write read and work simple sums. A boy is seldom kept at school

after his fourteenth year. They take to no new pursuits.

Kursalis, or Bastards, are returned as numbering 1423 and
as found all over the district. Several castes have Kursali or

bastard divisions. There are Sutdr Kursalis among Sutars, Loh^r
Kursdlis among Lobars, and Dhangar Kursalis among Dhangars.

Sutars eat but do not marry with Sutar Kursdlis. The Kursdlis

of different castes neither eat together nor intermarry. They have

the same surnames and the same gotrds or family stocks as their

fathers. They follow the calling and keep the customs of the caste

to which their fathers and mothers belong.

Kuruvinshettis, also called Hire or Big Kuruvinavars, are

returned as numbering 2446 and as found all over the district in

considerable numbers except in BAgevddi, Indi, and Muddebihal.
They are the same people as the Chik or Little Kuruvinavars, who
are described under BLalf-Lingdyats. The only difference is that

the Hire Kuruvinavars became Lingdyats long before the Chik
Kuruvinavars with whom they neither eat nor intermarry. The
names in common use among men are Basappa, KdMppa, and
Ndgdppa; and among women Basavva, Mallavva, and Ndgavva.
Their surnames are place and calling names. They have sixty-six

gotrds or family stocks, which are arranged in two equal groups,

one called after Shiv and the other after Shiv's wife Pdrvati. The
stock names Ashva, Benni, and Dharu are included in the first group,
and Arishiv, Dev, and Guru in the second group. They are of

middle height with well-cut features. They live in one-storeyed
houses with flat roofs and stone and mud walls. They neither pet
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Dor touch a dog. Their daily food is millet bread, pulse, and
vegetables. They neither eat flesh nor drink liquor. The men dress
in a short waistoloth, a shouldercloth, a jacket, and a headscarf

;

and the women in the ordinary full Mardtha robe without passing
the skirt back between the feet, and a bodice with shorb sleeves and
a back. Both men and women have a few gold and silver

ornaments, and the well-to-do have spare clothes for holiday use.
They are even-tempered, orderly, hardworking, and hospitable, but
rather untidy and dirty. They are not allowed to keep a mistress
on pain of loss of caste. Trade is their hereditary calling and most of

them are grocers. They carry their stores on bulls, because they
have a rule that they must not own or even touch a bullock. They are
Lingdyats and are married and buried by Jangams. Their family
gods are Mlkanth or Shiv whose chief shrine is at Shri Shall in
North Arkot and Shiv's Nandi or bull, who is represented in their

house shrines by a silver image of a bull with a white cloth on
his back. They keep many Brahmanic and Lingayat fasts and
feasts, and some go on pilgrimage to Shri Shall in North Arkot.
Their spiritual teacher is a Lingdyat Jangam named Nilkanthd.ppa,
who lives at Ch^ngiri in Madras. They marry their girls before
they come of age. Their other ceremonies do not differ from those
of True Lingdyats. They send their children to school and are a
steady class.

Malga'rs, or Flower-sellers, are returned as numbering 253, and
as found only in BdgevSdi and Indi. Malgdrs trace their descent
from the serpent who girdled the waist of Adirudra or Shiv.

They are also called Arebdnangirs and are probably Maratha
converts to Lingd,yatism. Their names, surnames, and family
stocks are the same as those of other Lingayats. Their family
gods are Kovleshvarling and Vigoncharling. They are divided into

Ashtbhairavs, Nalcharmds, Patravanshds, and Konkupgaln^ts, who
are again subdivided into I)akegd,rs, Hungers, Latmals, Meghmadis,
Naksambhavs, Namutmals, Pushparnavs RuchirdajSs, Tantrapdls,

and Vanpals. All these divisions and subdivisions eat together
and intermarry. Except in their calling, they resemble other
Lingdyats in every respect. Among them there are Phularis or

florists and Mdlis or gardeners. They grow vegetables, flowers, and
fruit and sell them in markets. Their women help them in gardening,
sell bouquets and flower garlands, and make tinsel chaplets and
flower net-works to deck the brides' hair. They are very busy
during the marriage season.

Na'gliks are returned as numbering 1213 and as found all

over the district except in BAgevadi. N^gliks who are a division

of Shimpis have given up the business of sewing for that of

dyeing thread. They are found at Chirchun and Tambe in Indi,

at Hunshihal in Bagevdidi, at Ilkal, and in large numbers at Bijdpur
and Bagalkot, where they prosper as dyers and husbandmen.
Though most men keep the topknot, all wear the ling and are

Lingayats in religion. They do not pass through the diksha or
purifying ceremony. They are married and buried by Jangams,
and Jangams are their religious teachers.
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Na'digS, Nha'vis, or Barbers, are returned as numbering 6926
and as found in considerable numbers all over the district. They are

divided into Lingayats, Mardth^s, Kajputs, and Sajjans, who neither

eat together nor intermarry. Of these the Mardthds have come from
the Mard.tha country, the Rajputs from Eajputd^na, and the Sajjans

from the Nizam's country in the 1877 famine. All of them have kept
their language, dress, customs, and religion, and are found only in

small numbers in towns and large villages. Sajjans speak Telugu,

are poor, and most of them are field labourers. The bulk of Bijdpur

barbers are Lingayats, to whom the following particulars belong.

They trace their origin to a man whom Basaveshvar chose

to shave his children, called him Hadpadhampanna and bade
his descendants earn their living by shaving Ganamguls or
Jangams devoted to the worship of Shiv. He also told them
to give shidha or uncooked food to a Jangam before eating

their first daily meal.. Strictly they ought to shave no one
except Lingdyats, but this rule is not kept and they shave
men of all castes except the depressed classes. Strictly also

Hadapadhampannas or Lingdyat barbers should never shave after

the middle of the day, now they shave at any time of the day. The
men's names are Basd,ppa, Gadigeppa, KalMppa, Mallappa, NiMppa,
and Shivdppa ; and the women's names Ambawa, Bassava,
Mallavva, Mudevva, Nilawa, and Shankaravva. Theyhave no surnames
and add the word nddig or barber to their n^mes. They are divided

into five bagis or subdivisions each of which has a guru or teacher at

its head, and the family stock of the teacher is the family stock of

all under his authority. The names of the five stocks and teachers

are,MusdibagiNandbasavayyawho livesat Indigrdm, Kupaskantibagi
Suppayya, Malebagi Ayydnavru, Padalbagi Ayyanavru, and
Balikantibagi Ayyanavru. The members of the different stocks eat

with one another and intermarry. Members of the same stock eat

together but do not intermarry. As a class they are strong and
muscular, of middle height and either brown or dark-skinned. They
differ little from ordinary husbandmen. Their home tongue is

Kanarese. They live in ordinary one-storeyed houses with stone and
mud walls and flatroofs. Except a few brass platters and drinking

cups, most of their vessels are made of earth. Their staple food is

bread, pulse, vegetables, and buttermilk mixed with millet flour.

Kadbus or sugar dumplings are made on ^a^pan-c^t in July-August,
anisapagkadbus or steamedballs of doughonGaneshchaturthi in July-
August. On other holidays they feast on polis or sugar roUy-polies

and on shevaya or vermicelli on the Hindu New Year's Day in

March -April. Men bathe daily and women on holidays and fast

days. They worship their gods only on holidays, full-moons, and
new-moons. They neither eat flesh nor drink spirits. Men shave
the head including the topknot and wear the moustache. They
dress in a waistoloth measuring seven feet and a half, a shoulder-

cloth, a headscarf, a jacket, an overcoat, and a pair of shoes or

sandals. Their ornaments are bhikbdlis for the ear, bangles for

the wrists, and twisted chains for the waist. Women gather their
hair in a knot on the neck and do not deck it either with false hair
or with flowers. They dress in red or black robes and bodices
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of different colours. In putting on the robe they gather one end
into puckers and tie them in a knot at the waist in front, the
upper end is passed over the left shoulder and head and hangs
loosely on the right shoulder. Their ornaments are jhamki and
ghanti for the ear, a nose-ring, mungalsutra, saritikha, Icarimatitikka,

hanigitihka for the neck, silver vdkis and bangles for the hands,
chains for the feet, and jodvis for the toes. Their dress is fairly

clean and simple. All their ornaments are made by goldsmiths. A
rich man's clothes are worth about £1 (Rs. 10) and his ornaments
about £2 10s. (Rs. 25) ; a middle-class man's clothes are worth 10s.

(Rs. 5) and his ornaments 6s. (Rs. 3) ; and a poor man's dress is worth
6s. (Rs. 3). A rich woman spends £1 to £5 (Rs. 10-50) on her dress

and ornaments, a middle-class woman 16s. to £1 12s. (Rs. 8-16),

and a poor woman 4s. to 10s. (Rs. 2-5). They are an orderly and
hospitable class, but wanting in modesty and cleanliness.

Besides practising their hereditary calling of shaving some have
taken to husbandry. In large towns their monthly income varies

from £1 10s. to £2 (Rs. 15-20) and in villages from 12s. to 16s.

(Rs. 6-8). In addition to these money payments they receive grain.

They have of late suffered from the competition of outside barbers.

Among those who follow field pursuits, some hold their own lands

and others hold as tenants. The wives of husbandmen help

the men chiefly in reaping and ginning cotton. As well-to-

do persons get themselves shaved oftener than they used to

barbers are prosperous. As a class they are fairly free from debt.

They rank with Nhdvis or barbers, and call themselves Nddigs.

Brdhmans, Lingayats, and other high caste Hindus do not eat with

them, and they in turn do not eat with Mhdrs, Mangs, ChAmbhdrs,

and Musalmd,ns. They keep no holidays and generally work from
morning till evening. A family of five spends £1 to £1 4s. (Rs. 10-12)

a month. Their houses cost £2 10s. to £10 (Rs. 25-100) to build

and 6dto4s. (Rs. i-2) a month to hire. Their house goods are

worth £1 to £10 (Rs. 10-100). A birth costs 6s. to £1 (Rs. 3-10),

a boy's marriage £10 to £50 (Rs. 100-500), a girl's £1 to £3 (Rs. 10-

30), and a death 3s. to £1 (Rs. If- 10).

They are a religious class. Their family gods are Mallikarjun of

Shri Shallin North Arkot,Basavanna of Bagevddi inBijd,pur,Mallayya

of Hipargi in Bijapur, Virabhadra of Yadur inBelgaum, Tallamma

of Parasgad in Belgaum, and Banashankari of Bddami in Bijapur.

They make pilgrimages to the shrines of these deities. Jangams,

who are their priests, are called to officiate at their marriage and

other ceremonies. They keep many Hindu holidays, chiefly Shimga

or Eoli in February-March, Ndgpanchmi in July-August, Mdrnavmi

and Dasara in September-October, and DivdU in October. On
Shivrdtra or Shiv's Night in January-Pebruaiy they keep acomplete

fast, and feast on the next day. They fast on all Shrdvan or July-

August Mondays and break their fast in the evening. Their gurus

are the Jangams who teach them their religion. Their house gods

are of brass made by local goldsmiths, in the form of men, women,

bulls, and the ling. They have great faith in witchcraft and often

seek the services of sorcerers to drive out devils. The sorcerer
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ties a small closed cylinder full of holy ashes round the arm or the

neck of the possessed person as an amulet. Sometimes a paper
amulet is also tied. When a Nhdvi woman is brought to bed, the

child's navel cord is cut, and the mother and child are bathed in warm
water and laid on a bedstead. The mother is given cocoa-kernel

and raw sugar to chew, and is fed with rice and clarified butter. On
the third she is fed on millet grit boiled soft. The Jangam ties the

ling round the child's arm on the fifth day, and in the evening the
midwife worships the goddess Shatikavva or Satvai and takes away
the waving lamp under cover lest any one may see it. Five days
after delivery a poor woman begins to move about the house and to

look to her house affairs; a rich woman keeps her room for a
fortnight or three weeks. In proposing a match, the boy's father

takes with him a cocoanut and three-fourths of a pound of sugar,

lays them before a family god, and serves sugar to all who are
present. In the bdshtagi or betrothal the boy's father with his

relations goes to the girl's house, presents a sddi or robe worth
8s. (Rs. 4) and two pieces of bodicecloth one red and the other

white each worth Is. (8 as.) to the girl who is seated on a blanket
covered with rice, marks her brow with redpowder, and presents
her with ornaments. A piece of white bodicecloth is given to the
girl's mother. The girl's lap is filled with five half cocoa-kernels

full of sugar, five betelnuts, two or five plantains, and five dates.

The boy's father rises and tells the guests that he has received the girl

as his son's wife and serves sugar. On that day and on the next
day he and his relations are asked to two feasts one of kadbus
or sugar dumplings and the other of poUs or sugar roUy-polies.

After fixing the marriage day the girl is taken to the boy's if the
parties are poor, but if they are well-to-do the boy is taken
to the girl's. On the day before the marriage both of them are

rubbed with turmeric, and the boy's father gives a caste feast.

Next day the boy and girl are bathed in a surgi or square with a
narrow-mouthed brass vessel at each comer and a string round
their necks and the girl is dressed in a white robe and bodice and
the boy in his holiday dress. At the time of marriage the five jars

are worshipped as by True Lingayats, and the bride and the

bridegroom are seated on low stools or on a cloth strewn with rice.

The priest and the guests throw rice over the pair, and the

Jangams tell the bridegroom to tie the mangalsutra or lucky
necklace round the bride's neck. Betel is handed to the guests.

In the evening or on the next day the vardt or married-pair
return-procession starts for the temple of some guardian deity.

Behind a band of musicians come the bride and bridegroom seated

on a bullock, gaily dressed, and with the bridegroom's brow
adorned with a tinsel chaplet. They alight from the bullock,

worship the deity and mark their brows with holy ashes. Next day
the bride's and bridegroom's parties throw gulal or redpowder on
each other and return home. When a girl comes of age she is

seated for twelve days on a low stool or in a frame. On the twelfth
she is purified by a bath, and, on some lucky day, the phalshohhan
or consummation ceremony is performed. In the fifth or the
seventh month of her pregnancy she is presented with a bodice.
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Aftei' death the body is washed and supported in a sitting position

by a cord hung from a peg iu the wall. If the dead is a man he is

dressed in his daily clothes and a bouquet of flowers is stuck in his

head-dress. A woman ia dressed in her daily robe and bodice^ and
if her husband is alive her brow is marked with redpowder. The
corpse is tied in sackcloth or in a worn blanket and carried by
four persons to the grave-yard. The rest of the burial ceremony
is in the True Lingdyat form, the only difference being that NhAvis
make the beadle or mathpati a present of five coppers. After the
burial, men bathe and return home carrying five stones and some
blades of durva grass. Meanwhile the house is cleaned, a
tdmbya or narrow-mouthed brass drinking pot filled with water is

set in the house, the five stones and durva blades are laid before the

pot, and the relations of the deceased bow before it. The Jangam
distributes a little raw sugar to his relations. In the evening
kinspeople and friends are asked to a feast of rice, polis, and khir,

and the beadle or mathpati is given shidha or uncooked food. Friends
and relations who have come from other villages leave the house
early next morning without even bidding the mourners goodbye,

because they may not speak to the mourners. Early and widow
marriage are allowed, polygamy is practised, and polyandry is

unknown. They are bound together by a strong caste feeling, and
their social disputes are settled by a council composed of the head
of a Lingayat convent, the hattimani or hereditary head of their own
caste, and some of the caste elders. Any one who breaks the rules

is put out of caste. Boys are sent to school and kept there till they

are able to read write and work easy sums. On the whole they

are a well employed and well paid class.

Nilga'rs, or Indigo-dyers, are returned as numbering 694 and
as found in small numbers all over the district except in Sindgi.

Their head-quarters seem to be in Indi and Bijapur. They are

generally found only in towns and leading villages, and are

specially numerous in the large weaving towns south of the Krishna.

The names in common use among men are Bas^ppa, Irappa,

Eachappa, Sangappa, and ShivbasAppa; and among women
Bhdgavva, Chenavva, Gurubasavva, Khalavva, Nimbawa, and
Shindanigawa. The men add the word appa or father and the

women avva or mother to their names. They have no family names,

their surnames being the names of places and callings. They have

no divisions but include many different gotrds or family stocks,

the chief of which are Chitramkar, Kadarnavru, Kalsadnavru,

Kharnavni, Mehamavru, Misaldavru, Mohalnavru, and Yanginavru.

They are a fair class of middle height, strongly made, and

intelligent. The women are like the men, only slimmer and hand-

somer. Their home tongue is KAnarese. They live in ordinary

houses one storey high with stone and mud walls and flat roofs. The

inside of the house is always covered with soot from the fire-place

on which the thread is boiled.' They have no servants, but employ

day labourers. They are moderate eaters and poor cooks, their

staple food being millet, pulse, and vegetables. They are |fond of

sour, sharp, and oily dishes. Their holiday dishes are kadbus or
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sugar dumplings, ^oKs or sugar roUy-polies, and shevaya or vermicelli.

Like all strict Lingayats they neither eat flesh nor drink spirits,

and do not differ from other Lingayats either in character or dress.

They dye cotton thread black and a few cultivate in a small way.

The black dye is made of indigo, lime, plantain-tree ashes, and
tarvad seed. Their trade has suffered greatly from the competition

of foreign goods, and as a class they are much in debt. They
borrow to meet marriage and other special expenses at three per

cent interest. They rank below True Lingayats but are allowed

to eat in the same row with them in their religious houses. They
eat from Nagliks and Koshtis, but not from Eaddis, Kumbh^rs,
and Kudvakkalgers. Men women and children work from
morning till ten, and, after the midday rest, begin about two and
work till lamplight. A family of five spend £1 to £1 10s.

(Es. 10-16) a month on food and dress. A house costs £5 to £20
(Es. 50-200) to build and 4s. to 16s. (Ks. 2-8) a year to rent. They
are Lingdyats and are devoted to Jangams who officiate at all their

ceremonies. Their religious observances and social customs differ

little from those of True LingSyats. Their teacher is a Jangam
who lives at Shidgeri in Kolhdpur. They send their children to

scbool, and teach them to read write and work easy sums. They
take to no new pursuits, and ou the whole are rather a falling

class.

Fadsalis are returned as numbering 2205 and as found in large

numbers in B^dami and in smaller numbers in Bdgalkot and
Hungund. The names in common use among men are Basappa,

Lingdppa, Mallappa, Sangdppa, Shivrudrappa, andVirsangd,ppa; and
amongwomen Basavva, Mallawa, Nilavva,Ningawa, and Phakiravva.

Their commonest surnames are KuUeniyavru, Kirgeyavru,

MaddaneyavTU, Mengniyavru, Munddsdavru, and Sarangiyavru.

Persons bearing the same surname may intermarry, but members
of the same gotra or family stock cannot intermarry. They are

said to have one bundred and one family stocks, of which the chief

are Ajjmdmniyavru, Ambliyavru, Ginmdnavru, Habsenavru,
HdlAnavrUj Hangondnavru, Harkenavru, Heggadiyavru,
Malgenavru, Martiyavru, Naranavru, Nigaldavru, Phargiyavru,

Edkd,navru, Sannuravru, Shiddhmallavaru, Tanganavru, and
Vadgdnavru. They differ little from other Lingdyats, wearing the

ling, and rubbing ashes on their brows. They speak Kdnarese at

home and abroad. They live iu ordinary houses and keep them
clean. As they wear the ling they neither eat flesh nor drink

liquor. Their daily and holiday dishes are the same as those of

other Lingdyats. All bathe daily and worship the Ung like True
Lingdyats before eating their morning meal. Their daily food

charges amount to 2id. (1^ a.) a head. They dress like Lingd.yats.

Weaving is their hereditary calling and they use Bombay made
yarn. Their condition does not differ from that of other weavers,

with whom they rank, especially with Hatkdrs. Their working
hours are the same as those of other weavers and they take twenty
holidays in the year, two on account of Shivrdtra in February-March,
one on the full-moon of Mdgh or February-March, five on account
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of the Shimga holidays in March, three on account of the Hindu New
Year's Day in March-April, two on account of Ndgpanchmi in July-
August, two on account of Ganeshchaturthi in August-September,
and five on account of Divdli in September-October. They are strict

Ling^yats, and in a religious house in the presence of a Jangam
are allowed to eat their food in the same row with True Lingayats.
Their chief god is Saleshvar. Among Padsd,lis child marriage is

the rule, widow marriage is allowed and practised, polygamy is

allowed but seldom practised, and polyandry is unknown. Their
marriages are conducted by Jangams. Their customs do not
differ from those of pure Lingayats, except that the guggul
procession in honour of Virbhadra is compulsory.^ They have no
single caste head, but some sections of the community, such as at

Guledgudd and other places, are under a headman, who is called

gauda. He is a married man and his office is hereditary. They are

fairly off, though not so prosperous as the Hatkars. They send
their boys and girls to school. SamsSlis and Shuddhasilis are not
found in Bijapur.

Shiva'clia'ris, or Lingayat Hatk^r Weavers, are returned as

numbering sizty-eight, and as found in Baddmi only. They are

Lingdyat Hatkars who have long been separated from Br5,hmanical

Hatkdrs, and have given up their old customs and taken to Lingayat
customs instead. Jangams marry and bury them and they have no
connection with Brdhmans.

Half Linga'yat Hindus include nine divisions with a
strength of 26,405 or 4"64 per cent of the Hindu population. The
details are

:

Bijdpur Half Lingayats, 1881.

DlVBIOH.
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with flat roofs and stone and mud walls. Their house goods include

a few blankets and quilts and a few storing and cooking yessels

mostly of earth. They do not employ servants and only those who
are husbandmen own cattle. They have a strict rule against gelding

bulls and never own buUocks. They rear goats and fowls^ but do
not keep dogs, as any one who is found keeping a dog is at once put
out of caste. Their daily food is millet bread, pulse, and vegetables,

and their holiday dishes are sugar roUy-polies, boiled rice, and
tamarind sauce. They eat goats, sheep, hares, deer, and fowls, and
drink country liquor. They vow to offer a goat to Limbadev, and
after offering its life to the god, cook and eat its flesh. On every
Mdgh or January-February full-moon, they kill a goat in honour of

Yallamma. Men bathe only on fast and feast days and worship
their house gods when they bathe. "Women bathe once a week.
Men keep the top-knot and moustache and dress in a short waist-

cloth, a shoulderoloth, a jacket, and a headscarf. The women
wear the hair in a back-knot, and dress in the full Maraiha robe
without passing the skirt back between the feet and a bodice with
short sleeves and a back. They generally use country cloth.

Well-to-do men and women have a few gold and silver ornaments
and have spare clothes for holiday use. They are hardworking
and thrifty, but rather dirty. Trade is said to be their hereditary

calling, but none are now traders. Most are weavers and the rest

are husbandmen. They weave plain coarse cotton cloth and earn
4^d. to 9d. (3-6 as.) a day. They buy cotton thread from local

spinners and sell the cloth to local cloth dealers. Women and
children help the men in their work. Their calling does not make
them rich, but keeps them from want. They seldom lose money in

their trade, but are often required to borrow to meet marriage and
other special charges. They rank below True Lingd,yats and SAlis,

and above Shimpis and Kurubars who eat from them. The Hindu
marriage season, that is from December to May, is their busy time.

They keep twenty-two yearly holidays. A family of five spend 14s.

to 18s. (Rs. 7-9) a month on food, a birth costs 16s. to £1 (Us. 8-10),

a boy's marriage £10 to £20 (Rs. 100-200), a girl's marriage £3 to

£10 (Rs. 30-100), and a death 12s. to £1 (Rs. 6-10). Except that

they eat flesh and drink liquor, they are almost Lingdyats in faith,

and are married by a Jangam. Their family deities are Prakd,sh

Ling who is also called Limbadev and whose chief shrine is at

Limbgaon in Ilkal, YaUamma of Parasgad, and Virabhadra. They
make pilgrimages to the shrines of these gods. Their religious

teacher is a Jangam by name Nilkanthdppa, who lives at Hubli in

Dhdrwdr. They keep most Hindu feasts, but fast only on SMvrdtra
in dark Mdgh or January -February. They believe in soothsaying,

admit the existence of ghosts, but profess to know nothing of

vidtchcraft. After delivery the midwife cuts the child's navel cord,

bathes the mother and child, and lays them on a bed. For the first

five days the mother is fed on boiled rice and clarified butter. In
the evening of the fifth day, the midwife breaks a cocoanut before
the goddess Shatikavva or Mother Sixth, and lays dressed food
before the goddess, which she takes afterwards to her home.
Among Chik Kuruvinavars no lamp is waved round the goddess
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Shatikavva. On the thirteentli the child is cradled and named.
On some holiday, either in the fifth or seventh month of the child's

first year, its hair is cat. A blanket is spread as the seat of

Nilkanthadev, and on the blanket betel leaves and nuts are laid.

On the blanket sits the child's maternal uncle, who seats the child

on his lap and goes through the form of cutting its hair with a pair

of betel leaf scissors. After the nncle is done the barber cuts the hair

which is gathered and after some days thrown into water. After

the hair has been thrown into water, pieces of dry cocoa-kernel

are distributed among all who are present. Child marriage and
widow marriage are allowed, polygamy is allowed and practised,

and polyandry is unknown. In marriage engagements the boy'a

father takes four pounds of dry cocoa-kernel, six pounds of sugar,

four pounds of dry dates, and betel leaves and nuts to the girl's

house. At the girl's some kinsmen and friends are called to witness

the ceremony. The girl is bathed and dressed in a new robe and
her head is decked with a flower-net. She is seated on a blanket

before guests, and one of her married kinswomen fills her lap with dry
cocoa-kernel, dry dates, sugar, and betel leaves and nuts. Betel is

handed to the guests, and the girFs father treats the boy's father

to a dish of wheat and millet cooked together, clarified butter, and
sugar. In a betrothal the boy's father has to take five bodice-

cloths, five flower nets, sixty pounds of rice, ten pieces of dry cocoa-

kernel, twenty pounds of dry dates, two pounds of raw sugar, eighty

pounds of betelnut, three hundred betel leaves, a pair of silver

anklets, a silver waist-girdle, and a pair of gold earrings. As in

the engagement ceremony the girl is bathed, her head is decked
with a flower net, she is dressed in a new robe, and made to sit on a

blanket. Before her is spread a blanket, on which sixty pounds
of rice are heaped. Before the heap are laid two betel leaves, a
nut, five copper coins, and a piece of dry cocoa-kernel. A married

kinswoman of the girl lays in her lap the dry cocoa-kernel, the raw
sugar, the remaining four flower-nets, and the dry dates. Of the

eighty pounds of betelnuts a platterful is given to the girl's father

and the rest is served to the guests. The man who removes the heap

of rice takes the copper coins, dry cocoa-kernel, and betelnuts and
leaves that were heaped before the heap. Two days before the

marriage day the girl is taken to the boy's and the girl's father gives

a caste feast. On the marriage day five married women go to a

river or a well and bring water in five whitewashed earthen pots.

One of these pots is set at each corner of a square or sitrgi and the

fifth pot is laid before the house gods. Into each of these pots four

betelnuts are put. The boy and girl are bathed in the surgi or

square, the girl is dressed in a white robe or pdtal and the boy in

a new suit of clothes, and both of them are made to sit on a blanket

strewn with rice, the girl sitting to the left of the boy. Five married

kinswomen wave a lamp round the pair, and a mathpati or

Lingdyat beadle tells the boy to touch the mangalsutra or lucky

string and fastens it to the girl's neck, the guests throw plain rice

on the pair, and the parents of the pair give to and receive presents

from their kinspeople. Afterwards twenty-two sugar rolly-polies

from the boy's side and twenty-two from the girl's side are broken
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into small pieces, and mixed with boiled rice. The whole mass is

kneaded with clarified butter and sugar, divided into two equal parts,

and laid in two platters. At one of these platters sits the bride

and at the other the bridegroom, each of them accompanied by
five married pairs, none of whom have any bodily blemish. The
guests are treated to wheat bread and pulse boiled with raw sugar.

In the evening the newly married pair, each holding a winnowing
basket containing soaked gram, a cocoanut, a piece of dry cocoa-

kernel, two betel leaves, and nuts, go in state to a well, bow
before it, and serve the gram and small pieces of dry cocoa-

kernel to the persons present. Next day is spent in a caste dinner.

On the third the bride and bridegroom are bathed in a square or

surgi and seated on a blanket. Ten cakes from the bride's mother
and ten cakes from the bridegroom's mother are taken and put in a
waistcloth, and the pair are made to pick up the cakes with their

teeth one by one. The bride's mother hands her over to her
mother-in-law, and next day the bride's party return to their homes.
When a girl comes of age she is held unclean for four days and sits

apart. In the fifth or seventh month of her pregnancy her mother
presents her with a green bodice. After death the body is washed
and dressed in its every-day clothes. If a dead man leaves a wife
alive, his wife's parents and in their absence some one of her
kinspeople presents her with a robe and she waves a lamp round
her dead husband. A wife who takes the robe and waves the lamp
round her dead husband cannot marry again. If the dead is a
woman who leaves a husband alive, her head is decked with a flower

net. The dead body is carried in an old blanket or on a bier, and is

buried with the same rites as a True Ling^yat. A Jangam is mado
to stand on the close grave, his feet are washed, bel leaves are laid

on his feet, and he is given five copper coins. If there is more than
one Jangam each of them and each of the Mhdrs, if any are present,

are given a copper coin. The funeral party bathe and return to the

deceased's house, where the chief mourner dismisses them with the

hope that they may never again have to come to his house to carry

a corpse. The chief mourner's kinspeople make him eat a little

raw sugar. Net day sugar dumplings, boiled rice, pulse boiled with

raw sugar, and millet cooked with spices are prepared. Out of this

food four dumplings and a little out of each of the dishes are laid in

a platter, and the platter is set on the spot where the dead breathed

his last. The chief mourner and the four corpse-bearers bow low
before the dish. The chief mourner puts one of the dumplings on the

right palm of each of the bearers, and on each dumpling lays a little

of the food from the platter and brushes their hands with durva grass.

The bearers go out of the house, throw away the dumplings and
the food, and sit to dinner with the other mourners. On the seventh

or ninth day the chief mourner sets an earthen pot full of water

and before the pot lays a waistcloth if the dead was a man, and a

robe if the dead was a woman, and sits to a feast with his caste

people. They are bound together by a strong caste feehng, and
their social disputes are inquired into by a council of caste

elders. They send their boys to school and keep them at school
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till they are about twelve. They take to no new pursuits and show
no signs of bettering their condition.

Dliors, or Tanners, are returned as numbering 952 and as found
in small numbers all over the district. Their home speech and
their names and surnames seem to show that they have come from
the Mardtha country. The names in common use among men are
Kesu, Mahddu, Rama, Shambu, and Tuljdram ; and among women
Bhivra, Lakshmi, Rakhma, and Rama. The men add appa or
father and the women hdi or lady to their names. They have a
nominal total of eighty-four surnames, the chief of which are Borde,
Gajakos, Gaikavade, Ingle, Kdvle, Konkne, Narankar, Pol, Serkhdne,
Shinde, and Sonone. Persons with the same surname are not allowed
to intermarry. They have no subdivisions. They are like Marathas
only rather shorter and darker. Their home tongue is Mardthi but
many of them speak Kdnarese. Most live in poor houses with wattled
walls and thatched roofs. Their house goods include a few quilts

and blankets, and a few storing and cooking vessels mostly of
earth. As a rule each house has a tannery attached to the back of
it. Their every-day food is millet bread, split pulse, and vegetables.

They use onions and garlic freely. Their holiday dishes are polis
or sugar rolly-polies, kadbus or sugar dumplings, and shevaya or
vermicelli. They say that they used to eat no flesh and drink no
liquor. Now, except on Mondays, they eat fish and flesh except
beef and pork and drink spirits and palm-beer. Every Dasara
in September- October they offer a goat to Yallamma. They bathe
daily and worship the house gods before the morning meal. The
men shave the head without leaving a topknot and the chin, and
dress in a short waistcloth, a shouldercloth, a headscarf, and a jacket.

The women wear their hair in a back-knot without either adding
false hair or decking it with flowers. Their dress is the full

Mardtha robe which is worn without passing the skirt back between
the feet and a bodice with a back and short sleeves. Both men and
women have a few ornaments and the well-to-do have spare clothes
for holiday use. They are orderly hardworking and thrifty but
dirty. A man's daily earnings average about 6d. (4 as.). A
water-bag takes a fortnight to make and sells for 18s. to £1
(Rs. 9-10) leaving the maker about 10s. (Rs. 5) for labour and
profit. A coracle or leather -boat takes sixteen days to make and
sells for £6 (Rs. 60) leaving a profit of 16s. to £1 (Rs. 8-10). Some
add to their profits by gathering firewood and cultivating. Boys
are taught by their parents, and there is no system of apprenticeship.

The women do not help the men in tanning or bucket-making ; but do
all parts of field work except ploughing and thrashing. They work
from morning to noon, rest till two, and again work till six. Field
labourers are paid in grain; and field work lasts six to eight months.
They buy hides from Mhdrs and butchers, and tan them. In tanning
they put water, tarvad or Cassia tora, and babhul or Acacia
arabica, bark in a large earthen vessel and leave them to soak for a
day. Next day the bark is taken out and the hide is steeped in the
mixture till it grows red. After dyeing them they clean the hides

and sell them to Ohambhdrs or shoemakers. Besides tanning
hides they make leather buckets, well-bags, water skins, and
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leather-boats. A bullock hide costs Ss. to 10s. (Rs. 4-5)j a buffalo

bide 16s. to £1 (Rs. 8-10)^ and a goa;t skin l^d. to M. (1-2 as.).

Tbeir work is well paid and as a class tbey are free from debt.

They rank above Mbars and Mangs from whom tbey do not eat,

but are not toucbed by Brdbmans, by bigb caste Brdbmanio Hindus,

or by Lingdyat laymen. In the cold weather they work all day

long ; but they cannot do so much in the hot weather as the hides

suffer from the heat. A family of five spend 18s. to £1 (Rs. 9-10)

a month on food and dress. A house costs £2 10s. to £5 (Rs. 25-50)
to build. A birth costs £1 to £1 10s. (Rs. 10-15), a boy's marriage

£6 to £10 (Rs. 60-100), a girl's marriage £2 10s. to £5 (Rs. 25-50),

and a death 16s. to £2 (Rs. 8-20). Though they respect Brdhmans
and are married by them, their leanings are to the Lingayat faith.

They do not wear the Zing'but worship itwith their house gods. Their
house gods are Basavanna, Mdruti, Talja-Bhavdni, and Yallamma.
They go on pilgrimage to the shrine of Tulja-Bhavdni at Tuljdpur in

the Nizam's country and of Yallamma at Parasgad in Belgaum.
They keep most leading holidays, but fast only on the nine nights or

navardtra before Basara in bright Ashvin or September- October.
Their teacher is a Lingdyat mathpati or beadle, a Jangam of the

lowest order. Every Monday he goes to every Dhor family, washes
their faces, and rubs their brow with ashes. Each person whom he
thus purifies throw himself before him, and gives him money or grain.

They believe in soothsaying, witchcraft, and lucky and unlucky
days. As soon as a child is born a Dhor midwife cuts the navel

cord and bathes the mother and the child in hot water. The mother
is given dry cocoa-kernel and molasses to eat and for four days is

fed on boiled rice and clarified butter. On the fifth day the child

and mother are again bathed, and kinspeople are asked to a feast

of polis or sugar rolly-polies. In the evening the midwife worships

the goddess Jivati, and takes away the wave-lamp under cover, for if

any one should see the lamp the child or the mother is likely to sicken.

Early marriage is the rule, widow marriage and polygamy are

allowed and practised, and polyandry is unknown. In a betrothal

the boy's father lays two cocoanuts before the girl's house gods,

marks the girl's brow with redpowder, and gives her a robe worth
14s. (Rs. 7), a bodice worth 2s. (Re. 1), and two pounds of sugar.

He makes a present of a robe and a bodicecloth of similar value to

the girl's mother and serves the guests with betel. The boy's father

and his relations are treated to a feast of rice and kadbus or sugar

dumplings. On the marriage day, the girl's father sends a man with

a bullock to ask the boy and his relations. On reaching the girl's

village the boy and his relations are lodged in a house prepared for

them, and the boy and two near relations are taken to the girl's. The
bride^and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric and bathed in a surgi

or square with corner pots encircled with thread. The bride is dressed

in a white robe and a yellow bodice, and the bridegroom in a suit

of new clothes. Two bits of turmeric root are tied round the right

wrists of the bride and bridegroom with the pieces of thread that

were passed five times round the necks of the four square-corner
pots. The Brahman priest makes the bride stand in a basket with
rice and pieces of leather, and seats the bridegroom on a low stool
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opposite the bride. A piece of white cloth with a coatral turmeric
cross is^ held between them. The Brahman priest recites eight
mangaldshtaks or lucky verses, and, at the end of the recitation,
throws grains of rice on the heads of the bride and bridegroom.
After the priest the guests throw rice and the priest himself
ties, or tells the mathpati or Lingdyat beadle to fasten, the bride's
mangahidra or lucky necklace. The girl's father treats the
marriage guests to a feast of polis, kadbus, and boiled rice. In the
evening the vardt or return procession starts from the bride's
to a temple of Md,ruti. The bride and bridegroom are seated on a
bullock and are accompanied by men and women carrying wave-
lamps. When this procession passes by a tower or a place where
three roads meet, they break a cocoanut and throw its two halves
to the left and the right of the bride and bridegroom as an offering
to spirits. After worshipping Mdruti the procession goes on to tho
bridegroom's house. When a girl comes of age she is held unclean
for four days. On the fifth she is bathed and her husband presents
her with a robe or a bodice. They bury their dead in Lingayat
fashion. On the third and fifth days after the death they take to tho
grave boiled rice, polis and boited gram, and leave them for the
crows. They are bound together by a strong caste feeling, and their

social disputes are inquired into and settled by their teacher. They
rarely send their boys to school, take to no new pursuits, and as a
class have steady and well-paid employment.
Guravs, also called Jirs and Hugars, are returned as numbering

1622. One or two families are found in almost all good-sized
villages. They are the ministrants of Maruti or Hanuman tho
monkey god and village guardian, who wears both the sacred thread
and the ling, and is worshipped both by Brahmanic and by Lingayat
Hindus. The names in common use among men are Kallayya,
Mallayya, Ramayya, Rudrayya, and Sangayya ; and among women
Balavva, Basavva, Bhagavva, Gurushidavva, and Nilavva. They
have no family names, and no surnames except place and calling

names. They have no divisions, except into family stocks of which
the chief are Ishvar and K^shyap. Members of the same stock may
not intermarry. They speak Kanarese and are very early settlers

in the district. Except that they are a little lighter skinned, there

is nothing to distinguish them from ordinary husbandmen and their

houses are of the usual Kanarese type. The men generally wear
a waistcloth instead of knee-breeches ; and the women wear tho
ordinary dress of the country, except that a few of them sometimes
deck their hair with flowers. Like Ling^yats they neither eat flesh nor
drink liquor. At least one family in every village holds hereditary

rent-free land in return for worshipping the village Maruti, and
Kves on the produce of the land and the offerings made to the god.

Most Shiv temples have Gurav priests. The Guravs stitch leaf plates

and supply them to local landlords, village clerks, and others, who
in return give them a daily plateful of food. At harvest time they

beg corn in the fields. Some are astrologers and fortune-tellers and
others are husbandmen whose women help in the field. Some are

musicians who beat the sambal or tabor at Brahman, Son^r, and
Lingaydt weddings, accompanied by Korvis who blow the sanai or
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clarion. They also make the brow-horn or hdsTiing of flowers which
the bridegroom wears. They sometimes, but seldom as it is against

their religion, play the drum or fiddle for their spiritual followers the

dancing girls or KaMvants. When a dancing girl becomes pregnant,

she worships the Gurav, and the Gurav pats mishi or myrobalan
toothpowder on her teeth. If the toothpowder is not rubbed on
before the child is born the Kalvantin is put out of caste. Though
poor the Guravs hold a good social position. Priestly Guravs take
no food except from people of their own caste. Lay Guravs used to

keep the ^same rule as priestly Guravs, but they now eat from
BrAhmaBs, Liiig4yats, and Sonars, and some it is said from Rajputs
and Mard,thas. Men women and children rise about daybreak.
The men fetch leaves and stitch leaf-plates till ten, the women
being busy in the house, and the children at school. At ten the
men bathe, and, without changing their clothes, wash the village

Maruti, worship him with flowers sandal powder and incense, and
wait in the temple till some one makes an offering of dressed food.

The Gurav offers the food to Maruti and sends it home by his wife.

In the evening the priest's wife lights the temple lamps and feeds

them with oil. In the numerous rainy season fasts and feasts Hindus
offer their deities rich dishes and the Guravs are well supplied.

Besides the offering on Maruti's birthday, on the full moon of Ghai-
tra or March- April, the ministrant is paid £1 to £14s. (Rs.10-12).
They never rest from their work except when a death happens in the
family. A family of five spends 1 ds. to £1 (Rs. 8-10) a month on food
and clothes. Their houses cost £10 to £50 {Rs. 100 - 500) to build, and
their furniture and house goods vary in value from £5 to £50
(Rs. 50-500). Husbandmen alone employ servants, and pay them £1
105. to £2 (Rs. 15-20) a year with board and 10s. to 16s. (Rs. 5-8)

a month without board. Their marriage and other social expenses

are like those of Sondrs. In religion they come half-way between
Brahmanism and Lingd.yatism, some of them wearing the sacred

thread, some the ling-, and some both the sacred thread and
the ling. Tlieir chief divinities are MAruti, Sarasvati, Rameshvar,
and family ghosts who are deified to prevent them bringing fever

and other sickness into a house. They honour both Brahmans and
Jangams, but do not ask either to conduct their marriage or other

ceremonies. All their ceremonies are performed by priests of their

own caste. They have a guru or religious teacher who belongs to

the Gurav caste. He names one of his family to act as guru to a group
of fifty to seventy villages. This man who may be called an assistant

teacher, gathers fees on marriage, death, and other ceremonies, and
pays them every year to his superior who gives each assistant guru
a share. Occasionally the assistant guru, with some respectable

castemen, settles social disputes. The guru is highly respected, even

reveredbyhis disciples. His wordis law, and they cheerfully contribute

to his support. Guravs keep the usual Hindu fasts and feasts. Those
who do not fast, at least pretend to fast, lest they should be punished
by the all-powerful guru. In other points of religion they differ

little from Sondrs or Brahmans. Like Sonars and Brahmans Guravs
keep the sixteen sacraments or sanskdrs. Their customs differ

little from Sondr or Brahman customs. From Sholapur to Bdgalkot
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if not over the wliole district Guravs are married by priests of their

owa caste, who are found in Bijapur, Mamdapur, Belgaum, and
other large villages. Like Jangams these priests take to wife the
daughters of ordinary Guravs, but will not give lay Guravs their

daughters in marriage. They eat no food except what is prepared
by other Gorav priests. At a marriage four drinking vessels are

placed at the four corners of a square, a fifth is set in the middle, and
a string is passed round the necks of the jars, cut, and fastened to

the wrists of the boy and girl. Those who wear the ling bury and
the rest burn their dead. There is the usual stop half-way to the
burning place, the usual change of bearers, and the usual carrying of

an earthen water vessel round the pyre. They take the jivlehada or
life-stone, the stone with which they cut the cord that binds the body
to the bier, and this stone is buried at the burning place until the
priest comes to make the mourners pure or shuddh. It is then taken
out, set up, worshipped, and thrown in a well. On the tenth food is

taken to the burning ground. Guravs are bound together by a strong
caste feeling, and their social disputes are settled by their- teacher

or by one of his assistants. The teacher has great authority over
his disciples, and is succeeded by his son or other heir. They keep
their boys at school till they have a good knowledge of reading
writing and arithmetic, and their girls till they reach the age of

ten. Some Gurav boys have passed the vernacular public- sei^vice

examination, and are employed as clerks. Others study under
singing and music masters whom they pay 8s. to 4s. (Rs. lJ-2) a
month. Though it is against their religion some of them learn enough
singing and music to accompany a dancing girl on the fiddle

sdrangi or on the drum tabla. There has been no recent change
in their state. Guravs and Jir Lingdyats, who are entered in the

census as separate castes, are the same caste.

Hatka'rs, or Handloom Weavers, are returned as numbering
about 12,751. The name is commonly derived from the Marathi
hatt obstinacy. Except in Bijdpur they are rare north of the
Krishna. South of the Krishna they are found in and about
Bilgi in west Bagalkot, they are specially numerous at Bdgalkot
and Ilkal, and at Guledgudd in Badd-mi they form the richest

and most important class of cotton cloth weavers. They call

themselves DevAngas and claim descent from a seer named
Devang, who is believed to be the ancestor of all weaving
classes except the Patvegars. The names in common use among
men are Basappa, Ishvarappa, Konappa, Krishnappa, Mallappa,

and Phakirappa; and among women Bdlavva, Bandavva, Bhd,gavva,

Lakshmavva, Parvatevva, and Shankaravva. Men add appa or

father and women avva or mother to their names. They
have no surnames except such place and calling names as

Vikar, Kerurkar, and Ramdurgkar. Marriages between persons

bearing the same surname are allowed. They are divided into

Kulachdrdavrus or observers of family rites and Shivachdrdavrus

or followers of Shiv. The Shivachardavrus have been described

among Hindus affiliated to Lingdyatism under the name of

Shivacharis. The Kulachardavrus are the Brahmdnic half of the

caste. They wear the sacred thread, grow the top-knot, and neither
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eat nor marry with the Shivdchardavrus. Some of them have taken

to wearingthe^Mtg', though they do not shave the topknot, and though
they marry with those of the class who do not wear the ling. All

Hatkars belong tooneof eight bedags or family-stocks ; Arshandavru,

Devenavru Gadgiyavru, Honnab^gindavru, Honnungdavru, Kalas-

davru, SakkariyavrUjand ShivAsandavru. Members of the same family

stock cannotintermarry. In appearance they differlittlefrom otherlocal

middle-class Hindus being of middle height and sallow. Like other

people of the district they speak Kanarese though a few understand
Marathi and Hindustani. They live in ordinary one-storeyed houses

with stone and mud walls and flat roofs worth £5 to £50 (Rs. 60 -

500). The houses are fairly clean and the furniture and house
goods are worth £2 to £10 (Rs.20-100). They have no house
servants and few own cattle. They are moderate eaters and poor

cooks, the staple diet being millet bread, split pulse, vegetables,

millet grit cooked like rice, and occasionally rice. Furanpolis or

stuffed cakes form one of their common holiday dishes. They neither

use flesh nor liquor, but most smoke tobacco and a few indulge in

hemp and opium. Though some men do it they are not bound to

bathe before the first meal, and women bathe only on Mondays
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Those who bathe daily worship the house
gods after bathing. A family of five spends about £1 lOs. (Rs. 15)

a month on food and dress. They dress like True Lingd,yats, the

men in a waistcloth, shouldercloth, jacket, coat, and headscarf. The
women wear the robe like Lingayat women without passing the

skirt back between the feet, and unlike them they mark their brows
with vermilion. Both men and women have ornaments which
do not differ from those worn by Lingayats. Weaving is

their hereditary and leading calling, though a few of them
trade and a few own land, which they either rent or get tilled

by their servants. None of them are day or field labourers. They
weave cotton and silk. Besides the day's earnings, which, according

to the weaver's skill, vary fi'om 6c?, to ]s. (4-8 as.), they

make l^d. to 3d. (1-2 as.) on every article woven. Those who
have no capital work as weavers in the establishments of the

rich. Both women and children help the men. Though they

suffer from the competition of English and Bombay goods, they are

well-to-do and form themost important class in Ilkal, Guledgudd and
Bagalkot. Men women and children work from morning till evening

resting at noon like other workmen. They stop work and rest on

all full and new moon days and on other leading Hindu holidays.

They rank below Komtis and above Kurubars who eat from their

hands. They eat no food but what is prepared by their own caste.

Though they have an hereditary feud with the True Lingayats, half

of them have gone over to Lingayatism and the other half have

begun to feel its influence. It is not uncommon to see a ling-weaving

son of a sacred-thread-wearing father. As has been mentioned above

the Shivd,chdrdavrus are married by Jangams and do not differ

from True Lingayats in their religious beliefs or practices. Though
the Ku]d,chardavrus are the Brahmanical half of the Hatkd,rs, they
are not married by Brahmaus but by gurus or religious teachers
of their own caste. The office is hereditary and there is generally
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one in each peth or division of the larger towns. These teachers are

called Devd,ngayyas, and their chief who is called Musangayya lives

at Hampi thirty-six miles north-west of Eellari. He is a married
man and his office is hereditary. He is believed to be a direct

descendant of the great Devdng, the supposed ancestor of all Hatkars.
Their house gods are Virbhadra and Mall ayya, and they are specially

devoted to Bdnashankari. whose chief seat is the famous temple
of that name about three miles south-east of Badami. Some yearly

visit the shrines of BanashankariinBaddmi andofVithoba at Pandhar-
purin Sholapar. Their only fast days are Shivrdtra or Shiv's Night in

January-February and lunar elevenths ovekddashis. They occasionally

worship village gods, and believe in soothsaying. They profess to

have no faith in witchcraft, but some of them are believed to

have great power over spirits. Unlike Sdlis, after the worship of

Satvdi on the fifth day after child-birth, they do not cover the lamp,
and they name the child on the thirteenth. They cut the hair both
of male and female children on any lucky day during the first year.

The heads of boys are shaved, except their topknots, in the third

fifth or seventh year. The boys of the non Zi«f/-wearing Kulachar-
davrus are girt with the sacred thread as partofthe marriage ceremony.
The ShivAchdrdavrus are married by Jangams with the same rites

as Lingayats. The Hatkd,r'.s marriage preliminaries do not differ

from those of the Sdlis. The marriage ceremonies last four days,

two days beiore and one day after the marriage. On the first day
the bride is taken to the bridegroom's and both are rubbed with
turmeric paste. Next day comes the devkdrya or god-humouring.
In the evening seven large and small earthen vessels are brought
from a potter's, marked with white and red stripes, and laid before

the house gods. On the third day the bride and bridegroom and
their mothers are bathed in a square with corner drinking pots,

round whose necks a thread is five times passed. The thread is cut

and tied to the wrists of the bride and bridegroom. Both are led

on horseback to worship the village god and the bride's father asks

people to attend the marriage. When the guests come the bride

and bridegroom are made to sit on two low stools set opposite each

other and a curtain is held between them. The Devangayya
or officiating priest and the guests shower grains of rice on their

heads and the pair are husband and wife. After the marriage is

over a burnt-offering is made, and the bridegroom's father feasts

friends and kinspeople. On the fourth day in the sdda or cloth

ceremony the newly married couple and their parents are presented

with clothes. Child marriage is a rule among all Hatkd.rs, and
widow marriage is allowed and practised. Polygamy is allowed

and practised to a small extent and polyandry is unknown. When
a girl comes of age she is held unclean for five days. On the sixth

she is bathed, and, on a lucky day within the first fortnight, she is

sent to her husband. The Shivachdrdavrus and the Zmgr-wearing

Kulachardavrus bury their dead, the others burn. Among ling-

wearing Kulachardavrus the four bearers are impure for three

days, and the sacred thread wearers are impure for eleven days.

On the eleventh day the religious teacher is asked to dine with the

mourners. The only peculiarity in the Kulachdrdavru's funeral

is that the heir carries fire instead of water round the pyre. They
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hold the usual yearly mind feast. Social disputes are settled by the

religious teachersj whose decisions are obeyed under pain of loss of

caste. They are intelligent and send their children to school.

Helavs (K), also called Pa'ngals(M.) or Cripples, are returned as

numbering 619 and as found in small numbers all over the district.

They say that the founder of their tribe was a cripple whom Basav
took under his protection and told his followers to give him almswhen
he comes to beg riding on a bullock. The names in common use

among men are Amanna, Avanna, Balappa, Basdppa, and Pava; and
amongwomen Bhd.gavva, Gangavva, Gauravvaj Irawa, aadYallavva,
They have no surnames but add their caste name to their

personal name. They have seven leading bedags or family stocks,

Andhamnavru, Bhandenavru, Imdenavru, Parsabdtenavru, Sadri-

navru, Pankravru, and Vanmanavru. Members of the same family

stock cannot intermary. Their home speech is Kanarese, but they

often speak Marathi. They live in ordinary one-storeyed houses
with stone and mud walls and flat or thatched roofs. Their house
goods include a few quilts and cooking and storing vessels chiefly

of earth. Most of them own cows, bullocks, and she-buffaloes.

Their every-day food is millet bread and a garlic relish, and their

special dishes are polis or sugar and boiled gram pulse, rolly-polies,

Jcadbus or sugar-dumplings, shevaya or vermicelli, and husked
millet or spiked millet boiled with molasses. They eat goats,

hares, fowls, and fish, drink liquor, smoke tobacco, and use other

narcotics. The men shave the whole head and the chin, and dress

in a short waistcloth, a shouldercloth, a jacket, and a headscarf.

When they go begging they sit on a bullock and wrap the body
from the neck down in a quilt or white sheet to prevent people

seeing their feet which are tied to their thighs. They alone have
the privilege of passing through the village gate without alighting

from their bullock. The woinen wear their hair in a back-knot

and dress in the full Mardtha robe without passing the skirt back

between the feet and a bodice with a back and short sleeves.

They are orderly and thrifty but dirty. They are hereditary

beggars. Some of them are husbandmen, and most of them, when
supplies fall short, work as field labourers. Their women mind
the house and work in the fields but do not beg. The daily life

of those who are husbandmen does not differ from that of other

husbandmen. The beggars go begging on bullocks in the morning
and return home at ten. If they have gathered alms enough, they

spend the rest of the day in idleness. A family of five spend 6s. to

10s. (Rs. 3-5) a month on food and dress. Their houses cost £1 10s.

to £5 (Rs. 15-50) to build. Abirth costs 8s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 4-15),

a boy's marriage £3 to £5 (Rs. 30-50), a girl's marriage £2 10s. to

£5 (Rs. 25-50), and a death 12s. to £1 (Rs. 6-10). They say that

they used to eschew flesh and liquor and wear the ling, and that their

practises and ceremonies did not differ from those of True Lingdyats.

Their family deities are Revaneshvar and Yallamma, and they

make images and worship their dead ancestors to prevent them
bringing sickness into the family. They respect Brd,hmans though
they do not call them to conduct their ceremonies. They have
neither priests nor a guru or religious teacher. They do not beg
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on Hinda holidays. On Shrdvan or July-August Mondays,
they take only one meal in the evening, and keep Shivrdti-a in

January -February as a total fast. They believe in soothsaying and
witchcraft. After delivery, the midwife, who is a Helav by caste,

cuts the child's navel cord, bathes the child and mother, and fumi-
gates the mother with the smoke of garlic rinds. The mother ia

given dr^ cocoa-kernel, molasses, garlic, and clarified butter to eat.

In a corner of the lying-in room a pit is dug, where the mother ia

bathed for four days. In the morning of the fifth day the midwife
lays sandal paste and rice close to the pit and fills it with earth.

In tke evening she worships the goddess Satvai, offers her food,

waves a lamp, and takes the food and the lamp to her house. The
lamp is kept out of the child's father's sight, for it is believed that

if the father sees the lamp either the child or the mother
will sicken. Child marriage and widow marriage are allowed and
practised ; polygamy is allowed and practised to some extent, and
polyandry is unknown. In a marriage engagement the boy's father

marks the girl's brow with vermilion and is feasted by the girl's

father. In a betrothal the boy's father gives the girl a robe and a
bodicecloth, and her father 10s. (Rs. 5) who feasts him. The boy's

father fixes the marriage day and sends word to the girl's father, who
sends a man and bullock for the boy to ride to his village. On coming
to the girl's village the boy's father gives £2 to £3 (Rs. 20-30) to the

girl's kinspeople, and 12s. (Rs. 6), a bodicecloth worth Is. (8 as.), and
seven more bodicecloths of less value to the mother. On the

turmeric-rubbing day the boy and girl are seated on a bahule or altar

in the girl's marriage porch. The girl's maternal uncle draws five

streaks of ashes with his five fingers, first on the boy's brow
and then on the girl's, and the married women rub the pair with

turmeric paste. On the marriage day the bride and bridegoom are

seated on two low stools facing each other and a curtain with a
central turmeric cross is held between them. An old man comes
and drops grains of coloured rice on their heads and the eldest

married woman of the boy's family fastens the lucky thread or

mangalsutra round the bride's neck. In the evening, on their way
to the bridegroom's, they worship the village Mdruti. The god'a

priest takes a cocoanut from them, breaks it before the god, fills

one-half of the nut with ashes from Maruti's censer, and lays it in the

bride's lap. When a girl comes of age she is unclean for four days.

On the fifth she is bathed and fed in company with her husband
on a sweet dish. They bury the dead. On the third day the heir

carries rice cooked in a small earthen vessel, milk, and molasses, and

lays them on the grave for crows to eat. On the fifth the house

floor and walls are plastered with cowdung, the clothes of the

deceased are washed, a goat is offered to the clothes, and in the

evening a caste feast is given. They- have no headman, and settle

social disputes at a meeting of the castemen. They do not send

their children to school, nor take to new pursuits. They are badly

off and show no signs of improving.

Kabbers are retm-ned as numbering 2173 and as found through-

out the district, except in Bdgevadi and Bijdpur. The names in

common use among men are Bas^ppa, Bhikdppa, MalMppa, Rdyappa,
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and Sadrappa, and among women LaksLmavva, Mallavva, Sangavva,

Sedavya, Shidhavva, and Somavva. The men generally add ap-pa or

father and the women avva or mother to -their names. Their sur-

names are BhandardarrUj Ballannanavru, Benneyavru, Haggada-
varu, Halmaneyavru, Nadgaddeyavru, and Tupadavaru. Except
blood relations families bearing the same surname intermarry.

Their family gods are Bharmappa and Okliparmanand, and their

family goddesses are Dyamavva, Durgavva, G-angavvaj and Hal-

gavva, who have shrines in most villages. Their home-Kanarese
does not differ from that of Kabligers or fishers. They are divided
into Barekaris and Kabbers who eat together and intermarry.

They live in one-storeyed houses with mud walls and either tiled or

thatched roofs. They are poor cooks and are fond of hot and sour

dishes. Their ordinary food is Indian millet bread and spilt pulse

curry, and their special holiday dishes are wheat cakes stuffed with
boiled split pulse and molasses or puranpolis, boiled rice called anna,

sweet wheat-gruel or khir, pancakes or dosh, and vermicelli or shevaya.

They use all flesh except beef and pork and drink country liquor

especially on Saturdays. The men shave the head including the

top-knot, and the women wear the hair either in a braid or in a knot,

but do not use flowers. They are rather careless and dirty in their

dress. Men dress in a waistcloth, a jacket, a headscarf, and sandals j

and women in the short-sleeved and backed bodice and the liigde or

robe without passing the skirt back between the feet. They wear
local hand-made cloth. The well-to-do have a store of good clothes

for holiday use and the poor wear their ordinary clothes washed
clean. Both men and women wear gold and silver ornaments,

glass bangles and the lucky necklace being the signs of a

married woman. They are orderly and hardworking but not clean.

Their hereditary calling is husbandry and they also ply boats in

rivers. Some take land from over-holders on lease, and some till

their own land. Women as well as children help the men in their

work. They raise loans on personal security, at twelve to twenty-

four per cent. They rank with Kabligers or fishers and eat

food cooked by Xurubars, Komtis, Mardthas, S41is, Lingdyats,

BrAhmans, Jains, and Rangaris. They hold themselves superior to

Jingars, Barbers, Dhobis, and other servant classes. Men and children

work in the fields from morning to evening and women besides

minding the house help the men. Grown children take care of

the cattle and help their parents. Their busy season lasts from

June to September and from December to April. They rest from

work on every Monday and on the Jestha or May-June full-moon.

A family of five spends £1 to £1 4<s. (Rs. 10-12) a month on food and

on dress. A house costs £6 to £10 (Rs. 60 -100) to build and 6d. to

Is. (Re. i - 4) a month to rent, and the house goods are worth £2

to £5 (Rs. 20-50). A birth costs 6s. to 10s. (Rs. 3-5), a marriage

je4to£10 (Rs. 40-100), a girl's coming of age 10s. to £1 (Rs. 5-10),

and a death 4s. to 12s. (Rs. 2-6). They are religious, their family

gods and Maruti being the chief objects of their worship. Their

family priests are Brahmans whom they treat with great respect

and employ to conduct their marriages. They also venerate
Lingdyat priests who officiate at their deaths. They go on pilgrim-
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to the shrine of Yallamma and keep all Hindu holidays
especially Gudipddva or New Tear's Day in March-April, the May-
June full-moon, Ndgpanchmi in July-August, and Dasara and
Divdli in September - October. They never fast and they have
no spiritual teacher. Most woi'ship, that is bathe and rub with
sandal paste their house gods every Monday, some on Tuesday, and
some on Friday. They also lay before the gods flowers and frankin-
cense, ring bells, and offer cooked food. The worship is repeated on
Saturday when they lay before the gods cocoanuts, camphor, sugar,
molasses, plantains,dry dates, andincense. They believein soothsaying,
spirits, and ghosts, but some profess to have no faith in witchcraft.
They think that evil spirits and ghosts have the power of molesting
men and beasts, and consult mediums who exorcise the spirits, or
give trinkets which they wear in metal boxes on their arms. If
the patient shows no signs of recovery they rub his brow, or any
part of his body which pains, with ashes from the censer of
some guardian god, which is said to scare the ghost. Sometimes
the possessing spirit asks for certain things which they give to
satisfy it. They divide ghosts into family ghosts and outside ghosts.
FamUy ghosts are humoured by giving them what they want ; out-
side ghosts are scared by charms. The family ghost does not
give so much pain as the stranger ghost. The soothsayers
are of almost aU classes and are paid for their services. They
believe in magic and in the black art. They do not regularly observe
any of the sixteen sacraments. After child-birth women are fed
with vermicelli and other choice dishes. On the fifth day they
cook a dish of Indian millet, scraped cocoa-kernel, and molasses,
worship Shatikawa or Mother Sixth, and offer her the dish. On
the thirteenth the child is cradled and named. They do not
think that birth causes impurity. Poor women lie-in for five,

middle-class women for fifteen, and well-to-do women for twenty
days. Children are shaved when they are six months to one year
old. The temple priest goes through the form of hair-cutting with
a pair of leaf scissors, and the barber, who is a Kurubar by caste,

shaves the head with a razor. The offer of marriage comes from the
boy's side. The boy's parents with friends and relations go with
sugar, cocoanuts, and betel leaves to the girl's, and lay the
articles before her house gods. They ask some people to attend,

put a little sugar in the girl's mouth, and hand betel to the

guests. A feast of rice and curry and vermicelli is served and the

boy's party and the guests withdraw. Some time after the bride-

groom's people go to the bride's with a lugde or robe worth 8s. (Rs. 4),

four pieces of bodicecloth each worth Is. (8 as.), five halves of dried

cocoa-kernel, five pieces of turmeric, five pieces of rough sugar, four

pounds of arecanuts, 200 betel leaves, and gold and silver

ornaments, and dress the bride in the robe, make her sit before the

god, and lay in her lap rice, cocoa-kernels, arecanuts, and betel

leaves. They are feasted with sweet rice gruel and next day with

bread and sweetmeats and return home. On their return, at some
lucky hour, they cowdung the floor of the house and ornament it

with quartz powder traceries. On an appointed day the bride's

people come with the bride to the bridegroom's and both the bride
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and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric paste. Next day, in

tbe devMrya or god-liumouriiig, they worship two posts called

in Kanarese hdl ghamba or mflk post and handar ghumbha or

marriage booth post, and use them in building the marriage booth.

The building of the booth is followed by a caste dinner. In the

evening they go to the potter's housewith tenpounds (5 shers) of millet,

ten quarter-anna pieces, and food enough for a holiday meal. They
bring from the potter's four small pots or mogds, two middle-sized

pots or gadgds, a large pot or ghdgar, and two pot-covers, and lay

them before the house gods. On the third day the bride and bride-

groom and their mothers sit together, bathe themselves with water
from the four small pots, and dress in new clothes. A country blanket
is spread, the pair are seated on the blanket^ and rice is dropped on
their heads. They are brought out, rice is strewn on the altar,

a blanket is spread on the rice, the pair are seated on the blanket,
and rub each other with turmeric paste. They stand in the centre of

the booth on low wooden stools separated by a cloth curtain. A tray
with millet and copper coins is handed to the priest. The guests take
millet grains from the priest, the priest recites verses, and the guests
throw the millet grains over the bride and bridegroom. The
turmeric thread or halad hanhan is next tied to the wrists of the pair.

The priest rubs the lucky necklace against the bridegroom's hand
and ties it round the bride's neck. In the evening after the sdda or

robe-giving the girl is made over to the bridegroom's mother. The
bride is afterwards taken to her parent's house, and, on a lucky day,

returns to her husband. When the girl comes of age a lap-filling

is performed with the same details as the MudMr lap-filhng. Their
other customs and ceremonies are like those of LingAyats, the

officiating priests being mathpatis or Lingd,yat beadles. The only

marked difference between their and the Lingayat practice is that

after the burial the funeral party come home, and bathe in cold

water holding -dnma grass and fcdri or hel leaves in their hands
which they wash in a metal pot full of water placed on the cow-
dunged spot where the dead breathed his last. On the third

day the mourners take ragi gruel or ambli and millet bread to

the grave, lay them on the grave, and burn incense close by.

They retire to some distance to allow the crows to feed on the

offerings. If the crows refuse to take the cakes it is held a bad omen
and the food is given to a cow. They slaughter a sheep and feed

their caste people on the ninth. They perform no other funeral or

after-death ceremony except, in the case of parents, presenting

clothes to a person of the age and sex of the deceased on Mdrnavmi
that is the day before Dasara and in the Divdli holidays. Girls are

married before they come of age. Widow marriage and polygamy are

allowed and practised, and polyandry is unknown. They are bound
together by a strong caste feeling. Social disputes are settled by
the castemen under an hereditary headman called hatUmani, The
headman has power to put out of caste and to give leave to come
back. They send their boys to school and often keep them there till

they are sixteen years old. They take to no fresh callings.

Parits, or Washermen, are returned as numbering 3215 and as
found all over the district. The names in common use among men
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are Arnma, Davaldppa, Davrayya, Huseni, Kaldppa, Maddr, and
Tulja ; and among women Anandi, Kdlavva, KSshibdi, Khubavva,
Md,fevva, and Sayavva. Their common surnames are B^lgavi,
BaradkMn, Balagdinni, Hali, Malkanna, Murori, and Varu.
Persons bearing the same surname are not allowed to intermarry.

As a class they are dark, of middle stature, with round faces, and
thick noses. They are strong and muscular, and are more like

Kurubars or shepherds than any other caste. Their home tongue
is Kiinarese, but they also know Marathi and Hindustani. They
are moderate eaters, their daily food being millet, split pulse, and
vegetables. They are fond of sour and sharp dishes. Their holiday
dishes are polis or sugar roUy-polies, hadbus or sugar-dumplings,
shevaya or vermicelli, and boiled rice. Besides grain pulse and
vegetables, they eat fish, fowls, sheep, goats, deer, and hare.

Every Dasara in September- October they offer a goat to Tulja-

Bhavdni, and, after offering its life to the goddess, eat its flesh.

They bathe daily, but worship the house gods only on holidays.

They drink spirits and palm beer, smoke tobacco, and quiet infants

by opium. The men dress in a headscarf, shouldercloth, waist-

cloth, and jacket ; and the women in the ordinary full robe and the
backed and short-sleeved bodice. They are almost always dressed
in clothes which have been sent to them to be washed. Both
men and women have a few silver ornaments. They have no
separate clothes for holiday wear, but pick out some good ones
which have been sent them to wash. As a class they are orderly,

hardworking, honest, and thrifty, but rather dirty. Washing is

their hereditary calling, but some of them are husbandmen. They
boil, wash, starch, and iron clothes. To starch rich clothes they use
rice-gruel strained through a cloth and mixed with talc powder
which gives the clothes a gloss. In washing cheap clothes millet

gruel is used instead of rice-gruel. Boys of ten or twelve begin to

earn 4s. (Es. 2) a month, and men earn 8s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 4-15).

They wash clothes at 2s. to 3s. (Rs. 1-1^) the hundred pieces and
charge extra for fine clothes. They also get dressed food from rich

persons for washing their clothes when they are ceremonially impure.

The washerman is one of the twelve village ofiBoe-bearers or baluteddrs

and is paid in grain by the villagers. At a well-to-do village

marriage the two white sheets on which the boiled gram pulse is

laid are given to the washerman. He washes the robes worn by
Brdhman women during their monthly sickness and is given cooked
food. Among Brdhmans and other high class Hindus the robe worn
by a girl when she comes of age is given to the washerman's wife.

Their women and children help in gathering clothes, drying them,

and giving them back to their owners. Thej always find well paid

work and are fairly well-to-do ; but on account of marriage and other

special expenses most of them are in debt. They rank above Kabligers

or fishers and below Kunbis or husbandmen from whom they eat.

They work from morning till evening with a midday rest. They
take five yearly holidays, one of them Musalmdn at the Moharram
time, and four Hindu, HoU in February- March, the Hindu New
Year's Day in March- April, and Dasara and Divdli in September

-

October. A family of five spend 12s. to £1 (Rs. 6-10) a month on
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food and dress. A house costs £5 to £20 (Rs.50-200) to build. A
boy's marriage costs £3 to £12 (Rs. 30-120), a girl's marriage £2 10s.

to £8 (Rs.25-80), and a death 10s. to £3 (Rs.5-30). In religion

they are half-Brahmanic and half-Lingayat, honouring both Jangams
and Brahmans. They often worship Musalrnan saints and make
them vows. They are married by Brdhmans and buried by Jangams.
Their guru or hereditary religions teacher is a married Lingdyat
called Mddivalayya that is the teacher of the Md,divals, the Kanarese
for washermen, who is held in high honour. Yallamma of Parasgad
in Belgaum is their patron deity and they often make pilgrimages

to her shrine. They keep most Hindu holidays and fast on the

lunar elevenths of Ashddh or June -July and Kdrtik or October

-

November and on SMvrdtra in January-February. They have strong

faith in soothsaying, astrology and witchcraft. A lying-in woman is

held unclean for four days. On the fifth she and her child are bathed,
herclothesarewashed, and the wholehouse is plastered withcowdung.
In the evening the goddess Satvai is worshipped and kinspeople are

fed on mutton and sugar roUy-polies. The child is cradled and named
on the thirteenth. They have no marriage engagement, but have a
betrothal in which the girl sits on a blanket and the boy's father

marks her brow with vermilion, ^ves her a robe, a bodicecloth, and
two ear ornaments, and lays in her lap five bits of cocoa-kernel and
five dry dates. Girls are married between ten and twelve, and boys
between sixteen and twenty. Widow marriage and polygamy are

allowed and practised, and polyandry is unknown. After the boy's

father has fixed the marriage-day the girl's father sends for the boy,

his father, and kinspeople. The boy with his party is lodged in a

house made ready by the girl's father. Next day the boy is rubbed
with turmeric paste and bathed in a surgi or square with a drinking

pot at each comer and a thread round the necks of the pots. While
the boy is bathing, four men stand round him each with his right

second finger up and a thread is passed round the four fingers.

After bathing, the boy stoops under the thread and stands near the

square or surgi, where a married woman waves a lamp and grains of

rice round him, and throws away the grains to prevent spirits from
attacking him. The girl is bathed in the same way at her house.

On the marriage day the boy is dressed in new clothes and taken to

the girl's, where the girl is dressed in a robe and a yellow bodice.

At the girl's the boy and girl sit side by side on two low stools,

the girl on the boy's right ; and a curtain with a central turmeric

cross is held between them. The Brahman priest drops grains of

red rice on the couple, ties the lucky thread or mangalsutra round
the bride's neck, and Jcanhans or thread bracelets with bits of

turmeric roots on the bridegroom's right wrist and the bride's . left

wrist. In the evening the bride and bridegroom go to his lodging

worshipping the village Md,ruti on their way. When a girl comes
of age she is held unclean for five days, and on the first lucky day
is sent to her husband. Like the Lingayats they bury their dead.

The mourners and other members of the funerajl party on their

return from the grave, bring blades of durva grass, and throw them
in the pot full of water which is set on the spot where the dead
breathed his last. On the third dressed food is carried to the grave
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and on tlie tenth a caste feast is given. They are bound together
by a strong caste feeling, and their social disputes are settled at
caste meetings under the guru or teacher. They neither send their

children to school nor take to new pursuits. On the whole they are
a well-to-do class.

Sails, or Weavers, are returned as numbering 1174 and as found
in Bagalkot, Guledgudd, and Ilkal. All Salis claim descent from
DevAng Eishi who married seven wives, each of whom became the
mother of a separate class of weavers. The seven classes may be
divided into four groups. ' The first group is known under the
general name of Salis and includes the three classes of Padmsdlis,
Suksalis, and Sakkulsalis ; the second is called Hatkars and includes
only one subdivision of Salis the Devsalis ; the third includes the
Pads^lis and Lingdyat Samasdlis of whom the Padsdlis are the
most important inBijapur ; the fourthgroup containsthe Shuddhasdlis
who are rarely found in the district. All the Salis formerly ate

together and intermarried. Since some have become Lingayats
and others lean to Lingdyatism none but the Padms^lis and Suksdlis
eat together, and none intermarry. The Salis or weavers, as the
Padms^Ks Suksalis and Sakkulsalis are generally called, are next to

the Hatkdrs the richest and most numerous weavers in Bdgalkot,
Ilkal, and Guledgudd. They are said to have come from the north.

Of these three classes the Padmsdlis are the most numerous, and
call themselves Salis. The names in common use among men
are BasAppa, Hanumanta, Malhari, Nardyan, and Vishvanath;
and among women Bhagubdi, Gangabai, Krishnabai, Lakshmibdi,
and Sitabai. Their commonest surnames are Chillale, Chaudri,

Dhotre, Gddmode, Jinde, Kamble, Kondapuri, Korde, Sd,khre,

Sapare, Sursultd,ne, Tambe, and Ekbote. In appearance they
differ little from Rangdris or Mardthds. They are said to

speak a dialect of Marathi at home and use Kd,narese abroad.

Their home tongue contains many peculiar terms. They live

in dark one-storeyed houses with mud and stone walls and flat

roofs. Except the rich who have brass and copper cooking vessels,

most of them cook in earthen vessels. Some of them employ servants

and those who have land own domestic animals. Their staple food

is millet bread, a sauce of split pulse, and some vegetable. A day's

food costs 2Jd (1^ as.) a head. Their holiday dishes are jpolis or

sugar roUy-polies, boiled rice, and sweetmeat balls. They bathe
daily and put on a fresh washed waistcloth and worship the

house gods before eating their morning meal. Those who do not

wear the Ung eat flesh. The animals they eat are the goat, hare,

fowl, and fish, and they drink palm beer and palm spirits. Besides

liquor they use hemp flowers in different forms. They say that a
century and a half ago they worshipped the Shaligrdm and did not

use animal food. They have given up the Maratha turban and have
adopted the Kdnarese headscarf, and the rest of the dress both of men
and of women is the same as that worn by the local True Lingayats.

They are also fond of ornaments. They are hardworking, but rather

dirty and thriftless. Their hereditary calling is weaving cotton

cloth. They sometimes combine weaving with husbandry, and a few

of them are moneylenders. Boys begin work as apprentices with a
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qualified weaver without wages. After learning to weave, a boy
serves under some well-to-do man for 10s. (Rs. 5) a month; and
when he has gathered funds enough to set up business he begins to

work for himself. They weave cotton waistcloths, shouldercloths,

and robes. They buy the cotton or silk from merchants in Bdgal-

kot, Sholapur, and Shdhapur in Belgaum, weave it into fabrics, and
retail them to their customers. Their women help by preparing

the raw material for the loom. They clean the yarn by folding it

over a cross frame or haili, brushing it, and starching it. They never
sell the clothes. Monday is held a lucky day for beginning to learn

weaving. Weavers get 6d. (4 as.) as their profit on a pair of short

waistcloths worth 2s. 6d. (Rs. IJ). They take five or six days to

weave a pair of waistcloths ten yards long and are paid 2s. (Re. 1).

To weave a first class pair of waistcloths requires twelve days and
the payment is 8s. (Rs. 4). These articles are made to order or for

sale. Pew of them till with their own hands j those who do are helped
by their women especially in cotton ginning. They suffer from the
competition of foreign goods which are both showier and cheaper.

As they are careless in money matters and are given to drink many
of them are ia debt. They eat with Dhangars, Mardthas,
Patvegars, Rangdris, and Shimpis, and hold them their equals.

Their daily life does not differ from that of other wea.vers. Though
all of them seem to be Brahmanical Hindus, being married by Brdh-
mans, marking the browwith sandal paste, growing the topknot, keep-
ing the sweet basil in front of their houses, and having no connection

with Jangams, some Padmsalis wear the ling and some wear the

sacred thread. The Suksalis and Sakkuls^lis wear neither the

thread nor the ling. The chief divinity of the ling-wea.riag Sd-lis

seems to be Mallikdrjun. All three divisions have as household
gods Yallawa of Parasgad in Belgaum and Vyankatraman of Tirupati

in North Arkot. Some of them have Tulja-Bhavdni and Khandoba
in their houses. Some who do not wear the ling sacrifice a goat to

Yallawa or Tulja-Bhavani on Dasara in September-October and feast

friends and kinspeople on its flesh. They sometimes visit the shrines

of these deities, and keep almost all Hindu fasts and feasts. The
chief spiritual teacher of the Zmgf-wearing Salis lives in Kanohi or

Conjeveram. He is called MarkandeyaRishi and little is known about

him as he never comes to Bijdpur. The religious teacher of other

Sdlis is called Bodhlebdva. He is a married man and is succeeded

by his eldest surviving son. He lives at Dhdmangaon in ShoMpur
and visits his disciples periodically, making new disciples and gather-

ing money from old ones. They occasionally worsMp village gods

and local deities. If a child suffers from small-pox, its parents

worship the village goddess and make a vow which they fulfil after

its recovery. They have strong faith in soothsaying and witchcraft,

and are much afraid of ghosts. They never visit haunted places,

nor do they ever go to lonely spots at noon, twilight, midnight, or

in the early morning, as these are the hours when ghosts are most
abroad. After a birth the midwife cuts the navel-cord and bathes the

child and mother. After she is bathed, the mother is laid on a bdjle or

cot, and is fed with molasses, dry cocoa-kernel, and rice with clarified

butter. On the evening of the fifth day the midwife worships the
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goddess Satvdi or Jivati, presents her with sweetmeats^ and waves
a lamp round her. This lamp is taken home by the midwife and is

not shown, to any one lest the mother or child should sicken. On
the twelfth day the child is laid in a cradle and is named. If

the child is a boy, except his topknot, his hair is cut for the first

time at the age of five or six. At a marriage engagement a cocoanut
and three-quarters of a pound of sugar are laid before the girl's house
gods and betel leaves are served to all present. In the bdshtagi or
betrothal the girl is given a robe worth 10s. to 12s. (Rs.5-6), two
pieces of bodicecloth each worth about 18c?. to 2s. (Re.|-1), twenty
to twenty-eight pounds of sugar, and ornaments. The girl is seated

on a blanket, her brow is marked with redpowder, and she is told

to put on the clothes and ornaments. When she has put on the
clothes and ornaments, the boy's relations fill her lap with dry cocoa-

kernel and sugar, declare that the daughter of so and so has been
accepted by so and so as his daughter-in-law, and distribute sugar
among all. The girl's mother is presented with a bodicecloth and
the boy's relations are asked to a feast of sugar roUy-polies. After
the marriage day has been fixed the boy is taken to the girl's or the

girl is brought to the boy's ; and, on a lucky day, the bride and bride-

groom are rubbed with turmeric and a caste feast is given. On the
marriage day the bride and bridegroom are bathed and the bride is

given a white robe and a bodice. The bridegroom is dressed in his

holiday clothes, and is made to stand with the bride facing each other

on low stools in an open space in front of the house. The Brdhman
astrologer tells the bridegroom to tie the luck-giving necklace or
mcmgalsutra round the bride's neck, holds a cloth between them,
chants the eight luck-giving verses or mangaldshtahs, and, along with
the guests, throws coloured rice on their heads. Betel leaves are

served. In the evening the boy is dressed in a silk-bordered waist-

cloth and a chintz coat, and the bride is decked with many ornaments.
If the parents are poor and do not own ornaments they ask the rich

people of their caste to lend them ornaments. .Two tinsel chaplets

are tied to the brows of the bride and the bridegroom. They are

seated on a bullock or a horse, and go in procession with musicians

to worship the village Mdruti. They break a cocoanut, wave a piece

of burning camphor before the god, and bow to him. Padmsdlia
who do not wear the ling burn the dead ; those who wear the . ling

bury. The Suks^lis bury ; and the Sakkulsdlis either bury or burn.

Those who burn differ from the Brahmans or Komtia in having no
jivhhada or life-stone ; in not keeping a lamp burning on the spot

where the dead breathed his last ; and in carrying fire round the

pyre instead of water. On the second day parched split pulse and
parched rice are taken to the burning place ; and on the third day
the bones are thrown into water. They hold a yearly mind feast.

They have no headman, and their social disputes are settled by a

council of Brahmans and respectable castemen.

Sainga'rs(K.) or CniMBHiEs (M.), both meaning Leather-workers,

are returned as numbering 3664 and as found all over the district.

They are divided into Are Samgars literally half leather-workers,

Lingad Samgdrs or iwgr-wearing leather-workers, and Mochigdrs or

shoemakers, who neither eat together nor intermarry. Of these
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divisions Lingad Samgdrs are rare in tliis district. Are Samgdrs,
who are generally called Samgdrs, are spread pretty evenly all over
the district in small numbers. Their home speech is Kanarese and
they seem to be one of the early elements in the local population.

They are fairer than the ordinary husbandmen perhaps because
they work so much in the house. The only occupation of most of

them is making and patching shoes and sandals. They are married
by Brdhmans and buried by Jangams. They hold yearly anniver-
saries or mind feasts. Their chief deities are Yallawa, Tulja-Bhavani,
and Mallayya. Social disputes are settled by hereditary heads or
chaudharis of their own caste. In other particulars they differ

little from Mochigars or shoemakers.

Mochigdrs are found in Bagalkot, Bijdpur, Mungoli, Sindgi, Ukli,
and other towns and large villages. They claim descent from one
Haralayya Sharan, Basav's first disciple, who presented Ms teacher
with a pair of shoes made of his own skin. They call themselves
Adi-Munchg^rs or first disciples. The names in common use
among men are Den, Honkeri, Parbhu, and Parsdppa ; and among
women Basavva, Gangavva, Malavva, and Lingavva. They have no
-surnames. Their stock names are Dabardbadiyavru, Diggavi,
Hasargundgiyavru, and Ittagi. Persons belonging to the same stock
do not intermarry. They look like other Samgdrs. Their home
tongue is Kanarese and they live in poor houses with flat roofs and
mud walls. Their daily food is millet bread, pulse, and vegetables.
They eat fish and flesh except beef and pork, and drink country
liquor. Men shave the whole head and the chin. Both men and
women wear the ordinary local Hindu dress. They do not engage
in husbandry or any other pursuit except their hereditary calling

of shoemaking. They claim to rank above the Samgdrs and never
mend old shoes. They look down on Dhors or tanners from whom
they get readymade soles for their shoes. Dhors make cow-hide
water-bags or mots. Mochigdrs make none except of sheep or goat
skin. They are much better off than Samgdrs, and in some places
do a good deal of moneylending. The Mochigdrs are entirely

devoted to the Jangams. Their chief gods are Mahdbaleshvar,
Sangmeshvar, and Tallawa. They are married by Jangams. The
Jangam priest ties the lucky necklace, throws grains of rice on the

pair, the guests join the priest in throwing rice and the ceremony is

over. They bury their dead in a True Lingayat grave, and carry

food to the grave on the third day. They are bound together by a
strong caste feeling, and their social disputes are settled by a caste

council headed by their Teattvmani or headman.

^Besides the two main divisions of Brahmanio and Lingdyat
Hindus there is a small body of 2680 Jains. Jains or followers of Jin
the Victorious are found in and about Bilgi, Bdgalkot, and other large
villages south of the Krishna ; at Tdlikot, Kuntoji, Muddebihdl,
Somnalj and other thriving villages immediately to the north
of the Krishna ; and in Indi further north. As a rule not more than
two or three Jain houses are found in each village. Even in Indi

I Mr. A, Cumine, C. S.
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they form but a small fraction of the population. The home speech Chapter III.

of the Jains is the local Kanarese. They never were lings, though
PoDulation-

in Indi they are occasionally found as ministrants or pujdris in

temples of Mahddev as the ling. Unlike Ling^yats Bijapur Jains Jains.

live on good terms with BrAhmans. Among the Jains is an hereditary
religious class called upddhyds or pi'iests who serve temples and
conduct marriages. The priests eat with the lay Jains, but do
not give their daughters in marriage to laymen. Their brow sandal
paste or gandh mark is of the same pattern as the Vaishnav brow
mark. They say that their chief priest, to whom the others owe
obedience, is a celibate Puncham Jain called Devendrakirti. All lay
Jains form one community freely eating together and intermarrying.
AJl men keep the top-knot and wear the sacred thread, but have no
tulas or sweet basil plant at their doors and do not celebrate Tula's
marriage with Vishnu in November. Most Bijapur Jains are
husbandmen. Still as selling metal cooking pots and selling

bangles are common Jain callings, a Jain in a court of justice

often gives his caste as Bogar that is coppersmith or Balgar that
is bangle-seller. No Jain eats after sunset, and no Jain eats with
any one who is not a Jain. Their temples, which as at Bilgi are

sometimes merely a room in the priest's house, contain about
twenty gods. Their chief divinity seems to be Adeshvar, a naked
figure without covering or ornament, except some gandh or sandal
paste marks on his chest. They also worship Padmdvati and
K^lamma. The details of a Jain marriage differ little from those
in use among local Brd,hmanic Hindus. They put some precious
metal in the corpse's mouth, make the usual stop and the usual

change of bearers on the way to the burning place, and burn
the dead. There is the usual carrying of water in a madka or
earthen pot thrice round the pyre, the usual pot-piercing with a
stone at each turn, and the usual worship of the pot-breaking stone
as the jivhhada or life-stone. On the third day the bones and
ashes are thrown into water. On the fourth the burning place is

cleaned and smoothed with clay, the jivkhada or life-stone is struck

on the spot where the body was burned, is sprinkled with water,

marked with sandal paste, and flowers are laid on it by the upddhya
or priest, and the dead man's heir. On the eleventh day the house is

cleaned and sprinkled with water in which their god has been washed
and puja or worship is performed. On the twelth the upddhya
lights and feeds a horn or sacred fire. On the thirteenth friends are

dined, but they seem to take no food to the grave and they have
no yearly mind-feast. Like Bijdpur Lingdyats, BijApur Jains must
not be judged by what is written of them in books on Jain customs.

It is true they abstain from animal food and they veil their waterpots

and filter their water to prevent the destruction of insect life, but
in practice the book rules about wearing a strainer over the mouth
and brushing a seat before using it are ignored. The priests are

aware that their books lay down some such rule but they never
attempt to put the rule in practice. The Bijd,pur Jains are an unob-

trusive and respectable class. The husbandmen and bangle-sellers

are poor ; but some of the Bogars or coppersmiths are well-to-do, and
a few are rich bankers. Jain children, especially Bogar children,

B 877—36
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occasionally go to school. They are a steady class, neither rising nor

declining. They gain no new adherents, but at the same time lose

no old ones ; their numbers and their position will probably long

remain stationary.

Musalma'ns^ number 67,066 or 10'50 per cent of the population.

They include thirty-eight divisions of whom fourteen intermarry

and are separate in little more than in name, and twenty-four form
distinct communities marrying only among themselves. All are

Sunnis in name, but most know little of their religion, and are

half Hindus in feeling, thought, speech, customs, and dress. Most
are the descendants of local Hindus. Some of the cultivating classes

are said to represent Jains who were converted by Pir Mahabir
Khanddyat an Arab preacher, who came as a missionary to the Deccan
about the beginning of the fourteenth century H. 704 (a.d.1305) and
is buried in the Ark fort or citadel at Bijd,pur. Some represent

converts made by the first Bijdpur king Yusuf Adil Shih through
the exertions of Arab missionaries ; some by the Moghal emperor
Aurangzib (1686-1707), and a few by Haidar and Tipu of Maisur
(1760-1800). It seems probable that the number who represent
Bahmani and Bijitpur converts is larger than is supposed, and that

those whose origin has been forgotten attribute their conversion
either to Aurangzib or to Tipu the two ^best known of modern
Musalmdn rulers.

The thirty-eight divisions may be arranged under two groups,
general and special. Under general corae the representatives of

the four leading classes Syeds, Shaikhs, Moghals, and Pathdns,
and of ten local classes who are separate in little more than in name
and marry with the general classes. Of these the members of the

four leading classes and of two of the ten local classes claim a strain

of foreign blood. Of the twenty-four special classes who form
distinct societies, keeping to themselves in matters of marriage,

five are of part foreign and the remaining nineteen are of local

origin. Of the four general classes who have or who claim a strain

of foreign blood, the Moghals are very few, and the Syeds, Shaikhs,

and Pathdns are large bodies found all over the district the majority

occurring in Bij^pur and Bagalkot. Among them many are of

part foreign or of North Indian origin. Many also are descendants of

local converts, who, at the time of their conversion, took the title

of the religious or of the political leader under whom they adopted

Islam. Among Syeds, Shaikhs, and Path^ns the home speech of

townsmen is generally Hindustani, and of villagers Kanarese. They
call their children by such Hindu names as Hushd,ppa and Bhasdppa
or add the Kanarese appa to Musalmdn names as Hussaindppa or

Hassandppa. The women's names are Ohdndbi, Jamalbi, and L^lbi.

Though they generally marry among themselves, the Musalmdns of

the main classes sometimes take wives from the local communities.

The townspeople are either tall or of middle height, well made, and
brown or olive skinned. The townsmen shave the head, and wear the

beard either short or full, and dress in a coat, a shirt, a waistcoat.

From materials supplied by Mr. Syed Diiud, Bombay Municipality,
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trousers or a -waistclotli, and a headscarf or turban, whicli Syeds
wear green and the other classes wear either white, or of some other
colour, generally red. The townswomen, who are generally of

middle height, delicate, fair, and with full regular features, dress in

the Hindu robe and bodice. The village men, who are either tall

or middle sized, strong, well made, and dark or olive-skinned, share
the head, wear the beard either short or full, and dress in a turban
or headscarf, a waistcoat, and a waistcloth or dhotar. The villag©

women are like the men in appearance and dress in the Hindu robe
and bodice. Except villagers the women of the general classes do
not appear in public, Townswomen belonging to the general classes

are neater and cleaner than village women, but they are lazy and
add nothing to the family income. Village women, though neither

neat nor clean, are hardworking, and besides in minding the house
help the men in their work. Village Musalmdns are chiefly husband-
men, and are hardworking and sober ; town MusalmAns are land-

lords, servants, messengers, and constables. Though many are

lazy and fond of liquor, as a class the Bijdpur Musalmans are hard-

working and thrifty. They suffered severely during the 1876-77
famine and many have not yet paid off the debts which they then
incurred. Townsmen of the general classes are fond of pleasure

and good living.

Their houses are generally one storey high and flat or terrace

roofed, and many have a front or a back enclosure surrounded

by stone walls five to seven feet high. Some of the better class

of Bijiipur and Bagalkot houses have walls of cut-stone and cement,

a framework of good timber and cement-lined roofs. But the

walls of most are of rough stone and clay smeared with a wash of

cowdung, timber is scantily used, and the roof is of earth. In most

cases the furniture is scanty. Of tables, chairs, and other articles of

European fashion there are few or none. The usual stock of house

goods is confined to low stools, a cot or two, some quilts or blankets,

and cooking and drinking vessels. Some of the rich and well-to-do

at Bijapur have Indian carpets and mats spread in their baithak or

daldn that is the public room. The Bijapur and Bagalkot Musalmd,n

houses are the best in the district some having four to six rooms,

with a central square, the front room being set apart as a public

room, and the inmost room as the cookroom, the rest of the rooms

being kept either as sleeping or as store rooms. Village houses are

built in much the same style as the poorer town houses. They have

generally three or four rooms. The front room, which is always the

biggest is set apart for the bullocks, cows, and buffaloes, the middle

room or rooms are for sleeping, and the back room is for cooking.

These village houses have little furniture, a cot or two with blankets

and quilts and a few brass and clay vessels. Barbers, washermen,

and water-carriers work for several families, each of whom pays the

washerman £1 to £2 (Rs.10-20), the water-carrier 10«. to £1

(Rs.5-10), and the barber 8s. to 12s. (Rs. 4-6) ayear. Except these

three town Masalmdns seldom keep house servants. During harvest

village Musalmdns generally employ daily labourers to reap the corn.

Musalmfos of all classes take two meals a day. They breakfast

about ten on millet bread and pulse with chillies, tamarind, vege^
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tables, and if ricli mutton ; they sup about eiglit on pulse and millet,

or, in some of the richer families, on wheat and rice. Husbandmen
and some other classes take three meals, a cold breakfast about seven,

a midday meal in the fields, and a supper on reaching home. Among
the rich public dinners consist of puldo a dish of rice and clarified

butter, and ddlcha a curry of pulse and mutton. Public dinners

cost £2 to £3 (Rs. 20-30) the hundred guests. Among poor

townsmen and villagers a cheaper dinner of rice and pulse curry

is served at £1 10s. to £2 (Rs. 15 - 20) the hundred guests. A
few rich families eat mutton daily, and most manage to have
mutton at least on the Bamazdn and Bakar Id festivals. All
prefer, mutton to beef, and many local communities will on no
account touch beef. Buffalo meat is avoided by all. Fowls and
eggs are used only by the rich at special dinners to a few friends or

relations. Fish are eaten by all whenever they can be bought
or caught. The staple food of all classes is grain and pulse. Among
the rich and well-to-do, perhaps about ten per cent of the whole,
the grain in ordinary use is wheat, Indian millet, rice, and pulse, the

rest, that is nine-tenths of the whole, seldom eat any grain but Indian
millet and pulse. On the basis of the average rupee price of grain

during the ten years ending 1883 which was 50 pounds for Indian
millet, 20 pounds for rice, SO pounds for wheat, and 35 pounds for

pulse, the monthly food charges of a rich Musalman family of five

vary from £2 to £3 (Rs.20-30), of a middle-class family from 16s. to

£1 10s. (Rs. 8-15), and of a poor family from 6s. to 12s. (Rs.,3-6).

Water is the usual drink. A few rich and middle-class families

take milk with bread or rice either with breakfast or supper. Tea
and coffee are seldom used. In spite of the religious rules against their

use intoxicating liquors are largely drunk. On account of their cost

imported wines and spirits are seldom taken. Thetwo chief drinks are

the local sendi or fermented juice of the wild date palm and boja or

millet beer. The craftsmen, almost all of whom are of pure Hindu
descent, are the most given to the use of fermented liquor. Spirits

made from the bark of the hahhul tree, raw sugar, and dates are also

much used especially by craftsmen. Of other stimulants and
narcotics tobacco is smoked by almost all and snuff is taken by some
old men chiefly traders, opium is sometimes used by servants, con-

stables, and religious beggars who also smoke gdnja and cha/ras or

hemp-leaf juice. Except the men of the leading Musalman classes

who wear the Musalman turban, coat, shirt, waistcoat, and trousers,

all classes dress in Hindu style. In-doors men dress in a headscarf

or rumdl, a shirt and a waistcloth; out-of-doors the rich on all

occasions, and the middle-class and poor on festive occasions

or holidays, dress in a Hindu turban, a coat, and a pair of

shoes. The whole of the every-day dress is made of cotton, but,

for festive or ceremonial occasions, almost all wear a silk turban

and a silk-bordered waistcloth. They have their turbans dyed on

the Bamazdn or Balcar Ids generally red or yellow, except saints'

sons or pirzddas and Syeds who prefer green. The women of almost

all the Musalman classes dress in a long Hindu robe or sddi and a
bodice or choli covering the back and fastened in a knot in front,

with short tight sleeves stopping above the elbow. Except the
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women of tlie four general classes who keep the seclusion or zenana
ruleSj andj on going outj wrap a white sheet roundthem, most women
appear in public in the same dress as they wear in-doors. Except on
festive or ceremonial occasions almost all dress in cotton. The festive

or ceremonial dress includes one or two sets of silk or embroidered
robes amd bodices given by the husband at marriage which generally
last during a woman's life. A rich woman's ceremonial dress is

worth £10 to £20 (Es. 100-200) and a middle class or poor woman's
£1 to £3 (Rs. 10-30). The yearly cost of dress to a rich woman
varies from £2 to £3 (Rs. 20-30) and to a middle class or poor woman
from 6s. to £1 (Rs.3-10). Except in rich families for a year or

two after marriage when they wear embroidered cloth slippers,

Musalman women never wear shoes.

Among some of the lower classes, Kasabs butchers, Bagbans
fruiterers, and Tdmbolis betel-leaf sellers, who, when they can afford

it, are fond of wearing a large gold ring in the right ear and a

chain weighing IJ lb. to 2^ lbs. (50-100 tolas) on the right foot,

Miisalmdn men seldom wear ornaments. Almost all Musalmdn
women begin married life with a good store of ornaments. Their

parents must give them at least one nosering, a set of gold earrings

and silver finger rings ; and their husbands must invest in ornaments
for the bride as much money as the amount of the dowry, which is

generally £12 14s. (Rs. 127). Among the poorer classes a woman
seldom keeps her full stock of marriage jewels. Most of her orna-

ments disappear by degrees in meeting special expenses and in

helping the family through times of scarcity of food or of work.

Their faith binds the bulk of the Muhammadans into one body.
Sunnis by faith, they worship at the same mosque, keep the same
holidays, hold the same ceremonies, and respect and employ the

same judges or kdzis. The Musalmans who hold aloof from the main
body of their fellow-believers are either Musalman sectarians or are

local converts who have either never given up or who have again

taken to Hindu practises. The Musalman sectarians who hold aloof

from the rest are the G-hair M^hdis or anti-Mdhdis who hold that

the Mahdi or looked-for Imam has come, and the Wahabis who
would do away with the worship of saints and with all respect for

religious doctors. Among the special communities the Bakar-Kasabs
mutton butchers, Bagbans fruiterers, Pinjdras cotton teasers,

Kanjars poulterers and rope-makers, and Pendharas servants and
grass cutters have such strong Hindu leanings, that they do not

associate with other Musalmdns, almost never come to the mosque,

eschew beef, keep Hindu holidays, and openly worship and offer

vows to Hindu gods.

Of the regular Musalmans no very large number, perhaps about

twenty per cent, teach their children to read the Kurdn. All are

careful to circumcise their male children, to hold the initiation

or bismillah ceremony, and to have their marriage and funeral

services conducted by the kdzi or by his deputy the mulla. Though
as a rule they do not attend the mosque for daily prayers, almost all

are careful to be present at the special services on the Bamazdn and

Bakar Id holidays, and are careful to give alms, to fast during the
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thirty days of Bamazdn, and to pay the kdzi his dues. Their
religious officers are the Mzi judge or marriage registrar, the mulla
priest or deputy Mzi, the khatib preacher, the mujdvar beadle or

ministrant, and the bdnghi caller to prayer. Of these the titles of the
kdzi and the mujdvar, and of the bdnghi or crier of the mosque of
Bijapur are hereditary. In Musalmdn times the kdzi was the civil

and criminal judge. Now his sole duties are to conduct the chief

services of the Ramazdn and Bakar Id feasts in the mosques, on
which occasions he gets a turban or a shawl worth £1 to £2
(Rs. 10 -20) from funds contributed by the people, and to perform
and register marriage ceremonies for which he is paid 6s. to 1 0*.

(Rs. 2|-5). The kdzi's deputy the mulla is generally chosen
from some poor family and some are, others are not able to read the
Kuran. One mulla is set apart for each village. His duties are to

perform the marriage and funeral ceremonies, and kill with proper
Musalman rites sheep, goats, and fowls both for MusalmAns and for

Hindus. Local flesh-eating Hindus do not themselves kill the animals
which they eat. They employ the village mulla to kill them, and pay
him \\d. to 3d (1-2 as.) together with some of the smaller
parts of the slain animal. The mullds have to send in their yearly
income to the kdzi of the district by whom they are appointed,
keeping one-fourth for their own use. Some village mullds enjoy
an allotment of land. Mujdvars shrine-ministrants or beadles are
chiefly employed by the descendants of saints to look after their

forefathers' shrines and to receive the vows offered by the people.

Mujdvars generally live on the offerings to the shrines which
include animals, cocoanuts, and cash. Some also live on tillage.

Of bdnghis or mAidzam^s, the mosque criers, the chief duty is to

stand on the highest balcony of the mosque and call to prayers five

times a day. The post of crier at the great Bijdpur mosque is held

by a high Musalman family ; the appointment still carries with it a

state allowance of 2s. (Re. 1) a day. The saints* sons or pirzddds

are chiefly Syeds, descendants of saints, who either converted the

forefathers of their followers or who were held in high local esteem.

The chief of the BijApur pirzddds are the Bashaiban Syeds, who are

also called Kadrais, and the Bukharis. None of them of late years

have made any effort to spread Islam. They content themselves with

the descendants of the followers whom their forefathers converted,

who are low class local Musalmdns who pay their teacher 2s. to 10s.

(Rs. 1 - 5) a year. Besides their followers' contributions, pirzddds

own large estates or jagirs, granted them either by the Bijapur

kings or by the Moghals. Almost all of them are lazy and fond of

pleasure, and some are given to drink and to the use of intoxicating

drugs. Fakiks or Musalmdn religious beggars are said to get

their name from their three chief rules of conduct j Fa standing for

faka or starving, ki for kinayat or contentment, and r for riydzat

or work, the rules being that all religious beggars must be content,

that they must earn their living by work, and that if they get neither

work nor food they must starve. Fakirs belong to two main classes

BAshar^s or law-abiders, also called Mukimshahis or settlers, who
marry and remain in one place living either on labour or on alms, and

Besharas that is law-neglecters, also called Darveshis or wanderers,
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who have neither wives nor homes. Both of these believe in and
follow the four saints and fourteen khdnvddds or families which
are sprung from Ali the son-in-law of the Prophet. Of the house-
holders or'Mukimshdhis the Kadrids and Chistii,s are the orders most
commonly found in the district. They occur in large number at

Bijapur and B^galkot where they have makdns or rest-houses buUt
in public places for the use of travellers, who, on leaving, give
them a present. Of Darveshis or wanderers the orders generally

seen in the district are the Kalandars, the Mastdns, the Jaldlis, and
the Bukhdris. The desire for school-going has not yet taken hold of

the Bijdpur Musalmdns. Bach sub-division or tdluka in Bijapur has
a Government Drdu school, but the people take little interest in

sending their children to school. In the whole district only one
Muhammadan has learnt English. He is employed in the Engineer's
office at Bijdpur, and some, who have learnt Mardthi and Kanarese,
have been engaged as clerks and bailiffs in the civil courts. None
have risen to any high position.

The main body of Bijdpur Musalm^ns who intermarry and differ

little in look, dress, or customs, includes, besides the four general

divisions of Syeds, Shaikhs, Moghals, and Pathans, ten special

classes, one of traders Sauddgars merchants, two of shopkeepers
Attars perfumers and Manyars bracelet-sellers, three of craftsmen
Kagzis paper makers, Kaldigars tinners, and Ndlbands farriers, and
four of servants Bedars, Hakims practitioners, Mahdwats elephant-

drivers, and Sdrbans camel-drivers.

Syeds, who claim descent from Fatima and Ali, the daughter
and the son-in-law of the Prophet, are of two branches, Hassani and
Hussaini called after All's two sons Hassan and Hussain. Their
chief families are the Bashaibdns, Brums, Nazirs, Idrusis, Zubaidis,

Mukbils, Bilfakis, and Sakd.fis. They are found in large numbers at

Bijdpur and trace their origin to some of the Bijdpur saints, who,
about the middle of the thirteenth and in the fourteenth centuries,

came as missionaries from Arabia and Asia Minor and spread IsMm
among the people of Bijd,pur. The men add Syed and the women
Bibi or lady to their names. They are either tall or of middle
height, well made, and fair or dark. The men shave the head, wear
the beard full, and dress in a green turban or headscarf, a long

coat, a shirt, and loose trousers. Of late some of the young men
have begun to wear the waistcloth or dhotar. Their women, who
are either tall or of middle height, delicate, with full regular

features, and fair skins, dress in the Hindu robe and bodice, and do
not appear in public. Both men and women are neat and clean.

The home speech of all is Hindustani. The men are Pirz^das or

saints' sons that is religious guides, Jdgirddrs or proprietors, and
husbandmen. They are mild hospitable and kindhearted, but

generally lazy unthrifty and given to pleasure. Their women add
nothing to the family income. They suffered much during the
1876-77 famine, and many of them had to dispose of their property

and run into debt which they have not yet been able to pay. They
generally marry among themselves, or with Shaikhs. They are

Sunnis of the Hanafi school, and are said to be religious and careful
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to say their prayers. They send their boys to school to learn Urdu
and Kanarese, but none have risen to any high position.

Shaikhs, or Elders, are found in large numbers throughout the

district. They are of two general branches Sidiks who take their

name from Abubakar Sidik and FArukis who take their name from
Umaral-Paruk. Besides these two classes many local converts add
Shaikh to their names. They do not differ from Syeds in look or in

dress. The men add Shaikh to their names and the women add Bibi.

Both men and women are neat and clean, hardworking, and thrifty.

They suffered much during the 1876-77 famine. Most of them had
to sell their property and incur debts. The men are soldiers,

constables, servants, and messengers ; and the women, wherever they
can get work at home such as spinning cotton and cleaning silk for

traders, work hard and try to add at least '6d. (2 as.) a day to

the family income. Most Bagalkot, Shaikhs with their wives and
children live on cleaning the silk which is dyed there and sent to

Bombay. They speak Hindustani. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi

school and are careful to say their prayers. They give daughters

to and take daughters from any of the four general classes. They
send their boys to school, but education has not yet raised any of

them to a high position.

Moghals, who trace their descent to the Moghal invaders of
the seventeenth century, are found in small numbers. The men
add Mirza to their names and the women Bibi. They speak
Hindastdni at home, and do not differ from the Syeds or Shaikhs in

appearance or dress. Both men and women are neat and clean

;

the women do not appear in public and add nothing to the family

income. The men are hardworking, thrifty, and sober. They are

servants, constables, or messengers, and are not well-to-do, many of

them being in debt since the 1876-77 famine. They marry with any
of the general classes except Syeds. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi

school and are careful to say their prayers. They are anxious to

send their boys to school but none have risen to any high position.

Fatha'ns, or Victors, are found in large numbers throughout the

district. They trace their origin to Pathd,n or Afghan settlers who
took service under the Bijapur kings (1490-1686). They have lost

all trace of their foreign origin, and are tall or of middle height,

well built, strong, and either darTs: or olive-skinned. The men
shave the head, wear the beard full, and dress in a turban or head-

scarf, a tight-fitting coat, a shirt, a waistcoat, and a pair of tight

trousers, or a waistcloth. The women, who are either tall or of

middle height and of brown colour, dress in the Hindu robe and

bodice. As a rule, they keep the seclusion or zenana rules, and,

by spinning cotton or doing other work at home, add something to

the family income. Both men and women are neat and clean in

their habits. The men add Kh£n and the women add Bibi to their

names, and their home speech is Hindustani. They are hardworking,
thrifty, and sober. Most of them suffered severely during the

1876-77 famine. They are soldiers, constables, messengers, and
servants. They marry either among themselves or with any of the
general classes except Syeds. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi
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schoolj but most of them are careless about saying their prayers.
They seldom send their boys to school, and none of them has risen
to any high position through education.

Ka'buli Patha'ns are new comers from Afghanistd,n. Only
three or four families are found in the district. They are tall strong
and fair with gray eyes. The men wear the head hair and the beard
long and full. The men dress in a headscarf or a skull cap, a loose-
sleeved shirt which falls below the knees, a waistcoat, and a pair of
very loose trousers rather tight at the ankles. They speak Kdbuli
among themselves and Hindustani with others. They are traders,
some dealing in piecegoods and others in moneylending. They
are hardworking, thrifty, and sober, but bad tempered. As they are
well-to-do they have found wives among the general classes and
are permanently settled. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school and
are said to be religious and careful to say their prayers. They are
illiterate, but on the whole are a rising class.

Sauda'gars, or Honourable Traders, of whom there are only two
or three families at Kaladgi are immigrants from Maisur. They
belong to the class of Navdits who represent the descendants of the
Arab and Persian merchants who settled along the west coast of

India between the eighth and the fourteenth centuries. They claim
to belong to either the Faruki or Sidiki branches of Shaikhs.
Their home tongue is Hindustani, and they have still something
foreign in their look. They are tall strong and well made, with
handsome features, large black eyes, long and straight noses, and
brown skins. Some of the men shave the head ; others wear the

head hair either long or short and wear the beard full. The women,
who have the same cast of face as the men, bear a high character,

and are careful not to appear in public. The men dress in a head-
scarf, a long coat coming to the knees, a shirt, a waistcoat, and
either trousers loose above and tight at the ankles or a striped

waistcloth. The women dress in a gown or petticoat called lahenga
of two or three yards of chintz or silk, gathered in plaits round the

waist and falling to the ankle, with the upper part of the body
robed in a scarf or odni two and a half to four yards long. They
are piecegoods dealers, and are generally hardworking, thrifty,

sober, and well-to-do. They neither form a separate community
nor differ in their manners from ordinary Musalmd,ns ; and marry
either among themselves or among any of the general classes except

the Syeds. They are Sunnis. of the Hanafi school, and are religious

and strict in saying their prayers. They respect the kdzi and
employ him to conduct their services. They teach their boys to read

the Kurdn and send them to Grovernment schools to learn Mard,thi

and Kdnarese. On the whole they are a rising class.

Atta'rs, or Perfumers, found in small numbers in different

parts of the district, have their headquarters at Bijapur where
they were formerly numerous, but many have left either for

Haidarabad or for Bombay in search of work. They are probably

the descendants of Jain Hindus of the class of the same name.

Their home tongue is generally Hindustani, but they speak Kfinarese

fluently with Hindus. The men re middle-sized and dark or olive-
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skinned. They shave the head, wear the beard either short or fullj

and dress in a Hindu-like turban, a shirt, a waistcoat, and a waist-

cloth. The women, who do not appear in public, dress in a Hindu
robe or sadi and a bodice or choli, and do not help the men in their

work. Both men and women are neat and clean in their habits.

In their calling as makers and dealers in perfumes they are

hardworking, thrifty, and sober, but most of them have left the

district as the demand for their wares has fallen very low. Bijdpur

incense, cosmetics, dentrifice, aloewood preparations, and other

perfumeries are generally considered the best in the Bombay
Presidency. During and for long after the 1876-77 famine the

demand for their wares ceased and they suffered severely. They
have shops and do not hawk their wares either from village to

village or from door to door. They form a separate body but do
not differ in manneis or customs from ordinary'Musalmdns, and
marry either among themselves or with ordinary Musalmdns. They
are Sunnis of the Hanafi school and are careless about their religion.

They eschew beef and in outlying villages are said to worship and
pay vows to Hindu gods. Still they obey the regular kdzi in all

matters and ask him to conduct their, ceremonies. They send their

boys to school to learn Urdu and Kanarese or Mardthi. None
have taken to any new pursuit or risen to any high position.

Mauya'rs, Bracelet-sellers and Dealers in Hardware, are found
in small numbers in some of the larger towns. They are said to

represent local Hindu converts. Their home tongue is Hindustdni
with a sprinkling of Mardthi and Kanarese and with a strong
Deccan accent and pronunciation. Tliey are generally of middle
height, thin, and dark or olive-skinned. The men shave the head
and wear the beard either full or short. They dress in a headscarf

tied like a Hindu turban, a waistcoat, and a waistcloth. The
women are of middle size, thin, and either wheat or olive-skinned

with regular features. They dress in the Hindu robe and bodice,

and, except the old, do not appear in public or add to the family
income by helping the men in their work. Both men and women
are neat and clean in their habits. They deal in hardware and
miscellaneous articles, cotton thread, tapes, mirrors, wax-bracelets,

beads, and Hindu brass ornaments. They keep fixed shops and also

set up booths at weekly markets and fairs. They are hardworking,
thrifty, and sober, and, though not rich, make £20 to £40
(Rs. 200 - 400) a year. As a class they are well-to-do and able

to save. They do not form a separate community and do not differ

in manners or customs from the regular Musalmdns. They marry
either among themselves or with any of the ordinary classes of

Musalm^ns. In religion they are Sunnis of the Hanafi school, and
a few of them are religious and careful to say their prayers. They
send their boys to school to learn Mardthi and Kdnarese but none
has risen to any high position.

Ea'gzis, or Paper-makers, are found in small numbers in Bij£pur,
Bdgalkot, and other large towns. They are said to represent
local Hindu converts. Their home speech is Hindustani. The
men are tall or of middle size, thin, and dark. They shave the
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head, wear tlie beard full or short, and dress in a round white cotton
turban, a shirt, a waistcoat, and a waistcloth or a pair of tight
trousers. The women are like the men. They dress in the Hindu
robe and bodice, appear in public, and help the men in their work.
Neither men nor women are neat or clean. They make rough
coarse paper which is used chiefly by local merchants and for

packets and covers in Gorernment offices. Their rates are 6d. to

9d. (4-6 as.) a quire. Their trade has suffered much from the
competition of European paper and as a class they are badly off.

They suffered severely during the famine of 1876-77. Many are in

debt, and most have gone to Haidarabad and other places in search
of work. When they were a large body they formed a well organised
society. At present they do not form a separate community Hor
differ in manners from the ordinary Musalnjdns. They marry
either among themselves or with any of the ordinary classes of

Musalmdns, and respect and obey the Mzi In all matters. They are
Sunnis of the Hanafi school, and are religious and try to give their

boys some schooling. The decline of their craft has forced some
Kdgzis to take to trade and service. On the whole they are a
falling class.

Eala'igars, or Tinners, found in small numbers in some of the
larger towns, are said to represent local Hindu converts. They style

themselves Shaikhs a title they are said to have received from the
patrons under whom they embraced Islam, fhey are either tall or
middle sized, and are dark or olive-skinned. Their home speech is

Hindustdni. The men shave the head, wear the beard full, and
dress in a turban or a headscarf, a shirt, a waistcoat, and a waist-

cloth or tight trousers. The women, who are either tall or

middle-sized and wheat or brown skinned, dress in a Hindu robe and
bodice, do not appear in public, and add nothing to the family
income. Neither men nor women are neat or clean in their habits.

Most of the men, though hardworking and thrifty, are given to

drinking fermented palm-juice and smoking hemp flowers or eating

opium, practices which have sunk many of them in debt. They tin

copper and brass cooking vessels for Hindus, Musalmdns, and
Christians, and are paid Is. 6d. to 2s. (Re. f - 1) for a dozen vessels.

They suffered much from the 1876-77 famine, as, both during the

famine and for several years after it, to save the cost of tinning copper

vessels, the bwlk of both Hindus and Musalmdns took to cooking in

clay vessels. Many went to Bombay and the Nizam's country in

search of work. Those who remain are now well employed and well-

to-do. They do not form a separate community nor differ in their

manners from ordinary Musalmans. They marry among themselves

or with the general classes of Musalmdns and obey the hdzi and respect

him in all matters. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school, but are

not religious or careful to say their prayers. During and after the

1876-77 famine, many who did not leave the district became house

servants. They are anxious to send their boys to school, but none

have risen to any high position.

Nalbands, or Farriers, found in small numbers in some large

towns, are said to represent local Hindu converts. Like KalAigars
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they have taken the title of Shaikh, Theirhome speech is Hindustani.

The men are of middle height and dark or olive-skinned. They shave

the head, wear the beard full, and dress in a headscarf or white or

red cotton turban tied in Hindu fashion, a shirt, a waistcoat, and a

waistcloth or tight trousers. The women who are middle-sized

thin regular featured and wheat-coloured, dress in the Hindu robe

and bodice. None except the old appear in public or add to the

family income. Both men and women are neat and clean. They are

farriers by craft, hardworking and thrifty, but most are excessively

fond of intoxicating drinks, and are badly off. They shoe horses

as well as bullocks. Their chief customers are Europeans and persons

who let bullock carts on hire. Their employment is scanty and most
have taken service as house servants, constables, and messengers.
Though they form a separate community their manners and customs
do not differ from those of ordinary Musalmans. They marry either

among themselves or take wives from any of the ordinary classes of

Musalmdns. In all matters they respect the kdzi. They are
Sunnis of the Hanafi school but are not strict in saying their prayers.

Of late some have begun to send their boys to school to learn Urdu
and Kanarese, but none have risen to any high position. On the
whole they are a falling class.

Bedars are found inone or two Kaladgifamilies as house-servants.

They have come to the district from Maisur. They claim descent
from Kabuli soldiers in the service of Tipu of Maisur, but they are

probably descended from converts of the Hindu tribe of Bedars or

Baidarus. After Tipu's fall (1799) they moved from Maisur, and are

found in considerable numbers in ShoMpur where they are traders,

constables, and servants. They are tall strong and brown. Their
home tongue is Hindustani. The men shave the head or wear long
hair, wear the beard full, and dress in a turban or headscarf, a coat,

a waistcoat, and loose trousers. The women, who are either tall or

of middle height and fair with full regular features, dress in the

Hindu robe and bodice, keep the seclusion or zenana rules, and add
nothing to the family income. Both men and women are neat and
clean. Though hardworking and thrifty they are fond of fermented
date-palm juce and are badly off. They do not form a separate

community or differ in manners and customs from ordinary

Musalmans. They marry with any of the general classes. They
respect and obey the hdzi in all matters. They are Sunnis of the

Hanafi school and are religious and careful to say their prayers. They
are anxious to send their boys to school, but none have risen to any
high position.

Hakims or Practitioners, also called Pahelwdns or Wrestlers, are

found in small numbers in Bijapur. They are said to represent

local Hindu converts. They call themselves Shaikhs and speak

Hindustani at home. They are tall or middle-sized, well made,
strong, and dark, the men shave the head, wear the beard full, and
dress in a white cotton turban, a coat, a shirt, a waistcoat, and
tight trousers. The women, who are like the men, wear the

Hindu robe and bodice, appear in public, and act as midwives and
nurses. They also act as Domnis or songstresses in marriage and
other ceremonies. Both men and women are neat and clean. The
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men practise medicme without any training or learning. They go
from village to village and sometimes visit distant countries with
powders and herbs and cajole and frighten people into buying.
Whatever the disease, from dysentery to toothache, the Hakims have
a specific, and the specific is generally the same. They get a fee of

6d, to Is. (4-8 as.) promising to return but generally moving off to
cheat some new patient. As a rule they come home for the
Muharram, and for forty days after the Muharram, they make no
journeys and do not let their women leave their homes. Though
hardworking and thrifty, they are much given to drink and to intoxi-

cating drugs. They are generally badly off and in debt. They do
not form an organized body and are only a nominal community
marrying among the general classes and differing little from them in

customs and manners. They obey and respect the kdzi in all matters.
They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school and few of them are religious

or careful to say their prayers. They have lately begun to send
their boys to school to learn Marathi or Kdnarese. Besides by the
sale of drugs some earn their living as servants and messengers.

Maha'wats, or Elephant-drivers, occur in small numbers
in some of the larger towns. They are said to represent local

Rajput converts. Their home tongue is Hindustani, but they speak
Kanarese freely. The men are generally middle-sized and dark.

They shave the head, wear the beard either full or short, and dress

in a Hindu-like turban, a waistcoat, and a w'aistcloth. The women,
who are like the men in appearance, dress in a Hindu robe and
bodice, and appear in public, but add nothing to the family income.
Both men and women are neat and clean. Under the British, as the

demand for elephant drivers has nearly ceased, they have taken to

different callings, working as servants, messengers, or constables.

As a class they are badly off. They do not form a separate commu-
nity, marry among the ordinary classes of Musalmd,ns, and do not
differ from them in manners and customs. They obey and respect

the kdzi and ask him to conduct their services. They are Sunnis

of the Hanafi school but know little of their religion and are not

careful to say their prayers. They do not send their boys to school

;

and none have risen to any high position.

Sa'rba'us, or Camel-drivers, found in small numbers in some of

the large towns represent Hindu converts of the Rajput caste.

Their home speech is Hindustani, but they talk Kd,narese fluently.

The men are tall or middle-sized, of a dark or olive colour. They
shave the head, wear the beard either short or full, and dress in

a Hindu-like turban, a waistcoat, and a waistcloth. The
women, who are like the men in appeaj^ance and wear the Hindu
robe and bodice, appear in public but add nothing to the family

income. Both men and women are neat and clean. Since power
has passed out of the hands of native chiefs the demand for camel

drivers has almost ceased. They have taken to new pursuits, some
earning their living as servants and messengers and others as hus-

bandmen. They are hardworking and thrifty but are seldom well-

to-do. They do not form a separate community, nor differ in their

manners from ordinary Musalm^ns. They marry either among
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themselves or with any of the ordinary Musalmdns. They are Sunnis

of the Hanafi school, but are not religious. They obey and respect

the Jcdzi in all matters. They do not send their children to school,

nor have any of them risen to a high position.

Of the twenty-four separate communities who keep by themselves

in matters of marriage and have little in common with the main
body of Musalmans, six are part foreigners of whom two Labbeys and
Mukeris are traders, one Gd,o Kasd,bs craftsmen, and three Kakars
Chhaparbands and Jats are labourers. Of the remaining eighteen,

of pure or nearly pure local Hindu origin, nine Bdgbdns fruiterers,

Bhadbhunjds grain-parchers,Bakar Kas&bs mutton butchers, Gaundis
masons, Jh^rakars or Dhuldhoyd,s dust-washers, Momins weavers,

Pinjards cotton cleaners, Patvegars tassel-twisters, and Saikalgars

tinkers, are shopkeepers and craftsmen; three Bhatydras cooks,

Hajdms barbers, and Pakhalis water-carriers are servants ; three

Kanjars fowlers and rope-makers, Pendhd.r^s pony-keepers, and
Sivdris hunters or fuel-sellers are labourers; and two Kasbans
dancing girls and courtezans, Nakdrchis horse kettle-drummers, and
Tdschis kettle drummers are musicians.

Ga'o Kasa'bs, or Beef Butchers, found in two or three families

at Kaladgi are immigrants from Maisur. They trace their descent

to Abyssinian slaves in the service of Haidar A\i of Maisur in

(1762 - 1782). They are said to have accompanied the British forces to

the Deccan in 1803. They are found only in military cantonments in

different parts of the Deccan. They speak Hindustani. The men are

tall or middle sized strong and dark. They either shave or grow
the head hair, wear the beard full, and dress in a headscarf, a shirt, a

waistcoat, and tight trousers. The women, who are like the men
in appearance, dress in the Hindu robe and bodice. They appear
in public and help the men in selling small pieces of beef. They
are dirty and quarrelsome but sober and modest. The men, though
hardworking and thrifty are not clean, and are excessively fond of

drinking fermented date-palm juice. They are seldom well-to-do.

They have fixed shops, and kill both cows and buffaloes. The cow
beef is used by Christians and by some Musalmdns, and the buffalo

beef by Hindu Mhdrs and Bhangis. They do not keep the animals

but buy them as they require them. They form a separate com-
munity with a headman oftheir own chosen from the oldest families,

who is empowered to fine any one who breaks caste rules. The money
collected in fines is spent in casfce dinners. Their manners do

not differ from those of ordinary Musalmdns. They marry among
their own community only, but obey the kdzi and employ him to

conduct their ceremonies. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school

and are not religions or careful to say their prayers. They do not

send their boys to school, or take to new pursuits.

Ea'kars, immigrants from Afghanistan, are found in small

numbers at KaMdgi. Among themselves they speak a rough
mixture of Mardthi, Hindustani, and Malvi. The men are tall,

well made, strong, and dark. They shave the head, wear the beard
full and large, and dress in a turban tied like a Hindu turban, a
tight-fitting jacket, and a waistcloth. Like the men the women
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are tall and dark with regular features. They appear in public and
wear the Hindu robe and bodice. The men are servants, labourers

and pony-keepers ; and the women sell fuel and grass. Though
hardworking and thrifty they are neither honest nor cleanly, and are

excessively fond of date-palm juice. Almost all of them are poorly

clad and in debt. They marry with no other Musalmdns and give

their daughters to no one except a member of their own class.

They have a strong class feeling, the community exercising a firm

control over the members. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school

and are seldom religious or careful to say their prayers. They
obey the kdzi and in their customs do not greatly differ from
ordinary Musalmdns. They do not send their boys to school and
none of them have risen to any high position.

Labbeys, from the Malabar coast, are found in small

numbers in different parts of the district. They are said to be the

descendants of the Arab refugees who fled from the Persian gulf

towards the close of the seventh century through fear of the tyrant

Hajjaj-bin-Yusuf. As seafarers and merchants, they, and later Arab
and Persian refugees and settlers, until the establishment of

Portuguese supremacy (1510), held the bulk of the foreign sea trade

of Western India. Their home tongue is Arvi or Tamil, and with

others they speak Hindustani. Their features bear traces of a foreign

origin. They are about the middle height, muscular, and brown or

wheat-coloured. As a rule the men shave the whole head, wear a full

beard, and dress in a skull cap covered when out-of-doors by a long
tightly wound coloured kerchief, a loose and long shirt falling to the

knees, a tight-fitting jacket, instead of trousers a coloured waistcloth

or lungi reaching from the waist to the ankles, and instead of shoes

sandals. They are generally only visitors, as they move from place

to place almost every year and do not bring their wives with

them. They deal in skins and hides. They buy hides from local

butchers to whom they generally advance large sums to keep them
from the hands of rival hide-merchants, and send the skins preserved

in salt to Madras or Bombay. They hold a high place in the trading

community, and bear a good name for fair dealing. They are hard-

working, thrifty, sober, and generally well-to-do. In religion

they are Sunnis of the Shafi school and are strict in saying their

prayers, and keeping the rules of their faith. They take much
interest in teaching their boys Arabic and Tamil, but none of them
teach their boys English or Mardthi.

Mukeris, or Deniers, are found in large numbers in

Kalddgi town. They are said to represent Hindu Lamanis or

Banjdris converted by Tipu of Maisur. They are believed to

have come to Kalddgi as sutlers with General Wellesley'a

force in 1803. Their home speech is Hindustani. They are tall

or middle-sized, strong, and brown or wheat-coloured. Some of the

men shave the head wholly, others wear the head hair long, and all

have full beards. The women are like the men, and have no very

good name for morality. Except the old none of them appear in

public nor add to the family income. Both men and women,
though neat and clean are very fond of date palm juice. The men
dress in a turban or headscarf, a coat, a shirt, a tight jacket, and a
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waistcloth or tight trousers. The women dress in the Hindu
robe and a long sleeved bodice. Young girls generally wear
a petticoat hanging from the waist to the ankles and cover the
upper part of the body with a scarf or odni. They deal in grain
and groceries, and have a poor name for honesty. They are hard-

working thrifty and well-to-do. They generally marry among
themselves only and have a well organized body under a ckaudhari
or headman chosen from the richest family, who, with the consent of

the majority, is empowered to fine any one breaking their class rules.

Their customs to some extent difEer from those of ordinary Musalmans.
Most believe in the Hindu goddess Yallamma of Saundatti in Belgaum
to whom they ofEer vows. They also keep Hindu festivals. At
the same time"they obey the kdzi and employ him to conduct their

marriage, funeral, and other services. They are Sunnis of the
Hanafi school, and are seldom religious or careful to say their

prayers. They teach their boys Urdu, Marathi, and Kanarese, but
not English. On the whole they are well-to-do.

Chliaparbaild.^, or Thatchers, said to represent converts of

the Hindu class of the same name, are found in small numbers all

over the district. Their head-quarters are in Muddebihdl and
Bagevddi. They are said to be immigrants from Gujardt, who
came to the district in search of work during the Adil Shdhi rule

(1490-1686). They speak Hindustani with a considerable mixture
of Gujardti. The men are tall or of middle size, sturdy, and wheat-
coloured. They shave the head, wear the beard full, and dress in a
Hindu headscarf, a coat, a jacket, and a pair of tight trousers or a

waistcloth. The women, who, like the men, are either tall oi of

middle size well made with good features and of wheat colour,

dress in the Hindu robe and Gujarati tight-fitting bodice with
open backs covering the breasts only. They appear in public and
add to the family income. Both men and women are neat and
clean in their habits. The men in former days lived as highwaymen
or Thags, often staying away from their home for months. They
used to cheat people by making counterfeit coins, and, as they

generally rambled in bands of ten to twenty, also robbed travellers

who came in their way. Most of them are now labourers and
husbandmen. They are hardworking, but much given to drink, and
are fairly ofE. The women add to the family income by sewing quilts

and making mats of date-palm leaves. They are hardworking
but have a poor character for honesty. They have two divisions,

BIrIgandawallAs, or twelve measure men, and ChhagandIwallIs
or six measure men that is half-castes. The Chhagandawdllds are of

illegitimate birth, and their women instead of wearing the Gujardti

bodice, dress in the local Hindu bodice, covering the back and
fastened in a knot in front. The two divisions intermarry and

marry with no other Musalmans. They form a separate community,
but have no special organization, and no headman. They settle

social disputes at class meetings j and the decision of the majority

is considered final. They difEer from regular Musalmans in

worshipping Hindu gods and eschewing beef. In religion they are

Sunnis of the Hanafi school, but are neither religious nor careful to
say their prayers. They respect and obey the hdzi, and employ
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register their marriages. They do not send their boys tohim to

school.

Jat8, immigrants from Sind and the Panjd,b, are said to have
come to Bijdpur during the Adil Sh£hi rule. They are found in

small numbers. They are said to be descendants of the first

converts of the great tribe of Jdts or Jats who form the bulk
of the low class population of the Panjdb and Sind. They speak
Hindustani among themselves and Mardthi with others. The men
are tall or of middle size, sturdy, and wheat-coloured. They shave
the head, wear the beard full, and dress in a Hindu turban or a
headscarf, a coat, a jacket, and tight trousers, or a waistcloth. The
women, who have the same cast of face as the men, wear the Hindu
robe and bodice, appear in public, and help the men in their work.
Both men and women are neat and clean. Formerly the Jats were

.

very troublesome, most of them living by plunder and gang robbery.

TJnder the British, their power has been crushed and they live by
tilling the ground and as servants and messengers. They are

hardworking, thrifty, sober, and fairly off. They marry among
themselves only and form a separate community with a good class

organization. They settle social disputes at meetings of the
male members under a headman, who, with the consent of the
majority, has power to fine any one who breaks their rules.

Their manners and customs do not differ from those of ordinary
Musalmans. In religion they are Sunnis of the Hanafi school,

and are said not to be religious or careful to say their prayers.

They respect and obey the regular kdzi, and employ him to

conduct their religious services. They do not send their boys to

school.

Ba'gba'us, Gardeners or Fruiterers, found almost over the
whole district are said to represent local converts from the Mali
or Kunbi castes. Their home speech is Hindustani much mixed
with Kdnarese and Marathi words. The men aie tall or of middle
size, sturdy, and dark. They shave the head, wear the beard
either short or full, and dress in a large two-cornered turban, a

waistcoat, and a waistcloth. The women, who have the same
cast of face as the men, are dirty and untidy, dressing in the

Hindu robe and bodice, and appearing in public. They are

hardworking, thrifty and sober, and some are well-to-do. They
sell fruit and vegetables, the women helping in the work
of selling. They marry among themselves and form a separate

community. They settle social disputes at class meetings under a

head or chaudhari chosen from their richest and most respected

families, who, with the approval of the majority, has power to fine

any member who breaks class rules. They are Sunnis of the

Hanafi school, and few are religious or careful to say their prayers.

They eschew beef and are said to believe in and pay vows to Hindu
gods. They obey the kdzi and employ him to conduct their

services. They seldom send their boys to school and take to no
new pursuits.

Bakar Kasa'bs, or Mutton Butchers, also called Ldd Sult^nis,

are found in considerable numbers in all the larger towns. They are
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converts from the Hindu caste of LAd Kh^tiks; and are said

to have been brouglit to IsMm by Tipu of Maisur. They form
two distinct bodies Kdundds and Kdmlas. The Kanndds are

found only in the Nizam's country, and neither marry nor have any

thing in common with Kdmlds. Both sell mutton, but Kdundds
sell cooked as well as raw mutton, cooking it at their houses

and carrying the dishes for sale to the shops -where shendi or

palm beer is sold. This the Kd,mlds consider disgraceful. Both
divisions are well organized, each with a separate headman or

chaudhari chosen from the richest and most respected families, who,
if the majority approve, has power to fine any one breaking
their class rules. Their home speech in large towns is Hindustani
much mixed with Kanaresej in smaller towns they speak Kdnarese.

They are either tall or of middle size dark and strong; the men
shave the head and either shave the chin or wear a short beard.

They dress in a Hindu-like turban, a tight-fitting jacket, and
a waistcloth. The women, who dress in the Hindu robe and
bodice, appear in public, and help the men in selling mutton. They
are untidy and quarrelsome. As a class they are hardworking,
thrifty, and well-to-do. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school, but
few are religious or careful to say their prayers. To a great extent

they are still Hindus, worshipping Hindu gods, keeping Hindu
festivals, denying themselves the use of beef, and refusing to eat or

mix in any way with other Musalmdns. Except in circumcising
their boys and in having their marriages and funerals performed in

Musalrodn style, they show little respect to the kdzi. They do not
send their boys to school, nor take to other pursuits.

BIiadbtLUnja'S, or Grain-parchers, found in limited numbers in

one or two large towns, are said to represent converts from the

Bhoi or Fisher caste of local Hindus. Their home tongue is rough
Hindustani spoken with a strong Kdnarese accent. They are tall

or of middle size and dark. The men shave the head, wear the beard
either full or short, and dress in a headscarf tied in Hindu fashion,

a tight jacket, and a waistcloth. The women, who have the same
cast of face as the men, are dirty and untidy. They appear in

public and sell parched grain. As a class they are hardworking and
thrifty but poorly clad and seldom well-to-do. They form a separate

community and marry among themselves only. They differ from

regular Musalmins in offering vows to Hindu gods and keeping

Hindu festivals. At the same time they obey the kdzi and ask him
to conduct their marriage and funeral services. They are Sunnis

of the Hanafi school, but few of them are religious or careful to say

their prayers. They seldom send their boys to school. Besides as

grain-parchers some earn their living as servants and constables.

Gauudis, or Bricklayers, found in small numbers in some

of the larger towns, are said to represent local converts of the

Hindu class of the same name. They are tall, strong, and dark.

Their home speech is Hindustani spoken with a strong Kanarese
and Marathi accent. The men shave the head, wear the beard

short or full, and dress in a two-cornered Hindu turban, a tight-

fitting jacket, and a waistcloth. The women, who are of middle
size thin and olive-skinned, dress in the Hindu robe and bodice.
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They do not object to appear in public and add notliiiig to the
family income. Neither men nor women are neat or tidy. They
are bricklayers and masons. The men are hardworking and thrifty.

They suffered severely from the stoppage of all building which
lasted during and after the 1876-77 famine. Their calling was so

bad that many had to leave the district or take to new pursuits.

During the last three years the railway and other public works have
given them constant and high-paid employment, and as a class they
are well-do-do. They form a separate class, generally marrying
among themselves only. They differ from ordinary Musalmdns in

eschewing beef, in worshipping Hindu gods, and in keeping Hindu
festivals. At the same time they obey the Icdzi and ask him to

conduct their ceremonies. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school
but are seldom religious or careful to say their prayers. Few of

them give their boys any schooling. Besides as masons they are

found as servants and messengers.

Jha'ra'kars, also called Dhuldhoyds or Dust-washers, are found
in small numbers in some of the larger towns. They are said

to represent Hindu converts of the Dhuldhoya and Son^r or gold-
smith castes. They are of middle height, well made, and dark or
olive-coloured. The men shave the head, wear the beard full, and
dress in a Hindu-like turban, a shirt or a jacket, and a waistcloth.

The women, who are thin and fair, appear in public, but add nothing
to the family income. Unlike the men who are dirty and slovenly,

they are neat and tidy. Their home tongue is either Kanarese or
mixed Hindustani and Kdnarese. The men gather the sweepings
of goldsmith's shops and wash and strain them for particles of gold
and silver. They are hardworking and.thrifty, but are excessively
fond of date-palm beer. They form an organized society and
marry among themselves only. They eschew beef, worship Hindu
gods, and keep Hindu festivals. At the same time they obey the
kdzi and employ him to conduct their marriage and funeral services.

They are Sunnis of the Hanafi. school, but are not religious or careful

to say their prayers. They do not send their boys to school.

Besides as dustwashers some earn their living as servants and
messengers.

Momins, or Weavers, found in considerable numbers in some of

the larger towns, are said to represent Hindu converts of the Koshti
or Sali caste. They are said to have been brought to Isldm by the
persuasion of the Arab missionary Khwd.ja Syed Hussain Gaisuderaj

of Grulbarga who lived early in the fifteenth century, and of Hasham
. Pir Gujarati of Bijapur who lived about the close of the sixteenth

century.^ They still pay special devotion to these two saints and
show great respect to their descendants who are called their pirzddds

or Saints' sons. The men are tall or of middle height and of dark or

olive colour. They shave the head, wear the beard full, and dress

in a Hindu-like headscarf, a coat, a shirt, a tight jacket, and a waist-
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1 Shdh Hasham Pir, nephew of Shih Wajihudin of Ahmadabad, came to BijApur in

A.D, 1580 (988 H.) at the age of fourteen in the reign of IbrAhim Adil Sh4h.
TawArikh-ul-Awlia of BijApur with Banghi J4mal-ud-din.
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cloth or tight trousers. The women, who are generally middle-sized

thin and fair with regular features, wear the Hindu robe and bodice,

appear in public, and help the men in weaving cloth. They are hard-

working, but are neither neat nor clean. They speak Hindustani

with a strong Kdnarese accent. The men, though hardworking

and thrifty, are excessivly fond of date-palm beer. They weave

into cloth English and Bombay yarn which they buy from whole-

sale Vdni dealers. The chief articles they make are robes, waist-

cloths, and striped chintz with silk borders for bodices. They form

a separate community, and their civil and sometimes their criminal

cases are tried at class meetings under a pdtil or headman chosen

from the richest families, who, with the approval of the majority, is

empowered to fine any one breaking class rules. They marry
among themselves only and have often more than one wife, as the

women are not less thrifty or hardworking than their husbands.

During the last two or three years cheap grain and a brisk demand
for their goods have helped them to recover most of what they lost

during the 1876-77 famine. They are Sunnis of the Hanafl school,

but are seldom religious or careful to say their prayers. At the

same time they obey the hdzi in most matters. They do not send
their boys to school. Besides as weavers some earn their living as

servants and messengers.

Pinja'ra'S, or Cotton-cleaners, found in small numbers in some
of the larger towns are said to represent local converts of the

Hindu caste of the same name. They generally speak Kanarese
and can also talk an incorrect Hindustani. The men are middle-

sized and of a dark or olive colour. They shave the head and face

or wear the beard short, and dress like Hindus in a turban, a tight-

fitting jacket, and a waistcloth. The women have the same cast

of face as the men, and dress in the Hindu robe and bodice. They
appear in public and add to the family income by cleaning cotton.

Both men and women are dirty and untidy. They are cotton-

cleaners and are badly off, as the decay of hand, spinning ruined their

craft. Of late many have become husbandmen. They form a

separate community, but haveno special organization and no headman.
They marry among themselves only, and differ from ordinary

Musalmdns in eschewing beef, offering vows to Hindu gods, and

keeping Hindu festivals. At the same time they obey the Mzi in

all matters. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school, but are not

religious or careful to say their prayers. They seldom send their

boys to school, and are said to be a falling class.

Patvegars, or Tassel-twisters, found in small numbers in some
of the larger towns, are said to represent local converts of the

Hindu class of the same name. Their home tongue is Hindustani

spoken with a strong Kdnarese accent. The men are tall or of middle

size, well made, and olive-skinned. They shave the head, wear the

beard either short or full, and dress like Hindus in a headscarf, a

waistcoat, and a waistcloth. The women, who are middle-sized

thin fair and with regular features, dress in the Hindu robe and
bodice, appear in public, and add nothing to the family income.
Both men and women are neat and clean. Though hardworking
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tbrifty and sober, they are not well-to-do. They make tassels,

deck jewels and gold and silver ornaments with silk, and prepare
false hair for women. Though their work is well paid it is not constant,
and most of them hare taken to new pursuits. They generally
marry among themselves only, but have no class organization, and
form a separate body in little more than in name. Their manners
and customs do not differ from those of ordinary Musalmdns, and
they respect the kdzi and ask him to conduct their ceremonies.
They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school and are neither religious nor
careful to say their prayers. They are anxious to send their boys
to school. Besides as tassel-twisters they earn their living as
servants and messengers.

Saikalgars, orArmourers, found in.smallnumbers in some of the
larger towns, are said to represent converts from the Ghisd-di caste

of Hindus. Their home tongue is K^narese. They are tall or middle-
sized, strong, and dark. The men shave the head or wear the hair

long, and either shave the chin or wear a short beard. They dress
very poorly in little more than a dirty rag one and a half to two yards
long which they tie round the loins as a waistcloth, and on going
out, add a small dirty headscarf and a jacket. The women are

like the men in face and in the uncleanness and poverty of their dress

which consists of a Hindu robe and bodice. They appear in public

and help the men in their work. They chiefly repair and sharpen
knives and swords, and though hardworking and thrifty, make
little by their craft, and spend most of their earnings in date-palm
beer. They form a separate community with a headman of their

own, through whom they settle their social disputes ; and who, with
the approval of the majority, is empowered to fine any one breaking

• class rules. Caste fines are spent in dinner and drinking parties.

They marry among themselves only, and differ from ordinary Musal-
mans in eschewing beef and worshiphing Hindu gods. At the same
time they obey the kdzi and ask him to conduct their marriage and
funeral services. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school, but are

seldom religious, and almost never come to the mosque. They do
not send their boys to school, and on the whole are a falling class.

The three classes that come under Service are the Pakhdhs or

water-carriers, the Hajams _or barbers, and the Bhatydrds or

cooks.

Paklia'lis, or Water-carriers, found in small numbers at Kaladgi
and in one or two other large towns, are said to represent converts

from the Hindu class of the same name. Their home speech is either

Kanarese or Hindustani. The men are middle-sized thin and dark.

They either shave the head or wear long hair, wear the beard short,

and dress in a Hindu-like turban, a tight waistcoat, and a waist-

cloth or tight trousers reaching the knee. The women, who have
the same cast of face as the men, dress in the Hindu robe and
bodice, appear in public, and help the men in their work. Though
neat and clean both men and women are excessively fond of date-

palm juice. The men carry water on bullocks' backs in leather

bags, selling it from house to house, being paid by monthly wages.

They are chiefly employed by Musalm^ns and Christians. The
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monthly wages paid by a European master, who requires the

water-man to give him his full time, vary from 16s. to £1 4s.

(B,s.8-12), and by a Musalman master, who shares the water-carrier

with four or five other families, from 2s. to 4s. (Rs. 1 - 2) . Though
hardworking and thrifty, they are generally badly off and in debt.

They marry among themselves only, and form a separate community
under a headman chosen from the richest and most respected

families, who, with the approval of the majority, is empowered to fine

any one breaking class rules. The money collected is spent on a
dinner or a drinking party. They differ from ordinary Musalmdns in

eschewing beef, worshipping Hindu gods, and keeping Hindu festi-

vals. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school in name, but are seldom
religious or careful to say their prayers. They obey the Icazi and
ask him to conduct their marriage and funeral services. They do
not send their boys to school and take to no new pursuits.

Haja'ms, or Barbers, are found in one or two of the larger towns.

They are said to represent converts from the Hindu caste of the

same name. Their home tongue is either Kdnarese or Hindustani.

The men are middle-sized and dark. They shave the head, wear
full or short beards, and dress in a Hindu-like head scarf, a tight-

fitting jacket, and a waistcloth. The women, who are middle-sized
thin olive-coloured and with regular features, dress in the Hindu robe
and bodice, appear in public, and add to the family income by serving

as midwives. Neither men nor women are neat or tidy in their habits.

Though hardworking and thrifty, they are poorly clad and badly off.

Their charge for shavingVaries from \d.\io\\d.{\-l a). Those who
always shave certain families are paid yearly by each family 4s. to

8s. (Rs.2-4) in cash, with occasional gifts of corn or cast-off clothes.

They marry among themselves only and form a separate body, but
have no special organization and no headman. In manners and
customs they do not differ from ordinary MusalmAns. They are

Sunnis of the Hanafi school and are not religious or careful to say

their prayers ; they obey and respect the kdzi and ask him to

conduct their ceremonies. They do not send their boys to school,

and are said to be a falling class.

Bhatya'ra's, or Cooks, are found in small numbers in some of the

larger towns. They are said to represent local converts of mixed
Hindu classes. Only of late years they are said to have taken to

their present calling of cooking. Their home tongue is Hindustani.

The men are tall or middle-sized dark and sturdy. Some of them
shave the head and others wear the hair long ; all have full

beards. The men dress in a turban or headscarf, a waistcoat, and a

waistcloth or tight trousers. The women, who are either tall or

middle-sized and dark or olive-coloured, dress in the Hindu robe

and bodice, appear in public, and add to the family income. Both
men and women are dirty and untidy. They prepare and sell cooked

bread, pulse, vegetables, and beef. Their customers are generally

hungry travellers, or destitute and houseless beggars, both Musalmans
and Hindus of the lower classes as Mhd.rs, Bhangis, and M^ngs.
The women generally sell at the cook shops and the men carry

their stock in clay vessels in bamboo baskets to the shops where
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spirits and date-palm beer are sold. They are hardworking and
thrifty, but are excessively fond of date-palm beer and spirits, and are

always poorly clad and badly off. Though they marry among them-
selves only and nominally form a separate class, they have no head-
man and no caste organization. Their manners and customs do
not differ from those of ordinary Musalmdns, and in all matters they

obey the kdzi. They seldom send their boys to school.

The three Labouring classes are Kanjars or poulterers and rope

makers, Pendhd,ras or pony-keepers and grass-cutters, and Sivaris

or hunters and day-labourers.

Kanjars, or Poulterers and Hemp Eope-makers, found in small

numbers at Kalddgi, are said to represent local converts of the

wandering Hindu tribe of Pdrdhis. Their home tongue is a mixture of

rough Hindustani Mardthi and Kanarese. The men are tall or middle
sized well-made and dark. They either shave the head or wear the

hair long, a full or short beard, and dress in a Hindu-like turban, a

tight-fitting jacket, and a waistcloth. Their women, who are either

tall or middle sized thin and dark or olive-skinned with regular

features, dress in the Hindu robe and bodice. They appear in public,

and are hardworking and thrifty but very dirty. They keep and
sell hens and eggs, make hemp ropes, and earn their living as servants

and labourers. Though hardworking and thrifty, they are much
given to intoxicating drugs and liquor and are poorly clad and badly

oflF. They form a separate community and have a well organized body
under a headman or chaudhari, who is generally chosen from the

best families. With the approval of the majority the headman has

power to fine any one breaking caste rules. The money collected is

spent in dinner and drinking parties. They marry among them-

selves only, but in every respect obey and respect the kdzi. They are

Sunnis of the Hanafi school in name, but know little of their religion

and are said sometimes to worship and pay vows . to Hindu gods.

They do not send their boys to school.

Pendha'ra'S, or Grass-cutters, locally derived from pendh a

bundle of grass, are found in small numbers at KaMdgi and
Bdgalkot. They are said to represent converts from mixed Hindu

classes. During the early years of the nineteenth century the

Pendh^rds spread over the greater part of India in large bodies,

plundering burning and torturing without pity. They have a

strain of Upper Indian blood. Their home tongue is a mixture of

rough Hindustani Mdlvi and Mard,thi. The men are tall strong

well-built and dark. They either shave the head or wear the hair

long, wear the beard full and long, and dress in a dirty turban care-

lessly wound round the head like a Hindu turban, a tight-fitting

jacket, and a waistcloth. The women, who like the men are tall

strong and dark, dress in the Hindu robe and bodice and appear in

public. They are hardworking and thrifty but are not sober. During

the fair months they go about in waste lands, gathering fuel which

they carry to the towns for sale, and during the moonsoon they

cut and sell grass. The men keep ponies and work as servants

and labourers. They are hardworking but are excessively fond of

liquor. Both men and women are dirty in their habits, poorly clad.
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and badly off. They marry among themselves only, and have a well

organized body. They settle their disputes at class meetings under

a headman or jamdddr chosen from among their number, who,

with the approval of the majority, has power to fine any one breaking

class rules. They respect the hdzi and ask him to conduct their

marriage and funeral services. They differ from ordinaryMusalmdns in

eschewing beef,worshipping Hindu gods, and keeping Hindu festivals.

They have a special belief in the goddess Tellamma in whose honour

they have built a temple at KaMdgi. The temple is opened every

year and special devotions are paid to the idol. They are Sunnis of

the Hanafi school in name, but few of them are religious or careful

to say their prayers. Some of them have of late begun to send their

boys to school.

Siva'ris are found in one or two families at KaMdgi only, and are

said to represent converts from the Hindu tribe of Shikdris. They are

said to have come from Akalkot in Sholdpur. They speak Hindustani

with a mixture of Marathi and Kdnarese. The men are middle-sized

and dark. They shave the head, wear a full beard, and dress in a
Hindu turban, a tight-fitting jacket, and a waistcloth. Their

women, who have the same cast of face as the men, dress in the

Hindu robe and bodice, appear in public, and add to the family income
by selling fuel and working as labourers. Neither men nor women
are neat or clean in their habits. The men are hardworking and
thrifty, working as servants and labourers, but are excessively fond
of liquor and are badly off. They associate with the Kakars and
Pendhdr^s, but do not marry with any class except their own. They
have no special organization, and in their manners and customs differ

little from ordinary Musalm^ns. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi
school, but are seldom religious or careful to say their prayers. They
obey and respect the hdzi, but do not send their boys to school.

The three Musicians are Kasbans or Dancing girls and courtezans,

Nakdrohis or horse kettle-drummers, and TAschis or kettle-drum-

mers.

EasbauS, also called NAikans, form a community of about a

hundred at Bagalkot, and are found in smaller numbers at Kaladgi

and Bijdpur. They do not claim to belong to any of the general Musal-

man classes, and are said to represent local converts from mixed
Hindu castes who became Musalmdns when they either left or

were driven from their own caste. They have no common peculiarity

of featui-e or form. Their home speech is either Hindustani or

Kanarese. They dress in the Hindu robe and bodice. All wear
shoes which is the chief point of difference between the dress of

a Kasban and of a private woman. They also wear loose bell anklets,

known as kadds, by whose tinkling they measure their steps. Singing

and dancing or prostitution, or the .three together form the "chief

part of their profession. Some of them are said to be good singers.

Chiefly through the depressed condition of the people since the

famine of 1876-77, the Kasbans have fallen into great poverty.

They are tidy and cleanly, but proverbially crafty, faithless,

and fond of pleasure, liquor, and intrigue. They look out for

houseless and destitute women, or buy young girls of poor
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Hindu families. When a girl comes of age the mistress
always tries to secure a protector for her who will pay £5 to £10
(Rs. 50-100). To the amount given by the protector the mistress
adds something, and a great ceremony with dancing and dinner
parties is held. After the dinner missi or black tooth powder is

rubbed on the girl's teeth, and she is free to practise as a dancing girl.

Though Musalmdns in name they have little idea of their religion.
They grieve during the ten days of Muharram, cease from unlawful
earnings, and with much faith worship the bier of Hassain and
Hussain. They bring up their daughters to their own profession,
but neither their sons nor their son's wives.

Naka'rcllis, orHorse Kettle-drummers, said to represent converts
of the Hindu class of the same name are found in small numbers
in some of the larger towns. The men are tall or middle-sized
and dark or olive-coloured. They shave the head, wear the beard
short or fall, and dress in a Hindu-like turbAn, a shirt or a jacket,
and a waistcloth. The women have the same cast of face as
the men, and wear the Hindu robe and bodice. They appear
in public, but do not add anything to the family income. Those
who have remained kettle-drummers are not well-to-do, but being
hardworking, thrifty and sober, they get on well as husbandmen,
messengers, and constables. They form a separate community
marrying among themselves only. They differ from ordinary
Musalmdns in abstaining from beef and in offering vows to and
worshipping Hindu gods. At the same time they obey the kdzi and
employ him to conduct all their ceremonies. They are Sunnis of

the Hanafl school, but are not religious or careful to say their

prayers. They do not send their boys to school, and are said to be
a falling class.

Ta'schis, or Kettle-drummers, found in small numbers in almost
all large towns are said to represent local converts of mixed Hindu
castes. Their home tongue is either Kdnarese or Hindustani. The
men are tall or middle-sized and dark or olive-coloured. They
shave the head, wear the beard full or short, and dress in a Hindu-
like turban, a waistcoat, and a waistcloth. The women are like

the men in appearance and wear the Hindu robe and bodice.

They appear in public but add nothing to the family income. There
is little demand for their services and many have taken to labour
or tillage. Both men and women are neat and clean. Though hard-
working and thrifty, they are badly off. They form a separate

community and marry among themselves only. They have no
special organization, and in manners and customs do not differ from
ordinary MusalmS.ns. They obey and respect the kdzi. They are

Sunnis of the Hanafi school, but are not religious or careful to say

their prayers. They do not send their boys to school, and are said

to be a falling class.

Christians, numbering 167, include two divisions Native Pro-

testants and Native Roman Catholics. Of these Native Protestants

numbered 146 (males 93, females 53), and Native Roman Catholics 21
(males 11, females 10). Nativb Protestants are found chiefly in

Bdddmi. They are converts made by missionaries belonging to the

33 877—39
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Popxdation,
w'ere either Lingdyat weavers or Mhdrs. Their home tongue is Kdna-

' rese. They have no divisions, and they eat together and intermarry.
Christians. rpj^gy

jj^g ^^ one-storeyed houses with flat or tiled roofs. Their daily

food is rice, millet bread, pulse, vegetables, and flesh, and their

holiday dishes are sweet cakes made of wheat-flour pulse and sugar.

They are subject to the Basel Mission, and in their dress customs
and religious rites do not differ from the Native Protestant Chris-

tians of Belgaum and Dharw^r. They send their boys and girls to

school and are a rising class. Native Roman Catholics are found
in Bddami and Bdgalkot. They speak Kdnarese. They live in flat-

roofed houses. Their daily food is rice, millet bread, pulse, vege-
tables, and flesh. On holidays they eat sweet cakes. They are

specially fond of hot and sour dishes. The men keep the top-knot
and dress in a waistcloth, a shonldercloth, and shoes or sandals, and
the women in a robe without pasing the skirt back between their

feet. Both the men and women are neat and clean in their dress.

They are religious and are subject to the jurisdiction of the Arch-
bishop of Goa. Their customs and religious rites do not differ

from those of the Roman Catholics of Kanara. They send their

boys to school, take to no new pursuits, and are a steady class.
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AccoEDiNa to the 1881 census returns agriculture supported Chapter IV.

about 485,000 people or 75*98 per cent of tlie population :

Aericulture.

Bijdpur Husbandmen, 1881.

AGS.
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Chapter IV. have to pay at twenty-five to thirty per cent interest calculated on

Agriculture- *^® market price of the seed at the time it was advanced. The
1876-77 famine has caused a considerable increase of thrift among
the landholders and a growing unwillingness to part with land.

Soil. The soils belong to two main classes, the black or yeri bhumi (K.)

and the red called masab or musdli (K.). By far the greatest part of

the open country, whether the surface rock is trap or gneiss, consists

of the black ground or yeri bhumi which is geologically the ruins of

rock changed by the addition of organic matter. The black soil has
great moisture-holding power and when unmixed with any foreign

matter is so clayey as to be almost impassable in the rainy season,

while in the hot weather it gapes in deep fissures through which
the fertilizing air passes sometimes more than six feet below the

surface. The first heavy rains bear the sun-dried surface film

into the fissures so that without any labour the upper layer of earth

is year by year partly renewed. The best black soil overlies either

sandstone, clay porphyry, or felspar at a depth of six to thirty

feet The salt in the rich deep black soil of the Don valley is

itself nourishing to some crops, particularly to wheat, and through
its property of absorbing moisture is beneficial to all crops. The
richness of the Don valley, the granary of Bijdpur, is proverbial.^

The soil wants ploughing only once in three or four years ; a single

heavy fall of rain is enough to give a fair crop, and in the years

when the crops of the country round utterly fail the Don valley

gives some return.^ Occasionally on the banks of the Krishna and
the Bhima where the under-layer is a gray clay slate, or where it is

charged with muriate of soda or natron, the black soil is of the worst

quality. The chief fault in this soil, which is known as haral (K.), is

that water seems to pass through it without wetting it. It bears

seldom except in rare seasonsof suchunusual wetness that the crops on
other soils are destroyed. When, as in parts of Baddmi and Hungund,
black soil is mixed with gravel, particularly withlime gravel, and when
the layer of earth is shallow, it is called garab (K.). This is a poor soil

which requires much manure. In parts of Badami shallow beds of

this soil are much injured by an underlying alluvial limestone,

which, especially in wet seasons, destroys the crops. When it is mixed
with alluvial soil left by overflowing streams the black soil turns

to brown or musuhu (K.) and this is of greater richness than the black.

A brown soil found at the skirts of ridges and uplands coloured

by iron-bearing gravel or garasu (K.) is much less rich than the

alluvial brown. The red sandy mould called masab or musdli which

is chiefly found near the sandstone hills of Badami, Bd,galkot, and
Hungund, is generally poor though under manure and a proper

system of tillage it yields fair crops. Red soils yield only the early

rain or mungdri (K.) crops, as they do not hold moisture and after

1 Of the richness of the Don valley the Hinduatctni saying is : Don pike Icon

khdiga, Don nepiJce Icon Ichdiga ; the Mardthi saying is, 'Jar pikel Don, tar hhdil hon ;

na pikel Don, tar hhdil hon, both mean, If the Don bears crops who can eat (them) ; if

the Don hears no crops who can eat ? The KAnarese sayings are : Donella helidare, ,

onellajola, If the Don crops are good every lane is a,jvdri field, and Beladare Doni,
bellilla oni. If the crops come up it is the Don ; if not it is a road,

2 Bom Gov. Sel. CXIX. 3.
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the rain ceases are not suited for the growth of any crop. On the
other hand, black soils are well suited for the late or hingdri (K.)
crops, but early crops do not succeed owing to the uncertain fall

of rain. In 1820 as they bore pulses and the red jvdri which was the
staple article of food and supplied fodder for the cattle, patches of
red soil near villages were highly valued and every husbandman
tried to have a share of them.^ Since 1820 these red soil patches
seem to havelost their special value. The trap country to the north of
the district consists of long swelling downs separated by narrow belts

of light brown or black soil. These belts are rich along the river beds,
and gradually grow shallower and poorer towards the skirts and
underslopes of the intervening uplands. In the slopes the soil is often
not a foot deep and many patches of soil are separated by hundreds
and thousands of yards of naked rock. Within the trap region all

hills and unarable uplands are bare of trees, even of bushes.

Of an area of 5734 square miles or 3,670,291 acres, 3,596,820
acres or 97"99 per cent have been surveyed in detail. Of these

396,338 acres or 11 02 per cent are the land of alienated villages.

According to the revenue survey the rest contains 2,861,957 acres

or 89'29 per cent of arable land ; 107,266 acres or 3*98 per cent of

unarable ; 8 acres of grass or kuran j 146,281 acres or 4'57 per cent

of forest ; and 94,968 acres or 2*96 per cent of village sites, roads,

and river beds. Of the 2,851,957 acres of arable land in Government
villages 684,432 acres or 24-00 per cent are alienated. In 1882-83

of the whole arable area of 2,851,957 acres, 2,499,704 acres or 86-26

per cent were occupied.

According to the 1882-83 returns the farm stock included 9839

carts, 50,916 ploughs, 201,752 bullocks, 104,948 cows, 25,790 he-

buffaloea, 67,423 she-buffaloes, 8505 horses including mares and

foals, 361,518 sheep and goats, and 4923 asses. The details are:

Bijdpur Farm Stock, 188S-83.

SnB-DivisiON
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an average area of 38"19 acres. Of the whole number of holdings

2929 were of not more than five acres, 6258 were of five to ten acres,

17,439 of ten to twenty acres, 11,519 of twenty to thirty acres, 8992
of thirty to forty acres, 6685 of forty to fifty acres, 8567 of fifty to a

hundred acres, 2406 of 100 to 200 acres, 384 of 200 to 300 acres,

131 of 300 to 400 acres, and 152 above 400 acres. Of holdings above
400 acres forty-nine were in Bijapur, thirty-two in BagevMi, twenty-

two in Bagalkot, fourteen each in Indi and Sindgi, ten in Hungund,
seven in Muddebihdl, and four in B^ddmi. The details are :
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rake or rdgol. In their use and make these field tools are generally
the same as the Belgaum field tools of which a detailed description
is given in the Belgaum Statistical Account. Both the heavy or
negali and the light or ranti plough is a thick hdbhul log shaped by
the village carpenter, with its lower end curving forward at an obtuse
angle from the main block. The share, which is an iron blade one and
a half feet long by three to four inches broad and four to twelve
pounds in weight, is let into a socket and fixed by a movable iron
ring to the wooden point beyond which it juts about six inches. The
handle is fixed to the block by a thick rope passed along the beam
and tied to the yoke, so that the strain of draught braces the differ-

ent parts of the plough. The light plough is drawn by two bullocks
and the heavy plough by eight bullocks. One man guides the heavy
plough and a boy drives the bullocks sitting on the yoke. The share
of an eight-bullock plough passes about nine inches into the ground,
of a four-bullock plough about four inches, and of a two-bullock
plough about two inches. A plough drawn by eight bullocks costs

£3 (Rs. 30), one drawn by four bullocks about £1 10s. (Rs.l5), and one
drawn by two bullocks about 14s. (Rs. 7). A plough lasts two years.

The heavy hoe or uhki-hunti, is a bdbhul beam five feet long
and one foot broad with an iron blade four feet long by four inches
broad running horizontally along its length and supported by two
wooden stays one and a half feet long which are fixed in the beam
about six inches from each end. This beam is joined to the yoke by
two small beams or rafters about eight feet long. The heavy hoe is

drawn by two to eight bullocks and is so made that by lengthening
or shortening the rope the blade passes several inches under the
ground or merely scrapes the surface. It is used for loosening the
ground, covering the seed, breaking clods, and uprooting shrubs
and weeds. When more than four bullocks are yoked, one man
drives the first four bullocks and a second drives the rest. An
eight-bullock heavy hoe or uhki-hunti costs £2 16s. (Rs. 28), a four-

bullock hoe £1 8s. (Rs. 14), and a two-bullock hoe 8s. (Rs. 4). The
chief parts of the heavy hoe last seven or eight years. The small

parts want yearly repair. The small hoe or yadi consists of a hdbhul

beam two and a quarter feet long by six inches broad, with two stays

like the heavy hoe. In the lower end of each stay a blade of iron

about six inches long is fixed horizontally to the beam. The two
blades from the two stays fall in a line leaving an open space three

or four inches long in the middle. The beam is joined to the yoke
by two small rafters each about nine feet long. Two such hoes are

generally fastened to one yoke and are drawn by a pair of bullocks

driven by two men. The hoe is used for clearing the land of grass

and weeds between the rows of a growing crop, and also for

loosening the surface. The small hoe or yadi costs 9s. (Rs. 4i).

The seed-drill or hurgi is a block of bdbhul wood four to five feet long

by one foot broad with three to four square prongs set into it at right

angles. Into each prong is fixed a hollow bamboo about three feet

long and one inch in diameter. These meet at the top in a wooden
cup. Into this cup, which is about six inches in diameter and is

bored with holes, the driver keeps steadily pouring seed which passes

through the bamboo tubes and prongs into a neat furrow cut in front

Chapter IV.

Agriculture-

Field Tools,
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of each tube by the sharelike iron tip of the prong. The block of wood
is joined to the yoke by two small beams or rafters about eight feet

long. The seed-drill never requires more than two bullocks. It

is made by the village carpenter and is used in sowing all kinds

of grain except rice. It costs about 6s. (Rs. 3). Except the beams,
prongs, and iron tips, which should be replaced every year, the seed-

drill lasts seven or eight years. The rake or rdgol consists of a piece

of blackwood about one and a half feet long with seven to nine teeth

and a bamboo handle four to five feet long. It is used for gathering
straw and costs about 2s. (Re. 1). It lasts eight or ten years.

Besides these field tools there are the bladed pickaxe or byadgu for

cutting shrubs and plants costing 2s. (Re.l), the pickaxe or gudali
for digging costing 2s. (Re. 1), the reaping sickle or hudgol costing

Is. dd. (10 as.), the weeding sickle or khurpi costing 9c?. (6 as.), the

axe or kodli costing Is. 3d (10 as.), the spade or sanaki costing 9d.

(6 as.), and the motin halli a wooden tripod for the winnower to sit

on costing 2s. 6d. (Rs. I5).

With scanty and uncertain rainfall and few irrigation works the

district suffers froin periodical want of water. The reason why so

few irrigation works are found in a district which stands so much
in want of irrigation is that there are almost no sites suitable for

such small works as are within the means of the people. In Indi,

Bijdpur, and Bdgalkot a large area close to the villages is watered
from wells and small streams. In 1881-82, excluding wells, thirty-

two irrigation works watering 1372 acres yielded a consolidated

yearly revenue of £461 (Rs. 4610) of which the irrigation share is

seventy-eight per cent or about £360 (Rs. 3600) or an average
acre rate of 5s. Sd. (Rs. 2f). Of the thirty-two irrigation works
seventeen, or one work for every 338 square miles, are repaired by
the Public Works Department and the remaining fifteen, which
are classed as temporary, are maintained by the people. Of 355
reservoirs and ponds 105 are in Bddami, sixty-eight each in

Bdgalkot and Hungund, forty-seven in Bagevddi, forty-one in

Bijapur, twelve in Muddebihal, ten in Sindgi, and four in Indi.

The water of only fifteen of these reservoirs is used for irrigation.

Of these fifteen, one at Sirur in BAgalkot waters eighteen acres of

land and yields a consolidated assessment of £4 6s. (Rs. 43). The
remaining fourteen reservoirs are at Banshankari, Tolachkod,

Govanki, Kendur, Nandikeshvar, and Nilgund, and two each at

Parvati and Timsdgar all in Bdddmi, at Kamatgi and Mamddpur in

Bijapur, and at Inchgeri in Indi. The Banshankari lake about three

miles south-east of Baddmi, formerly known as Harishchandra Tirth,

is believed to have been built some two hundred years ago by two

Jains Shankershet and Chandrashet. It has solid masonry retaining-

walls on four sides and three sluices on the east. It is 362 feet

square and has a greatest depth of twenty-five feet. It is supplied

by a perpetual spring which rises in a swamp about a mile above

the lake. The same spring also supplies the Tolachkod reservoir

which is a weir across a stream at Banshankari. In the hot weather,-

even after a bad monsoon, this spring runs over two and a half cubic
feet the second. Its water is used in raising garden crops in about
twenty acres of land. The Govanki reservoir about six miles and.
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the Nandikeshvar reservoir about seven miles east of Badami are
also fed from unfailing springs in the sandstone rocks. The Kendur
reservoir about six miles north of Bdddmi, said to have been built
before the Muhammadan conquest, has a catchment area of
twenty-two square miles. When full its area is 530 acres and it has a
greatest depth of twelve feet. The water never dries and is used in
watering 125 acres of land. Plans and estimates have been (1881-82)
submitted for raising the waste escape level and the dam and
strengthening the weir. The Nilgund reservoir, about ten miles
west of Bddami, when full has an area of 230 acres but has hitherto
been little used for irrigation. In 1882-83 the reservoir was
improved and repaired and the area under command increased to 347
acres. At Parvati, twelve miles north-east of Bdd^mi, are two
reservoirs a large and a smaller. The smaller has been repaired by
stopping leaks and improved by raising the waste weir 2'44 feet,

thus increasing the capacity from twenty to twenty-nine million cubic
feet. The area watered by these reservoirs is seventy-nine acres.

At Tinisagar twelve miles north of Baddmi are two small reservoirs

holding water only during the monsoon. At Kamatgi twelve miles

east of Bijdpur is a reservoir said to have been built about 1 620
by Ibrdhim Adil Shdh II. the fifth Adil Shdhi king of Bijdpur
(1580-1626). It was intended as a pleasure resort with garden and
water pavilions which are now in ruins. Its natural catchment area

is small, but it was increased by a catch-water drain which has
been breached and as the reservoir is on a stream which would
be the waste channel from the proposed Don reservoir, the

restoration and improvement of this work are in abeyance. When
full, the reservoir covers seventy and waters fifty-six acres. At
Mamddpur in Bijapur are two lakes or reservoirs called for distinction

the Great and the Small.^ As shown by a Persian inscription cut

in stone both were built at a cost of about £21,250 (50,000 huns)

by SuMn Muhammad (1626-1656) of Bijapur in a.d. 1633.^ Both
reservoirs are formed by earthen dams faced on the water side by
strong well built stone walls, damming two streams, at a place

where a small gneissic and sandstone inlier has formed most

favourable sites. The large reservoir is probably the largest existing

reservoir in the Presidency, of native construction. When full its

surface area is 864 acres or IJ square miles. The dam is 2662 feet

long, or just over half a mile, and its greatest height is twenty-seven

feet nine inches. The escape for surplus water is cut in the hard

quartzite rock. It has several outlets for irrigation each consisting

of a series of round holes cut in stone at difierent levels closed by
wooden plugs in the usual native method. These holes communicate

with masonry culverts through the earthen dam. Some of these

outlets, which are no longer used and are a source of leakage, are

being permanently closed. The rest are being fitted with

modern sluice gates worked from the top of the dam by a screw.

This work is in hand and will be completed before June 1884.
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>Mr. E. B. Joyner, C.E.
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° Details are given under Places.
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Except in seasons of unusual drought the water in this reservoir lasts

throughout the year. The smaller lake to the east of the large

lake when fall has a surface area of 428 acres and a greatest depth
of twelve feet. The length of the dam is 1180 feet. The reservoir

generally dries in March or April and grain is sown in the bed.

The area watered by these two reservoirs is about 674 acres. It

yields a yearly consolidated land and water revenue of £278 8s.

(Rs. 2784), This includes the area held by free holders or

indmddra. The area of the Government lands is 433 acres and
the consolidated yearly revenue is 1177 (Rs. 1770). The old

records show a much heavier rate of assessment before the reservoirs

were taken over by the English Government in 1848, which was
probably liable to remission in bad years. The average acre rate

is now 8s. (Rs.-4). Of £177 (Rs. 1770), £152 (Rs. 1520) or 7s.

(Rs. 3^) the acre would represent the water share and £25 (Rs. 250)
or Is. (8 as.) the acre the land share. Except in occasional years

of unusually good rainfall both of these reservoirs are of larger

capacity than their catchment works serve to fill. At Inchgeii in

Indi, a stream was dammed by a solid masonry wall. The work
of damming was begun in 1856 by the revenue department and
finished in 1857 by the public works department. The lake has a

sluice gate and water-courses for leading the water to the
neighbouring fields. In 1874 the wall was breached by a heavy
flood and the work has not since been used for irrigation. In
Hungund about sixty-seven acres of land are watered by streams
which draw their supply from a feeder of the Krishna which has
a good cold weather flow derived from the granite hills of the
Nizdm^s country.

According to the Collector's return for 1882-83 there were in all

6119 wells of which 3575 were with steps and 2544 were without

steps. Of 6119 wells, 534 with steps and 566 without steps were

in Indi ; 789 with steps and 306 without steps were in Sindgi; 416
with steps and 161 without steps were in Muddebihal ; 410 with

steps and 422 without steps were in BijApur ; 700 with steps and 207

without steps were in BagevAdi j 161 with steps and 211 without steps

were in Bagalkot; 298 with steps and 385 without steps were in

Bad4,mi ; and 267 with steps and 286 without steps were in Hungund.
The average depth of wells is twenty feet in Indi, thirty feet in

Sindgi, thirty to thirty-five feet in Muddebihal, forty feet in Bijapur,

forty to sixty feet in Bdgevadi, seventy-five to a hundred feet in

Bagalkot, thirty feet in Bddami, and eleven to forty-two feet in

Hungund. Wells built on all four sides with stone and mortar,

generally large enough for two or three leather-bags to work at a time,

cost about £500 (Rs. 5000) and are rarely built solely for watering.

Wells with one side of built stone masonry and three sides faced

with dry stone masonry, cost £100 to £300 (Rs. 1000 - 3000), and

wells twenty or thirty feet deep and the same in diameter, without

masonry except on the side where the leather-bag works, where

a wall either of dry stone or stone and mortar is built-to support

the lifting frame, cost £20 to £40 (Rs. 200-400). The 1876-77
famine gave a considerable impulse to well sinking as fodder was so

scarce that many wells were dug sin^ply for watering jvdri for
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fodder. Most of these famine wells were temporary holes dug
in the ground with a wooden frame on one side with which to raise

the water. By these wells the total irrigated area of the district

was (1878) raised from 9000 acres to 18,667 acres. For garden
tillage water is raised from wells by a mot or leather- bag. The bag
is five and a half feet in diameter with a leather trunk three and a
half feet long and one and a half feet in diameter attached to the
bottom. To the top of the bag an iron ring aboub an inch thick

and about seven feet in circumference is fastened. To this

ring a four-handed iron catcher is attached and at the point where
the four hands meet a large rope is fastened. To the lower jaw of

the mouth of the trunk a second smaller rope is fastened. At the top

of the well, where the bag is to work, a masonry trough is built. In
this two wooden uprights are fixed about four feet apart and a small

beam with a pulley in the middle is laid breadthwise over the two
uprights. At the bottom of the uprights a wooden roller is fixed.

Over this structure the bag is worked by flinging the ring rope
over the pulley and the trunk rope over the roller. The other ends
of these ropes are tied to a yoke drawn down an inclined plane by
two and sometimes by four bullocks. When the bullocks move
backward up the inclined plane the bag goes down into the well

and is filled ; then the bullocks move forward and bring the bag toi

the top of the well where it is emptied by pulling the ring rope,,

the water running through the trunk. The initial cost of working-

a bag including bullocks is £10 (Rs. 100). The monthly working-

charges, consisting of two men's wages and the keep of animalsj

amount to about £1 10s. (Rs. 15). Irrigation from- streams i8<

jearried on in the same way as from wells. A wooden frame called

kdvili is set on the bank and the water is raised in a bagi

Sometimes a hole is dug a little from the bank, large- enough to

allow the leather-bag to work and the channel is out from the.

stream into this hole. A well is thus formed and is always fed.from,

the stream.

In 1877-78 several irrigational sites were examined and plana=

and estimates for several works were prepared. Of these projects

the Don river scheme is the most important. This comprises a

very large storage reservoir on the river with canals on the- left bank
commanding 193,88;1 acres or 303 square miles of knd in the

Bij^pur, Sindgi> and Bl^gev^di sub-divisions. The site of the

reservoir dam is on the river about ten miles south-east of Bijapur.

The design is for an earthen dam 14,300 feet long and eighty-nine

feet in greatest height. The area of the catchment basin is 419

square miles. The area of surface of full supply in the reservoir is

18'64 square miles, and the contents of the lake are estimated at

1 0,065 millions of cubic feet. The facilities for a work of this size

are very great. A rocky saddle, affording a length of 1800 feet of

waste weir, is available, and the canals cross the watershed and

could be carried on so as to command the whole area between the Don
and the Bhima. The canals are designed to have a total length of

134miles excluding sixty-two miles of main branches or distributaries

and will command 193,881 acres. The work is estimated to be

capable of watering 23,434 acres yearly, and the net revenue is
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estimated at £11,717 (Rs. 1,17,170). The estimate for the complete

scheme is £221,615 (Rs. 22,16,150). In 1879-80 the surveys in

connection with this project were completed. A series of borings

were made on the dam site and preparations made for sinking a trial

well.^ As the estimates for land compensation for this project were
found too large, further investigaition of the scheme has been stopped.

Another iriigatiocal work which is now under construction is a
reservoir at Muchkundi four miles south of Bdgalkot. In 1877-78
complete plans and estimates were drawn up and sanctioned. The
lake is designed to be formed by an earthen dam sixty-five feet in

greatest height and 720 feet long. The area of the lake when full

will be 1059 acres and its contents 765 millions of cubic feet. The
catchment area is 28^ square miles. Two canals, led off from the

lake, are designed to command an area of 14,400 acres. The
average yearly supply of water is calculated to suffice for 1036
acres of irrigation and the net revenue is estimated at £600
(Rs. 6000). The work has the advantage of providing very large

storage room at a comparative small cost. No economy would be
obtained by lowering the level of full supply as the cost of deepening
the waste weir is more than that of raising the dam which is a
remarkably short one. The estimated cost of the scheme is £13,876
(Rs. 1,38,760). During 1879-80 the work was carried on as a

famine relief work and up to the 31st of March 1883 the concrete

dam with masonry faces, which will be sixty feet high when
completed, was raised to within six feet of its full height. The
sluices were fixed and the masonry work raised to the same level as

the dam work. The cutting of the main channel was nearly

completed for the first four miles. An aqueduct, one bridge, two
inlets, and two vertical falls on the main canal were also completed.

All classes of husbandmen enrich their fields with manure,
which consists of house sweepings, ashes, cattle litter, and all kinds

of rubbish and decayed vegetable matter. These are laid together

in a pit and when the whole has decayed into a powder it is carted

and spread over the fields by the hand. Except rice land all

watered land is manured once or twice a year. Dry-crop land,

sown with the early monsoon or mungdri crops, is also manured, red

soil yearly and black soil if possible once in three years. Probably

one-eighth of the early crop or kharif land is manured yearly. The
quantity of manure varies with the quality of the soil from 600 mans
an acre on the poor lands of the north to 200 to 300 mans on

the richer lands of the south. Manure is seldom sold. The nominal

acre cost of manuring garden lands is estimated at 8s. to 10s. (Rs.4-5)

1 The results of the trial pits and borings made in the Don river in 1879 show that

the rook is reached thirty-five feet from the bed of the river and forty feet from the

highest point on the left bank of the river. In the bed of the river there was below

the surface, black soil for four feet, red soil with sand for four feet, white sandy clay

for six feet, pure reddish brown clay for fourteen feet, stiff dark brown clay for three

feet, limestone for one foot, and pure dark brown clay for three feet. On the left

bank, there was, below the surface, black soil for fifteen feet, clay with sand for six

feet, yellow clay and white lime with sand for eleven feet, yellow clay with sand for

four feet, and yellow clay with fragments of stones for four feet. Messrs. F, D.
Campbell and R. B. Joyner.
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and of manuring dry-crop lands at 6s. to 8s, (Rs. 3 - 4) . Except that
land sown one year with cotton or linseed is next year sown with
Indian millet wheat or gram, no regular change of crops is observed.

Tillage is either dry kdddramba (K.) or wet perirdmba (K.)
Owing to scarcity of water for irrigation there is very little
wet tillage. The dry field tillage varies according as the soil is
black or red a,nd sandy. To bring black soil fields under tillage for
the first time is a heavy and costly task as the fields are overgrown
with a creeping grass called harid,li (M.) or karige or nat (K.)
Cynodon dactylon. The roots of this grass form a thick mat eight or
ten inches below the surface, choke all other vegetable growth, and
if not cut year after year gain more strength and spread over a
wider area. The better the land the stronger are the bushes and the
thicker is the haridli. The field tool used in breaking up the field
IS the heavy plough or negali drawn by five pairs of bullocks, of
which one pair if not two pairs must be of a superior breed costing
£7 to £12 (Rs.70-120) the pair. As the country is too hot and dry
for them buffaloes are not used. The heavy plough is set to work
immediately after the rains are over, that is in October or November,
when the ground is soft enough to let the plough sink below the
matted mass of the haridli roots. The work of cutting the roots,
locally called nat khapane, is so slow that seven months are required
to bring twenty-four acres of waste land under tillage. During this
time the roots are cut out and the field is ploughed lengthwise
breadthwise and cornerwise. When the work of cutting the roots
is over the high priced bullocks are sold as their keep is costly.
Including the price of animals, their keep, and the hired labour, the
charges for seven months amount to £70 (Rs. 700). This outlay is

beyond the means of ordinary husbandmen who to minimise the
expense combine together and help one another. Sometimes
occupants lease their land for twelve to twenty years to husbandmen
on condition that the haridli is rooted out, the husbandman agreeing
to pay the occupant one-third to one-fourth of the produce. After
being worked by the heavy plough the land is left very rough and
when the clods are a little softened by the first rains, the ground is

two or three times harrowed and is cleared of weeds and roots by
the hand. In the first year the field is sown with cotton or gram,
but the outturn is trifling. In the second or third year wherever
haridli shows itself, hand hoeing is wanted. The surface ground is

then levelled either by a harrow or by a clod-breaker drawn by a
pair of bullocks. For these two years the crops grown are the same
as those of the preceding year but the outturn is better. At the end
of the third season the field is supposed to be in a state of full

tillage or khirde. After three years the surface is every year cleaned

by a scalping knife. As they are shallower and are not liable to be
overgrown with haridli, red soils do not want the heavy plough.
As red soils, especially sandy reds, are apt to harden and cake after

rain, they are kept as loose and friable as possible. The sandier

the land the more harm heavy rain causes. Two or three showery
days in a fortnight are enough for the red soils until late in the

season in September-October, when the grain is filling in the heads,
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a good deal of rain is required. The first operation in a red soil

field is to enrich it with ordinary manure in March. In April,

after the first showers have begun, the field is at intervals

ploughed three times with the smaller plough and the manure spread

through the soil. In May, the stubble of the previous crop and
weeds are cut out by the scalping knife, which in loose sandy soils

is fixed so as to pass two or three inches below the surface. The
stubble and the weeds are gathered either by a rake or by hand.

In June when the south-west rains have begun, or, if the rains hold

off, in July or even as late as August, the seed is sown by the drill

machine. If the sowing is delayed till August the surface has
again to be cleaned by the scalping knife. During the first four
or five weeks after sowing the heavy hoe or uki-kunti is used twice.

After the second hoeing the plants are too high and they are weeded
by hand generally twice in the course of the second and third

months. As soon as the heads of corn begin to form, guards are

set over the field, some on foot, others mounted on stages or on
trees, to keep ofE pilferers and drive away birds, birds particularly,

if not kept off, working great havoc among the standing crops.

The birds are kept off by all sorts of noises, by slinging small earthen

pellets, and sometims by shaking leaf strings hung from one stage

or tree to another. Often a girl is mounted on one of these stages

with her reeling machine or nalu ratti, at times bellowing at the
birds, or slinging a pellet, or cracking a large hempen whip. For
scaring deer, hares, wild boars, and jackals, a wooden post six to

eight feet high is sunk upright into the middle or into a corner of the

field, and a whitewashed earthen jar is laid on the top, and a blanket
or a waistcloth, or a woman's robe in rags is hung from the pole, so

as to look like the figure of a man or a woman. After the crops are

reaped they are thrashed. A space twelve to twenty yards in

diameter is wetted and beaten till the surface is smooth, hard, and
firm. The corn is taken to this space. If it is Indian millet or

millet the heads are out off and thrown on the threshing floor, and
if it is wheat or gram the plants are thrown. The farmer's whole
stock of bullocks is yoked abreast and they are driven, muzzled,

round a post in the centre. As soon as the whole is thrashed, on
some day when the.breeze is neither too light nor too heavy the grain,

is winnowed. A man stands on a metmhalli or wooden tripod and
the grain is handed to him in a four-sided tray made of close

mat -work. The front and broadest edge of this tray has no rim,

and over this the winnower drops the grain and chaff, the grain

falling to the ground and the chaff blowing to one side.

According to their seed times and harvest times, the Bijd.pur'

crops may be divided into two classes early or main rain that is

kharif (M. H.) or mungdri (K.) and late or cold weather that

is rabi (M. H.) or hingdri (K.). The kharif crops, which are

sown in the latter part of June or the beginning of July and
harvested in November and December, want rain in June, July,

and August, and are injured by heavy rain after the grain is in ear.

To this class of crops chiefly belong the red variety of Indian millet

jvdri (M.) or ken-jola (K.) Sorghum yulgare, bdjri (M.) or saji (K.)
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Penicillaria spicata, rice hhdt (M.) or bhatta (K.) Oryza sativa^ 7mig
(M.) or hesru (K.) Phaseolus radiatus, ^aj;^a (M.) or avri (K.) Dolichos
lablab, udid (M.) or uddu (K.) Phaseolus mungo, chavli (M.) or
alsandi (K.) DolichoS catjang, kulthi (M.) or hurli (K.) Dolichoa
biflorus, tur (M.) or togri (K.) Cajanus indicus, til (M.) or yallu (K.)
Sesamumindicum, andambcidi (M.) or pundi (K.) Hibiscus cannabinus.
All these are grown in red or musdli soils ; and millet, til, udid, mug
and rdla (M.) or navani (K.) Panicum italicum also in black soils.

In the more sandy soils all these early crops are sown in the latter

part of June, but in the more mixed and loamy sands they are
sometimes sown in July or early August. For the rabi (M.) or
hingdri (K.) crops which are sown only in black soils in September
and the beginning of November and are harvested from the end of
December to the beginning of April, rain is wanted in August and
September. To this class chiefly belong white Indian millet jvdri
(M.) or bili-jola (K.) Holcus cernus, cotton hdpus (M.) or hatti (K.)

Gossypium herbaceum, wheat ghau (M.) godi (K.) Triticum
sestivum, gram harbhara (M.) or hadli (K.) Cicer arietinum,
linseed javas (M.) or alshi (K,) Linum usitatissimum, and kardai
(M.) or kusbi (K.) Carthamus tinctorius.

In 1881-82, of 1,759,816 acres held for tillage, 143,358 acres

or 8"14 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining
1,616,468 acres 317 were twice cropped. Of the 1,616,775 acres

under tillage, grain crops occupied 1,209,078 acres or 74'78 per cent;

949,386 of them under Indian millet Sorghum vulgare, 136,924
under spiked miUet Penicillaria spicata, 97,746 under wheat
Triticum aestivum, 9269 under Italian millet Panicum italicum,

5004 under rice Oryza sativa, 3926 under sdva Panicum miliare,

622 under barley Hordeum hexastychon, 304 under maize makdi
(M.) or mekke jola (K.) Zea mays, and 5897 under other grains of

which details are not given. Pulses occupied 73,360 acres or

4"53 per cent, of which 37,866 were under gram Cicer arietinum,

14,720 under cajan pea Cajanus indicus, 7929 under kiolthi Dolichos

biflorus, 432 under ynvg Phaseolus radiatus, and 5413 under
other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 71,094 acres or 4-39 per cent of

which 29,697 were under linseed Linum usitatissimum, 15,521 under

jingelly seed Sesamum indicum, and 25,876 under other oilseeds.

Fibres occupied 255,790 acres or 15'82 per cent of which 255,367

were under cotton Gossypium herbaceum, and 423 under Bombay
hemp Crotalaria juncea. Miscellaneous crops occupied 7453 acres

or 0-46 per cent of which 1135 were under sugarcane us (M.)

kabbu (K.) x Saccharum officinarum, 1469 under tobacco tambdku
(M.) or hdge soppu (K.) Nicotiaua tabacum, and 1637 under

chillies mirchi (M.) or mensinkai (K.) Capsicum frutescens. The
remaining 3162 acres were under various vegetables and fruits.

The following are the details of some of the most important

crops : Indian millet jvdri (M.) or Jola (K.) Sorghum vulgare

with, in 1881-82, 949,386 acres or 58-72 per cent of the

whole tillage area is grown over the whole district. Of Indian

millet there are two varieties the red or ken-jola (K.) and

the white or bili-jola (K.). The red or ken-jola is grown as
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an early crop and is sown in the latter half of June where the soil

is sandy and towards the end of July where the soil is mixed and
strong, and is reaped in October or Norember, about a fortnight

after the end of the south-west rains. The white or bilijola

also called shidlu-Jvdri is grown as a late crop in black soil in the

latter half of September, and is gathered in the end of March or the

begining of April. When the crop is good, white jvdri is both
more profitable and less injurious to the land than red jvdri. Before
sowing. Indian millet, the field is thrice ploughed by the light plough
and the seed is dropped through the seed drill. The chief points

of difPerence between the red and white varieties are that the seed of

the white variety is white, and of the red variety brownish ; the stalk

of the white variety does not grow to more than half the height of

the red variety and contains much more sugar. The grain of the
white variety is superior in flavour and the proportional shortness
of the stalk seems to enable the earth to bear many more plants.

On the best black lands in good years the plants of white jvdri are

closer and the heads are better filled than those of any other grain.

Indian millet and millet are the staple food of the people.

Wheat ghau (M.) or godi (K.) Triticum sestivum with, in 1881-82,

97,746 acres or 6-04 per cent of the tillage area is grown over
the whole district, chiefly in Bagevadi, Bijapur, Sindgi, and
MuddebihAl. Three chief varieties of wheat known as tdmhda
or red, khapli, and holi are grown. The tdmhda or red wheat is

the best and is like the ordinary English wheat. The khapli,

grown as a watered crop in garden lands, is a bearded wheat, like

the English barley except that the grain is oblong. The holi an
inferior wheat is grown in rice lands after the rice crop has been
carried. As a dry-crop wheat is grown in pure black soils, in

mixed soil called mali, and in a gray soil formed from felspar rocks.

Of these the mixed or mali lands are the best suited for the growth
of wheat. The wheat of the Don valley has a high local value ; the

salt in the soil instead of injuring nourishes the wheat plant. The
land is carefully prepared and manured before the seed is sown.

The sowing begins soon after the heavy burst of the north-east or

Madras monsoon which generally happens in October and sometimes
in early November. The quantity of seed ranges from twenty-six

to thirty pounds the acre. The crop which wheat follows best is

cotton preceded by Indian millet. In some places wheat alternates

with sugarcane and gram. Occasionally kardai or safflower ia

raised between the rows of wheat two to six feet apart. The
safflower ripens one month later and does not interfere with the

growth of the wheat. The wheat crop takes three to three

and a half months to ripen and is reaped in March. Dry-crop
wheat is much affected by atmospheric changes. It is affected

by rain twenty or twenty-five days after the seed is sown. It

is also affected by heavy dews, by excessive cold following cold-

weather rain, by cold northerly and westerly winds, and, at the

time when the crop comes to bearing, by a cold and northerly
wind locally called kadki or harishchandra vara. In Sindgi the
ill effects of too much moisture are counteracted by throwing
manure or ashes on the field. Wheat is not the staple food of the
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people
; only the rich classes eat it every day. In ordinary years

large quantities of wheat leave the district. Some of it goes to
Sholapur, some to Athni in Belgaum, and some to Jamkhandi. The
rest finds its way to Vengurla and K^rwdr and from those ports is

shipped to Bombay. The Bijdpur husbandmen do not send grain
on their own account to Bombay or even to Vengurla. They either
take it for sale to the nearest railway station or they dispose of it

to Belgaum traders.

Rice bhdt (M.) or bhatta (K.) Oryza sativa with 5004 acres or
0"30 per cent of the tillage area, from want of irrigation works, is

not one of the chief crops of the district. In Baddmi rice is grown
from the water of some of the larger reservoirs. Before sowing
them the rice fields are flooded till they are two or three feet

deep in mud, and are divided into a number of rectangles four
or five yards long and two or three yards broad, with banks three
or four inches high. Cattle dung and the roots of old rice are
trodden and kneaded into the mud either with a broad hoe by men
waist-deep in mud or by a plough drawn by two buffaloes. The
ploughing can only be done towards the edges of the tract where
the depth of the mud is somewhat less than in the middle parts.

If the dung falls short or if the cultivator is poor, the leaves of

Icaranj Pongamia glabra, or of kodiaga Galega tinctoria, which
are not such good fertilizers as the dung are kneaded into the mud.
After the kneading is over the little spaces are levelled and
smoothed by a wooden hoe or toothless rake one and a quarter or

two feet broad and the earth which sticks to this tool serves to

make the little embankments. In August the 6eld is ready for

sowing. The seed is prepared at home by enclosing it in a cover

of twisted grass which is sunk for a day in a well, then taken out,

and kept in the house for two days. It is again sunk in the

water for a day. At the end of this second soaking it sprouts and
when sprouted is sown broadcast in the field. As the water is

always flowing or oozing off a fresh supply is let on to the land

once a week or oftener. Two complete weedings and an almost

daily removal of single weeds are needed during the latter part of

January when the crop is ready for reaping. When the rice is

ready for reaping the ground is still so muddy that one man wading
in the mud cuts the rice and hands the bundles to another who
carries them to some dry raised spot on the border of the field.

This part of the labour is always paid in kind. At the spot where
it is taken, the corn is thrashed by beating the heads against a

board. Following the same process a second crop • is raised from

the same land, the interval between the sowing of the first crop and

the reaping of the second being a fortnight. Of these two crops the

second which is sown in February is better than the first, because

the first crop which is sown in August is exposed when nearly ripe to

a cold dry wind which prevents the heads from filling.

Cotton Mpus (M.) or hatti (K.) Gossypium herbaceum with, in

1881-82, 255,367 acres or 15-89 per cent of the tillage area is grown

as a late crop mostly in the black soils of the Sindgi, Bagevddi,

Muddebihal, and Hungund sub-divisions. Of these Hungund raises

B 877—41
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the best cotton as it bas much excellent soil, has a generally even
and sure rainfall, and, till the 1876-77 famine, had a population^

which was noted for its laborious and careful husbandry. As in

Belgaum three kinds of cotton are grown^ Gossypium arboreum or

(ievkdpus (M.) that is god's cotton used in making sacred threads-,

Gossypium indicum orjvdri-hatti ( K.) that is 'country cotton grown in

pure black soils, and Gossypium barbadense or vilditi hatti (K.) that

is New Orleans cotton grown in brown soils. In 1882-83 the area

under New Orleans cotton was only 731 acres. The detailed account
of cotton cultivation given in the Belgaum Statistical Account
applies to Bijdpur. No crop takes more out of the soil than cotton.

Cotton never thrives in the same field for two successive years. It

must be varied with Indian millet, wheat, or gram. The cotton fields

are enriched with the ordinary manure. Fresh manure is believed

to heat the soil and therefore the soil is manured the year before the

cotton is sown. Before sowing cotton, partly by the hand and partly

with the hoe, the field is cleared of the stumps of the previous crop,

and, if the field is overgrown with the Jcarige (K.) grass, it is ploughed
with the larger plough or neglai. After the ground is cleared

the clods are broken by a heavy wooden beam. In the latter part of

August the land becomes fit for sowing. The seeds are rubbed in fresh

bullock dung and water and are then dropped through the hollow
tubes of the seed drill or 7cwr(7i (E.). The seed drill is immediately
followed by the hoe which closes the drills. The seed leaves show
in six to eight days, and in about a month the plants are three or

four inches high. The farmer then works the grubber between the

rows of seedlings, rooting out young weeds and grass, the surface

is turned, and the soil is heaped at the roots of the young plants.

Weeds are also removed by labourers with a sickle. The crop is

ready for picking late in February or early in March. A good crop

yields five and sometimes six pickings ; a poor crop not more than
three or four. The detailed account given in the Statistical Account
of Belgaum of the attempts that were made between 1845-46 and
1853-54 to introduce New Orleans cotton applies to the three

southern sub-divisions of Bagalkot, Bd.dami, and Hungund which
at that time formed part of Belgaum. Between 1850 and 1854
desultory efforts were made to introduce American cotton into the

northern sub-divisions, which, except Bijapur which was under
Sdtd,ra, then formed part of ShoMpur. Both in the north and in

the south the efforts to introduce New Orleans cotton failed. In
1851-52 in Indi, Sindgi, Bagevadi, and MuddebihAl seventy-six

acres were under New Orleans ; in 1852-53 the area rose to 730
acres ; and in 1852-53 the area fell to almost nothing. In 1 854
as it was not in demand the Collector of ShoMpur recommended
that, until the country was opened either by good roads or by a

railway, no further attempts should be made to grow New Orleans.^

In 1857-58 experiments with Egyptian cotton were made in fifteen

Bagalkot and in nineteen Bdddmi villages. The results were so

' Walton's Cotton, 58.
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unsatisfactoi'y that Mr. Seton Karr, the Collector feared that the
seed had been damaged in transit. It was sown much more thickly
than usual, but not nearly the usual number of plants came up. Mr.
Seton Karr thought that if it was watered the Egyptian cotton might
succeed, but he found the people unwilling to make further experi-

ments. Only in a fraction of the fifty acres which were planted
with Egyptian cotton, had the seed sprouted and the outturn was
miserably small. The Bombay Chamber of Commerce found the
sample which was sent to them much injured by insects. The cleaned
cotton would be spotted and uneven in staple.. Still the staple

was long fine and silky and where uninjured by damp or insects was
v«ry strong. If carefully cleaned the Chamber thought it would
probably be ecfualto good Egyptian which on the 16th, of July 1858.

sold at 8^d. to 9d. the pound in the Liverpool market. In 1859-60
a further experiment with fresh Egyptian seed was tried in four-

Bdd4mi, three Bag-alkot, and fifteen Hungund villages. The seed
was distributed, free of charge and the- husbandmen were told to

sow it early and to- pick the cotton as soon as it ripened.. The seed
came up in two of the Baddmi villages and failed in two j.it sprouted
in six of the Hungund villages and failed in nine ; and it came up
in one B^galkot village aind failed in two. Mr. Seton Karr thought
that the seed was good and sound ;- and that the results were
extremely poor. [So, complete- was the failure, that the husbandmen
were unwilling to sow any more Egyptian seed.^ In 1864-65,

•within the present Bdjdpur district, 2731 acres were under New
Orleans and 355,0-70 acres under local cotton.^ The staple of the

New Orleans was pronounced very inferior. In 1865-66, 3268 acres

were under New Orleans and 278,494 acres were under local cotton.

An attempt was made to improve the local cotton by a large impor-

tation of Berar Akote cotton seed. This seed was not procured

until very late in the season. It was sent through Sholdpur and the

monsoon had burst before it reached its destination. The result was
that much of the seed did not arrive at the different sub-divisional

head-quarters in time for- sowing. The results of nearly fifty tons

of seed seem to have been meagre and disappointing. The
outturn and quality of the other cotton crop were satisfactory..

Though the fields were not kept so clean the Bijapur New Orleans,

was considered equal to the best Dhdrwdr New Orleans. In- the

same year (1865) Hungund was recommended as a good place for a,

cotton ginning factory. In 1 866-67, owing to the establishment of

a ginning factory at Kon in Dhdrwdr the area under- New Orleans

rose from 3268 acres to 8823 acres. The area under local cotton

was 262,275 acres. During this season Mr. Blackwell, the district

cotton inspector, tried an experiment with twenty-five pounds of

Hinganghdt seed in Bdgalkot. The experiment was reported to.

have been successful and more than twelve acres were sown with

Hinganghdt. Mr. Blackwell stated that the seed was much liked

by the people, that the cotton was in length, strength, and white,.
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- Cotton details between 1864 anrl 1879 are from Walton's Histoiy of Cotton in

Belgainn and KaWdgi (1880).
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ness superior to the local cotton, and that it was about l\d. a pound
(Rs. 2 a man) more valuable. In consequence of this report one ton
of Hinganghat seed was sent to Mr. Blackwell partly for distribu-

tion and partly for experiment. In 1867-68, owing to increased

ginning facilities, the area under New Orleans was 10,645 acres

and the area under local cotton was 278,582 acres. Early in

the year, the cotton plants, particularly the plants of the local

cotton, were blighted and thirty-five per cent of the crop was
destroyed. Hinganghat seed was again tried but was unsuccessful.

The Bombay Chamber of Commerce reported that a sample
grown at Hungund was leafy and wasty, a poor specimen of

cotton, such as no European firm would ship. In the same
letter they reported favourably on a sample of cotton grown from
Kumta seed on the same farm, under the management of Mr.
Blackwell, the cotton inspector. In 1868-69, 10,476 acres were under
New Orleans and 383,018 acres under local cotton. The blight of

the previous season again appeared and did much damage. About
2500 pounds of superior unmixed American seed was distributed

in Hungund to restore the seed to its former purity. In 1869-70,

25,543 acres were under New Orleans and 573,279 acres were
under local cotton. Some interesting experimeuts were carried on
near Hungund by Mr. Blackwell who stayed out during the whole
rains to give them the benefit of his personal care and attention.

Several superior kinds of cotton, among them American, Hinganghat,
and Kumta, were tried, and the operations were carried out with
English ploughs and harrows and other improved tools and appli-

ances. No details of the results of these experiments are recorded;
they are said to have been on the whole satisfactory. In 1870-71,

11,875 acres were under New Orleans and 379,246 acres under
local cotton. Daring this season the work of the gin-repairing

establishments at Ron and Navalgund was limited to Dharwar
villages. This proved a deathblow to the growth of American
cotton in South Bijapur. The area fell from 11,875 acres in 1870-71
to 4261 acres in 1874-75. In 1875 it rose to 9149 acres, but owing
to the 1876 famine it fell to nothing in 1877-78. In 1878-79 the

area again rose to 1935 acres and after some irises and falls in 1882

it stood at 731 acres.

Its uncertain'and scanty rainfall makes Bijapur most liable to

failure of crops. The earliest recorded failure of rain is the great

Durgddevi Famine. It began in- 1 396 and is said to have lasted

for twelve years, and to have almost depopulated the districts south

of the Narb^da.' In 1422 and 1423 no rain fell and there was a

grievous famine throughout the Deccan and the Karndtak. In

1422 multitudes of cattle died from want of water ; and Ahmad Shd.h

Bahmani (1419-1431) increased the pay of his troops and opened

public stores of grain for the use of the poor.^ In 1460 a failure of

rain was followed by famine, and 1472 and 1473 were years of severe

distress.^ No rain fell and no crops were sown for two years. The
people died or fled the country in such numbers that when rain fell

> Cirant Duff's MarAthis, 26. ' Briggs' Ferishta, II, 405.
' Colonel Etherldge's Past Famines, 100.
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in the third year scarcely a man was left to till the land.i During
the season of 1629-30 no rain fell in the Deccan, and a famine and
pestilence ensued.^ In 1631 the Moghal army under A.saf Khan
besieged Bijdpar. The supplies of the Moghal army were cut off

and this caused much distress in the Moghal camp. Men and
beasts perished from hunger and the rupee price of grain rose to
about two pounds (1 ser).^ In 1666 the Moghals again besieged
BijApur and their supplies were again cut off. For about eighty or
a hundred miles round Bijdpur not a trace of grass or fodder was
left and the Moghal army was reduced to great straits.* In 1685
very little rain fell and grain became so scarce and dear that it was
diflScult to get a loaf.^ In 1717 there was a severe famine. Thou-
sands perished and the memory of the hardships undergone lingered
with the people for years.* In 1784 a severe famine is said to have
lasted for three years. Thousands perished and the bones of the
dead whitened the ground for miles.'' In 1791 want of rain again
brought famine. No measures were taken to relieve the distress,

and so many perished from want of food, that this famine is still

remembered as the Dogi Barra or Skull Famine, because the ground
was covered with the skulls of the unburied dead. In 1803 the

rainfall was good and the crops promised well but the raids of

Pendhari freebooters turned a year of plenty into a year of famine.
The disturbed state of the country prevented the late crops being
sown, and the early crops were destroyed by the ravages of troops.

Abundance of water and plenty of grass lightened the distress.

Grain sold at four to eight pounds (2-4 Bengal sers) the rupee, and
in Bijdpur it rose to three pounds (one and a half sers). No relief

measures were taken, but in Bd,galkot some of the merchants fed

the starving poor. The distress was great, and people died of want.

Apparently because rdgi Eleusine corocana was the only grain which
could be procured, the famine is remembered as the Rdgi Barra.^

Between 1818 and 1820 want of rain caused a famine in Muddebihal,
Indi, and Bijdpur, and in the petty divisions of Hippargi in Sindgi

and of Mangoli in BdgevAdi. The distress lasted six to nine months.

In Indi there was a good crop, but it was soon consumed as numbers
in search of food crowded in fi-om the Nizam's country. Indian millet

sold at twelve to sixteen pounds (6 - 8 Bengal sers) the rupee. The
poor were reduced to eating parched tamarind seeds and numbers
both of men and cattle are said to have perished. No relief mea-

sures seem to have been undertaken. In 1824-25, in Indi, Mudde-
bihdl, Mangoli, and Hippargi a failure of rain was followed by a

scarcity. Jvdri sold at thirty-two pounds (16 Bengal sers) the

rupee. No deaths from famine and no relief measures are recorded.

In 1832-33 want of rain caused a failure of crops and jvdri sold at

sixteen pounds (8 Bengal sers) the rupee. Import duties were taken

off grain, and relief works were started. Mr. Arbuthnot, the
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Muddebihal, Mangoli, and Hippargi, and also employed the people

gncu ur
. .^ making roads. Many are said to have died from hunger, and the

Bad Seasons. mortality among cattle is also said to have been great. In 1853-54,
1853-54. owing to a failure of crops in ShoMpur, numbers of people cam-e

to Bijapur. At Indi jvdri prices rose to fourteen pounds (7 Bengal

sers) the rupee. In other parts of the district it sold at fifty pounds

(25 Bengal sers). The destitute were employed in making roads in

indi and Hippargi. No deaths are said to have occurred from

1863-1867. want. Between 1863-64 and 1866-67 a series of years of scanty

rainfall caused repeated failures of crops. The high price of

cotton in consequence of the American War- had enriched the

people and large supplies of grain were brought from Shalapur, and
the distress was little felt. In 1865-e6 a sum of £1 000 (Rs. 10,000-)

was sanctioned for relief works. There was a failure of crops in

1871-72. 1871 which told severely on the people, and for several months
many of the poorer classes were scrimped for food. In 1872-73

there was a partial failure of crops.

The scanty rainfall^ of 1876, 6.'13 compared with an. average of

about 22*13 inches, led to failure of crops and distress amounting to

famine over the whole of the district. The central portions suffered

most severely. Of the eight sub-divisions, the early crops were bad
in two, Sindgi and Badami, and in the remaining six they were very

bad. Besides the failure of the early crops- there were only a few
showers in September and October, and the small area of cold'-

weather crops,, which were sown in the hope of m.ore rain, withered.

With high grain prices, Indian millet at eighteen instead of fifty-six

pounds the rupee, and no demand for field work, either in harvesting

the early or in preparing land for the late crops, large numbers of

the poorer classes became destitute. The need for Government help

began early in September. Fodder was scarce,, and large numbers, in

some cases whole families, in other cases only a few members of each

family, in the hope of saving their cattle,, drove them to the Kanara
forests and to the Nizam's country. Distress grew sharper in

November when all ho]3e of rain was over, and private grain-holders

were holding back their stores. In some places the markets were
almost empty, and no grain could be bought at any price. The
distance from the railway on one side and from the sea-coast on the

other side kept outside dealers from entering into the trade. The
grain difficulty became most serious. Some relief works had to be

closed, and others could not be opened,, because there was no grain

for the people to buy. Under these circumstances Government
imported 2.46,000 pounds of jvdri from Belgaum and ShoMpur and
kept it as a reserve in case of the failure of the local dealers or

contractors who had engaged to supply the people on the relief works.

The presence of this grain had a wonderful efiect. Stores were

brought out, supplies became plentiful all over the district, and prices

1 The account of the 1876-77 famine owes much to additions made by Messrs. H. F.

SiJcock, C. S,, and A. Wingate, C.S., CLE.
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rapidly fell.i Between March and June distress increased. Large
EumberS) taking their families, moved into the surrounding districts,

the NizAm's country, Sholapur, Belgaum, and DhdrwAr, wherever
grain was said to be cheaper and fodder less scarce. At the close
of the hot weather, a promising fall of rain in June was followed
by so dry a July that the crops suffered severely. Distress and
anxiety continued unabated till they were relieved by timely and
plentiful rainfall in September and October. At the close of
November the demand for special Government help had ceased and
all the relief works were closed. At the same time the season of

1877 was anything but good. The crops were injured by the early
drought and afterwards by excessive rain, and the harvest was not
more than half the average yield. In April 1878 relief works had
to be re-opened. The following summary shows from month to
month the different phases through which the distress passed and
the measures which were taken to meet it.

In September 1876, as no rain fell, except in a few villages in
B^dami, Sindgi, and Hungund, almost all the early crops were lost.

About the close of the month there were some smart but very local

showers. In the hope of more rain the late or rabi crops were sown
in many places. Owing to demands from Dharwdr, except in Badami,
grain prices rose considerably, and fodder and drinking water were
everywhere scarce. Early in the month local fund relief works were
begun, batitsoon became clearthatsomelargerprovisionwas wanted.
Early in October light showers fell at Bagev^di, Bijapur, and Badami,
and on the nineteenth there was about an inch of rain at Kaliidgi.
This did little good as the ground was too parched to be made ready
for sowing. Distress deepened, and by the end of the month grain
had risen to eighteen pounds the rupee. Large numbers of cattle

died from want of fodder, water was scarce, and cases of crime, the
result of want of food and work, were reported from several parts of

the district. Many people, especially from Indi, left their villages,

and large numbers of cattle were sent to the Kanara forests to graze.

Relief works, paid from local funds, were opened. At the close of

the month Government placed £2500 (Rs. 25,000) at the Collector's

disposal to be spent on charitable relief. November passed without
rain. The late sowing season was almost over and the few crops

that had been sown were lost. The harvesting of the early crops
was over, but there was almost no outturn. The water-supply was
in many places scanty ; in other places water failed so completely
that villages had to be deserted. In the north large numbers of

cattle died from want of fodder. The distress was very great.

Local traders withheld their stores ; and, as no outside grain was
yet beginning to come in, in many markets there was little grain to

buy. Prices rose rapidly from nineteen pounds at the beginning of

the month to twelve pounds at the close. Grain thefts were very
common. Large numbers of people went to the Nizam's country
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' Though there was no necessity to use the Government grain, as was at first

expected, its presence had a wholesome effect on prices. Part of it which'waa
stored at KaUdgi, got damaged aod wag sold by auction. The rest of the grain was
used in relief-houses.
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and elsewhere with their cattle, and those that remained suffered

sorely from want of food. On the seventh of November the Collector

was authorized to make temporary arrangements for the immediate
supply of grain. ^ About the middle of the month Grovernment
entered into a contract at Belgaum for the delivery of fifty-five tons
of grain at KalMgi, and at Sholapur for the delivery of fifty-six

tons, one-third at Dholkheir on the Bhima and two-thirds at

Bijapur. On the ninth one-fifth of the Gdikwar's gift of £1000
(Rs. 10,000) was handed over to the Collector to be spent in alms.

Public works were started, the daily number of workers rising about
the close of the month to 7044. Of 3420, the average daily number
for the month, 1073 were able-bodied, expected to do a full day's
work and superintended by ordinary public works officers, and
2347 were' aged or feeble unfit for a full day's work and superin-
tended by civil officers.^ December passed without rain and with
no change in crop prospects. The Government grain arrived from
Belgaum and ShoMpur. The sight of it had an excellent effect.

Traders immediately brought out their stores and private importa-
tions were also begun. As in other famine districts jvdri prices fell

from twelve pounds the rupee at the beginning of the month to 17^
pounds about the close. The mortality among cattle in the three

northern sub-divisions, Indi Bijapur and Sindgi, was very great. It

was chiefly among the older and poorer animals, as the best had long
before been driven to the KAnara forests. Early in the month
cholera was slightly prevalent in one sub-division. The numbers of

the destitute rose, on public works from 1073 to 8501, and on civil

works from 2347 to 8107. The increase in the north was chiefly

due to the return of emigrants from Sholapur who came back on
hearing that large relief works had been opened. On the twelfth

four of the district mamlatddrs were appointed special relief

mdmlatdars for their sub-divisions.

In January no rain fell. Grain continued to be brought into the
district and the supply was fair. Jvdri prices remained steady at

17^ pounds the rupee. There was a rather serious outbreak of cholera

in four sub-divisions. Probably owing to the return of emigrants the

numbers on relief works rose, on public works from 8501 to 38,985,

against a fall on civil works from 8107 to 6128. During the month
188 persons were supported on charitable relief. February passed

without rain. Grain continued to be brought into the district and
the supply was sufficient. Jvdri prices remained steady at about

eighteen pounds the rupee, but, about the close of the month, rose

to 174 pounds. Cholera was increasing. The numbers on relief

works fell, on public works from 38,985 to 32,460, and on civil

works from 6128 to 4278. On charitabe relief they rose from 188

> Grovernment Resolution 3368, 7th November 1876.
* The rates of wages originally fixed for the workers were, for a man 3d. (2 as.)

a day, for a woman 2Jrf. (IJ as.), and for a boy or girl capable of work l^d, (1 a.).

About the middle of November a sliding scale was introduced, which provided that

the money rate should vary with the price of grain when prices rose over sixteen

pounds the rupee, and that a man should always receive the price of one pound of

grain in addition to one anna.
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to 201. In March a few showers in Indi helped the garden crops.

The supply of grain continued sufficient, but jvdri prices rose from
1 7i pounds in the beginning of the month to sixteen pounds towards
the close. Cholera continued general but was decreasing. Emigration
was at a standstill and people were coming back. In consequence of

the introduction of the task system on relief works, many left them
and went to their homes. The numbers fell, on public works from
32,460 to 22,413, against a rise on civil works from 4278 to 6202,
and on charitable relief from 201 to 392. In April from two inches
to half an inch of rain fell in the five sub-divisions of Bijdpur,

Sindgi, Bdgevddi, Bd,galkot, and Hungund. In Bij^pur and
elsewhere the ponds were fiUe'd and all fear of a water famine was at

an end. Except in Bagevd,di and Muddebihdl, grain importations

continued sufficient. The rupee price oi jvdri rose from 16^ pounds
at the beginning of the month to 14| pounds about the close, Fodder
was very scarce. Very many cattle died and others were fed on nim
leaves. Emigrants were returning in large numbers. In Hungund
there was great distress among Vadars, Lambdnis or Lamdns, and
other wandering tribes. Cholera was increasing and small-pox was
prevalent. Government relief houses were opened. The number
of workers rose on public works from 22,413 to 35,805, on civil

works from 6202 to 7550, and on charitable relief from 392 to

1030. In May there were smart showers over the whole district

except in Muddebihal. InHungund and Bd,galkot sowing was begun
in many places. The importation of grain continued, but in

Muddebihdl and Hungund the supplies were insufficient. Cartage

rates had risen high chiefly owing to want of draught cattle ; to hire

a cart from Sholdpur to Hungund cost £4 (Rs. 40). In Hungund
grain was imported from Andni in the Nizdm's country, and in

BAgevddi camels were used to bring grain from Beldri. The rupee

price ofy«an rose from 14J pounds at the beginning of the month
to 13i pounds at the close. Emigrants were returning with cattle,

but of these largo numbers died from want of fodder. Cholera

and small-pox continued prevalent. Owing chiefly to the greater

vigour shown in helping people to leave their villages large numbers
began to flock to the relief works. The numbers on relief

increased, on public works from 39,897 about the beginning of

the month to 77,617 about the close, and on charitable relief from

1030 to 2994, against a fall on civil works from 7562 to 6956. On
the nineteenth a further sum of £2000 (Rs. 20,000) was placed at the

Collector's disposal for charitable relief. On the twenty-second

Government sanctioned a sum of £2000 (Rs. 20,000) to be lent to

dealers to help them to import grain into the district on condition

that it should be sold at a certain rate above cost price. A few

dealers took the advances, but chiefly from want of carriage, the

project was not a success. Early in June there was a good fall of

rain all over the district. Sowing operations were begun. In many
places, on account of the want of cattle, ploughs and harrows were

drawn by men instead of by bullocks. Later in the month the rain

held off, sowing was stopped, and the crops, where they had come

up, began to wither. The want of cattle, for all available animals

were engaged in field work, the heaviness of the roads, and . the

B 877—42
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difficulty of crossing the flooded streams and rivers continued to

make the importation of grain most difficult. Small quantities were

brought from Sholapur on men's heads and in carts drawn by men,

but, except in the north, the supply was insufficient, solely owing to

the want of carriage. The district got such a name' that traders

could not get carters, who had full occupation in more favoured

places, to undertake the journey. The rupee price of jva/ri rose

from thirteen pounds at the beginning of the month to eleven

pounds at the close. The high prices caused much distress and
people again began to leave the north of the district. Fodder was
very scarce; a bundle, which in ordinary years cost A^d. (3 as.),

could not be had for 8s. (Es. 4) . Large numbers of cattle died

and cholera continued general. The numbers on public works
rose from 64,988 to 71,764, and on charitable relief from 2994
to 10,699. On civil works they fell from 7418 to 7212. In
the early days of July a few showers, and in some places the

sowing of the early crops was resumed. Later on rain held off

and sowing was again stopped. Where they had come up the crops

were withering. Cartage rates rose very high. A cart from
Sholapur to Muddebihdl cost £4 (Rs. 40) and from Kaladgi to

Bij^pur £1 10s. (Rs. 15). Even at this price almost none could

be had. For the greater part of the month the only grain

imported was brought by labourers on their heads. Afterwards
from Belgaum, Belari, and Raichor, cart-loads of grain began to

find their way into the district. The rupee price of jvdri rose to an
average of 9\, and in some places to 7^ pounds. These prices caused
extreme distress ; large numbers of people were forced to eke out

their pittance of grain by gathering wild herbs. In some parts the

Mhdrs and Mangs, who, from the great mortality among cattle,

had at first fared rather well, were reduced to misery. Large
numbers left for Sholapur and the Nizam's country. Fodder
continued very scarce, and cholera was still deadly though
decreasing. About the end of the month some smart showers greatly

helped the half-withered crops. The fall was generally scanty, but

in some places there was enough to allow sowing to be resumed.

The numbers on relief rose, on public works from 71,764 to 74,302,

on civil works from 7212 to 10,429, and on charitable relief from
10,699 to 13,656. On the third a further sum of £2500 (Rs. 25,000)

was placed at the Collector's disposal for charitable relief.

Nearly the whole of August passed with only a few showers. The
early crops withered and in some places were lost. Grain, chiefly

on men's heads, continued to come from Belgaum, Sholdpur, and
Belari. The rupee price oi jvdri rose to an average of 9^ pounds.

The high prices, joined to the want of demand iov field labour,

caused much distress. People who, up to this time, had kept from

the relief works, began to flock to them in numbers. Especially

from Muddebihal and Bagev^di, emigration still went on, and cattle

were driven to Athni in Belgaum. During the month, for non-able-

bodied relief labourers, a municipal bread shop was opened in Mudde-
bihil, where bread was sold at cost price. Heavy rain, beginning
on the twenty-eighth, continued till the end of the month, greatly

reviving such of the early crops as remained alive. In some parts
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the sowing of cotton and the cold-weather crops was begunj and
in the south of Bijapur bdjri and rdgi were being harvested. The
numbers on relief rose, on public works from 74,302 to 106,383,
and on civil works from 10,429 to 13,364, against a fall on
charitable relief from 13,656 to 13,202. On the second of August
a further sum of £5000 (B.s. 50,000) was added to the Collector's

discretionary allowance. In September about 2^ inches of rain fell

at KaMdgi and 186 inches at Hungnnd. The prospects of the early

harvest were much improved, and the late harvest sowings, though
somewhat delayed, were in progress. Promising crops of green grass

greatly lowered cartage rates. In spite of the heaviness of the roads,

considerable quantities of grain were brought from Sholdpur and
Belgaum. At the same time, encouraged by the improved prospects,

local dealers opened their grain-pits, and. jvdri prices fell from 8^
pounds at the beginning of the month to 10J near the close. The
condition of the people was much improved and large numbers left

the relief works to return to their fields. In Sindgi and Indi, except

a small civil agency gang, all relief works were closed. The numbers
on relief fell, on public works from 104,242 at the beginning of the

month to 8482 at the close, and on civil works from 14,839 to 11,507 ;

on charitable relief they rose from 13,202 to 18,772. Early in

October rain fell heavily, in places damaging the early and keeping

back the sowing of the late crops. In some parts the bdjri harvest

was in progress and the new grain was finding its way to market.

Many dealers opened their grain-pits, but the want of cattle and
the heaviness of the roads prevented prices from falling below 12|
pounds the rupee. In the first week of the month all the public

works in Muddebihd.1 were closed. The numbers on relief fell,

on public works from 8482 in the beginning of the month to

1432 near the close ; on civil works from 11,507 to 4993 ; and on
charitable relief from 18,772 to 14,949. In November the weather

continued favourable. On an average 1'09 inches of rain fell. The
early crops were being harvested but in Bagevddi and the southern

sub-divisions they were much damaged by excessive rain. The
sowing of gram, wheat, and other cold-weather crops was in

progress. A break in the rainy weather much aided grain

importations, and jvdri prices fell from fourteen pounds in the

beginning of the month to 19^ pounds about the close. During the

month, ague, diarrhoea, and dysentery were prevalent throughout

the district. The numbers on relief fell, on public works fi-om 1730

about the beginning of the month to twenty-two at the close, on civil

works from 4015 to 426, and on charitable relief from 14,949 to 6118.

By the end of the month all relief works and relief houses were

closed. In the latter half of December there was a general and

good fall of rain. The harvesting of the early crops continued and

the late sowings were finished. On the twenty-second of the month

2638 persons were on charitable relief.

The following statement of Indian millet prices and of persons

receiving relief, shows that during the first two months of 1877

grain kept pretty steady at seventeen pounds the rupee ; that its

price went on rising rapidly till it reached 9^ pounds in September

;

that it then began to decline and fell to twenty pounds in December.
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As early as December 1876 the numbers on relief works reached

16,608. In January they rose to 45,113. By lowering wages and
enforcing the task test they fell to 36,738 in February and 28,615

in March. From March they rapidly advanced till in August they

reached 119,747. They then quickly declined falling to 52,519 in

September and to 2128 in November when the works were closed.

The numbers on charitable relief rose steadily from 1 88 in January
to 13,656 in July, and, after a slight fall to 13,202 in August, rose

to 18,772 in September. They then rapidly fell to 14,949 in October
and 2638 in December. The details are:

Bijdpur Famine, 1876-77.
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publicly made, any attempt at imposition would probably have been
brought to light. In Bijapur in October 1876 the municipality

made a grant of £10 (Rs. 100) to supply grain free to the indigent
and infirm poor of the town ; in villages money was given. This
was supplemented by private monthly subscriptions. In Indi the
same arrangement was made in November and a daily allowance of

grain was given to those who were unable to work. No Government
or municipal grain shops were opened for the sale of grain at

cost price. In Bijdpur, the largest grain market north of the

Krishna, in the latter part of October 1876 the first combination
among the local dealers occurred. Grain was plentiful in the town,
but the dealers refused to sell except at an enhanced rate. The
well-to-do landholders in the neighbouring villages did not care to

compete with the local dealers. But, at length, the district officers

induced one or two men to make advances of money for the

purchase of grain in the neighbouring villages and by selling

it at cost price, after deducting carriage, the combination was for

a time broken. Indian millet was sold under the supervision of

Government officers at eighteen to twenty pounds the rupee, while

the local dealers were charging fourteen to fifteen pounds. This

was not a Government grain-shop. It was a private arrangement
by which under the supervision of Government officers grain was
sold for about three weeks at nearly cost price. Before 1876
Bijdpur had for years been wholly a grain importing district. When
local supplies failed the graindealers were almost paralysed. They
had never imported jvdri and doubted whether it was safe to depart

so greatly from the regular course of trade. Grain had always been
more or less a drug in the market. If they ordered a large

consignment from outside, supplies from the district itself might

be thrown into the market and they would suffer loss. Such
reasons as these kept the dealers for some time from making any
efforts to open communications with the large wholesale exporters

in other parts of India. At length when it was rumoured that

Government were going to import grain for sale, and they saw that

their trade would be ruined, by means of their correspondents at

ShoUpur, they gave large orders to the grain merchants of Jabalpur

and displayed for a short time as much activity as they had before

shown apathy. Though part of it came from Belgaum and ]3elari,

the greater quantity of the imported grain came through Sholdpur

from Jabalpur and the neighbourhood, and was known as Jabalpur

jvdri. When the rains set in. North Bijapur depended on

ShoMpur and South Bijdpur on Belari and Belgaum. The
Jabalpur jvdri was much lighter in colour than the local jvdri and

was much smaller and more liable to injury from damp. It never

became a favourite, the people said there was no strength in it, and

that half a cake of country jvdri was better than a whole cake, of

Jabalpur grain. Still it was always to be had cheaper and there

was consequently a large demand. In the early part of 1877

grain was imported solely by dealers and was offered for sale

only in the markets of large villages. Later on, when the rain had

made the main roads to Sholapur almost impassable and carts took

ten or fifteen days to go sixty miles, a brisk trade in headloads
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of grain was begun and continued for several montLs. Respectable

men and women some of whom had been on relief works, others

employed in their villages, getting a loan of a few rupees would
start for ShoMpur and buying as much grain as they could carry,

would return without delay, dispose of their grain at a fair

price and go off again. Moving in gangs of twenty to thirty these

petty dealers greatly relieved the stress for grain in outlying

villages by bringing a fairly constant supply to the people's doors

at a moderate price. As they passed through the district by
bye-ways it was for their interest to get rid of their purchases as

soon as possible and the inhabitants of many a village which
generally depended for their weekly supply on the market town
perhaps twenty miles off, were rendered independent by these

grain hawkers. By selling the grain at a cheaper rate than the

local dealers, they kept down the market rates in the chief villages

of the district. Owing to the scarcity of carriage and the heaviness

of the roads as soon as the rains set in the supply of grain in South
Bijapur became scanty.

When grain was scarce the poorer classes ate as vegetables

the leaves of trees shrubs and creepers which are not eaten in

ordinary years. Of these the chief were :
^ The tamarind chinch (M.)

or hunchi (K.) Tamarindus indicus, the leaves of which are said to

be unwholesome and even when taken in small quantities to have a
weakening effect; Gokharu (M.) or velamuchyaka (K.) Tribulus

terrestris a small creeping plant. As a medicine it is said to be
aperient and diuretic, and is used in cases of colic, and its juice is

said to be strong enough to stupefy a scorpion. Judging from its

harsh nature it is difficult of digestion. The leaves which are

eaten by cattle are said to be unwholesome and if taken in any
large quantity to cause diarrhoea; Todasi (K.) Corcharus trilo-

cnlaris, an annual plant with no marked flower or fruit. In ordinary
years though not eaten either by man or by cattle, its juice mixed
with whey is a common cure for diarrhoea. The leaves are said to

be unwholesome. Medicinally the plant resembles in properties

another species Corcharus olitorius the well-known jute which is

much eaten as a pot-herb ; Gavat (M.) or hitgoni (K.) Commelyna
communis a spreading weed growing abundantly in moist grass

lands. Though in ordinary years it is not used by man either as

vegetable or a medicine in June and July 1877 it was a common
article of food in places where the supply of wild herbs was scanty.

This food is sometimes more or less difficult of digestion thus giving
rise to diarrhoea and other bowel complaints ; Bhui tarvad (M.)

or malavari (K.), probably Indigofera trifoliata, is a small creeping
plant with white flowers and fruit. It is very bitter to the taste and
in ordinary years it is used as a cattle medicine in cases of colic.

' In the early part of the famine there was a difficulty in bringing
relief to skilled craftsmen especially to hand-loom cotton and silk

weavers whose sedentary work unfitted them for out-door labour.

1 A fuller liat of Famine Plants and Herbs is given in the Belgaum Statistical
Account,
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They also considered themselves too high caste to work as common
labourers. In consequence hand-loom weavers suffered severely.
Government made advances to these people and they were thereby
enabled to earn a livelihood. Government buying the finished
articles at a fair price. Later on when the famine became more
intense and charitable relief increased, the great difficulty was to
induce people to leave their villages and go to centres of relief. The
Kdnarese seem to have a high feeling of pride or self-respect.
People almost dying from want of food refused to leave their villages
preferring to die at home rather than accept of general relief among
strangers. In consequence of this it often became necessary to
establish small relief kitchens in villages to keep alive those who had
steadily refused to let themselves be sent to a relief camp. In
many instances, especially when young children were concerned, it

was found necessary to force people to go to relief camps.

The purely cultivating classes long held back from any form of
relief. They managed to support themselves in their villages by
getting loans from their wealthier neighbours. Very few of this
class came on relief, but the half-cultivating half-labouring class
had little objection to taking employment on roads or other relief

works. The Kanarese people are frugal and hardworking. The
majority of the better classes who came for relief had some little

savings with which to eke out their scanty earnings. When the
people had not been allowed from the first to have matters their
own way, there was little or no difficulty in managing them, and even
in cases when they had been allowed more liberty it only required a
little time to bring them into a proper state of discipline. The
scarcity of fodder along the Unes of transport at one time promised
to be a very serious question. Almost all the karhi or jvdri straw
had been consumed, and except in the largest towns no fodder was
obtainable. Cartmen plying between Bijdpur and Sholapur, a
distance of sixty miles had to carry their fodder for their bullocks
with them the whole way, their carts were not properly laden and
their bullocks were only half-fed. To meet this difficulty, in the

month of May, Government beganto send pressed hay and rice straw

and some little relief was experienced. But the hay was coarse

Konkan hay yielding httle nourishment and it was soon found that

the cattle which ate it derived little support from it. Mixed with

karbi it was of some little service, but the cattle made no improve-

ment on the diet, and, when the roads became heavy with the rains

of August, had it not been for the headload traffic, the imports of

grain, owing to want of transport, would have been very small. At
one time it was proposed to Government to start a transport line of

pack-bullocks to carry grain, the dealers paying for carriage as they

would on a railway j Government refused to entertain the proposal

on the ground that it would prove an interference with trade and

might result in a loss of money.

In the early part of the famine, when scarcity of grass was felt,

nearly all the best cattle were sent in charge of one or two of the

household to the Kd,nara and Belgaum Sahyadris and also in some

instances to the Nizd,m's country. Most went to the Sahyd,dris, as
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the accounts of scarcity in the other quarters soon began to come in.

The people who emigrated with their cattle belonged as a rule

to the better class of husbandmen. About the middle of November
when all hope of rain was at an end many of the smaller landholders

and well-to-do labourers packed their household goods and with

their families started north for the Nizdm's country. It was said

the harvest was fairly good in the north, and they set off in the hope
of finding food and employment. After leaving the district their

fortunes were various, some succeeded in getting employment and
as the famine increased in intensity moved further north in the

direction of Central India. Others gained employment for a short

time and then anxiety about their houses and friends induced
them to come back much as they had gone, and they had recourse to

relief works. Very few improved their condition by going away.

They at most supported themselves by a more congenial employment
than road-making, while many were never again heard of. The
experience of those who went to Kdnara was little better. Many
of the cattle, accustomed to the dry air of the Deccan, died from
exposure on the Sahyddris while their masters' condition was not

much better. Contracting fever and other diseases in the damp air

of the hills, many died there, and others returned to their villages,

either to die or be crippled for life. On the whole the results of the

emigration were not good, the distress perhaps was too widespread
and the emigrants nerer passed beyond the famine-stricken area.

A special census, taken on the 19th May 1877 when famine
pressure was general and severe, showed that of 72,451 workers,

63,821 on public and 8630 on civil works, 54,755 belonged to the

sub-divisions where the works were carried on; 16,471 belonged to

different sub-divisions' of the same district ; 733 were from other

districts; and 492 were from neighbouring states. Of the whole
number 3320 were manufacturers or craftsmen, 23,688 were holders

or under-holders of land, and 45,443 were labourers.

The total cost of the famine was estimated at £258,375 14s.

(Rs. 25,83,757), of which £230,872 16s. (Rs. 23,08,728) were spent

on public and civil works, and £27,502 18s. (Rs. 2,75,029) on
charitable relief.

Compared with 1872 the 1881 census returns show a fall of

177,780 in population. The addition of the normal yearly increase

of nearly one per cent during the remaining seven years gives

234,841 as the loss of population caused by death and emigration in

1876 and 1877. The Collector's stock returns show a fall in the

number of cattle from 741,291 in 1875-76 to 437,716 in 1878-79, a

loss of 303,575 head. The tillage area fell from 2,084,721 acres in

1875-76 to 2,078,796 acres in 1878-79. The outstanding balances

on account of the current year were £1 8.s. (Rs. 14) for 1875-76,

£74,838 (Rs. 7,48,380) for 1876-77, £20,396 (Rs. 2,03,960) for

1877-78, and £24,842 (Rs. 2,48,420) for 1878-79.

In 1879 the district suffered from a plague of rats which destroyed

about one-half ofthe crops by eating off the milletheadsand the cotton

pods and biting the wheat stalks close to the ground. The ravages of
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the rats continued throughout the year, and threatened the general

destruction of the early crops. Active measures were taken to

reduce their number. No fewer than 4,130,209 were destroyed at

a cost to Government of £4043 (Rs. 40,430). Of these more than
half a million were killed and rewards of 2s. (Re. 1) the hundred were
claimed in a single week. Distress prevailed during the greater

part of the year. As the poorer classes had not recovered from the

effect of the 1876-77 famine. Government undertook relief measures
both for charity and for employment. In 1878-79 the sum advanced
to husbandmen for seed or stock was £1084 (Rs. 10,840) against

£3888 (Rs. 38,880) advanced in 1877-78.
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Chapter V. Besides professional men and well-to-do landholders^ under

Canital Capitalists and Traders tlie 1879 license-tax returns show 15,824

persons.2 Of these 8041 had from £10 to £15, 3636 from £15 to £25,
1893 from £25 to £35, 885 from £35 to £50, 603 from £50 to £75,
297 from £75 to £100, 187 from £100 to £125, eighty-one from
£125to£150, fifty.four from £150 to £200, sixty-four from £200
to £300, twenty-five from £300 to £400, twenty-six from £400
to £500, fifteen from £500 to £750, six from £750 to £1000, and
eleven £1000 and over. Most men of capital suffered from the

distress caused by the 1876-77 famine. Money which had been lent

was never recovered and the resources of the district were sorely

crippled. Even before the famine only one or two men in each
large town had more than £10,000 (Rs. 1,00,000) of capital. Most
of the moneylending was in the hands of men whose capitals

varied from £500 to £5000 (Rs. 5000-50,000), and who in any large

transaction required help from the richer capitalists. No firm

does strict banking business. In rare instances sums up to £100
(Rs. 1000) are deposited with the leading moneylenders of Bagalkot
and Bij^pur.

Exchange Bills. In the northern sub-divisions of which ShoMpur is the great trade

centre, almost all business transactions are settled in cash and little

business is done in bills or hundis. In the southern sub-divisions, as

Bombay is the great mart, more business is done by bills of exchange.
In Bijdpur and Tdlikoti, the larger capitalists occasionally buy
and sell bills or hundis on ShoMpur and Bombay. In Bagalkot
the Bh^tia and Gujarat Vdni agents who come to buy cotton and
corn, issue bills or hundis on Bombay firms to traders who want to

import silk, cotton yarn, cotton and silk cloth, gold, silver, brass,

copper, iron, and indigo. The rates charged on hundis or bills are

generally one-half to two per cent discount or premium according

to the market. None of the district towns has a branch of any
Bombay or other bank. There are no insurance agents and there

is no insurance.

CuRKKNcy, The only coins in use in the district are those of the Imperial

currency. In the eastern towns, which carry on business with the

Nizam's country, Haidarabad shika rupees are sometimes found.

They are uncommon because moneychangers-make a reduction of 2\d.

1 Chiefly from materials supplied by Mr. H . F. Silcook, C. S

.

2 The 1879 instead of the latest figures are given because since 1879 incomes under
f50 have been exempted from the License Tax,
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was coined,

ascendancy
under the

to 3d. (1 J - 2 as.) and because they are not received in Government
treasuries. Of the Adil Sh^hi rupees, which were issued from the
Bijapur mint (1490-1686), the few that remain are hoarded as
curiosities. Besides the Adil Shahi rupee the Malhdrshdhi rupee

at Bagalkot in a mint which was started during the
of the Bijapur kings (1490-1686), and was continued
Peshwa (1757-1818).i The Malharshahi rupee is

so called because it was first coined under the orders of Malhdr
Bhikdji Rdste, a sarddr or noble of the Peshwa's court, who was
in charge of Baddmi Bdgalkot and Hungund. The Bdgalkot mint
continued to work till November 1833, when it was stopped by
order of the principal collector Mr. Nisbet. This mint was entirely
a private concern, the undertaker buying the bullion and issuing
the coin at his own risk. He was supposed to coin all the bullion
brought to him, but this rule was not enforced. He paid for
the bullion with his last coined rupees. He paid a small tax to

Government and was accountable to it that his coinage had not more
than the pi-oper amount of alloy. The Malhdrshahi rupee weighed
1 72-^ grains Troy. It was nominally divided into eleven mdshds, each
mdsha containing eight gunjis, and each gunji containing sixteen
dnnds. Of the whole, ten mdshds and \^ gunjis were to be pure
silver, and 6-j4 gunjis or rather more than seven and a half per cent
alloy. Of 3i per cent, the estimated cost of coinage, one per cent
was supposed to be lost in the process. Of the remaining 2^ per cent,

i per cent went to the Government, 5 to the ghathar or mint-master,

\ to the ankar or assay -master, ^ to the goldsmith who made and
stamped the coin, | to the jalgar or chemist who conducted the
assay, J to the die-cutter, ^ to charcoal oil crucibles tamarinds
wedges anvils and hammers, and J to pious donations. In theory
no rupee was ever taken at the mint unless its current exchange was
more than SJ below the Malhdrshahi rupee. All that were lower than
this it was the interest of the mint-undertaker togather,and evenwhen
the value was a little higher than 3i below par it paid the mint-owner
to coin it as he did not lose the whole of the one per cent in the
coining and could retrench the half per cent on charity. The
alloy was seldom or never added in its original form. In the
general collection for a melting, the minter took care to have such a
proportion of inferior rupees or other alloyed silver as would reduce
the whole to the required average. The Hukkeri and Miraj rupees had
a large share of alloy, and, when their value was low enough, they
formed a considerable part of the contents of the crucible. The
Ohandor rupee, with which the market was well stocked, was of

nearly the same weight and alloy as the Malharshd,hi rupee. It

could not find its way to the mint except when its discount was.

more than the cost of coining. This was not unusual. On the

eleventh of November 1820, the Chdndor rupee was at 4^ per cent

discount, and therefore gave If per cent profit on melting. At the

same time the Ohdndor rupee was received at the Government
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1 Marshall's Statistical Reports, 152 - 156.
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treasury at par with the Malhdrshahi rupee, and, in consequence,

about the beginning of each month, when the instalments were being

paid, it rose two or three per cent, and the mint was at a stand.

Bullion came to the Bdgalkot mint from Miraj and SholApur. It

was in flattish cakes as if cast in the bottom of a basin. Most of

it was made of melted silver vessels and ornaments, whose owners

had fallen into poverty and sold them below their value or pledged

them to a moneylender. In coining rupees in the Bdgalkot mint

1250 rupees weight of silver brought to the proper standard was
put into an open basin-shaped earthen crucible. This open basin

was placed on the ground in an open furnace, of such a height that

the surface of the basin was level with the top of the furnace. The

'

furnace was filled with charcoal and its sides were raised by billets

of green wood. Then charcoal was laid over the top of the basin

and of the metal until the charcoal was as high as the billets. The
charcoal was then kindled, and the fire blown by bellows. Each
bag of the bellows was a buffalo's hide, whole and very well prepared

;

the four leg holes were closed and into the neck hole was thrust from
the inside a conical iron pipe, the broader part of which entirely filled

the hole. The hinderpart of the bag wasopenand itsedgescut straight,

one of them overlapping the other two or three inches. A leather thong
fastened to the upper part of the bag was tied round the blower's

right arm, which he alternately raised and depressed to admit the

air by the opening, or force it through the tube, while with the

left he kept the bag steady. As one of the blowers raised his arm,
when the other lowered his, a fairly constant stream of air was
blown into the furnace. The two pipes were kept in their proper

place by being fitted tightly into two iron -rings at the opposite

ends of a short iron bar. The mouth of the bellows, which was kept

in its place by stones, was directed towards, but scarcely entered, a

wider earthen pipe which led to the surface of the crucible. From
time to time, as the fuel kindled, water was thrown to keep down the

sparks, and, as the charcoal was consumed, more charcoal was added.

The melting took rather less than an hour. It was known to be

completed partly by looking through the short earthen pipe on the

surface of the crucible, and partly by inserting an iron rod through

the top of the fire into the fused metal, and examining its point when
withdrawn. Meanwhile a set of earthen moulds, shaped like square

bricks, each with about six furrows or gutters half an inch deep and

about eight inches long, were ranged on the floor near the furnace.

The floor was most uneven and the moulds most clumsy. Nothing
could be ruder than this part of the coining. The gutters were

oiled and a stout workman took the crucible from the fire by a pair

of strong pincers in each hand and poured the molten metal into the

moulds. As the crucible had no spout much of the metal missed

and ran over leaving the gutters unfilled. Between the molten

metal and the oil, which flamed as soon as the metal touched the

gutter, the heat was so great that boys were employed constantly

bathing the pourer's legs and hands. When the bars cooled,

one was handed to the goldsmith, who, under the direction

of the assayer, cut out of the middle a piece as nearly as
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possible of a rupee weight. The assayer weighed the piece with

great nicety, in scales which turned to one-sixteenth of a grain.

To the rupee of silver he added a rupee of lead and handed both
to the chemist or jalgar. The chemist put them together into a
small and rather shallow cylindrical crucible, which he placed in a

bed of charcoal in a basin exactly like the crucible in the great

melting. He then piled a few pieces of cylindrical and unbroken
charcoal over the little crucible, leaving a small opening in front

through which to look. The fire was lighted. At first it was blown
only by a flapper or matting fan. When the whole was kindled

the chemist worked on the part nearest the crucible by blowing
through a bamboo tube which he held in one hand, while, with a pair

of tongs in the other, he kept the ci'ucible surrounded with burning
charcoal and prevented the larger pieces falling on it or hiding his

view. In about twenty minutes the alloy was separated. The
chemist moved the crucible from the fire, and took out the button
of silver which he beat well with a heavy hammer to get rid of the

ashes. He then gave it to the assayer who weighed it and settled

whether or not the melting was good. The melting had often to be
repeated eight or ten times before the assayer passed the metal as

ready for coining. When the metal was passed as ready for coining,

the silversmith and his assistants cut the bars into pieces each of a
rupee weight, judging by the eye with such nicety that one or at most
two clippings by the assayer was all that was wanted to bring the

piece to its exact weight. It was then shaped by three or four blows
from a hammer. When all the pieces were formed into rupee size,

they were reheated and underwent two or three blows on a little block
of polished steel which made them clean and shining. Two dies, one
for the face the other for the reverse, were cut on puncheons on very
hard steel, the diameter of whose faces, which was covered with
an Arabic legend, was at least double that of the coin. One of the
puncheons was half buried in a bed of stone and wedged fast j the

other was wedged tight into an iron handle considerably larger than
itself. The Sondr held the iron-handled puncheon in his left hand
over the fixed puncheon, and, with his right hand, slipped between
the puncheons a piece to be stamped. A workman then gave a

heavy blow with a hammer, which made the dye and its handld
recoil considerably and the rupee flew out coined. Its place was at

once supplied by another piece, and a fresh blow instantly followed.

Mr. Marshall saw one hundred pieces struck in about three minutes,

four men relieving each other at the hammer. The goldsmith could

not long keep on at this rate as each blow gave his left arm a
severe jar. As there was nothing to fix the piece to be coined to any
particular part either of the upper or the under die, it was uncertain

what part of either legend it received. It was generally near the

middle.

In 1820, besides at Bagalkot, a mint was at work at the town of

Mudhol, the seat of the Ghorpade family. The chief claimed that

under a patent granted by Moro Dikshit, one of BAjirdo's favourites

(1800-1817), he had the right to coin a rupee the facsimile of the

B^tgalkot or Malh^rshdhi rupee^ but sixteen per cent below it in
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intrinsic value. To make sure that the two rupees were exactly

alike^ lie employed tte same artist to cut his dies. In 1820 the

Collector of Dhdrwdr as a mark of distinction ordered the date of

the year to be shown in English on the Malhdrshahi rupee. Seeing

this change the chief copied the English date on his coin. Money-
changers and men of business were not deceived by the Mudhol
rupee, but the villagers could not tell the one from the other and
were often cheated. The Mudhol rupee was no better than a

perpetual and authorized forgery. Though much below it in

intrinsic value, the Chandor rupee was taken by Government on a

par with the Malhdrshahi rupee. This caused serious abuses. The
village clerks were known to take the villagers' rents in Malhdrshdhi

rupees and then exchange them in the market for Ohd,ndor rupees

which they paid into the treasury.

Before the British rule, except in the plain south of the Malapahari,

all accounts were kept in MalMrshdhi rupees ; in the country to the

south of the MaMpahdri the accounts were kept in Ikkeri vardhs

worth 8s. (Rs. 4) and huns that is pagodas worth 4s. (Rs. 2), pratdps
worth 2s. (Re. 1), and falams worth Is. (8 as.) At the beginning of

British rule the Madras rupee was substituted both for the Ikkeri

and the Malharshahi rupee conveniently for the general treasury but
to the great confusion of all local calculations. The Madras rupee-

was 12^ per cent better than the Malharshahi coin and its introduction

produced a complete revolution in all expressions of value. Not only

was the sum charged against each village stated in terms of the

Madras coin, but the details of the village accounts down to the

smallest instalment payable by the poorest landholder had also to be
entered in the Madras coin. The calculation of the difEerence between
the old and the new coin was left to the village clerk who was
careful not to lose the opportunity of fraud which the power of

adjusting the difference threw into his hands.

The want of a railway, the difficulty of crossing the large rivers

during the south-west rains (June -October), and its great distance

from the chief centres of trade, have hindered the development of

trade and prevented the increase of capital in Bijapur.

Before the 1876 famine, though they had not much money, the

bulk of the Bijdpur landholders had considerable quantities of

grain in store of which they could dispose at their leisure. They
used this grain for purposes of trade in their villages lending it to

the poorer villagers and receiving back the loan in kind after the

harvest with the addition of twenty-five to forty per cent as interest.

If the grain advanced was bad and was returned at the next harvest

in new corn, no interest was generally charged. If the advance was
not returned at the next harvest^ interest was charged at twenty -five

to fifty per cent for the first year^ fifty to 100 per cent for the

second year, and 100 per cent for the third year, and never more.

The difficulty of finding a market for grain was so far a gain to

Bijapur that the 1876 famine found its grain-pits full. The richer

landholders at first made large sums by the sale of grain. But the

famine lasted longer than they expected and many of them were
forced to buy when prices had risen ruinously high. The classes

who save are Government servants, pleaders, traders, and the richer
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landholders. Since the famine, except a comparatively small

number, the landholders have been so heavily laden with debt that

they have been able to save bat little. In one or two of the years

the harvests were poor, and in 1880 and 1882, when the harvests

were good, perhaps partly because of the drain of capital which
went on during the famine, but chiefly because all grew grain and
there was no market, Indian millet fell to eighty-two pounds the
rupee, a lower rate than it had touched since 1860.

The cotton and silk weavers and dyers and the blanket weavers
suffered severely during the famine both from the ruinous dearness
of grain of which they had no store, and because, as the people were
forced to spend their all in buying food, with the first pressure of

want the demand for clothes and blankets ceased. Many lost their

whole capital and many fell into debt. Since 1878 the demand for

cloth and blankets has been steadily on the increase, and, with
cheap grain and constant employment, the weavers have succeeded
in paying much of the famine debt. Craftsmen, especially builders,

bricklayers, masons, carpenters, and blacksmiths, lost grievously

during the famine as building was at a stand. Since 1878, to some
extent by the reduction in their number from death and flight

during the famine, but chiefly from the revival of building and from
the brisk demand for their services on public works, the railway,

the Nira and Gokak water-works, and the building changes which
have gone on in Bijd,pur, they have found constant employment
and day's wages have risen to 2 s. (Ee. 1). As they receive the whole
of their wages in cash they have gained the full advantage of the

cheap grain prices which have prevailed during the three years ending
1882. Many are hampered by famine debt. Still beyond question

as a class skilled workers have saved largely during the last four

years. Labourers or unskilled workers, like the classes above them,

suffered grievously in the famine. During the famine the want of

stores or any other form of capital made their sufferings keener
than those of any other section of the people. At the same time

two causes have combined to make their recovery more rapid than
that of the classes above them. Their want of credit prevented

them from loading themselves with debt, and the great fall in the

supply of labour from death and from flight has raised its value.

The Bast Deccan Railway, public buildings and offices, roads,

dispensaries, wells, reservoirs, and other public works, which are

being pushed on in and close to the district, have combined to keep
the daily wage of unskilled labour in Bijdpur and on the railway as

high as 6d. (4 as.) for a man, 3ld. (2^ as.) for a woman, and 2^d.

(1^ as.) for a child, and in other parts as high as i^d. to 5^d. (3 - 3^ as.)

for a man, 3d. to 3|d. (2-2^ as.) for a woman, and l^d. to 2id.

(1 - 1 ^ as.) for a child. As the whole of these wages are paid in cash

the workers have reaped the full advantage of the cheap grain prices

of the last four years. Field labourers have benefited by the causes

which have improved the state of other labourers. At the same time

the practice of paying field labour chiefly in grain has, in the extreme

cheapness of grain, made field labour less profitable than other

unskilled employment. The great shrinkage of tillage since the

famine, a fall of 352,760 acres or 16|^ per cent of the tillage area, and
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Capital. P*^*' ^^^ *° ^^^ flight and death of the smaller holders and field

labourers during the famine. Still scarcity of field labour is at least

partly the result of the combination of the present cheap grain and

the brisk demand for labour on public works. Considering the

demand for labour, the high cash rates paid, and the cheapness of

grain, there seems no reason to doubt that daring the last four

years the labouring classes of Bijapur have saved considerable sums.

Investments, Government servants, pleaders, and some moneylenders invest

money in Government securities and in Savings Banks. In 1882

£5370 (Rs. 53,700) of Government securities were held by the

people of the district and £250 (Rs. 2500) were paid as interest.

In spite of the change of rules in 1876, limiting the amount which

any one man can hold, the savings banks deposits have risen

from £2210 (Rs. 22,100) in 1870 to £5990 (Rs. 59,900) in 1882.1

Traders nearly always invest their savings in enlarging their

business. Besides some high Government servants and pleaders,

moneylenders have lately invested capital in buying land, taking

possession by foreclosing mortgage deeds. As a rule men of this

class do not till the land themselves. They give it to the former
holders or more often to outsiders on the vdnta or share system under
which they receive from a half to one-third of the produce in kind.

For land investments twelve per cent a year is considered a fair

return. The smaller landholders and craftsmen invest their savings

in ornaments. Since the 1876 famine most of the savings of the

poorer landholders and artisans have gone to pay famine debts.

Lenders. Moneylending is seldom a separate calling. In most cases it is

combined with husbandry and trade. The bulk of the moneylenders
are, among Brahmans, Deshasths, KarMas, Kdnvas, Kokanasths,
Madyandins, Savashd,s, and Shenvisj and of other classes

Lingdyat Gujarat and Marwd,r Vanis, Panchamsd.lis, Raddis,
Komtis, Mardthds, and Musalmdns. Mhar moneylenders are

also occasionally found. Of these the alien Mdrw^r Vd,ni is the

most inexorable, the othei" classes being usually disposed to a fair

settlement of claims without proceeding to extremities. Money-
lenders may be divided into three classes, a first class with
capitals of £20,000 to £10,000 (Rs. 2,00,000 - 1,00,000), a second
class with £10,000 to £500 (Rs. 1,00,000-5000), and a third class

with £500 to £10 (Rs. 5000 - 100). In all leading towns, such as

Bdgalkot, Bijdpur, Ilkal, Muddebihdl, and Talikoti, one or two
wealthy moneylenders, perhaps about fifteen in all, have capitals of

£10,000 to £20,000 (Rs. 1,00,000 - 2,00,000) or more. These

1 During the thirteen years ending 1882 the Savings Bank deposits were : £2210 in
1870, £2734 in 1871, £1897 in 1872, £1620 in 1873, £1676 in 1874, £1587 in 1875,
£1830 in 1876, £1417 in 1877, £1905 in 1878, £2062 in 1879, £7037 in 1880, £3172 in
1881, and £5990 in 1882. The sudden fall in deposits from £7037 in 1880 to £3172 in
1881 was owing to an order by which the rate of interest was reduced from 4i to 3} per
cent, and the highest amount to be deposited from £500 (Es. 5000) to £300 (Es. 3000).
During the same thirteen years, the details of the interest paid to the holders of
Government securities are : £5 in 1870, £28 in 1871, £49 in 1872 and 1873 £16.? in
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men, besides advancing money, deal in bullion, buy and sell

exchange bills, and act as agents for Sholdpur and Bombay
merchants. As a rule they do not invest their capital in trade. They
are usually Gujardt and Lingd,yat VAnis. Though in general
willing to lend on good security, their transactions are chiefly

confined to supplying the smaller moneylenders with capital.

The second class of moneylenders, with capitals of £500 to

£10,000 (Rs. 5000 - 1,00,000), probably includes over 200 men. By
caste they are Lingdyats, BrAhmans, Jains, and Komtis. Besides
lending money these men are the great local exporters chiefly

of cotton and grain. They have correspondents in Sholdpur and
some of the larger deal direct with Bombay. As a rule they do not
import, but during the 1876 famine they imported large quantities

of grain. In Hungund and Bdgalkot in the south, from which
a brisk trade in cotton passes west to Belgaum, Hubli, and the
Yengurla coast, and east to Advani in Belari, there are about one
hundred moneylenders whose capital ranges from £1000 to £5000
(Rs. 10,000-50,000). When their transactions are in excess of

their capital they borrow from first class capitalists. Others of

this class, who in ordinary times chiefly live as moneylenders, when
opportunity offers export cotton, grain, and cloth, their close

knowledge of the husbandmen helping them to buy on specially

favourable terms. Of cloth chiefly bodicecloths or cholkhans and
women's robes or sddis go to Bombay, Miraj, Poona, Sdngli, and
ShoMpur. They advance money to well-to-do husbandmen and
to small traders on personal security. Though often satisfied

with taking bonds for the amounts they lend, their advances are

more frequently covered by mortgages and deposits of movable
property in pledge. They also advance money on crops, especially

on cotton, receiving back the loan with interest in kind. The third

class of moneylenders whose capitals vary from £10 to £500
(Rs. 100-5000) include perhaps 3000 to 4000 men. These lenders

are local shopkeepers, generally Lingdyats of the Banjig, Hande-
Vazir, Jangam, Kdre-Kulganig, Kud-Vakkalger, Panchamsali,

and Raddi castes, Komtis, Musalmdns, Telis, and well-to-do

husbandmen. They make advances to villagers in sums of 4s.

to £10 (Rs. 2- 100), and almost always take some article as security

for the advance. In addition to moneylending, some of these

shopkeepers hold lands which they have generally received on
mortgage. In many villages the pdtil, if well-to-do, divides the

moneylending business with the local shopkeeper. The rate of

interest charged by the headman is much the same as is charged

by the professional moneylender and the same security is generally

required. Headmen are also in the habit of lending on personal

security for short periods at moderate interest. Much of their

business lies in advancing grain to the poorer landholders of their

own village and in paying the Government assessment on the

security of their crops. Headmen seldom proceed to extremities

with their debtors. It is for the credit of the village that the

holdings should not be sold. Because of the influence which is

thus brought to bear on them, and also because debtors will pay
what they owe the headman rather than what they owe any other
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creditor, the headman shows more kindness to his debtors than

any other lender. The same remarks apply though in a less degree

to well-to-do landholders who lend money. The local capital has

been so much reduced by the 1876-77 famine that much better

security than formerly is required. The second class of money-
lenders, that is those who are traders as well as moneylenders and
have capitals of £500 to £10,000 (Rs. 5000-1,00,000), have the bulk

of their capital tied up in advances made before the famine partly

on personal security and partly on mortgage. Many of. the advances

on personal security will have to be written off as bad debts. The
advances on raortgages are to some extent secured by lands and
houses. At the same time, compared with its value before the

1876 famine, the value of laud has fallen by about one-fourth and
of houses by one-half, so that the mortgagees have no prospect of

realizing their capital for years. They can take and in most cases

have taken the land, but in many parts of the district the present

value of the land is less than the amount they advanced on it.

The construction of the railway lines to Sholapur and to the coast

and other public works are throwing into the district large sums
of money. This will improve the borrowing power of the

husbandmen and craftsmen, and will make money easier. At
present lenders refuse to advance except to the better class of

landholders and refuse even in their case unless ornaments or

specially good land is pledged. Houses are not held to be such
good security as land. No moneylenders have been forced to leave

the villages for the towns, or to leave the district, and no money-
lender has been reduced to the position of a labourer, but many
have given up lending and put their whole capital into land or

into trade.

The ordinary moneylender, who by caste is either a Banjig,

a Komti, a Panchamsali, a Raddi, or a Deshasth Kdnava Karhd.da

or Koknasth Brdhman, keeps only two books, a kird-vahi or day-
book and a khatdvani or ledger in which he posts the day-book
entries. They have also a rough sheet or memorandum-book called

botakhdta in which entries are made as they occur before being
written in the day-book. Many small shopkeepers keep only this

rough sheet, trusting to their memory to enable them to recall all

transactions. Some moneylenders keep no records except bonds.

The Government rupee and its subdivisions are the standard for

interest in all moneylending transactions. Interest is charged
either for the SJiak, Samvat, or English year.^ Interest for the

intercalary month is received and brought to account. The second
class of moneylenders, that is those with capitals of £500 to £10,000
(Rs. 5000-1,00,000), who are mostly traders, raise loans from
first-class moneylenders at yearly rates varying from six to twelve
per cent according to their personal standing and repute. They
rarely lend money at less than twenty or twenty-five per cent a year.

They raise loans on personal security, but rarely lend except on
mortgage or on pledge. The third class of moneylenders and

1 The Shah era begins with a.d. 78, and the Samvat era with B.C. 56.
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traders, that is those with capitals of £10 to £500 (Rs. 100-
5000) J raise money at fifteen to twenty-five per cent according
to their position and name. They generally obtain the loan on
personal security merely passing a bond for the amount. To
borrowers in their own village whom they can trust, they
sometimes lend on simple bond. They make advances to no one
else except on the security of property. On fair security and on
amounts of any importance the yearly interest charged varies from
fifteen to thirty-six per cent. When no property is pledged the rate
sometimes rises as high as an anna in the rupee every month equal
to eighty per cent a year. At present (1883) thirty-six per cent
may be taken as the average at which the ordinary landholder can
borrow from the village moneylender. Before the 1876-77 famine
a respectable craftsman or landholder could, on depositing an
article of nearly equal value, raise a loan at eight to fifteen per cent
a year. When personal security was alono given he would be
charged as high as thirty per cent a year, while on a mortgage of
immovable or movable property the yearly rate of interest varied
from 4^ percent to fifteen percent. Since the 1876-77 famine,
owing to the scarcity of money and the borrowers' loss of credit, the
rates have risen about ten per cent. Even before the 1876 famine the
poorer husbandmen could never borrow under twelve and hadgenerally
to pay thirty or thirty- six per cent. In petty agricultural advances
on personal security the yearly rate varied from twenty-five to 37^
per cent, and with a lien on crops it ranged from eighteen to twenty-
five per cent. A labourer with little or no credit and with nothing
to pledge could never obtain more than a few rupees at a time, and
for this he had occasionally to pay as much as seventy-five per cent a
year.^

Except first class moneylenders, that is the small body of men
of capital who have £10,000 to £20,000 (Rs. 1,00,000-2,00,000),
almost all classes are occasionally required to borrow. Of all

borrowers, except labourers, husbandmen of the Dhangar, Kubaliger,
Kudvakalger, Mang, Mard,tha, Mhdr, Musalm^n, and Panchams^li
caste are perhaps the worst off. Except some Lingayats, who are free

from debt, husbandmen, as a rule, borrow from village shopkeepers
and well-to-do headmen and landholders. Husbandmen raise loans

chiefly to meet marriage and other family expenses, to buy seed
and grain, and to pay the Government assessment. Since the 1876
famine, especially among husbandmen, the number of borrowers has
risen, and their borrowing power has fallen. At present (1882) the
sums lent are much smaller than they were before the faminei,

Landholders of good credit on personal security can borrow up to

£10 (Rs. 100), those with fair credit up to £5 (Rs. 50), and those,

with scanty credit rarely more than £1 (Rs. 10). During the rains,

when it is dear, moneylenders and the richer landholders often

advance grain as well as cash to the poorer husbandmen for seed

and for food. The usual terms of a grain advance for food are that

at the harvest, after five or six months, the advance shall be paid
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back in grain generally with one-fourth and occasionally with one-

half in addition to the quantity advanced. If the advance is not

repaid at the next harvest, the quantity to be paid in addition

increases by one-half every year. The highest that is given at this

rate is never more than threefold the quantity advanced. The

grain advances in gram wheat and j'vdri for seed are estimated in

cash according to the price prevailing at the time of the advance.

On the ugdi or shak New Year's Day in March-April, they are repaid

with an addition of one-fourth the quantity of grain that could be

had at harvest time for the cash settled when the advance was made.

Since the 1876 famine the poorer landholders have shown more thrift

and forethought than formerly in laying by grain enough for one

year's food and for the next seed-time. Marriage and other

incidental expenses have been considerably curtailed. To a well-

to-do husbandman who spent at least £20 (Rs. 200) before the

1876 famine, marriage now costs about £10 (Rs. 100), and to a

poor husbandman who spent about £10 (Rs. 100) the cost has in

some cases fallen to £1 (Rs. 10).

With craftsmen, such as weavers and dyers, the lender usually

advances money to buy yarn and cloth generally without interest,

but deducting a premium of ^d. to l^d. (J-1 a.) the rupee for cotton

cloth, l^d. to 2|d. (I-I4 as.) for mixed cotton and silk cloth, and
dd. (2 as.) for purely silk cloth, and on the understanding that the

loan will be repaid when the cloth is sold. Most weavers, if at all

respectable, can obtain a supply of yarn for weaving at a slight

advance on the market price, paying up the loan when the cloth is

ready. Occasionally the lender buys the cloth when ready at a price

slightly below the market rate. In such cases the weaver, though
nominally at liberty to do what he likes, falls to the position of a

servant. Creditors, as a rule, make use of the civil court as a machine
for recovering their debts. When a debtor fails to pay the interest

monthly, at the end of the third year the creditor takes new bonds

adding the accumulated interest to the sum originally borrowed and
charging interest on the whole sum. As this process is repeated

every third year, debtors are obliged to pay compound interest and
feel that they are unjustly treated by their creditors. The practice

of renewing bonds has grown more frequent because the people who
passed the bonds have been unable to meet them. When the

creditor distrusts the solvency of his debtor, he refuses to renew the

bond. If the borrower fails to pay, the lender sues him. Since

the 1876 famine the practice of making the borrowers part outright

with their property has become commoner. This is one of the signs

of the greater caution which moneylenders show in obtaining the

best possible form of security. When immovable property is put

to auction the creditor does not, as a rule, buy it himself. The
plaintiff is forced to buy the property when other persons refrain

from bidding from fear that the former owner will not let them
enjoy it peaceably. The plaintiff also buys the land when the

defendant has agreed that the plaintiff should become the purchaser
and let the land to the debtor for cultivation. In very few
instances has the indebtedness of the poor class of landholders led

to agrarian crime.
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After the 1876 famine the area of land held for tillage fell from
2,099,231 to 1,745,032 in 1880. Between 1880 and 1882 it again rose
to 1,818,097 acres. Under civil court decrees many husbandmen have
been forced by moneylenders to part with their land. Much land,
which for some time had been practically the moneylender's,
during the 1876 famine and in the following years became registered
in his name. The moneylender paid the assessment and the former
occupant disappeared. It is estimated that during the six years
ending 1882 about 25,000 acres in each sub-division have thus
changed hands. Immediately after the famine the moneylenders
threw up a large area of land as there was no one to till it. They
kept the best. Since the famine they have shown great anxiety to
get hold of as much good land as possible, often insisting on good
land being made over to them before they make any advance. Of
the husbandmen who have lost their lands some are engaged by
the new holders to till the land on condition of paying the landlord
one-fourth to one-half of the crop ; most have become labourers

;

and, as the 1881 census showed, a very large number have
disappeared having either perished or left the district.^

To ensure his interest on the loan the moneylender who holds a
mortgage on land often forces the husbandman to sow part of his
land with cotton. The mortgagee cannot take the whole of a
grain crop as his client must live. But it is the cotton crop that
yields the grower's luxuries so that the creditor is sure of some
payment and has the further advantage of securing the cotton at

something below the market rate. This practice has come into use
since the 1876 famine. It is still chiefly confined to the east of the
district.

The field labourer's want of property to pledge makes it most
difficult for him to raise a loan. The only property many a
labourer has to pledge is his labour. In all parts of the district it

is not uncommon for a field labourer to raise money from a well-to-
do landholder by pledging his service, or the service of some
member of his family, for a term of years. The smaller landholders
raise loans in the same way for marriage and other incidental

expenses, one of the family being deputed to work off the loan.

To raise £10 (Rs. 100) a respectable labourer of about twenty years
of age will have to pledge his service for two to five years, and a
lad of ten to twenty will have to raise the term of service to six

or ten years. During this time the servant is fed and cared for

by his master. The lender has complete control over the labour of
his servant. He cannot transfer his right to another master, nor
does his right extend to the servant's wife or to his children.

The right of a master over his servant does not die with the master,

his heirs enforce the right. If the servant dies before his term
is over his children, if respectable, complete the term willingly

;
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Excepting the two famine years when there is no increase, to this must be added
57,134 as the normal increase on a population of 816,273 in seven years, This gives

a totalloss of 234,841.
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they cannot be forced to complete the term. Though the master is

not expected to meet his servant's marriage or other family expenses

during the term of his service, a kind master, if satisfied with his

servant, generally helps him in marriage and other family expenses.

Among husbandmen who have no male heirs, masters sometimes

give their daughters in marriage to servants of their own caste.

Men who have pledged their service to a landholder give their

whole time to their masters, except that married men are allowed

twelve hours' night time a week. There is no particular mode of

forcing these servants to act to their agreement. If they leave

their master before the term is over, they repay the amount due by
them ; if they do not repay, they are sued in the civil court for

damages. Cases of servants being tempted away by increased rates

of wages are very rare. These servants are better off than the

ordinary field labourers; they are better fed and better housed.

There are very few hereditary servants in the district.

Under the Marathas (1720-1817), carpenters, bricklayers, and
blacksmiths earned 4^d. to 6c?. (S-i as.) a day, and unskilled

labourers l^d. to 2^d. (1-1^ as.), or 3 to 5 pounds of jvdri. About
fifty years ago (1834-35), grain was so cheap, 137 pounds of millet

forthe rupee, that a labourer could live on 2s. to 3s.(Rs. 1-1^) amontb.
At present (1883), carpenters if men earn 9d. to 2s. (6 as.-Re. 1) a
day, and if boys 7id. (5 as.) a day ; bricklayers if men earn 6d. to Is.

(4-8 as.), and if boys 6d. (4 as.) ; masons if men earn 10|c?. to 2s,

(7 as. -Re. 1), and if boys 9d. (6 as.); day labourers if men earn

4JA to 6d. (3-4 as.); if women 2^d. to 3f c?. (l|-2^ as.), and if children

IJA to 2^d. (1-1^ as.); and field labourers if men S^d.toi^d.
(2^-3 as.), if women 2|d to 3d. (1^-2 as.), and if children l^d. to

2^d. (|-1| as.). "When paid in grain, which is generally the case,

field labourers if men earn sixteen pounds of jvdri a day, if women
eight pounds, and if children four pounds. In 1864-65, during the

American War, the price of food and the demand for labour rose to

such an extent that the wages of labourers were double what they
now are. During the 1876-77 famine, wages went down from
sixteen pounds of jvari a day to one pound. Even at this low rate

almost no employment was available. At present (1883) the

labourer's condition is good. Railway, water, and Bijdpur head-

quarter works have, of late, so largely increased the demand for

labour that for want of labour husbandmen sometimes find it difficult

toprepare and sow their lands, andeven local fund works have suffered

delay. On the East Deccan or Hutgi-Gadag Railway, which is at

present being made between Hutgi and Bijapur the earthwork was
done in 1877 as famine labour .^ On the rest of the" line within

Bijapur limits the earthwork is being done by Vadars by the piece

at 7id. to Is. 3d. (5-10 as.) the 100 cubic feet. Vadars, who are

the best earth-workers in the district, take large earthworks either

by the piece or by contract. If, as they sometimes do, they take petty
earthwork on day wages, Vadars earn 6d. (4 as.) a day if men,
4^d. (3 as,) if women, and 2^c7. (1^ a.) if boys. Of the Bijapur

1 Mr, Edward H.Hallam.
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masons carpenters and blacksmithsj few are really skilled workers.
Most of the skilled labour is imported from Poona, Nagar, and
Satara, and of late in the case of mason work from Outch. On the
railway north of Bij^ur, where the stone is trap, the masons are

chiefly from Poona, Nagar and Satara ; south of the Don, where the
stone is sandstone, almost all of the masons are from Cutch, who hare
come into the district since the railway work was begun. The
Cutch masons do capital work in sandstone to which they are

accustomedjthey will not touch the black boulder trap at any price.

At the Bhima bridge in the north of the district the boulder trap

is brought by Bhandi Vadars, and dressed by Pathrat Vadara
who own neither carts nor cattle ; and the stones are set by Poena,
Nagar, and Satara masons, who earn a daily wage of Is. l^d. to 2s.

(9 as.- Re. 1 ) . Atthe Krishna bridge, which is being built of sandstone,

a Bombay contractor named Yishram, who brought with him a large

number of Cutch masons, has done the greater part of the masonry,
both the quarrying dressing and setting. The stone comes from
the neighbouring quarries and is dressed at £3 2s. (Rs. 31) the
100 cubic feet. Carpenters on the railway come chiefly from Poena,
Nagar, and Satdra; they earn Is. 3d. to 2s. (Re. f -1) a day. Except
Brd,hmans, Shenvis, Gujardt and Mdrwdr Vdnis, and Komtis, labour-

ersbelong to almostall castes, chiefly toKurubars, Hanbars, Kabligers,
Lambanis, Lingayats, Mangs, Mardthds, Mhars, Musalmans, and
Vadars. When they are well off, labourers, as a rule, spend their

earnings first in liquor, then inclothes, and lastly in ornaments. Their
food is half-ground Indian millet, hemp leaves, onions, and carrots,

and curds buttermilk or whey. Field labourers are generally
employed in making ready and sowing land, in weeding, watching,
and reaping crops, and in thrashing grain ; other labourers carry
loads and messages anddo the unskilled parts of house-building, pond-
digging, and road-making. Field labourers are paid daily in grain,

and day labourers in cash, generally daily, sometimes weekly, and
rarely fortnightly. Field labour is busiest in February and March
during the late or rabi harvest, and the demand for other labour is

strongest between November and April. When out of work a
labourer either repairs his house or makes ropes. Besides being
paid in cash for making new field tools, village carpenters and
blacksmiths receive from the village husbandmen a yearly grain
allowance called baluta for repairing field tools. During the hot
season from April to June, when husbandmen generally repair and
build houses and wells, the wages of carpenters, masons, and
blacksmiths are generally higher than during the rest of the year.

Except a break of two or three hours after midday, when they go
home to dine, craftsmen work from seven till sunset.

Yearly details of the prices of the chief varieties of grain

are available for the sixty-seven years ending 1882. These
are probably in many cases little more than estimates. During
the sixty-seven years the rupee price of Indian millet, the staple

grain of the district, varied from twelve pounds in 1877 to 175
pounds in 1841, and averaged eighty-eight pounds. The sixty-seven

years may be divided into six periods. During the fourteen years

ending 1829, the rupee price of millet varied from 103 pounds in 1825
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to fifty-three in 1820 and averaged eighty pounds. During the

twenty-four years ending 1853, the rupee price of millet varied from

175 pounds in 1841 to seventy-sevenin 1832 and averaged 131 pounds.

During the whole of this period, except in 1832, 1833, and 1846, the

price of millet was below 100 pounds the rupee. During the eight

years ending 1861 the rupee price of Indian millet ranged from 124

pounds in 1 857 to sixty-six pounds in 1854 and averaged eighty-eight

pounds. Of these years in 1857 alone was the price of millet below

100 pounds. In the fourteen years ending 1875, the price varied

from sixty-eight pounds in 1873 to twenty-two in 1866, and averaged

fifty-pounds. The exceptionally high prices, twenty-four pounds

in 1864, thirty-one pounds in 1865, and twenty-two pounds in 1866,

were partly due to bad seasons, 1865, with a fall of only thirteen

inches of rain being a year of great scarcity; partly to the cheapness

of money in consequence of the large sums which were poured

into the district to pay for cotton during the American War. The

fifth period, the four years ending 1879, was a time of famine and

suffering. The rupee prices .of Indian millet varied from twenty-

nine pounds in 1876 to twelve in 1877, and averaged twenty-one

pounds. The sixth period, the three years ending 1882, partly

from scarcity of money, partly from abundance of grain, has

shown a rapid fall in prices, Indian millet falling from fifty-One

pounds in 1880 to eighty-two in 1882, and averaging sixty-five

pounds. The details are :

Bijdpur Orain Prices, 1816-188^.
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Chapter VI. The remoteness of the district from any great trade-centre, the

Trade. distance either from the sea or from a railway, and the number and
size of the rivers by which the district is crossed have been serious

hindrances to the development of trade.

EoADs. At the beginning of British rule (1820) two lines of communication,
one from the malldd literally damp that is rice country about
Shikarpur in Maisur and Shersia, perhaps Sirsi in Kdnara, to

Bijdpur, Sholapur, and other large towns in the north, and a second
from the sea to the Nizdm's territories passed through B^alkot.
Nothing had been done to improve either route. Every ridge 200
feet high presented a rough pass hard to cross even for loaded
animals and impassable for wheels. The black-soil levels presented
no hindrance to traflBc during fair weather. In the rains when the
fields were fenced and the tracks were confined to narrow lanes they
were generally impassable. Where the roads were well made and
well kept there was nothing in the south-west monsoon that could

prevent unbroken traffic throughout the year. In 1826, besides

the main lines of communication with other districts. Captain Clunes
notices a fair road of sixty-eight miles from Pandharpur to Bijapur
passing partly through a forest tract by Sangli and Jath and the

Bijd.pur towns of Jdlihdl and Btingi.^ At present (1883) the district

has three provincial roads together about 172 miles long, and fifteen

local fund roads together about 380 miles long. Of the three

provincial roads the Sholapur-Hubli road of 113 miles is the main
line of communication between the district market towns and the

Sholapur railway station. The road stretches from the Bhima in

the north, through the two trade centres of BijApur (41 miles) and
Bagalkot (90 miles) to the Malprabha in the south.^ The only

bridges on the road are a few slab drains some near Bijdpur, a few
near Semikeri (92 miles), and a few near Kerur (102 miles) and
Govankop (113 miles). Of the five great rivers in this tract of

country, the Bhima is crossed by a river ferry at Dhulkhed ; the Don
by a ford at Savanhalli (52 miles); the Krishna by an ordinary ferry

at Kolhar (70 miles) and a ford at Baloti 3^ miles south east of

Kolhdr which is generally passable before the close of December ;

the Ghatprabha is crossed at Anagvddi (86 miles) by an ordinary

ferry during the rains and by a ford generally after the beginning
of December ; and the Malprabha has an ordinary ferry and a ford

at Govankop (11 3 miles). As it is unmetalled, and has five great

unbridged river crossings, this road is fit for traffic only during the

hot weather when it is in fair order, and for part of the cold weather.

1 Clunes' Itinerary, 67. ' The mileage ia given south from the Bhima.
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generally from tbe end of November or so soon as the Krishna is

low enough to allow the road to be used. The road is repaired

yearly from provincial funds at a cost of about £2000 (Rs. 20,000).
There is a small hill pass near Kerur (102 miles). The two other
provincial roads are the Pansgaon-Bdgalkot road and the Bij^pur
road. The Pahsgaon-Bd,galkot road runs from the village of

Pansgaon in Mudhol thirty-five miles east to Bdgalkot. The part
of the road from Kajidoni fifteen miles east to Bagalkot which lies

within British limits is fair and passable at all times. In this

portion the road is complete and all the streams have been provided
with arched bridges, slab drains, or Irish bridges that is paved
crossings. The fifteen miles from Kajidoni to Pansgaon which pass
through the native states of Mudhol Rdmdurg and Torgal are also

being completed by those states. It is a fair road during the dry
season, but is heavy during the rains as most of it passes through
black soil. This road goes to Belgaum and from Belganm to

Vengurla on the Ratnagiri coast. The Bij^pur-Ndgaz road is

twenty-four miles long. It is unbridged and where it crosses black
soil is at times impassable. Other parts are hilly and rough. The
whole road is under the charge of the executive engineer but only

the fourteen miles through Babanagar, Bijargi, and Navraspur to

Bijapur lie within the district. This road leads to Satara and
Ratnagiri.

Of the fifteen local fund roads the two most important are the

Bagalkot-Hungund road and the Sholapur-Belari road. The
Bdgalkot-Hungund road is twenty-seven miles long, and, except
the portion from Amingad to Hungund, which passes through
black soil and is generally impassable daring the rains, is at all

times passable. The Malprabha is crossed at Kamatgi fifteen miles

south-east of Bagalkot by a leather basket boat, and by a good
ford which can be used in November or earlier. The Sholapur-

BeMri road, 106 miles, passes through the towns of Indi, Hipargi,

Mudebihdl, Hungund, and Ilkal. It was originally intended to be
a military trunk road to Belari, but, except a few small drains here

and there, no attempt has been made to complete the road. The
Krishna is crossed between the villages of Tangadgi in the north

and Dhanur in the south by a basket ferry boat and a fairly good
ford usually passable by mid-January. The other roads are from
Indi nineteen miles east to Almela, from Indi twenty-eight miles

west to Siradon, from Bijapur thirty miles north-east to Indi, from
Bijdpur thirty-five miles east to Sindgi, from Sindgi twelve miles

north to Almela, from Mangoli by Bd,gevddi nineteen miles south-east

to Huvin-Hipargi, from Bd,gevddi twenty-nine miles south-west to

Kolh^r, from Muddebihdl fifteen miles north-east to Tdlikoti, from
Hipargithirty miles south-east to Tdlikoti,from Muddebihal nine miles

west to Kdlgi, from Guledgud five miles north to Sirur, from Badami
thirteen miles north to Govankop, and from KaMdgi 7^ miles west to

the Mudhol frontier. These roads like the ShoMpur-BeMri road are

used only in the fair weather. During the rains wherever the soil

is black they become impassable. Except a few small drains on the

Sholapur-Belari and Mangoli-Huvin-Hipargi roads these roads are

without drains or bridges. All of them are not even regularly

repaired.
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Of tie three systems of railways, the East Deccan or Hotgi-
Gadag, the South Deccan or Beldri-Marmagaon, and the West
Deccan or Poona-Londa railways which are being introduced into the

Bombay Karndtak, the Bast Deccan or Hotgi-Gadag alone directly

affects Bijdpur. The line was begun as a famine relief work in

April 1879j it was again started by Government in November
1881, and was handed over to the railway company on the 1st of

October 1882. The length of line within Bijapur limits is about 123
miles, and the general direction is a little west of south. The line

enters the district on the north from Akalkot territory at the Bhima
river, seventeen miles south-east of Hotgi junction.^ At the crossing

the banks of the Bhima are well marked, the north bank being
completely and the south bank being nearly above high flood level,

which is 47i feet above low water level. To the south of the

Bhima the country rises rapidly and high ridges occur within half

a mile of the river bank. The line skirts the base of one of these

ridges and rises steadily till it reaches the small valley in which
lies the village of Lachyan which, as water is plentiful and gradi-

ents are favourable, has been chosen as the site of Lachyan
station, twenty-one miles south of Hotgi junction. After leaving
this valley the line turns south to a flat even ridge to which
it keeps till it draws near the village of Chorgi. On this ridge six

miles south of Lachyan is the Indi Road station. The murum
or broken trap metalled road joining Indi and Halsangi crosses

the line close to the station. Prom Chorgi to Nimbal the
country is undulating with a steady rise southward. The cuttings

on this length are hard but neither deep nor long. The Nimbal
station is on the east bank of the Nimbal stream. Prom the
Nimbal the line is carried on a narrow hard ridge rising one in

100 for about 3J miles, till the summit level is reached a little to the

west of the village of Katankira. This is the highest point between
the Bhima and Bijdpur. Prom the Bhima to this point has been
an almost continuous rise. Hence the line passes on to Minchnal
station. About the fifty-third mile the line gets on a straight

flat hard murum ridge to which it keeps up to the Bijapur

station, close to the east of Bijapur town. South of Bijdpur the

line is carried along the high ground west of the Bijapur-Kaladgi
road, and passing Jumnal station reaches the Don river at seventy-

one miles. South of the Don the line is carried as directly as

possible to the ridge on the east of Mulvad, where there is a station

74| miles. Prom Mulvad the line passes along a ridge to Telgi

station. Prom Telgi the fall into the Telgi valley is gentle and
the line leaves the ridge and runs to Alimatti station. The great

difficulty in the section between the Don river and Mulvad is the

want of drinking water. At a point three or four miles north of the

Krishna the geological formation of the country changes. Through
the ninety-five miles from Hotgi the rock has been trap. From a

little to the north of the Krishna large boulders of whitish gray
granite or gneiss crop up in great numbers, and between the Krishna
and the Malprabha splendid building stone granite, gneiss, sand-

> All mileages are given from Hotgi junction.
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stone, quartzite, clayslate, and laminated limestone is always
obtainable. The Krishna floods rise about fifty-two feet and there

is a considerable spill. South of the Krishna the line crosses a
small range of quartzite hills whose somewhat broken northern face

gives a little heavy work. The southerly slope is easy, the line

falls into the cultivated valley of the Ghatprabha, and, passing

through the gorge cut by the riverj reaches Bdgalkot, about
fifteen miles east of Kalddgi. South of Bd,galkot, the line rises

steadily over a rich black soil country for four or five miles

till it enters the low hills near Nirlighi and reaches Katgeri station

at 123j miles. From Katgeri the line passes south without any
great difficulties to Badami station 131^ miles, and crossing the hills

north of the Malprabha near the village of Lukmapur, descends

with gradients of one in 100 to the Malprabha which it crosses and
enters Dharwar at about 140 miles. South of Bijapur the country

is richer than to the north, and from Bijapur to Mulvad it is highly

tilled especially in the Don valley and the tract from Telgi to the'

Krishna. Between the Krishna and the Malprabha the bare

undulating trap plain turns into a country of wide valleys between
low wooded hills. The ruling gradient of the line is one in 100
and the limiting curve is 1300 feet radius. The minor bridging

is inexpensive ; but there are four large bridges, on the Bhima,
Krishna, Malprabha, and Don ; the Bhima bridge (1 7 miles) has

fourteen spans of 150 foot girders, estimated to cost £80,700
(Rs. 8,07,000), the Krishna bridge (98 miles) has twenty-one

spans of 150 foot gi;rder openings, estimated to cost £96,000

(Rs. 9,60,000), the Malprabha bridge (143 miles) has twelve spans

of 100 foot girders, estimated to cost £36,900 (Rs. 3,69,000), and
the Don bridge (72 miles) has eight spans cf 100 foot girders,

estimated to cost £29,500 (Rs. 2,95,000). The stations are all third

class. They are Lachyan 21 miles, Indi Road 27, Nimbal 35,

Minchal 47, Bijdpur 58, Jumnal 67, Mulvad 74, Telgi 86, Alimatti

96, Bdgalkot 115, Katgeri 123, and Badami 131 miles. The 173
miles of the East-Deccan railway are estimated to cost £1,254,773

(Rs. 12,547,730) or about £7300 (Rs. 73,000) a mile, representing

for the 123 miles within Bijdpur limits an outlay of about £909,000

(Rs. 90 lakhs).

Of the eight toll bars three are on the Sholapur-Hubli road at

Agasnal Zalki and Kerur, two are on the Bdgalkot-Pansgaon road

at Gadankeri and Kajidoni, and three are on the ShoMpur-BeMri

road at Budihdl Tambe and Muddebihdl. In 1883 the toll revenue

amounted to £1186 (Rs. 11,860). The details are: £130 at

Agasnal, £110 at Zalki, £260 at Kerur, £335 at Gadankeri, £204 at

Kajidoni, £73 at Budihdl, £64 at Tambe, and £10 at Muddebihal.

There are forty-three ferries in the district, of which twenty-one

are over the Krishna river one at Kolhar, two at Korti, and one

each at Nainegali, Gulbal, Sutgunddr, Mundagnur, RoUi, Budihal,

Islampur, Marol, Dhanur, Chimalgi, Baluti, Ningadhali, Tangadgi,

Rakosgi, Budihal, SuMnpur, Madri and Kalgi ; twelve are over the

Malprabha at Govankop, Tolachgad, Soyedgundi, Patadkal, Sul,

Bennur, Kapilasangam, Ganjihal, Chikmagi, Kamatgi, Rdmthal, and

Hebli; five are over the Bhima at Dhulkhed, Padnur, Umrani, Margur,
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and Devangaon ; and five are over the Grhatprabha, at Anagvddi,

Bdgalkot, Mugalhali, KalAdgi, and Kundargi. Of the forty-three

ferries the one at Korti has an iron boat, the eight at Anagvadi,
Dhulkhed, Govankop, Kolhdr, Margur, Devangaon, Padnur, and
Umrani have wooden boats, and the remaining thirty-four have
basket boats. The iron boat at Korti is twenty-nine feet long,

eleven broad, and four high, and cost £220 (Ks. 2200). Of the

eight wooden boats one at Korti on the Krishna, one at Anagvadi
on the Ghatprabha, and one at Govankop on the Malprabha were
built at Belgaum by public works carpenters. The remaining five,

at Dhulkhed, Margur, Padnur, Devangaon, and Umrani, on the

Bhima, which belong to private persons, were brought from
Pandharpur. The wooden boats are thirty-one to thirty-four feet

long, nine to eleven feet broad, and four to five and half feet high
and can carry four tons of goods (12 khandis). The cost of these

boats varies from £50 to £200 (Rs. 500 - 2000). They are furnished

with wooden oars and are without masts or sails. The number of

the crew, all of whom are generally Ambikars or river fishermen,

is six to row the boat and one to steer. The three wooden boats

at Anagvadi, Kolhdr, and Govankop are yearly repaired at the cost

of local funds under the supervision of the sub-divisional ofiicer.

The remaining four are yearly repaired before the rains setJn by
the contractors to whom the ferries over which they ply are farmed.
The basket boats or tokras, of which there are thirty-two, are
generally about twenty feet in circumference and two and a half feet

deep and carry about 2J tons (7 khandis), Ambikar Kolis make the
basket work by twisting together segarkanti or hebbi Adalia
nereifolia, and Mdngs cover them with leather. A basket boat costs

£4 to £10 (Rs.40-100). Each basket boat has four oars or paddles
and a crew of four. They are yearly repaired by the contractors before
the south-west rains set in, and can carry 1| to 2| tons (6-7 Jchandis).

All the ferries in the district belong to Government and are farmed
from year to year.^ Besides gifts or cherimeris from passengers
the crew receive 8s. to 12s. (Rs.4-6) a month. They have no
headman and all draw the same pay. The boats ply during the
rains and make two to six trips a day. In the fair season when
there is no ferrying the Ambikars work during the harvest as field

labourers and after the harvest as day labourers. There are no
fishing boats and no trading vessels or steam-boats. In 1882 the

ferry revenue amounted to £516 (Rs. 5160).

There is one traveller's bungalow at Kalddgi, and two Collector's

bungalows at Bagalkot and at Hippargi twenty-four miles east of

Bijdpur. Travellers are rare and except at the city of Bijdpur the
want of travellers' bungalows is not much felt. The district is well

supplied with native rest-houses or dharmshdlds. All' the leading

roads and towns have rest-houses at every twelve to fifteen miles.

Bijdpur forms part of the Southern Mard,tha or Bombay Kamdtak
postal division. It contains thirty post offices, of which two are

head offices, fifteen sub-offices, and thirteen village offices. Of the

• Fifty years ago private persons used to ply boats on the different ferries employ-
ing as many of a crew as they liked. Some of the ferry owners conveyed passengers
free of charge. These free boats were called charity boats or dhwrma nctv.
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two head offices, one at KaMdgi, which is also the chief disbursing
office, is in charge of a postmaster who draws a yearly salary of
£108 (Rs. 1080). The other head office at Bij^pur is in charge of
a postmaster who draws a yearly salary of £60 (Rs. 600). The
fifteen sub-offices at Almati, Bdddmi, Bdgalkot, Bagevadi, Bilgi,

Gnledgud, Hippargi, Horti, Hungund, Ilkal, Indi, Kolh^r, Mudde-
bihdl, Sindgi, and Talikoti are in charge of sub-postmasters,
drawing £12 to £48 (Rs. 120-480) a year. Of the thirteen village

post offices at Almel, Amingad, Chadchan, Grajendragad, Halsangi,
Kamatgi, Kerur, Mamddpur, Mangoli, Mulvad, Nidgundi, Savalgi,
and Ukli, three are in charge of village postmasters each drawing a
yearly salary of £12 (Rs. 120), and the remaining ten are in charge of

village schoolmasters, who, in addition to their pay as schoolmasters,
receive yearly allowances varying from £3 12s. to £6 (Rs. 36-60).
In towns and villages, which have post offices, letters are delivered

by fourteen postmen who draw yearly salaries varying from £9 12s.

to £12 (Rs. 96-120). In some of these villages, besides by the
fourteen postmen, letters are delivered by postal runners who are
yearly paid 12s. to £2 8s. (Rs. 6-24) for this additional work. In
villages, which are without post offices, letters are delivered by
thirty-one village postmen. Of these thirty-one, six are paid from
the Imperial post, three at £12 (Rs. 120) a year and the other three

at £10 16s. (Rs. 108) a yearj and twenty-five are paid from the

provincial post, fifteen at £12 (Rs. 120) a year and the remaining
ten at £10 16s. (Rs. 108) a year. Except at all the village offices

and three sub-offices at Hippargi Horti and Kolhdr, where money
orders only are issued, money orders are issued and savings banked
at all the thirty post offices of the district. Mails to and from
Bombay are carried by the Great Indian Peninsula Railway to

Sholdpur, and from Sholapur to Bijdpur by postal runners. The
post offices are supervised by the superintendent of post offices,

Bombay Karndtak division, who has a yearly salary of £240
(Rs. 2400) and whose head-quarters are at Belgaum. The superin-

tendent is assisted in KalMgi by an inspector who draws £96
(Rs. 960) a year and whose head-quarters are at Bagevadi.

There is one Government telegraph office in the city of Bijdpur,

^The leading traders of the district are Ling&yats, Brdhmans,
Gujdrdt and Marwdr Vdnis, Komtis, Hatkdrs, Shimpis, Panchdls,

Koshtis, Nilgars, Musalmdns, and a few Christians. Of a total of

about 1600, about 1400 have capitals varying from £500 to £30,000
(Rs. 5000- Rs. 3,00,000). Most of them are independent traders;

a few trade on jjorrowed capital, and a few are agents of Bombay,
ShoMpur, Poena, and Mdrwir merchants.

Inl880 Mr. Silcock wrote, the condition and prospectsof the district

though much brighter than they have been since the 1876-77 famine,

still compare somewhat unfavourably with those of the ten or

fifteen years before the famine. In a district whose wealth consisted

almost wholly of grain, with little trade and consequently

comparatively little money in circulation,the effects of the famine were
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more widely and acutely felt than would have happened in a district

carrying on a brisk export and import trade. As before the famine

the district depended for supplies almost wholly on its internal

resources, its trade was greatly disorganised when the famine forced

the people to look abroad for supplies. This put a stop to the

import of cloth and other articles which made up the main import

trade of the country. Always a grain exporting country the capitalists

could not at first be brought to see the advisability of diverting

their capital from the old beaten track to import grain. They
knew little or nothing of the markets where grain was to be
bought, and at first were content to go on in their old way,

hoarding money and importing cloth, sugar, and silk. The
impossibility of disposing of their usual imports soon brought them
round and they largely embarked in what to them was a comparatively
new business. In this way by enlarging tb e ideas of the trading classes

and by extending their commercial transactions into channels before

untouched, the late famine has to some extent been the cause of an
improvement in the general trade of the district. Before the famine
the possession of capital was widespread. Landholders with good
crops and with their savings from the American war period of high
prices (1862-65) were fairly comfortable. They had money and were
independent of the lender and had plenty of grain. Want of commu-
nications and distance from the railway kept down the prices of all

necessaries, so that if no large fortunes were made neither were any
great losses sustained. The labourers also partook of the general
prosperity, if prosperity it can be called when the people had enough
for their wants but could indulge in few luxuries. This state of

things has been changed by the famine. Capital has been centered
in the hands of a few, the great body of the landholders, have
become deeply involved, and many have sunk to the position of

field labourers, though these were chiefly men who, without any capital

behind them, had been able to get possesion of a field or two, and,

by working with their richer neighbours during the greater part of

the year, used to obtain from them assistance in sowing their land.

Of nineteen trade centres, beginning from the north, three are

in Indi, five in Sindgi, one in Bijdpur, three in Muddebihdl, one in

BAgalkot, four in Bddami, and two in Hungund. There is no trade

centre in B^gevddi, The three trade centres in Indi, Chadchan,

Indi and T^mbe, have together about 300 traders mostly Lingdyats,

Jains, Gujarat Vdnis, and Rangaris, with capitals of £500 to £20,000

(Rs. 5000- Rs. 2,00,000). The traders are well-to-do and infiuential

and almost all independent. All purchases and sales are made direct

without the agency of brokers. The chief imports are cloth from

Athni, Bagalkot, Hubli, Sh^hapur, and Sholapur ; rice from Athni,

Pandharpur, and ShoMpur
;
groceries from Athni, Dhundsi, Pandhar-

pur, and Sholdpur ; and cocoanuts from Dhundsi. The chief exports

are jvcuri, hdjri, wheat, gram, and linseed to Athni, Pandharpur, and

ShoMpur. The trade of Sindgi is comparatively small. The five

trade centres, Almel, Hippargi, Kalkeri, Moratgi, and Sindgi, have

about fifty traders, mostly Lingdyats, with capitals varying from
£5 to £250 (Rs. 50 -2500). The traders are fairly ofE and mostly
independent. The chief imports SbTechoKs or bodices from Guledgud,
and English cloth, headscarves, turbans, cotton yarn, silk, rice, salt,
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chillies, groceries, iron, glassware, and stationery from Athni and
SholApur. The chief exports are wheat, gram, linseed, and cotton
to Sholapur. Bijapur is the only trade centre in the Bijdpur
sub-division. It has about 250 traders, mostly Gujarat and Marw^r
Vdnis, Cutch Bh^tias, Lingdyats, Brd,hmans, Marathas, Musalmd,ns,
and Bohords, with capitals varying from £100 to £30,000
(Rs. 1000 - Rs,3,00,000). Of the 250 traders not more than half a dozen
have capitals of more than £1000 (Rs. 10,000), and only two have more
than £10,000 (Rs. 1,00,000). Except about ten who are agents for

Bombay merchants, the traders are independent. They are well-to-

do and have considerable influence especially among their own caste

people. Three of the traders are municipal commissioners and one
is a member of the sub-divisional local fund committee. The chief

imports are Manchester cloth, iron, hardware, glassware, and
stationery from Bombay ; hand-made cloth from Bdgalkot, Govan-
kop, Guledgud, and Ilkal in Kaladgi, from Hubli in Dhdrwd,r, from
Eabkavi and Shahdpur in the Sdngli State, and from Jamkhandi,
Poena, Nagpur, Beldri, and Bangalur ; and salt, chillies, groceries,

and cocoanuts from Athni, Belgaum, and Sholdpur. The chief

export is cotton which the Gujardt and Marwdr Vdnis and the

Cutch Bh^tids mostly send to Athni, ShoMpur, and Bombay. In
- 1881 and 1882 the area under cotton greatly rose and the

export of cotton greatly increased; in 1883 there was a decrease

owing to untimely rainfall. Besides at Bijdpur, in the villages of

Bableshvar, Munddpur, Nagthdn, Sarvdd, and Shivangi, husbandmen
sell cotton and grain to petty dealers who go from village to village.

The three trade centres in Muddebihal, Muddebihal, Nalatvdd, and
Talikoti, have sixty traders, mostly Lingdyats, Gujarat and Mdrwdr
Vanis, Komtis, Pdnchdls, Shimpis, Jainbogdrs, Sondrs, and
Musalmans. Their capital varies from £500 to £20,000 (Rs. 6000-
Rs. 2,00,000). The Lingdyat, Gujardt, and Marwar Vdni traders,

who form about three-fourths of the whole, are well-to-do, and trade

independently, partly on their own and partly on borrowed capital.

The imports, which are generally bought through brokers who are

paid one per cent brokerage, come from Athni and Belgaum in

Belgaum, from Gadag and Hubli in Dhdrwar, and from Bombay
and Sholapur. They are chiefly Manchester and Bombay
machine-made and Dharwar hand-woven cloth, rice, molasses,

sugar, groceries, salt, metals, and glassware. The chief exports

are cotton, Indian millet, wheat, and gram which are sent mostly

to Bombay either by rail from Sholapur or by sea from Kumta
and Vengurla. Bagalkot is the largest trade centre in the district. It

has 225 traders, of whom about 100 are Lingdyats, twenty-five

each Brdhmans Marwar Vdnis and Musalmans, ten each Cutch

Bhatids Gujardt Vanis and Vaishya Vdnis, and twenty weavers

and dyers. Their capitals vary from £500 to £20,000 (Rs. 6000 -

Rs. 2,00,000). The traders, of whom three are municipal commis-

sioners, are well-to-do and influential. More than three-fourths

are independent traders and the rest are agents of Sholdpur and

Marwdr merchants. The chief imports are silk, machine-spun yarn,

European cloth, and gold silver and pearls from Bombay, the

dye-yielding materials safflower or kusamba and cochineal or

kirmanji, and indigo from Bombay and Tddpatri in Madras

;
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and groceries from Athni, Kolh^pnr, and ShoMpur. The chief

export is cotton to Athni, Vengurla, and Bombay. During the

last fifteen years the most marked change has been that most of

the imports now come from Bombay instead of from Bangalur.

The four trade centres in Badami, Belur, Gajendragad, Guledgud,

and Kerur, have together about 235 traders, mostly Komtis,

Lingayats, M4rwSr Vdnis, Brdhmans, Jains, Nilgars, Pategars,

Padsalgers, Musalmans, and Christians, Their capital varies from
£500 to £20,000 (Rs. 5000 - Rs. 2,00,000). Except about six per cent

who are agents of Mdrwd,r Vdni merchants of Bombay and Poena,

the traders are independent and mostly well-to-do. The chief imports

are silk, machine-spun cotton yarn, European cloth, and indigo

from Bombay, and rice, molasses, salt, oil, betelnuts, cocoanuts, and
groceries from Mundargi and Nadgund in Dharwar and Belgaum.
The chief exports are cholis or bodices, khddi or coarse cloth, and
liigdis or women's robes which are sent to Belgaum, Beldri, Hubli,

Poena, Sholdpur, and Vengurla. The two trade centres in Hungund,
Ilkal and Amingad, have together about 500 traders, mostly
Lingdyats, Mdrwar Vanis, Komtis, Br^mans, Hatgars, and
Musalmdns. Their capital varies from £500 to £15,000 (Rs. 5000-Rs.

1,50,000). About three-fourths of the traders are independent and the

rest are agents to Lingayat and Mdrwar Vani merchants of Bombay
and Poona. All imports and exports are generally made through
agents and brokers who are paid one or two per cent brokerage.
The chief imports, which mostly come from Belgaum, BeMri, Bombay,
Dharwar, Sholapur, and Vengurla, are European cloth, machine-
spun cotton yarn, silk, indigo, rice, molasses, salt, chillies, groceries,

cocoanuts, and oil. The chief export is cotton to Athni and Bombay.
The trade greatly sufEered during the 1876-77 famine, but since the

famineithasrevived. ThoughBagevadihasnoimportant trade centre

the villages of Bagevadi, Golsangi, Huvin-Hippargi, Kolhar,Mangoli,

Nidgundi, Ukli, and Vandd,! have between them 200 to 250 petty

traders who deal in cotton, grain, and groceries. These traders are

chiefly Mdrwar, Gujardt, and Deccan Vanis, and Chattis and have
capitals varying from £20 to £500 (Rs. 200 -Rs. 5000). The chief

imports are European and hand-made cloth, rice, molasses, and
groceries, which are mostly bought from large traders at Athni,

Bdgalkot, and Sholdpur. The chief exports are cotton, wheat, gram,
Indian millet and linseed to Athni, Bdgalkot, Sirsi, and ShoMpur.

In fifty villages and towns weekly markets are held. Of these,

beginning from the north, four are held in Indi, at Indi on Tuesdays,

at Chadchan and Tdmbe on Wednesdays, and at Halsangi on

Thursdays. They are attended by 150 to 2000 people. Eight are

held in Sindgi, at Hippargi on Mondays, at Bhatnur and Moratgi on
Tuesdays, at Malghan on Thursdays, at Almel and Kovdr on Fridays,

at Golgeri on Saturdays, and at Sindgi on Sundays. They are

attended by 150 to 2000 people. Five are held in Bijd.pur, at Kannur
on Mondays, at Babldd Mamdapur and Shivangi on Thursdays, and
at Bij^pur on Sundays. They are attended by 200 to 2500 people.

Bight are held in Bdgevadi, at Bdgevadi on Mondays, at Kolhdr on
Wednesdays, at Golsangi and Ukli on Thursdays, at Vandal on
Fridays, at Mangoli and Nidgundi on Saturdays, and at Huvin-
Hippargi on Sundays. They are attended by 500 to 5000 people.
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Six are held in MuddebiMl, at Nalatvdd and T^likoti on
Mondays, at Hire-Murdl on Wednesdays, at Muddebihdl on
Thursdays, and at Dhavalgi and Tumbgi on Fridays. They are

attended by 500 to 2000 people. Three are held in Bdgalkot, at

Kaladgi on Thursdays, and at Bdgalkot and Bilgi on Saturdays.

They are attended by 400 to 1200 people. Nine are held in Baddmi,
at BAddmi and Govankop on Mondays, at Hebbali and Kerur on

Tuesdays, at Guledgud on Wednesdays, at Nilgund on Thursdays,

and at Bellur Gajendragad and Mudkavi on Saturdays. They are

attended by 800 to 3000 people. Seven are held in Hungund, at

Kandgal on Mondays, at Kardi on Tuesdays, at Ilkal on Thursdays,

at Gudur Hungund and Kamatgi on Fridays, and at Amingad on

Saturdays. They are attended by 200 to 8000 people. These
weekly markets are both gathering and distributing centres.

The chief articles sold are wheat, jvdri, gram, pulse, rice, cloth,

silk, cotton yam, blankets, molasses, sugar, clarified and unclarified

butter, cocoanuts, betelnuts, betel leaves, groceries, spices, chillies,

salt, tobacco, metal and earthen vessels, glass bangles and glassware,

bamboos, coir ropes, matting, and cattle. The sellers are generally

growers shopkeepers and petty dealers. Cloth sellers who keep pack

bullocks move from one market to another. The buyers belong to

the market towns and their neighbouring villages. The buyers

and sellers are Brd,hmans, Lingayats, Gujaj-drt and Marwd.r Vanis,

Komtis, Jingars, Marathds, Koshtis, Malis, Dhangars, Kumbhars,
M^ngs, and Musalmdns. Except in Bdgalkot where cows are some-

times exchanged for bullocks, there is little or no barter_

Fairs, lasting one to ten days, with an attendance of 1000 to

50,000 and an average sale of £5 to £10,000 (Es. 50 -Rs. 1,00,000)

are held in forty places ; six in Indi, five in Sindgi, seven in Bijapur,

four in B^evadi, two in Muddebihdl, seven in Bd,galkot, three in

BAddmi, and six in Hungund. The details are :

Bijdpur Fairs,
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These fairs are chiefly distributing centres. The sellers are

Lingdyats, KomtiSj Pdnchals, Marwar Vanis, Jains, Shimpis, Salis,

Marathas, Namdevs, Eajputs, and Musalmans. They offer rice,

wheat, jvdri flour, salt, chillies, clarifled butter, sugar, molasses,

fruit, cocoanuts, spices, groceries, sweetmeats, cloth, blankets, copper
and brass vessels, glass bangles, hardware, betelnuts, betel leaves,

and tobacco. The buyers are chiefly the husbandmen and labourers

of neighbouring villages. Except that sometimes old copper and
brass vessels are exchanged for half the weight of new vessels,

payments are made in cash.

Shopkeepers are found in almost all large villages. About eighty

out of every 100 villages inlndi, seventy in Bagev^di, fifty in Bijapur

Hungund and Muddebihal, forty in Sindgi, thirty in Bagalkot, aud
twenty in Bddd.mi, have their own shopkeepers. The shopkeepers
are generally Lingayats, Komtis, Jains, Gujarat and Mdrwar Vanis,

and Agarvdles. They sell rice, jvdri, bdjri, wheat, pulse, judri and
wheat flour, molasses, cocoanuts, betelnuts, salt, chillies, groceries,

turmeric, tobacco, and oil. The buyers are travellers and people

of the shopkeepers' village and of other neighbouring small villages.

Shopkeepers are mostly distributors, and buy their stock from
neighbouring trade centres. Except that salt and molasses are

occasionally advanced on condition that they are repaid at harvest
time in cotton, jvdri, and wheat, there is little barter. The richer

shopkeepers, about five per cent of the whole number, lend small
sums at eighteen to thirty per cent a year. Shopkeepers neither

send agents to fairs and market towns, nor are they connected with
large trading firms. Of late years, except that in some villages

Mdrwar Vanis have opened new shops, there has been little change
in village shopkeeping.

Each sub-division has on an average about 100 carriers, ten to

fifteen per cent of whom carry goods in carta and the rest on pack
buUockfi. They are chiefly Lingdyats, Jains, Mardthas, Dhangars,
and Musalmdns. The chief articles sold are salt, chillies, groceries,

molasses, cocoanuts, cocoa-kernel, vegetables, plantains, copper
and brass vessels, bangles, and cloth. About half the number
sell these articles in neighbouring villages, and the rest go regularly

on market days from one market town to another. Of late years,

owing to the increase of roads, pack traffic has to a great extent

given way to carts.

The chief imports are : Of building materials logs of matti, teak,

and blackwood, and bamboos are brought by Lingdyat Mardtha or

Musalmdn wood merchants either direct or through agents, mostly
from Tellapur and Haliydl in North Kdnara and sometimes from
Dhdrwdr and Hubli. The logs are locally sold direct to the people.

Nails, screws, and raw iron are brought from Bombay and ShoMpur
by Lingayat, Bohora, and other Musalmdn traders of Bagalkot and
Bijapur. The traders of Bagalkot and Bijapur generally sell these

articles wholesale to petty local dealers who sell them retail to the

people. Of house furniture, dishes and copper and brass vessels are

brought by Bogdrs or Kdsdrs from Belari, Gokak in Belgaum,
Hanagadi in Jamkhandi, Hubli in Dharwdr, Perddl in Mudhol, and
Poona. They are sold direct to the people at Bogdrs' shops or on
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market days in market towns. All high class Hindus and the well-

to-do of the lower orders use copper and brass pots for cooking and
for drawing and storing water. Carpets, which are also locally

woven, are sometimes brought in small numbers from Navalgund in
Dhdrwar and from the Yeravda jail in Poena. Stationery, glassware,
sackcloth, padlocks, matches, and hardware are brought from
Sholdpur and Bombay by Lingdyats, Gujarat and Mdrwdr Vdnis,
Bohoras, and other Musalmdns. These articles are sold either

retail to the people or wholesale to village shopkeepers who sell

them retail to the people. Of these articles stationery and glassware
are generally used by the higher classes, and padlocks matches
and hardware by all classes. Tables chairs and cots are
occasionally brought from ShoMpur and Belgaum. Of food, drink
drugs and stimulants rice and groundnuts are brought chiefly by
Lingdyat traders from Belgaum, Hukeri, Hubli, and ShoMpur.
These articles are sold both retail to the people and wholesale to

petty dealers who retail them. Rice is daily used as food by tho
well-to-do and on holidays and special occasions by the poor.

Groundnuts are used either for oil or as food by Hindus on fast

days. Groceries, spices, cardamoms, betelnuts, salt, sugar, cocoanuts,

cocoa-kernel, and cocoanut oil are brought by Lingdyat, Gujardt
Vdni, and Musalmdn traders from Athni, Belgaum, Hubli, ShoMpur,
and Sirsi. These articles are generally sold wholesale to town
dealers and village shopkeepers who retail them to the people.

Except cocoanut oil which is used both as lamp and hair oil all

these articles are used in eating. Molasses come from Athni, Hukeri,
Kolhdpur, and ShoMpur, and chillies from Belgaum, Dhdrw^r,
ShoMpur, and Mahalingpur in the Mudhol State. Tea and coffee

are brought in small quantities from Belgaum, Hubli, and ShoMpur.
Kerosine oil is brought from Bombay and ShoMpur by Lingdyat and
Musalmdn traders and is sold in towns to the well-to-do. Tobacco
is brought by Lingdyat, Gujarat Vani, and Musalman traders of large

trade centres from Belgaum, Kolhapur, Miraj, and ShoMpur. It is

generally sold wholesale to petty town dealers and village shop-

keepers who retail it. European liquor is brought from Bombay by
BAgalkot and Bijapur license vendors; most of it is sold to Europeans.
Opium is brought from Bombay to Government treasuries and

there sold wholesale to licensed vendors who retail it. InIS

KaMdgi opium is never taken by grown people. It is used in

medicine and is sometimes given to infants to make them sleep.

Bhang and gdnja drinking and smoking preparations of hemp, come
chiefly from the village of Lengra in Satara ; they are brought for sale

to Kaladgi by Lingdyat traders of Sdtara, who sell them wholesale to

KaMdgi licensed vendors at 6d. the pound (8 as. the sher of eighty

toZas), and the vendors retail them at Is. 4d the pound (Rs. 1^ the

sher) . Both gdnja and bhang are much used by ascetics. Of tools

and appliances, pickaxes, shovels, knives, scissors, and razors

are brought from Bombay and ShoMpur by Ling^yat and Bohora
traders, and are mostly sold direct to the people. Of these articles

pickaxes and shovels are largely used by husbandmen, knives

and scissors by the well-to-do and by tailors, and razors by
barbers. Of dress, including ornaments and toys, headscarves or

rumdls and waistcloths or dhotars are brought through agents Or
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brokers from Bangalur, BeMri, and Tadpatri. The importers of

cloth are mostly large cloth merchants of the Mdrwd,r and Gujarat

Vdni, Lingdyat, Brahman, and Komti castes. In the northern

sub-divisions these goods come by rail, and in the southern sub-

divisions in carts. They are sold both retail to the people and

wholesale to petty traders who retail them. Pine laced headscarves

and waistcloths are bought by the well-to-do, and plain headscarves

by the poor. European and Bombay machine-woven cloths, which are

bought through agents who are paid one per cent commission, come
from Bombay by sea from Vengurla, and by rail through Sholapur.

Women's robes or lugdis are locally woven of superior quality in

Ilkal, and of inferior quality in most large villages. They are also

brought from Jamkhandi, Kalburga, Sholapur, and Shdhapur and
Rabkavi in Sangli. Superior silk waistcloths or piMmbars, of

which a poor variety is woven at Govankop in Bddami, are brought
from Poena, and sold to Brahmans, Prabhus, Gujars, and Shenvis,

who wear them at dinner as a sacred robe. Turbans, which are

mostly worn by Brdhmans and Mar^thas on marriage occasions,

are brought from Poena. Silk and cotton yarn is brought
through agents from Bombay Khojds and mill-owners by rich

moneylenders of Bdgalkot, Guledgud, Bijdpur, and Ilkal. They are

sold wholesale to petty traders who dye them and then sell

them to local weavers. Gold silver and pearls are brought from
Bombay by rich moneylenders of large trade centres and sold

retail to the people who make them into ornaments. Pictures from
Bombay and Gokak, and frames, coloured glass, wooden balls,

whistles, wind pufEs, and other toys from Bombay are brought by
the Lingdyat, Bohora, and Musalman traders of large trade centres

and retailed.

The chief exports are of cotton and cotton cloths, cotton, floor

cloths or j<yams, women's robes or lugdis, bodices or cholis, coarse

cloth or khddi, and coarse waistcloths or dhotars ; of grain and
pulse, wheat, jvdri, gram, and tur; and of oilseeds, linseed, eesamum,
and safflower or hardai. Cotton is largely exported by Ling^yat,
Gujarat, and Marwar Vdni traders unginned. Cotton is bought from
husbandmen, generally for cash at thirty pounds (15 shers of 80 tolds

each) the rupee. Before it is exported, cotton is ginned by women
either on the foot-rollers called pdya rapdt or on the ginning wheel

or charki. The ginning costs about ^-^d. the pound (^ a. the sher of

80 tolds). A woman can gin on an average twenty to twenty-four

pounds (10-12 shers) a day. Of late, the ginning by cha/rM, which
being superior to the ginning by the foot-roller, fetches higher prices,

has got more in favour with traders. Cotton when ginned gives

one part of clean cotton and three parts of seed. After it is ginned

cotton is covered with sacks in packets of about 150 pounds andissent

in carts to Athni, Sholdpur, and Vengurla, where it is sold either

to local traders or to agents of Bombay merchants. Much of the

cotton of the three southern sub-divisons of Bagalkot, Bd,dAmi, and

Hungund passes through Belgaum by the Amboli pass road and is

shipped at the Ratnagiri ports of Anjanvel and Vengurla,'^ The

1 Details of the Vengurla cotton trade are given in the Belgaum Statistical Account.
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cotton of the northern sub-divisions finds its way to Bombay by rail

from Sholdpur. For one cart-load of 960 to 1080 pounds (40-45
mans) of cotton, the cost of carriage from Indi to Sholapur is 8s.
(Rs. 4), from Sindgi to ShoMpur £1 45. (Rs. 12), from Bijdpur to
Sholapur 12«. to 14s. (Rs. 6-7) and to Athni 8s. to 10s. (Rs. 4 - 5),
from BdgevAdi to Sholapur £1 to £1 12s. (Rs. 10-16), from Mudde-
bihdl to Sholapur £1 4s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 12-15), from Bdgalkot to
Vengurla £2 (Rs. 20), from Baddmi either to Vengurla or to Shola-
pur £2 (Rs. 20), and from Ilkal to Athni £1 10s. to £2 (Rs. 15-20),
to Sholapur £2 (Rs. 20), and to Vengurla £2 10s. (Rs. 25). Of late

a few Bhatia agents of Bombay firms have begun to come to Kalddgi
to buy cotton. They generally buy cotton from local traders whom
they pay one per cent commission. These Bhd,tia agents are slowly

driving out the old Lingayat and Gujarat and Marwdr Vani traders.

Jdjains or floor cloths, which are woven at Tdlikoti in Muddebihal,
are sent to Sholapur, Poena, and the Nizam's country, either direct

by the weavers or by local moneylenders who employ weavers to

piece together ^(isof^'s or dungry cloth to makejdijams or floor-cloths.

Women's robes or lugdis, of which superior kinds are woven by
Julai and Momin weavers in Ilkal and inferior kinds all over the

district, are sent by local trade centre dealers to TthixwAr, Poena,
Sholapur, and Vengurla. Bodices or cholis which are largely woven
by Julai and other Masalman weavers at Amingad, Bdddmi, Bellur,

Gajendragad, Guledgud, Kerur, and Ilkal, and which are considered

of the best quality both by Hindus and Musalmdns, are sent by local

traders to Belgaum, Dhdrwdr, Poena, and Sholapur, and from these

towns over almost the whole Deccan. Dungry cloth or hhddi and
coarse waistcloths or dhotars which are woven by Julai Musalmdn
and Dhangar weavers over almost the whole of the district, are sent

by local traders to Athni, Belgaum, Dharwdr, Poona, and Sholapur.

Wheat, jvdri, gram, tur, linseed, sesamum, and kardai are sent

by local traders and sometimes by growers to Athni, Belgaum,
Dhdrwar, Hubli, Jamkhandi, Sholdpur, and Vengurla. Of these

articles wheat and linseed go to Bombay and from Bombay to Europe.

As all the country round Bijdpur is a grain growing country

there is little export of jvdri. When the yield is large, jvdri

gets cheap and sometimes enough for ten to fifteen years is stored

in grain pits.

During the last twenty-five years there has been a large increase

in the import of European and Bombay and Sholapur mill-made

cloth, and watches, and in the export of cotton. European cloth

which is cheaper, finer, and of more varied sizes and colours, is

largely used by all classes. The newly-made Bast Deccan or

Hotgi-Gadag line is likely to add largely to the trade of the

district and to make trade centres at Bijdpur, Bdgalkot, and other

local railway stations instead of passing to Athni and ShoMpur.

The chief Bijapur industries are the dyeing of cotton yarn, the

weaving of coarse cloth and of silk and cotton piece goods, the

weaving of carpets, the weaving of blankets, and the making of

copper and brass vessels, earthen pots, shoes, paper, saltpetre, and

sahdns or sandalwood grindstones.
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Dyeing,

Chiefly in twelve places, in Bdgalkot, Bhatnur, Bijdpur, Chad-
chan, Golgeri, Guledgud, Ilkal, Kamatgi, Sulibhdvij Nalatv^d,

Rdmpur, and Sindgi, cotton yarn is dyed either red or black. The
dyers of red are Naglik Lingayats and of black Nilgar Lingd,yats.

Of about 400 families of dyers nearly 200 are in Kamatgi and
100 in Ohadchan. A capital of at least £5 (Rs. 50) is required to

carry on a dyeing business. About one-half of the dyers work on
their own capital, and the other half work as labourers, men being

paid about 10s. (Rs. 5) a month and women 4s. to 6s. (Rs. 2-3).

Of the raw materials required for dyeing red, surunj or cochineal

and pathik or alum are brought from Sholapur, and the ashes of

the plantain tree and safflower oil are obtained locally. A hundred-
weight of cochineal costs £ 1 3s. to £1 1 7s. (Rs. 2^ - 4 the man of twelve
sJiers of eighty tolds), of alum about 14s. (Rs. 7 the man), and of

safflower oil about£l 8s. (Rs. 3 the man). Cochineal is made intopowder
with a pestle, and alum is made into powder by crushing. White
cotton yarn is soaked for one day in a mixture of three gallons of water

and three quarters of a pound of safflower oil. Next day it is dried

in the sun in a spot which is specially made for the purpose. It is

then washed in a mixture of water and plantain tree ashes and
dried a second time. The washing and drying are repeated for

seven days. About three pounds of cotton yarn are then soaked in

an earthen vessel for one night in a mixture of about half a gallon of

water and half a pound of cochineal and alum powder ia which there

are forty-eight parts of cochineal to one part of alum. Next morning
the yarn is laid in the sun on the drying stone and dried. This
process is repeated for seven or eight days by which time the yarn
takes an unfading red. Of the tools and appliances required in dyeing
red, the pestle used in pounding the cochineal costs Is. 6d. (Rs. IJ)
and the earthen pot in which the yarn is soaked about Is. 3^. to 4s.

(Rs. I - 2) . Of the raw materials required for dyeing black, lime, plan-

tain ashes and tdkliseed are obtained locally, indigo is chiefly brought
from Sholapur by local traders at 4s. to 5s. (Rs. 2-2^) the pound,
and is sold to dyers at 5s. to 6s. (Rs. 2J-3) the pound. White yarn
which at first is well soaked in pure water, is again soaked in a

mixture of six pounds of plantain ashes, three of lime, one of tdkli

seed, 14 of indigo, and 200 of water, and dried in the sun. When
this is twice repeated, the yarn becomes an inferior black, when thrice

a middling black, and when four times a superior black. Except
during the rains when the difficulty of drying hinders work, dyeing
is brisk throughout the year. Dyers keep all Brdhmanic holidays.

They work about ten hours a day, from six to eleven in the morning,

and after a rest of about two hours from one to six in the evening.

Women and children help in pounding the cochineal and alum and

in dyeing the yarn. The average earnings of a family are between

16s. and £1 (Rs. 8-10) a month. The dyed yarn which is used in

weaving coarse lugdis or women's robes, is sold to local weavers at

about Is. lO^d. (15 as.) the pound. Though dyers are still much
better off than day labourers, the craft has been declining owing to

the large imports of the finer and cheaper European and Bombay
machine made yarn. During the 1876 famine a few dyers, worked
as labourers on relief works and most lived either by borrowing or

by selling their stock and property.
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The chief products of the local cotton and silk hand-looms are
coverlets or pdsodis, coarse waistcloths or dhotars, coarse women's
robes or lugdis, coarse cloth or khddi, fine waistcloths or dhotars,
fine women's robes or lugdis, silk waistcloths or pitdmbars, and
silk women's robes or sddis, bodicecloths or khans, and carpets.
Several of the processes in making cloth, the spinning of the thread,
and the arranging and stiffening of the warp, are done in the open
air. As an open place is required for these processes, weaving
villages are sometimes much more pleasant to look at and better
planned than other villages. They are also generally shaded, and
the people have an easier and more refined air than in ordinary
villages. Cotton and silk cloth are always woven inside of the
house, the weaver sitting in a well in the floor and working his
treddles below the level of the ground.^

In almost all towns and large villages, chiefly, beginning from the
north, in six towns and villages of Indi, at Ohadchan, Ldlsunghi,
Hatargi, Sdtalgaon, Havinal, and TAmba ; in twenty-one towns and
villages of Sindgi, at Almel, Aski, Bamanjoghi, Bhantnur, Byakod,
Chankvdti, Chik-Sindgi, Ghutargi, G-olgeri, Hippargi, Jalvad, Kano-
li, Kulir, Kumshi, Kaine-Kamatgi, Malghan, Moratgi, Padiganur,
Rampur, Sindgi, and Yergal ; in five towns and villages of Bijapur, at
Babladj Bdbleshvar, Sarvad, Bijdpur, and Mamddpur j in nine towns
and villages of Bagevadi, at Bagevadi, Benal, Golsanghi, Hippargi,
Kolhd,r, Mangoli, Muttagi, Nidgundi, and Vandal ; in ten towns
and villages of Muddebih^l, at Handral, Herur, Kalghi, Konur,
Kodganur, Muddebihal, Nalatvi^r, Talikoti, Tumbhghi, and Tun-
gurghi; in eleven towns and villages of B^galkot, at Bagalkot,
Belghi, Benur, Beur, Grulgalli, Halur, Kaladgi, Kolur, Mankni, Roli,
and Sirur ; in seven towns and villages of Bdd^mi, at Bddd,mi, Belur,
Gajendragad, Govankop, Guledgud, Kerur, and Mudkavi ; and in
eleven towns and villages of Hungund, at Aiholi, Amingad, Gudur,
Hungund, Ilkal, Kamatgi, Karadi, Kolhar, Kodihdl, Kundgal,
and SulibhAvi, the weaving of coverlets or pdsodis, coarse waist-
cloths or dhotars, coarse women's robes or lugdis, and coarse cloth
or khddi is carried on by about 4000 families of weavers, some of
them Hindus of the Lingayat, Hatk^r, and Sdli castes and some
of them Muhammadans ordinarily Momins and Julais.^ Except
five to ten per cent who weave as labourers by piece work, these
weavers generally work on their own capital. Coverlets or pdsodis,
which are used as bed clothes by both rich and poor, are two pieces
of coarse cloth, each sixteen feet long and three feet broad, sewn
together side by side. Coarse waistcloths or dhotars, coarse women's
robes or lugdis, and coarse cloth or khddi are mostly used by the
poor who make the coarse cloth into jackets and other articles of
clothing. A few of these goods are sold by the weavers direct to the
wearers either at the weavers' villages or in market towns and
fairs ; but most goods are sold to local traders who sell part of

Chapter VI.
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• The processes and the tools used in weaving are the same as those described in the
Belgaum Statistical Account.

2 Walton's Belgaum and Kaladgi Cotton, 146- 148,

B 8?7-47
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tlieir stock locally and send the rest to Mahdd, Poona, Eatndgiri,

ShoMpur, and Vengurla; coarse waistcloths, thirteen feet long by
four feet broad, fetch about Is. 6d. (12 as.) each; coarse women's
robes twenty-two feet long by 4| feet broad fetch 4s. to 10s.

(Es. 2-6) each, and pieces of coarse cloth for making coverlets and
other clothing about thirty feet long by 4| feet broad fetch 3s.

to 6s. '(Rs, 1^-3) each. Of about 3000 looms the yearly outturn

is roughly estimated at 134,000 waistcloths and women's robes

valued at £35,000 (Rs. 3,50,000), and coarse cloth valued at

£44,000 (Rs. 4,40,000). Except during the rains the demand for

cloth is brisk throughout the year. The weavers work about nine

hours a day, from six to twelve in the morning and from three to

six in the evening. The Hindu weavers keep the usual Brahmanic
holidays and the MusalmAn weavers the usual Musalm^n holidays.

The women help in damping and sorting yam, in sizing, in joining

threads, and occasionally inweaving ; the children help in reeling and
joining threads. The average earnings of a family of coarse cloth

weavers are about 6d. (4 as.) a day for weaving cloth and 9d, to Is,

(6-8 as.) for weaving waistcloths and women's robes or J/ugdis. The
weavers are fairly off. Their craft has been falling, as the

com,petitiGn of Bombay and Manchester goods leaves them but a

small margin of profit. During the 1876 famine some weavers
lived by selling their property; others worked as labourers on relief

works,' They are an honest and quiet people. At Bdgalkot and
Mallapur in Bdgalkot and at Mamddpur in Bijd,pur, fine waistcloths

or dhotars with silk borders are woven on a small scale by
about 160 families of Salis, Khetris, and Momins. A capital of

about £6 (Rs. 60) is required to work one loom. Except about
tw-enty families who work on their own capital, the fine cloth

weavers work materials borrowed from local traders who import silk

and cotton yarn from Bombay. The demand for these fine waistcloths

is almost entirely local. A few are sold by the weavers direct to

the wearers, but most are sold to local traders who send them for

sale to the leading local trade centres. These local waistcloths are

inferior to those woven at N^gpur and Sholapur. They fetch 8s.

to £1 10s. (Rs, 4- 15) the dhotharjoda or double piece, 8s. to 12s.

(Rs. 4-6) the ufo/ma or single piece which is worn as a shoulder-

cloth. The yearly outturn is estimated at about 4500 fine waist-

cloths valued at about £2200 (Rs. 22,000). The fine cloth weavers

work nine hours a day, from six to twelve in the morning and from
three to six in the evening. The demand is steady throughout the

year. Salis and Khetris keep Hindu holidays and Momins
MuBalmd,n holidays. The women and children help in sorting

reeling and sizing. The average earnings of a family are Is. to Is. Qd.

(8-12 as.) a day. As a class fine cloth weavers are fairly off. During
the 1876 famine most of them had to seek employment on the relief

works.

At Bagilkot and Mallapur in Bagalkot, and at Grudur, Hungund,
Ilkal, Kamatgi, and Sulibhavi in Hungund, fine women's robes or

lugdis are woven by about 500 families of SAlis, Khetris, andMomins.
Except a few who work on their own capital the weavers of fine

women's robes work on materials borrowed from local traders. Of
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the raw materials silk comes from Bombay and Beldri and European
and Bombay machine-spun yam from Bombay. Fine women's robes,

about twenty-two feet long by four and half feet broad, fetch

16s. to £5 (Rs. 8-50) each, and, if they have lace borders, they
cost as much as £8 (Rs. 80) each. Almost all fine robes or lugdis

are sold locally, they rarely go outside of the district. The lugdis

woven at Ilkal are well known for richness, colour, strength, and fine-

ness. The weavers work about nine hours a day, for five hours in

the morning and for three or four hours in the afternoon, During
the marriage season from December to June the demand is brisk

;

from July to November it is dull. S^lis and Khetris keep Hindu
holidays, and Momins keep Musalmd,n holidays. Women and
children help in sorting and reeling. The average earnings of a
family are 9d. to Is. (6-8 as.) a day or about £15 to £20 (Rs. 150-

200) a year, The weavers of fine robes are fairly off, though they

suffer from the competition of European and Bombay cloth. Besides

weaving fine robes, the weavers of Gudur, Ilkal, Kamatgi, and
Sulibhdivi weave coarse robes and bodicecloth, and those of Mallapur
and Bdgalkot also weave rough cloth or hhddi. During the 1876
famine some of the weavers lived by selling their property and others

worked as labourers on relief works.

Pitdmbars or silk waistcloths and women's robes are woven in

Badami by one Julai family at Govankop and by one Musalman
family at Guledgud. These weavers work on their own capital.

They buy the silk from B^galkot traders who import it from
Bombay at £1 10s. the pound (Rs. 9 the sher oi 24: tolas) and sell

it to the weavers at £1 13s. 4d. the pound (Rs. 10 the sher). When
it comes fromBombay the silk is generally white. It is given to the

Patvegd,rs who open it, that is take the threads out of the skein,

put the silk on the wheels, twist it, put it on the dhol or drum,
and clean it. The silk is then sent to the Shimpi Rangaris who
dye it red, green, or yellow. Silk waistcloths and women's robes
or pitdvii>ars a.ve worn by well-to-do Br^hmans, Prabhus, Shenvis,
and other high class Hindus at dinner and while worshipping house
gods,and by the well-to-do of the lower classes simply as rich clothes.
Silk waistcloths, about fifteen feet long and four and a half feet

broad, fetch £2 10s. to £3 (Rs.25-30) each, and silk women's robes,

about twenty-five feet long and four and half feet broad, fetch £4< to

£5 (Rs.40-50) each. The yearly outturn is about fifteen pitdmbars
valued at £50 (Rs. 500). Besides at Govankop and Guledgud a

few pitdmbars are woven in Hungund which fetch as ' much as £5
to £10 (Rs. 50-100). Silk waistcloths are woven to order. When
there is no order for silk waistcloths, the weavers weave fine cloth

robes. The weavers work nine hours a day from seven to twelve in

the morning, and from two to six in the evening. The women and
children help in sorting and reeling. The average earnings of a

family are 9d. (6 as.) a day or £15 (Rs. 150) a year. The weavers

are fairly off. During the 1876 famine they lived on what they had
laid by.

In the southern sub-divisions, at Bddami, Bellur, Gajendragad,

Guledgud, and Kerur in Badami; at Amingad, Gudur, Hungund,
Kamatgi, Ilkal, and Sulibhavi in Hungund ; and at Bagalkot and
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Mallapur in Bagalkotj squares for bodices or cholis are woven by
about 1000 families of Hindu Hatkars Salis and Khetris, and of Julais

Momins and other Musalmdn weavers. Of the 1000 families about

a quarter work on their own capital, a half on borrowed capital, and a

quarter as labourers. Silk is brought by local traders from Bombay
and Belari, and European and Bombay machine-spun cotton yarn

from Bombay. The local traders, who in selling the yarn to the

weavers make a profit of &d. (4 as.) the bundle, import white cotton

yarn at 12s. 6i. (Es. 6^) the bundle of six pounds or 240 tolas, red

yarn at 13s. (Es. 6|) the bundle of five pounds or 200 tolas, and green

yarn at 8s. 6d. (Es. 4^) the bundle of four pounds or 160 tolas.

Squares for bodices or cholis are woven into pieces, each piece twenty-

one feet long and 2\ feet broad. A weaver can weave in one day
about nine feet of bodicecloth. Each piece contains enough cloth to

make thirteen bodices, and fetches 1 2s. to £4 (Es. 6 - 40) . When sold

retail each piece is cut into thirteen equal parts. Kaladgi cholis,

especially those woven at Guledgud, are known for colour, strength,

variety, and fineness of texture. They are largely sent by local

traders to Ahmadnagar, Belgaum, Dhdrwdr, Poena, Satdra,

Sangamner, Sholapur, and other parts of the Deccan. The yearly

outturn is estimated at enough cloth to make 3,500,000 bodices

valued at £180,000 (Es. 18,00,000). Bodicecloth weavers work eight

hours a day, four in the morning and four in the afternoon. Except
during the rains when the damp makes weaving difiicult, the work
is brisk throughout the year. The Hindu weavers keep Hindu
holidays, and the Musalman weavers keep Musalmdn holidays. The
women and children help in sorting and reeling. The average
earnings of a family are 9d. (6 as.) a day or about £15 (Es. 150) a

year. Bodicecloth weavers are fairly off ; of late their wares have
been in great demand. During the 1876 famine most of them
were employed on relief works.

Carpets are woven at Bijapur, Hkal, Kolhd,r, and Sulibhd.vi by
about fifteen families of Musalman weavers. The material used is

dyed and white yarn bought from local traders. A carpet

measuring six feet by three costs about 10s. (Es. 5), and one 74
by 44 feet about 16s. (Es. 8). Most of them are sold locally.

The Kolhar carpets are famous for their strength. In one day two
men can weave a piece 4| feet long and 1^ feet broad and worth
about 2s. (Ee. 1). The yearly outturn is estimated at about 300

carpets valued at £200 (Es. 2000). A capital of about £1
(Es. 10) is required in weaving carpets. The carpet-weavers

whose work is steady throughout the year, work nine hours a day,

from six to twelve in the morning and after a rest of about two
hours from two to five in the evening. They keep all Musalmdn
holidays. The women help in twisting the yarn. The average

yearly earnings of a family vary from £10 to £15 (Es. 100-150).

The condition of carpet weavers is little better than that of

ordinary labourers. During the 1876 famine they worked as

labourers on the relief works.

In thirty-six villages of Sindgi, thirty-two of Muddebihdl, twenty-

five of Bijd,pur, twenty-four of Bagevddi, fifteen of Bd.galkot and
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Hungund, ten of Bddami and six of Indi, blankets are woven by
about 500 families of Dhangars. "Wool is sheared either from the
weaver's own sheep or bought from wool-dealers at about 5^d. the
pound (2;^ shers of 80 tolas the rupee). The best wool comes
from the north of the Krishna where the sheep are better fed
than further south. Sheep are sheared twice every year, in June
and in October. At the time of shearing the sheep are taken to a
river or pond, but not to the village reservoir, and washed and rubbed
with the hands without using soap. The wool is cut with
special scissors made in the district by the blacksmiths of Tegi
in Bagalkot. The wool is spun either by hand or by a mallet called

hodata. It is then made soft and pliable by using the bessi or bow and
made into hangis or rolls about a foot to a foot and a quarter long
and three to four inches thick. These rolls are made into warp yarn
either by twisting them on a small circular plate called the bhingri or

by working them on the rdhdt or spinning wheel. The size which
DhaDgars put on the warp is made of tamarind seeds moistened in

water for four days and ground with the seri a stone-weight like a

dumb bell. The warp is then boiled and is ready for weaving.

Blankets are woven in the open as the thread requires the air. The
work goes on all the year except when rain is actually falling. The
weaver sits on a piece of wood or on a flat stone on a level with the

ground. In front of the stone is a hole for the weaver's feet, about

two feet deep, two feet long and one foot wide. Dhangars never

work with dyed wool, their blankets are either black, white, or in

stripes. Blanket weaving is brisk during the fair season and dull

during the rains, and the men work nine hours a day from six to

eleven in the morning and from two to six in the evening. They
keep the usual Hindu holidays. The women help in cleaning the

wool and in making the yarn and both women and children in sizing.

The blankets are used by the rich as matting and as horse-cloths

and by the poor as clothing. They are sold both retail to the people

and wholesale to petty dealers at 2s. 6d. to £2 (Es. lj-20) each.

The blankets which cost as much as £2 (Es. 20), are thirty by seven

feet long, and are made of fine wool with great care. Dhangars
take blankets for sale to Bagalkot, Kalddgi, Mudhol, Malingpur,

Hubli, and Sholdpur, Blankets are in most demand, and fetch

highest prices at Hubli. The poor generally use blankets which
are 7^ feet long and three and a half feet broad and worth 4s. to

6s. (Es. 2-3). A capital of about £1 (Es. 10) is required to work
one loom. One Dhangar can weave in a day a piece of blanket

two to two and a half feet long and three to four feet broad and

worth about Is. 6d. to Is. 9^. (12-14 as.). The average yearly

earnings of a family of blanket weavers are about £6 (Es. 60) . The
yearly outturn is estimated at about 50,000 blankets valued at about

£10,000 (Es. 1,00,000).

Copper and brass vessels are made in Bagalkot by five or six

families of Bogd,rs. Copper and brass sheets are brought from

Bombay by moneylenders at £4 10s. (Rs. 45) the hundredweight

and sold to Bogdrs at £5 (Es. 50) the hundredweight. Of Bogdrs

those who only make vessels, require a capital of £20 (Es. 200), and

those who both make and sell vessels, require a capital of about £100
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(Rs. 1000) . The Bogars generally work on their own capital.

Sometimes moneylenders supply copper and brass sheets which the

Bogdrs work into vessels^ for which they are paid £1 15s. the

hundredweight (Rs. 5 the man of 1280 tolas). In making vessels the

copper and brass sheets are laid on a rounded ling-like
,
stone and

beaten with large hammers. They are then cut into pieces according

to the size of the vessels to be made. These pieces, when necessary,

are joined with other pieces, and are beaten into the required shape by
small hammers. Of the vessels made water-pots called ghdgars and
Tianddssxe generally sold at 12s. to £1 4s. (Rs. 6-12), and cooking

vessels called tapelis, pardts, and boghanis at 2s. to 4s. (Rs. 1-2) each.

One Bogar can work in one day about twelve pounds (6 shers) of

metal worth about 6s. (Rs. 3). The Bogars work eight hours a day
and keep all Hindu holidays. Except during the rains their work is

steady. The women and children do not help the men in their work.
As a class Bogdrs are rather badly ofE, the average earnings of a

family which makes only vessels being about £6 (Rs. 60) a year, and
those of a family which both makes and sells vessels being £30
(Rs. 300) . During the 1876 famine Bogdrs lived by buying old

pots cheap, and after the famine was over selling them at higher
prices or making them into new pots. The yearly outturn of vessels

is worth about £300 (Rs. 3000), of which about £250 (Rs. 2500) go
for expenses and £50 (Rs. 500) remain as Bogdrs' profit.

In almost all Bij^pur villages earthen pots are made by Lingdyat
and Telangi Kumbhars of whom there are altogether about 1200
families. The earth is dug out of waste land and river and pond
beds. It is soaked in water for four days, mixed with horse or ass

litter, and rolled into balls. A ball is laid in the centre of a heavy
twelve to sixteen spoke wheel set level with ground and turned into

vessels of the required size and shape. They are given a gloss by
rubbing and are burnt in kilns.- Earthen pots are used in fetching

water, in storing grain and other articles, and by the poorer classes

in cooking. Of earthen pots maths or large vessels are sold at 3c?. to

6d. (2-4 as.) each, gfftagrars or pitchers at fd. to l\d. (i-1 a.), moghas
or narrow-necked pitchers at |d to ^d. (5-^ a.), parals or platters

at l^d. (1 a.), and tavds or plates and other small pots at ^d. to Id.

(^ - ^ a.). A Kunibhdr can make six to ten pots in one day worth ^Id.
to 6d. (3-4 as.). The tools used are the wheel costing 6s. (Rs. 3)

and the flat bat-shaped thdpi or mallet, about one foot long, three

to four inches broad, and one inch thick costing about 6d. (4 as.).

Except during the rains Kumbhdrs^ work is steady throughout the

year. Potters work ten hours a day. The Lingayat Kumbhdrs
keep all Hindu holidays and Telangi Kumbhars all Musalmaa
holidays. Women and children help in fetching and cleaning earth,

and in making earthen balls. The average earnings of a family

vary from £5 to £6 (Rs. 50 -60) a year. During the 1876-77 famine

the Kumbhars worked as labourers on the relief works. The value

of the yearly outturn of earthen pots is estimated at about £7000
(Rs. 70,000), of which about £5300 (Rs. 53,000) or three-fourths are

workmen's profit.

Shoes are made by Mochis or Chambhdrs in almost all parts of

the district, chiefly at Muddebihal, Nalatvdd, and Talikoti in
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Muddebihal, and at Bagalkot and Bij^pur. Of CliambMrs there are Chapter VI.
about twenty-five families in the Muddebihal sub-division and thirty

Crafts-
in Bijdpur. These Chdmbh^rs mostly work on their own capital.

Hides six to seven feet long and two to three feet broad, are Shoes.

generally brought from Sbolapur by wholesale dealers at 8s. (Rs. 4)
each, and sold retail to Cbdmbhars at 9s. (Rs. 4^) each. Before they
are used in making shoes, hides are cleared of hair, dyed red, and
tanned. The hair is removed by soaking the hide for one day in

water and rubbing lime on the inner side. After four days the hair

becomes loose and can be readily scraped off. Hides are dyed red
by applying a mixture of wax, sajhliar or alkali, and toppalMr the
leaves of a shrub caXled alikya, and soaking them for four days in a
mixture of tarvad Cassia auriculata extract. Hides are tanned by
rubbing their insides with a ball of cloth. After being tanned, the
hides are cut into pieces of the required size. The tools used are
the rapi or knife costing Qd. (4 as.), the uli or boring needle costing
6d. (4 as.), the hodti or mallet about a foot and a half long and
costing Qd. (6 as.), and the suijan or sewing needle costing |d. (j a.).

Tanners are seldom in want of work. They work ten hours a day,

and keep all Hindu holidays and the Musalmd,n Muharram. A
Chdmbhdr can make a shoe in two days, the shoe yielding him a
profit of about T^d. (5 as.). Women help by working silk borders

on the shoes. The average earnings of a family are about £5
(Rs. 50) a year. Shoes are sold at 1 s. to 5s. (Rs. J - 2|) the pair.

Bijapur shoes, which are well known for softness and toughness, are

sent to Athni, Jamkhandi, SholApur, and the Nizam's country. Of
Chdmbhdrs and Mochis three in Bijapur are well ofE, and, besides

in shoemaking, invest their capital in moneylending and hide-

dealing. The rest are poor. During the 18T6-77 famine they took .

employment as labourers on the relief works. The estimated

yearly outturn in Muddebihdl is about 3000 pairs of shoes worth £200
(Rs. 2000) and in Bijapur 40,000 pairs of shoes worth £350
(Rs. 3500).

Rough white paper, called Bdgalkot paper, is made in Bagalkot Papek.
by two families of Musalmdns. The craft requires a capital of

about £5 (Rs. 50). To make paper rags coarse cloth or gunnypat

are gathered from grocers and other traders, arid cut into pieces

about four inches long. These pieces are soaked in water, laid

in a stone receptacle and carefully pounded with a heavy wooden
pestle or langar. They are then rolled into a large ball which is

washed in a well or river. Next day the ball is soaked in lime

water, and is again pounded and rolled into a ball. After allowing

it to lie four days on the floor, the ball is again soaked in water.

It is mixed with a solution of water and pounded powder of

four pounds of impure carbonate of soda or pdpadkhdr and the same

quantity of savala. After washing it four times, the mixture is

dipped for one day in a cement lined cistern in which the ball

dissolves and^covers the water with a thick yellowish film. Next day

the mixture' is gently stirred till the whole contents of the

cistern are charged with tiny films of paper. The workman takes

a flat sieve or strainer called sddm, varying in size according to
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the size of tlie paper, but generally about eighteen inches

squara It is surrounded by a plain wooden frame into which

are lightly fastened a number of hair-like threads of bamboo
fibre laid close together. Holding the strainer in both hands the

worker lies by the side of the cistern, and, bending over, with both

hands dips the strainer about a foot under water, and, taking care to

keep it level, brings it slowly to the surface catching the floating films,

till, when it reaches the surface, it forms an even layer over ihe

whole strainer. He holds it to dry for a few seconds and then

upsets the layer of paper on the floor. This process is repeated

and the layers are heaped one on the other till the heap is about
nine inches thick. The heap is then pressed under a wooden plank

on which two men stand, and the water is squeezed out. Each
sheet of paper is separated, pasted to the wall, and after a short

time hung on ropes to dry. When thoroughly dried the sheets

are softened by rubbing both sides with rice paste. When they

are dry they are piled in packages of twenty sheets each. Bach
package has one sheet soaked in water and this kept under pressure

for a day, moistens the whole package. Bach sheet is then laid on
a smooth plank and rubbed with a soft stone till it shines. It

is then ready for use. The tools used in making paper are the

pounding machine or langar costing 8s. (Es. 4), the sieve or frame

with wooden props costing 3s. (Rs. 1^), a wooden plank costing

4s. (Rs. 2), a water vessel costing £1 (Rs.lO), and glossing stones

costing nothing. The demand for paper is steady. The men
work nine hours a day, five in the morning and four in the

afternoon. Their women and children help in pounding and
pasting. The Bagalkot paper is largely used for traders' account

books and in making envelopes in Government offices. It is sold

to consumers at Is. 6d. to Is. Qd. (12-14 as.) the bundle of sixty

sheets. The craft has been almost destroyed by the competition

of European paper. The workers make little more than an

ordinary labourer's wages, the average earnings being about £6 to £7
(Rs. 60-70) a year. During the 1876-77 famine the paper-makers

lived by working as day labourers on relief works. Most of their

paper is used in the town of Bdgalkot. The estimated yearly

outturn of paper is about £60 (Rs. 600), of which about £12

(Rs. 120) go for expenses, and £48 (Rs. 480) remain as craftsmen's

profit. As four men are required to work one paper machine,

more than half the profits go to outside labour.

In forty-one villages of Bijapur, thirty-eight of Sindgi, twelve of

Muddebihal and nine of BagevMi, about 225 Londr families are

licensed by Government to make saltpetre. This craft hardly

requires any capital, the materials, salt earth and water, costing

almost nothing. Earthen enclosures, about twenty feet round and

two to three feet high, are built outside villages. At the bottom

of the enclosure a drain passes to four cement-lined pans about ten

feet by ten feet which are built close in a line about ten yards from

the enclosure. For about fifteen days thirty baskets or 300 pounds

of salt earth are every day heaped in the earthen enclosure and

sixty gallons or twenty ghdgars of water are poured over it.

The saSt-water which is allowed to filter slowly and constantly,
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soaks out of tlie enclosure through the drain into the first pan. It

stands for three days in the first pan^ for four days in the second,
and for two days each in the third and fourth. Thus after eleven
days the salt-water in the fourth pan becomes kacha or impure
saltpetre, of which about a basketful or ten pounds, boiled in six

gallons of water, yield about six pounds of pure saltpetre. Saltpetre

is sold to licensed vendors at l^d. to 2^d. the pound (Rs. 1^-2| the
man of 24 pounds) . A Loudr can in one day make about four pounds
of saltpetre worth 6<i. to lO^c?. (4-7 as.). The tools used are shovels

costing 2s. 6d. (Rs. 1$), pickaxes costing 3s. (Rs. IJ), and baskets

costing Is. 6d. (12 as.) During the six fair months from December to

May the Lonars make saltpetre and during the remaining six months
they work either as field or as day-labourers. The Lonars are a

poor class. They work nine hours a day, and keep the usual Hindu
holidays. The women help in fetching water and scraping the

rough saltpetre out of the pans. The Londrs are said to have
carried on the making of saltpetre for the last 300 years. The
craft is declining partly because the supply of salt-earth is less

than it used to be and partly because the demand has fallen. The
outturn of saltpetre during the six working months from December
to May is estimated at about 860 hundredweights (4000 mans),

worth about £800 (Rs. 8000). Of these about £600 (Rs. 6000) or

three-fourths of the whole remained as workmen's profit.

Sandal grindstones or sahdns are made atthe villages of Balvalkop

and Narsapur in Badd,mi by about seven families of Bedars and
Dhangars. The stone is sand-stone quarried out of the Baddmi hills.

It is cut into pieces of the required size by two iron tools, one of which
called a bachi or adze costs Is. 6d. (12 as.) and the other called an

ulK or chisel costs 9d. (6 as.). Bach slab of stone rests on three or

four stone feet two to three inches high. In the fair season, from

November to May, the quarrymen generally spend two or three

hours a day in making grindstones. In one day a workman can

make six small and three large grindstones or sahdns valued at

3s. (Rs. 1^). These stones are found in all Brdhman and other

high class Hindu houses. They cost l^d. to 2s. (Re. -ie-l) each.

Besides to local consumers the stones are sold in the village of

Balvalkop to traders from BeMri, Belganm, Dharwar, and

Pandharpur. The grindstone makers also till land. During the 1 876

famine the demand for sandal stones ceased, and the makers were

forced to take employment on the relief works. The yearly outturn

is estimated at about 750 stones valued at £35 (Rs. 350).

Chapter VI.

Crafts*
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Bight places within Bijdpur limits, Aivalli in Badami, BMami,
Bd.galkot, Dhulkhed in Indi, Galgali in Kaladgi, Hippargi in Sindgi,

and Malid,kuta in Bd.dami are illustrated by legends of sages and
demons, perhaps a memory of early fights between northern

invaders and local chiefs.^ These legends agree in describing these

places as in the great Ramayan Dandaka forest or Dandakdranya a

name of which, according to some authorities, a trace remains in the

Nasik and Khdndesh D^ngs. Local legends place a demon named
Ilval at Aivalli and another Vdt^pi at Bdddmi, both of whose names
are un-Sanskrit, who were a terror to the northern settlers in

Dandakaranya until they were destroyed by the great seer Agastya
at the holy Mahakuta three miles east of Bad^mi, which is still

known as Dakshina Kdshi or the Southern Benares. Bagalkot is

said to have belonged to the musician of Rdvan, the mythic demon-
king of Ceylon ; Dhulkhed on the Bhima in Indi is said to have
been the scene of the great sacrifice offered by Shiv's father-in-law

Daksha Prajdpati, at which because he had not asked her husband
Shiv, Daksha's daughter Sati killed herself by leaping into the

sacrifical flames ; ^ Galgali on the Krishna in KaMdgi is said to

have been the residence of the seer Galav ; and Hippargi in Sindgi

has a temple of Kalmeshvar which is said to have been originally

built by Parshuram's father Jamadagni.

During the second century after Christ, though most of the
identifications are doubtful, the district and its neighbourhood seem
to have contained five places of sufficient consequence to be noted
in the place lists of the great Egyptian geographer Ptolemy
(a.d. 150). The Badiamaei, though much too far to the east, with
their capital of Tathilla perhaps refer to Baddmi which inscriptions

of the sixth century mention both as Bdd^vi and as Vatapi ; Indi,

though too far north, is perhaps the sub-divisional town of that name
thirty miles north-east of Bijapur; Kalligeris in Ariaca may be
Kalkeri in Sindgi a place of some antiquity about forty miles south-

east of Bijapur;* Modogulla on the Limyrica-Ariaca frontier is

' Indian Antiquary, X. 102.
' A little digging brings to light large quantities of ashes at Dhulkhed and hones

of vast size have more than once been unearthed. Mr. M. H. Scott, C. S. See below
Places.

^ A more probable identification of Ptolemy's Kalligeris is KAlgiri an unidentified
place in the Haisi that is Palasige Twelve Thousand in Belgaum which is mentioned
in a Goa Kddamba copperplate of 1169. Jour. Bo. Br, Roy, As. Soc. IX. 278.
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apparently Mudgal in the Nizam's country about thirty miles east
of Hungund and ten miles from the Bijapur border; and Petirgala in
Ariaca is apparently Pattadakal ten miles north-east of B)idd,mi, an
old town mentioned in copper-plates as the head of a sub-division,
and still having ten ancient temples and seventeen early Hindu
stone inscriptions.

As in most other parts of the Bombay Karndtak the earliest local
historical records belong to the fifth century after Christ. For the
eight hundred years between the fifth century and the Muhammadan
inroads in the early years of the fourteenth century, materials, in
the shape of eighty-two stone and one copperplate inscriptions, have
been discovered, deciphered, and translated, chiefly through the
labours of Mr. J. F. Fleet of the Bombay Civil Service, from
whose History of the Dynasties of the Kdnarese Districts of the
Bombay Presidency the greater part of what follows has been taken.

So far as is known the oldest place in Bijdpur is Bddami. This, as
has been noticed, is called Vatapi and Badaivi in inscriptions of the
sixth to the sixteenth centuries, and is doubtfully referred to in
Ptolemy's Badiamaei. A stone inscription of about the middle of the
sixth century found at Badami mentions Vdtapi and a Pallava 'the
foremost of kings' whose broken name looks like Simhavishnu or
Narsimhavishnu.i In Mr. Fleet's opinion this inscription proves
that Bddami was a Pallav stronghold, and that it was from the
Pallavs that the early Chalukya Pulikeshi I. wrested Bddami about
the middle of the sixth century. Prom the Chalukya conquest
of Bdddmi till the Musalmdn invasion the history of the district

includes four periods. An early Chalukya and Western Chalukya
period lasting to about a.d. 760 ; a Rashtrakuta period from 760
to 973 ; a Western Chalukya, Kalachuri, and Hoysala BalUl period
from 973 to 1190 with Sinda underlords in South Bijdpur from
1120 to 1180; and a Devgiri Tadav period from 1190 to the
Musalmd,n invasion of the Deccan at the close of the thirteenth
century.

An inscription on A stone tablet at the temple of Meguti in Aihole Early Chalukyas,

or Aivalli, twelve miles west of Hungund,^ throws much light on 550-610.

the history of the country at the time of the Chalukya conquest of
Badami.^ The inscription is of the time of the first Western

> Indian Antiquary, IX. 99. " Indian Antiquary, VIII, 237.
3 The family tree of the Early and Western Chalukyas and of the Western Chalukyas

is given in Fleet's Kdnarese Dynasties, 18. The name Ohalukya is derived by tradition

from chulka, chaluha, or chuluka, a waterpot, from which their ancestor is said to

have sprung. This appears to be a late story, as though chaluha or chiduka a waterpot
may be the origin of the later forms of the name ChAlukya in the Deccan and
Chaulukya in Gujarilt, it cannot be the origin of the early name which is written
Chalkya, Chalikya, and Chalukya. They claim to belong to the Somavansh or lunar

race and mention a succession of fifty-nine kings, lords of Ayodhya and after them
sixteen more who ruled over the region of the south. The names of seven early

Chalukya kings have been found who reigned from about 550 to 610, In 610 tho
Chalukya dominions were divided into an eastern kingdom whose head-quarters were
Vengi in the delta of the Krishna and the GodAvari, and a western kingdom whosa
head-quarters are believed to have been at Bdddmi in BijApur. Of this western

branch, called the Western Chalukyas, the names of six kings have been found who
ruled from 610 to 760 about which time they were overthrown by the EAshtrakutas.

Details are given in Fleet's Ktoarese Dynasties, 17-30,
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ChalukyakiagPulikeslii II. and bears date 634-35 {Shak 556). The

ruling families of the Deccan and the Konkan whom one by one

the Chalukyas overthrew are said to be the Nalas and the Mauryas

of the Konkan,^ the Kadambas of Banavasi,^ the Mdtangas, and the

.Katachchuris.^ The Chalukyas are also said to have come in contact

with the Gangas, the Alupas, and the Pallavs.*. The inscription

mentions that it was the third Chalukya king Pulikeshi who made
Vatapi the capital of his family, and that be came from an older

capital named Indukanti perhaps Ajanta. Of Pulikeshi I.'s son

iKirttivarma I. no record is left in Bij^pur, except that an inscription

of his younger brother Mangalish in Vaishnav Cave III.^ at Badami
states that the building of the cave originated with Kirttivarma.^ Of
Mangalish who came to the throne in 567, three inscriptions have

been found in or near Badami. The earliest inscription, dated in

the fifth year of his reign, is on a large fallen column at Mahdkuta
three miles east of Bdddmi. The second inscription, dated 578

{Shak 500) in the twelfth year of his reign, recording the completion

of the cave and the grant of a village in honour of the installation

' It appears from an inscribed stone of the fifth or sixth century brought from
Vdda in Thdna that a Maurya king named Siiketuvarma was then ruling in the

Konkan. Traces of the name Maurya remain in the surname More which is common
among MarAthAs Kunbis and Kolis. A trace of the Nalas occurs in a local story

of a Nal E4ja who gave his daughter to the Malang or Arab devotee who gave his

name to Malanggad hill near KaljAn in ThAna,~ See Bombay Gazetteer, XIII. 420 ;

XIV. 220, 273.
^ The Kadambas of BanavAsi and Haisi were a family of nine Jain chiefs who

flourished about the middle and close of the fifth century. Fleet's KAnarese
Dynasties, 10.

' Of the Mdtangas, who were possibly M4ngs, nothing is known. The Kataohchuris
are the same as the Kalaohuris of later times. See below p. 389.

* The Gangas were an early and important family in Maisur. But their history

is doubtful, as Mr. Fleet (K^arese Dynasties, 11.12) has shown reasons for believing

that several of the inscriptions regarding them are forgeries. The Pallav dynasty

was one of the most important enemies against whom the Kadambas and afterwards

the Chalukyas had to fight. About the middle of the sixth century they were

probably driven out of Vitdpi or BMimi by Pulikeshi I. Early in the seventh

century the Eastern Chalukyas forced them out of Vengi on the east coast between the

Krishna and the GodAvari. In the time of the Western Chalukya Pulikeshi II.

(610-634) their capital was at KAnchi or Conjeveram and they long continued a

powerful dynasty. The Pallavs rank in the PurAns with the foreign races, the

Haihayas, Shaks, and Yavans. Mr. Fleet (Dynasties, 15) has shown reasons for

believing that they were Arsacidan Parthians. Of the Alupas or Aluvas who appear

4n only two inscriptions of 694 and 1169, nothing is known except that their kingdom

was somewhere to the south or south-east and beyond the limits of the Bombay
Presidency. Fleet, 14.

' Details of the BAddmi caves are given under BddAmi in Places.
* The passage runs :

' In the presence of the sun, of fire, and of the (guild of)

merchants, the reward of this accumulation of religious merit has been mside over

with oblations of water to my elder brother Kirttivarma, the lord of valour, who
was sufficiently powerful to protect the whole circle of the earth, who was adorned

with a canopy consisting of his fame which was borne by standards of victory

acquired in many battles in which were onsets of chariots and elephants and horeea

and foot soldiers, and which was bounded (only) by the waves of the four oceans,

and who was worshipped by gods and BrAhmans and spiritual preceptors ; let

whatever reward belongs to me who am possessed of a desire to obey'my broker

accrue to me.' The above extract shows that in allotting to Kirttivarma all the

religious merit of completing the cave, setting up the image, and granting the village,

and in reservuig for himself only the religious reward due on account of obedience to

Kirttivarma, Mangalish is claiming his reward for carrying out a project which

originated with, and was perhaps begun by, Kirttivarma but which Kirttivarma
did not live to complete. Ind. Ant. X. 59, -
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in it of an image of Visknu, is on a pilaster in Vaishnav cave III.

at Bfidami. The third is an undated inscription on the rock outside
of the cave and records a grant to the stone house of the
glorious Mangalish, that is to the cave the completion of which is

recorded in the second inscription inside of the cave.'' According
to a copper-plate found at Miraj in Satdra, at a stone inscription
in Yevur temple in Shordpur on the east Bijapur frontier^ and the
Aihole inscription, Mangalish crossed the ocean by a bridge of
boats and plundered the island of Revati^ and also conquered the
Mditangas and the Katachchuris or Kalacharis.^ The Miekj plates

say that Mangalish succeeded as regent during the minority of his

nephew Pulikeshi II., the eldest son of Kirttivarma, and peaceably
resigned the throne when Pulikeshi II. came of age. But the Aihole
inscription speaks of a desire on the part of Mangalish to secure
the succession for his own son, and of discord and civil war between
him and his ward Pulikeshi II. in the course of which Mangalish lost

his life probably about 610.*

On the death of Mangalish the Chalukya territories were shared
between Pulikeshi II. and Vishnuvardhan I., the two elder sons of

Kiittivarma I., Pulikeshi taking the western dominions and
establishing his head-quarters at Vdtd,pi or Baddmi; and
Vishnuvardhan taking the eastern dominions and establishing

himself in the Vengi country in the delta of the Godavari and the
KJrishna.^ Pulikeshi II., the first Western Chalukya king, who
succeeded to the throne early in 610, was the most powerful and
illustrious of the early kings of his dynasty. Of his three inscriptions

the most important has been found at Aihole or Aivalli, the Meguti
inscription noticed above.^ Pulikeshi overthrew many kingdoms
and dynasties including the Rdshtrakutas who invaded him under
Appayika-Govinda, the Kadambas of Banavasi, the Gangas, the

Alnpas, the Mauryas of the Konkan, the Latas, the Mdlavas, the

Gurjaras, the three countries and ninety-nine thousand villages of

Maharashtra,^ the Koshalas, the Kalingas, the Pallavas of Kanchi, the

Cholas, the Keralas, and the Pd,ndyas. His greatest success was over

Harsha or Harshavardhana, also called Shiladitya, of Kanyakubja
or Kanauj, whom the inscriptions call the warlike lord of the

north. By his defeat of Harsha Pulikeshi II. gained the title of

I'arameshvara, or Supreme Lord, which, with his other name of

Satyashraya, became one of the hereditary titles of his descendants.

The Chinese pilgrim Hiwen Thsang, who was in India from a.d. 629
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1 Fleet's E^narese Dynasties, 21.

^ The island of Revaii has not been identified. It is supposed to be Goa, but

from three or four inscriptions in which it is mentioned Eevati seems to have been

on the Eatnd,giri coast. The sea fort of Redi may be meant.
^ The Kalachuri king conquered by Mangalish was Buddha the son of Shankargan.

The Mah^kuta inscription, after mentioning the conquest of king Buddha and the

seizure of his riches, records that the wealth of the Kalatsuris was given to the

temple of Mahdkuteshvar. Fleet's Kdnarese Dynasties, 21 - 22.

- * Fleet's KAnarese Dynasties, 21. " Fleet's Ktoarese Dynasties, 22.

' A detailed translation of this inscription is given under Places, Aivalli.

7 The GangvAdi district, in Maisur, in the tenth and eleventh centuries included

ninety-six thousand villages. Ind. Ant. IV. 203 ; Mysore Inscriptions, 209.
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to 645 (Shah 551 to 567) visited the court of Ho-li-sha-fa-t'an-nc^

or HarshaTardhana otherwise called Shi-lo-o-t'ie-to or Shildditya,

and describes, and apparently visited, a capital of the kingdom of

Mo-ho-la-ch'a or Mahdrdshtra, the king of which was named Pu-lo~

ki-she or Pulikeshi II. According to Hiwen Thsang^ the kingdom
of Mo-ho-la-ch'a was nearly twelve hundred miles (6000 lis) in

circuit. The capital which was near a large river towards the West

was six miles (30 lis) round.^ The soil was rich and yielded plenty

of grain. The air was warm. The people were tall and proud, simple

and honest. Whoever did them a service might count on their

gratitude ; he who offended them would not escape revenge. They
would risk their lives to wipe out an insult, and in helping the

distressed forgot to care for themselves. When they had an
injury to avenge they never failed to warn their enemy. Bach put on
a cuirass and grasped his spear. In battle they pursued the fugitives,

but did not slay those who gave themselves up. When a general lost

a battle, instead of physical punishment they made him wear women's
clothes and so forced him to sacrifice his life. The state maintained
several hundred champions who before every combat drank to

intoxication. If they killed a man on the road the law did not punish
them. Whenever the army started on a campaign, these braves
marched in the van to the sound of the drum.' Besides men they
intoxicated hundreds of fierce elephants who ran in a body, trampling
everything under their feet. No enemy could stand before them.
The king, proud of his champions and elephants^ despised and slighted

the neighbouring kingdoms. He was of the race of the Ts'a-ti-li or
Kshatriyas, and his name was Pu-lo-ki-she or Pulikeshi. His ideas

were large and profound, and he spread abroad his sympathy and
benefactions. His subjects served him with perfect devotion. When
Hiwen Thsang wrote, the great king Shiladitya carried his victorious

arms from east to west, subdued distant peoples, and made the
neighbouring nations fear him. The people of Mahdrastra alone had
not submitted. Though he was often at the head of all the troops of

the five Indies, though he summoned the bravest generals of all the

kingdoms, and though he marched against them in person he failed

to vanquish them. The men loved study, and followed the teachings

both of heresy and of truth. A , hundred convents contained

nearly five thousand devotees, where they studied both the greater

and the lesser vehicles.^ They reckoned a hundred temples of the

gods; and heretics of various sects were exceedingly numerous.

Within and outside of the capital, were five relic mounds or stupas

made by king Wu-yeu or Ashok, on all of which the four past

Buddhas had sat, and, in performing their exercises, had left the

marks of their feet. Other relic mounds in stone and brick

were too numerous to name. A short distance to the south of the

town, was an ancient convent, in the middle of which was a stone

statue of Kwan-tseti-tasai-p'u-sa that is Avalokiteshvar-Bodhisattva.

The effects of his divine power were shown in secret : those who

^ Stanislaus Julien's M^moires de Hiouen Thsang, II. bk. xi. pp, 149 - 153.
' Dr. Burgess has suggested that this capital may be Bdddmi.
^ The Mahilyana and the HinAyana,
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applied to him generally gained the object of their vows. On the
eastern frontier of the kingdom a great mountain showed summits
heaped on summits, chains of rocks, peaks in double rank, and
scarped crests. Of old a convent had been formed in a gloomy
valley. Its lofty walls and deep halls filled large gaps in the
rocks and rested against the peaks; its pavilions and its two-
storeyed towers were backed by the caverns and looked into the
valley.' 1 The reputation and influence of Pulikeshi II. were not
confined to India. An Arabic chronicle records that, in the thirty-
sixth year of the reign of Khosru II. of Persia, he interchanged
presents and letters with Pulikeshi II. Khosru was dethroned on
the 25th of February a.d. 628, in the thirty-eighth year of his reign.
This makes a.d. 625-6, when Pulikeshi II. had been about sixteen
years on the throne, the date of the communication between him
and the king of Persia. Mr. Fergusson has suggested that painting
17 in Ajanta Cave I., in which an Indian king receives presents from
Persians, is a record of this mission from Khosru to Pulikeshi 11.^

About 640, after the death of Pulikeshi II. the Pallavas, aided by
Chola Pandya and Kerala tings, invaded the Western Chalukya
kingdom, and drove them west below the SahyMris and south to
Karnul.* These events are perhaps alluded to in a later Pallava*
grant which compares Narasimhavarm^ one of the early Pallavas, to
the saint Agastya, the destroyer of the demon Vdtdpi or Bddami, an
allusion which seems to imply some early Pallava conquest of the
city of Vatdpi.

Pulikeshi II. had three sons, Adityavarma, Ohaudrdditya, and
Vikramdiditya I.,^ and a daughter named Ambera. Of Adityavarma
a copper-plate grant has lately been found in Karnul, dated in the
first year of his reign without any reference to the Shah era.^ It
gives no historical information, and does not expressly state that
A'dityavarma was the eldest son of Pulikeshi II. Chandraditya is

known only from two undated Konkan grants of his wife
Vijayamahddevi or Vijayabhattarikd.' They do not mention
Adityavarma; but they state that Chandrdditya was the eldest

brother of Vikramdditya I, Whether Chandraditya reigned is

not clear. His wife Vijayamahadevi governed after his death,

probably as regent during the childhood of a son, whose subsequent
death led to the accession of Vikramaditya I.

Of Vikramdditya I., also called Vikramaditya-Satyd.shraya, three

genuine grants have been found, two dated from the Karnul
district, and one undated from Haidarabad. The Karnul grants are
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' Mr. Fergusson identifies this place with Ajanta.
2 Jour. R. As. Soo. XL 155.
3 Ind. Ant. VI. 85 ; and X. 132. « lud. Ant. VIII. 273.
' The Miraj plats, and some subsequent inscriptions based on them, introduce two

more generations into the genealogy, and make a certain Nadamari the son of Pulikeshi

II., Adityarmd the son of Nadamari, and Vikramaditya I. the son of AdityavarmA,
and therefore the great grandson, instead of the son, of Pulikeshi II. This is »
mistake based on imperfect tradition. Ind. Ant. VI. 75 ; X. 133.

6 Ind. Ant. XI. 66. 7 Ind. Ant. VII. 163 ; VIII. 44.
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dated in the third and tenth years of Vikramadatya's reign, bub
without any reference to the Sliak era.^ The beginning of his reign

is not known, but, as it ended in 680 or 681, and as he reigned for

at least ten years, it cannot have been later than 8hak 670 or 671.

Another grant from Karnul professes to be of the reign of Vikramd-
ditya I. ; but it is undated and is corrupt.'' A copper-plate grant,

from Kurtkoti eight miles south-west of Gadag, which professes to be
dated in 610 in the sixteenth year of Vikramaditya's reign, has been
proved a forgery of the ninth or tenth century,* The Karnul and
Haidarabad grants and the inscriptions of his successors speak of

Vikramdditya I. as seizing the city of Kdnchi after defeating the
leader of the Pallavas who had been the cause of the humiliation
and temporary destruction of his family, defeating - the kings of

Chola, Pdndya, and Kerala, and the Kalabhras, acquiring for

himself the splendour of his father which had been obscured by a
confederacy of three kings, and bringing the whole kingdom under
his sway. The second of his inscriptions mentions, apparently as

his vassal, Devshakti, the king of the Sendrakas. In 680 or 681
Vikramaditya I. was succeeded by his son VinayMitya, also called

Vinayaditya-Satydshraya, Rdjashraya or the asylum of kings, and
Yuddhamalla or the champion in war, who continued to reign till

about the middle of 697. Six inscriptions of Vinayaditya's time have
been found in Dh^rwar, Maisur, and Karnul. These are a stone-tablet

atLakshmeshvaraboutfortymiles south-east ofDharwdr*dated686the
seventh year of his reign, while his victorious camp was at the city of

Eaktapura f a copper-plate grant from Togurshode,^ dated 689, the

tenth year of his reign, while his victorious camp was on the bank
of the river Pampa, or the Tungbhadra ; a copper-plate grant from
Karnul or Maisur,^ dated 691, the eleventh year of his reign, while

his victorious camp was at the city of Elumpundale ; a copper-plate

grant from Sorab in Maisur,^ dated 692, the thirteenth year of his

reign, while his -victorious camp was at the village of Chitrasedu in

the Torvar or Tormar country ; a copper-plate grant from Harihar
in Maisur,^ dated 694, the fourteenth year of his reign, while his

victorious camp was at the village of Karanjapatragram near

Hareshpur, perhaps Harihar itself,!" and an undated stone-tablet^^

2 Ind. Ant. X. 244. s Ind. Ant. VII. 217,I Ind. Ant. VI. 75 ; X. 244.

"Ind. Ant. VII. 112.
" Eaktapura would seem to have been a second name of Puligere, Pulikaranagara^

Purigere, or Lakshmeshvar. Fleet's KAnarese Dynasties, 27.
^ Ind, Ant. VI. 85 ; P. S. and 0. C. Inscriptions, 14. Apparently Togurshode in

the Karnul district about latitude 15°28', longitude. 78° 29'. Mr, J. F, Fleet, C.S.,

CLE. ' Ind. Ant. VI. 88 ; P. S. and O. O. Inscriptions, 15.
* P. S. and 0. C. Inscriptions, 16 ; Ind. Ant. VI. 94. 'This grant is further dated

on Saturday, at the time of the siln's beginning his progress to the north, under the

constellation £ohini. This is the earliest known instance of the day of the week
being mentioned in an inscription. » Ind. Ant. VII. 300.
"• Harihar the terminus of the great Poona-Harihar road is about ninety miles,

south-east of Dhdrwdr.
" P. S. and 0. C. Inscriptions, 152 ; Ind. Ant. VI. 94. This is the earliest

known stone-tablet that has any emblems, beyond a floral device, at the top of it

;

the emblem here is a standing elephant and is probably the emblem of the Sendraka
family.
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at Balagdmve in Maisur.i The inscriptions seem to show that
Vinayatiya made many and far reaching campaigns. He is de-
scribed as arresting the exalted power of the Pallava lord of Kanchi,
as levymg tribute from the very powerful rulers of K^vera and
^arasika and Simhala or Ceylon, and other islands ; as bringing the
Pallavasj the Kalabhras, the Haihayas, the Vilas, the Malavas, the
Oholas, and the Pandyas, into a similar state of servitude with the
Aluvas and the Gangas, who were hereditarily subject to him ; and,
as acquiring the pdlidhvaja^ and other regal insignia, by crushing
the lord of all the region of the north. A comparison of the fourth
and fifth of his inscriptions noted above shows that his campaign
against the Pallavas and Kalabhras took place in 693. The Bala-
gdmye tablet mentions Pogilli, the king of the Sendrakas apparently
as his vassal. Vinayaditya seems to have fully restored the old
power of his dynasty; and probably again made Vatd,pi the capital.

In 696-7 Vinayaditya was succeeded by his son Vijay^ditya, also
called Vijayaditya-Satydshraya, who continued to reign till 733.*
Of his time seven inscriptions have been found in Bij^pur and
Sdvantv^di. Of these one, on a pillar in a temple called the Kalla-
matha at Bdddmi,* is dated 699 the third year of his reign,, while
he was reigning at the capital of Vatdpi ; a copper-plate grant, from
Nerur in S^vantvMi in the Konkan^ is dated 700-1, the fourth year
of his reign, while his victorious camp was at the city of Rdsenana-
gara, which may be Basin in Ahmadnagar f another copper-plate
grant from Nerur'^ is dated 705, the tenth year of his reign ; an
inscription on the wall of the Huchchimalligudi temple at Aihole^
is dated 708, in the thirteenth year and the third month of his reign

;

a stone-tablet at Lakshmeshvar* is dated 729, the thirty-fourth year
of his reign, while his victorious camp was at the city of Eaktapur

;

an undated inscription is on a pillar on the porch of the temple
of Mah^kuteshvar three miles east of Badami;^" and a stone-
tablet is at Pattadakal,^^ the ancient Kisuvolal and Pattada-Kisuvolal
ten miles north-east of Bddami. The inscriptions state that Vijaya-
ditya maintained the supremacy gained by his father in the north
and by his grandfather in the south ; but as no campaigns under-
taken by himself are mentioned, his reign seems to have been
peaceful. In his time the temple of the god Vijayeshvar, now
called the temple of Sangameshvar, was built at Pattadakal. In
733, Vijayaditya was succeeded by his eldest son Vikramaditya II.,

also called Vikramdditya-Satyashraya, who reigned till 747. Of his

reign one dated and seven undated inscriptions are recorded.

The dated inscription is a stone-tablet at Lakshmeshvar^^ dated 734,
the second year of his reign, while his victorious camp was at the

city of Raktapura. The seven undated inscriptions are : A copper-
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1 Balag^mve is forty miles west of Harihar.
2 Ind. Ant. VII. Ill note 25, and 245 note 6; IX. 129 note 33.
3 Ind. Ant. VII. 24. « Ind. Ant. X. 60. » Ind. Ant. IX, 125.
" Bdsin, an old sub-divisional head-quarters, is fifty miles south of Alimadnagar.

It seems to be the Rdsiyana mentioned in the Eddhanpur grant of the B^htrakuta
king Govinda III. (830). Ind. Ant, VI. 59.

' Ind. Ant. IX. 130. ^ j^A. Ant. VIII. 284. » Ind. Ant. VII. 112.
" Ind. Ant. X. 102. " Ind. Ant. X. 165. " Ind. Ant. VII. 110.
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plate grant from Nerur,^ an inscription on the gateway of the Durga

temple at Aihole/ two inscriptions on two pillars in the eastern

gateway of the temple of the god Virupakshj formerly Lokeshrar,

at Pattadakal/ two inscriptions on two pillars in the east porch of the

same temple,* and an inscription on a pillar in the house of Parappa

Pujdri, close to the same temple.^ The Pattadakal inscriptions show
that Vikramaditya's wife was Lokmahadevi, of the Haihaya family,

and that the temple of Lokeshvar was built for her, in memory of her

husband^s three victories over the Pallavas of KAnchi. An inscrip-

tion of Vikramaditya's son, Kirttivarma II., tells how, determined to

uproot the Pallavas who had darkened the splendour of his lineage

and who were the natural enemies of the Chalukyas, Vikramaditya II.

made a sudden raid into Tuddk, slew the Pallava king Nandipotavarm^
who came to meet him, entered, but refrained from destroying,

Kd,nchi or Conjeveram, grievously distressed the Pandya, Chola,

Kerala, Kalabhra, and other kings, and set his victory pillar on the

shores of the southern ocean.

In 747 Vikramd,ditya II. was succeeded by his son Kirttivarma

II.; who was also called Kirttivarma-Satyashraya. The only known
inscription of his time is dated 757, the eleventh year of his reign,

while his victorious camp was at the village of Bhandargavittage, or

perhaps Bhantargavittage, on the north bank of the river Bhimrathi
in Maisnr.® The fact that his only known inscription comes from
Maisur, coupled with the statement of the Miraj plates that

through him the fortunes of the Chalukyas became impeded on the
earth, shows that, in the time of Kirttivarma II., about the beginning
or middle of the eighth century, the Chalukyas were driven from
the Bombay Karndtak which then came under the sway of the
Rdshtrakutas. The end of Kirttivarma II.'s reign has not been fixed.

So far as is known he left no offspring, and the succession went
back to his uncle, Bhima II., ,the younger son of Vijaydditya, or to

his descendants. No further authentic records of the dynasty occur

till the time of Taila II. (973-999) the founder of thq Western
Chalukyas (973-1190). The Rdshtrakuta inscriptions show that

though broken the power of the Chalukyas was not destroyed and that

they made several unsuccessful attempts to regain their lost rule.

Of the Rdshtrakutas,^ who, about 760, overthrew the Western
Chalukyas the earliest trace in Bijapur is an undated inscription of

1 Ind. Ant. IX. 132. = Ind. Ant. VII. 285. » Ind. Ant. X. 162-165.
* Ind. Ant. X. 166 - 167. ^ Ind. Ant. X. 168. « Ind. Ant. VIII. 23.
' It is not certain whether the EAshtrakutas were northerners or a family of Rattas,

or Keddis, the widespread tribe of Ktoarese husbandmen who were formerly the
strongest fighting class in the Karudtak and Maisur. Mr. Fleet seems to incline to
a northern origin and to trace the name to Efehtrakuta or Edshtrapati, a title mean-
ing a district head who ia subordinate to some overlord. But it seems not improbable
that the EAshtrakutas were the head branch of the Eattas or Eeddis who were
ennobled and Sanskritized their name, while the side branch of the Eattas of Saundatti
and Belgaura who claim to be Efehtrakutas, kept the old name. The names of

about twenty EAshtrakuta kings have been found, the seventh of whom Dantivarma
II. overthrew Western Chalukya power about 760. His fifteen successors were power-
ful sovereigns who ruled till 973 when the last of their race Kakka III, was defeated
and slain by the revived Western ChAlukyas, better known under the slightly changed
name of Western Ch^ukyas. Details are given in Fleet's KAnarese Dynasties, 31-38.
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the ninth Eashtrakuta king Dhruva at Pattadkal ten miles north-ea&t
of Bad^mi. The inscription, which is on a pillar in the north porch
of the temple of Lokeshvar, calls the king Dhardvarsh Kalivallabh
and records that he conquered and imprisoned a Ganga king and
humbled the pride of the Pallavas.^ Of Dhruva's successor Govind
III. (803-807), who was perhaps the most powerful of the Rdshtrakutas
and whose dominions stretched from the western to the eastern
coast and from the Vindhya mountains and Mdrwdr in the north to
at least the Tungbhadra in the south, no inscription has been found
in Bijapur.^ So also no local inscription has been found of Govind
III.'s successor Amoghvarsh I. Of Amoghvarsh's son and successor
Krishna II. or Akdlvarsh I." two dated inscriptions have been found at

Nandv^dige fifteen miles south-east of Hungund and at Aivalli. The
Nandvddige inscription is on the exposed part of a stone beam over
the entrance to the shrine of a temple of Mukddev. It is dated Shah
822 for 824 (a.d. 902) the Bundubhi samvatsar, and calls the king
Akalvarsh.^ The Aivalli inscription is on the front face of a stone
over the door of an inner cell near the temple of Galagnath. It is

dated 911 {Shak 833, the Prajdpati samvatsar), calls the king
Kannara, and records the building of the cell for a saint named
Monibhatar.* Of the remaining Rdshtrakuta kings, a stone inscription

of Krishna IV. (945-956) dated Shak 867 for 869 (a.d. 947,) the
Plavang samvatsar has been found at S^lotgi six miles south-east of

Indi.

In 973 Krishna IV. 's son and successor Kakka III. or Kakkala
was defeated and slain by the Western Chd,lukya Taila II. (973-999)
who put an end to Rashtrakuta rule. Taila is described as

conquSring the whole of the Kuntal country,^ and his inscriptions,

two of which have been found in Belgaum, one in Bijapur
and one as far south as Talgund in Maisur, coupled with a
statement in the Talgund inscription that his underlord Bhimras
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' Burgess' Third Archaeological Report, 123.
2 Fleet's Kiinarese Dynasties, 34. ' Ind. Ant. XII. 220 - 222.
* Ind. Ant. XII. 222.
* The country of Kuntal included, on the south, Balagdmve and Harihar in

Maisur, and Hampe or Vijaynagar in BelAri. To the north of these places, it

included Lakshmeshvar, Gadag, Lakkundi, and Naregal in DhArwAr, and Kukkanur
in the Nizim'a dominions ; further to the north, Konnur, Kalhole, Saundatti, and
Manoli, in Belgaum and Pattadakal and Aihole in BijApur ; and further still to the
north, BijApur, TaddevAdi, and Manugulli in Bijdpur. Still further to the north
it probably iucluded Kaly^in itself ; but the available inscriptions do not define its

extent in that direction and to the north-west. In the south-west corner it included
BanavAsi in North Kinara and Hdngal in DhArwAr, and on this side was bounded by
the Hayve Five-hundred, which was one of the divisions of the Konkan, and which
lay between H4ngal, Banav^i, and Balagimve, and the coast. To the north of

Hdngal, the Palasige or Halsi Twelve-thousand, the Venugrim or Belgaum Seventy,

and the territory of the SilAhAras of Kolhdpur, do not seem to have formed part of

Kuntal. But as they lay along the inland slopes of the Sahyddris and were bounded
on the west by the Konkan, Uiey appear to have been treated rather as up-country

divisions of the Konkan itself. The principal divisions of Kuntal were the BanavAse
Twelve-thousand, the Pdnungal or Hdngal Five-hundred, the Puligereor Lakshmeshvar
Three-hundred, the Belvola Three-hundred, the Kundi Three-thousand, the Toragale

Six-thousand, the Kelavidi Three hundred, the Kisukdd Seventy, the Bdgadags

Seventy, and the TaddevAdi Thousand. Fleet's Kdnarese Dynasties, 42 note 1.
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was governor of the Banavase Twelve-thousand, the S^ntalige

Thousand, and the Kisukdd Seventy,^ seem to show that he re-

established Ohalukya sway at least in the Karn^tak. The single

Bijdpur inscription of Taila II. is at Bhairanmatti six miles east of

Bdgalkot and bears date ShaJc 911 for 912 (a.d. 990), the Vihriti

samvatsar. Of Tailall's eldest sonand successor Satydshraya II (997-

1008), only one inscription has been found in Bijapur at Tumbiga
twenty miles east of Bdgevadi which bears date 1004 {Shak 926, the

Krodhi samvatsar).^ Of Satyashraya's successor Vikramaditya V.
(1008-1018) no inscriptions have been found within Bijapur limits.

But of Vikramdditya V.'s youngest brother and successor Jaysimh
III (1018-1042) inscriptions have been found at Arasibidi eight miles

south of Aivalli,Belur nine miles south-east ofBdddmi, atBhairanmatti
six miles east of Bdgalkot, and at other places in north Bijd,pur.* His
capitals were Balagdmve in north-west Maisur and Kollipake and
Pottalkere two places which have not been identified. In 1022
Jaysimh' s elder sister Akkadevi was entrusted with the government
of the Kisukdd or Pattadkal Seventy; and two of his leading
Bijdpur underlords seem to have been the Dandnayak Barmdev
who in 1024 was governing the TaddevAdi Thousand,* the Belvola

Three hundred and the Puligere on Lakshmeshvar Three hundred ;

,

and the Sinda Mahd.mandaleshvars Sevya and NAgaditya who in

1033 were governing the Bdgadge Seventy.* Of Jaysimh III.'s suc-

cessor Someshvar I. (1042-1068) two inscriptions have been found
at Arasibidi eight miles south of Aivalli and at Devur fifteen miles

south-west of Sindgi.* In Jaysimh's reign (1018-1042) Kalydn, forty

miles north of Galburga is first mentioned as the Western Chdlukya
capital. Of Someshvar's eldest son and successor Somesh'jar II.

(1068-1075), two inscriptions have been found at Arasibidi and
Bijapur. His chief Bijd,pur vassal seems to have been the Dandndyak
Ndkimayya who in 1074 was governing the Taddevddi Thousand. Of
Someshvar's successor Vikramaditya VI, (1073-1126), perhaps the

greatest of the Western Chdlukyas, inscriptions have been found
scattered over north Maisur, east Kdnara, the whole of Belgaum
Bijapur and Dharwdr, and the west and north-west of the Nizam's
territories. He established a new era in which all his grants are

dated. His chief capital was Kalydn. He had a minor capital at

Etgiri the modern Tdtgiri in the Nizdm's territories, and he also

built or greatly enlarged Arasibidi eight miles south of Aivalli and
made it another of his capitals under the name of Vikrampur.^

In 1122 his chief Bijapur vassal was the Sinda Mahamandaleshvar
Achugi II. governing the Kelavadi Three-hundred, the Bdgadge
Seventy, the Kisukdd Seventy, and the Nareyanlal Twelve. In the

1 See below p. 391. ^ Fleet's KAnarese Dynasties, 42,
^ These inscriptions have been collected by Sir Walter Elliot and embodied in the

Elliot MS, Collection. Many of them have not yet been published.
* TaddevAdi in Indi on the Bhima in the extreme north of the Bijdpur district,
-" Fleet's KAnarese Dynasties, 44.
* One of Someshvar's inscriptions records a grant of the village of Shivnur in the

Kisukid Seventy, probably the modern Shivpur three miles north of Bdd^mi. Fleet's

KAnarese Dynasties, 46, ' Fleet's Ktoaiese Dynasties, 48-51.
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time of Achugi II. the Hoysala BaMls, who were rising into power
under Vishnuvardhan (1117-1137), invaded the "Western Chdlukya
kingdom ; but they were successfully resisted by Achugi who is said
also to have fought with, and put to flight, the Pdndyas, to have
taken and burnt Gove or Goa, and to have seized the Konkan. The
Kolhdpur Sildhdras (1058-1209) appear to have given trouble at
this time as Achugi II. is described as swallowing and vomiting a
certain Bhoj who had invaded his country and who must be the
first Kolhapur Sildhdra of that name (1098). Of Someshvar. III.

(1126-1138), the second son and the successor of Vikramdditya
VI., incriptions have been found in Dharwdr, Maisur, the Nizdm's
territories, and at Chiknal fifteen miles south-west of Hungund in

Bijapur. One of Someshvar's Bijdpur vassals was the Kalachuri
Mahdmandaleshvar Permadi, who, in 1128, was governing the
Taddevddi country. Of Someshvar III.'s eldest son and successor
Jagadekmalla 11. (1138-1160) inscriptions have been found in
Dharwar, Kolhapur, Maisur, the Nizam's dominions, and at

Bdddmi, Ndlatvad thirteen miles south-east of Muddebihdl, and
other places in Bijd,pur. One of his Bijapur vassals was the Sinda
Mahamandaleshvar Permadi I. who in 1147 was governing the
Kelvd,di^ Three hundred, the BAgadge Seventy, the KisukAd
Seventy, and the NareyangaP Twelve. Permadi I. repelled a Hoysala
Ballal invasion under Vishnuvardhan, pursued him, and laid siege

to his capital of Dvarsamudra. The Goa Kddambas were also

successfully met by Permadi I.^ Of Jagadekmalla's younger brother
and successor Taila III. (1150-1161) an inscription has been found
at Pattadkal ten miles north-east of Bdddmi. His Bijdpur vassal was
the Sinda Mahdmandaleshvar Chdmundllwho in 1013 was governing
the Kelvadi Three hundred, the Bdgadge Seventy, the Kisukdd
Seventy, and the Nareyangal twelve. His commander-in-chief was
the Kalachuri* Mahamandaleshvar Bijjal, and, as the Kalachuri
inscriptions record that Bijjal destroyed all the Ohalukya kings and
gained the whole of Kuntal, it is clear that he abused the trust

placed in him and used his sovereign's armies to deprive him
of his kingdom. Inscriptions fix the date of the Kalachuri
usurpation between January 1161 and 1162. Though his father

Permddi in 1128 and Bijjal in 1151 appear before the usurpation as

Western Chdlukya underlords in charge of the Taddevadi Thousand,
no inscriptions of either of them have been found in the Bijapur
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^ The modem Keladi twelve miles north of BAddmi.
' The modem Naregal in north-east Dh^rwArten miles south-east of Ron,
' Meet's KAnarese Dynasties, 53.
* TheKalachuris orKalaqljuryashave the title of Kdlanjara-puravar-ddhishvars, that

is Supreme Lords of KAlanjara the best of cities. The original stock therefore started
from that city, now the hill-fort of K^lanjar in Bundelkhand. An aocoimt published by
General Cunningham (Arch. Sur. Report, IX, 54) shows that in the ninth, tenth, and
eleventh centuries a powerful branch of the family held Bundelkhand which was also

called Chedi. This iajaaly seem from their era, which is called either the Kalachuri
or the Chedi era, to date from as early as a.d. 249. Their capital was at Tripura
now Tevar about six miles west of Jabalpur. Members of this Tripura family of

Kalachuryas several times intermarried with the Rishtrakutaa and Western
ChAlukyas. Another branch of the tribe in the sixth century had a kingdom in the
Konkan from which they were driven by the early Chalukya Mangalish, uncle of

Palikeshi II. (610-634). The Kalachuryas call themselves Haihayas and claim
descent from Yadu through KArtavirya or Sahasrabdhu-Arjuna,
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district. BijjaVs reign has a special interest for Bijapur as his over-

throw was caused by a native, according to local tradition, of Bagevadi
twenty-five miles south-east of Bijapur, and according to the Basav
Puran, of the village of Ingleshvar six miles north of Bdgevddi. This

man was Basav^ an Aradhya^ Brdhman, the son of Madiga Eaya also

called Mandenga Madamentri and his wife Madevi, also called Madala
Arasi and Mahamba. They were great devotees of Shiv, and in

reward for their piety Shiv's bull Nandi was born in their house,

and as the word Basav in Kanarese means a bull the child was
called Basav. It is said that when, as a boy, he was being girt

with the sacred thread, Basav refused to wear it because it entailed

the repeating of the gdyatri or sun-hymn. He said he would have
no guru or teacher but Ishvar or Shiv. For this offence Basav's
father drove him from his house. Basav's sister Akka Nagamma,
also called Padm^vati, fled with him to Bijjal's capital Kalyan where
their maternal uncle who was minister of police or dandndyak sheltered

them in his house, appointed Basav to a post in the service of the
state, and gave him his daughter Gangamma in marriage. Basav
improved his fortunes by giving his sister in marriage to the king.''

When his uncle died the king appointed Basav chief minister and
general. Basav made use of his power to dismiss the old state

officers and put friends of his own in their place. He spent his

wealth in lavish charities and endeared himself to the mass of the

people. When he thought his influence established he began,
in opposition to the doctrines of the Jains, the Smarts, and the
Vaishnavs, to preach a religion whose adoration for the ling, dislike

of Brahmans, and contempt for child marriage and ceremonial
impurity gave expression to the early or southern belief of the lower
classes of the people. At the same time by forbidding flesh and
liquor he sought to win over the Jains. At last, Bijjal, either

enraged at Basav's conduct or stirred by the Jains, attempted to

seize Basav. Basav escaped, routed a party sent in pursuit, gathered
a large body of friends and adherents, and, when Bijjal advanced
in person to quell the rebellion, defeated him and forced Bijjal to

restore him to his post of minister and general. According to Jain
accounts, when he was restored to power, Basav determined to take

the king's life, and poisoned him on the banks of the Bhima while

returning from a successful expedition against Vijayaditya (1152-

1163) the fifth Sildhdra chief of Kolh^pur. According to Jain

accounts Rdya Murdri, the king's son, resolved to avenge his

father's death. Basav, hearing of his approach, lost heart and fled

to Ulvi in North Kanara about twenty miles south of Supa, was
pursued by Rdya Murdri, and flnding that the city could not stand

a siege, in despair drowned himself in a well. According to LingAyat

^ Basav's name is also written Basava, Basavanna, and Basavappa (Wilson's Mac-
kenzie Collection, 2nd Ed. 305) . In Madras he is also called AUama (Brown in

Madras Journal of Literature and Science, XI. 161).
2 ArAdhyas are Vir Shdiv Brdhmans (Brown in Madras Journal, XI, 144). The

word means reverend. They are supposed to have joined the LingAyats from personal
liking to Basav. Jangams and LingAyat priests do not eat with them because they say
the gdyatri or sijn-hymn. In Madras ArAdhyas are bound to attend LiugAyat funerals.
Ditto, 147.
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was that the king put out the eyes of AUayya and Madhuvayya two fx~r
of Basay's staunckest followers. Basav left to his friend Jagaddev istory.

tke task of punishing tke king's crueltyj cursed Kaly^n, and retired Kalaoiiitrim,

to Sangameshvarj the sacred meeting of tke Krishna and 62-1182,

Malprabha ten miles north of Hungund. At Kalyan, soon after ^nr^'
Basay's departure, under the effects of his curse, cocks crew by
nigkt, jackals howled by day, there were eclipses, storms, earth-

quakes, and darkness. The people's hearts failed them. Under the
taunts of his mother Pdryati, and with the help of two Lingd,yat saints

Mallayya and Bommayya, Jagaddev, Basav's champion, swore to

avenge Basav's wrong. The three champions smeared their bodies
with ashes, took swords and spears, and started to slay the king.

Before them went a bull goring all who came in its way. They
passed through the palace and the courtiers, and slew the king in

his hall of state.^ They came out of the palace, danced in front of

the people, and told them that the king had perished because he
had lifted his hand against two of the saints of the new religions

Discord fell on the city, man fought with man, horse with horse, and
elephant with elephant, till Kalyd,n was destroyed. Basav continued
to live at Sangameshvar. He was weary of life ; his task of reviving

the old faith was done : he prayed Shiv to set him free. Shiv and
Parvati came forth from the ling, raised Basav and led him into

the holy place, and he was seen no more. Flowers fell from the sky
and his followers knew that Basav had been taken into the lingJ'

Of Bijjal's eldest son and successor B.i.j Murdri or Someshvar
(1167-1175) an inscription occurs at Ingleshvar six miles north of

Bdgevddi. His chief Bijdpur and Dharw^r vassal in 1168 was the
Dandnayak Keshav or Keshimayya, who, in 1168, was governing
the Taddevadi thousand, the Banavase Twelve thousand, and the

Pdnungal or Hangal Five-hundred. No inscriptions of Someshvar's
three brothers who succeeded him have been found in BijApur,

though the feudatory of one of them Vikram of the Sinda dynasty

is mentioned as governing the Kisukdd or Pattadkal Seventy in

1180.* In 1182 the Western Chdlukyas made a fresh effort to

regain their lost power. Taila III.'s son Someshvar IV. succeeded in

establishing for seven years the semblance of Chalukya sovereignty.

His inscriptions are found only in central and north-east Dhdrwdr
and do not seem to show that he held Bijdpur. Shortly after 1189
the Western Chalukya sovereignty and dominions were for a time
divided between the Hoysalas of Dvarsamudra from the south and
the Tadavs of Devgiri from the north, and in the end all passed to

the Devgiri Yddavs (1150-1310).* The only two Hoysala ^ kings who

' Bijjal was slain in 1167-68. Madras Journal XI. 145 ; Fleet's KAnaresB Dynasties,

61.
2 The details of Basav's life are taken from Wilson's Mackenzie Collection, 2nd

Edition, 305-307; Madras Journal of Literature and Science XI. 144-147 jRioe'sMysore

and Coorg, I. 210-21] ; Fleet's Ktoarese Dynasties, 60-61.
3 Fleet's Ktoarese Dynasties, 61-62. * See below pp. 394-396.
s The Hoysalas, who are best known a: the Hoysalas of DvArsamudra in Maisur,

ruled from about 1039 to 1312. Their name is also written Hoysana, Poysala, and
Poysana. They belong to the lineage of Yadu and seem to be connected with the
Yddavs of Devgiri (1 189- 1312) as they both have the family titles of Yddav-N^r^yan
and of Dv^r^vati-Puravarddhishvar or Supreme lord of DvdrAvati the best of cities,
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seem to have attempted to hold the Bijapur country were
Vishnuvardhan (1117-1 137) who,on behalf of the Western Ohalukyas,

was repulsed by the Sinda Mahamandaleshvars Achugi II. and again

byPerm^di I.; and Vishnuvardhan's grandson BalMl II. or Vir Balldl

(1192-1211) whoj in one of his inscriptions is described as gaining

power over Kuntal, and who in 1202 had an underlord governing
Kuntal.i

The Sindas, who have been mentioned^ in connection with

several of the Western Chalukya and Hoysala kings, were a family

of local chiefs or Mahamandaleshvars who, from the beginning to

nearly the end of the twelfth century, played an important part in

Bijdpur and Dharwdr. They held the south-west corner of the

Nizdm's dominions, south Bijapur, and north-east Dharwdr. Their
inscriptions occur at Aihole, Arasibidi, and Pattadkal in south
Bijapur, and at Kodikop, Naregal, Eon, and Indi in north-east

Dhdrwdr. Their capital was Erambarge or Erambirge the modern
Yelburga in the Nizdm's country about fifteen miles north-east of

Naregal. Their inscriptions do not give the name of the founder
of the family.^ Of Achugi I. or Acha and his successors to Singa
II. nothing but their names is known.

apparently Dvdrsamudra the modern Halebid in West Maisur. VinayAditya (1039)

was the first of the family to secure any considerable share of power. The two chief

men of the family were Vishnuvardhana from about 1117 to 1138, who was independ-
ent except in name, and BalUla II. (1192-1211) who overthrew the Kalachuri suc-

cessors of the Chdlukyas and also defeated the Yddavs of Devgiri. His son Narsimh II.

(1233) was defeated by the Yddava and his great-grandson Balldla III. by Ala-ud-din's

general Malek Kdfur in 1310. They sustained a second and final defeat from a

general of Muhammad Tughlik's in 1327. The following are the successions

;

Vinayiditya (1047-1076), Ereyanga, BaUAla I. (1103), Vishnuvardhana (1117-1137),
Narsimh I., BallAla II. (1191-1211), Narsimh II. (1223), Someshvar (1252), Narsimh
m. (1254-1286), and BalUla HI. (1310). Fleet's Kdnarese Dynasties, 64 ; compare
Wilson's Mackenzie Collection, New Edition, 64.

' Fleet's Kdnarese Dynasties, 66-68. ^ gee above pp. 388-389.
' The Sinda family tree is :

{Not named).

,1 I I I

Achn^, Ndka. Singa I. Ddsa,
or Simha.

Bamma. Singa II.

Achugi II.

{Shai 1020 (?) and 1044)

A.D. 1098 and 1122.

I

Ddma,
or Diva.

Chavunda I.,

Chdvnuda I.,

or Chaunda.

Chava,

Permidi I.

(Shak 1026 and 1066)

A.D. 1104 and 1144.

By his m/e Demaladem.
I

I

Achugi III.

(Shak 1084)
A.D. 1162.

Chavunda II.

or Chdivunda II.

(Shak 1084)
A.D. 1162,

Ferm&di II.

By his wife Siriyddevi,

Bijjala,

(Shak 1091)
A.D. 1169.

Vikrama,
or Vikramdditya,

(Shak 1091 oaAUOZ)
A,D. 1169 and 1180,
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Achugi II., also called Acta, Add, Achama, and Tribhuvana-
malladevar-Kesari, or the lion of Tribhuvanamalladev was underlord
of the Western Chdlukya Vikramdditya VI. (1073-1126). His
wife was Madevi or Mahadevi. One inscription of his time has
been found at Kodikop, d&ted U22-3 (Shak 1044, the Shulhkrit
samvatsara).^ He was then governing the Kisukdd^ Seventy and
several other towns the chief of which was Nareyangal-Abbegere,*
the chief town of the Nareyangal Twelve in the Belvola Three-
hundred. Later inscriptions record that he was a very handmill for
grinding the wheat which was the race of Jaggu, that he was the
disgracer of Hallakavadikeya-Singa, that at the command of hia
master VikramMitya VI., he pursued and prevailed against the
Hoysalas, took Grove or Goa, put Lakshma to flight, caused the
Pandyas to retreat, dispersed the Malapas or hill people, and seized
the Konkan j that he gave Gove and Uppinkatti to the flames, and
that he defeated, captured, and drove back Bhoj, who, with his
troops, had invaded his country. This Bhoj must be the Kolhdpur
Silahdra Mahdmandaleshvar Bhoj I, (1098) and this repulse of
Bhoj must have occurred some time before 1109 probably about
1098.

Of Achugi's eldest son Permadi I., also called Perma, Pemma,
Paramardi, Hemmadi, and Jagadekamalla-Permddi, four inscriptions

have been found, three at Naregal and one at Kodikop. Of the
Naregal inscriptions, two record grants made by village officers

before his time.* The third is of his own time, and is dated
1104-5 {Shale 1026, the Tdrana samvatsara).^ The Kodikop
inscription is dated 1144-5 {Shak 1066, the BaktdJcshi samvatsara).^
His capital was Brambarge or Brambirge ;'' and he had the
government of the Kelvadi* Three-hundred, the Kisukad Seventy,
and the Nareyangal Twelve, as the vassal, first of the Western
Chdlukyaking Vikramdditya VI., and then of his son Jagadekamalla
II. The inscriptions record of him that he vanquished Kulshekharank,
besieged Chatta, pursued Jaykeshi, who must be the second of that

name of the Goa Kddambas, and seized upon the royal power of the
Hoysalas; and that he advanced to the mountain passes of the
marauder Bittiga or the Hoysala king Vishnuvardhan, besieged the
city of Dhorasamudra or Halebid, pursued him till he arrived at the

city of Belapur or Balagfimve, which he took, and followed him
beyond that as far as the mountain pass of Vahadi. Permddi I. was
succeeded by his younger brother Chavunda II. or Chdvunda II., a

vassal of the Western Chdlukya king Taila III. (1150-1162). By
his first wife Demaldevi, Chavunda II. had two sons, Achi or
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Chdvunda II,

1 Jour. Bo. Br. E. As. Soc. XI. 247.
' Kisukdid means the Euby-forest. The name is not now known. It denoted the

country lying round Kisuvolal, the Kuby-city, or Pattada-Kisuvolal, that is

Pattadakal. ' The modern Naregal, ten miles south-east of JRon,

< Jour, Bo. Br. R. As. Soe. XI. ?24, 239. » Elliot MS. Collection, I. 440.

6 Jour. Bo. Br. E.. As. Soo. XI. 253.
' That the power of the Sindas stretched considerably further into the NizAm's

dominions, appears from the name of Sindanur, a large village or town about fifty

miles north-east of Yelburga.
8 Probably the modern Kelvadi, ten mile? north-east of Bdddmi.

B 877-50
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Acliugi III. and Pemmddi or Permddi II. Two inscriptions are

recorded of his timOj one at Arasibidi, the details of which are very

hard to read ; and one at Pattadakal, dated Shah 1084 for Bhak

1085 (a. d. 1163-64), the Subhdnu samvatsara?- At that time

Chdvunda II. was governing the Kelavddi Three-hundred, the

Kisukad Seventy, the Bagadage Seventy, and other districts, while

Demaldevi and Achugi III. were governing as his regents at the

city of Pattada-Kisuvolal or Pattadkal. By his second wife

Siriyddevi, the sister of the Kalachuri king Bijjal, Chdvunda II.

had two other sons, Bijjal and Vikrama or Vikramdditya. In an
inscription at Aihole, dated 1169-70 [Shah 1091, the Virodhi

samvatsara) these two brothers are mentioned as governing the

Kelavddi Three-hundred, the Kisukad Seventy, and the Bdgadge
Seventy.^ This inscription does not speak of them as vassals and
it is possible that as Chdvunda II. married into the Kalachuri

family, he enjoyed a short independence after the Chalukya downfall.

In 1180-1 {Shak 1102 the Shdrvari samvatsara) Vikrama appears

as the feudatory of the Kalachuri king Sankama" governing the

Kisukad Seventy at his capital of Brambarge. This is the last

notice of this branch of the Sinda family.

There was at least one other branch of the Sindas. An inscription

at Bhairanmatti six miles east of Bagalkot dated 1033 mentions
Ndgati or Ndgdditya and Sevya of the Sindavamsh, who were
underlords of the Western Chdlukya king Jyasimh III. (1018-1042).*

They trace their origin to a certain king Sinda, who was born in

Ahichchhatra, ruled over the Sindhu country, and was married to a

Kadamba princess. They claim to be of the Ndgavamsh or serpent

race, to have the title of Bhogdvati-puravar-ddhishvara, or Supreme
lords of the city of Bhogavati, the best of cities,^ and to be entitled

to carry the banner of a hooded serpent, and to use the mark or

signet of a tiger. The Tidgundi grant of the Western Chalukya
king Vikramadiya VI. (1075-1126), dated 1082 (Shak 1004, the

Dundubhi samvatsara),^ mentions as his vassal a certain Munja of

the Sinda family. Munja seems to be of the same branch as

Nagaditya and Sevya, and like them claims to belong to the

Cobra race and to have the title of Supreme lord of the city of

Bhogdvatipura

.

Of the Devgiri Yddavs'' (1150-1310) the first mentioned in

connection with Bijdpur is the third chief Bhillam (1187-1191) from

> Jour. Bo. Br. R. Aa. Soc. XI. 259 ; P. S. and 0. C. Inscriptions, No. 67.
" Jour. Bo. Br, R. As. Soc. XI, 274 ; P. S. and O. C. Inscriptions, No, 83.
3 EUiot MS. Collection, II, 221, 226.
* P. S. and 0. C. Inscriptiona, No. 86 ; EUiot MS. Collection, I. 25.
^ Bhog4vati was the capital of the N%a or serpent king Vdsuki, in Raaitala,

one of the seven divisions of Pdtdla or the under-world. Prof. Monier Williams
also gives Bhog&vati as a name of Ujjain in the third or Dvdpar age,

6 Ind, Ant. I. 80.
' The Devgiri Yddavs (1150- 1310) were a dynasty of ten powerful kings who held

almost the whole of the Deccan before the Musalmdn conquest. Their capital was
originally at an unknown place called Tenevalage, then at Vijayapur or Bijdpur, and
lastly at Devgiri, the modern Daulatabad in the Nizdm's territories. The greatest
Devgiri Yidav king was the ninth, RAmchandra or Rdmdev (1271-1308), in the latter

part of whose reign occurred the first Musalmdn invasion of the Deccan.
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whom the Hoysala king Ballal II. (1191 - 1211) obtained the Kuntal
country. Two of his inscriptions have been found in Bijdpur, at
Bhairvadige twenty miles south-west of Sindgi and at Hippargi
fifteen miles south-west of Sindgi. The Bhairvadige inscription is

dated 1191 and the Hippargi inscription 1192, while his underlord
the Mahdmandaleshvar Gonamras was governing the Taddevddi
country.^ All the four known inscriptions of Bhillam's son and
successor Jaitugi I. (1191-1209) have been found in Bijapur, at
Akkoja, at Bij^pur city, at Mannugalli twelve miles north-west
of Bagevddi, and at Ramoji. His capital seems to have been
Vijayapur or Bijapur the present head-quarters of the Bijdpur
district. Of Jaitugi I.'s son and successor Singhan II. (1209- 1247)
inscriptions have been found in Belgaum, Dhdrwdr, Kolhapur,
Maisur, and the Nizam's territorieSj and at Bijapur city and a few
other places in the Bijdpur district. In 1247 his chief minister and
general was Bachiraj who ruled the whole Karndtakfrom his capitalof
Pulikarnagar or Lakshmeshvar fifty miles south-east of Dhd.rw^r.^ Of
Singhan's grandson and successor Krishna (1247-1259) inscriptions

have been found in Belgaum and Dhdrwar but none in Bijdpur.
Still Krishna appears to have continued to holdBijd,purjas,in 1249,his
minister Mallisetti is mentioned as governing the Kuhundi or Kundi
country, that is Belgaum and south-west Bijd,pur, from Mudgal in

the Nizdm's territories sixteen miles east of Hungund. Of Krishna's
younger brother and successor Mahadev one inscription has been
found in Bijdpur, at Ingleshvar six miles north of BAgev^di. In 1 265 a
grant was made at Vijayapur or Bijapur by Mahadev's chief minister
Torgaldevras.^ Of MaMdev's nephew and successor Rdmchandra
or Rdmdev, the greatest of the Devgiri Td.davs, no record has been
found in Bijapur. But his numerous copperplate grants and stone

inscriptions in Aurangabad, Dhdrwd,r, Maisur, and as far west as

Thdna in the North Konkan leave no doubt that RAmchandra's sway
stretched over all of the centre and south of the Bombay Presidency
which had been held by hia predecessors the Rashtrakutas, Western
Chdlukyas, and Hoysala Ballals.*

Till 1294 Rdmchandra the ninth TAdav king of Devgiri

(1271-1310) continued in undisturbed possession of the Deccan
and Kamd,tak. In ] 294 a Musalm^n army, led by AUdi-ud-din the

nephew of JeMl-ud-din Khilji the emperor of Delhi (1288-1295),

appeared in the Deccan, sacked Devgiri, stripped RAmchandra of

much of his wealth, and forced him to acknawledge the supremacy
of the Delhi emperor.^ Between 1294 and 1306 Devgiri was Safe

from Musalman invasions, and, according to Perishta, Rdmchandra
was left free to manage his kingdom. According to a local history

of doubtful accuracy, between 1301 and 1307, Bijdpur was under the

government of one Aiz-ud-din Abin Jaha, a noble of AlM-ud-din's

court, who is said have to built a mosque at Bijdpur for the benefit

of some Musalmdn settlers.* In 1306 AU^-ud-din, who, in 1295, had
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1 fleet's Kdnarese Dynasties, 72. " Fleet's Kdnarese Dynasties, 72.

3 Fleet's Ktoarese Dynasties, 73-74 * Fleet's KAnarese Dynasties, 74,

s Briggs' Ferishta, I. 307. • Jour, Bo. Br. Roy. Asi See, I, 373 footnote 3.
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murdered his uncle and usurped the Delhi throne, sent 100,000 horse

under his general Malik Kafur, who subdued a great part of the

Mardtha country, besieged Devgiri, and again forced Rtochandra

to submit.^ In 1310 Edmchandra died. He was succeeded by his

son Shankar who was ill-affected to the Musalmd.ns. Before the year

was over Malik Kdfur entered the Deccan for the third time, laid

waste the Hoysala kingdom of Maisur, defeated and captured

BalMl III. (1290-1310), and took and plundered his capital of

Dvdrsamudra. In 1311 Malik Kd,fur returned to Delhi with

rich spoils. In 1812 as Shankar of Devgiri withheld his

tribute, Malik Kafur entered the Deccan for the fourth time, put

Shankar to death, and laid waste MahArd.shtra and the Karnatak
from Cheul in KoMba and Dabhol in Eatnagiri as far east as

Mudgal and EAichur in the Nizam's territory.^ In the confusion at

Delhi, which followed the assassination of AlM-ud-din Khilji in

1316 and shortly after of Malik Kdfur, Harpal, the son-in-law of

Edmchandra of Devgiri, is said to have restored the former Devgiri

territories to independence. Still his success can have been only

partial as Bij^pur seems to have remained subject to the Delhi

emperors. In 1316 and again in ] 320 Karim-ud-din is mentioned as

the emperor's governor of Bijdpur, a reference whose correctness

is supported by the appearance of his name on one of the mosques
at Bijdpur.^ In 1318 the emperor Mub^rik (1317-1321) led an army
into the Deccan, captured Harpdl, and flayed him alive.* In 1327
the emperor Muhammad Tughlik (1325-1351) subdued the

Karnatak even to the shore of the sea of Um^n that is the Indian

Ocean.^ According to Colonel Meadows Taylor, during these

thirty-three years (1294-1327), the Muhammadans did much to

reconcile the people of the Deccan to their rule.®

About this time (1328 -1335), with the help of MAdhav the head
of the great Smdrt monastery at Shringeri in West Maisur, two
brothers, Hakka and Bukka, who, according to one account, were
of the Yadav line, according to a second account belonged to the

Banvdsi Kadambas, according to a third account were descended
from underlords of the Hoysala BalMlas, and according to a fourth

account were Kurubars or Shepherds treasury guardians of the

king of Varangal, founded the city of Vijayanagar or the City of

Victory, originally called Vidiyd,nagar or the City of Learniug, about

thirty-six miles north-west of Beldri.^ In 1335 Hakka was crowned

' Briggs' Ferishta, I. 367.
» Jour. Bom. Br. Roy. As. See, I. 373
» Briggs' Ferishta, I. 413.
' The vijayanagar kings were :

VijayoMogar Kimgs, ISSS- 15S7.

2 Briggs' Ferishta, I. 379.

374. •* Briggs' Ferishta, I. 389.
' Architecture of BijApur, 3.

NA»E.
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at Vijayanagaras Harihar Rdya I. (1335 - 1350). Harihar Raya spread
his power far to the north as a Kdnarese inscription at Bddami dated
1339-40 (S.1261) records the grant of the villages of B^ddvi that is
BAddmi and of Mundanur to the two-thousand maUjans of Bdd^vi,
and the building of a fort, presumably the northern part of Bdd^mi
fort, and the construction of its parapet wall by one of Harihar's ndiks
or captams.1 Harihar's conquests did not pass north of the Krishna
as Bijdpur continued under the authority of the Delhi emperors. In

tIt^t?
^™°°g tte new nobility or Amir Jddida whom the emperor

Muhammad Tughlik summoned to Devgiri, now called Daulatabad,
and whom his mad tyranny drove to rebellion, was the amir or
chief of Bij^pur.2 This rebellion ended in the establishment of an
independent Musalman kingdom at Kulbarga,^ about eighty miles
north-east of Bijdpur, under an Afghan named Zaffir Khan, who,
out of respect for his BrAhman patron Gangu, assumed the title of
Alla-ud-din Hasan G-angu Bahmani.* Within a short period the
whole country between the Bhima and Adoni or Advdni about forty
miles north-east of BeMri and between Cheul and Bedar, including
the Nizam's west Deccan and Karndtak provinces, the Bombay
Karnd.tak, and the central Konkan, was brought under the authority
of Alld-ud-din the first Bahmani ruler (1347-1358).^ In 1357
AlM-ud-din Bahmani divided his kingdom into four governments.
His Bijdpur possessions were included in the first of these divisions
which stretched from Kulbarga west to DAbhol in Ratnagiri and
south to Raichur and Mudgal.^ Constant fighting continued between
the Vijayanagar and Kulbarga kings, but the account is one-sided
as Ferishta dwells on Musalmdn successes and passes over Musalmdn
reverses. The chief seat of these wars was probably outside of Bijapur
limits, but, from their nearness, parts of east and south Bijdpar
can hardly have escaped occasional wasting. About 1360 the
Vijayanagar king Bukka (1350-1379), joined by the king of
Telingana, called on Muhammad ShSh Bahmani (1358-1375) to
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' Indian Antiquary, X. 63.
' The Bahmani kings were ;

2 Briggs' Ferishta, I. 437.

Bahnumi Kings, 1SI,7- 15HS

Name.
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restore the territories wrested from them by Ms father, threatening,

in case of refusal, to draw upon him the army of the king of Delhi.

This led to a war which ended in Vijayanagar's defeat.^

In 1868 war again broke out between Kulbarga and Vijayanagar.

Muhammad Shdh Bahmani, charmed by a band of musicians,

ordered his minister to give the three-hundred performers a draft

on the Vijayanagar treasury. When the bill was presented, Bukka
seated the chief musician on an ass, paraded him through the

city, and sent him back disgraced to Kulbarga.. Bukka gathered
an army, entered the Bahmani territories, and taking Mudgal about
twenty-five miles east of Hungund, put men women and children

to the sword. One man, who was spared and sent to Kulbarga,
was executed by order of Muhammad for daring to survive the

loss of his comrades. The slaughter at Mudgal roused the fury of

the Knlbarga Musalmdns. A religious war or jehad was preached in

the mosques, and Muhammad swore that he would not sheathe his

sword until, in revenge for the slaughter of the faithful, he had put to

death one hundred thousand infidels. In January 1368 Muhammad
Shdh crossed the Krishna at the head of 9000 chosen horse, and fell

on the Vijayanagar army after a severe storm of rain when the mud
made its elephants useless. The Vijayanagar army was routed
with the loss of 70,000 slain. It is recorded that among the
spoils were 300 gun carriages, which, according to the late Colonel
Meadows Taylor, C.S.I., is the first mention in India of the use
of field artillery.^ The capture of these guns led to the forming of

an artillery corps in the Bahmani army. In the campaign which
followed this corps was manned by Turks and Europeans. The
guns are said to have done excellent service in the field and
linked together by chains and ropes, guarded the camp against

night attacks.^ In 1369 Muhammad SMh crossed the Tungbhadra,
and, on the 29th of August, after severe loss gained a decisive

victory. So relentless a massacre of Hindus followed, that pregnant
women and children at the breast did not escape the sword. At
the end of three months peace was made, and at Vijayanagar
the musicians' draft was honoured. It was agreed that, in future

wars, the helpless and unarmed should not be slain, and that

'Briggs' Ferishta, 11.301. ^^ Architecture of BijApur, 4.

' Briggs' Ferishta, II. 312 ; Architecture of Bijdpur, 4. The use of guns in the middle
of the fourteenth century is remarkable. According to the usually received ideas

gunpowder was invented in Europe in 1317, and one of the first occasions on which
guns were used in battle was by Edward III. at the battle of Cressy in 1346.

Early references to caimon and guns are complicated and made doubtful by the use
of words now applied solely to powder-weapons in describing engines for throwing
naphtha, burning missiles, and other early forms of fire-arms. It seems probable that,

during the fifteenth century, fire-arms were introduced from Venice into India through
Egypt. Like hindikia or bullet in Egypt (Creasy's Ottoman Turks, I. 233 note 1) the

Hmdustdni word handuk or gun seems to be a corruption of Biuikia that is Vinikia
or Venetian. In OujarAt in 1484, before the arrival of the Portuguese, Mahmud
Begada used cannon to breach the walls of ChdmpAner (Elliot and Dowson, VI. 467).

In 1498 the Portuguese found the Indian Moors or Musalm^ns as well armed as,

sometimes better armed than, themselves. The knowledge of fire-arms did not come
from the far east, as the Javanese words for fire-arms are European, sanapang a musket
being the Dutch maphan, and satingar a matchlock being the Portuguese espmgarda.
See Crawfurd'B Archipelago, I. 227 ; II. 171-172.
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after a victory the lives of prisoners should be spared,^ During
Muhammad Shah's reign the Muhammadan power in the Deecan
was established on a firm basis. The neighbouring Hindu princes
became his vassals. Trade and agriculture flourished ; scattered
conquests were united under one powerful government, and the
wealth of the state was increased beyond precedent.^

During the rest of the fourteenth century, when Muidhid
(1375-1378), Daud (1378), Mahmud ShAh (1378-1397), Ghiyds-
ud-dm (1397), and Shams-ud-din (1397) ruled at Kulbarga, and
Harihar II. (1379-1401) ruled at Vijayanagar, though with occasional
wars in which sometimes as in 1375 the Bahmani king and some-
times as in 1378 the Vijayanagar king was victorious, the peace
of the district generally remained undisturbed. In 1396 the
great Durga Devi famine began. It lasted for twelve years and
most of the country is said to have been deserted. In 1398
the Doab, that is the country between the Krishna and the
Tungbhadra, was again the seat of a war between the Bahmani and
the Vijayanagar kings in which the Vijayanagar king was worsted.
In 1406 war once more broke out. Dev Rdya (1401-1451) of
Vijayanagar, ercited by stories of her beauty, sent a force to carry
off from Mudgal, then within Bahmani limits, a beautiful girl
of the goldsmith caste. In revenge for this insult Firoz Shdh
Bahmani (1397-1422) invested Vijayanagar and reduced Dev Raya
to such straits that he was forced to conclude a humiliating peace,
ceding Bankdpur in Dharwar and giving his daughter in marriage
to Piroz Shdh Bahmani.* In 1417 the fortune of war changed.
Dev Raya completely defeated Firoz Sh^h, who with great difficulty

escaped from the field of battle. The Hindus made a general
massacre of the Musalmans, piled their heads into a platform on
the field of battle, and, pursuing Firoz Shdh into his own country,
laid it waste with fire and sword.* In 1422 Ahmad Shdh Bahmani
(1422 - 1435) crossed the Tungbhadra on the south bank of which
Dev Rdya was camped. Some marauding Musalmans surprised Dev
Rdya while asleep near a sugarcane field, and Dev Rdya almost naked
took refuge in the cane. The soldiers found him, and, supposing him
to be a husbandman, made him carry a bundle of canes for them and
then let him go. He afterwards rejoined his army, but considering the
surprise a bad omen fled to Vijayanagar. Ahmad Shih unopposed
overran the country, and, contrary to the old agreement, destroyed
temples and colleges and put men women and children to death.

Whenever the number of the slain reached twenty thousand, he
halted three days and made a feast. The Hindus rendered desperate

watched every opportunity for killing Ahmad Sh£h. Once in a
hunt Ahmad Shdh rode ahead of his escort and was surprised by
a large body of the enemy, chased into a cattle-fold, and with a

few attendants had to defend the place against fearful odds. He
was nearly overpowered when his armour-bearer came to his
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^ Briggs' Ferishta, II, 311-319 ; Architecture of Bijdpur, 4 ; Scott's Deoean, I, 24-31.

^ Architecture of Bijipur, 4. ' Briggs' Ferishta, II. 384 - 388.

* Briggs' Ferishta, II. 390 - 391

.
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rescue at the head of a body of troops. After his escape Ahmad
Sh^h continued to press on almost unopposed. Vijayanagar was
besieged and the people reduced to such distress that Dev Raya was

forced to come to terms.^ In 1423 and 1424 a failure of rain caused

much loss and suffering.^ In 1426Ahmad Shah Bahmani (1422- 1435)

moved his capital from Kulbarga sixty miles north-east to Bedar.

In 1435 Muhammad Khdn the brother of the new king Alld,-ud-din

(1435 - 1457) after ravaging the Vijayanagar country claimed one-

half of the Bahmani territories from his brother, and, with the aid of

the Vijayanagar army, seized on Bijdpur and other places. Muham-
mad's success did not last long as he was shortly after routed by AUA-
ud-din who regained possession of Bijapur.^ In 1444 Dev Raya of

Vijayanagar, having strengthened his army by enlisting Musalmdns
and practising his Hindu troops in archery, entered the Bahmani
territories and plundered the country as far as Bijdpur, laying it waste
with fire and sword. To repel this attack Alld-ud-din and Khdn
Zamdn the governor of Bijdpur marched with an army of 50,000 horse

and 60,000 foot and a considerable train of artillery. Three actions

were fought in two months, and, in the end, Dev Raya asked for

terms which were granted on his agreeing to become tributary to

the Bahmani king. Alla-ud-din was a good ruler. Courts of justice

were opened in every district, cityand village police were established

on a liberal footing, and censors of morals were appointed who
forbade gambling and prevented the sale and use of spirituous drinks.

If any person, whatever his rank, after advice and moderate correc-

tion, was convicted of drinking spirits, molten lead was ordered to be
poured down his throat. Idle and vagrant devotees and beggars were
put to hard work as scavengers till they were either reclaimed or

driven from the country. The king was averse from bloodshed and
was a devout MusalmAn. He would not speak either with Nazaranes
that is Christians or with Brdhmans, and considered both classes

unfit to hold office.*

In 1455 Mdhmud Khwaja Gawan of the royal family of Persia

visited Bedar as a trader and so charmed AM-ud-din by his

learning that Alla-ud-din raised him to the rank of a noble. On
AlM-ud-din's death, through the intrigues of a divine named Habib
UUa, an attempt was made to place his youngest son Hasan Khdn
on the throne. The attempt failed and the eldest son Humdyun
Shdh was crowned king (1457-1461). Habib Ulla and prince Hasan
were thrown into prison, and the prince was blinded.^ Shortly after

(1460), daring HumAyun's absence in Telingana, seven of Habib
IJlla's disciples formed a plot for the release of their teacher.

They applied to one Yusuf, a Turk slave of the late king, a man noted
for his piety and honesty, and a friend and staunch disciple of

Habib Ulla. He bribed some of the guards and door-keepers of the

palace, and a plot was formed, limited to twelve horse and fifty foot,

who at all hazards pledged themselves to release Habib Ulla. One

' Briggs' Ferishta, II. 400 - 404. ^ Briggs' Ferishta, II, 405.
3 Briggs' Ferishta, II. 422 - 423. « Briggs' Ferishta, II, 434 - 435.

= Briggs' Ferishta, II. 452-453.
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evening Yusuf and his friends went to the women's quarters where
Habib Ulla and prince Hasan were confined, put some of the
guards to death, and set free about seven hundred prisoners
among whom were Habib Ulla and prince Hasan. The head police
oflScer of the city marched with the city guards against the
conspirators, and, in the confusion which followed, Habib Ulla and
prince Hasan hid themselves in a barber's house, where they
shaved their beards and dressed as beggars. Prince Hasan
was however recognized and was joined by the discontented from
all quarters. In a few days he raised an army of 3000 horse and
5000 foot and with these he captured several places. When he
heard of his brother's rebellion Hum^yun Shdh returned to his
capital, leaving behind him in Telingana Mdhmud Gaw^n, whom he
had lately appointed to the governmeut of BijApur with the title of
Malik-ul-Tujdr that is Prince of Merchants. The king's first act was
to put the city guards to death with severe torture for their negli-

gence. The head of the police was confined in an iron cage where he
died after being made to eat a part of his owu body every day. An
army of 8000 horse and foot was sent against the prince, who at first

was successful. Hasan's success so enraged Humayun that he seized
the women and children of the officers of his army and threatened to

put them to death if the army suffered a second defeat. In a second
engagement prince Hasaa was defeated and fled with a few friends

towards Vijayanagar. Arriving with about 800 horse near the mud
fort of Bijapur, Siraj Khdn Juaaidi the commandant of the fort invited

the prince to enter, and promised to make over to him the fort and its

dependencies. The prince with Habib Ulla and Yusuf Turk entered
the fort and were received with apparent respect. At nightfall Sir^j

Khdn surrounded the fort, and, in the scuffle which followed, Habib
Ulla was killed. Next day the prince, Yusuf Turk, and his other

supporters were seized and sent under a strong escort to Bedar. The
prince was thrown before a tiger who tore him to pieces. Yusuf
and his comrades were beheaded, and their women ill-used. About
seven thousand persons, directly or indirectly connected with the

rebellion, suffered death under torture.^

In 1470, during the reign of Muhammad Sh^h II. (1463-1482),

Mahmud Gdwan, now prime minister, led an army into the Konkan
and caused a grievous loss to Vijayanagar by the capture of the island

and port of Goa. The victory was celebrated at Bedar with much
rejoicing, and Mahmud G^w4.n was treated with marked respect.

Khush Kadam,a nobleman,who had distinguished himself in the cam-

paign was appointed governor of the newly conquered country with the

title of Kishwar Kh^n.^ Two years later (1472) the fall of Goa was
followed by the capture of Belgaum which up till then had belonged

to Vijayanagar. While returning from Belgaum Muhammad Shdh
halted at Bijdpur, and was so charmed by its situation that he
would have passed some months there had 1472 and 1473 not

both been years of famine. In 1479 the repeated reverses and

failures of the Vijayanagar kings Mallikdrjun (1451-1465) and
Virupdksha (1465-1479) led to the establishment of a new
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dynasty at Vijayanagar under Narsimh (1479-1487), who, accord-

ing to one account, was the slave of the last king Virupdksha,

according to a second account was a chief of Telingana, and according

to a third account was of Tulav or South Kdnara origin. In
1478 the Bahmani minister Mahmud Gawd,n introduced several

fiscal and military reforms. The estates of vassals or proprietors

were registered and assessed; the assessments of village lands,

townships, and counties were recorded ; a simple system of

collecting the revenue which would at once check the collections

and at the same time protect the landholders from extortion was
introduced ; and the boundaries of village lands were laid out and
fixed. These changes are said to have greatly improved the

state of the people. The number of provinces of the kingdom was
raised from four to eight, the province of Bijapur with many
districts along the Bhima, together with Mudgal and Rdichur,

being assigned to the minister. Instead of governors of provinces

being allowed to appoint their own soldiers to garrison the forts

within their jurisdiction, royal troops were sent direct and paid

from the royal treasuries. The pay of the army, from the common
soldiers to the commander, was fixed at liberal rates. ^ These
reforms excited the jealousy of the officers and nobles of the court

and the result was a conspiracy against the minister. He was
falsely accused of treason, and under Muhammad Shdh's order

was executed in 1481.^ Bijdpur the estate or jdgir of the late

minister was conferred on Yusuf Adil Khdn the future founder of

the Adil Shahi kings of Bijapur, and he was appointed tarafddr
or provincial governor of Bijapur. The death of Mdhmud GrAwan
was a grievous blow to Bahmani power, as he alone was able to

control the rivalries and disafEection of the ambitious nobles of

the court. The kingdom was torn by the rivalries and intrigues

of two great parties, the Deccanis, chiefly naturalised foreigners

under the leadership of Nizdm-ul-Mulk, and the Foreigners, includ-

ing Turks Arabs Persians Afghans and Moghals, under the leadership

of Yasuf Adil Khd,n. These factions led to the division of the

Bahmani kingdom among five independent states, the Adil Shdhi

under Yusuf Adil KhAn at Bijdpur (1489-1686), the Nizdm Shdhi

' Briggs' Ferishta, II. 502-504; Colonel Meadows Taylor in Architecture of Bijii-

pur 10.
' According to Ferishta KhwAja G-Awin, who waa connected with the family of

fhe Shih of Persia, alarmed by the intrigues and jealousies of the Persian court,

left his native land, travelled as a merchant through many countries, and formed the

acquaintance of the learned men of each. Partly for trade and partly to visit the

learned men of the Decoan, KhwAja G4wd,n landed in 1455 at DAbhol in Ratndgiri

and travelled to Bedar, AlM-ud-din Bahmani (14.35-1457) was charmed by his

learning and information and raised him to the rank of a noble. Under AUd-ud-din'a

successors he received title after title until he became the first man in the state. He
was a strict Sunni, very learned and liberal, an accomplished writer, and a profound

scholar. He left a library of three thousand volumes. In his habits he was simple

and frugal. Even in his best days he slept on a bare mat, and the only cooking pots

in his kitchen were common earthen pipkins. His daily household charges were

never above 4s. (Ks. 2). On his death no treasures and no private effects were
found. What he gained during his life over and above his bare support, he gave in

charity. Briggs' Ferishta, II. 510-512; Scott's Deccan, I, 172-175 ; Architecture of

Bijapur, 11.
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under Malik Ahmad Bhairi at Ahmadnagar (1490-1636), the
Kutb Shdhi under Sultan Kutb-ul-mulk at Golkonda (1512-1687),
and the Berid Shd,hi under Kasim Berid at Bedar (1492- 1609).i

Though kings, nominally supreme, continued to rule as late as 1526,
the supremacy of the fiahmanis may be said to have ceased from
1489, when Yusuf Adil Khd,n threw off his allegiance and established
himself as an independent ruler at Bijapur.

According to Colonel Meadows Taylor, except Humdyun Shdh
(1457-1461) the Bahmani kings protected their people and
governed them justly and well. Among the Deccan Hindus all

elements of social union and local government were preserved and
strengthened by the Musalmdns, who, without interfering with or
remodelling local institutions and hereditary offices, turned them
to their own use. Persian and Arabic education was extended by
village schools attached to mosques and endowed with lands.
This tended to the spread of the literature and faith of the
rulers, and the effects of this education can still be traced
throughout the Bahmani dominions. A lai'ge foreign commerce
centred in Bedar, the capital of the Deccan, which was visited by
merchants and travellers from all countries. The Bahmani kings
made few public works. There were no water works, no roads or
bridges, and no public inns or posts. Their chief works were
huge castles which after 500 years are as perfect as when they
were built. These forts have glacis and counterscarps, covered
ways, traverses, flanking bastions with curtains and • intermediate
towers, broad wet and dry ditches, and in all plain fortresses a
fausse-braye or rampart-mound with bastions and towers in

addition to the main rampart. No forcible conversion of masses
of Hindus seems to have taken place. A constant stream of

foreigners poured in from Persia, Arabia, Tartary, Afghanistan,
and Abyssinia. These foreigners, who served chiefly as soldiers,

married Hindus and created the new Muhammadan population of

the Deccan.^

Yusuf Adil Shd,h, the founder of the BijApur kingdom, was a

younger son of Agha Murdd or Amureth Sultan of Constantinople
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Golkonda kings :

Bij&pWf Ahmadnagar^ and Golkonda Kinga, 11*89 1687.
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(1421-1451). He was born about 1443. In the Sultan's family

the custom was to allow only one male child to survive its

father, so, when the new Sultan Muhammad II. ordered the

destruction of all his father's male children, Yusuf was included

in the order. His mother urged that the boy's life might be
spared, and, when her request was refused, she resolved to save him
by stratagem. With the help of a Persian merchant named Khwdja
Imad-ud-din, who was then in Constantinople, she put another child

in place of her own. She gave the boy Yusuf to the care of the

merchant, and exacted a promise from him that he would protect him
throughlife. Khwdjalmad-ud-dinnoblyfulfilledhispromise. He took

the boy with him to Sava in Persia, and carefully attended to his rear-

ing and training.^ His mother heard at intervals of Yusuf's welfare,

and later on sent his nurse, with her son Ghuzanfarbeg and her

daughter Dilshad Agha., to remain with him, and they seem to have
never afterwards quitted him. Some careless words of the nurse made
known the secret of Yusuf's birth, and they were forced to bribe the

Turkish governor heavily before they were allowed to leave Sava.

They fled to Kum-Isphahdn and from that to Shirdz. Here Yusuf,

warned in a dream, set out for India and in 1461 reached the

port of Dabhol in Eatndgiri. He was then about seventeen,

handsome, of pleasing manners, and well educated, A Persian

merchant who had come to Dabhol for trade invited him to

accompany him to Bedar, then the capital of the Bahmani kingdom.
Here Yusuf was sold, nominally it maybe supposed, to the minister

Mahmud Gdwan, who appointed him to the Koyal Bodyguard. He
rose rapidly in favour, and, being expert in the use of arms and in

the management of troops, he was appointed to the command of the

^uard, and soon after became Master of the Horse. Yusuf, who
seems not to have cared for court employ, had himself transferred

to the province of Berar which was governed by Nizam-ul-Mulk
Turk, where, as commander of five hundred horse, he frequently

distinguished himself and gained the title of Adil Khan. Mahmud
Gd.wan appointed him governor of Daulatabad, and on Mahmud's
death he was transferred to BijApur. In 1482, on the accession of

Mahmud Shah II. (1482 - 151 8), Adil Khan visited Bedar. This visit

seems to have been as much a demonstration of strength as a

compliment ; all the foreign troops looked to him as their leader and

encamped with his troops outside of the city. The management of

the kingdom was then with Nizam-ul-Mulk Bhairi who had been the

principal instigator of the murder of MAhmud GawAn. This man,

seeing that Yusuf would be a formidable obstacle to his ambitious '

designs, endeavoured to effect his destruction, together with that of

all his troops in and around Bedar. The plot failed. Though nomi-

nally reconciled, Yusuf was satisfied that he had nothing to expect

from the king. He returned to Bijdpur and never revisited the

capital. He governed his province as a half-independent chief,

' From Sava in Persia, where Yusuf was brought up, Yusuf himself, and after him
all the Adil Shihi kings, were known to the Portuguese by the name of Sabayo.
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till, in 1489, he threw oflE the last remnant of allegiance and
assumed the signs of royalty. He possessed himself of the country
trom the Bhima to Bijapur, Iked on Bijapur as his capital, and

f?f.°,^ ^°^^' ^'^^ known as the Arkilla, on the site of the old Tillage
of Bichkanhali.1

^

Immediately on his revolt, Yusuf Khan was attacked by Kasim
Berid, the Bahmani minister, who induced the Vijayanagar king
Narsimh II. (1487-1508) to join in the war. By skilful movements
Yusuf defeated this combination. In 1498 he was again attacked
by Vijaya,nagar, the army according to Ferishta being commanded
by Timrdj, the regent-minister, and the Rdja himself accompanying
it. Yusuf fell on the army with his cavalry, which seem to
have been his only troops. He was repulsed but renewed the attack
with such vigour that the Vijayanagar army fled and the Raja
himself was so severely wounded that he died on his way to the
capital.^ The results of this victory were most important; an
immense amount of booty, in elephants horses and gold, was
captured, and Yusuf was firmly established on his throne. Shortly
after, Yusuf had the honour of receiving his former master, Mdhmud
Shah Bahmani, in his capital, and of showing him the new citadel
and

^
the palaces which were nearly finished. A marriage between

Bibi Mussiti Yusufs daughter and Mahmud's son Ahmad Shdh
was arranged, and the betrothal was performed with great pomp at
Kulbarga. In the same year (1498), when the Bahmani country
was formally distributed among Yusuf Adil Khin of Bijapur, Ahmad
Nizdm Khdn of Ahmadnagar, and Kd,sim Berid of Bedar, Goa and
the neighbouring disricts fell to Yusuf and a Bijdpur officer was
appointed to Goa.^

During his reign of twenty-one years, with varying results, the
king was always embroiled in quarrels with the Bahmani minister
K^sim Berid, and with the king of Ahmadnagar. About 1502 Yusuf
nearly caused his own downfall by proclaiming the public profession
of the Shia creed in Bijapur.* His education in Persia, the centre of the
Shia faith, had given Yusuf a liking for this sect. He was compelled
for a time to conform to the Sunni doctrines, the established religion

at the Bahmani court, but seems to have taken the first opportunity
of publicly professing himself a Shia. The occasion was critical. Some
of his foreign troops were Shi^s, but the majority, Turks Deccanis
and Abyssinians, were Sunnis, and none of the neighbouring kings
was likely to look with favour on the establishment of heretical

doctrines in the new kingdom. None of these reasons was sufficient

to deter Yusuf who carried out his plans with his usual judgment.
The free profession of the Sunni faith was allowed in all his

^ Close to this fort and on the area now included within the city walls were six
other Hindu villages, Giohan-hali, Chandu-keri, Kyadgi, Kyatunkeri, Korbuthali,
and Korunkatti, out not a trace of them remains. Biohkanhali is supposed to have
stood on the site of the present Arkilla, and a low circular tower near the centre is

still pointed out as part of this old village. Mr. Ti. P. Silccck, C S

.

^ Briggs' Ferishta, III. 12. This account seems inaccurate as Vir Narsimh or Nar-
gimh II. who began his reign in 1487 continued to reign with great power till 1508^

f
Briggs' Ferishta, III. 19. t Briggs^ Ferishta, III. 22.
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dominions, a toleration,which greatly aided him in maintaining his

power. The Ahmadnagar king Ahmad Bhairi (1490-1508), Kutb-
ul-Mulk of Golkonda, and Amir Berid of Bedar, combined against him
on religious grounds and invaded the kingdom. Yusuf, finding he
could not meet the allies in a general engagement, entrusted the

defence of the capital to his general Kamdl Khan, marched north,

and endeavoured to create a diversion by ravaging the country and
cutting ofi the supplies of the invading armies. He also tried to

obtain aid from Imdd-ul-Mulk, king of Berdr ; but that monarch
advised him if he wished to save his kingdom to recall his edict in

favour of the Shia faith. Tusuf recalled his edict, and Imad-ul-
Mulk succeeded in detaching Ahmad Bhairi and Kutb-ul-Mulk
from the league. The only member of the alliance now in arms
against Yusuf was Amir Berid of Bedar, but on the approach of

Yusufs troops he fled, leaving to Yusuf his camp and all his effects.

Thus ended what is called in the Deccan The Holy War of the
Faithful Brethren.^ The object for which this war was undertaken
was not gained. On his return to his capital, Yusuf re-established
the public profession of the Shia faith, and from that date till his

death in lolO no attempt was made to disturb his religion.

In 1502 the Italian traveller Varthema described Bijdpur as a
walled city very beautiful and very "rich vsdth splendid houses.^

The king, who was powerful, rich, and liberal, lived in great pride

and pomp. His palace had many chambers, forty-four of which had
to be crossed before reaching the king's chamber. A great number
of his servants wore on the insteps of their shoes rubies, diamonds,
and other jewels. About a league from the city was a mountain
guarded and walled from which diamonds were dug. The people,

who were generally of a tawny colour, were Muhammadans, whose
dress consisted of robes or very beautiful silk shirts, and they wore
shoes or boots with breeches after the fashion of sailors. When the

ladies went abroad their faces were covered. The king was always at

war with the king of Narsinga, that is with Narsimh king of Vijaya-

nagar. The BijApur army consisted of 25,000 men, horse and foot,

the greater part of them white foreigners. The king owned
many vessels and was a great enemy of the Christians. The island

of Groa, which belonged to Bijdpur, every year paid the Bijd,pur king

ten thousand golden ducats called by them pardais. These pa/rdais

were smaller than the seraphim of Cairo, but thicker, and had

two devils stamped on one side of them and certain letters on the

other.* The fortress of Goa was near the sea. It was walled

after the European manner, and was commanded by a captain

called Savain who was a Mdmeluke and at the head of four hundred

1 Briggs' JFeriahta, III. 28.

" This remark about the city walls, which were not built till 1503, and the account

of the diamond hill near the city, seem to show that Varthema described BijApur from
hearsay.

^ Pardai or pardao or pertab or hun or pagoda is a Southern India coin which in

rare cases bears on one side the doable figure of Shiv and Pdrvati and on the obverse

B, legend showing it to have been struck by a female sovereign whose title was Shri

SadSfihiv, Most of the coins bear the figures of Shiv and PArvati on one side and
a pyramidal temple on the other, Hence its name of Pagoda, Badger's Varthema, 116

note 1.
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M^melukes.i With these Mdmelukes like his master he waged
a great war with the king of Narsinga. Whenever he could get
them he engaged the services of white men paying each £5 5s.

to £7 (15 - 20 Pardais) a month. Before entering a recruit among
the braves he tested his strength by exchanging blows with him
each putting on a leather tunic. If the new comer proved strong
he was entered in the list of able-bodied men, if weak he was given
work other than fighting.^

In 1498j under Vasco da Gama, the Portuguese appeared on the
Kanara coast. While their ships were at anchor at Anjidiv off

Kdrwar, Sabayo, that is Yusuf Adil Shdh of Bijdpur or rather Yusuf's
governor of Groaj ordered a Musalmdn Jew, who was at the head of

his navy, to take some boats, surprise the strangers, and bring them
prisoners to Goa. The attempt failed. The Portuguese seized and
flogged the Jew, destroyed the Goa boats, and taking the Jew to

Portugal baptised him under the name of Gasper da Gama.^ The
Portuguese strengthenedtheir hold on the Kanara coast by an alliance

with the Vijayanagar king Narsimh II. (1487-1508) and his son
Krishna Raya (1508-1534). In 1 506 Sabaia, that is Tusuf Adil Shah,
sent a fleet of sixty sail againstAnjidivunder arenegadenamed Antonio
Fernando who had taken the Musalman name of AbduUa. The
Portuguese bravely defended their fort and A^bduUa had to withdraw.

In 1509 Afonso Dalboquerque was appointed Portuguese viceroy.

In the latter part of the year, or early in 1510, he formed an
offensive and defensive league with Krishna RAya against Bijapur.

As Goa was poorly defended, the garrison in arrears, and the people

discontented, Dalboquerque marched towards Goa, and, on the 1 st

of March 1510, took Panjim, and two days afterwards the town and
fort surrendered without a struggle. Two months later (May)

a Bijapur army* under Kamal Khan^ entered the Goa territory,

and, after a siege of twenty-one days, Dalboquerque was forced to

withdraw to his ships. The Portuguese spent the four rainy

months (June -November) in making preparations and, by the

25th of November, Dalboquerque unaided, as Krishna Raya of

Vijayanagar had planned to seize Goa for himself, drove the Bijd,pur

troops out of the city and island of Goa.^

Before the Portuguese conquest of Goa in 1510, according to the

Portuguese traveller Duarte Barbosa who was minutely acquainted

with the west coast of India between 1500 and 1514, the Sabaym
Delcani, that is Yusuf Adil Shdh of Bijapur, was very fond of Goa
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1 Varthema probably means Georgian and European Christians who had turned

Mus41m4ns. ' Badger's "Varthema, 115 - 118.

3 Vasoo da Gama's Three Voyages, 244, 246, 253.
^^^ „, , ^ ^ ^ . ..

> According to T^aria y Souza (Kerr's Voyages, VL 133) one detachment of the

Biitour army was commanded by the mother and women of the Bi]4pur kmg, who

mii£tained their troops out of the gains of 4000 prostitutes who followed the army

^According to Faria y Souza (Kerr's Voyages, VI. 132) Yusuf Adil Shdh died

before the capture of Goa by Dalboquerque on the 1st of March 1510; according

to Ferishta (Briggs, HI. 30) he died some months later, after the recapture of Goa in

Tbetails of the Portuguese conquest of Goa are given in the Kdnara Statistical

Account. Bombay Gazetteer, XV. Part II. 108-110.
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and at one time tHouglit of making Groa Ms head-quarters. Under

him it was a great place of trade with many Moors, white men, and

rich merchants, and many great G-entile merchants. To its good port

flocked ships from Mecca, Aden, Ormuz, Cambay, and the Malabar

country. Sabaym Delcani lived much in Goa and kept there his

captain and men-at-arms, and without his leave no one went out or

in by land or by sea. The town was large with goodly buildings

and handsome streets and a fine fortress. There were many
mosques and many Hindu temples. After the defeat of the Egyptian

fleet at Diu in South Kathidw^r in 1-509 Sabaym called all the

runaway Rumis, that is Turks and Mamelukes, to him and treated

them with great honour .^ With their help he hoped to defeat the

Portuguese. Much money was gathered, great ships and handsome
European-like galleys and brigantines were built, and much
artillery of brass and iron was forged. When the preparations

were well advanced they set out and took all native craft that plied

under a Portuguese pass.^ Yusuf's kingdom of Decani had many
great cities, and many towns inhabited by Moors and Grentiles. It

was a country very well cultivated and abundantly supplied with

provisions and had an extensive commerce, which produced much
revenue to the Moor king Mahamuza, that is Mahmud Shah
Bahmani II. (1482-1518) the nominal overlord of Yusuf Adil Shah.

He lived very luxuriously and with much pleasure, in a great city

inland called Mavider that is Ahmadabad Bedar. This king held

the whole of his kingdom divided among Moorish lords, to each

of whom he had assigned cities, towns, and villages. These
lords governed and ruled, so that the king did not give any orders

in his kingdom, nor did he meddle, except in giving himself a

pleasant life aad amusement. All these lords did obeisance to him
and brought him the revenue with which they had to come into his

presence. If any one of them revolted or disobeyed, the others

went against him and destroyed him, or reduced him again to

obedience to the king. These lords frequently had wars and
differences among one another and it happened that some took

villages from others. But afterwards the king made peace and
administered justice between them. Each one had many horsemen,
very good archers with the Turkish bow, white people of good
figures. Their dress was of cotton stuff, and they wore caps on
their heads. They gave large pay to the soldiers : they spoke Arabic
Persian and the Decani language, which was the natural language
of the country. These Moorish lords took tents of cotton into the

field, in which they dwelt when they went on a journey or to war.

They rode a small saddle, and fought tied to their horses. They
carried in their hands very long light lances with four-sided iron

points, very strong, and about two feet (three palms) in length.

They wore tunics quilted with cotton called laudes, and some wore
tunics of mail, and had their horses caparisoned. Some carried iron

1 Eumi, properly an inhabitant of Anatolia in Asia Minor, in this case is Mdmeluke
rather than Turk. There were Europeans in the Egyptian fleet at Diu as the Portu-
guese found books in Latin, Italian, and Portuguese. Faria y Souza in Kerr's Voyages,
VI. 119. 2 Stanley's Barbosa, 74-77.
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maces and battle-axes, two swords and a buckler, and a Turkish bow
supplied with many arrows, so that each man carried offensive

weapons for two. Many of these took their wives with them to the
wars; they made use of pack oxen^ on which they carried their

chattels when they travelled. They were frequently at war with the
king of Narsinga, so that they were at peace but for a short time.
The Gentiles of this kingdom of Decani were black, well made, and
brave. Most of them fought on foot and some on horseback. The
Gentile foot soldiers carried swords and shields, and bows and
arrows, and were very good archers. Their bows were long after the
fashion of English bows. They went naked from the waist upwards
and wore small caps on their heads. They ate all meat except cow.
They were idolaters and when they died their bodies were burnt, and
of their own free will their wives burned themselves with their

dead husbands.^

In 1510 Yusuf Adil Shdh died of dropsy and was buried at Goge
in the province of Shorapur in the Nizam's territory about forty

miles east of Biid,pur. Among the sovereigns of the Deocan, Yusuf
Adil Shdh, whether for statesmanship or accomplishments, holds

a high, probably the highest, place. His character and his adminis-

tration have no trace of the cruelty, bigotry, and licentiousness

which marked some of the Bahmani kings. Even the proclamation

of his devotion to the Shia faith, which might have stirred

fanatical excitement and bloodshed, was so temperate and wise as

to cause no permanent uneasiness or loss of power. He was the

founder of a dynasty which of all Deccan dynasties, except the

Kutb Shdhis of Golkonda, has left the noblest memorials of its

greatness. He was the patron of art and literature in the highest

degree then known in India. To his subjects of all creeds and
classes he was just and merciful, and it is probable that his marriage

to a Hindu lady, the daughter of a Maratha chieftain, his only wife,

may have given him more sympathy with his Hindu subjects than

was at all common at that time.^

Yusuf seems to have developed the revenue reforms introduced in

1 478 by Mdhmud Gdwdn. He also seems to have revived those reforms

of Mdhmud Gawdn's which the revolution of 1489 had prevented from

being carried out. Under Yusuf's government, though perhaps less

regularly than afterwards under the Moghals, the country was

parcelled into districts or sarhdrs. Each district was distributed

among sub-divisions which were generally known by the Persian

names pargana,karyat, samat, mahdl, and fakAa,and sometimes by the

Hindu names prdnt and desk. The revenue was generally farmed

sometimes by the village. Where it was not farmed the revenue was

collected by Hindu officers. Over the revenue farmers and collectors

was an agent or amil who collected the revenue, managed the police,

and settled civil suits. Civil suits relating to land were generally

referred to juries or pcmchdyats. In cases of hereditary property
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to whicli government was a party tlie Bijapur jury consisted of

fifteen men of whom two-thirds were Musalmdns and one-third

were Hindus. Over each group of agents or amildars was a chief

collector or mohdsaddr, from the Arabic moquaita the seat of customs.

The office of chief collector in theory was held for a short term of

years 5 in practice the chief collector was allowed to hold his post

for a long period and sometimes to pass it to his son. Over the chief

•collector there was generally a provincial governor or sw&Aa. Deeds
tind formal writings were made out in the governor's name,but he did
snot always live in the district and he never took part in its revenue
management.^ Though the chief power in the country was
Muhammadan large numbers of Hindus were employed in the service

of the state. The garrisons of hill forts were generally Hindus,
MarathaSj Rdmoshis, and Bedars, fortified towns and a few hill forts

of special strength being reserved for Musalman commandants or
Mlleddrs. Parts of the plain country, with the title of estateholder or

jdgirddr and of hereditary head or deshmukh, were entrusted to loyal

Hindus, chiefly Brahmans, Lingi.yats, and Mardthds. The tenure of

these estates was generally military, the value of the grant being in

proportion to the number of troops which the holder maintained.
Numbers of Hindus were employed in the Bijdpur armies. Family
feuds or personal hate, and in border villages probably a respect for

the chances of war, often led members of the same family to seek
service in rival Musalmdn states. Hindus of distinguished service

were rewarded with the Hindu titles of Bdja, Ndih, and Rdo?
Yusuf Adil Shdh was succeeded by his son Ismdil Adil Shah

(1510 - 1534) a boy of five. During the young king's minority the
•minister Kam^l SZhan was apppointed regent. One of his first acts

was to restore the public profession of the Sunni faith, by which he
gained the attg,chment of the Deccani portion of the army, as well as

the approval and respect of the neighbouring kings. This religious

change was mainly made with a view to his own advancement.
Tempted by the success which had followed his master Yusuf in

his revolt against Mdhmud Shdh Bahmani, and seeing how the

efforts of the Berid family of Bedar had also succeeded, Kamdl Khan
planned to depose the young king and seat himself on the Bijapur

throne. To this end he opened secret negotitations with Amir
Berid of Bedar, who had designs on the Ahmadnagar kiugdom,
where Burhan Nizdm (1508-1553) was also a minor, and an offensive

and defensive alliance was formed between them. The foreigners

in the Bijapur army were likely to prove a serious obstacle to Kamd<l

Khdn's ambitious designs. He contrived greatly to increase the

Deccan element by entertaining a number of the local Maratha
horse, and dismissing all foreigners except 300 who formed the

king's bodyguard. He fixed on the 30th of May 1511 as the lucky

day for deposing Ismail. Had the project been carried out on that

day it would have succeeded. It was delayed on the advice of the

astrologers, who warned the minister that some dangerous days for

him were at hand. Kamal Khdn confined himself to his palace, and

1 Grant Duflfs Marathds, 36, 38, Grant Duff's MardthAs, 36-38.
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strengthened his guards^ giving out that he was ill. This delay
gave the queen-mother, Bubuji Khananij the chance of attempting to
free her son. Her spies had told her of the plot and she adroitly-

turned Kamdl Khan's seclusion to his own destruction. Tusnf Turk,
the king's foster-father, was chosen as the agent for the minister's
destruction and gladly took the part assigned to him. Under pre-
tence of gaining the minister'sleave to visit Mecca, Yusuf was allowed
into the palace. Approaching, according to custom, with great
humility, he made his obeisance and uttered several flattering

speeches which pleased Kamdl Khan, who called him nearer and
stretched oat his hand to give him betel leaf. Yusuf putting his

hands under the cloth that covered his shoulders advanced as if to

receive the leaf. The minister stretched out his hand to put the'

leaf on the cloth, when Yusuf with the quickness of lightning draw-
ing a dagger hid beneath the cloth, stabbed Kamdl Khdn in the
breast with all his force, so that he fell and died with a loud groan.

Yusuf Turk was cut to pieces by the attendants.^ Though a rumour
of what had happened spread through the city and caused consider-

able alarm to Kami,l Khan's adherents, Ismdil was not yet safe. To
allay the excitement, KamAl Khan's mother and his brother Safdar
Jang gave out that the minister was wounded not dead. To support

this story the body was set on pillows in a window overlooking the

palace court as if to receive the salutation of the people. Taking
advantage of the anger caused by the attempted assassination, and
knowing that every moment's delay helped the royal party to com-
plete their arrangements for defence, Safdar Jang hurried with a

body of armed men to the citadel and attacked the palace. Dilshad

Agha, Ynsuf Adil Shah's foster-sister, encouraged the palace-guard.

In spite of their stubborn resistance, the assailants, who were
numerous and well armed with muskets, would have carried all

before them had not the garrison been strengthened'by a number of

the loyal foreign soldiers who climbed into the palace by ropes thrown
over the walls. The palace gates were forced open and the rebels

headed by Safdar Jang rushed into the courtyard. They were met
by a discharge of fire-arms from the terrace of the palace,, and
Safdar Jang was wounded in the eye. He took refuge under a wall

on the top of which the king, a child of six, was standing. Seeing

his enemy the child rolled over upon him a heavy stone which fell

on his head and killed him on the spot._ The insurgents fled to,

seek Kam41 Khan, and finding him dead dispersed. The royal

troops rallied round the young king and the city was quickly cleared

of the disaffected. Among the most prominent men on. the king's

side in this outbreak was Khusru Turk, who, in reward for hia

services received the estate of Belgaum and the title of Asad Khd,n.

Probably owing to the advice of Asad Khd,n the young king's

reign began with great success. One of his first measures was, in

1513, to restore the Shia faith which had been forbidden by the
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regent Kamal Khan, In 1514 the kings of Alimadnagar, Berar,

and Golkonda leagued against him. The confederate army, accom-

panied by the Bahmani king Mdhmud Shdh II. (1482-1518) and

his son Ahmad at the head of 25,000 cavalry, marched towards

Bijapur, laying waste thie country as they came. Ismail made no
attempt to meet this invasion in the field. When the attacking

force had reached AMpur, a suburb, of Bijapur about a mile and a

half from the eastern gate of tbe city, he led against them in person

his own 12,000 foreign cavalry and gained a decisive victory. The
Bahmani army fled, leaving Mahmud Shah Bahmani and his son

Ahmad in the victor's hands, who treated the royal captives with

the greatest courtesy. This battle was followed by the marriage of

Ismd,il's sister Mussiti with Ahmad the son of the Bahmani king to

whom she had been betrothed, and their marriage was celebrated

with great pomp at Kulbarga. In 1519 Ismd.il's rank and indepen-

dence were acknowledged by the king of Persia who sent an
ambassador to his court.* In the same year (1519) Krishna B^ya
of Vijayanagar (1508-1534) extended his conquests as far north as

the Krishna and possessed himself of the Raichnr Dodb. To retake

the Raichur Doab, while under the influence of wine, Ismail, at the

head of 2000 men, attempted to cross the Krishna, without due
precautions, in the face of the hostile force. The result was a

ruinous defeat, the king himself narrowly escaping and the army
having to return to Bijdpur. This victory enabled Krishna Raya
and his successors for several years to keep Baddmi and probably
other parts of South Bijapur.

In 1524 Ismdil's sister Mariam was married to Burhdn Nizdm
of Ahmadnagar (1508 - 1553). As Ismail failed to keep his promise
of ceding the fort of Sholapur and its five and a half districts as his

sister's marriage portion, Burhan Nizdm, aided by Imad Shdh of

Berar and Amir Berid regent of Bedar, marched with forty

thousand men to besiege Sholdpur and to occupy the five and a
half districts. Ismail opposed them with ten thousand foreign troops

and three thousand archers. The archers were surprised by a body
of the allied army, were defeated, and dispersed.' But, rallying at a
distance, they approached the confederate camp and were allowed

to pass. They seized the advantage, attacked the confederates,

and, after a dreadful slaughter, effected their retreat. Ismd,il

advanced next morning against the allies, who were not recovered

from their panic, and whose line was formed in the utmost disorder

and confusion. The allies made but little resistance; their camp
was taken, and vast riches fell to the victors.^ In 1528 Asad Khan,
the Bijapur general, again defeated Burhdn Nizam and Amir Berid

who had attacked the Bijapur country. In 1529 Asad Khdn entered

the Amir Berid's camp at night and carried off the regent on the

bed where he lay in a drunken sleep. Bedar was captured and
Amir Berid became practically the vassal of the Bijapur king;

Shortly after Ismail, aided by Imad Shah of Berar recovered the

I Briggs' Ferishta, III. 48. 2 Waring's MarAthds, 35 36.
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forts of Raichur and Mudgal from Krislina Rdya of Vijayanagar,
but was prevented from passing further by an invasion of Burhdu
Nizdm and Amir Berid from the north. In 1633 Burhan Nizam was
again defeated and with difficulty escaped. Much plunder fell into

the hands of Ismdil and his superiority was established throughout
the Deccan. This battle was known as the Foreign Boys' Victory
because it was in great measure won by a corps of sons of foreigners

and Rajputs.^ A K^narese inscription dated 1533-34 (S. 1455) at

Bdnshankarij three miles south-east of B^ddmi, shows that

during this time Bddami and probably other parts of South Bijapur
continued to belong to Vijayanagar.^ In 1534 Ismail died and was
buried at Goge near his father. According to a writer of that time
quoted by Ferishta Ismail Adil Shdh was just, prudent, and patient,

and so abundantly magnanimous that he gave rewards without too

minutely inquiring into the state of his treasury. In his extreme
generosity he often pardoned public criminals, and never would listen

to slander. He was never passionate and was always sensible and
acute. He was an adept in painting, varnishing, arrow-making and
embroidering saddle-cloths. In music and poetry he excelled

most of his age. He was fond of the company of poets and learned

men numbers of whom were munificently supported at his court.

He dearly loved repartee and no king of the Deccan was his equal

in humour. He seldom used the Deccan tongue, and was fonder of

Turkish and Persian manners music and language, than of those

of the Deccan. This was owing to the education he had received

from his aunt Dilshad Agha, who, by his father's desire, kept him
as much as possible from the company of Deccanis, so that he had
little relish for their society.*

Shortly before Ismdil's death the popular feeling was in favour

of the younger son Ibrdhim, but Asad Khan at Ismdil's earnest

request placed his eldest son Mallu on the throne. MaUu Adil Shah
proved a disgrace to his dynasty. He plunged into most filthy

debaucheries and disgusted all the great nobles of the court. His

grandmother Bubuji Khanam, seeing that his rule would ruin the

kingdom, advised that he should be deposed. After a reign of six

months he was dethroned and blinded, and his brother was raised to

the throne under the title of Ibrdhim Adil Shah.

Ibrahim Adil Shah I. (1534-1557) was the first Bijd,pur king

who followed the Sunni faith.* The change of religion was accom-

panied by a complete military change. The late king Ismail, warned

by the rebellion of Kamdl Khdn, had greatly increased the foreign

element in the army, but, as these foreigners were Shias, under

Ibrdhim they were obliged to give way to the Deccan and

1 Briggs' Ferishta, HI. 70. ' Jour. Bom. Br. Roy. As. Soo. XII. 344.

3 Briggs' Ferishta, III. 7i2.
, „ ^ ^, ^.., ,. „ ,

« Briggs' Ferishta III. 78. It is curious that half of the BijApur kings professed

the Sumi and half the Shia faith. Yusuf and IsmAil were Shids ; Ibrdhim I. was a

Sunni ; Ali Adil Shdh I. a Shia ; Ibrahim II. and his son Mdhmud were Sunnis ; Ah
Adil Sh4h II. was a Shia, and the last Shikandar is doubtfully stated to have been a

Sunni. Mr. H. F. Siloock, C.S.
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Abyssinian element whicli was Sunni. As Ibrdhim had a liking for

the natives of the Deccan, Marathi took the place of Persian as the

language of accounts and finance, and many Brahmans and other

Hindus rose to eminence in the royal service, Mar^tha soldiers

were also engaged. He entertained 3000 Deccan cavalry, and,

instead of the Bahmani system of self-horsed cavaliers or shileddrs,

enlisted men of low position who were supplied with state horses

and were called bargirs} In 1542, at Vijayanagar, on the death

of Krishna Raya, or more probably of Achyuta Raya, one Ram
Raja usurped the throne and ruled in the name of Sad^shiv Raya
the lawful king whom he kept in confinement. According to

Ferishta Ibrahim Adil Shdh had so much influence in Vijayanagar
that the Vijayanagar king paid a heavy tribute and acknowledged the

supremacy ofBijdpur. This seems doubtful as inscriptions in South
Bijdpur show that the Vijayanagar kings had not lost their hold on
this part of the country. Of three of Sadashiv Rdya's inscriptions

two are at Baddmi and one at Tolachkod about five miles south-east

of Bdddmi. Of the two Bddami inscriptions one dated 1543-44

(S. 1465) records the construction of a bastion, and the other,

dated 1547-48 (S. 1469), records a grant to a guild of barbers.

The Tolachkod inscription, dated 1544-45 (S. 1466), records the grant
of the village of the Ddnakasirivur on the bank of the Malprabha
or MaMpahari for the maintenance of a temple.^

About this time (1542) while Ibrahim's distrust of his minister
Asad Khdn, who was a staunch Shia, had driven him to his

estate of Belgaum, Burhdn Nizdm of Ahmadnagar and Amir Berid
entered the Bijapur country from the north. They were joined

by Asad Khan from Belgaum to save his estate from being ravaged.

The armies marched to Bijapur, spreading fire and slaughter as

far as the capital. Ibrdhim. Adil Shah, thinking himself unable
to oppose the invaders, fled to Kulbarga. Asad Khdn, after

explaining that he was loyal to his king and had joined the invaders

under compulsion, induced Imad Shah of Berdr to help his master.

To prevent the Berdr army from joining Ibrdhim, Burhan Nizam
and Amir Berid raised the siege of Bijapur, ravaged the suburbs,

and moved towards Kulbarga, where they were completely defeated.

This and the death of Amir Berid induced Burhan Nizdm to sue

for peace which was granted. In 1543 Bijapur was attacked on
three sides, by Burhan Nizam on the north, by Jamshid Kutb Shdh
on the east, and by Ram Rdja on the south. Burhan Nizdm and
Rdm Raja were bought off by concessions, and Asad Khdn, the
Bijdpur general, centred his efforts against Golkonda. Jamshid
Kutb Shah was completely defeated and so wounded that his face

was disfigured for life. After reducing G-olkonda, Ibrdhim turned
his arms against Burhan Niz&,m, who, roused to action by Ram
Rdja of Vijayanagar, had advanced as far as Urchan on the left

bank of the Bhima about fifteen miles east of Indi. After passing

1 Briggs' Ferishta, III. 79 ; Grant Duff's MarAthds, 34 and note,

f Indian Antiquary, X, 64 67.
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the tliree wet months on the right bank of the river Ibrahim
crossed the Bhima and defeated Burhd,n Niz&m with immense
loss, including 250 elephants and 170 pieces of cannon, with
ammunition and camp equipage. In this action IbrAhim fought
with great valour killing three antagonists in single combat with
his own hand.i After this success Ibrahim became cruel, suspicious,
and hated.

_
Taking advantage of the general disaffection Burhan

Nizam regained his losses, defeated Ibrahim in several engagements,
and once more threatened to destroy his power. A conspiracy was
set on foot for deposing Ibrdhim and placing his brother Abdulla
on the throne. The plot was discovered and Abdulla had to fly to
Goa, where the Portuguese committed great havoc on the Bijdpur
territories, wasting with fire and sword the towns between Goa and
Bdnkot in Ratnagiri.^ AbduUa's flight to Goa roused the king's
suspicions against Asad Khan, who had to retire to Belgaum.
In spite of the treatment he had received at Ibrd,him's hands,
Asad Khdn rejected AbduUa's offers, who was advancing,
supported by the Portuguese and by Burhdn Nizam. Burhd,n Nizam,
instead of advancing to Bijdpur remained at Belgaum in the hope
of securing that fort. But Asad Khdn continued staunch to the
king, others of the leading nobles followed his example, a large force
gathered to Ibrahim's aid, and Abdulla and the Portuguese were
forced to retire. Feeling death approaching Asad Khan asked
Ibrahim to visit him in Belgaum, Ibrahim started to visit him, but
before he reached Belgaum Asad Khan was dead (1549). Abdulla
fled to Goa and was killed in 1554.

In 1551 an alliance was made between Burhdn Nizam of Ahmad-
nagar and the king of Vijayanagar; and hostilities were begun
against the BijApur king and his ally Ali Berid of Bedar. Kalyan
in the Bedar state was besieged by the Ahmadnagar troops,

and Ibrdhim marched to relieve it. At first he met with some
success, but he was surprised by a sudden attack and had to fly

for his life. Next year (1552) he lost Sholdpur, Mudgal, and
Raichur, the two last places falling into the hands of their former
possessors, the Vijayanagar kings. On the death of Burhdn Nizam
in 1553, his successor Husain (1553-1565) made peace with
Ibrahim, but Ibrahim, in the hope of recovering ShoMpur,
espoused the cause of Husain's brother and rival Ali, and also

concluded a treaty with Vijayanagar. Ibrahim trusted much to the

aid from Seif-ain-ul-Mulk, the commander-in-chief of the late king
of Ahmadnagar who had entered his service. A battle ensued
near Sholdpur, which would have been won by Bijdpur had Ibrahim
supported Seif-ain-ul-M.ulk. Ibrahim fancied himself betrayed,

and fled from the field, and when Seif-ain-ul-Mulk joined him at

Bijd.pur treated him with such discourtesy that Seif-ain-ul-Mulk

retired to the east of S^tdra. Here, making himself master of the

tract watered by the Mdn, and of VAlva, Miraj, and other districts,

he became so powerful that he defeated first a royal force and
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afterwards an army commanded by the king, pursued Ismd,il to

Bij^ur, and would probably have taken the city but for the arrival

of the brother of the king of Vijayanagar with a strong force.

In 1557 Ibrahim Adil Shah died. His death was the result of

intemperate habits. During his last illness many of his medical

attendants were beheaded or trodden to death by elephants.

Ibrdhim was succeeded by his son Ali Adil Shdh 1.(1557-1580). At
the time of Ibrahim's death his two sons, both of whom had incurred

their father's displeasure by their devotion to the Shia faith, were
in confinement, the elder Ali in the fort of Miraj, and the second
Tamasp in Belgaum. When Ibrahim's life was despaired of,

Muhammad Kishwar Khan, the son of Asad Khdn a man of influence,

moved towards Miraj, to secure the succession to prince Ali. To
commemorate his accession the king ordered a town to be built

about three miles north-west of Bijapur and called it Shdhapur,^ and,
at the sametime, rewardedKishwar Khd.n by making him commander-
in-chief. All's great desire was to recover Sholdpur from the Ahmad-
nagar king. With this object he sent an embassy to Ahmadnagar,
and, at the same time, despatched Kishwar Khan to Vijayanagar to

negotiate an alliance with Ram Rdja. The embassy to Vijayanagar was
more successful than that to Ahmadnagar. So close did the alliance

between BijApur and Vijayanagar become, that when Ali paid a
visit to R^m Raja, his wife adopted him as her son. In 1558 the two
kings invaded Ahmadnagar with complete success. Husain Nizam
Shdh (1553-1565) after a time managed to buy off the Bijapur
king,but,immediately afterwards, relying on the aid of Ibrahim (1550-

1581) the king of Golkonda renewed hostilities. The result was that he
was again attacked by the Bijapur and Vijayanagar forces, which were
joined by the Golkonda king, who threw over his ally, and the town
of Ahmadnagar was besieged by the confederate army. Various
causes, one of the chief being the disgust of the Musalmans at the

overbearing conduct of R£m Rd,ja, ended in the siege being raised

and Rdm Rdja returned to his dominions which he had considerably

increased at the cost of his allies. He captured Bagalkot and probably
was complete master of the country south of the Krishna, Ali Adil

Shah was so disgusted with the conduct of Rd,m Raja's army that two
years later (1560) he formed a close alliance with the king of

Ahmadnagar for the overthrow of Rdm Rdja, and this alliance was
cemented by the marriage of Ali Adil Shd.h with Chand Bibi, the

daughter of Husain Nizdm Shah of Ahmadnagar. The king of

Golkonda and Bedar also joined the confederacy and every effort

was made to render the expedition a success. The power of

Vijayanagar had made rapid strides during the few preceding years

and menaced the existence of the neighbouring Musalmd,n kingdoms.
Several districts had been wrested from Bijapur, and the kingdom
of Golkonda had also suffered severely from the encroachments of

the powerful Rdm Rdja. It was not difficult for the allied powers

to find grounds of quarrel and to give colour for a final breach.

' Briggs'Ferishta, III, 116. 2 Briggs' Ferishta, III. 122-123.
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Ali Adil Shah demanded the restitution of Bagalkot and the Baichur
Dodb. His demand met with an insolent refusal, and the Bijapur
ambassador was driven from Vijayanagar. The four kings set out
on their expedition against Ram Rdja and marched to Talikoti, a
large village about forty miles east of Bijdpur. They appear to
have made Talikoti their head-quarters, and from this circumstance
the decisive battle which was afterwards fought is known as the battle
of Talikoti, though it was fought on the right bank of the Krishna
some thirty miles south of that village. Rd.m Raja was not slow
to meet his enemies and proved himself no mean opponent. All the
resources of his state were gathered for a final struggle between the
Hindu and the Musalmd,n rulers of the Deccan. The Vijayanagar
army is said to have included 100,000 foot, 20,000 horse, 2000
elephants, and 1000 guns; while Ali Adil Shah had an army of

of 80,000, with over 700 elephants, and his colleagues were probably
not much behind him in strength. Allowing for exaggeration
between 150,000 and 200,000 troops must have been engaged in the
battle of Talikoti (January 25th, 1565). The Hindu army, under the

command of Ram Baja in person, was encamped on the right or south
bank of the Krishna, commanding the ford by which the allies were
expected to cross. On arriving at the ford the allies found their

passage stopped, as the Hindu prince had raised powerful batteries

which swept the crossing. A council of war was held, and it was
resolved to attempt to entice the Hindu army from its position by
manoeuvring along the left bank as if to cross by the Dhanur ford,

ten miles higher up. Aticordingly the Musalmdn army was put in

motion and marched leisurely up the left bank for three days in the

direction of Dhanur. This device succeeded. The Hindu army
abandoned its defences, marched parallel with the allied army on the

opposite bank, and is even said to have entrenched itself at Dhanur
as it had previously done at Ingulgi. When the Muhammadans
had succeeded in withdrawing their opponents from the ford, they

doubled back by night, and, next morning crossed the river in

safety, and took their position in the originally chosen line of battle.

The whole army marched in three divisions to attack the Hindus in

their new encampment. They were met by vast flights of rockets,

and charges from the wings of the Hindu army so spirited that

they speedily threw the wings of the allies into disorder. The

centre commanded by Husain Nizam Shdh of Ahmadnagar kept

unbroken, and, pushing forward, was soon engaged with the Hindu

centre commanded by Rdm Raja in person. The Hindus gradually

gave way and Ram Raja entered his state-litter and ordered his

servants to carry him off the field. "When the men had gone some

distance they set down the litter and fled. Rdm Rdja mounted a

horse and tried to escape, but he was surrounded, made prisoner,

and brought before Husain Nizdm Sh^h. The king ordered his

head to be cut off. The order was at once carried out, and his

head set on a long spear that it might be seen by all. Seeing

their leader slain the Hindus fled on all sides mercilessly pursued by

the Muhammadans. The victors gained an enormous booty and

followed their success by invading Vijayanagar. The capital was

taken and given over to plunder, and few buildings escaped

B 877—53
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the general devastation. Rdm Rdja's Head was carried to Ahmad-
nagar and for many years was shown as a trophy on the day

of the battle. An imitation head in stone was cut at Bijapur

and set in the wall near the main gateway of the Arkilla at the

opening of a sewer/ where some of the present inhabitants

of Bijdpur remember having seen it. In 1825 when Bh^u Sd,heb,

RAja of Sdtdra, visited the city, he ordered this stone head to be

removed and thrown into the Tdj Bdvdi, where it probably still lies.

Though nominal ralers continued till 1587 the battle of Tdlikoti

was a deathblow to Vijayanagar. From that date its history as

an independent kingdom ceased. Jealousy between Biid,pur and

Ahmadnagar for some years prevented the division of the Vijaya-

nagar country, beyond the recovery of the parts of Bijapur which
Ram Rd,ja had lately usurped. In 1565, soon after the battle of

Tdlikoti, Hnsain Nizdm (1553-1565) died and was succeeded by
Murtaza (1565-1588) a minor. Taking advantage of Murtaza's

minority, in the hope of gaining a further share of Vijayanagar,

Ali Adil Shdh in 1567 espoused the cause of R^m Raja's son Tim
Rd,j against Veukatadri Rdm Rdja's brother. Venkatddri appealed

to the jealousy of Ahmadnagar and procured an invasion of Bijdpur

territory from that quarter. Kishwar Khd,n was sent to oppose the

Ahmadnagar army but he was defeated and slain.^

In 1570 Bij&pnr, Ahmadnagar, the Zamorin of Kalikat^ and the

king of Achin in Sumatra, leagued together to drive the Portuguese

out of the east. It was arranged that the four powers should at

the same time attack the Portuguese possessions in India and
Sumatra. The burden of the fighting was to fall to Bijapur and
to Ahmadnagar, Ali Adil Shdh was to take Goa, and Murtaza
Nizdm Shah (1565 - 1588) was to take Cheul in Kold,ba. Under
Ah AdU Shdh and his general Nori Khan the Bijdpur army is

said to have numbered 100,000 fighting men, of whom 35,000

were horse, with 2140 war elephants, and 350 pieces of cannon
most of which were of extraordinary size. Besides these prepara-

tions some barks were taken upon mules to be launched in the

river to aid the invaders in passing to the island of Goa. With
this vast army Ali Adil Shah marched towards Goa about the

end of December. On the night during which they passed to the

low country so many fires were lit on the hill sides that multitudes

of the troops could be clearly seen from the island of Goa. The
army appeared near Goa and occupied several posts. So confident

was Ali of success, that, before his arrival, he had parcelled out the

different offices at Goa among his nobles, and had allotted among
them certain Portuguese ladies of noted beauty. To oppose this

overwhelming force not more than seven hundred European
soldiers were available, a number which was raised to 1000 by the

enlistment of 300 friars and priests. A number of boats indiffer-

ently manned and equipped completed the slender defence. Still

under their Viceroy Dom Luis de Ataide the Portuguese not only

^ Sydenham's Account of Bijapur, 466, and Bird's BijApur, Bom. As, Soo. Jour,
I. 376. "Brigg's Ferishta, m, 133.
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defended the city but several times crossed to the mainland,
destroyed a half finished bridge, and took many prisoners. During
March and April (1571) the Goa garrison was reinforced by several
squadrons of fighting men. With these they attacked the enemy,
ruining their works, burning villages, and killing numbers of men.
In spite of his reverses the confidence that he must in the end
prevail did not desert Ali who caused gardens to be laid out near
his camp. About the middle of April a fight lasted for four
days (13th to 16th) between 5000 Bijapur troops under one Sulaiman
Aga and 2000 Portuguese under the Viceroy. The contest ended
in a victory to the Portuguese. The siege dragged on till August
when Ali retired. His loss is estimated at 12,000 men, 300
elephants, 4000 horses, and 6000 draught bullocks, partly by the
sword and partly by the weather. Cheul was defended against
the Ahmadnagar army with not less heroism and success and
the power of the Portuguese was greatly strengthened. Though
their league against the Portuguese proved a failure it led to a
more friendly feeling between Bijdpur and Ahmadnagar.^ In
1573 it was arranged that Ahmadnagar should conquer east and
Bijdpur should conquer south.^ Bijdpur captured Adoni near Belari

and Bankapur in Dhdrwdr and its supremacy is said to have been
acknowledged along the west coast from Goa to Barkalur in South
Kdnara.* After overrunning much country south of the Tungbhadra
the Bijapur king turned his arms against Venkatadri of Vijayanagar,

and blockaded his capital. The city was on the point of falling

when Venkatadri managed to gain over Hundi^tamma Naik, the chief

of the bdrgirs or Maratha cavalry, whom, by large bribes, he induced

to desert the Bijapur king and harass his camp. So successful was
this device that Ali Adil Shdh had to raise the siege and retire.

The treachery of the Marathds was not forgotten. Shortly after,

according to Ferishta,* the bdrgirs committed excesses in their lands

near Vijayanagar and a force had to be sent against them. They
resisted successfully for a year, when artifice succeeded where force

had failed. The insurgents were asked to court, and, notwithstand-

ing the warnings of the more prudent, most of them accepted the

invitation. For some time the king treated them with kindness,

but in the end he put most of them to death.* In 1580 Ali was

assassinated in a brawl with one of his servants. He was a munifi-

cent patron of architecture and many of his buildings at Bijdpur

remain. According to Ferishta the J^ma mosque, the large masonry

pond near the Shahapur gate, the city wall, and the water-courses

which formerly carried water through all the streets of the city were

1 Faria y Souza in Kerr's Voyages, VI. 423-429 ; Brigga' Ferishta, III. 521.

3 KicelMysore l' 235. According to Grant Duff (Mardthis, 35) the power of BijApur

extended from the Nira to the TungbhadTa. The district of Adoni and probably of

Nandhidl south of the Tungbhadra, were in its possession. The coast from BAnkot

to CapeKamas, with the exception of the Portuguese possessions, formed its western

Bide -and on the east, the boundaries of its districts, R^ichur, Idgir, MAlkhet, and

Bedar diVided it from Golkonda ; the frontier provinces Akalkot, Naldurg, and

Kalyto were sometimes held by Bijapur a^dsopet^mes by Golkonda

4%ri„^s- Ferishta. III. 141. ' Briggs' Ferishta, III. 142.
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made by Ali's orders.^ Towards tHe close of Ws reign ambassadors

from tbe Delhi emperor Akbar (1556-1605) visited Bijdpur.^ The

object of this embassy is not stated. Perhaps in the Moghal court

plans were already on foot for the conquest of the Deccan, per-

haps the embassy was simply a token of. friendly courtesy as Ali's

munificence and patronage of the arts had drawn to Bij^pur learned

men from Persia, Arabia, and Turkey.

^

As Ibrahim Adil Shdh II. (1580-1626) was only nine years old

at his uncle's death a regency was formed whose head was Chand
Bibi, the widow of Ali Adil Shdh and whose chief minister was

Kamdl Khdn Deccani. The first eight or ten years of Ibrahim's

reign were disturbed by the struggles for power of the leading nobles.

Kamd<l Khan was detected in an attempt to usurp the whole power
of the state, and, under the orders of Chand Bibi, was executed by
Kishwar Khan. Kishwar Khdn now became the leading noble,

and, to render his power more secure, he confined Ohdnd Bibi, un-

der circumstances of great personal indignity, in the fort of Satd,ra.

The Abyssinians in the army effected her release, and Kishwar
Khdn was forced to fly, and shortly after was assassinated at

Golkonda. In 1582, taking advantage of the confusion at Bijapur,

the kings of Ahmadnagar, Grolkonda, and Bedar laid siege to the

capital.* In the face of foreign danger the nobles rallied round the

king, united their forces, and obliged the besieging armies to retire.

The supreme power was now grasped by Dil^war Khdn-, who had
taken the leading part in ridding the kingdom of the invaders.

One of his first measures was to restore the Snnni faith,^ which
continued to be the state religion until the accession of Ali Adil

Shah II. in 1656. For eight years Dilawar Khdn ruled the kingdom
with ability and success. He concluded a peace with the kings of

Ahmadnagar and Golkonda, and, at the same time (1585), the young'
Ibrdhim was married to Tdj Sultana the sister of the king of .

Golkonda. During this period Bijdpur seems to have enjoyed
great prosperity. Two English travellers Fitch and Newberry
describe it (1583) as a very large town and as rich as it was large.

The houses were lofty, handsome, and built of stone. Most of the

inhabitants were idolaters, and idols were very numerous in the

groves about the city, There were numbers of elephants, and great

store of gold silver and precious stones.^

Ibrahim, who wearied of the state of tutelage in which he was kept

by his powerful minister, escaped in 1592, and joined a party opposed
to Dildwar Khdn. Dilawar Khan fled to Ahmadnagar, where his

cause was espoused by Burhan Nizd,m Shdh, and an army to invade

Bijd,pur was entrusted to his leadership. This army was met by
Ibrdhim in person who induced Dilawar Khan to come to his camp.

' Briggs' Ferishta, III. 143. According to local accounts the water-courses were
built by SuMn Mihmud (1626 - 1656). Mr. H. F. Silcock, C. S.

2 Briggs' Ferishta, III. 143 ; Elliot and Dowson, V. 460.
8 Silcook's BijApur, 30. < Briggs' Ferishta, III. 152 - 155.
s Briggs' Ferishta, III. 157.
' Harris' Voyages and Travels, I, 207-280; Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 385 ; Jangigny's

Inde, 384,
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and, contrary to his usual upriglit and open conduct, ordered him to

be seized, and sent him as a prisoner to S^tdra where he soon after

died. As his power was now established Ibrahim was able to give
bis attention to the spread of his kingdom. In the Karndtak and
Malabdr, war was carried on with varying success for some years,

and the limits of the kingdom were steadily extended. In 1594 the
king's brother Ismdil revolted, andBurhan Nizam, the restless rulerof

Abmadnagar, took advantage of the confusion and invaded Bijapur.^

In the campaign which followed Burhan died, and his son Ibrdhini

Nizam Shah was killed in a battle fonght with the Bij^pur troops.

This defeat closed the campaign, and Ibrdhim returned in triumph
to Bijdpur.^

The troubles which now befel Ahmadnagar are interesting in con-

nection with Bijapur as they first led to the Moghal interference with

Deccan affairs. On the death of Burhan NizAm Ahmadnagar was
divided into two parties, one headed by Chand Bibi who had retired

to Ahmadnagar some time before, the other by Mian Manju, the head
of the Deccan party. Midn, despairing of success, wrote to Prince

Murad, the son of the Emperor Akbar, who was then in Gujardt, to

come to his help. The Hoghals had long been on the watch for an
opportunity of interfering in the Deccan, and Murad was ordered by
the Emperor to move on Ahmadnagar. He moved, and, on the 14th

of December 1595, the Moghal troops appeared before Ahmadnagar.
The siege was ennobled by the heroic conduct of Chd.nd Bibi, who,
clad in armour, superintended the defence of the fort. Several

messengers were sent to her nephew the Bijapur king imploring aid,

but no aid was granted till too late. At length Prince Murdd, after

reducing the garrison to the greatest misery, offered to raise the

siege if the Berdrs were ceded. The queen, still hoping for assist-

ance from her nephew, refused, but at length finding that succour

was still distant, she reluctantly agreed. The siege was raised and
the Moghal army proceeded to take possession of the new territory.

Ibrdhim appeared shortly after at Ahmadnagar ; but was too late to

effect anything, and, without interfering with the Moghals,he returned

to his capital. Next year the Bijapur troops came in contact with

the Moghals at the battle of Sonepur (January 26th, 1597), and,

though Bijapur was defeated, dissensions in the Moghal army
prevented them from taking advantage of the victory. In this

battle Ahmadnagar and Golkonda troops were also engaged as

the expedition had been undertaken at the instance of Chand Bibi.

All the queen's efforts to turn aside destruction from Ahmadnagar
were of no avail. Two years later (1599) she was again besieged

by the Moghals, and, though she made a gallant defence, she was

forced to capitulate, and was murdered in a tumult which ensued

on the surrender.^
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1 Briggs' Perishta, III. 181. " Elliot and Dowson's History of India, VI. 91.

3 According to the late Colonel Meadows Taylor, C.S.I,, the character and deeds

of no Muhammadan princess of the Deccan live so brightly at BijApur and Ahmadnagar

as those of Chd,nd Bibi. Of all their tales the people love none more than the story of

the queen's defence of Ahmadnagar, She is one of several instances in Indian history
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After his defeat at Sonepur Ibrahim Adil Shdh took no active

part in the affairs of the Deccan. Alarmed at the growing power
of the Moghals, who had obtained the Berdrs and were steadily

spreading in the Deccan, he made overtures to the Emperor Akbar
and an alliance was concluded in 1601. It was at the same time

agreed that Ibrdhim's daughter should be given in marriage to

Prince Ddniydl, the Emperor's son, the viceroy of the Berdrs.

In 1601 the Emperor Akbar sent Mir Jamdl-ud-din Husain from
Agra to Bijapur to receive the Bijapur princess who was betrothed

to Prince Ddniyal. As Jamdl-ud-din was paid between £105,000
to £140,000 {Pagodas 300,000 to 400,000) a year by the kings of

Bijdpur and Golkonda, he did not return till 1604. A second

envoy Asad Beg was sent with orders to stay at Bijdpur- only one
day. He set out, and, at Burhanpur, was entertained by Prince
Daniyal who gave him rich presents. He then went to Bijdpur
where he was hospitably treated by the king who could not speak
Persian, but spoke Mardthi fluently .^ Asad Beg describes Bijd,pur

as full of lofty buildings, palaces, and private houses with porticos^

The situation of the city was airy and healthy. There was a market
thirty yards wide and four miles long. In front of each shop was
a tree and the whole market was beautifully clean and neat. It was
filled with goods such as are not seen or heard of in any other town.

Innumerable shops of cloth-sellers, jewellers, armourers, wine-sellers,

bakers, fishmongers, and cooks, were all splendidly fitted. In the

jeweller's shops were ornaments of all sorts wrought into a variety

of articles, as daggers, knives, mirrors, necklaces, and birds such as

parrots, doves, and peacocks, studded with valuable jewels and
arranged on shelves rising one over the other. By the side of the

jeweller's was perhaps a baker's with all sorts of rare viands arranged

in the same manner on tiers of shelves. Further on was a cloth-shop

with all kinds of clothes rising in tiers. Next was a perfumer's with

delicate China vessels, valuable crystal bottles, and costly cups filled

with choice and rare essences arranged on shelves, while in front of

the shop were jars of double-distilled spirits. Near this perhaps was

a fruiterer's, filled with all kinds of fruit and sweetmeats, and on the

other side a wine merchant's shop, and an establishment of singers

and dancing-girls, beautiful women adorned with' jewels and fair-

faced choristers, all ready to perform whatever might be desired of

them. In short the whole market was filled with wine and beauty,

dancing-girls, perfumes, jewels, and palaces. In one street thousands

of people were drinking, dancing, and pleasuring. None quarrelled .

or disputed and this state of enjoyment was perpetual. Perhaps no

place in the world could present a more wonderful spectacle to the

eye of the traveller.^ After receiving rich presents for himself and

of a lady of rank, at a crisis of extreme danger, showing great political wisdom,

and the highest fortitude and self-reliance. A portrait of her at Bijapur, apparently

painted by a Persian artist, a work of art and probably a true likeness, shows

her in profile very fair, with blue or grey eyes, a thin aquiline nose and other

refined features, a resolute womanly air, and a light graceful figure. Architecture

of Bijdpur, 36.
1 ElUot and Dowson, VI, 152. 2 Elliot and Dowson, VI. 163 - 164.
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for the Emperor, Asad Beg set out with the bride, and the celebrated
historian Muhammad Kdsim Hindu Shdh, surnamed Ferishta.^

Among the presents from Bijdpur to the Emperor were rare jewels

and choice elephants. One of the elephants was in the habit of

drinking two mans of wine daily, and, as wine was dififioult to procure

on the way, Asad Beg supplied it to the elephant out of some chests

of coatlyPortuguese wine which he had bought at Bijdpur as a present

to theEmperor. Whentheparty reached the south bank of theBhima
the princess,who objected to the marriage, declined to go further. In
the night a great storm arose, the tents were blown down, the Bijd,pur

escort were scattered, and the princess ran away. In the morning
Mir Jamdl-ud-din brought her and her guardian back in great shame.

Asad Beg continued the march with the princess and brought her

to Ahmadnagar where the party were receired by prince Ddniydl.?

Asad Beg then went to Agra, where, from a supply of tobacco taken

by him from Bijdpur, the practice of smoking was introduced.*

About 1602 Ibrahim resolved to remove the seat of government
from Bijdpur to a suburb about three miles west of the city. He
set about building palaces and gardens for his residence and

his court, and called the new capital Navraspur.* When all

arrangements were nearly complete, the king, who was much
under the influence of Hinduism, was warned by some Hindu
astrologers that the removal of the seat of government would be

fatal to the kingdom. He obeyed the warning and kept his court

at Bijdpur, but as he had completed the new palaces at Navraspur

he spent most of his time there. After the murder of Chand
Bibi and the sack of Ahmadnagar (1600) the NizAm Shdhi

kingdom was saved from perishing by the military and civil genius

of Malik Ambar the head of the Abyssinian party at Ahmadnagar.

1 Muhammad KAsim Hindu Shdh, sumamed Ferishta, was bom at Astrabad on

the borders of the Caspian Sea, according to one account in 1550, and according to

another in 1570. His father GhuUm Ali, a learned man, visited Ahmadnagar during

the reign of Murtaza NizAm Sh4h (1565-1588) and was appointed Persian teacher

to prince MirAn Husain. GhulAm Ali died soon after, and his son Ferishta was

patronised by Murtaza, and, though young, became the king's counsellor and was

captain of the guard in 1 588, when Murtaza was deposed. AfterMirto Husain 's murder

Iq 1588 Ferishta went to BijApur where he was received by the regent and minister

DUdwar Khdn by whom he was presented to king Ibrahim. In 1592 he was with

the BijApur army during the Ahmadnagar war, was wounded and was a prisoner, but

escaped, and returned to BijApur. Ibrdhim asked him to write a history of the

Deccan and spared no expense to help him to ample materials. Of the fifty-four

works from which Ferishta drew his information few remain. He seems to have

finished the account of the BijApur kings in 1596. In 1604 he escorted the princess

Sultana from BijApur to Ahmadnagar, was present at her marriage with prince DAmyil

at Mungi Paithan, and attended her palanquin as far as Burhinpur in the Central

Provinces her husband's capital. In 1605 on the death of Akbar Ibrdhim sent Ferishta

to condole with J ahdngir and to congratulate him on his accession. He died probably

in 1611 Briggs' Ferishta, xxxix.-xlvi. ; Elliot and Dowson, VI. 207-208.

2 Elliot and Dowson, VI. 153. ' Elliot and Dowson, VI. 165.

* Mr Bird states (Bombay Asiatic Society's Journal, I. 369) that it was owing

to the predictions of the astrologer that Navraspur was built and that BijApur was

for some time deserted as a capital. The local account is different, and as there are

no buildings at Navraspur sufficiently large to accommodate the court, it is probable

that the account as given in the text is the more correct, and that Navraspur was

merely used by the monarch as a pleasant retreat. Navraspur was laid waste in

1635 on the approach of the Moghal army.
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He rallied the remains of the army, set up as king a member of the

royal family with the title of Murtaza Niz^m Shdh II., fixed Khadki
now Aurangabad as the capital,. and governed in the king's name.

He not only preserved what was left of the kingdom but recovered

some of its lost provinces, and, by admirable revenue settlements-

restored confidence and considerably increased the revenue.

Ibrahim Adil Shdh bore Malik Ambar a personal enmity, and he

disapproved of an usurpation which from so successful an example
might be speedily followed in his own court. In 1624 Malik Ambar
twice besieged Bijdpur, but as the Moghals came to Ibrahim's aid,

he was forced to withdraw.^ During Ibrahim's reign the Bijapur
kingdom reached its greatest territorial and political power, the

capital was enriched by many splendid buildings, and became the
resort of many learned men. The king, who was well educated and
fairly versed in the fine arts, is said to have invented a court dialect,

a mixture of Persian Brij and Mard,thi.^ In 1626, Ibrahim died
leaving a full treasury, a flourishing country, and an army whose
strength is stated at 80,000 horse and upwards of 200,000 foot.

His memory is cherished as one of the best of the BijApur kings.*

Ibrdhim was succeeded by Mdhmud Adil Shd,h who ruled from
1626 to 1656. Three great parties had from the first existed in the
Bijapur kingdom, the Arab-Persian, the Abyssinian, and the
Deccan. Of these, the Arab-Persian to which, on many occasions,

the kingdom owed its preservation was nearly or quite extinct at

the accession of Mdhmud Adil Sh^h; foreign enlistment had
not been continued, and the Moghal armies now absorbed all

Arab, Persian, and Afghan adventurers. The renewal of the
Abyssinian element seems also to have been neglected. What
formed the Abyssinian party were probably the descendants of the
ancient stock. All the foreign elements had in process of time
increased the strength of the Deccan Musalm^ns, and at the close of

Ibrahim's reign they were much the strongest party. The Deccanis
and Abyssinians had their representatives at Ahmadnagar as at

Bijdpur ; only at Ahmadnagar the Abyssinians headed by Malik

1 Elliot and Dowson, VI. 414.
" A Bpecimen of this language has been preserved in a poem said to have been

composed by IbrAhim himself, the original manuscript of which, bearing the king's

seal and apparently in his handwriting, is stiU with an old MnsalmAn family in

BijApur, the descendants of the royal scribes. The poem is written in praise of the
king's aunt ChAnd Sultina. Mr. H, F. Silcock, C. S. , translates it

:

'In the gardens of the blest, where the happy houris dwell,
* In the palaces of men, where earth's fairest ones are seen,
' There is none who can compare in beauty or in grace,
' With the noble Ch^nd SultS,na, Bij^pur's beloved Queen.
* Though in battle's dreadful tui-moil, her courage nevrer failed,
* In the softer arts of peace she was gentle and serene,
* To the feeble tender-hearted, to the needy ever kind,
* Was the noble ChS.nd SultSna,BijS.pur's beloved Queen.
* As the champak flower in fragrance is the sweetest flower that blows,
' As the cypress trees in form all other trees excel,
* So in disposition tender, in beauty without peer,
* Was that gracious Queen whose praise no human tongue can tell.
' In memoiy of that mother who with watchful tender care,
' Ever guarded her poor orphan in a weary troubled land,
* I Ibr&him the Second these feeble lines indite,
'To the honour of that Princess the noble lady Ch^nd.'

3 Grant Duff's MarAth^s, 45.
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Ambar were mucli stronger than at Bijdpur. In both kingdoms the
Marathds formed a fourth party and in Bijdpur they were fast rising

to military and political power. After the overthrow of the Yadav
dynasty of Devgiri by Mub^rik Khelji in 1320, most Maratha
feudatories retired to the country west of Devgiri and settling

among the hardy mountaineers who inhabited the broad valleys

which stretch eastwards from the Sahyddris into the Deccan, were
for long unsubdued by the Bahmani kings. Still the early

Muhammadans showed a remarkable perseverance in establishing

their conquests. For several years before he founded the Ahmadnagar
kingdom (1485-1490), Malik Ahmad Bhairi was employed against

these Mardtha chiefs. He entered into friendly relations with them, the

heads of families took military service under him, continued to serve

in his state, and increased their power in every succeeding reign.

Like Ahmadnagar though in a less degree, Bij^pur had its hereditary

Maratha nobles. But, up to the reign of Ibrdhim Adil Shah I., they
do not seem to have entered the royal service. On his accession

in 1535, in order to check the power of the foreign faction, the

Deccan soldiery were admitted into the royal army, and continued

to serve with some of their hereditary leaders. In the early part of

the seventeenth century the Marithi party rose to notice both
in Bijdpur and in Ahmadnagar, and contributed largely to the

destruction of both kingdoms.^

In 1626 the death of Malik Ambar deprived the Nizdm Shdhi

kingdom of its chief stay and hastened its overthrow by the

Moghals. In 1631 Mahmud Adil Shdh, alarmed at the progress of

the Moghals, entered into a treaty with Murtaza Nizdm Shdh of

Ahmadnagar and sent an army to his assistance. Had this step

been taken earlier the combined kingdoms might have checked the

Moghal advance. It was now too late to save Ahmadnagar. Malik
Ambar's son Fatteh Khdn assassinated Murtaza Nizam and made
his submission to the Moghal Emperor Shdh Jahan (1627-1658).^

In 1631 a Moghal army under Azaf Khdn marched to Bijapur and
closely besieged the city. Mahmud Adil Khan, while harassing

the assailants, amused Azaf Khdn and delayed his operations by
a variety of well-planned devices. Sometimes he entered on

negotiations himself and held out hopes of at once yielding to Shdh
Jahdn's demands } at other times he engaged Azaf Khd,n in intrigues

with the chieftains who pretended to make bargains for their

defection, and sometimes led him into disasters by feigned offers

from individuals to desert their posts when attacked or to admit

his troops by night into parts of the fortifications entrusted to their

charge. The siege lasted twenty days during which the supplies

of the besiegers were cut off. So great distress prevailed in the

Moghal camp that Azaf Khan was forced to raise the siege. The

Moghal army marched along the Krishna towards Belgaum and

whenever they found supplies rested and parties were sent to

plunder in all directions. "Whatever route they took they killed
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and made prisoners and continually ravaged and laid the country

waste on all sides. The richest parts of the land were ruined.^

The Bijapur king made one more effort to prevent the Moghals
becoming paramount in Ahmadnagar, and in this was seconded by
Shahaji BhonslOj the father of Shivaji^ who was one of the leading

Mard,tha estate-holders in Ahmadnagar. In several battles with

the Moghals the Bijd,pur troops were defeated^ and at last in 1635

the kingdom was invaded by a Moghal army under Khdn Dauran.^

Unable to meet the invaders in the field the king had to fall

back on his capital, and to prevent the advance of the Moghals,
the whole country for twenty miles round the city, including

Ibrahim's pleasure palaces at Shahapur, was laid waste, and
the enemy deprived of food, forage, and water. Khan Daurdn
did not attack the capital, but continued his march through the

kingdom plundering and burning. The ruin of his country deeply
affected Mahmud, and he made overtures of peace to the Emperor
Shd,h Jahan. The terms of peace were fairly favourable to the

Bijdpur monarch. He was confirmed in the frontier districts of

Kalyan and Bedar, the country between the Bhima and the Nira
rivers, and all the Kohkan as far as Bassein was given to him.*

On the other hand he agreed to pay a yearly tribute oi £200,000
(Rs. 20 Idlchs) and to cease to aid Shahdji, who was still in arms
against the Emperor. Shahdji shortly after submitted, was
pardoned, and was allowed to enter the service of Mahmud Shdh
(1636).. In 1637 Shdhdji was sent to lead an expedition into the

Madras Karnatak. The expedition was so successful that the limits

of the Bijdpur kingdom were extended to the Bay of Bengal.
During Shdhdji's absence in the Madras Karnd,tak his son Shivdji,

the founder of the Mardtha empire, lived .with his mother Jijibai

and Dadaji Kond Dev an able revenue officer in Poona round which
Shdhdji's estates lay. In 1641 Mdhmud Shah married the daughter
of Abdulla of G-olkonda. Both of these powers continued to

prosecute independent conquests southwards, operations which
gave no offence to the Emperor and were not questioned. Under
cover of the well-known loyalty of his father, and encouraged by his

mother, Shivdji occupied fort after fort, pretending to do it in the

name and interest of the king of Bijapur. Suspicion of his designs

was lulled and he gradually possessed himself of a large territory.

His capture of the hill-fort of Torna near Poona in 1646 and the

discovery of a treasure emboldened Shivaji openly to defy the

authority of Mdhmud Adil Shd,h. In 1648 he cat off a convoy with

treasure passing from Kalydn in the Konkan to Bijapur, and, as this

was followed by the seizure of some fresh forts, Shivdji was declared

a rebel. Shahaji, who was in the Karnatak Was recalled to Bijapur,

and, by the treachery of Bdji Grhorpade of Mudhol, was confined in a

dungeon the door of which was partially built up, and was told that

the door would be closed for ever if Ms son did not immediately.

^ Elliot and Dowson, VII. 30-31 ; Grant Duff's Mar^thAs, 48 ; Elphinstone's History
of India, 608.

' EUiot and Dowson, VII. 51-52 ; Grant Duflf's MarAthds, 52,
3 Elliot and Dowson, VII. 57 ; Grant Duff's Mar^tMs, 62.
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SScv^T , F®^"^^ °* liis father's critical position Shivaji applied to
bhJlh Jahan, who, struck by the young man's spirit, agreed to admit
hini into the imperial service and assured him that he would protect
his father s life. In 1652 Shd,haji was released and in 1653, was sent
to his Karndtak estates to quell a disturbance. Shivdji was now
free to act against Bijapur most of whose army was engaged in the
Karndtak.

During the twenty years of comparative rest which ended in 1656
Md,hmud Shd,h was busily engaged in building several water works,
among them the Mamdapur lake about twenty-eight miles south of
Bijapur and in adorning his capital with buildings. The chief of
Mdhmud Shdh's buildings were the Asar Mahdl with its high roof
supported on massive wooden columns and its curiously painted
rooms and gilded ceiling and walls, and his own mausoleum locally
called Grol Gumdz the dome of which is stated to be the largest in
the world.i In 1639 the French traveller Mandelslo visited
Bijdpur. The king, though a tributary to the Moghal emperor
could raise 200,000 men. He was famous for his artillery of
which he had a greater store than any Indian prince.^ Among
his guns was one great piece of brass whose ball weighed eight
hundredweight and required 540 pounds of fine powder. The
caster of this cannon was an Itahan, the most wicked of men, who
in cold blood, killed his son to consecrate the cannon, and threw
into the furnace one of the treasurers who came to upbraid him
with the cost of the piece. Mandelslo notices that in 1638 the
Bijapur king was at war with the Portuguese, who, contrary to
their agreement, had seized some Bijapur vessels carrying pepper
to Mecca and Persia. The chief exports of the kingdom including
the coast line were pepper to Surat, Persia, and Europe, calico in
exchange for silk stuffs to the neighbouring provinces of Hindustan,
G-olkonda, and Koromandal, and provisions, rice, and wheat, through
Goa to Hindustan. The grain trade was in the hands of
Vanjaris or carriers, who, with as many as 1000 beasts at a time,,
moved about with their families, their wives being so expert and
brave in managing the bow that they served them for a guard
against robbers. At Bijapur there were many jewellers who
dealt in pearls which were not so cheap as in some other
places. Besides the peculiar coins in circulation from each
village and town of note, the ordinary currency were the Larins
or Laris a Persian coin equal in value to about lO^d., and the
pagoda equal in value to about 7s. The Benjans or Banians that
is Hindus, formed the bulk of the people, who, except that they wore
wooden shoes tied with leather straps over the instep, did not
differ from Benjans in other parts of India.^ According to Tavernier
the traveller and diamond-merchant who visited BijiCpur in 1648,
the Bijdpur king was always at war with the Moghals whose armies
failed to make any impression on him as he was helped with money
secretly by the king of Golkonda and with many forces by the petty
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1 Silcock's BijApur, .36.

'^ Details of these guns are given under BijApur in Places,

3 Hari'is' Voyages, II. 130.
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chiefs or Ed,jds round about the kingdom, and as the country was
unfit for an army to enter, it was so badly off for water and forage.^

He also notices that the king had two tributaries or ndihs one of
Madura whose territories reached to Cape Komorin, the other of
Panjebar, probably Tranquebd,r, who held several towns on the
Koromandal coast. The two great marts in the kingdom were
Raybdg within Belgaum limits for pepper, and Vengurla in
Ratnd,giri for cardamoms.^ Much of the prosperity of Bijdpur was
due to the encouragement given to merchants and traders to settle

at the capital. The Netherland Company, that is the Dutch, who
as rivals of the Portuguese were always patronised by the Bijdpur
kings, enjoyed free trade through the whole kingdom and had
many storehouses in different places, especially at the sea-port of
Vengurla. In 1655, probably to induce them to join in an attack
on Goa, Md.hmud Shd,h renewed to these merchants former grants
and promised that wrecks should be restored to them and that
they should be free from all taxes.^ Besides encouraging trade
Mahmud Shdh did much to reform the revenue administration of
his provinces. He took example from the proceedings of
Malik Ambar and of the Moghals, the latter of whom were
introducing into their Deccan acquisitions the system of Todar
Mai upon which the collection of the land revenue over a
great part of the Moghal empire was based.* In 1656 (4th
November) Mahmud Adil Shdh died. He was not a warlike
prince

; he seldom quitted the neighbourhood of Bijapur, and his
armies were entrusted to his generals.^ In spite of the king's
weakness, during his reign the kingdom reached its greatest
prosperity. Yijayanagar had been absorbed, Maisur conquered,
and in that quarter of India the power of Bijapur was supreme
from the Bay of Bengal to the Indian Ocean. At the time of the
king's death the resources of the kingdom were great. He
had a full treasury, a rich country, and his army was powerful.
Though powerful his military force was greatly scattered. Large
bodies were employed in reducing the refractory vassals in the
Madras Karn^tak.*

MahmudShahwassuoceededbyhisson AliAdilSh^hll. (1656-1672),
a youth of nineteen. At the outset of his career Ali Adil Shah had
to face a Moghal attempt to destroy his kingdom. In 1653, Prince

1 Harris' Voyages, II. 372. 3 Harris' Voyages, II. 360.
3 Ogilby's Atlas, V. 253. The chief events in the history of the Dutch company

were : 1696 the original company trades to Sumatra and Java ; 1602 the rival Dutch
companies unite ; 1602- 1614 the Dutch fight with the Portuguese in the eastern
islands ; 1619 Batavia is made the Dutch head-quarters ; 1623 the English are driven
out of the Moluccas ; 1658 the Dutch get possession of Ceylon. In 1620, on gaining
a footing at Surat, the Dutch made Surat their chief factory in Hindustin and next
to Batavia, the head-quarters of their commerce in the east. Under Surat were placed
fifteen subordinate factories, five in Persia, one in Arabia, and nine in India, at

Vengurla, Agra, Ahmadabad, Cambay, Broach, Baroda, andSarkhej. Of the Indian
factories Broach alone remained under Surat. In 1677 Vengurla was handed to the
commander of Malabar. The other settlements were gradually withdrawnj from
Cambay Sarkhej and Baroda before 1670 ; from Agra in 1716, and from Ahmadabad
in 1774. Details are given in the Surat Statistical Account, Bombay Gazetteer, II. 87,

* Architecture of BijApur, 40. ^ Grant DufTs Mar£lthds, 56.
« Grant Duff's MarAthds, 70.
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Aurangzeb, the youngest son of the Emperor ShAh Jahdn, was sent
to command the Moghal army of the Deccan.^ He had lately been
twice repulsed in attempts to capture Kandahd.r, and desirous of
retrieving his military reputation, he resolved on the overthrow of
Golkonda and Bijd,pur. Against Bijdpur personal enmity urged
him as the late king Mahmud Sh^h had kept a friendly intercourse
with Ddra Shukoh, Aurangzeb's elder brother with whom he was
on bad terms. Golkonda was brought under and a yearly tribute
imposed, mainly through the aid of the Mir Jamla, or finance
minister of that kingdom. With the finance minister Aurangzeb
entered into an agreement for the partition of Bijdpur, and his craft

soon found a pretext for invading the kingdom. On the death of

Sultdn Mdhmud in 1656, his son Ali had ascended the throne
without any reference to the Emperor of Delhi, and, without the
observance of any homage, which the Emperor claimed on analleged
admission of the late king. For this reason it was declared that the
new king was not the son of M4hmud, and that another king must
be named by the Emperor ; in other words that Bijapur had lapsed

to the empire. A more unwarrantable claim had never been put
forward. The war was a wanton aggression destitute of apology.

As the young king refused to submit to his orders Aurangzeb
invaded the kingdom. No sufiicient army could be brought to meet
him, the frontier fortresses fell one by one, and KhAn Muhammad the

leading BijApur general was bought over and remained inactive.

Aurangzeb ravaged and laid waste the country on all sides, marched
to BijApur, and laid siege to it. Within was faction and treachery,

a young king whose authority was hardly established ; without, a

relentless foe, who pressed the siege with the fiercest energy. A long

defence was impossible, and succour was hopeless. The king prayed

for terms, offering to pay a large sum, and agreeing to almost any-

thing short of surrender. Aurangzebwasinexorable,and resolved on
the complete overthrow of Bijdpur. The siege was carried on with such

vigour that in spite of a most stubborn and united defence Bijapur

must have fallen had not Aurangzeb, hearing that his father lay at

the point of death, concluded a hasty peace with Bijapur, raised

the siege, and hurried to Delhi.* Aurangzeb was not the only

enemy by whom Bijdpur was assailed. Shiv^ji was still in rebellion.

Before 1657 he had gained considerable territory which had belong-

ed to Bijapur, and, by professing submission to Aurangzeb, had been

confirmed in the lands he held. He kept steadily encroaching, and,

when Aurangzeb raised the siege of Bijapur, the city was too much
torn by faction to admit of measures being taken to crush Shiv^ji.

Khan Muhammad, the leading general, whose treachery had been

one chief cause of Aurangzeb^s success, was invited to court under

promise of protection. As he entered the AlMpur gate, he was

dragged from his elephant and murdered, some say by order of the

king, but more likely by a private enemy. On the death of Khan
Muhammad the chief power in the state was entrusted to Afzul Khdu,

a military officer of rank, and, as Shivdji's ravages continued, Afzul
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Khdn volunteered to lead an army against the rebeL In 1659 he set

out on his expedition, at the head of an army of 5000 horse and 7000

choice infantry, a good train of artillery, besides a large supply of

''^1656^1672 ' TOckets, a number of swivels mounted on camels, and abundance of

stores. 1 Promises of submission drew the Bijapur general into the

defiles which surround the Mahdbaleshvar hills and led him to agree

to a meeting with Shivdji. A small plateau below the hill-fort of

Pratdpgad was chosen as the place of meeting. Afzul Khd.n halted

his army at the base of the hill, and went to the appointed place

with only one attendant. As he arrived Shivd,ji came forward to

embrace him, plunged into Afzul Khdn's body the sharp tiger-claw

dagger which he held in his right hand and followed the -stroke with

a blow from a dagger in his left. Afzul Khdn vainly attempted to

draw his sword and defend himself, and fell covered with wounds
at the feet of his treacherous foe. The Bijapur army, round which
the Maratha troops had been noiselessly closing, was attacked and
almost cut to pieces, the remnant with diflPiculty escaping to Karhdd.
This treachery greatly raised Shivdji's character amonghis country-

men. He followed his victory by the capture of several forts, and
by plundering to the walls of the capital. But Bijd.pur resources

were unimpaired, and a campaign followed in which Fazl Khd,n, the

son of Afzul Khdn, greatly distinguished himself. The king took
the field in person, and many disloyal nobles submitted to him. Still

it was impossible to deal Shivdji a final blow ; defeated in one quarter,

he at once began plundering in another. The war dragged on till

1662. Then it was deemed advisable to come to terms, and a treaty

was signed securing him his possessions, the nominal sovereignty
being still with Bijapur. By this treaty Shivdji became ruler of the
whole Konkan coast from Kalyd,n to Goa, and above the Sahyadris
from the Bhima to the Vdrna, a strip of land about 130 miles long
by 100 broad.2

During the next four years (1662-1666) Bijdpur seems to have
been at peace. Neither Shivd,ji Jior the Moghals made any attack

on the kingdom, which, though shorn of its former greatness,

was still rich and prosperous. Several travellers about this time
refer to the large suburbs of Bijd,pur filled with the shops of gold-

smiths and jewellers.' The city walls were completed, and several

new bastions built, and a year or two later (1668) the great bronze
piece the Malik-i-Maidan or Lord of the Plain was placed in position

on the Sherzi bastion, which had been built specially for it under
the superintendence of Nawab Munzli Shdh. About 1660, according
to the Dutch traveller Baldseus, the Bijapur kingdom was no less

than 250 leagues long and 150 broad. The king though formerly
independent after a lengthened war had been made vassal to the

great Moghal. His forces consisted of 150,000 horse besides a large

number of foot. The kingdom abounded in saltpetre works.*

Baldaus,
1660.

1 Grant Duff's Mardthis, 76, s (jrant Duff's Marithds, 85.
3 Thevenot's Voyages, V. 376. Thevenot seems not to have been at BijS,pur. He

probably got his information from Tavernier, who visited theoity in 1648. According
to Thevenot (Voyages, V. 241), before the Moghals took Kalyin and Bedar, the chief
part of the Deocan, then under BijApur was called Telanga.

^ Churchill's Voyages, III, 540 541.
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Thongli during ttis period Shivdji refrained from attacking the
Bijdpur kingdom, he was not equally careful to abstain from ravag-
ing the Moghal territories. The Emperor Aurangzeb (1658-1707),
who by the murder of his brothers had succeeded to the imperial
throne, resolved to subdue Shivaji and capture Bijapur. For this
purpose in 1 665, Rdja Jaysing was sent into the Deccan with an
army. He succeeded in induciug Shivdji to come to terms. One
of the terms was that Shivdji should join with the Moghal army in
an attack onBijapur,and in 1666 the two armies invaded the kingdom.
Ali Adn Shdh endeavoured to stave off the danger by promising to
pay arrears of tribute, but the Moghal general was not to be propitiat-
ed and the army steadily advanced on the capital. Pressing danger
roused the old chivalrous spirit in Bijdpur, and Hindus and Musalmdns
united to oppose the invader. As in 1635 the country round the capital
was laid waste, no supplies were obtainable, and water was scarce.
The plague broke out among the besiegers, and Jaysing, seeing no
prospect of taking the city, raised the siege, and retreated to
Aurangabad pursued by the Bijapur horse.^ Though the king
succeeded in repelling this attempt of the Moghals, he knew that
his state could not withstand their power. Two years later (1668)
a treaty was concluded by which the Bijdpur kingdom was shorn
of still more of its greatness and the river Bhima became its

northern boundary. So low was Bijapur sunk that in the same year
an agreement was made with Shivdji, under which the Bijd.pur king
engaged to pay him £30,000 (Es. 3 Idhhs) a year in return for refrain-

ing to levy- the chauth or one-fourth and other impositions. During
the next four years little of importance happened in Bijapur. In
1672 the king died after a chequered reign of sixteen years.

At his father's death Shikandar, the last king of Bijapur,

was a boy of five years. The affairs of the state were entrusted

to a regency whose head was Khawas Khdn, the son of the
traitor general Khan Muhammad. A rivalry between the other

ministers, Abdul Karim and Muzafar Khdn, was stirred by Brd,hman
dependents in league with Shivaji. All were more intent on
strengthening their own faction than on strengthening the state.

Shivaji, who held that the death of Ali Adil Shd,h freed him from
his 1668 engagements, began fresh plundering raids, directing his

arms to the south of the kingdom. Abdul Karim was sent against

him, but with little success, and as a body of Mardthas appeared

near the capital, he was recalled for its defence. Shivaji, who
about this time (1674) assumed the title of Raja, was left at leisure

to pursue his conquests in the south, and numerous forts fell iiito

his hands. Quarrels between the Bijd.pur leaders continued, and
1675 Khawas Khdn, unable to hold his position, openedm

negotiations with the Moghal viceroy Khd,n Jahdn. In return for

assistance he agreed to hold BijApur as a dependent province and

to give the king's sister, the beautiiul Padshih Bibi, in marriage

to one of the Emperor's sons. Like that of his father Khdn
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Muhammadj Khawas Khan's traitorous life fitly ended in a

traitor's death. His treason was discovered and the people rose

and murdered him. Abdul Karim became regent and made such

excellent dispositions for the defence of the state, that the Moghal
army, which in accordance with the ageement with Khawas Khd,n,

was marching on Bijd.pur led by Khdn Jahan was forced to beat a

retreatj and was hunted in derision across the Bij^pur border.^

An alliance was concluded with the Emperor in accordance with

which one Malik Berkhordar came to Bijapur, nominally in token

of friendship and courtesy, but really to perplex the regent and
draw the nobles to the Emperor's party. The Moghal faction

grew steadily stronger, and the task of governing Bijapur

became daily more difficult. Shivdji was still carrying on operations

against the state, and in 1676 headed an expedition to secure

Tdnjor, which had been granted to his father Shdhdji. He
besieged and took the forts of Ginji and Vellor which were held

by Bijapur troops.^ He also made an alliance with the king of

Golkonda for the conquest and division of all the southern territory

of the Bijdpur kingdom. In the following year Abdul Karim the

BijApur regent, learning of the Mardtha-Golkonda alliance, agreed
with Dilawar Khan, the Moghal general who had replaced Khi,n
Jahan, for a joint attack on Golkonda. But the combined armies were
met by an overwhelming force under Md,dhanna Pant, the Golkonda
minister, and forced to retreat. The state of the Bijapur army was
most unsatisfactory, the pay was in arrears, and the troops disorderly.

To add to the general distress the regent Abdul Karim fell

dangerously ill. DiMwar Khd,n, the Moghal general, attempted to

reconcile the factions, and it was agreed that Masud Kh^n, the

wealthy Abyssinian holder of Adoni, should pay the arrears due to

the army and be appointed regent-minister. Masud Khan only

partly fulfilled his promise, and numbers of the hereditary cavalry,

the flower of the Bijdpur army, were turned adrift, and took service,

some with the Moghals, the rest with Shiv^ji. Masud Khd,n had
also agreed to send PMsh^h Bibi, the king's sister, to the Moghal
camp. But on his return to Bijdpur he refused to send her, an
act of independence which at once made him popular. When
Aurangzeb heard of Dildwar Khan's arrangement he censured him
for not taking the BijApur kingdom under his protection and paying

the arrears. He was ordered to repair his error, and formally to

demand the hand of Pddshdh Bibi. Masud Khdn refused and
the Moghal army once more marched for Bijapur. One of the

factions in the capital, instigated by the Moghal envoy, assembled

in arms to enforce Dilawar Khdn's demand of the princess. A
battle was avoided by the princess, who, in the hope that by
sacrificing herself to an alliance she detested, she might save her

brother and his kingdom, joined the Moghal army on its march.

She found that her sacrifice was of no avail. She was courteously

received and sent with a suitable escort to Aurangzeb. But the

march of the army was not stayed, and, towards the end of 1679,

1 Grant Duff's Mardth^, 119-120, ^ Orme's Historical Fragments, 62.
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Bijapur was once more besieged by the Mogbals. In his extremity
Masud Khdn applied for aid to Shivdji, who, on the promise of the
cession of the Raichur Doab, agreed to help him. He advanced
with a large army towards Bijdpur, but, instead of attacking Dilawar
Khan, marched north and crossing the Bhima with merciless
severity plundered the Moghal dominions as far as Aurangabad,
Dildwar Khiln in no way relaxed his efforts to capture the city, and
reduced the defenders to such straits that Masud Khdn wrote to
ShivAji entreating him to return, saying thatDiMwarKh^n hadrun his
approaches close to the walls and that nothing but Shivdji's presence
could save them.^ Shivdji set out for Bijapur, but on the way met
the alarming news that his son Sambh^ji had revolted and joined
the Moghals. He retired to Panhdla, but directed his army under
Hambirrdv to pursue its march to Bijdpur. The Mardtha general
hovere.d about the Moghal army, harassing it and cutting off its

supplies, while Masud Khdn defended the city with such stubbornness
that towards the close of 1679 Dildwar Khan raised the siege.

ShortlyafterShivAji,whohadreceived back his penitent sonSambdhji,
arrived at Bijapur and the Eaichur Doab was ceded to him. This
was almost the last act and acquisition of his life. He died shortly
after on the 5th of April 1680. He was succeeded by the able and
brave but thoughtless and dissipated Sambhaji, and Aurangzeb,
freed from one great obstacle to his designs on the Deccan, began vast
preparations for the overthrow of the southern kingdoms. Affairs at
Bijd,pur were unsatisfactory. Although Masud Khan had forced
Dilawar Khan to raise the siege of the capital, his cession of the
Edichur Do^b to Shiv^ji was unpopular. Taking advantage of this

feeling against him, the rival faction, instigated by the Moghal envoy,
obliged Masud Khdn to retire to Adoni. The chief power in the
kingdom seems next to have been shared between Shirza Khan one
of the best officers in the army, and Syed Makhtum a distinguished

nobleman. One of the first measures of the new ministry was the
attempt to recover from Sambhaji part of the territory near the
Krishna of which his father had gained possession. This attempt
was almost as unsuccessful as it was injudicious. Sambhdji never
forgave it. Instead of joining Bijdpur against the Moghals, he
held steadily aloof, and Bijapur lost the one ally whose help might
have enabled it to hold out against the Emperor.

The following account of Bijapur, compiled from older travellers,

was prepared by the English geographer Ogilby about 1680.^ Bijdpur

had many jewellers who traded in diamonds and pearls of great

value. The diamonds were brought from Golkonda and were sold to

Surat and Cambay merchants who resold them in Goa and other

places. The arms used by the people, both by horse and by foot,

were broad swords, pikes, lances with a square iron at the end about

a span long, bows and arrows, shields, and darts. Their defensive

arms were coats of mail and coats lined with cotton. When they

marched a-field they carried calico tents under which they slept.

They used oxen to carry their baggage. Their common mode of
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> Grant Dufi's Marithds, 129.

E 877—55

2 OgUby's Atlas, V. 249-251.
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fighting was on footj though, when they marched, some walked,
others rode on horses and some on elephants of which the king
kept a large number. The king was very powerful and able in a
short time to bring eighty thousand or two hundred thousand armed
men into the field both horse and foot. The king had diverse

great guns in his magazine and about two hundred cannons,
demircannons, and culverines. The king was called ' Adelcan or

Adel Shah,' meaning the lord of justice or the king of keys, that

is the keeper of the keys which locked the treasury of the
Bisnagar kings.^ The land had no written laws ; the king's will

was the law. At the capital civil justice was administered by the
high sherifE or kotwdl ; and criminal cases were decided by the king.
The criminals were executed in the king's presence with great cruelty,

throwing them often before elephants and other wild beasts to be
eaten, and sometimes cutting off their arms, legs, and. other
members. A debtor who failed to pay his debt within the period
fixed by the judge was whipped and his wife and children were sold

by the creditor as slaves. Persons taking oaths were placed in a
round circle made on the ground, and repeated some words, with
one hand on ashes and the other hand laid on their breast.^

Sambhaji would probably have himself attacked Bijapur had
not the approach of the Emperor Aurangzeb obliged him to look
after the safety of his own territories. Aurangzeb, though so
often foiled in his attempts to capture Bijd-pur, had never given up
his designs on the kingdom. In 1683 he quitted Delhi, which ho
was never again to enter, with a vast army intent on conquering the
Deccan. He advanced to Burhd.npur and then to Aurangabad,
sending his sons Mu'azzam and A'zam with separate armies to capture
important fortresses in the north and west of the Deccan. In 1685
the campaign against Bijapur was begun by prince A'zam laying
siege to ShoMpur. Sholapur fell and the prince passed on to

Bijapur. In Bijdpur once more the presence of the Moghals put
an end to the rivalry of factions, and the troops, splendidly led by
Shirza Khdn, defeated the Moghals in several skirmishes and forced
them north of the Bhima. At this time the officers of the Bijapur
army were equal, if not superior, to those of Aurangzeb, and the
cavalry, led by its hereditary chiefs, was braver and better equipped
than any in India. ^ Towards the end of the year operations were
renewed A'zam again moving forward with a large army. Contrary
to their former tactics, the Bijapur troops did not oppose the
prince on the frontier, but retired before him to the capital. This
change of tactics was judicious. Little rain had fallen and scarcity

prevailed, while what grain had grown round Bijapur had been
gathered into the fort. The difficulties of the approach were
doubled. At all times from the north, the scarcity of water forage

fl,nd food made the city difficult of access, while the capital itself.

' Bisnagar that is Vijiiyanagar. The meaning is doubtful.
' This description of the punishment of criminals is exaggerated. There is no

reference to it in any of the histories of the city. State criminals in all cases s6em
to have been simply executed and the place is still pointed out where the punishment
of death was inflicted. Mr. H, F. Siloook, C. S.

' Orme's Historical Fragments, 143,
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guarded by tte desert tract to the north possessed abundance of

good water and was stored with grain from the unfailing lands of

the Don valley to the south.^ The Moghal army had to draw all

its supplies from the Emperor's camp at Sholapur. Here too grain

grew very dear, and to convey supplies to the besieging troops was
a task of great danger. The BijApur cavalry were constahtly

cutting ofE convoys, and, by repeated attacks, reduced the army to

great distress. At length a large convoy of grain, despatched from
Ahmadnagar and escorted by a strong force, reached the besieging

army, and rescued the prince's troops from the threatened

destruction. Meanwhile the Emperor, who was directing operations

against Haidarabad, finding Bijd.pur likely to make considerable

resistance, while the resources of Haidarabad were much greater than
he expected, concluded a treaty with Haidarabad, and gathering all

available troops marched for Bijdpur. He found the place partially

invested by his son's army, and his own completed what was
wanting. Several breaching batteries were erected on the high
ground to the south of the city, and a practicable breach was shortly

made. Led by Shirza Khan and the Sidis Salim and Shamshed
the garrison defended their works with great vigour and the troops

though few, ill-paid, and badly fed fought with great obstinacy.

As the Emperor knew the surrender of the city was only a matter

of time, the besieging army closely invested the place, while the

garrison was harassed by the constant fire from the Moghal,
batteries. Traces of this siege are still apparent on many portions

of the walls, especially near the Landa Khasd.b bastion. Gradually,

as supplies ran short, the defence grew less vigorous, but, though
several breaches had been made, the Emperor refrained from an
attempt to storm. He preferred to trust to the distress within the

walls, as he was aware that even if his troops stormed the outer wall,

the citadel could offer an obstinate resistance. His anticipations of

surrender were well-founded. About the 15th of October 1686, the

garrisoti, reduced to the last extremity, capitulated. The emperor
entered the conquered city in state followed by his principal

generals and officers, and, moving through weeping crowds, passed

to the great hall' of audience in the citadel, and there received the

submission of the leading nobles. The unfortunate king Shikandar,

only in his nineteenth year, made his submission, and is said to have

been brought before the Emperor in silver chains more like a captive

rebel than a vanquished sovereign.^ Prom this day Bijdpur was
blotted out of the roll of Indian kingdoms, and the Adil Shd,hi

dynasty, after enjoying kingly powers for little less than 200 years

(1489-1686), ceased to exist.* The captive king was not removed
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' Bernier's History of the Late Revolution of the Great Moghal (1671), 171,

' Orme's Historical Fragments, 149; Grant Duffs Mar^thds, 150; Elliot and Dowsou,

Vn. 322-324; Scott's Deccan, II. 7i-72.
3 According to Col. Meadows Taylor the Adil Shdhi kings were tolerant in regard

to different sects of Muhanimadans, and the same tolerance seems to have been

extended to Christian missions from Goa. It is evident from the churches wiich
still remain in the Deccan, that the movements of the Jesuit friars, and;

their communication with the people were not restricted ; and that in some instances

large communities became their converts, which still remain firm in their faith. One'

mission ohuroh is at Aurangabad ; another; the member's of which are distillers and
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from Bijdpur. Aurangzeb assured Wm of protection and assigned

him £10,000 (Rs. 1,00,000) a year for his expenditure. He did
not long survive the fall of his kingdom, but died some years after

the surrender of the city, not, as is reported, without suspicion of

having been poisoned by order of the Emperor.

The chief oflBcers of the Bij^pur court were taken into the
imperial service and a command or masnab of 7000 horse, with the
title of Rustam Khdn, was conferred on Shirza KhdrU. After the
fall of BijApnr Aurangzeb marched towards Golkonda leaving the
Bij^pur country in charge of a Bijdpur officer, who, on behalf of the
emperor, was appointed military governor or faujddr. One K^sim
Khd,n was sent with a detachment across the Krishna to occupy as
much of the country as possible, and to induce thelandholdersor desuis

and. jaminddrs to acknowledge the imperial authority. Shirza Khan
was sent to invade Sambhdji's districts and marched towards Satara.^

In September 1687, after a siege of seven months, Golkonda surren-
dered to Aurangzeb, and the grand camp moved towards Bijapur,
The overthrow of these two great kingdoms by throwing out of em-
ployment large numbers of mercenary troops, so greatly strengthened
the unruly element in the Deccan population that even the power
of Aurangzeb was unable to cope with it. Some of the foreign
mercenaries may have taken service with the Emperor, but the bulk
of the troops joined Sambhaji or plundered on their own acoount-
The distant estate-holders seized every opportunity of making them-
selves independent, and in the ceaseless wars and robberies which
followed were always ready to befriend the Marathas to whom they
looked as the patrons of anarchy. Even those within the reach of the
Moghals were disaffected to their conquerors ; and, from this motive
and the feeling of religious opposition, were always ready to aid
the Moghals' enemies.^

The overthrow of Bijapur and Golkonda raised the Moghal
Deccan provinces from four to six. Two Moghal officers one
military with the title of faujddr and one civil with the title of
hhdlsa diwdn were appointed to the Bijd,pur country. The faujddr
or military officer, in command of a body of troops, was charged
with the care of the police and the maintenance of order and was
paid by the assignment of about twenty-five per cent of the govern-
ment collections. The civil officer or khdlsa diwdn was charged

weavers, at Chitdpur on the Bhima about twenty miles south-east of Kulbarga

;

a third at RAichur, which consists of potters ; a fourth at Mudgal, the largest,
containing upwards of 300 members, who are shepherds and weavers ; a fifth at a
village between EAichur and Mudgal, who are farmers. In all these places there
are small churches furnished with translations, in excellent Kdnarese, of the Breviary
and of Homilies and lectures, which in the absence of the priest, are read by lay-deacons
or monks, duly accredited. They have also schools attached to them. These
churches, under the late concordat, are now permanently subject to the jurisdfetion
of the Archbishop of Goa. All of them possess/aj-ntkns or grants of endowments
by Ibrahim, Ali, and MAhmud Adil Shdh ; some of lands, others of grain, cloths
and percentages upon the local customs and excise revenues which are still enjoyed
under the local grants. The early Portuguese missionaries introduced into the
Deccan, where they still flourish, the Cintra orange and the black and white fleshy
grapes of Portugnal. Architecture of BijApur, 47-48.

» Grant Duff's MaiAthAs, 151. 2 Elphinstone's History of India, 575.
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with collecting tte revenue both on account of government and on
account of persons to whom the government share of the revenues
had been assigned. The Moghal commanders, who received estates

orjdgirs from the Bijdpur territories instead of lands, were generally
granted the revenue of certain districts for a term of years.

Thus the military managers or faujddrs were more on the footing

of feudatories than the estate holders or jdgirddrs. Along with the
civil manager or diwdn the military managers or faujddrs made
arrangements for farming the districts to the hereditary proprietors

the deshmukhs or desdis, and the diwdn realized the revenue from
them. The MarAtha office-holders or masnahddrs who had been in

the service of Bijd,pur, sent professions of duty to the Emperor,
but showed no readiness to join his standard.^

Aurangzeb remained at Bijapur for two years after its capture, and
from Bijdpur carried on operations in the south of the kingdom. In
1689 a plague broke out in his camp and his queen died of the disease.

So fierce and sudden was this plague^ that seventy men of the

Emperor's suite are said to have been struck down by it and to have
died on the road, as Aurangzeb was being borne from the Sdt
Mahdl or thereabouts to the Jdma mosque a distance of about
1320 yards. A hundred thousand people are said to have
fallen victims to this plague, many of high rank, and those who
recovered were maimed for life. The disease began with a slight

swelling under the ear or in the arm-pit or groin, attended with
inflamedlungs and severe fever; the attack generally proved fatal in

a few hours.* So numerous were the victims, that the usual burial

rites could not be performed, and the dead were thrown into carts

and hurried into the open spaces beyond the town. In one day
700 carts full of dead bodies are said to have passed through the

Shdhdpur gate. The Day of Judgment seemed to have come.
Whole families were carried ofE in a night and their bodies were
left to decay where they lay. None attended to the wants of others.

Trade ceased, and the whole city was given over to mourning. At
first the Emperor refused to leave the plague-stricken city, but,

when his family were attacked, several of the princes sickened, and
his wife died, he retired to Akluj on the banks of the Nira. When
the Emperor left the fury of the plague, which had been raging for

three months, at once abated. For three years the city was not

wholly free from the disease but its ravages greatly decreased.

When the disease ceased, the Emperor caused a census of the city

to be taken. The population amounted to only 984,000, though

some few years before the two cities of Bijdpur and Shd.hdpur are

said to have numbered nearly 2,000,000. In ShdhApur alone during

the reign of Mdhmud Shah (1626-1656) were 900,000 houses, but

in the whole of Bijapur at this latter census only 184,000 houses

remained.*

' Grant Duffs MardthAs, 154.

" Grant Duff's Mar^thia, 158. The author of the Bus4tm-i-SaUtin calls it the

tawn or plague. The bubo is a symptom of the true Baghdad plague and this disease

had been devastating India for many years. ,,•„., ,„^o
3 Kh^fi Khto in Elliot and Dowson, VII, 337. * Silcock a BijApur 47 - 48.
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Aurangzeb was now free to act against tlie MaratMs. In If

Samblidiji was captured and executed, and, in the hope of drawing

the MarAthAs southwards, in 1694, Aurangzeb moved with his grand

army to Galgale about thirty-two miles south-west of Bij^pur. In

1695 the Italian traveller Gemelli Careri made a journey from Goa
specially to see the camp of the Great Moghal. At Galgale Careri

was told that the forces in the camp, which was thirty miles in

extent, amounted to 60,000 horse and 1,000,000 foot, for whose bag-

gage there were 50,000 camels and 3000 elephants. The suttlers

merchants and craftsmen were much more numerous, the whole

camp being a moving city of 5,000,000 souls, abounding not only in

provisions but in all things that could be desired. There were 2-50

markets, as every umra or general had a market for. his own men.
The Emperor's and the princes' tents took up three miles, and
were guarded on all sides with palisades, ditches, and five hundred
falconets. The umrds or generals maintained a certain number of

horse and foot out of the revenues of the countries assigned to them.
The offensive arms were broad heavy swords bowed like scimitars,

and as the swords made in the country were apt to break, the English

supplied them with European daggers which were worn hanging
to their girdles. The other arms were bows and arrows, javelins,

pistols, muskets, and twelve feet long pikes. The defensive arms
were round bucklers two feet across made of buffalo hide with many
large-headed nails to ward off arrows and sword cuts, coats of

mail, breast-plates, head-pieces, and arm-guards. The foot and
musketeers, who were paid £1 to £2 (Rs. 10 - 20) a month, were
miserable. They carried a rest tied to the musket and made ill use of

their muskets for fear of burning their great beards. The artillery

was divided into two sections, the heavy and the light. The heavy
cannon included sixty to seventy guns without reckoning three

hundred pieces fixed on camels. The fifty or sixty light bra?s

guns were on carriages with little red banners each drawn by
two horses. The heavy artillery were under the direction of

Portuguese, English, Dutch, Germans, and French who were
paid £20 (Rs. 200) a month. Once in the Moghal's service these

foreigners could only leave by escaping. Careri was admitted
to a private audience with the Emperor who asked him from
what country of Europe he had come, the object of his visit,

and sundry other questions. He also asked him about the wars
between the Turks and the European princes in Hungary. On
all these points Careri satisfied the Emperor. Careri also saw
the Emperor in a visiting or reception tent. Under this tent was
a square place raised four spans above the ground enclosed with

silver banisters two spans high and covered with fine carpets. Six'

spans further in the middle was another place raised a span higher,

at each angle whereof a pole covered with silver reached to the top of

-

the tent. Here stood the throne which was square of gilt wood
three spans above the rest, and reached by a little silver footstool.

On the throne were three pillows of brocade two for sides and one
for a back. The king entered the-tent leaning on a staff forked at

the top, several umrds and courtiers going-before him. The king was
dressed in a white vest tied under the right arm. The turban or sira
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of the same white stufE was tied with a gold web on which a big
emerald appeared amid four little ones. He had a silk sash which
covered the dagger or katdri hanging on the left. His shoes were
after the Moorish fashion and his legs were naked without hose.
Two servants kept ofE flies with long white horse tails and one kept
off the sun by a. green umbrella. The king was of low stature, with
a large nose, slender, and stooping with age. The whiteness of his

round beard was more visible on his olive skin. He received peti-

tions, read them without spectacles, endorsed them with his own
hand, and, by his cheerful smiling countenance, seemed to be pleased
with the employment. At this camp Careri also saw the dethroned
Bijapur king Shikandar, going with a handsome retinue to pay his

respects to the Emperor. He was a sprightly youth, twenty-nine
years of age, of a good stature, and an olive skin.^

In conti'ast to the wealth and unwieldy size of this moving
Moghal city were the hordes of Mardtha freebooters whose number
Aurangzeb's ambition had done so much to increase, and whose
excesses his style of warfare was so little fitted to suppress. These
hordes were iri-egular assemblies of several thousand horsemen, who
met by agreement in some lonely part of the country. They set off

with little provision, no baggage except the blanket on their saddles,

and no animals but led horses, with ^mpty plunder bags. If they

halted during part of the night, they slept with their bridles in their

hands ; if during the day, while the horses were fed and refreshed,

the men slept with little or no shelter from the heat, except a
chance bush or tree. During the time of rest their swords were

by their sides, and their spears were generally stuck in the ground
at their horses' heads. When they halted on a plain, groups of four

or five might be seen stretched on the bare earth sound asleep, their

bodies exposed to the noonday sun, and their heads in a cluster,

under the flimsy shade of a black blanket or a tattered horse-cloth

stretched on the point of their spears. Their great aim was plunder.

The leaders and their troops, though they generally rendered a

partial account to the head of the state, dissipated or embezzled the

greater part of what they collected.^

In 1696 the Mardthas who had regained strength under Eajardm,

Sambhdji's brother, appeared under Santaji Ghorpade and laid

waste the Bijapur Karnatak. To punish their ravages a large

force was sent from Bijapur under different leaders, and being

joined by Kasim Khdn the faujddr or military governor of the

province, the whole were ready to march in search of Santdji.

Their advanced tents had scarcely been pitched when Santaji'a

troopers were on them, cut off the advanced guard and swarmed

round the main body before the great men had time to make ready

and mount their elephants.^

Towards the close of the seventeenth century the south of the

district was in charge of Abdul Rduf Khan an oli Bijdpur officer,

who had entered the Moghal service on the fall of Bijd,pur. About
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this time (1700) lie established himself at Savanur in Dharwdr and
became the founder of the family of the Savanur Nawdbs. In 1703
Chin Kilich Khd,n, who, about twenty years later established

the family of the Nizams of Haidarabad, was made governor of

Bijapur^ including the old Bijapur Konkan. On his appointment
he received from the Emperor a jewelled crest, a horse, and an
elephant.'^ Shortly before his death in 1707 Aurangzeb appointed
his third son Kdm Bakhsh to be governor of Bijapur to which
place he soon went. On the death of the Emperor at Ahmadnagar
in 1707 Bahadur Shdh's (1707-1712) title to the imperial throne
was disputed by his two brothers, A'zam in the north and K^m
Bakhsh in the south. After quelling the rebellion headed by A'zam
in the north, Bahadur Shdh marched to the south against Kdm
Bakhsh who had assumed the ensigns of royalty. Kdm Bakhsh's
authority was at first acknowledged, but he was soon deserted by
most of his troops, who were disgusted by his folly and vanity.

Bahadur Shdh offered him the kingdoms of Haidarabad and Bijapur.

But as these concessions did not satisfy him, BahMur Shdh attacked
him and he was slain in a battle near Haidarabad.^ The death of

Aurangzeb led to the release of Shdhu, Sambhaji's son, who, since

his father's execution in 1 689, had been Aurangzeb's prisoner. In
1 708, as a rival of his cousin at Kolhapur, Shdhu established himself

at S^tara and in 1709 his authority was strengthened by a treaty

with the viceroy of the Deccan by which he, and such Mardtha
chiefs as acknowledged his authority, were allowed one-fourth of the

revenue of the Deccan, the right of collecting it and paying it being
reserved by the viceroy.* In 1713 this treaty was overruled by
the appointment of Chin Kilich Khan to the viceroyalty of the

Deccan who sided with the Kolhdpur branch of the Marathds.

Shd/hu's troops were again let loose over the Moghal territories to

collect the tribute. In 1719, through the influence of the Syeds who
deposed the emperor Ferokshir (1713-1719), Shdhu received three

imperial grants, one of the chauth or one-fourth of, and the second

of the sardeshmukhi extra ten per cent on, the revenues of the six

Moghal provinces of the Deccan of which the yearly revenue of

Bijapur alone was estimated at £7,850,856 (Ks. 7,85,08,560). The
third grant, the svardj or home rule, did not affect Bijapur.* In

1720 in reward for delivering the Emperor Muhammad Shdh
(1720-1748) from the tyranny of the Syeds, Chin Kilich Khd,n, who
had been granted the title of Nizam-ul-mulk was appointed the

Emperor's minister, but he did not go to Delhi, till, in 1722, he had
quelled a disturbance caused by some Afghd,ns in Bijapur, and
appointed a new governor to that province.^ In 1723 the Nizd,m

returned from Delhi to the Deccan and declared himself independent

of the Emperor. Some years later he divided the revenues with

ShAhu in such parts of the Bombay Karndtak as were not included

in the Mar^tha svardj or home rule or were not wholly ceded in

jdgir to grantees. The influence of Kolhd,pur and of the Sd.vanur

' Eastwicls's Kaisar N^mdh-i-Eind, I. 3.

» Grant Duff's MarAthfe, 186. ' Grant Duff's MArithds, 188.

* Grant Duffs U&i&th&a, 200. ^ G,.ant buff's MSrathils, 210.
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Nawab was so powerful in the country south of the Krishna that
Shdhu's title to levy chauth and sardeshmuM was disputed. This
occasioned constant wars.^ In 1730 the differences between Kolhd-
pur and Satara were settled by a treaty under which several fortified

places in Bijapur were given to Shdbu.^

Though some fortified places were given up to Shahu and though
in 1 736 Shahu's claims in the Deccan were increased by the heredi-

tary grant of the sardeshpdndegeri or five per cent on the revenues
of the six Deccan provinces, the Bijapur country north of the Krishna
belonged to the Nizdm who placed it under the governorship of his

son Nagir Jang. It continued under Nasir Jang till his rebellion

in 1744, when it passed into the hands of Nizd.m-ul-mulk's grandson
Muzaffar Jang who fixed his head-quarters at Biid,pur.^ The country
south of the Krishna was managed by the Sdvanur Nawab who
acted as the Nizam's deputy. In 1746 Saddshiv Ohimndji Bhau,
the Peshwa Bdlaji's (1740-1761) cousin, marched against Majid
Khdn the Nawdb of Sdvanur who had resisted the authority of Bapu
NAik Baramatikar the farmer of the chauth and sardeshmukhi of

the country between the Krishna and the Tungbhadra. Majid
Khan was so hard pressed that he agreed to a treaty under which he
gave to the Peshwa the country of Bdgalkot and Bad^mi.* These
districts do not seem to have passed to the MarathAs till 1756 when,
in a second expedition led by the Peshwa Balaji and the Nizdm
against the S^vanur Naw^b Abdul Hakim KhAn, Bdgalkot and
Bddami were occupied by the Marathas. When they fell into the
hands of the Marathas Bigalkot and Badami seem to have been
most disorderly, the Nawab's authority was nominal and the real

power was in the hands of the desdis of Parvati, Jdhhdl, Kerur, and
Bdgalkot, and of Rustam Ali Khan the estate-holder or jdgirddr of

Badd.mi. All of these proprietors kept large bodies of armed men
and lived by open plunder. The roads were haunted by bands of

freebooters who robbed without check or punishment. In the second
year of the Maratha possession (1757) the two districts of Bdddmi and
Balgalkot were given in charge to Malhdrrao Rastia, who, instead of

going to the post himself, sent Krishnaji Vishvanath as his deputy
or sarsziiha. Krishnaji, who was a man of great vigour, within two
years put down by force the local freebooting proprietors or desdis but
failed to make any impression on Badami the stronghold of Rustam
Ali who in 1767 was bought off. Partly by making severe examples,
but chiefly by giving them land to till, Krishnaji by degrees put
down the robbers. He gave ten years' leases to all the ruined villages

at little or no rent, and issued orders to his mdmlatddrs to help the
landholders by every means in their power.*

On the death of the great Nizdm-ul-mulk in 1748 Haidarabad was
disturbed by dissensions among his sons, and by the intrigues of the

French general M. Bussy who took a leading part in Haidarabad
politics. In 1 759, when the Nizdm SaMbat Jang's army was mutinous
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1 Grant DuflPs Marith^, 214. » Grant Bufif's MarAthis, 224.
^ Bastwiek's Kaisar N4m4h-i-Hind, I. 26 ; Grant DufFs Mardthils, 262.
* Bom. Gov. Sel. OXIII. 208.
' Marshall's Statistical Report of Belgaum (1820), 132.
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and the landholders of Bijdpur were pressed to find funds to meet
the demands of the discontented troops, the Peshwa Bdlaji and his

cousin Saddshiv Bhdu entered the Moghal territory and completely
defeated SaMbat Jang and his brother NizAm Ali at Udgir about
160 miles east of Ahmadnagar. Under the treaty which followed

this victory the greater part of the province of Bijapur, including

the fortj passed to the Marathds. Part of Hungund "remained with
the Nizam but even on this the Marathas' claim to a fourth of the

revenue was acknowledged.^

In 1764, taking advantage of the terrible defeat of the Marathas
at Pdnipat (7th January 1761), Haidar Ali, who had lately raised
himself to be ruler of Maisur, spread his kingdom north across the
Malprabha and the Ghatprabha to the banks of the Krishna.^ A
Maratha army under Peshwa Madhavrdo (1761-1773) and his uncle
EaghunathrAo succeeded not only in driving Haidar and his general
Fazl Ulla Khan out of the Bo'nbay Karndtak but in inflicting on him
such severe reverses as in 1765 forced him to come to terms. In
1774, taking advantage of the confusion which followed the death of

Peshwa Md,dhavrd,o (1761-1773) and the murder of the young Pesh-
wa NArayanrdo (1778), Basalat Jang the Nizam's brother, marched
from Adoni, entered the Maratha country, and levied contributions
as far west as Athni and Miraj outside Bijapur limits. A Maratha
army under Vamanrdo Patvardhan and A'nandrdo Ed,stia marched
against Basalat Jang and forced him to retire.^ When the opposi-
tion of the Poona ministers burst forth against him, Raghundthrao
entered into a secret alliance with Haidar giving him the country
south of the Krishna on condition that he acknowledged Raghu-
nathrao as the head of the Maratha confederacy, paid him tribute,

and aided him with men and money.* Accordingly in 1776
Haidar crossed the Tungbhadra, repulsed with heavy loss the com-
bined armies of the Marathds and the Nizd,m, and, in 1778, by the
capture of Gajendragad, JdlihAl, and Bddami in the south of Bijdpur
made himself master of the whole country south of the Krishna.
He left the conquered country under the management of local desdis

and consented to receive from them their accustomed tribute, on
condition of prompt payment, as a free gift, of a further sum equal

to their yearly revenue.^ According to this arrangement Bagalkot
again passed into the hands of the S^vanur Nawab as Haidar's

vassal.® Though at first his conquests caused much mischief,

and, in spite of the levy of heavy contributions under Haidar, the

country was well governed and improved.'' In 1779 the protection

given to Raghundthr^o by the English at Surat led the Poona
ministers to form an alliance with Haidar and the Nizdm with

the object of driving the English out of India. As an induce-

ment to join the league the Poona ministers acknowledged Haidar's

right to the country south of the Krishna. When (1782) the treaty

' East-wick'sKaisarN^mdh-i-Hind, I. 60 ; Briggs' Nizdm, 1.58; GrantDufFsMarAthis,
306. 2 WUkes' South of India, I. 461 ; Grant Durs MarAthAs, 330.

' Grant Duff's MarAthfe, 369. " Wilkes' South of India, II. 173.
' Wilkes' South of India, II. 186-187, « Bom. Gov. Sel. CXIJI. 210.
' Marshall's Statistical Report of Bel^anm (1820), 130,
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of Sdlbd,i was being negotiated N^na Phadnavis (1776 - 1800),
the Poona minister, asked Haidar to restore the country north of
the Tungbhadra, threatening, unless his demand was complied with,
to join the English against Haidar. The rivalry between Mdha-
d^ji Sindia and Nana and the death of Haidar on the 20th of
December 1782 prevented Ndnafrom enforcing this demand. Ndna
called on Haidar's son and successor Tipu (1782 - 1799) for arrears
of tribute. Tipu admitted that arrears were due but evaded paying
them. la 1784 Nana and the Nizdm made a secret treaty to

recover from Tipu the territory which both had lost by Haidar's
encroachments. The Nizam set too high a value on his assistance j

and, though he was promised Bijapur after the country north of
the Tungbhadra was won from Tipu, he refused to take the
field unless Ahmadnagar and Bijdpur were made over to him in

advance. On hearing this Tipu showed his contempt for the
Nizam by sending an insulting message in which he claimed to
be the sovereign of Bijapur and as such called on the Nizam to

adopt his standard of weights and measures.^ The hitch in

the terms of the treaty between the NizAm and the Mardthas
gave Tipu time to strengthen his northern outposts. The siege

of Nargund in Dhdrwar and Tipu's treachery to its chief, the
forced conversion of Hindus, the suicide of 2000 Brahmans to

avoid circumcision, and the threatened attack on- the Nizam stirred

the Mardthds and the Nizd,m to action. In 1786 they settled to

attack the whole of Tipu's territories, and to divide the conquest
into six equal parts of which the Nizdm should receive two shares, the

Peshwa two, and Sindia and Holkar one each. It was further agreed
that their first efforts should be directed to the recovery of the

country between the Krishna and the Tungbhadra. A detachment
of 25,000 troops chiefly horse was sent to South Belgaum near Kittnr,

while the main army under Ndna Phadnavis marched towards
Badami in South Bijapur. Before the confederates reached Bddami,
spies were sent to watch Tipu's movements, and to ascertain the

strength of his army and his materials of war. Though the spies

never returned reports reached the confederates that Tipu had
marched with bis whole army. It was agreed, if the report was
correct, to put off the siege, but to camp near Baddmi until

the rains had fallen, when the swelling of the rivers would
secure them from interruption. The prospect of a monsoon
campaign induced the Nizam to return to Haidarabad leaving his

army of 25,000 men under his general Tahavar Jang. When news
was received that Tipu had returned from Bangalur to Seringapatam,

preparations were made to besiege Badami, a fortified town built on
the plain with a citadel in the body of the place and further protect-

ed by two hill-forts one on each flank. Operations began on the

first of May. After three weeks' battering, as the town walls were

little injured, it was determined to try an escalade. On the morning
of the 20th of May 20,000 of the confederate infantry were drawn
up for the assault. The garrison, of upwards of 3500 troops
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according to one account and of 2000 according to another account,

opposed the assailants, who, when they advanced found the ditch

and coyert way full of small mines made by digging pits and placing

in them large leather vessels filled with gunpowder. These were

fired and proved very destructive; but the Marathds and the

Moghals vying with each other attacked with great courage though

with little discipline, mounted the walls in several places, and, except

a slight check at the citadel, carried all before them. The garrison

fled to the forts above, closely followed by the assailants, but the

pursuers failed to enter the forts. They continued to crowd up the

face of the hills though huge atones were rolled down and a heavy
fire of musketry was opened on them. So furious and persevering

was the attack that the garrison offered to surrender provided their

lives were spared. ^ The fort was left in charge of an oflBcer of

Rdstia's and the confederate army moved south. Though the con-

federates encountered a series of defeats at the hands of Tipu, in

1787 the fear that the English would join against him led Tipu to

agree to pay tribute and to give up all claim to South Bijdpur. The
whole of the territory was ceded to the Mardthas except a part of

Hungund which was restored to the Nizam.
After a break of nine years (1778-1787) the management of these

districts again passed to Rdstia's agent Yashvantrd,v and his son

Krishnar^v. During the twelve years between 1778 and 1790,
though more than once ravaged by Mar^tha armies, the country was
well managed and on the whole prosperous. Krishnardv Rdstia's

agent encouraged husbandry by starting ploughing matches and by
showing marked consideration to exceptionally hardworking hus-

bandmen. In this way every arable inch came under tillage, and the
country was filled with people many very rich, and all happy and
contented. The revenue in each village was fixed and moderate,

settled without trouble, and paid without a groan.^ This state of

things continued till the terrible famine of 1790-91. This famine
and the occasional passage of Maratha armies, one of whose marches
destroyed a tract for years, broke the bands of society and set every

man plundering his neighbour. Particularly in the south-east where
the chief plunderers were the desdis of Shordpur and three other

ndiks and estate-holders in the Nizdm's territories, katkai or

systematic pillage became general and lasted till the British took

the district in 1818.^ In spite of the destruction caused by this

• Grant Duffs MardthAs, 469 ; Eastwick's Kaisar NdmSh-i-Hind, I. 98-99.
" Marshall's Statistical Report of Belgaum{1820), 132-1.33. Marshall,when in BAgalkot

and BddAmi, heard many stories of the wealth which was amassed at this time. One
farmer is said to have decked his calves with scarlet collars and silver bells, and to
have had a separate servant for lambs, kids, young calves, and buffaloes. Another,
who lived in a village so highly tilled that there were no grass lands, settled on a
favourite bullock the produce of a field worth £10 (Rs. 100). Ditto, 135.

3 Marshall's Statistical Report (1820), 134, 173. In 1778, including alienations, the
Hungund village of Marol-Kop had nearly 9000 acres of land in full tillage. All
firewood had to be brought from the other side of the Krishna. At its weekly market
sixty dealers from the country round opened stalls, and the place contained between
300 and 400 houses. By 1820 the area under tillage had fallen to 200 acres and these
were scraps near the banks of rivers and close to the town. Every inch of rich land
was a forest of prickly bushes. Even rent-free land lay untouched, while the holders
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systematic pillage, about 1793-94 the seventeen districts or sarkdrs
of Bijapur yielded a gross yearly revenue of about £7,888,000
(Rs. 7,88,80,000).!

In 1795,attlie capitulation of Kharda about sixty-five miles south-
east of Ahmadnagar, the Nizam was completely defeated, and, among
other large concessions ceded to the Mardthds his share in Hungund.
This comprised thirty villages which lie south-west of a line passing
north-west and south-east from Kudli Sangam to Kandgul, a tract
called the samat or division of Tamb. Under the Nizam the villages,

though of trifling resources, were moderately rich. They had for long
been tenderly and steadily dealt with, were all or nearly all under
tillage, were well peopled, and paid the revenue without trouble or
murmur. The Kdtiks or freebooters, literally butchers, belonging to
Haidarabad had never disturbed the tract, probably from fear of the
fort of Tumb, where was always a small military force. With their
transfer to the Mardthds the well being of these villages ceased.
Every year families were ruined by over-taxing, large areas of rice

land fell waste, villages were broken, and a bare and uncertain
subsistence was all that was left to the most fortunate.^ Like
Hungund, Badami and Bagalkot did not escape this wholesale
destruction. About 1797, or a year after the accession of the last

Peshwa Bajirav (1796-1817), began a series of devastations the main
force of which seems to have been turned against Bagalkot partly
from its name for wealth, but chiefly on account of the grudge
which the Peshwa bore to the Rastia family as partisans of Ndna
Phadnavis. Scarcely a year passed without an army appearing on
the north of the Krishna, waiting until the river became fordable,

and then spreading through every village pillaging and destroying.
If the Nipdni chief was the leader the plunder generally ended in the
villages being burnt, and if Bd.pu Gokhle was in charge the throats

of some of the leading villagers were probably cut. Three or
four desdis from the north of the Krishna, in the interval between
the regular Maratha inroads, attacked choice villages, and swept off

their cattle. The village ofiicers also took to the same mode of life

and plundered their neighbours and one another. The fort and gar-

rison at Bagalkot saved some of the villages round it, and in 1810
when they passed from Rd.stia to the Peshwa they were still a valuable

possession. About the close of the eighteenth century (1797) another
plague laid Badami waste. One Bbimrav, who had possessed him-
self of Dambal in Dhdrwar, with the connivance or aid of Bapu
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tilled scraps of public land at the current assessment. The market bad gone and the
village dwindled to 1 10 houses. Ditto, 174.

1 Of the seventeen districts only three contained lands now comprised under Bijipur.
They were BijApur which contained thirty subdivisions. Those within the present
district were Haveli of Bijipur with a yearly revenue of Ra. 5,15,.322, Indi with Rs.
114,267, Sidn^th withRs. 5625, Chimalgi with Rs. 18,469, Ohandkavte withRs. 35,250,
Halsangi with Rs. 63,984, Malvdd with Rs. 44,255, Almeleh with Rs. 1,57,083,
Ukhli with Rs. 88,747, Baluti with Ra. 5625, BdgevAdi with Rs. 1,02,880, Sindgi with
Rs. 14,625, and Tdmbe with Rs. 63,323 ; Torgal contained sixteen subdivisions of which
those within present BijApur limits were Galgala or Kutabad with Es. 19,914,
B&d^mi with Rs. 2,39,735, and Sagar containing the anb-diviaion of TAlikoti with a
yearly revenue of Rs. 3,54,406. Waring's MarithAs, 242 - 248.

* Marshall's Statistical Report of Belgaum (1820), 174.

3 Marahall's Statistical Report of Belgaum (1820), 134-135.
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Gokhle, assembled an army with which for twelve years he plundered
the rich and untouched country south of the Malprabha. Bhimr£v
carried pillage and murder to such frightful lengths that in the end
Gokhale was forced to disown and seize him. This was not done
until half of the people were destroyed and tillage was confined to
little tractsnear villages from which, on the approach of the enemy, the
cultivators betook themselves to the tower with which every village
however small was provided. These towers were not always safe. On
several occasions they were set fire to, and the people within them
suffocated. Because they were poor, were diflBcult of access, were
remote from the usual troop routes, and to some extent were
guarded by the river and the fort, the country to the north of the
Malprabha' and the immediate neighbourhood of Badami escaped
with a small share of loss. Though naturally the poorest parts of
the district, in 1810 when they passed from Rdstia to the Peshwa,
they were the richest.^ To the ruin caused by the Mard.tha armies
was added the disordered state of the country brought about by
constant quarrels among the Peshwa's estate-holders and oflBcers.

Of these estate-holders and officers there were five, Mddhavrav
E^stia, MaMji Ghorpade, Parshuram Pandit, Daulatrdv Ghorpade,

,

and Ganpatrav Pense. M^dhavrdv Rdstia a Konkansth Brdhman, the
brother-in-law of Nana Phadnavis, lived at Bd,dami, had a yearly
revenue of £200,000 (Rs. 20 lakhs), and kept a force of 4000
horse and 4000 foot, besides employing an additional body of
plundering horse, against the chief of Shorapur in the Nizdm's
territories with whom he always carried on a predatory warfare.
MaMji Ghorpade, who held as his estates the towns and districts of
Tumba, Indi, and Almeleh, yielding a yearly revenue of £] 0,000
(Rs. 1 lakh), kept a force of 600 horse for which he was allowed
pay by the Poena government. Parshuram Pandit Pritinidhi held
Bd.gev^di and Bij^pur and some land in the Konkan, with a yearly
revenue of about £100,000 (Rs.. 10 lakhs) and a force of 3000 horse.

Daulatrav Ghorpade held the town and district of Gajendragad, with
a yearly revenue of about £30,000 (Rs. 3 lakhs) and a force of 300
horse and 300 foot which formed the garrison of the fort of

Gajendragad. Though they had much fallen off the Ghorpade
family were highly respected by the Marathas. The only officer of

the Peshwa's government was Ganpatrav Pense commander of the

artillery. He was a distinguished officer in Poona and held as

his personal estate the districts of Mutkavi and Hungund yielding a

yearly revenue of £10,000 (Rs. 1 lakh)."^

In 1800 General Wellesley, afterwards the Duke of Wellington,

passed through South Bijdpur in pursuit of Dhundia Vd,gh, a

Mardtha freebooter formerly in the service of Haidar and his son

Tipu. After being driven out of Dhdrwdr, Dhundhia was closely

pursued by Colonel Stevenson along the south bank of ,the

Ghatprabha. General Wellesley moved along the north bank of the

Malprabha. To prevent Dhundia from crossing the Malprabha,

Lieutenant Colonel Capper, with three battalions of sepoys and

i Marshall's Statistical Report of Belgaum (1820), 134-135.
2 Transactions in the MarAtha Empire (1803), 86-87.
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about 3000 Maratha cavalrjj was ordered to occupy those places

which were most likely to be first fordable, and to stop Dhiindia.

Lieutenant Colonel Capper marched on the 18th of August 1800
and arrived near Jalihal opposite BadJimi on the 24th. On the
night of the 24th of August the Malprabha fell considerably and
Dhundia crossed at Budihdl about twenty-four miles below the

place where Colonel Capper was posted. The difficulty of the

passage of the Malprabha at Jalihal delayed General Wellesley till

the fourth of September. He then passed into the Nizam's country,

and within a week (September 10) at Kondgal Dhundia was
overtaken, defeated, and slain.

^

In 1802 the Berad chief of Shorapur in the Nizam's territory

marched to NAlatvad about twelve miles south-east of Muddebihdl
and plundered it.^ In the same year (1802) the Peshwa BdjirAv called

Mddhavrdv Rastia to a private interview and sent him prisoner to

Raygad hill in Kolaba. Rdstia remained in Rdygad till October
of the same year, when BAjirav, in passing through Mahdd in his

flight from Holkar, set him free and gave him a commission to

enlist men for his service.^ From Mahdd Bdjirav fled to Bassein

and there concluded (31st December 1802) with the English the Treaty of Batsein,

treaty of Bassein, under which, in return for cessions of land and ''*''^.

the promise that without their approval Bajirdv would enter into

no agreement with a foreign power, the English undertook to

replace him in Poena and to guard his territory from attack. In
accordance with the treaty General Wellesley marched from
Seringapatam to Poena to reinstate Bajirav.

In 1804 after the English had restored him to power Bajirdv Disorders,

sent orders to his governor of the Bombay Karndtak to wrest 1804-1810.

the districts of Badami Bdgalkot and Jdlihdl from MAdhavrdv
Rastia his enemy. Rdstia claimed these districts as manager or

kamdvisddr in return for £400,000 (Rs. 40 lakhs) advanced to the

Poena government. Through General Wellesley's influence R£stia

kept possession of these districts for six years longer.* In 1806
Parshurdm Shrinivas Pritinidhi, a youth of spirit but of weak
intellect and dissolute habits who had been brought up by Nana
Phadnavis, claimed the sole management of Bdgevadi, Bijdpur,

and his other estates. His claim was disputed by his mother and
her manager Balvantrdv Phadnavis, and their differences grew so

bitter that the young Pritinidhi began to back his claims by force.

Bdjirdy Peshwa pretended to mediate between the parties, and, under
the influence of his old hate of Nana and the men of NAna's party,

decided the matter against the Pritinidhi. Bdpu Gokhale the governor

or sarsubheddr of the Bombay Karnatak was sent with troops to

enforce submission. Parshurdm Pritinidhi was confined by his

mother in the fort of Masur in SAtdra, his followers were scattered,

and peace was restored. The young Pritinidhi had a mistress,

' Wellington's Supplementary Despatches, II. 129, 133, 157.
^ Assistant Superintendent of Eevenue Survey and Assessment in his letter dated

24th August 1844.
» Graiit Duff's Mardthis, 558. * Wellington's Despatches, II. 338.
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a Teli or oil-presser by caste, who stirred by the ill fortune of her
patron, gathered some followers, attacked Masur, and set Parshuram
free. After his release he defied the Peshwa, secured a large
body of followers whom the Peshwa's tyranny had made ripe for

insurrection, and raised the standard of rebellion. He spoiled his

cause by his cruelty to such of his mother's adherents as fell into his

hands, and by plunder and extortion worthy of the lowest Pendhari.
Bdpu Gokhale was ordered to march against him. Parshuram,
disregarding his friends' advice to retire to the hills and raise the
Eamoshis, met Gokhale in battle, was defeated, taken prisoner,

and sent to Poena. Part of his estates were kept for his support

;

the rest passed to the Peshwa. B^pu Gokhale seized his family
property and jewels, and was allowed to keep them as well as his

estates to make it appear that they had been taken to punish the
Pritinidhi not to enrich the Peshwa. As part of the Pritinidhi's

estates, Bagevadi fell into Bdpu Gokhale's hands, who, by arbitrary
exactions, became the wealthiest of the Peshwa's officers.' Under
Gokhale, Bagevadi sank very low and the people were brought to ruin.

Bdjirdv was not long in finding a pretext for wreaking his vengeance
on the estate-holders of the Bombay Karnat;ak and seizing their

estates. In 1810 Bajirdv complained to the British Resident that
Madhavrdv Rdstia wilfully disobeyed his authority and refused to

furnish his share of horse. The Resident called on Rastia to fulfil

his engagement with the Peshwa. Rastia hesitated, declared his

inability to furnish so many horse owing to the disobedience of

the estate-holders under him, and, by Bdjirav's artifice, was led

to believe that by trusting to his mercy more favourable terms
might be obtained. To no purpose did the Resident explain his

situation to Rastia and warn him of his ruin. He refused to furnish

the troops and Bdjirdv stripped him of Bagalkot and Bdddmi.^
Of his BijApur territories only a portion of Muddebihdl was left. In
1811, under the advice of the British Government, except three of

its best villages Bagevadi, Mashvinhal, and Girnal the whole
sub-division of Bdgevadi was restored to the Pritinidhi.

When Rdstia's estates in South Bijdpur came into the hands of the

Peshwa, parts which had been the seat of constant Mardtha raids

were ruined j the rest which had escaped MarAtha inroads, partly

owing to their poverty and partly to their outlying position, were

comparatively rich. As in other parts of Bijirdv's dominions

Bagalkot and Baddmi were given over to revenue contractors or

farmers. In spite of the ruined state of the country, the

Bdgalkot agent of the farmer Jand.rdhan immediately raised the

government demand, levied heavy fines on every village and on

every individual that showed the least ability to pay them, and

employed the cruelest measures to enforce his exactions. At the

end of about three years several villages were deserted and the

usual flatteries and promises were used to bring the people back.

The revenue contractor had no time to prove the sincerity

' Grant Duff's Mardthis, 616-617.
Grant Duffs Mar^thAs, 625 ; Marshall's Statistical Report of Belgaum (1820),

135.
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of his promises when his term ceased and the villages were given
over to a new man. As the new contractor, Nila Baba, had
paid a larger sum for his contract than- the last, he had still

more money to recover and every resource was still further strained.
Every sort of property was seized, scarcely excepting the farm
cattle. Common decency and the force of opinion prevented the
cattle being openly seized, but the assessment was so high that the
landholders were forced to sell their best bullocks to make it good.
The towns, whose walls had saved a great part of their property
from banditti and passing troops, furnished the chief harvest to
these harpies, and enormous sums are said to have been drawn
from them partly under the form of enhanced assessment, but more
in fines on individuals. In Hungund the heavy demands of the
Peshwa's revenue contractors were successfully resisted by the
landlords, who^ while encouraging the system of pillage, exerted
influence enough to check the rates of taxation within some bounds
of moderation, and to re-establish villages by collecting the
dispersed inhabitants and granting the usual leases. ^ This ruin
and desolation was not confined to South Bijd,pur. In Muddebihdl
the same was repeated probably in a far greater degree, as it was
taken from Madhavrdv Rdstia in 1814 and farmed to the Peshwa's
unprincipled favourite Trimbakji Denglia, who held Hungund and
Mutkavi the former estates of Ganpatrdv Pense and the command
of the Peshwa's artillery.^ In 1817, on the recommendation of the
British Government shortly after the treaty of Poena (10th May),
Madhavrd,v Eastia was restored to his estates in Muddebih^l and
other parts of ISTorth Bijdpur.^

In November 1817 when war broke out between the English and
the Peshwa, General, afterwards Sir Thomas Munro, drove the
Peshwa's garrisons out of Dhdrw^r. In spite of Munro's successes
in Dharwdr Bajirdv's Bijdpur officers and estate-holders Md,dhavrdv
Rd,stia, Ganpatrd,v Pense, Parshurdm Shrinivas Pritinidhi, and Appa
Saheb Nipanikar at first seemed all determined to stand by the
Peshwa. On the 5th of February 1818 General Munro marched
towards Badami at the head of twelve companies of infantry four of
them Maisur troops, three troops of horse, four companies of pioneers,

four long gunsj four field pieces, and one howitzer. His route was so

intricate, that is apparently so overgrown with thorn thickets, that
pioneers were continually employed in opening a path for the column,
while both were exposed to repeated annoyance from the enemy's
cavalry which hovered round them in great numbers. On the 9th
of February General Munro reached Belur an important place about
eight miles south of Badd,mi. As he drew near, the garrison of four
hundred horse and three hundred foot fled over the hills leaving him
to take peaceful possession. General Munro halted at Belur till the

12th to complete hispreparations for the siege of Bddami, to which he
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1 Marshall's Statistical Report of Belgaum (1820), 135, 174.

' Grant Duff's MardthAs, 622 ; Assistant Superintendent Revenue Survey and
Assessment in his letter dated 24th August 1844 ; Transactions in the Mardtha
Empire (1803), 87.

3 Grant Duffs Mardthds, 635 ; Gleig's Life of Munro, 11. 267-272.
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marched on the 13th. The advanced party was opposed by a small

detachment of the enemy's foot posted in a temple and supported

by a body of 400 horse. They were covered in front by a deep

streamlet passable at only one point. While a gun was brought

up and opened to cover the passage^ the light company of the 2nd
battalion of the 4bh Native Infantry was prepared to attack the

entrenchment with the bayonet. This succeeded with little loss

;

and the enemy retreated under a heavy fire, leaving four dead on
the ground. As Badd,mi consists of fortified hills, with a walled

town at the foot of them containing an inner fort, it was deemed
necessary, in the first instance, to attack the lower defences. On
the 15th General Munro's force was strengthened by the arrival

of two weak squadrons of His Majesty's 22nd Dragoons, and a
company of the 2nd battalion of the 9th Eegiment, followed on the

17th by the head-quarters and seven companies of the same
corps. The batteries which were erected against Bddami played
till the evening of the I7th, when the breach was deemed
practicable. At dawn on the 18th a storming party advanced
from the rear of the batteries.'^ In eight minutes they surmounted
the breach, for the garrison amounting to 800 or 1000 men were
unprepared, and the few who attempted to defend the works were
immediately killed. Those in the streets were attacked with the

same speed and spirit and so hotly pursued to the upper forts, the

scaling-ladders advancing with the storming party, that the enemy
fearing an immediate attack, called for terms. They were allowed

to march out with their arms. By ten o'clock General Munro was
in possession of all the Bddimi fortifications. These were larger and
more regular than those of Dharwdr, and were deservedly esteemed
one of the strongest hill forts in India almost impregnable with a
determined garrison.* In the forts were found fourteen guns of

various calibre, and seventeen iingals.' Two companies of the 2nd
battalion of the 12th Regiment were allotted to garrison Bdddmi.
The fall of so strong a place, with the loss on the side of the

besiegers of only four Europeans and five natives killed and
wounded, spread abroad the belief that resistance to General Munro
was vain. On the 21st General Munro marched towards Bdgalkot,

and on the way was joined by the remaining two companies of

the 2nd battalion of the 9th Regiment. On the 22nd he came
before Bdgalkot which surrendered without resistance. It was
found to contain eight guns and ten jingals. One company of

the 2nd battalion of the 9th Regiment was placed in garrison, and

General Munro halted till the 25th arranging for the permanent

'The storming party consisted of twenty-five dismountedmen of the 22nd Dragoons,

with flank companies of the 2nd battalion of the 4th and the 2nd battalion of the

9th Regiments of Native Infantry. The advance was composed of the Dragoons, and
a havilddr's party from each of the Native detachments", the whole headed by a

party of Pioneers carrying ladders. Four companies of the 2nd battalion of the 4th

and three companies of the 2nd battalion of the 9th Regiments were held in reserve

to support the assault. Blacker's Mardtha War, 290.
" Blacker's MarAtha War, 291.
^ A jingal is a small portable piece of ordnance to be fired from the ground or on a

wall, resting on a long, slender but-end, and two legs.
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possession of the country he had subdued.^ From Bdgalkot he
opened a communication with the chief inhabitants beyond the
Krishna, urging them to rise and drive out the Peshwa's
officers. Five or six hundred irregulars with some revenue
officers or tehsilddrs were sent to occupy the country beyond
the Krishna. Nilupant, the civil manager of Bijapur and the
neighbouring districts, and GanpatrAv Pense, who, in command of

4500 of the Peshwa's infantry with thirteen guns was levying
contributions in the Nizdm's districts near Bijd.pur, were induced
to side with the English, or to move to ShoMpur on the approach
of General Munro. These arrangements were so successful that

by the 17th of May 1818 the whole of Bijd,pur had passed to the
English,^

In 1818, when the country conquered from the Peshwa came
to be settled, the Bijdpur sub-division, along with the tract between
the Nira and the Varna, was made over to the captive Rdja of

Satara who had been restored to power by the British in April 1818.

Mddhavrdv Rd,stia, who, on the recommendation of the British Grov-

ernment shortly after the treaty of Poona (10th May 1817) had
been restored to his north Bijapur estates, had less reason than any
other estate-holder to feel bound to the Peshwa. Still he continued
so long to support the Peshwa's party, that, except Talikoti, his

whole estates passed to the British. Parshuram Shrinivas Pritinidhi,

who held twenty-four villages of Bagevddi, took the first opportunity
of escaping from Bajirav's camp and the lands held in his

name which had been assigned for his maintenance, but never
committed to his management, were restored. Three of his villages

Bagevddi, Mashvinhal, and Girnal, of which he had been deprived
by the Peshwa in 1811 and which had fallen into the hands of

the British Government by right of conquest, were kept by
Government on payment of a yearly sum of £30 (Rs. 300) to the
Pritinidhi as sardeshmukhi. Appa Sdheb of Nipdni in Belgaum,
who held fifty-eight villages near Galgale, Nidgundi, Ukli, Ghand-
kavte and Honvdd, did not join the Peshwa till late. He
never acted with vigour against the British troops, and, on one
occasion, behaved remarkably well to some prisoners. Like Rastia

he kept in communication with Mr. Elphinstone throughout the
war. But, as he did not quit the Peshwa's standard until a late

period, he was deprived of Chikodi and Manoli in Belgaum, though
his Bijdpur villages were continued to him.^ The other leading

estate-holders who were continued in the possession of their villages

were the chiefs of Chinchani, Kd,gvad, and Nargund. In 1818,
when it came to be settled. South Bijapur was ruinous. This was
partly owing to the Mardtha raids at the close of the eighteenth
century the terrible effects of which were still visible, but the
chief cause of ruin was the farming system introduced by Bajirav
in 1810. In 1818 about forty-five villages near the Krishna,
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1 Gleig's Life of Munro, I. 487-489; Slacker's MarAtha War, 289-291.
2 Gleig's Life of Munro, III. 236, 252, 254 ; Grant Duffs MarathAs, 678.
' Grant Duffs Mar^thfe, 683,
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and near tlie Ghatprablia and the Malprabha at tieir meeting
with the Krishna, the scenes of Mardtha raids, were miserably
poor. The country was almost empty. Every foot of the rich

black soil, whether assessed or free, was overrun with thorn brakes
twenty feet high, the haunts of tigers, and so close as scarcely to
leave room for a footpath. Except in little stony crofts near
villages and nooks about river banks where a few potherbs were
grown there were no signs of tillage. The ruin caused by
BajirAv's revenue contractors was so complete that, wretched and
harried as they had been, the people were better off at the beginning
of BAjirav's management than at its close. Under B^jirdv
(1810-1818) the destruction of property had been complete.
Disorder had increased from year to year ; several of the landholders
lived by open plunder; certain villages were entirely supported
by robbery ; and the police, instead of attempting to keep order,
joined with the plunderers and profited by the confusion. So
difficult was this part of the country to settle that in 1820,
two years after the conquest, though disorder and plunder had
ceased, poverty reigned everywhere without a sign of relief.^ At
Bijapur the splendid public buildings had suffered shamefully. The
Peshwa's governors, bent only on enriching themselves, had carried
off the beautiful open-carved palace windows and doors, wrecked
floors and ceilings for their timber, and, inflamed with the sight of
gold, scraped bare the gilded walls.^

Since IBIS the public peace has twice been disturbed in 1824 and
and in 1840.^ In December 1824, some days after Mr. Thackeray,
the Principal Collector, was killed in the rising at Kittur, a Brdhman
named Divakar Dikshit, with two supporters Ravji RAstia and
Balappa Takalki, gathered a band of followers, marched on Sindgi,

about forty miles east of Bijapur, and plundered it. He took a
small fort, established a post or ihdna, made arrangements for

collecting the revenue, plundered the surrounding villages, and
committed other lawless acts. One Anapa Patke, an inhabitant

of the village of Bundal near Sindgi, while attempting to give

information to the authorities, was seized and killed by the

insurgents.. The news of Divdkar's lawless conduct reached
Dharwar, then the head-quarters of the district, and a small

detachment of troops was sent to Sindgi. The town was taken, the

ringleaders were seized and punished, and order was restored,

Anapa's loyalty was rewarded by the grant to his widow of a small

plot of land. In 1 840 a band of 1 25 Arabs from the Nizam's territory,

armed with matchlocks and headed by a blind Brahman named
Narsimh Dattatraya, entered the Baddmi fort after killing

near the gates ten or twelve Berad guards who opposed them.

Narsimh took possession .of the town, proclaimed himself

Narsimh Chhatrapati or King Narsimh, set up the flag of Shahu,

plundered the Government treasury and the market, and carried the

' Marshall's Statistical Report of Belgaum (1820), l.Se-lS?.
^ Silook's Bijipur, 48.
' From extracts from Government Records made by the late Riv BahAdur

BSlkrishna DevrAv.
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booty to the Nizdm's territory. He returned to 'BMami, gave lands
on lease to husbandmen, and otherwise administered the subdivision.
Within a week of his installation a small force under Mr. A.
Bettington of the Civil Service, sent by Mr. A. M. Shaw, Collector
of Belgaum, came before Baddmi, invested it, and, after a slight
skirmish, caught Narsimh and his followers. The Arabs were
disarmed, peace was restored, and the captives were taken to
Belgaum where they were tried and punished, several of them
with transportation.

During the mutinies of 1857 andl858 there was no local disturbance
and no sign of disaffection. As precautionary measures the people
were disarmed, and a squadron of the Southern Mardtha Horse, 400
sepoys, and two pieces of cannon, were stationed at BijApur under
the command of Lieutenant Kerr, Y.O., and remained there till

1859.1 Though there was no sign of local disloyalty the district

was disturbed by risings under Venkappa Naik Balvant Baheri the
Berad Raja of Shorapur in the NizAm's territory in the east, under
Bdva Saheb the Brahman chief of Nargund in Dhdrwar in the
south, and under the Berads of the Mudhol state in the west. As
ShorApur touched the eastern sub-divisions of Bijapur Venkappa's
mercenaries kept the frontier villages in continual alarm. Though
they maintained a threatening aspect they did not dare to commit a
raid in Bi]d,pur as the frontier was guarded by the Aden troop and
detachments of the Southern Mardtha Horse and Native Infantry.

It was found that BasHngappa, a notorious freebooter formerly the
deshmukh of Chandkavte and Shirshetti in Bijdpur, had plotted to

act in concert with the Shorapur insurgents, fie had engaged men
for military service and proclaimed the arrival of Nana Saheb in

Sholapur. The plot was discovered before it was executed.

Baslingappa and his son were seized, and, on searching their house
at Jingi and the fort at Kotnal, some arms and a large quantity of

lead were found. Kotnal was dismantled, Baslingappa was tried

for treason, and his estates were confiscated. In February 1858 all

fear of annoyance from that quarter was removed by the defeat of

the Shordpur Raja by the British column under Colonel Malcolm
aided by the troops of the Haidarabad contingent, and the fall

of Shordpur and the capture and suicide of the chief. The
disturbances caused in the south by Bd,va Sdheb of Nargund,

accompanied by the murder of the Political Agent Mr. Manson,

ended in the siege of Nargund under Colonel Malcolm, the flight of

Bdva Sdheb and his capture and execution in the Belgaum fort. On
the west border of B^alkot, about a thousand Berads of Halgali

and other Mudhol villages, probably backed by the Berad chief of

Shorapur, refused to give up their arms. Persuasion was tried but

failed. The Berads gathered at Halgali and defied Government

who were obliged to resort to force. A body of troops under Colonel

Malcolm attacked Halgali, and, after a gallant resistance on the

part of the Berads in which about a hundred were killed and 290

taken prisoners, the town surrendered. The casualties on Colonel
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Siloock's BijApur, 50. 3 Le Grand Jacob's Western India, 217.
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Malcolm's side were one trooper tilled, and one rasdlddr, eight

troopersj and two privates of the 28tli Native Infantry wounded,

some of ttem severely. Since 1858 the peace of the district has

been unbroken.

Since the conquest of the district in 1818 several additions

have been made by lapse and escheat. In 1837 Grovindr^v

of Chinchani died without heirs and his Bijapur estate of Anvdl

and one village of Bardol lapsed to Grovernment. In 1839 Appa
Sdheb of Nipd,ni, who held fifty-eight villages in the district, died.

As in 1831 he had attempted to impose a false child on Government

his estates, including fifty-eight Bijdpur villages, lapsed on his

death. In 1842 fifty villages of the Horti, Ukli, and Halsangi

sub-divisions belonging to the Edja of Satdra, and twenty-four

villages in BAgevadi belonging to the Pritinidhi, were given to

Government in exchange for others in Satd,ra. In 1848, as Appa
Saheb the Raja of Sdtdra died without heirs, his territory, including

Bijdpur and ninety-two other villages, lapsed to the British. Except

with Brdhnians and men of the upper class Satara rule was not

popular. The people were left to the mercy of the district and
village officers. To the people of the town of BijApur the Satara

Bajds were particularly hateful on account of the destruction of the

public buildings.-"^ In 1857 Trimbakrav Appa Patvardhan of

Kagvdd died without heirs, and his fourteen Ghimalgi villages lapsed

to Government. In June 1858 in consequence of his rebellion,

eleven of the Nargund chief's villages were confiscated.

1 Bom. Gov. Sel, CXIX. 6 ; Siloock's BijApur, 49.
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The lands of tlie district of Bijapur Have been gained by cession, CJhapter VIII.
exchange, lapse, and conquest. Most of the country fell to the t~^
British on the overthrow of Bdjirav Peshwa in 1818. In 1837, on
the death of the Chinchni chief, the Anvdl petty division and one ^fsri^^l^i^'
village in Bardol, and in 1839, on the death of the NipAni chief, fifteen

-isis-isss,

villages in Galgali, twenty-one in Nidgundi, six in Ukli, twelve in
Chandkavtha, and four in Honvdd lapsed. In 1842, in exchange for
other lands, the Rdja of Sdtara ceded twenty-four villages in Horti,
one in Ukli, and twenty-eight in Halsangi, and the Pant Pratinidhi
twenty-four villages in Bdgevd,di.^ In 1848 on the death of the Eaja
of Satdra thirty villages in Haveli, seven in Gota, eleven in Mulvd;d,
twenty-one in Mamdapur, two in HonvAd, one in Bardol, seven in
Baloli, six in Shidndth, one in Chimalgi, and six in Kolhar lapsed.
In 1857 on the death of the Kdgvad chief fourteen villages in
Chimalgi lapsed. In 1858, under the proclamation dated the 3rd
of June 1858, one village in Hoskeri and ten in Konur which had
belonged to the rebel chief of Nargund were confiscated.

The KalMgi or Bijapur district was formed on the 1st of Changes,

December 1864 on the recommendation of Mr. W. Hart, the Revenue 1818-1864.

Commissioner of the southern division. In sending his proposal for
the formation of the district Mr. Hart wrote :

' Most of these sub-
divisions are so remote from Sholdpur and Belgaum the head-quarters
of the coUectorates to which they belong, that the Collector's personal
observation of their requirements is necessarily small, and no zeal

on the part of assistants and deputies can be expected to make up
for the want of the frequent presence of the chief revenue and
magisterial oflBcers whether as regards mere revenue management
or the exertion of influence over the people to induce them to assist

in providing for their local requirements.' To remedy these defects

the new coUectorate was formed in December 1864^ with its head-
quarters at KaMdgi, which are now (1884) about to be removed to
Bijdpur. The sub-divisions the district at first contained were Indi,

Hippargi, Bijapur, Mangoli, Muddebihdl, Bdgalkot, Badami, and
Hnngund.* Of these the first five lying between the Bhima on the

1 The chief reports from which materials have been taken for the Land History of

BilApur include the Survey Reports in Bom. Gov. Sel. V. LXXXI. CXIX. CXLVIII.
and Bom. Gov. Rev. Reo. 112 of 1844, 144 of 1859, 100 of 1874, 111 part2of 1875, 134
of 1876, and 153 of 1877. ^ Gov. Rev. Letter 1414 of 12th May 1842.

3 The reorganization was sanctioned by the Government of India in their Home
Department Letter 550 dated the 25th of January 1865.

* Of these eight sub-divisions, before it went to Kalddgi in 1864, Bijd.pur had been
transferred from Sdtdra to ShoMpur in 1862. In 1868 Hippargi was named Sindgi
and Mangoli was named BAgevMi. Of the two petty divisions included in the three
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north and the Krishna on the south, Indi, Hippargi or Sindgi,

Bijapur, Mangoli or BdgeT^di, and Muddebihd.1, were taken from the

Sholdpur collectorate, and the last three Bdgalkot, Bad^mi, and
Hungund, which were the most eastern subdivisions of Belgaum, were
taken from the Belgaum collectorate.^ On its formation in 1864 the

Kalddgi district contained 1204 villages, 1003 of them Government
and 201 alienated. It had an area of 2,053,883 acres, a population

of 691,425, and a gross revenue exclusive of alienations, of £139,881
(Rs. 13,98,810). Since 1864 no territorial changes of any consequence

have taken place.

^

sub-divisions of BAgalkot, Biddmi, and Hungund, BUgi is still (1884) retained
subordinate to BAgalkot, while Kerur subordinate to Bitddmi was abolished on its

transfer to KalAdgi.
' Of the SholApur portion, Indi, Muddebihill, and BijApur fell to the British irnder

the proclamation of the 11th of February 1818, Bippargi or Sindgi was formed
into a sub-division in 1839, and Mangoli or BAgevMi in 1842. Of these in 1818,
immediately after the British accession BijApur was made over to the EAja of

SatAra. Indi and MuddebihAl, which together contained 345 villages, were placed
under the management of an officer styled sub-collector of BAgalkot, subordinate to

Dh4rw4r. About 1820-21 the sub-coUectorate was abolished and its sub-divisions

formed part of DhArwdr till 1825 when they were given to Poena to which they
belonged till 1829. In 1830 they were given back to Dh&TwAr and remained under
DhArwAr until 1836, when, on the formation of the Belgaum collectorate, they were
given to Belgaum, and in 1838 when the ShoMpur collectorate was formed, were
made over to ShoUpur. In 1839 on the death of Sidojiriv Nimbilkar chief of NipAni,
thirty-one villages of the Chindkavtha and Nidgundi pargands, yielding a revenue of

about £2300 (Rs. 23,000), were attached to the ShoMpur collectorate. The addition
was so important that a new subdivision with its head-quarters at Hippargi was formed
by transfers from Indi and MuddebihAl. In 1842 there was another large addition
in consequence of an exchange of territory with the Sd,tAra chief. The territory then
acquired consisted of forty-five villages of the Horti and Halsangi pargands with a
yearly revenue of £3528 (Rs. 35,280) and forty-two villages of the BAgevAdi and Ukli
pargands yielding a yearly revenue of £2545 (Rs. 25,450). This large addition
required another new sub-division whose head-quarters were stationed at Mangoli.
In 1857 on the death of the chief of KdgvAd fourteen villages assessed at £494
(Rs. 4940) of the Chimalgi pargana lapsed to Government and were included in
Mangoli or BAgevAdi. In 1862, the BiJ^pur sub-division of SAtdra, which had lapsed
in 1848 on the death of the S^tira chief, was transferred to ShoUpur. These five

SholApur sub-divisions of KaUdgi or BijApur, which lie to the north of the Krishna,
belonged to ShoMpur till the end of November 1864, The three east Belgaum
sub-divisions of BAgalkot, B^ddmi, and Hungund, passed from the Peshwa to the
British under the proclamation of the 11th of February 1818. They formed part
of DhArwto from 1818 to 1837, and were then made over to the new district of

Belgaum to which they belonged till the end of November 1864. Between 1818 and
1864 the two chief additions to these three subdivisions were, in 1839-40 on the death
of GovindrAv Patvardhan of Chinchni, the lapse of fifteen villages yielding a yearly
revenue of £1063 (Rs. 10,630), and in 1857-58 on the conviction of BhAskarr^v the
rebel chief of Narguud, the possession of fifteen villages yielding a yearly revenue of

£712 (Rs. 7120).
- The number of Government villages contained in the district between 1864 and

1872 is : Sijdpur Gouernment Villages, 186^-1872.

SUE-DIVISION.
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Alienated or indm villages^ are held as saranjdm or on military

service, personal indm or grant to individuals, devasthdn or grant to

temples, and district officers' indm or grant to hereditary district

officers who are now exempted from service. The holders of alienated

villages are Brahmans, Ling^yats, Raddis, Chatris, Mar^thas, Telis,

Berads, and Musalmd.ns. As a rule the proprietors of the alienated

villages live in their villages and manage them. In a few exceptional

cases the villages are managed by agents. The estates, as a rule,

are not kept in the hands of one family, but are divided into shares.

Under the Hindu law all bhdubands or brothers and cousins are

entitled to shares in estates. This rule in most cases has had the

effect of reducing each share to such insignificance that a family of

four members cannot live in comfort on one share. Personal indms
are sometimes mortgaged and sold to creditors when the proprietor

is utterly unable to satisfy their demands, but not till then, as the

attachment of such proprietors to their land is as strong in this

district as elsewhere. Service and other indms, which under the

law are not transferable, are only mortgaged. The creditors in

such cases generally prefer to resort to a compromise rather than
to litigation as they cannot legally annex the property on the

security of which they granted the loans. There is no noticeable

difference in the condition of the people and in the character of the

tillage in alienated and in neighbouring Government villages. There
are no grades of tenants in alienated villages. The payment of rent

is regulated by the agreement between the tenants and the holder of

the village. Some tenants pay fixed rents for certain periods, others

are yearly tenants. The payment is generally made in cash, but, in

a few instances where it is expressly so stipulated, the payments are

made in kind. The common name given to these agreements is

hatdi or ker kardr that is crop division or cash contract. The average

acre rate for dry-crop ovjirdyat land is Is. to Is. 6d, (8-12 as.), for

garden land 4s. (Rs. 2), and for rice land 2s. (Re. 1). In some cases

the acre rates in alienated villages are lower and in others higher

than those in neighbouring Government villages. When a tenant

agrees to improve the field or turn it from dry-crop to rice land, the

land is let at specially low rates for a certain fixed period at the end

of which higher rates are charged. As a rule free pasturage is not

allowed, the grazing being usually sold. The right to trees standing

on the fields is generally reserved by the indmddrs or alienees, but

wood required for field tools is supplied free of charge. Timber is

generally sold but occasionally granted free of charge. In the case

of tenancies for long terms the right to trees planted by the tenant

himself is generally conceded to him during the continuance of his

lease. These matters are generally regulated by written or oral

agreements between the landlord and the tenant at the beginning

of the lease. The Collector helps the indmddr to recover his rent

from his tenant, in the case of lands to which the survey settlement

has been applied, to the extent of the amount fixed by the survey,

and, in the case of agreements to pay a certain fixed sum, to the

Chapter VIII.
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B 877-58
1 Mr. Grant, Collector, 294 of 17th January 1884.
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extent of the amount agreed upon. When, on account of the

complicated or difficult nature of the case, the Collector refuses to

grant assistancCj the indmddr has to recover his dues with the help

of the civil courts.

As Bijapur was not formed into a separate district till 1864, no
distinct information is available regarding the land management of

its early Hindu, Musalmdn, or Mar^tha rulers. Nor are there any
separate reports on the present district during the early years of

British management. Such materials as have been collected for the

Bijapar sub-divisions have been given in the chapter on the Land
History of Dhdrwar. Of the two sections of Bijapur, to the north

and to the south of the Krishna, Bijapur north of the Krishna was
surveyed and settled by the old Poena survey between 1843 and
1847 ; and Bijapur south of the Krishna was surveyed and settled by
the KarnAtak or Southern Mard,tha survey between 1850 and 1858.

From the beginning of British rule in 1818 to 1843 no attempt was
made to revise the Mardtha assessment. Between 1825 and 1830 as

in other parts of the Deccan much of the land was measured. This

jneasurement proved of comparatively little value because the want
of boundary marks and village maps offered every facility for

encroachment and other frauds. As in other parts of the Deccan
and Karndtak the chief characteristics of the old assessment were a
high nominal demand and large yearly remissions and outstandings.

The occupied area of Government land was much less than half of

the whole arable area, and even what was held for cultivation was
very imperfectly tilled. In 1843-44 the survey settlement was
introduced into 102 villages in Indi. The survey and settlement
went on slowly and was not completed till 1857-58. The work
of the Poona survey in North Bijapur was finished in 1846-47, and
two years later the Dhd.rwdr survey was begun in South Bijapur. As
the settled area increased, the former large remissions and outstand-
ings gradually diminished. In 1862, four years after the settlement
was complete, remissions dwindled to about £10 (Rs, 100) and
outstandings disappeared. Remissions and outstandings did not
again appear till the famine of 1876-77 which wasted Bijd,pur more
than any other part of the Deccan and Karndtak and left the

landholders so impoverished that outstandings rose to £74,838
(Rs. 7,48,380) in 1876-77, £20,396 (Rs. 2,03,960) in 1877-78,

and £24,842 (Rs. 2,48,420) in 1878-79. Since 1879 they have
again fallen to £709 (Rs. 7090) in 1882-83. During the thirty

years ending 1874 the occupied area gradually spread to ninety^
seven per cent of the whole arable area or a rise of 300 per cent

;

and the collections rose from £54,449 (Rs. 6,44,490) in 1 843-44 to

£98,847 (Rs. 9,88,470) in 1873-74 that is a rise of eighty-one per
cent. From 1,910,000 acres in 1873-74 the tillage rose to 1,996,000
in 1876-77; after the famine it fell to 1,670,000 acres in 1881-82.

Since 1874 collections have risen from £98,847 (Rs. 9,88,470) in

1874 to £101,947 (Rs. 10,19,470) in 1881-82 or three per cent.^

In 475 villages, for which figures are available, during the nineteen
years ending 1843-44, the tillage area varied from 333,167 acres in

1 Colonel Anderson, Survey Commissioner, 6th November 1879.
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1833-34 to 382,701 acres in 1828-29 and averaged 358,2 78 aores. In
the same villages, between 1820 and 1844 or during twenty-four
years, the amount for collection varied from £15,385 (Rs. 1,53,850)
in 1832-33 to £81,996 (Rs. 3,19,960) in 1820-21 and averaged
£25,744 (Rs. 2,57,440) ; and the remissions from £1192 (Rs. 1 1,920)

in 1821-22 to £18,596 (Rs. 1,85,960) in 1829-30 and averaged £9611
(Rs. 96,110). The details are :

£ijdpur Tillage Acres, 18S5-1844-

Gkohps.
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were covered with stunted bushes. It was crossed by small and large
streams almost all flowing to the Bhima. In parts stones of any size

were so scarce that field boundary marks had to be brought long
distances. The soil was on the whole poor. Most of the poorer soil

w*hich was scarcely fit for tillage lay on high land scattered over the
whole face of the country and specially widespread in several villages

to the south-west near the towns of Indi and Almel. The soil of low
lying villages was generally good. The rainfall though not abundant
was somewhat heavier than at Inddpur. The chief field produce was
jvdri and bdjri. Wheat, gram, tur, and hardai were grown to some
extent ; the hardai chiefly for export. A little sugarcane and poor
cotton were grown. The people were poorer than those in the
sub-divisions further north. This was due to the heavy and unequal
assessment which enabled the village ofiicers to rob the villagers

and drive many of the poorer landholders from their homes.
Weekly markets were held at Indi, Tamba, and Nagthdn in Indi

;

and at Almel, Moratgi, Malghdn, Davangaon, and at Bhantnur in

Almel. Many traders and villagers resorted to these and to the
Sindgi market. The want of roads prevented the export of field

produce and kept prices low. During the seven years ending 1842,
the Indi rupee price of Indian millet or jvdri had fallen from 192
pounds in 1836 to 201 pounds in 1842 or 4*5 per cent, and the
Almel price from 225 to 234 pounds or four per cent.^

Exclusive of estate or private villages the population was 50,496
or about sixty-four to the square mile. The total arable area was
about 229,243 acres or an average of twenty-four acres to each
landholder. There were few wells and there was little watered land.

The country was very unsettled and parts were almost or entirely

without people. As the stronger had seized the lands of the weaker
and as neighbouring villages had divided among them the lands

of any village which fell waste, the villages differed greatly in size.

The frauds and exactions of native officers had driven many of the
landholders from their homes or made them freebooters. The chief

land-measures were the bigha and the chdhur. The unit in the

ligha was the kdthi or pole, five cubits and five fists, that is about

9J feet, fixed by taking the average lengths of the forearms
and fists of five or six men. Twenty poles or kdthis in length

and one in breadth made a pdnd and twenty pdnds a bigha. The
following table shows that the theoretical local bigha was equal to

about three -fourths of an acre; in practice the local bigha y&ried

with the character of the soil j the garden bigha was only one-half

the size of the dry-crop bigha :

Chapter_VIII.

Laud.

SuEvBy.

First Oroup

:

Indi,

1 The details are : In Indi, Bdjri, 186 pounds a rupee in 1836 ; 117 in 1837 ; 186
in 1838 ; 162 in 1839; 159 in 1840; and 192 in 1841 and 1842: Jvdri, 192 pounds
in 1836 ;- 120 in 1837 ; 189 in 1838 ; 165 in 1839 ; 162 in 1840 ; 192 in 1841 ; and
201 in 1842 : Wheat, 93 pounds in 1836 ; 90 in 1837 ; 84 in 1838 ; 75 in 1839 ; 81 in 1840

;

87 iu 1841 ; and 96 in 1842. In Almel, Bdjri, 180 pounds in 1836 ; 171 in 1839 and
1840 ; 213 in 1841 ; and 186 in 1842 : Jvdri, 225 pounds in 1836 ; 273 in 1837 ; 228 in

1839 ; 213 in 1840 ; 228 in 1841 ; and 234 in 1842 : Wheat, 105 pounds in 1836 and
1837 ; 93 in 1839 ; 96 in 1840 ; 105 in 1841 ; and 93 in 1842, Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec.
112 of 1844, 223.
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In the Chadchan villagesan average acre rate of 5 as. was proposed.^ Chapter VIII.
For the garden or hdgdyat lasnAB the highest acre rate was 4s. t~^,
(Rs. 2).2 I-and.

A survey block of 193 villages in the Indi petty divisions of „ ^''fT''
Bardol, Halsangi, and Horti was measured and except Horti, was '^««°»j^|''<"'i'

•

classed in 1844.^ The rates were introduced into Bardol and isu-'^is.
Halsangi in 1845. The petty divisions of Bardol, Halsangi, and
Horti together formed an irregular triangle of which Bardol and
Halsangi were the base and Horti the apex, Bardol stretching
north-east, Halsangi north-west, and Horti south. The tract
composed of the three petty divisions was bounded on the north
by the Bhima ; on the south by Indi, Tamba, and Bij^pur;
on the east by Indi; and on the west by Satara. Their
united extreme length was about thirty-eight miles and their
extreme breadth about twenty-nine miles. Of a total area of 471
square miles 13U belonged to Halsangi, 203f to Bardol, and 136
to Horti. The whole tract was a waving plain. Halsangi and
north Bardol had not a single hill, only a few rocky spear-grass
covered knolls. In the south of Bardol the uplands rose into low
hills which spread over a great part of north Horti. Many streams,
the largest holding water all the year round, crossed the plain
northwards to the Bhima, which formed the north boundary of
Bardol and Halsangi and was bordered by a belt of rich soil. There
were no roads except footpaths, and, except near villages and
temples, there were no trees. The total arable area was 246,773
acres of which 46,767 acres were private or indm. The soil varied
from very rich patches to tracts too poor for tillage. Prom Padnur
in the extreme east and along the Bhima westward most of the soil
was deep rich black. In some places the rich black was mixed
with karl or hard black soil containing saline matter which greatly
lessened its value. Both in depth and quality the soil of the
central villages varied greatly. As a rule the soil of the uplands
was shallow and poor while the soil of the valleys was deep and
rich. In many south Halsangi and Bardol villages the soil was
extremely poor and was classed as harad or gravelly. The climate
was healthy during the fair season and sickly during the rains.

The rainfall was uncertain. During the eleven years ending 1834
three years, 1828, 1833, and 1834, were goodj six years, 1825,
1826, 1827, 1829, 1830, and 1831, were middling; one 1824
was bad; and one 1832 was a year of failure and famine. From
1835 to 1843 the seasons varied from middling to bad ; none
were either very good or very bad. Exclusive of private or indm
villages the population of Bardol and Halsangi was 26,052 or
about seventy-eight to the square mile. Except in the poor
villages where some of the land was over-assessed the people of

Halsangi and Bardol were not extremely poor. They were decently

' Bom. Gov. Rev. Eec. 112 of 1844, 322.
2 Bom. Gov. Rev. Reo. 112 of 1844, 353, 357.
» Lieut. Nash, Surv. Supt. 135 of 5th Sept. 1844. Bom. Gov.Eev. Rec. Ill, part 2,

of 1875.
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dressed and except in years of famine were well fed. The chief

produce was jvdri, hdjri, and cotton. The favourite jvdri was shdlu,

or the cold weather variety. Early ;mn known as hhdrjori was
also grown chiefly in gravelly or karl land. Bdjri and cotton

were widely grown. The cotton though poor found a good market
in Chadchan which was a centre of han^-loom weaving. The rest

of the cotton went to ShoMpur and from ShoMpur both inland and
to the coast. Very little rice was grown in Halsangi and Bardol

and a little more in Horti. There was much spinning weaving
and dyeing, the crimson dye of Chadchan being highly valued
and largely exported. Bargudi and Tadevadi in Halsangi had a

small manufacture of neat knitted gloves. A Sunday market was
held at Baloli and a Thursday market at Halsangi at which the

chief articles sold were jvdri, hdjri, gi'am, wheat, tur, rice, and
cloth. In Bardol a Wednesday market was held at Chadchan and
a Monday market at Kannur. In 1843 a Monday market was
started at Horti and a Friday market at Kotndl about 6| miles

south of Horti. At all these markets besides grain and cloth the
chief articles sold were raw sugar, spices, groceries, spun cotton,

blankets, and cattle.

In the northern villages of Bardol and Halsangi, along the

Bhima the new survey rates introduced were ten per cent higher
than the Inddpur and Indi rates ^ ; in all the other villages of

Bardol and Halsangi the Indapur and Indi rates were introduced.^

According to the new rates the estimated rental on the tillage area

was £5669 (Rs. 56,690), which, compared with £4529 (Rs. 45,290)
the average collections during the twenty years ending 1843,
showed an increase of about twenty-five per cent.

In 1844-45 ninety-four villages of Muddebihdl were surveyed
and assessed.^ They formed the mamlatdar's charge. This group
was bounded on the south by the Krishna ; on the east by the

territories of the Berad chief of Surpur, tributary to His Highness
the Nizam ; on the west by Nidgundi ; and on the north by a part

of Mangoli and Tumbgi. The surface of the country was varied.

A chain of small hills, sometimes almost falling into the plain, with
side offsets stretched east and west five to seven miles north of the

Krishna. Muddebihdl was built on one of the rockiest and most
barren parts of the belt. To the west of the town the hills became
bolder and larger. South of the hilly chain the country waved
down to the Krishna and near the river had much good soil-

Eastward much of the land was poor and stony, and to the west the

land was hilly and crossed by deep date-fringed stream beds. No
river crossed the district j only the Don skirted it towards Tumbgi.

^ The details are : lat black soil 13J as. an acre, 2nd black 10^-^ as., 3rd black

7i as. ; 1st red 8f as., 2nd red 5j as., 3rd red 3| as. ; 1st gravelly i^^ as., 2nd
gravelly 2§ as., 3rd gravelly IJ as.

' The details are : 1st black soil 12 as. an acre, 2nd black 9^^ as., 3rd black 6f as.

;

1st red 8 as., 2nd red 5| as., 3rd red 3 ai. ; 1st gravelly 4 as., 2nd gravelly 2^^ as.,

3rd gravelly 1^^ as.
' Lieut Evans, Asst. Surv. Supt. 24th Aug. 1844. Bom. Gov. Kev. Reo. Ill, part 2,

otl875.
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The two chief varieties of soil were black or regad and light red
ov masab; the proportion was about five of black to nine of light
soil. Especially near the Krishna the soil was excellent and
grew the finest crops. Even the poorer soils were richer than the
red and gravelly or harad soils of Inddpur and Supa. The
landholders belonged to every class. The Kunbis, though poor and
depressed, were hardworking and good-tempered, and their women
were known throughout India for their cotton-spinning. Their
food was red jvdri and sometimes hdjri. There was a want of
labour. As the south-west rains set in sooner and were heavier
than in Inddpur and Supa, the early or hharif harvest was more
important in Muddebih^l than in Indapur. Bdjri and red and
white jvdri were sown in the middle or end of May. The late or
rabi crops included cotton and white jvci?* or shdlu which were sown
in large quantities along the Krishna. The growers sold their
cotton to the VAni traders of Indi and Sholdpur. During the seven
years ending 1843-44 the rupee price of millet or Idjri fell from
105 pounds in 1837-38 to 135 pounds in 1843-44 or twenty-two
per cent. During the same period the rupee price of Indian millet
or jvdri fell from 114 pounds to 138 pounds or seventeen per cent.^
When it came under the British in 1818 Muddebihdl was attached
partly to Bijdpur and partly to Bdgalkot. In 1823 it was formed
into a subdivision containing Nalatvad and Td,likoti and was placed
under Dharwar. In 1825 it was moved to Sholapur but in 1830
was broaght back to Dharwar. In 1837 it formed part of Belgaum
and in 1839 was given to Sholapur. Since 1818 it had constantly
suffered from cholera, and the famine of 1833 had permanently
reduced the strength of the population. According to the 1824
survey the whole arable area was 191,498 acres of which 143,108
were Government arable and 48,390 were private or indm. The
area was divided into ninety-four Grovernment villages. In 1844
out of the Government arable land 77,856 acres were waste. The
black soil rates^ introduced into the tract were twenty per cent
higher than the Indapur rates. According to the new rates the
estimated rental on the whole arable area was £6477 (Rs. 64,770),
which, compared with £4941 (Rs. 49,410) the collections for 1842-43,
showed an increase of about thirty-one per cent.*

In 1845 fifty-seven Hippargi villages were measured and classified

and the settlement was introduced in the same year.* These
fifty-seven villages which formed the charge of the Hippargi
mamlatdar were of irregular shape. The tract was bounded on the

Chapter VIII.
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Muddebihdl,

Hippargi,

» The details are : Millet in 1837-38, 1838-39, and 1839-40, 105 pounds a rupee,
in 1840-41, 1841-42, 1842-43, 114 ; and in 1843-44, 135. Indian millet, in 1837-38,
1838-39, and 1839-40, 114 pounds ; in 1840-41, 1841.42,aud 1842-43, 120 ; and in 1843-44,
138.

' The details are: 1st black soil, 14 as. an acre, 2nd black llf as., 3rd black
^ias. ; 1st red 10a«., 2nd red T as., 3rd red 5as. ; 1st gravelly Q-^aa., 2nd gravelly

3f as., 3rd gravelly 2J as.

' Lieut. Nash, Surv. Supt. 230 of 4th Sept. 1844 para. 11, Bom. Gov, Kev. Reo.
Ill, part 2, of 1875.

* Mr. Bell, asst. surv. supt. 24th Sept. 1844, Bom. Gov. Rev. Eec. Ill, part 2,

1875.

B 877—59
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north by Indi ; on the north-east by Almel ; on the east and south-

east by Tumbgi ; on the south and south-west by Muddebihal^

Bdigev^di, and Mangolij and on the west by Indi and Bijdpur.

The town of Hippargi was about twenty-six miles south of Indi and

twenty-two miles south-west of Almel. The extreme length of

the tract was about thirty-six and its extreme breadth about thirty-

five miles. Like Indi, except round villages and in garden lands,

the country was bare of trees. From north-west to south-east

Hippargi was crossed by the Don. In spite of the saltness of its

water the rich black soil of the Don valley, even in years of very

scanty rainfall, yielded splendid crops. Besides the fifty-seven

Government villages with an area of about 278,555 acres or 435
square miles, there were three alienated villages with an area of

14,733 acres or twenty-three square miles. Exclusive of the alienated

villages the population was S2,024 or about seventy-four to the

square mile. Of a total arable area of 268,055 acres of which 215,274,

were Government and 52,781 indm or alienated, 101,513 or a little

more than three acres to each person were under tillage. In the

north the climate was, much like the Indi climate ; near the Don it

was somewhat better. Its richer soil also made it more independent

of rainfall. The field produce diSered little from the products of

Indi. Cotton was grown in considerable quantities ; hdjri among
the early orops a,Tii Jvdri both in the early and late harvests were
the chief grains and the staple food of the people. The returns

showed 7131 flat-roofedhouses including huts and shops, 63,125 useful

cattle, and 4760 ploughs. Of 257 wells 130 were at work, and of

fifty-four water-lifts or budkis forty-four were at work. In 1843,
489 acres of Government garden land yielded £75 (Rs. 750) or an
average acre rate of 3s. (Rs. 1^). Markets were held at Hippargi,
Sindgi, Korv^d, Sivangi, and Golgeri, the last of which, eastward
towards the Surpur chief's territories, was the best. From these

markets goods went to Bijdpur, Surpur, Tdlikoti, ShoMpur, Athni,

and Mahdlingpur. Little grain left the district ; cotton and cotton

twist, after taking what was wanted for home use, were chiefly sent to

Sholdpur. Kokatnur,Simdgi, Hippargi, Jalvad, and Golgeri were the

chief villages where cotton cloth and blankets were woven . During
the six years ending 1842 the rupee price of millet or bdjri had risen

from 159 pounds in 1837 to 144 pounds in 1842 or about ten per cent,

and of Indian millet or jvdri from 198 pounds to 159 or 24*5 per

cent.^ The revenue statements show that during the seven years

ending 1842 the area under tillage varied from 78,754 acres in 1842
to 97,786 acres in 1839, and averaged 87,205 acres ; remissions

varied from £9 (Rs. 90) in 1837 to £952 (Rs. 9520) in 1842 and
averaged £170 (Rs, 1700) j and collections from £4052 (Rs. 40,520)
in 1836 to £6220 (Rs. 62,200) in 1840. The details are :

1 The details are : Bdjri, in 1837, 159 pounds ; in 1838, 165 ; in 1839, 150 ; in

1840 and 1841, 159; and in 1842, 144; Jvdri in 1837, 198 pounds; in 1838 and
1839, 183 ; in 1840 and 1841, 186 ; and in 1842, 159.
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Hippargi Tillage and Revenue, 1836-184^..
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well-watered fields^ manure was never used. The village rubbish

was gathered in large mounds near the village walls. During the

hot season the rubbish was taken to the nearest water, where^ to

make saltpetre, it waa drenched, and the water left to draia

into cement-lined pots and there left to evaporate. During the

five years ending 1840 the saltpetre farm had yielded an average

revenue of £4 (Rs. 40). The tract was badly supplied with wells.

Except of one well at Mangoli and two at Ukli, the water of all

the wells was brackish. Forty-eight garden wells watered 295 acres.

The returns showed 423 ploughs, 4486 bullocks, and 1680
landholders of whom 461 were proprietors or indmddrs, seventy-

eight mirdsddrs or hereditary holders, 1007 upris or casual holders,

and 134 vovandkaris or strangers. The assessment was not fixed

on any definite system ; the rate was fixed by the character of ~the

soil and the rent paid by the next field. The early crop was of

little consequence. Of the late harvest the chief crop •waajvdri

the staple food of the people. Cotton was also largely grown. It

was bought by Sholapur merchants to make cotton yarn most of

which went to Satara. Before 1831, the accounts were kept in

chdhurs and bighds of very uncertain area. In 1831 the land was
measured in acres but was not classed. Six villages were added in

1839. As no local prices were available the Bijd^pur prices were
taken as a basis.^

Excluding all private or indm and garden or bdgdyat lands the
Government arable area was 81,645 acres of which 49,545 were waste
and 32,298 were under tillage. Tinder the survey settlement the
highest dry-crop acre rates in the Don valley villages were ShoMpur
rates ^ ; and the Indi rates with an increase of five per cent were
introduced into the rest of the land.^ Garden or bdgdyat land
was charged an acre rate varying from 2s. to 4s.. (Rs. 1-2). Some
fields at Mangoli whose vegetables were in good demand had paid
as much as 10s. (Rs. 5). Under the survey this was lowered to 4s.

(Rs. 2).

Of fifty-eight Government and ten alienated villages in the
Muddebihal petty division of Tumbgi, the Government villages

were measured and classed in 1844-45 and the rates introduced

in the same year.* Of 147,413 acres the whole area of the
fifty-eight Government villages, 24,891 acres were alienated or

indm, 3564 were waste, and 118,968 were under tillage. Tumbgi was
bounded on the east by Surpur ; on the south by the md;mlatd^r'8

1 The details are : The Bijapur rupee price of Indian millet or jVrfrs in 1838 was
136 pounds ; in 1839, 84; in 1840, 147 ; in 1841, 136 ; in 1842, 168 ; in 1843, 157

;

and in 1844, 105. The Bii&pui:jvdri sher waa of 105 tolda and the Mangoli eher was
of 118 tol(U.

''The details are : The acre rate for first black soil was Ke. 1, for 2nd black

12| as., for 3rd black 9 as. ; for 1st red 10§ as., for 2nd red 6H as., for 3rd red 4 as. ;

and for 1st gravelly, 5J as., for 2nd gravelly 3J as., and 3rd gravelly lU as.

3 The details are : For 1st black soil 12^i as., for 2nd black lOA as., for 3rd
black 7J as. ; for 1st red 8/1 as,, for 2nd red 5J as., for 3rd red 3J at.; and for 1st

gravelly 4^ as,, for 2ud gravelly 2J as., for 3rd gravelly li as.
* Mr. Price, asst, surv. supt. 18th Sept. 1844, Bom. Gov, Rev. Rec. Ill, part 2, of

1875.
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division of MuddebiMl, and on the west and north by Hippargi.
The landholders were fairly ofE. Though they had passed through
three bad years few were in debt and many had large stores of
grain. They were hardworking and their thrift was a bye-word
among their neighbours. The soil along the Don was extremely
good and was all under tillage. A looseness in their soil enabled
the Tumbgi people to use a lighter plough than that used in
Sholapur. The rain was generally more certain and fell in greater
(juantities than in Sholdpur. The late harvest was about twice as
important as the early harvest. Of the early crops the chief were
bdjri and an inferior or rain weather munydri jvdri both of which
were local food grains. Of the cold-weather harvest on e-half was cold-
weather or sidZw _/'yaH and the rest was cotton, wheat, and gram.
Almost the whole of the late harvest left the district, though, when
they could, the landholders tried to keep some shdlujvdri for storing
in pits to meet bad seasons. About the middle of the eighteenth
century when it came under the MarAthds this tract of land had
been ruined and laid waste by freebooters. R^stia, to whom it was
entrusted by the Peshwa, by the grant of easy leases or kauls had
done much to tempt the people back. Still in 1818 when it fell to the
British nine of the villages were desolate. In 1818 the chdli system
of having specially highly rated lands held by village managers
along with less highly rated land was in force.^ In 1826 the land
was measured and the chdli system was discontinued. Under the
survey settlement in the Don villages the Sholapur rates were
introduced; and in the rest of the villages the ludapur rates

increased by fifteen per cent.^ Garden or bdgdyat land was charged
acre rates varying from 2s. to 4s. (Rs. 1-2).

Of 223 villages in Bddami, to the south of Bagalkot, 147 were
Grovernment villages and seventy-six were alienated.^ The lands of

the 147 Government villages were measured in 1847-48, 1848-49, and
1849-50, classed in 1849-50 and 1850-51, and settled in 1850-51.
Of the whole 223 villages eighty-six Government and twenty-four
alienated villages formed the charge of the mdmlatdar of Bdddmi

;

forty-eight Government and twenty-three alienated villages were
under a mahalkari whose head-quarters were at Kerur ; and thirteen

Government and twenty-nine alienated villages were under a
mahdlkari whose head-quarters were at Ron. Inclusive of aliena-

Chapter^VIII.

Land-

Survey,

Muddehihdl,
184S-46,

Bdddmi,
1850-51.

' Details of the chdli tenure are given in the Dhhrw&i Statistical Accounti
' The details are :

MuddebiMl Rates, JSiS-US.

Soil.
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Chapter VIII. tions the Government villages contained 380,394 acres of which

Land 93,581 were unarable.

Bddami included three natural divisions. In the south a plain

tract, part of the great Karndtak black plain, stretched to the

Dambal hills ; in the centre was a rough hilly tract, impassable to

carts, and with sandy soil; and in the north-west was a poor

waving country. Of the three divisions the central hilly tract had
the best rainfall, and its lands, though naturally poor, were better

tilled than either the light soils in the north or the black soils in

the south. As the light sandy soils dried quickly after the south-

west rain, cotton, wheat, and gram were seldom grown. The black

soils especially in the south were best suited to wheat, gram, cotton,

and other late crops. In the sandy tracts the mango flourished and
many villages had beautiful mango groves. The light soil north of

the Malprabha grew almost nothing but 6a/ri and jvdri.

Not only in the country towns but in the villages an active

spinning and weaving industry greatly improved the state of the
people. These industries enabled the landholders to add other

earnings to their field produce, and by supporting a large non-
agricultural class gave the landholders a good local market for their

field produce.

Though considerably better off than the people of Bdgalkot many
of the Badami landholders, especially in the northern villages, were
poor. In the central hilly tract many left their villages every year
to reap in the western rice lands, and to pick cotton in the
southern plain. The best-off landholders in Badd,mi were in the
villages of the black soil plain to the south of the Malprabha. At the
same time even here progress was kept back by excessively high
rates of assessment and by want of roads. Many villages had to

carry their manure and bring home their crops on bullock-back.

Except eleven alienated villages in Anvdl, Badami was surveyed
soon after it came under English management (1818). In 1823-24
the survey measurements were made the basis of the revenue
accounts, and, except in the Belur and Ron groups a revision of

assessment founded on the survey was introduced between 1825
and 1826 by Mr. Stevenson of the Madras Civil Service.

The revenue returns for the 136 Government villages of the
Baddmi sub-division show that during the twenty-seven years ending
1849-50 the area under tillage varied from 70,007 acres in 1845-46
to 80,800 acres in 1826-27 and averaged 72,989 acres ; during the

thirty-two years ending 1849-50, remissions varied from £4 (Rs. 40)
in 1818-19 to £3069 (Rs. 30,690) in 1824-25 and averaged £1282
(Rs. 12,820) ; and the revenue for collection varied from £5207
(Rs. 52,070) in 1829-30 to £7202 (Rs. 72,020) in 1820-21 and
averaged £6212 (Rs. 62,120). The details are :
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Hungund, on the south by BAdamij and on the west by estate

villages. The Ghatprabha river entered Bd,galkot a few miles west

of Kaladgi, and, after running east for about twenty miles, turned

suddenly to the north immediately below the town of Bagalkot, and
passing through a chain of hills fell into the Krishna, about fifteen

miles further north. The rainfall in the Ghatprabha valley was
much more certain than in the valley of the Krishna. Of the 161

Bagalkot villages seventy-nine Government and twenty-six

alienated villages formed the charge of the mdmlatdar of Bd,galkot,

and forty-five Government and eleven alienated villages formed
the charge of a mahalkari whose head-quarters were at Bilgi in the

north-west of the sub-division. Of 316,816 acres the total area

of the Government villages 70,123 were unarable. Though much
of the land was poor the Ghatprabha valley contained a large area

of black soil which was well suited to the climate as it required

little rain. On the other hand, much of the black Krishna plain

was of the hard close-grained karl class which, to yield a full crop

required heavy rain, and, as the rainfall was generally scanty, the

Krishna crops were much more liable to fail than those in the

Ghatprabha valley. Except in the Ghatprabha and Krishna valleys,

there was little good soil in Bdgalkot. The soil near the central

line of hills which separated the two valleys was poor and stony.

Like the landholders in the north of BAddmi the Bdgalkot land-

holders suffered from the want of roads and of wheeled vehicles.

Manure was often carried afield and the crops brought home on
bullock-back. Bdgalkot husbandry was not so good as Bdddimi
husbandry. In a few populous villages near Bdgalkot the fields

were clean and well kept ; but especially in the Krishna valley the

tillage was slovenly. This was partly due to the employment of the

cattle in carrying produce. Compared with 20,000 in Bdddmi, less

than 13,000 bullocks were used in field work in Bd,galkot. Except
in a few villages near the Krishna, all lands near the villages were
manured. Though the black plains of the Ghatprabha and Krishna
seemed well suited for cotton, little cotton was grown. The
husbandry of the Bagalkot villages suffered from the want of any
outside demand for their wheat, jvdri, and millet seeds. On the

other hand they had the advantage of the two considerable local

centres of Bdgalkot and Kaladgi. Irrigation was more necessary

even than roads to BAgalkot because the climate was uncertain and
the crops liable to failure. Prom the want of water the deep
rich soils of the broad Krishna plain were almost valueless.

Shortly after its conquest by the English the whole of Bd,galkot

was measured in Mr. Thackeray's survey. No change was made
in the assessment until in 1827-28 Mr. Stevenson revised the

rates of thirty-seven villages. With this exception the rates that

obtained in the several villages when the English took the country

continued to form the basis of the yearly settlements until the

introduction of the revised assessment. The revenue returns for

the 124 Government villages showed that during the twenty-six

years ending 1849-50 the area under tillage varied from 60,445 acres

in 1844-45 to 80,059 acres in 1826-27 and averaged 69,864 acres;

that during the thirty-one years ending 1849-50 remissions varied
from £60 (Rs600) in 1820-21 to £4544 (Rs. 45,440) in 1827-28 and
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averaged £1346 (Rs. 13^460) ; and tliat tlie revenue for collection

varied from £4185 (Rs. 41,850) in 1827-28 to £11,476 (Rs. 1,14,760)

in 1821-22 and averaged £6695 (Rs. 66,950). Tlie details are :

Bdgalhot Tillage and Revenue, 1819-1850,
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between 1848 and 1850, tlie new rates were introduced in 1851 and
sanctioned in 1855. Of a total area of 278,316 acres 240,088 were
arable and 38,228 unarable. Hungund lay to the east of BMami
and Bdgalkot. It was a compact block, bounded on the north and
north-east by the Krishna, on the east and south-east by the

Nizam's territory, and on the west and north-west by Bdddmi and
B^galkot. Of the 169 villages ninety-one Government and twenty-

two alienated were under the m^mlatd^r at Hungund and fifty-

one Government and five alienated were under a mahalkari whose
head-quarters were at Ilkal. The sand-stone hills of Baddmi and
Bdgalkot stretched for a short distance into the west of Hungund.
In this part the soils were sandy and poor and to ensure

good crops required free manure. From its nearness to the hills

this part of the sub-division had a somewhat better rainfall than
the rest of Hungund. In the soubh-west one of the Badami
ranges entered Hungund, and, passing through a piece of the

Nizam's territory, continued into the Ilkal mahalkari's division

in the south-east. The rest of Hungund was an unbroken plain.

The soil was black and of good quality, particularly in the north
near the Krishna and Malprabha. The climate of Hungund was
much better than that of the districts ' immediately to the west.

The monsoon was so even and certain that a failure of crops from
want of rain was said to be very rare. In the red and sandy
soils of the western villages and in the hilly tract in the south-east

were many mango trees ; but except a few tamarinds and bdbhuls
the north and east were treeless. Carts were little used. The
whole 142 Government villages had only eighty-eight carts. The
landholders were a hardworking people whose name as

husbandmen stood much above that of the people of Bddami and
Bagalkot. On the whole they were very well-to-do. The leading
crops were jvdri, bdjri, wheat, gram, and cotton. Cotton throve
well and was grown over a large area. The pressure of population
was about 145 to the square mile. Though most of the people were
landholders many villages had a considerable proportion of cotton-

weavers, particularly in Gudur, Suhbhdvi, Kamatgi, and most of all

in Ilkal where no less than 3000 people were employed in cotton and
silk weaving. Most of the looms were owned by the weavers
themselves ; but some master weavers owned up to twenty-five or
thirty looms. Women's robes or sddis and bodicecloths or chol-

khans were the staples of Ilkal, especially bodicecloths of which
£100 to £200 (Rs. 1000 - 2000) worth were sold every week. The
goods went to ShoMpur, Poona, Hubli, Belgaum, Bagalkot, and the
Nizam's country. In Kamatgi weaving chiefly of coarse cotton cloth

maintained 1000 people and dyeing 200, and there were some fifty

houses of coppersmiths whose wares went to Bagalkot, Belgaum,
and the Nizdm's country. Sulibhavi had a weaving population of

about 1400 employed almost entirely in making cotton fabrics. . In
Gudur were about 300 weavers ; some employed in making mixed
cotton and silk and some in making pure cotton fabrics. Besides these
towns about ten villages had on an average about fifty weavers each.

Hungund was well supplied with local markets. Within Hungund
limits were Ilkal, Amingad^ Hungund, Kamatgi, and close beyond
the borders were others of minor consequence. Jalihal was a good
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produce market and Bagalkot a good cotton cloth market. Of
those within the sub-division Ilkal and Amingad were alone export
markets. The staples of Ilkal, which was the chief market in
Hungund, were silk and cotton fabrics, rice, and other field

produce. It was attended by numbers of people from the sur-
rounding villages and also from the neighbouring Nizam's country.
The military cantonment of langsugur where one of the Nizam's
regiments was stationed, was only twenty-four miles from the
Hungund frontier, and part of its supply of grain was drawn from the
Ilkal market. -Amingad was a great mart for Konkan cocoanuts,
rice, betel leaves, and salt. It was also a large cattle market,
about 500 head being offered for sale every Saturday. It had
several wealthy traders through whose hands most of the exported
cotton passed to the coast.

A few years after Hungund came under British management it

was surveyed under the orders of Mr. Thackeray, then Principal
Collector, and from 1825 the acres obtained by this survey formed
the basis of the accounts. No systematic attempt to revise the
assessment was ever made. In fourteen of the eighteen samats or
old village groups the chdK or over-rated land system prevailed to
a considerable extent. Under the British the rule forbidding a land-
holder throwing up his chdli or over-rented land unless he at the
same time forfeited his under-rented or hdtguta land was relaxed.
The over-rented land when thrown up was lowered and the under-
rented land was raised. By this means the over-rented or chdli

land fell from 17,682 acres in 1821 to 8923 acres in 1845. In 1853
the chief trace of the old chdli system was an occasional extreme
inequality in the assessment of land of similar quality. The
revenue returns for 136 of the Government villages in Hungund
sho\^ed that during the twenty-six years ending 1850-51 the area
under tillage varied from 79,764 acres in 1832-33 to 97,051 acres
in 1829-30 and averaged 88,510 acres; that during the thirty-one

years ending 1850-51 remissions varied from £4 (Es. 40) in 1844-45
to £4062 (Rs. 40,620) in 1827-28 and averaged £1078 (Rs. 10,780) ;

and that revenue for collection varied from £3457 (Rs. 34,570) in

1832-33 to £7618 (Rs. 76,180) in 1849-50 and averaged £6387
(Rs. 63,870). The details are :

Hungund Tillage and Revenue, 18W-18B1.

Year.
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Under iJie survey settlement tlie 142 Groverhment villages were
arranged under two groups, one of twenty-three and the other of

1 19 villages. The first group, with a highest dry-crop acre rate of

2s. (Re. 1)^ lay near the western hills and had both a specially good
climate and a specially good market ; the second group with a

highest dry-crop acre rate of Is. 9d (14 as.) included all the

villages except those in the favoured west. Fifty-two villages had
309 acres of well-watered garden land yielding poor crops chiefly

vegetables with a little sugarcane and a few plantain trees. The
new assessment gave a highest acre rate of 5s. &d. (Rs. 2f) and an
average acre rate of 3s. \d. (Re. 1 as. 8f ) instead of 4s. 1\d. (Rs. 2^),

Thirty villages had 454 acres of rice land. Most of the rice

land was in the east where the fields were watered by damming
streams and carrying the water along channels. The rest was in the
west in upland valleys where streams ran during the greater part
of the year. Compared with an average acre rate of 3s. IQ^d.
(Re. 1 as. 15J) an average acre rate of 3s. &id. (Re. 1 as. 12^) was
introduced. The effect of the survey rates was to lower the rental

from £8133 (Rs. 81,380) to £6404 (Rs. 64,040) or twenty-one per
cent. The details are :

Hungund Survey Settlement, 1851-5S.

Class.
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and to the north of the town of Bijdpur could not be less than two
or three hundred feet above the Krishna. The high ground was
exceedingly barren. For hundreds of acres together the trap rock
was either entirely exposed or was covered with but a few inches
of soil. The valleys of the Krishna and Don had deep alluvial soil

and the supply of rain though scanty and somewhat uncertain was
readily absorbed by the deep black soil. The salt element in the
Don soil was favoured to wheat and some other crops, and from its

property of absorbing moisture was beneficial to all crops. The
richness of the soil on the banks of the Don was proverbial. A
single heavy fall of rain was enough to give a fair crop ; and in

years of utter drought in the surrounding country the river bank
lands generally gave some return. Over the whole of Bijapur the

rainfall was uncertain and was often scanty. It generally opened
with violent thunderstorms in May ; and the early rains in June
July and August were light and partial. The heaviest falls were in

September and October at the setting in of the north-east monsoon.
The climate was therefore best suited to late or rabi crops. The
husbandry which had formerly been very slovenly, many of the

fields being overrun with grass, had of late years greatly improved.

The fields were much cleaner and showed signs of much more labour.

From the want of timber most of the cattle dung was dried into

fuel cakes and the land got little manure. The chief products were

jvdri, wheat, gram, cotton, and oilseeds. The jvdri and a large

share of the other crops were grown for local use. Oilseeds and

cotton, the staple exports, would have been much more generally

grown, if want of roads had not prevented communications with

distant markets.
The means of communicating with distant markets were very

limited. One line of cleared road, the Hubli-ShoMpur line, crossed

Bijdpur from north to south, and along itlarge quantities of cocoanuts,

betelnuts, and cotton cloth passed from North Kd,nara and Dh^rwd,r

to and beyond Bdrsi in ShoMpur. In neither direction was the

ShoMpur-Hubli road a line of export for Bijdpur produce. The only

good the presence of the line did to Bijdpur was the demand for

local grain and fodder to which the traffic gave rise. There was

another road the true line of export for Bijdpur to the coast but as

it was not finished it was of little use. In and near the sub-division

were several small markets where the growers disposed of much of

their produce by barter. Bijapur itself was the only local market

town and even Bijdpur was a very second rate trade centre. It

contained about 10,100 people scattered over a large area of whom
about 2300 were poor and idle Musalmans. The town had httle

trade and few industries. About 380 lived by weaving and 270

by dyeing for which the water of Bijapur was considered specially

suited. Other markets, twenty to twenty-five miles beyond

Biip^ur limits, where the chief part of the surplus produce

occasionally went, were BSgalkot, Kalddgi, Athni, Mahalmgpur, and

Jamkhandi. The whole sub-division had about 997 weavers and

355 dyers and laoquerers. The people were generally exceedingly

poor. There were only seventeen carts m the tract though the

surface was plain and favourable for wheels.

Chapter_VIIL
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On the fall of tte Pesliwa in 1818 Bijdpur was included in the

kingdom which the British Government built up for the Sdtdra chiefs,

in 1848 on the death of Appasaheb without heirs Sdtara lapsed to the

British. The Satdra chiefs had allowed their officers to oppress the

people and were not popular with the lower classes. Between 1821

and 1828 the Sd,tdra territories had been surveyed by Captain Adams.
This survey included the whole of the Bijdpur sub-division except a

few villages which were afterwards added. Captain Adams' survey

was very accurate, but the want of boundary marks had opened^a wide
door to fraud, and extensive encroachments had been made on the

Government land. Besides measuring the land Captain Adams
revised the rates. But the new rates were so high, that they could not

be realised and the old rates had again to be adopted. As any fall in

the area held for tillage was likely to bring them disgrace under the

Satara chiefs the district officers exerted themselves to the utmost to

keep up the apparent area under occupation. All available means
were used to prevent the landholders throwing up their lands ; and
in emergencies village officers and others were induced to agree

nominally to hold waste lands on the understanding that the

revenue should eventually be remitted. The rates of assessment in

force up to the time of the survey settlement (1854) were exceedingly

high and exceedingly uneven. Both under the Satara chiefs and
under the British it was usual to induce cultivators to kejep or to

take land by the grant of lavni tota that is a permanent reduction
on the standard assessment, the amount of the reduction forming the
subject of a bargain between the receiver and the district officials.

These reductions were made on the caprice of the district officials

and were proportionate to the influence of those who applied for

them rather than either to their necessities or to the quality of the
land. These permanent reductions were therefore both partial and
unequal ; in some cases they were much greater than was necessary,

in other cases they were insufficient, and had to be supplemented
by yearly remissions. Under the former system at the beginning of

the revenue year the m^mlatdar stated the occupied area under his

charge and the revenue it was likely to yield. If, compared with
the year before, his estimate showed an advance the mamlatdar was
praised ; if it showed a decline he was blamed. As the harvest time
drew near, the mdmlatddr applied for a certain amount of remission
for his whole charge on the plea of failure of crops, according to

reports received from village officers the correctness of which the
mamlatdar was supposed to have tested. The state granted a part
of the remission asked for. The mdmlatddr said this was too little,

some haggling followed, and a sum was fixed as the remission for

the whole sub-division. The allotment of this lump sum among
the different villages was left entirely to the mdmlatdar, and the
distribution of the village allotment among the village landholders
was left entirely to the village officers. So the bulk of the
remissions went to the large villages which could make it worth the
mamlatdar's while to remit them morethantheir share, and in the large
villages the remissions went to the village officers and the larger
holders who were able to take care of themselves and their friends at
the expense of the weaker landholders. Though nominally a system
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of individual tenure and responsibility, this was in fact a villagecommunity revenue system, in which, in many cases, the high nominaldemand m average seasons limited the possible responsibility ofthe individual to little short of the total value of his crops, the massot the landholders paymg not only their own share but a part of theburdens of their more powerful neighbours. During the twenty-eight
years ending 1847-48, when Bijapur was under S^tAra, there wireno marked fluctuations in the area held for tillage. The collections

m'^'^fol^^m*^^
*^°™ ^^^12 (^«- 28,120) in 1832-33 to £8361

'
,'o«,'Y.l"^

™ 1828-29, and the remissions from £806 (Rs. 8060^m 1821-22 to £9750 (Rs. 97,500) in 1832-38.
^

Under the British the existing revenue system was continued,
llie chief change was that remissions were increased and that care
was taken that they reached the distressed landholders. During
the seven years ending 1854-55 the remissions varied from £1229
(Rs. 12,290) in 1848-49 to £2667 (Rs. 26,670) in 1853-64 and
averaged £1810 (Rs. 18,100). The details are :

Bijdpur Hemissiom, 1848-1855.

Tear
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is. &d. (12 as.), were in the south and soutli-west of the sub-division

which was best placed both for climate and for markets j the

twenty-fiTe villages of the second class, with a highest dry-crop

acre rate of Is. M. (10.as.), were in the centre of the subdivision ;
and

the forty-six villages of the third class, with a highest dry-crop acre

rate of Is. (8 as), were in the east and north. On the lands along

the Don the dry-crop acre rates were raised 4i^d. to %d. (3 as. to ia.)

according to the quality of the soil and the distance from the river.

On 953 acres of well-watered garden land, yielding vegetables and

a little sugarcane, an average acre rate of 3s. ll|d. (Re.l as. 15f|-)

was fixed. Under the two large Mamdd,pur reservoirs 512 acres

of rice land paid acre rates varying from 4s. to £2 (-Rs. 2 - 20). On
these lands a highest acre rate of 12s. (Rs. 6) and an average

acre rate of 7s. ^d. (Rs. 3 as. lOJ) were fixed. The effect of the

introduction of the survey was a fall in the Government demand

from £8754 (Rs. 87,540) to £6376 (Rs. 63,760) or twenty-seven

per cent. The details are

:

Sijdpur Settlement, 1855-56.

Class.
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villages ofthe Chimalgi petty dmsion.i Chimalgi was a wedge-shaped
tract about fourteen miles long and with a base of about eight miles
resting on the Krishna. It was bounded ou the east by Mangoli in
bholapur; on the south by the Krishna separating it from Bdgalkot-
and on the west and north by Bijdpur. The fourteen villages of
Chimalgi had an area of 54^ square miles. In respect of climate this
tract held a position between Bijdpur and Mangoli, the rainfall in
Bijapur being generally less certain than in Mangoli. The villages
at the northern end and towards the top of the ridge forming the
water-shed between the valeys of the Krishna and the Don, were
worse off for rain than the villages nearer the rivers. Chimalgi like
all other parts of Bijdpur was badly placed for trade with any of the
great markets. Its only local markets were, both small, Vanddl the
chief town of Chimalgi and Nirgundi. About a twelfth of the
people lived by weaving, the head-quarters of the local hand-loom
industry being Vanddl. Chimalgi had formed part of the estate of
Kagvdd which lapsed in 1857. At the time of the transfer the
villages were in a depressed state. The average acre rate under the
British rule was very low. The available statistics were for the two
years 1857-58 and 1858-59. The rental during the two years rose
from £476 to £483 16s. (Rs. 4760- 4838) j and the collections from
£465 4s.-to £480 14s. (Es. 4652 - 4807). The remissions for the two
years were £10 16s. (Rs. 108) and £3 2s. (Rs. 31). Under the
survey settlement the fourteen villages were arranged into two
groups, one containing the five northern and the other the nine
southern villages. The highest dry-crop acre rates were Is. 3d.
(10 as.) for the northern and Is. 6d. (12 as.) for the southern group.
About 100 acres of poor garden land were assessed at an average acre
rate of 4s. (Rs. 2). The effect of the survey settlement was a rise in
the rental from £481 to £576 (Rs. 4810 - 5760) or nineteen per cent.
The details are : Chimalgi Survey Settlement, 1859-60.

Class.
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averaged £48,723 (Rs. 4,87,230) ; and the remissions varied from

about £1 (Rs. 10) in 1860-61 to £53 (Rs. 530) in 1855-56 and

averaged £9 (Rs. 90). At Bijdpur the rupee price of Indian millet

had risen from an average of ninety-three pounds during the iive

years ending 1860 to fifty-three pounds during the five years ending

1873. The details are :

Bijiipur Tillage, Revenue, and Prices, 1855-1873.

Groups.
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Sijdpur Tillage, Revenue, and Prices, 1855-1873—oontiaued.
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Between 1874 and 1877 revised settlements were introduced into

four survey blocks of 472 villages. In the Indi-Bijapur block of

102 villages tbe new settlement caused an increase of £5355
(Rs. 53,550) or 48-8 per cent ; in tbe Indi-Bdgevddi block of 182
villages an increase of £5847 (Rs. 58,470) or 24"6 per cent ; in the

Bdgev^di-Muddebih^I block of 149 villages an increase of £3876
(Rs. 38,760) or 23-9 per cent ; and in the Muddebihdl block of 39
villages an increase of £785 (Rs. 7850) or 21'1 per cent. Over the

whole 472 villages the increase was £15,862 (Rs. 1,58,620) or twenty-
nine per cent. The details are

:

Bijdpur Remsion Settlements, 1874-1877,

Gsonps.
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throughout the year. The rain, especially the early falls, was
exceedingly uncertain, as the more ceYtain part of the rain supply
came in September and October. In all fairly deep soils the late or
rabi was the chief harvest. The east, round Almel, had some small
advantage over the west in quantity and still more in earliness and
seasonableness of rain. During the six years ending 1873 the Indi
rainfall had varied from twenty-eight to thirty-five inches and
averaged 26"3 inches. During the four years ending 1873 at Sindgi
the fall varied from fourteen to twenty-two and averaged eighteen
inches.^

At Bijd,pur the rupee price of Indian millet had risen from an
average of 129 pounds during the five years ending 1848 to fifty-four

pounds during the five years ending 1873.^ During the thirty

years of the survey lease the Peninsula railway had been opened, its

line passing parallel to the northern frontier of these villages, and
two stations Dudhni and Kadabgaon lying about twelve miles from
the border. Between the villages and the railway there lay the
Bhima and roadless tracts in the Nizam's country and in Akalkot, so

that, in spite of the nearness of these stations, Indi and Sholdpur were
still the chief centres of trade. Thus the west had some advantage
over the east in nearness to markets and the east over the west
in climate. The disadvantage under which the southern villages

suffered from distance from the railway was to some extent met by
their greater opportunity of trading west to Belgaum and Miraj.

From the central town of Indi local cleared roads ran about nineteen

Chapter VIII.

Land.

Revision
Survey.

Indi-Sindgii

Bijdpur,
1874-73.

' The details are : Indi-Sindgi Rainfall, 1S68 - 187S.

Year.
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miles east to Almel, about twenty-ttree miles south to Hippargi, and

twelve miles north-east to the Bijapur-Sholdpur trunk road. From
Almel a cleared.road ran about twelve miles south to Sindgi, and
one from Hippargi ran about eleven miles north-east to Chik Sindgi

about two miles south of Sindgij and then east about twelve miles

to Sungthd.n, a village of Sindgi on the border of the Nizdm's

territory. Besides the large markets of Indi, Almel, T^mba, and
Sindgi every village had many small markets within its reach. A
comparison of the average of the ten years ending 1852-53 and the

ten years ending 1872-73, showed a spread from 183,656 to 290,241

acres in the tillage area and an increase in the revenue for collection

from £7267 to £10,977 (Es. 72,670 -Rs. 1,09,770). The following,

statement summarises the details :

Indi-Sindgi-Bijdpur Land Revenue, 184S-1873.^

Year.
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Bhantnur, Moratgi, and Nagthan, and also at ChadcHan, Sindgi,
Golgeri, Hippargi, Bij^pur, T41ikoti in Muddebihdl, and Afzalpur in
the Nizd,in's territory, all of which were within or close to this
survey block. Most of the cotton, a great deal of the hdjri, and
some of the linseed went to Sholapur, from which the cotton and
linseed went to Bombay. The 102 villages had 287 oil-mills for
pressing kusU or safflower seed, most of the oil from which went to
Athni and Belgaum. As jvdri was the staple food of the people,
most of it was eaten in the district, but in good seasons a great deal
oi Jvdri went out of the district wherever there might be a demand.
The imports were chiefly raw sugar from Athni, J3etelnut from the
Kanara district, cocoanuts and salt from the Konkan coast, and
cloth and rice from Sholapnr. The chief and only valuable local
manufactures were native cloths which supported 405 and native
blankets which supported 211 looms. Of the whole area under
cultivation about eighty per cent were tilled by the men in whose
names the land was entered in the Government books, and about
twenty per cent were let by them to tenants. The tenants paid their
rents either in money or in kind. Of 4041 survey fields held by
tenants 2547 paid money rents and 1494 paid grain rents.^ The
people were 'poor and were a good deal in debt. Still, in spite of
the moneylenders' desire to get the land, that eighty per cent of
the land was tilled by the holder showed that their debts did not press
heavily on the majority of the landbolders.

In 1844-45 when the original settlement was introduced this tract
had been most backward. The people were in extreme poverty, the
land half occupied, mach of the occupied land was miserably tilled,

and the people were unsettled and given to gang and highway
robbery. During the survey lease population had greatly increased
and field stock still more, facilities for growing saleable and
exportable produce were not wanting, tbe local means of transport
had been developed, and at no great distance the railway brought
an unlimited opportunity of export. Land was saleable and was
good security for loans. The Government revenue was realised
practically without remissions or any great arrears. The original

'

measurements were found to be faulty. Many discrepancies arose
from the survey boundaries having been tampered with. The
earthen boundary mounds or bdndhs had not been raised till some
years after the measuring, and the maps were often imperfect, and
were of little use in proving a change of boundary especially as the
land taken in was generally waste. The revision survey laid down
the boundaries of villages by traverse. The maps were drawn on
the usual Deccan Revenue Survey scale, eight inches to the mile,

and every field and its boundary marks were shown on the map so

that tampering with boundaries was no longer possible. Some of

the original survey fields were of sixty and seventy acres, and

Chapter^VIII.

Laud-

Eevision
SUBVBY.

Indi-SindgU
Bydpur,
1874-75.

1 In dry-orop land subletting for half the produce was most common, and a half,

crop rent was readUy paid for land fairly clear of grass. In garden land the terms
were from one-fourth to one-fifth of the produce to be given as rent to the owner of

the land. Bom. Go\- , Sel. CXLVIII. 52.
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included several holdiugs. In the revised survey all fields over thirty

acres were broken into two or more survey numbers of fifteen to

thirty acres, a change which made the land much more easily sold

and transferred. The whole of the lands were reclassed. The old

classification was found faulty especially in the better soils. Under
the revision settlement the 102 villages were arranged in three

groups : A northern group of sixty-nine villages with a highest dry-
crop acre rate of 2s. 3(i. (Rs. 1|), and a southern group of thirty-one

villages with a highest diy-crop acre rate of 2s. \\d. (Rs. IrV)

;

the third group included two villages Aindpur and Bhillavad which
were surrounded by Nizam's territory and for which a highest
dry-crop acre rate of 2s. (Re. 1) was fixed. Of 5-57 acres of rice land
464 acres were Government land. On the 464 Government acres a
highest acre rate of 8s. (Rs. 4) and an average acre rate of 2s. 1%d.
(Re.l as. 4^) were fixed. Garden land under wells which had
been in existence at the former settlement was assessed within the
highest dry-crop acre rate, while for garden land under new wells
the simple dry-crop rate was adopted, and for garden land under
waterlifts or budhis a highest rate of 3s. 6d. (Rs. If). For 280 acres
of pdiasthal or channel-garden land some of which was of excellent
quality the highest acre rate was 10s. (Rs. 5) and the average 6s.

6d. (Rs. 3j). The new rates caused a rise in the rental from
£10,965 to £16,320 (Rs. 1,09,650 - Rs. 1,63,200) or 48-8 per cent.
The details are

:

Indi-Sindgi-Bijdpur Eevision Settlement, 1874-75.

Class.
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isolated to the north and north-east of Sindgi. Four of them Chapter VIII.
Havalgi, Sirsangi, Kunekumatgi, and Baglur lay together on the t""^Bhima, and three, Mangrul, Somjdl and Kurbathalli were .

scattered six to twelve miles north and north-east of Sindgi Revision

town. Except Golsar, twelve miles east of Indi, the sixty-
Survey.

nine Indi villages lay north-west and west of Indi. From the '^"'^''SS-,"^'"Bhima on the north, along which they lay for about twenty-four 1875-76!
miles, they stretched south for about twenty-five miles. The twenty
Bijapur villages, in a narrow slip of country about thirty by seven
mUes, were to the north and east of the town of Bijdpur. The
sixteen BdgevAdi villages, to the north of the town of Bagevadi and
sixteen miles east of Bijdpur, covered a tract about sixteen miles by
eight. Except a few hills in the east near Horti, the country was
a waving trap plain, ending towards the south-east in limestone. On
the tops and upper slopes of the rises the soil was generally shallow

;

and in the bottoms along the stream beds it was generally deep
and of good quality. Through the southern villages ran the Don,
for whose deep black and proverbially rich soil one or two good
wettings sufficed. This tract was fairly off for water as it was
crossed by many streams which held water throughout the year.

In most villages water was found within twenty feet of the

surface. A few Bdgevddi villages along the Don were not so well

off for water as during the hot season the river became brackish.

Over the whole tract the rain was somewhat uncertain, though,

especially in the east and south-east, it was much more regular and
seasonable than in the country further west. During the ten

years ending 1853 the average rupee price of bajri and jvdri was
about 150 pounds ; during the ten years ending 1863 it was about

eighty-four pounds ; and during the ten years ending 1873 about

fifty-four pounds. The average rupee prices of the two gp^ains at

Bijdpur in 1871, 1872, 1873, and 1874 were forty, twenty-nine,

seventy-one, and ninety-four pounds. During the thirty years'

survey lease the villages had gained by the opening of many fair

weather roads both for local and for outside traffic. The Bijdpur-

Sholapur trunk road had been made and all large market towns had

been joined with it. In the fair weather carts could go anywhere

without difficulty by the ordinary country tracks. The Peninsula

railway passed within twenty miles of the northern villages and

was within little more than fifty miles of the most distant villages.

Though both the Dudhni and Kadabgaon stations were considerably

nearer, most of the traffic centered in ShoMpur. Of minor markets

there was no want, either in the tract itself or at short distances

beyond its borders. There were two main lines of traffic, one by

ShoMpur and the railway to Bombay, the other west to Athni,

Belgaum, Vengurla,andChiplun. The southern villages had some

trade with Kdrw^r and Kumta. Jvouri and Ujri went in considerable

quantities from ShoMpur to Gujardt, and wheat gram and pulse as

far as Madras, Velor, and Bangalor. A comparison of the average

of the ten years ending 1853 and the ten years ending 1873 showed

a spread from 312,145 to 530,955 acres in the tillage area and a

B 877-62
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rise in collections from £14,545 to £22,538 (Rs. 1,45,450-

Rs. 2,25,380). The following statement summarises the details :^

Indi-Sindgi-Bydpur-Bdgevddi Tillage and Revenue, 1844-i^U-

Yeae,
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For long not a single acre had been waste and all the fields were
clean and well tilled. In the Survey Commissioner's opinion
the prosperity of these villages was chiefly due to the fact that the
bulk of the landholders were pure Kd,narese, a much thriftier and
harder-working class than their northern neighbours the Mardthds.
As boundary marks had not been put up until some time after
the original survey the people had so largely encroached on the
waste close to their fields and on the neutral belt of land left along
village boundaries that it was found necessary to resurvey the
whole tract. In the revision survey no neutral strip was left
between villages ; the boundary marks were set on the boundary
line and were common to both villages. By this change a
considerable area left out in the first survey was brought to account.
Roads and tracks were made of a defined and reasonable breadth
and stream and river banks were measured up to the point where
tillage ceased. The result was a rise in the arable area from
312,145 to 530,955 acres, and a fall in the unarable area from
208,486 to 15,808 acres. The boundaries of villages were laid
down by traverse, and the maps were drawn on the usual Deccan
Revenue Survey scale, of eight inches to the mile. Every field

and its boundary marks were shown on the map by scale. All
survey fields of more than thirty acres were divided into numbers
ranging from fifteen to thirty acres. The lands were reclassed as
the old rates were found to press heavily on the poorer soils.

Under the revision settlement the 182 villages were arranged
in two groups. For the first group of 152 villages, which were
nearer the rail and the general lines of traffic, a highest dry-crop
acre rate of 2s. dd. (Rs. 1 ^) was fixed and in the remaining thirty

villages on the Nizdm's frontier the highest dry-crop acre rate was
2s. l^d. (Rs. Ixg-). Patches of rice land in low-lying places in
many villages amounted to 1502 acres of Government land. On
this a highest acre rate of 8s. (Rs. 4) and an average acre rate of

Is. lOfd. (15J as.) were fixed. The existing well and water-lift

or hudki garden lands, amounting to 3831 and 574 acres, were
assessed within the highest dry-crop acre rate, and the former well

tax of 4s. (Rs. 2) an acre was abolished. All the newly made
garden land was assessed at the simple dry-crop rate.^ For
pdtasthal or channel-garden land of which there were 620 acres, a
highest dry-crop acre rate of 10s. (Rs. 5) and an average rate of

about 5s. (Rs. 2^) were fixed. The new rates caused a rise in the

rental from £23,692 to £29,539 (Rs. 2,36,920 -Rs. 2,95,390) or 24-6

per cent. The details are

:

IriM-Svndgi-Bijd/pv/r-Bdgevddi Sevision Settlement, 1875-76.

Class.
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In 1876-77, after the close of the thirty years' lease, the revision of

the original survey settlements was made in sixty-eight villages of

Bdgevddi and eighty-one of Muddebihdl, of which 135 had been

settled in 1844-45 and fourteen comprising the Ohimalgi petty

division or pargana in 1859.^ The latter villages, most of which

were very small, formed part of the KAgv&d estate which lapsed to

Government about 1857. Of the 149 villages, the Bdgevddi sixty-

eight covered 299,810 acres or 468 square miles and the Muddebihdl
eighty-one covered 188,569 acres or 295 square miles. The total

population in these 149 villages amounted to 96,254 or 126 to the

square mile. They lay between 75° 53' and 76° 23' east longitude

and between 16° 1 0' and 1 6° 44' north latitude. The Krishna formed
the southern limit of the tract. It was bounded on the north by
the villages of the Bijdpur and Sindgi sub-divisions and a few of

Bdgevddi into which the revision of assessment was introduced in

1875 ; on the east by a group of villages of the Muddebihal
sub-division lying north-east of Muddebihal ; and on the west by
Bijdpur villages and a group of villages of the Bdgevddi sub-division

lying south of Bdgevadi. The southern portion of the tract about

thirty-eight by six miles was more broken by hills than the north.

The rock of these hills was sandstone and gneiss. Throughout the

hilly tract the poor soil was brick-red, not gray as in the north of

the district. North of the hilly belt, except a few hills near Ingleshvar

and Mangoli in Bdgevddi, the country was a bare unbroken
waving plain. Except the northern villages in the valley of the

Don, the tract was well ofE for water both from wells and from
streams. In the Don valley, for about six months after November,
good drinking water was always scarce as the water in the Don and
in most of its tributaries became brackish shortly after the rains

ceased, and the water in most of the few wells was also generally

much charged with salt. During the five years ending 1873-74,

the rainfall averaged 21 '47 inches in Muddebihdl and 22-21 inches

in Bdgevddi. During 1874-75 and 1875-76 it was 42-43 and 19-71

inches in Muddebihal and 4566 and 16'96 inches in Bdgevadi,
Especially in the south along the Krishna the climate was better and
the rainfall more favourable than in Indi, Sindgi, and Bijapur

further to the north. But the climate was decidedly better and
more certain with respect to rainfall in the eastern than in the

western villages.

In Muddebihal the rupee prices of jvdri, hagri and wheat, during
,the eight years endingl843,averaged ninety-three pounds, during the

ten years ending 1853 averaged ninety-nine pounds, during the ten

years ending 1863 averaged seventy-three pounds, and during the

ten years ending 1874 averaged forty pounds.^

1 Mr. Price, Asst. Settl. Officer, 52 of 10th November 1875 ; Col. ABderson, Surv.
Comr. 115 of 26th January 1876. Bom. Gov, Eev. Eec. 134 of 1876, 413-567,

* The details are : MuMeUhM Produce Prices, 1838-1871.

YfiAR,
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tZ P^ 1 ^''^r^^ *^'^^y °^^o^ markets and communications.

i^fT^^f^f"^ ;f./^
"^^^ P*"^^®^ ^""^^ ^^^y "liles to the east and

north-east and the country between, though roadless, was fairly open.Sholapur about eighty miles to the north, Athni about seventy-five
miles to the west, and B^galkot about thirty miles to the south were
the leading centres of trade. Oil-seeds generally went to the western
markets and cotton, which was grown to a much greater extent thanto
thenorth wentto Vengurla, Kumta, andKdrwdr. Of minor markets
sevenm B%evadi and four in Muddebihdl were within the group of
remeasured villages. A comparison of the two periods of fifteen years
aad sixteen years ending in 1859 and in 1875 shows a spread in the
tillage area from 181,503 to 291,165 acres and an increase in the re-
venue for collection from £9866 to £15,075 (Rs. 98,660-Ks. 1,50,750).
ihe details^ are :

B&gevddi-MuddeUhdl Land Revenue, 1844-1875.

Teak.
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Hovin-Hippargij and Nirgundi in Bdgevadi, and to Muddebihal,

Ndlatvdd, Balbatti, and Tdlikoti in Muddebihd,!. Besides these they

also resoi-ted to Hippargij Bijdpur, Bagalkot, Hungund, and Ilkal.

Sholapur and Athni were the chief places to which produce intended

for a distant market was taken. The weaving of cotton cloth and

woollen blankets was carried on to a large extent in many of the

villages. The looms increased from 164 in 1844-45 to 751 in 1874-75

or 368 per cent. The increase in population and in farm stock, the

decrease in thatched houses, and the increase in the better class of

houses showed great prosperity and improvement.

The 135 villages were remeasured and reclassed as in Indi, and
the fpurteen villages of the Chimalgi petty division were remeasured

but not entirely reclassed. As regards the original classing in the

135 villages settled by the Poona Survey in 1844-45 the usual

low classing of the better soils was met with, and in many
villages especially in the red gravelly east the poor soils were
relatively highly classified. In addition to the 149 villages was one

lapsed vUlage Khanapur, which, till 1874, had never been surveyed

or settled. Of this village the survey was completedin 1874-75 and

a highest dry-crop rate of 2s. l^d. (Rs. 1^) was fixed. In 1874-75

the collections in this village amounted to £52 (Rs. 520) ; according

to the new rates they would amount to £54 (Rs. 540).

Under the revision settlement the villages were arranged in three

groups. For the first group, including 122 central villages close to the

general line of trade, a highest dry-crop acre rate of 2s. 3c?. (Rs. 1 ^ ) was
fixed ; for the second group of thirteen villages in the east far from
the general line of trade, the highest dry-crop acre rate was 2s. l^d.

(Rs. Itj^) ; and for the third group of fourteen villages whose rainfall

was uncertain and scanty the highest dry-crop acre rate was 2s.

(Re.l). On 106 acres of rice land the highest acre rate was 8s.

(Rs. 4) and the average was 2s. 9|cZ. (Re. 1 as. 6-j^) . The garden
land in these villages amounted to 1668 acres. Garden land under
wells which had been in existence at the last settlement was assessed

within the highest dry-crop acre rate and land under new wells was
assessed at the ordinary dry-crop rate.^ On 209 acres of pdtastJial

or channel-land a highest acre rate of10s. (Rs. 5) and an average acre

rate of about 6s. 4|(i. (Rs. 3 as. 2{^) were adopted. The revised

rates caused a rise in the rental from £16,218 to £20,094 (Rs. 1,62,180-

Rs. 2,00,940) or 28-9 per cent. The details are r

Bdgevddi-Muddehihal Bevision Settlement, 1876-77.

Cdass.
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In 1877, two years after the close of the thirty years' lease, the
revision settlement was completed in the thirty-nine Tillages of
Muddebihal, which had been settled in 1845.1 The villages
contained 96,213 acres or 150 square miles, and had 17,270 people
or 115 to the square mile. They lay to the north-east of the
group of villages of the same sub-division which were resettled
in 1876. On the east they were bounded by the Nizdm's territories
and on the. north by the south-eastern villages of the Sindgi
sub-division which were revised and settled in 1875-76. The
country was bare and flat, remarkable only for the rich black soil
valley of the Don which ran diagonally through it from north-west
to south-east. Its climate and rainfall were favourable. As the
early rains were generally certain, a large portion of the crop often
belonged to the early or Man/ harvest. Early and Me jvdri was
the principal crop, and next to jmri came bdjri in the poorer and
cotton in the better soils. In this tract the Don valley was very
wide ; in some places the flat level bottom was little short of two
miles broad, and nearly the whole area of its rich soft black soil

was highly tilled with large quantities of wheat, gram, and cotton.
Away from the valley the fields were not so cleanly tilled, for in
many fields harli and nat grass choked a good deal of the ground.
Garden tillage was also somewhat scarce in the tract. The water-
bearing stratum was deep. Few wells were dug, and as was
the case along the Don valley, the water in many of the existing
wells was brackish. At Muddebihal the rupee price of Indian
millet or jvdri had risen from an average of 107 pounds during the
ten years ending 1 843 to fifty-four pounds during the ten years
ending 1873.2

No village was above eight miles from the made Muddebihal-
Tdlikoti road. The station on the Peninsula railway nearest to

Tdlikoti was Nalvar about fifty-six miles north-east in the Nizam's
territories. The chief local centre of trade was the weekly market
at Talikoti. It was in the centre of the tract and at it all produce
from the country round found a ready sale. Weekly markets were
also held at Muddebihdl and Tumbgi, but they were very small in

comparison to the Talikoti market. Cotton and linseed went chiefly

to Bombay by Sholapur. A good deal of gram and wheat went to
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' Mr. Price, 31 of 7th September 1876 ; Colonel Anderson, Survey Commissioner,

1695 of 18th December 1876, Bom. Gov. Kev. Keo. 153 of 1877, 363 - 515.
' The details are i
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Surpnr in the Nizam's territories, and kardai oil seed went south

to Hungund, Ilkal, and Bdgalkot. Among exported products,-

hand-mills or querns, from the old sandstone quarries at Mudde-

bihdl, were taken in great number to Sholapur and even as far as

Poona. A comparison of the average of the two periods of the ten

years ending 1853-54 and the twelve years ending 1875-76 shows

a spread from 42,260 to 72,440 acres in the tillage area and an

increase in the revenue for collection from £2284 to £3708

(Rs. 22,840 - Rs. 37,080). The details^ are :

MuddebilM Land Revenue, 1844-1876.

Ybar.
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The average acre rate was raised from ll|d (7i as.) to Is. 2^(9^ as.)
For forty-five acres of rice land and sixteen acres of patasthal or
channel garden land acre rates of 8s. (Rs. 4) and 10s. (Rs. 5) were
sanctioned. The well garden land which had existed at the original
survey settlement was assessed at the highest dry-crop acre rate,
and gardens watered by wells made during the currency of the
settlement were assessed at the ordinary dry-crop rate.^ The new
rates raised the rental from £3708 to £4492 (Rs. 37,080 -Rs. 44,920)
or twenty-one per cent. The details are :

Muddehifidl Revision Settlement, 1877,

Class.
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Chapter VIII. The following ia a summary of tlie chief available season details

Land. during the eighteen years ending 1882-83 :

Season Reports. ^^ 1865-66 a short rainfall of 13-06 inches was followed by a short

1865-66
'

harvest.! Still as the people had been enriched by several years

of good crops and high prices the failure caused no loss of revenue.

To lighten the distress of the labouring classes, the Government
allowed the Collector to spend £1000 (Rs. 10^000) on small public

works. Collections fell from £118,090 to £115,258 (Rs. 11,80,900-

Rs. 11,52,580), £55 (Rs. 550) were remitted, and £165 (Rs. 1650)

left outstanding. The rupee price of Indian millet fell from twenty-

four to thirty-one pounds,

1866-67. In 1866-67 the rainfall was only 11-81 inches. In June July and
August little raia fell.** In September a sufficient and seasonable

fall saved the early or Icharif crops in places where they had survived

the drought, and helped the sowing of the late crops which yielded

about a three-quarters harvest. Cholera and cattle-disease prevailed

during the year. Collections rose from £115,258 to £115,886
(Rs.ll,52,580-Rs. 11,58,860), £26 (Rs.260) were remitted, and
there were no outstandings. The rupee price of Indian millet rose

from thirty-one to twenty-two pounds.

1867-68. In 1867-68 the rainfall was 7-54! inches. The collections fell

from £115,886 to £115,637 (Rs. 11,58,860 -Rs. 11,56,370), £13
(Rs. 130) were remitted, and there were no outstandings. The
rupee price of Indian millet fell from twenty-two pounds to forty-

five pounds.

1868-69. In 1868-69, 15'98 inches of rain fell at KaMdgi. The fall was not

seasonable^; and except in Bagalkot the early cropa yielded only
an average harvest, and only in Baddmi and Hungund were the
late crops more than average. Slight cholera and cattle- disease

were prevalent. The collections fell from £115,637 to £114,929
(Rs.ll,56,370-Rs. 11,49,290), £13 (Rs. 130) were remitted, and
£2 (Rs. 20) left outstanding. The rupee price of Indian millet fell

from forty-five to sixty-three pounds.

1869-70. In 1869-70, 27-87 inches of rain fell at Kaladgi. The season was
good both for the- early and late crops. * Heavy rain during
November and December injured the cotton and jvdri. Public
health was on the whole good. The collections rose from £114,929
to £115,697 (Rs. 11,49,290 -Rs. 11,56,970), £4 (Rs. 40) were
remitted, and £2 (Rs. 20) left outstanding. The rupee price of

Indian millet fell from sixty-three to sixty-six pounds.
1870-71. In 1870-71, 25-92 inches of rain fell at Kalddgi. The early crops

were good in Indi, Muddebihal, Baddmi, and Hungund and middling
in Sindgi, Bagevadi, Bijdpur, and Bdgalkot.* The late or rabi crops

were good except in Indi and Sindgi where they were middling.
Cholera was fatal in thirty-two cases and 1758 head of cattle died

1 Bom, Gov. Eev. Eec. 75 of 1866, 51, 2 Bom, Gov. Rev. Rec, 57 of 1867, 7.
=> Bom, Gov. Eev. Eec. 65 of 1869, 253.
* The Eev. Commissioner, 74 of 7th Jan. 1870,
* Bom. Gov. Rev, Eec, 95 of 1871, 148,
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from cattle-disease. Collections rose from £115,697 to £117.004
Rs. 11 56,970-Rs. 11,70,040,) £4 (Rs. 40) were remitted, and £9
(Ks. 90) were left outstanding. The rupee price of Indian millet
rose irom sixty-six to sixty pounds.

^T^?^ ™ll^^^"?^.^''?^^' "^ ^^'^ f^'l ^t EalAdgi. Except in
Muddebihdl the sub-divisions north of the Krishna suffered from an
almost total fadure both of the early and late crops.i In Hungund
the early crops were fair, but in Bdd^mi and Bagalkot they were
below the average. Some parts of the district suffered from
slight cholera, and 1300 head of cattle died from cattle-disease.
The tillage area was 2,000,019 acres. Collections fell from
£117,004 to £1x6,352 (Rs. 11,70,040 -Rs. 11,63,620), £5 (Rs 50)
were remitted, and £343 (Rs. 3430) left outstanding. The rupee
price of Indian millet fell from sixty to sixty-one pounds.

In 1872-73, 26-44 inches of rain fell at KaMdgi. The early crops
were very good, but the late crops, especially gram and wheat, were
injuredby a heavy fall of rain in the beginning of December.^ Cholera-
was fatal in 1528 cases and 1550 animals died of cattle-disease.
The tillage area fell from 2,000,019 to 1,999,609 acres. Collections
rose from £116,352 to £117,483 (Rs. 11,63,520- Rs. 11,74,830),
£10 (Rs. 100) were remitted, and there were no outstandings. The
rupee price of Indian millet rose from sixty-one to thirty-nine pounds.

In 1873-74, 15-69 inches of rain fell at Kaladgi. Owing to the want
of early rain the early crops were middling.^ The late crops were
also not good and there was slight cattle-disease. The tillage area
rose from 1,999,609 to 2,012,036 acres ; collections from £117,483
to £117,583 (Rs. 11,74,830-Rs. 11,75,830), £1 (Rs. 10) was remitted,
and £87 (Rs. 870) left

_
outstanding. The rupee price of Indian

millet fell from thirty-nine to sixty-eight pounds.

In 1874-75, 14-30 inches of rain fell at Kaladgi. The early crops
suffered considerable damage from heavy rain in September and
October.* The late harvest was good and the district was free
from epidemics. The tillage area rose from 2,012,036 to 2,034,668
acres; collections from £117,583 to £121,688 (Rs. 11, 75,830-
Rs. 12,16,880), £5 (Rs. 50) were remitted, and £51 (Rs.510) left

outstanding. The rupee price of Indian millet rose from sixty-eight
to sixty-two pounds.

In 1875-76, 22-76 inches of rain fell at KaMdgi. The early crops
were fair and except gram and wheat, the late harvest was excellent.*

Cholera was fatal in 1100 cases, and 1309 head of cattle died of

disease. The tillage area rose from 2,034,668 to 2,084,721 acres, the
collections from £121,688 to £126,054 (Rs. 12,16,880-Rs. 12,60,540),
£2 (Rs. 20) were remitted, and £1 Rs. (10) left outstanding. The
rupee price of Indian millet rose from sixty-two to fifty-seven pounds.

Chapter VIII.

Land.

Season Eepoets.

1871-7S.

isn-is.

187S-74.

1874-73.

1875-76,

1 Bom. Gov. Eev. Eec. 81 of 1872, 337 - 338.
^ The Eev. Commissioner, 6369 of 31st December 1872.
3 The Eev. Commissioner S. T>. 5026 of 29th December 1873.
* The Eev. Commissioner S. D. 4718 of 29th December 1874.
5 The Eev. Commissioner S. D. 3876 of 31st December 1875.
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Chapter VIII.

Land.

Season Reports.

1876-77.

1877-78.

1878-79.

1879-80.

1880-81.

In 1876-77, 1340 inches of rain fell at KaMdgi and the falls were

singularly useless and untimely^ The early crops perished, and from

the almost total failure of the September October and November

rain hardly any late crops were sown. It was a year of the greatest

distress and famine. Prom want and sickness large numbers of

people and of cattle died. The tillage area rose from 2,084,721 to

2 099,231 acres, while the collections fell from £126,054 to £54,642

(Rs. 12,60,540- Rs. 5,46,420), £1 (Rs.lO) was remitted, and £74,838

(Rs. 7,48,380) left outstanding. The rupee price of Indian millet

rose from fifty-seven to twenty-nine pounds.

In 1877-78, 31-13 inches of rain fell at Kaladgi. During July and

August the fall was very scanty and much of the early sowings

was damaged.^ Afterwards the jvdri and hdjri crops suffered

considerably from excessive rain in October. Tur, til, mug, and other

pulse crops fared better. A timely fall in December secured a

good cold-weather harvest and a good cotton crop. Want of food

and the damp of the heavy late rains caused much sickness and a

large mortality. A painful and common effect of the previous

year's famine was a bad ulcer. The tillage area fell from 2,099,231

to 2,091,733 acres while the collections rose from £54,642 to

£108,208 (Rs. 5,46,420 -Rs. 10,82,080); there were no remissions.;

and £20,396 (Rs. 2,03,960) were left outstanding. The rupee price

of Indian millet rose from twenty-nine to twelve pounds.

In 1878-79, 32-54 inches of rain fell at Kalddgi. This season

like the two before it was most unfortunate.^ Continuous and
excessive rain almost destroyed the early harvest, and a promising

late harvest was ruined by millions of rats. The distress was so

great that relief works and kitchens had again to be opened.

The tillage area fell from 2,091,733 to 2,078,769 acres, and
collections from £108,208 to £104,378 (Rs. 10,82,080-Rs. 10,43,780),

£24,842 (Rs. 2,48,420) being left outstanding. There were no
remissions. The rupee price of Indian millet fell from twelve to

twenty pounds.

In 1879-80, 23-18 inches of rain fell at Kaladgi. The season

was on the whole favourable.* In the early part of the season rats

did much damage. Active measures were taken to destroy them
and between July and November more than four millions were
killed. The cold and damp of November also killed large numbers,
and the late crops, which were good, were saved. Public health

during the year was good. The famine ulcer was disappearing.

The tillage area fell from 2,078,769 to 1,828,764 acres, while the

collections rose from £104,378 to £112,818 (Rs. 10,43,780

-

Rs. 11,28,180). There were no remissions and £8473 (Rs. 84,730)
were left outstanding. The rupee price of Indian millet fell from
twenty to twenty-five pounds.

In 1880-81, 28'84 inches of rain fell at KaMdgi, but of this more
than six inches fell in March April and May and was useless for

1 The Rev. Commissioner S. D. 330 of 10th February 1877.
2 The Rev. Commissioner S. D. 138 of 19th January 1878.
' Administration Report, 4676 of 2ud September 1879.
* Administration Report, 4757 of 9th September 1880.
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cultivation.! The fall was scanty in July and August and excessive

mi, °?,T^^'
damaging the early crops, Public health was good.The tallage area fell from 1,828,764 to 1,745,032 acres and the

collections rose from £112,818 to £115,538 (Ee. 11,28,180-
Ks.ll,&5,d8U), £4(Es.40) were remitted, and £4573 (Es. 46,730)
left outstanding. The rupee price of Indian millet fell from twenty-
nve to nity-one pounds.

In 1881-82, 20-09 inches of rain fell at Kaladgi. The season was
on the whole favourable.^ There was little rain till August and
the sowing of the early crops was delayed. But the late crops
were good. Except somewhat mild cholera in October and June
public health was good. The tillage area rose from 1,745,032 to
1,759,816 acres, the collections from £115,538 to £119 780

in^.^^i^^'^??.;^'- 11^97,800), £35 (Rs. 350) were remitted, 'and
±-944 (Ks. 9440) left outstanding. The rupee price of Indian millet
fell from fifty-one to sixty-three pounds.

In 1882-83, 20-36 inches of rain fell at Kaladgi. The average
outturn was not so good as in the year before but the season was
on the whole favourable.^ Except that cholera was fatal in 794
cases, public health was good. The tillage area rose from 1,759,816
to 1,818,097 acres, collections fell from £119,780 to £113'835
(Rs.ll,97,800-Rs. 11,38,350), £7972 (Es. 79,720) were remitted and
£709 (Rs. 7090) left outstanding. The rupee price of Indian millet
fell from sixty-three to eighty-two pounds.

The following statement shows the chief available yearly statistics
of rainfall, prices, tillage, land revenue, collections, remissions, and
balances during the nineteen years ending 1882-83

:

Bijdpur Tillage and Land Revenue, 1864 - iS8S.

Ykab.
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Chapter VIII.

Land.

Staff,
1884.

District Offlcers.

Sub-Divisional

Officers,

Village Officers,

The administration of tlie district in revenue matters is entrusted

to an officer styled Collector, on a yearly pay of £2160 (Rs. 21,600).

This officer, who is also the chief magistrate, district registrar, and

executive head of the district, is helped in his work of general

supervision by a staff of four assistants of whom two are covenanted

and two uncovenanted servants of Governmfent. The sanctioned

yearly salaries of the covenanted assistants range from £600 to

£1080 (Rs. 6000 - Rs. 10,800) and those of the uncovenanted

assistants or deputies from £360 to £600 (Rs. 3600 - 6000). For

fiscal and other administrative purposes the lands under the Col-

lector's charge are distributed over eight sub-divisions. Of these six

are generally entrusted to the covenanted assistants or assistant

collectors, and two to one of the uncovenanted assistants, called the

district deputy collector. As a rule no sub-division is kept by the

collector under his own direct supervision. The other uncovenanted

assistant who is styled the head-quarter or huzur deputy collector

is entrusted with the charge of the treasury. These officers are also

magistrates, and those who hold revenue charges have, under the

presidency of the Collector, the chief management of the different

administrative bodies, local fund and municipal committees, within

the limits of their revenue charges.

Under the supervision of the Collector and, his assistants the

revenue charge of each fiscal sub-division is placed' in the hands of

an officer styled mdmlatddr. These officers, who are also entrusted

with magisterial powers, have yearly salaries varying from £180 to

£300 (Rs. 1800-3000). One of the fiscal sub-divisions, Bagalkot,

contains a subordinate division called peta or mahdl placed under
the charge of an officer styled mahdlkarij who, except that he has
no treasury to superintend, exercises the revenue and magisterial

powers generally entrusted to a mdmlatdar. The mahd,lkari's

yearly pay is £72 (Rs. 720).

In revenue and police matters the charge of the 1159 Government
villages is entrusted to 1268 headmen or pdtils,, of whom thirty-two

are stipendiary and 1236 are hereditary. Ill of the hereditary pdtils

perform revenue duties only. One of the stipendiary and 110 of the

herediary pdtils attend to matters of police only. Thirty-one

stipendiaryand 1015hereditaryj)aii7sare entrusted with both revenue
and police charges. The pdtil's yearly pay, which depends on his

village revenue, consists partly of cash payments and partly of

remissions of assessment on land. The cash payments vary from
12s. to £13 8s. (Rs. 6 - 134) and average about £3 Is. 8d (Rs. 30
OS. 13^) and the remissions from Is, to £56 (Rs. ^ - 560) and
average about £2 3s. lOc^. (Rs, 21 as. 14f). The whole yearly charge
is £6690 (Rs. 66,900), of which £3909 (Rs. 39,090) are paid in cash

and £2781 (Rs. 27,810) met by grants of land and by remissions.

To keep the village accounts, draw up statistics, and help the

headmen in performing their duties, eighteen stipendiary and 926
hereditary village accountants are entertained. Bach has an average
charge of about 1"2 villages containing about 671 people, and yielding

an average yearly revenue of about £114 (Rs. 1140). The hulkarni
or village accountant's pay, proportionate to the village revenue,
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consists partly of cash payments and partly of remissions of land
assessment. The cash payments vary from 12s. to £18 12s. (Rs. 6 -

186) and arerage about £5 16s. llt^. (Rs. 58 as. 7^) and the
remissions range from Is. to £66 9s. (Rs. ^-664^) and average
about £1 lis. 9(i. (Rs. 15^). The whole yearly charge on account
of the hulkarnis is £7017 (Rs. 70,170), of which £5518 (Rs. 55,180)
are paid in cash and £1499 (Rs. 14,990) are met by land grants and
by remissions.

Under the headmen and accountants are 4491 inferior village

servants. They are liable both for revenue and for police duties.

They are Hindus generally of the Kumbhdr, Bedar, and MhAr castes.

Their yearly grants, proportionate to the village revenue, consist

partly of cash payments and partly of remissions of land assessment.

The cash emoluments vary from 9c?. to £3 (Rs. | - 30) and average

about Is. 8d. (13^ as.) and the remissions range from Is. Qd. to £74
(Rs. f - 740) and average about £1 7s. M. (Rs. \^). Of £6598
(Rs. 65,980) the total yearly charge, £362 (Rs. 3620) are paid in

cash and £6236 (Rs. 62,360) are met by grants and ly remissions.

The yearly cost of the village establishment of district may
be thus summarised: the

Bijdpur Village EstMishment, 1884-

Headmen
Accountants
Servants

Total ...
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Justice.

Civil Coubts.

1870-1883.

CrviL Suits.

1870-188^.

JUSTICE.

The present district of Bijd,pur was formed in 186-4 by taking

tlie sub-divisions of Badami, Bagalkot, and Hungund from

Belgaum, Bijapur from Sdtara, and Hippargi now Sindgi, Indi,

Muddebihdl, and Mangoli now BdgevAdi from Sholapur. A
separate Judge's Court was established at Kaladgi. In 1869 when
the Judicial District of Belgaum was formed the Judge's Court at

Kalddgi was abolished; the district of Bijapur went under the

Judicial District of Belgaum ; and an Assistant Judge was appointed

at Kalddgi, who was invested with the powers of a Joint Judge in

criminal trials and with full powers in civil matters.

In 1870 the number of courts including the Senior Assistant

Judge's Court was four, the number of suits disposed of was 2419,

and the average duration was one month and thirteen days. In
1875 the number of courts was four the same as in 1870, the

number of suits had risen to 3545 and the average duration to three

months and twenty-six days. In 1880 the number of courts was the

same as in 1870, the number of suits disposed of had fallen to

2334, and the average duration to three months and seven days.

At present (1883) the district is provided with a Senior Assistant

Judge and three subordinate judges. The second class sub-judge

of Bijapur has ordinary jurisdiction over 2494'83 square miles in

the Bijapur, Indi, and Sindgi sub-divisions ; the second class

sub-judge of Bagalkot has jurisdiction over 1891'94 square miles

in the Baddmi, Bagalkot, and Hungund sub-divisions ; and the

sub-judge of Muddebihd,! has jurisdiction over 1309'14 square

miles in the Muddebihal and B^gevadi sub-divisions. The average

distance of the Kaladgi court from the most distant six villages is

116 miles, of the Bijapur court seventy-nine miles, of the Bdgalkot

court fifty-nine miles, and of the Muddebihal court forty-six miles.

During the thirteen years ending 1882 the average number, o£

suits decided was 2722. During the six years ending 1875, the

totals show a steady rise from 2419 in 1870 to 3545 in 1875. In

1876 the total fell to 3337 and in 1877 there was a sudden fall to
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1673 or nearly fifty per cent. In 1878 it again rose to 2708 and
in 1879 to 28G4. During the next two years the totals fell to 2334
in 1880 and 1984 in 1881. In 1882 the total rose to 2629. Of the
total number of cases decided, sixty-seven per cent have on an
average been given against the defendant in his absence^ the lowest
proportion being fifty-three in 1882 and the highest seventy-three
in 1879. Except in 1882, when there was an unusual fall to fifty-

three or fourteen per cent below the average, the proportion of cases

decided in the defendant's absence has risen and fallen in succes-

sive years or groups of years. During the first three years the

percentage rose from sixty-three in 1870 to seventy-two in 1872.

In the next year the percentage remained unchanged and fell to

sixty-five in 1875, and remained at sixty-five daring 1876. During
the three years ending 1879 the percentage rose from sixty-seven in

1877 to seventy-three in 1879 ; and during the three years ending

1882, the percentage fell from seventy-three in 1879 to fifty-three

in 1882. The details are :

Bijdpur Ex-parte Decrees, 1870-1882,

Tear.
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of the Collector as District Registrar, a special scrutiny under the
control of the Inspector General of Registration and Stamps is

carried on by the divisional inspector. According to the registration

report for 1882-83 the registration receipts for that year amounted
to £346 (Rs.3460) and the charges to £426 (Rs. 4260) showing a
deficit of £80 (Rs. 800). Of 1882, the total number of registrations,

1803 related to immovable property, sixty -five to movable property,

and fourteen were wills. Of 1803 documents relating to immovable
property, 580 were mortgage deeds, 926 deeds of sale, thirty deeds
of gift, 181 leases, and eighty-six miscellaneous deeds. Including

£40,263 (Rs. 4,02,630) the value of immovable property transferred,

the total value of property affected by registration amounted to

£46,257 (Rs. 4,62,570).

At present (1883) twenty-three officers share the administration

of criminal justice. Of these five are magistrates of the first class

and eighteen of the second and third classes. Of the magistrates

of the first class two are covenanted European civilians, one is a

European uncovenanted civilian, and two are Natives. The District

Magistrate has a general supervision over the whole district

;

while each of the three sub-divisional magistrates, as assistant or

deputy collector, has an average charge of 1919 square miles and

212,831 people. In 1882 the first class magistrates decided 235

original criminal cases and 126 criminal appeals. The average

charge of the eighteen second and third class magistrates one of

whom is a covenanted European civilian and the others Natives is

320 square miles with a population of 35,472. In 1882 these

magistrates decided 1262 original criminal cases. Besides their

magisterial duties, these second and third class native magistrates

exercise revenue powers as mamlatddrs or the head clerks of

mdmlatddrs. Besides these officers of 1191 village headmen who
receive average yearly emoluments of £3 5s. l^d. (Rs. 32if),

ten, under section 15 of the Bombay Village Police Act (VIII. of

1867), can in certain cases fine up to 10s. (Rs. 5). The others under

section 14 cannot fine; but can imprison for twenty-four hours.

The Village Police system is regulated by the provisions of

Bombay Act VIII. of 1867. In each village there is a police pdtil

who performs the duties of police headman. The office of police

pdtil is hereditary, and each incumbent holds a deed or sanad from

the District Magistrate. The police p'itH is aided by the village

police or shetsandis who are subordinate to him. The Superin-

tendent of Police has certain limited powers over the subordinate

village police such as the granting of leave. All correspondence

regarding their appointment or dismissal is carried on through him.

The bulk of the district police are distributed over the district in

posts ; each of which has its appointed area, which is patrolled by

the officers and men in charge of the post. The police pdtil has

certain emoluments according to .a fixed scale, determined on a

consideration of the size and assessment of the village. The

number of shetsandis or village police in each village varies according

to the size and population of the village. On an average there la

one police shetsandi to every 300 persons. Their yearly emolu-
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ments vary from £1 16s. to £2 8s. (Rs.18-24.) in land or cash

according to the size of the village and the amount of their

work.

The village police are generally recruited from Musalm^nSj
Kabligers or Kolis, Bedars, Kurubars or Dhangars, and Holid,s or

Mhars. They are generally residents of the village vrhere their

work lies or of the neighbourhood. In the south of the district

the village police are better paid and are more fairly distributed

than in the north where they are deficient in number and in some
vUlages are altogether wanting. The reason of this difference

is that in 1852 when the three sub-divisions south of the Krishna
belonged to Belgaum, Mr. Forjett then Superintendent of Police

of Belgaum with the sanction of Grovernment appointed village

police by grants of land valued at £1 16s. to £3 (Rs. 16-30)
according to the size of the village and the amount of work to be
done. In the sub-divisions north of the Krishna, which for-

merly belonged to Satara and Sholapur, no change has been made
and the system of payment is imperfect. The work of the village

police is similar to that of the district police only that it is confined
within narrower limits. They are supposed to patrol the village

at night and keep a watch on the bad characters. They are

primarily responsible to the police pdtil for the police of the
village. If any crime is committed within the limits of the village

they conduct the inquiry into the case until the arrival of the
district police, when they help in the investigation and in guarding
prisoners and calling witnesses. They are also useful in taking
reports from the jpatil to the nearest police post or to the chief con-
stable of the sub-division. A muster roll of village police is kept
by the police pdtil who is supposed to see that all are daily

present for duty.

The chief local obstacle to the discovery of crime and the
conviction of offenders is the neighbourhood of native states.

With the exception of about twenty-five miles belonging to
Sholapur on the north and thirty miles of Dhd,rwar on the south,

the district is bounded on the north-east, east, and south-east by the
Nizdm's country, and on other sides by other native states. Except
caste disputes which often end in riots, the higher classes of the
district are not addicted to any particular class of crime. In
these caste disputes there is a great deal of false accusation, but
the matter is generally amicably settled out of court. Except petty
disputes regarding fields the district is free from agrarian crime.
Oases of professional poisoning are unknown.

The Kaikddis, whose head-quarters are in the neighbouring
native states, especially, in the Nizam's country, are the chief criminal
tribe of the district. Kaikadis who are gang robbers always go
in bands of more than five. They are provided with swift ponies
and bullocks and move so fast that the police find it difficult to
seize them before they dispose of the stolen property. They every
month organise bands of five to ten men and choose places for
committing housebreaking during that month. They collect
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information from their friends and, when their information is
complete, each band sends two or three men, disguised as Brahmans
or Lingayats, to examine the house they are to break into. On the
appointed night they come from a distance, sometimes of 100 or 120
miles, but generally in one night march of twenty to thirty miles,
carefully avoiding places where they are likely to be recognised,
and break into the honse at a point in the roof, where they can
work without being seen from the street.

In 1882 the strength of the district or regular police was 613.
Of these under the District Superintendent one was a subordinate
officer, ninety-nine were inferior subordinate officers, twenty-five were
mounted and 486 were foot constables. The cost of maintaining this
force was for the Superintendent a yearly salary of £547 4s.
(Rs. 5472) ; for the subordinate officers on yearly salaries of not less
than £120 (Rs. 1200) and the inferior subordinate officers on yearly
salaries of less than £120 (Rs. 1200), a yearly cost of £2379 6s.
(Rs. 23,793); and for the foot and mounted constables a cost of £4860
16s. (Rs. 48,608). Besides their pay a sum of £174 18s. (Rs. 1749)
was yearly allowed for the horse and travelling allowances of the
Superintendent ; £449 8s. (Rs. 4494) for the pay and travelling
allowances of his establishment; £138 (Rs. 1380) for the horse and
travelling allowances of subordinate officers ; and £560 (Rs. 5600) a
year for contingencies and petty charges. Thus the total yearly cost of
maintaining the police force amounted to £9109 12s. (Rs. 91,096). On
an area of 6757 square miles, and a population of 638,493, these
figures give one constable for every nine square miles and 1037
people and a cost of £1 lis. 7^tZ. (Rs. 16f|) to the square mile or M.
(2 as.) to each head of the population. Of the total strength of 613,
exclusive of the Superintendent, sixteen, three officers and thirteen
menwere in 1882 employed as guards at district, central, or subsidiary
jails

; sixty-eight, ten officers and fifty-eight men, were engaged as
guards over treasuries and lock-ups, or as escorts to prisoners and
treasure ; 527, eighty-seven officers and 440 men, were posted in
towns, municipalities, and cantonments. Of the whole number
exclusive of the Superintendent, 394 were provided with fire-arms,

fifty-one with swords or with swords and batons, and 166 were
provided with batons only. 101, of whom thirty-six were officers

and sixty-five men, could read and write ; and 1 18, of whom fourteen
were officers and 104 men, were under instruction.

Except the District Superintendent who was a European, the
members of the police force were all uatives of India. Of these,

forty-five officers and 308 men were Muliammadans, seven officers

and fifteen men Brahmans, ten officers and twenty men Rajputs,
three officers and eight men Ling^ats, thirty officers and 111 men
Mardthds, five officers and forty-seven men Hindus of other castes,

and two officers Christians.

The returns for the nine years ending 1882 show a total of

152 murders, sixty-five culpable homicides, 158 cases of grievous

hurt, 623 gang robberies,and 22,786 other offences. During these nine

years, the total number of offences gave a yearly average of 2643 or

one offence for every 204 of the population. The number of murders

Chapter IX.

Justice.

Crimikal
Classes.

Police.

Opfences.
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varied from eleven in 1880 to twenty-six in- 1877 and averaged

seventeen ; culpable homicides varied from three in 1875 to eighteen

in 1878 and averaged seven; cases of grievous hurt varied from ten

in 1880 to twenty-eight in 1874 and averaged eighteen; gang and
other robberies varied from twenty-nine in 1882 to 138 in 1877 and
averaged sixty-nine ; and other offences varied from 1750 in 1880 to

4404 in 1877 and averaged 2532 or 95-8 per cent of the whole. Of
the whole number of persons arrested convictions varied from twenty-

nine per cent in 1874 to sixty-nine per cent in 1877 and averaged

fifty-one per cent. The percentage of stolen property recovered

varied from nineteen in 1875 to fifty in 1877. The details are :

Bijapur Orime and Police, 1874-1882.

Yeah.
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females, were admitted, and 284 of whom 247 were males and thirty-

seven females were discharged. During the year the daily average
of prisoners was sixty-eight, and at the close of the year the number
of convicts was eighty-eight, of whom sixty-nine were males and
nineteen females. Of these 234 males and twenty-nine females
were sentenced for not more than one year ; thirteen males and four

females were for over one year and not more than two years ; and
six males and one female were for more than two years and not
more than five years. Five men were sentenced to death. There
were three life-prisoners and four convicts under sentence of

transportation. The daily average number of sick was 3"2. During
the year one prisoner died of bowel complaint. The total cost of diet

was £86 16s. (Rs. 868) or an average of £1 4s. SJd (Rs. 12/^), or

about 2s (Re. 1) a month to each prisoner.

Chapter IX,

Justice.

Jails.
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FINANCE.

The earliest available district balance sbeet is for 1865-66.

Though since 1865 many account changes have been made most of

the items can be brought under corresponding heads in the form

now in use. Exclusive of £38,314 (Rs. 3,83,140), the adjustment

on account of alienated land, the total transactions entered in the

district balance sheet for 1882-83 amounted under receipts to

£259,668 (Rs. 25,96,680) against £171,857 (Rs. 17,18,570) in

1865-66, and under charges to £279,963 (Rs. 27,99,630) agamst

£184,148 (Rs. 18,41,480). Leaving aside departmental miscella-

neous receipts and payments in return for services rendered, such

as post and telegraph receipts, the revenue for 1882-83 under all

heads imperial, provincial, local, and municipal came to £160,976

(Rs. 16,09,761),! or, on the 1881 population of 638,493, a charge of

5s. O^d. (Rs. 2|1) a head. During the eighteen years ending 1883

the following changes have taken place under the chief heads of

receipt and charges.

Land revenue^ receipts which form seventy-one per cent of the

entire district revenue, have fallen from £125,671 (Rs. 12,56,710) in

1865-66 to £119,642 (Rs. 11,96,420) in 1882-23. This fall is chiefly

due to the throwing up of arable land which followed the famine of

1876-77. Since 1880 applications have been made for much of

the arable land which fell waste during and after the
.
famine.

But as a considerable portion of the area has been or is intended

to be set apart for forests many applications have been refused.

Stamp receipts fell from £6154 (Rs. 61,540) in 1865-66 to £5896
(Rs. 58,960) in 1882-83, and charges from £259 (Rs. 2590) to £204
(Rs. 2040).

The average excise revenue for the five years ending 1876-77

amounted to £12,582 (Rs. 1,25,820). During the pressure of

the famine it fell to £2484 (Rs. 24,840) and it did not recover

1 This total is made of the following items, £142,734 land reveijue, stamp, forest,

excise, law and justice, and assessed taxes ; £869 registration, education, and police ;

£17,382 local and municipal funds, total £160,976, exclusive of £569 on account of

miscellaneous, interest, military, mint, medicine, jails, and sale of books.
^ Land Revenue demands and collections for the nineteen years ending 1882-83 are

given above under Land,
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recover till 1882-83 when it rose to £12,282 (Rs. 1,22,820). In
the town of Kalddgi three shops are licensed for the sale of imported
foreign spirits on payment of a fee of £5 (Rs. 50) each. A fourth
shop on payment of the same fee has lately been opened at Bdgalkot
to meet the wants of Europeans and others employed on the Railway
works. The farms of country liquor are sold yearly to the highest
bidders. The farms of the Bdgalkot, Hungund, and Bd,ddmi sub-
divisions included until 1880-81 the sale of country chiefly mahuda
spirit as well as fermented date-palm juice or toddy. In the other
sub-divisions the spirit farms were sold separately from the toddy
farms. Since 1881-82 the spirit farms have been completely separated
from the toddy farms. In 1881-82 the spirit farms realized £4867
(Rs. 48,670) and the toddy farms £3083 (Rs. 30,880), and in
1882-83 the spirit farms realized £7105 (Rs. 71.050) and the
toddy farms £4995 (Rs. 49,950). In 1881-82 the attempt was made
to levy a tax of 2s. (Re. 1) on each tree tapped for toddy, but
it was found advisable to postpone the measure till the 1st of
August 1884. Prom the same date it has also been decided to
introduce the central distillery system and to levy on the liquor
issued from the distillery a still-head duty at the rate of 5s. (Rs. 2^)
the gallon of twenty-five degrees under-proof and 2s. ^d. (Rs. 1^)
the gallon of sixty degrees under-proof, and to require the farmer
to sell the twenty-five degrees under-proof liquor at not more than
9s. (Rs. 4^) the gallon ; and the sixty degrees under-proof liquor at

5s. (Rs. 2i) the gallon.^

Of 156 shops licensed for the sale of country liquor ninety-two
are for the sale of toddy and sixty-four for the sale of country
spirit. The revenue from the sale of intoxicating drugs has risen

from £133 (Rs. 1330) in 1865-66 to £161 (Rs. 1610) in 1882-83.
Thirty-five shops are licensed for the sale of these drugs the chief

of which are the two preparations of hemp buds and leaves, hhdng
for drinking and gdnja for smoking. These drugs are imported from
Sholapur and Satara. No special establishment is employed to

collect the Excise or Abk^ri revenue. The collections are made by
the ordinary revenue and police establishment.

Law and Justice receipts, chiefly fines, rose from £982 (Rs.9820)

in 1865-66 to £1100 (Rs. 11,000) in 1882-83 and charges from
£9704 (Rs.97,040) to £10,787 (Rs. 1,07,870). The rise in expenditure

is due to an increase in the pay of officers and establishment.

Forest receipts rose from £152 to £2606 (Rs. 1520 - 26,060) and

forest charges from nothing to £1068 (Rs. 10,680).

The following table shows, exclusive of official salaries, the

amount realized from the different assessed taxes levied between

1865-66 and 1882-83. The variety of rates and incidence prevents

any satisfactory comparison of results :

Chapter X^

Finance.

Excise,

JtrSTIOK.

Forest.

Taxk«.

1 The alcoholic strength of liquor is denoted by degrees over or under the standard

of London Proof which is taken as 100 degrees. Twenty-five degrees under-proof, or

as it is written 25° U. P., is equivalent to 75° degrees of strength, 60° U. P. is equi-

valent to 40° degrees of strength, while 25° over-proof, 0. P-, is equivalent to 125°

degrees of strength,

B 877—65
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In the following balance sheet the figures shown in black on both
sides of the 1865-66 and 1882-83 accounts are book adjustments.

On the receipt side the item of £38^314 (Rs. 3,83,140) against

£36,623 (Rs. 3,66,230) in 1865-66 represents the additional revenue

the district would yield had none of its lands been alienated. On
the debit side the items of £7631 (Rs. 76,310) in 1882-83 under
Land Revenue and £6226 (Rs. 62,260) against £4694 (Rs. 46,940)

in 1865-66 under police are the rentals of the lands granted for

service to village headmen and watchmen. The item of £24,457

(Rs. 2,44,570) against £31,929 (Rs. 3,19,290) in 1865-66 shown
under allowances and assignments represents the rental of lands

granted to hereditary officers whose services have been dispensed

with and of religious and charitable land grants.^

Bijdpur Balance Sheet, 1865 and 1883-83.

Recbipts.
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<Rs. 1,74,310) the excess outlay of £3304 (Rs. 83,040) being met

from the previous yearns balance. This revenue is drawn from

three sources. A special cess of one-sixteenth in addition to the

land tax, the proceeds of certain subordinate local funds, and some

miscellaneous itenis. The special land cess, of which two-thirds are

set apart as a road fund and the rest as a school fund, in 1882-83

yielded £9281 (Rs. 92,810) . The subordinate funds, which include a

ferry fund a cattle-pound fund and a school-fee fund, yielded £1922

"(Rs. 19,220). Government and private subscriptions amounted to

£2760 (Rs. 27,600) and miscellaneous receipts to £164 (Rs. 1640).

This revenue is administered by district and sub-divisional

committees partly of official and partly of private members. The

district committee consists of the Collector, assistant and deputy

collector, the executive engineer and the educational inspector as

official and the proprietor of an alienated village and six land-

holders as non-official members. The sub-divisional committees

consist of an assistant collector, the mdmlatdar, a public works
officer, and the deputy educational inspector as official and the

proprietor of an alienated village and three landholders as non-

official members. The sub-divisional committee bring their local

requirements to the notice of the district committee who prepare

the yearly budget.

For administrative purposes the local funds are divided into two
main sections, one set apart for public works and the other for

instruction. The 1882-83 receipts and disbursements under these

two heads were

:

Bijdpur Local Funds, 1882-83.

PUBLIC WORKS.
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schools, andj for the comfort of travellers, sixty-three rest-houses
have been built or repaired. Besides these works five dispensaries

and seventy cattle pounds have been made or repaired.

Four municipalities, at Bd,galkot, Bijdpur, Ilkal, and KaMdgi,
have been established under Act XXVI of 1850. These
municipalities are administered by a body of commissioners with
the Collector as president and the assistant or deputy collector in

charge of the sub-division as vice-president. Bach municipality

has an executive commissioner instead of a managing committee.

In 1882-83 the district municipal revenue amounted to £3255
(Rs. 32,550) of which £1603 (Rs. 16,030) were from octroi dues,

£548 (Rs. 5480) from house tax, and £1104 (Rs. 11,040) from
miscellaneous sources.

The following statement gives for each municipality the receipts

charges and incidence of taxation during the year ending the 31st

March 1883

:

Bijdpur Municipal Details, 188S-83.

Name.
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CHAPTER XI.

INSTRUCTION.

In 1882-83 there were 156 G-ovemment schools or an average of

one school for every eight inhabited villages, with 10,181 names on

the rolls and an average daily attendance of 7630 or 4-16 per cent

of 183,168 the population between six and fourteen years of age.

In 1882-83, under the Director of Public Instruction and the

Educational Inspector Southern Division, the schooling of the

district was conducted by a staff 381 strong. Of these one was a

deputy educational inspector with general charge over all the

vernacular district schools drawing a yearly pay of £180 (Rs. 1800)

and aided by an assistant deputy inspector. The rest were school-

masters and assistant schoolmasters with yearly salaries of £4 16«.

to £48 (Rs. 48-480).

Of 156 G-ovemment schools, one was a first grade anglo-

vernacular school teaching English up to the fifth standard, five

were second grade angle-vernacular boys schools that is a vernacular

school with an English class, 141 were vernacular boys schools,

eight were vernacular girls schools, and one was a night school. Of

the 156 schools, in 143 KSnarese only was taught, in four Hindustani,

in three Marathi, and in six English and Kdnarese.

Excluding superintendence charges, the expenditure on thes^

schools amounted in 1882-83 to £6332 (Rs. 63,320) of which £1420
(Rs. 14,200) were debited to provincial and £4912 2s. (Rs. 49,121)

to local and other funds.

Besides the Government schools there were twenty-five private

aided schools, twenty-four for boys and one for girls. Of twenty-

four schools twenty-three were private schools registered under'

Part III. of the grants-in-aid rules, with 349 names and an average

attendance of 310. The remaining boys school, which was
established in 1858 by the Rev. Mr. Kies at Guledgudd in 1858, had
169 names and an average attendance of 109. The girls school

which was started by Mr. Kies also in Guledgudd in 18^4, had
thirteen names and an average attendance of 10'46. In the boys
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school, the rate of fee was l^d. (f a.) and the average yearly cost Chapter XI.
to each pupil was 12s. 2fd (Rs. 6 as. If) and lis. (Rs. 5|) in the girls

instruction
school. The instruction given in all of these aided schools is

according to the Grovernment standards.

In 1853 the first Government vernacular school was opened at Progress.
Bijapur. In the same year in the same town a second grade anglo-
vernacular school was opened. In 1855-56 the number of schools
had risen to nine, of which eight were vernacular and one anglo-
vernacular with 395 names and an average attendance of 305. In
1865-66 the schools had risen to forty-six with 2877 names and
an average attendance of 2265, In 1875-76 there were 130 schools

with 6115 names and an average attendance of 4791. Of the 130
schools two were anglo-vernacalar boys schools and ten were girls

schools. The 1879-80 returns show 147 schools with 7131 names and
an average attendance of 5027. Compared with 1855-56 the retarns

for 1882-83 give an increase in the number of schools from nine to

156, and in the names from 395 to 10,181.

Before 1854 there were no girls schools. The first girls school Girls Schools.

was started in 1854 at Guledgudd by the Rev. Mr. Kies. In 1869
there were three girls schools at Bdgalkot, Bijdpur, and Guledgudd.
In 1873-74 the number of girls schools had risen to ten with

391 names and an average attendance of 309. In 1879-80 the

number of schools had risen to eleven, but the number of names
had fallen to 364 and the average attendance to 239. In 1882-83

the number of schools had- fallen to eight, the number of names to

297, and the average attendance to 185.

The 1881 census returns give for the chief races of the district Readers and
the following proportion of persons able to read and write. Of WKrrBRs.

570,776, the total Hindu population, 7069 (males 6951, females 118)

or 1-23 per cent below fifteen and 1073 (males 1068, females 5) or

0-18 per cent above fifteen were under instruction; 733 (males 689,

females 44) or 0-12 per cent below fifteen and 16,010 (males 15,942

females 68) or 2-80 per cent above fifteen were instructed ; 198,522

(males 97,932, females 100,590) or 34-78 per cent below fifteen

and 347,369 (males 161,232, females 186,137) or 6085 per cent

above fifteen were illiterate. Of 67,066 the total Musalman popu-

lation, 543 (males 513, females 30) or 0-80 per cent below fifteen

and 78 (males 76, females 2) or 0-11 per cent above fifteen were

under instruction ; 43 (males 39, females 4) or 0-06 per cent below

fifteen and 898 (males 860, females 38) or 1-33 per cent above fifteen

were instructed; 23,989 (males 12,177, females 11,812) or 35-76 per

cent below fifteen and 41,515 (males 19,768, females 21,747) or

61-90 per cent above fifteen were illiterate. Of 625 Christians 55

(males 52, females 3) or 8-80 per cent below fifteen and 6 (males 5

female 1) or 0-96 per cent above fifteen were under instruction

;

12 (males 8, females 4) or 1-92 per cent below fifteen and 74 (males

55, females 19) or 11-84 per cent above fifteen were instructed j and

180 (males 95, females 85) or 28-80 per cent below fifteen and 298

(males 139, females 159) or 47-68 per cent above fifteen were

illiterate

:
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Bijdpur School Returns, 1855-56, 1865-66, and ^55^-53—continued.

CLAsa.
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school had 151 names and an average attendance of 105-3 or 4-5 per
cent of the people of the town. The average yearly cost for each pupil
was8s.2^ti (Rs. 4as. 1^^). In the town of Sindgi two schoolshad264!
names and an average attandance of 201-8 or 3-3 per cent of the people
of the town. The average yearly cost for each pupil varied from
8s. 4fi. (Re. 1 ffls. Hi) to 9s. 5\d. (Rs.4 as. Ilk). In the town of

Bagevadi two schools had 150 names and an average attendance of

105 or 2-3 per cent of the people of the town. The average yearly
cost for each pupil varied from 4s. (Rs. 2) to 8s. 8^d. (Rs. 4 as. 5^-^) .

Exclusive of the nine towns of Kalddgi, Bdgalkot, Sindgi, Bage-
vadi, Bddami, Indi, Muddebihal, Hungund, and Bij Spur, thediatrict

of Bijapur was provided with 126 schools or an average of one
school for every nine inhabited villages. The following statement
shows the distribution of these schools by sub-divisions :

Bi}dpur Village Schools, ISS^-SS.

SOB-DmsiON
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Chapter XII. -I^ ^^® north and north-east the extreme heat and dryness o£ the— hot months cause fever and other diseases. During the cold

months, fever is common in Bijapur, passes south through Bagev^di,

and is commonest and most severe in Muddebihal. Of the sub-

divisions south of the Krishna, Bagalkot has the best climate,

while BAddmi has the worst climate, feverish during the cold

months and oppressive during the hot months. Except in the hot

months the climate of Hungund is pleasant. The rainfall in the

district is uncertain averaging about twenty-four inches, and the

district, especially the north-eastern part of it, is often subject to

drought, which is generally followed by sickness. Besides fever, the

prevailing diseases are rheumatism, guineaworm, and cholera.

In 1689 BijApur was visited by a most malignant plague.^ The
disease began with a slight swelling under the ear or in the armpit

or groin, attended with inflamed lungs and severe fever ; the attack

generally proved fatal in a few hours. All attacked gave up
hope. It broke out in Aurangzeb's camp at Bijdpur and carried off

his queen. So sudden and fierce was this plague that seventy men
of the Emperor's suit are said to have been struck down by it and
to have died on the road, as Aurangzeb was being borne from his

palace to the Jama mosque a distance probably of about three

quarters of a mile. A hundred thousand people are said to have

perished, many of high rank. Those who recovered were maimed
for life. So numerous were the victims, that the usual burial rites

could not be performed. The dead were thrown into carts and

buried in open spaces beyond the town. In one day 700 carts

full of dead bodies are said to have passed through the Shahdpur

^ Elliot and Dowson, VII. 337. This outbreak was apparently the true Baghdad
or bubonic plague called taun and wdha. It raged for several years over a great

part of Western India. At Ahmadabad, -where it lasted for six years (1683-1689)

its visible marks were swelling as big as a, grape or banana behind the ear under
the arms and in the groin, and redness round the pupils of the eyes. Near Goa in

1684 it attacked Sultin Mosam's army and carried off 500 men a day (Orme's Historical

Fragments, 142) ; it raged in Surat during the six years ending 1690 (Ovington's
Voyage to Surat, 347) ; in 1690 it reduced the Bombay garrison to thirty-five English
soldiers (Bruce's Annals, III. 94) ; in this year it was so violent that in a few hours in

Surat, Daman, and ThAna whole cityfuls perished <Gemelli Careri in Churchill's
Voyages, IV. 191) ; and in 1696 at Tatta in Sind it killed 80,000 people (Hamilton's
New Account, I. 123). Since the plague of 1 690 a serious outbreak apparently of the
same disease wasted Mewdr and North Gujarat in 1812 and again in 1819. Ahmadabad
Statistical Account.
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gate. The day of judgment seemed to have come. Whole families
were carried oflF in a night and their bodies were left to decay where
they lay. None attended to the wants of others. Trade ceased
and the whole city was given over to mourning. In 1818, among
other districts of the Bombay Karnatak, Bijdpur was visited by a
severe outbreak of cholera.^ During the 1876-77 famine the district

suffered grievously. The number of recorded deaths was 69,026 in

1876 and 69,026 in 1877 in excess of the average of the five previous

years, and the 1881 census returns seem to show that the famine
reduced the population by about 235,000 some of whom left the

district and lived but most of whom died.

Besides the KalAdgi civil hospital in 1882 the district had six

grant-in-aid dispensaries in which 23,425 out-patients and 372 in-

patients were treated at a cost of £1060 (Rs. 10,600). The following

details are taken from the 1882 report

:

The commonest diseases were malarious fevers, diseases of the

eye stomach and bowels, skin diseases, and chest affections. 2363
out-patients and 158 in-patients were treated at a cost of £365
(Rs. 3650). The Ilkal dispensary was established in 1873. The
prevailing diseases were ague, syphilis, ophthalmia, ulcers, and skin

diseases. No epidemic occurred. 3098 out-patients and 60 in-patients

were treated at a cost of £184 (Rs. 1340). The Bdgalkot dispensary

was opened in 1867. The commonest diseases were malarious fevers,

ophthalmia, worms, bowel complaints, and skin diseases. Cholera

prevailed in the district and out of 144 cases 72 proved fatal. 6563

out-patients and 53 in-patients were treated at a cost of £203
(Rs. 2030). The Bijdpur dispensary was established in 1871. The
prevailing diseases were malarious fevers, rheumatic afiections,

ophthalmia, chest affections, diseases of the stomach and intestines,

and skin diseases. Cholera prevailed in the town and neighbourhood

in June. 6604 out-patients and 61 in-patients were treated at a cost of

,£156 (Rs. 1560). The Muddebihal dispensary was opened in 1878.

The commonest diseases were malarious fevers, bronchitis, bowel

complaints, and skin diseases. Cholera prevailed in the town and

neighbourhood. Ninety-five children were vaccinated, and 1904 out-

patients and seven in-patients were treated at a cost of £90 (Rs. 900).

The Bagevddi dispensary was opened in 1879. The commonest diseases

treated were ague, rheumatism, intestinal worms, and itch. Cholera

Chapter ZII-

Health.

1 The following story of the origin of the great plague of eholera in 1818 and 1819

is widely known and believed in S4td,ra and in the Bombay K^nareae districts.

Adil Shdh of BijApur was a magician. He had power over spirits and diseases. At

BijApur he built a Ijouse with strong walls and a round stone roof. The house had

no windows and no doors. He left a little hole and by his power over them he drove

in all diseases cholera, small-pox, and fever, and shut the hole. After this the

people were free from disease. When the English took Bijdpur an officer saw this

strong building without >" window or a door. He thought it wasHo store money.

He asked the people what was the use of this strong house with neither a wijidow

nor a door The people said cholera and small-pox and fever were shut in the house

and no one should open it. The English officer thought that this showed there was

money in the house and that the king had told the people this story so that no man

might touch his treasure. The oflBicer broke down the wall and the house inside was

empty. Terrible cholera and small-pox spread over the land and especially in

Dh&rw&t many soldiers and many officers died.

Hospitals,
1882.
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prevailed in the surrounding villages but did not attack the town.

132 people were vaccinated and 1859 out-patients and 33 in-patients

were treated at a cost of £62 (Rs. 620). The Sindgi dispensary)

was opened in August 1882. The prevailing diseases were malarious

fevers, rheumatism, eye and ear affections, and skin diseases. No'

epidemic occurred. 1044 out-patients were treated at a cost of £50'

(Es. 500).

According to the 1881 census 1416 persons (males 796, females 620)

or 0-22 per cent of the population were infirm. Of the total number'

124!3{ma]es 698, females 545) were Hindus, 172 (males 98, females 74)

Musalmans, and one a woman was a Christian. Of 1416 the total'

number of infirm persons 61 (males 39, females 22) or 4'30 per cent

were of unsound mind ; 799 (males 410, females 389) or 56'42 per

cent were blind ; 366 (males 209, females 157) or 25-84 per cent were
deaf and dumb ; and 190 (males 138, females 52) or 13"41 per cent

were lepers. The details are

:

Bijdpur Infirm People, 1881.

Insane
Blind
Deaf-Mutes ...

Lepers

Total ...
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Supervision and inspection £279 12s. C^s. 2796), establishment
£256 8s, (Rs. 2564), and contingencies £22 12s. (Rs. 226). Of these
the supervising and inspecting charges were wholly met from
provincial funds, while £268 4s. (Rs. 2682) were borne by the
local funds of the different sub-divisionsj and £10 16s. (Rs. 108)
were paid by the B^galkot municipality.

The total number of deaths shown in the Sanitary Commissioner's
yearly reports, for the eighteen years ending 1883, i-s 328,142 or an
average mortality of 18,230, or, according to the 1881 census, of

twenty-nine in every thousand people. Of the average number of

deaths 9997 or 54*83 per cent were returned as due to fevers, 1608
or 8'82 per cent to cholera, 450 or 2*46 per cent to small-pox,

1556 or 8"33 per cent to bowel complaints, and 4342 or 23'26 per

cent to miscellaneous diseases. Deaths from violence or injuries

averaged 277 or 1'51 per cent of the average mortality.

An examination of the returns shows that fever, which during
the eighteen years caused an average yearly mortality of 9997
or 54'83 per cent, was below the average in thirteen years and
above the average in the five years ending 1881. Three years,

1866 1867 and 1868, had less than 5000 deaths, the lowest total

being 3294 in 1867 ; four years, 1869 1870 1871 and 1873, had
between 5000 and 6000 deaths ; one year 1874 had 7756 deaths

;

three years, 1872 1882 and 1883, hadbetween 8000 and 9000 deaths;

and two years, 1875 and 1876, between 9000, and the average 9997.

Of the five years above the average 1881 had 10,025 deaths, 1880

had 11,054, 1879 had 14,372, 1878 had 16,872, and 1877 the chief

famine year 41,248. Of the deaths from cholera, which amounted to

28,943 and averaged 1608, 7124 or 24'61 per cent happened in 1877,

5126 or 17-71 per cent in 1869, 6072 or 17-52 per cent in 1876, and

3896 or 13-46 in 1866. The only other years which were over the

average were, 1878 with 2230 and 1872 with 1750 deaths. Of the

six years below the average and above 100, 1875 had 1365 deaths,

1883 had 1008, 1882 had 543, 1868 had 320, 1871 had 167, and

1881 had 138. In none of the other years were there more than 100

deaths, the lowest number being one in 1874; and one year 1879

was free from cholera. Of the deaths from small-pox, which

amounted to 8097 and averaged 450, 1765 or 21-79 per centhappened

in 1872 and 1081 or 13-35 per cent happened in 1869. Besides 1869

and 1872 six years had a more than average mortality from small-

pox, 1877 with 801, 1868 with 687, 1883 with 645, 1870 with 608,

1871 with 571 and 1866 with 499. Of the nine years below the

average, four years, 1867 1873 1874 and 1875, had between the

average and 200; and five years were below 100, 1876 with eighty-

seven, 1878 with eighteen, 1879 with ten, 1882 with seven, and 1880

with one. Only one year 1881 had no death from small-pox. Of the

deaths from bowel complaints, which amounted to 28,002 or 1556 a

year, fourteen years were below the average, and four years, 1877

with 6102 deaths, 1866 with 2784, 1869 with 2468, and 1870 with

2031 were above the average. The smallest number of deaths from

bowel complaints in any one of the eighteen years was 464 in 1879

and the largest was 6102 in 1877. Injuries, with a total mortality

Chapter XII.

Health.

Deaths.
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of 4990 and an average of 277 varied from 158 in 1868 to 517 in

1879. Other causes with a total mortality of 78,167 and an average
mortality of 4342 varied from 991 in 1867 to 27,290 in 1877.

Birth returns are available only for the thirteen years ending
1883. During those thirteen years the number of births averaged
14,596 or according to the 1881 census twenty-three to the thousand
people. The yearly totals vary from a lowest of 2795 in 1878 to

22,678 in 1882. The details are

:

Bijdpwr Births and Deaths,^ 1866-1883.
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Ba'da'mi, in the south-east of the district, is bounded on the north Chapter XIII,
by Bd,galkot, on the east byHungund and the JSTizAm's territory, on the Sub-Divisions
south by the Malprabha which separates it from the Ron sub-divi-
sion of Dhdrwdr, and on the west by Torgal ia Gad Hinglaj and

BiDiMi.

Rdmdurg. It contains 173 Government and sixty-three alienated
villages. Its area is 676 square miles, its 1881 population 89,047 or
131-72 to the square mile, and its 1882 land revenue £10.291
(Rs. 1,02,910).

Of the 676 square miles 607 have been surveyed in detail. Accord- Area.

iag to the revenue survey returns, 169 square nules are occupied by
the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 222,799 acres or
68-68 per cent of arable land, 11,329 acres or 3-49 per cent of unarable
land, eight acres of grass, 76,489 acres or 23-58 per cent of forests,
and 13,736 acres or 4-23 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and
streams. From the 222,799 acres of arable land 84,594 acres have to
be taken on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

The extreme north-west of the subdivision lies high and the surface Aspect.

which is sandstone overlaid with trap is waving without large hills.

A little further south is an open plain with few villages. In the centre
of the sub-division near the town of Kerur rugged sandstone ranges are
separated by plains of red sand. These ranges stretch from the west of
the subdivision atMudkavitotheeastbeyond Guledgudd, withbranches
running north as far as Kerur and Katgeri, and present very rude
passes unfit for carts. The hills, particularly near Badd,mi are broken
into various shapes, huge masses of many thousandtons being detached
and rolled over. Little temples have been built both on the tops and
in the chasms of several of the separate blocks of rock, and on two of

the greater and partly detached crags stand the two forts of BMami.
In the south-east corner the small angle which lies beyond the Mal-
prabha and to the north-east of Jalihal is hilly and sandy. The whole
of the sub-division which lies west of the Gajendragad ridge, a tract

about eighteen miles long by an average of twelve broad, is an open
plain broken only by a slight cross ridge, which looks as if it had been
the south bank of the Malprabha or some other more ancient stream.

The villages on the light sandy soil are small and poor, and there Soil.

is much small timber. Badami, with its bold red cliffs capped with

brilliant green, its sheet of water in the gorge between the cliffs, its

caves, and its fine old towers, is a place of much interest and beauty.

On the whole the soil of Badlmi is not fertile, being stony, red, and

hard, and, for some miles roun^ BMdmi, very sandy.

B 877-67
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The climate of Bdddmi is considered the worst in the district, fever-

ish in the cold months and oppressive in the hot months. During

the niue years ending 1881, the rainfall varied from l-OSiaches in

1876 to 46-98 inches in 1874 and averaged 24-27 inches.

The suh-division is poorly supplied with water. Even the Mal-

prabha its only river yields a scanty supply during the hot months.

Streams, ponds, and. wells are few and their yield is scanty.

According to the 1882-83 returns the farm stock included 258

riding and 1283 load carts, 8132 two-bullock and 573 four-buUock

ploughs, 25,294 bullocks, 14,641 cows, 2794 he-buffaloes and 8668

she-buffaloes, 589 horses, 41,561 sheep and goats, and 466 asses.
i

In 1881-82 of 98,962 acres held for tillage, 13,131 acres or 1326
per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 85,831 acres

35 were twice cropped. Of the 85,866 acres under tillage, grain crops

occupied 61,266 acres or 71'35 per cent, 30,759 of them under Indian

millet jvdri (M.) or jola (K.) Sorghum vulgare, 21,234 under spiked

millet bcyri (M.) or saji (K.) Penicillaria spicata, 3467 under wheat
ghau (M.) or godi (K.) Triticum sestivum, 3423 under Italian millet

rdla (M.) kdng (M.) ovnavani (K.) Panicum italicum, 2163 under save

(K.) or i;ari (M.) Panicum miliare, 216 under rice bhdt (M.) or bhatta
.

(K.) Oryza sativa, and four under maize makdi (M.) or mekke jola (K.)

Zea mays. Pulses occupied 9694 acres or 11-29 -per cent, 3554 of

,

them under kulthi (M.) or Mirli (K.) Dolichos biflorus, 2.373 under

m,ug (M.) or hesaru (K.) Phaseolus radiatus, 1692 under cajan pea tur

(M.) or togri (K.) Cajanus indicus, 1371 under gram harbhara (M.) or

Icadli (K.) Cicer arietiaum, and 704 under other pulses. Oilseeds

occupied 2679 acres or 3-12 per cent, 879 of them under linseed ^avas

(M.) or agashi (K.) Linum usitatissimum, 316 under gingelly seed til

(M.) or yallu (K.) Sesamum indicum, and 1484 under other oilseeds.

Fibres occupied 11,913 acres or 13-87 per cent, 11,891 of them under
cotton kdpus (M.) hatti (K.) Gossypium herbaceiun, and 22 under

Bombay hemp tag (M.) sanabu (K.) Crotalaria juncea. Miscellaneous

crops occupied 314 acres or 0-36 per cent, 94 under sugarcane us (M.)

or Itabbu (K.) Saccharum offlcinarum, one under chillies mirclii (M.)

or menasinaJcai (K.) Capsicum frutescens, and the remaining 219

under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 89,047 people 82,676 or

92-84 per cent were Hindus; 5850 or 6-56 per cent Musalmd,ns;

and 521 or 0-58 per cent Christians. The details of the Hindu
castes are : 2442 Brahmans ; 17,115 Kurubars, shepherds ; 6455
Bedars, 3563 Eaddis, 1713 Marathd,s, and 1416 KshatriySs or

Chhatris, husbandmen ; 1227 Pdnchals, metal-workers ; 1180 Shimpis,

tailors; 1110 Gavandis, masons; 650 Patvegdrs, tassel-makers;

513 Gols or GoUas, cowherds; 446 Kabligers, fishermen; 380

Eajputs, soldiers ; 246 Hanb^rs, labourers ; 212 Mushtigers,

husbandmen.; 197 Ilgers, palm-tappers; 197 Suryavanshi-Ldds,
butchers ; 60 Medars, bamboo-workers ; 57 Ydklars, temple-minis-
trants ; 51 Bhois, palanquin-bearers ; 47 Gujars, traders ; 41 Md,r-

waris, moneylenders ; 31 Oshtams, beggars; 30 Jingars, painters; 17
Komtis, traders ; 16 Rdvals, weavers ; 1335 Vadars, diggers ; 723
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Lamdns, carriers ; 714 Korvis, labourers ; 395 Holed^sars, beggars

;

185 Kilikets, beggars; 138 Gondhlis, dancers; 121 Ddsars, slaves;

54 Jogers, beggars ; 50 Dombdris, tumblers ; 31 Advichinchers,
robbers; 29 Korchers, hunters; 24 Budbudkers and 15 Bhats,
beggars ; 3240 Md,digs, viUage-servants ; and 625 Holid.s, labourers

;

18,335 True Lingdyats ; 3935 Gd,nigs, oilmen; 2082 Padsalis,

weavers ; 1868 Kurvinshetis, grocers ; 1641 Koshtis, weavers

;

802]N'havis, barbers; 518 Kumbhars, potters; 286 Arebanjigs, farm-
ers; 202 Hande-Yazirs, shepherds; 1 75 Hande-navrus, husbandmen

;

171 Nagliks, dyers ; 115 Nilgd,rs, indigo-dyers; 73 Chalvddis, beg-
gars ; 68 Shivdchdris, weavers ; 58 Kursdlis, bastards ; 22 Chatters,

cloth-sellers; 13 (JavHs, milkmen; 3377 Hatkars, hand-loom
weavers ; 682 Kabbers, husbandmen ; 387 Parits, washermen ; 342
SamgArs, leather-workers; 216 Salis, weavers; 72 Dhors, tanners

;

25 fielavs, beggars ; 11 Guravs, temple servants ; and 109 Jains,

husbandmen, coppersmiths, and bangle-sellers.

Ba'galkot in the south-centre of the district, on the north is sepa-

rated by the Krishna from Bijapur and BdgevMi, on the east it is

bounded by Hungund, on the south by BMami, and on the west by
Mudhol and Jamkhandi. It contains 161 Government and thirty-

nine alienated villages. Its area is 683 square miles, its 1881
population 96,156 or 140-78 to the square inile, and its 1882 land

revenue £14,779 (Es. 1,47,790).

Of the 683 square miles 682 have been surveyed in detail.

According to the revenue survey returns 134 square miles are occu-

pied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 272,831

acres or 89'85 per cent of arable land, 7938 acres or 2'61 per cent

of unarable land, 5340 acres or 1-75 per cent of forests, and 17,512

acres or 5'76 per cent of village^ sites, roads, rivers, and streams.

From the 272,831 acres of arable land 106,341 acres have to be taken

on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

To the east and north-west the valley of the Krishna, is an open

well-tilled black soil plain with several rich villages. This alluvial

tract, broken here and there by a knoU, stretches south tUl it

meets either with the main range or with some outlying spur of

the line of sandstone hills, which touches on the river at a few

points and is generally four to five miles distant. This range with

its spurs and intervening valleys, some alluvial others sandy, occupies

a great part of the north-west of the sub-division as far south as

Bagalkot. Beyond Bagalkot a broad alluvial plain stretches south

as far as Sirur, and east almost to the Malprabha, occupying with

few breaks a space of nearly twelve square miles. In the north-

east of the sub-division between the meeting of the Ghatprabha

and Krishna and the town of Bagalkot runs west and east a range of

iron-charged claystone hills, which are more rugged, less disposed to

run in flat topped ranges, and much more difficult of passage than the

sandstone hills. These claystone hiUs are much weathered and seem

to have supplied one element in the mixed soil which is foundon the

banks of the Ghatprabha.

South of the Ghatprabha, which above the town of Bagalkot has. a

nearly due west and east course, to a narrow alluvial stripe succeeds a
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tract where bluisli clay slate alternateB with alluvial land. In the

north where the Ghal^rabha meets the Krishna, several islands are

formed by branches of the Krishna. As it draws near the hills, the

black soil of the sub-division gradually passes into red and grows
poor.

B^galkot has the best climate in the district, the heat in the

hot months being less oppressive than it is elsewhere. The rainfall

varies in different parts of the sub-division being heavier in the hilly

and river-side villages than in the higher and more open parts. At
Bdgalkot, during the ten years ending 1881 the rainfall varied from
2-27 inches in 1876 to 40-31 inches in 1874 and averaged 22-39 inches.

In the black soil plains to the east of Bagalkot drinking water is

very scarce, and the villages are almost all along the banks of the
Krishna in the north and of the Ghatprabha, which, running from
west to east to the middle of the sub-division, abruptly takes a north-

erly course till it meets the Krishna in the north. In villages away
from the rivers the supply is scanty.

According to the 1882-83 returns the farm stock included thirty-

six riding and 1995 load carts, 7057 two-buUock and 1099 four-

bullock ploughs, 27,733 bullocks, 16,598 cows, 3053 he-buffaloes

and 11,240 she-buffaloes, 1122 horses, 43,142 sheep and goats, and
882 asses.

In 1881-82 of 153,205 acres held for tillage, 12,605 acres or 8-22

per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the 140,600 acres under
tillage, grain crops occupied 100,871 acres or 71-74 per cent, 85,433
of them under Indian millet _/vdr'i (M.) or jola (K.) Sorghum vulgarej

7409 imder spiked millet bajri (M.) or saji (K.) PenicUlaria spicata,

5015 under wheat ghau (M.) or godi (K.) Triticum sestivum, 1509
under Italian millet rdla (M.) kdng (M.) or navani (K.) Panicum
italicum, 1476 under vari (M.) sdve (K.) or Panicum miharei

27 under maize makai (M.) or mehke jola (K.) Zea mays, and two
imder rice hhdt (M.) or bhatta (K.) Oryza sativa. Pulses occupied

5180 acres or 3-68 per cent, 2006 of them under gram harbhara (M.)

or hadli (K.) Cicer arietinum, 1554 under kulthi (M.) or hurli (K.)

Dolichos biflorus, 705 under cajan pea tur (-M.) or togri (K.) Cajanus

indicus, 562 under mug (M.) or hesaru (K.) Phaseolus radiatus, and

353 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 2769 acres or 1-96 per cent,

606 of them under linseed javas (M.) or agashi (K.) Liaum usita-

tissimum, 229 under gingelly seed til (M.) or yallu (K.) Sesamum
indicum, and 1934 under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 31,562

acres or 22-44 per cent, 31,541 of them under cotton Jcdpus (M.)

hatti (K.) Grossypium herbaceum, and 21 under Bombay hemp tdg

(M.) sanabu (K.) Crotalaria juncea. Miscellaneous crops occupied 218

acres or 0-15 per cent, 6 of them under chillies mirchi (M.) or mena-

sinaJcai (K.) Capsicum frutescens, and the remaining 212 under

various vegetables and fruits.

Thel881populationreturnsshowthatof 96,156 people85,798or 89-22

per cent were Hindus, 10,295 or 10-70 per cent Musalmdns, 58 Chris-

tians, and 5 P^rsis. The details of the Hindu castes are : 4361

Brd.hmans ; 15,621 Kurubars, shepherds ; 6743 Raddis, 6554 Bedars,
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2763 Marathds, and 2428 Kshatriyas or CKhatris, husbandmen ; 1347
Panchals, metal-workers ; 1130 KabUgers, fishermen; 953 Shimpis,
tailors ; 508 Bajputs, soldiers ; 383 Gavandis, masons ; 319 Gols or
GoUas, cowherds ; 251 Mushtigars, husbandmen ; 187 Suryavanshi
Lads, butchers ; 161 Patvegd-rs, tassel-makers ; 138 Komtis, traders

;

133 Bhois, palanquiQ-bearers j 117 Marwdris, moneylenders;
106 Hanbdrs, labourers; 88 Kunbis, husbandmen; 88 Meddrs,
bamboo-workers ; 66 Mudlidrs, petty traders ; 64 Ilgers, palm-
tappers ; 54 Jingars, painters ; 52 Ydklars, temple-ministrants ; 36
Shetiydrs, shopkeepers ; 20 Gujars, traders ; 14 Edvals, weavers ;

1320 Vadars, diggers ; 853 Lamdns, carriers ; 745 Korvis, labourers ;

338 Dandigd^sars, beggars ; 95 Ddsars, slaves ; 43 Gondhhs, dan-
cers ; 16 Jogers and 15 Budbudkers, beggars ; 13 Dombdris,
tumblers ; 10 Advichinchers, robbers ; 10 Ghisadis, tinkers ; 10
Gosavis, beggars; 4734 Mddigs, village servants; 2451 HoHAs,
labourers; 17,707 True Liagdyats; 7394 Ganigs, oilmen; 1023
Nhdvis, barbers ; 960 Koshtis, weavers ; 676 Kumbhdrs, potters

;

626 Kurviashetis, grocers ; 276 Are-Banjigs, farmers ; 84 NUgars,
iudigo-dyers ; 82 Gavlis, milkmen ; 81 PadsaHs, weavers ; 69 Chat-
ters, cloth-sellers ; 39 Ndghks, dyers ; and 33 Kursd,lis, bastards

;

757 Hatkdrs, hand-loom weavers ; 439 SaHs, weavers ; 429 Samgars,
leather-workers; 342 Parits, washermen; 117 Helavs, beggars; 75
Dhors, tanners ; 39 Kabbers, husbandmen ; and 212 Jains, husbandmen,
coppersmiths, and bangle-sellers.

Ba'geva'di, in the centre of the district, is bounded on the north

by Bijd,pur and Sindgi, on the east by Muddebihd,!, on the south by
the Krishna which separates it from Bagalkot, and on the west by
Bij^pur. It contains 117 Government and nine aUenated villages.

Its area is 764 square miles, its 1882 population 86,743 or

113'53 to the square mile, and its 1882 land revenue £20,033
(Rs. 2,00,330).

Of the 764 square miles, all of which have been surveyed in detail,

thirty-one square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated

villages. The rest, according to the revenue survey returns, contaias

444,450 acres or 94'69 per cent of arable land, 19,492 acres or 4'15

per cent of unarable land, 158 acres or 0'03 per cent of forests, and
5253 acres or 1*11 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams.

From the 444,450 acres of arable land 120,481 acres have to be

taken on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

The north of the sub-division along the river Don is very rich,

but the centre and west are sterile, consisting of bare treeless trap

uplands or mdls with occasional black soil valleys.

Its climate is much like the climate of Bijapur. It has the same

dry bhghting east winds in the cold weather and the same fierce hot

blasts in April and May. The rainfall at BdgevMi during the four

years ending 1881 varied from 15-75 inches in 1881 to 36-89 inches in

1878 and averaged 27' 81 inches.

The water-supply is poor. A few small streams flow to join the

Don in the north and the Krishna in the south. Ponds and reser-

voirs are scarce, but wells aboundJnand close to all villages.
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Chapter XIII- The Don vaUey in the north is very rich black soil. The rest of

SuTj-Divisions.
Ddgevddi is red trap on the uplands and black soil in the hollows.

The only rising grounds worth calling hills are the laterite cappings

at Ingleshvar and Nagrad, and the granite ridge which comes across

the Krishna at Nirgundi. There are no forests.

According to the 1882-83 returns the farm stock included ten

riding and 1162 load carts, 3789 two-buUock and 2092 four-bullock

ploughs, 30,503 bullocks, 14,286 cows, 4292 he-buffaloes and 9370
she-buffaloes, 1315 horses, 41,555 sheep and goats, and 836 asses.

Crops, In 1881-82 of 286,799 acres held for tiUage, 16,787 acres or 5-85 per
188S.

(jgj^^ were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 270,012 acres 18

were twice cropped. Of the 270,030 acres under tillage, grain crops

occupied 192,235 acres or 7149 percent, 155,611 of them under
Indian xcnRetjvdri (M.) or jola (K.) Sorghum vulgare, 26,422 under

wheat ghau (M.) or godi (K.) Triticum sestivum, 9193 under spiked

millet bdjri (M.) or saji (K.) Penicillaria spicata, 256 under barley

Java (M.) godhi (K.)Hordeum hexastychon, 189 under rice6Mi(M.)
or hhatta (K.) Oryza sativa, 172 under Italian millet rdla (M.) kdng

(M.) or navni (K.) Panicum itahcum, 67 under maize mahdi (M.) or

mekke jola (K.) Zea mays, and 325 under other grains of which

details are not given. Pulses occupied 13,260 acres or 4"91 per cent,

7688 of them under gram harbhara (M.) or hadli (K.) Cicer arie-

tinum, 2522 under cajan pea tur (M.) or togri (K.) Cajanus indicus,

1496 under mug (M.) or hesaru (K.) Phaseolus radiatus, 1191 under

kuUM (M.) or hurli (K.) Dolichos biflorus, and 363 under other

pulses. Oilseeds occupied 13,778 acres or 5" 10 per cent, 6600 of them
under gingelly seed til (M.) or yallu (K.) Sesamum indicum, 1650

under Enseed javas (M.) or agashi (K.) Linum usitatissimum, and

5528 under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 49,030 acres or 18-15

per cent, all of them under cotton kdpus (M.) hatti (K.) Gossypium

herbaceum. Miscellaneous crops occupied 1727 acres or 0"63 per

cent, 550 of them under chillies mirehi (M.) or menasinakai (K.)

Capsicum frutescens, 200 under tobacco tambdku (M.) or hagesoppu

(K.) Nicotiana tabacum, 150 under sugarcane us (M.) or habhu (K.)

Saccharum officinarum, and the remainihg 827 imder various

vegetables and fruits. :,

p -„,. The 1881 population returns show that of 86,743 people 76,175 or

im.' 87-81 per cent were Hindus and 10,568 or 12-18 per cent Musalmdns.

The details of the Hindu castes are : 2178 Brahmans ; 9642 Kuru-

bars, shepherds ; 4187 Raddis, husbandmen ; 3177 Kabligers, fisher-

men ; 2821 Marathas and 1893 Bedars, husbandmen ; 873 Rajputs,

soldiers ; 745 Pd,nchdls, metal-workers ; 713 Kshatriyds or Chhatris,

husbandmen; 424 Gavandis, masons; 319 Shimpis, tailors; 246

Eunbis, husbandmen; 155 Mushtigers, husbandmen; 144 Ilgers,

palm-tappers ; 64 Gujars, traders ; 64 , Mudlidrs, petty trader^;

63 Suryavanshi-LMs, butchers; 40 Gols or Gollas, cowherds; 33

Londris, salt-makers ; 32 Jingars, pamters ; 32 Komtis, traders ,- 39

Bhois, palanquin-bearers ; 8 Ravals, weavers ; 4 Medars, bamboo-

workers ; 1325 Yadars, diggers ; 1032 Lamdns, carriers ; 428 Korvis,

labourers; 222 Kaikddis, basket-makers; 53 Dasars, slaves; 33

Dombd,ris, tumblers; 27 Budbudkers, beggars; 20 Gondhhs,
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dancers ; 10 G-hisadis, tinkers ; 4031 Mddigs, village servants ;

3510 HoHds, labourers; 21,868 True Liagdyats; 4673 Ganigs,
oilmen ; 1946 Kudvakbalgers, husbandmen ; 1446 Hande Vazirs,

shepherds ; 1134 Nhdvis, barbers ; 1036 Are-Banjigs, farmers ;

978Kumbh^rs, potters; 907 Koshtis, weavers; 342 Kursalis, bastards;

109 Chatters, cloth-sellers ; 91 Mdlgdrs, flower-sellers ; 70 KaMvants,
dancing-girls ; 65 Nilgdrs, indigo-dyers ; 1570 Hatkdrs, hand-loom
weavers; 507Parits, washermen; 317 Samgdrs, leather-workers; 213
Guravs, temple servants ; 98 Dhors, tannets ; 90 Helavs, beggars ;

30 SdHs, weavers ; and 108 Jains, husbandmen, coppersmiths, and
bangle-sellers.

Bija'pur in the north-west centre of the district is bounded on the

north by Indi, on the east by Sindgi and Bagevadi, on the south

by the Krishna which separates it from Bagalkot, and on the west

by the Jamkhandi and Karajgi states. It contains ninety-eight

Government and ten alienated villages. Its area is 869 square

miles, its 1881 population 76,896 or 88'59 to the square mile, and its

1882 land revenue £12,587 (Rs. 1,25,870).

Of the 869 square miles 864 have been surveyed in detail.

According to the revenue survey returns, sixty-seven square miles are

occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 468,501

acres or 91'28 per cent of arable land, 19,580 acres or 3'81 per cent

of unarable land, 2002 acres or 0'39 per cent of forests, and 23,169

acres or 4'51 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams.

From the 468,501 acres of arable land 98,787 acres have to be taken

on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

In the south-east, all along the valley of the Don, Bijdpur is

remarkably fertile, and the villages though not frequent are rich.

In the north and particularly in the north-west, the land is ex-

tremely barren, chiefly bare rocky treeless uplands.

The valley of the Don is very rich black soil. The centre and north

of the sub-division consists of waving uplands of reddish trap with

rare valleys of black sod. between them. The whole sub-division is

-trap. There are no hills but in the extreme north is a range of

•uplands of unusual height, and at Mamdapur in the south-west is a

notable range of six or seven low hdls.

The climate is rather feverish but on the whole is fair. The

rains are cool and pleasant ; the cold weather very dry and with

blighting east winds ; the hot weather very trying with a fierce

hot wind all day relieved by a night breeze from the sea. At
BijSpur during the ten years ending 1881 the rainfall variedfrom 5-61

inches in 1876 to 45'62 inches in 1877 and averaged 23-88 inches.

Besides the Don a number of small streams flow through the

sub-division south-east to join the Don or north-east to join the

^hima, but they never hold much water and are dry in the hot

weather. IPonds are scarce and easily fill with silt, but there is an

excellent supply of well water in almost every vdlage.

According to the 1882-83 returns the farm stock included 1173

load carts, 2654 two-bullock and 1997 four-buUock ploughs, 22,747
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People,
1881,

bullocks, 13,521 cows, 2635 he-buffaloes and 6883 she-buffaloes, 1388

horses, 49,040 sheep and goats, and 711 asses. >

In 1881-82 of 294,201 acres held for tillage, 42,107 acres or 14-31

per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 252,094

acres 80 were twice cropped. Of the 252,174 acres under tillage,

grain crops occupied 212,784 acres or 84'37 per cent, 166,318 of

them under Indian millet jvdri (M.) or jola (K.) Sorghiun vulgare,

23,936 under spiked millet hdjri (M.) or saji (K.) PeniciUaria spicata,

21,421 under wheat ghau (M.) or godi (K.) Triticum sestiYum, and

1109 under rice Ihat (M.) or hhatta (K.) Oryza sativa. Pulses

occupied 13,886 acres or 5'50 per cent, 10,092 of them under gram
harhhara (M.) or kadli (K.) Gicer arietinum, 1352 cajan pea tur

(M.) or togri (K.) Cajanus iudicus, 438 under mug (M.) or hesaru

(K.) Phaseolus radiatus, and 2004 imder other pulses. Oilseeds

occupied 7001 acres or 2'77 per cent, 1471 of them under gingelly

seed til (M.) or yallu (K.) Sesamum indicum, 850 under linseed

javas (M.) or agashi (K.) Linum usitatissimum, and 4680 under
other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 17,624 acres or 6'98 per cent, aU of

them under cotton hdpus (M.) hatti (K.) Gossypium herbaceiun.

Miscellaneous crops occupied 879 acres or 0'34 per cent, 168 under
sugarcane us (M.) or kabbu (K.) Saccharum officinarum, and the

remaining 711 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 76,896 people 67,221 or

87'41 per cent were Hindus, 9646 or 12'54 per cent Musalmans, 21

Parsis, and 8 Christians. The details of the Hindu castes are : 2780
Brahmans; 8838 Kurubars, shepherds ; 3964 Mardthas, husbandmen

;

2208 Kabligers, fishermen ; 1429 Haddis, husbandmen ; 1064 Rajputs,

soldiers ; 968 Gavandis, masons ; 675 Londris, salt-makers ; 637
Bedars,husbandmen; 5l4 Shimpis, tailors ; 469 Kunbis, husbandmen

;

446 Pdnchdls, metal-workers ; 257 Hanbars, labourers ; 235
Kshatriyds or Chhatris, husbandmen; 130 Suryavanshi-Ldds,

butchers ; 98 Gols or GoUas, cowherds ; 70 Gujars, traders ; 65

Ilgers, palm-tappers ; 61 Bhois, palanquin-bearers ; 59 Rivals,

weavers ; 55Medd,rs, bamboo-workers; 31 Mushtigers, husbandmen;
31 KaMls, distillers ; 26 Jingars, painters ; 20 Agarvdls, husbandmen

;

and 8 Oshtams, beggars ; 1335 Vadars, diggers ; 1255Eorvis, labour-

ers ; 699 Lamdns, carriers ; 384 Gosdvis, beggars ; 158 Dasars, slaves

;

68 Gondhlis, dancers ; 31 Advichinchers, robbers ; 21 KUikets,

and 20 Budbudkers, beggars ; 14 Ghisd,dis, tinkers ; 11 Dombaris,
tumblers j 6 Bhdts, beggars ; 3977 HoMs, labourers ; 1905

Madigs, village servants ; 17,982 True Liugdyats ; 4840 Gdnigs,

oilmen ; 1974 Kudvakkalgers, husbandmen ; 1305 Are-Banjigs,
husbandmen ; 865 Kuruvinshettis, grocers ; 768 NhAvis, barbers

;

661 Kumbhars, potters ; 515 Koshtis, weavers ; 350 Hande-navarus,
husbandmen ; 246 Kurs^lis, bastards ; 224 Hande-Vazirs,
shepherds ; 176 GavHs, milkmen ; 23 KaMvants, dancing girls

;

665 Samg^rs, leather-workers ; 351 Guravs, temple-servants ; 348
Parits, washermen ; 268 Hatkdrs, hand-loom weavers ; 216 Dhors,
tanners ; 29 SdHs, weavers ; 25 Helavs, beggars ; and 368 Jains,

husbandmen, coppersmiths, and bangle-seUers.
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HtHLgund in the extreme south-east is bounded on the north by
the Krishna separating it from MuddebihAl, on the east and south by
the Nizam's territory, and on the west by BM^mi and Bagalkot.

It contains 192 Grovernment and twenty-five alienated villages. Its

area is 518 square miles, its 1881 population 80,037 or 154'51 to the

square mile, and its 1882 yearly land revenue £12,105 (Rs. 1,21,050).

Of the 518 square miles all of which have been surveyed in

detail, seventy square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated

villages. The rest, according to the revenue survey returns, con-

tains 247,854 acres or 86-34 per cent of Arable land, 11,906 acres or

4'14 per cent of unarable land, 13,856 acres or 4' 82 per cent of forests,

and 13,443 acres or 4' 68 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and
streams. From the 247,864 acres of arable land 77,531 acres have

to be taken on account of alienated lands in Grovernment villages.

Except some parts in the west bordering on the Malprabha where
the flat-topped sandstone hills at some points stretch three or four

miles inland, the subdivision is an open well tilled black soil plain with

many rich villages. At the south-west near Gudur is an exceedingly

rough and billy sandstone tract. Almost all the villages on the

southern border are in the neighbourhood of hills either ia liaes or

detached blocks of felspar. Bush-covered patches of arable waste

are the only woodlands in the sub-division. None of the hills yield

useful timber and many of their sides are bare. Except ia the hilly

south-west the soil is mostly black and very rich.

In the hot months the heat is very oppressive, but during the rest

of the year the climate of Himgund is one of the best in the district.

In the hiUy south-west the rainfall is partial. At Hungund during

the ten years ending 1881 the rainfaU varied from 8'75 inches in 1876

to 41-22 ia 1878 and averaged 28-87 inches.

Hungund has a good water-supply. Besides the Krishna which

forms the north boundary and the Malprabha which forms the west

boundary, several, streams continue to run throughout the year. In

only a few places is the water unwholesome.

According to the 1882-83 returns the farm stock included forty-

eight riding and 914 load carts, 5836 two-bullock and 937 four-bm-

lock ploughs, 21,511 bullocks, 10,064 cows, 3394 he-buffaloes and

9562 she-buffaloes, 635 horses, 26,251 sheep and goats, and 450 asses.

In 1881-82 of 156,728 acres held for tillage, 8147 acres or 5-19 per

cent were fallow or under grass. Of the 148,581 acres under tillage,

grain crops occupied 94,577 acres or 63-65 per cent, 74,805 of them

under Indian millet /yari (M.) ovjola (K.) Sorghum vulgare, 8600

under wheat ghau (M.) or godi (K.) Triticum sestivum, 5327 under

spiked millet hdjri (M.) or saji (K.) Penicillaria spicata, 4084

under Italian millet rdla (M.) Mng (M.) or navani (K.) Panicum

italicum, 287 under vari (M.) or save (K.) Panicum miliare, 247

under rice bhdt (M.) or hhatta (K.) Oryza sativa, five under maize

makdi (M.) or mekke jola (K.) Zea mays, and 1222 under other

grains of which details are not given. Pulses occupied 5401 acres

or 3-63 per cent, 2628 of them under gram harhhara (M.), or kadli

(K.) Cicer arietinum, 1170 under cajan pea tur (M.) or togri (K.)

B 877-68
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Chapter_XIII. Cajanus indicus, 811 \md.eTkulthi (M.) or Tiurli (K.) Dolichos biflorus,

Sub-DivisiouS' ^^^ under mug (M.) or hesaru (K.) Phaseolus radiatus ; and 111 under
other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 1292 acres or 087 per cent, 417 of

HiwGUND.
i^eay under linseed javas (M.) or agcLshi (K.) Linum usitatissimum,

iml three under gingelly seed til (M.) or yallu (K.) Sesamum indicum,

and 872 under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 47,014 acres or 31-64

per cent, 47,010 of them under cotton Aia^jws (M.) hatti (E.) Gossypium
herbaceum, and four under Bombay hemp tag (M.) sanahu (K.)

Crotalaria juncea. Miscellaneous crops occupied 297 acres or 0"19

per cent, 85 under tobacco tambdku (M.) or hagesoppu (K.) Nicotiana

tabacum, 43 under chillies mirchi (M.) or menasinakai (K.) Capsieuni

frutescens, and the remaining 169 under various vegetables and
fruits.

^isit
^^® ^^^^ population returns show that of 80,037 people 73,350 or

91'64 per cent were Hindus, 6668 or 8" 33 per cent Musalmans, and 19

Christians. The details of the Hindu castes are : 1910 Brahmans ;

13,683 Kurubars, shepherds ; 4265 Raddis and 3441 Bedars, husband-
men ; 1083 Panchals, metal-workers ; 1036 Kabligers, fishermen

;

1035 Kshatriyas or Chhatris, husbandmen ; 763 Shimpis, tailors ;

722 Gravandis, masons ; 619 Marathds, husbandmen ; 256 Gols or

GoUas, cowherds ; 217 Patvegars, tassel-makers ; 188 Komtis,

traders; 129 Suryavanshi LMs, butchers; 100 Bhois, palanquin-

bearers; 79 Mushtigers, husbandmen; 73 Rajputs, soldiers; 61

Jiugars, painters ; 48 Hanbdrs, labourers ; 39 Gujars, traders ; 38
MirwAris, moneylenders ; 32 Ilgers, palm-tappers ; 23 Ydklars,

temple-ministrants ; 17 Oshtams, beggars ; 17 Ravals, weavers

;

14 MedS,r8, bamboo-workers ; 1335 Vadars, diggers; 953 Lamd,ns,

carriers ; 829 Korvis, labourers ; 282 Ddsars, slaves ; 38 Kilikets,

beggars ; 31 Dombaris, tumblers ; 30 Advichiuchers, robbers ; 13

Budbudkers and 6 Bhats, beggars ; 3756 Madigs, village servants

;

2001 Holids, labourers ; 15,093 True Ling^yats ; 4058 GAnigs, oUmen

;

2977 Are-Banjigs, husbandmen; 1232 Koshtis, weavers; 827
Nhavis, barbers ; 689 Nagliks, dyers ; 675 Hande-Yazirs, shep-

herds ; 518 Kumbh^rs, potters ; 189 Kuruvinshettis, grocers ; 126
Kursdlis, bastards; 109 Nilgars, indigo-dyers; 78 Padsalis, weavers;
65 Kudvakkalgers, husbandmen ; 50 Gavlis, milkmen ; 28 Chalvddis,

beggars; 4790 Hatkd,rs, hand-loom weavers; 1166 Kabbers, hus-
bandmen ; 449 Parits, washermen ; 305 SAHs, weavers ; 235 Chik-
Kuruvinavars, weavers ; 151 Samgdrs, leather-workers ; 64 Helavs,
beggars ; 14 Guravs, temple-servants ; 4 Dhors, tanners ; and 306
Jains, husbandmen, coppersmiths, and bangle-sellers.

Indi. Indi, ia the extreme north, is bounded on the north and north-
east by the Bhima, separating it from the Sholapur sub-division of

Sholapur on the north and the Akalkot state and the Nizam's terri-

tory on the north-east, on the east by Sindgi, on the south by Sindgi
and Bijapur, and on the west by the Jath and S^ngU states. It

contains 118 Government and eighteen alienated villages. Its area
is 871 square miles, its 1881 population 71,940 or 82*59 to the square
mile, and its 1882 land revenue £17,431 (Rs. 1,74,310).

Area. Of the 871 square miles 846 have been surveyed in detail.

According to the revenue survey returns 123 square miles are
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occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 454,61

9

acres or 94-96 per cent of arable land, 81' 74 acres or 170 per cent
of unarable land, 284 acres or 0-05 per cent of forests, and 15,648
acres or 3 '26 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams.
From the 454,619 acres of arable land 64,752 acres have to be
taken on account of alienated lands in Q-overnment villages.

Except in and near villages where are occasional clumps of bdbhul
trees and a sprinkling of tamarind and nim, Indi is an unbroken
and almost treeless plain. Along the Bhima the land is rich and well
tilled and broken at intervals by villages. Towards the south-west and
west in the old revenue divisions of Halsangi, Bdrdol, and Horti the land
is waving and covered with stones, which, when not too thickly

strewn, are no hindrance to cultivation and by checking evaporation

keep the soil moist and cool. Halsangi has not a single hill, though
here and there are some rocky eminences perfectly barren except
when the rainy season clothes them with a scanty covering of spear-

grass and stunted brushwood. A few such eminences are found also

in the north of the Bardol division ; but to the south of it in the

villages of Lalatgaon, Jagjivni, lohgeri, and Kanur, a hilly range
begins which passes through the north of Horti. These brushwood-
clad hiUy tracts are now used for grazing. Towards the south and
south-east near Hutturki, Tdmba, and Shirshad, and along the

streams running by those villages, the country is more populous and
better cultivated, and the villages are comparatively rich.

In the low lying plains and in the Bhima valley, the soil is chiefly

regur or black ; in the uplands it is poor being composed almost

wholly of crumbled trap and towards the east large tracts are more
or less covered with stones. On the whole the soil is rich. There is

little gardening ; what there is is mostly of sugarcane and plantain.

The climate of Indi is dry. During the hot season the heat is in-

tense, unbearable during the day and in the early hours of night,

and causing fever and other diseases. In April and May the ther-

mometer sometimes rises to 108°. In the beginning of the rainy

season the climate is unhealthy. Later on it improves and ia the

cold season it is healthy. The rainfall is capricious especially in the

early part of the south-west monsoon. Near Horti and towards the

billy part of the sub-division rain is more plentiful than in the north.

At Indi, during the ten years ending 1881, the rainfall varied from

4-14 inches in 1876 to 45-59 inches in 1878 and averaged 27'86

inches.

Indi is well off for water. The chief supply is from the streams

which flow into the Bhima and which hold water throughout the

year. The villages on the Bhima draw their supply from that river.

In a few villages which have no streams that hold water throughout

the year, the supply in the hot season is from wells dug in dry

stream beds.

According to the 1882-83 returns the farm stock includedtwenty-one

riding and 1262 load carts, 1948 two-bullock and 2289 four-bullock

ploughs, 25,878 buUocks, 12,209 cows, 3346 he.bufi"aloes and 6440

she-buffaloes, 1236 horses, 56,350 sheep and goats, and 565 asses.
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Chapter XIIl. In 1881-82 of 295,763 acres held for tillage, 27,942 acres or 9-44

—7 . per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 267,821 acres
Sub-Divisions. *^g^ ^^^^ ^^^^ cropped. Of the 268,005 acres under tillage, grain

iNDi. crops occupied 222,513 acres or 83-02 per cent, 165,446 of them
Crops, under Indian miEet jvdri (M.) or jola (K.) Sorghum Tulgare, 46,298
^^^^-

under spiked millet hajri (M.) or saji (K.) Penicillaria spicata, 7253

under wheat ghau (M.) or godi (K.) Triticum sestivum, 1668 under

rice hhdt (M.) or hhatta (K!) Oryza sativa, 81 under Italian millet

rdla (M.) kdng (M.) or navani (K.) Panicum italicum,78 under maize

makobi (M.) or mehle jola (K.) Zea mays, 32 under barley jav (M.)

or godhi (K.) Hordeum hexastychon, and 1657 imder other

grains of which details are not given. Pulses occupied 11,338

acres or 4-23 per cent, 5687 of them under gram harhhara

(M.) or kadli (K.) Cicer arietinum, 3233 under cajan pea tur

(M.) or togri (K.) Cajanus indicus, 671 under mMg- (M.) or hesaru (K.)

Phaseolus radiatus, 596 under kulthi (M.) or hurli (K.) Dolichos

biflorus, and 1151 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 20,617

acres or 7'69 per cent, 13,477 of them under linseed javas (M.) or

agashi (K.) Linum usitatissimum, 1104 under gingelly seed til (M.)

or yallu. (K.) Sesamum indicum, and 6036 under other oilseeds.

Fibres occupied 11,788 acres or 4-39 per cent, 11,727 of them under

cotton kdpus (M.) hatti (K.) Gossypium herbaceum, and 61 under

Bombay hemp tag (M.) sanabu (K.) Crotalaria juncea. Miscellane-

ous crops occupied 1749 acres or 0'65 per cent, 486 of them under

tobacco tambdku (M.) ov hagesoppu (K.) Nicotiana tabacum, 433 under,

chillies mirchi (M,) or menasinakai (K.) Capsicum frutescens, 430

under sugarcane us (M.) or kabbu (K.) Saccharum officinarum, and

the remaining 400 under various vegetables and fruits.

People, The 1881 population returns show that of 71,940 people 64,382 or

1881. 89'49 per cent were Hindus, 7639 or 10'47 per cent Musalmans, and

19 Christians. The details of the Hindu castes are : 2982 Brdhmans

;

9676 Kurubars, shepherds ; 2959 Kabligers, fishermen ; 2872 Mara-
thds, husbandmen ; 2443 Gravandis, masons ; 682 Rajputs, soldiers

;

412 Bedars, husbandmen ; 339 Shimpis, tailors ; 305 Panchals, metal-

workers ; 191 Kshatriy^s, husbandmen ; 190 Bhois, palanquin-bearers;

170 Raddis, husbandmen ; 132 Suryavanshi Ldds, butchers ; 40

Gujars; 29 Komtis, traders; 21 Medars, bamboo-workers; 19 Ilgers,

palm-tappers; 16 Rdvals, weavers; 1349 Yadars, diggers; 540

Lamd,ns, carriers ; 464 Korvis, labourers ; 165 Gondhlis, dancers ;,

81 Kilikets, beggars ; 56 Dombaris, tumblers ; 45 Budbudkers, and

5 Bhats, beggars; 1654 Madigs, village servants; 18,704 True
LingAyats ; 4258 Ganigs, oilmen ; 2391 Kudvakkalgers, husband-

men ; 1602 Koshtis, weavers ; 1424 Are-Banjigs, husbandmen

;

806 ifhd,vis, barbers ; 644 Kumbhdrs, potters ; 540 Hande-Vazirs,

shepherds ; 360 Kursdlis, bastards ; 310 NdgHks, dyers ; 273 Chatters,

cloth-sellers ; 212 Nilg^rs, indigo-dyers ; 134 Malgars, flower-seUers

;

71 Gavlis, milkmen ; 52 Kalavants, dancing-girls; 1247 Samgdrs,
leather-workers ; 1158 Hatkars, hand-loom weavers ; 693 Guravs,
temple servants ; 405 Parits, washermen ; 283 Dhors, tanners ; 85
Helavs, beggars ; 68'»^dHs, weavers ; 24 Kabbers, husbandmen ; and
801 Jains, husbandnleii, coppersmiths, and bangle-sellers.
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Muddebihal in the south-east centre of the district is bounded on
the nor1;Ji by Sindgi, on the east by the Nizam's territory, on the south
by the Krishna river separating it from Hungund and B^galkot, and
on the west and north-west by Bagevddi and Sindgi. It contains 128
Government and thirty-three alienated villages. Its area is 564 square
miles, its 1881 population 65,024 or 115'29 to the square mile, and
its 1882 land revenue £14,048 (Rs, 1,40,480).

Of the 564 square miles 530 have been surveyed in detail.

According to the revenue survey returns, 114 square miles are
occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 272,428
acres or 94-67 per cent of arable land, 12,432 acres or 4-32 per cent
of unarable land, and forty-eight acres or O'Ol per cent of forests, and
2852 acres or 0-99 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams.
From the 272,428 acres of arable land 53,160 acres have to be taken
on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

In the north of the sub-division is the rich valley of the Don and
the central plateau of sandstone and limestone is fairly fertile. But
the south and south-east is a barren tract of metamorphic granite
covered with great boulders, and fairly fertile only close to the
Krishna.

The soil varies greatly. In the south it is metamorphic granite,

and, except close to the Krishna, is very sterile. Then comes a

sudden rise to a sandstone plateau, which, further north, passes into

the famous Td,likot limestone, and, on the higher ridges, is capped with
the southmost flows of the Deccan trap. The soil on these trap cover-

ings is always very poor but the sandstone and limestone when not

too near the surface, yield good crops. The sandstone uplands rise

sharply from the granite plain so that from one side they look like

hills. Ndgarbetta about ten miles east of Muddebihdl is a remark-
able though low hill, a trap outlier standing by itself in the middle
of the granite plain. Otherwise Muddebihdl is without hills.

The climate of Muddebihdl is reckoned more feverish than that of

either Bij^pur or Bagevadi, but the hot winds are perhaps not so

fierce as those that blow over the trap uplands. At Muddebihdl,
during the ten years ending 1881 the rainfall varied from 0"10 inches

in 1876 to 42-41 inches in 1874 and averaged 23-30 inches.

The Don forms the northern and the Krishna the southern

boundary of the sub-division and to join them a number of small

streams flow in the cold weather through the sub-divisions but they
are insignificant and disappear in the hot weather. Ponds are few,

but every village has capital wells.

According to the 1882-83 returns the farm stock included fifty-six

ridiag and 888 load carts, 4059 two-bullock and 3383 four-bullock

ploughs, 21,227 bullocks, 10,803 cows, 2998 he-bufialoes and 7887
she-buffaloes, 1024 horses, 33,132 sheep and goats, and 541 asses.

In 1881-82 of 185,948 acres held for tiUage, 10,054 acres or 5-40

per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the 176,894 acres under
tillage, grair crops occupied 118,454 acres or 6734 per cent, 94,295

of them imder Indian miRetjmri (M.) orjola (K.) Sorghum vulgare,

-11,489 under wheat ghau (M.) or godi (K.) Triticum sestivum, 10,237
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under spiked millet Idjri (M.) or saji (K.) Penicillaria spicata, 94
under rice hhAt (M.) or bhatta (K.) Oryza sativa, 10 under barley jav

(M.) godhi (K.) Hordeum hexastyclion, and 2329 under other grains

of which, details are not given. Pulses occupied 6098 acres or 3'46

per cent, 3589 of them under gram harbhara (M.) or kadli (K.) Cicer

arietinum, 1886 under cajan pea tur (M.) or togri (K.) Cajanus

indicus, and 623 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 4179 acres

or 2"37 per cent, 1409 of them under gingelly seed til (M.) or yallu.

(K.) Sesamum indicum, 276 under linseed javas (M.) or agashi (K.)

Linum usitatissimum, and 2494 under other oilseeds. Fijbres occu-

pied 46,651 acres or 26-62 per cent, 46,507 of them under cotton

Icdpus (K.) ovhatti (K.) Grossypium.herbaceum, and 144 tmderBombay
hemp tag (M.) or sanabu (K.) Crotalaria juncea. Miscellaneous crops

occupied 512 acres or 0'29 per cent, 213 of them under tobacco

tambdku (M.) or hagesoppu (K.) Nicotiana tabacum, 44 under sugar-

cane us (M.) or Icabbii (K.) Saccharum officinarum, and the remaia-
ing 255 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 65,024 people 57,813 or

88'91 per cent were Hiadus nnd 7211 or 11*08 per cent Musalmans.
The details of the Hindu castes are : 1584 Brdhmans ; 14,218 Kuru-
bars, shepherds ; 6212 Eaddis and 2271 Bedars, husbandmen ; 1293
Kabligers, fishermen ; 1053 Mardthds, husbandmen; 715 Gavandis,

masons ; 700 Shimpis, tailors ; 435 KshatriyAs, husbandmen ; 376
Rajputs, soldiers; 341 P^nchdls, metal-workers; 259 Komtis,
traders ; 190 Ilgers, palm-tappers ; 169 Gols or GroUas, cowherds-;

102 Jiugars, painters ; 83 Suryavanshi-Lads, butchers ; 50 Gujars,

traders ; 30 Md,rwd,ris, moneylenders ; 27 Kunbis, husbandmen ; 19

Bhois, palanquiu-bearers ; 17 Meddrs, bamboo-workers ; and 8
Londris, salt-makers ; 1333 Vadars, diggers ; 446 Lamans, carriers

;

389 Kaikadis, basket-makers ; 99 Ddsars, slaves ; 76 Korvis,

labourers ; 50 Jogers, beggars ; 49 Gondhlis, dancers ; 22 Budbud-
kers, beggars; 11 Ghisddis, tinkers; and 11 Kilikets, beggars;

3323 Mddigs, village servants; 2812 Hollas, labourers; 12,410

True LiQg^ats ; 1379 Koshtis, weavers ; 1277 Ganigs, oilmen ; 689
Kumbhars, potters; 671 NMvis, barbers; 238 Kudvakkalgersy
husbandmen ; 181 Kursahs, bastards ; 118 Are-Banjigs, husbandmen

;

23 Gavlis, milkmen; 22 Nd,gliks, dyers; 373 Parits, washermen;
349 Hatkdrs, hand-loom weavers ; 340 Guravs, temple-servants

;

212 Samgars, leather-workers ; 130 Kabbers, husbandmen ; 63

Dhors, tanners ; 75 Helavs, beggars ; 48 Sd.lis, weavers ; and 442
Jains, husbandmen, coppersmiths, and bangle-sellers.

Sindgi in the north-east of the district is bounded on the north by
the Bhima separatiag it from the Afzulpur state in the Nizam's
territory, on the east by Shorapur in the NizAm's territory, on the

south by the Don separating it from Bd,gevMi and Muddebihdl, and

on the west by Indi and Bijdpur. It contains 136 Government and

fourteen alienated villages. Its area is 812 square miles, its 1881
population 72,650 or 89'36 to the square mile, and its 1883 land,

revenue £18,823 (Rs. 1,88,230).

Of the 812 square miles all of which have been surveyed iij. detail,

forty-eight square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated
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villages. The rest, according to the revenue survey returns, contains

468,474 acres or 95-94 per cent of arable land, 16,415 acres or 3'36

per cent of unarable land, forty-four acres of forests, and 3356 acres

or 0'68 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams. From
the 468,474 acres of arable land 78,787 acres have to be taken on
account of alienated lands in Grovernment villages.

Except some villages on the Bhima the east of Siadgi is a rough
tocky plain with rapid and, in some cases, abrupt undulations. It is

scantily cultivated, treeless, and monotonous, with scarcely an object

to relieve the eye. The portion of the subdivision on the banks of the

Bhima to the north and east is a black soil plain separated by long,

low flat step-Kke risings of trap. The soil is usually the wearing of

the trap and laterite in belts and patches of gray and dark red and
sometimes sandy. Almost the only vegetation is from stunted bdbhul

trees. The plain is well tilled, and, along the river banks, is dotted

with rich villages. In the south the part watered by the Don is the

best tilled portion of the sub-division. The land along the banks of

the Don is extremely rich, fuR of gardens of mango and other fruit

trees. The villages whose houses are chiefly built of compact light

coloured limestone which breaks in large slabs, have a neat and
clean look wanting in other parts. In the south-west the country

included ia the division of Hippargi, except in village sites and

garden lands, is bare of trees. The plains become flatter wider

and more broken by streams, otherwise the country from Sindgi by
Hippargi to Ingleshvar differs little from that between the Bhima
and Sindgi.

Along the banks of the Bhima and the Don the soil is deep rich

regur or black. The uplands are covered with a shallow loam,

often strewn with boulders, tillage is mostly confined to the valleys,

which, enriched by the earth washed from the slopes, yield fair crops.

In the hot weather the climate of Sindgi is oppressive. In the

south it is a little cooler than in the east and in the north. The rain-

fall, except in villages near Almel, where it is more timely than ia

the west, seems equally distributed. At Sindgi during the four years

endmg 1881 the rainfall varied from 19-89 inches in 1881 to 33-80

inches in 1878 and averaged 26-34 inches.

The supply of water is scanty. In the north and in some villages

in the east it is chiefly from the Bhima. Villages on the Don get a

plentiful supply of fresh drinking water during the rains. After

November they always suffer from the want of good drinking water

as the main stream and several of its feeders grow brackish shortly

after the rains cease. Only one or two streams hold water through-

out the year, the rest dry before the close of the fair weather. The

bulk of the people depend for water on weUs the supply in most of

which is neither good nor sufficient.

According to the 1882-83 returns the farm stock included twenty-

eight riding and 705 load carts, 2831 two-bullock and 2240 four-

bullock ploughs, 26,819 bullocks, 12,826 cows, 3278 he-buffaloes

and 7373 she-buffaloes, 1196 horses, 70,487 sheep and goats, and

472 asses.
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In 1881-82 of 288,210 acres held for tillage, 12,585 acres or 4-36

per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the 276,625 acres under
tillage, grain crops occupied 206,378 acres or 74'87 per cent, 176,719
of them under Indian millet _/uaW (M.) ovjola (K.) Sorghum vulgare,

14,079 under wheat ghau (M.) or godi (K.) Triticum sestivum, 13,290
under spiked millet hajri (M.) or saji (K.) PeniciUaria spicata, 1479
under rice hhdt (M.) or bhatta (K.) Oryza sativa, 324 under barley

j'av (M.) godhi (K.) Hordeum hexastychon, 123 under maize Tnakdi

(M.) or mekke Jola (K.) Zea mays, and 364 under other grains of

which details are not given. Pulses occupied 8503 acres or 3'08 per
cent, 4805 of them under harhhara (M.) or kadli (K.) Cicer arietinum,

2160 under cajan pea tur (M.) or togri (K.) Cajanus indicus, 1211
under mug (M.) or hesaru (K.) Phaseolus radiatus, 223 under kulthi

(M.) or hurli (K.) Dolichos Isiflorus, and 104 under other pulses.

Oilseeds occupied 18,779 acres or 6'81 per cent, 11,542 of them under
linseed _;'a«)as (M.) or agashi (K.) Linum usitatissimum, 4389 under
gLQgelly seed til (M.) or yallv (K.) Sesamum indicum, and 2848
under other oil-seeds. Fibres occupied 40,208 acres or 14'58 per
cent, 40,037 of them under cotton kdpus (M.) or hatti (K.) Gossypium
herbaceum, and 171 under Bombay hemp tag (M.) or sandbu (K.)

Crotalaria juncea. Miscellaneous crops occupied 1757 acres or 0'63

per cent, 653 of them under chillies mirchi (M.) or menasinakai (K.)

Capsicum frutescens, 485 under tobacco iambdku (M.) or hagesoppu
(K.) Nicotiana tabacum, 250 under sugarcane us (M.)"or kabbu (K.)

Saccharum officinarum, and the remaining 369 under various vege-
tables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 72,650 people 63,361 or
87-21 per cent were Hindus and 9289 or 12-78 per cent Musalindns.
The details of the Hindu castes are : 2006 Brdhmans ; 6680
Kurubars, shepherds ; 3007 Kabligers, fishermen ; 2856 Raddis and
983 Marathd,s, husbandmen ; 701 &avandis, masons ; 631 Bedars,
husbandmen; 492 Rajputs, soldiers; 485 Panch^ls, metal-workers; 303
Shimpis, tailors ; 298 Kunbis, husbandmen ; 109 Suryavanshi-LMs,
butchers ; 52 Kshatriy^s or Chhatris, husbandmen ; 40 Grols or Gfollas,

cowherds; 37 Bhois, palanquia-bearers ; 30 Grujars, traders; 18
Medars, bamboo-workers; 17 KaMls, distUlers; 11 Ilgers, pahn-
tappers ; 11 Jingars, painters ; 9 Komtis, traders ; 1356 Vadars,
diggers ; 462 Lamans, carriers ; 374 Korvis, labourers ; 55 Gondhlis,
dancers ; 47 Kilikets and 26 Budbudkers, beggars ; 6 Dombd,ris,

tumblers; 4193 HoMs, labourers; 2594 Madigs, village servants

and labourers; 20,579 True Lingayats, 6267 Ganigs, oUmen ; 1834
Kudvakkalgers, husbandmen ; 1490 ' Are-Banjigs, husbandmen

;

897 NMigs or Nhavis, barbers ; 778Kumbhars, potters; 663 Koshtis,

weavers ; 579 Hande-Vazirs, shepherds ; 148 Kursd-Hs, bastards ; 77
Chatters, cloth-seUers ; 53 GavHs, milkmen ; 28 ]S"d,glLks, dyers ; 490
Hatkd,rs, hand-loom weavers ; 424 Parits, washermen ; 361 Samgto,
leather-workers;; 143 Kabbers, husbandmen; 141 Dhors, tanners;
112 Helavs, beggars ; 74 Sails, weavers ; and 334 Jains, husbandmen,
coppersmiths, and bangle-sellers.
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Agarkhed, originally Agra-khetaki, within 1881 a population of
3282, is a large village on the Bhima about fifteen miles north-east
of Indi. To the south of the village is an old temple (23' x 23' x 28')

of Shankarlingdev facing east, with a tapering spire. The roof is

supported on four quadrangular pillars and eighteen pilasters all

but two of them plain. Over the lintels of two of the temple doors
is a figure of Ganpati. Shankardev's ling which is of white marble
was consecrated about 1800 by the proprietor of the village to
replace the original stone which was stolen. Besides the ling the
temple contains two images of Virbhadra and Jakni. Outside are
two small shrines one with au image of Bhar Lakshmi and the other
with a stone called Hirodya. There are also figures of Nandi
and Nigappa. The village has also a Hemadpanti^ temple called
Dhairapana Gudi with an inscribed stone dated Shah 1172 (a.d.

1250).

Aivalli or Aihole, with in 1881 a population of 1254, is an old
village, and a place of great architectural interest, on the Malprabha
thirteen miles south-west of Hungund and sixteen miles east of
Badd,mi. The name Aivalli, which apparently is Ayyavole the priests'

holy village, has given rise to the legend that Parshur^m the sixth
incarnation of Vishnu, after fulfilling his vow of revenging his father
Jamadagni's murder, by destroying the whole race of Kshatriyas,
came to the Malprabha to wash his axe, and, at sight of the river,

cried Ai ai ! Eoli ! Ah the river ! In proof of the truth of this legend
an axe-shaped rock is shown on the river bank to the north of

the village, and, on a rock in the river, are Parshurdm's foot-prints.

Near Parshuram's foot-prints is a fine old temple of EAmling which
is venerated by the Hammirray Kshatriya family whose representative

performs the car ceremony every year on the seventh of the bright
half of Phdlgun or February - March. A grant inscription is carved
on the rook on the river bank. Between this rock and the village
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' Except the article on BijApiir this chapter is contributed by Mr, M. H. Scott, C.S.
^ Hem^dpant is believed to have been a celebrated physician in the Dvdparyug or

Third Age, who cured Vibhishan the brother of EAvan king of Ceylon. In return

HemAdpant begged the services of some giant architects with whose help he built

numerous temples and step-wells in the Deccan which are most commonly known aa

Hemddpanti remains. The historic HemAdpant , who was a writer and temple builder,

was a minister of the Devgiri Y^dav king Eamchandra (1271 - 1308). In Khtodesh and
the North Deccan his name is now applied to almost all early Hindu buildings made of

cut stone without mortar. In the Kinarese districts Jakhandch^rya takes the place
of Hemddpant as the traditional builder of pre-MusalmAn temples and wells.

B 877—69
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Chapter XIY. ^re the remains of a paved street, and on both sides are the ruins

Places- of many temples. On a hill facing the village is a temple dedicated

AivALLi *° Meguti built in the Dravidian or southern style of architecture.

It is full of rubbish and the roof has been covered with rubble

masonry. The temple is enclosed by a stone wall and has evidently

been used as a fort. On the outside of the east wall of the temple

is a stone inscription of the Early Chalukya dynasty recording the

building of a stone temple of Jinendra by one Ravikirti in the reign

of Pulikeshi II. Shah 556 (a.d. 634).^ The inscription abounds in

historical allusions, and contains perhaps one of the earliest mention

of this part of the country as Maharashtra. In the court-yard

of the temple a stone is inscribed in memory of a merchant of

Brambarge or Yelburga in the Nizdm's territories which is described

as a capital of Sinda chiefs. The hill on which this temple is built

commands a good view of Aivalli whose most prominent building is

a temple now known as the Durga temple. This is the only known
temple in India which preserves a trace of the changes through
which the Buddhist temple cave passed in becoming a Jain and
Brahmanic structural temple. The inscription on the outer gateway
contains the name of Vikramaditya Chalukya who reigned from
about A. D. 650 to 680. This is therefore the oldest known
structural temple in Western India, and is the only known temple

certainly built before the decay of Buddhism under the influence of

Shankarachdrya probably in the beginning of the eighth century.

The roof has been formed with rubble masonry into a rude watch
tower, but, except that the roof of the hall has fallen in, the walls

and interior arrangements are perfect. The plan closely resembles

that of the chaitya or Buddhist chapel at S^nchi in Malwa. Like

the Sanchi chapel the apse is solid but unlike the Sanchi chapel

the apse of this Aivalli temple is surrounded by a veranda whose
windows light the shrine-encircling or pradakshina pathway. In

the wall of the temple are niches with figures of the incarnations

of Vishnu ; between the niches are open stone-lattice windows, and

below is a belt of dwarfs, mythological scenes, and arabesques.

Of the twenty-eight original veranda columns twelve are sculptured,

and the rest are plain square blocks. The four pillars of the inner

porch are elaborately carved with dwarfs or ganas, medallions,

and arabesque festooned drapery, and bear large figures on the

outer sides. The ten hall pillars are like those in the porch.

The roof is raised above the brackets by a deep architrave and
again by the cross beams. The shrine has an encircling pathway
or 'pradakshina and is semicircular at the back. Up to the roof

the temple door is richly carved, and on the lintel Grarud, Vishnu's

man-eagle, grasps a handful of snakes. In front of the door the

porch roof is carved with the great serpent Shesh, a circle of fishes

with their heads towards the central knob, and other figures.

The brackets from the side columns of the porch to the central

beam have disappeared, and the roof of the front of the veranda'

has fallen. Two of the roof slabs are lying outside the temple

1 The inscriptiou is given in the Appendix.
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carved witli remarkable boldness and freedom. On a stone at the
base of tlie temple in well preserved Sanskrit characters of about
the end of the seventh century is cut :

' The boly temple of Jina.'

Aivalli has two cave temples one Jain the other Brahmanic. The
Jain cave temple is in the face of a rocky hill, west-south-west of the
village facing south-south-west. The wall in front of the veranda
is formed of large stones some of them containing as much as

twenty-four and twenty-nine cubic feet. At one end of the veranda
is Pd,rshvanath the twenty-third Jain Tirthankar with a serpent

hood. At the other end is a Jina with two female supporters and
behind him a tree with two figures among the branches. The hall

(15'xl7' 8"x8') is entered by a door divided by two small pillars.

The roof is carved with the lotus, alligators, and other figures. At
the back are door-keepers with attendants. The shrine, which has

a triple doorway with an ascent of three steps, contains a sitting

Tirthankar. To the right and left of the hall are two cells entered

by triple doors. The rigkt cell contains an unfinished figure of

Mahavir, the twenty-fourth or last Tirthankar seated on a lion

throne with attendants. The left cell is plain.

Above this cave are numerous cell-tombs or dolmens, mostly

imperfect, and near the foot of the hill are two old shrines one of

which, has two Shaiv memorial slabs.

The Brahmanical cave lies to the north-west of Aivalli and faces

soutb-west by west. It is a hall (18' 6" x 13' 6") with two square

pillars in front. On each side of the hall is a chapel, and behind it

is a shrine, each raised by five steps above tbe level of the hall

floor, and the front of each divided by two pillars with square bases

and sixteen-sided shafts. The chapel on the left is apparently

unfinished, that on the right contains a sculpture on the back wall of a

ten-armed Shiv dancing with Parvati and Ganesh all with high head-

dresses. In the corners of the hall are larger figures of Ardhandri,

and Shiv and Parvati with. Shiv's skeleton attendant Bhringi.

Shiv wears a high head-dress out of which rise three female

heads, Shiv with a cobra, and Shiv a,nd Vishnu standing together.

At the left end of the chamber is Vardh the boar Vishnu and at the

right Mahishasur or the Buffalo demon. The roof is carved. The

shrine contains only the base for an idol. The sculptures in this

cave are so simple and tbe arrangement so little developed, that the

cave must be old, perhaps about the beginning of the sixth century.

On eacb side of the cave is a small temple, the roof of the left temple

having a figure of Vishnu with the overshading snake-hood. Near

the left temple is an old temple with an encircling path or

pmdaksMna, a figure of Shiv's son Kartikeya on his peacock in

the porch, and the man-eagle Garud over the door of the shrine.
_
In

the temple is a fine inscribed stone. Close by are two small shrines,

and near them five much-worn memorial slabs. Other temples at

Aivalli are the Huchimalligudi, with, on the outside wall to the

north of the door, an inscription of Vijayaditya dated 8hak 630

(a.d. 708). The Ld,dkhan temple, now used as a Musalmd,n residence,

has two inscriptions of the eighth, or ninth century mentioning a.

guild called The Five hundred of Ayyavole Sv^mis, and apparently
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Chapter XIV. Shaivs. Another large temple has huge pillars with a finely

Places- sculptured image of 'NAv^ja.n and numerous other figures, and a

small temple dedicated to Kontdev containing several inscriptions.

Many lings are scattered round the village one of which is usually

appropriated when a new temple is built. Sculptures and pillars

have also been removed from Aivalli in building neighbouring

temples. This ruin-robbing has been stopped, and measures have

been taken to preserve the Durga temple and other important

remains.

Almel. Alrael, twelve miles north of Sindgi, is an old village, the

head-quarters of an old revenue division, with in 1881 a population

of 3133. The village is said to have been founded by the Kalachuri

king Bijjala (1156-1167). The name Almel, which perhaps comes
from the Kdnarese yelu seven and mel meeting that is the meeting

of seven villages, seems, from its likeness to the Kanarese yeli pull

and mel up, to have given rise to the tale of some one sentenced to

be trampled to death by an elephant having by virtue of his holiness

floated to heaven dragging up the elephant with him. The village

has a temple of Ramling in bad repair, which contains three lings

on one of which are four faces. Over the shrine is cut an elephant

carrying three men in its trunk. Four of the ten pillars in the

hall or mandap are sculptured and armed door-keepers and fan-

bearing nag figures are on all the walls with a good deal of floral

ornament. About the temple are numerous broken images and
Basvannds or bulls and a small shrine of Lakshmi. Near the

village school is a slab (2' x T) with a Devnagari inscription on one

face and Kanarese inscriptions on the other three, all dated 8hak
1007 (a,d. 1085). A ruined temple of Hanumdn outside the village

has the figure of a man held up by two elephants over the shrine.

Broken images also lie around. In the shrine are HanumAn,
Ganpati, and two lings, and door-keepers on the walls. A modern
temple of Ishvar and a step-well near it are built of black stone.

The temple has four plain square pillars and a spire a,nd on both

sides of the shrine, over which is a lotus, is a finely carved elephant.

On the walls are Bhavd,ni, Ganpati, snakes, and elephants. The
temple was built and endowed by a Mardtha officer, Rd-maji Narhar

Binivdie about 1780 (Fasli 1184). Ramaji also presented lands

to the temple of Ganpiiti, a plain building enclosing an image of

Ganpati said to have been miraculously developed from a stone

which one Samaji was directed in a dream to dig from a neighbouring

well. A similar story is told of the finding of the stone of which the

image of Bhavani was made about 1800 when Malojirdv Ghorpade was

in authority under Bajirdv the last Peshwa. The temple of Bhavdni
is plain. One Sheshgirrav Deshpande of Almel about 1788 (FasK

1192), built the temple ofEamdev which contains white marble figures

of Rdm, Sita, and Lakshman, and was enriched with a grant of land

by Bajirav Peshwa. Every year in Ghaitra or March- April a fair is

held with a ten days feast to Brdhmans. Opposite the temple is a

small shrine of M^ruti. The temple of Pavadi Baseshvar is sohdly

built and has been lately repaired. It has a hollow, spire and nine

sculptured pillars and near it an inscribed stone. In the backyard
of one Govindrd,v Mathv^le's house in the village is the tomb of a saint
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named Devappaya with a shrine containing a ling, a well, and a
sacred fig tree, beneath which is a figure of Mdruti. From one
t^handrasenrdy Jadhav the tomb enjoys a yearly cash payment of
£3 8s. (Rs. 34) and a land endowment valued at £9 2s. (Rs. 91).
Devappaya who died in 1774 belonged to the Almel Deshpande
family and was Phadnis or record-keeper of the Indi sub-division.
He became a saint and a disciple of Madhavmuni of Ainapur in
Athni. When Md,dhavmani died Devappaya built a tomb in his
honour and yearly offered it prayers. One year he found himself,
within two days of the anniversary, with no funds for the service
when fifty horsemen suddenly appeared, and each dismounting at
the temple of Ramling made an obeisance, gave the saint 4s.
(Rs. 2) and rode away. About 200 cubits from the village is the
tomb or shrine of one Ghdlib Saheb who is said to have disappeared
at this spot after a visit to his teacher AliVast^d whose tomb is
in the house of oneMeti Rudrappa in the village. Ghalib S^heb's
tomb has an endowment in land from one Lddba Jhandevale and
is honoured by a yearly fair.i Near the shrine are an old mosque
and several tombs. Some old Jain images are said to be buried
to the north of the shrine. A large pond to the west of the
village was repaired by Government during the 1876 famine at a
cost of £4000 (Rs. 40,000). During the repairs the remains of a
temple and some images were found which appear to have been
used in making the masonry embankment. To the east of the
pond is a small shrine of Lakshmi with four round stones in which
lives the goddess.^ The Government mansion or vdda which was
built during the Peshwas^ rule was sold some years ago when
Almele ceased to be the head-quarters of a petty division and is

now in ruins. Near the police station is a ruined fort once held by
a family ofNddganvdas or district headmen who are now extinct. A
well in the village used to be called Rdmtirth, but since, about the
middle of the sixteenth centuty, the temple of E^mling was turned
into a mosque by Sanjit Bh^i, a Subheddr of the fifth Bijapur king
Ali Adil Shah I. (1557-1580), the well is known as the mosque well.

The lings which are of finely polished black stone were removed
to a Shaivite monastery of the P^shupat sect. In the butchers and
tanners' quarters of the village is a blackstone well called the Sisters'

Well with steps on three sides and twelve arches on the fourth. The
well is said to take its name from two courtezan sisters who built it.

After it was built the well remained dry until a saint told the sisters

that, unless they offered their lives, the well would never hold water.

The sisters worshipped the gods, slept in the well, and in the night
the water suddenly rose and drowned them. In a revenue statement

of about 1790 Almel appears as the head of a sub-division in the

Bijapur sa/rkdr with a revenue of £15,708 (Rs. 1,57,080).*
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^ A story is told of a European officer who suffered severely for presenting

ornaments at the tomb without taking his boots off.

^ A European officer, who palled down the shrine to pitch hia tent, is said to

have been blinded by the goddess and to have had his sight restored when he rebuilt

the temple. ' Waring's Mar^lthAs, 242.
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Anval, apparently Ananthalli or Vislinu's'Snake village, five miles

south-east of Kaladgi is a small village, with in 1881 a population

of 801. The village has three temples of Auant MAruti and Edm-
ling. The temple of Anaut is a small square shrine without any
hall or mandap and without pillars. It contains a fine carving in

black stone of Vishnu lying shaded by the hood of the serpent

Shesh, Prithivi or Brahma on a lotus issuing from Vishnu's navel,

and Lakshmi at his feet. Round the upper border of the stone are

carved the ten incarnations of Vishnu. Close by is a small separate

slab carved with a figure which cannot be made out. The ceiling

is square. The temple has an upper storey with no means of access,

and is open to the road. It is said to have formerly contained a ling

but is now empty. The door of the lower shrine is like the door of

the chief Jain temple in Belgaum fort.^ The door has no carving on
the lintel and the whole structure is singularly bare. The temple
of Maruti is modern and of no architectural interest. The Rd,mling
temple is a mere room but contains an unusually fine ling with a
rectangular case or shdlunkha apparently brought from a larger and
older temple. Anval lapsed to Government in 1836 on the death
without heirs of Govindrav of Chinchni.

Arasibidi, or the Queen's Route, a ruined and almost deserted
village about sixteen miles south of Hungund, was an old Chalukya

' capital called Vikrampur founded by the great Vikramaditya VI
(1073-1126) under whom the power of the Western Chalukyas (973-

1190) was at its highest. Vikramaditya held Goa, and carried his

arms northwards beyond the Narbada and the Konkan. His kingdom
was not less than the Muhammadan kingdom of Bijdpur in its most
prosperous times. How long Vikrampur remained a capital is

u^ncertain, but until the Ealachuri usurpation (1160) it probably
continued a place of importance. Arasibidi has two ruined Jain

temples, two large Chalukya and Kalachuri inscriptions in Old
Kanarese on stone tablets, and the ruined embankment of a lake.

Ba'da'mi, 15° 55' north latitude and 75° 45' east longitude, sixty-

five miles south of Bij^pur, is an old town the head-quarters of the

Bddami sub-division, with in 1881 a population of 3060. Besides

the sub-divisional revenue and police ofiBces Bdddmi has a third

class station on the Hotgi-Gadag or BastDeccan Railway 131 miles

south of Hotgi, four richly ornamented and well preserved Brah-

manical and Jain caves (500 - 650), ruined temples and inscriptions,

and two dismantled forts.

The town lies picturesquely at the mouth of a ravine between

two rocky hills on its north and south, and a dam to the east

between the foot of the hills forming a large reservoir for the water-

supply of the town. All along the north of the reservoir are old

temples most of them built of large blocks of sand stone, and on the

hill behind are the two forts.

The caves are all in the west face of the south fort. The lowest, i

on the west end of the hiU is a Shaiv cave; the next considerably

' Details axe given in the Belgaum Statistical Account, 539 - 541.
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Mglier up to the north-east of the Shaiv cave is a Vaishnav cave
;

the third still further to the east on the north face of the hill is also

a Vaishnav cave by far the finest of the group, and the fourth, a little

beyond it, is a small Jain cave. All four are very rich in mytho-
logical sculpture and unusually well preserved.

Cave I. is on the north-west of the hill about fifty feet above the
town. It is entered by a few steps rising from what may have been
a small court now broken away. Along the front on each side of the
steps are Shiv's dwarfs or ganas with men's cows' and horses' heads,

capering and posing in various attitudes. On the right or west side,

above the return of this base, is a figure of Shiv, five feet high, with
eighteen arms dancing the wild tdndav'^ dance which he is said to

perform when he destroys the world. The only on-lookers are

Nandi Ganpati and the drummer N^rad. Between Shiv and the

cave is a small chapel with two front pillars, on a base or raised

step, the face of which is also sculptured with the rollicking dwarfs,

one of them with a tortoise hanging from his necklace. Inside the

chapel, round the ends and back, are several other dwarfs. Above
the dwarfs on the back wall, is a fairly perfect figure of Mahishd,suri

or Pdrvati as the destroyer of the Buffalo-demon. On the right

wall is Ganpati, and on the left his brother Skanda or Mahasena the

god of war. At the other end of the front of the cave is a door-

keeper, 6' 2" high, holding Shiv's trident ; and below is a bull and
elephant figure so made that when the body of the bull is hid the

elephant is seen, and when the body of the elephant is covered the

rest is a ball. The veranda front has four square pillars and two
pilasters, their upper halves and brackets carved with beaded festoons.

Over the brackets, against the architrave and hidden from outside

by the drip in front, are a series of squat male figures, each different,

and acting as brackets to the roof above. Inside the veranda, at

the left end, is a figure of Harihar, 7' 9" high attended by two
females, perhaps Sati and Uma, with well wrought girdles head-

dresses and bracelets. At the right end is a large sculpture of

Ardhan^rishvar or Shiv and Pdrvati, half male and half female.

Near Shiv is his favourite white bull or Nandi, a form of Dharmadev
the god of justice, who offered himself to Shiv as a carrier. Behind

Nandi, with clasped hands, stands the gaunt and hideous skeleton

Bhringi a favourite devotee or perhaps Shiv himself as Kdl or the

destroyer. At the left or female side stands a richly decked female

figure with some flat object in her left hand. The right or male

half is Shiv with the crescent moon and skull on his head-dress, a

snake in his ear, another coiled round his arm, a third hanging from

his belt (the heads of them broken off), and a fourth twisting round

the battle-axe in his uplifted hand. A portion of the tiger-skin

shouldercloth hangs down on his thigh. Shiv wears richly jewelled

necklaces and bracelets. The left or P^rvati half wears a large fiat

earring, necklaces, belt, armlets, and bracelets different from those

on the male half. Over the shoulder is a hair-knot much as it is

still worn by the lower classes in the Madras Presidency, and covered
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' Compare Burgess' Elephanta, 69.
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with, a network of pearls or gems. A cord hangs down in front of

the thigh, ending in a small flat heart-shaped finial an ornament

specially notable on many of the figures in the KaiMs rock-temple

at Blura. The feet have two heavy anklets and the wrists long

bracelets much like the bone and brass rings worn by Vanjaris and

some early tribes. Parvati holds a flower, and with the other hand
grasps a stick or lute, the other end of which is held by the front

hand of the male half. The attendant female wears a loose kirtle

held up by a richly jewelled belt and curious earrings. Tloating

overhead on each side are two figures, male and female, with

elaborate head-dresses, bringing ofierings. The hair is done in a very

elaborate style, with a profusion of pearls over the forehead. This

union of Shiv and Pd,rvati in a single body personifies the principle

of life and production in its double aspect, the active or male
principle under the name of Purush, and the female or passive

principle under the name of Prakriti. On the right or male side the

figure of Ardhandrishvar is usually painted dark-blue or black, and
vermilion or orange on the left or female side. Sometimes the

colours are white for the male and yellow for the female.

The roof is divided by imitation beams into five compartments.
In the central panel is a figure of the serpent Shesh. The head
and bust stand out boldly from the centre of the coil. In a compart-

ment to the right, on a cloud or boss 2' 6" in diameter, are two
well cut demigods, a male and female, the male with a sword, and the
female drawing forward a veil that floats behind her head. In the

corresponding compartment on the other side are two rather smaller

figures, and in the end panels are lotuses.

The entrance to the hall is wider than in the Buddhist caves

which allowed little light. The entrance is 23 feet wide and is

divided into three by two pillars. The pillars have simple bases and
square shafts, the upper part of each shaft being ornamented with

arabesques and birds. The capitals are round, much in the Elephanta
style and of about the eighth or ninth century.^

The hall measures 42' 1" wide by about 24' 6" deep, the roof resting

on two rows of four pillars each parallel to the front and similar

to the veranda pillars. The roof is divided into compartments

by imitation joists and rafters. The first compartment immediately

within the middle entrance has a pair of demigods, male and female,

the male with a sword and shield. The next or central compart-

m^ent has a lotus. The rest are plain.

The shrine is irregular varying from 6' 11" to 8' 3" deep by 9' 6"

wide, and contains an altar about 4' 3" square with a small ling.

Cave II. lies a good deal to the west of Cave III. and faces

north. Its front is a little raised above the level of the area before

it, and the face of the basement is sculptured with dwarfs. Three

steps, built against the middle of the front, lead to the narrow plat-

form outside of the veranda. At each end of the platform is a door-

keeper 5 feet 1 inches high. The veranda has four square pillars

in front minutely carved from the middle upwards. Above therii

1 Compare Bombay Gazetteer, XIV. 62, 82.
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tkn alligator brackets project to support the drip or eave which is
ribbed on the under side. The central areas of the bracket capitals
of the pillars are filled with sculpture. At the left end of the
veranda is Vishnu as a boar, and at the right or west end is Vishnu
as the dwarf, neither of them so large as in Cave III. The
roof is divided into compartments and sculptured, and the frieze
that runs all round the wall head is sculptured with numerous,
scenes from Vishnu's life. The cave is entered from the veranda
by three openings divided by two pillars, each 8 feet 6^ inches
high, neatly carved with arabesques or festooned figures, standing
on a step seven inches above the floor level. Inside the roof rests
on eight square pillars, arranged in two rows across the hall,

which is 33' 4' wide by 23' 7" deep and 11' 4" high. The brackets
to the rafters are lions, human figures, vampires, and elephants.
Five steps lead three feet up to the shrine (8' 9" X T 5|") with a
square altar whose image is gone.

Cave III. is by far the finest of the series, and one of the most
interesting Brahmanical temples in India. It is also the only cave-
temple of which the age is certainly known. The inscription on its

pilaster says that the cave was made by Mangalish (567- CIO) the
second son of the Western Chalukya Pulikeshi I. who made Badami
his capital. Though it cannot compare with Elephanta, or with some
of the larger Elura caves, this is a large temple, the veranda
measuring nearly seventy feet in length and the cave inside sixty-

five feet, with a total depth, exclusive of a twelve feet deep shrine,

from the front of the veranda pillars to the back wall, of forty-eight

feet. The general height throughout the veranda and hall is fifteen

feet. It is considerably higher in the rock than the other Vaishnav
Cave II. and is entered by a stair through a door in the west end of a
square front court. The north side of the court is formed by a large

mass of rock, and unexcavated there ; the east and west ends by
old masonry walls, the east wall barring access to the Jain cave just

beyond it. The cave faces north, and the level of its floor is about

nine feet above the outside court. A narrow platform is built along

the whole length of the front and the cave is entered by a flight of

broken steps in the middle which have been torn away. The front

of the platform has a moulded cornice, and under it a square or dado

of blocks, many of them seven feet long, divided into more than

thirty panels throughout the length of it, with in each panel two

little fat dwarfs or ganas.

In front of the veranda are six pillars, each two and a half feet

square, and two pilasters, with pretty deep bases and capitals, the

capitals almost hid by three brackets attached to the lower part of

the capitals on the backs and sides of each, and by the overhanging

eave or drip. With one exception the brackets on each side of the

pillars represent a pair of human or mythological figures, a male and

female, standing in various attitudes under foliage, in most cases

attended by a small dwarf figure. Theexception to the pair of figures

is one in which Ardhandri is shown four-armed and with two dwarf

attendants. The brackets on the backs or inner sides of the pillars

are all tall single female figures, each with one or two small attend-

ants. The brackets stretch from near the bottom of the capitals to'

B 877—70
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the roof. The necks of the pillars below the capitals are carved

with broad bands of elaborate beaded festooH work, and on each of

the four sides of the lower parts of the shafts are medallions carved

with groups of figures within a border.

The veranda, which is nine feet wide, is separated from the hall by
four free-standing columnsandtwo demi-columns, all with high bases,

the two central pillars consisting ofasquare shaft with thin and slightly

narrower slabs applied to each face. Two of the slabs are superimposed

on each side, forming five exterior angles at each of the four corners.

The two pillars outside these are octagons with pressed-pillow

capitals. The sculptures are on the two ends of the veranda, and on

the spaces on the back between the attached pillars and the ends.

In the east end of the veranda is a large four-armed Vishnu seated

on the body of the great snake Shesh or Anant, which is thrice

coiled round below him, while its five hoods are spread over and
round guarding his big crown. Vishnu's front left hand rests on the

calf of his leg and his back left hand holds a conch-shell. In his

front right hand he holds something perhaps representing wealth

or fruit, and in his back right hand the discus or heavy sharp-edged
quoit which the early Hindus used to hurl at the enemy and draw
back with a string. Vishnu wears three necklaces each with a mass
of gems in front. Round his waist is another belt of gems, while

over his left shoulder and under his right arm hangs a thick cord

apparently formed of twisted strands of strings of beads. Round
his loins are other richly embroidered belts and on his arms and
wrists rich armlets and bracelets. At his right, below, sits his

eagle-carrier Garud. Facing Garud is a little female figure with

a high crown perhaps Lakshmi the wife of Vishnu. Above these

stand two taller female figures, each holding a fly-flap : they have

3ewelled head-dresses and large hair-knots, out of which rises a

single cobra-head overshadowing the head. This large sculpture

fills the end of the veranda. Under it is a plinth the front of

which is carved with fat little gambolling dwarfs.

To the right on the back wall of the veranda is another large

sculpture. It is the Varah or the Boar incarnation of Vishnu.

Vishnu took the form of a boar to free the earth from the demon chief

Hiranydksha, who had carried it to the bottom of the ocean. The
boar dived and freed the earth after a thousand years' fight. This

sculpture is common in Vaishnav shrines and also found in several

of the Shaiv rock-temples of Blura. Here Vishnu or the boar is

represented as four-armed, with the discus and conch in his uplifted

hands and a boar's head, standing with his left foot on the coil of

a snake which has a human head with five hoods behind it seen

under his thigh. In one of his left hands Vishnu holds a lotus on

which stands the earth or Prithivi steadying herself against his

shoulder.i In front of the boar's knee kneels a human male figure

with five cobra-hoods over his jewelled crown and behind stands a

_i Prithivi is the wife of Vishnu in his boar form. She is represented as a woinan
with two arms, standing on a lotus, and holding in one hand another lotus blossom,
with a crown on her head, her long black looks reaching to her feet, of yellow
complexion, and with a red paste mark on her forehead.
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female single-hooded fly-flapper. Another figure lies between the Chapter XIV.
boar's feet holding by the long cord that hangs from his shoulder. p,—
Over the boar's shoulders two pairs of heavenly minstrels bring

^^aces-

offerings. On the pilaster beside Vishnu as the boar is a Sanskrit BAdAmi.

inscription in twenty-four lines dated 8hak 500 (a. d. 578) and ^'^'"^ ^^'^

recording the completion of the cave as a temple of Vishnu, the
installation in it of an image of Vishnu, and the grant of the village
of Lanjishvar, in the twelfth year of his reign, by the third Early
Chalukya, or, as the inscription says, Chalkya king Mangalish.^ This
inscription is of interest, as it determines with a new precision the
starting point of the Shak era. The era is said to date from the
anointment or coronation of the Shak king.^ To the west of the
west end of the veranda is an undated Old Kdnarese inscription of
Mangalish in four lines. It records a grant probably for flower
garlands to the stone house that is the cave of Mangalish. On the
rock to the west of the cave are four names, probably of four
visitors. The letters are of about the sixth or seventh century .^

At the west end of the veranda is Vishnu as the man-lion or
Narsinb. The demon Hiranyakashipu, brother of Hiranyiiksha,
having in consequence of austerities obtained from Brahma the
boon that he should be wound-proof to gods men and snakes,
troubled earth and heaven, when at the desire of Hiranyakashipu's
son PralhM, JSTarsinh burst out of a column and destroyed him.
Narsinh is a four-armed figure, one of the left arms resting on his
huge club beside which stands the eagle Garud in human form.
On the other side is a dwarf and above Narsinh's shoulders floating
figures bear garlands and gifts. Over the lion-head is a lotus.
Narsinh wears elaborately carved jewelled necklaces.

On the other side of the front pilaster of the veranda is a large
and very striking sculpture, repeated also on a smaller scale in
Cave II. and at Elura and Mahabalipuram. It is called locally
Virdtrup, but it relates to Vishnu in his V^man or dwarf form. He is

shown as eight-armed with a discus sword club and arrow in four of
his right hands and a conch bow and shield in three of his left. With
his left fourth hand he points to a round grinning face, perhaps Rd,hu,
to which he also lifts his left foot. Over this face is the crescent
moon j beside Vishnu's jewelled crown is a boar and two other figures
and below on his right is Garud. In front stand three figures,

probably the demon king Bali and his wife with Shukra his
counsellor. Bali holds the pot out of which, against Shukra's advice,
he had poured water on the hands of the dwarf according to a
promise to grant Vd,man's prayer for as much land as he could
cover i,n three strides. Scarcely, says the legend, was the water
poured on Vd,man's hands when he resumed his divine form. The
earth became his feet, the heaven his head, the sun and moon his

eyes, the demons his toes. At the sight of this divine form, Bali's

subjects, animal and monstrous shapes, armed with all weapons,
their heads decked with diadems and earrings dashed at him in rage.

1 Details are given in Ind. Ant. VI. 363-364. = Ind. Ant. X. 57.
3 Ind. Ant. X. 59, 60.
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Vislmu scattered them and as he scattered them he grew until the

sun and moon were no higher than his breast.

Holding by his thigh is the eagle Garud,,and above the heads of

the three figures before him is a falling figure with a sword and

shieldj and a half-figure behind.

Pacing the Vaman sculpture at the other end of the veranda close

outside the pilaster that separates it from Vishnu on his serpent couch

is another large sculpture showing Vishnu with eight armSj with

discus, arrow, club, and sword in his right hands and in his left the

conch, shield, and bow,the fourth handplaced against his loin. Behind

the head a part of the head-dress is formed into a round frill like an

aureole. He wears long links hanging from the ears, as in many
Bauddha images, and in the lower part of the link hangs a heavy ear-

drop that rests against the collar. From the top of his high Cap

springs a figure of Narsinh four-armed with conch and discus.

Whom this sculpture is intended to represent, it is difficult to say. It

may be a figure of Vishnu in his more active and terrible form or it

may be Balram the brother of Krishna. Like the others the sculpture

is well cut in a close-grained rock ; the only damage it has suffered is

a piece out of the long sword and a slight injury near the ankle.

The dress is knotted behind the thighs, and round the body and

thighs he wears a belt.

The last large sculpture in this cave is a figure of Harihar.^ The
left of the figure is Hari or Vishnu with the conch in his uplifted

hand, the other hand resting against his side, while the earring

and cap are different from the right side figur'e of Har or Shiv, on

which is the crescent and a withering skull, two cobras hanging

from the ear and belt, a third on the front of the cap, and a fourth

round the axe in his hand. The other hand holds some oval object.

The veranda roof is divided by cross beams into seven with-

drawn panels filled with sculptures. In the round middle compartment

in each panel is a favourite god Shiv, Vishnu, Indra, Brahma, or Kam,
with, in most cases, smaller sculptures of the eight quarter guards

of the compass or Dihpdls, the corners being filled with arabesques.^

The roof of the front aisle of the hall is also divided into

compartments, the central compartment with a male and female

figure floating on clouds, the male figure carrying a sword and shield.

The panels to the right and left of the central panel have a blown
lotus flower. The hall roof is divided into nine panels by divisions

very slightly raised from the level of the ceiling. In the central

panel in front is a god, perhaps Agni, riding on a ram with a

figure before him and another behind. In the other central panels

are Brahma and Varuna and in other compartments are flying figures.

On two of the hall pillars are inscriptions in K^narese characters

which cannot be made out. One of them is dated 1555 in the

^ The name Hariliar is applied to the Ayinar of Southern India, the son of Shiv by
Mohini, who is the only male village god worshipped by the Tamils. Another legend
of Harihar makes him a form of Shiv assumed to contend with the demon Guha.
See Foulkes's Legends of the Shrine of Harihar, 37-41; Harivaimsh, 180, 181 J

Ward's Hindus (Edition 1817), I. 242. = Compare Ind. Ant. VI. 362-363.
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reign ofthe eleventh Vijaynagar king Sadashivdevr^y (1542-1573).
One of the veranda pillars has an undated inscription in three lines

recording the building of a bastion on B^dami fort by the

Vijaynagar king Kondrdj.^

Cave IV. the Jain rock temple is a little to the east of Cave III.

and was probably cut about a.d. 650. The veranda is 31' long

by 6' 6" -wide and the cave about 16' deep. In front are four

square pillars in the Elephanta style with bracket capitals, and in the

back of the veranda two free and two attached pillars. Behind
the pillars is the hall 6' deep and 25' 6" broad. Four steps lead

from the hall to the shrine which has on a lion throne a seated

figure of Mahavir the last or twenty-fourth Tirthankar with fly

flappers fancy lions' and alligators' heads in bas-relief on either

side. In the veranda ends are 7' 6" high figures of G-autama Svami
the disciple of Mahavir attended by four snakes and Parshvandth
the twenty-third Tirthankar with attendants. Numerous figures of

Tirthankars are also inserted in the inner pillars and on the walls.^

Besides the five in the caves Bddami has eighteen inscriptions

varying from the sixth- to the sixteenth century. Most of the

inscriptions are in two or three groups of ruined temples on the

bank of the lake.

On the north bank of the lake is a temple of Teggina Irappa or

Irappa of the Hollow. To the north-west of the temple lies a large

shapeless rock with interesting fragments of two inscriptions low
down on its north side. The fragments on the rock cover a space
4' 2" broad by 3' 11" high. The upper six lines forming the first

fragment are in well cut characters of about the sixth century.

The inscription has the special interest that it is the earliest

Badami inscription, earlier even than the cave inscription of a.d. 578,

and that it gives Vatapi the old or the Brdhmanised name of the

town. From the phrase ' The Pallava the foremost of kings' in the

fourth line Mr. Fleet believes that B^dd,mi was originally the great

Western India stronghold of the Pallavas and that it was from the

Paliavas that about 610 Bddami was wrested by the Chalukyas.

The second fragment was in three lines of which only a few letters

remain. The characters show that it is a Chalukya inscription of

the sixth or seventh century.

About the middle of the lake embankment a ruined temple, proba-

bly of the god Yogeshvar is now used as a temple of Yellamma. In
front of the temple is a sandstone tablet b'S^" high by I'lO^" broad

with a Western Chalukya inscription in Old Kdnarese characters and
language. The emblems at the top of the tablet are, in the middle,

Jinendra seated on a pedestal ; to the right a cow and calf with the

sun above them; and to the left towards the top of the stone the

moon. The inscription covers about 3' 5^' of the total height

and is in thirty-three lines. It records in the second year, probably

1139, of the Western Chalukya king Jagadekmalla (1138-1150), a

yearly grant out of the proceeds of an impost called Siddh^ya to the
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' Ind. Ant. VI. 362-36,3.

2 Fergusson and Burgess' Cave Temples of India, 405 -416, 491.
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god Yogeshvar.i At the south-east corner of the town just below
the laKe embankment^ leaning against a wall, is a fragment of a
black stone tablet with a Western Chalukya inscription. At the top

are unusual emblems, Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiv in the middle ; a
seated Ganpati on their right and a cow and calf on their left. The
inscription is in Old Kdnarese characters and language in well

formed letters of the tenth to the twelfth century. There are

remains of twenty-seven lines each of about thirty-nine letters. The
rest of the stone is lost.^ Inside the town is an old temple which
has been made into a dwelling house and called Kail a Math or the

stone house. On the pillars of this religious house or math are three

inscriptions, two of them, one of two and the other of four lines, of

no interest. The third inscription, on the front of the right pillar,

is a Western Chdlukya Sanskrit and Prakrit inscription in fifteen

full lines and two letters in line sixteen. The first ten lines are

in Sanskrit and the last five in Prakrit. The Sanskrit in-

scription is dated Shak 621 (a.d. 699) in the reign of the fourth

Western Chalukya king Vijayaditya, and records the installation of

the gods Brahma, Vishnu, and Maheshvar at the capital of Vatapi.

The illegible Prakrit part probably recorded some grant.^ Cut on
the cliff, ten or twelve feet from the ground, on the north-west of

the hamlet of Tattukoti, on the north-east corner of the lake, is an
undated inscription of the sixth or seventh century. The way to

the cliff is on the left going up from the reservoir by the rear or east

ascent to the Bavanbande-kote or north fort and about half-way up
to the shrine of Tattukoti Maruti. The writing covers a space of

3' 4|" high by 2' 10^" broad. The meaning is not clear, but it seems

a record of Kappe Arabhatta, a saint of local fame. Below the

inscription and covering a space of about 3' 7" is cut a round

band with a floral device apparently a ten-leaved lotus inside it,

and with what seems to be a fillet, with a ribbon crossed in a double

loop, hanging from it.* Prettily situated at the east end of the

lake with red sandstone crags towering up as a background is the

Bhutnath group of temples, the most important at Badami, consist-

ing of a Dravidian temple of Bhutnath with two or three smaller

shrines attached. One of the columns in the central hall of the

main temple has some short much spoilt and unintelligible inscrip-

tions. On the outside of one of the stones in the north wall of

the temple is an important Old Kd,narese inscription of about the

ninth or tenth century. The inscription, which was hid by a thick

coating of whitewash, records the grant of rich arable land to the

venerable Shridhar Bhuteshvar.^

Near the cliff inscription of Kappe Arabhatta, a passage through

the rock leads by flights of steps into the north fort. The walls

of the passage have numerous short inscriptions, chiefly names of

visitors and devotees in characters from the sixth or seventh down

to about the thirteenth century. The longest, and one of the latest^

is an unfinished inscription near a figure of Hanumant cut in the

1 lad. Ant. VI. 139 - 142. « i^a. ^nt. VI. 142. = jn^. ^^t. X, 60,

^ Ind. Ant, X. 61. *Iud. Ant, X. 62.
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rock on the left a short way up the steps. It mentions a visitor from Chapter XIV.
Mndugal, the modern Mudgal in the Nizdm's territory about fifty p,

—

'

miles east of Badami, the worshipper of the goddess Kdlika and the
^'^^^'

god Kamatheshvar. Leaving the passage on the left and going BAdImi.

round by the back of the hill up a footpath that leads to the hill Inscriptions.

top near the northern fort, about half-way up a path to the left

leads to an open shrine of Tattukoti Mdruti. On the rock at the
back of the shrine are two one-line inscriptions in Old Kanarese
characters of the eighth or ninth century. The letters are very
shallow but large and well formed. The upper inscription is Shri
Yitardgan Siripati, and the lower inscription Shri Shatrukdlagni
Gottu, both names of visitors.^ On the rock, a little to the south
of the shrine of Tattukoti MAruti, an Old Kanarese inscription

covers about 2' 1 0|" high by 2' 7" broad. The letters are shallow
and of about the eighth or the beginning of the ninth century. The
inscription is of the time of the first Vijaynagarking Hariharl (1335-

1350) here called Hariappavodeya Mah^mandaleshvar. It is dated
ShaJe 1261j Vikram Samvatsar (a.d. 1339) and records the grant of

the villages of Badavi and Mundanur to the two thousand Mahajans
of B^dd,vi and the building of the fort, apparently the northern fort,

and the building of its parapet wall, by Chamrdj one of the

Ndyakas of Harihar.^ Standing on the flat top of a large rock, a
little to the north-east of the rest-house on the north of the
town, is a small temple called Malegitti Shiv^laya or the Shaiv
shrine of the female garland maker. On the right side of the

shrine door a short inscription of the eighth or early ninth century
gives the name of Shri Aryaminchi, a spiritual teacher. On the

east or front face of a pillar in the temple porch is a Kanarese
inscription in a space 2' 1|" broad by 1' 2|" high. It is dated 1543
and records th,e building of a bastion by a Nayak of the eleventh

Vijaynagarking Sadashivdevray (1542-1573). The bastion men-
tioned in the inscription is probably the large and strong bastion

on the crest of the hill facing MSlegitti^s temple and about twenty
yards south of it. In a small temple of Venkatraman, used as a

dwelling, a Kd,narese inscription on a stone tablet covers a space

of 2' 11 1" high by 1' 3" broad and ha.s the sun and moon at the top.

It is dated Shah 1469 Plavanga Samvatsara (a.d. 1547) in the

reign of Saddshivdevrdy and records a grant to a guild of iDarbers.

The inscription mentions Bdddvi.

Aralikatti, about half a mile east of Bddami and a little to the

right of the pathway over the hills to Mahdkut, is a holy place with

a pool fed by a spring, two cells, one of masonry and another of half

masonry, and a row of thirty or forty well made images of Vishnu

and other gods cut in the rock. Towards the east end of this row

of images is an undated Sanskrit inscription in Devndgari characters

in a space 1' 7" high by 1' If" broad. The inscription seemsto be

of about the sixteenth or seventeenth century and records the

arrival of the goddess Mahdlakshmi from Kolhd,pur the best of

cities. On a rock near the Mah^lakshmi inscription in Aralikatti

1 Ind. Ant. X. 62. = Ind. Ant. X. 62-63.
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village is an undated inscription in three lines in Kd.narese charac-

ters of the eighth or the beginning of the ninth century. The
inscription records that on Monday the fifth day of the bright fort-

night of the Prabhava Samvatsar one Vardhamdndeva gained
freedom.^

The fortifications of B^ddmi consist of a lower and inner fort

enclosing the town and on a level with the plain^ commanded by two
strong forts on the hill overhanging the town, one to the north

called Bivanbande-kote or Fifty-two Rocks fort and one to the south

called Ranmandal or Battle-field fort. The two forts stand about

300 yards apart each about 240 feet above the plain. Both were
dismantled about 1845.

la 1842 a committee of inspection described the town or petta

as more a fort than a walled city. It was defended on the north

and the south by the two forts^ on the east by stone and mud walls

with loopholed parapets and a large pond^ and on the west by
bastioned stone and mud walls with loopholed parapets and a deep

broad dry ditch. The bastions were placed at irregular intervals

and some of them were fit to hold ordnance. The town had one

entrance through strongly defended gateways. The water-supply

was from wells and from the lake reached by a small door in the

south-east corner. A part of the town was set off as an inner

town and was reached by a small door from the outer town. The
way to the north fort lay through the inner town.

The north fort^ the larger and stronger of the two^ was described

in 1842 as 300 yards round, built upon detached masses of steep

rock, or rather on one huge rock, cut by narrow chasms into sepa-

rate blocks. The chasms were 30 to 100 feet deep, carefully

filled with strong and hard masonry wherever they ppened through

the rock, and formed a front or revetment to the fort which added

greatly to its strength. From a distance the fort appeared on the

north as if wholly built of masonry, but examination showed the

immense rocks joined by masonry. Over these rocks at irregular

intervals were bastions of various sizes joined by strong loopholed

masonry walls. These bastions were in commanding positions, all

holding ordnance and defending the town and the southern fort.

The walls were able to receive musketry and in some places were

strong enough to hold heavy ordnance. The height of the works

varied considerably. Wherever, as on the north face, the formation

of the hill was weak, the works, were specially high. The

passage to the fort was from the inner town. It lay over a

series of stone steps and through several narrow gates built in the

masonry between the rocks on the south-west, the last gate being

only four feet high by two feet broad. The ascent to the bottom

of the chasm where the masonry began was very winding. Up-

wards the passage was completely defended by works raised on

inaccessible crags not far from he gateways. The interior of the

fort was bare, uneven, and rocky and, except a few store rooms and

a magazine, contained no buildings. The chasms afforded good

Ind. Ant, X. 65,
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shelter against shells, but except about 120 yards square in the
middle near the powder magazine, they left little level ground
inside the fort. The water supply of the fort was scanty from four

cisterns. A conduit led the water of a large cistern outside the

town through the north-east face of the hill and on through the

masonry into a reservoir built in one of the chasms. The steps

leading to the reservoir were in good order.

The south fort was described in 1842 as standing on the top of a

bluff crag at the south-east end of the same range as the north fort.

The rock was sheer and was cut from the main hill by a chasm or

natural ditch twenty-six to sixty feet deep and fifteen to thirty feet

broad. The fort had an inner and an outer line of works. The
works were chiefly curtains ten to twenty feet high defended by
bastions holding ordnance. The inner line of works was higher

than the northern fort and commanded both that fort and the town.

A steep and narrow flight of steeps led down to one of the strong

masonry walls which blocked the openings of the chasms, and,

passing through a door about four feet high by two bi'oad, the way
ran up to another very small door which opened into the body of

the fort. The passage was more difficult and dangerous than the

passage to the larger fort. The fort had a little level space and a

poor water-supply from a small cistern. The only object of interest

in the fort were the caves in its west face.

Between the lake and the Bd,d^mi rest-house are some unknown
tombs, apparently Christian. The crosses over the tombs bear
initial letters rudely cut in Kanarese.^

Its strength and its neighbourhood to the sacred Aihole, B^nshan-
kari,Mahd,kut,andPattadkal combine to make Bd,dd,mi a likely site for

an early capital. The Egyptian geographer Ptolemy (a.d.150) has,

thoughmuch out of place, a reference to a people called the Badiamaci,

which may be a trace of Bd,d^mi.^ Inscriptions show that BMdmi,
also called Vatd,pi and Bdddvi, was a Pallav stronghold in the sixth

century and that it was taken from the Pallavs about the middle
of the sixth century by the Early Chalukya king Pulikeshi I.

(550 [?]) who made it his capital.^ In Dr. Burgess' opinion, though
the description can hardly be made to fit with the site of BMdmi,
B^ddmi was probably the capital of Pulikeshi II. king of Mahd,-

rd,shtra which the Chinese pilgrim Hiwen Thsang (640) describes as

thirty li (sixty miles) round and lying near a river towards the west

of the kingdom.* An inscription at Bdddmi, dated 1339 in the reign

of the first Vijayaagar king Harihar I. (1335-1350), records the

grant of Bdddmi to the two thousand mahdjans of Bd,ddvi and the

building of a fort, presumably the north fort and the building of its

parapet wall, by one of Harihar's ndiks or captains.^ Bdddmi con-

tinued for several years in the possession of the Vijaynagar king

Krishnar^y (1508-1542) after his defeat of the second Bijdpur king
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1 Mr. M. H. Scott, C. S. " Bertius' Ptolemy, 204.

" Mr, Fleet in Ind. Ant. VI. 137. * Ind. Ant, VII. 290.
'' See above p, 559.
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Ismail Adil Shah (1510-1534).^ Two inscriptions of Saddshivdevrdy
the eleventh Vijaynagar king (1542 - 1573) at Bdd^mi show that

Bdddmi and other parts of South Biid,pur were still in the Vijay-
nagar king's possession about the middle of the sixteenth century.^

One of these inscriptions is dated S. 1465 (1543-44) and records the
construction of a bastion ; and the other dated S. 1469 (1547-48)
records a grant to a guild of barbers. In 1746, by a treaty between
the Sdvanur Nawdb Majid Khd,n and Sadishivrdv Bhau the third
Peshwa BdMji Bdjirdv's (1740-1761) cousin, Bddami was ceded
by the Sdvanur Nawdb to the Peshwa, but it did not pass to the
Marathds till in 1756 the Peshwa and the Mz^m led an expedition
against the Sdvanur Nawab.' After it fell into the hands of the
MarAthds the country round Badami seems to have fallen into the
greatest disorder. The real power was divided among the desdis of

Parvatij Jalihdl, Kerur, and Bagalkot, and Rustam AH Khdn the
estate-holder of Bddd,mi. All these proprietors kept large bodies
of armed men and lived by open plunder. The roads were haunted
by bands of freebooters who robbed without check or punishment.
In the second year of the Mardtha possession (1757) Badami was
among the districts given in charge to Malhd,r Edv Rdstia who sent

his agent Krishndji Vishvandth as his deputy or sarsubha. Krishn^ji
was a man of great vigour and within two years put down the local

freebooting desdis but failed to check Rustam Ali who had to be
bought off in 1767.* In 1778 Bd,dami was taken by Haidar Ali

with other places in South Bij^pur.^ In 1 786 Bddd,mi surrendered to

the alKed force of the Nizam and the Peshwa under Ndna Fadnavis,
after a memorable siege of about four weeks.® Bdd^mi fort was
left in charge of an officer of Rastia's. With its transfer to the

Mardthd.s Bd,ddmi fell waste. A famine in 1790-91 was followed by
a Mardtha incursion in 1797 under one Bhimrdv who laid the whole
country waste though the town escaped with little loss.'' About
1800, B£dd,mi was the residence of Mddhavrdv Rdstia, one of the

Peshwa^s estate-holders, who had a yearly revenue of £200,000

(Rs. 20 lakhs).^ In 1810 Bd-jirdv stripped Mddhavrdv of Bddami
and Bdgalkot as he refused to furnish his share of horse.* In the

1818 Mard,tha war. General Munro attacked Baddmi on the 13th of

February with a force of twelve companies of infantry, four of them
Maisur troops, three troops of horse, four companies of pioneers,

four long guns, four field pieces and one howitzer, and took it after

considerable resistance on the ISth.^" In 1840 a band of 125 Arabs

from the Nizdm's territory, headed by a blind Brd.hman named
Narsinh Dattdtraya, entered Bd,dami fort after killing the guards.'

Narsinh took possession of the town, proclaimed himself king,

plundered the G-overnment treasury and the market, and carried

the booty into the Nizdm's territory. He returned to Bdddmi and

1 See above p. 412. 2 gee above p. 413. ^ Bom. Gov. Sel. CXIII. 208.

« See above p. 441. * Wilkes' South of India, II. 186.
^ Details o£ the siege are gien above, pp., 443-444.
'Marshall's Statistical Accounts, 134-135.
^ Transactions in the Mar4tha Empire (1803), 86-87.
* Grant Duff's Mar^thda, 625. '" Details of the siege are given above p. 431.
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began to administer the sub-division. Within a week of his instal-

lation a small force under Mr. A. Bettington of the Civil Service
invested Bddami and after a slight skirmish caught Narsinh and
his followers who were tried and punished several of them with
transportation .1

Ba'galkot, about forty-five miles south of Bijapur is a municipal
town the head-quarters of the B^galkot sub-division, and the chief
trade centre in South Bijd,pur with a station on the Hotgi-Gadag
or East Deccan Railway 115 miles south of Hotgi. In 1881 it had
a population of 12,850 or, probably owing to the 1876 famine, 1152
fewer than in 1872. Of the 1881 total 10,045 were Hindus and
2805 Musalmans. The town is on slightly rising ground on the
right or south bank of the Ghatprabha. It has been surrounded
with walls whose upper parts of white mud, towards the south and
south-west, have ruined into quaint picturesque shapes.

In early times the town is said to have belonged to the musicians
of Rdvan the demon king of Ceylon.^ Apparently at least between
1558 and 1565 and probably at other tiraes Bagalkot like Bdddmi
was under the Vijaynagar kings (1350-1655). The ancestors of
the present desdi and deshpdnde owe their original grants to
Vijaynagar though the grants were afterwards increased by the
Bijdpur kings. From 1664 to 1755 the district was under the
management of the Sdvanur Nawab from whom it was taken by
the third Peshwa BaMji Bdjir^v (1740-1761), who handed it to the
Ghorpades of Gajendragad. In 1778 Bdgalkot passed to the
SAvanur Nawdb as Haidar's vassal.^ Subsequently (1800) the
sarsubha or provincial manager Anandrav Bhikaji of the Rdstia
family lived at Bagalkot and built a palace, the ruins of whose
river front still face the sub-divisional offices. In 1810 Peshwa
Bd,iirdv handed the district to Nilkanthrdv sarsuhheddr who held
Bagalkot fort with a garrison till General Munro took it on the
22nd of February 1818. Under the Peshwas Bagalkot had a mint,
which was not abolished till 1 835.

In 1842 a committee of inspection described Bdgalkot fort as an
oblong square to the west and the north-west of the town about
260 yards long by 300 broad. The defences consisted of bastions

at irregular distances joined by curtains and strengthened with
stone and mud ramparts twenty to thirty feet high and five to

fifteen feet broad. Except on the north where the curtains were
twenty-seven to thirty-five feet high and the ramparts five to

eighteen feet broad the works were surrounded by an irregular

ditch ten to thirty feet deep and thirty to fifty feet broad. The
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' Details are given above pp. 432-53.
" According to a local tradition the present town was built by a MusalmAn on a site

granted to him for killing a tiger, and was therefore called BAgnur or the Tiger city.

Under Ibrahim AdilshAh (1580-,1626) Asaf Khdn, his lieutenant in the southern
provinces, lived at BAgalkot. Afterwards the district was placed under Bahilal

KhAn the NawAb of Sdvanur, then minister of Bijdpur, About this time the Bijipur
king is said to have presented the town to his daughter Balimshih Bibi as bangle or

ornament money and the name Bdngdikot or the bangle fort .ia believed to have been
corrupted to Bdgalkot. ^ Wilkes' South of India, II. 186 - 187.
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entrance to the fort was by three gateways on the south and two

on the north all flanked by ruinous mud defences. The water-

supply was ample from a large well.

Bdgalgot has three markets an old market and two Jain and
Lingdyat markets. The Hale Pyatti or old market is as old as thefort.

The Jain market was built during the rule of the Savanur NawAbs
(1664-1755) and in 1791 in consequence of a quarrel with the Jains

the Lingayats built a third market. The Kaul peth was built on

land granted on lease by Anandrav Eastia. The Gopdlpur suburb^

now called Haveli, was peopled in 1835^ and, in 1856, Eav Bahadur
Tirmalrav Sadar Amin, now a pensioned Small Cause Court Judge
at Dhdrwarj founded the Vyankatapur market naming it after his

father. The town has a Jama mosque^ temples of Ambdbai,
Anandeshvar,Basvanna,Dattatraya,Kottappa,Eameshvar,Vyankatesh,
and Yallava.i All of these buildings are modern and without

architectural interest. Some of them contain debased and indecent

sculptures. Of several fine wells one in a mango grove outside

the town contains sculptures, and in a gallery over the supporting

arch is a shrine of Hanumant with an inscription in Devndgari.

Hand-loom weaving, especially turban weaving, for which Bdigalkot

was formerly famous has now fallen off. Still Bdgalkot is the

largest trade centre in the district. It has 225 traders of whom
about 100 are Lingd,yats, twenty-five each Brahmans Marwar Vanis
and Musalmdns, ten each Cutch Bhatid,s Gujarat V^nis and Vaishya
V4nis, and twenty weavers and dyers. Their capitals vary from
£500 to £20.000 (Es. 5000 - 2,00,000). More than three-fourths

of the traders are independent and the rest are agents of BhoMpur
and Marwar merchants. The chief imports are silk, machine-spun
yarn, European cloth, and gold silver and pearls from Bombay,
safflower cochineal and indigo from Bombay and Tddpatri in

Madras, and groceries from Athni Kolhapur and ShoMpur. The
chief export is cotton to Athni Vengurla and Bombay. With the

opening (1st August 1884) of the railway station the trade of

Bagalkot is likely to increase. Besides the sub-divisional revenue

and police offices Bagalkot has a municipality, dispensary, subordinate

judge^s court, fourteen schools, a library, and a large upper storeyed,

Collector's bungalow about three-quarters of a mile to the west of

the town. The municipality which was established in 1865, had in

1882-83 an income of £1106 (Es. 11,060) chiefly raised from
octroi and a house tax and an expenditure of £1017 (Es. 10,170)

chiefly incurred in works, roads, and medical relief. The dispensary

was opened in 1867. In 1882 it treated fifty-three in-patients and
6553 out-patients at a cost of £203 (Es. 2030). Of fourteen schools

six are Government and eight private.

Ba'geva'di, about twenty-five miles south-east of Bijapur, with
in 1872 a population of 3672 and in 1881 of 4615 is the head-quarbers

' Ambibdi is Durga ; Anandeshvar is Shiv the Lord of Joy ; Basvanna is Shiv's
bull or Nandi ; DattAtraya was a Brd,hraan saint in whom Brabma Vishnu and
Shiv especially Vishnu were incarnate ; Kottappa is a local name of Shiv ; Vyankatesh
is Vishnu ; and Yallava is probably the wife of the sage Koshtraya, The Anandeshvar
temple was built by Anandrdv EAstia.
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of a sab-division with revenue and police oflBces and a dispensary.
According to one account Bagevddi is the birth-place of Basav the
founder or reviver of the Lingayat faith.^ The temple of Baseshvar
has a hall or mandap used as a rest-house and four shrines of Ganpati^
Sangameshvar, Mallikarjun, and Baseshvar. The Ganpati shrine
contains an inscribed stone. The temple faces south, has Jain figures
on the lintel and finely carved doorkeepers. In the hall or mandap
is a well which is now closed. The shrine of Mallikarjun has a
spire. The image of Maruti outside the town is old but the temple
is modern. In a new temple of Anantshayan the object of worship
is a finely carved stone with figures of N drayan and the ten
incarnations or avatdrs of Vishnu, said to be ancient, and to have
been discovered buried in a carpenter's shop a few years ago.
On the margin of a new well is a modern temple of Vithoba
containing figures of Rddha Eukhmini and Vithoba. The
Eameshvar temple is old in the Jain style and faces south. One
shrine is closed and the other two shrines contain lings. The hall

has four square pillars. The temple is used by Smdrt Brdhmans.
Two doorways are the only trace of two mosques. Of the chief wells

one named Basvanna is said to be of the same age as the Basvanna
temple. The Sd.rang well near the Sd,rang monastery has an
inscribed stone near the steps of the well and another in the

monastery. The dispensary was established in 1879. In 1882-83 it

treated thirty-three in-patients and 1859 out-patients at a cost of £62
(Es. 620).

Bagevddi is said to have formerly been called Nilgiri Pattan and
afterwards Bagodi. The sound of the name has given rise to a legend
that a Brahman woman was returning from a field with a bent ear

or hag hodi of jvdri in the folds of her robe. Near the site- of the

present temple of Basvanna the ear became so heavy that the

woman had to drop it. It grew into a bull which increased in size

before the amazed villagers, who worshipped it and enshrined it as

Shri Baseshvar. Another account derives the name from a fight

between the two Basvannas of Kuntoji^ and Bagevddi, in which
the horn or hodi of Basvanna was bent hag and the leg of the

Kuntoji bull was injured.

Basarkod,^ a small village of 1484 people, six miles north-west of

Muddebihdl, has a Jain temple, said to have been built by Jakhan-

dcharya, two Shaivite temples of Mallikd,rjun and Murlingudi, and

two inscribed stones. The Mallikd,rjun temple is said to have been

built about 1750 and the Murlingudi or Three-ling temple is said

to have been built by one Nddgaunda Hachappa about 1805.

Belubbi, two miles east of Jainapur and abouttwenty-three miles

north-west of Bagalkot, is a small village on the Krishna, with in
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' Basarkod is said to take its name from its being the site of the traditional combat

between the Basvannas of BAgevAdi and Kuntoji when the horn of the B4gev4di

Basvanna was broken.
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1881 a population of 912. The village has a temple of Malesv^mi
a deified saint. In the temple on a raised platform is a copper

image of the saint and beneath the platform is a recess containing

a ling. The temple has no hall or mandap. The spire is octagonal

and the roof is of the cut -corner dome pattern. The temple has

thirty-six square pillars with no sculptures. The shrine has a plain

lintel.

Belur, nine miles south-east of B^ddmi, is a large village with
in 1881 a population of 1595. The village has an old fort and a
temple of Maruti called Belurappa after whom the village is said to

have been named. In the fort partly underground and not now
worshipped is a large Jakhanachdrya temple of Nardyan with fifty

round and square sculptured pillars and an inscription (5' 1^" X 1' 9|")

dated ShaJc 944 (a.d. 1022) of the Western Ghdlukya king Jaysinh

Jagadekmalla and his sister Akkadevi. The shrine contains three-feet

high standing images of Brahma^ Vishnu, and Shiv. All the images
are finely carved and stand in a row on a bathing trough. Over
the entrance door is a figure of Ganpati and of Lakshmi with
elephants on the shrine lintel. In front of a modern temple of

Hanumant in the fort is a Western Chd.lukya inscription in Old
Kdnarese characters. Except the date 8hak 963 (a.d. 1 041) most of it

is too worn to be read. On a neighbouring hill is a temple of Yellama.
Near the Belurappa Maruti's temple is the village Peth which was first

peopled about 1 780 when the people of Jalihdl about a mile south
of Belur fled from the tyranny of their desdi. The village has
some waistcloth-weavers, shoemakerSj and potters.

Bevur village, about ten miles east of Bagalkot, with in 1881 a
population of 1793, has three old temples of Kalikabhavdni
Ndrdyandev and Rameshvar. The Rdmeshvar temple which is of

moderate size, is adorned with sculpture. The village has an
iuscription in Kanarese characters dated Shak 1072 (a.d. 1150) and
belonging to the Western Chalukya king Trailokyamalla III.

(1150- 1162).

Bhairanmatti, with in 1881apopulation of 265, is a small village

six miles east of Bd,galkot. The village has a modern temple of

Maruti small and of no interest, and two inscriptions one dated Shah
911 for 912 (a.d. 990) in the reign of the first Western Chalukya
king Tailall. (973-997,) and another dated Shak 955 (a,d.1033) in the
reign of the Sinda chiefs N^gaditya and Sevya who were underlords
of the Western Chdlukya king Jaysinh III. (1018-1042).i

Bilgi, twelve miles north-west of Bagalkot, is the head-
quarters of the Bilgi petty division, with in 1881 a population of

8454. The chief objects of interest in and about the town are

ponds and temples from two to three hundred years old. About
200 yards from the north gate of the town is the Arettinbhavi or the
Six Bullock Well fifty yards long by twenty-five broad and forty-six

' Fleet's Kdnarese Dynasties, 41, 43, 97.
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feet deep with side galleries. In the inside of the well is a shrine of

Mahddev. Inscriptions in Kdnarese, Marathi, Persian, and Sanskrit

record that it was built in Shak 1630 (a.d. 1708) by one Madhavji
VisAji. The king's well in the town bears similar inscriptions dated

Shak 1526 (a.d. 1604) the Kdnarese inscription being in relief. About
a mile south of Bilgi are the pond and temple of Siddeshvar. The
temple inscription bears date Shak 1517 (a.d. 1595) in DevnAgari.
In front of the temple is a lamp pillar or dipmdl cut out of one stone

and thirty feet high with an inscription recording that it was built

in Shak 1511 (a.d. 1589) when Haidar Khan was prime minister.

Bija'pur,^ during the sixteenth and the greater part of the

seventeenth centuries (1490-1686) the capital of the Adil Shah
dynasty and the mistress of the Deccan, is in north latitude 1 6° 50'

and east longitude 75° 48', about 1950^ feet above the sea, on the

north slope of the ridge which forms the water-shed of the Krishna
and Bhima rivers. It is a station on the Hudgi-Gadag or Bast
Deccan railway sixty miles south of ShoMpur. Its surroundings
have nothing striking or picturesque. On all sides for long
distances stretch waving treeless downs, the uplands covered with a
shallow, stony soil, bare except during the south-west rains (June-

October), and separated by dips or hollows of comparatively rich

soil. To the north the country is peculiarly desolate, nothing but
ridge after ridge, scarcely a village as far as the eye can see. To
the very walls the country is the same, except that outside of the

city the monotony of the rolling plain is relieved by tombs and other

buildings. From the north the first glimpse of Bijd,pur is about
fifteen miles distant, where the dome of the Boli Gumbaz^ (1) rises

above the intervening uplands, and, as the city is neared, fills the

eye from every point, looming large against the southern horizon.

At five miles the whole city breaks suddenly into view, and far

on every side the country is covered with buildings of varied shapes

and in different stages of decay. The numbers of tombs mosques
palaces and towers which lie scattered in every direction, give the

scene a strangely impressive grandeur. To the right, the white

domes of Pir Amin's tomb (14) gleam in the sunlight, a brilliant

contrast to the dark gray ruins in the foreground. In front lie the

city^s massive walls and bastions, with here and there a stately

building towering over the fortifications, while, on the left, the

colossal proportions of the Boli or Gol Gumbaz dwarf its

surroundings. Still further to the left, the plain, the old battle-

field, is dotted with tombs, among which is conspicuous the massive

dark gray mausoleum of Ain-nl-Mulk (10). Close round the city the

land is surprisingly barren. The ground in front is bare of trees

and all vegetation, aud is broken into large irregular hollows, the

quarries from which the city was hewn. On the west miles of
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1 Contributed by Mr. H. F. Silcook, C. S.

" The levels taken in different parts of the city are 1932 feet at the Asar Mehel,
1940 at the Boli Gumbaz, 1960 at the plinth of the Two Sisters, 1972 at the
mdmlatdAr's office in the MaccaGate. and over 2000 feet near theldgdh. Mr. E. K.
Eeinold, 0. E.

3 The number after the name of this and of other buildings is its serial number in

the list of buildings described below under Objects.
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ruins of the old town of SMMpur (1510-1636) prevent cultivation.

Close to tte walls on the south are traces of tillage, bat none of it

shows from a distance. The only object is the great city stretching

far and near in a waste whose desolate glimpses of noble buildings,

some fairly preserved others in ruins, make the more striking.

South of Bijdpur the country changes. On the southern side of

the ridge which overlooks the city there is considerable cultivation.

The same treeless ridges remain, but between the ridges are fairly

rich hollows, and, within eight miles of the walls, is the valley of the

Don now as of old the granary of Bijapur. The slope of a barren
ridge, surrounded on three sides by a treeless cropless plain,

seems a strange site for a capital. The desert to the north where
no invading army could find food or fodder was no doubt a

valuable defence to Bijapur on the side most open to attack.

But the crest of the ridge to the south, commanding the
approaches on both sides, seems at first a better site for a
fortress. The reason for the choice of the present site seems to

have been that the crest of the ridge is waterless while within
the walls of Bijdpur the supply of water is abundant. The under
rock teems with splendid springs of which, to judge by the
remains of wells and gardens, full advantage was taken. Later
on the local supply was increased by artificial means, and the Torvi
conduit and the Begam Lake made the city almost independent of

its local resources.^

Bijd,pur within the walls covers about 1600 acres or two and a
half square miles. The suburbs even now spread over a large area,

and in the city's prime stretched for miles. The walls, which are

still in fair order, are about six and a quarter miles round and form
an irregular ellipse of which the major axis from the Macoa Gate in the

west to the AlMpur Gate in the east is about two and three-quarters

and the minor axis from the Bahmani Gate in the north to the Fateh
Gate in the south is about one and three-quarters miles.

The city walls are surrounded by a deep moat forty to fifty feet

broad. They are massive and strong, and, not counting ten at the
gates, are strengthened with ninety-six bastions of various designs
and different degrees of strength. In height the walls vary from
thirty to fifty feet, and have an average thickness of twenty feet

which in places they greatly exceed. The general plan of

construction is much the same in -the different sections, though the
design and finish vary.^ They seem to consist of two massive stone

1 The Torvi water works are described at page 579.
2 Major Moor (Little's Detachment, 310, 311) describes the walls in May 1792

as, A thick stone building about twenty feet high with a ditch and rampart.
Capacious towers of large hewn atone were at every hundred yards much neglected
and many fallen in the ditch. The curtain was of great height perhaps forty feet
from the berme of the ditch entirely built of huge stones strongly cemented and
frequently ornamented with sculptured representations of lions and tigers. The
towei-s were very numerous and of vast size built of the same materials and some
with top ornaments like a cornice and otherwise in the same style with the curtain.
Captain Sydenham (Asiatic Kesearches, XIII. 435) describes the walls in 1811 as a
rampart flanked by 109 towers of different dimensions, a ditch and covert way
surrounding it, and a citadel in the interior. These works were very strong and
were still in fair repair, their outer and inne» faces being of hewn stone laid in mortar.
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walls twenty to thirty feet high and twenty to thirty feet apart,

with the space between filled with earth, well rammed, and covered
with a masonry platform. This platform which runs all round
the walls, was protected on the inside by a battlemented curtain-

wall about ten feet high running from bastion to bastion and
loopholed for both artillery and small arms. On this platform
there was ample room for the movements of the garrison, who,
from their superior station, could with ease command the ground
outside. The constructioti of the walls was undertaken by AH
Adil Shdh I. (1557-1580), on his return from the decisive victory

of TaKkoti (1565) in which the power of the great Hindu kingdom
ofVijaynagar (1335-1587) perished. They are said to have been
completed in two years and a half, though as necessity arose strong
bastions were added at intervals down to the overthrow of the Adil
Shah dynasty in 1686. It is locally reported that the nobles of the
realm were each entrusted with a bastion and curtain wall ; and that

this explains the great variety in the design and detail of the
different sections which adds much to the haindsomeness and
impressiveness of the whole. On ekch of the leading bastions a
stone tablet commemorating its building was let into the wall.

Some of these tablets remain, but many have fallen out and been
carried away.

Of the ninety-six bastions, three, the Sherzi bastion on the west
and the Ldnda Kasdb and Firangi bastions on opposite sides of the

Eateh Gate on the south, greatly exceed the others in size and
strength.

The Shbezi Bueuj or Lion Tower takes its name from two
heraldic lions carved in stone to the right of the entrance which
leads to the tower platform.^ The bastion is not very high, but is

of great diameter and is very strong. In the centre are two raised

circular platforms for cannon, on one of which lies, supported on
beams of wood, the great bronze gun of Bijapur the Malik-i-Maidan
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The parapets which were nine feet high and three feet thick were composed entirely of

stone and mortar. The towers were in general semicircular with a radius of about
thirty-six feet. The curtains, which appeared to rise from the bottom of the ditch, varied

from thirty to forty feet in height, and were about twenty-four feet thick. The ditch

was in many places filled and was so covered with vegetation that not a trace of it

appeared. In other parts it seemed to have been formed through rock, forty to fifty

feet broad and about eighteen feet deep. A faced counterscarp showed in many places

and the remains of a line of masonry running parallel about seventy yards in front

pointed out the boundary of the covert way. In 1792 Major Moor found this covert

way almost perfect. He says it was one hundred and fifty and in places two
hundred yards broad. (Little's Detachment, 311). At present hardly a sign of

the covert way rema ins. The Honourable Mountstuart Elphinstone (Colebrooke's

Life, II. 70) describes the walls in 1819 : The ditch and the rampart enclose a circle

of six miles circumference. The rampart is of earth supported by strong walls and
large stones. It is twenty-four feet thick at top, and has Indian battlements in tolerable

order and large towers at moderate distances. We mounted a very lofty tower

separate from t he wall. From this height we saw the plan of the town, now scattered

with ruins an.d in some places full of trees. The most conspicuous object next to the

great dome *s the citadel. On the whole I find BijApur much above my expectations

and far beyond anything I have ever seen in the Deccan, There is something

solemn in this scene and one thinks with a melancholy interest on its former

possessors- The proofs of their power remain while their weaknesses and crimes

are forgotten and our admiration of their grandeur is heightened by our compassion

o'T their fall.

1 Bird in Journal Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society, I. 354.

B 877—72
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or Morarch of the Plain (43) till recently almost the largest piece

of ordnance in existence, and a splendid specimen of the founder's

skill. The bastion is famished with bombproof powder-chambers

and water-tanks, and apparently it was never exposed to fire as the

masonry is untouched. Dread of the Malik-i-Maiddn prevented

attacks, which was well for the garrison, as from its unwieldy size

and peculiar construction the gun could not have done much harm,

and, as the bastion was so low, it might have been comparatively

easily scaled. The iascription tablet states that this tower was
built about A.d. 1658 by Nawdb Munzli Shdh in the reign of Ali

Adil Shah II. (1656-1672). It was therefore almost the last addition

to the defences. The inscription runs

:

"During the reign of the irlotorious king All Adil Shall, who, through the

favour of God gained a glorious victory, this bastion was in five months
made firm as a rock by the successful efforts of Munzli Sha'h. An angel in
delight gave the date of the building saying. The Sherzi bastion is without
an equal."

The numerical value of the angel's words is 1069 that is a.d.1658.

Near the Fateh Gate on the south, and about 530 yards west-south-

west of it, a bastion towers above its neighbours. This is locally

known as the LAnda Kasab. On it is the largest gun in Bijdpur,

though as it is in a seldom visited part of the city, its existence has

been overlooked and the Malik-i-Maidd.n is generally considered the

largest. The bastion was built about a.d. 1609 by Hazrat Shdh in

the reign of Ibrahim II. (1580-1626). A second inscription tablet

seems to show that it was not finished till 1662, as this tablet,

let into the inside wall of the bastion, records the completion of the

walls in that year. The Ldnda Kasdb seems to have been the most
formidable in construction and armament of all the bastions on the

south side, as, in addition to the large iron gun referred to, two
other pieces of artillery were mounted on it, one of which,

something like a modern mortar, still lies on it. Against this

bastion Aurangzeb in 1686 seems to have directed the whole fire

of his artillery, and pitted it with shot-marks.^ Little damage
was done to the tower itself, but a breach was made in the curtain-

wall close by, and, as the garrison could be relieved from that side

only, the steps leading to the top of the bastion were open to the

fire, and the place was no doubt untenable. Both guns seem to

have been more than once struck, and the larger one lies

dismounted, probably from a shot which struck it near the muzzle.

The FiEANGi BuETJj or Portuguese Tower, about 1000 yards east

of the Pateh Gate, is the most complete of all the bastions, and
from its peculiar construction is extremely interesting. It ia a

hollow semicircular tower, in the middle of a strong battlemented
curtain-wall, along every few yards of. which are small raised

platforms for cannon. The tower rises about thirty feet above the

general platform of the walls, and about half-way up a passage-way
or corridor was built running round the interior, access to which

1 Outside the walls, near the LAuda Kasdb bastion, is the tomb of Ekias Khdn the;

dome of which was destroyed by shots during Aurangzeb's siege. The whole tomlj
bears marks of heavy fire. From the direction of the shot-marks it seems that it was
seized as an advanced post by Aurangzeb's army, and recovered by the defenders.
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was gained by steep flights of stone stairs at eacli end of the tower.
On this corridor masonry platforms for small cannon were
constructed, while at each end are small ammunition chambers. The
hollowness of this tower takes greatly from its value as a defence. It

is called the Portuguese Tower because it was built by a Portuguese
general who took service with Ali Adil Shih I. (1557-1680) in

1576. As far as inscriptions show his name was Toghris Khan, and,
on the tablet in the tower, he is called the Slave of Ali Adil Sh^li.

Nothing else is known of this man. The name Yoghris was
probably taken on entering the Bij^pur service. To judge from the
works entrusted to him he must have stood high in the king's favour.

Their inscriptions seem to show that the Fateh Gate was one of the

bastions of the Macca Gate, and one or two other parts of the walls

were built by him or under his supervision. The north face of

the walls has several fine bastions. But the Sherzi, Ldnda Kasdb,
and Firangi are the best worth seeing, as each is remarkable
the Sherzi bastion for its armament, the Landa Kasdb for its

historical importance^ and the Firangi for its construction and
architecture.

Five large gates led into the city.' Four of these are still in use

;

the fifth has been closed and turned into Government offices. These
gates were, the Macca in the west, the Sh^hapur leading to the

Shdhapur suburb in the north-west, the Bahmani leading to the

Bahmani kingdom inthe north, the AllApur close to the AUapur suburb
in the east, and the Mangoli to the south. Close to the Macca Gate
a small postern gate led west into the Zohrdpur suburb. The Macca
Gate has been closed for more than a century, but communication with
that quarter of the city was kept through the Postern Gate. In later

years another western entrance was made close to the Sherzi Tower,

the wall being knocked down and a bridge thrown across the moat.

This gate, which is known as the Futka or Broken Gate, is now the

chief western entrance to the city. Another gate to correspond

with the Futka Gate was opened close to the Allapur Gate in the

east, and a broad road has been lately made to join the two and
open this part of the city which ruins and brushwood made wholly

inaccessible. The ancient gateways are models of building, and
are immensely strong. The general plan in all is much the same

;

two massive circular towers with the doorway between, and above

the door a platform guarded by a battlemented wall. In front of

these towers a broad clear space is surrounded by lofty fortified walls

joined with the towers and loopholed for musketry. These walls

also end iu small castellated towers with another gateway between,

facing parallel to the city-walls, so that iu addition to the fire from

the gateway the approach was swept by the fire from the walls.

The gates themselves, some of which remain, are of thick wooden
beams about six inches square fastened together with iron clamps,

streligthened with massive bars, and bristling with twelve-inch iron
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1 Near the Boli Gumbaz was a sixth gate called PddshApur. It was undefended

and appears to have been used for much the same purpose as the postern gate near

the Macca Gateway. Several small postern gates in different parts of the city opened

into the moat. The PAdshipur Gate was built up for many years and has only

lately been opened.
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spikes. Witt tlie siege appliances of the days of the Bijdpur

monarchyj gateways such as these were impregnable, and no

attempt seems to have been made to force them. Aurangzeb did

not enter the city till it surrendered, and made no attempt to gain

the gateways. The name Fateh or Victory, by which the Mangoli

Gate is known, preserves the conquest of Bijapur by the Emperor
Aurangzeb. Through this gateway he entered the captured city

in state and to mark the circumstance ordered the name of the

gate to be changed from Mangoli to Eateh or Victory. A handsome
gun, cast-iron inlaid with brass in a scroll pattern, which is said

to have been dropped by the Emperor's troops while filing through

this gateway, has been lately raised and placed on the platform of

the Two Sisters (6). The Macca Gateway, which is now closed and
used as the offices of the mamlatddr and subordinate judge, is by
far the strongest and most complex of the gates. Its appearance

is so changed by the houses built inside of it that the general plan

is difficult to master. Outside it is somewhat like the others, the

walls ending in two round towers with a doorway between. Inside

the construction is peculiar. The gateway looks like a large bastion

furnished with several platforms for the working of heavy guns
and with covered ways loopholed for musketry. On the city side

too it was strongly fortified, for, though the guns could not be
trained on this side, a passage ran along the front loopholed for

musketry and communicating with the interior of the fortification.

The whole plan is more that of a strong fort than a gateway, and
great pains seem to have been taken to make it impregnable not

only to enemies without but to treachery within. One of the

guns, which lay dismounted on the southern tower, has been raised

on a masonry platform. It is interesting for its inlaid muzzle and
from having apparently burst at the breech and been repaired by
welding round it a massive coil of iron. Two or three fine trees

on the gun-platforms add to the picturesqueness of this part of the
fortification which is well worth a visit. The gate is said to have
been closed and garrisoned by order of the Peshwa's government
about 1 762 to protect the city from robbers.

From whatever direction it is approached, Bijdpur has an air of

striking grandeur. Its perfect walls and bastions and the glimpses

of noble buildings pleasantly shaded combine to give the impression

that the city is peopled and prosperous. When the gate is passed
the waste inside is a sudden surprise. From the west the approach
through the modern village of Torvi is some preparation for

the ruin within the walls. Long lines of fallen houses, with here
and there a palace wall or a mosque mark the site of the old town of

Shahdpur. Nearer the city on the south, is the beautiful tomb and
mosque of Ibrahim II. (1580-1626) and in front above the almost
unharmed walls Khd.was Khd,n's tomb now known as the Two Sisters

(5) and the Seven-Storeyed Palace (15) rise in the middle distance,

and further on is a glimpse of the dome of the Jdma Mosque (25) and
of the BoliGumbaz of Sultan Mdhmud (1626-1656). The greater
part of the people of modern Bijdpur are settled close to the western
gate, and though their lowly huts are a marked contrast to the
stately monuments of the past, the air of life and cheerfulness is a
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not unpleasing relief among tte waste of ruins. When the peopled

western quarter is passed the ruin and loneliness of the inside

become more and more painful, though shady gardens round
tombs and other ancient buildings relieve the monotony and mask
the desolation. Towards the centre of the city a road well lined

with trees leads to the Citadel or Ark-kilUh with the royal palaces

and other public buildings. On all sides are splendid specimens of

the builder's art. The Sit Mazli (15), Anand Mehel (17), and
Gagan Mehel (18) within the citadel, and the Malika Jahan
mosque (27), the Asar Mehel (21), and the unfinished tomb of Ali Adil

Shah II. (3), immediately without, form a group rarely equalled for

picturesquenesSj each in itself a gem of art. Beyond the Citadel

north towards the Bahmani or east towards the Alldpur gates,

is a dreary waste, with almost nothing save fallen palaces and
roofless dwellings overgrown with custard-apples and other wild

shrubs, while an occasional unharmed tomb or mosque makes
the surrounding desolation the more complete. Even these

ruins have glimpses of the Bij^pur of the author of Tara. Amidst
the ruins are enclosures that were once gardens in which broken
fountains and dry water-courses suggest visions of elegance and
comfort, and where low brushwood and tangled grass have choked
fragrant flowers and rich fruit trees. Here and there a jasmin,

run wild, trails over ruined walls and once trim terraces. Mournful

as is the desolation the picturesque beauty of the buildings, the fine

old trees and the mixing of hoary ruins and perfect buildings form
an everchanging and impressiv'e scene. Striking as they are, the

imagination is perhaps less stirredby the grandeur of the public build-

ings than by the countless other ruins. Palaces, arches, tombs, and
minarets, all carved from rich brown basalt, garlanded by creepers

and broken and wrenched by. pipal and banian roots, furnish fresh

interest even after days spent in the ruins. In the height of

prosperity Bijapur must have been a noble city. Still it may be
questioned if its buildings were so effective in their prime as they

now are deserted and in ruins.

The Ark-killdh' or Citadel, nearly in the centre of the city, is one of

the most interesting parts of Bijapur, a perfect treasury of artistic

buildings. It was chosen by Tusuf Adil Shdh (1489-1510) as the site

for his fort, but was so changed and improved by his successors as

to leave little of the old village of Bichkanhali.'' The present

citadel is nearly circular, a little less than a mile round measuring

by the counterscarp of the ditch. Its defences are a strong curtain,

with, on the south and east, several bastions of considerable strength,

a faussebraye or rampart mound and ditch, the whole well built and
massive.^ The faussebraye is very wide, especially on the north and
north-west, where a second wet ditch was cut at the foot of the
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1 The Ark of Ark-kilMh ia of doubtful origin. It is probably taken from the

Sanskrit ark the sun.
2 Captain Sykes (Bom. Lit. Trans. III. 61) says this Tillage was called Kejganhalli.

3 Little's Detachment, 320. In 1819 the citadel which had a double rampart and

a moat enclosing numerous and magnificent palaces was in a state of ruin and decay.

The cpurts were overgrown with trees and choked with weeds and everythmg

looked dismal and forlorn, Colebrooke'a Elphinstone, IL 7L
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rampart, which on these sides was very low, apparently to give the

royal palaces whose fronts all look in that direction an unbroken

view over the city and country round. The citadel was begun by

Yusuf Adil Shah shortly after his revolt in 1489. A mud fort then

stood on the site.^ The mud wall was taken down and a strong stone

wall built in 1 493/ many of the stones being apparently taken from

Hindu temples as this wall contains much carving like that found in

temple stones. The citadel was not completely fortified till the reign

of Ibrahim Adil Shdh I. (1534-1557). A stone tablet in one of the

bastions near the gateway marks its completion in a.d. 1546 (a.h. 953)

under the superintendence of Khan A'zam Bkhtiar Khdn. The
original design seems tohavebeen to build a double wallround the fort

with two moats, and to have the space between the walls a garden.

This design seems never to have been carried out. On the south and
south-west the double wall was built, and the space betwefcn turned

into a garden with ponds and fountains, but this inner wall passed

only a short way west. On the east only one wall was built,

though its base was guarded by a curtain-wall running from bastion

to bastion. On the north side the main wall of the citadel was very

low, apparently not to block the view, but on this side the double

moat sufficed for protection. Though the walls are strong and
massive, and several formidable bastions were built at prominent

points, it seems unlikely that such a fort could have ever stood for

any time against an enemy armed with artillery who had forced the

city fortifications. The site is unfavourable. It is almost the lowest

part of the city and is commanded by the rising ground on the
north-west, on which is built the cavalier called the Upri Buruj.

No doubt the deep moat, even if not swarming with crocodiles as

Tavernier reports,^ made the place difficult of approach. Still this

was but a slight obstacle to a well-armed enemy in possession of

the north-western height, as all the palaces would be open to his

fire and the place be untenable. This unprotected^ state of the

public buildings tends to show that in later years the Ark-killah was
never used as a citadel, but simply as a royal residence. Jt may
have been owing to its defenceless position that Ali Adil Shdh I.

(1557-1580) resolved on fortifying the whole city instead of trusting

to the central castle.

At present the main entrance to the citadel is on the south-east by
two traversed gateways of considerable strength. Originally* five well

fortified gates are mentioned but of three of these no trace remains.

Apparently the gateways were added after the fortifications were
complete. The original or south-east gate lay between the two lofty

circular bastions inwhich the fort-walls ended, and the entrance seems
to have led through an old Hindu temple much of which was left

standing and the column used in making the gateway and the
guard-house attached.^ Additions were built to the outside of

^ Brigga' Ferishta, 11. 462. ^ Briggs' Ferishta, III. L4. ' Harris' Voyages, II. 360
4 Ogilby's Atlas (1680), V. 246.
^ Some hold that there was no temple here and that the colnmns were gathered from

different places to form a guard room. Looking to the peculiar character of these
columns, which differ greatly from the others in the Ark-kilUh, and to the copious
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these bastions in the form of flankinpj walls, and a second gate, with

a guard-room above it, was made in front of the earlier gate and
strengthened by a fortified wall which ran parallel with the entrance
and at right angles to the bridge leading over the moat.^ Every
precaution seems to have been taken to make this gateway impreg-
nable. In itself it is very strong, and ample quarters for a large

garrison were provided, while the powerful end bastions commanded
all approaches. This was the only entrance till, in the reign of

Mdhmud Adil Shah (1626 - 1656), a causeway was thrown across the

moat on the west, but it is so narrow as to be of use only to walkers.

On entering by the main gateway, after passing through
beautifully carved basaltic Hindu columns, the heightand massiveness

of the side walls at once attract attention. No guns remain on
any of the bastions, but the platforms are untouched. They are

said to have formerly been armed with 100 guns, but considering

their size and number this is scarcely probable. ^ After passing

the old temple the road crosses the centre of the Ark-kilMh
and leaves on the left another so-called Hindu temple or college

which is evidently a mosque built of temple remains.^ Beyond this

it sends off one branch on the left to the Granary or Ohini Mehel I.

(16) and the Sat Mazh (15) which in later years was the

favourite residence of the kings and is still a singularly

beautiful palace. Another branch leads to the right in the direction

of the Macca mosque (26), and passes close to a low circular wall

which is said to mark the centre of the old village of Bichkanhali.

Following the straight road towards the north, after passing the

Mint (20) and one or two other ruined buildings, the Anand Mehel
or Joy Palace (17) is reached, one of the most beautiful palaces in

Biidpur, surrounded by remains of terraced walks, fountains, and
gardens. On the opposite side lies the Gagan Mehel (18) famous for

the large arch which spans its front, while the gateway which

opens on the road, now being turned into a church, is no less

remarkable for the exquisite stucco ornament of the interior. The
main building of this palace which is now in ruins is one of the oldest

in the city and for many years was the residence of the kings.

KAnarese inscriptions, also to the fact that the distance of the columns from each other is

much the same as ifthey wereparts of an oldHindu temple butis not what it would have

been had they been brought to form a guard-house, it is difficult to believe that the

columns are not the remains of an unmoved temple. Some on each side of the gateway

correspond so exactly that it is hard to believe that they are not in their original places.

Moreover all the architectural remains close by are Hindu. The large slab spanning

the entrance is raised on stones undoubtedly part of a temple, and close by are

the remains of Hindu victory pUlars. If all these were brought from a distance it is

strange that they should have been centred in so comparatively narrow a space.

1 It is curious that in this fortification, which is evidently a subsequent addition,

the guard-room over the bridge is built in very much the same style as the small

chambers in the towers of the Idg&h near the Upri Buruj, which is said to have been

Constructed by Yusuf . The main gateway and bastions were no doubt built by

him and he may have also built the outer line of defence subsequently, but with the

exception of this guard-room, the rest of the towers and walls seem of a later age

than the main gateway. ^ Ogilby's Atlas, V. 247.

3 Some hold that the four centre columns under what may be styled the dome as

well as the entrance gateway are remains of a Hindu temple in place. But the rest of

the buUding has been undoubtedly formed from the stones of other temples brought for

the purpose of building the mosque.
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Afterwards when the Sat Mazli (15) and Chini Mehel I. (16) were

built the Gagan Mehel was turned into a reception-hall. Here in 1686

the Emperor Aurangzeb received the submission of the last of the

Adil Shah kings, the youthful Shikandar, amid the passionate tears

of the nobles and the wailing cries of thousands, which rose to

the throne of God as a witness against the causeless aggressor.'-

The only other public building which can be identified is the Adalat

Mehel (19) on the north-east, and of this only the bare walls are left.

On the western side near the causeway the Hindu temple of Narsoba

(38) stands picturesquely on the side of the inner moat. In this

temple it is said king Ibrahim II. (1580-1626) used to worship, when
for some years he forsook the faith of his fathers.

With the rays of the morning sun streaming through the oriel

windows of the Sat Mazli and the waters of the inner moat
lapping its base and reflecting its climber-clothed walls, few places

in Bijdpur, until recent changes, were more beautiful than this Ark-
kilMh. Few places also are fuller of memories than the Ark-killdh.

Here in 1510 the young Ismail (1510 - 1534) was besieged by his

traitor minister Kamdl Khan ; here between 1581 and 1584 the noble
queen Chd,nd Sultana held her court, and from here was (1580) sent

prisoner to Sdt^ra; here Md,hmud the Merry (1626- 1656) spent
happy hours with his favourite the beautiful Rhumba ; and this

same citadel, the scene of many a glorious pageant, witnessed also

the overthrow of the dynasty of which it was the glory and the pride.

Though its palaces are in ruins, fts gardens choked with tangled

grass and thorns, and its water-courses and fountains dry, an air

of kingly dignity clings to the Ark-kilMh, and rouses a feeling of

reverent admiration for the noble remains of a noble dynasty.

Excluding' the citadel, Bijapur within walls, during the days of

the monarchy, seems to have been divided into thirty-three wards
or peths most of which remain and are used for municipal purposes.

Of ten the position is forgotten, and even since 1848 all trace of two
has been lost. Of the twenty-three wards^ into which the present
city is divided, the five most important are Bara'Khudan Bazd,r in

the north-west, Md.hmud Khan Bazdr in the west, Ane-kendi
Bazdr in the east-centre, J^ma Mosque Peth in the east, and Shd,h

Peth in the north-east.

Baea Khudan BazIe, a corruption of Bara Khudavand in thenorth-

west close to the Shd,h^pur Gate is one of the oldest parts of the city.

In it is the large Ohand well built by Ali Adil Shdh I. (1557-1580) in

honour of his queen Chand Bibi. This ward is still fairly peopled.

MXhmdd Khan BazIe, in the west close to the Macca Gate, is the

1 Colonel Meadows Taylor in Architecture of BijApur, 47.
2 The names of these wards passing west to east, are, 1 Bara Khudan BazAr

;

2 Purdni Peth ; 3 Langar Baz4r ; 4 Haldar Baz^ ; 5 Pali BazAr ; 6 Fateh Jama
Bazdr ; Mdhmud Kh&a BazAr ; 8 Mubarak KhAn BazAr ; 9 Karanjin Bazir ; 10 Kumi
Kh4n Bazdr ; 11 KamAl KhAn BazAr ; 12 Murid Khdn Bazdr ; 13 Ane-kendi BazAr;
14 Jdma Masjid BazAr ; 15 NAght^n Baz4r ; 16 Jhakti BazAr ; 17 Thdna Budruk
BazAr ; 18 Shabutra Bazir ; 19 PAdsh^pur BazAr ; 20 Daulat Khdn Bazir ; 21 Shih
Peth ; 22 Shikir KhAna BazAr ; and 23 Eangin Masjid BazAr. The site of the Murkho
Khurd and Murkho Budruk wards is forgotten.
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business centre of tlie city, where the weekly market is held. It

was named in honour of SuMn Mahmud (1626-1656) but all the
present houses are modern. To the north of this ward may be
seen the ruins of Afzul KhWs palace, the victim of Shivaji's

treachery at Pratapgad in 1659. The Tdj well, built by Ibrdliim
Adil ShAh II. (1580-1626) in honour of his queen Taj Sultana, is

the most famous well in the city, and with the surrounding rest-

houses, is an interesting piece of architecture, the large arch which
spans the entrance to the well being particularly fine. The Ane-
KENDi BazIe, in the east centre to the north of the Jama Mosque
road, is interesting from its fine large entrance gateway. It con-
tains the mosque of Mustdpha Khdn in which is some handsome
stone carving, and the remains of several old palaces notably the
palace of Khawas Khan, minister to Ali Adil Shah II. (1656-1672).
The ward is said to take its name from dne the Kinarese for

elephant, as the royal elephant stables were in this quarter. The
Jama Mosque Peth has some fine old houses inhabited by the
descendants of old Bijapur families. The great mosque is in this

ward, and this is the head-quarters of the Musalmdn community.
ShIh Peth, in the north-east near the great dome^ is interesting

from its being inhabited almost wholly by Gavandis or masons, who,
though they no longer follow the craft, are said to be the descend-
ants of the masons who built Bijapur. The place is frequently

called the Gavandis' ward. No interest attaches to any of the other

wards inside the walls most of which are almost deserted.

Were it not for its suburbs, which even now are pretty thickly

peopled, the city would present a still more unfavourable comparison
than it does with that Bijapur which less than three centuries ago
counted its inhabitants by the hundred-thousand. Of eight suburbs
only five are of importance. Of the five three are close to the city

walls, Shdhapur also called Khudanpur that is Khuddvandpur and
Fakirabad in the north-west, Zohr^pur called after Ibrahim II. 's

wife in the west, and Ibrd,himpur called after Ibrahim II. in

the south. The remaining two are at some distance Shdhdpur
or Pir Amin's Darga about two miles to the north-west and Torvi

about four miles to the west. The other suburbs are AUapur built

by Yusuf Adil Sh^h (1489-1510) a mile and a half, and Aindpur
with a large unfinished tomb of Sultdn Md,hmud's wife Jahdn Begam
about two and a half miles, to the east of the city. Exactly opposite

the Boli Gumbaz and about 150 yards from the wall is the railway

station approached by the Hipargi road which runs east and west
through the city to the north of the Ark-killdh.

Shahapur Darga or Pir Amin's Darga, from the tomb of a Musal-
man saint of that name, lies about two miles north-west of the

Khudanpur Bazd,r, also known as Shdhapur Peth, on the side and
crest of a hill which overlooks the city walls on the east and some
fine mango groves on the west. The houses are clustered round

the saint's tomb which is an object of great veneration and is well

cared for. The tomb is gaudy, and the grounds round it are pretty

and well kept, and, as the domes are regularly whitewashed, their

colour from a distance forms a pleasing contrast to the gray ruins

which surround them. Between Pir Amin's tomb and the city is

B 877—73
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the rest-touse of Nawab Must^pha Khan, a large quadrangular

building made during the reign of SuMn Mahmud (1626-1656) for

the use of travellers and lately (1883) turned into a jail.

West from Pir Amin's tomb, still part of Bij^pur, is the hamlet of

Takki or Afzulpur, called after Shivdji's victim Afzul Khan (1659)

whose summer palace was in this quarter. The village itself has

nothing of mark. Some little distance off is the family burial-

ground of Afzul Kh^n, to which a curious story belongs. On a

broad platform stretching along one side of what was once a large

masonry pond or well^ but which is now silted and embowered in

mango and tamarind trees, are rows of tombs, all very closely alike.

Examination shows from the device carved on their tops that

these are all women's tombs and that they are ranged in eleven rows

of seven tombs each. All are of the same size and shape and the

same distance apart, except one on the north-west corner which is a

little larger. The Bij^pur story of these tombs is that when in

1659 Afzul Khdn volunteered to lead the fatal expedition against

Shivdji the astrologers warned him that he would never return.

On the strength of this warning he set his house in order by drown-

ing his seventy-seven wives in the palace pond, burying their bodies

in the pond bank, and adorning their graves with rows of neat

tombs. The story may be false; there are no means of testing its truth.

Still it is strange to find so many tombs of precisely the same pattern

and apparently of the same age, in what was originally a part of the

private grounds of Afzul Khdn's palace. The legend explains their

presence fairly well, though the character of its hero is somewhat
out of keeping with Meadows Taylor's chivalrous tender-hearted

Afzul Khdn. Near Afzulpur are the remains of some fine reservoirs

made as feeders to the Torvi water-course which was the main source

of the city's water-supply. The four western suburbs Shdhdpur,

Zohrapur, Pir Amin's Darga, and Takki are remains of the great

city of Shdhdpur finished in 1657 by Ali Adil Sh^h I.
(1557-1580),i

wkich, in the days of Bijdpur's greatness, from the Bahmani Gate in

the north stretched as far as the present village of Torvi and appears

to have covered a larger area than Bijapur itself. Both towns were

known under the general name of Bijapur, but Shdhapur seems to

have been the centre of business. The population is stated at one

time to have amounted to nearly a million, and judging by the wide

area the streets and houses covered this is not improbable. For three

• miles from the walls of Bijapur the country is covered with the

ruins of Shdhapur, and the city apparently spread still further, as the

walls with which Ibrahim 11.(1580-1626) intended to enclose the two

cities are almost a mile beyond the modern village of Torvi. The
greater portion of Shd,hd,pur was destroyed by MAhmud Sh^h in 1635,

when he wasted the country round Bijapur to prevent the advance of

the Moghals. Later on when the city underwent several sieges, it

was no longer safe to live outside of the fortifications, and Shdh^pur
was gradually deserted. The present suburbs of Khudanpur and
Fakirabad in the north-west are still knownby the name of Shahipur,

1 Briggs' Ferishta, III, 116. According to Scott (Deooan, 11.72,73) ShihApur was
begun in 1510 and was improved by IbrJlhim Adil Sh^h I. (1534 - 1557).
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thougli the houses are all comparatively modern, and the gateway
in that quarter preserves the memory of the time when Sh^hdpur
was a large and flourishing city not inferior to Bij^^pur.

To the west of Shahdpur lay the suburb of Nauraspur, which
Ibrdhim II. (1580-1626) wished to turn into a new capital^ and about
1600 began to raise magnificent palaces and other buildings. Had his

design been carried out, the new capital would have been much more
picturesque than Bijdpur. It is at the head of a considerable valley

surrounded bylofty hillsj which itwas intendedto fortify with a strong
wall, part of which was built and is still standing. Even now
Nauraspnr is more striking than Bijapur whose uniform flatness is

monotonous. Ibrahim failed to carry out his design. The astrologers

warned him that the removal of the seat of government from Bijapur

would ruin the state and he desisted. Still palaces and gardens
were completed, and Nauraspur became the favourite hot-weather

residence of the Bijapur court. The ruins attest the magnificence

of the place. One of the buildings, the Sangit or Nauras Mehel
(24), a splendid ruin, compares favourably with any Bijd,pur palace.

The front arches are very fine, while the site of the palace is

extremely picturesque with the Torvi hills in the back ground and
in front a valley stretching for miles full of mango and other trees.

However rich Bijd,pur might be in springs, so large a population

could not wisely be left wholly dependent on the local supply. Ac-
cordingto Ferishta, Ali Adil Shd,h I. (1557-1580) was the first king

who paid attention to the water-supply.^ He built the large well in

Shahapur now known as Chdnd's well and made channels to lead

the water through the city. Perishta's mention of water channels

suggests that the under-ground Torvi channels were the work of

Ali Adil Shah I. not as is locally believed of Sultan M^hmud
(1626-1656). The channel which brings water from Torvi, three miles

west of Bijdpur, and distributes it through the city, is a vast work

of no slight engineering skill. A site was chosen on a stream about

a mile above Torvi, and a masonry dam was built across the valley.

From the lake thus formed, a masonry channel sunk in the bed of

the stream carried the water to within half a mile of Torvi, and from

there an under-ground water-course was hollowed, which passed

under Torvi and was continued about a mile to Afzulpur where it

seems to have ended in a large reservoir. Another small masonry

pond or well at the base of a hill about 400 yards west of Torvi

supplemented this supply. Here the water of some very powerful

springs was gathered in a reservoir and carried along an under-

ground channel to Torvi, where it joined the larger channel. The

reservoir at Afzulpur seems to have been also fed by another pond

madq in the hills, half a mile south of that village, whose water was

carried on arches over the intervening houses. Traces of this high

level conduit remain where it crossed the old road to Torvi, and

though nothing about it is locally known, the site of the pond and

the direction in which the remains of the conduit seem to lead, leave

no doubt that it was intended to supplement the Torvi water-supply.
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1 Briggs' Ferishta, III. 143.
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The remains of the reservoir at Afzulpur show that it was a work of

great size. The danij which is now breached in two places^ is nearly

sixty feet high, a huge mass of masonry and earth, with curious

chambers in the embankment. Below the main lake is another

smaller reservoir to catch the overflow and supply the neighbouring

parts of the city. Prom the main lake a canal, which at its start

is about eight feet by six, carried the water under ground
nearly three miles to the city. The cutting of this canal must have

been a work of great difficulty, as in places it is sixty feet below the

surface in solid rock. During part of its length it is lined with brick

masonry, but in general the water flows along a rocky channel.

Communication was kept with the surface by a number of vertical

air shafts or usvds as they are locally called. These shafts which
are about forty yards- apart may be traced along the whole length of

the canal as far as the Ibrahim Roza. There the line is lost. It is

recovered in the middle of the city in a garden near the Two Sisters

(6). Between this garden and the Ibrahim Roza the channel seems
to have split in two, as a line of air shafts runs a good deal to the

south towards the J^ma mosque. Some of these shafts are fitted

with steps probably to aid in cleaning the channel which has now
silted to such a depth that it is next to impossible to discover its

true dimensions. Water still flows into the city by this channel.^ It

supplies the Asar Mehel reservoir and the outer moat of the Ark-
killah, but this water can hardly come from Torvi unless there is

another unknown underground connection, as the Afzulpur lake is

dry. Probably the channel is filled from springs tapped on the

way. Even in the part of the canal above Torvi, water seems still

to flow from the spring at the head of the water-course, as it is not
uncommon to find it bubbling through holes in the masonry and
forming miniature fountains in the stream bed.

In later years (1580-1686), when the number of palaces and the
love of luxury and ease increased, it was felt that the Torvi water-
supply was not enough for the wants of the city. It was at too low
a level, and could not bring water into many palaces or be used for

fountains or gardens. For this a lake at a much higher level than
the city was required. A site was chosen among the hills to the
south of the city, and a large lake was formed by throwing a dam
about a mile in length across the valley.^ The lake thus formed
covered an area of about 500 acres, and as it was much higher than
Bijapur there was ample pressure to raise the water to the required
height. The water was carried through a pipe 15" in diameter cased
in a mass of masonry 8' by 6' and at a depth varying from 15' to 50'

below the surface, for two and a half miles to the Shd,h Ganj or main
distributary tower, a little to the south-east of the Ark-killah.

Along its course from the lake large square towers were built about

1 Below the embankment of this lake are the remains of a second lake Tvhioh
from the traces of conduits was apparently also connected with the city. Nothing
is now known in BijApur regarding it. It is not improbable that it was the work
of Ali Adil ShAh I. who, according to Ferishta, brought water into the city. The
conduits run in the direction of tibe JAma mosque, and as Ali began that building
it is not unlikely that he also provided it with water.
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800 feet apart to relieve the pressure ' of the water and prerent the

pipes bursting. Owing to the height of this lake above the city and
the consequent pressure, the water in the towers inside of the walls

was raised 20' to 30' above the ground. Some of the towers are

very fine pieces of workmanship and many of them are still standing

and show how the supply of water was conveyed all over the city

from the Boli Gumbaz to Shd,h^pur. The largest supply of water

was in the Ark-kilMh, where two fine distributary towers are still

standing. Here, as appears from the remains of fountains in the

Sat Mazli (15), the water oould be laid on some 30' above ground.

All were supplied with water on the ground-floor and all the palaces

had small channels and reservoirs of running water. Countless

fountains embowered in trees played in every quarter, and fragrant

flowers filled the air with their perfume. Few places can have been

more beautiful than this Ark-killah with its stately palaces and
grounds, and the air full of the coolness and the flow of water.

To SuIfcdnMdhmud (1626-1656) Bijapur owed most of its comfort

and luxury. Other kings adorned the city with buildings, but

Mahmud by making the Begam Lake which he named after his

queen Jahan Begam, in 1653, made gardens and fountains possible

all over the city. For this and for other reasons Mahmud's name
is locally in such high repute that every work of importance,

regarding which there is doubt, is attributed to him. Besides the

Begam Lake, he is said to have made the Torvi water-course ; and
though from the works he did take in hand, it might be safe to at-

tribute this water-course to him, still, considering his comparatively

short reign of thirty years, during nearly two-thirds of which he was

engaged in war with the Moghals, it is improbable that he could

have made his own mausoleum and the palaces in the Ark-killdh,

nearly completed the Jdma mosque, constructed the Begam Lake,

and in addition have undertaken the vast labour of cutting the

underground Torvi water-channel. It is more likely that, as stated

by Ferishta, the cityjis indebted to Ali Adil Shah L (1557-1580) for

the Torvi works. Still Sultan MAhmud did enough to raise above

question his claim to be considered the greatest of the Bijapur kings,

a monarch whose energy, perseverance, and genius would have,

dignified any time or country. During the 1876-77 famine the

Begam Lake which was silted was taken in hand. A dam was

built and the whole of the water-course and the twelve water-towers

between it and the Asar Mehel have been thoroughly cleaned out.

Its weak point is the smallness of the catchment area.

Bijapur, properly Vijayapur the City of Victory, is on the site of

the old village of Bichkanhali. It seems to have been a place of

some importance at a very early date, as, a few yards east of the

main gate of the citadel, is a large stone pillar, probably a Victory

Pillar, whose massiveness and the character of whose ornaments are

said to be not later than the seventh century.^ It is mentioned

under the name of Vijayapur in inscriptions of the eleventh, twelfth,

and thirteenth centuries. In the citadel remains of Hindu temples

built without mortar bear three inscriptions, one in the reign of the
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"Western Chalukya Someshvar 11.(1069-1075) and the other two

in the reigns of the third and fourth Devgiri TMav kings Jaitugi I.

(1191-1209) and Singhan II. (1209-1247). Jaitugi's inscription is

dated 1196, the sixth year of his reign, and seems to show that

Bijapur or Vijayapur, as the inscription calls it, was his capital.

The date of Singhan^s inscription has not been made out.^

In 1316 and again in 1320 Karim-ud-din, who is said to have

been a son of Malik Kdfur AM-ud-din Khilji^s great general, is

mentioned as the Delhi emperor's governor of Bijdpur/ and as the

builder of Karim's half Hindu mosque (34) in the citadel. In 1347

the Amir or Musalman governor of Bijapur with others who had been

in rebellion against the Emperor Muhammad Tughlik (1325-1351)

was summoned to Devgiri now called Daulatabad.^ In 1435

Muhammad Khan the brother of AM-ud-din Bahmani (1435-1457)
claimed one-half of the Bahmani territories from his brother, seized

Bijapur, and held it till he was ousted by AlM-ud-din. In 1444
the country round Bijapur was wasted with fire and sword by
Dev Eaja of Yijaynagar (1401 - 1451). In 1457 the government of

Bijapur was conferred on Khwd.ja M4hmud Gawan with the title of

Malik-ul-Tuj^r or Prince of the Merchants.* About 1460 prince

Hasan, brother of the Bahmani king Humayun (1457-1461), aided

by a divine named Habib Ulla, rebelled against his brother. After

being defeated Hasan, with Habib Ulla and about 800 horse, came to

Bijapur. Siraj Khdn Junaidi, the commandant of the mud fort of

Bijdpur, invited Hasan to enter and promised to make over to him
the fort and its dependencies. The party entered the fort and were
received by Siraj Khdn with apparent respect. At nightfall Sirdj

Khd,n surrounded the fort, and, in the scuffle which followed, Hdbib
Ulla was killed, and the prince with all his followers was sent to Bedar
under a strong escort.^ In 1472, on his return from the capture of

Belgaum, Muhammad Shdh Bahmani (1463-1482) halted at Bijapur,

and the minister Mahmud G-^wdn tried to console him for

the loss of his mother who had died on the march from Belgaum.
Muhammad Shdh liked Bijapur and would haye stayed there

during the rainy season had 1472 and 1473 not both been years of

. famine.^ In 1478, in the new distribution of the Bahmani territory,

BijApur and the country round was formed into a province

under the governorship of the minister Mahmud GAw^n.'' On the

execution of MAhmud Gd,wd,n in 1481 his favourite Yusuf Adil Khan,
the founder of the Bijapur dynasty, who had been appointed

governor of Daulatabad, was transferred to the province of Bijdpur

and remained in charge of it on behalf of the Bahmani king

Mdhmud Sh^h II. (1482-1518) till his revolt in 1489. In 1489

YusufAdil KhSn threw off his allegiance to Mdhmud Shilh Bahmani,
assumed the signs of royalty, and fixed on Bijd,pur as his capital.

He forthwith began building the fort what is now known as the

^ Fleet's KAnarese Dynasties, 48, 72, 73. According to a, local tradition, in 1294

BijApur was under the chiefs of Mangalvedha twelve miles south-east of Pandharpur
one of whom Bijanr4v granted a site for a mosque to a Mnsalmin saint. Jour. Bom.
Branch Roy. As. Soc. I. 374. Details are given below.

2 Jour. Bom. Branch Roy. As. Soc. I. 373-374,
3 Briggs' Ferishta, 1. 437. • Brigga' Ferishta, II. 453. « Briggs' Ferishta,II. 484-485.
« Briggs' Ferishta, II. 493, ' Briggs' Ferishta, II, 502.
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Ark-kilMh, on the site of the villageof Bichkanhali. Close to the fort,m the area now included within the city walls, were six other villages,
Gichan-hali, Chandu-keri, KyAdgi, Kyatunkeri, Korhuthali, and
Korunkatti, not a trace of which remains. Bichkanhali is believed
to have stood near the centre of the present Ark-killah, and a low
round tower is still pointed out as part of the old village. The
Musalman historians seem to have exaggerated the smallness of the
beginning of Tusuf's town. The historical references and the
temple remains show that Hindu Vijayapur must have been a place
of_ consequence.! About 1493 Md,hmud Sh^h Bahmani visited
Bijapur and Yusuf showed him the new citadel and the palaces
which were nearly finished. In 1503 the Italian traveller
Varthema described Bijapur as a walled city very beautiful and
very rich with splendid houses. The king's palace had many
chapibers, forty-four had to be crossed before reaching the king's
chamber.'^ During his reign of twenty-one years (1489-1510), in his
constant wars with the neighbouring Musalmd,n and Hindu kings,
Yusuf had little time to improve his capital. Except part of the
fortifications of the citadel, and some of the oldest palaces within
the citadel, no great public works are attributed to Yusuf, but to
his time is said to belong the suburb of Alldpur about one and a
half miles to the east of the city,^ To the palaces originally built by
Yusuf Adil Shdh his descendants made great additions. Their
remains show that they were massive, divided into storeys, and
furnished with large lofty rooms. The uniformly plain architecture
agrees with that of the Bedar palaces from which city the first

Bijdpur architects were probably brought.* In 1510 the threatened
usurpation of Kamal Khdn the regent minister of Ismail Adil Shdh
(1510-1534) convulsed Bijdpur.^ In 1514 in the eastern suburb
of AlMpur, Ismail defeated the confederate kings of Golkonda,
Ahmadnagar, and Ber^r and made prisoner Mahmud Sh^h Bahmani
and his son Ahmad. Ismdil offered to escort them in state to

Bijdpur, but they preferred to remain at AUapur.^ During Ismail's

reign a suburb was begun in the west of the city which later on
(1557) rose to be the city and trade centre of Shahapur.'' In 1542 the
country round Bijapur was wasted with fire and sword by Burhan
Nizam of Ahmadnagar (1508-1553) and Amir Berid of Bedar.^

In 1553 Bijdpur was closely besieged by Seif-Ain-ul-Mulk a Bijd,pur

oflBcer noted through the Deccan for his courage aud for the

efficiency of his horsemen. At the cost of £420,000 {Ps. 12,00,000)
Ibrdhim gained the aid of Venkatddri the brother of the Vijaynagar

king who defeated Ain-ul-Mulk in a night attack and forced him to fly

to Ahmadnagar.^ During Ibrdhim I.'s reign (1534-1557) several

portions of the city were settled, but the only building of his which

1 In Bombay Literary Transactions, III. 61, Captain Sykes gives the legend that

this tower was built by order of the king round the Hindu village, as the villagers

prayed that they might not be annoyed by the works that, were in progress.

2 Badger's Varthema, 118. « Briggs' Perishta, III, 47.

* Colonel Meadows Taylor in Architecture of BijApur, 20-21.

6 Details are given above pp. 410-411. « Briggs' Ferishta, III. 47.

7 Scott's Deccan, II. 72-73 ; compare Briggs' Penshta, III. 116.

8 Briggs' Perishta, III. 90. » Briggs' Ferishta, III. 110-111, 238.
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remains is a small plain mosque called the Kangin Masjid from the

colouring of the walls. The citadel or Ark-killdh was finished in this

reign. A stone tablet in the south side of the great bastion at the

south-east gateway bears the inscription :

The fort -walls were finislied under tlie superintendence of Kha'u

. A'zamEkhtiar Eha'n G-uzra'ti in the reign of Abdul Muzaffar Adil Sha'h

in H. 953 (a.d. 1546).

In 1557, in honour of his accession, Ali Adil Shah I. (1557-1580)

caused the western suburb which had been greatly increased during

the preyious reign to be raised to the rank of a city and named
Shahapur.'- In 1560 the palace now known as the Gagan Mehel or

Hall of Audience (18), famous for its great arch, was built in

the Ark-killdh. In 1565, in honour of the great victory over Ed,m
Eaja of Vijaynagar near Tdlikoti, the city walls were begun, and,

being divided among all the nobles of the kingdom, are said to have
been finished within three years.^ In 1579 the masonry pool or well

near the Shahapur gate was built and called Chand Bavdi or Chand's
Well in honour of Ali's wife Ghdnd Bibi. The greatest work of

All's reign was the Jama Mosque in the east of the city which he
began but did not finish. Numerous other works including the

Anand Mehel (1 7) and other palaces in the Ark-kilMh are attributed

to Ali, and, though they are locally ascribed to Mahmud Adil Shdh
(1626-1656), the Torvi water-works probably belong to All's reign.

Ali died in 1 580. Unlike his predecessors who were buried at Goge
in the Nizam's country, he was buried in a tomb near the south wall of

the city. His tomb is believed to be of later date. All his successors

were buried in Bijapur, a change which secured for Bijapur some of

its grandest buildings. In 1582, taking advantage of the quarrels

among the Bijdpur nobles during the minority of Ibrahim Adil Shah
II. (1580-1626), the kings of Ahmadnagar, Golkonda, and Bedar
appeared before Bijapur. As not more than two or three thousand
troops were at the capital the Abyssinians with Ohdnd Bibi at their

head, who were then in power, kept themselves close within the walls

till the arrival of 8000 horse. This reinforcement camped near the

AlMpur gate, and, in spite of the smallness of their numbers, engaged
in repeated skirmishes with the enemy. About this time heavy
rain threw down about twenty yards of the city wall, but jealousy

among the allies gave the Bijapur troops time to repair the breach.

Bijapur affairs were then ably managed by Abul Hasan, the son of

Shd,h Tahir,* whose family influence enabled him tg gather an army
of twenty thousand men. The hdrgirs or rider chiefs, that is the

heads of the Mardtha cavalry, were detached to harass and cut off

the enemy's supplies, and succeeded so well that in a short time the

allies were forced to raise the siege.* As soon as the city was
safe from outside enemies internal disorders burst forth. Dilawar
Khdn, a noble who prided himself on his successes against the

Golkonda troops in the late war, now aimed at usurping
supreme power. The commandant of the citadel in which the young

1 Briggs' Ferislita, III. 116 and Scott's Deocan, II. 72-73,
= Briggs' Ferishta, HI. 1.32, 143.
^ Shah TAhir was the great Shia minister of Burhdn Nizdm of Ahmadnagar (1508-

1553). * Briggs' Ferishta, III. 152- 154.
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king lived was bribed and arrangements were made to seize the
minister Yekhlas KMn. As soon as his arrangements were
completed DiMwar Khd,n marched to the capital, and, encamping
near the Allapur gate, sent such flattering letters to Yekhlas Khdn
as threw him off his guard and made him neglectful of the
safety of the city and palace. One day when Yekhlas Khan was
asleep in his house outside of the citadel Dildwar Khd,n with his sons
and 700 horse and fifteen elephants suddenly entered the city, and
went to the king's palace into which he was admitted as arranged
with the commandant. As soon as DilAwar's treachery was known
Yekhlas Khdn advanced towards the gate with 4000 men, but the
cannon from the walls forced him to retire. He blockaded the
citadel for four months, but being deserted by his followers was
taken prisoner and blinded. The people suffered much from both
parties and many fine buildings were destroyed by the cannon.
DiMwar KbAn now became regent and for eight years governed the

kingdom with success.^ In 1583 the two English travellers. Pitch

and Newberry, described Bijdpur as a very large town and as rich as

it was large. Here the king kept his court which had many Gentiles.

The houses were lofty, handsome, and built of stone. Most of the

inhabitants were idolaters and idols of as many shapes as there were
beasts and fowls were very numerous in the groves about the city.

There were numbersof war elephants, and great store of gold silver

and precious stones.^ In 1 584 one Haidar KhAn, one of the leading

nobles, built the Upri tower in the west of the city close to the walls.

About 1589, as a residence for his queen, Ibrdhim built the Anand
Mehel or Joy Palace. About 1600 Ibrahim resolved to move the

seat of government from Bijdpur to the suburb of Nauraspur about

four miles further west. With this object he set about building

palaces and laying out gardens, but, under the advice of Hindu
astrologers, he refrained from moving his court from Bijapur, though
the palaces, some of which were very magnificent, continued to be

used as hot-weather resorts.^ In 1604 the Musalman historian

Asad Beg described Bijapur as full of lofty buildings, palaces, and
private houses with porticos. The situation of the city was
airy and healthy. There was a market thirty yards wide and four

miles long, that is from the west of the city walls to Torvi.

In front of each shop was a tree and the whole market was
beautifully clean and neat. It was filled with goods such as were

not seen or heard of in other towns. Innumerable shops of cloth-

sellers, jewellers, armourers, wine sellers, bakers, fishmongers, and
cooks, were all splendidly fitted. In the jeweller's shops ornaments

of all sorts were wrought into a variety of articles, as daggers, knives,
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1 Brigga' Feriahta, III. 155-156.
' Harris' Voyages and Travels. I. 207, 280 ; Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 385 j Jangigny's

Inde, 384.
3 Mr. Bird states (Jour. Bom. Branch Roy. As, See. I. 369) that it was owing to

the predictions of the astrologers that Nauraspur was built and that BijApur was

for some time deserted. The local account is different, and as there are no buildings

at Nauraspur large enough to accommodate the court, the account given in the text is

probably more correct, and that Nauraspur was merely used by the monarch as a

pleasant retreat. Nauraspur was laid waste in 1635 on the approach of the Moghal

army.

B 877—74
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mirrors, necklaces, and birds such as parrots, doves, and peacocks,

studded with valuable jewels and arranged on shelves rising one over

the other. By the side of the jeweller's was perhaps a baker's with

all sorts of rare viands arranged in the same manner on tiers of

shelves. Further on was a cloth-shop with all kinds of clothes

rising in tiers. Next was a perfumer's with delicate China vessels,

valuable crystal bottles, and costly cups filled with choice and rare

essences arranged on shelves, while in front of the shop were jars of

double-distilled spirits. Near this perhaps was a fruiterer's, filled

with all kinds of fruit and sweetmeats, and on the other side a wine

merchant's shop, and an establishment of singers and dancing-girls,

beautiful women adorned with jewels and fair-faced choristers, all

ready to perform whatever might be desired of them. In short the

whole market was filled with wine and beauty, dancing-girls,

perfumes, jewels, and palaces. In one street thousands of people

were drinking, dancing, and pleasuring. None quarrelled or

disputed and this state of enjoyment never ended. Perhaps no
place in the world could present a more wonderful spectacle to the

eye of the traveller.^

In 1608 the little exquisite Andus mosque (28), with its

melon-shaped dome, was built by Nawab Etabar Khdn. In 1620 in

honour of his queen Taj Sultana Ibrdhim (1580-1626) made the Tdj

Bdvdi(39) orRoyal Well in Md,hmud KhdnBaz^r. In 1626 Ibrahim's

own tomb, the famous Ibrdhim Roza (2), about a quarter of a mile to

the west of the city was completed. The beautiful Malika Jah^n
mosque (27) to the west of the Ark-kilMh was built either by or in

honour of Ibrd.him's daughter and called after her, and the Mehtar
Mehel(22), and the SAt Mazli (15) probably also belong to Ibrd,him's

reign. In 1631 a Moghal army under Azaf Khan marched against

Bijapur and camped on the borders of the lake between Nauraspur
and Shahapur. The besieged every day came outside of the ditch

into the plain and there was a warm interchange of rockets, arrows,

and musketry. Though the besieged kept up a heavy fire from the

fortifications they were regularly driven back to the shelter of the

walls. Azaf Khan took every 'precaution for the safety of the

detachments which were sent every day to gather fodder ; but

this was no easy matter as the army was large and the animals were
numerous. By a variety of well-planned devices Dilawar Khan, the

Bijdpur general, amused Azaf Khd.n and delayed his operations till

the Moghal stock of provisions was so exhausted that the fetching

of grass and fuel from long distances was toilsome to man and
beast. The siege lasted twenty days during which the supplies of

the besiegers were cut off. In the Moghal camp grain became so

scarce that it sold for 2s. (Re. 1) the sher.^ Men and beasts were
sinking and the distress was so great that Azaf Khdn was forced to

raise the siege.^ Some time before 1 634- the large bronze gun called

Malik-i-Maiddn or the Lord of the Plain^ was brought from the

^ Elliot and Dowson, VI. 163 - 164.
2 Elliot and Dowson, VII. 30-31; Grant Duff's MaritMs, 48; Elphinstone's

History of India, 508.
^ According to Grant Duff (MarAthAs, 50 note) the people of Biid,pur call this gun

Mulk-i-Maidiin that is Lion of the Plain.
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fort of Pard,nda in the Nizam's territiory by Murari Pandit and
afterwards (1668) mounted on the Sherzi bastion. In 1635 a Moghal
army under Khdn Daurdn marched against Bijapur. Mdhmud
Adil Shdh (1626-1666), unable to meet the Moghals in the field, fell

back on his capital, destroyed the lake and pleasure palaces at
Shdh^pur, and deprived the Moghals of food, forage, and water.^
In spite of these wars, with the great spread of Bijapur power
over the rich south the city increased in wealth, size, and
strength. Many new suburbs sprang up and the larger city of
Shahapur with palaces and goodly shops again joined the distant
Nauraspur with Bijapur.

According to the French traveller Mandelslo, who visited India in
1638 and 1639 Bijdpur was one of the greatest cities in the whole of
Asia more than five leagues or fifteen miles round, enclosed with
a high stone wall a broad ditch and many outworks provided
with 1000 pieces of brass and iron cannon. The royal palace.,

that is the Ark-killdh, was in the centre of the city, 3500 paces in
compass, divided from the body of the city by two walls and two
ditches. The city had five great suburbs where most of the traders
lived, and in Shdhdipur (Schanpour) were most of the jewellers, many
of them dealing in costly pearls. The other suburbs were called
Gurapur, Ibrdhimpur, Allapur, and Bamanhali. Among the king's
artillery was one great piece of brass the ball of which weighed
eight hundredweights and the charge of which was 4500 pounds
of fine powder. It was said to have been cast by an Italian,

the most wicked of men who in cold blood killed his son to
consecrate the cannon and threw into the furnace one of the
treasurers who came to upbraid him with the cost of the piece.

^

Mandelslo found Nauraspur, which, till 1635, was the royal

residence, completely destroyed, its ruins furnishing materials for

building Bijapur.^ In 1648 Tavernier the traveller and diamond
merchant described Bijdpur as a great scambling city about five

leagues in circumference fortified with a double wall, a great many
mounted cannons, and a flat bottomed ditch. The king's palace
was vast but ill-built, and the access to it was very dangerous as

the ditch with which it was girt was full of crocodiles. In the city

itself neither the public buildings nor the trade was remarkable,

though in the large suburbs were many goldsmiths and jewellers.

The king was the most powerful of all the kings of the Deccan and
was therefore called the king of the Deccan.*

During his reign of thirty years M^hmud Adil Shdh (1626-1656)
was busily engaged in the construction of those palaces and tombs
which are still the admiration andwonder of the world. His attention
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1 Elliot and Dowson, VII. 51-52 ; Grant Duffs MarAthds, 52.
2 French Edition, 232 ; Harris' Voyages, 11. 129-130, According to Mandelslo

(232) the founder of the cannon was an Italian a native of Rome. He also says (217)

that Md,hmud's (1626-1656) commandant of the citadel was an Italian. Probably
this is due to a confusion between Rome and Rum that is Constantinople.

^ French Edition, 217. In spite of the accuracy of his details Mandelslo seems
not to have visited BijApur. Compare French Edition, 217, 232, Hia informants
apparently were Portuguese priests and merchants.

* Harris' Voyages, II. 360. The vagueness and inaccuracy of this account seem,

to show that Tavernier did not visit Bijapur.
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was turned to works of usefulness no less than to works of ornament.

The water-supply of the city^ which seems to have at all times been
fair and had been increased by the construction by Ali Adil Shah I.

(1557-1580) of the Torvi water-course, was farther improved by the .

completion of the Begam Lake. To Mdhmud also is due the fitting

up of the shrine in the Jama mosque whose gorgeous colouring

is still a wonder. He did much towards completing this mosque,
but left it unfinished as it is at present. The A'sar Mehel (21) or

Relic Palace, formerly called the D^d Mehel or Palace of Justice,

to the east of the Ark-killah, with its lofty roof supported on massive

wooden columns, and its curiously painted rooms and gilded ceiling

and walls, was built by M4hmud in 1646 as a Hall of Justice.

Afterwards on a remonstrance from the Delhi Emperor Shdh Jahdn,
the Ad^lat Mehel for the administration of justice was built inside

the Ark-kilMhaud the Asar Mehel was appropriated for the reception

of the two sacred hairs of the Prophet Muhammad's beard which are

still kept there. The building which is the chief honour of Mdhmud
Shah's reign is his own tomb locally called the Boli or Gol Gumbaz (1),

a fitting resting place for one who so splendidly adorned Bijdpur.

Another tomb on almost the same scale was begun for his queen
Jahd,n Begam at Ainapur, about two and- a half miles to the east of

the city, but it was never completed. Judging from its ruins it would
have proved no mean rival to the Boli Gumbaz.

In 1 6 5 6, inanunprovoked andunjust warwith the new Bijapur king
Ali Adil Shah II. (1656-1672), Aurangzeb closely besieged BijApur,
andwasonthe pointof taking itwhen news of the imminentdeath of his

fatherrecalledhim toDelhi.^ Inl660,accordingtothe Dutch minister
Baldeeus, who wrote from hearsay, Bijd,pur, about seventy leagues
from Goa and eighty from Dabhol in Eatn^giri, was said to be five

leagues in compass, with very strong walls and five noble gates on
which were mounted above a thousand brass and iron pieces of great
cannon. Theking of Bijapur, he says, was formerly absolute, but, after

a long and heavy war, was forced with several others in those parts
to become a vassal of the Moghal emperor.^ A^ccording to Thevenot
(1660-1666), thoug'h it seems doubtful whether this information is not
repeated from earlier travellers, Bijdpur was still rich and prosperous,
and. its large suburbs were filled with the shops of goldsmiths
and jewellers.^ About this time several new bastions were added
to the city walls, and, a year or two later (1668), the Malik-i-
Maidan was finally placed in position on the Sherzi Bastion,
which had been built (1658) for it under the superintendence of Nawd,b
Munzli Shdh. In 1666, a joint army of Moghals under Aurangzeb's
general Jaysinh and of the Marathd,s under Shivdji appeared before
Bijapur. The Moghal force amounted to 25,000 horse, and were
aided by Abul Majid one of the bravest of the Bijd,pur nobles
now a deserter. On the approach of the confederates detach-
ments were sent from Bijapur to lay waste the Moghal country

^ Details are given above (pp. 429) under History.
« ChurchiU's Voyages, III. 540; Orme's Historical Fragments, 292.
ihevenot s Voyages, V. 376. Thevenot does not seem to have been at Biiipur.He probably got his information from Tavernier and he from Mandelslo.
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and to oppose Jayainh and cut off Ms baggage. Tlie embankments
of the lakes were cut, poison and carrion were thrown into

the wells, the trees and lofty buildings near the fortress were
destroyed, spikes were fixed in the ground, and the gardens and
houses on both sides of the city were so wasted that not a trace

of tillage was left. Khwdja Neknam a eunuch joined the Bijapur

army with a reinforcement of 6000 horse and 25,000 infantry from
Kutb-ul-Mulk of Golkonda. Every day there was severe fighting,

and the men and animals which went out from the Moghal army
to forage were cut off. Shivdji and Netdji P^lkar distinguished

themselves particularly on an occasion where they had command of

the rear guard, and, according to the Maratha story, Aurangzeb heard

such wonderful accounts of Shivdji's gallantry that he invited him
to Delhi. After Shivaji left the siege of Bijapur went on for

two months and a half and many hard fights took place under

the walls. Neither cavalry nor infantry had any rest. For eighty

or a hundred miles round Bijdpur not a trace of grass or fodder

was left. The Moghal army was brought to great straits, and to

add to their distress a plague broke out in their camp. The
besiegers raised the siege and retreated to Aurangabad pursued

by the Bijdpur horse among whom the Maratha contingent

fought with unusual spirit.i In 1671 the French physician Bernier

described Bijapur as very strong, in a dry barren country, with

almost no good water except in the town.^ In 1672 Pijataprav Gujar

one of Shivdji's commanders appeared plundering near Bijapur.*

In 1679 a Moghal army under Dildwar Khan again besieged Bijapur,

but through Shivdji's efforts, who, on this occasion, sided with

Bijapur and cut off the Moghal supplies, the siege was raised and
Dilawar Khdn retreated.* In 1680, according to the English

geographer Ogilby, who prepared his account from older travellers,

Vasiapour, Bizdpor, Visipor, or Vidhikpor, five leagues in circum-

ference, was surrounded with high walls of stone and deep moats

dry in several places. On the walls and platforms were mounted
above 1000 brass and iron guns some of which were of incredi-

ble size. The city wall had five gates Shahdpura, Gurapura that is

Zohrapura, Abrd.himpura or Ibrdhimpura, Bamnenaly or the Bahmani
gate, and the AlMpura. Before each gate was a trading suburb

with most of the merchants and tradesmen, each suburb having

the same name as the gate. In the middle of the city was the royal

palace or castle about 3000 yards round enclosed by double walls and
strong moats planted with a hundred great and small guns. The
castle had a very wide entrance shut by five gates and guarded by
2000 armed soldiers. None but those allowed by the king entered

the castle. There was a governor both over the castle and the city

with 5000 men under his command. About a league and a half

from Bijdpur was Nauraspur formerly the residence of king Ibrahim

whose palace and several fair structures were (1680) seen
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Elliot and Dowson, VII. 277-278 ; Grant Duff's Mardthds, 95.

" Bernier's History of the Late Revolution of the Great Moghal (1671), 171.

' Grant DufiPs Mardth^, 116. * Details are given above (p. 432) under History,
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though quite ruined^ the materials being used for building the

present king's houses and palaces.^

Towards the end of 1685 Bij^pur was besieged by a Moghal army

under Sultdn A'zam the second son of Aurangzeb, who, in 1683, had'

marched with a large army to'conquer the Deccan. Before the arrival

of the invading army the BijApur officers, whose factious spirit was

quieted by the pressure of the common danger, shut themselves in

the capital. This was judicious. Little rain had fallen and scarcity

prevailed, while what grain had grown round Bijapur was gathered

into the fort. The Moghal army had to draw all its supplies from

the emperor's camp at Sholapar. Here too grain grew dear and to

convey supplies to the besieging troops was a task of great danger.

The Bijdpur cavalry under Abdu-r-Ruf and Sharza Khan were

constantly cutting ofE convoys. Their repeated attacks reduced

the Moghal army to such distress that in their camp it was difficult

to get a loaf.^ At length about 20,000 bullock-loads of grain from

Ahmadnagar escorted by Gazi-ud-din marched towards Bijapur.

The Bijdpur troops were baffled in their attempt to cut ofi this

convoy, and, after a weU-fought action, A'zam's army was saved from

threatened ruin. On this occasion A'zam's wife the princess Jani

Begam marched with the convoy to join her husband and drove her

elephant into the thick of the fight encouraging the troops.

Aurangzeb expressed himself more gratefully to Gazi-ud-din for

relieving his son than for any service ever performed by his officers.®

To complete the investment of Bijdpur, Aurangzeb,who was directing

operations against Haidarabad, patched up a treaty with Haidarabad

and marched for Bijapur with all available troops. He found the place

partially invested by his son's army and his own completed what

was wanting. His presence caused to the besieged much uneasiness.

He appointed several of his best officers to help A'zam in carrying

on the siege and addressed to them some soul-stirring words. They
set heartily to work constructing lines of approach, driving mines,

and filling the ditch. Of several breaching batteries the chief

under the immediate superintendence of Tarbiyat Kh^n was on the

south face of the Bijapur fort. Sharza Khan, Abdu-r-Euf, and

Sidis S41im and Jamshed were among the faithful officers who
defended the fort. The garrison was not numerous but though ill-

paid and short of provisionstheyshowed a high and stubborn courage.

The city was surrounded on all sides and many of the foraging

parties were attacked. The besieged daily sallied from the town

and a few of the Moghal officers were either killed or wounded.

The besieged continued gallantly to oppose the approaches. The
grand powder magazine which was placed under ground in the

camp accidentally blew up with a noise which was heard for sixty

miles.* As the country round Bijapur had long been wasted supplies

were cut off to the great distress of the besieged. Still the Bijd.pur

soldiers resisted gallantly until the walls were breached in several

1 Ogilby's Atlas, V. 246-247.
3 Grant Duffs MarAthds, 149.

2 Elliot and Dowaon, VII. 322.
* Scott's Deccan, II. 71.
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places. Oh the 15tliof October 1 686^ the garrison, reduced to tlie last

extremity, capitalated. It was settled that the young king Shikandar
should pay his respects to the emperor, and that his chief officers

should be raised to high rank in the Moghal service. The emperor
entered the conquered city in state followed by his principal officers

and generals. Through weeping crowds he passed in through the
Mangoli gate in the south, whose name he changed to Pateh or Victory
gate, to the great Audience Hall in the citadel where he received

the submission of the leading nobles. The unfortunate Shikandar,

who was then only in his nineteenth year, was brought before

Aurangzeb in silver chains more like a captive rebel than a
vanquished sovereign. After paying his compliments Aurangzeb
allowed him to sit and bestowed on him many favours. Sharza Khan
was raised to the title of Rustam Khan, Abdu-r-Euf Khan to

that of DiMwar Khdn, and both to commands of seven thousand.

The Sidis Salim and Jamshed were honoured with titles and
commands of five thousand, and all the officers were promoted
according to their quality. Sitting on a travelling throne Aurangzeb
passed to view the fort through the breach by which the assault

was intended to have been made. Prom that he went to the great

mosque where he offered thanks for his success. Syed Lashkar Khan
was appointed governor of the citadel, and on the large bronze piece

of ordnance called the Malik-i-Maiddn a new inscription was
carved in place of the old one. After 1686 the waters of the

Bijdpur reservoirs and wells grew low, the country round remained

waste, and, much of it was seized by landholders who acknowledged

no over-lord. The great city of Sh^hdpur the second Bijapur,

two miles to the north-west of the city, was empty and ruined.^ The
captive king Shikandar was not removed from Bijdpur.

Aurangzeb assured him of protection and assigned him £10,000
(Rs. 1 Idhh) for his yearly charges. He died some years after the

fall of the city.^ At his own request he was buried in a lowly

grave in the north-east of the city, in front of the tombs of two
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1 The date of the capitulation is variously stated. The date in the text is from
Grant Duff's Marith^s, 150. According to Orme (Historical Fragments, 148) the
date is the middle of June ; according to GentU quoted by Orme (Historical

Fragments, 149) the city was taken on the first of September 1687 and Shikandar
appeared before Aurangzeb on the 14th ; according to Anquetil du Perron the city

was taken in the beginning of October 1686 ; according to Scott (Deccan, II. 71)

Bijipur capitulated in 1689 ; KhAfi KhAn (Elliot and Dowson, VII. 322-324) gives

October 1686. The correct date seems to be October 1686.

2 Scott's Deccan, II. 72-73, The account of the siege is from Grant Duffs Mard,thd,s,,

149-151 ; Elliot and Dowson, VII. 322-324 ; Scott's Deccan, II. 71-73 ; and Orme's
Historical Fragments, 148 - 149.

3 According to Grant Dufif (MarAthds, 151) Shikandar was kept a close prisoner

in the Moghal camp for three years when he died of poison believed to be given by
Aurangzeb in consequence of some popular rising in his favour. The statement

that Shikandar was poisoned by Aurangzeb three years after the fall of BijApur has

been questioned by Orme (His. Frag. 149). It is apparently'incorrect. In 1695, nine

years after the fall of Bijdpur, the Italian traveller Gemelli Careri (Churchill's

Voyages, IV. 248) when in the Moghal camp at Galgale about thirty-two miles south-

west of Bijdpur, saw Shikandar, a sprightly youth of twenty-nine of good stature and

of oUve complexion, going with a handsome retinue to pay his respects to Aurangzeb.

According to Grant Duff (MardthAs, 114) Shikandar was bom in 1667 so that his

age in 1695 would closely agree with the age given by Careri.
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saints, one of whom Pir Naaru-Uah had been his spiritual teacher.

Here, in fitting contrast with the stately tombs of his powerful

ancestors, the remains of the last of the Adil Shah kings were laid

unmarked it is said even by a stone.

Aurangzeb remained at Bijd,pur till 1689 when the true Baghdad
plague called taun and wdba forced him to leave the city. About

100,000 people are said to have died and many more left the city.

When the disease abated Aurangzeb caused a census to be taken. It

was found that the population still amounted to 984,000 living in

184,000 houses or 1,0 16,000 people less than the number recorded for

Bijapur and Shahapur in Mahmud Adil Shah's reign (1626-1656).^

From this time the city decayed with a speed for which it is difficult

to account. It is not that it was neglected, or that no efforts were

made to preserve it as left by the Adil Shah kings. Aurangzeb
was most anxious that Bijdpur should keep its former importance.

The grants of land, cash allowances, and endowments given by the

kings were confirmed by him and even increased. Every inducement

was held out for men to settle there ; the nobles of the kingdom
were kept in their posts ; and many of the soldiers were enlisted in

the Moghal army. Every effort was in vain, with its surrender all

life seems to have left the city. Misrule during Shikandar's

minority had greatly weakened the security of life and property,

trade was almost at a stand, and the distress which the people had
suffered during the different sieges, culminating in the surrender

of the city and the deadly plague in a place famed for its

wholesomeness, broke their spirit. Still Aurangzeb did not relax

his efforts to repeople the city. His governors were instructed to

persevere, and Nawdb Azaf Jdh, in particular, strove to restore the

city. All was to no purpose. The people gratefully acknowledged

the care bestowed on their city, but nothing was able to check the

decay. The answer of one of the people to the enquiries of the

Nawdb as to the state of Bijdpur was the well known wailing

couplet

:

' The spider weaves lier web on the palace of Csesar,
' The owl stands sentry on the tower of Afrasiab.'^

In 1703 Chin Kilich Khdn, who twenty years later established

the family of the Nizams of Haidarabad, was made governor of

Bijapur.* Shortly before his death in 1707 Aurangzeb appointed,

his favourite son K^m Bakhsh governor of Bijapur. He sent

the priace with all the signs and honours of royalty to Bijapur, and
the drums of the royal nauhat khdna were ordered to play as he
started. The news of Aurangzeb's death overtook Kam Bakhsh
before he reached Bijapur, but in spite of desertions he continued

his march in the hope of seizing the Bijapur fort. On
arriving near the place he sent a kind and flattering message
to Niyaz Khan the commandant to induce him to give up
the fortress. Niyaz Khdn refused and set about putting the

^ The decrease of 1,016,000 in the number of inhabitants was due partly to the
plague, but mainly to the destruction of Shihdpur in 1635.

^ BusAtin-i-Sal^tin. ^ Eastwick's Kaisar Ndrndh-i-Hind, I, 3.
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fortifications in order. Intrenchments were thrown up opposite one
of the gates. Ramours of the death of Aurangzeb had been floating
in the air before the arrival of Kd,m Bakhsh and were now
confirmed. Negotiations were opened, and, through the skilful
management of one Ahsan Khd,n, the keys of the fortress were given
up by Niy^z Khan who waited on the prince and made his
submission. At the end of two months order was restored in
the city and neighbourhood. Ahsan Khdn was made bakshi or
paymaster and the post of vazir or minister was given to Hakim
Muhsin with the title of Takarrab Khan. Other followers were
rewarded with jewels and titles. The prince then assumed the
throne. He was mentioned in the Khutha or public prayer
under the title of Din-panah or the Home of the Faith,
and coins were issued with this title. He became cruel and
whimsical, put to death several of his officers among them Ahsan
Khd,n, and was deserted by most of his troops. His brother the
Emperor Bahddur Shiih (1707-1712), after defeating and killing
his second brother A^zam at the battle of A'gra, wrote a kind letter
full of advice to K^m Bakhsh promising, on condition that coins
were not struck in the name of Kdm Bakhsh, to give him the
governments of Bijapur and Haidarabad, instead of Bijapur alone
as planned by their father, with all the subjects and belongings.
Bahadur also promised to remit the tribute which had hitherto

been paid by the governors of the two provinces. To this letter

Kam Bakhsh sent a provoking reply. The result was a battle

near Haidarabad in which Kilm Bakhsh was defeated and slain.

^

After the death of Kam Bakhsh Bijapur passed under the rule of

the Emperor's governor or sarsubheddr at Haidarabad. In 1710
a severe famine impoverished the city, and a second famine seven
years later (1717) deepened the distress. Thousands perished and
the memory of the hardships lingered for years. In 1723 when the

Nizd,m proclaimed his independence Bijd,pur became part of his

kingdom, and remained for some years under the governorship of

his son N^sir Jang. In 1744 Bijapur passed from Nasir Jang to

his nephew Muzaffar Jang and became his head-quarters.^ In 1750
the French priest Tieffenthaler described Bijd,pur, from hearsay, as

one of the greatest cities of Southern India, the old capital of the

Adil Shdh kingdom. It was about five miles round, furnished

with high solid walls, and was formerly very populous and prosper-

ous.^ In 1760, after the battle of TJdgir, Bijapur was ceded by
Nizdm SaUbat Jang (1750-1761) to Peshwa Bdlaji (1740-1761)

and a Mardtha governor was sent to Bijapur. The devastation of

Bijapur dates from its transfer to the Marathas. The Moghals had
regarded the stately buildings with veneration, and, though they

had done nothing to preserve them, neither had they helped to ruiu

them. Under Moghal rule the palaces and other buildings in the

Ark-killah remained as if their royal masters had left them the day

before. With the Marathas matters were sadly different. The

' Elliot and Dowson, VII. 386-390, 406 ; Grant PufTa Mardthis, 186.

2 Bastwiok's Kaisar NAm^lh i-Hind, I. 26 ; Grant Duff's Marslth^s, 262.

3 Tieffeuthaler's Description llistorique et Geographique de L'Inde, I. 498.
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beautiful open-carved palace windows and doors, even the very

floors ceilings and roofs, were torn up for their timber, and all

that could be pillaged or spoiled was carried away. Every

governor was intent only on enriching himself. No attention was

paid to the people, and day by day the place grew more desolate.

To add to the general distress a severe famine broke out in 1784 and

lasted for three years. The bones of the dead whitened the ground

for miles. In May 1792 Lieutenant Moor of Captain Little's

Detachment visited BiiS,pur. There was a pretty little clean town

in the west near the Ibrahim Roza and in the north-west were

several neat markets. But the place abounded with thieves. The
walls and towers were neglected, in many places tumbled into the

ditch. Except one little mosque the citadel was a heap of ruins.

In 1803 the distress caused by a scanty harvest was deepened

byPendharis who plundered and destroyed all they could lay hands

on. Again did the city pass through the horrors of famine.

Distress was heightened by the Peshwa, who, about this time,

confiscated neai'ly all Musalman mam lands and endowments,

and large numbers went to Haidarabad. Never was desolation

more complete, except perhaps the ruin of Vijaynagar by the

confederate Musalman kings in 1565, for which, according to Hindu
belief, the destruction of Bijdpur was a judgment.

In November 1808 Sir James Mackintosh, then Recorder of

Bombay (1804-1811) visited Bijapur.^ The country north of Bijapur

was a desert. For fourteen miles the only living creatures

were some pretty parroquets, a partridge, a hare, and a herd of

deer. About ten in the morning they were astonished by the

sight of two men on horseback. One of the domes of Bijapur was
seen about eleven miles off rising with great majesty, and many
others rose upon their view as they drew near. After travelling

over ruins with mosques and tombs on all sides the party went to the

fort escorted by the Maratha governor who had come to receive

them. On entering the gate Mackintosh was struck with the

massiveness of the stones which composed the wall. He had never

seen so many stones of such a size, so solidly held together in a

building of such height. The party encamped under a tower called

the Kopri (Upri) Buruj or lofty tower to the top of which they

climbed by a broken stair leading up the outside. On the top

were two monstrous pieces of ordnance. One of them, measured by
an umbrella, was guessed to be about thirty feet long. This tower

had a very extensive view across a naked and barren plain

scattered with noble edifices, the remains of a city, which, in the

beginning of the seventeenth century was probably the fourth of

the Muhammadan world ; only Constantinople, Ispahan, and Delhi
could have surpassed Bijapur. There were no traces of private

dwellings, and the scanty population was hutted in the ruins. They
afterwards went to abastionwherewas the Malik-i-Maiddn orMonarch
of the Plain, a piece of brass ordnance, supposed to be the largest, and
in Mackintosh's opinion certainly the mostuseless, in the world. They

^ Little's Detachment, 310-321. 2 Life, I, 461-470.
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walked towards the north-east, through rows of small mosques, of

which, according to their guide, there remained about 1400. This was
the more likely as nine-tenths of them were not larger than summer
houses. They passed on their right the fortification which contained

the palaces, and on their left an immense unfinishedbuildingbegunby
Ali Adil Shdh II (1656-1672). In several of themosques and tombs, the
minute work in stone was exquisite, and surpassed by no cathedral

which SirJames had ever seen. The arches had every gradation from
the roundest Saxon to the most pointed Gothic ; but, as they had not
been built till the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries after archi-

tecture had passed through all its stages in Europe, they did not
properly constitute any monuments of the history of that art.

After walking about two miles they found on their right the great

Mosque, to build which like St. Paul's had taken the reigns of five

kings. Like St. Paul's, while building, it witnessed political revo-

lutions and was completed under a foreign sovereign. Aurangzeb
added some small buildings that he might have some
pretence to rank as a fifth among the royal founders. On
entering, they saw three sides of a square opening on the fourth

side to a garden and large pond. On the side opposite to the pond
was the mosque, a building of a very graceful effect. It consisted

of five rows of noble cloisters, each twenty-two feet wide, very lofty

and supported by massive pillars. They were divided into small

squares, each square covered by a small dome, and the central part

of the third and fourth rows from the outside formed one square of

seventy feet across covered with a correspondent cupola. In the

centre of the fifth was a shrine, which, when uncovered, appeared

full of passages from the Kurdn, in letters once gilt. The verandas

of the wings, stretching on the right and left of the garden, were

high and spacious. The whole was in excellent repair and very few

buildings composed only of stone could have Sir James thought a

more dignified appearance. At some distance was the Boli Gum-
baz or great dome of Sultdn Mahmud Adil Shah the building they

had seen eleven miles off. It certainly deserved the name of Great.

It was a most noble mausoleum, though, as it had no more building

than was necessary to support the cupola, it was not to be

compared with St. Peter's or St. Paul's, where the domes are only

grand parts of immense structures. In the centre was a large

elevated platform with three monuments. The breadth was about

forty-eight paces or eighty cubits. At each corner was a minaret

which went to the top. By a staircase in one of the minarets they

climbed, rather laboriously, to the top, which they found on the

inside of a dome one hundred and thirty-two paces round. Here

was a whispering gallery, where the lowest distinct articulation

produced a very clear and loud echo ; no sound was lost. Mackintosh

made it resound with the first verses of Alexander's Feast and the

Bard, with some stanzas of Ohevy Chase, two strophes of the Progress

of Poesy, the Exordium of Paradise Lost, and, lastly, as applicable

to the scene, with ' The cloud-clapt towers, the gorgeous palaces.'

Everyword of the poetry was most harmoniously reverberated. They

returned to breakfast a little after ten almost exhausted.

Sir James then received a visit from the Mardthagovernorattended
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by the governor of DMrw^r. After some unmeaning compliments, they

requested Sir James to retire to the private tent, and there entreated

his interposition with the Peshwa in behalf of Vis^ji Pant, the heredi-

tary quarter-master-general or Binivdla of the empire, who was

then not a favourite at court. Sir James answered them cautiously

that he should represent his case through Colonel Close, and that the

Peshwa would no doubttreat so distinguishedafamilywithindulgence

as well as equity ; but that it was impossible for him to be answer-

able for the decision of a great prince, on whose mind his allies, the

English, would be most unwilling to exercise the least influence

inconsistent with independence and dignity. They appeared to be

satisfied, and requested a visit in the afternoon on Sir James' way
to the palace. About three, the party went by one of the southern

gates to the mosque and tomb of Ibrahim Adil Shdh II (1580-1626).

The buildings were about a quarter of a mile without the gate.

Their distant effect was finer than that of any of the other buildings,

except the impression made by the loftiness of theBoli Grumbaz.

Time and desolation had made their situation far more beautiful

than it could have been in the days of their splendour. They were
in a lonely grove of noble trees, instead of being surrounded, as they

probably were, by paltry huts and mean streets. The mosque
was smaller than the great mosque of the city of three cloisters,

with small domes, like the great mosque. The massiveness

of the walls, and the elegance of the minute workman-
ship in stone, were most admirable. It seemed almost impossible

that such a material could have been wrought into such slender

and elegant forms. In the tomb, a dark hall, were six or seven
monuments of the Sultan, his mother, and some of his children.

From the Ibrahim Roza they were led to the Tdj Bavdi,

a handsome reservoir, surrounded by a low but not inelegant

range of buildings, where the great persons of the court

sat to look at the water-shows, for which the place was con-

structed. They walked through a fine park, once a garden, but
then more pleasingly covered with fine trees and verdure. Beyond
it they found a monument erected to a daughter of Aurangzeb the

conqueror of Bijdpur. It was of white marble brought :{rom Delhi,

and was the only marble monument they had seen. They were
told that the princess became enamoured of the famous MarStha
chief Shivaji during his visit to Delhi; that Aurangzeb offered her

to him in marriage on condition that he became a Musalmdn

;

that he rejected the condition ; that the princess, in consequence,
refused all offers of marriage, and died single in the city, three

years after the conquest.^ Near were two elegant monuments^
apparently the Two Sisters (5), one of a Musalmdn saint ov fir ; the
other of a virgin of Bijapur, two persons who had probably little

intercourse during life. In the evening they visited the subheddr
at a most miserable house. There was a little mimicry of state.

A coarse Surat cloth was laid on the floor, and towards the centre a
little scarlet cushion was placed against the wall, on an old bit of

1 The tomb is believed to be of the wife not of the daughter of Aurangzeb, See
below p. 615.
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Persian carpet about a foot square. There Sir Janies was seated
and was obliged to undergo a ndch.
On the question how so great a city as Bijapur came to be

built in the Deccan Mackintosh moralised as follows : Bijdpur
was the capital of a kingdom which, in its most flourishing state,

never extended further than from Goa to Kulbarga and from
near Poona to the Tungbhadra.^ Those who told Major Moor
that it once contained nearly a million of houses^ made rather
a bold experiment on the credulity of a stranger. They told
him at the same time that the circuit of the city walls was a
day's journey. Now as twenty-five miles may be considered a
long day's journey, this account of Bijdpur makes its circuit to
have been not more than that of London ; and as there were such
large vacancies in gardens mosques and palaces, it cannot have
been as populous as London. Its population may be probably
g-uessed at four or five hundred thousand^; and the difficulty seems
to be, how a kingdom of no larger extent or greater resources
could have produced a capital so splendid and well peopled. The
government in tropical countries may undoubtedly take a much
larger proportion of the produce of the soil, without ruin, than in
colder climates, because the necessary wants of the inhabitants are
so much fewer. Clothing fire and habitation articles of such great
expense in Europe are here trifling ; superstition too, probably
influenced by climate, has confined them to the cheapest food. A.s

the government's share of the produce may be larger than in
Europe, so the modes in which the sovereign and his chiefs expend
it, are much less various. Except the pay and support of military
adherents, the whole current expense of an Indian chief may be
referred to his stable and zenana ; and, considering the necessarily

small expenditure of women imprisoned, it is probable that, some
acts of capricious bounty to favourites excepted, the expense of the
largest zenana falls far short of any calculation made on European
ideas. All that remains of the surplus income of the country could
only have been spent in buildings, and that in the capital for there
was no other considerable town. The vanity of wealth, which
takes a thousand fantastic forms in Europe, could here assume only
one form. The erection of mosques and monuments was the only
way in which the rich man could display his riches and leave behind
him a name. Though the great men were likely to have been
extremely superstitious, and perpetrated atrocities enough to

quicken their superstition by remorse, yet we must not ascribe these
buildings to superstition alone, but to the desire of popularity, the
parade of wealth, the desire of courting the favour of the sovereign,

the love of fame, and every other passion which could wear the
disguise of the prevalent principle or predominant fashion. In this

manner there seems no difficulty in accounting for the splendour
of a town, which the whole plunder of this and the neighbouring
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^ This ia incorrect. See above pp. 426, 428.
^ This estimate seems much too low. Even shortly after the 1689 plague there

were close on a million inhabitants. At its prime (1580- 1630) there were probably
about a million inhabitants in Shdh^pur alone. At that time it seems likely that the
Bijipui* population was much smaller than it became after the destruction of ShAh^pur
(1636).
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countries was employed to adorn. The governor informed Sir

James that within the previous twenty years (] 788 - 1808) the city

contained five or six thousand inhabited houses, or perhaps nearly

thirty thousand inhabitants, and that at present the houses and
people were reduced to one-sixth.

In 1818 on the overthrow of the Peshwa Bijd,pur, then at its

lowest depth of poverty, was included in the country assigned to the

E^ja of Satdra. In 1819 when Mr. BlpMnstone visited Bijapur all

was desolate, even the modern villages were ruined and deserted.^

In 1826 Grant Duff described Bijdpur as a city surrounded with lofty

walls of hewn stone. The freshness of the walls, and of the cupolas

and minarets of the public buildings which showed over the top of

the walls, gave it the appearance of a flourishing city. Within all

was solitude, silence, and desolation. The deep moat, the double

rampart, and the ruins of the splendid palaces in the citadel showed
the former magnificence of the court. The great mosque was a

grand edifice, and the tomb of Ibrahim Adil Shall was remarkable

for elegance and grace. The chief feature in the scene was the

mausoleum of Mahmud Adil Shd.h, the dome of which filled the eye

from every point, and, though entirely without ornament, its enor-

mous dimensions and austere simplicity invested it with an air of

melancholy grandeur which harmonised with the surrounding wreck
and desolation. In the climate of Bijapur the progress of decay was
extremely rapid, and until lately nothing had been done to stay its

eifects. As mere ruins the remains were exceedingly grand and as

a vast whole far exceeded anything of the kind in Europe.^

Under the Satara Rdjas, as under the Peshw^s, palaces and private

houses were unroofed for the sake of their noble teak beams.

Windows and door-frames, witli their exquisitely carved lattice-work,

were carried away in cart-loads and almost inconceivable damage
was done to the public buildings. The Raja himself, Pratdpsinh .

(1818 - 1839), while visiting the city, was struck witb the gilding on

the walls of the palaces, especially in the Sat Mazli, and conceiving

they contained a treasure of gold, he ordered all the gilding to be
scraped off and an army of workmen was employed for the purpose.

Their labour was productive of no result as the gilding fell away in

dust. By this act the Maratha prince greatly defaced the royal

apartments of the palace and irretrievably destroyed the portraits

of Sultan Mdhmud and bis favourite Rhumba, which adorned the

walls.^ Of all the palaces in^the city the only one that escaped the

general destruction was the Asar Mehel, and this immunity was no

doubt owing to the sanctity it enjoyed as containing the relic of the

Prophet. Viewing this palace as it now stands after the lapse of

years, the injury to the other buildings which has reduced them
to their present state can be faintly estimated. Both Pratdpsinh

and his successor Shahaji (1839-1848) visited the city several

times. It was during the reign of the latter prince that several

of the more important public buildings, which from neglect and

1 Colebrooke's Life, II. 72. = Grant Dufi's Mardthds, 151.
' It is locally reported that these portraits were destroyed by order of the Emperor

Aurangzeb, as pictures are forbidden by the Muhammadan religion. Several figure
Ijaintings in the Asar Mehel were also, it is said, destroyed by his orders. See below
p. 622.
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otter causes were fast falling into ruin, were put in repair. Captain
Hart, R. E., was appointed to superintend the work, and the Ibrd,him
Roza and Asar Mehel owe a good deal of their present state of

preservation to the exertions of this officer, though the taste with
which these repairs were executed may be questioned. The state

of the IbrdMm Eoza especially was at this time deplorable. The
ornamental stone roof of the inner colonnade of the tomb had fallen

in many places, and the necessity of restoring the roof was urgent.

Captain Hart was very successful, and the Roza is at the present
day almost perfect. Fortunately it is wholly built of stone and thus
escaped the destructive ravages of the Mar^th4s.
On the deatb of Shahaji in 1848, Bij4pur, with the rest of the

Sdtara kingdom, passed to the English. It was incorporated into

the Sd/tara coUectorate part of which it remained till in 1863 it was
Landed to Sholapur, and, in the following year, when the KaMdgi
coUectorate was formed, it was incorporated into it. It was then
reduced again to secondary importance, as KaMdgi was made the
head-quarters of the district, while Bijapur, though its situation was
central and its climate healthy, was reduced to the level of a
country town. Since 1848 little of importance has occurred in the

city. In 1857 an outbreak among the Muhammadans was feared
and Mr. Rose the Collector applied for a body of troops. A
squadron of the Southern Mardtha Horse, 400 Native Infantry, and
two pieces of cannon were accordingly stationed in the city under
the command of Captain Kerr, V.C., and remained till 1859. The
presence of the troops had a quieting effect and no attempt at a

rising was made.

During twenty of the twenty-five years which have passed since

the Mutinies Bijdpur changed little. £100 {Rs. 1000) a year were
set apart for repairs, and the publication of the magnificent work
on Bijapur by Colonel Meadows Taylor and Mr. Fergusson with
photographs by Colonel Briggs did much to raise pride in its build-

ings and ruins. In 1876 Colonel, now General, St. Clair Wilkins,

then Superintending Engineer for the Southern Division, proposed
that the head-quarters of the district should be moved from KaMdgi
to Bijd,pur. A new jail, police lines, court-house and hospital must
soon be made for th« district. The old Bijdpur buildings would be
better and cheaper than new buildings ; Bijapur was more central and
its air and water more wholesome. Plans and estimates for adapting

Bijapur buildings for offices and residences were completedand sanc-

tioned in November 1876. But the famine left no funds and the work
had to be put off. Since 1879 repairs and changes have been pushed
on and are still unfinished. Of eleven chief works in progress (June

1884) two are outside of the city walls, five are between the city and
the citadel walls, and four are within the citadel. The two works
outside of the city walls are turning Mustd,fa Khdn's rest-house into

a jail and Aurangzeb's Prayer Place (42) into police lines. Mustafa

Khan's rest-house, the new district jail, is about a mile north-west of

the Shd,hi.pur or north-west gate. When completed this building will

have room for 350 prisoners and will contain jaifor's quarters, hospi-

tal, and other buildings. The cost of conversion will be nearly £6000
(Rs. 60,000). In the 40O feet square enclosure of Aurangzeb's
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Chapter XIV. Idgah or Prayer Place, about 600 yards west of tte centre of the

Places. west face of the cityj are being built quarters for about 180
constablesj besides a school, chief constable's ofSce, and quarter

guard, and, on the outside, quarters for twenty-eight mounted police

and stables for their horses. In the space between the city walls

and the citadel four buildings are in course of conversion^ two are

under consideration, and one new house has been built. The
four changes are the conversion of Yikat Ddbuli's tomb, to the

right of the Futka-P^dshapur road about ] 60 yards north-east of the

citadelj into a Second Assistant Collector's residence ; one of the

Two Sisters (5), to the right of the Macca-Allapur road about 350
yards east of the Macca Gate, into a residence for the Executive

Engineer ; of the Chini Mehel II. (23), about 300 yards south of

the Ark-killah, into a residence for the District Superintendent of

Police ; and of the Bukhara Mosque (29), to the left of the Futka-
Padshdpur road about 600 yards north-east of the Putka Gate, into

a post office. A house has been built for the Huzur Deputy Collector,

andhouses for the District Forest Officer and District Deputy Collector

are under consideration. Within the citadel four buildings have
been converted and one is under consideration. The building known
as the Granary or Chini-Mehel I. (16), in the south-west corner of

the citadel, has been arranged so as to provide room for the offices

of the Collector, his two assistants, and two deputies ; a court room
for the Judge and other rooms for his clerks and for pleaders, and
corresponding accommodation for the subordinate judge. The
Addlat Mehel or Palace of Justice (19) in the north-east, has been
restored as a residence for the Collector and the Arash Mehel thirty

yards east-south-east of the Ad^lat Mehel for the Civil Surgeon. Of
the Anand Mehel or Pleasure Palace (17) near the centre of the citadel

the centre and east have been set apartfor the First Assistant Collector

and the west wing for the Judge. The conversion of an old palace

to the north of the Granary into a mamlatddr's office is under
consideration. It is also proposed to turn into a chapel a small

building near the centre of the citadel, about fifty yards west of the

Anand Mehel, which is known as the entrance to the Gagan Mehel or

Great Hall of Audience (18). The outside of the building is plain,

but the inner decorations in elaborate stucco coloured and gilt must at

one time have been superb. Enough of the design remains to show
what its former style must have been and this it is intended as far

as possible to restore. The form of the arches and of the groined

ceiling is exceptionally graceful. When completed this will be
internally one of the prettiest places of worship in India.

These works, especially the works in the citadel, have greatly

changed the appearance of Bijd,pur. The buildings have as far as

possible been treated so as to preserve their original appearance.

But it is doubtful how far this attempt has succeeded as the restored

buildings want the bands and panels of bright enamelled tiles

which when fresh must have been one of the original buildings'

most beautiful features. More than the changes in the buildings
the smoothing, clearing, and filling needed to make the place

wholesome have robbed Bijapur of its mystery, glamour, and
romance. These, to lovers of the old the chief charms of Bijapur,
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could not be saved. As the head-quarters of a district and a
railway station it may be boped that, with the loss of its most
characteristic charm, Bijdpur will also lose the characteristic air of

desolate and deadly poverty that so greatly marred its mystery and
romance.^

The following account of the Objects of Interest in and round
Bijdpur was, written in 1879 when few changes had been made.
Now (1883), especially in the Ark-killah, the changes are so great

that it is diflScult to realize that the place is the same. The
original descriptions have in several cases been left as they were
written in the hope of giving some idea of the royal ruin which, for

200 years, has been the traveller's delight and wonder. The
accounts of the doings of the Mardthds, in their dear work of

pillaging and dishonouring Musalmdns, however heartless and evil

they may seem, give no idea of the completeness of the ruin they
wrought in their hundred years of possession. Of the palaces, once
the pride of the Deccan, scarcely a trace remains. Masses of

crumbling ruins alone mark their sites. Tombs, mosques, and
towers stand on every side in various stages of decay, and the few
unharmed buildings add to, rather than lessen, the feeling of

desolation. The scanty population is lost in the vast area enclosed

within the walls. Except in the west, the centre of trade, the city

seems deserted. In wandering over it, in a desolate waste suddenly

appear a cluster of houses, and again, beyond the houses, is a solitude

with here and there a ruined palace or a tomb. After a time comes
another hamlet. And though the hamlet and suburb have

between them as many as 12,000 people so vast is the city that it

seems almost empty. The contrast between the peopled parts and
the wastes is strikingly abrupt. Here a busy hive of men, there a

desolate tract j in one place a wooded garden, in the next gj dry

waste.

Entering the city from the west by the Futka Gate, and passing

through the houses in that quarter, a mile of the Futka -Padsh^pur road

may be passed without seeing an inhabited house or a human being.

To the right, soon after passing the Futka Gate, a glimpse may be

caught of the Malika Jahan Mosque (27), while the distant view

is bounded by the domes of the Two Sisters (5) and the lofty

tamarind trees of the ancient deer-park. About 500 yards further

east on the right are the walls and stately ruins of the citadel, and,

on the left, the magnificent foundation of Ali Adil Shdh II.'s tomb (3).

Further east, for about a mile, in a vast ruin-strewn plain, some

mosque or tomb stands as if on guard over the surrounding

desolation. At the end of this waste the massive tomb of Sultdn

Mdhmud (1) rears its vast bulk against the sky, dwarfing all

neighbouring buildings. Outside the walls, Ain-ul-Mulk's dark gray

tomb (10) is faintly visible, in a plain roughened with decaying

tombs and bounded by the bare ridge on whose northern slope

Bijapur is built. The south of the city is a little more cheerful.

There are more trees, especially towards the west there are more

hamlets, and the ancient buildings are better preserved.
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1 Mr, E. K. Keinold, 0. E. Executive Engineer.
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The following order is suggested as perhaps the most convenient

in which to see the leading objects of interest at Bij^pur. Starting

from one of the new residences in the citadel, and leaving the

citadel by its south-east or main gate, the Fateh-Sh^hdpur road leads

about 1300 yards north-west, past the Bukhara mosque (29), the

Upri tower (4.1 ) and the Chdnd well (40) to the Shahdpur Gate.

Beyond the Shahdpur Gate the road runs nearly west, through
Shahapur suburb, past Malik Eehan Khoja's tomb (12) on the left,

acrossthe Sholapur road, past Shd,h Nawdz KhSn's tomb or the Twelve
Columns (13) on the left, to Pir Amin Sdheb's white tomb at

Dargdh (14) about two miles north-west of the Khudanpur Bazdr.

Returning from Dargdh to the ShoMpur-Kaladgi road, about 800
yards south along the road, Aurangzeb's Idgdh (42) is on the right,

and the Sherzi Bastion bearingthe great brass cannon MaHk-i-Maidan
or Lord of the Plain (43) is nearly opposite on the left. About 400
yards further south, after crossing the roads that run west to

Nauraspur and Torvi, about 300 yards to the west is the Ibrahim
Roza (2), and, in the plain behind about 500 yards to the south-west,

is the tomb of Haidar Khan, and about 300 yards north of Haidar
Khd,n's, the Moti Gumbaz or Pearl Dome (11) and several other

buildings in various stages of decay. The road that passes west by
north-west of the Ibrahim Roza runs four miles to Torvi where are

the ruins of Nauraspur including the Nauras Palace. The head-

works of the Torvi water scheme in the same neighbourhood are

worth a visit and so are the large reservoirs about a mile down the

stream at Afzulpur. This completes the chief objects of interest to

the west of the city.

From the west the city is entered by the Futka or Broken Gate
about 150 yards south of the Sherzi Bastion with the great Lord of

the Plain. Inside the wall, about 80 yards north of the road, is

Yusuf Adil Shah's Idgah or prayer place (36), and, about 70 yards

further north is the Upri with its long iron guns. From the

Upri tower about 300 yards north is the Chand Well. Returning

to the Futka Gate and passing south the road skirts the

inside of the wall, about 80 yards, past the Postern Gate 250
yards to the Macca Gate where are now (1884) the mamlatdd,r's

and sub-judge's oflBces. The plan of the gatewaly and also the two

,

guns should be examined. From the Macca Gate the Macca-
AlMpur road runs east but a pathway along the walls leads

about 650 yards south to the Jamdt Well and the tomb of the Pir

Shaikh Hamid Khddir (8) in the south-west corner near the wall.

Returning from the Jamat Well to the Macca Gate and passing east

along the Macca-AlMpur road about 160 yards on the right is the

T£j or Royal well (39), and, about 100 yards further^ also on the

right, Khawas Khan's tomb or the Two Sisters (5). About thirty

yards east of the Sisters are the Gorak Imlis or Blood trees (44).

About . 200 yards south of the trees is the square enclosure

surrounding what remains of the Begam Sd,heb's tomb (6). About
150 yards south of the Begam Sdheb's tomb is the tomb of Ali Adil
Shah I. (4), and, close by, the beautifully carved green stone coffin.

Returning to the Two Sisters the road runs about 250 yards
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east between lines of trees to the edge of the Ark-killdh moat.
About 160 yards to the north is the Malika Jahan mosque (27),
and the causeway leading into the citadel. For about 300 yards to
the south-west the road skirts the moat, as far as the great
gateway of the Ark-kilMh. To the right about half-way to the gate
is Andu's mosque (28) with its cluster of minarets and melon-
shaped dome, and, close to the gateway, is the old Tanks^l or treasure-
house, a ruined eight-sided building, on the right of the roadway.
From this point the road divides, one branch passing south-east
about 1000 yards to the Pateh Gate and the other branch passing east

over 2000 yards to the AUapur or Eastern Gate. The south road
leads to the Fateh Gate about 300 yards west of which is the
Landa Kasab Bastion with its large iron gun, and about 1000
yards to the east is the Firangi Tower.

Returning north to the gateway of the Ark-kilMh, inside the second
gate are the remains of the ancient (700-1000) Hindu temples (37)
with inscriptions cut in the bases of the columns. On the left

about 160 yards north of the gateway is Malik Karim-u-din's
mosque (34), with carved columns supporting a flat stone-roof and
handsome portico. A road runs about 60 yards west along the
north face of MaHk Karim's mosque, and, passing under an archway,
enters a large quadrangle in the north-west or mo3t distant corner

of which rises the SdtMazli (l5), while close on the left the south
face is occupied by the Granary or Chini Mehel I. (16). The road
passes about 100 yards north-west across the quadrangle and
comes out, through another archway, on the faussebraye of the
citadel, along which it runs about 160 yards north to the causeway,

where is the temple of Narsoba with its sa,cred pipal tree (38).

Returning south-east to Karim's mosque, a road branches north-

east about 150 yards to the Macca mosque (26), with two tall round
front towers, and close by a large Water-tower connected with the-

Begam Lake. Close to the Macca mosque is Bichkanhali the site

of the old Hindu village. On the top of the citadel wall, about
150 yards east of the Macca mosque the Chinch-didi mosque

(31) commands a picturesque view of the city. At irregular

distances to the north of the Macca mosque is a row of three

palaces, the Anand Mehel (17) about 100 yards to the north in the

centre, the Gagan Mehel (18) famous for its large arch about 60-

yards to the west, and the Add,lat Mehel (19) about 100 yards to

the north-east. About 80 yards west of the Adalat Mehel or Col-

lector's house is the temple-like mosque of Khwaja Jahin (35).

Returning south about 60 yards to the north-west of the Macca
mosque are the remains of the mint, treasury, and other public offices

(20). Passing south to the citadel gateway and turning to the left,

a road leads about 400 yards north-east to the Asar Mehel a Relic

Palace (21). Close to the right of the road, just after leaving the

citadel gate, are the so-called monolithic columns of an ancient

Hindu temple. In the yard of the Asar Mehel other black basaltic

columns may have belonged to a similar temple. And some large

slabs of green stone and slate on the bank of the pond in front of

the palace are worth examining.
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Eeturning from tlie Asar Palace to tlie citadel gate and passing

east, tlie road crosses the remains of the old cavalry lines or Paigah,

at the east end of which, on the right about 600 yards from the

citadel gate, is the Mehtar Mehel (22) with carved stone ba,lconies.

About 130 yards south of the Mehtar Mehel is the mosque of Ali

Shahid (33), with remains of enamelled tiling. Eeturning north to

the AlMpur road at the Mehtar palace a little further east is the

lofty entrance to Must^pha Khan's palace within which about 30

yards north of the road is Haidar Khan's mosque (32). Eeturning

. to the AUapur road and passing about 650 yards east of the Mehtar

Mehel the Jdma mosque (25) begins and with outlying buildings

stretches east about 300 yards to Pir Syed Haji Husain's Tomb ^7)

with painted interior. At Pir Syed's tomb, about 500 yards west

of the' AMpur Gate, a road runs about 400 yards north to Mahmud's

great Boli Gumbaz or Speaking Dome (1). The Great Dome is to the

north of the Futka-Pddshapur road which passes from the Padshapur

Gate on the east nearly parallel to the Macca-AIMpur road and

rounding the north of the citadel leaves the city by the Putka Gate

in the west. Near the Ark-kiMh, this road passes the mighty

unfinished tomb of Ali Adil Sh^h II. (3). About 200 yards south-

west of Adn Sh^h II.'s tomb is the Bukhara mosque (29), and about

'80 yards to the north Malik Sandals' mosque (30), close to the west

of which runs the road to the Bahmani or Northern G-ate.

In treating of the more important objects of interest in and
around Bijapur, it is convenient to group them into five classes.

Tombs, Palaces, Mosques, Temples,' and Miscellaneous Objects

including wells, towers, and guns. In each class the objects are

arranged in the order of importance. To each a serial number is

given for ready reference in the suggested order of visiting.-'-

I.-TOMBS.

The most famous tomb in Bijapur is that locally known as the

Gol or round and the Bol or Boli that is the Speaking Gumbaz or

Dome. This is the most remarkable building in the city, and in some
respects is one of the most remarkable buildings in the world. It

stands on rising ground in the east of the city, within and near the

walls, and its colossal proportions and height make it a landmark

for twenty to twenty-five miles. It is locally said to have taken ten

years to build, but little is known about the time it took, the

cost, or the architect. The tomb was built by Sultan Mahmud
(1626-1656)asaresting placefor himself andhis family. It is a square

surmounted by an immense dome of solid masonry, each side of the

square being 135 feet long and the height of the dome being 198 feet

outside and 175 feet inside. The area of the tomb is 18,225 feet

or nearly one-eighth more than that of the Pantheon at Eome, which
hitherto has been considered the largest existing single apartment
covered by a dome. The sides of the square, which are nine feet

thick, are built of cut stone, the ordinary dark gray basalt of Bijapur,

' The chief authority for this section is Architecture at BijApnr by Meado-wa
Taylor and Mr. Fergnsson (1866).
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and rise externally to a height of over 100 feet. They are now solid,
but traces of a large archway, subsequently built up and pierced
with small lancet-shaped windows, are visible on three faces, so that
possibly the architect originally designed to leave the tomb an open
building. On the north side the archway is still open, as, after the
tomb was finished it was evidently intended to make an addition to
it in the shape of an octagon chamber. This chamber or mortuary
chapel is saidto have been designed forMdhmud's queen. But she was
buried at Aindpur about two miles east of the city and the octagon
room was never finished. At each corner of the square, outside, is
an octagonal tower divided into seven storeys, the outer face of each
storey being pierced with lancet-shaped windows. The corner
towers are continued for several feet above the top of the square
portion of the tomb, and are surmounted by miniature domes with
small minarets at the base. The number of windows in the towers
does much to relieve the monotony of the main building. At their
meeting with the sides of the square a circular flight of stone steps
leading to the base of the dome is constructed in the thickness of
the walls, but, except the steps at the south-west corner, all have
been closed.

At fifty-seven feet from the base a series of pendentives,i as
ingenious as they are beautiful, begin to contract the sides of the
square into a circular opening ninety-seven feet in diameter. On
this circular platform rests the dome about ninety feet high and
124 feet in diameter, leaving a passage more than twelve feet wide
all round the interior which forms a fine whispering-gallery. The
dome is of brick and apparently has an average thickness of ten feet,
except in the centre, where it has the enormous thickness of twenty-
three feet. It appears to have been built in concentric circles
gradually decreasing in diameter. To bear this great weight the
architect was obliged to construct his pendentives so that the mass of
masonry hung inside the building should more than counteract the
outward thrust of the dome. The form of pendentive used in the
Bijapur domes is peculiar, and, in Mr. Fergusson^s opinion, is perhaps
the happiest thought in dome-building which has yet come to
light. At the points of support of the dome a very complex
arrangement of piers changes the square into an octagon. In ordi-

nary Saracenic domes the lines of the square are carried up to the
dome, and the octagon, at the springing of the dome, has the same
diameter as that of the square ; at Bijapur this space is contracted
by inscribing in it two squares resting on alternate piers of an
imaginary octagon. These by their intersection form an inner octagon
whose angles are opposite the centre of the sides of the larger

octagon. By this means an enormous mass of masonry is hung
as a bracket inside the square. The inward drag of this mass
is counteracted by the circular gallery, but, at the same time, it

balances the tendency of the dome to spread at the base and
thrust the walls outward. In western domes this object is gained by
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1 A pendentive is the architectural device by which a square is gradually con-

tracted into a circle.
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heaping masonry outside on the haunches of the dome destroying

the beauty of form.

The great size of the pendentives in this tomb is very striking,

but, apparently from the same reason, the curves of the intersecting

arches are in several places untrue, and rather mar their otherwise

graceful appearance. The tomb has little ornament. Its outside

appearance is somewhat unpleasing. The lower portion is too broad

in proportion to its height, and the dome itself, rising abruptly

from the square, seems to sink into the body of the building. Only
from some distance does its appearance become really noble and
graceful. Its great outward defect is the want of height, though in

this it is said to be superior to either the Pantheon or St. Sophia.

At the base of the dome outside, a platform runs round the build-

ing, protected on the outer side by a masonry parapet in the form
of detached ternate leaves, and at fixed intervals ornamented with

minarets. This platform, which is reached by flights of stairs in

the wall, commands a view of the city and surroundings, which well

repays the labour of climbing. The platform gives entrance to the

interior of the dome through a doorway at each angle of the build-

ing, and the vastness of the area can thus be faintly realized in the

dim light which pervades the interior of the tomb. Surrounding
the outside of the square portion of the building, about twenty feet

below the base of the dome, a massive stone cornice rests on
highly carved ornamental stone corbels which project about ten feet

from the walls. The great breadth of this cornice, which is formed
of single blocks of stone, shows that even in ornament the architect

kept in view his design of producing the most mechanically impos-
ing building he was able to conceive. Unfortunately exposure and
pressure have broken the corbels in several places and brought down
the supported cornice. To preserve those that remain is difficult, if

not impossible, as, unless at great expense, no stones sufficiently large

could be inserted to aid the corbels in bearing the weight of the

cornice. Though this cornice is almost the only ornamental detail

of the building, immediately above it the square is on every side

pierced by a number of small arched windows, which light a
covered passage running round the building, and these openings
tend somewhat to relieve the otherwise heavy style of construction.

Above the south door hanging from an iron chain, is a large

stone which is locally said to be meteoric and to have been brought
from Arabia. In 1879 as the corbels from which it hung were in a
dangerous state, the stone was taken down. On examination it

appeared to be a pebble of green quartzite or hornstone much water-
worn and rounded. The people believe that this stone guards the
tomb from lightning. The dome it is true was once struck. But
this, they argue, was a special bolt. The stone scares ordinary
lightning. Had it not been for the stone the dome would have
been struck a hundred times. It has since been identified as
nephrite or jade, and has been replaced.

On entering the tomb by the south doorway, a raised stone
platform, seventy-seven feet square and twenty-four feet high, fills

the centre of the great square. On this platform are the tomb
stones of Sultan Mahmud, and four others, those of his wife and
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children.
_

The king's tomb stone, whicli is a plain piece of
masonry, is surmounted by a -wooden canopy strangely out of keeping
with the rest of the building. The outside want of height
disappears in the inside of the building, the proportions of the
dome being most pleasing. In the dim light the size of the building
gives

_
a feeling of awe and solemnity which no other building in

the city inspires. Beneath the central platform are the vaults of
the tomb which can be entered through a door on the west side.

Here the massive foundations of the mausoleum form a vast gloomy
crypt in the centre of which, under the tomb-stones on the platform
above, are plain earthen mounds, the last resting-place of Mahmud
and his family. Near the south door three Persian date-linea

engraved on stone give the year of the king's death. One runs :

Sulta'n Ma'hmud was taken to Paradise.
The second is

:

The death, of Ma'hmud was peaceful.
And the third

:

Ma'hmud Sha'h entered Paradise.

The value in numbers of each of these lines is 1067 that is a.d.

1656.

As has been stated the octagon chamber to the north was never
finished, and seems never to have been used. Some say it was
meant for the king's favourite mistress Ehumba, others say for his

queen Jd,hd,n Begam who is buried at Aindpur. Had the chamber
been finished, and, as the architect seems to have intended, been
domed, it would have been a pleasing addition, breaking the
uniformity of the square. As it is, with only the walls standing, it

takes greatly from the complete and finished appearance of the
interior.

Opposite the tomb on the west side, and included in the square
enclosure with which the building was to have been surrounded,
is the mosque attached to the tomb. Compared with the tomb
the mosque is insignificant. But, were it placed anywhere else in

the city, it would be considered handsome though small, as the lines

of the arches are beautifully exact and the columns delicate and
graceful. Between the mosque and the tomb is a large fountain,

formerly fed from the Begam Lake, but long since disused and now
in ruins.

1

1 In 1819 Mr.MountstuartElphinstone desoribea (Colebrooke's Life II. 71-72)Sultan
MAhmud's tomb as spacious, lofty, and solemn from within ; from without inferior

to HumAyun'a at Delhi. It is, he says, dimly lighted through the broken dome of a
chapel joined to one of the large arches. Men look quite diminutive as they walk
under this vast cupola, and the sound of their feet makes a strange whispering amidst
the echoes of the dome. This swells when people speak into a sound like the chanting

of a distant choir. The hall is larger than HumAyun's and it is simpler and inspires

more awe. There are none of the apartments that surround the other
;
you step

from the open air at once into the hall. The whole is almost entirely devoid of

ornament, and at first sight seems unfinished. In the centre is a very wide terrace,

on which are the tombs. The whispering gallery is 105 feet above the pavement
and 123 in diameter. The distance is considerable in itself and there is something
in the dome overhead, in the vacant space between, and in the imperfect light, that

increases the effect, and makes a group of figures seen across the dome seem remote
and diminished. The voice is heard with remarkable distinctness, but the power of

the whispering gallery is very small compared to that of St. Paul's, From the

terrace the view of the town and the surrounding country was admirable. From the
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The Boli Gumbaz is on sligMly raised ground to the east of the

city within the walls. The Ibrahim Eoza^ the tomb next in interest,

is on low ground to the west of the city, about 600 yards outside of

the walls. The Boli Gumbaz is remarkable for its size and simplicity;

the Ibrahim Roza for its lightness and its elaborate ornament. The
group of buildings, known as the Ibrahim Roza or mausoleum of

Ibrdhim Adil Shdh II. (1580-1626), is about 200 yards to the south

of what was once the royal road from the Macca gate to Nauraspur.

It is on three sides surrounded by gardens, and is therefore more
picturesque than any other tomb in the city. Roza is said to mean
garden, but the name is always applied to the tomb the most
important of this group of buildings. A Persian inscription on the

tomb walls states that this Roza was completed in 1626, after

twelve years' building. Ibrahim's reign from 1580 to 1626 was the

longest and on the whole the most peaceful of any of the Bijapur

kings. He began his tomb on a somewhat moderate scale, and
tried to make up for the want of grandeur by covering every part

of it with the richest ornament. The result is a group of buildings

which, according to Mr. Pergusson, is more elaborately adorned
than any in India.

The Ibrdhim Roza is a rectangular enclosure about 400 feet

square, with a lofty entrance tower in the middle of the north side

ornamented with four graceful minarets, and, on a raised platform

in the centre of the enclosure, a square tomb and mosque. On the

north a door in the gateway enters on a square whose centre is

filled by a large platform of solid masonry about twelve feet high.

A flight of stone steps flanked by a graceful minaret on each side

leads to the top of the platform, in the centre of which and opposite

the steps, is a large fountain and reservoir both long disused. To
the right hand is the mosque ; to the left the tomb or Roza. The
tomb, which is by far the most ornate building in Bijapur, forms a
square of 116 feet, and consists of an inner chamber about fifty-

four feet square surrounded by a double row of arches forming
two open colonnades. It is surmounted by a dome resting on a

second square rising out of the flat roof of the building, with

its base ornamented by a number of small minarets. At
each corner of the main building a graceful minaret rises about
eighty feet, and at intervals along the parapet or perforated

balustrading which surrounds the roof, are other ornamental
minarets. On each side of the square, the outer colonnade of the

tomb is formed by seven arches enclosing a platform about twenty
feet broad, which extends to the inner row of arches and is slightly

raised above the level of the great platform on which the Roza stands.

The arches are of the usual Saracenic shape and have a general span

east, which was the most sheltered side of the tomb, the view stretched over the
broken ramparts, and a few scattered tombs just beyond it, to a wide waste of

naked plain, that accorded with the feelings of loneliness and desolation which the
situation was calculated to inspire. The plain formed the landscape on all sides
except the west, where the buildings beyond it filled up the prospect. The nearest
part of the town was bare except for some modern villages, themselves ruined and
deserted. In the furthest part was the citadel filled with trees and buildings,
presenting an appearance of splendour and prosperity strongly contrasted with its
actual shattered and forsaken condition..
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of about sixteen feet, except tlie second and sixth arch on each side
which, have spans of only ten feet, in order to correspond with the
end -arches of the inner colonnade. At the corners of the outer
colonnade massive stone columns form as it were the pedestals of the
lofty minarets. They are curiously carved to a height of ten feet
from the base and are about eight feet square. The outer arches
support a flat stone roof extending to the walls of the inner chamber
and forming on the summit the broad platform which surrounds the
square on which the dome rests.

The inner colonnade is formed similarly to the outer of five

arches enclosing on each side a platform about twelve feet broad
and surrounding the inner chamber. The floor, which is of large
blocks of polished stone, is raised about six inches above the level of
the floor of the outer veranda. The columns of this colonnade are
curiously wrought from the springing of the arches, in imitation of
wood-carving, and the arches themselves are of a very quaint shape
and are incrusted with carvings in a beautiful variety of design.
These arches support a roof perfectly flat and formed of blocks of
dark basalt, divided into compartments by a series of arches
springing from the piers of the colonnade which act as buttresses
to the chamber. The stones of each compartment are exquisitely
cut in a variety of patterns, the ornaments in one differing from
those in the next. Above this roof a covered passage runs round
the building, and, by a number of lancet-shaped windows, opens on,

the outer colonnade. This veranda is reached by flights of stone
steps built in the thickness of the east and west walls of the tomb.

Enclosed by this inner colonnade is the square chamber forming
the tomb. The walls, which are built of massive blocks of dark gray
stone, are divided into panels carved in high relief, and ornamented
with fantastic profusion. Persian inscriptions, flowers, and arabesque
patterns, exquisitively cut in the stone, form a dazzling and
bewildering mass of carving. The greater part of the Kuran is said

to be engraven on the walls, and the letters to the present day are

as clear and sharp as when the building was finished. ^ This art of
carving appears to be lost. A comparison of the old letters with an
inscription cut in the lintel of the east doorway when the tomb was
repaired in 1846 shows how carving has declined in clearness and
finish. Originally the whole of the inscriptions and other ornaments

seem to have been picked out in gold on a groundwork of brilliant

azure and scarlet, the gray stones of the colonnade forming an
admirable frame-work and toning the brilliancy. The colouring has

long since faded, only here and there faint traces give some slight

idea of the magnificence of the newly finished tomb.

Of the inscriptions on the walls, one over the north door and the
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1 Of this ornament Major Moor wrote in 1792 (Little's Detachment, 314) : All

the door frames, windows, and every part are ornamented with innumerable conceits

executed in the most masterly manner. Indeed from the designs fancy seems
here to have opened her richest and from the variety her exhaustless stores. In
point of execution the artist was certainly worthy of so exquisite a delineator. Every
excellence of architecture seems here united, and makes this tomb one of the

noblest productions.

B 872-77
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other over the south door have been translated. Both refer to

Ibrahim's queen T4j Sultana, for whom the tomb was origina|lly

built. The inscription over the north door runs :

"Heaven stood astonished at the height ofthis building- When
its head rose from the earth another heaven seemed to be raised.

The garden of Paradise has borrowed its beauty from this garden,

and every column in this building is graceful as the cypress-

tree in the garden of purity. An angel from heaven told the date
of the building in the words ' This heart-gladdening building is

the memorial of Ta'j Sulta'na'."

The value of this last sentence in numbers is h. 1036 that is a.d.

1626.

The inscription over the south door records the death of T^j Sultana

in 1634, eight years after her husband's death.

In the centre of each side of this chamber a square doorway opens

into the interior, the door being ornamented with gilt knobs and
Arabic inscriptions cut in the wood. On each side of these doors

are arched windows, the upper portions filled with lattice-work

formed by Arabic letters beautifully cut in stone. Through this

open work a faint light passes into the chamber, which is forty feet

square and contains the tomb-stones of the king and five of his

family including his wife Taj Sultana and his daughter Malika
Jahan. The graves of all six are in the crypt immediately below the

tombs. Though the walls are highly polished, the interior of this

chamber is without ornament, and the tomb-stones are merely plain

blocks of stone of the usual shape without carving. The roof of

the tomb-chamber is as remarkable as any other part of the building.

As the dome is built on a square rising out of the flat roof of the

mausoleum, a roof is interposed between the dome and the chamber
containing the tomb-stones. This is the only instance in Biid,pur

where the roof of the tomb is not the dome, and where the dome is

solely employed as an external ornament irrespective of the internal

arrangements. The tomb-chamber is a square of forty feet. At the

height of twenty-four feet a coved ceiling begins standing out about
ten feet all round and leaving a flat space twenty feet square in the

centre, which is covered by a roof formed of small stones set side by
side but without any trace of an arch. Nine builders out of ten
would say it was impossible that such a roof should stand. But
when the great thickness of the roof, which is in fact a mass of

concrete fifty feet square by six feet thick, is taken into account, the

mystery is explained. This mass is supported for fifteen feet on every
side and is free only in the centre, but it is too heavily weighted on
the outer edges to spread, and consequently it cannot break in the
centre unless it were compressible on its upper surface, which of

course it is not. Surrounding the outer edge of the mausoleum
about thirty feet from the ground, a broad handsome stone cornice
is supported on elaborately carved stone brackets, and, immediately
above the cornice; is the open cut-stone balustrade which forms the
parapet of the flat roof.

From the extent to which skilled labour must have been employed
in this tomb, the expense of building must have been very great. A
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Persian inscription near the soutli door gives some record of tlie cost.

This inscription has been translated :
' Malik Sandal by spending

lj50,000 huns and 900 more caused this tomb to be completed after

great exertions/ ^ This^ calculating the hun at 7s., would give
£52,815. If, as seems intended, the inscription refers only to the
tomb the cost of the whole group of buildings can have been little

short of a million sterling. The same inscription states that 6533
workmen were employed and that the work lasted for thirty-six years
eleven months and eleven days. This is the only record of the cost

of any of the public buildings at BijApur. It seems probable that

the amount recorded does not give the whole cost of the building.

The cash expenditure was probably chiefly if not entirely on skilled

labour. The masses of unskilled workmen who must have been
employed on these and other Bijdpur buildings were probably chiefly

paid in grain.

Opposite the tomb is the mosque. It is of the same size in front

as the tomb and has a depth from eas£^to west of sixty-six feet. Its

front is perhaps a more pleasing composition than the front of the
tomb, the five arches being simpler and grander, and the ornament
more suitable. The mosque has only one ornamental front, while
the tomb has four, and the dome of the tomb is much the grander, the
mosque dome being small, ill-shaped, and out of proportion to the
building. At each corner of the mosque is a tall graceful minaret,

and between each of the corner minarets are six smaller ones,

richly decorated in plaster-work. The carving of the cornice and
brackets of the mosque is equal if not superior to the carving in the

tomb, while the front is further ornamented by hanging stone chains,

each carved out of one stone ending in thin carved elliptical stones

whose meaning is not apparent. Surrounding the platform on
which the mosque and tomb stand, is the quadrangular building
which forms the sides of the great enclosing square. Round the
roof runs a walled terrace commanding interesting views of the walls

of the city and other surroundings. The side buildings are divided

on all four sides into a number of small rooms, the whole being
excellently suited for a rest-house. Prom some little distance, the

general appearance of the Ibrahim Roza with its stately colonnade and
graceful minarets, its gateways and terraces, is superb. The group
would be diflBcult to match in any part of the world. During the

great siege of the city in 1686, the Roza is said to have been held

as an advanced picket by the Moghal troops, and, in attempting to

dislodge them, a ball fired by the garrison from the Malik-i-Maidan

struck the outer colonnade of the tomb, and destroyed one of the

arches at the north-east corner. This was the only damage done to

this splendid building during the many sieges the city endured.

Several shot-marks are visible on the solid walls of the mosque, but

the tomb seems to have most fortunately escaped, for one or two
shots would have caused irreparable damage. The tomb was
repaired in 1846 under the superintendence of Captain Hart, R. E.
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1 Another reading makes the amount 1,59,000 pagodds (Imns) nine times told.

Taking the pagoda at its highest value this repressnts nearly £700,000 sterling.

Little's Detachment, 133.
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The broken arch was replaced and flying buttresses were constructed

between the outer colonnade and the main building, which have

greatly strengthened the tomb, and aid in supporting the flat stone

roof of the veranda.^

To the north-west of the Ark-killah, about 100 yards from the outer

moat, is a large square building, which roofless and with unfinished

arches of dark basalt, at a little distance looks much like an old

English abbey. Thisisthe tomb of AliAdil Shah 11. (1656-1672). It

was probably begun on his accession to the throne in 1 656, and inten-

ded to rival the tomb of his father Mahmud Shah. The troubles which

fell on the kingdom prevented its being finished. The building is

conceived on a magnificent scale. Had it been completed it would
have been a grander tomb than the Ibrahim Eoza, not so florid,

and more elegant. The platform on which the arches rest is a

square of 200 feet, and is twenty feet high, so that its area is as

nearly as possible three times that of the Roza. Prom what can be

seen of the details it would be interesting to know how the architect

intended to carry out so vast a design. As it stands, on each face

of the square, the tomb consists of an outer row of seven arches of

twenty-five feet span forming a colonnade round an inner row of five

arches of the same width. In the centre, on a raised platform, are

the tomb-stones of the king and some of his family, the graves being
in the crypt below, which is entered by a door on the east side. The
area of this tomb is much larger than that of the Boli Gumbaz. Had
the centre square alone been covered with a dome, its area would
have nearly equalled that of the Boli Gumbaz If the architect

intended to cover the whole building with a dome, it would have
been of an immense height, but the general plan of the tomb is

like that of the Eoza, and it is probable that the centre square alone

would have been roofed with a dome. As the arches are double
the size of those in the Eoza, and apparently were to be left open,

this would have been one of the most graceful, if not the most
graceful building in Bijdpur. Unfortunately Ali Adil Shah died

before the tomb was well begun, and, as it was not the custom for

the new king to look after his predecessor's tomb, the deceased
monarch was buried in the building as it was, and as it is to the

present day, with the centerings^ standing in some of the arches.

Though exposed for nearly 200 years to the extremes of an Indian
climate, the arches of this roofless building are nearly all entire, a
fact which says much for the excellence of the material with which
the Bijdpur monarchs worked. The building is one of the most

^ In 1819 Mr. Elphinstone wrote : The Ibrahim Roza is a tomb and a mosque which
rear their domes and pinnacles from the midst of a grove of trees. Except the Boli
Gumbaz and the JAma mosque, they, like other buildings, have the dome of ShAh
Jahin's (1626-1658) time, a segment longer than half a sphere placed on a cylinder.
The plan of the building shows no taste. The mosque is a series of colonnades
supporting smaU domes ; all the domes are of equal diameter, but one in the centre
runs up long and narrow to the height of the outer dome. Below are tombs and
terraces. On the whole this tomb could not rank with the first class at Delhi ; the
materials are inferior, the scale is less extensive and the plan is less elegant. Colebrooke's
Life, II. 70.

i" s

The centering is a temporary wood work of framing on which any vaulted
work IS constructed.
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striking ruins in the city. It is to "be regretted that the stone pave-
ment is so much destroyed by the wild shrubs and creepers which
have pushed their way through every crevice, for^ though they add
much to the picturesqueness of the tombj they take much from its

stability.

Some consider that the unfinished tomb just described is that of

Ali Adil Shah I. (1557 -1580), the first great patron of architecture

at Bijdpur. But local tradition points to a building in the south-

west of the city, in the deer-park between the Two Sisters and the
south walls, as the tomb of- Ali Adil Shdh I. The correctness of

the local tradition is supported by the consideration that the

grandness of design in the unfinished tomb tends to show that

it belongs to a late period of Bijapur architecture. Its unfinished

state is also a strong argument against its being the tomb of one
of Bijdpur's most famous kings, while it is natural that it should have
been left unfinished when the kingdom was strained to breaking by
the attacks of invaders. There seems little doubt that, as local

report says, the tomb behind the Two Sisters is the tomb of Ali Adil

Shah I. At the same time its general appearance and design

seem of later date than any of the tombs yet described. Though
local tradition agrees that Ali Adil Shah was buried on this spot the

date and the builder of the tomb are doubtful. Both MAhmud Sh^h
and Aurangzeb are credited with making it. But as Ali Adil was
a Shia Aurangzeb is unlikely to have had any share in a heretic's

tomb. Sultan Mdhmud (1626 - 1656) was the probable builder, but

the architect can hardly have been the man who designed the Boli

Gumbaz. Ali Adil Shah's tomb is a plain building about 100 feet

long by sixty feet broad, consisting of an outer row of five open

arches enclosing a central chamber. The outer arches have after-

wards been closed with loose stones which takes much from the

appearance of the building. The inner chamber has three arches

on each face, but they are solid with a doorway in every central

arch. The side arches have a series of lancet-shaped windows in

stone, which allowed light to pass into the chamber containing the

tomb. The outer walls of this room were painted in colours, and

Persian inscriptions were also painted on them instead of being cut in

the stone, as is the case in almost every other building in the city.

Large archways divide the ceiling of the chamber into three compart-

ments which serve as supports of the roof which is flat and surrounded

by a plain masonry parapet. The absence of all approach to the

dome for which Bijdpur is famous, and the absence of ornament

are curious, and can be accounted for only by the carelessness of the

architect or the hurried manner in which the tomb was built. It

may be too that Md,hmud, who was a devout Sunni, did not care to

exalt over-much the fame of a Shia and heretic by constructing

a magnificent tomb, while, at the same time, he considered it his

duty to guard the spot where the remains of his famous ancestor

were buried The stone coffin and carved wooden canopy which

once surmounted the grave have been removed and destroyed. A low

earthen mound in the centre of the chamber now marks the last

resting place of the most warlike king of Bijapur.
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On a raised stone platform, at the south-east corner of this

buildingj is a massiye block of green-stone beautifully carved and

polished. It was once supposed to be the tomb of Shikandar Shdh

the last of the Bijdpur kings, but later research has shown that

Shikandar was buried in an ordinary grave in another part of the

city. The owner of the green-stone tomb is unknown. The plat-

form on which the coflSn stands is in itself a splendid work of art,

the dark-brown basalt blocks of which it is built being exquisitely

carved in different designs, while the tomb.'stone rising from the

centre of the platform in its simple grandeur is not surpassed by
any of the more stately tombs of the city.

About 500 yards north of the green-stone tomb, and to the right

of the road from the Macca gate to the Citadel are two domed
buildings whose nearness to each other has gained them the name
of the Two Sisters. They are known as the tombs of Khdwas
Khdn, the minister of Ali Adil Sh^h IT. ( 1 656-1 672), who was slain in

a tumult in 1675, and of Abdul Razath Khadir, his religious teacher.

Khdwas Khdn's, or rather Khd,n Muhammad's tomb,^ is an eight-

sided building with turrets standing oiit from the cloisters at each

of the eight corners. Bach side contains a filled-in arch, with the

upper part ornamented with a stone screen to allow light. The
tomb is built on a broad platform about fifteen feet high, on the

western end of which is a small mosque with a melon-shaped dome,
and between the mosque and the tomb was formerly a large fountain

and reservoir now filled. The tomb is peculiar as it has both graves

and tombstones in the crypt below, which is formed by the founda-

tions of the building, while on the level of the platform the roof of

the crypt forms the floor of a large apartment immediately below
the dome. This arrangement, which is also in the neighbouring
tomb, occurs nowhere else in Bijd,pur. It was evidently designed,

that the building might be used as a residence.

The tomb of saint Abdul Razath Khddir, though less pretentious

than EIhd,was Khdn's, is larger. It is a simple square surmounted
by a dome, without ornament, and having the grave in the crypt

below. It is regarded with great reverence at Bijd.pur and is one
of the few buildings of which the Musalmans of the place take care-

ful charge. To the west of this mausoleum is a third tomb built on

a platform like Khd,wasKhAn's but smaller. This is known as Sidi

Rehan's tomb, but, except for the connection with the two other

tombs, it is not of much importance. This group of buildings is

more interesting and picturesque than any others within the walls

of Bijdpur. The garden and lofty tamarind trees of the ancient

deer-park give them a pleasing setting of green, and the subdued
sounds of life from the neighbouring market-place give the place

an air of cheerfulness, an unusual feeling among the widespread

1 Though called Khdwas Khdn's tomb, local aocounta apparently correct say that
it is the tomb of Khiwas Khdn's father ELhftu Muhammad, who was murdered at the
AUApur Gate iu 1658. Aurangzeb is said to have ordered its construction in memory
of Khan Muhammad and as the style is decidedly modem compared with other tombs
in the city, this account is probably correct.
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min and desolation of Bijdpur. Kh^was Khdn's tomb has been made
the residence of the Executive Engineer.

About 150 yards south of the Two Sisters, in what is now known
as the Nav Bag or New Garden, is the walled enclosure within
which, in 1689, the wife of the Emperor Aurangzeb is said to have
been buried. The enclosure is a square whose corners rise in small
castellated turrets, with, in the centre of each side, a projecting
pavilion whose roof is supported on arches. The tomb, of which
little trace is left, was apparently on a raised platform in the centre
and was surmounted by a canopy. Numerous water-courses and
traces of trees and shrubs show that the enclosure was a garden.^

The tomb of Pir Syed Haji Husain in the east of the city opposite
the road from the Jama mosque to the Boli Gumbaz has little archi-
tectural interest. It is the usual square topped with a dome. But it

is curious as one of the few tombs in Bijd,pur which have a decorated
interior. As a rule, all the ornament of a tomb is outside, where
carved stones and stucco-work relieve the monotony of the archi-
tecture. In the interior of Hdji Husain's the base of the dome and
the upper part of the octagon on which the dome rests are divided
into three rows of panels, each panel painted in colours with flowers
and other designs. The date is unknown, but the rudeness of the
paintings, which compare unfavourably with those in the Asar Mehel,
and the general want of finish, seem to point to a period later than
that of the Adil Shdh dynasty. This view is supported by the
inferior stucco ornaments, the carelessly turned window arches, and
the use of wood.

In the south-west corner of the city, close to the walls, an
unfinished tomb, with a large well and mosque, is worth a visit.

It is the tomb of Pir Shaikh Hamid Khadir, and is somewhat doubt-
fully said to have been built by the mother of Ali Adil Shdh I.

(1557-1580). The well or pond is not particularly interesting, for

though it was formerly very fine, it is silted and only the upper portion

of the masonry is visible. The tomb is the usual dome-topped square,

but the way in which the square passes into the dome is peculiar.

In the interior of other Bijd^pur tombs a series of pendentives

gradually narrows the square into a circle on which the dome rests.

In Khd,dir^s tomb the circle is formed, not by the ordinary penden-

tives, but by cutting off the angles of the square by a lintel and
ornamental arch of stone, strengthened by a buttress springing out

of the angles. In stability this device ought to be inferior to the

ordinary method in use in Bijd,pLir, but it simplifies the construction,
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1 In 1792 when Moor visited the city this tomb seems to have been abnost entire.

A square range of one-storeyed buildings of considerable extent open only on the inside

enclosed the tomb, which was raised a few steps in the centre and was buUt of white
marble beautifully cut and polished. The tesselated pavement was also of marble inlaid

with agates. Moor adds this monument has suffered from sacrilegious hands. (Lit-

tle's Detachment, 316). In 1808 Sir J. Mackintosh was informed (see above p. 596)

that a daughter of Aurangzeb was buried here. Moor says she was the wife of

Alamgir, probably the mother of Kd,m Bakhsh. It is locally known as the tomb
of the Queen that is of Aurangzeb's wife. Some marble slabs, preserved in a room in

the Asar Mehel, probably are portions of this tomb.
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and, as there is no sign of this building giving way, its strength must

be greater than at first appears. If the tomb is as old as it is

locally said to be, it must be among the first efforts at dome-building

in the city. It would be curious to know if this constructive artifice

was the forerunner of the pendentives, though this hardly seems

likely as the skill that poised the dome of the Jdma mosque could have

been little indebted to architecture of this class. Probably the tomb

is of a later date, as its general appearance, with the surrounding-

chambers and open lancet-shaped stone windows, suggests, and with

a confidence and boldness engendered by success in dome-building,

the architect may have endeavoured to discover a simpler mode of

raising a dome on the summit of a square. The roof of the side-

chambers was never completed, and the masonry courses are as they

were left some hundreds of years ago.

Ydkut Dabuli's Tomb and Mosque to the north-east of the

Ark-killih a short distance outside of the moat is an extremely pretty

little square building surmounted by small minarets, the whole

beautifully proportioned. The side walls are ornamented with

handsome open stone windows, well carved, as are also the recesses

near the door. The mosque is close by, a plain building with an
oblong vaulted roof resting on three arches of the usual shape.

Of the other tombs in and about the city none are important

enough to call for a detailed description. Near Mdhmud Shah's

tomb is the tomb of that monarches spiritual teacher. It is a plain

white dome raised on open arches, with the stone coffin on a plat-

form in the centre. Round two sides of the square enclosing the

tomb, on a raised platform about three feet high, are several rows

of tombstones parted from the saint's tomb by a carved wooden
screen. The curious arrangement of this cemetery repays a visit.

Ain-ul-Mulk's tomb is a prominent feature in the landscape about

1500 yards north-east of the eastern PadshapurGate. It is close to the

village of Fatehpur and is a very massive closed square surmounted
by a dome. It is the burial-place of Ain-ul-Mulk, the general who
rebelled against Ibrahim 1.(1634-1557). Another tomb of similar

make and design is at the opposite extreme of the city, in the open
country to the south-west of the Ibrahim Roza. Here is buried

Haidar Ali Kh^n the famous general of Ali Adil Shah I. (1557-1580).

The stone coffin inside is a large beautifully carved block of

polished green stone. Though not so large as the green-stone coffin

near the Ali Roza it is still a fine piece of work. Near this tomb a

number of other tombs of the usual domed shape are rapidly falling

into decay. One of these, about 300 yards to the north of Haidar
Khan's tomb, locally called the Moti Gumbaz or Pearl Mosque, is in

fair order being still cared for by the Musalmans of the city as

the burial-place of Pir Maulvi Habib Ulla who in 1460 was killed

at Bij^pur in a tumult raised by Hasan against his brother
Humayun Bahmani (1457-1461). Its white dome is seen from a

considerable distance. Of the origin of the name Pearl Mosque
the story is told that the inside of the tomb was whitened with a
Wash largely composed of pearls ground to powder. The wealth of
one of the Bi]"d,pur nobles chiefly in pearls was so great that some of
the courtiers out of envy tried to work his ruin. The ladies ofhisfamily
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hearing of the plot had their pearls ground to powder and presented
the powder to Pir Maulvi, who used it to whiten the tomb.^ Pir
Maulvi was a great seaman's friend. One day while playing chess
with one of his disciples, the saint remained for an hour in a dreamy
state, out of which the disciple was afraid to rouse him, At last
the saint roused himself, and said that one of his followers in a
storm in the Persian Gulf had prayed to him and he had gone to
his help and saved the ship as it was going down. As the chess-
player doubted, the saint asked him to wring his clothes, and out
dropped salt water. The day and hour were noted, and when the
mariner arrived, the times agreed, and the saint's fame spread.*

The tomb of Malik Rehan Khoja in Shd,h^pur, outside of the
walls to the north-west, is a large oblong building filled with stone
coffins, uninteresting, except for its curious interior. Nothing is

known of the Khoja j the tomb was probably built in the time of
Shikandar (1672-1686).

Of minor tombs the most picturesque is Shdh Nawdz Khdn's
generally known as the Tomb of the Twelve Columns. It is a
square building on low ground about 1500 yards west of the
city, on the road to Dargah, a double row of three lofty arches on
each face surmounted by a dome. As the arches are open and
rise from a ten feet plinth to a height of about forty feet, the
building has a very pleasing lightness and airiness. The site of the
tomb in a mango grove, and the good order which the building
preserves add to the general effect. It is the burial-place of Shd,h
Nawdz Khan Vazir.

The tomb of Pir Amin at Dargdh, about two miles to the north-
west of the city, has been noticed in the general description of the
Khudanpur Bazdr. So many other tombs are scattered near the
city that it is impossible to name even half of them. The most
important have been referred to, and what remain are in great part
variations of the forms described.
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II.-PALACES.

From every quarter of the city and citadel the very picturesque

Sat Mazli or Seven-Storeyed Palace in the west of the citadel

stands high above the other ruins. In design as well as in detail it

is an extremely beautiful specimen of Deccan Muhammadan architec-

ture. From 1583 when it was built by Ibrd,him II. (1580-1626)
it was the chief residence of the kings of Bijdpur, the Gagan Mehel,
about 700 yards to the north, which up to this time had been the

royal residence, being now used as an audience hall. Though built

by Ibrahim, the palace owed its gilding and exquisite ornament to

the taste of his successor Mdhmud, by whose orders the whole was
fitted up sumptuously for his favourite mistress Ehumba. The
palace is the corner structure of a large quadrangular range of build-

ings on the west of. the Ark-kilMh overlooking the inner moat or

khandak. Only five of its seven storeys remain, and it seems

1 Little's Detachment, 332,

B 877—78

2 Captain Sykes in Bom. Lit, Soc. Trans. IIL 67.

Palaces.

Sdt Mazli
(IS).
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doubtful if there ever were seven. A portion of the palace still

stands apparently as it originally stoodj and, though there may have

been one roof above the present top, it seems improbable that there

were two, unless, as is likely, the terrace of the top was counted as a

storey. This palace is interesting from the fact that all great

cities of antiquity have remains of these seven-storeyed palaces,

a form of building which is believed to have originated in Babylon.

The palace is not large. The aim apparently was to make up by

height for want of breadth. Besides much space was not required

as the surrounding buildings gave ample room for a large retinue.

On every storey one large room looks east and west, each room

ending in a handsome oriel window. On the sides were similar

windows of equal size and the walls were pierced in different places

with small arched openings. On the fourth storey the room ends on

the east in a terrace with an extremely pretty view of the city, while

from the western oriel window of the room below the view is no

less beautiful. At the south-west corner of each room are smaller

rooms reached through a handsome arched doorway which appa-

rently curtains shut off from the main building. No other Bij^pur

palace has rooms equal to these for beauty of design or for the finish

of the stucco-work. Bach ceiling is of solid masonry supported on

shafts and groins, which spring from the sides and corners and spread

with fan-like pendentives of almost pure Gothic form and of most

delicate design. The walls and roofs were gilt and painted in blue

-and other colours, while in one of the panels of the walls in the

second storey room were the portraits of Md,hmud and Ehumba.
This was apparently the favourite room in the palace and was
lavishly ornamented in stucco-work, most of which is still un-

harmed, while faint traces of the'colouring and gilding remain on'

the walls. The portrait of Rhumba can be traced, but all signs of

Mahmud's have gone.^ In the centre of every storey was a

small ornamental reservoir, no doubt supplied with a constant stream

of water from the Begam Lake. All the wood-work of the windows
and doors, as well as that of the upper roof, was removed by the

Marathas at the beginning of the present century, and even the gild-

ing on the walls did not escape their greed. It was in the room on

the third storey that, report has it, Pratdpsinh of Satdra (1818-1839)

was standing when his attention was drawn to the gilding, and he

ordered it to be stripped off, an order which was only too faithfully

obeyed. The appearance of the palace from the outer edge of the

moat is extremely picturesque. Its tall elegant form and richly

ornamented oriel windows, through which the light streams, and
the citadel walls and water in the foreground form a combination

of rare beauty. The upper part of the palace was for long very

ruined. Part of the outer wall had fallen and injured the floor as well

as blocked the stairway. This has been removed, and, as the staircase

1 In this room Meadows Taylor places the incidents of the famous night scene in

Tira when young Ali Adil ShAh II. learns the faithlessness of his minister Khdn
Muhammad and the treachery of Shivdji. Hia description of the palace does not
seem exaggerated.
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is repaired, access to the roof is easy and gives a view of the city

which well repays the toil of climbing. The southern portion of

the range of buildings to which the Sdt Mazli belongs consists

of one large lofty hall in the centre and of a series of rooms on each
wing. In front of this hall a wide veranda formerly faced the
Sdt Mazli, with a broad sloping platform leading to the entrance
from the quadrangle. From this veranda, which ended in lofty

Saracenic arches, the hall is entered by an arched doorway in the
centre, immediately facing which, on the opposite side of the hall,

is a small octagonal room whose floor is raised a few inches
above the main room. This raised room was probably intended for

the king, as from it he could overlook his nobles assembled in state

meetings. Of the veranda nothing remains but the west archway.
All the rest of the structure, includiag two fine entrance columns,
probably of teakwood to judge from the circular pedestals, have
either fallen or been knocked down and the wood carried away. The
roof of the hall is still entire, as well as the roof of the side rooms.
The terraced top of this building commands a fine view of the ruins

in the Ark-killah. Eemains of China vessels found in this hall have
given the range of buildings the name of the Chini Mehel or China
Palace. It is also known as the Granary, as remains of grain

stores were found in it. Neither of these is its trae name ; the true

name and the use of the hall are unknown. It seems in every

respect most suited for a reception-hall, but BijApur tradition

points to the Gagan Mehel close by as the Hall of Audience, where
public assemblies were held. It may have been a banqueting-hall,

and this would account for the china and grain. No room in any
other palace can compare with it for size and loftiness. With
its splendid veranda in front it must have been a princely hall.

The upper rooms on each wing are interesting from the fine series

of archoB which support the roof and divide the wings into

compartments. The Chini Mehel or Granary has been turned into

offices for the Collector and his assistants and for the Judge and
subordinate judge.

The Anand Mehel or Joy Palace, which stands facing north, in the

centre of the Ark-kilMh was built by Ibrahim II. (1580-1626) in 1589.

It is one of the handsomest palaces in Bijdpur, but like all the others

is sadly mined. It has a centre and a wing, and is four storeys high

with an open front platform about ten feet high, reached at each end

by a broad flight of stone steps. This platform runs along the front of

the central face of the palace which consists of a spacious veranda

opening on the platform by a lofty central and smaller side archways.

The roof of this veranda has been destroyed for its wood and the

arches stood unsupported for years. Lately new arches have been

added joining them with the main building and ensuring their

steadiness. From the veranda another lofty archway led into the

central hall of the palace which was open to the roof and ended in

two other arches of nearly equal size, which divided the central

room into three parts. The roof was throughout beautifully^

ornarnented in stucco-work, while the central wall opposite the

entrance seems to have been inlaid with coloured stones and

ornamented with inscriptions and paintings, faint signs of which
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may still be traced. Behind this central hall the other rooms of

the palace were connected by archways with the rooms on either

wing. The roof formed a handsome terrace from which the ladies

of the palace could catch many a glimpse of the outer world.* One

of the chief beauties of the Joy Palace is its situation, standing

among ruins of other buildings with splendid archways in the fore-

ground, and set off by a solid mass of building behind. In the days

of the monarchy it must have been magnificent with its ornamented

walls and lofty roof, its numberless fountains, and fragrant gardens.

About 300 yards west of the Joy Palace, near the west wall of the

citadel, is the ancient Audience Hall locally called the Gagan Mehel.

It is said to have been built about 1560 by Ali Adil Shdh I. and for

many years it was the royal residence, until, in the reign of Ibrahim

II. (1580-1626), the Sat Mazli and surrounding block of buildings

were completed. The chief point of interest in the Audience Hall is

the arch, sixty-one feet ten inches wide, which spans its entrance.

Standing out boldly in front of the main building, from which it is

now separated, this grand arch, with smaller lancet-shaped side

arches, is as daring a piece of construction as was ever attempted, and
is a worthy specimen of the style which led to the building of the

Boli Gumbaz. The main building is a crumbling ruin, whose decay

heightens the contrast with the splendid entrance arch.^

An interesting building connected with this palace is the gateway,

now being turned into the Station Church, opening on the main
road of the Ark-kilMh opposite the Anand Mehel. It has only

lately been cleared out. It is square with a front and a depth of

three arches in all parts elaborately ornamented in plaster-work.

Some of the designs are exquisite and show to perfection the

inventive genius of the workmen of that day.

About 700 yards north-east of the Anand Mehel are the ruins of

the Addlat Mehel or Palace of Justice. Only the skeleton is

standing and until lately even the skeleton was buried in the mass
of ruin. No other palace has suffered so much as this. The roof is

gone, and little remains but bare walls. Behind this palace the

fountains and wells of the royal gardens can still be traced.

Of the other royal buildings inside the Ark-kilMh, little remains

but the walls. The Mint, Treasury, Zenana, and other buildings

are still pointed out, but only as a confused mass of ruins, in which

it is almost impossible to distinguish any design.

On the crest of the eastern glacis of the citadel is the Asar Mehel

or Relic Palace, which of all the royal palaces has alone escaped

destruction. It was built by Sultan M^hmud about 1646, and as

it was intended to serve the purpose of a Hall of Justice it was

• Not the least curious or interesting part in this Mehel is the number of narrow
staircases it contains and the many small chambers built in each wing and even in

the thickness of the wall, possibly intended for concealment.
^ The Audience Hall suflfered severely from fire in the reign of Mdhmud Shdh

and what wood-work escaped the fire was torn out by the Mardth^s. When he visited

the Ark-killAh in 1792, Moor notices that one of the palaces had been burning for

fifteen days. Possibly this was the palace ; but it is quite as likely it was the Adflat
Mehel or Justice Palace.
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originally called the Dad Mehel or Addlat Mehel. To make it

accessible from the royal residence, a covered passage was carried
on piers across the moat and connected it with the Ark-kill^h.
When, as is locally related, the Moghal emperor Shdh Jahan (1627-
1658) obliged the king to build a Palace of Justice inside the citadel,
the former Justice Palace was kept as the place of deposit^ for two
hairs from the beard of the Prophet Muhammad which had been
brought to Bijapur some time before by Mir Muhammad Salli
Hamadani. The bridge joining the palace with the Ark-killAh was
then destroyed, the piers being left standing as they are at present.
The relic saved this building from the destruction that fell on other
palaces, and to this day it remains probably as it was left by SuMn
Mahmud.2
The ground plan of the Asar Mehel is a rectangle 135 feet long by

100 broad, and consists of a ground-floor and an upper storey, in
which are the chief rooms. It opens east in a lofty veranda 120
feet long by thirty-three feet wide running the whole length of the
building. The roof which is of painted wood is supported on four
tall teak pillars thirty-five feet high and four feet in diameter at
the base. These beams are dressed into an octagonal shape and
support curiously-shaped wooden brackets on which the flat roof
rests. Prom this veranda a broad flight of stone steps leads to the
upper storey. The first room entered is a noble hall eighty-one feet
long, twenty-seven feet broad, and twenty feet high, lighted by three
large windows opening on the moat. The walls are of plain masonry
pierced with niches, and the roof is of dark stained wood resting on
large cross beams of the same colour. At either end is an archway
in which are the doors, while the angle of the arch above is filled

with a wooden screen still entire. Id the centre of the east end of
this room a doorway leads to a small balcony overlooking the front
veranda. The roof is borne by three wooden columns fifteenfeetbigh
and the front is ornamented by a wooden trellis work railing about
three feet high. The walls and ceiling of this balcony were richly

gilt, and most of this gilding is untouched. To the right and left

of the entrance are doorways. The door on the left opens into the
relic room which is locked, except during the yearly festival, when
the committee open the door and strew the room with flowers. The
door on the right leads to a suite of rooms, in which is a miscellaneous

collection of carpets, tapestry, velvet hangings, and other relics of

the kingdom's glory, together with a number of brass and copper
cooking vessels, some very quaint, and all said to have been brought
from other palaces. Formerly many manuscripts relating to

BijApur were here, but they have been carried away and all trace

of them lost. These manuscripts are apparently the same as the

collection of old Persian and Arabic manuscripts which in 1853 were
sent from Bijapur to the Court of Directors to be placed in the East
India House. The manuscripts are said to have been the remains of a
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^ Bird (Journal Bom. Branch Eoy. As. Soc. I. 351) says it was used as a place of

deposit after the former Asar Mehel in the citadel was burnt.

2 The palace is also called Asar Sharif or the Holy Relic and Asar Mobilrak or the
Great Kelic.
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Royal Library, wMct with other valuables seems to have been

bestowed by the Bijdpur kings on the Asar Mehel. In the decay ot

buildings which marked the Mar^tha rule in BijApur, some ot the

manuscripts were damaged by moths, rats, and white ants, and

some especially the more showy ones were stolen and sold by the

needy custodians of the building or by the greedy state servants

who had access to the library. ThBse volumes remained unbred

for till 1844 when steps were taken for their preservation, ihey

were catalogued both in Hindustani and in English, and the cata-

logues were sent to the late Dr. Wilson for opinion on the Euro-

pean value and interest of the works. According to Dr. Wilson

the collection was of considerable value and on his recommendation

it was sent to the India Office. After an examination of them

the Librarian of the Court reported that the manuscripts formed a

collection made by the Bijd,pur kings whose seals many of them

bore, and had afterwards passed to the hands of Aurangzeb whose

seal also frequently occurred. The collection was almost confined

to religious works : Tasar or commentaries on the Kur^n ;
Eadis

or traditions on the acts and saymgs of Muhammad; Kalaor ov

divinity, Waez or admonition, Saluh or rehgious conduct and the

like. Some works were on law, grammar, logic, metaphysics,

astrology, and arithmetic j none were on history, nor were any

poetical works included in the collection. Except one or two the

works were in Arabic.^

The walls and ceilings of these rooms are painted with landscapes

and figures and leaves, the prevailing colour of each room being dif-

ferent, in one crimson and black, in another blue. The last of the

rooms had a portrait of Sultdn Mahmud,whichthe zeal of the Emperor

Aurangzeb defaced so that it cannot be recognized. To a height of

four or five feet the walls of this room were ornamented by_ scenes

apparently from Biblical history and western mythology. Time and

neglect make it difficult to discover what the paintings represent.

One is evidently a banquet-scene, and from the glass vessels must

have been the work of a European artist. All the features have

been defaced and daubed with cement, but the rest of the paintings

are entire and could be renewed. The doors leading into these

rooms are inlaid with ivory and must have been very handsome. But

the woodwork is now old and shrunken, and the ivory, stained and

warped with age and heat, has dropped oat iu many places or been

picked out from greed or mischief. The details of these doors and

the carved windows and verandas of the 'palace, show that the

wood-carvers of Bijdpur were little behind its masons in the peculiar

excellence of their work. How exquisite must have been the wood

work of the other palaces when the wood work in a building by no

means the handsomest or most favourite is so beautiful. In front

of the palace a small pond twenty-five yards long sixty yards

broad and six deep, draws its water from the Begam Lake and the

Torvi conduit and has still an unfailing supply. On the edge of

this pond, near the entrance to the Mehel, are several wonderfully

iBom, Gov. Sel. XLI. 215-242.
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large slabs of green stone and slate, and in the front veranda is a
beautiful oblong slab of shell marble said to have come from
Arabia.^ No one now knows why these stones were brought or
what they were meant for. A yearly festival in honour of the
Prophet Muhammad is held in this palace in the month of
Rabi-ul-Avval. The festival which is called the Asar Urus or Relic
fair lasts three days. On the first day or SandU Urus the people
meet. On the second or great day, called Urus, the palace is

brightened with coloured and white lights, and all Musalmans present
are fed. On the third day or Bdshi Urus, the festival ends and
the people leave. The fair is said to have been started by the
Emperor Aurangzeb who granted £60 (Rs 600) a year for lighting
the palace during the festival and for feasting the people. This
allowance the Inam Commission reduced to £30 (Rs. 300) a year
which is still paid by the British Government. The festival is

attended on an average by about 2000 people, and, except during
the period allotted to feasting on the second day, the whole time
is supposed to be devoted to religious exercises and fasting. The
relic is entrusted to a committee of five, who alone are allowed, and
only during the festival, to enter the room in which it is kept. The
two hairs are said to be enclosed in a glass tube, in a small box of

ebony and gold, in a triangular box, enclosed in a strong blackwood
case. No one living has seen the relic. The box is never opened,
and the account of how it is kept is handed down by hearsay. In
one of the rooms of the ground-floor of the palace is a somewhat
curious wooden model of the mosque at Medina. In this room also

are marble slabs possibly from the Begam Sdheb's tomb.^

The Mehtar Mehel is about 650 yards outside of the south-east

and only gate of the Citadel on the right side of the Allapur road.

Strictly it is not a palace, but the ornamental gateway leading to a

mosque and garden. Still as it is always called a palace, it may be
treated as one and described here. The origin of the building and
of its peculiar name is disputed. According to one account the name
means the Sweeper's Palace, and of the name-giving sweeper the

following tale is told.^ Ibrahim I. was stricken with leprosy.

.After trying many remedies he applied to an astrologer for advice.

The astrologer told him that if he gave a large sum of money to

the first person he saw on waking next morning, the money
would be spent in works of charity, and the king would

recover. The astrologer meant to be the first man whom the king

should see next morning. The king passed a restless night,

rose early, and on going out the first person he saw was a sweeper.
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1 Sydenham (Asiatic Researches, XIII. 444) says this stone, which he calls Seng-i-

Sum^k, was considered very valuable, and water rubbed on it was supposed to have

some healing virtue (1811). At present (1880) the stone is no longer anything but a

curiosity.
2 To the right of the south entrance of this palace are the black basalt columns,

which Sydenham says were presented to Ali AdU Sh4h I. by the widow of Earn Rdja

of Vijyanagar, They were formerly in the Ark-kilUh near the entrance and there

Sydenham and Bird saw them. For years they have been kept in the Asar Mehel,

where they were placed by Captain Hart in 1846.

3 Captain Sykes in Bom. Lit. Soc. Trana. III. 63.
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Following the advice of the soothsayer, the king calledthe sweeper and

gave him a treasury order for a large sum. The poor man, thinking

the order was for his execution, at first hesitated to go, but, knowing
that resistance was idle, he went to the palace, and was astounded

to find himself the owner of vast wealth. He was forced to take

the gift, and being unable to spend it, resolved to fulfil the wise-

man's prophecy and build a mosque which would eclipse all the

buildings in Bijdpur. This mosque was the Mehtar Mehel. This

legend throws back the date of construction to an early period,

between 1534 and 1557. Looking at the other buildings which
belong to that period, it is difficult to imagine that one, so lavishly

ornamented, could have been built at so early a date. Besides the

building is not a mosque but a gateway. As the truth of the legend
is doubtful the style of the ornaments and the carvings on the

walls seem to point to the time of the Ibrdhim Eoza (1590-1626)
when the decorative art of Bijapur was at its best. This period
agrees with a second account which assigns the building to a
certain Mehtar Gada, who is stated to have been a minister

of Ibrd,him II. Nothing has been discovered regarding Mehtar
Gada and only some local accounts attribute the building to him.
A third account, also current in the city, is that the gateway and
mosque were built by a head or Mehtar among the fakirs or
Musalman beggars. The story is that during the reign of Ibrahim
II. Bijapur was so prosperous that a beggar was hardly to be seen,

and the king was unable to distribute the sum he usually set apart
for alms. To prevent any harm happening to the kingdom from the
want of charity the money was handed to the community of fakirs,

of whom Mehtar Gada was the chief, and that it should still be
applied to purposes of religion, the mosque and entrance-hall now
known as the Mehtar Mehel were built and called after the chief

fakir. This account, like the others, is purely legendary.

Exclusive of the projecting windows the Mehtar Mehel forms a
square of twenty-four feet, and to the top of the minarets is sixty feet

high. For its want of size the richness of ornament and the
beauty of detail fully make up. On the ground-floor is an
entrance-hall with a staircase leading to the principal room above.
The roof of the hall is of handsome carved stone, supported on
ornamental stone brackets springing from the corners of the room.
With its panels and brackets, this ceiling closely resembles the
carved wooden roofs so often met in eastern houses ; only that in

this ceiling the details are in stone. The stone roof of the upper
room is one of the most curious features in the building. It is flat

and is apparently supported on what might be termed massive
cross-beams of stone two feet square. These beams, which are

formed of several blocks of stone, stretch across the room without
visible support. And as the walls of the Mehel are too thin to

act as buttresses to what otherwise might be considered a cleverly
designed flat arch, the whole is mysterious and has not been
explained. No doubt the plan is simple, but the architect has
been able to hide it completely, and the roof remains a puzzle to
engineers. On this room the decorative skill of the architect has
been most lavishly spent. The roof is most beautifully carved, and
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on each side of fhe room stone balconies stand out a few feet from
the walls, and the cornices brackets and eaves of these balconies
are most richly ornamented with flowers, fruit, and arabesque
patterns cut in stone, most perfect specimens of the art of carving.
From a little distance the brackets resemble beautifully carved
wood. The material is a slate, which must have been broucfht from
a long distance, as there is no slate within fifty miles of Bijapur.
Though for more than 200 years open to the climate, the lines of
carving are as clear as if cut only the other day. Above this room
the terrace of the Mehel is surrounded by a pierced stone
balustrade, from whose northern or road-side corners rise two
rather pretty minarets. According to Mr. Fergusson in elegance
of finish and beauty of design, the ornament of the Mehtar
Mehel is equal, if not superior to anything in Cairo. In comparison
with its details the details of the Alhambra are common. ^ On
account of the essentially wooden character of the stone
ornaments Mr. Fergusson assigns the Mehtar Mehel to an early

date (about 1540). He states that when this building was
undertaken the Moslems had clearly little experience in

, stone
building and as little knowledge of their own later style. Mr.
Fergusson seems never to have seen the building. He was judging
from photographs and plans, accurate no doubt, but failing to

show some of the most important details of the building, notably
the perfectly flat roof of the second floor room. The skill with
which the ornaments are carved shows that, if the Mehel were built

at that early time the art of stone-carving had advanced rapidly

in the city. And as, till the Ibrahim Roza was made in 1626,

no other building was so exquisitely ornamented as this Mehel, the

art must have disappeared in the interval. It is unlikely that the

two most ornate buildings in Bijapur should be separated by over
fifty years. It is more natural to conclude that both are specimens
of the architecture of Bijdpur when stone decoration was at its

highest. The carvings on the columns of the inner colonnade of the

Ibrdhim Roza have also been imitated from a wooden original. It

is probable that a caprice in ornamenting the Roza should have
become part of the design of the humbler Mehel, the architect trying

how far he could imitate wood-carving in stone. Still until the date

of the building is discovered it is impossible to fix with certainty

the period of Bijapur art to which the Mehtar Mehel belongs. The
mosque, to which the Mehel is the entrance, is a small low building

of little architectural importance. Its chief objects of interest are

the highly polished black basalt columns of the arches and the wall

to the left of the mehrab or prayer niche which is decorated with

designs cut in the stone. These designs are curious and interesting,

not only for the decorations themselves, but for the skilful manner

in which this extremely hard stone has been cut and polished, the

most deltoate lines of the carving being perfectly clean and sharp.

All the other palaces in the city are crumbling ruins. Of the

palaces of Khdwas Khan and of Afzul Khdn, the latter so familiar
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to readers of Tara, little more than bare walls are left. Of private

palaces the best example is the Chini Mehel, in broken ground to

the east of the Fateh gate road about three hundred yards south of

the Ark-killah. As the roof and main walls are entire this gives a

fair idea of the residences of the Bijilpur nobles. This building ia

being made into a residence for the First Assistant Collector.

Of the many handsome palaces built at Nauraspur about four,

miles to the west of the city during the reign of Ibrahim II.

(1680-1626) only one remains fairly entire. It is locally called the'

Nauras or Sangit Mehel, and is a beautiful specimeii of Bijapur art.

In front is a large central Saracenic arch and smaller lancet-shaped

side arches lead into corridors separated from the, main hall by
another set of arches of similar size. All are entire. Though most
of the palace is a mass of ruin, with here and there an archway
among the stones, the general appearance is pleasing. In front is

a large fountain and reservoir fed from the Torvi conduit. A
small stream encircles the palace on two sides, and surrounding all

about 100 yards off a lofty wall secures privacy. With the hills round
Nauraspur in the back-ground and the ruins of oth'er palaces on
every side the situation of the Sangit Mehel is extremely picturesque.

III.-MOSQUES.
The Jdma mosque, the largest mosque in the Deccan, is in the

east of the city about 1200 yards east of the citadel and to the

south of the Allapur gate road. It is said to have been begun
about 1537 (h. 943) ^ by Ali Adil Shdh I. and, though both he and
all the later kings paid much attention to it, it was never finished and
the minarets, which should crown the end of each wing, remained
unbuilt The outside of the mosque is somewhat grim. On the

north and south sides solid lofty dark-gray walls are relieved at

intervals by the arched openings of a corridor which runs round
the building about thirty feet from the ground. Above, resting

on the centre of the western part of the building, rises the dome
surmounted by the usual crescent but without any minaret. As it

BOW stands, the mosque is a rectangle about 400 feet from east to

west and 280 from north to south. The main entrance is on the

east side, but the most used entrance is on the north, to which a

broad flight of stone steps leads, the steps being flanked by a

porch ending in a handsome square tower about forty feet high.

As originally designed the mosque would apparently have been
open on the east side, and would thus have consisted of a body
and two wings. In 1686, on the capture of the city, Aurangzeb
is said to have built the fourth side, and raised an ornamental

gateway, with four minarets, as the main entrance.^ The Raja of

' Bird in Jour. Bom. BranoTi Roy. As. Soc. I. 377. This is the date in the inscrip-

tion. As Ali did not come to the throne till 1557 he must have begun the mosque
during his father's lifetime. Moor (Little's Detachment, 317) says Sultan IVIAhmud
began the mosque, but this is an error.

2 It is also said that this entrance gate was built before the capture of the city,
and that Aurangzeb for some reason refused to use it, and had a new entrance made
for himself at one side of the gateway. Ho trace of this doorway remains ; it was
possibly built up in later years.
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Sdtara is reported to have built the side walls which nnite the
Original mosque with the east wall. The building now forms a
compact rectangle. The main or eastern gateway enters on a large
quadrangle the three sides of which are the mosque, and in the
centre is a large fountain and reservoir now dry. Opposite the gate-way
the main hall of the mosque opens on the quadrangle by seven
graceful Saracenic arches, each 27' 9" in span and 25' in height from
the level of the floor, the centre arch being richly ornamented in

stucco work, with a delicate arabesque pattern. This hall, which is

257 feet broad by 145 feet long, with a frontage of seven arches, has
a row of arches five deep, the pillars, which support the arches
and domed roof, forming solemn and striking aisles. The hall covers
more than 37,000 square feet or about the same as a small mediaeval
European cathedral. If the fifty-six feet long wings are added the
area of the square equals that of the largest European cathedraJ.

The columns in the main building divide the floor into forty-five

equal squares, each 27' 9" in diameter, and, in the centre,, twelve

squares are occupied by the space below the dome which covers a
square of seventy-five feet. A series of black borders divides the

poHshed cement floor into spaces,'- each large enough for one
worshipper and gives it the appearance of a chequered or tesselated

pavement, which harmonizes well with the interior. The main
building has 2286 such spaces, so that taking into account the

area covered by the two wings, without trenching on the open
quadrangle, the mosque has room for nearly 4000 worshippers.

Each of the unfinished wings opens inwards by seven

arches of 27' 9" span and of equal depth ; the floor was never

finished, and is still the original rough stone pavement. The
most beautiful feature in the building is the dome. This, though

less than half the diameter of the Boli Gumbaz dome, 57 feet

instead of 124, makes up for want of size by extreme elegance.

It rises 120 feet from the floor and covers an area seventy-five

feet square. By the contraction of space, through the double series

of octagons described in the account of the Boli Grumbaz, the

diameter of the circle on which the dome rests is reduced to fifty-

seven feet. Both outside and inside it is the handsomest dome in

Bijapur. Indeed it is hard to say which view is the better, as the

curves inside are so true and correspond so well with the outer lines,

that it is equally graceful from every point. Outside the dome
rests on a small square rising out of the broad flat roof of the

mosque, and having its sides pierced externally with open arches,

while immediately round the base is a small ornamental balustrade

with minarets at intervals on each face.^ The arches of the central

1 These spaces or^mussallds are said to have been made by order of Aurangzeb.

Bird in Jour. Bom. Branch Koy. As. Soo. I. 379 . Aurangzeb is charged with having

spoiled the mosque of velvet hangings and carpets and of _a large ruby hung by a

massive silver chain from the inside of the dome (Sydenham m As. Kes. Xllt. 441)

2 The dome was struck by lightning some forty or fifty years ago and the hole

made is still visible at the base. The mosque was full at the time but "o one was

killed though several were injured. Moor (Little's Detachment, 377) says the front

of the mosque has been shivered by lightning. He must refer to the projecting

cornice which has fallen away in front, due possibly to lightning. The rest of th.^

mosque is unharmed.
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square on which the dome rests were formerly ornameHted with a

setting of enamelled blue and yellow tiles some of which remain.

Immediately opposite this square is the mehrdb or prayer-niche^ in

the west wall, gorgeously decorated in black and gold, with six

Persian inscriptions in gold letters on a lapis-lazuli ground. These

inscriptions, some of which are taken from the Diwan-i-Hafiz Shirdzi,

I.—Put no trust in life ; it is short.

II.—This passing world has no rest.

III.—The -world pleases the senses.

IV.—Life is the best of gifts, but it lasts not.

v.—Malik Ya'kub, a servant of the mosque and the slave of
Sulta'n MaTimud finished the Mosque.

VT.—This gilding and ornament were done by order of Sulta'n
Ma'hmud Adil Sha'h, A.H. 1045 (a.d. 1636).

Round the mosque, about thirty feet above ground, a corridor

opens externally through a series of arched windows. From this

corridor light passes into the interior through a number of windows
of pierced stone work, beautifully carved in a variety of patterns.

Plights of steps lead from the corridor to the broad flat roof which
commands a fine view of the city. The mosque is still used by the

Musalmans of the city, and the call to prayer may be heard to-day as

in the time of the monarchy.

Near the centre of the Ark-killah, about 130 yards south-east of

the Anand Mehel, a lofty wall encloses the Macca mosque, so called

because it is supposed to be a correct imitation of the mosque at

Macca. It is one of the prettiest as well as the smallest mosques in

Bij^pur, little more than thirty feet square (32' 3" by 30' 8"), and
the details so minute as to give it the appearance of a toy-mosque.

It stands in the centre of a paved yard, and is surrounded by an
arched corridor supporting a terrace, which runs round the mosque
on a level with the roof. The stone is a dark-brown amygdaloid,

but the columns of the arches are so delicate that, in spite of the

dull colour, in no building in Bijd,pur does the stone look so

well. The front is of five arches of 4' 3" span, rather more pointed

than usual, and without the graceful curve at the spring which is

one of the chief beauties of the Bijd,pur arch. The central arch

as usual is decorated with an ornamental pattern cut in the stone.

The mosque inside is five arches deep, and is therefore divided into

twenty-five squares each 4' 3" in diameter. In the centre nine of

these squares are covered by the dome which is a feature of no

special interest. The arches are only 7' 3" high from the floor of

the mosque. The prayer-niche is adorned with beautifully carved

mosques, domes, and swinging-lamps clearly and sharply cut in the

polished stone. In front of the mosque the eaves and supporting

brackets form a rather pretty cornice. The stone is a greenish

slate, somewhat like the stone used in the windows of the Mehtar
Mehel, and the prevailing ornament is a hanging bulb cut so small

as to have a very pretty effect. From each bulb hangs a small

ring, apparently to fasten lights to, and, as every bracket has two
bulbs and the brackets are numerous, the place whenlighted must have
been very pretty. From the terrace to the east of the mosque rise

two tapering circular towers whose tops were originally covered
with a roof of which the projecting eaves alone remain. A spiral
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staircase formerly led to the top but it too has been destroyed for
the sake of the wood. These towers are said never to have been
used as prayer-calling towers and to be merely imitations of two
Macca towers. According to local tradition this mosque was built

by a famous Haji Pir Mhabrai Khandait, who is said to have taken
up his residence iu Bijdpur towards the close of the thirteenth
century. The general style of the building and its architectural
details seem to belong to the reign of Ibrdhim II. (1580-1626). It

was perhaps built under the supervision of Malik Sandal, the
architect of the Ibrahim Rossa, in honour of the Pir/ on the site of a
mosque built by the Pir who lies buried close by. According to the
story/ about the year a.d. 1305 (a.h. 704), Pir Mhabrai Khandait,
with his son and a considerable body of armed followers, arrived
at the place now known as Bijapur and took up his residence close

to the present Ark-killah, where were a number of Hindu temples.

The country was held by the Raj^s of Mangalvedha thirteen miles
south-east of Pandharpur and the town, or rather collection of

villages, seems to have been a stronghold of Hinduism. The people
resented the presence of Musalmans, but the Musalmans were well
armed and held their own in numerous quarrels. As they could not
drive them away, the villagers resolved to starve the Musalmans out,

refused to sell or give them anything, and drove all their cattle to

a distance. They forgot that several sacred cows or bulls wandered
about the temple enclosures. One of these the Musalmd,ns, as they
could get no meat in any other way, seized and killed. This act of

sacrilege so enraged the Hindus that they rose in a body and in the

tumult the saint's son and several of his followers were slain. When
the riot was over the saint was summoned before the Rdja Bijanrdv,

and asked why he had killed a sacred animal. He replied that he
and his followers were starving and they had no resource but to

kill it. At the same time he declared they did not know the animal
was a sacred cow, and, as it had proved to be sacred, he promised to

bring it to life again. He gathered the bones, repeated a charm,

and the cow sprang up alive. The Raja was astounded at such

a proof of the saint's power and allowed him to stay at Bijapur,

He also presented him with the plot of ground on which the Macca
mosque stands, that he might be able to practise his religion. The
saint surrounded the plot with a large wall and built a mosque, on

the site of which, it is possible, the Macca mosque has been built.

An old almost illegible Kanarese deed is shown by the saint's

so-called descendants as the original deed granted by Bijanrav. In

the courtyard of the temple-like building in the Ark-killdh, sometimes

called the Agrdhar, a low dome is shown as the place where the

saint's son and his followers were buried.^ This Ganj Shahid or

Martyr Group as it may be called, gives a slight air of probability

to the story, as this Hindu-like building may well be one of the

earliest architectural efforts of the Musalm^n invaders. The saint
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Shdh I., on what grounds is not apparent. The details seem to belong to a later

period. ^ Jour. Bom. Branch Koy, As, Soo. L 374.

3 Jour. Bom. Branch Roy. As. Soc. 1, 374,
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himself lies buried near the Macca , mosque^ His and the Ganj

Shahid were the only tombs in the Ark-killdh during the days of

the monarchy.

Facing the causeway leading across the outer moat to the west of

the Ark-kilMh, is the mosque called Malika Jahdn's, in honour of the

princess of that name, daughter of Ibrdhim II. (1580-1626), by whom
it was built in 1587. The mosque, which has a front of five arches,

stands on a platform about four feet high, in the centre of which, and

in front of the mosque, is a large fountain and reservoir formerly

connected with the Begam Lake. The building is a very fine

specimen of the more delicate phase of Bijdpur architecture. Thei

columns of the arches are very elegant, and the stucco work is

extremely good. The carving of the stone cornice in front of the

mosqae will bear comparison with any other stone work in the city.

The portion which encircles the minarets is particularly good.

These minarets which rise from the face of the mosque are very

graceful, and, running along the roof between them, was formerly

a beautifully carved pierced stone balustrade set off with miniature

minarets in the centre. Most of this balustrade has now fallen, but

enough remains to show how exquisite the whole must have -been.

For lightness and elegance this Malika JAhd,n mosque compares

favourably with any other specimen of Deccan Muhammadan
architecture.

To the right of the road which skirts the Ark-killah on the south, a

building of rather curious shape on examination is found to be a

double-storeyed mosque, the mosque proper being on the upper

storey and about twenty feet from the ground. The building is

small about twenty feet square and forty feet to the top of the

dome, which is one of the few melon-shaped domes still entire. The
mosque which has a front of three arches is built on the west end
of the high platform, and is reached by a narrow wall stairway.

The arches and interior are of exquisitely carved cut-stone ; for

crispness and finish the tracery is not surpassed in Bijdpur. The roof

is ornamented by a number of delicate stone minarets, and, at the

back of the dome, the projecting cove, which forms the mehrdb or

prayer niche, is crowned by four minarets which quaintly cluster

round the base of the dome. A lengthy Persian inscription over the

doorway records that the mosque was built about 1608 by Naw^b
Etabar Kh^n, minister to Ibrahim II.

About 160 yards south-west of Ali II.'s unfinished tomb, close to

the road which skirts the Ark-kilMh outer moat, is a mosque and
unfinished courtyard locally known as the Bukhara mosque. It is

said to have been built (1580-1590) by the famous Ch^nd Bibi for a

Bukhara family. Little is known about it, and the name is given

on the authority of a Persian inscription over the doorway. The
mosque is in a large square once enclosed by a row of archways of

which only those on the south and east are left. In the centre of

the east side is a handsome gateway of polished green-stone
ornamented with carvings, while above the door is a Persian
inscription also cut in a polished green-stone slab. The carved
brackets and the eaves over this doorway are beautifully shaped
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and highly finished. Entering by the gateway the superior style

and finish of the architecture of the mosque at once draw attention.

The building is not large^ only three arches long and three arches
deep. But the carving of the brackets and corbels which bear the.

front eaves is exquisite. Pour large brackets and smaller ones
between are beautiful specimens of carving. The arches within the
building are very handsomOj and the stucco work and ornaments
at the sides of the arches especially those of the centre arch are
elegantly wrought. Nothing regarding a Bukhara family has been
traced in the history of those times.

About 75 yards north of the Bukhara mosque, in a peculiarly

shaped courtyard, is the mosque of Malik Sandal, the minister of

Ibrdhimll. (1580-1626) andof SultanMahmud(1626-1656). Itis said

to have been built about A.D. 1630. This mosque and its courtyard
is a strange mixture of Hindu and Musalm^n architecture. The roof

is borne not on arches but on eight-sided columns with Hindu
pedestals and capitals. Except a central dome and the western
mehrdb or prayer-niche the place is purely Hindu. The courtyard,
on the west side of which stands the mosque, is formed by a series

of peculiar zig-zag cloisters all the doors of which open inwards.
Some of the archways are cells and one or two of them, which seem
meant for ascetics, are closed except a small opening on a level with
the inmate's face. The roof of these cloisters forms a platform
guarded inside and out by a small parapet wall. In the centre of

this platform on the east is a deep well, possibly for the use of

the inmates of what seems to have been a monastery. On
the north-east corner a small two-storeyed building of one room on
each floor is reached through a small lancet-shaped window,
while steep stone-stairs lead into different parts of the building and
to the ground-floor. In the courtyard of the mosque are several

graves, another curious fact since, unless it has been specially built

for a graveyard, Musalmans do not generally bury near a mosque,
and judging from the cloisters the yard was not meant as a graveyard.

The clumsiness of design and the want of ornament make it most
unlikely that Malik Sandal, the architect of the Ibrdhim Eoza, had
anything to do with this mosque. As far as style goes its neigh-

bour, the so-called Bukhara mosque, is much more likely to be Malik

Sandal's. According to one account this Malik Sandal's mosque was
built by a courtezan who tired of her gay life grew religious and built

a mosque. The small rooms and cells might then be intended for

other women of her class who wished to follow her example. The
fact that the chief tomb stone in the courtyard is a woman's supports

this story. Some say the group of buildings was meant for a
prison, but there is no authority for this and the place seems too

small. It is a matter of regret that the date is not known as it

would be interesting to ascertain whether it represents an early

transition stage between Malik Karim's mosque and the purely

Saracenic form, or is a later style corrupted by a mixture of Hindu
architecture.

In the east-centre of the Ark-kilMh about 160 yards south-west

of the Asar or relic palace, on one of the loftiest bastions of the
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Ark-kilMli, the Chinchdidi mosque commands a wide view over the

inside of the city. It seems originally not to have been a mosque

as the walls show traces of changes to fit it for worship. Besides

the faint wall frescoes its chief interest is the view from the small

platform in front. Close to the foot of the bastion from the level

of the moat, rises one of the large square water-towers which

belonged to the Begam Lake works, while in the bed of the moat is

the masonry channel through which the water flows. On the other

bank of the moat is the large Ganj or water-tower which was built

by Afzul Khan in 1651 and called Sh^h Ganj in honour of Sultdn

Mdhmud (1626-1656).

Of other mosques inside the city walls, the two most important

are Haidar Khan's and Ali Shahid's. Haidar Khdn's was built by
Ali Adil Shah I.'s (1557-1580) famous general of that name. It

lies about 500 yards north-west of the Jdma mosque close to the

palace of Nawab MustSpha Khan. The approach to the mosque and
to the palace is the same and passes under a gateway of four notably

large Gothic arches. The mosque, which is of the usual domed
shape, is apparently an imitation of the Malika Jahdn mosque (27)

except that the dome instead of rising at once from the roof of the

mosque stands on a smaller square, on much the same plan as that

of the J^ma mosque. In front are handsome and well cut brackets

and cornice. About 400 yards south of Haidar Khan's mosque and
about 150 yards south of the Mehtar Mehelis the Ali Shahid mosque
which differs from most other buildings in having no dome. The
roof is oblong and shaped something like a barrel, and the main
hall not being broken by the usual lines of arches is very striking.

The arch of the prayer-niche was formerly beautifully decorated

with coloured enamelled tiles, and with a mosaic of white marble

and blue enamel in which the Musalmdn confession of faith was
wrought. Unfortunately a great deal of this work has been lately

destroyed, as the few patches which remain show how handsome it

originally was. Only one other building near Bijapur has a roof shaped'

like Ali Shahid's. This is a tomb in the old city of Shahapur to the

west of the walls.

All mosques and other buildings described belong to the Adil

Shdh dynasty, and are characteristic of the architectural style

of that time. Two other mosques KhwAja -Jahdn's and Malik

Karim-u-din's, onealmost 200 years olderthan the revolt of Yusuf Adil

Shah, deserve notice. Malik Karim-u-din'smosque in the south-centre

of the Ark-killah about 100 yards east of the Chini palace has been
rather unfortunately described. Mr. Bird, who visited Bijdpur in

1844, calls it an Agr^hdr or Brahman college, which he says the

Muhammadans turned into a mosque.^ Captain Sydenham (ISll)

speaks of it as a Hindu temple much in the style of the rudest

excavations at Elura.^ Colonel Meadows Taylor advances
further, and, by taking photographs of it from two different points,

separates it into two buildings, and describes it as two buildings, a
Hindu college and a mosque. There can be little doubt that the

1 Jour. Bom. Branch Roy. As. Soo. I. 373. * Asiatic Besearches, XIII. 447.
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building taken as a whole was always a mosque, and that the
peculiar style which has led to its being classed as a Hindu college,

was owing to the fact that it is made of carved ^tone columns from
neighbouring Hindu temples, and to the fact that the architect was
a Hindu. It is known locally as the Jain temple though there is

nothing Jain about it. It is a rectangular enclosure with a handsome
vestibule in front, the portico of which spreading into wings fills

the front of the mosque. The vestibule which faces east opens on
a quadrangle, in which the mosque presents a front of ten tall

single stone columns six or seven feet from each other, and
deepening backwards at right angles in rows of six columns each.^

The style of architecture belongs to the oldest Hindu buildings

in the Deccan, massive slabs of granite, passing from one column
to the other to form the roof, and lying in close contact with
each other without cement or other joining substance. The upper
surface of these stones is covered with a thick bed of concrete,

which kept the apartment water-tight. This roof is continuous

except in the centre of the building, where an opening was left

over the space between the four central columns. At each corner

of this opening rises a stone column about the same height as those

forming the main part of the building, and over these four columns
other slabs were laid, and thus formed a roof over what may be
called the skylight of the mosque. It does not appear that this

upper part ever extended over the lower building, and Colonel

Meadows Taylor and Mr. Bird seem to be incorrect in calling it a

double-storeyed mosque.^ The raised portion takes the place of

the dome of later mosques and it may be that the Delhi Musalmdns,
who' then held Bijdpur, directed that as far as possible the centre

of the mosque should resemble the domed buildings of Northern
India. Their crude ideas prevented them accurately explaining

their wants to the builder who, working in Hindu style and ignorant

of the true arch and dome, raised this central part on square

columns as in the rest of the mosque. Traces of mortar on the

summit of this raised portion show that it was originally covered

by a masonry roof, but of what nature is not clear. That this

superstructure was not accidental but was part of the original

design, is shown by the fact that the columns on which it is raised

are much larger and stronger than any others in the mosque. It is

Also likely that the architect intended to fill the sides of this

superstructure, as the pillars are carved only on the inner side, and

the other sides, which are as rough as when they came from the

quarry, would naturally have been imbedded in the walls. Some
of the roof-bearing pillars are fine specimens of early Hindu carving

notably one of black basalt, which appears to be a portion of the

basalt columns to which reference is made later on (37). The variety

of columns in this building and the careless way in which the roof has

been laid on, the absence of capitals from many of the pillars, and

the fact that judging from their bases many have been raised higher
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1 Jour. Bom, Branch. Roy. As. Soo. I. 373 (note).

2 Jour. Bom. Branch Roy, As. Soc. L 373.
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out of the ground than was intendedj combine to show that this is

not an original building, but is made out of the stones of Hindu
temples, of which there seems to have been no lack. Some of the

columns were no doubt taken from the large temple near the gateway
of the Ark-kilMh, others of a less ornate character from temples in

the neighbourhood, possibly from the temple whose remains may
still be seen on the road to the Fateh gate. Inscriptions in

Persian, Devn^gari, and Kanarese occur on the columns of the

mosque but the Devnagari inscription alone gives historical

information regarding this building. The translation runs :

" In tlie fortunate year of Shak 1242 (corresponding to a.d. 1320) in the
Kudrayear of tie Cycle, tlie hero and Victorious ruler, Malik Karim-u-din,
who like the Sun is all-po^werful, erected the upper part of this mosque.
Eevoya, a carpenter of Salhaodage, constructed themosque and agreed to
receive, as the price of his labour, a saleable estate of twenty ohavars of
land oftwenty cubits, which was fixed and given. May it greatly prosper.

"

The Karim-u-din referred to here was a son of Malik Kdfur, the
famous general of AUa-u-din Khilji of Delhi, who in the early years
of the fourteenth century (1300-1311) pushed his conquests over
almost the whole of Southern India. His son Karim seems to

have become governor of Bijapur. Though the inscription speaks of

the apper part as built by Karim he probably had the whole mosque
built. In the open quadrangle is a tomb, said to be that of the son
of the Pir Mhabrai Khandait, whose account has already been
given (p. 629), and who was slain some fifteen years before the mosque
was made. The presence of this tomb makes it unlikely that the
building was originally a temple, for the Hindus would hardly

have allowed a burial within temple limits. Were the other

inscriptions translated, more light might be thrown on the history

of the building ; but the writing is very illegible. In any case

there seem fair grounds for concluding that the building was
originally neither a Hindu college nor a. temple, but what it is at

present, a mosque, and that its peculiar structure is owing to the

training of Eevoya the architect and builder who was a Hindu and
familiar only with Hindu construction.

Khwdja Jah^n's mosque, about 100 yards north of the Anand
Mehel, still more closely resembles a Hindu temple than Karim -u-

din's. It* too is built of single columns and large slabs of stone

laid across to form the roof, but there is no vestibule and no
superstructure. Were it not for the prayer-niche and pulpit the

mosque would pass anywhere for an old Hindu temple. It 'was

built by order of Khwaja Jahsin, minister of the Bahmani king

Mdhmud Shdh and its probable date is about 1488. The work was
evidently entrusted wholly to Hindu masons who built after the only

manner they knew. Though there is not the same variety of style

in the columns, or the same amount of carving on them as in Malik
Karim's (34) mosque, it is probable that some of the neighbouring
Hindu temples were robbed of stones as the columns seem not to

have been cut for their present places but to have been raised out of

the ground to suit the building.

In a purely MusalmSn city like Bijdpur it is natural to find so

many mosques that it is useless to describe them all. At the same
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time though the more important have been referred to numbers well
worth a visit remain. One other religious structure may be noticed,
the Idgiih or Prayer Place close to the south of the tall tower
in the west of the city called the TJpri Buruj. This Idgdh, which
is said to have been built by Yusaf Adil Shd,h shortly after his
revolt, is of the usual plan, a broad masonry platform ending on
the west in a thick wall tapering from base to top and with a
three-stepped pulpit in front. Even in this simple building the
Muhammadans of Bijapur were not content to follow the ordinary
design, as on the west side are three chambers with windows. The
use of these outstanding chambers is unknown ; they are too small
to live in. They give a quaint look to this old prayer plaice and
make its construction rather curious.

IV.-TEMPLES.
The remains of temples especially in the Ark-killah show that

Bijapur was at onetime a considerable Hindu centre. The south-east
gateway of the Ark-killd,h was apparently built through an ancient
temple whose stone columns were used in the gate and guard-rooms.
Close by Malik Karim's (34) large mosque was no doubt built

from remains of these temples, as was also in later years Khwaja
Jahdn's (35) . Part of the citadel wall is built of Hindu stones and
the city wall in several places has stones whose elaborate carving
shows that they were torn from some Hindu temple. In all these

temples carved stone columns support a flat stone roof. The
columns of the temple in the gateway of the Ark-killah are very
handsomely carved, and are about six feet high. Several of them
bear on their bases Sanskrit inscriptions in the Old Kdnarese
character, commemorating grants of land and money to the temple
by the Western Ohdlukyas and by the Td,dav chiefs of Devgad or

Devgiri.i The oldest of these inscriptions in the reign of the

Western Ohdlukya Someshvar II. (1069-1075) records a gift of land

to the temple of Narsinh the Man-lion incarnation of Vishnu. Two
other inscriptions record grants in the reigns of the third and fourth

Devgiri T^dav chiefs Jaitugi I. (1191-1209) and Singhan II.

(1209-1247). Close to this temple the entrance to the Ark-kiMh
is spanned by a massive block of granite about twelve feet long,

raised twelve or fourteen feet from the roadway. This block is

supported on the left side by a carved stone, evidently the remnant

of a temple, and the whole is said to be part of a temple of Shiv

which formerly existed close by aud was probably of the same

age as the temple of Narsinh.^ One other relic of Hinduism is

the large column which lies outside the Ark-kilMh gateway

on the road to the Asar Mehel. It is three feet square

throughout and fourteen feet long, besides a basal tenon of nine

inches. Of this great mass eleven feet ten inches and the tenon

are in one block, and the rest is so closely united to the

main body as to look like and generally to be taken for one

stone. The moulding and massiveness of the pillar seem to be not
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later tban the seventh century.^ Close to this column an ornamental

base imbedded in the ground seems to have been the pedestal of

the column, as its proportions are suitable, but it more probably is

the base of another column, which has been made use of in building

the guard-house immediately within the entrance to the Ark-killd.h,

and both stones belong to a Chdlukya temple.^ The polished black

basalt columns in the courtyard of the Asar Mehel were possibly

portions of the same temple, though Captain Sydenham states that

they were presentedto AliAdil Shah I. afterthe battle of Talikoti (1565)

by the widow of Ed,m Rdja. Other remains of Hindu architecture

are found in different parts of the city, all on much the same plan.

Of more modern Hindu temples the most famous is the temple

of Narsoba, prettily placed under a pipal tree on the bank of the

inner moat in the west centre of the A'rk-kilMh. A plain square

building coloured red and yellow rises over the shrine into a conical

roof. The temple is dedicated to the three-headed god Dattdtraya,

and the roots of the pipal tree over which the temple is built are said

to have risen three feet out of the ground to form in the shrine the

symbol of this deity. The shrine is interesting as it is connected with

the conversion of Ibrdhim Adil Sh^h II. (1580-1626) to Hinduism.
According to a Hindu work called the Guru Charitra in former

days a washerman of the village of Vadi, on the Krishna near

Kurungv^di, became a devoted follower of the god Dattdtraya, who
was then Uving in that village. At first the god was somewhat
annoyed at the washerman's persistence in following him, but
hearing from him that he did it from religious reverence Dattatraya

took him into favour and allowed him to attend on him. One day
while the god was bathing in the river, with the washerman in

attendance, the state barge of a king passed down the stream and
the washerman could not help comparing his wretched existence

with the pleasant life of the king. The god, aware of his

murmurings, asked if he would like to become a king at once, or

wait till after his death. Thp washerman, reflecting that in the

ordinary course of nature he could not live long, replied that he
would like to become a king in the next life. Shortly after the

washerman died, and Dattdtraya moved to a village called

Grangdpur further down the river. After Ibrahim Adil Shah II.

(1580-1626) had ascended the throne, he was smitten with a disease

which none of his physicians could cure. After trying many
remedies, he was advised in a dream to go to G^ngapur, where he
would be cured by a holy man who lived there. At the entrance

of the village he was met by the saint, who was the god
Dattatraya, and who recognized him as his former acquaintance

of V4di. The king did not know the saint but when the saint

addressed him as Dhobi, he at once recollected his former condition,

and the deity's promise which had thus strangely been fulfilled. The
king was cured of the disease, and after great efforts induced the

holy man to accompany him to Bijdpur. When he reached the city

he sat under the pipal tree which now overshadows the temple, and.

1 Indian Antiquary, VII. 121. 2 Indian Antiquary, VII . 121,
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the root rose out of the ground to form a seat. A temple was built
and the root of the tree was enclosed in the shrine as the symbol of
the deity to whom the temple was dedicated. For some years
Ibrahim took great interest in the temple, and is reported to have
worshipped in it, till news of his heretical conduct reached Macca,
and a holy Syed was sent to remonstrate with him. It is curious
to compare this legend with the story of the Mehtar Mehel though
the king referred to there is Ibrahim I., but this may be a mistake
for Ibrdhim II. That Ibrahim II. had a strong leaning to Hinduism
seems certain. The Musalmdns of Bijdpur believe that he forsook
Islam and observed the Hindu ritual even in his acts of state. Some
of the state papers of his reign which are still in existence are headed
with the Hindu legend ' Shri Sarasvati Prasanna.' His allowing
a Hindu temple to be built close to his fort is also strange. To the
present day the ordinary Musalmans of Bij^pur think it no wrong
to visit this temple on their festivals and strew flowers in front of
the shrine.

One or two other modern Hindu temples in other parts of the
town have no historical or architectural importance.
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v.-MISCELLANEOUS.
The Taj Bdvdi or the Taj Well or rather pool is in the west

centre of the city about 100 yards east of the Macca gateway and
close to what is now the business centre of the city. It is bounded
on the south by the deer-park and the large arch which spans the
entrance forms an effective eyebrow to the view of water and trees.

It is stated to have been built by Malik Sandal the architect of the
Ibrahim Roza in 1620 in honour of Queen TAj. Of his reason for
building the well another story gives the following account ^ : SultAn
Miihrnud, who was a great admirer of female beauty, commissioned
Malik Sandal, at that time one of his principal ministers, to bring
the famous Rhumba to his court. Malik Sandal, aware of the risk

he ran and of the certainty that he would be accused of betraying
the king, left behind him proofs of his innocence. On his return
with Rhumba, as he had foreseen, he was accused and ordered out
for execution. He laid the proofs of his innocence before the king,

who was so struck with his injustice that he commanded Malik to

ask anything he wished and it would be granted. Malik replied

that as he could no longer hope for children he would like to leave

a building which would keep his name from being forgotten. The
king agreed to supply the funds and the T^j well was built. The
well, which is 223 feet square and fifty-two feet deep, fronts the

roadway with an arch of thirtyfive feet span, flanked by two octagonal

towers surmounted with domes and two wings passing east and west
and forming a spacious rest-house. Inside of the archway a small

platform juts into the well, and flights of stone steps lead on each

side to the water's edge. A gallery runs all round the well, about

Miscellaneous.

The Tdj Bdvdi

J Bom. Lit. Trans. III. 64.
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ten feet above the water level, and in the centre of each side

large rooms for the use of travellers, with lancet-shaped windows,

overlook the water. The western wing of the front is still used

as a rest-house and part of it has been made a sub-jail.
^

The.

eastern side was ruined during Mar^tha times by an explosion of

gunpowder.

The Chdnd Well which was built by Ali Adil Shdh I. in 1 579_im

honour of Queen Chand is in the north-west corner of the city

about 150 yards south-east of the Shahapur Gate and about 260

north of the Upri tower. The size and general plan are much
the same as those of the Taj Well and this being older is

apparently the original from which the Tdj Well is taken. The
entrance is spanned by a single arch, but unlike the Tdj. well there

are no towers or wings. A passage runs round the well as in the

Td,j well, and rooms were built in the centre of the three sides

but the work has none of the finish and taste which adorn the other.

The present surroundings of this well also take much from its

beauty, as the front is blocked by a modem rest-house with a

mean doorway. The water of this well is good, that of the Taj welT

is unfit for drinking.

Oh high ground about 260 yards south of the Chand well and 150
east of the Sherzi bastion, is the isolated tower or cavalier locally

known as the Upri Buruj or Lofty Tower. A Persian inscription

near the top states that it was built about a.d. 1584 by Haidar
Khan the famous general of Ali Adil Shdh I. (1557-1580) and of

Ibrahim II. (1580-1626). The tower is round and about eighty feet

high,andisclimbedby a flightof stone steps winding round the outside.

The top commands a good view of the city walls and the country to

the west and north as well as of the city. After the battle of Talikoti

in 1565, when Ali Adil Shd.h began to build the city wall he allotted a

section to each of his chief nobles. Haidar Khdn was absent conquer-

ing towards Belgaum and Dhdrwdr and did not return for several

years. When he came the walls were finished. He upbraided the-

king for not allowing him to share in so noble a work, and was
ordered to build a tower which should overlook all the others.

The Upri Tower was the result. It is by no means handsome,
but as it stands on the highest ground within the walls, it is seen
from all sides. Whether it was ever useful in defence is unknown..
It was furnished with all necessary war materials, guus, powder-
chambers, and water cisterns. Its two guns are curious, as they
are of great length though of somewhat small calibre. The largest,

called the Lumcherri^ or Far-flyer, is 30' 8" long, 3' 2" in diameter
at the breech, 1' 11" in diameter at the muzzle, 11^" in calibre,,

28' 4'' in length of bore, and about twenty-two tons in weight.^
It is of round wrought-iron rings shrunk on longitudinal iron bars
and hammered together. The other gun is smaller both in length
and diameter (19' 9" long and 8" calibre), and is made of the same
material and in the same manner. The rings are much better

1 Little's Detachment, 323.
2 Measurements taken by Messrs. F. D, Campbell, O.B., and K. B, Joyuer, C.B.
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•welded and the gtm stows more careful work than the Far-flyer.
Both are furnished with trunnions, apparently more for ornament
than for use. Along both sides of the guns are massive iron rings,

which were probably used in working them. Eemains of circular
grooves on the platform suggest that these rings were to sling the
guns on carriages, working on a pivot with wheels in the grooves, or
there may have been a combination of slinging from iron tripods
and carriages. The guns lie on blocks of wood which were probably
used in working them. Whether they were built on the tower after
it was finished or raised to the top of it in their present state is

unknown. If they were raised, it would be interesting to know how
they were raised to such a height. Their great length and weight
would make it very awkward to lift them by ropes, even if there
were room on the tower to fix the masonry scaffolding. Perhaps
they were drawn up an inclined plane formed by a ramp of earth,

as the earth slope at Bijd,pur as elsewhere seems to have been a usual

contrivance in carrying on work at any height.

From the Upri Tower, about 600 yards west beyond the
Sholapur road, the large square-walled enclosure is the Idgsih or

Prayer-place built by Aurangzeb in 1687 after the capture of the

city, as a place of assembly for Musalmans on the Bakar-Id and
other festivals. Originally it was a fifteen feet wall enclosing a
space 130 yards square, with an entrance on every side except the

west, where, for eighty feet, the foundation is raised half the height

of the wall and paved with large flag stones. The building, which
is uncovered, is uniformly plain, except the western end where the

wall facing east has a central arched prayer-niche or mehrdb and
smaller arches on each side along the whole course of the wall. Close

to the prayer-niche is the usual pulpit from which the people were

addressed, while at each corner of the enclosure are small towers

with steps leading to the top, probably for the bdngi or prayer-

crier. This prayer-place has lately been turned into police lines.

On the walls and on other parts of the city are ten pieces of

ordnance, some of local make, others brought from a distance, and

one apparently European. Two of these pieces the Far-flyer and the

Shorter-flyer have been referred to in describing the Upri tower (41).

Of the others the Malik-i-Maidd,n or great bronze gun of Bij^pur on

the Sherzi bastion, and the large iron piece on the Landa Kasab

Bastion to the south, are noteworthy both for their enormous size

and their historical importance. The Malik-i-Maidan or Lord of the

Plain lies on the Sherzi Bastion near the west centre of the city

wall, which was probably built to receive it. It is a colossal piece

of ordnance and differs from the other Bijdpur guns in being

cast not welded. Its composition is unknown, but when struck it

sounds like a bell, and is probably of the same alloy as is used_ in

making gongs that is 80*427 parts of copper to 19-573 parts of tin.i

As a weapon of offence its unwieldiness must have taken much from

1 Bird in Jour. Bom. Branch Roy. As. Soc. 1. 385. Sydenham (Asiatic Researches,

XIII 444) says it is of the composition called pmch rasi or five metals. The

Busdtin-i-SaUtin says it is composed of eight metals.
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its usefulness, but as a specimen of foundingit is unrivalled. Outside

it is of a dark-green the surface polished like glass, while it is adorn-

ed with inscriptions in Persian and Arabic beautifully cut in relief

on the upper surface in three separate panels. According to the

latest measurements the dimensions of the gun are, length 14'
3J",

general diameter 4' 4", diameter at breech 4' 8^", diameter at

muzzle 4' 9^", total length of bore 12' 10'', length of powder-cham-
ber 5' 7", diameter of chamber 1' 3", calibre 2' 4", diameter of touch-

hole I inch nearly, weight 42 tons 17 cwt. 2 qrs. 22 1 lbs. taking it

at 530 lbs. the cubic foot, the average weight of the different com-

positions of bronze and gun-metal. The muzzle is wrought into the

nose eyes and open jaws of a monster, probably a Shirza, devouring
an elephant whose hind quarters are disappearing down the throat.

The original inscription in the central panel states that the gun
was cast at Ahmadnagar in 1549 by Muhammad bin Hasan Rumi a

Turkish officer in the service of Burhan Nizdm Shah I. (1508-1553),
and the pit or mould in which it was oast is still visible in the

enclosure called the Pila Ghumat to the north-east of the town.i

This inscription, which is beautifully cut in Arabic letters more than
a foot long, has been translated

:

" There is no Grod but Alla'h andnone beside him. Abul-ghaziWiza'm
Sha'h servant of the race of the Apostle and of the house ofGod, 956
A.H."

In another compartment, surrounding the vent, the maker's name
is given:° Made by Muhammad bin Hasan Eumi."

In 1686, when Aurangzeb took Bijapur, he had another inscription

with an ornamental border cut in Persian between the central

compartment and the muzzle. The letters want the care and
finish of the original inscription. Aurangzeb's inscription runs :

^

" Sha'h Alamgir Gha'zi, the Asylum of religion, who granted the

claims ofthe just, took possession ofa kingly country and conq.uered
^

Bija'pur. For the date of the conquest good fortune came and said
' He subdued the master of the fields.'

" In the thirtieth year of his exalted reign, oorresponding to the
1097th year of the Hijri."

It is not certain when th« Lord of the Plain passed from Ahmad-
nagar to Bijapur. According to one account it was lost by Husain

(1558-1565) of Ahmadnagar in 1562 when a storm forced him to

retire from Kalydn and leave most of his artillery. According to the

author of the Busd,tin-i-Salatin, it played a conspicuous part in the

battle of Tdlikoti in 1565, and was then in the possession of Husain

Nizam Shdh of Ahmadnagar, This is unlikely. It could not have

been conveyed so far without enormous trouble and expense. It is

too unwieldy for a field-piece. After it came into the hands of the.

Bijapur kings it is said to have been left in the fort of Pardnda, a

strong frontier fortress of the Ahmadnagar kingdom. According to

a third statement it passed to Ali Adil SMh I. in 1564 when the forts

1 Moor (Little's Detachment, 322) states that the gun was cast by Aurangzeb in

1686 to commemorate the conquest of BijApur. He overlooked the original Arabic
inscription. ^ bjj-j Ju Jquj-. Bora. Branch Roy. As. Soc. I. 387.
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of Sliolapiir and Pardnda were handed to him as part of the dowry
of Ch^nd Bibi. According to a fourth account it remained with the
Ahmadnagar kings till in 1632 Pardnda was dehvered to Sultd,n
Mdhmud, and Mordri Pandit brought the gun to Bijapur with the
infinite exertion of ten elephants, 1400 oxen, and an incredible
number of men.^ At any rate the Master was in Bijd,pur in 1634, as
in that year the Emperor Shah Jahdn demanded its surrender.

It was formerly mounted on a revolving iron pivot on a grooved
stone platform, it now rests on a heap of stones and wood. Its

value as a piece of ordnance is questionable, for though the ball
must have been very large, owing to the expanding shape of the
bore, the range cannot have been great.^ It is locally stated that
during Aurangzeb's siege a ball from it struck the Ibrdhitn
Roza and broke one of the columns of the outer veranda. The
Roza is about 1000 yards from the bastion, and if the account is

true, the gun was capable of doing greater execution than would
appear probable at first sight.* Close beside the gun platform are
several pieces of granite shot but none are entire. In other parts
of the city stone shots also occur, but none appear to belong to the
Malik-i-Maiddn as the measurements do not correspond with its

calibre. During the seventeenth century the story was current

that when the gun was finished Eumi Khd,n slew his own son
and baptised the gun with the child's blood.* For many years,

the gun has been turned by the Hindus into an object of

worship, and offerings of flowers and of oil are often made to

it.^ It was several times proposed to take it to England as a
curiosity bat the difficulty of carrying it to the sea-coast was
considered too great. In 1852 the Court of Directors finally

negatived the proposal on the grounds that the estimated cost of

£3000 (Rs. 30,000) required for carrying the gun to the coast was
heavy, and that the services of trained officers to superintend the

conveyance could be ill spared.^ The Malik remains one of the

most interesting and historical objects in Bijdpur.*
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1 Ogilby's Atlas, V. 250.
2 Allowing for windage, Moor calculates that the ball weighed 2646 pounds, but

as the shots were stone, the weight would be less. (Little's Detachment, 422).

A calculation by Mr. Joyner, C.E. (1882) fixes the weight of a shot, to fit the bore, at

1100 lbs. for stone shot and 2774 lbs. for an iron shot. The charge of powder is

calculated to have been 376 lbs.
=* The gun was greatly feared. It is said to have made a breach in the Sholdpur

fort, fifteen yards long, at the first shot, and at the second to have broken down the

whole of one side, when the besieged at once surrendered. (Ogilby's Atlas, V. 250).

The same author also relates (Atlas, V. 246) that it required a charge of 1500 lbs.

Ogilby's details are from Mandelslo's French Edition.
* Mandelslo (1639). The object of the blood baptism seems to be to drive out the

evil spirits which had made their home in the_ gun while it was being cast. It

corresponds to the wine baptism of newly built ships.

5 A tradition of the horrors which followed its firing during Aurangzeb s siege

long lived in Bijapur. But in 1829 the KAja of S^tAra had it charged with 80 lbs, of

powder and fired. The explosion was loud, but did not come near the ideas of the

people, who had left their houses on hearing of the proposed experiment. Asiatic

Journal Selections, 979 ; Jour. Bom. Branch Roy. As. Sec. I. 385.

« Despatch from the Court of Directors, No. 37 dated 3rd November 1852, General

Department.
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In 1792 Moor refers to the iron gun on the Ld,nda Kasd,b Bastion

about 600 yards -west-south-west of the Fateh or south gate of the city-

He gives the dimensions fairly correctly, but, surprised by their size,

says they are eyidently faulty, as they did not agree with the

received belief that the Malik-i-Maidd,n was the largest gun in the

city. In fact the iron gan is the heavier piece of the two, and as a

local specimen of a form of construction to which European nations

have only lately turned their attention, this iron gun in its own way
is quite as remarkable as the Malik-i-Maidd,n. According to Mr.

Joyner's measurements its length is 21' 7", its diameter at the

breech 4' 4", its diameter at the muzzle 4' 5", its average general

diameter 3' 8", its calibre 1' 7^", its length of bore 18' 7J", and
its weight 46 tons 14 cwt. 1 qr. 19 Ibs.^ Its make is like that of

the Par-flyer on the Upri Tower, circular rings shrunk on
longituflinal iron bars and then welded together. It was apparently

mounted on an iron pivot, but now lies propped on logs of wood.
On the muzzle and on one side are marks where it has been
struck by cannon balls, one of which probably dismounted
it. In describing the Landa Kas^b Bastion it has been noticed

that A-urangzeb besieged the city from this quarter, and the gun was
no doubt struck by his fire, which seems to have been centred on
this bastion. The high quality of the iron with which the Bijdpur
cannons were made, may be judged from the fact that the shots

which struck it only slightly dinted the surface. Close by on the

same bastion, is another iron gun, which Moor calls Kacha Bacha
or the Infant a name by which the Par-flyer seems to have been
also known.2 The outside of this small piece is like that of a
modern howitzer, but the calibre is small, about 9| inches. It was
probably intended for fighting at close quarters, as it is only 5| feet

long, although immensely thick. On one of the bastions of the
Macca or west gate is another gun made in the same way only much
better finished, the surface being smooth and polished. Round the
muzzle of the gun an Arabic inscription in brass, inlaid in the iron,

gives the names of Muhammad and his twelve successors. The

1 In a note (p. 421) Major Moor refers to a large iron gun at Dacca in Bengal. In
make and appearance the Dacca gun is much like the BijApur gun, \iu\ its weight
is only 29 tons. The weight of an iron shot for the Dacca gun would be about
417 pounds and for the BijApur gun 1000 pounds. A stone shot for the Bij^pur gun
would weigh 400 pounds. The big gun near the Central Museum of LAhor called

the Zam-Zamah or Bhanjianvati Top, seems to have held much the same place with
the Sikhs as the Malik-i-Maid4n held in BijApur. Both were cast, the LAhor gun
in 1761 by Sh4h Vali Kh4n Vazir of Ahmad Shdh Dur^ni. A gun at Bedar in

the Deccan is much like the long iron Linda KasAb gun in BijApur, It is made
in much the same way, bars of laminated iron bound with hoops beautifully
welded and forged, the surface well polished and bronzed (Ind. Antiquary, III.

149). An Arabic inscription in letters of gold is inlaid in the iron. It is said to have
a wonderful length of range. A breach in a, pond bank some seven miles from
Bedar, is pointed out as caused by one of its shots. The Bedar piece is smaller
than the BijApur gun, its weight is estimated at only 20 tons, though its length
is said to be twenty-three feet. Its description corresponds with that of the gun
on the Macca gate at BijApur, the surface of which is polished but not bronzed,
while the muzzle is ornamented with Arabic letters in brass (or gold ?) inlaid in
iron. It seems possible that the Bedar and the BijApur guns are the work of the
same man. The BijApur artillery was well known in India and neighbouring
rulers were always ready to buy cannon made in the Bijdpur workshops.

2 Little's Detachment, 421

.
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curious point in this cannon is that it appears to have burst at the

breech and to have been repaired by coiling massive rings of iron

round it for about four feet. The centre of the gun was then neces-

sarily nearer the breech than before, and a new pair of trunnions

had to be made to work the gun, the original pair being still left

on. The repaired portion is of very crude workmanship, rough and
unfinished, and compares unfavourably with that of the gun itself.

It was probably repaired during the hurry of the last siege. On
the platform of the Two Sisters (5) is a gun which belonged to

Aurangzeb's army and was dropped by his troops while making their

triumphal entry into the city through the Fateh or south gate. For
long the gun lay close to that gateway, till, about twenty years

ago it was brought to a platform inside of the Macca or western

gate, and in 1882 was placed on the platform of the Two Sisters. It

is a rather handsome piece, iron inlaid with brass in anintricate scroll

pattern. It seems to have been made in much the same way as the

Bijapur guns, but it is hard to prove this, as the gun, though some six

feet long, is only about three inches in calibre, and the smooth and
polished outer surface shows little trace of its construction. It was
apparently a field-piece and mounted on a carriage. Inside the

mamlatddr's ofl&ce a brass or bronze mortar, seemingly of European

manufacture, is locally stated to have been brought from Goa to the

village of Tikoteh, twelve miles east of Bijdpur, whence it was

brought to the city. It bears no marks of service and probably

was never mounted on the walls. The two other guns are not

remarkable. One is on a tower to the west of the Ld,nda Kas^b

and the other on the Ali Madad Bastion near the Allapur or eastern

gate. Both are made of iron in the usual fashion.

It is curious that these guns, though for more than 200 years

exposed to the wasting of an Indian climate, show no sign of rust or

decay. This is no doubt due to the iron of which they are made.

The ore used seems to have been haematite or oxide of iron, which

though somewhat difficult to work, when extracted is very malleable

and tough, and capable of being beaten into shape when cold.

This ore is obtained in small quantities close to Bijd.pur and south

of the Krishna it is abundant, and till lately was smelted in BM^mi
and Bagalkot.i It is not known where the iron for the Bijapur guns

came from, probably there were smelting furnaces close to the city.

In one place is a substance like slag perhaps the residue of a furnace.

Of the remaining miscellaneous objects of interest the most

noteworthy are the two gorak imli baobab or Adansonia digitata

trees a little to the right of the road leading past the Two Sisters

(5) in the west of the city about 500 yards east of the Macca or

western gate. These trees are remarkable not only for their size,

but because tradition points them out as the old execution-trees of

the city, the Tyburn of Bijapur. Colonel Meadows Taylor in Tdra

perpetuates this tradition by placing the scene of the execution of

Jahdndar Beg under the larger of the two trees. Colonel Taylor's

statement in the Architecture of Bijapur that the close green-

sward, moistened with the blood of thousands, never withers, is no
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Some details of iron smelting are given above pp. 51 53.
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longer correct. The grass which may formerly have encircled them

has long disappeared, and the ground is broken and tilled every

year. Three feet from the ground the larger tree is 50' 2" in girth

but the height is small, and the branches stand out stifE and bare

with a somewhat repulsive look. Six other baobabs in different

parts of the city and suburbs, are all during the greater part of

the year equally gaunt and cheerless, a favourite perch for kites and

other birds of prey. The baobab is said to have been introduced

from East Africa.

In addition to these forty-four chief objects of interest are

countless smaller works of art, fountains, gardens, arches, and towers.

To describe them would be endless, to name them useless. They
must be seen. ' No one,' said Meadows Taylor, ' has succeeded in

awaking for Bijd,pur an interest such as surrounds the Alhambra.
Far grander as its memorials are the accounts of them are listened

to with coldness if not with unbelief. Yet, stirred by these beautiful

ruins, with the glory of an Indian sun lighting palace and mosque,

prison and mansion, tower and rampart, some poet will surely gather

the fleeting traditions and breathe into them a classic and undying
life.' Tdra goes far to fill the place of Meadows Taylor's poet.

Even without the interest and the memories of TAra few are so dull

as to pass unmoved through the massive and the dauntily adorned
buildings and the miles of ruins which still make Bijapur the Queen
of the Deccan and one of the grandest cities in India.

Bobleslivar is a large village fifteen miles south-west of Bijapur
and eight miles north of Mamdapur, with in 1881 a population of

4400 chiefly husbandmen. The present village is said to have been
established by the people of the seven surrounding villages, who,
finding that it was the resort of dacoits and lawless characters,

cut down a hdbhul grove in which the god stood and removed the
god to the temple of Siddheshvar in the middle of the village which
was built by one Marlingappa Jangamsetti about 1 780. The temple
has a front hall or mandap and a sculptured spire, and contains

twenty square pillars. On the shrine lintel is a figure of Virbhadra
and on either side of the shrine door is a doorkeeper. Outside the
village, on the east, is a temple of Ambal Mutiappa^ built like a
mosque and with no images. The village has two small mosques of

no architectural interest and a school with about 105 boys.

Chandkavte is a small village eight miles north-west of Sindgi,

with in 1881 a population of 1658. The village has a temple of

Edmling with a flat roof and six square sculptured pillars. The
door lintel is broken and the temple, though in use, is much out of
repair. On either side of the shrine door is a male and female
figure and outside are a lion and lioness. About half a mile from
the village is a temple of Parmananddev the Lord of Supreme
Happiness that is Vishnu. Except part of it which is used as a
rest-house, the temple is much out of repair. The hall or mandap
contains a stone with footprints and an image of Parmananddev.

' Muttiappa is Kdnarese for grandfather.
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On the lintel of the south door is a Granpati^ and on the left of the
south door is the figure of a woman. In a revenue statement of
about 1 790 Chandkavte appears as the head of a sub-division in the
Bijapur sarhdr with a revenue of £3525 (E,s. 35,250) .^

Chatarki, a small village ten miles west of Sindgi, with in 1881
a population of 549, has a temple of Dattatraya with thirty square
sculptured pillars and a square spire. On the shrine lintel are female
figures and on each side of the door is a Narsinh. The images in

the temple are of Ishvar, Ganpati, and several figures both male
and female which cannot be made out. Outside the temple are

numerous figures of men and animals, the chief animals being the

elephant and the lion. The temple is in good order and is still

used. It contains a worn-out and unreadable inscription.

Chimalgi, with in 18S1 a population of 999, is a holy village in

Bdgev^di, four miles from the meeting of the Krishna and the

Ghatprabha. Its old name is said to be Chinmayakshetra.
According to the Krishna Mdhatmya 108 lings, some of which
still remain, were in and near the village of Chimalgi. In the bed
of the river is said to be a temple of Shiv which has never appeared
above water. The village has two Old K^narese inscribed stones,

but so worn as to be almost entirely unreadable. At the meeting
of the Krishna and the Ghatprabha near the village of Kappadi
Sangam is a temple of Shiv where a yearly fair is held on the full-

moon of Ghaitra or March-April. In a revenue statement of about

1790 Chimalgi appears as the head of a sub-division in the Biid.pur

sarhdr with a revenue of £1847 (Rs. 18,470).^ Chimalgi lapsed as

part of the Kagvdd estate in 1857.

Devangaon is a village on the Bhima about twelve miles

north-east of Sindgi, with in 1881 a population of 1348. The
village is said to have been founded by a Brahman named
Devanbhat, and has temples of Kalmeshvar, Mallikd-rjun, and
Shankarling. The old temple of Kalmeshvar contains a ling and a

Nandi. The temple of Shankarling is on the bank of the river.

Opposite Kalmeshvar is an old temple with a ling and on the shrine

lintel figures of Ganpati, Garud, Nag, and the seven sages with

their wives. The temple contains four square sculptured pillars and

has a flat roof with a Nandi at each corner. The village has a

school.

Devar Navadgi village, thirty miles east of Indi, is interesting

as the place where Vdsudev Balvant Phadke, a Brahman leader of

dacoits was captured in July 1879.^ V^sudev, who was then on his

way to Pandharpur from the Nizdm's territories, was staying at

Ghanur or Gangdpur in the Nizam's dominions forty-six miles east

1 Waring's MarAthAs, 242. " Waring's MarathAs, 242.

^Vdsadev Phadke was a Konkanasth Brdhman of Shirdhon in Panvel a strongly-

made man about six feet high. He was employed as clerk on Es. 40 a month in the

Poona Military Finance OfiSce. A diary which he kept showed that his great hope

and ambition was to head a rising against the British power. He took advantage of

the distress which prevailed in the Deccan districts after the famine of 1876 and 1877

to stir up Rimoshis and others of the old unsettled tribes to join in disturbing the

country by gang robberies and dacoities. He was engaged in dacoities between 1878

and 1879. Bombay Administration Report, 1878-79, xxvi. -xxxvii.
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of Indij where he had gone to enlist a force of Arabs, BohilMs, and

other mercenaries with whose aid he meant to renew his depredations

on a formidable scale towards the end of the rainy season. Want of

funds was the chief obstacle to the success of his undertaking, and

Vdsudev was on his way to Pandharpur to raise money to pay his

recruits when he was captured at Devar Navadgi. .
Major H. Daniell,

the Police Superintendent of Poena and Syed Abdul Hak, O.I.B. the

Police Commissionerinthe Nizam's territories, while pursuingVdsudev

from village to village on the Biiapur-Nizd,m frontier, learnt,

about midnight on the 21st of July, that V^sudev had come to the

village of Devar Navadgi. They pushed on and dismounted near the

village, and five or six of their party went on foot to search the places

where, as they had previously ascertained, travelling BrAhmans
usually found shelter. The first of these places was an old temple

to which a guide led the party. By the light of a lamp Major
Daniell saw two forms lying asleep wrapped in sheets. He stepped

over the nearest form and secured the further person whose length

of body showed him to be Vdsudev Phadke. Syed Abdul Hak caught
Vdsudev's companion and both were secured. They resisted violently

and Vasudev received a slight wound.^

Dhauur, with in 1881 a population of 719, is a small village on
the Krishna, ten miles north of Hungund. Outside the village is a

small temple in the Jain style with round pillars. The temple is

dedicated to Dhaneshvar or Kuber the Lord of Wealth, and contains

a ling and Nandi and some stones carved in the form of snakes.

The village has an ordinary vnath-Yike temple of Md,ruti in the wall

of the courtyard of which are numerous snake stones. The battle of

Talikot (1665), which resulted in the destruction of the Vijaynagar
dynasty, took place a few miles to the east of Dhanur.^

Dhulkhed, with in 1881 a population of 740, is a holy village

on the Bhima fifteen miles north of Indi. Dhulkhed is said to

have been the scene of the legendary sacrifice of Daksha Prajapati
which he had begun but not finished at Tedur on the Krishna in

Belgaum. As Shiv was not invited to this sacrifice his wife Uma,
a second birth of Sati and daughter of Daksha, urged her husband
to show his power and avenge the slight. Shiv created the terrible

form Virbhadra who, accompanied by thousands of powerful spirits,

rushed upon the assembly, spoilt the sacrifice, and severely punished
the gods. In fright Daksha propitiated the angry god and
acknowledged his supremacy.^ At the spot where the sacrifice is

^ Major Daniell's letter in Bom. Gov. Judicial Department File 1879 Dacoits.
Vdsudev was tried in Poona and sentenced to transportation for life. He was sent
to Aden. He succeeded in escaping from jail in 1880 but was caught. He died in
jail at Aden on the 17th of February 1883. ^ ggg above p, 417.

^ In some versions Daksha is said to have been decapitated and restored to life
by Shiv but as his head could not be found it was replaced by the head of a deer.He was raised to the sky by Brahma and became the constellation Capricomus or
mngashirsh that is Deer-head. According to the Harivaush, when the gods fled
in disniay, Vishnu interfered and seizing Shiv by the throat compelled him to
acknowledge him as master. This legend has been considered by H. H Wilson and
others to refer to the struggle between the worshippers of Shiv and Vishnu Itseems also to be a reminiscence of the struggles by which the early god Shiv rose topower over the northern BrAhmau gods,

^^ ^ ' S"" <="" ^^^ lo.
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said to have been performed, large quantities of ashes are still

found under the ground and bones of vast size have more than once
been unearthed. The village has an old temple of Shankarling-
dev and the ling is greatly venerated as having been erected by
Brahma in person. The temple measures twenty by thirty feet,

and, including the shikhar or spire which is of brick, is forty feet high.

On the lintel of the shrine door is Lakshmi with elephants, and
over three other doors is a figure of Ganpati and the fifth bears a
lotus. In the mandap is an inscribed stone, foar finely carved
central pillars, and eight plain pilasters. All are quadrangular.

The mandap contains figures of Baseshvar, Rhakti, two figures of

Ganpati, and a cobra or Ndgappa. The chief shrine contains the

chief ling and figures of Md,ruti, Ganpati, and a cobra or Ndgappa.
There are two side chapels each with a ling.

Gadankeri, on the Bagalkot road, about eight miles east of

Kaladgi, is a small village with in 1 881 a population of 874. On a hill

near the village are buildings in the Bijdpur style of architecture

conspicuous for miles round. They are the tombs of a prophet

Malyappa Ayanava and his son Monappa. Malyappa was a P^nchal

of tlkli village twelve miles north-west of Bdgevadi, a great

traveller and in high esteem as a prophet. . On the death of his

wife Tippava at Murnal on the Ghatprabha three miles north-west

of Bdgalkot, Malyappa came to Gadankeri, and at his death the

White Temple so called from its whitewash was built over his

grave. The brass screen of his shrine is still venerated. His son

Monappa a devotee and, like his father, a prophet, is buried beneath

the Black Temple so called because it is not whitewashed. Near these

two are plain tombs of members of the family and a shrine of

Hanmant. The temple of Monappa is worshipped in seasons of

scanty rainfall.

Gajendragad or the Fort of the Lord of Elephants, so called

from the strong fort on a neighbouring hill, is a large town about

twenty-eight miles south of Bad^mi, with in 1881 a population

of 5458. The 1872 census showed 7665, of whom 6560 were Hindus

and 1105 Musalm^ns. The 1881 census showed 5458 or a decrease

of 1102, of whom 4689 were Hindus, 764 Musalm^ns, and five

Christians.

The town belongs to the Ghorpade family of Mudhol. The

fort of Gajendragad was built by Shivaji and contains a magazine

and two 'ponds ; and the Unchigiri fort was built in 1688 by

Daulatrdv Ghorpade. The town has a ruined temple of Virupdksh

with an unfinished hall or mandap. Over the door is a figure

of Sarasvati. Outside of the village is a modern temple of Durga

Devi, with a domed roof and round pillars. In a field near the

village burial ground is a temple of Rdmling, with a hall or

mandap and round pillars. In the weavers' qua,rter is a temple of

R^mdev containing figures of R^m and Sita, with Ganpati on the

shrine lintel. The temple is unfinished but in good order. A
ruinous temple of Pd,ndarangdev contains figures of Pandurang

and Rukhm^i with Dv^rkdbdi on the lintel. Near the fort three

miles north-west of the village on the hill side is a cavern a noted
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place of pilgrimage. The cavern with an image of Shiv is about

half-way up the hill at the foot of its precipitous sandstone top.

It is reached by steps, wide at the foot and narrowing to the last

gallery. The cavern is a natural opening between two huge blocks

of granite, and the whole of the flat ledge above, about 300 feet in

height, with precipitous sides, rests on granite which was raised

from the plain by some upheaval. Near the cavern are two tirths

fed by nnfailing springs, and two lamp pillars each about fifteen

feet high. A shrine of Virbhadra has painted plaster figures on

the lintel and has a small pond in front called Antargangi or

the Midair Tirth, which is supplied with water through the roots

of a tree 100 feet high on the hill. North of the cavern are two

caves, separated by walls, and containing two tirths called Yenni

Gonda and Arshar Gonda.^ The shrine of Kdlkeshvar which is

held in high local repute as a place of pilgrimage, contains a

silverplated ling and a silverplated lintel. To the left of the ling is

a basin containing water, called P^t^lgangi, and a niche with a

figure of Basvanna or NanrM. The bull, which is said always to

be growing, is worshipped by barren women. Many other niches

contain lings and Nandis.

The Ghorpades were originally called Bhonsles. According to

their family legend the present surname was obtained under the

Bahmanis (1347-1526) from a Ghorpade having been the first

to climb an impregnable Konkan fort by tying a cord round the

body of an iguana lizard or ghorpad. The Ghorpades were Desh-

mukhs under the Bijapur Adilshdhi dynasty (1489-1687) and were

divided into two distinct families, of Kapsi near the Varna and of

Mudhol near the Ghatprabha. The title of Amir-ul-umra was

conferred on a member of the K^psi family by the Bijapur kings,^

and Santd.ji Ghorpade was one of the eight ministers of Rajdram,

He was made the Sendpati or commander-in-chief, styled Hindu
Eav Mumlukat-mudar was entrusted with the new standard of the

Jari Pafcka or the Golden Streamer and allowed to beat the naubat

or large drum.* Baji Ghorpade, the chief who seized Shivdji's

father Shahaji, and who was afterwards surprised and killed by

Shivd,ji, also belonged to this family.

Galgali, about fourteen miles north of Kaladgi, is a large village

on the Krishna, with in 1881 a population of 2252. The village is

said to have been originally called Gd,lav Kshetra, after a mythic

seer Galav Rishi who is said to have lived here.* The seer's hermit-

age was about a mile to the south of the village, and among the

rocks lying in that neighbourhood are still to be seen, says the

story, the ruined abodes of Gd,lav and six other sages. It is said

that about a mile and a half north of Galgali is a large temple in

the bed of the Krishna and that during the famine of 1876-1877

when the water became unusually low, the upper part of a temple

•^ Gonda is the KAnarese for Jcund or pond. |^ Grant Duffs MAvAthds, 39.
* Grant Duffs MardthAs, 164. Details of the Ghorpade family are given under

Mudhol State.
* Kshetra is a holy spot frequented by pilgrims usually on the banks of holy rivers.

There are said to be 108 such holy spots or tirths on the Krishna. "
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about ninety feet sqaare was seen. On the bank of the river near
the village is a small temple dedicated to Yellama. The village
has four other temples small and of no interest.

After the capture and execution of SambhAji in 1689, Aurangzeb
hoping to draw the Mar^this southwards, moved with his grand
army from Brahmapuri in Sholdpur to Galgali. In 1695 the Italian
traveller Gamelli Oareri made a journey from Goa to Galgali
specially to see the Moghal camp. At Galgali Careri was told
that the forces in the camp, which was thirty miles in extent,
amounted to 60,000 horse and 1,000,000 foot, for whose baggage
there were 50,000 camels and 3000 elephants. The whole
camp was a moving city of 5,000,000 souls with 250 markets.
'The Emperor's and the Prince's tents took up three miles
and were guarded on all sides with palisades ditches and five

hundred falconets. Careri was admitted to a private audience with
Aurangzeb who asked him from what country of Europe he had
come, the object of his visit, and various other questions.' In a
revenue statement of about 1790 Galgali or Kulabad appears as the
head of a sub-division in the Bijapur sarhdr with a revenue of

£1919 (Es. 19,190).2

Golgeri village, about ten miles south-east of Sindgi, is said to

have been founded about the middle of the fourteenth century by a
Dhangar of Dhavalkur on the site of his sheepfold. According to

the legend the shepherd requested pilgrims to the Shrishail fair of

Mallikdrjun in Telangan to bring him a ling. Instead of the ling

they brought him a piece of sheep's dung which he set up and
worshipped devoutly until it grew into a ling. The temple of Golal-

ishvar (30' x 18') to the south of the village was built to receive the

miraculous ling and in course of time came to be regarded as very

holy. The temple is in good order, contains twelve stone pillars,

and is frequented by all classes of Hindus. A yearly fair is held

on the new-moon of Ghaitra or March-April which lasts fifteen days.

From 40,000 to 50,000 persons assemble and the sales are said to

amount to £5000 (Rs. 50,000).

Gudur, that is Gudiuru or Temple town, with in 1881 a population

of 1182 chiefly husbandmen, isa small village thirteen miles south-

west of Hungund and seven iniles east of Pattadakal in Bdddmi.

In the middle of the village is an old temple of Rd.meshvar contain-

ing a ling. All except the shrine is ruined, and the spire was

destroyed by lightning about 1830. The temple has twelve square

and six round sculptured pillars. On the shrine lintel is Gaj-

Lakshmi or Lakshmi with elephants pouring water over her from

jars held in their trunks. The chief manufactures are a superior

kind of cholkhans or bodicecloths, brass and copper vessels, and

images.

Guledgudd, or the Emigration Hill, is a large town fifteen miles

north-east of Bdd^mi, with in 1881 a population of 10,649. The 1872

1 Details of Careri's account of the Moghal camp at Galgali are given above

pp, 438-439. * Waring's MaritthAs, 242.
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census showed 10,674, Hindus 9584 and MusAlmdns 1090. The

1881 census showed 9490 Hindus, 985 Musalmd,ns, and 174 Chris-

tians. Among the people of Guledgudd are 500 families of hand-

loom weavers. A fort was built in 1580 in the reign of Ibrahim

Adil Shdh II. (1579-1626) by a Bijdpur officer Singappa Ndik

Desai. The present town was built in 1705 {Shak 1627) on the site

of a dry lake. About 1750 when the E^stid,s held Bdgalkot, one

of their officers Krishnd,ji Vishvand,th besieged Guledgudd and

plundered the town and' fort. In 1787 {FasU 1188) Tipu Sultdin

took Parvati and Guledgudd was again pluncJered by the Mardtha

forces under Parshuram Bhd.u Patvardhan. The town was deserted

for a time, but repeopled by the Des^i, but again plundered

and deserted in the disturbances caused by Narsappa Suhkeri.

In 1818 Major Munro through the Desd,i induced the inhabitants

to return. In 182(3 Guledgudd fell to the British. Guledgudd
had a municipality which was abolished in 1878. The Basel

German evangelical mission has a branch at Guledgudd since

1851 with ten out-stations two missionaries and one mission

lady.

Hallur,^ with in 1881 a population of 1194, is a small village

nine miles east of Bagalkot. To the west of the village, is the temple

of Baseshvardev said to have been built under the Cholas (870-1070).

The temple (70' x 30') is built of stone blocks and has a cut-

corner roof. The shrine has a large image of Baseshvar, surrounded

by Saugameshvar, Siddheshvar, and lings. In front of the shrine

are two stone pillars between which is a rangmandap or hall on four

well carved round pillars. On the lintel of the shrine door is

Lakshmi with elephants, and at the entrance door are demon door-

keepers. Near the temple are a well and a pond. A yearly fair is

held at the temple in Mdrgshirsh or Decembpr-January. About 1820

a spring of fresh water is said to have miraculously flowed out of a

niche in the temple and continued running for abou,t three hours.

On the hill to the north of the village is Melgudi that is the hill

temple^ (76' x 43' x 21') facing south, a fine old Jain temple converted

into a ling shrine. The shrine contains a ling and a Nandi in front

of it, and has no spire. Outside the 'shrine is a rangmandap on

four square sculptured pillars with a. flat toof and four carved stone

windows. A stone ladder leads to the roof on which is a small

shrine. On the front and side walls are eight standing Jinas five

feet high, four of them with canopies of seven-hooded cObras,

and four others with two single-headed cobras coiled and erect

with expanded hoods. By the feet of each figure is a cobra on the

outside of each foot. Some of the figures are broken and the

temple has been injured by lightning. A single-stone lamp 'pillar

so placed that the light falls upon the ling stands at some distance

from the temple,

almost unreadable,

The village has two Old Kdnarese inscribed stonea

' The name Hallur is said to be derived from its being built on the site of two
hdl uru or deserted villages.

^ From md hill and gudi temple.
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Halsangl, apparently taking its name from a hal or channel by
which it has more than once been overflowed, with in 1881 a population
of 1366, IS a large village about twelve miles north of Indi, four
miles south of the Bhima, and about a mile east of the Sholapur-
Hubli road. In 1553 Halsangi was given as a jdgir to his
minister by Mdhmud AH Adilsh^h after a victory over the
Vijaynagar forces, and in 1556, three years later, a fort was built by
the minister to the east of the village. In the fort is a temple of
Narsoba. A domed tomb was built for himself by the minister in
1560 and another tomb for his spiritual teacher DMesahib who was
buried there and at whose tomb a yearly fair is still held. In
1752 Uddji Chavhfo Himmatbahadur, an officer who had been sent
by the Nizd-m to demand tribute from the jdgirddr, rebuilt an old
temple of Amriteshvar which now has an octagonal spire with a
wooden building in front used as a rest-house. In a revenue
statement of about 1790 Haslangi appears as the head of a sub-
division under the Biidpur sarkdr with a revenue of £6398
(Rs. 63,980).i

Hebbal,^ about twelve miles south of Bdgevddi, is a small
village, with in 1881 a population of 948. About 300 yards from
the village, on the Bagevddi-Nidgundi road, behind a clump of
cactus bushes and hidden by a high wall, is a fine Jain temple,
consisting of an open hall or mandap and a shrine. The hall is

entered by three doors and is surrounded by a low wall formed as
a bench with a sloping back. The hall has twenty-two pillars and
four pilasters, the four central pillars being about eight feet high
and the other pillars which rest on the surrounding wall, about six

feet high. The ceiling is not carved, but is deeply recessed with the
square within square or cut-corner dome arrangement.^ Except the
mouldings on the walls the building has scarcely any carving. On
each side of the door into the hall is a recess containing a Nandi.
The inner temple or sha.la is twenty-five feet square with a door on
the right, the roof resting on four pillars. In the centre is a well,

which is said to have been disused, since two women were drowned in

it, and is now covered by a round stone slab on which stands a Nandi.
The shrine which is plain contains a ling in a case or shdlunkha. A
shdlunlcha is also built into the wall of the shdla. Of three other

temples near the Jain temple one consisting of a hall and a shrine

and another of one room only are built in the bank of the hollow

in which the temples lie. The third temple has some architectural

beauty, but the rough stone of which the temples are built has in

places given way and displaced the outside mouldings.

Hippargi, about fifteen miles south-west of Sindgi, is a large

village with in 1881 a population of 2847. Pippali, the old name of

the village, was changed to Hippargi under the Bij^pur dynasty

(1489-1687).* Hippargi has to its east an old temple of Kalmeshvar

• Waring's MarAthAs, 242. " rrom notes furnished by Mr. A. N. Pearson.

3 A description of this style of roofing is given in Fergusson's Indian and Eastern

Architecture, 213. ,

^ Pippali is the Sanskrit for long pepper and Hipph, from which Hippargi is

derived, also means long popper in Kiinarosc.
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said to have been built by Jamadagni^ the fatber of Parsbur^m in

the tbird or dvdpar age.^ Tbe temple is in a large quadrangular

courtyard and measures tbirty feet by fifteen. It has a brick spire

and contains sixteen plain four-sided stone pillars. On tbe lintel

of one of tbe doors is Laksbmi witb elepbants. Tbe chief

object of worship is a ling called Kalmesbvar. On one side

of the temple door is an image of Ganpati and on tbe other

a broken figure of Virbhadra. Outside tbe temple are two

lings, a figure of Yirbbadra, and a Nandi or bull. In tbe north-

east corner of tbe court of tbe temple on a stone (4' x 1'4>" X 6") in

tbe wall is an inscription in Old K^narese in fifty-five lines and

dated Shah 1176 Paridhdvi samvatsar (a.d. 1254). Tbe temple is

frequented by Hindus of all sects. About half a mile east of

Hippargi is a temple of Shri Martand. The object of worship is a

shapeless mass of stone marked with turmeric and redlead. The
temple is said to be more than 500 years old but contains no

inscription and the name of its builder is unknown. The temple

(34' X 46) is in a courtyard surrounded by rest-houses and contains

eighty-two stone pillars. To the east of the temple is a carved

stone lamp post. The temple is frequented by Hindus of all castes

and a well attended yearly fair is held in Ashvin or September-

October.

Hirur, Iru uru or tbe temple village, is a small village of 1039

people eighteen miles north-east of Muddebihal. The temple -is

dedicated to Bhageshvar and is said to be of considerable age.* It

seems to have been in local repute and enjoys a grant of land for the

service of tbe temple. Salt used to be made in the village but the

manufacture is now stopped.

Horti, a large village on the Sbolapur-Hubli road about twelve

miles south-west of Indi, with in 1881 a population of 3193, has

two old temples of Siddbesbvar and Mallikdrjun, and two small

temples one of Ishvar and tbe other whose name is not known.

Tbe Siddbesbvar temple has an octagonal spire, with figures of tbe

eight quarter guards or asht dikpdls, Sbiv in bis Ish^n form

being tbe guardian of the north-east quarter. The spire of the

Mallikd,rjun temple is pyramidal and is adorned with figures of tbe

ten incarnations of Vishnu. Outside the village are temples of

Ishvar and Siddbesbvar with lings but no spires. The Siddbesbvar

temple which is the older of the two has twelve pillars sculptured

with cobras and many other figures. The pillars in the Mallik^rjun

temple are of wood. The temple of Ishvar has figures on tbe outer

wall and contains twelve square and fourteen round pillars. The

^ Jamadagni was a son of the Brahman Richika and Satyavati a Kshatriya princess.

His fifth son was Parshur^in, the sixth incarnation of Vishnu, who waged war against

the Kshatriyas in revenge for the murder of his father by the sons of KArtavirya
king of the Haihayas.

^ The Dodpar age, the third age of the world, is said to have lasted 2400 years.

The system of yugas and mahdyugas is believed to have been invented between the
age of the Rig-veda and that of the Mahibh^rat.

^ Bhaga is a deity mentioned in the Vedas but of very indistinct personality and
powers. He is supposed to bestow wealth and preside over marriage and is classed
among the Adityas and Vishvadevas,
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lintels o£ the shrines in all these three temples bear a figure of Chapter XIV.
Ganpati and the fourth temple has lions' heads in addition to

Places.
Ganpati.

Hungund,^ with in 1881 a population of 54)16, is the head-quarters Hungund.

of the Hungund sub-division, about sixty miles south-east of

Bijapur, The 1872 census returns showed a population of 6296,
Hindus 5318 and Musalm^ns 978. The 1881 census returns showed
5416 or a decrease of 880 of which 4544 were Hindus and 872
MusalmSns. Besides the sub-divisional revenue and police ofiices

Hungund has a post office and two schools. Most of the wells in

Hungund are impregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen. On the
hill overlooking the town are the remains of a Jain temple called

Meguti or the hill temple. The temple pillars are square, massive,

and of unusual design. One pillar is left finely carved with
arabesques, but the greater part of the sculptures and much of the
temple itself have been removed. Two large slabs, each bearing
a finely carved female figure, lie near the new sub-divisional office

and some of the sculptures have been built into a well opposite the

office. Another well, about two miles on the Ilkal road, is adorned
with sculptures evidently taken from this temple. Near the old

sub-divisional office and north of it is a ruined Jain cave. The
image is gone but the shrine and hall or mandap remain in fair

repair. The pillars are square and plain. A passage now closed

is said to lead from this cave to the top of the hill in which gold
coloured talc and iron stone are found. In the town just below
the hill is the temple of Ramlingdev with sixteen Jain pillars

square and tulip-shaped. The roof is flat and sculptured but much
defaced by whitewash. On either side of the shrine are the

attendants Jaya and Vijaya with clubs and female attendants and
on the lintel is Lakshmi with elephants. Imbedded in the ceiling

are two clearly cut inscribed stones one of them much worn. The
other stone records that king Ayyanorva of the Balldl family whose
wife was Satyavati Mahadevi, and who had three sons Bijjaldevrdy,

Vikramdevr^y, and Kum^rray, granted lands to the god Mallikdrjun.

Near R^mling's temple in the courtyard of a house is another

small temple with old square Jain pillars. The shrine which is

empty has Lakshmi and elephants on the lintel.

Ilkal, a municipal town, one of the largest trade centres in the Ilkal,

district, with in 1881 a population of 9574, lies about eight miles

^ Of the origin of the name, which is probably Hon-gonda or the Golden Well, two
stories are told. According to one legend the giantess Mangalava who lived on the

BAdd,mi hill, where the fort of the fifty-two rooks now stands, had four sons

Han, Naval, Nar, and Mul. Troubled by one KAlidAs the four sons retired to a hill

near NAgaihal in Bddimi where Mangalava's temple now stands. The coincidence of

Mangalava and Bid^mi is curious as the Early Chalukya king Mangalish (557-610)

was commanding for his elder brother Kirttivarma 1. at BAdAmi when the great cave

was made. The sons went different ways. Han took Hungund and the surrounding

villages and the other sons inhabited Navalgund Nargund and Mulgund in Dhdrwdr.

According to the other legend a woman washing in a pit near the hill found her

hands and feet changed to gold, hence the village came to be called honin hund or

the golden pit, honin gund or the golden flower, and hm gund or abounding in gold.

The gold or Jton, which is apparently the origin of the name, is probably the yellow

talc which is found on the hill overlooking the town.
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soutli of Hungund. In 1851 Ilkal had 7041 people and according

to the 1872 census 10,107. Ilkal is the centre of the weaving and

dyeing industries in Hungund and had 684 looms in 1883 against

500 in 1851.1 Besides the sub-divisional revenue and police

offices Ilkal has a municipality, dispensary, eleven schools, and three

temples. The municipality established in 1868 had in 1882-83 an

incomeof £577 (Rs. 5770) chiefly from octroi, and an expenditure

of £543 12s. (Rs. 5436) chiefly incurred on roads and medical

relief. The dispensary, established in 1873, treated in 1882-83

sixty in-patients and 3098 out-patients at a cost of £134 (Rs. 1340)*

Of the eleven schools two are Grovernment and nine private. The
three temples are of B^nshankari, Basvanna, and Vyankoba. The
temples of B^nshankari and Basvanna are modern in the open or

math style and have no architectural interest. The- figure of

Banshankari is in a small open shrine at the right hand corner of

the temple. A yearly fair is held in honour of the goddess on the

full-moon of Paush or December- January. The temple of

Vyankoba ^ is a solid stone structure in a small court. It was
built some years ago by Bhimanna Naik a merchant of Ilkal. The
pillars are said to have been brought from Aivalli thirteen miles

south-east of Hungund. The stone roof is carved into rafters and
battens in imitation of old temples but the temple is open fronted.

Over the shrine lintel are Narsinh the fourth form of Vishnu and
Krishna. The brackets under the eaves represent the incarnations

of Vishnu, sages, demons, and other mythological subjects carved in

stone, but in a debased style and some of them obscene.

The average yearly rainfall of Ilkal is about fifteen inches. On
the 26th of November 1882 nine inches of rain suddenly fell and
so heavily was Ilkal flooded that 266 houses were washed away
with much field stock and produce. About 164 persons were left

destitute and the total loss to the sufferers, most of whom were
poor people, was estimated at about £3000 (Rs. 30,000). About
£1600 (Rs. 15,000) were subscribed in Bombay and sent to Ilkal

for charitable relief. To guard the town from future floods the

municipality of Ilkal has undertaken protective works estimated to

cost £1500 (Rs. 15,000) .3

Indi, perhaps the Inde of Ptolemy (a.d. 150),, with in 1881 a

population of 3667, is the head-qtlarters of the Indi sub-division

about thirty miles north-eaSt of Bijapur. In the Bhima M^hdtmya
Indi is described as Payahkshetra or the milk spot* and later on the

town appears to have been known as Ghik Indi or Little Indi.^

According to the legend, about the eleventh century, a forest Stood

1 Bom. Gov. Sel. New Series, CLXIV. 5, 7.

2 Vyankobais theMardthaformofVyankateshor TheLordof Sin anameofVisImu.
Vyankota's chief shrine ia at Tinipati in North Arkot also called Vyankatgiri,

2 Government Resolution, Eevenue Department, 4359 of 9th June 1883.
" Probably in allusion, to the stream of sweet water flowing near the town.
6 The meaning of the name Indi is not known . The place' was called Chik or

Little Indi as a village called Hireh Indi or Great Indi alreadj' existed close by.

No trace of this old village remains. It may have been where the deserted village

of Hirdi, perhaps a corruption of Hireh Indi, is marked on the maps about a ihUe
south of Indi.

'
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on the site of the present town. A herd hoj, noticing that one
ot his cows daily dropped her milk on a certain spot, told his
parents, who, with their neighbours, dug tho spot and found a
stone. Finding that as they dug the^ stone sank, they thought that
It was a self-made ling and built a small shrine over it. A few
days later the god Kanteshvar appeared to the headman of Hireh
Indi and commanded that the ling should he worshipped daily.A village was established and as the fame of the new shrine of
Kanteshvar increased, people flocked to the new village of Indi
and the old village of Hireh Indi was deserted. Some dealers in
copper pots who had put up near the shrine, being injured by
lightning and vowing to build a temple on recovery, built the
present shrine and hall. The temple is in good repair and is
still m use. It has an octagonal spire adorned with figures and
a roof of the square in square pattern. The four hall pillars are
of wood. At the entrance of the hall are door-keepers and on
the shrine-lintel is Ganpati with the- sun the moon and a ling.
Near_ the temple is a small stone 3' 9" high with a Kdnarese
inscription. At the top of the stone are a ling and a Nandi and,
below, figures of animals, worn and not easy to make out. In
front of the police station is a stone (3' 9"xr4"x8") brought
in 1872 from Salotgi six miles south-east of Indi. It has the
usual ling and figures and bears an inscription in Old Devnd.gari
characters on three sides and in Old Kanarese on the fourth side.

In a revenue statement of about 1790 Indi appears as the head of a
sub-division under the Bijd,pur sarkdr with a revenue of £ 11,427
(Rs. 1,14,270).!

Ingleshvar, with in 1881 a population of 2461, "is a large
village six miles north-east of B4gevddi and a short distance from
the ruined city of Tingaleshvar.^ In the village are three Jain
temples, which appear from inscriptions to have been built in Shah
1050 (a.d. 1128) by one NilkanthNd,ik. The largest temple (60' x 45')

now dedicated to Someshvar is out of repair and contains thirty-six

round pillars. On each side of the ling are stones each carved with
ten female figures. On an octagonal stone in the roof of the porch
are representations of the nine planets. At the door are female
door-keepers, and on each side of "the door are cells in one of which
is a ling with Ganpati. Over the shrine is Lakshmi with elephants.

On each side of the shrine are three female figures and one of the
left figures holds a cobra. The shrine contains a ling and a Nandi
and a figure of Ishvar is carved on the lintel. The Nar^yan
Devargudi (45' x 35') has twenty-four round pillars. It was formerly

called Gopnathgudi from the image of Gopnath which, under the

Peshw^s, was replaced by a finely carved image of N^rdyan about

Chapter XIV.
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1 Waring's Marithds, 242.
^ Tingaleshvar is said to take its name from the practice of its founder taking the

people once a month or tingalu to KaiUs or Shiv's abode of bliss. The village

became overpeopled ; a new one was built and named Hin Tingaleshvar that is

behind or after Tingaleshvar, and this is said to have been corrupted into Hingaleshvar

and latterly to Ingaleshvar or Ingleshvar, Another account derives the name from

ingal fire in allusion to a story that the town was at one time threatened by demons

with firebrands.
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four feet high. On a stone in the wall are sculptured ten

female figures. Above the door and on the lintel of the shrine

which contains the ling are elephants. Above the shrine of

N^rayandev are the ten incarnations of. Vishnu and on both sides

are carved figures of sages. The third temple dedicated to

Kaimeshvar is about the size of the temple of Nar£yan. A ruinous

temple of Kalappa has eight square and ten round pillars. Among
the sculptures are four cobras, of which two are five-hooded, one
three-hooded, and one single-hooded. On a square stone near the

cobras are female figures and birds probably Garuds and heavenly
damsels. The shrine contains a ling. The hall or mandap has been
destroyed by seekers after treasure. In the waste lands to the north
of the village is a temple of Parmanand. It has a spire, but is of

no architectural or other interest. To the south of the village is a
temple of Shobhandev facing east. On the ceiling are finely carved
quarter guards or dikpdls surrounded by other figures. Over the
shrine is Lakshmi with elephants. The shrine contains a ling and
the image of a woman. Of eighteen pillars four are sculptured
and one is inscribed.

In a hill about half a mile from the village of Ingleshvar are two
cave temples. One named Akka Nagamana Grudi or Lady Snake's
temple, is ruined and inaccessible. The other Siddheshvar Gudi is

in good order. The entrance is through a window-like door facing

north-east. Passing through a room ten feet square and fifteen

high and out by a door in the south wall a descent of two steps

leads to a round room about twenty feet round and about six feet

high. Passing through two similar rooms, each two steps lower
than the last, the passage inclining all the while to the left, comes
the shrine a room about fifteen feet below the level of the first

excavation. The image of Siddheshvar is sitting aiid wears the

Lingayat's silver box or chauk and on its arms are cobras. 7 This
image' appears to have replaced a naked figure of Battal

Bhauramma,^ which now lies in a corner of the cell. The ascent

from the shrine is by a winding passage similar to that by which it

is reached. All the excavations are badly lighted and ill-aired, the

doors of the rooms and of the shrine being only three feet high by
two feet wide. A neighbouring " cave dedicated to Sangameshvar
contains a ling on a raised platform. On a stone are five female

figures. In Akka Nagamana's cave is a female image and in front

of it a round stone called Alya or son-in-law Chenbasappa.

The temple of l^arayan contains two inscriptions, and the temple

of Someshvar one, all in Old Kanarese characters and fairly legible

recording the names of the builders, the dates, and the grants

relating to the temples.

Jaina'pur, on the left bank of the Krishna on the Bijapur-

B^galkot frontier, about twenty- five miles north-west of Bdgalkot,
is an old village with in 1881 a population of 1 663. The name of

the village is said to be derived from its old Jain inhabitants, but

' Battal is the Einarese for naked and Bhanramma or Bhairamma is Devi the wife
of Shiv. The Bhairavs are eight inferior manifestations of Shiv.
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it may also be the Musalman Zaindpur. The village has three temples
Lingad Katti, Papndshan Katti, and Rdmtirth all on the Krishna,
which here flows to the north and is therefore called Uttarvahini
or North Flower in the Krishna PurAn. The object of worship in

the Lingad Katti is a stone marked with the footprints of a cow and
called GopAl Krishna ;^ in the other two temples the objects of

worship are lings. The temples are used and in good repair but
have no hall or spire, and are void of sculpture. The roofs of

all are in the square within square fashion. The village has a
mosque.

Eakhandki is an old village sixteen miles south of Bijdpur
and five miles north-east of Mamdapnr. On the south-west of the

village is the temple of Mahipati Sv^mi. It has a vrinddvan or

basil stand and above the entrance door is a place for keeping an
elephant kettledrum. The temple has no roof and is apparently

unfinished. Mahipati was accountant of Aigali village twelve miles

east of Athni, and rose to be minister to Aurangzeb (1686-1707).
His barren wife Timava daily worshipped Bhaskar Sv^mi at Sarvad
village about nine miles south of Bijdpur. At his direction she

attended with her husband and they received a present and were
instructed in divine truth. Mahipati returned to Bijdpur, resigned

his office, and gave away his property in alms. He and his wife

became beggars. At Kakhandki the village authorities gave
them a house and some land and they remained there engaged in

devotion till Timava gave birth to twin sons. Mahipati died at

Kolhd,r on the Krishna twenty-two miles south-west of Bagevddi

but was buried at Kakhandki as he had wished and the basil stand

was raised over his grave. On the new moon of MdrgsMrsh a

yearly worship called drddhana takes place at the tomb before

which two lamps are always kept burning. The {nmri is still

enjoyed by the ministrants who are descendants of Mahipati. The
village has three other small temples of Sangameshvar, Mallikarjun,

and Karvirbhadra. To the north-east of the village is Dastgir

Sahib's shrine, a domed building built at the dying wish of the aaint

on the spot where he used to perform his devotions under the shade

of a banian tree, where a yearly fair is held. On the north-west of

the village is the Kari or black mosque a domed building in good

repair and still used.

Kala'dgi, north latitude 15° 11' and east longitude 75° 33', on

the right or south bank of the G-hatprabha about seventy-two miles

north-east of Belgaum, seventy-six miles north of Dh^rwdr and

forty-five miles south-west of Bij^pur, is the head-quarters

of the Kalddgi now the Bijdpur district, with in 1881 a

population of 7024. The town lies about 1744 feet above the sea

and about 125 miles in a straight line from the coast. It is on a

waving plain treeless except along the roads and in the gardens

close to the town. The surrounding hills draw away the clouds and

1 Gopil or Govind the cowkeeper is a name of the youthful Krishna who lired

among the cowherds in the Vrindilvan wood in the Mathura district of the North-

West Provinces,

E 877—83
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Places. ^°*^ '^°* ^'^'^ ^^y' ^^^ during the greater part of the year the plain

round the town is dull and dreary. Close to the town^ near the
Kaladm.

G-hatprabha, very rich land yields some of the best millet crops in

the Bombay Karnatak. The station, which stretches half a mile to

a mile to the west of the town, is crossed by a water course which

runs north to the Ghatprabha with a bridge on the camp road.

Though dry during the greater part of the year, after heavy rain

this stream becomes an impassable torrent. To the south-west of

the station, a deep khind or old river bed, more or less covered with

grass, gives pasturage to herds of cattle and sheep. Between the

town and the public buildings and officers' houses an open barren

stretches which yields grazing during the rains. Further to the

north and north-east are a range of low bare hills.

Kaladgi includes the town, civil station, and camp. The Sadar

Bazar and cantonment of the Southern Mardtha Horse were handed

to the civil authorities when Kaladgi was given up as a military

station. The civil station now includes the houses that formerly

belonged to the military cantonment. The Collector's house lies

about two miles north-west of the town close to the Ghatprabha and

the esplanade on which is the civil hospital divides the treasury and
court-house from the native town. Close to the treasury and court

house are a few bungalows inhabited by the civil, medical, and police

officers, and the travellers' bungalow, and at the farthest corner

the European graveyard^ on the edge of the old race course which
is beside the Belgaum road. The jail, which formerly consisted of

mud houses surrounded by a mud wall and a cactus hedge, lies close

to the Collector's office, while the post office and the school are close

to the town. The term camp is now applied only to a few huts, close

behind the Collector's bungalow, left of the lines formerly occupied

by the Southern Mardtha Horse. The lines are just enough for a

company of Native Infantry which is relieved from Kolhapur

Belgaum or Dharwdr. The head-quarters are now (August 1884)

being transferred to Bijd,pur and as it has no natural advantages

KaMdgi will probably sink to insignificance. The 1872 census

showed a population of 6592 of whom 4120 were Hindus, 2459

Musalmans, and thirteen Others. The 1881 census showed an

increase of 482 or 7024 of whom 4439 were Hindus, 2521 Musalmans,

fifty-eight Christians, and six Others. The municipality which was

established in 1866, had in 1882-83 an income of £254 (Rs. 2540)

and an expenditure of £215 (Rs. 2150). The water-supply is from

wells in the town but chiefly from the river. The hospital treated

in 1883, 187 in-patients and 2483 out-patients at a cost of £379
(Rs. 3790).

Kaedi. Kardi village ten miles north-east of Hungund and five miles

south of the Krishna has three temples and three old inscriptions.

The temples appear to be of Jain origin. One of them dedicated

1 In the graveyard is a tablet over the tomb of Mr. C. J. Manson who was murdered
.
in 1858 by the Brahman chief of Nargund. Compare Dhilrwar Statistical Account,
DhArw^r Nargund and SuribAu.
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to Basvanna is m local repute, and the image of the bull resembling
a bear or kardi is said to have given its name to the village. Two
of the inscriptions are dated 1153 and 1553 the latter of the
eleventh Vijaynagar king Saddshivdevray (1542 -1578).

Kattageriji with in 1881 a population of 1019, is an old fortified

village about twelve miles south-east of Kalddgi and twelve miles
north of Badami. The village has a temple of Hanmant and the
remains of a large series of ponds of which two only are now in
use. One of them to the north is two acres in extent, the other on
the south has been recently repaired. Near the temple and on the
bank of the southern pond are two Old Kanarese inscriptions one
dated 1096 in the twenty-first year of the great Western Chdlukya
king Vikramaditya VI. (1075-1126) and the other about the
same time. Kattageri has a third class station on the Bast
Deccan Railway 123 miles south of Hotgi and eight miles north of

Badami.

Kelva'di, eleven miles north of Bd.dami and about four miles east

of Kattageri, is a small village with in 1881 a population of 250.

On the east of the village near a pond is a well carved old temple of

Rangnath. In front is a rangmandap and a temple of Maruti before

which is a stone bearing footprints, A yearly fair is held at the

temple in Phdlgun or February -March in honour of the god. In
the temple of Rangnd,th is an Old Kdnarese stone inscription of the

Sinda chiefs (1210-1280), under whom KelvMi was the head-

quarters of a sub-division called the Kelvddi Three hundred.^

Kerur is a flourishing fortified village on the Sholapur-Hubli
road, eleven miles north-west of Baddmi, with in 1881 a population

of 8833. The Sholapur-Hubli road formerly passed through a forest

and a sandal maker established himself near the road and made
money by repairing travellers' shoes. A wealthy Pathan SaMbat
Khan a-hunting asked water of the cobbler. Finding from his

conversation that the road was much frequented, and struck with

the natural advantages of the valley, with the help of the cobbler's

money he founded a village and dug a pond. The village was called

Keravanuru or the Cobbler's village. A stone with a figure of the

cobbler still stands in one of the towers to the north of the fort.

In 1842 a committee of inspection described Kerur as a weak and

indifferent fort facing west on a gentle slope about 300 yards

south-west of the town. The fort about 500 yards by 400 was

round with square bastions joined by curtains all built of loose

stone. Including the parapets which were six to eight feet high the

works were twenty to twenty-five feet high. The ramparts were

six to nine feet broad. Round the fort was a poor ditch seventeen

to fifty feet broad. The fort was weakest on the west face. The

entrance was on the north by two ruinous gates. As the village

increased, a new market was built to the east of the fort and
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1 The name of the village is said to come from the hatta or seat of a

BairAgi, who formerly lived on the site of the southern pond or keri frhioh was dug
in the belief that a spring of water existed under the Bairigi's resting place,

i Fleet's Kanarese Dynasties, 96.
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weavers established themselves in the market on the south

where they still carry on a flourishing trade. The fort has

temples of Chhappardappa, M^ruti^ and Vithoba; the old

market has temples of Durgava, Dydmava, Ganpati, Kalava, Maruti,

Nagaresh var, Rachhoteshvarjand Vyankatpati. Thenewmarket has a

temple of Bdnshankari. All the temples are in use but the mandaps
or halls of some have fallen. The Bdnshankari, Kalava, Nagareshvar,

and Vyankatpati temples have spires, the spire of the Nagareshvar
temple being octagonal. Some of the temples have wooden pillars.

The Nagareshvar temple has a ling and a Nandi. To the right of

the ling is a Nagoba and to the left Ganpati ;• at the back are

Shakti and the sun. figures of lions and elephants are sculptured

on the walls of the Vyankatpati temple. The Rachhoteshvar
temple is in local repute, and after the Ramnavami car ceremony
in Chaitra or March-April, devotees walk several paces unharmed
over red-hot embers. Outside the village on the bank of the pond
is a temple of Kodi Yellama. There are believed to be several

inscriptions relating to the Nagareshvar temple which was built

about 1505. In consequence of a statement inoneofthe inscriptions

that the image of Ganpati held treasure, the image was broken and
was found to be hollow but nothing is known about the treasure.

To the south of the Nagareshvar temple is a large open space
called Pathan-keri.

Kha'na'pur, also called Gagndpur, is a very small village of
forty-nine people about eighteen miles south-east of Muddebihdl.
According to a local story Gangapaya a Lingdyat priest, who lived

in the village about 1 730 with his servant Manapaya, wishing for

an associate went to Nalatvdd thirteen miles south-east of

Mnddebihdl. Taking a fancy to a shepherd named Badesdhib at

Ndlatvad he followed him for several days, till Badesdhib puzzled
at his pursuit asked his mother who bade him make an offering to

Gangapaya. Badesahib accordingly offered Gangapaya some sugar
which Gangapaya asked him to distribute among the villagers

all of whom received an ample supply without any decrease in the
original quantity. Finding that Gangapaya was a saint working
miracles, the people prayed to him for rain which had not fallen

for three years. Gangapaya granted their prayer, and, having
performed several miracles, returned to his village taking with
him Badesahib and Manapaya. After living in holiness for many
years they dug two graves into one of which Gangapaya and Bade-
sahib retired while Manapaya occupied the other. The tomb of

Gangapaya and Badesahib stands in a small mosque and the tomb
of Manapaya in the mosque courtyard. The tomb in the mosque
is venerated by Musalmans while the Lingayats pay their devotions
to Gangapaya through a small hole in the northern wall of the
mosque. Manapaya's tomb, on which is a square ling, is worshipped
by Pdnchals only.^ A yearly car festival is held in honour of

1 The name Kh&n&pvir is derived according to one account from Badesdhib Khdn
and the name GagnApur from the LingAyat priest, but according to other acoountB
KhinApur took its name from a family of Musalmin Khans who lived here under the
Adil Shdhi dynasty (1489-1687).
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Gangapaya on the tenth of the bright half of Mdgh or January-
February, but owing to disputes between the Desd,i and Nddgaunda
of Nalatvad regarding the observance of some formalities the
festival has lost much of its importance and interest.

Kundargi, with in 1881 a population of 902, is a small village
on the Ghatprabha twelve miles north-west of Bagalkot. The
village has an open-fronted temple of Hanmant with square stone
pillars with chamfered sides. The bracket capitals are
different in style and in the stone of which they are made.
In the courtyard is a one-stone lamp pillar square with
chamfered sides. A little further on is a temple of Shiv facing
east and differing in plan from the usual temples. The hall
or mandap is gone but was probably in the usual style with short
pillars and a low wall with a running stone bench. The inner
temple or shdla has four pillars in the sharply cut round style.
On the north, south, and west sides is a shrine with an ante-room,
each shrine with a ling in a ling case or shdlunkha. On each side
of each ante-room is a cell. On the lintel of each shrine a
trident is carved and round the doors of the ante-room are floral

and arabesque sculptures. Facing the western shrine are two
Nandis one of which was probably formerly in or outside of the
mandap. On the back of the original Nandi two entwined
snakes are carved in the knot pattern. The shala roof is recessed
in the square in square form and over each shrine are the remains
of a spire in the Chdlukyan style. When entire the temple appears
to have been a graceful structure. The temple apparently belongs to
the twelfth century, but no inscription has been found.

Kuntoji village, about two miles north-east of Muddebihal, with
in 1881 a population of 1271, contains a four-sided temple of
Baseshvar (70' x 24') . At each end is a shrine, the east shrine
containing a ling and the west shrine a large figure of the bull
Basvanna in black basalt with a bent foreleg.^ Between the two
shrines is an open courtyard with a veranda on the north and
south. Of the thirty-four Jain pillars in the temple twenty-two
are round and twelve square. Over each shrine is a plain spire.

In a well outside the temple is an inscribed stone worn and
unreadable. Imbedded in the wall of the village fort is the central

slab of a ceiling carved with a large lotus, and part of a shrine lintel

with Lakshmi and the elephants. Other sculptures mostly weather-
worn and not easy to make out have been built into the walls. A
yearly fair is held at Kuntoji on the full-moon of Shrdvan or July-
August.

Maha'kuta. See Nandikeshvab.

Mamda'pur, six miles north of theKrishna and about twenty-two
miles south-west of Bijapur, is an historical village with in 1881 a
population of 1771. The story goes that Mdhmud (1626-1656)
the sixth Bijapur king wishing to know what the Konkan was
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1 According to the local story the Basvanna of Kuntoji fighting with the B4gevd,di
Basvanna hurt one of its legs whence the village came to be called Kuntoji from the
Kdnarese kuntu to limp. See above B^gev^ p. 565.
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like, his prime minister the celebrated Jagad-Murdri built ponds,

laid out fields, and planted Konkan trees and yegetables on the site

of Mamddpur which so pleased the king that, about 1633, he
consolidated the villages of Antdpur, Barigi, Khasbagh, and
Chavddpur, and named the new village after himself, falfilling

the prophecy of a saint Kamalsdhib of Chavddpur who had foretold

the event. The saint's tomb is in the middle of the market and is

highly honoured. In the shrine is the grave of a saint Sadlesd,hib of

Macca who died here and in whose honour a fair is yearly held.

Outside the village is the temple of Bail Hanmant or Hanmant of the

Plain. The image was formerly in the village of Barigi but was lost

when the village was destroyed. The god appeared in a dream to

Hariappa a Mamddpur Brahman who had lost several children in

childhood, and promised that if a shrine were built the Brahman
would have some more children who would grow to be men.
Hariappa brought the image and set it in a new temple, placing
a ling on its left and an image of Ganpati on its right. A Maruti
from Antapur has also been enshrined in the village. An
image of Vithoba was brought into the village about 1825 by
Subrav a village accountant and established in an empty shrine of

Ganpati. A temple of Siddheshvar in the village is a good
specimen of modern stucco architecture and contains a large stone

image of Basvanna. The temple is in local repute and its devotees

pride themselves on the number of the offerings and the peculiar

manner in which they are arranged for display. In the middle of

a pond in the east of the village is a large temple now almost
entirely under water. The temple of Mahdlakshmi was built when
th6 village was founded and contains an image of Mahdlakshmi.
In a plain spireless and disused temple on the side of the pond
used to be a ling of Siddheshvar. The ling has been removed. Near
the disused temple of Parvat Mallappa is a little old shrine. On the

hill north of the village is a large temple of Guddad Mallappa
which contains no image but some stones which are objects of

worship. All these temples have recessed roofs of the square in

square pattern and the lintels of the shrines of Siddheshvar and
Parvat Mallappa bear a figure of Ganpati. The village belongs to

the Jainapur Desdi and has a well-built old palace. A high tower
near the palace contains a well, and a large well in the Desdi's

garden is one of the chief sources of the village water-supply.

Mamdapur has two large lakes called the Great and the Small
made by king Mahmud (1626-1656) when the town was built.

Both the lakes are formed by earthen dams faced on the water side

by strong well built stone walls. The Great lake is probably the

largest existing reservoir in the Bombay Presidency of native make.
When full its surface area is 864 acres or 1 ^ square miles. The
dam is 2662 feet long or just over half a mile and its greatest

beight is twenty-seven feet nine inches. Except in seasons of

unusual drought the water in this lake lasts throughout the year.

The smaller lake to the east of the large lake when full has a surface
area of 428 acres and a greatest depth of twelve feet. The dam is

1180 feet long. The lake dries in March or April and grain is sown
in its bed. The area watered by the two lakes is about 674 acres
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and yields a yearly consolidated land and water revenue of £278
8s. (Es. 2784). The following inscriptions cut on the dams show
that both were built in 1633 at a cost of about £21,250 (50,000
huns) by Sultdn Mahmud (1626-1656) the sixth king of Bijdpur.

The first inscription cut in Persian on the revetment wall of the
great lake runs :

During the career of KhaVa'a Kha'n, who was equal in rank to
Asaph whose family was sprung from Solomon's minister) the
building of this lake, generally known as Hauz-i-Sulta'n, was
completed on the 1st of Muharram. Victory and fortune shall be
in the stirrup of the King's horse as long as the sun reigns in
the sky. May the just King Sulta'u Ma'hmud always be at the
head of this prosperous country. This King of heroes ordered his
minister Kha'va's Kha'n to perform such virtuous actions as find
favour with the Almighty. Bearing his precept in mind Kha'va's
Kha'n, the very fountain of benevolence, built this lake with a
never failing supply of water. AAThat an excellent lake P The sea
even fails or is ashamed to equal it ; nay, more than this, it excels
the seven seas of the world in beauty. Its waves are bright and
pure and its every bubble is like the moon. The fountain of
immortality is as nothing compared to this lake and before it

appears as dishonoured as fermented liquor. This reservoir is

Hauz-i-Kansar a well in Paradise and its water is ever far better
than rosewater. The prophet Khiyer with divine inspiration

uttered the words ' Hauz-i-Sulta'n is rare ' which gives the year in

which the dam is built. The cost was 50,000 huns (about £21,260).

Hijri 1043 (a.d. 1633).

The inscription which was on the smaller service dam has been
removed to the village and is very similar in meaning to the first

inscription. Ou one of the lakes are temples of Mahalingeshvar

and Madivaleshvar.^ The Madivaleshvar temple has an image of

Virbhadra j the temple is ruined, but is much frequented by persons

possessed of evil spirits. The chief local industry is the weaving of

waistcloths robes and bodices.

Maukni, a small village of 395 people on the right bank of the

Krishna, twenty miles north-east of Bagalkot, contaias a small stone

temple of Ishvar facing west. Set into the wall inside the temple is

a Kanarese stone tablet of the fifth Devgiri Yadav king Singhan II.

(1209 - 1247). Near the village is a pool which is flooded every year

by the Krishna. The water of the pool is reputed to be poisonous,

and is enclosed by a hedge to prevent cattle from drinking it.

Muddebihal, about forty-five miles south-east of Bijd,pur, with

in 1881 a population of 5325, is the head-quarters of the Muddebihdl

sub-division with a subordinate judge's court and a dispensary.

The town comprises the villages of Parvatgiri to the east and of

Muddebihdl to the west of a large drain running north and south of

the town. Muddebihal was founded about 1680 by Parmanna an

ancestor of the present Nddgaunda of Basarkot six miles north-west

of Muddebihdl, and the fort was built by Parmanna's son Huchappa

about 1720. About 1764 [Fasli 1165) the village came under the

Peshwds, the whole district of Talikoti being then under Mdgaunda
Shivshankarrdy son of Huchappa, who surrendered it to M^dhavrdv
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1 Madivaleshvar called after Madival a disciple of the LingAyat reformer Basav

who built the temple.
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the fourth Peshwa's officers for a grant of ten villages. The N^d-
gaunda finally received three villages, one of them Muddebihdl, but

a few months later Muddebihdl was also resumed and Basarkot given

instead. On account of its large buildings, formerly the residence

of the Nadgaund^s, MuddebihAl was made the subdivisional head-

quarters and the town fell to Government in 1817. The town has a

small temple of Ishvar with a Tnandap surrounded by a low wall and
a shrine with a ling. The temple has round pillars and a plain

lintel but a small Ganesh in relief stands near the door. The
temple has no spire and the octagonal superstructure is newly built.

The temple courtyard has a small shrine of Hanmant with a black

stone image in relief and a small shrine of Dattatraya against a

pipal tree. Some Jain pillars lie scattered about the town. The
dispensary was opened in 1878. In 1882-83 it treated seven
in-patients and 1904 out-patients at a cost of £90 (Rs. 900).

Mudkavi, about twenty-four miles north-west of Bddami On the

borders of the Ramdurg state, is a village of some size, with in 1881
a population of 1236. The village takes its name from Mud, a local

poet or kavi, and was formerly called Gahandurg.

Mushtigiri is a small village seven miles north-east of Badami,
with in 1881 a population of 687. The village takes its name from
a devotee of Dydmava,^ whose temple was in a hahhul grove at the

foot of the hill, on which the village was then built. The
devotee used to give a fist or mushti full of ashes to those who
prayed to the goddess to help in their marauding and hunting
expeditions. As the village on the hill or giri became too small for

its population it was removed to its present site and the wooden
image of Dy^mava was placed in a temple in the centre of the new
village. The village has another shrine of Kariava the Black
goddess or Durga with a wooden image and temples of Hanmant,
Honna Heva,^ Durgava in the Mh^r's quarter, and Kod Hanmappa^
on the edge of the pond outside the village. There are two
shrines dedicated to Basvanna. A temple of Kotra Basappa* is on
the hill on the old site of the village. Except the temples of

Hanmant and Kariava all the temples are in repair and are still

used. The temple of Honna Heva contains a wooden image. The
shrine of Kotra Basappa is in a natural hollow in the rock. Opposite

the shrine of DyAmava is a large stone pillar surrounded by a

masonry seat on which are carved the eight quarter guards or

asht dikpdls and several other figures. In the village is a branch
of the Basel German Mission,

Muttige village seven miles south-west of BdgevSdi, has nine

temples the chief of which are of Kdshivishveshvar, Lakshmi-
N^rdyan, Lakshmi-Narsinh, and Mukteshvar. The Mukteshvar
temple is held in great veneration. The Lakshmi-Narsinh temple
octagonal and sculptured has a black stone image. The Lakshmi-

^ Dydmava is supposed to have been a BrAhman woman who married a MhAr and
afterwards killed him. See Kinara Statistical Account, Part II. p. 344.

* Honna Heva is a local deity. ^Kod Hamnappa is Hanmappa of the forest,
'' Kotra Basappa from hotra the KAnarese for a room or recess.
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Narayan temple has an inscription dated Shale 1111 (a.d. 1189) in
the reign of the Devgiri Td,dav king Bhillami (1187-1191).

Na'latva'd, or the Forty Gardens/ originally called Nilavati
Fattan, isalarge village aboutthirteen miles sonth-eastof Muddebihdl,
with in 1881 a population of 4293. The village has three temples and
tour inscriptions. The temple of Ishvar contains a line/ and has a
(janpati on the shrine lintel. The spire is out of repair but the temple
IS still m use. The temple of Basvanna has a male figure on the
shrme lintel^ and the temple of Virbhadra has three figures of Kamala
or Lakshmi on the door frame. The four inscribed stones are one
before the Ghuppi Ghdvdi with the sun, moon^ scales, bull, and Ishvar;
another in the M^ruti temple with the sun, moon, Ishvar, and bull ; a
third at the gate bearing the sun and moon, and the fourth at Benkaa
Bhanvi or Ganpati Well with the sun, moon, Ishvar, and bull. One
of the inscriptions belongs to the Western Chdlukya king Jagade-
kamalla II. (1138-1150).^ The tombs of Sangappa and Bades^hib
of Khan^pur are in this village.* In 1802 Ndlatv^d was plundered
by the Berad chief of Shorapur in the Nizam's territory.^

Nandikeslivar,^ with in 1881 a population of 927, is a group
of villages three miles east of Bdddmi and of great interest as
containing Mahd.kuta'' the site of numerous temples and lings. On
the left of the Bdd^mi road is a pond called Tondchinchi in which a
saint named Koshtraya is said to have bathed and been cured of
leprosy. In gratitude for his cure he built several ponds. In a
cave to the east of the Tondchinchi pond is Koshtraya's shrine and
to the west is the shriue of his wife Yallava, which contains her
effigy in white marble. In front of the temple is an inscribed
stone. The enclosure in which the Mahdkuta temples lie is reached
from the Badami side down a steep flight of stone steps, at the
foot of which is a doorway guarded by doorkeepers said to be
figures of the demons Vd,td,pi and Ilval.' A fluted pillar much
weather-worn lies on the ground. Outside the enclosure are some
fine specimens of the keora or screw pine. The enclosure which
is bounded by a stone wall is small but contains numerous
temples in various styles chiefly Chdlukyan and Dravidian, many
lings, and some snake stones. In the middle of the enclosure is a
pond called Vishnu Pushkarni Tirth said to have been built by
the sage Agastya.* The water of the pond is said to remain at an
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' Dr. Burgess' Lists, SO. ' From nalvat forty and hdd vegetables.
2 Fleet's Kdnarese Dynasties, 53. * See above KhinApur p. 660. ' See above p. 447.
* Nandikeshvar or Nandishvar was a monkeyfaced dwarf, Shiv himself in another

form, who barred R^van's passage to Sharavana, saying that Shiv and PArvati were
together and must not be disturbed. EAvan replying contemptuously, the dwarf
retorted that a race of monkeys should destroy Edvan who then derisively lifted

the mountain. PArvati was alarmed and Shiv pressed down the mountain withiis toe
crushing the anris of RAvan whom after 1000 years of propitiation Shiv released

giving him the name Rdvan from the cry or rdv he had uttered.
' From maha great and huta a collection so called from the numerous lings at the

place. Mahakuta is also called Dakshinkdshi or the Benares of the South probably
with reference to the legend of the Benares king given in the text.

^ Ind. Ant, VIII. 23; X. 102-105. Ilval and VAtipi were twin demon brothers
who dwelt in the Dandaka forest and played tricks upon several Brdhmans. The
seer Agastya is said to have eaten VitApi and burnt Ilval.

* The seer Agastya is the reputed author of several of the Eigveda hymns and a

B 877—84
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unvarying depth. In the masonry margin of the pond is a

shrine the entrance to which is under water, and in the pond is a

chhatri containing a four-faced image of Brahma. According to a
legend the daughter of Devdas king of Benares was born with the

face of a monkey and her father was directed in a dream to take

her to bathe in theMahSkuta pond. He brought her and built the

temple of Mahdkuteshvar and some smaller shrines of Mudi Mallikdr-

jun and Virupaksheshvar all containing lings, and his daughter was
cured. To the north-east of the entrance is a shrine of Lajja Gauri
or the modest Gauri a well carved blackstone figure of a naked
headless woman lying on her back. The story is that while Devi
and Shiv were sporting in a pond a devotee came to pay his respeqts.

Shiv fled into the shrine and Parvati hid her head under the ground
and stayed where she was. The figure is worshipped by barren
women. Outside of the enclosure is a pond called PdpvindsM
or the Sin Destroyer said to have been built by a seer in the first or
hrita age the water having been produced by the sweat of Mahddev.
A car with large stone wheels stands just outside of the enclosure.

The Mahdkuteshvar temple has six inscriptions all on pillars.

One, dated in the reign of the Western Chalukya king Vijaydditya

(696 - 733) records a gift by a harlot ; another dated Shak 856!

(a.d. 934) records a grant by Bappuvaras a chief of Katak and the
third records the gift of a pillar as a votive offering. The other

three inscription are of no interest.^

Nandva'dige is an old village close to the Nizdm's frontier ten

miles south of the Krishna and fifteen miles south-east of Hungund
with in 1881 a population of 1001. The village consists of a ruined

fort and a peth or town about 400 feet apart. The village is said

to have been formerly the capital of Nand Eaj. In front of one
of the gates is a raised seat or hatta on which is an old nim tree

and a stone bearing the chakra or discus of Vishnu which if devoutly

walked round is supposed to cure pain in the stomach. To the

west of the fort is an old step well with brackish water. On the

margin of the well is an old temple of Narayandev with an Old
Kdnarese inscription dated Shak 824 (a.d. 902) in the reign of the

Eashtrakuta king Krishna II. (902-911).2 To the west of the

fort is a ditch and beyond the ditch a large pond with masonry sides

now disused. In the fort is a large temple of Ishvar with a ling

and Nandi and a broken spire. Near the temple is a one-stone

pillar about nine feet high exclusive of the capital which is missing'.

The pillar has Old Kdnarese inscriptions on its front and sides mostly
unreadable. It is probably a triumphal column or jaya stambha
built by one of the later Kddamba kings of Banav^si or Goa
(1007-1210).

very celebrated personage in Hindu story. The Rdmdyan describes his power over
the Eikshasas and also his hospitable reception of Edm and Sita. He is venerated
in the south as the first teacher of Sanskrit science and literature to the people of
Southern India. Bishop Caldwell and Professor fl. H. Wilson think that h6 may
have flourished in the seventh or sixth century before Christ,

' Fleet's Ktaarese Dynasties, 103 - 105, where another version of the Lajja Gauri
legend is given. " Fleet's Ktoarese Dynasties, 35
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Navraspuri near Torvi is a small village of 151 people four
miles west of Bij^pur. The village was built in 1602 by IbraMm
Adil ShAla. II. (1580 - 1626). Nawab Shdh Naw^z KMn, to wbom the
building of the place was entrusted, invited the most famous artists
and architects of India, and by employing, it is said, as many as
20,000 labourers, with great exertions, the new town was speedily
finished. The chief officers of the state were ordered to build
residences for themselves, and certain favourites had large sums
granted to them. The royal palace was elegantly built, its walls
and pillars were plastered with azure, and adorned with exquisite
paintings. Round the palace was a garden containing a pond and
behind it were the ladies' palaces lavishly and tastefully decorated.
A road with double storeyed shops on either side led to Bijdpur
and the locality abounded in gardens, fountains, and wells. The
whole is in ruins. Ibrd,him meant to move the seat of government
to his new town. When all the arrangements for the transfer were
complete, the king, who was much under the influence of
Hinduism, was warned by a Hindu astrologer that the removal
of the seat of government would be fatal to the kingdom. He
heeded the warning and kept his court at Bij^pur, but, as the new
palaces at Navraspur were finished, he spent most of his time there
as a hot-weather retreat.^

Nimbargi with 1327 people lies about twenty-seven miles
north-west of Indi. The only object of interest in the village is an
old temple of Maruti on the bank of a watercourse to the north-
west. The temple called Prandevar or Mdruti Gudi faces north
and is fifteen feet square, and, including a brick gpire, twenty-five
feet high. It contains four pillars and eight pilasters, plain,

quadrangular, and about eight feet high. Over the lintels of two
doors are figures of Gaupati and a third has a lotus. Round the
spire are numerous figures. The shrine has an image of Sit^rAm,
two images of Maruti, and a ling. In the hall or mandap are
images of Ganpati, Nagappa, and a ling, and outside, in front of
the temple is a figure of MAruti on a stone platform. The temple
is said to have been built about 1480 by Dhanayi a Kurubar or
shepherd woman. The surrounding verandas were added about
1730 by Parshardm Bhd.u Patvardhan of Tdsgaon and the chief of

Akalkot. The temple receives a yearly grant of £64 (Rs. 640)
from the Nizdm's government.

The temple legend is that Dhanayi finding one of her cows
always dry at milking time, watched it, and found that she every
day dropped her milk into a snake's hole. Dhanayi kept the cow
at home for a day and that night was ordered in a dream to buUd
a temple over the snake hole and close its doors for nine months.
The impatient shepherdess opened the door before the nine
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' A story thus aooonnta for the origin of the name Navraspur, An inhabitant of
Torvi having presented king Ibrahim with a flask of locally made wine, Ibrdhim
delighted that the wine of ao email a village as Torvi should rival the choicest liquors
of Badakshdn accepted the gift as a newly received or navras sign of future prosperity,
and called his new town Navraspur. So pleased was the king with the name and
the idea, that he styled himself Navras Ibrahim and coins and seals bearing this name-
are still found, ^ See above p. 423 and note 1.
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months were over, and found that a half finished image of

Sitdram and a ling had sprung from the ground.

Pattadakal, 15° 57 north latitude. and 75° 52 east longitude,

the ancient Kisuvolal or Pattada Kisuvolal^ on the left bank of the

Malprabha about eight miles north-east of Baddmij is an old town
with temples and inscriptions, and iu 1881 a population of 678. In

a space of four acres, surrounded by a stone wall with doors on the

east and west, are four large and six sbiall temples. The larger

temples are all pure examples of the Dravidian or Southern style of

architecture, square pyramids, divided into distinct storeys, and
each storey ornamented with cells, alternately oblong and square.

The style of ornamentation differs from and is coarser than the

Chdlukyan, and is less elegant, but the Dravidian temples have a
certain boldness, stability, and grandeur. The great temple,

which is dedicated to Virupaksheshvar, is enclosed in a large

quadrangle surrounded by small cells or shrines, much in the style

of Jain temples. It has a massive gateway in front and a small

gate behind. The floor is raised by five or six steps above the level

of the court. The great hall (50' 8" x 45' 10") is entered by
doorways on the east, north, and south, and its roof rests on sixteen

massive square single block columns in four rows. At the west end
are two more pillars, beyond which is the shrine entered by a lobby
about a foot above the level of the floor. The shrine is twelve feet

square, with a circuit path or pradaltshina lighted by six windows.
Over the plain plinth is a semicircle filled with sculpture and, above
the sculpture, a band of flowers nine inches wide leads to a deep belt

of festooned sculpture round the pillar. Then follow two bands, one
of sculptured human figures and the other of leaves. Above the two
bands is a semicircle filled with figures, and above the semicircle

begins the massive bracket capital, very deep, and often with its

details unfinished. Over the brackets, east and west, lies a heavy
beam of stone, moulded with horseshoe-shaped compartments. Over
this beam is another beam, narrower and divided by small pilasters,

each compartment containing a little cell with a horseshoe-shaped

roof. Over the pillars of the nave this is doubled, and the roof slopes

slightly upwards and rests upon it. Above this, in the nave, are deep
cross beams richly carved on the under sides, the spaces between
the beams being filled with carved slabs. Under the cross beams in

the nave are projecting brackets carved into elephant and lion heads.

In the compartment in front of the shrine is Lakshmi on a triple

lotus, with elephants holding water jars over her. Against the walls

in a line with the columns are sixteen pilasters, only the lower part of

which, except the corner pilasters, is carved. Some of the pilasters

are much defaced. The female figures wear their hair in a style like

that still in use among the devddsis of the Konkan, and the males wear
a short sword on the right hip. The capitals of the pilasters bear
curious fame-faces or kirtimukhs. Over the door and south side of

the temple is a moulded architrave, like that on the pillars, and
above it a frieze on which are carved dwarfs carrying a serpentine

1 Pattadakal means in Kdjiarese the anointing or coronation stone and Kisuvolal
means the Ruby city. Ind. Ant. X. 163,
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roll. On tlie north wall the frieze is the lower belt, and a line of

florid sculpture runs along above it. On the front of the posts of

the shrine door are groups of female figures, and on the lintel and
above the cornice are female deities with attendants. The exterior

of the wall is covered with sculptures of Vishnu and Shiv. The walla

are of immense blocks of stone, closely joined without cement. The
base of the temple is carved, and shows much elegance and variety

of detail. Under a canopy in front of the temple is a large stone bull.

The temple has twelve inscriptions. The first inscription is in

the east gateway of the courtyard on the front face of a pilaster to

the right or north of the doorway. It is an Old K^narese inscription

of ten lines in letters of about the middle of the eighth century.

The inscription records the name of one Gund as the builder of the

temple made by the queen of the fourth Western Ohalukya king
Vikramaditya II. (733-747) and the return to caste of some outcasted

artisans.^

The second inscription is on the front face of a pilaster on the

left or south of the doorway in the east gateway of the temple. It

is an Old Kd,narese inscription of twelve lines in letters of about the

middle of the eighth century. The writing covers a space 2' 8^"

high by 2' 4" broad. The inscription records the building of the

temple for Lokamahadevi the queen of Vikramaditya II. in celebration

of her husband having thrice conquered Kanchi or Oonjeveram the

Pallava capital, and mentions the return to caste of the craftsmen of

the locality. The builder of the temple is called Sarvasiddhi Acharya.^

In an open cell in the back or west wall of the temple courtyard

is placed a roughly shaped red sandstone tablet which was
found in the fields about half a mile west of Pattadakal. The tablet

is 4' 10" high of which the writing in fourteen lines of Old Kanarese
covers a space 2' 9" high by 1' 8^" broad. The emblem at the top of

the stone is a sitting figure of the bull Nandi to the left. This is the

earliest known stone tablet with the bull emblem. The inscription

is undated and belongs to the time of the fourth Western Ohalukya
king Vijayaditya (697-733) and his son VikramMitya 11. (733-747).

It records the grant of apparently a stone throne or pedestal and of

a bracelet or bangle to an image of the god Lokpaleshvar in a

temple built by the architect Anantaguna. No traces of this temple

seem to remain.^

The east porch of the temple has five undated inscriptions in letters

of about the eighth and ninth centuries. The first inscription No. 4

is on the front face of the front pillar on the right or north side of the

porch. The writing is in eight lines of Old Kdnarese and covers a

space r 8" high by 2' 2" broad. It is in the reign of Vikramd,ditya II.

(733-747) and records that his queen Lokamahadevi confirmed' the

singers of the locality in the enjoyment of the grants and privileges

conferred on them by her father-in-law Vijayaditya (697-733).*

Inscription five in three lines is on the same pillar below the

fourth inscription in characters of about the ninth or tenth century.

The writing covers a space 10" high by 1' 8" broad, and the language
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ilnd. Ant. X. 163-164. 2 Ind. Ant. X. 164-165.

« Ind. Ant. X, 166.

3Ind. Ant. X. 164.165.
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appears to be Old Kanarese. The meaning is not clear but it

seems to record tbe name of Dbuliprabhu perhaps a visitor.^

Inscription six on the back face of the pillar, on the front face of

which is inscription four, is in five lines in characters of the eighth

or ninth century. The inscription consists of two Sanskrit verses

in praise of a dramatic author Achalada Bharata.^

The seventh inscription is in six lines of Old Kdnarese, on the front

face of the front pillar in the left or south of the porch, covering a
space r 10" high by 2' 3" broad. The inscription is of the time of

VikramMitya II. (733 - 747) and records the grant to the temple of

Lokeshvar of the district of the Nareyangal Fifty and of a

contribution of grain. Nareyangal is the modern Naregal in Dh£vw&r
about twenty-five miles south of Pattadakal.^

Inscription eight in four lines of Old Kdnarese is on the north or

inner face of one of the pillars on the south of the east porch. The
inscription is in letters of the eighth or ninth century, and records

the names of two visitors to the temple.*

Inscription nine is on one of the front pillars in the north porch.

It is an undated Old Kanarese inscription in the reign of the third

Ed,shtrakuta king Dhdravarsha, Kalivallabha or Dhruva whose date

was about 778.^

Over an image of Shiv near the west end of the north face of the

temple is inscription ten in one line in the Old Kanarese and Sanskrit

languages in characters of the seventh or eighth centuries. The
inscription records the making of a sculpture on the temple.®

Inscription eleven is in three lines of Old Kanarese on the south or

front face of a pillar in the west of the south porch. The inscription

is over the sculptured figure of some god and is in characters of the

eighth or early ninth century.'

Inscription twelve is in two lines of Old Kdnarese under a figure

of Shiv on the south face of the temple. The inscription is of the

eighth or early ninth century, and records the making of the figure

by one Chengamma.^
Inside the temple on the south of the nave is a pillar with four

panels of sculptures giving scenes from the RAmayan. Each panel

has a line of writing above it in characters of about the middle of

the eighth century and gives the names, usually in corrupt

Prakrit forms, of the figures in the sculptures.^

In the house of the temple ministrant on the north of the temple
enclosure is a red sand-stone monolith pillar eight-sided at the top

called Lakshmi-Khamb and worshipped as a god. The pillar has

two inscriptions thickly covered with oil offered to it in worship.

The first is a Sanskrit inscription in early Old Kdnarese characters

on the north-west, south-west, and south faces of the pillar. The

8 Ind. Ant. X. 167.
8 Ind. Ant. X. 168.

I Ind. Ant. X. 166. ^ Ind, Ant. X. 166.
* lud. Ant. X. 167. ^ Ind. Ant. X. 168.
7 Ind. Ant. X. 168. « Ind. Ant. X. 168,
^ lud. Ant. S. 168, The Sanskrit names given are of Eim, R4van, Khar RAvan's

brother and JatAyu a vulture; thePrdkrit names are of Lakshman, Sita, Shurpanakha
EAvan's sister, Dushan Edvan's general, MArich a demon, and Supkrshv Edvan'a
minister. The names of E^m, EAvan, and Sita occur five times in the writing and of
Lakshmau four times.
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inscription is in twenty-five lines eacli line beginning on tbe north-
west face and running round to the south face, each face having
about eight letters in the line. The inscription records that a large
stone temple of the god Lokeshvar was built by the queen of
Vikramddityadev the son of Vijayd,ditya Satydshraya, that she was
of the Haihaya family, that the temple so built was placed on the
south of a temple of the god Vijayeshvar which had been built by
her father-in-law Vijayaditya, and that lands were granted to the
temple for its maintenance.
The second also a Sanskrit inscription of twenty-eight lines each

of eight or nine letters is on the east north-east and north faces, the
south face being blank. It is more spoilt than the first but enough
can be made out to show that it has the same names as in the first

and the same general sense.

Below the octagonal part of the pillar which contained these two
inscriptions is a square four-sided division. On the west face are

remains of twelve lines each of about twenty-one letters, apparently
in continuation of the first inscription. On the east face are traces

of eight lines each of about twenty-one letters, apparently in

continuation of the second inscription.^

Of the other temples three are dedicated to Mallikd,rjun,

Sangameshvar, and Ohandrashekhar. The others are named Belagudi,

Galagn^th, and Adikeshvar. The temples are similar to the great

temple in plan and in most of their details. They each contain

a finely polished black basalt ling. The upper part of the

Sangameshvar iiwjr is said to have beenbroken by order of a Musalmdn
oflScer of Bijdpur. Except Virupdksha's none of these temples

are used for dkily worship. Besides these four temples in the

Dravidian style, Pattadakal has a group of temples, not remarkable

for size or architectural beauty, but interesting as showing the two
chief styles of Indian architecture side by side. The details and
ornamentation of the temples built in the northern style are

Dravidian, and there is a good deal of carving on these temples.

The mandaps or halls are small, having only four columns in the

form of duodecagons with a corresponding number of pilasters.

In addition to the above there are numerous temples, more or less

ruined. One of these ruins is notable as showing the plan and

structure of a Shiv temple. Six massive square pillars with one

cross lintel are still standing, in a line with them are four others,

and then the ling, the walls and roof having entirely disappeared.

West of this, in another field is an old Jain temple built in

the Dravidian style with an open hall, supported on eight

pillars, twelve pilasters, and four slender columns. On each side

of the temple door is the front half of an elephant with a rider,

reaching nearly to the roof, the rider on the right side being

canopied by a five-hooded snake. The inner hall contains four

square pillars and four pilasters. The antechamber has two round

pillars in front and two square pillars in front of the shrine, the

door of which is plainly moulded, with alligators at each end of the
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lintel. The shrine is empty. A standing naked male figure canopied

by a seven-hooded snake lies on the floor broken off at the knees.

A single stone ladder leads to the roof from the hall. The tower

above the shrine has a room which has the usual circuit path or

fradahshina. The outside of the temple is plain but has some
curious carvings. The temple faces east and has a window on the.

north and south sides.

Lying originally in a dark corner against the west wall of the

centre hall of the Sangameshvar temple and now placed against one
of the temple pillars is a large stone tablet with an Old Kanarese
inscription. The tablet is 8' 6^" high of which the body of the

inscription covers a space 4' 6|" by 2' 6" broad. At the top of the
tablet are emblems ' a ling and priest in the middle ] on their right

the bull Nandi with the sun above and on their left a cow and calf

with the moon above them. The inscription is of the Sinda chief

Chdvunda II. a feudatory of the Western Ch^lukya king Taila III.

It bears date Shah 1084 for 1085 (a.d.1163-64) and records grants
made to the temple of the god Vijayeshvar of Kisuvolal by
Chdvunda^s chief wife Demaldevi and his eldest son Achi II. who
were governing at the capital of Pattada Kisuvolal.

On a stone in the west wall of the centre hall of the temple on
the right or north of the door leading into the shrine is an inscription

of' seven lines each of about twenty letters. The letters of the
inscription are of about the seventh century. It is thickly covered
with grease and dirt and nothing can be made out of it.

On the corresponding stone in the wall on the left or south of the.

same door are traces of an inscription in six lines each of about
thirty-five letters in seventh century characters. The inscription

has been intentionally defaced with the chisel and mallet and nothing
can be made out of it.

On the north face of a pillar in the south side of the nave in the
centre hall are the words Svasti Shri Vidydshivara kambha marking
it as the votive pillar of one Vidyashiva.

On the east face of a pillar on the north of the nave is an Old
KAnarese inscription in two lines. The pillar is an integral part of

the building, and the writing on it covers a space 4" high by 2' broad.
The inscription records that this and some other pillar were the
votive offerings of one Matibhodamma.
On the north face of another pillar on the south of the nave is

an Old Kanarese inscription. The pillar is an integral part of the
original building, and the writing on it covers a space 8" high by
2' ly broad. The inscription records that this and two other pillars

were the gift of a harlot of the temple.

At the south-east corner of the vUlage, partly on the wall, is the
temple of Pdpvinashan or Pdpndth one of the oldest in Pattadakal.
It has been elaborately finished in the northern or Chdlukyan style
and has still some remarkable pierced windows. The external
sculptures are from the Ramdyan, a name being engraved against
each figure. On the roof inside are two large serpents with other
figures. The brackets are carved with lions and elephants. The
inner lines of pillars are octagons, the outer square, and each of
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«ie pillars of the nave has a female figure in front of the shaft.

I m,P u
^"^ *^® left- has a pair, and the pilasters have a pair

each, ihe bracket capitals are large and heavy. The columns of
the inner temple are plain. There is a narrow circuit path or
pradakshina, with windows on each side. On the lintel of the
shrine is the eagle Garud with a sword in each hand. High above
Oarud is Lakshmi with elephants and other figures. On the roof
before the shrine is the serpent Shesh with flying figures, and the
cross beam between the compartments of the roof is finely carved.
The roof of the outer hall is ^carved and represents Lakshmi, the
serpent Shesh with female cobras, a cobra king, and numerous small
figures. The architrave contains horse-shoe shaped niches
surrounding heads, and above these are representations of Dravidian
shrines, with other ornamentation. The frieze round the wall head
is carved with dwarfs bearing a garland of flowers. In a niche in
the north wall is a figure of Maheshvar and in a recess in the south
wall is a figure of Ganesh. In the bed of the Malprabha below the
village are several lings.

Besides the names engraved over or against many of the
sculptures on its north and south faces the Pdpnath temple has three
Old Kdnarese inscriptions. One is on the face of one of the
pilasters in the north wall of the centre hall of the temple and
consists of a few letters in Old Kdnarese characters from which
nothing historical could be made out.

The second is a short inscription in five lines high up on the front
or east face on the south side of the door. It is in characters of
about the seventh century and covers a space 10^" high by 9"

broad. The inscription is in praise of one Chattara Eevadi Ovajja
who is described as having made the southern country, meaning
probably that he was the builder of the most celebrated temples in
the southern country including the Papnath temple. He is also
described as knowing the secrets of the Shilemuddas probably a
guild of stone masons and as being one of the Sarvasiddhi
A'chd.ryas the guild to which, according to inscription 2, the builder
of the Virupdksha or Lokeshvar temple belonged.

The third is a seven line inscription in Sanskrit on three stones in
the north face in characters of about the seventh century. The
writing covers a space V 3|" high by 1' 1" broad and contains the
following curious record ' Ho ! ye tigers of men ! on the mount-
ain bodies ; why have I the face of a hog ?

Many and various gifts were given by me but that which is called

(the gift to commemorate) a time which is not one of misery was
not given ; therefore have I the face of a hog. Gandhamdla.' No
sculptures can be found to show what the inscription refers to.i

Pattadakal is a very old town apparently the Petirgala of the

Egyptian geographer Ptolemy (a.d. 150).^ In the fifth century was
built the temple of Pdpnath which is still preserved in the village^

and, except burial mounds, is one of the oldest buildings in India.
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Under blie "Western Chalukyas in the serentli, eighth, and ninth

centuries a feeling of great holiness seems to have clung to the

village.^

Rakhasgi is a small fortified town of 643 people, five miles

west of Hungund. The village belongs to the Desai of Amingad

in Hungund. Opposite to the Desai's mansion or vdda is an old

temple of Kalappa, with squaire pillars, and an ornamented spire

all thickly whitewashed. In the shrine are images of Mahadev,

Nandi, Yirbhadra, and Ganesh. Outside the mansion is a large step-

well in bad repair, and a graveyard in which the Desdis are buried.

Salotgi is a large village of 2427 people six miles south-east of

Indi. At the north end of the village is an old temple (75' X 75' X 30)

d,edicated to Shivyogeshvar. The mandap has six round stone

pillars and is surrounded by verandas the arches of which are

supported by ninety-six plain quadrangular pillars each twelve feet

high. Instead of a spire the building is surmounted by four domes

of which the chief is eighteen feet high and is finished with a brass

cupola. The outer door lintel has Lakshmi with elephants and the

other lintels have a lotus. The object of worship, which is venerated

by all except Vaishnavs, is the ling which is said to be hid beneath

the stone platform of the shrine. It is said to have been so hidden

by Shivyogeshvar's order which the priests learnt in a dream to

save it from being destroyed by Mahmud of Ghazni (1024) who had

just destroyed the ling at Somnath Patan in Kdthiawar. In the

hall are four large square stones supposed to be the seats of

gods. Outside the shrine is a Ndgappa and near it a stone crown,

but the image to which the crown belonged is broken. From its

peculiar form the temple is supposed to have been built by one of

the kings of Bidar, and some lands granted by Bidar kings are still

enjoyed by the temple. The temple verandas were built about

1680 by Malk^jappa and Togeshvarappa two bankers of Athni.

No Musalmdns or low caste Hindus may enter within the outer

walls of the temple except at a yearly fair on the full-moon of

Chaitra or March-April when Brdhmans, Musalmd,ns, Mhars, and
Mdngs mingle together within the temple walls and eat of the same

food.2

According to a local story a king of Svd.nti in the Nizam's

dominions having no issue prayed to Basveshvar, who in reply

caused himself to float down the Bhima in the form of an infant.

On his touching the bank at Svanti,. the. villagers drew him. from
the river and took him to the king who adopted him as his son and
named him Shivyogeshvar. He lived as an ascetic, retired to

Salotgi, and disappeared on the spot where the temple stands. A
ling was erected and named after Shivyogeshvar. The temple had
an inscribed pillar (4' 10" X 1' 2" X 1' 9") which has been removed
to bhe village gate. The inscription is dated Shah 867 for 869
(a.d. 947-8) in the reign of the Rdshtrakuba king Krishna IV.

(945 - 956) and records the establishment of a college at Pdvittage

1 See above pp. 670-671. 2 Ind. Ant. I. 205.
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village in the Earnapuri district and a grant of land for it^ Chapter XIV
maintenance.^

Sangam, at tte meeting of the Malprabha and the Krishna, is

a village of 1596 people, about ten miles north of Hunguud. On
the river bank is the temple of Sangameshvar about thirty-six feet

square with a porch and a shrine over -which is a spire. Of the
twenty-seven pillars in the temple t\^elve are round, of the sharply
cut later style, and fifteen are square and sculptured with figures at

the base. The temple is built in the Jain style and the shrine contains
an image of Shiv, in front of which is a cased ling. On each side

of the shrine is a doorkeeper with a club, and the shrine is shut off

from the inner temple or shdla by a screen in front of which are
two Nandis. The courtyard has two shrines, in the wall outside
one of which is an inscribed stone, weatherworn and unreadable.

In the wall in front of the temple is the top of an inscribed slab,

and in the doorway behind lies a block of black basalt, with a
partly legible inscription. The temple is said to have been built

about 800 years ago by a Jain named Dyava Ndik Ganjihal. In a

recess on either side of the door behind the temple stands a large

car. One of the cars is finely carved and resembles the Bilnshankari

car. It was presented about 1840 by Baslingappa a Kaladgi banker.
In a room over the doorway are some well executed mythological
paintings, among them Mann and the fish, Krishna and the Gopis,

the churning of the ocean, and the elephant and buffalo. These
paintings were executed by order of Baslingappa and are fast fading.

At the foot of the steps leading from the temple to the river is

a stone chhairi or shade, supported by four round Jain pillars of

dark green basalt containing a ling. Beside the chhatri is a round
stone on which are three hemispheres in relief, probably in allusion

to the legend that Parshur^m played at ball on this spot. The
ball falling to the ground is said to have become a ling. The ling

in the temple is greatly reverenced as having sprung of itself from
the ground. The Basav Purdn says that Basav the reformer, having
ordered the assassination of the Kalachuri king Bijjala (1156-1167)

on account of his cruelty to two pious Lingdyats, and having

cursed Kalyan, withdrew to Sangameshvar. Before he reached

Sangameshvar he heard that his orders had been carried out and
that the king was dead. Basav hastened on and having prayed to

Shiv to receive him, the ling opened and took him in. A depression

is still shown in the stone as the spot at which Basav entered.

A rock in the bed of the Malprabha is pointed out, through

which, it is said, the stream used formerly to flow. Shiv, being

displeased at the greater reverence paid to this tirth than to his

own shrine, is said to have blocked the hole with a mass of stone

which still remains bearing a rudely sculptured ling. Strange

sounds are said to issue sbi^ times from the hollow rock. Near the

temple is a mosque and just below the mosque is a modern looking

tomb of a Musalmdn saint. A yearly fair is held at Sangameshvar.

It used to take place in Ghaitra or March -April but the date has

been changed to Mdgh or January- February.

Places.

Sangam.

1 Ind. Ant. 1. 206. PAvittage may be Salotgi as sale is the KAnarese for a coilege.
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Shivpur is a small village of 347 people, nine miles nortL-east

of MuddebiMl. The old name of the village was Sudgad Siddai*

Hafcti, but a colony of grave-diggers established their residence

here near, a plain temple of Shiv which gave its name to the village.

The temple is used but is in bad repair and the spire has fallen.

Near the village in the Nizam's territory are the celebrated tirths of

Hagaratgi or Hagaratangi.

Sindgi, thirty-five miles north-east of Bij^rpur, is the head-

quarters of the Sindgi sub -division with a population in 1881 of

3154. The town is said to have been founded by one Sindu BallAl

about A.D. 1200, with several other villages of which traces remain

which were afterwards consolidated under the name of Sindapur

by a sage named Padmaya a follower of Sindu Ballal. The name
was changed to Sindgi by Kalshetti a disciple and successor of

Padmaya. To the south of the village is a temple of Sangameshvar,
a small square building with a spire. The east door is closed and
bears a Ganpati and the serpent Shesh on the lintel ; the lintel of

the north door also has a figure of Ganpati. The temple devotees

have to pass through five doors before they reach the shrine, which
contains a ling. Numerous lings are scattered about the temple,

one of which is called Mudi Saugappa.^ The temple contains

large Jain figures some of them broken. All the figures are

four-armed, and each carries a sword. On the 12th of January
every year is celebrated the marriage of Sangameshvar with

PArvati whose image is in a separate place in the temple. The
village kulkariii a Brdhman officiates as the bridegroom, and the

pdtil a Ling%at as the bride. The ceremony lasts over four days,

the deity being carried in a car procession on the fifth day. The
village has another old temple small and of no interest, except that

a curious legend attaches to it. A man who had stolen cattle was
pursued by the owner and sought protection from Shiv who changed
the colour of the cattle, and as the owner failed to recognize his

cattle the thief succeeded in carrying them off. The thief and his

descendants used to pay visits of thanksgiving to the deity at this

temple, each man walking round the temple with his wife, the hands
and feet of both being tied and the bonds falling loose at the third

circuits The ceremony has fallen into disuse, but the descendants

of the cattle-stealer still call themselves Bammanavas. The village

has a monastery or math of the sage Takkapaya, an old Iculkarni of

Sindgi. Takkapaya' s father was a recluse and is buried in the

monastery, and a ling called Shankar stands on his tomb. A yearly

festival is held in memory of his death for three days from the

full-moon to the dark third of Ashvin or September - October. On
the dark second, the anniversary of the death of the recluse, the feet

of Br^hmans are washed, the bath water falling into' a small jar,

which, however large the quantity of water it receives, is said never
to become full.^ Sindgi has a palace-like temple of Nilganga or

' Mudi Sangappa is a name of Shiv. Mudi in Kfeareae means old.
' The story of the jar has given rise to a local proverb ' Like the Bindgi of Sindgi,'

meaning a thing that never ends.
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Bh^giratlii establislied. by the Lingdyats, In the chief room
representing the goddess are three waterpots or lotas filled with
water two of gold and one of silver. On each pot are placed three

lings of the same metal as the lotds. Every year on the full-moon

of Ashddh or June - July unwidowed women go to worship the

goddess. The number of women devotees was originally five but
an addition of one every year has raised the number to 125 women
who now go through the ceremony which takes place in a room
200 feet square of which fifty are occupied by the platform on which
the pot deity is placed. As the worship lasts from nine in the

morning to six or nine at night with a number of lamps and a

quantity of camphor burning, many of the women faint when, or

before, the worship is over. The people ascribe their swoons to the

power of the goddess. Bach Lingdyat family pays £10 (Rs. 100)

or more yearly to the temple funds and sends a representative to the

yearly worship.

In December 1 824 a band of insurgents led by a Brahman named
Div^kar Dikshit marched on Sindgi, took Sindgi fort, and plundered

the town and the surrounding villages. A detachment of troops

from Dhdrwdr, then the head-quarters of the district, took the town
and caught the ringleaders who were found guilty and punished.

The fort was destroyed in 1866 and the materials were used in

building the sub-divisional offices. Sindgi has a dispensary which

was opened in 1882. In 1882-83 it treated 1044 out-patients at a

cost of £50 (Rs. 500).

Sirur, a large village with in 1881 a population of 3272, lies nine

miles south-west of Bdgalkot. The village has five temples and

three inscriptions. The temple of Rdmling (5O'x20') has an

image of Ganesh in front of an image of Mahadev. On either side

of the shrine is a slab with a sitting Tirthankar in relief shaded by
an umbrella. The temple has a broken inscribed stone in two pieces

which are both well preserved. Facing the Rdmling temple and

slightly larger than it is a Vaishnav temple of Lakshmi Ndrd,yan.

It contains images of Lakshmi Nd,rayan and Mahddev and a

worn out inscription. The dates on this and the first stone

are 8haks 1071, 1095, 1096, and 1108 (a.d. 1149, 1173, 1174,

and 1186). Outside of the village is an open temple of Lakshmi

with Jain pillars. At the east end of the village pond, which

is one of the finest reservoirs in the district and waters

eighteen acres of land, is a solid square temple consisting of one

room with four sharply cut round columns and a pyramidal roof

formed of slabs tapering to the summit and curiously mortised

together. A large broken image of Ganesh rests against the south

wall. Near the temple are the remains of other shrines. On the

south bank of the pond is an old and interesting temple of

Siddheshvar (60' x 32') originally Jain. The temple faces west and

has a large shrine containing two smaller shrines in each of which is

a ling. On the architrave are small groups of sculpture on detached

blocks of stone. Over the door are Lakshmi and elephants. The

sloping slabs of the roof are supported by an intricate system of

stone rafters and battens. The walls and columns are well carved

but the whole building is so thickly coated with whitewash that

Chapter XIV.
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much of the carved work cannot be made out. At each corner of

the courtyard is a small ling shrine. The south side of the temple
is almost covered with inscriptions mostly well preserved. Some
of the inscriptions are in Sanskrit and others in Old K4narese. They
relate to a Kolhdpur family feudatory to the Chdlukyas and bear
dates extending from 8hak 972 to i021 that is a.d. 1050 to 1099,

The chapels also bear inscriptions and rude sculptures of swans
on the south. To the south of the temple is a rest-house for

travellers, and in front of the temple is a hall of audience or rang
mandap with four fluted pillars. Beyond the hall is a Nandi and
further on another Nandi and some fragments of sculpture and
building. On a hill with steep rocky steps to the south-east of

the pond is an image of Hanmant on a ling case or shdlunkha.
According to a tradition Hanmant was at his own request removed
to this spot from the village but declined to have a temple built.

A stone lamp pillar with an iron lamp-stand faces the image. To
the north of the pond near the waste weir is an upright stone with
figures of the sun moon and ling but no inscription. At the east

entrance of the shrine on a masonry platform two Jain pillars

support a stone beam on which rests a large stone trident.

Numerous Jain pillars are scattered about the village.

Talikoti, about sixteen miles north-east of Muddebihal, is a town
of great historical note, with in 1881 a population of 5825, The
1872 census showed 7459 people, 5275 Hindus and 2184 Musalm^ns;
the 1881 census showed 5325 or a decrease of 2134 of whom 3965
were Hindus and 1360 Musalm^ns.

The town comprises the villages of T^lihalli/ Kamankallu, and
Alachkeri. About 1750 the third Peshwa Balaji Bajird,v gave the
town as a military or saranjdm estate to his wife's brother Anandrav
Rastia who built the markets called Anandrav and KaiMs Pyati.

On the fall of the Peshwds in 1818 Balvantr^v Madhavrd,v or

BdMsaheb Rdstia grandson of Anandrdv made Tdlikoti his head-
quarters, built the present mansion or vdda, and made extensive

repairs to the town. The town has two mosques and a temple of Shiv,

The Jdma mosque is a ruinous building with Jain pillars. Panch
Pir is a modern mosque so called after five tombs said to belong
to five oflBcers of the Delhi army Shaikhs Budan, Hasan, Husain,

Ibrdhim, and Karim who had been sent to conquer Komd,rdm
said to be a king in the Telugu country. While going to fight

the five heroes were met by a woman who described the king as

so terrible that the heads of his enemies fell at the sound of his

voice. On this the five heroes leaving their heads at Komd,rd,m's

capital fought with Komdrd,m and returned headless to Talikoti,

where they disappeared. The story perhaps refers to some ofiicers

who took part in the expeditions of the thirteenth Bahmani king
Muhammad Sh^h II. (1463-1482) against east Telangan about 1470.

1 TAlihalli from fdli a pile of cowdimg fuel and Iialli a village. According to the
local name-explaining story the giant Bakdsur killed by the giant Ptodav Bhimsen
at Hagaratgi village close by within Nizdm's limits is said to have been burnt at
Talihalli with cowdung cakes, The name was changed to Talikoti when the fort was.
built. .
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The tombs are venerated by both Hindus and Musalmans the
Hindus referring them to the Pdndavs probably on account of their

number.^ The temple of Shiv is old and contains a ling and some
Jain images. The roof is of the square-within-square pattern, the
pillars are round and on the lintel are Jain figm-es and elephants.

Superior carpets or jdjams are made at Tdlikoti. In the bed of

the Don near the town are found clay slate slabs on which the
permeation of oxide of manganese has left figures resembling moss
or sea weed. A species of pyrites is also found.

The battle of Tdlikoti in 1565 between the united Musalm^n
kingdoms of Ahmadnagar Bidar Bijdpur and Golkonda on one side

and Vijaynagar on the other, which ended in the utter rout and ruin

of Vijaynagar was fought on the right bank of the Krishna about
thirty miles south of T^likoti and six miles south of Ndlatvdd.
The ford by which the Musalmdns crossed was at Ingalgi on the left

bank and Tondihal on the right and some of the earth works by
which the ford was protected are still traceable near Tondihal
village. The battle was named after Tdlikoti as it was the head-

quarters of the allies from where they marched to meet the

Vijaynagar army.^

Tolacllkod/ or the Basil Hill, about three miles south of Bd,dami

is a small village, with in 1881 a population of 1257. The chief object

of interest in the village is the temple of Bdnshankari or Shdkambhari
Devi worshipped as the goddess of forests. Near the temple is a lake

362 feet square with a greatest depth of twenty-five feet and formerly

known as Harishchandra Tirth. The lake is believed to have been
built about 1 680 by two Jains Shankarshet and Chandrashet. It has

solid masonry retaining walls on four sides and three sluices on the

east. Except on the west the lake is surrounded by a colonnade.

On the west is a hall resting on twenty-four columns in four rows
and a lamp pillar, consisting of a basement eight or nine feet high

supporting three storeys surmounted by a spire. Close by are

fragments of old lamp pillars. The old temple is in the Dravidian

style, the roof of the hall gone and the whole structure half

buried in the earth. The present temple is a modern granite

building with a small Musalman dome on the spire which rises from

a broken square and changes into a duodecagon. The temple

contains a black basalt image of the goddess Shdkambhari and

inscriptions about the courtyard. Eound the temple is a rest-house

of mixed Hindu and Musalmdn architecture. Numerous fragments

of buildings and sculpture lie about and a large inscribed column is

greatly injured. According to the legend the goddess Shakambhari

assumed three incarnations, Shri Mahdkdli, Mahd.lakshmi, and
Mahdsarasvati.* It is said that no rain fell for a hundred years.

Chapter XIV.
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1 Legends about the PAndavs abound in the BijApur district, and temples dedicated

to Kunti the mother of the three eldest PSiidavs are occasionally met. It is said

that during their exile the Ptodavs came to Tdlikoti and that Kunti feeling thirsty

Bhim sank the well now called Bhiman BhAnvi with a blow of his mace.
2 Details of the battle of T^likoti are given above pp. 417-418.

3 From tolacli basU and gudd hill.

^ Kdii was the wife of Shiv, Lakshmi of Vishnu, and Sarasvati of Brahma.
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The sages prayed to the goddess who, pleased with their devotion,,

took the form of Shdkambhari and took up her abode in the pond.

As some of the gifts offered to her were eaten by a child, the goddess

swallowed the child, but the legs hung out of the goddess's mouth.

The child was known by its silver anklets and prayers were offered

to the goddess to restore it. This she did and directed that she

should be placed in the lake. Since that time the water has

remained at an uniform height. About 1750 one Parshuram

Naik Anagale of SAtdra, came to pay his devotions to the goddess,

and, finding her temple ruinous, built a new temple at the request

of the goddess in which he placed her image, repaired the lake,

and built the great door of the temple enclosure. On the right and in

front of the image are two springs of holy water. On the east of

the temple is a pond named Haridra Tirth, on the north is a pond
called Tail Tirth, and to the south a watercourse named SarasYati

Halla all of which are esteemed holy.
.
Outside the north gate of

the temple stands the wooden car of the image beautifully carved

and with stone wheels about eight feet in diameter.

Torvi, or the Cow Village, from tura a cow, is a large village

four miles west of Bijapur, with in 1881 a population of 2408. The
vUlage was raised to importance by the sixth Bijapur king Ibrahim
Adil Shah II. (1580-1626) who about 1600 built several palaces in

the village which are now in ruins. The mounds on both sides of

the broad street between Torvi and the city gate of Bijapur prove

that there was a grand road four miles long. It is said that during

a royal jackal hunt the jackal turned and seized one of the dogs.

The king took this as a bad omen, left Torvi for Bijdpur, and
the buildings at Torvi were allowed to go to ruin. The Tagani,

Ndri, and Sangit palaces, and the Khidaki, Ali, and Urmundin
mosques are on the east of the village. Only the last two are

in good order. There are several Hindu temples in the village,

the chief of which, Narsinh's, has gained for Torvi the honour of

being a tirth or holy spring. Narsinh's is a square temple with brick

arches. In the centre is a square raised basil pot or vrinddvan

with an image of Hanmant in a niche. To the south of the hall

is the shrine on the lintel of which is Ganpati. In a niche close

by is another small image of Ganpati. The shrine, which has an

anteroom, contains a recess in which are Narsinh and a ling called

Bhimd,shankar. One of the verandas is used as a rest-house. The
temple of Hanmant is small with a spire and a domed roof. To the

west of the village, near the water-course, is a temple of Lakshmi, said

to have been built by Parshurdm Bhd-u Patvardhan (1790). It has
a spire with brick arches, and is used as a rest-house. A small

shrine contains seven round stones marked with red paint. The
temples of Jagadamba, Basvanna, Margava,'^ Jogeshvar, Vithoba,
Ningaya Golgeri, and Kalmeshvar are small modern brick buildings.
Behind the temple of Lakshmi is a domed tomb of Kalesdhib a
Musalman saint where a yearly fair is held. West of the village
near Lakshmi's temple is a pond of sweet water in which is a recently

Margava, a terrific goddess, probably Durga.
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repaired well called Narsinh Tirtli 400 yards square. The village
has forty old wells some of which are still in use, and the springs
used by Ibrdhim for his water works have overflowed and formed
a water-course. Part of the rampart which once surrounded the
village remains but is much out of repair.

Tumbgi village, thirteqp miles south of Indi, has a temple of
Maruti with in front of it a Kdnarese inscription (2'6"x l'6"x 1').

At the top of the stone are emblems a ling in the middle with on
the sides a cow and calf and a sword and the sun and moon. Near
the village police station is another stone (3'6"x I'S'xl') with an
inscription of thirty-one lines each of thirteen or fourteen letters.

One of these is dated Shak 926 (a.d. 1003-4) in the reign of the
Western Chdlukya king Satyd,shraya II. (997- 1008).

»

Yelguri, near the Krishna thirteen miles west of Muddebihdl, is

a small village with in 1881 a population of 456. The name of the
village is derived from a temple of Hanmantwho is called Yel-ur-appa
or the Lord of Seven Villages, as none of the neighbouring villages of

Arlaldinni, Kasinkunti, Budihal, Nagsampgi, Besur, and Masuti has
an image of the monkey god. The temple is to the north outside

of the village and is said to have been built by Padappa a desdi of

Nidgundi. It is well built and contains sixteen square sculptured

pillars and a spire ornamented with figures and surmounted by a

brass cupola.

Three miles from Telguri on the south bank of the Krishna is a

small village called Sitimani, to the south of which is Sitigiri a hill

said to have been inhabited by Edm, Laksbman, and Sita. The hill

has a pond with a small temple dedicated to Sita Devi. North of

the temple is the hermitage of Janak Muni, which Earn is said to

have committed to the safe keeping of Mdruti.

ChapterXIV.
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1 Dr. Burgess' Lists, 52 ; Fleet's Ktoarese Dynasties, 42,
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AIVALLI INSCEIPTION, a.d. 634.i

Victorious is the holy one, Jinendra ; the whole world is, as it were,
an island in the centre of the sea which is the knowledge of him who was
bom from I After that, victorious for a long time is the
mighty ocean of the Chalukya fa;mily, which is immeasurable, and which
IS the origin of jewels of men, who are the ornaments of the diadem of
the earth ! Victorious for a ver^ long time is Satyashraya, who adheres to
his promises even though they are not actually enforced by precept,
bestowing charity and honour on the brave and the learned at the same time
and at the same place. Many members of that race, desirous of conquest,
whose title of 'favourite of the world' enjoyed for a long time the
condition of being a title the meaning of which was obvious and suitable,
having passed away : There was a famous king Jayasinhavallabha of the
Chalukya lineage, who, with his bravery, won for himself the goddess of
fortune, fickle though she is, in warfare in which the bewildered horses
and foot-soldiers and elephants were felled by the blows of many himdreds
of weapons, and in which there flashed thousands of the rays of the
rhinoceros-hide armour of dancing and fear-inspiring headless trunks.

His son was he who bore the name of Ranardga, of god-Kke dignity, the
sole lord of the world ; verily, through the excellence of his body, mankind
recognised, even while he was asleep, that he was of more than human
essence.

His son was Polekeshi, who, even though he possessed (the city of)

Induk^nti, and though he was the favourite of the goddess of fortune,

became the bridegroom of the bride which was (the city of) Vdt^pipuri.^
Even now no kings upon the earth can imitate his practice of the three
pursuits of life ; and the earth became radiant in being endowed by him,
who celebrated horse-sacrifices, with the purificatory ablutions that are
performed after sacrifices.

His son was Kirttivarma, the night of death to the Nalas and the

Mauryas and the Kadambas ; though he withheld his thoughts from the

wives of other men, yet his mind was attracted by the goddess of the

fortunes of his enemies. Straightway the kadamba tree, which was the

confederacy of the mighty Kadambas, was broken to pieces by him, the

mighty one, a very choice elephant of a king, who had acquired the
goddess of victory by his prowess in war.

When he had concentrated his desires on the dominion of power and
dignity of the lord of the gods^ his younger brother Mangahsha, whose
horses were picketted on the shores of the oceans of the east and the

west, and who covered aU the points of the compass with a canopy

Appendix.

AlVALLI
Insceiption
(A.D. 634).

1 Mr. J. F. Fleet, C. S., C.I.B. in Indian Antiquary, VIII. 243-245.
^ From this expression it is to be inferred that it was Polekeshi or Pulikeshi Ii

who first made Vitdpipuri the capital of the family, and that he came from a
previously held capital named IndukAnti, which is probably to be looked for'

somewhere in the north. ^ That is, when he died.
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through the dust of his armies, became king. Having with hundreds of

scintillating torches, which were swords, dispelled the darkness, which was

the race of the M^tangas, in the bridal pavilion of the field of battle he

obtained as his wife the lovely woman who was the goddess of the fortunes

of the Katachchuris.i And again, when he wished quickly to capture

(the island of) Eevatidvipa, straightway his mighty army, which

abounded in splendid banners, and which had beset the ramparts, being

reflected in the water of the ocean, was if it v/ere the army of Varuna,

that had come at his command.

When his elder brother's son named Pulikeshi, of dignity like that of

Nahusha, was desired by the goddess of fortune,^ and had his actions

and his determination and his intelligence perverted by the knowledge

that his uncle was enviously disposed towards him, he, MangaUsha, whose

advantage of power was completely destroyed by the use of the faculties

of counsel and energy that were accumulated by him, lost his not-slender

kingdom and life in the attempt to secure the sovereignty for his own
son. The whole world, which then, in this interregnum, was enveloped

by the darkness of enemies, was lit up by the masses of the lustre of

his unendurable splendour; otherwise, when was it that the dawn
(again) bespread the sky, which was of a dark colour, like a swarm of

bees, by reason of the thunder-clouds which had the glancing lightning

for their banners, and the edges of which were bruised (by striking against

each other) in the rushing wind? And when, having obtained an

opportunity, Govinda,^ who bore the title of Appayika, came to conquer

the earth with his troops of elephants, then at the hands of the armies

of him who was straightway assisted even by the western (ocean), he,

whose path was the ocean of the north, acquired in war a knowledge of

the emotion of fear, the reward which he there obtained.* When he was
laying siege to Vanav^si, girt about by (the river) Hams^nadi which

disports itself in the theatre which is the high waves of the Varada,^ and
surpassing with its prosperity the city of the gods, the fortress which was
on the dry land, having the surface of the earth all round it covered by
the great ocean which was his army, became, as it were, in the very sight

of those that iooked on, a fortress in the middle of the sea. Even the

princes of the Gangas and AJupas, though they had already acquired

prosperity, were always eager in drinking the nectar of close attendance

upon him, being attracted by his dignity, and having abandoned the seven

sins. In the Konkanas, the watery stores of the pools which were the

Mauryas were quickly ejected by the great wave which was Ohandadanda
who acted at his command. When he, who resembled the destroyer of

cities, was besieging Puri, which was the goddess of the fortunes of the

western ocean, with hundreds of ships that had the resemblance of

elephants mad with passion, the sky, which was as blue as a newly
opened lotus, and which was covered with masses of clouds, became like

the ocean and the ocean was like the sky. Being subdued by his prowess,

the Ldtas and the M^lavas and the Gurjaras became, as it were, worthy

' Probably the Kalachuris are referred to.

^ That is, was preferred by the people to Mangalisha and his son.
' Probably a Eishtrakuta king, several of whom bore this name, and who were

always famous for their elephants.
* The meaning would seem to be that Govinda came in ships by way of the sea

from, the north, and that Pulikeshi was assisted to defeat him by some seafaring allies

of the western coast.
5 The modern Varda which flows close under the walls of the town of BanavAsi in

North KAnara. HamsAnadi is probably a tributary of the Varda.
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people, behaving like chieftains brought under subjection by punishment.
Envious because his troops of mighty elephants were slain in war, Harsha,
whose lotuses, which were his feet, were covered with the rays of the
jewels of the chiefs that were nourished by his immeasurable power, was
caused by him to have his joy melted away by fear. While he was
governing the earth with his great armies, the Eevd, which is near
to the venerable (mountain of) Vindhya, and which is beauteous with
its varied sandy stretches, shone the more by virtue of his own
glory, though it was deserted by its elephants from envy of the
mountains in the matter of their size. Being almost equal to Shakra
by the three constituents of kiagly power that were properly acquired
by him, and by his own virtues which were his high lineage and
others, he attained the sovereignty of the three (countries called)

Mahdrashtraka which contained ninety-nine thousand villages. The
Kosalas and the Kalingas, who, by possessing the good qualities of

householders, had become emiuent in the three pursuits of life, and who had
effected the humbling of the pride of other kings, manifested signs of fear

at (the appearance of) his army. Being reduced by him, the fortress of

Pishtapura became not diificult of access ; the actions of this hero were the
most difficult of all things that are difficult of attainment. The water
which was stirred up by him having its interstices filled by his dense
troops of elephants, and being coloured with the blood of the men who
were slain in his many battles, surpassed the hues of evening, and was
like the sky when it is fuU of clouds and of swarms of cuckoos, i With his

armies, which were darkened by the spotless flyflaps and hundreds of

banners and umbrellas that were waved over them, and which annoyed his

enemies who were inflated with valour and energy, and which consisted of

the six constituents of hereditary followers &c. he caused the leader of the

Pallavas, who aimed at the eminence of his own power, to hide his prowess

behind the ramparts of (the city of) Kdnchipura, which was concealed

under the dust of his army. When he prepared himself speedily for

the conquest of the Cholas, the (river) Kdveri, which abounds in the

rolling eyes of the carp, abandoned its contact with the ocean, having

(the onward flow of) its waters obstructed by the bridge formed by his

elephants from whom rut was flowing. There he caused the great

prosperity of the Cholas and the Keralas and the Pdndyas, but became a

very sun to (melt) the hoar-frost which was the army of the Pallavas. While

he, Satyishraya, possessed of energy and regal power and good counsel.,

having conquered all the regions, and having dismissed with honour the

(subjugated) kings, and having propitiated the gods and the Briihmans,

and having entered the city of Vdt^pi, was governing the whole world,

which is girt about by a moat which is the dark-blue water of the dancing

ocean, as if it were one city :

Thirty (and) three thousand, joined with seven centuries of years

(and) five years, having gone by from the war of the Bharatas up to now

;

and fifty (and) six (and) five hundred years of the Shaka kings having

elapsed in (their subdivision of) Kali time ; This stone temple of Jinendra,

which is the abode of glory was caused to be constructed by the learned

Ravikirtti, who had acquired the greatest favour of that same Satydshraya

whose commands were restrained (only) by the (limits of) the three

oceans,^ The accomplished Ravikirtti himself is the composer of this

Appendix.

AlVALLI
Inscription
(A.D. 634).

' The clouds are compared with the elephants and the cuckoos with the blood.

2 That is, who was the king of the whole country bounded by the eastern, the

western, and the southern oceans.
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eulogy, and the person who caused to be built this abode of Jina the

father of the three worlds. Victorious be Eavikirtti, who has attained

the fame of KAlidAsa and of Bhdravi by his poetry, and by whom, possessed

of discrimination as to that which is useful in life, the firm abode of Jina

has been invested with a dwelling place ! This is the possession of this (god)

(The hamlet of) (?) Mulavalli, (the town of) VelmaltikavMa, (the village of)

Pachhannur, (the village of) Gangavur, (the village of) Puligere, (and the

village of) Gandavagram. To the west of the slope of the mountain

(there is) (?) (the field called) Nimuv^ri, extending up to the boundary of

(the city of) Mahapathdntpura, and on the north and on the south^

' The last word of the inscription can only be partly read, and the effaced letters

cannot be supplied. It is probably the name of some place.
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A.
Account Sooks : 346.

Achugi II : Sinda chief (1122), 393.

Acquisition : by the British (1818 - 1858), 4S5.

Adilat Mehel : Bijdpur palace, 620.

Adi-Banjigs : see Are - Banjigs.

Adil Shd,M Kings (1489-1686): 403 note l,

404-435.

Advichinchers : wanderers, 177-178.

Advi Gols : wandering medicine sellers, 102 . 105
Affiliated Lingdyats : 238-259.

Afznl Khdn : Bij^pur general, murder of (1659),
430.

Afzulpur : BijApur hamlet, 578.

Agarkhed : village, temples, 545.

Agarvdls : perfumers, 90-91.

Agastya : the sage, 665 note 9.

Agates : 44, 61.

Age Details : 72.

Ags5,ls : gold and silver workers. See PAnchAls.

Ahmadnagar Kings : list of, 403 note i.

Aihole Inscription : (a.d. 634), 546, 682-685.

Ain-ul-Mulk : Bijipur general (1553), 583 ; tomb
of, 616.

Aivalli : old village, temples, caves, cell-tombs,

378, 545-548, 683-686.

AU Adn Shdh I. (1557-1580) : alliance with

Vijayanagar ; battle of TAlikoti ; overthrow of

Vijayanagar ; siege of Goa; his conquests, 416-

419 ; his tomb, 613.

AU Adil SMh II. (1656-1672): BijApur be-

sieged by Aurangzeb ; treachery of Muhammad
KhAn the Bijdpur general ; Bijdpur reverses

;

Bijdpur besieged by the Moghals, 428-431; his

tomb, 612.

Ali Shahid : mosque of, 632.

Alienated villages : (1884), 457-458.

Alld.pur : Bijdpur suburb, 577, 583.

AM-nd-din Khilji : Emperor of Delhi (1295-

1315), 395-396.

Almel : place of interest, 548 - 549.

Alupas : chiefs (630), 380 and note 4.

Amygdaloid Beds : 43.

Anand Mehel : Bij^pur palace, 619-620.

Andu's Mosque : at Bijapur, 630.

Anval : village, temples, 550.

Arable Area : 309.

ArasiMdi : place of interest, 550.

Are-Banjigs : husbandmen,;238.

Ark-Killdh : Bij^pur, citadel, 573-576, 635-636.

Arrangements : Moghal (1687), 436-437.

Asad Beg : Musalm^n historian^(1604), 422, 585.

AsadKhdn: Bijdpur general. (1510 -1549), 411-

415.

Asar Mehel": relic palace at^BijApur, 620;- 623.

Aspect: 2-5.

Assessed Taxes : 513-514.

Attd,rs : Musalmto perfumers, 289.

Aurangzeb (1658-1707) : besieged BijSpur (1656)

;

sent Jayasing against BijApur (1666) ; in the

Deccan (1683 -1707); siege of Bijipur (1686) and
Golkonda (1687) ; description of his camp (1695);

hisperson, 429, 431, 434-436, 438-439, 649.

Azaf Khin : Moghal general (1631), 425,

Azoic Bocks : 17.

Bddimi: hills, 6; survey, 469-471 ;," sub-division

details, boundaries, area,' aspect, soil, climate,

water, .stock, crops, people, 529-531; town
details, position, caves, | inscriptions,.) fortifica-

tions, history, sieges (1786 and 1818), 362, 378,

379, 380, 443, 450, 550-563.

Badgirs : wood-workers. See PAnchils.

Bd.galkot : survey, 471-473; sub-division details,

boundaries, area, aspect, soil, climate, water,

stock, crops, people, 531 - 533 ; town details; his-

tory, fort, trade, 361, 378, 563-564.

Bagbdus : Musalmto gardeners, 297.

Bagevddi : revision survey, 488-494; sub-

division details, boundaries, area, aspect, climate,

water, soil, crops, people, 533 - 535 ; town details,

temples, 362, 564-565.

Bahmani Kings (1347-1526) : 397-403.

Bakar Kasd,bs : mutton butchers, 297.

Balance Sheet": 512, 515.

BaldsBUS : Dutch traveller (1660), 430.

Banjigs : Lingdyat traders; 221.

Bargirs : Mardtha cavalry, 414, 584.

Basaltic Beds : 41-42.
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Basarkod • village, temples, 565.

Basav : Lingiiyat reformer (1165), details of, 219,

390-391.

Bastions = BijApur city, 569-571.

Bedars : hunters, 91 - 97J; Musalmin servants, 292.

Bees : 69.

Begam : lake, 581 ; tomb, 615.

BeluMi : village, temple, 565 - 566.

Belur : village, temples, inscriptions, 566.

Berads : see Bedars (hunters).

Bernier : French physician (1671), 589.

Bettington: Mr. A., 453.

Bevur : village, temples, inscription, 566.

Bhadbhunjds : grain-parchers, 298.

Bhairaumatti : village, inscriptions, 566.

BhitS : beggars, 178.

Bhaty^r^S : Musalmin cooks, 302.

Bhima : river, 9.

BMma Series : rocks of the, 36 - 38.

BllOgivati : town, 394 and note 5.

Ehois : palanquin-bearers, 97.

Bigha : land measure, 462.

Bijipur: survey, 476-480; revision'survey, 484-

491 ; sub-division details, boundaries, area,

aspect, soil, climate, water, stock, crops, people,

535 - 536 ; town details, position, aspect, area,

walls, bastions, gates, internal appearance, the

citadel, divisions, suburbs, water-works, history,

changes, tombs, palaces, mosques, temples, wells,

towers, prayer places, guns, 567-644; disturbance

(1460), attack (1542), sieges (1582, 11624, 1631,

1635, 1666, 1686), 361, 400, 414, 420, 424, 425,

426, 431, 434, 584, 588, 590.

Bijjal : Kalachuri kingi(1161 -1167), 389-391.

Bilgi: hills, 5; vttlage, wells,{temples, 566-567.

Birds : 67.

Birth-place Details : 71.

Births and Deaths : 527-528.

Blankets: weaving of, 372-373.

Bohleshvar : place of interest, 644.

Bodice Cloths : weaving of, 371 - 372.

Boli Gumhaz : BijApur tomb, 604-607.

Borrowers- 347-348.

Boundaries : i-

Brdhmans: 78-90.

Breccia Beds: 26.

Budbndkers : fortune-tellers, 178-180.

Bukhira Mosque : at BijApur, 630-631.

C
Calc-spar: 61.

Camels : 65.

Camp : description of theMoghal (1695)438-439, 649.

Campbell : Mr. F. D, 316 note 1, 638 note 2.

Capitalists : 338.

Carpets : weaving of, 372.

Carriers t 364.

Cattle Disease (1870 1873) : 498-499.

Census Details : 71-75.

Chdli : tenure, 469 and note 1.

Chalky Shale Beds : 32 - 33.

Chalukyas: Early (550-610) and Western (610

760), 379-386.

Chalukyas : Western (973-1190), 387-389.

Chalvddis : MhAr sacristans, 239.

Ch^mbhdrs : see Samgdrs.

Chand Bibi (1580-1599): appointed regent ; im

prisonment ; release ; heroic conduct in the siege

of Ahmadnagar ; death ; character, 420-421, 421

note 3, 424 note 2 ; weU of, 638.

Chandkavte : vUlage, temples, 644 - 645.

Changes : territoriaJ (1818-1864), 455 and note 4,

456 and notes 1 and 2 ; ia the Bijipur build-

ings, 599- 600.

Chatarki : village, temple, 645.

Chatters : bodicecloth sellers, 239.

Chdvunda II : Sinda chief (1163), 393-394.

Cherty Deposits : 45.

Chhaparbands : Musalmdu thatchers, 296.

Chhatris : see Kshatriyas.

Chhetris : see Mushtigers,

Chigri Betkars : see Advichinohers.

Chik Kuruvinavars : weavers, 259-262.

Chimalgi : survey, 481 ; village, temples, inscrip-

tions, 645.

Chinchdidi Mosque : at Bij^pur, 631-632.

Chini Mehel : Bijdpur palace, 619.

Chitpdvans : see Konkanasth ErAhmans.

Chlorite Schists : 54.

Cholera : 499.

Christians : 305 - 306 ; Missions, 435 note 3.

Civil Courts : 504.

Civil Suits: 504-506.

Clays : 61.

Clayey Sandstone : 57.

Climate: 12-16.

Colouring Earth ; 61.

Condition: of the district (1347 - 1489), 403; (1757)

441 ; (1778-1790), 444 ; of Hungund (1795), 445 ;

(1818), 452.

Cotton: 321-324.

Crafts : 367-377.

Craftsmen :
348.

Crime : 508.

Criminal Classes = 508.

Crops: 318-324.

Crystalline Sandstones :
65.

Cumine ; Mr. A., l note l, 219 and note 1, 280

note 1.

Currency: 338-342.

Customs, birth, marriage, pregnancy, death,

83-88, 94-97, 100-101, 108-109, 115-117, 120,

125-127, 132-134, 135-137, 139-141, 150-155,
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159-160, 162-163, 167-168, 171-173, 174-
176, 182-184, 186-187, 191-193. 199-201,
204-205, 208-210, 215,218,230-238, 242-244,
250-252, 256-257, 261-262, 264-265> 269, 273-
274.

D.

Daksha's Sacrifice : story of, 378, 646 and note 3.

Dandigddsars: beggars, 180-184.

Dd,niyAl : marriage of prince (1604), 422.

Dd,sars : beggars, 184-187.

Davris ; see Budbudkers.

Seccan Trap Beds : 39-47.

Deshasths: Brihmans,79-89.

Devar Navadgi: Visudev Balvant Phadke's
capture at (1879), 645-646.

Devangaon : village, temples, 645.

Devgiri Yidav : dynasty (1150-1320), 394-395.

Dhanur : village, temples, 646.

Dhors : tanners, 263 - 265.

Dhlllklied : village, Daksha's sacrifice, temples,

378,646-647.

DhundMa Vigh : Mar^tha freebooter (1800),

446-447.

DildiWar KMn : Moghal general (1677), 432-433.

Dioritic Green-stone : 54 - 55.

Diseases : 525.

Disorders (1804-1810) : 447-448.

Dispensaries : 525.

Divd,kar DiksMt : rebel (1824), 452.

Divisions: of BijApuroity, 576-577.

Domb&ris : tumblers, 187 - 189.

Domestic Animals : 64-65.

Don: river, 9-10; richness of its valley, 3 and

note 1, 308 and note 1 ; scheme, 315- 316,

Duarte Earbosa: Portuguese traveller (1500-

1514), 407-409;

Dutch : the (1596 - 1774), 428 note 3.

Dyeing: 165-166, 368.

E.

Earthen pots : making of, 374.

Elphinstone : the Honourable Mountstuart (1819),

568 note 2, 598, 607 note 1, 612 note 1.

Estate-holders : 446.

Exchange Bills : 338.

Excise: 512-513.

Exorcism: 99,ii4-ii5,

Exports: 366-367.

F.

Fairs: 363-364, 649,

Family Stocks : 141, 143, 161, 164, 173, 180, 205,

220, 245, 254, 258, 259, 268, 270, 280.

Famines: 324-337.

Famine Herbs : 334.

B 877-87

Farm Stock : 309.

Felspathic Rocks : 19.

Ferishta (1550 - 1611) : Musalm^n historian of the

Deccan, 423 and note 1.

Ferries: 357-358.

Field Rites: 147-149.

Field Tools,: 310-312.

Firangi : Bijdpur bastion, 570-571.

Fish : 69-70.

Fitch and Newberry : English travellers (1583),

420.

Fleet : Mr. J. F., 379.

Flinty Beds: 31.

Flood : Ilkal (1882), 654.

Forests: 61-62.

Fossils : 45.

G.

G-adankeri : village, tombs, 647.

Gagan Mehel : Bijdpur palace, 620.

Gajeudragad : ridge, 6 ; town, remains, 647 - 648.

Galgali : old village; Aurangzeb's camp (1695),

378, 648-649.

Ganga : Maisur dynasty, 380 and note 4.

GangimakkalS : fishermen, 113-117.

GanigS : oilmen, 239-241.

Gi,0 KasdbS : beef-butchers, 294.

Gates : BijApur city, 571-572.

Ganndis : Musalm^n bricklayers, 298 - 299,

Gavandis : masons, 97 - 101.

Gavlis : milkmen, 241 - 244.

Geology : Inteoduotign, 16- 17 ; Gneissic Rooks,

Granitoid and Schistose Areas,Granite and Syenite

Veins, 17 - 19 ; Loweb KaiIdgi Sbbibs : Sections,

Inliers, Quartzites, Sand-stones, Quartzite Sand-

stones, Lime-stones, Chalky Shales, Shaley Beds,

Quartz Reefs, 19 - 33 ; Upper KalAdgi Series :

Quartzites, Lime-stones and Shales, 33 - 36 ;

Intrusive Rocks, 36; Bhima Series: Shaley

Sand-stones, TAlikoti Lime-atones, 36-38 ; Infka-

TEAPPEAN Rocks, 38-39 ; DecoanTrap : Varieties

Trap Flows, Agates, luter-trappean Formations,

Laterite, 39 - 47 ; Later Tertiary Deposits :

Lake Formations, River Deposits, 47 - 49 ; Sub-

aerial Formations and Soil, 50.

Gemelli Careri : Italian traveller (1695), 438-439,

649.

Ghatprabha : river, 10 - 11.

Ghisdidis : tinkers, 189-193.

Gondhlis : dancers, 193.

Girls' Schools : 519.

Goa : capture of (1470), 401 ; siege of (1510), 407

;

(1571), 418-419.

GolS : cowherds, 102-105.
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Golgeri : village, temple, fair, 649.

Gol Gumbaz : see Boli Gumbaz.

Golkonda : kings, 403 note 1 ; fall of (1687), 436.

GoUas : see Gols.

Gollers : see Gols.

Gorak Imlis : baobab trees, 643.

Gosdvis : beggars, 193-194.

Granite : rooks, 17-19
; pillars and slabs, 54.

Gravel Beds : 50.

Gneissic Rocks : 17-19.

Gritty Beds : 25.

Gudur : village, temple, 649.

Gujardt Vdnis : 105 - 106.

Guledgudd : Mil, 6 ; town, 649 - 650.

Guns : Bijdpur, 638 - 643.

Gunpowder : "se of, 398 and note 3.

GuravS: musicians, 265-267.

H.

Habib Ulla: divine (1460), 582.

Haematite : Beds, 18 ; Schists, 54.

HaidarAli (1763-1782): master of South Bijd-

pur, 442.

Haidar Khan : mosque of, 632.

Hajams : MusalmAn barbers, 302.

Hdji Husain : tomb of, 615.

Hakims : MusalmAn practitioners, 292-293.

Half Lingiyat Hindus : 259 - 280.

HaUam : Mr. Edward H., 350 and note I.

Hallur : village, temples, inscriptions, 650.

Halsangi : place of interest, 651.

Hamid lOiadir : tomb of, 615.

Haubdrs : husbandmen, 106 - 109.

Hande Kurubars : see Hande Vazirs.

Hande Vazirs : shepherds, 244.

Hande Yavarus •• LingAyat Kabligers, 244.

Hart : Captain E. E., 599.

Hatkd:rs : hand-loom weavers, 267 - 270.

Hattikankans : see Kurubars.

Hebbal : village, temples, 651.

HelavS : beggars, 270-271.

Hemadpant : story of, 545 note 2.

flms:5-7.
Hippargi -. survey, 465 - 467 ; village, temples,

inscription, fair, 378, 651 - 652.

Hire Kuruvinavars : see Kuruvinshettis.

Hirur village, temple, 652.

Hiwen Tbsang : Chinese pilgrim (629 645), his

description of Mah&d,shtra, 381 - 383.

Holdings: 309-310.

Holedisars ; beggars, 194.

Hollas : depressed classes, 213-216.

Hornblendic Rocks : 18.

Horti: village, temples, 652-653.

Hospitals : 525.

Houses : 73,

Hoysala Balldl : dynasty (1039 - 1312), 391 and

note 5.

HugdrS: see Guravs.

Hungund : trade centre, 362 ; survey, 473-476;

sub-division details, boundaries, area, aspect,

climate, water, stock, crops, people, 637 - 538 ;

town legends, remains, 653 and note 1.

Husbandmen: 307.

I.

Ibrahim Adil Shdh I (1534-1557) : administra-

tive reforms ; wars with Vijayanagar and

Ahmadnagar ; attack on Bijdpur ; battle of Ur-

chan ; internal disorders ; Abdulla's rebellion ;

death of Asad Kh^u; Bijdpur reverses, 413-416.

Ibrihim Adil Shdh II (1580-1626): internal

disorders ; attack on BijApur ; the Moghals in

Ahmadnagar ; Moghal alliance ; condition (1604);

change of capital ; siege of Bijilpur (1624), 420 -

424 ; his conversion to Hinduism, 636.

Ibrahim Roza : tomb of Ibrahim II. (1580-1626),

608-611.

Idgdh : prayer place, 635, 639.

Ilgers: palm-tappers, 109-112.

Ilkal : town details,_temples, flood (1882), 653-654.

Ilval : BAdimi demon, story of, 378.

Imports: 364-366.

Indi : survey, 460- 464 ; revision survey, 484-491
;

sub-division details, boundaries, area, aspect,

soil, climate, water, stock, crops, people, 538- 540;

trade centre, 360 ; tovm, people, inscriptions, ^

378, 654-655.

Indian Millet : grain, 319 - 320.

Infirmities : 526.

Infra-trappean Rocks : 38-39.

Ingleshvar : village, temples, caves, inscriptions,

655-656.

Initiation Ceremony : Ling^yat priests', 230-233.

Instruction : schools, staff, cost, private schools ;

girls' schools ; readers and writers ; school

returns ; town schools ; village schools ; libraries,

newspapers, 518 -523.

Inter-trappean Beds : 45.

Interest : rates of, 346-347.

Intrusive Rocks : 36.

Investments: 344.

Irrigation: 312-316.

Iron-clay : see Lateritic Eock.

Iron Ore: 51-53.

Ismdil Adil Sh^h (1510-1534) : his minority;

threatened usurpation by the regent Kamdl Khiin;

death of Kamdl Khdn ; war with Ahmadnagar,

Golkonda, Ber^r, and Vijayanagar; Asad Khin
appointed commander-in-chief; his character,

410-413,
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•
J-

Jails : 510-511.

Jains : 280-282.

Jainapur
: village, temples, 65G-657.

Jama Mosque : at Bijd.pur, 626- 628.
Jangams .- Lingdyat priests, 220- 221.
J4ts : MusalmAus, 297.

Jh^r^kars : Musalmiu dust-washers, 299.
Jingars : saddlers, 112-113.
Jirs : see Guravs.

Jogers : beggars, 194- 196.

Joyner : Mr. E. B., 5 note 1, 59, 313 note 1, 316
note 1, 638 note 2, 641 note 2, 642.

Justice : mode of administering (1680), 434 (1884)
504-511.

K.

Kabters : husbandmen, 271 - 274.
Kab%ers : fishermen, 113-117.
Kdbulis : MusahnAus, 289.

Kadambas : BanavAsi dynasty, 380 and note 2.

Kdgzis : MusalmSn paper-makers, 290, 291.

Kaikadis : basket-makers, 196.

Kd,kars : Musalm^ns, 294.

Kakhandki : place of interest, 657.

KalMgi : formed a district (1864), 455 ; town
657-658.

Kaladgi Series : rooks of the, 19-35.

Kalachuri : Hindu kings (1162 - ] 182), 389 - 392.
KaMigarS ; Musalm^n tinners, 291.

Kalals : distillers, 117.

Ealavauts : dancing giris, 244.

EalkutgdrS : stone workers. See Pdnchdis.

Kd,m Bakhsh: governor of Bijiipur (1706-1708),
440; 592-593.

Kambhd,rs : iron-\vorkers. See Pdnchdis.

Eauchgars : brass-workurs. See Pdnchdis.

Kanjars : Musahndn poulterers, 303.

Eanojds : Brdhmans, 89.

Eauvas : Brdhmans, 89.

Eardi : village, temples, inscriptions, 658 - 659.

Earhd,dd.S : Brdhmans, 89.

Earim-ud-din : governor of Bijdpur (1316-1320),
396, 582 ; mosque of, 632 - 634.

Kasbans : Musalmdu dancing girls, 304-305.

Eatbus : see Kilikets.

Eattageri : railway station, temples, inscriptions,

ponds, 659.

EelvAdi : village, temples, inscription, 659,

Eennedy : Mr. H., 64 note 2,

Eerur : town, fort, temples, 659-660.

Ehindpur : village, local story, tombs, 660-G61.

Ehdtiks : butchers. See Suryavaushi Lads.

Ehawas Ehdn : Bijdpur general (1672-1679),

431-432; tomb of, 614.

Ehwdja Jahdn : Bahmani general, mosque of,

634.

Kilikets : wanderers, 196-201.

Eirttivarma II ; Western Chalukya king (747 -

757), 386.

Eorchers : wanderers, 201 - 202.

Eomtis : traders, 118-121.

Konkanasths : Brdhmans, 89.

Eoshtis : weavers, 245- 247.

Korvis : wanderers, 202 - 205.

Erishna : river, 7-9.

Esbatriyas : husbandmen, 121.

Eudvakialgers : hoemen, 247.

Eumbhdrs : potters, 247 - 252.

Eunbis : husbandmen, 121.

Eundargi : village, temple, 661.

Kuntal : country, 387 note 5.

Kuntoji : village, temple, 661.

EursiliS : bastards, 252.

Eurubars : shepherds, 121 - 124.

Euruvinshettis : grocers, 252 - 253.

L.

Labbeys : Musalmdns, 295.

Labour Mortgage : 349-350.

Lake Formations : 47-49.

Lamdns ; carriers, 205-210.

Land : mortgage, 349 ; acquisition by the English

(1818-1858), 455; territorial changes (1818-

1864), 455-456; alienated villages (1884),

457; the British (1818-1884), 458; tillage

and revenue (1820-1844), 459-460; survey,

ludi (1843-1845), 460-464; Muddebihdl (1844

-

45), 464-465 and 1845-46, 468-469; Hippargi

(1844-45), 465-467; Mangoli (1844-45), 467-

468; Bdddmi (1850-51), 469-471; Bdgalkot

(1850-51), 471-473; Hungund (1.851-52), 473-476;

Bijdpur (1855-56), 476-480; Chimalgi (1859-60),

481 ; tillage and revenue (1855 - 1873), 481 -483 ;

revision survey in Indi, Sindgi, Bijdpur, and

Bdgevddi (1874-75), 484-491; in Bdgevddi and

Muddebihdl (1876-77), 492-494 ; in Muddebihdl

(1877), 495-497 ; survey results (1838- 1882), 497 ;•

season reports (1865-1883), 498-501; revenue

statistics (18G4-18S3), 501.

Ldnda Kasdb : Bijdpur bastion, 570.

Language Details : 71.

Later Tertiary Deposits: 47-49.

Lateritic Rock : 45-47.

Lenders : 344 - 346.

Libraries :
523.

Lime-stone : 27 - 2S, 35, 57 - 58.

Lingdyats : doctrines, 225 - 230 ; customs, 230 - 238 5

True, 220-238; Affiliated, 238-259; Half,

259-280.

Local Funds; 515-516.
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londris : salt-makers, 124.

Lumcherri : Bijapur gun, 638.

M.
Macca Mosque : at Bijapur, 628-629.

MacMntosh : Sir James (1808), 594-597.
MddigS : depressed classes, 216-219.

Magistracy : 507.

Mahdkuta : see Nandikeshvar.

Mahdwats = Musalm^n elepkant-drivers, 293.

Mahmud Adil Shdh (1626-1656): parties; rise

of the MardthAs ; siege of Bijipur (1631) ; BijA-
pur limits

; rise of Shivdji ; condition (1639 and
1648), 424-428; tomb, 604-607; 661-663.

Mdhmud GdwAn : Bahmani minister (1460-1481),
400-402, 582.

Maisur Power (1778 - 1787) : 442 - 444.

Malgdrs : flower-sellers, 253.

Malprabha: river, 11.

Malik KAfur : AlU-ud-din's general (1295-1312),

396.

Malik Eehan : tomb of, 617.

Malik Sandal : mosque of, 631.

Malika Jdhdn : mosque of, 630.

Malik-i-Maiddn : tlie great bronze gun at BijApur,

6.39-641.

Mallu Adil Slid,h (1534) : 413.

Mamddpur : lakes, 313 ; village, story, temples,

lakes, inscriptions, 661-663.

Mandelslo : French traveller (1639), 427, 587.

Mangalish: Early Chalukya king (578-610),

380-381.

Mangoli : survey, 467 - 468.

Mankui : village, temple, inscription, 663.

Manure : 316.

Manuscripts : old Persian, 622.

ManyarS : MusalmAn bracelet-sellers, 290.

Marithas : husbandmen, 125 - 127 ; ri^e of the,

424-425; freebooters, 439; raids (1797), 445-

446.

Markets: 362-363.

Marriage Details : 72.

Marwiris : 127 - 129.

Matangas : chiefs (630), 380 and note 3.

Materials : for the land history, 455 note 1.

Maurya : Konkan dynasty (630), 380 and note 1.

Meadows Taylor : Colonel, 396, 398, 403, 644.

MeddrS : basket-makers, 129 - 130.

Mehtar Mehel : Bijapur palace, 623 - 625.

Metal Vessels : making of, 373-374.

MetamorpMc Rocks : 17 - 19.

MhirS : see Holies.

Minerals: 51-61.

Mint : BAgalkot, 339-341.

ModOguUa: Mudgal, 378-379.

Moghals : Musalmdns, 288 ; supreme in BijSpur,

(1686-1723), 436-440.

Momins : Musalm^ weavers, 299.

Moor : Lieutenant (1792), 594, 642.

Mosques : Bijapur, 626 - 635.

Moti Gumbaz : Pearl Mosque at Bijdpur, 616 - 617.

Movements : 78.

MuddeMhdl : trade centre, 361 ; survey, 464 - 465,

468 - 469 ; revision survey, 492 - 497 ; sub'diviaioa

details, boundaries, area, aspect, soil, climate,

water, stock, crops, people, 541-542;. town,

663-664.

Mudkavi : village, 664.

Mudliars: traders, 130-134.

Mukeris : Musalmin grain-dealers, 295-296.

Munro : General (1818), 449-451.

Municipalities : 517.

Musalmd.ns : strength, distribution, appearance,

houses, food, dress, calling, condition, religion,

,

subdivisions, 282 - 305.

Mushtigers : husbandmen, 134 - 137.

Mushtigiri : village, temples, 664.

Mutinies: the (1857), 453-454.

Muttige : village, temples, inscription, 664 - 665.

N.

NddigS : barbers, 254-257.

Nagliks : dyers, 253.

Nakarchis : Musalm^n horse kettle-drummers,

305.

Nala : Konkan dynasty (630), 380 and iiote 1.

NalatV^d : village, temples, inscriptions, 665.

Nalbands : MusalmAn farriers, 291.

Nandikeshvar : pond, temples, inscriptions, 665 -

666.

Nandvidige : village, well, temples, inscriptions,

666.

Ndriyan CMntdman : R^o SAheb, 310 note l,

359 note 1.

Narsinh : rebel (1840), 452.

Narsoba : temple of, 636-637.

Nauraspur : capital removed to (1600), 423

;

BijApur suburb, 579, 586, 667.

Newspapers : 523.

JSThdvis : see Nddigs.

NilgirS : indigo-dyers, 257-258.

Nilkanth Lingdyats : see Koshtis,

Nimbargi: village, temple, legend, 667-668.

Nizam (1723 - 1760) : the Haidarabad, 440 - 441.

Objects : list of Bijiipur, 601 -604.

Occupation Details : 73.

Offences: 509-510.
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Ogilby: English geographer (1680), 433-434, 589.

Ornaments: 92; ii9; 224 note l-

Oshtams : beggars, 137-141.

Outliers : of the KalAdgi aeries, 20.

Padsalis : weavers, 258-259.

Pagoda : origin of the name, 406 note 3.

Fakhalis : Musalmin water-carriers, 301.

Palaces : BijApur, 617 - 626.

Pallav : dynasty (550), 379, 380 and note 4, 383.

Palm Tapping : ill.

PancMls: craftsmen, 141-143.

Panchamsdlis : Lingdyat husbandmen, 221 - 222.

Pangals : see Helava.

Paper-making : 375 - 376.

Pants : washermen, 274 - 277.

Parties : at Bijdpur (1672-1680), 432.

Pathdns : MusalmAns, 288.

Pattadakal : old village, temples, inscriptions,

history, 668 - 674.

Patvegd,rs : silk-band weavers, 143 - 145.

Patvegars : tassel twisters, 300 - 301.

Pendharas = MusalmAn grass cutters, 303 - 304.

Permadi I : Sinda chief (1104), 393.

Petirgal ; Pattadakal (A.D. 150), 379.

Phdnsepardhis : see Advichinchers.

Piece goods •• weaving of, 369 - 370.

Pini^rds = Musalmin cotton-cleaners, 300.

Pir Amin : tomb of, 578, 617.

Plague : the Baghdad (1689), 437, 524 and note 1,

592.

Plough : a, 310.

Police Details : 509.

Portuguese : the (1498-1510), 407.

Post Offices: 358-359.

Prices : stones, 54-61 ; food grains, 351-353, 461

and note 1, 465 and note I, 466 and note 1, 468

note 1, 485 note 2, 492 and note 2, 495 note 2.

Private Schools : 518.

Ptolemy = Egyptian geographer (a.d. 150), 378.

PulikesM II : Western Chalukya king (610 - 640),

381 - 382.

Q.

Quartz Reefs : 33.

Quartzite : beds, 24-27, 33- 35 ; shingle beds, 49 ;

tools, 49, 59; slabs, 55-56.

R.

Raddis: husbandmen, origin, divisions, appear-

ance, language, houses, food, dress, calling, reli-

gion, customs, 145 - 155, 386 note 7.

Rajputs : husbandmen, 155 - 160.

Railways: 356-357.

Rainfall: 14-15.

Rakhasgi : village, 674.

'Rimixmj&ch&rja. -. religious teacher (1170), 149.

150.

R^shtrakutas : Hindu kings (760-973), 386 and
note 7.

Rat Plague : 336- 337, 500.

Rivals : beggars,. 160.

Readers and Writers : 519 - 520.

Reforms : introduced by Mdhmud Gd,w4n (1478),

402 ; by Yusuf Adil ShAh (1489 - 1510), 409-410.

Registration : 506 - 507.

Reinold : Mr. B. K., 567 note 2, 601 note 1.

Religious Creed : of the Bijdpur kings, 413 note 4.

Reservoirs: 312-314,

Rest-houses : 358.

Revenue: farming (1811-1819), 448-449; land,

601.

Rice : grain, 321.

Risings (1834 and 1840) : 452 - 453.

Rivers : 7 - 11.

River Deposits : 49.

Roads: 354 -355.3

Rubble Stones : 59.

S.

Sabayo : origin of the title, 404 and note 1.

Saikalgars : Musalmto armourers, 301.

Sdlis : weavers, 277-279.

Salotgi : village, temple, legend, 674 - 675.

Saltpetre : 61 ; making of, 376-377.

Samgirs : leather workers, 279 - 280.

Sandstone : beds, 24 - 25 ; working of, 56 - 57.

Sangam : village, temple, flight and absorption of

Basav, fair, 675.

Sangit Mehel : Bijdpur palace, 626.

SarbdnS : Musalmdn camel -drivers, 293.

Sat HIazli : seven storeyed palace at BijApur, 617-

619.

SdtiraRAjas (1818-1848): 598-599.

Sauddgars : MusalmAn traders, 289.

Sivanur : Nawdb of, 439, 441.

Saving Classes : 342-344.

Schistose Rocks : 18.

Schools: 518-523.

Scott : Mr. M. H., 545 note 1.

Season Reports : (1865-1883), 498-501.

Sections : of the Lower KaUdgi series, 20 - 33.

Sedimentary Rocks : 47-48.

Settlement : of the country (1818), 451.

Shahapur : Bijipur suburb, 577.

Shdh Nawdz : tomb of, 617.

Shaikhs : Musalmdns, 288.

Shaley Beds: 27, 33,35-37.
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Shenvis : BrAhmans, 89.

Sherzi : BijApur bastion, 569-570.

Shetiyirs : traders, 160-163.

Shikandar Adil Shdh (1672-1686) : minority
;

factions
; the Moghala besiege Bijdpur (1679) ;

overthrow of the kingdom, 431-435, 591 and
note 3.

Shilvants : pious Lingdyats, 221.

Shimpis : tailors, 163 - 169.

Sllivachd,ris : Lingdyat weavers, 259.

Shivdji (1627-1680): rise, success, his trea-

chery with Afzul Khto; attack on Bijdpur

(1666) ; assists Bijdpur against the Moghals (1679),

' 426-427,430-433.

Shivpur : village, 676.

Shoes : making of, 374 - 375,

Shopkeepers : 364.

Silcock : Mr. H. F., 63 note 1, 67 note 1, 69 note

2. 326 note 1, 338 note 1, 347 note 1, 359 note 1,

405 note 1, 413 note 4, 567 note 1.

Silicious Limestone Beds : 28 - 32.

Silk Waistcloths : weaving of, 371.

Sindas : chiefs (1120-1180), 389, 392-394.

Sindgi : trade centre, 360 ; revision survey, 484 -

491 J sub-division details, boundaries, area, as-

pect, soil, climate, water, stock, crops, people,

542-544 ; town, temples, rising (1824), 676 - 677.

Simr : village, temples, inscriptions, 677 - 678.

Sivdris : Musalm^n servants, 304.

Slates : 59.

Snakes : 67 - 68.

Soil: 50, 308-309.

Sonepnr : battle of (1597), 421.

Soothsayers : lOO.

Spirit-possession: 114-115, 123, 199, 218,273.

Spry : Mr. A. H., 65 note 2.

Staff (1884): 502-503,518.

Stones : price of, 54 - 61.

Sub-aerial Formations : 50.

Sub-Divisions : i, 529-544.

Suburbs : Bij^pur city, 577 - 579.

Suratvdls : see Rajputs.

Surnames : 91, 98, 102, 124, 129, 156, 184, 188,

189, 210, 216, 241, 258, 263, 272, 275, 277.

Survey : Indi, 460 - 464 ; Muddebih41, 464 - 465

and 468 - 469 ; Hippargi, 465 - 467 ; Mangoli, 467 -

468 ; Biid^mi, 469 - 471 ; Bdgalkot, 471 - 473 ;

Hungund, 473 - 476 ; BijApur, 476 - 480 ; Chimalgi,

481 ; revision survey, Indi, BijApur, Bdgevddi,

484-491; B4gev4di, Muddebihdl, 492-494;

Muddebihil, 495 - 497 ; survey results, 497.

Suryavanshi Lads : butchers, 169 - 173.

SyedS : Musalm^ns, 287.

Syed Daud : Mr., 282 note 1.

Syenite : veins 19 ; slabs, 54.

Tdj Bivdi : Bij^pur well, 637.

Takki : see Afzulpur.

TaUkoti : Lime-stones, 37-38, 58, battle of (1565),

417,646, 678-679 ; town, mosque, temple, 678-
679.

Tdschis : Musalmdn kettle-drummers, 305,

Tavernier : traveller (1648), 427 - 428,

Telegraph : 359.

Temperature: 13.

Tillage: 317-318.

Tipu (1782-1799) : MarAthAs at war with, 443-

444.

Tirguls : Br^hmans, 90.

Tolachkod: village, pond, temple, legend, 679-
680.

Tolls : 357.

Tombs : BijApur, 604-617.

Torvi : water works, 579 - .580 ; village, Adil
Shiihi remains, temples, 680 - 681

.

Town Schools : 522- 523.

Trade Centres : 360-362.

Trading Classes : 359 - 360.

Trap : flows, 43 -44 ; beds, 59-60.

Trees : 63 - 64.

True Lingdyats : 220-238.

Tufaceous Deposits : 50,

Tupat Komtis : see Komtis.

Two Sisters : tomb of the, 614.

U,

Udgir : battle of (1659), 441.

Unikankans : see Kurubars.

Upri : BijApur tower, 638 - 639.

Urchan : battle of (1544), 415.

Vaccination : 526.

Vadars : earth-diggers, 210-213.

Varthema : Italian traveller (1502), 406 - 407, 583.

VAsudev Balvant Phadke: capture of (1879),

645 - 646.

Vd,tApi : BAdimi demon, story of, 378.

Vidal : Mr. G. W., 68 notes 1 and 2, 69 note 1.

Vidurs : Brdhmans, 90.

Vijaydditya : Western Chalakya king (697 - 733),

385.

Vijayanagar: kings (1335-1587), 396 note 7;
founding of, 396 ; overtlirow of (1565), 418.

VikramMitya I : Western, Chalukya king (670

680), 383 - 384.

Vikramaditya II : Western Chalukya king (733 -

747), 385-386.

Vikramaditya VI: Western Chalukya kmg
(1073-1126), 550.
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Village: communities, 75 - 77 ; police, 507-508;
schools, 528.

Villages: 73-75.

Vinaydditya: Western Chalukya king (680-697)
384-385.

Volcanic Ash Beds : 41.

W.
Wages: 350-351.

Walls : Bijdpur city, 568 - 569.

Wars : between the Bahmani and Vijayanagar

kings, 397 - 400.

Waterworks : old, 579-581.

Weaving: 369-373.

Wedderbum : Sir David, 3 note 1.

Weights and Measures: 353

Wells: 11-12,314-315.

Wellesley : General (1800-1803), 44G-447.

Wheat : grain, 320-321.

Wild Animals : 65-66.

Wilkins : General St. Clair, 599.

Winds : 16.

Wingate : Mr. A., 326 note 1.

Women's Eohes : weaving of, 370 - 371.

Y.

Ydklars: temple servants, 173-176.

Ydkut Ddbnli : tomb of, 616.

Yelguri : village, 681.

Ynsuf Adil Sh&h. (1489-1510): his early Ufe,

becomes independent and fixes on Biid,pur as his

capital: his wars with Vijayanagar ; changes the

state religion, his character and reforms, 404 - 410

;

prayer place, 63-5.
















